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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE
THE translation of the twenty-sixth German edition of this grammar, originally
prepared by the Rev. G. W. Collins and revised by me, was published in 1898. Since
that date a twenty-seventh German edition has appeared; and Prof. Kautzsch was

already engaged on a twenty-eighth in 1908 when the English translation was
becoming exhausted. He sent me the sheets as they were printed off, and I began
revising the former translation in order to produce it as soon as possible after the
completion of the German. The whole of the English has been carefully compared with
the; new edition, and, it is hoped, improved in many points, while Prof. Kautzsch's own
corrections and additions have of course been incorporated. As before, the plan and
arrangement of the original have been strictly followed, so that the references for
sections and paragraphs correspond exactly in German and English. Dr. Driver has
again most generously given up time, in the midst of other engagements, to reading
the sheets, and has made numerous suggestions. To him also are chiefly due the
enlargement of the index of subjects, some expansions in the new index of Hebrew
words, and some additions to the index of passages, whereby we hope to have made
the book more serviceable to students. I have also to thank my young friend, Mr.
Godfrey R. Driver, of Winchester College, for some welcome help in correcting proofs

ba xmXy ~kx !b

. any corrections
of the Hebrew index and the index of passages.
have been sent to me by scholars who have used tho former English edition,
especially the Rev. W. E. Blomfield, the Rev. S. Holmes, Mr. P. Wilson, Prof. Witton
Davies, Mr. G. H. Skipwith, and an unknown correspondent at West Croydon. These,
as well as suggestions in reviews, have all been considered, and where possible,
utilized. I am also much indebted to the Press-readers for the great care which they
have bestowed on the work.
Finally, I must pay an affectionate tribute to the memory of Prof. Kautzsch, who died in
the spring of this year, shortly after finishing the last sheets of the twenty-eighth
edition. For more than thirty years he was indefatigable in improving the successive
editions of the Grammar. The German translation of the Old Testament first published
by him in 1894, with the co-operation of other scholars, under the title Die Heilige
Schrift des A Ts, and now (1910) in the third and much enlarged edition, is a valuable
work which has been widely appreciated: the Apocryphen und Pseudepigraphen des
A Ts, edited by him in 1900, is another important work: besides which he published his
Grammatik des Biblisch-AramaÎischen in 1884, two useful brochures Bibelwissenschaft
und Religionsunterricht in 1900, and Die bleibende Bedeutung des A Ts in 1903, six
popular lectures on Die Poesie und die poetischen BuÎcher des A Ts in 1902, his article
ÔReligion of Israel213; in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, v. (1904), pp. 612–734, not
to mention minor publications. His death is a serious loss to Biblical scholarship, while
to me and to many others it is the loss of a most kindly friend, remarkable alike for his
simple piety and his enthusiasm for learning.
A.C.
MAGDALEN COLLEGE, OXFORD,Sept. 1910.

FROM THE GERMAN PREFACE

THE present (twenty-eighth) edition of this Grammar,1 like the former ones, takes
account as far as possible of all important new publications on the subject, especially
J. Barth's Sprachwissenschaftliche Untersuchungen zum Semitischen, pt. i, Lpz. 1907;
the important works of C. Brockelmann (for the titles see the heading of § 1; vol. i of
the Grundriss was finished in 1908); P. Kahle's Der masoretische Text des A Ts nach
der UÏberlieferung der babylonischen Juden, Lpz. 1902 (giving on p. 51 ff. an outline of
Hebrew accidence from a Babylonian MS. at Berlin); R. Kittel's Biblia Hebraica, Lpz.
1905 f., 2 vols. (discriminating between certain, probable, and proposed emendations;
see § 3 g, end); Th. NoÎldeke's BeitraÓge zur semit. Sprachwissenschaft, Strassburg,
1904; Ed. Sievers' Metrische Studien (for the titles of these striking works see § 2 r).
The important work of J. W. Rothstein, GrundzuÎgedes hebr. Rhythmus, &c. (see also §
2 r), unfortunately appeared too late to be used. The two large commentaries edited
byNowack and Marti have been recently completed; and in P. Haupt's Polychrome
Bible (SBOT.), part ix (Kings) by Stade and Schwally was published in 1904.
For full reviews of the twenty-seventh edition, which of course have been considered
as carefully as possible, I have to thank Max Margolis (in Hebraica, 1902, p. 159 ff.),
Mayer Lambert (REJ. 1902, p. 307 ff.), and H. Oort (Theol. Tijdschrift, 1902, p. 373 ff.).
For particular remarks and corrections I must thank Prof. J. Barth (Berlin), Dr. Gasser,
pastor in Buchberg, Schaffhausen, B. Kirschner, of Charlottenburg, (contributions to
the index of passages), Pastor KoÎhler, of Augst, Dr. Liebmann, of Kuczkow, Posen,
Prof. Th. NoÎldeke, of Strassburg, Pastor S. Preiswerk junior, of BaÖle, Dr. Schwarz, of
Leipzig, and Prof. B. Stade, of Giessen (died in 1906). Special mention must be made
of the abundant help received from three old friends of this book, Prof. P. Haupt, of
Baltimore, Prof. Knudtzon, of Kristiania, and Prof. H. Strack, of Berlin, and also, in
connexion with the present edition, Prof. H. Hyvernat, of the University of Washington,
who has rendered great service especially in the correction and enlargement of the
indexes. I take this opportunity of thanking them all again sincerely. And I am no less
grateful also to my dear colleague Prof. C. Steuernagel for the unwearying care with
which he has helped me from beginning to end in correcting the proof-sheets.
Among material changes introduced into this edition may be mentioned the abolition of
the term SèewaÖ medium (§ 10 d). In this I have adopted, not without hesitation, the
views of Sievers. I find it, however, quite impossible to follow him in rejecting all
distinctions of quantity in the vowels. It is no doubt possible that such matters may in
the spoken language have worn a very different appearance, and especially that in the
period of nearly a thousand years, over which the Old Testament writings extend, very
great variations may have taken place. Our duty, however, is to represent the
language in the form in which it has been handed down to us by the Masoretes; and
that this form involves a distinction between unchangeable, tone-long, and short
vowels, admits in my opinion of no doubt. The discussion of any earlier stage of
development belongs not to Hebrew grammar but to comparative Semitic philology.
The same answer may be made to Beer's desire (ThLZ. 1904, col. 314 f.) for an

"historical Hebrew grammar describing the actual growth of the language on a basis of
comparative philology, as it may still be traced within the narrow limits of the Old
Testament ". Such material as is available for the purpose ought indeed to be honestly
set forth in the new editions of Gesenius; but Beer seems to me to appraise such
material much too highly when he refers to it as necessitating an "historical grammar".
In my opinion these historical differences have for the most part been obliterated by
the harmonizing activity of the Masoretes.
E. KAUTZSCH.
HALLE, July, 1909.

NOTE TO THE FIFTEENTH IMPRESSION
For this impression the Index of Passages has been extensively revised and
corrected—it would hardly be an exaggeration to say re-compiled—by the Revd. John
B. Job, Tutor in Old Testament Studies at Cliff College, Calver. The publishers are
most grateful to him and to those members of the Society for Old Testament Study
and others who reported mistakes in the original index.

Additions and Corrections
Of the additions and corrections prefixed to earlier impressions those that could be
fitted into the text without difficulty have been transferred to it. The rest are printed
below.
Page 63, § 15 p. [See also Wickes, Prose Accentuation, 130 f., 87 n. (who,
however, regards the superlinear, Babylonian system as the earlier); and
Ginsburg, Introduction to the Hebrew Bible, 76, 78. In Ginsburg's Hebrew
Bible, ed. 2 (1908), pp. 108 f., 267 f., the two systems of division are printed in
extenso, in parallel columns—the 10 verses of the superlinear (Babylonian)
system consisting (in Exodus) of v.2, 3–6, 7, 8–11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 (as
numbered in ordinary texts), and the 12 verses of the sublinear (Palestinian)
system, consisting of V.2–3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13–16, 17.—S. R. D.]

aN"añ†'

aNò'a†'

Page 65, note 1, for
read
(as § 105 a).
[Editions often vary in individual passages, as regards the accentuation of the

ana, and the 6 of hna, Baer,
Ginsburg, and Kittel agree in having an accent on both syllables (as aN"oaä') in
first syllable: but in the 7 occurrences of

Gn 50:17, Ex 32:31, y Ps 116:16, and Metheg on the first syllable and an

hNæ'a†'

accent on the second syllable (as
) in 2 K 20:3=Is 38:3 Jon 1:14, 4:2, y Ps
116:4, 118:25, 25, Dn 9:4, Ne 1:5, 11, except that in y Ps 116:4 Ginsburg has

hNð'a'.—S. R. D.]
WhpuydIR>hi

insert exceptions to b are. After Jer 39:12
Page 79, § 22 s, before
add y Ps 52:5; and for Ez 9:6 read Ezr 9:6.
[So Baer (cf. his note on Jud 20:45; also on Jer 39:12, and several of the other
passages in question): but Ginsburg only in 10 of the exceptions to b, and
Jacob ben Hayyim and Kittel only in 5, viz. Jer 39:12, Pr 11:21, 15:1, y Ps
52:5, Ezr 9:6.—S. R. D.]
Page 123, § 45 e, add: cf. also
115 d).

hk'Peh.m; followed by ta, Is 13:19, Am 4:11(§

Page 175, § 67. See B. Halper, 'The Participial formations of the Geminate
Verbs' in ZAW. 1910, pp. 42 fr., 99 fr., 201 fr. (also dealing with the regular
verb).
Page 177, at the end of § 67 g the following paragraph has been accidentally
omitted:
Rem. According to the prevailing view, this strengthening of the first radical is
merely intended to give the bi-literal stem at least a tri-literal appearance.

!¾¾p

as P. Haupt has suggested to me
(Possibly aided by the analogy of verbs
in conversation.) But cf. Kautzsch, Die sog. aramaisierenden Formen der

[¾¾[

im Hebr.' in Oriental Studien zum 70. Geburtstag Th. Nöldekes,
Verba
1906, p. 771 ff. It is there shown (I) that the sharpening of the 1st radical often
serves to emphasize a particular meaning (cf.

rG"yI, but WhrñegOy>Ã lxey" and

lxey:Ã bSoyI and bsoy"Ã ~VoyI and ~v;Te), and else where no doubt to dissimilate
the vowels (as rG"yIÃ lD;yI, never rg:y"Ã ld;y" &c.): (2) that the sharpening of the
,

1st radicl often appears to be occasioned by the nature of the first letter of the
stem, especially when it is a sibilant. whether the masoretic pronunciation is

based on an early tradition, or the Masora has arbitrarily adopted aramaizing
forms to attain the above objects, must be left undecided.

hq'z"n>h; Ezr 4:22.
Page 273, § 93 qq end, tArseAm Jer 5:5, ~y[iBerIÃ ~yviLeviEz 20:5, tAmmevoIs
49:8, ~ymimevo La 1:16 (cf. König, ii. 109).
Page 236, § 85 c, add

§ 3. Grammatical Treatment of the Hebrew language.
Gesenius, Gesch. der hebr. Sprache, §§ 19–39); Oehler's article, 'Hebr.
Sprache,' in Schmld's Encykl. des ges. Erziehungs- u. Unterrichtswesens, vol. iii.
p. 346 ff. (in the 2nd ed. revised by Nestle, p. 314 ff.). Cf. also the literature cited
above in the headings of §§ 1 and 2; also Böttcher, Lehrb. der hebr. Spr., i. Lpz.
1866, p. 30 ff.; L. Geiger, Das Studium der Hebr. Spr. in Deutschl. vom Ende des
XV. bis zur Mitte des XVI. Jahrh., Breslau, 1870; B. Pick, 'The Study of the
Hebrew Language among Jews and Christians,' in Bibliotheca Sacra, 1884, p.
450 ff., and 1885, p. 470 ff.; W. Bacher, article 'Grammar' in the Jew.
Encyclopaedia, vol. vi, Now York and London, 1904. Cf. also the note on d.

a
1. At the time when the old Hebrew language was gradually becoming extinct, and the
formation of the O. T. canon was approaching completion, the Jews began to explain
and critically revise their sacred text, and sometimes to translate it into the vernacular
languages which in various countries had become current among them. The oldest
translation is the Greek of the Seventy (more correctly Seventy-two) Interpreters
(LXX), which was begun with the Pentateuch at Alexandria under Ptolemy
Philadelphus, but only completed later. It was the work of various authors, some of
whom had a living knowledge of the original, and was intended for the use of Greekspeaking Jews, especially in Alexandria. Somewhat later the Aramaic translations, or

~ymiWGr>T;

i. e. interpretations), were formed by successive recensions made
Targums (
in Palestine and Babylonia. The explanations, derived in part from alleged tradition,
refer almost exclusively to civil and ritual law and dogmatic theology, and are no more
scientific in character than much of the textual tradition of that period. Both kinds of
tradition are preserved in the Talmud, the first part of which, the Misëna, was finally
brought to its present form towards the end of the second century; of the remainder,
the GemaraÒ, one recension (the Jerusalem or Palestinian Gem.) about the middle of
the fourth century, the other (the Babylonian Gem.) about the middle of the sixth
century A. D. The Misëna forms the beginning of the New-Hebrew literature; the
language of the Gemaras is for the most part Aramaic.

b
2. To the interval between the completion of the Talmud and the earliest grammatical
writers, belong mainly the vocalization and accentuation of the hitherto unpointed text
of the O. T., according to the pronunciation traditional in the Synagogues and Schools
(§ 7 h, i), as well as the greater part of the collection of critical notes which bears the

hr'Asm†'

traditio ?).1 From this the text which has since been
name of MasoÒra (
transmitted with rigid uniformity by the MSS., and is still the received text of the O. T.,
has obtained the name of the Masoretic Text.

c

E. F. K. Rosenmüller already (Handbuch für d. Liter. der bibl. Kritik u. Exegese,
1797, i. 247; Vorrede zur Stereotyp-Ausg. des A. T., Lpz. 1834) maintained that
our O. T. text was derived from Codices belonging to a single recension. J. G.
Sommer (cf. Cornill, ZAW. 1892, p. 309), Olshausen (since 1853), and especially
De Lagarde (Proverbien, 1863, p. 1 ff.), have even made it probable that the
original Masoretic text was derived from a single standard manuscript. Cf.,
however, E. König in Ztschr. f. kirchl. Wiss., 1887, p. 279 f., and especially his
Einleitung ins A. T., p. 88 ff. Moreover a great many facts, which will be noticed
in their proper places, indicate that the Masora itself is by no means uniform but
shows clear traces of different schools and opinions; cf. H. Strack in Semitic
Studies in memory of … Kohut, Berlin, 1897, p. 563 ff. An excellent foundation
for the history of the Masora and the settlement of the masoretic tradition was
laid by Joh. Buxtorf in his Tiberias seu Commentarius Masorethicus, first
published at Basel in 1620 as an appendix to the Rabbinical Bible of 1618 f. For
more recent work see Geiger, Jüdische Ztschr., iii. 78 ff., followed by Harris in
JQR. i. 128 ff., 243 ff.; S. Frensdorff, Ochla W'ochla, Hanover, 1864; and his
Massar. Wörtsrb., part i, Hanover and Lpz. 1876; and Ch. D. Ginsburg, The
Massora compiled from Manuscripts, &c., 3 vols., Lond. 1880 ff., and
Introduction to the Massoretico-critical edition of the Hebr. Bible, Lond. 1897 (his
text, reprinted from that of Jacob b. HÍayyiÖm [Venice, 1534–5] with variants from
MSS. and the earliest editions, was published in 2 vols. at London in 1894, 2nd
ed. 1906; a revised edition is in progress); H. Hyvernat, 'La langue et le langage
de la Massore' (as a mixture of New-Hebrew and Aramaic), in the Revue
biblique, Oct. 1903, p. 529 ff. and B: 'Lexique MassoreÃtique,' ibid., Oct. 1904, p.
521 ff., 1905, p. 481 ff., and p. 515 ff. In the use of the Massora for the critical
construction of the Text, useful work has been done especially by S. Baer, in the
editions of the several books (only Exod.-Deut. have still to appear), edited from
1869 conjointly with Fr. Delitzsch, and since 1891 by Baer alone. Cf. also § 7 h.
The various readings of the QereÖ (see § 17) form one of the oldest and most.
important parts of the Masora. The punctuation of the Text, however, is not to be
confounded with the compilation of the Masora. The former was settled at an
earlier period, and is the result of a much more exhaustive labour than the
Masora, which was not completed till a considerably later time.

d
3. It was not until about the beginning of the tenth century that the Jews, following the
example of the Arabs, began their grammatical compilations. Of the numerous
grammatical and lexicographical works of R. Sa‘adya,2 beyond fragments in the
commentary on the Sepher YesÌira (ed. Mayer-Lambert, pp. 42, 47, 75, &c.), only the
explanation in Arabic of the seventy (more correctly ninety) hapax legomena in the O.
T. has been preserved. Written likewise in Arabic, but frequently translated into
Hebrew, were the still extant works of the grammarians R. Yehuda HÍayyuÖgÃ (also called

Abu Zakarya YahÌya, about the year 1000) and R. Yona (Abu 'l-WaliÖd MerwaÖn ibn
GÃanaÖhÌ, about 1030). By the aid of these earlier labours, Abraham ben Ezra (commonly
called Aben Ezra, ob. 1167) and R. David QimhÌi (ob. c. 1235) especially gained a
classical reputation by their Hebrew grammatical writings.
From these earliest grammarians are derived many principles of arrangement
and technical terms, some of which are still retained, e. g. the naming of the
conjugations and weak verbs according to the paradigm of
memoriales, as

l[p, certain voces

tp;K.d>g:B. and the like.3

e
4. The father of Hebrew philology among Christians was John Reuchlin (ob. 1522),4 to
whom Greek literature also is so much indebted. Like the grammarians who
succeeded him, till the time of John Buxtorf the elder (ob. 1629), he still adhered
almost entirely to Jewish tradition. From the middle of the seventeenth century the
field of investigation gradually widened, and the study of the kindred languages, chiefly
through the leaders of the Dutch school, Albert Schultens (ob. 1750) and N. W.
Schröder (ob. 1798), became of fruitful service to Hebrew grammar.

f
5. In the nineteenth century5 the advances in Hebrew philology are especially
connected with the names of W. Gesenius (born at Nordhausen, Feb. 3, 1786; from
the year 1810 Professor at Halle, where he died Oct. 23, 1842), who above all things
aimed at the comprehensive observation and lucid presentation of the actually
occurring linguistic phenomena; H. Ewald (ob. 1875, at Göttingen; Krit. Gramm. der
Hebr. Spr., Lpz. 1827; Ausführl. Lehrb. d. hebr Spr., 8th ed., Gött. 1870), who chiefly
aimed at referring linguistic forms to general laws and rationally explaining the latter; J.
Olshausen (ob. 1882, at Berlin; Lehrb. der hebr. Sprache, Brunswick, 1861) who
attempted a consistent explanation of the existing condition of the language, from the
presupposed primitive Semitic forms, preserved according to him notably in old Arabic.
F. Böttcher (Ausführl. Lehrb. d. hebr. Spr. ed. by F. Mühlnu, 2 vols., Lpz. 1866–8)
endeavoured to present an exhaustive synopsis of the linguistic phenomena, as well
as to give an explanation of them from the sphere of Hebrew alone. B. Stade, on the
other hand (Lehrb. der hebr. Gr., pt. i. Lpz. 1879), adopted a strictly scientific method
in endeavouring to reduce the systems of Ewald and Olshausen to a more
fundamental unity. E. König6 in his very thorough researches into the phonology and,
accidence starts generally from the position reached by the early Jewish grammarians
(in his second part 'with comparative reference to the Semitic languages in general')
alld instead of adopting the usual dogmatic method, takes pains to re-open the
discussion of disputed grammatical questions. The syntax König has 'endeavoured to
treat in several respects such a way as to show its affinity to the common Semitic
syntax '. — Among the works of Jewish scholars, special attention may be called to
the grammar by S. D. Luzzatto written in Italian (Padua, 1853–69).

The chief requirements for one who is treating the grammar of an ancient language
are — (1) that he should observe as fully and accurately as possible the existing
linguistic phenomena and describe them, after showing their organic connexion (the
empirical and historico-critical element); (2) that he should try to explain these facts,
partly by comparing them with one another and by the analogy of the sister languages,
partly from the general laws of philology (the logical element).

g
Such observation has more and more led to the belief that the original text of the O. T.
has suffered to a much greater extent than former scholars were inclined to admit, in
spite of the number of variants in parallel passages: Is 2:2 ff. = Mi 4:1 ff., Is 36–39 = 2
K 18:13–20:19, Jer 52 = 2 K 24:18–25:30, 2 S 22 = y Ps 18, y Ps 14 = y Ps 53, y Ps
40:14 ff. = y Ps 70, y Ps 108 = y Ps 57:8 ff. and 60:7 ff. Cf. also the parallels between
the Chronicles and the older historical books, and F. Vodel, Die konsonant. Varianten
in den doppelt überlief. poet. Stücken d. masoret. Textes, Lpz. 1905. As to the extent
and causes of the corruption of the Masoretic text, the newly discovered fragments of
the Hebrew Ecclesiasticus are very instructive; cf. Smend, Gött. gel. Anz., 1906, P.
763.
The causes of unintentional corruption in the great majority of cases are: —
Interchange of similar letters, which has sometimes taken place in the early
'Phoenician' writing; transposition or omission of single letters, words, or even whole
sentences, which are then often added in the margin and thence brought back into the
text in the wrong place; such omission is generally due to homoioteleuton (cf.
Ginsburg, Introd., p. 171 ff.), i. e. the scribe's eye wanders from the place to a
subsequent word of the same or similar form. Other causes are dittography, i. e.
erroneous repetition of letters, words, and even sentences; its opposite, haplography;
and lastly wrong division of words (cf. Ginsburg, Introd., p. 158 ff.), since at a certain
period in the transmission of the text the words were not separated.7 — Intentional
changes are due to corrections for the sake of decency or of dogma, and to the
insertion of glosses, some of them very early.
Advance in grammar is therefore closely dependent on progress in textual criticism.
The systematic pursuit of the latter has only begun in recent years: cf. especially
Doorninck on Ju 1–16, Leid. 1879; Wellhausen, Text der Bb. Sam., Gött. 1871; Cornill,
Ezechiel, Lpz. 1886; Klostermann, Bb. Sam. u. d. Kön., Nördl. 1887; Driver, Notes on
the Hebr. text of the Books of Sam., Oxf. 1890; Klostermann, Deuterojesaja, Munich,
1893; Oort, Textus hebr. emendationes, Lugd. 1900; Burney on Kings, Oxf. 1903; the
commentaries of Marti and Nowack; the Internat. Crit. Comm.; Kautzsch, Die heil.
Schriften des A. T.2, 1909–10. A critical edition of the O. T. with full textual notes, and
indicating the different documents by colours, is being published in a handsome form
by P. Haupt in The Sacred Books of the Old Test., Lpz. and Baltimore, 1893 ff.
(sixteen parts have appeared: Exod., Deut., Minor Prophets, and Megilloth are still to

come); Kittel, Biblia hebraica2, 1909, Masoretic text from Jacob b. HÍayyiÖm (see c), with
a valuable selection of variants from the versions, and emendations.
Footnotes:
1[1]

On the name Masora (or Massora, as e. g. E. König, Einleitung in das A. T., p. 38
ff.; Lehrgeb. d. hebr. Sprache, ii. 358 ff.), and the great difficulty of satisfactorily
explaining it, cf. De Lagarde, Mitteilungen, i. 91 ff. W. Bacher's derivation of the
expression (in JQR. 1891, p. 785 ff.; so also C. Levias in the Hebrew Union College

tyrIB.h; tr,som'È hrsmÃ i. e.

Annual, Cincinnati, 1904, p. 147 ff.) from Ez 20:37 (

hr'seAm†, being an equally legitimate form) is rightly rejected by König, l. c. The
correctness of the form hr'som†' (by the side of the equally well-attested form tr,Som;)
does not seem to us to be invalidated by his arguments, nor by Blau's proposal to read

tr,Asm. (JQR. xii. 241). The remark of Levias (l.c.) deserves notice, that with the earlier
Masoretes trwsm is equivalent to orthography, i. e. plene- and defective writing, and
only later came to mean traditio. — G. Wildboer, in ZAW. 1909, p. 74, contends that

rsm

to hand on is not found in the O. T., it must be a late denominative in this
as
sense.
2[1]

On his independent attitude towards the Masoretic punctuation, see Delitzsch,
Comm. zu den Psalmen4, p. 39.
3[1]

On the oldest Hebrew grammarians, see Strack and Siegfried, Lehrb. d. neuhebr.
Spr. u. Liter., Carlsr. 1884, p. 107 ff., and the prefaces to the Hebrew Lexicons of
Gesenius and Fürst; Berliner, Beiträge zur hebr. Gramm. im Talmud u. Midrasch,
Berlin, 1879; Baer and Strack, Die Dikduke ha-teamim des Ahron ben Moscheh ben
Ascher u. audere alte grammatisch-massorethische Lehrstücke, Lpz. 1879, and P.
Kahle's criticisms in ZDMG. lv. 170, n. 2; Ewald and Dukees, Beiträge z. Gesch. der
ältesten Auslegung u. Spracherklärung des A. T., Stuttg. 1844, 3 vols.; Hupfeld, De rei
grammaticae apud Judaeos initiis antiquissimisque scriptoribus, Hal. 1846; W. Bacher,
'Die Anfänge der hebr. Gr.,' in ZDMG. 1895, 1 ff. and 335 ff.; and Die hebr.
Sprachwissenschaft vom 10. bis zum 16. Jahrh., Trier, 1892.
4[2]

A strong impulse was naturally given to these studies by the introduction of
printing — the Psalter in 1477, the Bologna Pentateuch in 1482, the Soncino O. T.
complete in 1488: see the description of the twenty-four earliest editions (down to
1528) in Ginsburg's Introduction, p. 779 ff.
5[3]

Of the literature of the subject down to the year 1850, see a tolerably full account
in Steinschneider's Bibliogr. Handb. f. hebr. Sprachkunde, Lpz. 1859.

6[1]

Historisch-krit. Lehrgeb. der hebr. Sprache mit steter Beziehung auf Qimchi und
die anderen Autoritälen: I, 'Lehre von der Schrift, der Aussprache, dem Pron. u. dem
Verbum,' Lpz. 1881; II. 1, 'Abschluss der speziellen Formenlehre u. generelle
Formenl.,' 1895; ii. 2, 'Historisch-kompar. Syntax d. hebr. Spr.,' 1897.
7[1]

This scriptio continua is also found in Phoenician inscriptions. The inscription of
MeÖsÌa' always divides the words by a point (and so the Siloam inscription; see the
facsimile at the beginning of this grammar), and frequently marks the close of a
sentence by a stroke.

§ 19. Changes of Consonants.

a
The changes which take place among consonants, owing to the formation of words,
inflexion, euphony, or to influences connected with the progress of the language, are
commutation, assimilation, rejection, addition, transposition, softening.
1. Commutation1 may take place between consonants which are either homorganic or

#l;['Ã sl;['Ã zl;[' to exult, ha'l'Ã hh'l', Aram. a['l. to
be weary, #x;l' and #x;n" to press, rg:s' and rk;s' to close, jl;m' and jl;P' to escape. In
homogeneous (cf. § 6 q), e.g.

process of time, and partly under the influence of Aramaic, the harder and rougher

qx;c' into qx;f' to laugh,l[;G" into
la;G" to reject, and the sibilants into the corresponding mutes: z intodÃ f, into tÃ c
into j. In many cases these mutes may be regarded as a return to an earlier stage of
sounds especially were changed into the softer, e.g.

the pronunciation.
The interchange of consonants, however, belongs rather to the lexicographical
treatment of stems2 than to grammatical inflexion. To the latter belong the interchange
(a) of

t and j in HithpaÇeÒl (§ 54 b); (b) of w and y in verbs primaeYoÖd (§ 69), dl;y" for

dl;w", &c.
b
2.Assimilation usually takes place when one consonant which closes a syllable passes
over into another beginning the next syllable, and forms with it a strengthened letter,
as illustris for inlustris, affero for adfero, sullamba,nw for sunlamba,nw. In Hebrew this
occurs

c

n

~F'mi (for min–sëaÒm) from there, hW<mi (for min–zÊe) from
this, !Tey: (for yinteÒn) he gives. n is not assimilated after the prefix l., e.g. @GOn"li, nor as a
rule before gutturals (except sometimes before x), nor when it is the third consonant
of the stem, e.g. T'n>k;ñv' (cf. however T't;ñn" for naÒthaÃntaÒ) except when another Nun
(a) most frequently with , e.g.

follows, cf. § 44 o; nor in some isolated cases, as Dt 33:9, Is 29:1, 58:3, all in the
principal pause; on

@Don>hi and @Don>Ti y Ps 68:3, see § 51 k, and § 66 f.

d
(b) Less frequently and only in special cases with

lÃ tÃ d, e.g. xQ'yI (for yilqahÌ) he

rBeD;mi for mithdabbeÒr; aM'J;yI for yithtÌimmaÒ; !nEAKTi for tithkoÖneÒn; aFeN:Ti for
aFen:t.Ti È tx;ña; for ‘ahÌadt; but in 1 S 4:19 for tl;l' read probaoly td,l,ñl'.
takes;

e

hÃ wÃ y

aN"a†'

(c) In isolated cases with
, e.g.
prithee ! if from
before sibilants in the verbal forms enumerated in § 71.

an" Ha'; w and y mostly

f
In all these cases, instead of the assimilated letter, a Dagesë forte appears in the
following consonant. Dagesë, however, is omitted when the strengthened consonant
would stand at the end of a word, since the strengthening would then be less audible
(§ 20 l), e.g.

@a; nose (from ‘anp), tTe to give (from tint).

The cases are less frequent where a weak letter is lost in pronunciation,3 and in
place of it the preceding stronger sound is sharpened, i.e. takes Dagesë, e.g.

WTl;ñj'q. from Wht.l;ñj'q. (§ 59 g). qS;a, for ql;s.a, (§ 66 e) is an Aramaism.
g
3. Complete rejection takes place only in the case of weaker consonants, especially

n

l

the sonants and , the gutturals
rejection takes place,

a and h, and the two half vowels w and y. Such

h
(a) at the beginning of a word (aphaeresis). when these weak consonants

aÃ yÃ lÃ n) are not supported by a full vowel, but have only SèewaÖ, e.g. Wnx.n:† we, also
Wnx.n:òa] È [D;; for [d;w> È xq; for xq;l.È fG: for fg:n>Ã yhi for yhin> Ez 2:10 .
(

i

dr; Ju
19:11 for dr;y"; in hT'ñT; 2 S 22:41 for hT'T;ñn"; in bAv for bAvt' Je 42:10; on xq' Ez
17:5 for xq;l', and on ~x'q' Ho 11:3 for ~x'q'l., see § 66 g, end. In reality,
Aphaeresis of a weak consonant with a full vowel is supposed to occur in

however, all these forms are to be regarded merely as old textual errors.

k
(b) In the middle of a word (syncope), when SèewaÖ precedes the weak consonant4; thus

a (see further § 23 b–f, and § 68 b–k), e.g. in ~Wm for ~Wam.. As a rule in
such cases, however, the a is orthographically retained, e.g. tar;q.li for ta;r>qil..
in the case of

Syncope occurs frequently in the case of
n),

h, e.g. %l,m,ñl; for %l,m,ñh;l. (§ 23 k and § 35

lyjiq.y: for lyjiq.h;y> (§ 53 a).

a with SèewaÖ occurs in such cases as yn"doaB†; for yn"doa]B†; (cf. § 102 m);
rvi[.aw: Zc 11:5.5 On the cases in which a is wholly omitted after the article, see § 35
Syncope of
d.

w

y

Finally, the elision of and in verbs
syncope of

h¾¾l (§ 75 h) is an instance of syncope.—. On the

h between two vowels, see § 23 k.

l

hoGI pr. name of a city (cf. ynIoyG)i Gilonite); ar>Y:w:,
where a though really rejected is orthographically retained, &c. On the apocope of w
and y in verbs h;¾¾l, see § 24 g, and § 75 a.

(c) At the end of a word (apocope), e.g.

Bolder changes (especially by violent apocope), took place in earlier periods of
the language, notably the weakening of the feminine ending
§ 44 a, and § 80 f.

t¤; açth to h¤' aÒ, see

m
4. To avoid harshness. in pronunciation a helping sound, Aleph prosthetic6 with its

[;Arz>a, and [;Arz> arm (cf. cqe,j( evcqe,j; spiritus,
French esprit).—A prosthetic [ occurs probably in br'q.[; scorpion; cf. Arab. ‘usÌñuÖr bird
vowel, is prefixed to some words, e.g.
(stem sÌafara).

n

rMeT;v.hi for rMev;t.hi (§ 54
b) for the sake of euphony; it is more frequent in the lexicon (fb,K,ñ and bf,K,ñ lamb,
hl'm.fi and hm'l.f; garment), but is mostly confined to sibilants and sonants.
5. Transposition7 occurs only seldom in the grammar, e.g.

o
6. Softening occurs e.g. in

bk'AK star, from kaukabh=kawkabh for kabhkabh (cf. Syriac

tApj'Aj† phylacteries for tÌaph-tÌaÒphoÖth; according to the common
opinion, also in viyai man from 'insë, cf. however § 96.
raurab = rabrab);

Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf- Barth, Etymologische Forschungen, Lpz. 1893, p. 15 ff. ( 'Lautverschiebungen

').
2[2]

See in the Lexicon, the preliminary remarks on the several consonants.

3[1]

Such a suppression of a letter is sometimes inaccurately called 'backward
assimilation'.

[

yBi prithee ! if this stands for y[iBi (see
Lexicon), also in hqivnw Am 8:8, KethiÖbh for h['q.v.nIw> (cf. h['q.v†'w> 9:5), and in hl'B' Jos
19:3 for hl'[]B†' (as in 15:29). Probably, however, hqvnw) and hlb are only clerical
errors, as is undoubtedly raok'Am 8:8 for raoy>k; (9:5).
4[2]

Syncopc of a strong consonant ( ) occurs in

5[1]

Frensdorff, Ochla WÈochla, p. 97 f., gives a list of forty-eight words with quiescent

a.
6[2]

This awkward term is at any rate as suitable as the name Alef protheticum
proposed by Nestle, Marginalien u. Materialien, Tübingen, 1893, p. 67 ff.
7[3]

Cf. Barth, Etymologische Studien, Lpz. 1893, p. 1 ff.; Königsbergcr, in Zeitschrift í.
wissenschaftliche Theologie, 1894, p. 45 1 ff.

§ 6. Pronunciation and Division of Consonants.
p. Haupt, 'Die Semit. Sprachlaute u. ihre Umschrift,' in Beiträge zur Assyriologic
u. vergleich. semit. Sprachwissenschaft, by Delitzsch and Haupt, i, Lpz. 1889,
249 ff.; E. Sievers, Metrische Studien, i, Lpz. 1901, p. 14 ff.

a
1. An accurate knowledge of the original phonetic value of each consonant is of the
greatest importance, since very many grammatical peculiarities and changes (§ 18 ff.)
only become intelligible from the nature and pronunciation of the sounds. This
knowledge is obtained partly from the pronunciation of the kindred dialects, especially
the still living Arabic, partly by observing the affinity and interchange of sounds on
Hebrew itself (§ 19), and partly from the tradition of the Jews.1
The pronunciation of Hebrew by the modern German Jews, which partly
resembles the Syriac and is generally called 'Polish', differs considerably from
that of the Spanish and Portuguese Jews, which approaches nearer to the
Arabic. The pronunciation of Hebrew by Christians follows the latter (after the
example of Reuchlin), in almost all cases.

b
The oldest tradition is presented in the transcription of Hebrew names in
Assyrian cuneiform; a later, but yet in its way very important system is seen in
the manner in which the LXX transcribe Hebrew names with Greek letters.2 As,

jÃ [Ã cÃ qÃ v

) are wanting
however, corresponding signs for several sounds (
in the Greek alphabet, only an approximate representation was possible in these
cases. The same applies to the Latin transcription of Hebrew words by Jerome,
according to the Jewish pronunciation of his time.3
On the pronunciation of the modern Jews in North Africa, see BargeÊs in the
Journ. Asiat., Nov. 1848; on that of the South Arabian Jews, J.DeÃrenbourg,
Manuel du lecteur, &c. (from a Yemen MS. of the year 1390), Paris, 1871 (extrait
6 du Journ. Asiat. 1870).

c
2. With regard to the pronunciation of the several gutturals and sibilants, and of

j and

q, it may be remarked:—
a

1. Among the gutturals, the glottal stop is the lightest, corresponding to the
spiritus lenis of the Greeks. It may stand either at the beginning or end of a

rm;a' ÈaÒmaÃr, ~v;a.y< yaÎÈsëaÃm. Even before a vowel a is almost lost to
our ear, like the h in hour and in the French habit, homme. After a vowel a
syllable, e. g.

generally (and at the end of a word, always) coalesces with it, e. g.
an original qaÒraç’; Arab. qaçraç’aç; see further, § 23 a, 27 g.

ar'q' qaÒraÒ for

d

h before a vowel corresponds exactly to our h (spiritus asper); after a vowel it is
either a guttural (so always at the end of a syllable which is not final, e. g. %P;h.n<
nähpakh; at the end of a word the consonantal h has a point — MappiÖq — in it,
see § 14), or it stands inaudible at the end of a word, generally as a mere
orthographic indication of a preceding vowel, e. g.

hl'G" gaÒlaÒ; cf. §§ 7 b and 75 a.

e

[ is related to a, but is a much stronger guttural. Its strongest sound is a rattled,
guttural g, cf. e. g. hW"[;, LXX Ga,za, hr'mo[],Go,morvr`a; elsewhere, a weaker sound of
the same kind, which the LXX reproduce by a spiritus (lenis or asper), e. g. yli[e
~Hli,, qlem'[] VAmale,k.4 In the mouth of the Arabs one hears in the former case a
sort of guttural r, in the latter a sound peculiar to themselves formed in the back
of the throat. — It is as incorrect to omit the

yli[e

[ entirely, in reading and

qlem'[]

transcribing words (
Eli,
Amalek), as to pronounce it exactly like g or
like a nasal ng. The stronger sound might be approximately transcribed by gh or
rg; but since in Hebrew the softer sound was the more common, it is sufficient to
represent it by the sign ‘, as

[B;r>a; 'arba‘, d[; ‘ad.

f

x is the strongest guttural sound, a deep guttural ch, as heard generally in Swiss
German, somewhat as in the German Achat, Macht, Sache, Docht, Zucht (not as

[

in Licht, Knecht), and similar to the Spanish j. Like it was, however,
pronounced in many words feebly, in others strongly.

g

r

As regards , its pronunciation as a palatal (with a vibrating uvula) seems to
have been the prevailing one. Hence in some respects it is also classed with the

r

gutturals (§ 22 q, r). On the lingual , cf. o.

h
2. The Hebrew language is unusually rich in sibilants. These have, at any rate in

some cases, arisen from dentals which are retained as such in Aramaic and
Arabic (see in the Lexicon the letters

zÃ c and v).

i

v and f were originally represented (as is still the case in the unpointed texts)
by only one form X; but that the use of this one form to express two different
sounds (at least in Hebrew) was due only to the poverty of the alphabet, is clear
from the fact that they are differentiated in Arabic and Ethiopic (cf. Nöldeke in
Zischr. f. wissensch. Theol., 1873, p. 121; Brockelmann, Grundriss, i. 133). In
the Masoretic punctuation they were distinguished by means of the diacritical
point as

v (sh) and f (sÃ).5

k

f and s6 sometimes marks a
distinction in meaning, e. g. rk;s' to close, rk;f' to hire, lk;s' to be foolish, lk;f'
to be prudent, to be wise. Syriac always represents both sounds by s, and in
Hebrew also they are sometimes interchanged; as rk;s' for rk;f' to hire, Ezr 4:5;
tWlk.fi for tWlk.si folly, Ec 1:17.
The original difference between the sounds

l

z (transcribed z by the LXX) is a soft whizzing s, the French and English z,
altogether different from the German z (ts).

m

jÃ q, and probably c are pronounced with a strong articulation and with a
compression of the larynx. The first two are thus essentially different from t and
k, which correspond to our t and k and also are often aspirated (see below, n). c
3.

is distinguished from every other s by its peculiar articulation, and in no way
corresponds to the German z or ts; we transcribe it by sÌ; cf. G. Hüsing, 'Zum

c

Lautwerte des ,' in OLZ. x. 467 ff.

n
3. Six consonants, the weak and middle hard Palatals, Dentals, and Labials

t p k d g b ¿tp;K.d>g:B.À have a twofold pronunciation, (1) a harder sound, as
mutes, like k, p, t, or initial b, g (hard), d; and (2) a softer sound as spirantes.7 The

harder sound is the original. It is retained at the beginning of syllables, when there is
no vowel immediately preceding to influnence the pronunciation, and is denoted by a

B G D K P T

point, Dagesë lene (§ 13), placed in the consonants, viz. b, g, d, k, p, t. The
weaker pronunciation appears as soon as a vowel sound immediately precedes. It is
occasionally denoted, esp. in MSS., by RaÒpheÊ (§ 14 e), but in printed texts usually by

bÃ kÃ pÃ tÃ

the mere absence of the Dagesû. In the case of
the two sounds are
clearly distinguishable even to our ear as b and v, k and German (weak) ch, p and ph,
t and th (in thin). The Greeks too express this twofold pronunciation by special

K k c; P p, p f; T t, t q. In the same way g should be pronounced like
the North German g in Tage, Wagen, and d like th in the, as distinguished from G and
D.

characters: k,

For more precise information on the cases in which the one or the other
pronunciation takes place, see § 21. The modern Jews pronounce the aspirated

b as v, the aspirated t as s, e.g. br; rav (or even raf), tyIB; bais. The customary
transcription (used also in this Grammar) of the spirants bÃ kÃ t by bh, kh, th is
only an unsatisfactory makeshift, since it may lead (esp. in the case of bh and
kh) to an erroneous conception of the sounds as real aspirates, b–h, k–h.

o
4. According to their special character the consonants are divided into—
(a) Gutturals

x [ h a;

(b) Palatals

q k g;

(c) Dentals

t j d;

(d) Labials

p b;

(e) Sibilants

c s f v z;

(f) Sonants

y wÃ lrÃ mn.

r

In the case of its hardest pronunciation as a palatal (see above, g, end) is to be
distinguished from its more unusual sound as a lingual, pronounced in the front of the
mouth.
On the twofold pronunciation of r in Tiberias, cf. Delitzsch, Physiol. und Musik,
Lpz. 1868, p. 10 ff.; Baer and Strack, Dikduke ha-teamim, Lpz. 1879, p. 5, note
a, and § 7 of the Hebrew text, as well as p. 82.

p
In accordance with E. Sievers, Metrische Studien, i. 14, the following scheme of the
Hebrew phonetic system is substituted for the table formerly given in this grammar:—
i. Throat sounds (Gutturals):

a h [ x.

ii. Mouth-sounds:

w.

1. Mutes and Spirants: Palatal

m.

e.

w. m.

G K

q

g k

Dental

D T

j

d t

Labial

B P

2. Sibilants:

…

z

3. Sonants:

…

yw lr

b p

sfv c
mn

q
Rem. 1. The meaning of the letters at the top is, w. = weak, m. = middle hard, e.
= emphatic. Consonants which are produced by the same organ of speech are

g

k as palatals), consonants whose sound is of the
same nature homogeneous (e. g. w and y as semi-vowels). On their homorganic
called homorganic (e. g. and

character and homogeneity depends the possibility of interchange, whether
within Hebrew itself or with the kindred dialects. In such cases the soft sound

dztv

generally interchanges with the soft, the hard with the hard, &c. (e. g. = , = ,

j=c). Further transitions are not, however, excluded, as e. g. the interchange of

t and q (t=k=q). Here it is of importance to observe whether the change takes
place in an initial, medial, or final letter; since e. g. the change in a letter when
medial does not always prove the possibility of the change when initial. That in
certain cases the character of the consonantal sound also influences the
preceding or following vowel will be noticed in the accidence as the instances
occur.

r
Rem. 2. Very probably in course of time certain nicer distinctions of
pronunciation became more and more neglected and finally were lost. Thus e. g.

[ rg, which was known to the LXX (see above, e), became in many
cases altogether lost to the later Jews; by the Samaritans and Galileans [ and x
were pronounced merely as a, and so in Ethiopic, [ like aÃ x, like h, X like s.
the stronger

s
Rem. 3. The consonants which it is usual to describe especially as weak, are
those which readily coalesce with a preceding vowel to form a long vowel, viz.

aÃ zÃ y (as to h, cf. § 23 k), or those which are most frequently affected by the
changes described in § 19 b–l, as again aÃ wÃ y, and n and in certain cases h
and l; finally the gutturals and r for the reason given in § 22 b and q.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. C. Meinhof, 'Die Aussprache des Hebr.,' in Neue Jahrb. f. Philol. u. Pädag.,
1885, Bd. 132, p. 146 ff.; M. Schreiner, 'Zur Gesch. der Ausspr. des Hebr.,' in ZAW.
1886, p. 213 ff.
2[2]

Cf. Frankel, Vorstudien zu der Septuag., Lpz. 1841, p. 90 ff.; C. Könneke, 'Gymn.Progr.,' Stargard, 1885. On the transcription of eleven Psalms in a palimpsest
fragment of the Hexapla at Milan, see Mercati, Atti della R. Accad., xxxi, Turin, 1896.
[Cf. Burkitt, Fragments of … Aquila, Cambr. 1897, p. 13.]
3[3]

Numerous examples occur in Hieronymi quaestiones hebraicae in libro geneseos,
edited by P. de Lagarde, Lpz. 1868; cf. the exhaustive and systematic discussion by
Siegfried, 'Die Aussprache des Hebr. bei Hieronymus,' in ZAW. 1884, pp. 34–83.
4[4]

It is, however, doubtful if the LXX always consciously aimed at reproducing the
actual differences of sound.
5[1]

The modern Samaritans, however, in reading their Hebrew Pentateuch pronounce

f invariably as v.

6[2]

s

f

v

The original value of , and its relation to the original value of and , is still
undetermined, despite the valuable investigations of P. Haupt, ZDMG. 1880, p. 762 f.;
D. H. Möller, 'Zur Geschichte der semit. Zischlaute,' in the Verhandlungen des Wiener
Orient. Congresses, Vienna, 1888, Semitic section, p. 229 ff.; De Lagarde, 'Samech,'
in the NGGW. 1891, no. 5, esp. p. 173; Aug. Müller, ZAW. 1891, p. 267 ff.; Nöldeke,
ZDMG. 1893, p. 100 f.; E. Glaser, Zwei Wiener Publicationen über Habaschitischpunische Dialekte in Südarabien, Munich, 1902, pp. 19 ff. — On the phonetic value of

c see G. Hüsing, OLZ. 1907, p. 467 ff.
7[1]

So at any rate at the time when the present punctuation arose.

CHAPTER II

PECULIARITIES AND CHANGES OF LETTERS: THE
SYLLABLE AND THE TONE
§ 18.
THE changes which take place in the forms of the various parts of speech, depend
partly on the peculiar nature of certain classes of letters and the manner in which they
affect the formation of syllables, partly on certain laws of the language in regard to
syllables and the tone.

§ 23. The Feebleness of the Gutturals

aand h.

a

a

1. The , a light and scarcely audible guttural breathing, as a rule entirely loses its
slight consonantal power whenever it stands without a vowel at the end of a syllable. It
then remains (like the German h in roh, geh, nahte) merely as a sign of the preceding

ac'm'Ã alem'Ã ayciAh (but when a syllable is added with an
introductory vowel, according to b below, we have, e.g. ynIa;ñc'm.Ã ynIa;ñyciAh†, since the a
then stands at the beginning of the syllable, not ynIac'm.Ã ynIayciAh), acim.Ã aWlK' (cf.,
however, § 74 a ), t'ac'òm' (for maÒsÌa’taÒ), hn"ac,òm.Ti. Similarly in cases like
aj.xeÃ ar>Y:w:Ã aw>v', &c. (§ 19 l), and even in av,D,ñÃ al,P,ñ (see above, § 22 e), the a
long vowel, e.g.

only retains an orthographic significance.

b

a is in general retained as a strong consonant whenever it
begins a syllable, e.g. rm;a'Ã Wsa]m†', or when it is protected by a HÍatÌeph after a short
syllable, e.g. lkoa\l†, and finally, when it stands in a closed syllable with quiescent SewaÖ
after a preceding SehoÖl or PathahÌ e, g. rsoa.Y<w:Ã rD'a.n< nÄÈdaÒr,WmyDIña.y: yaÈdimuÖ. Even in
such cases the consonantal power of a may be entirely lost, viz.
2. On the other hand,

c
(a) when it would stand with a long vowel in the middle of a word after Šewâ mobile.
The long vowel is then occasionally thrown back into the place of the Šewâ, and the

a

~yviar' heads
(for reÈaÒsëim), ~yIt;ñam' two hundred (for meÇaÒthaÃyim), ^j.av†' Ez 25:6 for ^j.a†'v.È ~ad'AB
Neh 6:8 for ~a'd>AB†È ~Wam Jb 31:7, Dn 1:4 for ~Wam.È hr'aPu for hr'auP. Is 10:33;
~yajixi hÌoÖtÌm, 1 S 14:33 for ~yaij.x†i (cf, § 74 h, and § 75 oo); ynIbeWarh†' Nu 34:14, from
!beyIar>; so always taoJx; or twaoJx; 1 K 14:16, Mi 1:5, &c., for tAaJ.x;. Sometimes a
still more violent suppression of the a occurs at the beginning of a syllable, which then
causes a further change in the preceding syllable, e.g. hk'al'm. work for hk'a'l.m; (as
in the Babylonian punctuation), la[em'v.yI for lae[.m;v.yIÈ laomf. or lwaomf.the left hand,
is only retained orthographically, as an indication of the etymology, e.g.

ground form sim'âl.

d
(b) When it originally closed a syllable. In these cases

a is generally (by § 22 m)

¤] or ¤'/. The preceding short vowel is, however, sometimes
lengthened and retains the following a only orthographically, e.g. lc,aY"òw: Nu 11:26 for
lcea]Y);w: (cf. Ju 9:41), and rWdaP' Jo 2:6 for rWda]K†;È rmoale for rmoa/l),È ~yhioal†i for
~yhioa/l),; but the contraction does not take place in h'yl,ñylia/l), Is 10:11. The short vowel
is retained, although the consonantal power of a is entirely lost, in yn"doaw);, &c. (see §
102 m), taY:w: Is 41:25, ^d>B,a;w)' Ez 28:16 for ^d>B,a;a]w)'; cf. Dt 24:10, 1 K 11:39, Is
pronounced with a HÍatÌeph,

10:13.

e
Instead of this

a which has lost its consonantal value, one of the vowel letters w

y

and is often written according to the nature of the sound, the former, with ô and

~yre buffalo for ~aer>. At the end of the word h also is
written for aÃ hLem;y> he fills for aLem;y> Jb 8:21 (see below, l).
the latter, with ê and î, e.g.

f

a is only preserved orthographically or as an indication of the etymology
(quiescent), it is sometimes entirely dropped (cf, § 19 k), e.g. ytic'òy". Jb 1:21 for
ytiac'y"òÈ ytileñm' Jb 32:18 for ytialeñm'È ytic'òm' Nu 11:11; zh,Toñw: 2 S 20:9; WPr;y>w: Jer 8:11
for WaP.r;yw:È ynIreñZ>T;w: 2 S 22:40, but ynIreZ>a;T.w: y Ps 18:40; ~miAT Gn 25:24 for
~miAaT.È hN"J,x;a] 31:19 for hN"a,J.x;a]È ^tel'v)e 1 S 1:17 for ¾¾l'a)ev.È ~ymire y Ps 22:22 for
~ymiaer>È hw"GE Jb 22:29 for hw"aeGEÈ ytiroB)eh; 1 Ch 11:39 for ¾¾ra)eB.h;, and so 2 S 23:37;
tyrIve 1 Ch 12:38(39) for tyrIaev.È tAvh.l;, 2 K 19:25 Kethîbh, for tAav.h;l. (cf. Is
37:26); hm'xe Jb 29:6 for ha'm.x,.1 In Tl,Koñm; 1 K 5:25 (for ¾¾ka]m†;) the strengthening of
the following consonant by Dagesë compensates for the loss of the a; in tr,soñm' Ez
20:37, if for ¾¾sa]m†; (but read rs'Wm, with Cornill), the preceding vowel is lengthened; cf.
above, c. On rm;ao for rm;aao, see § 68 g.
3. When

g

a

Rem. 1. In Aramaic the is much weaker and more liable to change than in
Hebrew. In literary Arabic, on the other hand, it is almost always a firm

a

consonant. According to Arabic orthography, serves also to indicate a long a,
whereas in Hebrew it very rarely occurs as a mere vowel letter after QamesÌ; as in

~aq' Ho 10:14 for ~q' he rose up; var' Pr 10:4, 13:23 for vr' poor ; but in 2 S
11:1 the KethiÖbh ~ykia'l.M;h; the messengers, is the true reading; cf. § 7 b.
h

a, instead of a compound SèewaÖ,
takes the corresponding full vowel, e.g. rAzae girdle for rwza/; cf. § 84 a, q, and
the analogous cases in § 52 n, § 63 p, § 76 d, § 93 r (~ylih'a†o)
2. In some cases at the beginning of a word, the

i

a is sometimes added at the end of the word to a final uÖ, iÖ, or oÖ e.g. aWkl.h†'
for Wkl.h†' Jos 10:24(before a “), aWba' Is 28:12. These examples, however, are

3. An

not so much instances of ‘ Arabic orthography ', as early scribal errors, as in

aWfN"yI Jer 10:5 for WaF.N)yI; and in aWFn" y Ps139 20 for WaF.n)'. Cf. also aWhy> Ec
11:3 (§ 75 s); ayqin" for yqin" pure; aWl for Wl if ; aApae for Apae then (enclitic);
aABrI for ABrI myriad, Neh 7:66, 71. On aWh and ayhi see § 32 k.
k
4. The

h is stronger and firmer than the a, and never loses its consonantal sound (i.e.

quiesces) in the middle of a word2 except in the cases noted below, in which it is
completely elided by syncope. On the other hand, at the end of a word it is always a
mere vowel letter, unless expressly marked by MappÖq as a strong consonant (§ 14 a).

H at the end of a word is lost, and its place is
taken by a simple h or more correctly hƒ with RaÒpheÊ as an indication of its nonconsonantal character, e.g.hƒl' to her for Hl', Zc 5:11, &c. (cf. § 103 g , and §§ 58 g,
91 e); cf. also hy" for Hy": (from Why":) in proper names like hy"m.r>yI, &c. — Finally, in very
many cases a complete elision of the consonantal h takes place by syncope: (a) when
Yet at times the consonantal sound of

its vowel is thrown back to the place of a preceding Sè ewdÖ mobile (see above, c, with

a), e.g. rq,Boñl;for rq,Boñh;l. (the h of the article being syncopated as it almost always
is); ~AYK; for ~AYh;K. [but see § 35 n], ~yIm;ñV'B; for ~yIm;ñV'h;B. È !t'n"Ay* for !t'n"Ah†y>; perhaps
also ~h,ynIB. for ~h,yhin>Bi Ez 27:32. (b) By contraction of the vowels preceding and
following the h, e.g. AsWs (also written hsoWs) from suÖsahu (a+u= oÖ). — A violent
suppression of h together with its vowel occurs in ~B' (from ~h,B'), &c.
l

h which only marks the vowel ending is
occasionally changed into w or y (Aar' = haor', yKex;= hKex; Ho 6:9), and with any
vowel into a in the later or Aramaic orthography, but especially with aÒ, e.g. an"ve
sleep, y Ps 127:2 for hn"ve È avon" Jer 23:39 for Qvon", &c. Thus it is evident that
final h as a vowel letter has only an orthographical importance.
Rem. In connexion with oÒ and eÒ, a

Footnotes:
1[1]
2[1]

In Jer 22:23,

T.n>x;nE is unquestionably a corruption of txnn for T.x;n:òa/n),
laehf'[] Ã rWchd'P.

Only apparent exceptions are such proper names as
, which
are compounded of two words and hence are sometimes even divided. Cf. forms like

laez"x] for laehz"x]. Another exception is hY"pihpey>, the reading of many MSS. for the
artificially divided form hY"pi-hpey> in the printed texts, Jer 46:20.

§ 74. Verbs

a¾¾l, e. g. ac'm' to find. Paradigm O.

a

a

a¾¾p

The in these verbs, as in verbs
, is treated in some cases as a consonant, i. e.
as a guttural, in others as having no consonantal value (as a quiescent or vowel
letter), viz.:

a, the final syllable always has the regular
vowels, if long, e. g. acemo; aCemi; aWcm'; aycim.hi, i. e. the a simply quiesces in the long

1. In those forms which terminate with the

vowel, without the latter suffering any change whatever. It is just possible that after the

a may originally have preserved a certain
consonantal value. On the other hand, if the final a quiesces in a preceding aÁ (as in
altogether heterogeneous vowel uÖ the

the perfect, imperfect, and imperative Qal, in the perfect NiphÇal, and in PuÇal and
HophÇal) this aÁ is necessarily lengthened to aÒ, by § 27 g, as standing in an open
syllable; e. g.

ac'm'; ac'm.yI, &c.

b
The imperfect and imperative Qal invariably have aÒ in the final syllable, on the
analogy of verbs tertiae gutturalis; cf., however, § 76 e.—In the imperfect HithpaÇeÒl
aÒ occurs in the final syllable not only (according to § 54 k) in the principal pause
(Nu 31:23), or immediately before it (Jb 10:16), or with the lesser disjunctives (Lv
21:1, 4, Nu 19:13, 20), but even out of pause with Merekha, Nu 6:7, and even
before Maqqeph in Nu 19:12.

c

a stands at the end of a syllable before an afformative beginning with a
consonant (t; n), it likewise quiesces with the preceding vowel; thus in the perfect Qal
(and HophÇal, see below) quiescing with aÁ it regularly becomes QamesÌ (t'ac'Ðm' for
T'a.c;Ðm' &c.); but in the perfect of all the other active and reflexive conjugations, so far
as they occur, it is preceded bySÍere (t'aceÐm.nI, &c.), and in the imperative and
imperfect by SeghoÖl, hn"ac,Ðm.; hn"ac,Ðm.Ti.
2. When

d
(a) The SeghoÖl of these forms of the imperfect and imperative might be
considered as a modification, and at the same time a lengthening of an original
aÁ (see § 8 a). In the same way the eÒ of the perfect forms in PiÇeÒl, HithpaÇeÒl, and

HiphÇiÖl might be trÔaced to an original iÁ (as in other cases the eÒ and iÖ in the final
syllable of the 3rd sing. masc. perfect of these conjugations), although this iÁ may
have only been attenuated from an original aÁ. According to another, and
probably the correct explanation, however, both the SÍere and the SeghoÖl are due

h¾¾l

(§ 75 Í) in consequence of the close relation between
to the analogy of verbs
the two classes, cf. § 75 nn.—No form of this kind occurs in PuÇal; in the perfect
HophÇal only the 2nd masc. sing.

ht'ab'ñhu Ez 40:4, lengthened according to rule.

e

ynIaeñr'q.yI) the a retains
its consonantal value; so before . and ~k,, e. g. .a]c)'m.a, Ct 8:1; .a]r†;B'hi Ez 28:13
(cf. § 65 h), not .ac'm.a,, &c., since these suffixes, by § 58 f, are likewise attached
(b) Before suffixes attached by a connecting vowel (e. g.

to the verb-form by a connecting vowel in the form of SÛewaÖ mobile.—As infinitive

.a]x.m; Ez 25:6; participle with suffix .a]r†;Bo Is 43:1;
infinitivePiÇeÒl ~k,a]M†;j;B..—The doubly anomalous form Aar>q.yI Jer 23:6 (for
Whaeñr'q.yI or WNa,ñr'q.yI) is perhaps a forma mixta combining the readings Aar'q.yI and
War>q.yI.
Qal with suffix notice

f

a

3. When begins a syllable (consequently before afformatives which consist of or
begin with a vowel, as well as before suffixes) it is necessarily a firm consonant, and
the form then follows the analogy of the strong verb, e. g.
pause

ha'c.m†' maÒsÌeÇaÒ, Wac.m†', &c. (in

ha'c'Ðm'; Wac'Ðm').

REMARKS.

g

alem' to be full, retain the SÍere also in the other persons of
the perfect, e. g. ytialeñm' (Aal'm. Est 7:5 has¤' owing to its transitive use; for
~t,ar'y> Jos 4:24 read with Ewald ~t'a'r>yI). Instead of ha'c.m†' the form tar'q' she
names, on the analogy of the h¾¾l-forms noticed in § 75 m, occurs in Is 7:14
(from ta;r>q†', cf. § 44 f), and with a different meaning (it befalls) in Dt 31:29, Jer
44:23, in both places before a, and hence, probably, to avoid a hiatus (on the
1. Verbs middle e, like

taj'x'w> Ex 5:16, could only be the 2nd sing. masc.; the text which is
evidently corrupt should probably be emended to .M,ñ[;l. t'aj'x'w> with the LXX); in
NiphÇal tal'p.nI y Ps 118:23; in HophÇal tab'hu Gn 33:11.—The 2nd fem. sing. is
written t.ar'q' by Baer, Gen 16:11, &c., according to early MSS.
other hand,

h

h¾¾l (tAlG>, &c., see §
75 nn) in the feminine form; so always taolm. to fill (as distinguished from aolm.
fullness), Lv 8:33, 12:4, 6, 25:30, Jer 29:10, Ez 5:2, also written twaolm. Jer
25:12; Jb 20:22, &c., and taAlm. Est 1:5. Cf. further, taorq. Ju 8:1; taonf. Pr
2.The infin. Qal occurs sometimes on the analogy of verbs

8:13; before suffixes, Ez 33:12, and likewise in Niph. Zc 13:4; also in PiÇeÒl

taoLm;l. Ex 31:5, 35:33, or tAaLm;l. Dn 9:2, &c. KethiÖbh; with suffix 2 S
21:2.—On the (aramaïzing) infinitives aV'om; and tAaf.m;, see § 45 e; on tar;q.li
obviam, § 19 k.—~k,a]c);moB. when ye find, Gn 32:20, stands, according to § 93 q,
for ~k,a]c.m'. The tone of the lengthened imperative ha'ñp'r> y Ps 41:5 as MileraÇ
(before yvip.n:) is to be explained on rhythmical grounds; cf. the analogous cases
in § 72 s.—The 2nd fem. plur. imperative in Ru 1:9 has, according to QimhÌi, the

!'aceÐm. and in verse 20 !'areñq.; on the other hand, the Mantua edition and
Ginsburg, on good authority, read !'ac,m.;'!ar,q..
form

i

tacemo (for ta,c,Ðmo) 2 S
18:22, cf. Est 2:15; so NiphÇal talep.nI Dt 30:11, Zc 5:7 (but ha'F'nI Is 30:25), and
HophÇal, Gn 38:25; less frequent from are taec.Am) Ct 8:10; taev.on* 1 K 10:22 (cf. §
76 b, taef. beside tafel' as infinitive construct from af'n") and without a (see k)
tceAy (from ac'y") Dt 28:57. In the forms ~yajixo sinning, I S 14:33, cf. y Ps 99:6;
~ad'Bo feigning them, Neh 6:8, the a is elided, and is only retained
3. The participle fem. is commonly contracted, e. g.

orthographically (§ 23 c) after the retraction of its vowel; see the analogous
cases in § 75 oo.—On the plur. masc. ptcp. Niph. cf. § 93 oo.

k

a which is quiescent is omitted in writing (§ 23 f): (a) in the
middle of the word, e. g. WnB'ñ 1 S 25:8; ytic'Ðm' Nu 11:11, cf. Jb 1:21; ytim.ñc' Ju
4:19, cf. Jb 32:18. In the imperfect hn"F,ñTi Jer 9:17, Zc 5:9, Ru 1:14 (but the same
form occurs with YoÖdh pleonastic after the manner of verbs h¾¾l in Ez 23:49,
according to the common reading; cf. § 76 b and Jer 50:20); in PiÇeÒl hN"J,ñx;a]
(after elision of the a, cf. § 75 oo) Gn 31:39; and also in NiphÇal ~t,mej.nI Lv 11:43;
cf. Jos 2:16. (b) at the end of the word; AbY"w: 1 K 12:12 KethiÖbh; HiPhÇiÖl yjix/h†, 2 K
13:6, cf. Is 53:10 (ylix/h†, for aylix/h†, perfect HiphÇiÖl of hl'x' formed after the
manner of verbs a¾¾l); in the imperfect HiphÇiÖl yViy: y Ps 55:16 KethiÖbh; ynIy" y Ps
141:5; ybia' 1 K 21:29, Mi 1:15; in the infinitive, Jer 32:35; in the participle, 2 S
5:2, 1 K 21:21, Jer 19:15, 39:16, all in KethiÖbh (ybime, always before a, hence
4. Frequently an

perhaps only a scribal error).

l
5. In the jussive, imperfect consecutive, and imperative HiphÇiÖl a number of cases

aViy: Is 36:14 (in the parallel passages 2 K
18:29, 2 Ch 32:15 ayViy:); aybiY"w: Neh 8:2 (before [); ajix]†Y:w: 2 K 21:11 (cf. 1 K
16:2, 21:22); aBix.T;w: 2 K 6:29; aciAYw: Dt 4:20, 2 K 11:12, y Ps 78:16, 105:43;
imperative aybih' Jer 17:18; ayciAh Is 43:8 (in both cases before [). If the
occur with iÖ in the final syllable; cf.

tradition be correct (which at least in the defectively written forms appears very
doubtful) the retention of the iÖ is to be attributed to the open syllable; while in the
closed syllable of the 3rd sing. masc. and fem., and the 2nd sing. masc. after

w

[

consecutive, the iÖ is always reduced to eÒ. In the examples before
considerations of euphony may also have had some influence (cf. § 75 hh).—In
Ez 40:3, Baer reads with the Western school
the KethiÖbh

aybeY"w:, while the Orientals read in

awbyw and in the QereÖ abeY"w:.

On the transition of verbs

a¾¾l to forms of h¾¾l see § 75 nn.

THE PARADIGMS.

IN the paradigms of the verbs, those forms which are to be especially noticed by the beginner are marked throughout by an asterisk as model
forms. Thus e.g. in the strong verb the 3rd sing. fem.

hl'j.q†' is the model for Wlj.q†', which likewise has only a vocalic afformative, and T'l.j;ñq'

T.l.j;q', yTl.jñ;q', and Wnl.j;ñq', which in the same way have a toneless afformative beginning with a consonant. On the other
hand, the forms ~T,l.j;q. and !T,l.j;q., where the affix beginning with a consonant has the tone, stand by themselves.— In the table of the
is the model for

pronouns the asterisk has a different meaning; see the footnote there.—The bracketed forms (from Paradigm Gonwards) are merely
analogous formations not occurring in the Old Testament.
The newly added paradigm (Q) consists of forms actually found, belonging to various verbs.
A.The Personal Pronoun.1
Nominative of the
Pronoun, or
Accusative of the Pronoun,
Pronomen
separatum.

or Suffixum Verbi.

Gentitive of the Pronoun, or Suffixum Nominis (Pron.
Possesivum).

A.

B.

A.

B.

Simple form.

With NuÖn energicum.

Attached to a sing. noun.

Attached to a noun plur.
or dual.

ynOÈ ynO¤;ñ È ynO¤;e me.

yN¤;È yN¤,ñ

y¤i my (prop. gen. mei).

y¤; my.

Sing. 1 . comm.

ykinOa†', in pause
ykinOña';
ynOa], in pause ynOa'ñ
I.

2. {

hT'a; (T'a;), in ^È ^¤.Ã in pause ^¤,ñ,
%¤'
hT'a'ñ
%È %¤'È %¤eÃ %¤,ñ
f. T,a; (yT.a;)
m.
pause

&'¤,ñ, (&'n>¤,ò )
not found.

^Ã ^¤.Ã in pause ^¤,ñ

^y¤,”

%Ã %¤eÃ ¿%¤'À

%yI¤;ñ

} thy (prop. tui).

} thy.

} thee.

} thou.
3. {m.
f.

aWh he.

ayhi she.

WhÃ wÈ Wh¤eÃ wO ¿hoÀ his

WhÃ wÈ Wh¤'ñ' (ho) Ã wOÈ Wh¤eñ him.
h'È H¤'È h'¤,ñ her(eam).

¿Whn>¤,ñÀÃ WN¤,òÈ ¿wOnÀ;
hN"¤,ò

h'È H¤'È h'¤ñ,

WnÈ Wn¤'òÈ Wn¤eò us.

WN¤,ò ? (see § 58 k)

WnÈ Wn¤eòÈ ¿Wn¤'òÀ our.

Wny¤eò our.

~k,È ~k,¤.;

~k,y¤e

!k,È !k,¤.

!k,y¤e

} your.

} your.

~h,È ~¤'Ã
wOm¤'ñÁ*
!h,Ã !heÃ !¤'

~h,y¤eÃ wOmy¤eò*
!h,y¤e

(eius and suus).
her.

wy¤'Ã w¤'Ã ¿Why¤eòÁÀ his.
h'y¤,ò her.

Plur. 1 . comm.

Wnx.n:òa] (Wn%.n:ò), in
pause Wnx.n"òa]
(Wn%.n"ò) we.
2. {

~T,a;
f. !Tea;Ã hn"Teña;
m.

} you.
3. {

~heÃ hM'heñ
f. hN"heñ
m.

} they.

B. Strong Verb.

~k,È ~k,¤.
[!k,È !k,¤.]
} you.

~h,ÀÃ~È È¤'Ã ~¤;Ã wOm¤'ñÁÈ ~¤eñ,
(~¤,ñ), wOm¤eñÁ them (eos).
[!h,]Ã !È !¤'Ã ¿!¤;ñÀÈ Î!¤e] them (eas).

(

these forms are not found.

} their.

} their.

Qal.

NiphÇal.

PiÇeÓl.

lj;q.nI*

PuÇal.

HophÇal.

HithpaÇeÓl.

lJ;qiÃ lJeqi* lJ;quÁ

lyjiq.hiÁ lj;q.h'Á

lJeq;t.hiÁ

HiphÇiÖl

Perf. Sing. 3 . m.

lj;q'*

rbeK'*

!joq' *

3. f.

hl'j.q†'*

hr'b.K†'*

hn"j.q†'* hl'j.q.nI*

hl'J.qi*

hl'J.quÁ

hl'yjiñq.hiÁ hl'j.qh'Á hl'J.q;t.hiÁ

2. m.

T'l.j;ñq'*

T'r>b;ñK'*

T'n>joñq'* T'l.j;ñq.nO*

Tl.J;ñqi*

T'l.J;ñquÁ

T'l.J;ñq.hiÁ T'l.j;ñq.h'Á Tl.J;ñq;t.hiÁ

2. f.

T.l.j;q'

T.r>b;k'

T.n>joq'

T.l.j;ñqinI

T.l.J;qi

T.l.J;qu

T.l.j;q.hi T.l.j;q.h' T.l.j;q.t.hi

1. c.

yTil.j;ñq'

yTir>b;ñK'

yTin>joñq' yTil.j;ñq.nI

yTil.J;ñqi

yTil.J;ñqu

yTil.j;ñq.hi yTil.j;ñq.h' yTil.J;ñq;t.hi

Plur. 3. c.

Wlj.q†'

Wrb.K†'

Wnj.q†'

WlJ.qi

WlJ.qu

Wlyjiñq.hi Wlj.q.h'

2. m.

~T,l.j;q.

~T,r>b;K.* ~T,n>j'q.* ~T,l.j;q.nO

~T,l.J;qi

~T,l.J;qu ~T,l.j;q.hi ~T,l.j;q.h' ~T,l.J;q;t.hi

2. f.

!T,l.j;q.

~T,r>b;K. ~T,n>j'q. ~T,l.j;q.nI

~T,l.J;qi

!T,l.J;qu

!T,l.j;q.hi !T,l.j;q.h' !T,l.J;q;t.hi

1. c.

Wnl.j;ñq'

Wnr>b;ñK'

Wnl.j;ñq.nI

Wnl.J;ñqi

Wnl.J;ñqu

Wnl.j;ñq.hi Wnl.j;ñq.h' Wnl.J;ñq;t.hi

Inf.

ljoq.Ã bk;v.*

ljeQ'hi*

lJeq;*

wanting.

lyjiq.h;Á

wanting.

lJeq;tehiÁ

Inf. absol.

lwOjq'*

ljoq.nIÃ ljoQ'hi* lJeq;Ã lJoq;* lJoquÁ

ljeq.h;Á

ljeq.h'Á

lJeq;t.hiÁ

WNjoñq'

Wlj.q.nI

WlJ.q;t.hi

Imp. Sing. 2. m.

ljoq. *

rb;K.*

ljeQ'hi*

lJeq;*

2. f.

ylij.qi *

yrIb.Ki* ylij.Q†'hi*

yliJ.q;*

Plur. 2. m.

Wlj.qi

Wrb.Ki

WlJ.q;

Wlyjiñq.h;

WlJ.q;t.hi

2. f.

hn"l.joñq.*

hn"r>b;ñK.* hn"l.j;ñQ'hi *

hn"l.Jeñq; *

hn"l.jeñq.h;Á

hn"l.Jeñq;t.hiÁ

Impf. Sing. 3. m.

ljoq.yI *

rB;k.yI *

!j;q.yI * ljeq'yI *

lJeq;y> *

lJ;quy>Á

lyjiq.y"Á

lj;q.y"Á

lJeq;t.yIÁ

3. f.

ljoq.Ti

rB;k.Ti

ljeQ'Ti

lJeq;T.

lJ;quT.

lyjiq.T;

lj;q.T'

lJeq;t.Ti

2. m.

ljoq.Ti

rB;k.Ti

ljeQ'Ti

lJ.q;T.

lJ;quT.

lyjiq.T;

lj;q.T'

lJeq;t.Ti

2. f.

ylij.q.Ti *

yrIB.k.Ti *

ylij.Q†'Ti *

yliJ.q;T. *

yliJ.quT.Á yliyjiñq.T;Á ylij.q.T'Á ylJ.q;t.TiÁ

1. c.

ljoq.a,

rB;k.a,

ljeQ'a,

lJeq;a]

lJ;quT.a] lyjiq.a;

lj;q.a'

lJeq;t.a,

Plur. 3. m.

Wlj.q.yI

WrB.k.yI

Wlj.Q†'yI

WlJ.q;y>

WlJ.quy>

Wlj.q.y"

WlJ.q;t.yI

3. f.

hn"l.joñq.Ti * hn"r>B;ñk.Ti*

hn"l.j;ñQ'Ti *

hn"l.Jeñq;T. * hn"l.J;ñquT.Á hn"l.jeñq.T;Á hn"l.jeñq.T;Á hn"l.Jeñq;t.TiÁ

2. m.

Wlj.q.Ti

Wlj.Q†'Ti

WlJ.q;T.

WrB.k.Ti

Wlj.Q†'hi

ljeq.h;Á
wanting.

WlJ.quT.

yliyjiñq.h;Á

Wlyjiñq.y:

lJq;t.hiÁ
wanting.

Wlyjiñq.T; Wlj.q.T;

ylJ.q;t.hiÁ

WlJ.q;t.Ti

2. f.

hn"l.joq.Ti

hn"r>B;ñk.Ti

hn"l.j;ñQ'Ti

hn"l.Jeñq;T.

hn"l.J;ñquT. hn"l.jeñq.T; hn"l.jeñq.T; hn"l.Jeñq;t.Ti

1. c.

ljoq.nI

rB;k.nI

ljeQ'nI

ljeQ;nI

lJ;qun>

Shortened Impf.
(Jussive).

lyjiq.n:

lj;q.n"

ljeq.y:Á

Part. act.

ljeqo *

pass.

lWjq' *

rbeK'

!joq'

lj'q.nI *

lJeq;m. *

lyjiq.m;Á
lJ'qum.Á

lJeq;t.miÁ
lj'q.m'Á

C. Strong Verb with
Suffixes.
Suffixes 1 Sing.

2 Sing.
m.

2 Sing. f. 3 Sing. m. 3 Sing. f. 1 Plur.

ynIl;ñj'q.

^l.j†'q.

%lej'q.

Perf.
Qal
3.m.

lJ;qun>lFeqt]nI

ynI%;ñkev.

Whl'ñj'q.

{

Hl'j'q.

Wnl'ñj'q.

2 Plur. m.

2 Plur. f.

3 Plur.
m.

3 Plur. f.

wanting.

wanting.

~l'j'q.

!l'j'q.

Wlj'q. }

~v'Bel.

3.f.

ynIt.l;ñj'q.

^t.l;ñj'q. %t,l'ñj'q.

Wht.l;ñj'q.
WTl;ñj'q. hT'l;ñj'q. Wnt.l;ñj'q.

—

—

~t;l'ñj'q.

wanting.

2.m.

ynIT;ñl.j;q.

—

—

WhT'ñl.j;q.
WTl.j;q. HT'l.j'q. WnT'ñl.j'q.

—

—

~T'l.j;q.

wanting.

2.f.

ynIyTiñl.j;q.

—

—

WhtTiñl.j;q. h'yTiñl.j;q. WnyTiñl.;q.

—

—

~yTil.j;q.

wanting.

1.c. —

^yTiñl.j;q. %yTil.j;q.

wyTil.j;q.
WhyTiñl.j;q. h'yTiñl.j;q.

~k,yTil.j;q.

wanting.

~yTil.j;q. !yTil.j;q.

wanting.

wanting.

~Wlj'q. !Wlj'q.

WnWTñl.j;q.

—

—

wanting. wanting.

^Wnòl.j;q. ^Wnl.j;q. WhWnòl.j;q. h'Wnñl.j;q.

—

~k,Wnl.j;q.

wanting.

~Wnl.j;q.

wanting.

ylij.q'

^B.t.K'

Wnleñj.q'

~k,B.t.K'

wanting.

~l'j.q'

!l'j.q'

ynIleñj.q'

^l.j;q.

ynIleñj.q'

—

—

~lej.q'

—

wanting.

~lej.q.yI

wanting.

Plur.
3.c.

ynIWlñj'q.

^Wlñj'q.
^Wbñhea] %Wlj'q. WhWlñj'q.

2.m.

ynIWTñl.j;q.

—

1.c. —
Inf. Qal

Imp.
Qal 2.

—

%lej.q'

WhWTñl.j;q.

Alj.q'

—

h'Wlñj'q. WnWlñj'q.
wanting.

Hl'j.q'

~k,l.j'q.
—

Whleñj.q'

{

h'l,ñj.q' Wnleñj.q'

—

(from an Imperf. in a

Impf.
Qal
3.m.

ynI%ev.,ynIW[ñm'q.

)

Hl'j.q' }

ynIleñj.q.yI

^l.j'q.yI %lej.q.yI Whleñj.q.yI

{

ynIveñB'l.yI

^v.B†'l.yI %veB'l.yI WhveñB'l.yI

h'v,ñB'l.yI Wnleñj.q.yI

h'l,ñj.q.yI

Hl'j.q.yI } WnveñK'l.yI } ~k,l.j'q.yI

3.m.
with
NuÖn
enrg.

yNIl,ñj.q.yI

&'l,ñj.q.yI

Plur.
3.m.

ynIWlñj.q.yI

^Wlñj.q.yI %Wlj.q.yI

perf.
PiÇeÓl
3.m.

ynIl;ñJ.qi

^l.J,qi

—

%leM.qi

WNl,ñj.q.yI

hN"l,ñj.q.yI WNl,ñj.q.yI

—

—

—

WhWòlj.q.yI
WhWòla'g>yI] h'Wlñj.q.yI WnWlñj.q.yI ~k,Wlj.q.yI

wanting.

~Wlj.q.yI

wanting.

AlJ.qi

wanting.

~l'Jqi

!l'J.qi

Hl'J.qi

Wnl'ñJ.qi

—

wanting.

D. Verbs primae gutturalis
Qal.

Niph'al

Hiph'il

Hoph'al

Perf.
sing 3. m.

dm;['

dm;[,.n),Á

dymi[,.h†,Á

dm;[\h†'Á

3.f.

hd'm.[†'

hd'm.[,n),Á

hd'ymi[/h†,

hd'm.['h†'Á

2.m.

T'd>m;ñ['

T'd>m;ñ[/n),

T'd>m;ñ[/h†,

T'd>m;ñ['.h†'

2.f.

T.d>m;['

T.d>m;[/n),

T.d>m;[/h†,

T.d>m;[\h'

1.c.

yTid>m;ñ['

yTid>m;ñ[/n),

yTid>m;ñ[/h†,

yTid>m;ñ[\h†'

Plur. 3.c.

Wdm.[†'

Wdm[.,n),

Wdymiñ[/h†,

Wdm.['h†'

2.m.

~T'd>m;[]Á

~T'd>m;[/h†,

~T'd>m;[\h†, ~T'd>m;[\h†'

2.f.

!T,d>m;[]Á

!T,d>m;[/n),

!T,d>m;[/h†,

!T,d>m;['.h†'

1.c.

Wnd>m;ñ['

Wnd>m;ñ[/n),

Wnd>m;ñ[/h†,

Wnd>m;ñ[,.h†'

Inf.

dmo[]Á

dme['h†eÁ

dymi[]h†;Á

Inf. absol.

dAm['

@soa'h†e, hAm[]n);Á dme[]h†;

Imp.
Sing. m.

dmo[]Á

qz:x]Á

dme['h†eÁ

dme[]h†;

f.

ydIm.[i

yqiz>xi

ydIm.[†'he

ydIymiñ[]h†;

Plur. m.

Wdm.[i

Wqz>xi

Wdm.[†'he

Wdymiñ[]h†;

wanting.

f.

hn"x>moñ[]Á

hn"q.z:ñx]Á

hn"d>m;ñ['h†e

hn"d>meñ[]h†e

Impf.
Sing. 3. m.

dmo[]y);Á

qz:x/y),Á

dme['y)eÁ

dymi[]y);Á

dm;[\y)'Á

3. f.

dmo[]T†;

qz:x/T†,

dme['T†e

dymi[]T†;

dm;[\T†'

2. m.

dmo[]T†;

qz:x/T†,

dme['T†e

dymi[]T†;

dm;[\†'

2. f.

ydIm.[;T†;Á

yqiz>x,T†,

ydIm.[†'Te

ydIymiñ[]T†;

ydIm.['T†'Á

dme['.h†'Á

1. c.

dmo[[/a†,Á

qz:x/a†,

dme['a†e

dymi[]a†;

dm;[\a†'

Plur. 3. m.

Wdm.[;y);Á

lJ;qun>*

ñè181t'li

~lña

dymi[]a†;

3. f.

hn"d>moñ[]T†;

hn"q.z:%/T†, hn"d>m;ñ['T†e

hn"d>meñ[]T†;

Wdm.['T†'

2. m.

Wdm.[;T†;

Wqz>x,T†,

Tdm.[†'Te

Wdymiñ[]T†;

Wdm.['T†'

2. f.

hn"d>moñ[]T†;

hn"q.z:x/T†, hn"d>m;ñ['T†e

hn"d>meñ[]T†;

Wdm.['T†'

1. c.

dmo[n);

qz:x/n),

dymi[;.n);

dm;['.n"

dme['['n)e

Shortened
Impf. (Jussive).

dme[]y);

Part. act.

dme[o

pass.

dWn['

dm'[/n),Á

dymi[]m;Á
dm'['.m†'

E. Verbs mediae gutturalis.

Perf. Sing.

Qal.

NiphÇal.

PiÇeÓl.

PuÇal.

HithpaÇeÓl.

3. m.

j%;v'

j%;v.nI

%r;BeÁ

%r;BoÁ

%reB't.hiÁ

3. f.

hj'%]v†Á hj'%]v.nIÁ hk'r>B†e

hk'r>Bo]†

hk'r]B†t.hi

[

Plur.

2. m.

T'j.%;ñv'

T'j.%;ñv.nI T'k.r;ñBe

Tk.r;ñBo

T'k.r;ñB't.hi

2. f.

T.j.%;v'

T.j.%;v.nI T.k.r;Be

T.k.r;Bo

T.k.r;B't.hi

1. c.

yTij.%;ñv' yTij.%;ñv.nI yTik.r;ñBe yTik.r;ñBo

yTik.r;ñB't.hi

3. c.

Wj%]v†'

Wkr]B†'t.hi

2. m.

~T,j.%;v. ~T,j.%;v.nI ~T,k.r;B†e ~T,k.r;Bo†

†T,k.r;K't.hi

2. f.

!T,j.%;v. !T,j.%;v.nI [!T,k.r;B†e] !T,k.r;Bo†

!T,k.r;ñB'tihi

1. c.

Wnj.%;ñv'

Wnj.%;ñv.nI Wnk.r;ñBe

Wnk.r;ñBo

Wnk.r;ñB't.hi

j%ov.

j%eV'hi

%reB'Á

wanting.

%reB't.hiÁ

jA%v'

jA%v.nI

%reB'Á

m.

j%;v.Á

j%eV'hi

%reB'Á

f.

yji%]v†;Á

yji%]V'hiÁ ykir]B†' *

m.

Wj%]v†;

Wj%]V†'hi Wkr]B†'

Inf.

Inf.

absol.

Imp. Sing.

Plur.

Wj%]v.nI

Wkr>B†e

Wkr>Bo†

%reB't.hiÁ
wanting.

ykir]B†'t.hi]
Wkr>B†t.hi

[

f.

Impf. Sing.

Plur.

Impf. with Suff.

hn"j.%;ñv. hn"j.%;ñV†hi hn"k.reñB'Á

hn"k.reñB't.hi

3. m.

j%;v.yIÁ

j%eV'yI

%reb'y>Á

%r;boy>Á

%reB't.yI

3. f.

j%;v.Ti

j%eV'Ti

%rek'T.

%r;koT.

%reK't.Ti

2. m.

j%;v.Ti

j%eV'Ti

%reb'T.

%r;boT.

%reB't.Ti

2. f.

yji%]v.TiÁ yji%]V†'TiÁ ykir]b†T.

[

ykir>bo†T.]

[

1. c.

j%;v.a,

j%eV'a,

%reb'a]

%r;koa]

%reB't.a,

3. m.

Wj%]n>yI

Wj%]V†'yI

Wkr]B†'y>

Wkreb†oy>

Wkr>B†'t.yI

3. f.

hn"j.%;ñv.Ti hn"j.%;ñV'Ti hn"k.reñb'T. hn"k.r;ñbpT. hn"k.reñB't.Ti

2. m.

Wj%]v.Ti Wj%]V†'Ti Wkr]b†'T. Wkr>b†oT.

2. f.

hn"j.%;ñv.Ti hn"j.%;ñV'Ti hn"k.reñb'T. hn"k.r;ñboT. hn"k.reñB't.Ti

1. c.

j%;v.nI
Whjeñ%'v.yI

j%eV'nI

%reb'n>

%r;bon>

ykir]B†'t.Ti]

Wkr>B†'t.Ti

%reB't.nI

j%evo

Part. act.

j%'v.nI

%reb'm.Á

jW%v'

pass.

%reK't.miÁ
%r'bom.Á

F. Verbs tertiae gutturalis.

Perf.
Sing.

Plur.

Qal.

NiphÇal.

PiÇeÓl.

PuÇal.

HiphÇiÖl.

3.m.

%l;v'

%l;v.nI

%L;viÁ

%L;vu

%;yliv.hiÁ %l;v.h'

%L;T;v.hiÁ

3.f.

h%'l.v†'

h%'l.X.nI

h%'L.vi

h%'L.vu

h%'yliñv.hi h%'y>v.h'

h%'L.T;v.hi

2.m.

T'%.l;ñv'

T'%.l;ñv.nI

T'%.L;ñvi

T'%.L;ñvu

T'%.l;ñv.hi T'%.l;ñv.h'

T'%.L;ñT;v.hi

2.f.

T.%;l;v'Á

T.%;l;ñv.nIÁ

T.%;L;ñviÁ

T.%;L;ñvuÁ T.%;l;ñv.hiÁ T.%;l;ñv.h'Á T.%;L;ñT;v.hiÁ

1.c.

yTi%.l;ñv'

yTi%.l;ñv.nI

yTi%.L;ñvi

yTi%.L;ñvu yTi%.l;ñv.hi yTi%.ll;ñv.h' yTi%.L;ñT;v.hi

3.c.

W%l.v†'

W%l.v.nI

W%L.vi

W%L.vu

2.m.

~T,%.l;v. ~T,%.l;v.nI ~T,%.L;vi ~T,%.L;vu ~T,%.l;v.hi ~T,%.l;v.h' ~T,%.L;T;v.hi

2.f.

!T,%.l;v.

!T,%.l;v.nI

!T,%.L;vi

HophÇal.

W%yliñv.hi W%l.v.h'

HithpaÇeÓl.

W%L.T;v.hi

!T,%.L;vu !T,%.l;v.hi !T,%.l;v.h' !T,%.L;T;v.hi

Wn%.l;ñv'

Wn%.l;ñv.nI

Wn%.L;ñvi

%;l{v.Á

%l;V'hiÁ

%;Alv'
m.

1.c.

Wn%.l;ñv.hi Wn%.l;ñv.hi

Wn%.L;ñT;v.hi

%L;v;Á

%;yliv.h;Á

%L;T;v.hiÁ

%;Alv.nI

%;Lev;

%;lev.h;Á

%l;v.Á

%l;V'hiÁ

%L;v;Á

%l;v.h;

%L;T;v.hiÁ

f.

y%il.vi

y%il.V†'hi

y%iL.v;Á

y%iyliñv.h;

y%iL.T;v.hi

m.

W%l.vi

W%l.V†'hi

W%L.v;

f.

hn"%.l;ñv.Á hn"%.l;ñV'hi hn"%.L;v;Á

3.m.

%l;v.yI

%l;V'yIÁ

%L;v;y>Á

%L;vuy>

%;yliv.y:Á

%l;v.y"

%L;T;v.yI

3.f.

%l;v.Ti

%l;V'Ti

%L;v;T.Á

%L;vuT.

%;yliv.T;

%l;v.T'

%L;T;v.Ti

2.m.

%l;v.Ti

%l;V'Ti

%L;v;T.

%L;vuT.

%;yliv.T;

%l;v.T'

%L;T;v.Ti

2.f.

y%il.v.Ti

yxil.Vñ137''Ti y%iL.v;T.

y%iL.vuT. y%iyliñv.T; y%il.v.T'

y%iL.T;v.Ti

1.c.

%l;v.a,

%l;V'a,

%L;vua]

%L;T;v.a,

Inf.

Inf.

absol.

Imp.

Sing.

Plur.

Impf.

Sing.

Wn%.L;ñvu

%L;v;a]

wanting.

W%yliñv.hi

%;lev.h'Á

wanting.

hn"%.l;ñv.h;

%;yliv.a;

W%L.T;v.hi
hn"%.L;ñT;v.hiÁ

%l;v.a'

Plur.

3.m.

W%l.v.yI

3.f.

hnI%.l;ñv.TiÁ hnI%.l;ñV'Ti hn"%.L;ñv;T.Á hn"%.L;ñvuT. hn"%.l;ñv.T; hn"%.l;ñv.T' hn"%.L;ñT;v.TiÁ

2.m.

W%l.v.Ti

2.f.

hn"%.l;ñv.Ti hn"%.l;ñV'Ti hn"%.L;ñv;T. hn"%.L;ñvuT. hn"%.l;ñv.T; hn"%.l;ñv.T' hn"%.L;ñT;v.Ti

1.c.

%l;v.nI

Shortened Impf.

(Jussive).

Impf.

with

Suff.

Part.

act.

%;levoÁ

pass.

%;Wlv'Á

3. f.

W%l.V†'Ti

%l;V'nI

W%L.v;y>

W%L.vuy>

W%L.v;T.

%L;v;n>

W%yliñv.y:

W%l.v.y"

W%L.vuT. W%yliñv.T; W%l.v.T'

%L;vun>

yOnI%eñv.yI

G. Verbs mediae geminatae or double

Perf. Sing. 3. m.

W%l.V†'yI

%;yliv.n:

%l;v.n"

W%L.T;v.yI

W%L.T;v.Ti

%L;T;v.nI

%l;v.y:
%l'v.nI

%;Lev;m.Á

%;yliv.m;Á
%L'vum.

%;LeT;v.miÁ
%l'v.m'

[

Qal.

NiphÇal.

HiphÇiÖl.

HophÇal.

PoÇeÓl.

PoÇal.

~T;Ã bb;s'Á

smen"Ã bs;n"Á

bs;heÃ bseheÁ,

bs;WhÁ*

bbeAsÁ

bb;AsÁ

hM'T;ñÃ hb'b]s†'

hB's;ñn"Á

hB'señheÁ

hB's;ñWh

hb'b]As†

hb'b]As†]

2. m.

t'ABñs;Á

t'ABñs;n>Á

t'ABñsih]Á

t'ABñs;Wh†]

T'b.b;ñAs

T'b.b;ñAs

2. f.

tABs;

tABs;n>

tABsih]

tABs;Wh†

T.b.b;As

T.b.b;As

1. c.

ytiABñs;

ytiABñs;n>

ytiABñsih]

[

ytiABñs;Wh†

yTib.b;ñAs

yTib.b;ñAs

3. c.

WMT;ñÃ Wbb]s†'

WBs;ñn"

WL%eñheÃ WBs;ñhe

WBs;ñWh

Wbb]As†

Wbb]As†

2. m.

~t,ABs;

~t,ABs;n>

~t,ABsih]

~t,ABs;Wh†]

~T,b.b;Asi

~T,b.b;As†

2. f.

!t,ABs;

!t,ABs;n>

!t,ABsih]

!t,ABs;Wh†

!T,b.b;As†

!T,b.b;As†

1. c.

WnABñs;

WnABñs;n>

WnABñsih]

[

WnABñs;Wh†

Wnb.b;‘As

[

Inf.

bsoÁ

bSehiÁ

bseh'Á

Inf. absol.

bAbs'

bAShiÃ sMehi bseh'

m.

bsoÁ

bS;hi

bseh'Á

f.

yBisoñÁ

yBiS;ñhiÁ

yBiseñh'

m.

WBsoñ

WBS;ñhi

WBseñh'

Plur.

Imp. Sing.

Plur.

Wnb.b;ñAs

bbeA
hM'V;h'

bbeAs

bb;As]

[

bbeAs
wanting.

ybib]As†]
Wbb]As

wanting.

f.

Impf. with
WaÓw
consec.

[

hn"yB,ñS;hi]

[

hn"yB,ñsih]]

[

hn"b.beñAs

bsoy"Á (lq;yE § 67 p)

bSoyIÁ

bS;yIÁ

bSey:Ã bsey"Á

bS;yUÃ bs;WyÁ

bbeAsy>

bb;Asy>]

3. f.

bsoT'

bSoTi

bS;Ti

bseT'

bs;WT]

bbeAsT.

bb;AsT.

2. m.

bsoT'

bSoTi

bS;Ti

bseT'

bs;WT

bbeAsT.

bb;AsT.

2. f.

yBisoñT'Á

ybiS.Ti

yBiS;ñTiÁ

[

yBiseñT']

yBis;ñWTÁ

ybib]As†T.]

ybib]As†T.

1. c.

bsoa'

bSoa,

bS;a,

bsea'

[

bs;Wa

[

bbeAsa]

bb;Asa]

3. m.

WBsoñy"

WbS.yI

WBS;ñyI

WBSeñy:Ã WBseñy"

WBs;ñWy

Wbb]As†y>

Wbb]As†y>]

3. f.

hn"yB,ñsuT.Á

[

hn"b.SoñTi]

[

hn"yB,ñS;Ti]

hn"yB,ñsiT.Á

hn"tB,ñs;WT†Á]

[

2. m.

WBsoñT'

WbS.Ti

WBS;ñTi

WBseñT'

WBs;ñWT

Wbb]As†T.

Wbb]As†T.

2. f.

[

hn"yB,ñsuT.]

[

hn"b.SoñTi]

[

hn"yB,ñS;Ti]

hn"yB,ñsiT.

hn"yB,ñs;WT†

hn"b.beñAsT.]

hn"b.b;ñAsT.

1. c.

bson"

bSonI

bS;nI

bsen"

[

bs;Wn

[

bbeAsn>

[

Impf. Sing. 3. m.

Plur.

hn"yB,ñsu]

[

bs'Y"òw:Á (pause bsoY"w:)

bs,y"òw:

hn"b.beñAsT.] hn"b.b;ñAsT.

bb;Asn>

Impf. with
Suff.

ynIBeñsuy>Á

part. act.

bbeso

bs'n"

pass.

bWbs'Á

(fem.

H. Verbs

hB's;n>)

!¾¾p.
Qal.

NiphÇal.

HiphÇiÖl.

vG:nIÁ

vyGIhiÁ vG:huÁ

3. f.

hv'G>nI

hv'yGIñhi hv'G>hu

2. m.

T'v.G:ñnI

T'v.G:ñhi

T'v.G:ñhu

2. f.

T.v.G:nI

T.v.G:ñhi

T.v.G:hu

yTiv.G:ñnI

yTiv.G:ñhi yTiv.G:ñhu

Plur. 3. c.

WvG>nI

WvyGIñhi WvG>hu

2. m.

~T,v.G:nI

~T'v.G:hi ~T,v.G:hu

2. f.

!T,v.G:nI

!T,v.G:hi !T,v.G:hu

Perf. Sing. 3. m.

1. c.

vg:n"]

[

regular.

lp;n"

HophÇal.

ynIBeñsiy>Á (~k,B.siy>)

ynIbeñb]As†y>

bsemeÁ

bbeAasm.
bs'Wm

bb'Asm.

1. c.

Wnv.G:ñnI

Wnv.G:ñhi Wnv.G:ñhu

vgEN"hi

vyGIh;Á vG:huÁ

Inf.

tv,G<ñÁ

Inf. absolÓ.

vAgn"

Imp. Sing. m.

vG:Á

lpon>Á

vgEN"hi

vGEh;Á

f.

yviG>

ylip.nI

yvig>N)'hi

yviyGIñh;

Plur. m.

WvG>

Wlp.nI

Wvg>N)'hi

WvyGIñh;

f.

hn"v.G:ñ

hn"l.pon> hn"v.g:ñN"hi

hn"v.GEñh;

Impf. Sing. 3. m.

vG:YIÁ

lPoyIÁ

vyGIy:Á

vG:uyÁ

3. f.

vG:Ti

lPoTi

vyGIT;

vG:Tu

2. m.

vG:Ti

lPoTi

vyGIT;

vG:Tu

2. f.

yviG>Ti

yliP.Ti

yviyGIñT;

yviG>Tu

1. c.

vG:a,

lPoa,

vyGIa;

vG:au

lpon>

vgEN"hiÃ @AGnI vGEh;Á

vgEN"yI]

[

vGEhuÁ

wanting.

Plur. 3. m.

WvG>yI

3. f.

hn"v.G:ñTi hn"l.PoñTi

hn"v.GEñT; hn"v.G:ñTu

2. m.

WvG>Ti

WvyGIñT;

2. f.

[

hn"v.G:ñTi hn"l.PoñTi]

[

1. c.

vG:nI

vyGIn:

Part. act.

vgEnO

Pass.

vWgn"

Perf.

regular.

WlP.Ti

WvyGIñy:

WvG>yU

WvG>Tu

hn"v.GEñT;] [hn"v.G:ñTu]

lPonI

vG:nU

vGEy:Á

Shortened Impf. (Jussive).

I. Weak Verbs,

WlP.yI

vG"nIÁ

vyGIm;Á
vG"mu

a¾¾p.
Qal.

NiphÇal. HiphÇiÖl.

lk;a'

lk;a/n),Á lykia/h†,Á lk;a'.h†'Á

HophÇal.

Like Verbs primae gutturalis.
Inf.

lkoa]Ã lkoa/Á

lkea'h†e lykia]h†; lk;a'.h†'

Inf. absol.

lAka'

lkoa'h†e

Imp. Sing. m.

lkoa/

lkea'h†e lkea]h†;

f.

ylik.ai

&c.

Plur. m.

Wlk.ai

f.

[

Impf. Sing. 3.m.

lk;aoyÁ (in pause lkeaoy) lkea'y)eÁ lykia]y);Á lk;a'.y)'Á

3. f.

lk;aoT

2. m.

lk;aoT

2. f.

ylik.aoT†

1. c.

lk;aoÁ

Plur. 3. m.

Wlk.aoy)

3. f.

hn"l.k;ñaoT

2. m.

Wlk.aoT†

wanting. wanting.

&c.

wanting.

hn"l.koña/]

&c.

&c.

&c.

hn"l.k;ñaoT]

2. f.

[

1. c.

lk;aon

Impf. with Wa&#247w

rm,aoYòw:Á

consec.

lk;aoYòw:Á

Part. act.

lkeao

pass.

lWka'

K. Weak Verbs,

lk'a/nÕ lykia]m†;
lk'a\

y¾¾p (forw¾¾p)

L. Verbs properly

y¾¾p.

Qal.

NiphÇal.

HiphÇiÖl

HophÇal

Qal

HiphÇiÖl

bv;y"

bv;AnÁ

byviAhÁ

bv;WhÁ

bj;y"

byjiyheÁ

3. f.

hb'v.An)Á hb'yviñAh

hb'v.Wh*

hb'yjiñyhe

2. m.

T'b.v;ñAn

T'b.v;Ah

T'b.v;ñAh

T'b.j;ñyhe

2. f.

T.b.v;ñAn

T.b.v;Ah

T.b.v;Wh

T.b.j;yhe

yTib.v;ñAn

yTib.v;ñAh

yTib.v;ñWh

Perf. Sing 3. m.

1. c.

regular.

regular

yTib.j;ñyhe

Plur. 3. c.

Wbv.An)

2. m.

WbyviñAh

Wbv.Wh*

yTib.j;ñyhe

~T,b.v;An) ~T,b.v;Ah*

~T,b.v;Wh*

~T,b.j;yh†e

2. f.

!T,b.v;An)

!T,b.v;Ah*

!T,b.v;Wh*

!T,b.j;yh†e

1. c.

Wnb.v;ñAn

Wnb.v;ñAh

Wnb.v;ñWh

Wnb.j;ñyhe

bv;WhÁ

Inf.

tb,v,ñÁÃ tv,r,ñÃ dsoy>

bveW"hiÁ

byviAhÁ

Inf. absol.

bAvy"

wanting.

bveAhÁ

Imp. Sing. m.

[D;Ã bveÁ

bveW"hiÁ

bveAhÁ

f.

ybiv.

ybiv.W)'hi

ybiyviñAh

Plur. m.

Wbv.

Wbv.W)'hi

WbyviñAh

f.

hn"b.veñ

[

Impf. sing. 3. m.

bveyEÁ

vr;yyIÁ

bveW"yIÁ

byviAy

bv;WyÁ

bj;yyIÁ

byjiyyEÁ

3. f.

bveTe

vr;yTi

bveW"Ti

byviAT

bv;WT

bj;yTi

byjiyTe

bjoy>

byjiyheÁ

bAjy"

bjeyheÁ
bjeyheÁ
ybiyjiñyhe

wanting

Wbyjiñyhe

hn"b.v;ñW"hi] ¿hn"b.veñAhÀ

¿hn"b.jeñyheÀ

2. m.

bveTe

vr;yTi

bveW"Ti

byviAT

bv;WT

bj;yT

byjiyTe

2. f.

ybiv.T†e

yvir>yT†i

ybiv.W)'

ybiyviñAT

ybiv.WT*

ybij.yT†i

ybiyjiñyTe

1. c.

bveae

vr;yai

bveW"aiÁ

byviAa

bv;Wa

bj;yai

bymiyae

Plur. 3 m.

Wbv.y)e

Wvr>y)yI

Wbv.W)'yI

WbyviñAy

Wbv.Wy*

Wbj.yy)i

WbyjiñyyE

3. f.

hn"b.v;ñTe

[

2. m.

Wbv.T†e

Wvr>yT†i

2. f.

[

hn"b.v;ñTe]

[

hn"v.r;ñyTi] [hn"b.v;ñW"Ti] ¿n"b.veñATÀ

¿hn"b.v;ñWTÀ ¿hn"b.j;ñyTiÀ hn"b.jeñyTeÀ

1. c.

bv.nE

vr;ynI

bv;Wn

hn"v.r;ñyTi] [hn"b.v;ñW"Ti] ¿hn"b.ve47'TÀ hn"b.v;ñWT hn"b.j;ñyTi ¿hn"b.jeñyTeÀ
Wbv.W)'Ti

bveW"nI

WbyviñAT

byviAn

Wbv.WT*

Wbj.yT†;i

bj;ynI

bveAyÁ

Shortened Impf. (Jussive).
Impf. with WaÓwconsec.

bv,YEòw:Á

Part. act

bvey

pass.

bWvy"

bv'AnÁ

WbyjiñyTe

¿byjiynE
bjeyyE

bv,AYòw:

bj;yYIw:

bj,yYEòw:

byviAmÁ

bjeyO

byjiyme

bv'WmÁ

bWjy"

W¾¾

M. Weak Verbs, .

N. Weak Verbs,

y¾¾[.

Qal.

NiphÇal

HiphÇiÖl

HophÇal.

PoÖleÓl.

PoÖlal.

Qal.

NiphÇal.

Perf. Sing. 3.m.

~q'Á tmeÁ

~Aqn"Á

~yqiheÁ

~q;WhÁ

~meAqÁ

~m;AqÁ

!B'Á

!Abn"Á

3.f.

hm'q'ñÁ ht'meñÁ

hm'Aqñn"Á

m'yqiñheÁ

hm'q.Wh†] hm'm]Aq†

[

hm'm]Aq†] hn"B'ñÁ

hn"Abñn"]

2. m.

T'm.q;ñÁ hT'm;ñÁ

t'AmñWqn>À

t'Amñyqih]Á

T'm.q;Wh

T'm.m;ñAq

T'm.m;ñAq

t'AnòWbn>

2. f.

T.m.q; ¿T.m;À

¿tAmWqn>

tAmyqih]

T.m.q;Wh

[

1. c.

yTim.q;ñ yTim;ñ

ytiAmñWqn>

ytiAmñyqih]

[

yTim.q;ñWh yTim.m;ñAq yTim.m;ñAq

[

Plur. 3. m.

Wmq'ñ Wtmeñ

WmAqñn"

Wmyqiñhe

Wmq.Wh†

WnB'ñ

2. m.

~T,m.q; ~T,m;À

~t,Amq*on>

~t,Amyq*ih]

~T,m.q;Wh†] ~T,m.m;Aq†] ~Tm.m;Aq†] ~T,n>B;]

See

2. f.

¿!T,m.q; ¿!T,m;

!t,AmAq*n>À

¿!t,Amyq*ih]À

!T,m.q;Wh† !T,m.m;Aq† !T,m.m;Aq†

Verbs

1. c.

Wnm.q;ñ Wnt.m;ñ

¿WnAmñWqn>

WnAmñyqih]

[

Inf.

~WqÁ

~AQhiÁ

~yqih'Á

~q;WhÁ

T'n>B;ñÁ

T'm.m;Aq] [T'm.m;Aq] T.n>B;ñ

Wmm]Aq†

Wnm.q;ñWh [Wnm.m;ñAq
~meAq

Wmm]Aq†

[

[

yTin>B;ñ]

!T,n>B;

Wnm.m;ñAq WNB;ñ
!yBiÁ

tAnWbn>

[

ytiAnòWbn>

W¾¾[.

Inf. absol

~AqÁ

gAsn"Ã ~AQhiÁ ~qeh'Á

q;WhÁ

!BoÁ

Imp. Sing. m.

~WqÁ

~AQhiÁ

~qeh'Á

~meAq

!yBiÁ

f.

ymiWqñÁ

¿ymiAQñhiÀ

ymiyqih'Á

[

Plur. m.

WmWqñ

WmAQñhi

Wmyqiñh'

Wmm]Aq†

WnyBiñ

f.

hn"m.qoñÁ

¿hn"m.qeñh'À

[

hn"m.meñ†q]

—

Impf. Sing. 3. m.

aAby" ~;Wqy"Á

~AQyIÁ

~yqiy"Á

~q;WyÁ

~meAqy>

~m;Aqy>

3. f.

~WqT'

~AQTi

~yqiT'

~q;WT

~meAqT.

~m;AqT.] lygIT'

2. m.

~WqT'

~AQTi

~yqiT'

~q;WT]

~meAqT.

~m;AqT.

2. f.

ymiWqñT'Á

¿ymiAQñTiÀ

ymiyqiñT'Á

ymiq.WT†

[

1. c.

~Wqa'

~AQa,

~yqia'

[

~q;Wa

~meAqa]

[

Plur. 3. m.

WmWqñy"

WmAQñyI

Wmyqiñy"

Wmq.Wy*

Wmm]Aq†y>

Wmm]Aq†y>

3. f.

hn"b.voñT'Ã hn"ym,ñWqT.Á

ymim]Aq¬]

wanting.

ynIyBiñ

lygIy"

lygIT'

ymim]Aq†T.] ymim]Aq†T. yliygIòT'
~m;Aqa] lygIa'
WlygIñè224y"

hn"ym,ñyqiT.Ã hn"m.qeñT'Á hn"m.q;ñWT] hn"m.meñAqT. hn"m.me;AqT. hn"l.gEòT'

2. m.

WmWqñT'

2. f.

xn"ym,ñWqT.

1. c.

~Wqn"

Shortened Impf.

~qoy"Á

~qey"Á

lgEy"

Impf. with WaÓw consec

~q'Y"òw: (pause ~qoñY"w:Á)

~q,Y"òw:Á

lg<Y"òw:

Impf. with Suff.

ynIpeñWvy>Á

ynImeñyqiy>Á

ynIbeñyrIy>

Part. act.

~q'Á

pass.

~WqÁ

O. Weak Verbs,

WmAQñTi

~AQnI

~Aqn"Á

WmyqiñT'

Wmq.WT†

¿hn"m.qeñT'À

[

~yqin"

~q;Wn

Wmm]Aq†T. Wmm]Aq†T.] WlygIòT'

hn"m.q;ñWT hn"m.meñAqT. hn"m.m;ñAqT. hn"l.gEòT'

~yqimeÁ

~meAqn>]

[

~m;Aqn>

[

~meAqm.
~q'WmÁ

lygIn"

bf'Ã ~ynIle !Abn"
~m'Aqm.

~WfÃ ~yfi

a¾¾l.
Qal.

NiphÇal.

PiÇeÓl.

PuÇal

HiphÇiÖl.

HophÇal.

HithpaÇeÓl.

ac'm.hu]

aCem;t.hi]

ac'm'Á

alem'

ac'm.nIÁ

aCemiÃ ak'DI aC'mu] ar'qo aycim.hi

[

3. f.

ha'c.m†'

ha'l.m†'

ha'c.m.nI

[

ha'C.mi]

ha'C.mu

ha'ciòm.hi

ha'c.m.hu ha'C.m;t.hi

2. m.

t'ac'ñm'Á

t'aleñm'

t'aceòm.nIÁ t'aCeòmiÁ

t'aCeòmu

t'aceòm.hiÁ t'aceòm.hu]* t'aCeòm;t.hiÁ

Perf. Sing. 3. m. }

2. f.

tac'm'

talem'

tacem.nI

taCemi]

taCemu

tacem.hi

1. c.

ytiac'òm'

yt'aleñm'

yt'aceòminI yt'aCeòmi

ytiaCeòmu

ytiaceòm.hi ytiaceòm.hu ytiaCeòm;t.hi

3. c.

Wac.m†'

Wal.m†'

Wac.m.nI

WaC.mu

Wayciò

2. m.

~t,ac'm. ~t,alem.

~t,acem.nI ~t,aCemi

~t,aCemu

~t,acem.hi ~t,acem.hu ~t,aCem;t.hi]

2. f.

[

!t,ac'mi] [!t,alem.]

!t,acem.nI] [!t,aCemi]

!t,aCemu

!t,acem.hi] !t,acem.hu !t,aCem;t.hi

1. c.

Wnac'òm'

Wnaleñm'

[

Wnaceñm.nI WnaCeñmi

[

WnaCeòmu

[

Inf.

acom.

aceM'hi

aCem;

Inf. absol.

aAcm'

aocm.nI

aoCm;

m.

ac'm.Á

aceM'hi

aCem;

acem.h;

aCem;t.hi]

f.

yaic.mi

yaic.M†'hi]

[

yaiC.m;]

yaiyciòm.h;

yaiCem;t.hi

m.

Wac.mi

Wac.M†'hi

WaC.m;

f.

hn"ac,òm.Á

[

Plur.

Imp. Sing.

Plur.

[

WaC.mi

hn"ac,òM'hi [hn"aC,òm;]

tacem.hu

Wac.m.hu

wanting.

WaC.m;t.hi

Wnaceòm.hi [Wnaceòm.hu [WnaCeòm;t.hi

aycim.h;
wanting.

taCem;t.hi

[

acem.h;

Wayciòm.h;
hn"ac,òm.h;]

[

aCem;t.hi
wanting.

wanting.

wanting.

WaC.m;t.hi
hn"aC,òm;t.hi

[

ac'm.yIÁ

aceM'yIÁ

aCem;y>

aC'muy>

aycim.y:

ac'm.yU]

aCem;t.yI

3. f.

ac'm.Ti

aceM'Ti

aCem;T.

aC'muT.]

aycim.T;

ac'm.Tu

aCem;t.Ti

2. m.

ac'm.Ti

aceM'Ti

aCem;T.

aC'muT.

aycim.T;

ac'm.Tu

aCem;t.Ti

2. f.

yaic.m.Ti

yaic.M'Ti

[

yaiC.m;T]

yaiC.muT.

yaiciòm.T;

yaic.m.Tu

yaiC.m;t.Ti]

1. c.

ac'm.a,

aceM'a,

aCem;a]

aC'mua]

aycim.a;

ac'm.au

[

3. m.

Wac.m.yI

Wac.M†'yI

WaC.m;y>

WaC.muy>

Wayciòm.y:

Wac.m.yU

WaC.m;t.yI

3. f.

hn"ac,òm.TiÁ

hn"ac,òM'TiÁ hn"aC,òm;T.Á hnIaC,òmuT.Á hn"ac,òm.T;Á hn"ac,òm.tuÁ [hn"aC,òm;t.ti]

2. m.

Wac.m.Ti

Wac.M†'Ti

2. f.

hn"ac,òm.Ti

hn"ac,òM'Ti hn"aC,òm;T.

hn"aC,òmuT. hn"ac,òm.T; hn"ac,òm.Tu hn"aC,òm;t.Ti]

1. c.

ac'm.nI

[

aceM'nI]

[

Impf. Sing. 3. m.

Plur.

WaC.m;t.]

[

aCem;n>

Suff.

aC'mun>

Wayciòm.T;

aycim.n:
acem.y:

Shortened. Impf. (Jussive.)
Impf. with

WaC.mut.

ynIaeñc'm.yIÃ ^a]c'm.yI

ynIaeñC.m;y>

ynIaeñcim.y:

Wac.m.Tu

ac'm.nU

aCem;t.a,

WaC.t.Ti

aCem;t.nI

[

Part. act.

acemo

pass.

aWcm'

P. Weak Verbs,

aCem;m.

aycim.m;

aCem;t.mi

aC'mum.

ac'm.mu

h¾¾l
Qal.

NiphÇal.

PiÇeÓl.

PuÇal

HiphÇiÖl.

HophÇal.

HithpaÇeÓl.

hl'G"*

hl'g>nI*

hL'GI*

hL'GU*

hl'g>hi

hl'g>h'*

hL'G:t.hi*

3. f.

ht'l.G)'*

ht'l.g>nI*

ht'L.GI*

ht'L.GU*

ht'l.g>hi*

ht'l.g>h'* [ht'L.G:t.hi]

2. m.

t'yliñG"*

t'y¤Ãt'yleg>nI* t'yLiñGI*

t'yLeñGU*

t'y¤eÃ t'yliñG>hi, t'yleg>h'* t'ylñeG>h'* t'yleg>h'*

2. f.

tyliG"

tyleg>nI

tyLiGI

[

tyLeGU]

ty¤i, tyleg>hi

[

1. c.

ytiyliñG"

ytiyleñg>nI

ytiyLeñGIÃytiyLiñGI ytiyLeñGU

ytiy¤iñ, yTyleñg>hi

yTyleñg>h' yTyLeñG:t.hi

3. c.

WlG"*

Wlg>nI

WLGI

WLGU

Wlg>hi

Wlg>h'

2. m.

~t,yliG>

.t,yleg>g>nI]

~t,yLiGI

~t,yLeGU] ~t,y¤i, ~t,yleg>hi

~t,yleg>h'] ~t,yLiG:t.hi

2. f.

!t,yliG>

[

!t,yleg>nI

[

!t,yLiGI]

!t,yLeGU

!t,yleg>h' !t,yLiG:t.hi]

1. c.

WnyliñG"

Wnyliñg>nI

WnyLiñGI

[

Perf. Sing. 3. m.

Plur.

ac'm.nI

WnyLeñGU

!t,yleg>hi]

[

tyleg>h'] [tyLiN:t.hi]

WLG:t.hi

Wnyliñg>hi

[

Wnyleñg>h' [WnyLiñG:t.hi

Inf.

tAlG>*

tAlG"hi*

Inf. absol.

hl{G"

hqeN"hiÃhl{g>nI hLeG:ÃhL{G:

hleg>h;

m.

hleG>*

hleG"hi*

lG:ÃhLeG:*

hleg>h;*

lG"t.hi[hLeG:t.hi]

f.

yliG>*

yliG"hi*

yLiG:*

ylig>h;*

yLiG:t.hi

m.

WlG>

WlG"hi

WLG:

f.

hn"yl,ñG>*

[

hn"yl,ñG"hi]

[

hl,g>yI*

hl,G"yI*

hL,g:y>*

hL,gUy>*

hl,g>y:*

hl,g>y"]*

hL,G:t.yI*

3. f.

hl,g>Ti

hl,G"Ti

hL,g:T.

hL,gUT.

hl,g>T;

hl,g>T'

[

2. m.

hl,g>Ti

hl,G"Ti

hL,g:T.

hL,gUT.

hl,g>T;

hl,g>T'

hL,G:t.Ti

2. f.

ylig>Ti*

[

yliG"Ti]

yLig:a]*

yLigUT.]

ylig>T;*

ylig>T'*

yLiG:t.Ti*

1. c.

hl,g>a,

äG"aiÃhl,G"a,

hL,g:a]

[

tL,gUa]

hl,g>a;

hl,g>a'*

hL,G:t.a,

3. m.

Wlg>yI*

WlG"yI

WLg:y>

WLgUy>

Wlg>y:

Wlg>y"

WLG:t.yI

Imp. Sing.

Plur.

Impf. Sing. 3. m.

Plur.

tALG:*

tALGU*

wanting.

hn"yL,ñG:]

tAlg>h;*

Wlg>h;

tALG:t.hi*
hleg>h'*.

wanting.

hn"yl,ñg>h;]

WLG:t.hi
hn"yL,ñG:t.hi]

[

[

hL,G:t.Ti]

3. f.

hn"yl,ñg>Ti*

hn"yl,ñG"Ti*

hn"yL,ñg:T.*

hn"yL,ñgUT.]* hn"yl,ñg>T;*

hn"yl,ñg>T'* [hn"yL,ñG:t.Ti]

2. m.

Wlg>Ti

WlG"Ti

WLg:T.

WLgUT.

Wlg>T'

2. f.

hn"yl,ñg>Ti

hn"yl,ñG"Ti

hn"yL,ñg:T.

hn"yL,ñgUH. hn"yl,ñg>H;

hn"yl,ñg>T' [hn"yL,ñG:t.Ti]

1. c.

hl,g>nI

[

hl,G"nI]

hL,g:n>

[

hL,gUn>

[

Shortened. Impf.

lg<yIò*

lG"yI*

lg:y>*

lG<y<ò*

Impf. with

ynIleñg>yI”Ã ^l.g>yI

ynILeñg:y>”Ã ^L.g:y>

ynIleñG>y:*, ^l.g>y:

hL,g:m.*

hl'g>m;*

Suff.

Part. act.

hl,GO*

pass.

yWlG"*

Q. Verbs

hl,g>nI*

Wlg>T;

hl,g>n:

hl,g>n"

hL'G:t.mi*
hl,g>*

h¾¾l with suffixes

Perf. Qal. 3.m.

2.Sing. m.

ynI%;ñ

^f.[†'Ã ^a]r†'

ynIf'ñ['

P.

%n"['Ã ^n<òq'

P.

3.Sing. f. 3.Sing. m.

Whf'ñ['

hL,G:t.nI
lG:t.yI*

hL,gUm.*

1.Sing.

WLG:t.hi

3.Sing. f. 1.Plur.

3.Plur. m.

Ha'r'

~f'['

Wnf'ñ['

3.f

ynIfñ['

2.m

ynIt;ñyair>

WTL;ñKi

Pi.

hT'W:òci

~r;l'ñ[,w>†,

Hiph.

Pi.

ynIt'ñynI[]

P.

2.f

Pi.

wIrySiKi

Hr'yfi[]

WhyrIñyfi[]}

h'yrIñyair>

~ytiy[ir>

h'Wañr'

~Wbv'

Pi.

Wnr'ñyNIDI

~r'ynI[]

ynItiñyMirI

Pi.

^ytiñyair>

1.c

%tiNI[i

wytiyair>
Plur.

3.c.

ynIWfñ['

^WnòyWIqi

1.c

Imper.

2.m.

^Wañr'
Pi.

Pi.

^WSKi WhWfñ['
WhnUòyWIqi

Pi

ynIteñn>}

Wnaeñr>h; ~[er>

Hiph.

ynInEò[]
2.f.

ynIyaiñr>h;

Hiph.

ynIWSñK;

Plur.

2.m. Pi.

Impf.

3.m.

ynIaeñr>yI

WhWlñT.
^D>p.yI}

Whaeñr>yI}

~WKh;

Hiph

h'a,ñr>yI}

WnWEñc;y>

Pi.

~ce%/y†,}

3.f

2.m

^T.x.y:

WNw<òl.yI}

&'B,v.Ti

Hiph.

hN"a,ñr>yI}

~fe[]yÝ

Whqeñv.T;

ynIaeñr>Ti

2.f

Pi.

&'a,ñr>a,

1.c

^n>[,a†,
Plur.

3.m

ynIWfñ[]y);

2.m

ynIWUòc;T.

1.c

Pi.

^WTñp;y>

%dea,

WNa,ñr>a,

hN"f,ñ[/a†,

~ySik;T.

~Rep;a,

WhnEñ[/a†,
WhWTñp;y>

Pi

h'Wfñ[]y:

WNq,ñv.n:

hN"f,ñ[]n†;

Pi.

WnWNò[;y>

~WUc;T.

Footnotes:
Forms with an asterisk are exclusively poetic, those in parentheses ( ) are rare,those in brackets [ ] do not occur (cf. § 58 a, note).

§ 58. The Pronominal Suffixes of the Verb.
Cf. the statistics collected by H. Petri, Das Verbum mit Suffixen im Hebr., part ii,

~ynXar ~yaybn

, Leipzig, 1890. W. Diehl, Das Pronomen pers. suff. …
in the
des Hebr., Giessen, 1895. J. Barth, 'Beiträge zur Suffixlehre des Nordsem.,'
AJSL. xvii (1901), p. 205 f. Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., i. 159 f.; Grundriss,
p. 638 ff.

a
1. The pronominal suffixes appended to the verb express the accusative of the
personal pronoun. They are the following: —
A.

B.

C.

To a form ending in a
vowel.

To a form in the Perf ending in a
consonant.

To a form in the Imperf.
ending in a consonant.

yn¤;ñ (in pause ynI¤'ñ)

ynI¤eñ me.

^¤. (in pause ^¤,ñ, also %¤')

thee.

%¤e %¤,ñ, rarely %¤'

%¤e

Wh¤'ñÃ A¿hoÀ

Wh¤eñ him.

H¤'

h'¤,ñ her.

Wn¤'ñ

Wn¤eñ us

Sing.1.com.

2. m.

f.

^¤ñ

%¤

3. m.

f.

ynI¤ñ

Wh¤ñÃ A

h'¤ñ

plur. 1. com.

2. m.

Wn¤ñ

~k,¤

~k,¤. you (vos).

f. . . . . .1
3. m.

~h,,2 ~

~¤' (from ~h,¤'ñ), ~¤'ñ

~¤e (from ~h,¤eñ) eos

poet.

f.

Am¤ñ

!¤

Am¤'ñ

Am¤eñ

!¤'Ã !¤;ñ

. . . . .3 eas.

b
2. That these suffixes are connected with the corresponding forms of the personal
pronoun (§ 32) is for the most part self-evident, and only a few of them require
elucidation.

c

ynIÃ WnÃ WhÃ h'

^

The suffixes
(and , when a long vowel in an open syllable precedes)
never have the tone, which always rests on the preceding syllable; on the other hand,

~k, and ~h, always take the tone.
d

Wh¤'ñ, by contraction of a and u after the rejection of the weak h,
frequently gives rise to oÖ (§ 23 k), ordinarily written A, much less frequently ho (see § 7
c). In the feminine, the suffix h' should be pronounced with a preceding a (cf. below, f,
note), as h'¤'ñ or h'¤,ñ, on the analogy of aÒhuÖ; instead of h'¤'ñ, however, it was simply
pronounced H¤', with the rejection of the final vowel, and with Mappiq, since the h is
consonantal; but the weakening to h¤' is also found, see below, g.
In the 3rd pers. masc.

e
3. The varietyof the suffix-forms is occasioned chiefly by the fact that they are modified
differently according to the form and tense of the verb to which they are attached. For
almost every suffix three forms may be distinguished:

ynI¤ñÃ Wh¤ñÃ w (only after iÖ), Wn¤ñ, (~h,) ~, &c.
These are attached to verbal forms which end with a vowel, e. g. ynIWlñj.q.yIÈ WhyTiñl.j;q.,
for which by absorption of the h we also get wyTil.j;q., pronounced qetÌaltiÖu; cf. § 8 m.

(a) One beginning with a consonant, as

f

ynI¤;ñÃ ynI¤eñ

(b) A second and third with what are called connecting vowels4 (
), used with
verbal forms ending with a consonant (for exceptions, see § 59 g and § 60 e). This
connecting vowel is a with the forms of the perfect, e. g.

ynIl;ñj'q.Ã Wnl'ñj'q.Ã ~l'j'q. (on

%lej'q., the ordinary form of the 3rd masc. perf. with the 2nd fem. suffix, cf. below, g);
and e (less frequently a) with the forms of the imperfect and imperative, e. g.

Whleñj.q.yIÃ ~lej.q'; also with the infinitive and participles, when these do not take nounsuffixes (cf. § 61 a and h). The form A also belongs to the suffixes of the perfect, since it
has arisen from Wh¤'ñ (cf., however, § 60 d ). With ^Ã ~k,, the connecting sound is only
a vocal SèewaÖ, which has arisen from an original short vowel, thus ^¤.Ã ~k,¤., e. g.
^l.j†'q. (qetÌaÒlekhaÒ), or when the final consonant of the verb is a guttural, ^¤], e. g.
^x]l†'v.. In pause, the original short vowel (aç;) reappears as SeghoÖl with the tone ^¤,ñ
(also %¤'ñ, see g). On the appending of suffixes to the final !W of the imperfect (§ 47 m),
see § 60 e.

g
Rem. 1. As rare forms may be mentioned sing. 2nd pers. masc.
K 18:44, &c., in pause also
Instead of the form

hk'¤. Gn 27:7, 1

hK'¤,ñ (see below, i); fem. ykiÃ yki¤eñ y Ps 103:4, 137:6.

%¤e, which is usual even in the perfect (e. g. Ju 4:20, Ez

%¤' occurs as fem. Is 60:9 (as masc. Dt 6:17, 28:45, Is 30:19, 55:5 always
in pause); with MunahÌ Is 54:6, Jer 23:37.—In the 3rd masc. ho Ex 32:25, Nu 23:8;
in the 3rd fem. h¤' without MappiÖq (cf. § 91 e) Ex 2:3, Jer 44:19; Am 1:11, with

27:26),

retraction of the tone before a following tone-syllable, but read certainly

xc;n<òl' rm;v'.—The forms Am¤ñÃ Am¤'ñÃ Am¤eñ occur 23 times, all in poetry5 (except
Ex 23:31) [viz. with the perfect Ex 15:10, 23:31, y Ps 73:6; with the imperfect Ex

Wm

Am

15:5 ( for ), 15:7, 9, 9, 12, 15, 17, 17, y Ps 2:5, 21:10, 13, 22:5, 45:17, 80:6,
140:10; with the imperative y Ps 5:11, 59:12, 12, 83:12]. On the age of these

z¤; and z¤' as suffixes of the 3rd fem. plur. of the imperfect,
§ 60 d.— In Gn 48:9 an"-~x,q†' (cf. ~v'-~K,Y:W: 1 Ch 14:11 according to Baer), ~¤e
has lost the tone before Maqqeph and so is shortened to ~¤,.—In Ez 44:8
!WmyfiT.w: is probably only an error for ~WmyfiT.w:.
forms, see § 91 l 3; on

h
2. From a comparison of the verbal suffixes with the noun-suffixes (§ 91) we find
that (a) there is a greater variety of forms amongst the verbal than amongst the

noun-suffixes, the forms and relations of the verb itself being more various;—(b)
the verbal suffix, where it differs from that of the noun, is longer; cf. e. g.

ynI¤ñÃ ynI¤;ñÃ ynI¤eñ (me) with y¤i (my). The reason is that the pronominal object is less
closely connected with the verb than the possessive pronoun (the genitive) is with
the noun; consequently the former can also be expressed by a separate word

ta in ytiao, &c.).

(

i
4. A verbal form with a suffix gains additional strength, and some times intentional
emphasis, when, instead of the mere connecting vowel, a special connecting-syllable6
(açn)7 is inserted between the suffix and the verbal stem. Since, however, this syllable
always has the tone, the aç is invariably (except in the 1st pers. sing.) modified to tonebearing SeghoÖl. This is called the NuÖn energicum8 (less suitably demonstrativum or
epentheticum), and occurs principally (see, however, Dt 32:10 bis) in pausal forms of
the imperfect, e. g.

Whn>k†,r]b†'y> he will bless him (y Ps 72:15, cf. Jer 5:22), &'n>q,ñT.a, Jer

ynIn>d'B.k;ñy> he will honour me (y Ps 50:23) is unusual; rarely in the perfect, Dt
24:13 &'k,r>B†e. On examples like yNIn:òD', Gn 30:6, cf. § 26 g, § 59 f. In far the greatest
number of cases, however, this NuÖn is assimilated to the following consonant (nÃ k), or
the latter is lost in pronunciation (so h), and the NuÖn consequently sharpened. Hence
22:24;

we get the following series of suffix-forms:—
1 st pers.

yNI¤;ñ (even in pause, Jb 7:14, &c.), yNI¤,ñ (for yNIN>¤;ñÃ ynIn>¤,ñ).
&'¤,ñ

2 nd pers.
(Jer 22:24 in pause
10:24, Pr 2:11 in pause).
3 rd pers.

&'n>¤,) and, only orthographically different, hK'¤,ñ (Is

WN¤,ñ (for Whn>¤,ñ),9 fem. hN"¤,ñ for h'n>¤,ñ.

[ 1st pers. plur.

WN¤,ñ (for Wnn>¤,ñ), see the Rem.]

In the other persons NuÖn energetic does not occur.

k
Rem. The uncontracted forms with NuÖn are rare, and occur only in poetic or
elevated style (Ex 15:2, Dt 32:10 [bis], Jer 5:22, 22:24); they are never found in
the 3rd fem. sing. and 1st plur.On the other hand, the contracted forms are

WN¤,ñ as 1st plur. occurs perhaps
in Jb 31:15 [but read Wn¤eñ and cf. § 72 cc], hardly in Ho 12:5; cf. WNN<ñhi behold us,

tolerably frequent, even in prose. An example of

Gn 44:16, 50:18, Nu 14:40 for
the Masora requires

Wnn>hi (instead of WnN>hi; see § 20 m).— In Ez 4:12

hn"g<ò[uT., without Dagesë in the NuÖn.

l
That the forms with NuÖn energicum are intended to give greater emphasis to the
verbal form is seen from their special frequency in pause. Apart from the verb,
however, NuÖn energicum occurs also in the union of suffixes with certain particles
(§ 100 o).
This NuÖn is frequent in Western Aramaic. In Arabic the corresponding forms are
the two energetic moods (see § 48 b) ending in an and anna, which are used in
connexion with suffixes (e. g. yaqtulan-ka or yaqtulanna-ka) as well as without
them.
Footnotes:

~k,

1[1]

According to Diehl (see above), p. 61,
occurs only once with the perfect (see §
59 e), 7 times with the imperfect, but never in pre-exilic passages, whereas the accus.

~k,t.a, occurs 40 times in Jer. and 36 times in Ezek. — ~h, occurs only once as a
verbal suffix (Dt 32:26, unless, with Kahan, Infinititve u. Participien, P. 13, ~heyaip.a;
from Ha;P' is to be read), while the forms !k, (2nd f. pl.) and !¤e and !h, (3rd f pl.),
added by QimhÌi, never occur.
4[1]

We have kept the term connecting vowel, although it is rather a superficial
description, and moreover these vowels are of various origin. The connective a is most
probably the remains of the old verbal termination, like the i in the 2nd pers. fem. sing.

WhyTiñl.j;q.. Observe e. g. the Hebrew form qetÌaÒl–ani in connexion with the Arabic qatalani, contrasted with Hebrew qetÌaÒlat–ni and Arabic qatalat-ni. König accordingly prefers
the expression 'vocalic ending of the stem', instead of 'connecting syllable'. The
connective eÒ, aÎÒ, as Prätorius (ZDMG. 55, 267 ff.) and Barth (ibid. p. 205 f.) show by
reference to the Syriac connective ai in the imperf. of the strong verb, is originally due

y¾¾l ynIxem. ynIyxem.

(
=
from mehÌainiÖ), in which the final eÖ was used
to the analogy of verbs
as a connecting vowel first of the imperat., then of the impf. (besides many forms with
a, § 60 d), and of the infin. and participle.

Am¤ occurs five times [four times attached to a noun or preposition,
§§ 91 f, 103 c], and ~¤e only twice.
5[1]

Thus in y Ps 2

6[2]

It is, however, a question whether, instead of a connecting syllable, we should not

assume a special verbal form, analogous to the Arabic energetic mood, (see l, at the
end) and probably also appearing in the Hebrew cohortative (see the footnote on § 48
c).—As M. Lambert has shown in REJ. 1903, p. 178 ff. (' De lÈemploi des suffixes
pronominaux …'), the suffixes of the 3rd. pers. with the impf. without waw in prose are

WN¤,ñ and hN"¤,ñ but with waw consec. Wh¤eñ and h'¤,ñ or H¤; with the jussive in the 2nd and
3rd pers. always Wh¤eñÃ h'¤,ñ, in the 1st pers. more often WN¤,ñ than Wh¤eñ, and always hN"¤,ñ.
According to Barth 'n-haltige Suffixe' in SprachwisÌs. Untersuchungen, Lpz. 1907, p.
1 ff., the connecting element, as in Aramaic, was originally in, which in Hebrew became
en in a closed tone-syllable.
7[3]

8[4]

So König, Lehrgeb., i. p. 226.

9[1]

On

An = WN¤, Nu 23:13, see § 67 o.

CHAPTER I

THE PRONOUN
Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 98 ff.; Grundriss, i. 296 ff. L. Reinisch, 'Das
persönl. Fürwort u. die Verbalflexion in den chamito-semit. Sprachen' (Wiener
Akad. der Wiss., 1909).
§ 32. The Personal Pronoun. The Separate Pronoun.

a
1. The personal pronoun (as well as the pronoun generally) belongs to the oldest and
simplest elements of the language (§ 30 s). It must be discussed before the verb, since it
plays an important part in verbal inflexion (§§ 44, 47).

b
2. The independent principal forms of the personal pronoun serve (like the Gk. evgw,( su,,
Lat. ego, tu, and their plurals) almost exclusively to emphasize the nominative-subject
(see, however, § 135 d). They are as follows:
Singular.

1.

Com. ykiñnOa†', in pause ykinOòa';

Plural.
Com. Wnx.n:òa], in pause
I

1.

hT'a'ñ or hT'a;ñ f. T.a; (yT.a;
properly yTia;), in pause T.a'

thou

2.

m. aWh

he(it)
she(it)

ynIa], in pause ynIa'ñ}I.
m. hT'ña; (T'a;), in pause

2.

3.

f. ayhi

Wnx.n"òa] (Wnx.n:ò, in pause
Wnx.n"ò), (wna)} we.
{m. ~T,a; f. hn"òTea; (hN"Teña;);

!Tea; (!T,a;)} ye.

we

ye

{m. ~he (-~h,), hM'heñ f. hN"heñ
3.

after prefixes !heÃ
they.

!h,}

they

The forms enclosed in parentheses are the less common. A table of these
pronouns with their shortened forms (pronominal suffixes) is given in Paradigm A
at the end of this Grammar.

REMARKS.
I. First Person.

c
1. The form ykinOa†' is less frequent than ynIa].1 The former occurs in Phoenician,
Moabite, and Assyrian, but in no other of the kindred dialects;2 from the latter the
suffixes are derived (§ 33). The oÖ most probably results from an obscuring of an
original aÖ (cf. Aram. an"a], Arab. ÈaÃna). The pausal form ynIa'ñ occurs not only with
small disjunctive accents, but even with conjunctives; so always in ynIa'ñ yx; as I live
! also Is 49:18 with MunahÌ, y Ps 119:125 with Merkha (which, however, has been
altered from DehÌiÖ), and twice in Mal 1:6. In all these cases there is manifestly a
disagreement between the vocalization already established and the special laws
regulating the system of accentuation.

d
2. The formation of the plural, in this and the other persons, exhibits a certain
analogy with that of the noun, while at the same time (like the pronouns of other
languages) it is characterized by many differences and peculiarities. The short
form wna (Wna') from which the suffix is derived occurs only in Jer 42:6 KethiÖbh. The
form Wnx.n:ò (cf. § 19 h) only in Ex 16:7, 8, Nu 32:32, La 3:42; Wnx.n+' in pause, Gn
42:11; in Arabic naçhÌnu is the regular form. In the Misëna wna (Wna') has altogether
supplanted the longer forms.

e
3. The pronoun of the 1st person only is, as a rule in languages, of the common
gender, because the person who is present and speaking needs no further
indication of gender, as does the 2nd person, who is addressed (in Greek, Latin,
English, &c., this distinction is also lacking), and still more the 3rd person who is
absent.

II. Second Person.
f
4. The forms of the 2nd person hT'a;Ã

Tia;Ã ~T,a;Ã hn"Teña;, &c., are contracted from
ÈantaÒ. &c. The kindred languages have retained the n before the t, e. g. Arab. ÈaÃntaÒ,
fem. ÈaÃnti, thou; pl. ÈaÃntum, fem. ÈantuÃnna, ye. In Syriac tna;, fem. ytna; are written,
but both are pronounced Èat. In Western Aramaic T.n>a; is usual for both genders.
g

T'a; (without h) occurs five times, e. g. y Ps 6:4, always as KethiÖbh, with hT'a; as

QereÖ. In three places T.a; appears as a masculine, Nu 11:15, Dt 5:24, Ez 28:14.

h
The feminine form was originally yTia; as in Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic. This form
is found seven times as KethiÖbh (Ju 17:2, 1 K 14:2, 2 K 4:16, 23, 8:1, Jer 4:30, Ez
36:13) and appears also in the corresponding personal ending of verbs (see § 44
f), especially, and necessarily, before suffixes, as ynIyTiñl.j;q., § 59 a [c]; cf. also iÖ as
the ending of the 2nd fem. sing. of the imperative and imperfect. The final iÖ was,
however, gradually dropped in pronunciation, just as in Syriac (see above, f) it was
eventually only written, not pronounced. The y therefore finally disappeared (cf. §
10 k), and hence the Masoretes, even in these seven passages, have pointed the
word in the text as yT.a; to indicate the QereÖ T.a; (see § 17). The same final y¤i
appears in the rare (Aramaic) forms of the suffix yki¤eñÃ

ykiy>¤;ñ (§§ 58, 91).

i
5. The plurals ~T,a; (with the second vowel assimilated to the fem. form) and !Tea;
(!T,a;), with the tone on the ultima, only partially correspond to the assumed groundforms ÈantumuÒ, fem. ÈantinnaÒ, Arab. ÈaëÃntuçm (Aram. ßWTa;Ã

!WTn>a;) and ÈaçntuçÃnna (Aram.

!yTea;Ã !yTen>a;). The form !Tea; is found only in Ez 34:31 (so QimhÌi expressly, others
!T,a;); hn"Teña; (for which some MSS. have hN"Teña;) only four times, viz. Gn 31:6, Ez
13:11, 20, 34:17; in 13:20 ~T,a; (before a m) is even used as feminine.
III. Third Person.
k
6. (a) In aWh and ayhi (huÖ and hiÖ) the a (corresponding to the 'Elif of prolongation
in Arabic, cf. § 23 i) might be regarded only as an orthographic addition closing the
final long vowel, as in aWlÃ

ayqin", &c. The a is, however, always written in the
case of the separate pronouns,3 and only as a toneless suffix (§ 33 a) does aWh
appear as Wh, while ayhi becomes h'. In Arabic (as in Syriac) they are written Wh
and yh but pronounced huÃwaç, and hiÃyaç, and in Vulgar Arabic even huÃwwa and
hiÃyya. This Arabic pronunciation alone would not indeed be decisive, since the
vowel complement might have arisen from the more consonantal pronunciation of
the w and y; but the Ethiopic weÈetuÖ (= huÈa–tuÖ) for aWh, yeÈetiÖ (= hiÈa–tiÖ) for ayhi (cf.

also the Assyrian ya–u·a for aWhyE) show that the a was original and indicated an
original vocalic termination of the two words. According to Philippi (ZDMG. xxviii.
172 and xxix. 371 ff.) aWh arose from a primitive Semitic ha-va, ayhi from ha-ya.

l
(b) The form aWh also stands in the consonantal text (KethiÖbh) of the Pentateuch4
(with the exception of eleven places) for the fem. ayhi. In all such cases the
Masora, by the punctuation awhi, has indicated the QereÖ ayhi (QereÖ Perpetuum, see
§ 17). The old explanation regarded this phenomenon as an archaism which was
incorrectly removed by the Masoretes. This assumption is, however, clearly
untenable, if we consider (1) that no other Semitic language is without the quite
indispensable distinction of gender in the separate pronoun of the 3rd pers.; (2)
that this distinction does occur eleven times in the Pentateuch, and that in Gn 20:5,
38:25, Nu 5:13, 14 awhi and ayhi are found close to one another; (3) that outside
the Pentateuch the distinction is found in the oldest documents, so that the ayhi
cannot be regarded as having been subsequently adopted from the Aramaic; (4)
that those parts of the book of Joshua which certainly formed a constituent part of
the original sources of the Pentateuch, know nothing of this epicene use of aWh.
Consequently there only remains the hypothesis, that the writing of awh for ayh
rests on an orthographical peculiarity which in some recension of the Pentateuchtext was almost consistently followed, but was afterwards very properly rejected by
the Masoretes. The orthography was, however, peculiar to the Pentateuch-text
alone, since it is unnecessary to follow the Masora in writing ayhi for aWh in 1 K
17:15, Is 30:33, Jb 31:11, or aWh for ayhi in y Ps 73:16, Ec 5:8, 1 Ch 29:16. The
Samaritan recension of the Pentateuch has the correct form in the KethiÖbh
throughout. Levy's explanation of this strange practice of the Masoretes is
evidently right, viz. that originally ah was written for both forms (see k, note), and
was almost everywhere, irrespective of gender, expanded into awh. On the whole
question see Driver, Leviticus (in Haupt's Bible), p. 25 f. In the text Driver always
reads ah.

m
7. The plural forms ~he (hM'heñ) and hN"heñ (after prefixes !heÃ

!h,) are of doubtful
origin, but ~heÃ hM'he have probably been assimilated to hN"heñ which goes back to a

form hiÃnnaÒ. In Western Aram. !AMhiÃ AMhi (!WNhiÃ !WNai), Syr. henuÖn ('enuÖn), Arab.
huÔmuÖ (archaic form of hum), and Ethiop. hoÖmuÖ, an oÖ or uÖ is appended, which in
Hebrew seems to reappear in the poetical suffixes Am¤Ã

Am¤'ñÃ Am¤eñ, (§ 91 l, 3).

n
In some passages hM'heñ stands for the feminine (Zc 5:10, Ct 6:8, Ru 1:22; cf. the
use of the suffix of the 3rd masc. for the 3rd fem., § 135 o and § 145 t). For the
quite anomalous ~he-d[;2 K 9:18 read ~h,yde[†' (Jb 32:12).

o
8. The pronouns of the 3rd person may refer to things as well as persons. On their
meaning as demonstratives see § 136.
Footnotes:
On the prevalence of ykinOa' in the earlier Books compare the statistics collected by
Giesebrecht in ZAW. 1881, p. 251 ff., partly contested by Driver in the Journal of
Philology, 1882, vol. xi. p. 222 ff. (but cf. his Introduction, ed. 6, p. 135, line 1 f.), but
thoroughly established by König in Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1893, pp. 464 ff. and 478, and in
1[1]

his Einleitung in das A. T., p. 168, &c. In some of the latest books ykna is not found at
all, and hardly at all in the Talmud. [For details see the Lexicon, s. v. ynOa] and ykinOa'.]
2[1]

In Phoenician and Moabite (inscription of MeÖsëaÇ, line 1) it is written $na, without the

final y¤i. In Punic it was pronounced anec (Plaut. Poen. 5, 1, 8) or anech (5, 2, 35). Cf.
Schröder, Phöniz. Sprache, p. 143. In Assyrian the corresponding form is anaku, in old
Egyptian anek, Coptic anok, nok.
3[1]

In the inscription of King MeÖsëa‘ (see § 2 d), lines 6 and 27, we find ah for aWh, and

in the inscription of 'EsëmunÇazar, line 22, for ayhi, but in the Zenjirli inscriptions (see § 1
m) both ah and wh occur (Hadad i, l. 29).
4[2]

Also in twelve places in the Babylonian Codex (Prophets) of 916 A.D.; cf. Baer,
Ezechiel, p. 108 f.; Buhl, Canon and Text of the O. T. (Edinb. 1892), p. 240.

SECOND PART

ETYMOLOGY, OR THE PARTS OF SPEECH
§ 30. Stems and Roots1: Biliteral, Triliteral, and Quadriliteral.

a
1. Stems in Hebrew, as in the other Semitic languages, have this peculiarity, that by far the
majority of them consist of three consonants. On these the meaning essentially depends, while
the various modifications of the idea are expressed rather by changes in the vowels, e.g. qm[
(qme[' or qmo['; the 3rd pers. sing. perf. does not occur) it was deep, qmoñ[' deep, qm,[o depth,

qm,[eñ a valley, plain. Such a stem may be either a verb or a noun, and the language commonly
exhihits both together, e.g. [r;z" he has sown, [r;z<ñ seed; ~r;x' he was wise, ~r'x' a wise man.
For practical purposes, however, it has long been the custom to regard as the stem the 3rd
pers. sing. Perf. Qal (see § 43), since it is one of the simplest forms of the verb, without any
formative additions. Not only are the other forms of the verb referred to this stem, but also the
noun-forms, and the large number of particles derived from nouns; e.g. vd;q' he was holy,

vd,qoñ holiness, vAdq' holy.
b
Sometimes the language, as we have it, exhibits only the verbal stem without any
corresponding noun-form, e.g. lq;s' to stone, qh;n" to bray; and on the other hand, the noun
sometimes exists without the corresponding verb, e.g. !b,a,ñ stone, bg<n<ò south. Since, however,
the nominal or verbal stems, which are not now found in Hebrew, generally occur in one or
more of the other Semitic dialects, it may be assumed, as a rule, that Hebrew, when a living
language, also possessed them. Thus, in Arabic, the verbal stem ¬açbiçnaç (to become compact,
hard) corresponds to !b,a,ñ, and the Aramaic verb negab (to be dry) to bg<n<ò.

c
Rem. 1. The Jewish grammarians call the stem (i.e. the 3rd pers. sing. Perf. Qal) vr,voñ
root. Hence it became customary among Christian grammarians to call the stem radix,
and its three consonants litterae radicales, in contradistinction to the litterae serviles or
formative letters. On the correct use of the term root, see g.

d
2. Others regard the three stem-consonants as a root, in the sense that, considered as
vowelless and unpronounceable, it represents the common foundation of the verbal and
nominal stems developed from it, just as in the vegetable world, from which the figure is
borrowed, stems grow from the hidden root, e.g.
Root: $lm, the indeterminate idea of ruling.

Verb-stem, %l;m' he has reigned. Noun-stem, %l,m,ñ king.
For the historical investigation of the language, however, this hypothesis of
unpronounceable roots, with indeterminate meaning, is fruitless. Moreover, the term root,
as it is generally understood by philologists, cannot be applied to the Semitic triliteral
stem (see f).2

e
3. The 3rd sing. Perf. Qal, which, according to the above, is usually regarded, both
lexicographically and grammatically, as the ground-form, is generally in Hebrew a
dissyllable, e.g. lj;q'. The monosyllabic forms have only arisen by contraction
(according to the traditional explanation) from stems which had a weak letter (w or y) for
their middle consonant, e.g. ~q' from qaçwaçm; or from stems whose second and third
consonants are identical, e.g. rc; and rr;c' (but see below, §§ 67, 72). The dissyllabic
forms have themselves no doubt arisen, through a loss of the final vowel, from
trisyllables, e.g. lj;q' from qaçtaçlaç, as it is in literary Arabic.

f
2. The law of the triliteral stem is so strictly observed in the formation of verbs and nouns in
Hebrew (and in the Semitic languages generally), that the language has sometimes adopted
artificial methods to preserve at least an appearance of triliteralism in monosyllabic stems, e.g.

tb,v,ñ for the inf. constr. of verbs w¾¾p; cf. § 69 b. Conversely such nouns, as ba' father, ~ae
mother, %a' brother, which were formerly all regarded as original monosyllabic forms (nomina
primitiva), may, in some cases at least, have arisen from mutilation of a triliteral stem.

g
On the other hand, a large number of triliteral stems really point to a biliteral base, which may
be properly called a root (radix primaria, bilitteralis), since it forms the starting-point for several
triliteral modifications of the same fundamental idea. Though in themselves unpronounceable,
these roots are usually pronounced with aç between the two consonants, and are represented
in writing by the sign √, e.g. √rk as the root of rr;K'Ã hr'K'Ã rWKÃ rk;a'. The reduction of a
stem to the underlying root may generally be accomplished with certainty when the stem
exhibits one weak consonant with two strong ones, or when the second and third consonants
are identical. Thus e.g. the stems %r;D'Ã

%WDÃ ak'D'Ã hk'D' may all be traced to the idea of
striking, breaking, and the root common to them all is evidently the two strong consonants $d
(dakh). Very frequently, however, the development of the root into a stem is effected by the
addition of a strong consonant, especially, it seems, a sibilant, liquid or guttural.3 Finally,
further modifications of the same root are produced when either a consonant of the root, or the
letter which has been added, changes by phonetic laws into a kindred letter (see the examples
below). Usually such a change of sound is accompanied by a modification of meaning.

h
Examples: from the root #q (no doubt onomatopoetic, i. e. imitating the sound), which
represents the fundamental idea of carving off, cutting in pieces, are derived directly:

#cq and hcq to cut, to cut off; the latter also metaph. to decide, to judge (whence !yciq',
Arab. qaÖdÌi, a judge); also bc;q' to cut off, to shear, @c;q' to tear, to break, [c;q' to cut into,
rc;q' to cut off, to reap. With a dental instead of the sibilant, jqÃ dq, whence bj;q' to cut
in pieces, to destroy, lj;q' to cut down, to kill, @j;q' to tear off, to pluck off. With the initial
letter softened, the root becomes sk, whence xs;K' to cut off, and ~s;K' to shave; cf. also
skn Syr. to slay (sacrifice), to kill. With the greatest softening to zg and dg; zz:G" to cut off,
to shear; hz"G" to hew stone; zWGÃ ~z:G"Ã [z:G"Ã lz:G"Ã rz:G" to cut off, to tear off, eat up;
similarly dd;G" to cut into, [d;G" to cut off; cf. also hd'G"Ã @d;G"Ã rd;G". Allied to this root also is
the series of stems which instead of a palatal begin with a guttural (x), e. g. dd;x' to split,
cut; cf. also ldxÃ qdxÃ rdxÃ vdx, and further
sWxÃ #WxÃ hzxÃ zzxÃ bjxÃ jjxÃ @jxÃ lsxÃ ~sxÃ @sxÃ bcxÃ hcxÃ #cxÃ rcx
in the Lexicon.
The root ~h expresses the sound of humming, which is made with the mouth closed
(mu,w); hence ~j;h'Ã
&c.

~WhÃ hm'h'Ã ~h;n" (~a;n"), Arab. haÃmhama, to buzz, to hum, to snarl,

As developments from the root [r cf. the stems d[;r'Ã

l[;r'Ã ~[;r'Ã [[;r'Ã #[;r'Ã v[;r'.
Not less numerous are the developments of the root rb (rpÃ lp) and many others.4

Closer investigation of the subject suggests the following observations:

i
(a) These roots are mere abstractions from stems in actual use, and are themselves not
used. They represent rather the hidden germs (semina) of the stems which appear in the
language. Yet these stems are sometimes so short as to consist simply of the elements
of the root itself, e. g. ~T; to be finished, lq; light. The ascertaining of the root and its
meaning, although in many ways very difficult and hazardous, is of great lexicographical
importance. It is a wholly different and much contested question whether there ever was
a period in the development of the Semitic languages when purely biliteral roots, either
isolated and invariable or combined with inflexions, served for the communication of
thought. In such a case it would have to be admitted, that the language at first expressed
extremely few elementary ideas, which were only gradually extended by additions to
denote more delicate shades of meaning. At all events this process of transformation
would belong to a period of the language which is entirely outside our range. At the most
only the gradual multiplication of stems by means of phonetic change (see below) can be

historically proved.

k
(b) Many of these monosyllabic words are clearly imitations of sounds, and sometimes
coincide with roots of a similar meaning in the Indo-Germanic family of languages (§ 1
h). Of other roots there is definite evidence that Semitic linguistic consciousness
regarded them as onomatopoetic, whilst the Indo-Germanic instinct fails to recognize in
them any imitation of sound.

l
(c) Stems with the harder, stronger consonants are in general (§ 6 r) to be regarded as
the older, from which a number of later stems probably arose through softening of the
consonants; cf. rzp and rzbÃ

qxc and qxfÃ q[c and q[zÃ #l[ and

zl[Ã sl[ È qqr and %kr, and the almost consistent change of initial w to y. In other
instances, however, the harder stems have only been adopted at a later period from
Aramaic, e. g. h[j, Hebr. h[t. Finally in many cases the harder and softer stems may
have been in use together from the first, thus often distinguishing, by a kind of soundpainting, the intensive action from the less intensive; see above #cq to cut, zzg to shear,
&c.

m
(d) When two consonants are united to form a root they are usually either both emphatic
or both middle-hard or both soft, e. g. #qÃ jqÃ skÃ zgÃ dg never #kÃ #gÃ jgÃ sgÃ zq.
Within (triliteral) stems the first and second consonants are never identical. The apparent
exceptions are either due to reduplication of the root, e. g. hdd (y Ps 42:5, Is 38:15),
Arabic adad, or result from other causes, cf. e. g. hBb in the Lexicon. The first and
third consonants are very seldom identical except in what are called concave stems (with
middle w or y), e. g. !wnÃ #wc; note, however, !gnÃ !tnÃ vmvÃ vrv, and on [l[ Jb
39:30 see § 55 f. The second and third consonants on the other hand are very frequently
identical, see § 67.5

n
(e) The softening mentioned under l is sometimes so great that strong consonants,
especially in the middle of the stem, actually pass into vowels: cf. § 19 o, and lzEaz"[] Lv
16:8 ff. if it is for lzEl.z:[].

o
(f) Some of the cases in which triliteral stems cannot with certainty be traced back to a
biliteral root, may be due to a combination of two roots—a simple method of forming
expressions to correspond to more complex ideas.

p

3. Stems of four, or even (in the case of nouns) of five consonants6 are secondary formations.
They arise from an extension of the triliteral stem: (a) by addition of a fourth stem-consonant;
(b) in some cases perhaps by composition and contraction of two triliteral stems, by which
means even quinquiliterals are produced. Stems which have arisen from reduplication of the
biliteral root, or from the mere repetition of one or two of the three original stem-consonants, e.
g. lKel.Ki from lwk or lykÃ rx;r>x;s. from rxs, are usually not regarded as quadriliterals or
quinqueliterals, but as conjugational forms (§ 55); so also the few words which are formed with
the prefix v, as tb,h,ñl.v; flame from bh;l', correspond to the Aramaic conjugation SèaphÇeÒl,

bhel.v;.
q
Rem. on (a). The letters r and l, especially, are inserted between the first and second
radicals, e. g. ~s;K'Ã

~ser>Ki to eat up; jyBir>v; = jb,veñ sceptre (this insertion of an r is
especially frequent in Aramaic); hp'['l.z: hot wind from @[;z" to be hot. Cf. Aram. lGEr>[; to
roll, expanded from lGE[; (conjugation PaÇeÒl, corresponding to the Hebrew PiÇeÒl). In Latin
there is a similar expansion of fid, scid, tud, jug into findo, scindo, tundo, jungo. At the
end of words the commonest expansion is by means of l and !, e. g. !z<

r>G: axe, lm, r>K;

garden-land (from ~r,K,ñ), l[ob.GI corolla ([;ybiG" cup); cf. § 85, xi.

r
Rem. on (b). Forms such as [;Der>p;c. frog, tl,C,òb;x] meadow-saffron, tw<m'l.c; shadow of
death,7 were long regarded as compounds, though the explanation of them all was
uncertain. Many words of this class, which earlier scholars attempted to explain from
Hebrew sources, have since proved to be loan-words (§ 1 i), and consequently need no
longer be taken into account.

s
4. A special class of formations, distinct from the fully developed stems of three or four
consonants, are (a) the Interjections (§ 105), which, as being direct imitations of natural
sounds, are independent of the ordinary formative laws; (b) the Pronouns. Whether these are
to be regarded as the mutilated remains of early developed stems, or as relics of a period of
language when the formation of stems followed different laws, must remain undecided. At all
events, the many peculiarities of their formation8 require special treatment (§ 32 ff.). On the
other hand, most of the particles (adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions) seem to have arisen in
Hebrew from fully developed stems, although in many instances, in consequence of extreme
shortening, the underlying stem is no longer recognizable (see § 99 ff.).
Footnotes:
1[1]

On the questions discussed here compare the bibliography at the head of § 79.

2[1]

Cf. Philippi, ' Der Grundstamm des starken Verbums,' in Morgenländische Forschungen,

Leipz. 1875, PP. 69–106.
3[1]

That all triliteral stems are derived from biliterals (as König, Lehrg. ii. 1, 370; M. Lambert in
Studies in honour of A. Kohut, Berl. 1897, p. 354 ff.) cannot be definitely proved.

4[2]

Cf. the interesting examination of the Semitic roots QR, KR, XR, by P. Haupt in the Amer.
Journ. of Sem. Lang., xxiii (1907), p. 241 ff.

5[1]

Consonants which are not found together in roots and stems are called incompatible. They
are chiefly consonants belonging to the same class, e. g.

kgÃ qgÃ qkÃ jdÃ jtÃ @bÃ @mÃ dzÃ szÃ #zÃ scÃ [aÃ [x, &c., or in the reverse order.
6[2]

In Hebrew they are comparatively rare, but more numerous in the other Semitic
languages, especially in Ethiopic.

7[1]

So expressly Nöldeke in ZAW. 1897, p. 183 ff.; but most probably it is to be read tWml.c;

darkness from the stem ~lc [Arab. z_alima, to be dark].
8[2]

Cf. Hupfeld, 'System der semitischen Demonstrativbildung,' in the Ztschr. f. d. Kunde des
Morgenl., vol. ii. pp. 124 ff., 427 ff.

A. THE PURE STEM, OR QAL.
§ 43. Its Form and Meaning.

a

lj;q'

The common form of the 3rd sing. masc. of the Perfect Qal is
, with aç (PathahÌ) in
the second syllable, especially in transitive verbs (but see § 44 c). There is also a form
with eÒ (SÍere, originally iç), and another with oÒ (HÍolem, originally uç) in the second syllable,
both of which, however, have almost always an intransitive1 meaning, and serve to
express states and qualities, e. g.

dbeK' to be heavy, !joq' to be small.

In Paradigm B a verb middle a, a verb middle eÒ, and a verb middle oÒ are

dbeK'

accordingly given side by side. The second example
is chosen as showing,
at the same time, when the Dagesë lene is to be inserted or omitted.

b
Rem. 1. The vowel of the second syllable is the principal vowel, and hence on it
depends the distinction between the transitive and intransitive meaning The
QamesÌ of the first syllable is lengthened from an original aç (cf. Arabic qaçtaçlaç), but
it can be retained in Hebrew only immediately before the tone, or at the most
(with an open ultima) in the counter-tone with Metheg; otherwise, like all the
pretonic vowels (aÒ, eÒ), it becomes SèewaÖ, e. g.

~T,ñl.j;q. 2nd plur.masc. In the

Aramaic dialects the vowel of the first syllable is always reduced to SèewaÖ, as

lj;q.=Hebr. lj;q'. The intransitive forms in Arabic are qaçtiçlaç, qaçtuçlaç; in Hebrew
(after the rejection of the final vowel) iç being in the tone-syllable has been
regularly lengthened to eÒ, and uç to oÒ.

c
2. Examples of denominatives in Qal are:
pitch;

rm;x' to cover with pitch, from rm'xe

xl;m' to salt, from xl;m,ñ salt; rb;v' (usually Hiph.) to buy or sell corn, from

rb,v,ñ corn; see above, § 38 c.
Footnotes:
1[1]

But cf. such instances as Jer 48:5. In Arabic also, transitive verbs are found with
middle iç, corresponding to Hebrew verbs with eÒ in the second syllable. Hence P. Haupt
(Proc. Amer. Or. Soc., 1894, p. ci f.) prefers to distinguish them as verba voluntaria
(actions which depend on the will of the subject) and involuntaria (actions or states
independent of the will of the subject).

§ 44. Flexion of the Perfect of Qal.1

a
1. The formation of the persons of the Perfect is effected by the addition of certain
forms of the personal pronoun, and marks of the 3rd fem. sing. and 3rd pl. (as
afformatives) to the end of the verbal-stem, which contains the idea of a predicate, and
may be regarded, in meaning if not in form, as a Participle or verbal adjective. For the
3rd pers. sing. masc. Perfect, the pronominal or subject idea inherent in the finite verb

lj;q' he has killed, T'-l.j;ñq' thou hast killed (as it were, killing thou,
or a killer thou), a killer wast thou = hT'a; ljq; arey" he was fearing, ~t,-arey> ye were
fearing = ~T,a; ary. The ending of the 1st pers. plur. (Wn¤) is also certainly connected
with the termination of Wnx.n:òa]Ã wna we (§ 32 b, d). The afformative of the 1st pers. sing.
(yTi) is to be referred, by an interchange of k and t (cf. § 33 f), to that form of the
pronoun which also underlies ykinOa†', I.2 In the third person h¤' (originally t¤;, cf. below,
f) is the mark of the feminine, as in a great number of nouns (§ 80 c), and W is the
is sufficient: thus,

termination of the plural; cf., for the latter, the termination of the 3rd and 2nd pers. plur.

!W

Imperf. uÖana in Arabic and uÖ (often also ) in Hebrew, also uÖna (in the construct state
uÖ) as the plural termination of masc. nouns in literary Arabic.

b
2. The characteristic PathahÌ of the second syllable becomes SèewaÖ before an
afformative beginning with a vowel, where it would otherwise stand in an open syllable

hl'ñj.q†'Ã Wlñj.q†'

hl'j'ñq'Ã Wlj'ñq'

; but in pause
). Before an afformative beginning with
(as
a consonnnt the PathahÌ remains, whether in the tone-syllable

T'l.j;ñq'Ã T.l.j;ñq'Ã yTl.j;ñq'Ã Wnl.j;ñq'

T'l.j'ñq'

; in pause
&c.) or before it. In the latter case,
(
however, the QamesÌ of the first syllable, being no longer a pretonic vowel, becomes

~T,ñl.j;q.Ã !T,ñl.j;q.

; cf. § 27 i and § 43 b. On the retention of aÒ with
vocal SèewaÖ; as
Metheg of the counter-tone in the Perf. consecutive, cf. § 49 i.

c
Rem. 1. Verbs middle eÒ in Hebrew (as in Ethiopic, but not in Arabic or Aramaic)
generally change the E-sound in their inflexion into PathahÌ (frequently so even in
the 3rd sing. masc. Perf.). This tendency to assimilate to the more common verbs
middle a may also be explained from the laws of vocalization of the tone-bearing
closed penultima, which does not readily admit of SÍere, and never of HÍireq, of
which the SÍere is a lengthening (cf. § 26 p). On the other hand, SÍere is retained

a¾¾l

in an open syllable; regularly so in the weak stems
(§ 74 g), before suffixes
(§ 59 i), and in the pausal forms of the strong stem in an open tone-syllable, e. g.

hq'beñD' it cleaveth, Jb 29:10 (not hq'b'ñD') cf. 2 S 1:23, Jb 41:15; even (contrary to
§ 29 q) in a closed pausal syllable, e. g. !kev', Dt 33:12 (out of pause !k;v', Is
32:16); but lm+;q' Is 33:9, &c., according to § 29 q.
d
2. In some weak stems middle a, the PathahÌ under the second radical

¤i, and, in one example, ¤,.
Thus from vr;y" œ HT'v.rIy(wI and thou shall possess it, Dt 17:14; ~T'v.rIy*wI Dt 19:1;
~T,v.rIy*wI Dt 4:1, and frequently; from dl;y" to bring forth, to beget; ^yTiñd>liy> y Ps
2:7 (cf. Nu 11:12, Jer 2:27, 15:10); from vWPÈ ~T,v.piW Mal 3:20; from
la;v'È wyTil.aiv. I have asked him, 1 S 1:20 (Ju 13:6), and three times ~T,l.a,v. 1
sometimes, in a closed toneless syllable, becomes

S 12:13, 25:5, Jb 21:29. QimhÌi already suggests the explanation, that the iç (eç) of

lav and vry is the original vowel, since along with la;v' and
vr;y" are also found laev' and vrey" (see the Lexicon). The possibility of this
explanation cannot be denied (especially in the case of vr;y", see § 69 s); the iç in

these forms of

these forms might, however, equally well have arisen from an attenuation of aç (§
27 s), such as must in any case be assumed in the other instances. Moreover, it
is worthy of notice that in all the above cases the iç is favoured by the character of
the following consonant (a sibilant or dental), and in most of them also by the
tendency towards assimilation of the vowels (cf. § 54 k and § 64 f).

e
3. In verbs middle oÒ, the HÍolem is retained in the tone-syllable, e. g.

T'r>gOòy" thou

Wlkoñy" in pause for Wlk.y)' they were able; but in a toneless closed
syllable the original short vowel appears in the form of a QamesÌ hatÌuph; wyTiñl.k'y> I
have prevailed against him, y Ps 13:5; T'ñl.k'y)'w> (see § 49 h) then shalt thou be
didst tremble;

able, Ex 18:23; in a toneless open syllable it becomes vocal SèewaÖ, e. g.

hl'ki*y"Ã Wlk.*y".
f

t¤; (as in Arabic, Ethiopic, and Aramaic), e.
g. tl;w>a†' it is gone, Dt 32:36; tx;K;ñv.nIw> Is 23:15 (in the Aramaic form, for
hx'K.v.nIw>); from a verb W¾¾[Ã tb;v'w>, cf. § 72 o. This original feminine ending. -ath
is regularly retained before suffixes, see § 59 a; and similarly in stems h¾¾l,
either in the form aÒth ( which is frequent also in stems a¾¾l § 74 g), or with the
PathahÌ weakened to vocal SèewaÖ before the pleonastic ending h¤', e. g. ht'l.G)' §
75 i. In Ez 31:5 the Aramaic form ah'b.G)' occurs instead of hh'b.G)'.
4. Rarer forms3 are: Sing. 3rd fem. in

g

hT' for T' (differing only orthographically), e. g. hT'd>g:;òB' thou hast dealt
treacherously, Mal 2:14; cf. 1 S 15:3, Gn 3:12 (hT't;ñn" which is twice as common
as T't;ñn", cf. § 66 h); Gn 21:23, 2 S 2:26, 2 K 9:3, Is 2:6, y Ps 56:9 (so also in
2nd masc.

HiphÇil; 2 K 9:7, Is 37:23, y Ps 60:4).

h

yT.k.l+'h' thou wentest, Jer
31:21; cf. 2:33, 3:4, 5, 4:19 (but read the ptcp. t[;m;ñvo, with the LXX, instead of
2nd fem. has sometimes a Yodh at the end, as in

the 2nd fem.), 46:11, and so commonly in Jeremiah, and Ez (16:18, &c.); see

yTik.l;ñh', &c., is really intended, for the vowel signs in the
text belong to the marginal reading T.k.l;h' (without y)4 as in the corresponding
pronoun yT.a; (yTia;) § 32 h, The ordinary form has rejected the final i, but it
also Mi 4:13, Ru 3:3, 4.

regularly reappears when pronominal suffixes are added (§ 59 a, c).

i

Ti[.d;ñy" y Ps 140:13, Jb 42:2, 1 K
8:48, Ez 16:59 (all in KethiÖbh), y Ps 16:2, without a QereÖ; in 2 K 18:20 also Tir>m;ña'
1st pers. comm. sometimes without Yodh, as

is really intended, as appears from Is 36:5. The QereÖ requires the ordinary form,
to which the vowels of the text properly belong, whilst the KethiÖbh is probably to
be regarded as the remains of an earlier orthography, which omitted vowelletters even at the end of the word.

k

!t, as the termination of the 2nd plur. m. for ~t, Ez 33:26, might just possibly be

t (cf., for an analogous case, Mi 3:12, § 87 e), but is
probably a copyist's error. Plur. 2nd fem. in hn"T,ñÄ (according to others hN"T,ñÄ) Am
4:3, but the reading is very doubtful; since h follows, it is perhaps merely due to
dittography; cf., however, hn"Teña; § 32 i.
due to the following

l
3rd plur. comm. has three times the very strange termination

!W5; !W[d>y)' Dt 8:3, 16

a, and hence, no doubt, if the text is correct, to avoid a hiatus), and
in the still more doubtful form !Wqc' Is 26:16; on !W in the Imperf. see § 47 m; on
the affixed a in Jos 10:24, Is 28:12, see § 23 i.

(both before

m
It is very doubtful whether, as in most Semitic languages (see § 47 c, note), the
3rd.fem. plur. in Hebrew was originally distinguished from the 3rd masc. plur. by

h¤'

as in Biblical Aramaic. Nöldeke (ZDMG. 38 [1884], p. 411)
the termination
referred doubtfully to the textual readings in Dt 21:7, Jos 15:4, 18:12, 14, 19, Jer
2:15, 22:6, where the Masora uniformly inserts the termination uÖ, and to Gn
48:10 in the Samaritan Pentateuch, Gn 49:22, 1 S 4:15, y Ps 18:35, Neh 13:10.
In his Beiträge zur sem. Sprachwiss., p. 19, however, he observes that the
construction of a fem. plural with the 3rd sing. fem. is not unexampled, and also
that

h is often found as a mistake for w. On the other hand Mayer Lambert (Une

seÃrie de QareÃ ketib, Paris, 1891, p. 6 ff.) explains all these KethiÖbh, as well as y

h is undoubtedly
the article belonging to the next word), Jb 16:16 (where the masc. yn:P' requires

Ps 73:2, Jer 50:6 (?), and (against Nöldeke) 1 K 22:49 (where

the marginal reading), also Jer 48:41, 51:56, Ez 26:2, y Ps 68:14, as remains of
the 3rd fem. plur. in

h¤'. The form was abandoned as being indistinguishable

from the (later) form of the 3rd fem. sing., but tended to be retained in the perfect
of verbs

h¾¾l, as hyh KethiÖbh six times in the above examples.

n

T'Ã (T.), yTiÃ Wn are generally toneless, and the forms with
these inflexions are consequently MilÇeÖl (T'l.j;ñq', &c.); with all the other
5. The afformatives

aftormatives they are MilraÇ (§ 15 c). The place of the tone may, however, be

shifted: (a) by the pause (§ 29 i–v), whenever a vowel which has become vocal
SèewaÖ under the second stem-consonant is restored by the pause; as

hl'j'ñq' for

hl'ñj.q†' ¿hq'beñD' for hq'ñb.D†'À, and Wlj'ñq' for Wlñj.q†' ¿Waleñm' for Wañl.m†'À; (b) in certain
cases after waÒw consecutive of the Perfect (see § 49 h).

o

t with the t of the afformative occurs e. g. in yTir;ñK' Hag
2:5, &c.; cf. Is 14:20, &c., in the Perf. PoÇel; Dt 4:25 in the HiphÇil of txv; Is 21:2,
&c., in the HiphÇiÖl of tbv. Contraction of a final n with the afformative Wn occurs in
WNt;ñn" Gn 34:16; in Niph. Ezr 9:7, cf. 2 Ch 14:10; in Hiph. 2 Ch 29:19; with the
afformative hn" in the Imperfect Qal Ez 17:23; piÇeÒl y Ps 71:23, where with Baer
and Ginsburg hN"NEòr;T. is to be read, according to others hN"N<òr;T. (cf. in Polel
hN"n<òAqT. Ez 32:16), but certainly not hn"NEòr;T. with the Mantua ed., Opitius and
Hahn; with hn" in the Imperat. Hiph. Gn 4:23, Is 32:9.
6. Contraction of a final

Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. Nöldeke, 'Die Endungen des Perfects' (Untersuchungen zur semit. Gramm. ii.),
in ZDMG. vol. 38, p. 407 ff., and more fully in Beiträge zur sem. Sprachwiss., Strassb.
1904, p. 15 ff.
2[2]

According to Nöldeke, l.c., p. 419, the original Semitic termination of the 1st sing.
Perf. was most probably huÖ; cf. the Ethiopic qatalku, Arabic qataltu.
3[1]

Many of these forms, which are uncommon in Hebrew, are usual in the other
Semitic dialects, and may, therefore, be called Aramaisms (Syriasms) or Arabisms.
They must not, however, be regarded as cases of borrowing, but as a return to original
forms.
4[1]

yTi

Where the Masora apparently regards the
as the termination of the 2nd sing.
fem., e. g. in Jer 2:20 (twice), Mi 4:13, it has rather taken the form as 1st pers. sing.

yTim.q;ñ

(cf. Stade, Gramm., p. 253); so in Ju 5:7, where
, on account of verse 12, must
either have originally been intended as 2nd sing. fem., or is due to an erroneous
pronunciation of the form

tmq as Tim.q;ñ instead of 3rd sing. fem. tm;q'ñ (as LXX).

That these examples can hardly be referred to a primitive Semitic ending uÖn in the
3rd plur. Perf., has been shown by Nöldeke in ZDMG. vol. 38, P. 409 ff.; cf. also
5[2]

ZDMG. vol. 32, p. 757 f., where G. Hoffmann proves that the terminaions in NuÖn of the
3rd plur. in Aramaic, formerly adduced by us, are secondary forms. [See also Driver,
Heb. Tenses3, p. 6 note.]

§ 47. The Imperfect and its Inflexion.

a
1. The persons of the Imperfect,1 in contradistinction to those of the Perfect, are
formed by placing abbreviated forms of the personal pronoun (prefonuatives) before

ljoq.

). As, however, the tone
the stem, or rather before the abstract form of the stem (
is retained on the characteristic vowel of the Stem-form, or even (as in the 2nd sing.
fem. and the 3rd and 2nd plur. masc.) passes over to the afformatives, the
preformatives of the Imperfect appear in a much more abbreviated form than the

yÃ TÃ aÃ n

) remaining in each form.
afformatives of the Perfect, only one consonant (
But as this preformative combined with the stem-form was not always sufficient to
express at the same time differences both of gender and number, the distinction had
to be further indicated, in several cases, by special afformatives. Cf. the table, § 40 c.

b
2. The derivation and meaning, both of the preformatives and the afformatives, can
still, in most cases, be recognized.

ljoq.a,

ljoq.nIÃ a

ynIa]

n

Wnx.n:ò

, plur.
is probably connected with
, and with
In the first pers.
here no indication of gender or number by a special ending was necessary. As
regards the vocalization, the Arabic points to the ground-forms ÈaçqtÌuçl and naçqtÌuçl: the iç of
the 1st plur. is, therefore, as in the other preformatives, attenuated from a. The SeghoÖl

a

of the 1st sing. is probably to be explained by the preference of the for this sound
(cf. § 22 o, but also § 51 p); according to QimhÌi, it arises from an endeavour to avoid
the similarity of sound between

ljoq.ai (which is the Babylonian punctuation) and

ljoq.yI, which, according to this view, was likewise pronounced iqtÌoÒl.2
c

t of the second persons (ljoq.Ti, ground-form taçtÌuçl, &c.) is, without
doubt, connected with the t of hT'a;Ã ~T,a;. &c., and the afformative y¤i of the 2nd
fem. sing. ylij.q.Ti with the i of the original feminine form yTia; (see § 32 h). The
afformative W of the 2nd masc. plur. Wlj.q.Ti (in its more complete form, !W, see m) is
The preformative

the sign of the plural, as in the 3rd pers., and also in the Perfect (§ 44 a). In the
Imperfect, however, it is restricted in both persons to the masculine,3 while the

hn" (also !') of the 3rd and 2nd plur. fem. is probably connected with hN"heñ
eae and hn"Teña; vos (fem.).
afformative

d

y

ljoq.yI, ground-form yaçqtÌuçl, plur.
Wlj.q.yI, ground-form yaçqtÌuçluÖ; t in the fem. ljoq.Ti, plur. hn"l.joñq.Ti) have not yet met
with any satisfactory explanation. With t might most obviously be compared the
original feminine ending t¤; of nouns, and of the 3rd fem. sing. perfect. For the
afformatives W (!W) and hn", see c.
The preformatives of the third persons ( in the masc.

e
3. The characteristic vowel of the second syllable becomes SèewaÖ before tone-bearing
afformatives which begin with a vowel, but is retained (as being in the tone-syllable)
before the toneless afformative

hn". Thus: yliñj.q.TiÃ Wlñj.q.yIÃ Wlñj.q.Ti (but in pause

ylijoñq.Ti, &c.), hn"l.joñq.Ti.
f
Rem. 1. The oÒ of the second syllable (as in the inf. constr. and imperat.), being
lengthened from an original uç in the tone-syllable, is only tone-long (§ 9 r). Hence
it follows that: (a) it is incorrectly, although somewhat frequently, written plene;

~V'-bT'k.YIw:

(b) before Maqqeph the short vowel appears as QamesÌ hÌatÌuph, e. g.
and he wrote there, Jos 8:32 (but cf. also Ex 21:37, Jos 18:20); (c) it becomes
SèewaÖ before the tone-bearing afformatives
still heard e. g. iezbuleni for

y¤i and W (see above, e; but Jerome

ynIleñB.z>yI cf. ZAW. iv. 83).

g
Quite anomalous are the three examples which, instead of a shortening to SèewaÖ,

~h†e WjWPv.yI

Ex 18:26, immediately before the principal pause,
exhibit a long uÖ:
but according to QimhÌi (ed. Rittenb. p. 18:b), ed. Mant., Ginsb., Kittel against the

h+W<mi yrIßWb[]t; al{ï Ru 2:8;
~r†eWmv.Ti (in principal pause) Pr 14:3. In the first two cases perhaps WjAPñv.yI and
yrIAbñ[]T; (for WjPoñv.yI, &c.) are intended, in virtue of a retrogressive effect of the
pause; in Pr 14:3 ~Wrm.v.Ti is to be read, with August Müller.

other editions, with the tone on the ultima; likewise

h
2. The oÒ of the second syllable is to be found almost exclusively with transitive
verbs middle a, like

lj;q'. Intransitives middle a and eÒ almost always take aç

(PathahÌ)4 in the impf., e. g.

#b;r'Ã #B;r>yI to couch, bk;v'Ã bK;v.yI to lie down

dm;l'Ã dm;l.yI to learn is also originally intransitive = to accustom oneself);
ldeG"Ã lD;g>yI to become great (but cf. !k;v' and !kev' imperf. !Kov.yI to dwell and to
inhabit, lben" imperf. lBoyI to wither); also from verbs middle oÒ, as !joq' to be small,
the imperf., has the form !j;q.yI.

(

i
Sometimes both forms occur together; those with oÒ having a transitive, and those
with aç an intransitive meaning, e. g.

rcoq.yI he cuts off, rc;q.yI he is cut off, i. e. is

vl;x' impf. oÒ, to overrcome, Ex 17:13; impf. aç, to be overcome, Jb 14:10.
More rarely both forms are used without any distinction, e. g. %VoyI and %V;yI he
bites, #P;x.y< and #Pox.y: he is inclined (but only the latter with a transitive meaning
short;

= he bends, in Jb 40:17). On the a of the impf. of verbs middle and third guttural,
cf. § 64 b; § 65 b. In some verbs first guttural (§ 63 n),

a¾¾p

!TeyI

[¾¾[ (§ 67 p), y¾¾p (§ 69 b),

!t;n:

and
(§ 68 c), and in
for yinteÒn from
to give, instead of aç or oÒ a
movable SÍere (originally iç) is found in the second syllable. A trace of these iimperfects5 in the ordinary strong verb is probably to be found in

Wnmiñj.Y:w: 2 K 7:8,

!mj

otherwise only occurs in Qal. We call these three forms of the
since
imperfect after their characteristic vowel impf. o, impf. a, impf. e.

k

ljoq.Ti (= tiq-tÌoÒl), Baer requires in 1 S 25:20 vgp.Ti (but
read with ed. Mant., &c. vGp.Ti). For the 2nd sing. fem. (ylij.q.Ti) the form ljoq.Ti
3. For the 3rd sing. fem.

is found in Is 57:8, Jer 3:5, Ez 22:4, 23:32, in every case after the regular form;
but cf. also Ez 26:14. In Is 17:10, where the 2nd fem. precedes and follows,

äbW !y[ir'z>Ti is to be read with Marti for WN[,ñr'z>Ti.—For the 3rd plur. fem.
hn"l.joñq.Ti we find in Jer 49:11, in pause Wxj'ñb.Ti (for hn"x.j;ñb.Ti), and thrice (as if to
distinguish it from the 2nd pers.) the form hn"l[joñq.yI with the preformative y (as
probably

always in Western Aram., Arab., Eth., and Assyr.), in Gn 30:38, 1 S 6:12, Dn
8:22. On the other hand,

hn"l.joñq.Ti appears in some cases to be incorrectly used

even for the fem. of the 3rd pers. or for the masc. of the 2nd pers. sing. as

hn"x.l;ñv.Ti Ju 5:26 (where, however, perhaps hN"x,ñl'v.Ti is to be read), and Ob13,
for 2nd sing. masc., according to Olshausen a corruption of dy" xl;v.Ti; in Pr
1:20, 8:3 for hN"roñT' read hn<r>Ti as in Jb 39:23; in Ex 1:10 read Wnaeñr'q.Ti with the
Samaritan.—In Is 27:11, 28:3, as also in Jb 17:16 (if we read ytib'Aj) with LXX for
the 2nd ytwqt), it is equally possible to explain the form as a plural. This small
number of examples hardly justifies our finding in the above-mentioned
passages the remains of an emphatic form of the Impf., analogous to the Arab.
Modus energicus I, with the termination açnnaç.

l

hn" we frequently find, especially in the Pentateuch and mostly after waÒw
consecutive, simply !' naÒ, e. g. Gn 19:33, 36, 37:7, Ex 1:18, 19, 15:20, Nu 25:2,
Ez 3:20, 16:55; in Arab. always naç. According to Elias Levita !'v.B;ñl.Ti (2 S 13:18)
is the only example of this kind in the strong verb. The form hn"yh,ñB.g>Tiw: (so also
QimhÌi and ed. Mant.; but Baer, Ginsb. hn"h,ñB.g>Tiw:) for hn"h.B;ñg>Tiw: they were high, Ez
16:50, is irregular, with y¤, inserted after the manner of verbs [¾¾[ and W¾¾[, § 67
For

d; § 72 i; according to Olshausen it is an error caused by the following form.

m

W

4. Instead of the plural forms in there are, especially in the older books, over 300

!W (with NuÖn paragogicum), always bearing the tone; cf. §
29 m and § 44 l; on its retention before suffixes, see § 60 e; also defectively !buyrIy> Ex
forms6 with the fuller ending

21:18, 22:8, &c. This usually expresses marked emphasis, and consequently occurs
most commonly at the end of sentences (in the principal pause), in which case also
the (pausal) vowel of the second syllable is generally retained. Thus there arise fullsounding forms such as

!Wj+qol.yI they collect, y Ps 104:28; !Wz+G"r>yI they tremble, Ex

!W[+m'v.Ti

15:14;
ye shall hear, Dt 1:17; cf. Ex 34:13, with Zaqeph qatÌon, AthnahÌ, and
Silluq; Jos 24:15, with Segolta; Is 13:8 and 17:13 with Zaqeph qatÌon, 17:12 with AthnahÌ
and Silluq, 41:5 after waÒw consec. Without the pause, e. g. y Ps 11:2

tv,q,ñ !Wkr>d>yI, cf.

!Wla'v.yI); Is 8:12, 1 S 9:13, Ru 2:9

4:3, Gn 18:28, 29, 30 ff., 44:1, Nu 32:23, Jos 4:6 (
(

!Wrcoq.yI and !Wba]v.yI); Ju 11:18 after waÒw consec.

Some of these examples may be partly due to euphonic reasons, e. g. certainly
Ex 17:2, Nu 16:29, 32:20, 1 S 9:13, 1 K 9:6, and often, to avoid a hiatus before

a

[

or . It was, however, the pause especially which exerted an influence on the
restoration of this older and fuller termination (cf. § 159 c, note), as is manifest

WvboyEw> Wzx/y< !Wyz"x/y<-lB;

from Is 26:11:
they see not; may they see and become
ashamed. All this applies also to the corresponding forms in the Imperfect of the

!W

derived conjugations.7 In Aramaic and Arabic this earlier (old Arabic uÖnaç) is
the regular termination; but in some dialects of vulgar Arabic it has also become
uÖ.

n

a we find (in the imperf. Niph‘al) aWfN"yI Jer 10:5, evidently an
error for Waf.N)'yI, caused by the preceding aAfn".—In ~Wffuy> Is 35:1, since m
follows, the ~ is no doubt only due to dittography.
With an affixed

o

!W for W there occurs in the 2nd sing. fem.,
although much less frequently, the fuller ending !y¤i (as in Aram. and Arab.; old
Arab. iÖnaç), also always with the tone, for y¤i, generally again in the principal
5. Corresponding to the use of

pause, and almost in all cases with retention of the vowel of the Penultima; thus

!yqiB'd>Ti Ru 2:8, 21, cf. 3:4, 18, 1 S 1:14 (!yrIK'T;v.Ti), Jer 31:22, Is 45:10.
p
6. On the reappearance in pause of the oÒ which had become SèewaÖ in the forms

ylij.q.Ti, &c., see above, e; similarly, the imperfects with aç restore this vowel in
pause and at the same time lengthen it (as a tone-vowel) to aÒ, hence, e. g.

yliD'ñg>TiÃ WlD'ñg>yI. This influence of the pause extends even to the forms without
afformatives, e. g. lD;g>YIw:, in pause lD+'g>YIw:. But the fuller forms in uÃn and iÃn have
the tone always on the ultima, since the vowels uÖ and iÖ in a closed final syllable
never allow of the retraction of the tone.

q
7. On the numerous instances of passive forms in the imperfect, mostly treated
as HophÇal, see § 53 u.

Footnotes:
1[1]

On the use of the Semitic Perfect and Imperfect cf. § 106 ff. and the literature cited
in § 106. For our present purpose the following account will suffice:— The name
Imperfect is here used in direct contrast to the Perfect, and is to be taken in a wider
sense than in Latin and Greek grammar. The Hebrew (Semitic) Perf. denotes in
general that which is concluded, completed, and past, that which has happened and
has come into effect; but at the same time, also that which is represented as
accomplished, even though it be continued into present time or even be actually still
future. The Imperf. denotes, on the other hand, the beginning, the unfinished, and the
continuing, that which is just happening, which is conceived as in process of coming to
pass, and hence, also, that which is yet future; likewise also that which occurs
repeatedly or in a continuous sequence in the past (Latin Imperf.). It follows from the
above that the once common designation of the Imperf. as a Future emphasizes only
one side of its meaning. In fact, the use of Indo-Germanic tense-names for the Semitic
tenses, which was adopted by the Syrians under the influence of the Greek
grammarians, and after their example by the Arabs, and finally by Jewish scholars,
has involved many misconceptions. The Indo-Germanic scheme of three periods of
time (past, present, and future) is entirely foreign to the Semitic tense-idea, which
regards an occurrence only from the point of view of completed or incomplete
action.—In the formation of the two tenses the chief distinction is that in the Perfect the
verbal stem precedes and the indication of the person is added afterwards for
precision, while in the Imperf. the subject, from which the action proceeds or about
which a condition is predicated, is expressed by a prefixed pronoun.
2[1]

Cf. § 24 e. In favour of the above view of QimhÌi may be urged the phonetic

vai (in Pr 18:24 vyai), 2 S 14:19 (unless, with Perles, bvua' is to be read),
Mi 6:10, for vyE, and yv;yai 1 Ch 2:13 for yv;yI (as verse 12). Also hK,z>a,h†; Mi 6:11 is
probably for äz>aih†; = äz>yIh]Ã dqpa Is 10:12 for dqop.yIÈ $mxna Is 51:19 for %mex]n);y>; and
conversely rkXXy is for äXXa = rk'f' vyai. Similarly, ywXy 1 S 14:49 is probably for
Ayv.ai or hy"v.ai; in 2 S 23:8 tbXb bvy is, according to the LXX, an error for tXbXy =
tv,Bñv.ai. In Assyrian also the simple corresponds to the Hebrew y as the preformative
orthography

of the Impf. Qal.
This is also the proper gender of the plural syllable uç, uçn. In Hebrew, indeed, it is
used in the 3rd plur. Perfect for both genders, but in the kindred languages even there
only for the masculine, e. g. in Syriac qetÌaÃluÖ, qetÌaÃluÖn, with the feminine form qetÌaÃleÖn, in
Western Aram. qetÌaÃluÖ, fem. qetÌaÃlaÒ; in Arab. qaçtaçluÖ, fem. qaçtaÃlnaç, Eth. qaçtaçluÖ, qaçtaçlaÖ.
3[2]

4[1]

This aç is, however, by no means restricted to intransitive strong verbs; apart from

verbs third guttural (§ 65 b), it is to be found in

!¾¾p and [¾¾[, and in many verbs a¾¾p

and

y¾¾p (§§ 69–71).

5[2]

Cf. Barth, 'Das iç-Imperfekt im Nordsemitischen,' ZDMG. 1889, p. 177 ff.

6[1]

[See details in F. Böttcher, Lehrb., § 930; and cf. Driver on 1 S 2:15.]

It is to be observed that the Chronicles often omit the NuÖn, where it is found in the
parallel passage in the Books of Kings; cf. 1 K 8:38, 43 with 2 Ch 6:29, 33; 1 K 12:24,
2 K 11:5 with 2 Ch 11:4, 23:4.
7[1]

§ 40. Tenses. Moods. Flexion.
A. Ungnad, ' Die gegenseitigen Beziehungen der Verbalformen im Grundstamm
des semit. Verbs, ' in ZDMG. 59 (1905), 766 ff., and his ' Zum hebr.
Verbalsystem', in BeitraÎge zur Assyriologie ed. by Fr. Delitzsch and P. Haupt,
1907, P. 55ff.

a
1. While the Hebrew verb, owing to these derivative forms or conjugations, possesses
a certain richness and copiousness, it is, on the other hand, poor in the matter of
tenses and moods. The verb has only two tense-forms (Perfect and Imperfect, see the
note on § 47 a), besides an Imperative (but only in the active), two Infinitives and a
Participle. All relations of time, absolute and relative, are expressed either by these
forms (hence a certain diversity in their meaning, § 106 ff.) or by syntactical
combinations. Of moods properly so called (besides the Imperfect Indicative and
Imperative), only the Jussive and Optative are sometimes indicated by express
modifications of the Imperfect-form (§ 48).

b
2. The inflexion of the Perfect, Imperfect, and Imperative as to persons, differs from
that of the Western languages in having, to a great extent, distinct forms for the two
genders, which correspond to the different forms of the personal pronoun. It is from
the union of the pronoun with the verbal stem that the personal inflexions of these
tenses arise.

c
The following table will serve for the beginner as a provisional scheme of the formative
syllables (afformatives and preformatives) of the two tenses, The three stemconsonants of the strong verb are denoted by dots. Cf. § 44 ff. and the Paradigms.
1.
c
.
PERFECT.
Singular.
3. m.

3. f.

h¤' ¤¤

2. m.

T' ¤¤¤

Plural.
3. c.

W

2. m.

~T, ¤¤¤

¤¤¤

2. f.

T. ¤¤¤

2. f.

!T,

¤¤¤

1. c.

yTi ¤¤¤

1. c.

Wn

¤¤¤

IMPERFECT.
Singular.

Plural.

3. m.

¤¤¤ y

3. m.

W

¤¤¤ y

3. f.

¤¤¤ T

3. f.

hn"

¤¤¤ T

2. m.

¤¤¤ T

2. m.

W

¤¤¤ T

2. f.

hn"

¤¤¤ T

2. f.

y¤i ¤¤ T

1. c.

¤¤¤ a

¤¤¤ n

THIRD PART

SYNTAX1
CHAPTER I
THE PARTS OF SPEECH
I. Syntax of the Verb.
A. USE OF THE TENSES AND MOODS.2
§ 106.Use of the Perfect.

a
The perfect serves to express actions, events, or states, which the speaker wishes to
represent from the point of view of completion, whether they belong to a determinate
past time, or extend into the present, or. while still future, are pictured as in their
completed state.
The definition formorly given here ( ' the perfect serves to express completed
actions ' ) applies, strictly speaking, only to some of the varieties of the perfect
discussed under b–p: hence the above modification based on the arguments of
Knudtzon (for the title see note 2, and cf. further § 107 a).
More particularly the uses of the perfect may be distinguished as follows: —

b
1. To represent actions, events, or states, which, after a shorter or longer duration,
were terminated in the past, and hence are finally concluded, viz.:
(a) Corresponding to the perfect proper in Latin and the English perfect definite, in
assertions, negations, confirmations, interrogations, &c., e.g. Gn 18:15 then Sarah

aol yTiq.x;ñc' ) . . . . . .; and he said, Nay, but thou didst
laugh ( T.q.x'c' ); Gn 3:11 ^l. dyGIhi ymi who told thee. . . . ? Cf. 3:13, 14, 17, 22. Also
pointing to some undefined time in the past, e.g. Is 66:8 taozB' [m;v'-ym†i who hath
denied, saying, I laughed not (

(ever yet) heard such a thing ?

c
Rem. In opposition to this express use of the perfect to emphasize the
completion of an event, the imperfect is not infrequently used to emphasize that
which is still future, e.g. Jos 1:5 as I was (

ytiyyIh' ) with Moses, so will I be (

hy<h.a†, ) with thee; Jos 1:17 Ex 10:14, Dt 32:21, 1 K 2:38, Is 46:4, 11, Jo 2:2 Ec
1:9.

d
(b) As a simple tempus historicum (corresponding to the Greek aorist) in narrating past

aybihe ), &c.; Gn 7:19 the waters did
prevail ( Wrb.G)' ), &c.; Jb I1 there was a man ( hy"h' vyai ) in the land of Uz, &c.; even in
events, e.g. Gn 4:4 and Abel, he also brought (
relating repeated actions, 1 S 18:30.

e
Rem. As the above examples indicate, the perfect of narration occurs especially
at the head of an entire narrative (Jb 1:1; cf. Dn 2:1) or an independent sentence
(e.g. Gn 7:11, 13), but in co-ordinate sentences, as a rule, only when the verb is

w

separated from the copulative by one or more words (cf. above Gn 4:4 and
7:19). In other cases, the narrative is continued in the imperfect consecutive,

w

according to § 111 a. The direct connexion of the narrative perfect with
copulative (not to be confounded with the perfect consecutive proper, § 112)
agrees rather with Aramaic syntax (cf. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Biblisch-Aram., §
71, 1 b). On the examples (which are in many respects doubtful) in the earlier
texts, see § 112 pp–uu.

f
(c) To represent actions, &c., which were already completed in the past, at the time
when other actions or conditions took place (pluperfect),3 e.g. 1 S 28:3 now Samuel

rysihe

was (long since) dead4 … and Saul had put away (
) those that had familiar
spirits … out of the land. Both these statements, being as it were in parentheses,
merely assign a reason for the narrative beginning at verse 6. Cf. 1 S 9:15, 25:21, 2 S
18:18.—Gn 20:18 (for the Lord had fast closed up, &c.); 27:30, 31:19, 34 Dt 2:10; and
in a negative statement, Gn 2:5 for the Lord God had not (up to that time) caused it to
rain, &c. This is especially frequent, from the nature of the case, in relative, causal,
and temporal clauses, when the main clause contains a tense referring to the past,
e.g. Gn 2:2 and he rested … from all his work which he had made (

hf'[' ); Gn 7:9,

ha'r' rv,a]K†;

19:27, &c.; 29:10 now when Jacob had seen Rachel (
) …, Jacob went
near, &c.; so also in clauses which express the completion or incompleteness of one
action, &c., on the occurrence of another, as in Gn 24:15, 27:30, &c.; cf. § 164 b, with
the note, and c.

g
2. To represent actions, events, or states, which, although completed in the past,
nevertheless extend their influence into the present (in English generally rendered by

the present):
(a) Expressing facts which were accomplished long before, or conditions and
attributes which were acquired long before, but of which the effects still remain in the
present (present perfect), e.g. y Ps 10:11

wyn"P' ryTis.hi he hath hidden his face (and

yTif.r;ñPe

still keep it hidden); y Ps 143:6
I have spread forth my hands (and still keep it
them spread forth). This applies particularly to a large number of perfects (almost
exclusively of intransitive5 verbs, denoting affections or states of the mind) which in
English can be rendered only by the present, or, in the case mentioned above under f,
by the imperfect.6 Thus,

yTi[.d;ñy" I know (prop. I have perceived, have experienced) Jb

YTi[.d;ñy" aol I know not Gn 4:9, &c.; on the other hand, e.g. in Gn 28:16, Nu
22:34, the context requires I knew not; Wnr>k;ñz" we remember Nu 11:5; hn"a]m†e she
refuseth Jb 6:7; #l;[' it exulteth; yTix.m;ñf' I rejoice 1 S 2:1; fQeBi he requireth: Is 1:12
ytiyWIòqi I wait Gn 49:18, y Ps 130:5 (parallel with yTil.x†'ñAh ); yTic.p;ñx' I delight y Ps 40:9
(mostly negative, Is 1:11 &c.); yTib.h;ña' I love Gn 27:4; ytianEòf' I hatey Ps 31:7; yTis.a;ñm' I
despise Am 5:21; ynIWbñ[]T†i they abhor me Jb 30:10; yTix.j;ñB' I trust y Ps 25:2; ytiysiñx' I
put my trust y Ps 31:2; yTiq.d;ñc' I am righteous Jb 34:5; yTid>q;ñP' I have decided to
9:2, 10:13,

requite 1 S 15:2.—We may further include a number of verbs which express bodily

T'l.d;ñG" thou art great y Ps 104:1; yTin>joñq' I am little Gn
32:11; Whb.G)' they are high Is 55:9; Wqx]r†' they stand aloof Jb 30:10; Wbjoñ they are
goodly Nu 24:5; Wwan" they are beautiful Is 52:7; yTin>q;ñz" I am old Gn 18:13; yTi[.g:òy" I am
weary y Ps 6:7; yTi[.b;ñf' I am full Is 1:11, &c.
characteristics or states, such as

h

yt;m'-d[;

Rem. To the same category probably belong also the perfects after
Ex
10:3 how long hast thou already been refusing (and refusest still …? which really
amounts to how long wilt thou refuse ?), y Ps 80:5, Pr 1:22 (co-ordinate with the
imperf.), and after

hn"a'ñ-d[; Ex 16:28, Hb 1:2.

i
(b) In direct narration to express actions which, although really only in process of
accomplishment, are nevertheless meant to be represented as already accomplished
in the conception of the speaker, e.g.

ytimoñrIh] I lift up (my hand in ratifying an oath) Gn

yTi[.B;ñv.nI I swear Jer 22:5; ytidoñ[ih†; I testify Dt 8:19; yTic.[;ñy" I counsel 2 S 17:11
(but in a different context in ver. 15, I have counselled); yTir>m;ña' (prop. I say) I decide (I
14:22;

consider as hereby settled) 2 S 19:30; I declare Jb 9:22, 32:10.

k
(c) To express facts which have formerly taken place, and are still of constant
recurrence, and hence are matters of common experience (the Greek gnomic aorist),

T'b.z:ñ['-aol ) them that seek thee. Cf.
ver. 13, also y Ps 10:3, 119:40 and Gn 49:11 ( sBeKi ).
e.g. y Ps 9:11 for thou, Lord, hast not forsaken (

l
Rem. In almost all the cases discussed in No. 2 (included under the English
present) the imperfect can be used instead of the perfect, wherever the action or
state in question is regarded, not as already completed, but as still continuing or
just taking place (see § 107 a). Thus,

yTil.koñy" aol I am not able y Ps 40:13 and

lk;Wa aol Gn 31:35 have practically the same meaning. Hence also it very
frequently happens that the imperfect corresponds to such perfects in poetic or
prophetic parallelism, e.g. Is 5:12, y Ps 2:1 f, Pr 1:22, Jb 3:17.

m
3. To express future actions, when the speaker intends by an express assurance to
represent them as finished, or as equivalent to accomplished facts:
(a) In contracts or other express stipulations (again corresponding to the English
present, and therefore closely related to the instances noted under i), e.g. Gn 23:11

yTit;ñn" ) thee; cf. ver. 13 and 48:22, 2 S 14:21, 24:23, Jer 40:4; in a
threat, 1 S 2:16, 2 S 5:6 (unless, with Wellhausen, ^ruñysiy> is to be read).—Especially in

the field I give (

promises made by God, Gn 1:29, 15:18, 17:20, Ju 1:2.

n
(b) To express facts which are undoubtedly imminent, and, therefore, in the
imagination of the speaker, already accomplished (perfectum confidentiae), e.g. Nu

Wnd>b†'ña' WnL'ñKu Wnd>b;ña' Wn[.w:òG" !he behold, we perish, we are undone, we are all
undone. Gn 30:13, 1 S 6:5 ( ytiymeñd>nI I am undone7), Pr 4:2. Even in interrogative
17:27

sentences, Gn 18:12, Nu 17:28, 23:10, Ju 9:9, 11, Zc 4:10 (?), Pr 22:20.8 This use of
the perfect occurs most frequently in prophetic language (perfectum propheticum).
The prophet so transports himself in imagination into the future that he describes the
future event as if it had been already seen or heard by him, e.g. Is 5:13 therefore my

hl'G"

yKi

people are gone into captivity (
); 9:1 ff., 10:28, 11:9 (after , as frequently
elsewhere); 19:7, Jb 5:20, 2 Ch 20:37. Not infrequently the imperfect interchanges
with such perfects either in the parallel member or further on in the narrative.

o
(c) To express actions or facts, which are meant to be indicated as existing in the

#x;r' ~ai

when he has
future in a completed state (futurum exactum), e.g. Is 4:4
washed away = when he shall have washed away (an imperfect follows in the coordinate sentence; cf. the conditional sentences in § 107 x); Is 6:11 (after

~ai rv,a] d[;, as in Gn 28:15, Nu 32:17; also 2 S 17:13 after rv,a] d[;, Gn 24:19
after ~ai d[; and elsewhere frequently after temporal conjunctions); Mi 5:2 ( hd'l+'y" );
Gn 43:14 ynIa]w); yTil.k†'v' yTil.koñv' rv,a]K†; and I—if I am bereaved (orbus fuero), I am
bereaved, an expression of despairing resignation. Cf. Pr 23:15, Est 4:16.

p
4. To express actions and facts, whose accomplishment in the past is to be
represented, not as actual, but only as possible (generally corresponding to the Latin
imperfect or pluperfect subjunctive), e.g. Gn 31:42 except the God of my father … had

ynIT+'x.L;vi ); Gn 43:10, Ex
9:15 ( yTix.l;ñv' I had almost put forth, &c.); Nu 22:33, Ju 13:23, 14:18, 1 S 13:13 ( !ykihe
); 2 K 13:19; so frequently after j[;m.Ki easily, almost, Gn 26:10, Is 1:9 (where j[;m.Ki is
been with me, surely now hadst thou sent me away empty (

probably to be connected with the word after it) y Ps 73:2, 94:17, 119:87, Pr 5:14. Cf.

ynIn:òx'B.

also Jb 3:13, 23:10 (
), Ru 1:12 (if I should think, &c.; cf. 2 K 7:4); in the
apodosis of a conditional sentence, 1 S 25:34.—So also to express an unfulfilled

Wnt.m;ñ Wl

Wl

desire, Nu 14:2
would that we had died … ! (
with the imperfect would
mean would that we might die!), 1 S 14:30. Finally, also in a question indicating
astonishment, Gn 21:7

lLemi ymi who would have said … ? quis dixerit ? y Ps 73:11.

Footnotes:
1[1]

Recent works on Hebrew syntax are: A. B. Davidson, Introductory Heb. Gram.,
vol. ii, Heb. Syntax, Edinburgh, 1894; Ed. König. Hist.-compar. Syntax der hebr.
Sprache, Lpz. 1897 (see above, § 3 f). Important contributions to Hebrew syntax are
also contained in H. Reckendorf's work Die syntakt. Verhältnisse des Arab., 2 pts.,
Leiden, 1895, 1898, of which, we have already made use in § 97 a. Cf. also the same
author's very instructive discussions Ueber syntakt, Forschung, Munich, 1899.

2[2]

Cf. the sketch of the tenses and moods used in Hebrew in § 40; and on the
general characteristics of the perfect and imperfect see the note on § 47 a; also Driver,
A Treatise on the Use of the Tenses in Hebrew (Oxford, 1874; 3rd ed. 1892); Bennett, '
Notes on the Use of the Hebrew Tenses' (Hebraica, 1886, vols. ii, iii). A partial
modification of the accepted definition of the Semitic perfect and imperfect was
proposed by J. A. Knudtzon, Om det saakaldte Perfektum og Imperfektum i Hebraisk,
Kristiania, 1890; of which a summary entitled ' Vom sogenannten Perf. und Imperf. im
Hebr.' appeared in the Transactions of the Oriental Congress at Stockholm, section
seÃmitique b, p. 73 ff. (Leiden, 1893). Cf. also Knudtzon's articles, 'Zur assyrischen und
allgemein semitischen Grammatik' in the Zeitschrift für Assyriologie, especially vi. 422
ff. and vii. 33 ff.
3[1]

Cf. P. Haupt in the Notes on Esther, 92.

4[2]

Incorrectly, e.g. in the Vulgate, Samuel autem mortuus est … et Saul abstulit
magos, &c.
5[1]

With regard to the great but very natural preponderance of intransitive verbs
(expressing an existing state), cf. the lists in Knudtzon (see above, p. 309, note 2), pp.
117 and 122 in the Danish text.
6[2]

Cf. novi, odi, memini; oi=da( me,mnhmai( e;oika( de,dorka( ke,kraga; in the New
Testament, h;lpika( hvga,phka.
7[1]

Cf. the similar use of o;lwla (die,fqoraj, Il. 15. 128) and perii! On the kindred use of
the perfect in conditional sentences, cf. below, p.
8[2]

~ai yKi

In Gn 40:14 a perf. confidentiae (after
; but cf. § 163 d) appears to be used
in the expression of an earnest desire that something may happen (but have me in thy
remembrance, &c.). Neither this passage, however, nor the use of the perfect in
Arabic to express a wish or imprecation, justifies us in assuming the existence of a
precative perfect in Hebrew. In Jb 21:16, 22:18, also, translate the counsel of the

WcB.q.nI is
imperative (see § 51 o) or we must read Wcb.Q†'yI, corresponding to Wps.a)"yE which

wicked is far from me. Cf. Driver, Tenses3, p. 25 f. In Is 43:9 either
follows.

§ 107. Use of the Imperfect.1

a
The imperfect, as opposed to the perfect, represents actions, events, or states which
are regarded by the speaker at any moment as still continuing, or in process of
accomplishment, or even as just taking place. In the last case, its occurrence may be
represented as certainly imminent, or merely as conceived in the mind of the speaker,
or simply as desired, and therefore only contingent (the modal use of the imperfect).
Knudtzon (see above, Rem. on § 106 a), comparing the Ass.-Bab. usage, would
prefer the term present rather than imperfect, on the ground that the tense
expresses what is either actually or mentally present. In any case, the essential
difference between the perfect and imperfect consists, he argues, in this, that the
perfect simply indicates what is actually complete, while the imperfect places the
action, &c., in a more direct relation to the judgement or feeling of the speaker.
More precisely the imperfect serves —
1 In the sphere of past time:

b
(a) To express actions, &c., which continued throughout a longer or shorter period,2

hl,[]y);

), 2:25, 37:7, 48:10, Ex 1:12, 8:20,
e.g. Gn 2:6 a mist went up continually (
13:22, 15:6, 12, 14, 15, Nu 9:15 f. 20 f., 23:7, Ju 2:1, 5:8, 1 S 3:2, 13:17 f., 2 S 2:28

aleM'yI ), 17:10 f., 51:2 a, Jer 13:7, 36:18, y Ps
18:7. 14. 17 ff. 38 ff., 24:2, 32:4, 5 (^[]yd)IAa ), 47:5 68:10, 12, 104:6 ff., 106:19,
23:10 1 K 3:4, 7:8, 21:6 Is 1:21, 6:4 (

107:18, 29, 139:13, Jb 3:11, 4:12, 15 f., 10:10 f., 15:7 f.—very frequently alternating
with a perfect (especially with a frequentative perfect; cf. Nu 9:15–23 and § 112 e), or
when the narration is continued by means of an imperfect consecutive.3

c
Rem. 1. The imperfect is frequently used in this way after the particles

za' then,

~r,j,ñ not yet, ~r,j,ñB. before, -d[; until, e.g. Ex 15:1 hv,m-ryv†iy" za' then sang
Moses, &c.; Nu 21:17, Dt 4:41, Jos 10:12, 1 K 3:16, 8:1, y Ps 126:2, Jb 38:21.

za'

(The perfect is used after
when stress is to be laid on the fact that the action
has really taken place, and not upon its gradual accomplishment or duration in

lx;Wh za' then began, &c.; Gn 49:4, Ex 15:15, Jos 22:31,
Ju 5:11, y Ps 89:20.)4 After ~r,j,ñ e.g. Gn 19:4 WbK'ñv.yI ~r,j,ñ before they lay
the past, e.g. Gn 4:26

down; Gn 2:5, 24:45, 1 S 3:3, 7, always in the sense of our pluperfect. (In Gn

hL'Ki, the imperf. should be read, as in verse 45; so
also in 1 S 3:7 [ hl,G"yI ] an imperf. is co-ordinated with [dy . After ~r,j,ñB.
(sometimes also simply ~r,j,ñ Ex 12:34, Jos 3:1), e.g. Jer 1:5 aceTe ~r,j,ñB. before
24:15 instead of the perf.

thou camest forth; Gn 27:33, 37:18, 41:50, Ru 3:14 (perhaps also in y Ps 90:2

WdL'ñyU; cf. Wellhausen on 2 S 3:2; but note
also Pr 8:25, in a similar context, before the mountains were settled, W[B+'j.h', the
predicate being separated from ~r,j,ñB. by ~yrIh', as in y Ps 90:2). After -d[; Jos
an imperf. was intended instead of

10:13, y Ps 73:17 (until I went), 2 Ch 29:34; on the other hand, with the perf.,

za'

~r,j,ñÃ ~r,j,ñB.

-d[;

e.g. Jos 2:22. As after , so also after
, and
the imperf. may
be used, according to the context, in the sense of our future, e.g. 2 K 2:9, Is
65:24, Jb 10:21; after
present after

-d[; e.g. Is 22:14 The imperf. is used in the sense of our

~r,j,ñ in Ex 9:30, 10:7.

d
2. Driver (Tenses3, p. 35 f.) rightly lays stress upon the inherent distinction
between the participle as expressing mere duration, and the imperfect as
expressing progressive duration (in the present, past, or future). Thus the words

aceyO rh'n"w> Gn 2:10 represent the river of Paradise as going out of Eden in a
continuous, uninterrupted stream, but dreP'yI, which immediately follows,
describes how the parting of its waters is always taking place afresh. In the same

hl,[]y);

aleM'yI

way
Gn 2:6 represents new mists as constantly arising, and
Is 6:4
new clouds of smoke. Also those actions, &c., which might be regarded in
themselves as single or even momentary, are, as it were, broken up by the
imperfect into their component parts, and so pictured as gradually completing

Am[eñl'b.Ti

themselves. Hence
Ex 15:12 (after a perf. as in verse 14) represents
the Egyptians, in a vivid, poetic description, as being swallowed up one after
another, and

ynIxeñn>y: Nu 23:7 the leading on by stages, &c.

e
(b) To express actions, &c., which were repeated in the past, either at fixed intervals or

hf,[]y);

) Job continually
occasionally (the modus rei repetitae), e.g. Jb 1:5 thus did (
(after each occasion of his sons' festivities); 4:3f., 22:6f., 23:11, 29:7, 9, 12 f., Gn 6:4,
29:2, 30:38, 42, 31:39 (I used to bear the loss of it), Ex 1:12, 19:19, 33:7 ff., (

xQ;yI

used to take every time), 40:36 ff., Nu 9:17 f. 20 ff, 11:5, 9, Ju 6:4, 14:10, 21:25, 1 S
1:7, 2:22, 9:9, 13:19, 18:5, 27:9, 2 S 1:22, 12:3, 13:18, 1 K 5:25 (of tribute repeated
year by year), 10:5, 13:33, 14:28, 2 K 4:8, 8:29, 13:20, 25:14, Jer 36:23, y Ps 42:5,
44:3, 78:15, 40, 103:7, Est 2:14; even in a negative dependent clause, 1 K 18:10.

f
2. In the sphere of present time, again
(a) To express actions, events, or states, which are continued for a shorter or longer

vQeb;T.-hm;

lk;Wa-aol

what seekes thou ? 19:19
I cannot; 24:50,
time,5 e.g. Gn 37:15 (
31:35, Is 1:13. Other examples are Gn 2:10, 24:31, 1 S 1:8, 11:5, 1 K 3:7, y Ps 2:2,

hA'hy> rm;aoy

and in the prophetic formula
saith the Lord, Is 1:11, 18, &c., cf. 40:1. So
especially to express facts known by experience, which occur at all times, and
consequently hold good at any moment, e.g. Pr 15:20 a wise son maketh a glad
father; hence especially frequent in Job and Proverbs. In an interrogative sentence,
e.g. Jb 4:17 is mortal man just before God ? In a negative sentence, Jb 4:18, &c.

g
(b) To express actions, &c., which may be repeated at any time, including therefore
the present, or are customarily repeated on a given occasion (cf. above, e), e.g. Dt
1:44 as bees do (are accustomed to do); Gn 6:21, 32:33 43:32 Ju 11:40 1 S 2:8, 5:5,
20:2, 2 S 15:32, Is 1:23, 3:16, y Ps 1:3. So again (see f) especially to express facts
known by experience which may at any time come into effect again, e.g. Ex 23:8 a gift

rWE[;y>

blindeth (
), &c.; Gn 2:24, 22:14, Is 32:6, Am 3:7, Mal 1:6, Jb 2:4, &c. Of the
same kind also is the imperfect in such relative clauses (see § 155), as Gn 49:27

@r'j.yI baez> a wolf that ravineth (properly, is accustomed to ravin). Finally,
compare also the formulae rmea'y)e it is (wont to be) said (to introduce proverbial
expressions) Gn 10:9, 22:14, &c.; !ke hf,['y)e-aol it is not (wont to be) so done (and
Benjamin is

hence may not, shall not be, see w), Gn 29:26, 20:9, 34:7, 2 S 13:12.

h
(c) To express actions, &c., which although, strictly speaking, they are already
finished, are regarded as still lasting on into the present time, or continuing to operate

la;v.Ti

) after my name ? 24:31,
in it, e.g. Gn 32:30 wherefore is it that thou dost ask (
44:7, Ex 5:15, 2 S 16:9. In such cases, naturally, the perfect is also admissible, and is
sometimes found in the same formula as the imperfect, e.g. Jb 1:7 (2:2)
whence comest thou (just now) ? but Gn 16:8 (cf. 42:7)

aobT' !yIa;ñme

t.ab' hZ<mi-ya†e whence camest

thou ? The imperfect represents the coming as still in its last stage, whereas the
perfect represents it as an accomplished fact.

i
3. In the sphere of future time. To express actions, &c., which are to be represented as
about to take place, and as continuing a shorter or longer time in the future, or as
being repeated; thus:
(a) From the standpoint of the speaker's present time, e.g. Ex 4:1 they will not believe

Wnymiña]y);

(
) me, nor hearken (
6:1, 9:5, &c.

W[m.v.yI ) unto my voice: for they will say ( Wrm.aoy) ), &c.,

k
(b) In dependent clauses to represent actions, &c., which from some point of time in
the past are to be represented as future, e.g. Gn 43:7 could we in any wise know that

rm;aoy

%l{m.yI-rv,a]

he would say (
) ? 2:19, 43:25, Ex 2:4, 2 K 3:27
qui regnaturus erat;
13:14, Jon 4:5, Jb 3:3, Ec 2:3, y Ps 78:6 that the generation to come might know,

WdleñW"yI ~ynIB' the children which should be born (qui nascituri essent; the imperfect
here with the collateral idea of the occurrence being repeated in the future).

l
(c) To represent a futurum exactum; cf. Is 4:4, 6:11 (co-ordinated with a perfect used
in the same sense, see § 106 o); so also sometimes after the temporal particles
Ps 132:5, and

d[;, y

rv,a] d[; until, Gn 29:8, Nu 20:17, &c.

m
4. Finally to the sphere of future time belong also those cases in which the (modal)
imperfect serves to express actions, events, or states, the occurrence of which is to be
represented as willed (or not willed), or as in some way conditional, and consequently
only contingent. More particularly such imperfects serve—

n
(a) As an expression of will, whether it be a definite intention and arrangement, or a
simple desire, viz.:
(1) Sometimes in positive sentences in place of the cohortative (cf. e.g. y Ps 59:17
with verse 18; 2 S 22:50 with y Ps 18:50; Ju 19:11 &c.), of the imperative (Is 18:3), or
of the jussive (which, however, in most cases, does not differ from the ordinary form of

ha,r'T†e let it appear Gn 1:9, 41:34, Lv 19:2, 3, 2 S 10:12 (and so
frequently in verbs h¾¾l; cf. § 109 a, note 2); Zc 9:5 ( lyxiT' ); y Ps 61:7 ( @ysiAT ); Pr
the imperfect), e.g.

tyviT' ); 23:1, Jb 6:23 (co-ordinated with the imperative), 10:20 Keth.; so
probably also !ydIy" let him judge ! y Ps 72:2.—So also in the 1st pers., to express a
22:17 (

wish which is asserted subsequently with reference to a fixed point of time in the past,

[w:g>a, I ought to [ not should as A.V., R.V.] have, (then, immediately after
being born) given up the ghost; cf. verse 19 hy<h.a†, and lb†'Wa Lv 10:18, Nu 35:28.
e.g. Jb 10:18

Even to express an obligation or necessity according to the judgement of another
person, e.g. Jb 9:29
Ps 42:10, 43:2.

[v'r>a, I am to be guilty, 12:4 . Cp.Jb 9:15 , 19:16; in a question, y

o
(2) To express the definite expectation that something will not happen. The imperfect

aol

-la;

represents a more emphatic form of prohibition than the jussive6 with
(cf.
with
§ 109 c), and corresponds to our thou shalt not do it ! with the strongest expectation of
obedience, while

-la; with the jussive is rather a simple warning, do not that ! Thus

aol with the imperfect is especially used in enforcing the divine commands, e.g.
bnOg>ti aol thou shalt not steal Ex 20:15; cf. verses 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 ff. So aol with the 3rd
pers. perhaps in Pr 16:10.

p

-la;

Rem. The jussive, which is to be expected after
, does not, as a rule
(according to n, and § 109 a, note 2), differ in form from the simple imperfect.
That many supposed jussives are intended as simple imperfects is possible from

-la; of what are undoubtedly imperfect forms, not only from
verbs h¾¾l (cf. § 109 a, note 2), but also from verbs W¾¾[, to express a prohibition
or negative wish, jyBiT;-la; Gn 19:17, rWsT'-la; Jos 1:7, ~yfiy" an"-la; 1 S
25:25. Even with the 1st pers. plur. (after an imperative) tWmn"-la;w> that we die
the occurrence after

not, 1 S 12:19. Also to express the conviction that something cannot happen,

~Wny"-la; he will not slumber,7 y Ps 121:3; cf. Jer 46:6, 2 Ch 14:10 .
q
(3) In dependent clauses after final conjunctions (§ 165 b), as

rv,a], Gn 11:7 (

W[m.v.yI aol rv,a] that they may not understand ); rWb[]B†; Gn 21:30, 27:4, 19, Ex 9:14,
& c.; rv,a] ![;m;ñl. Nu 17:5; ![;m;ñl. Dt 4:1, y Ps 51:6, 78:6, and ![;ñy: rv,a]8 Ez 12:12, in

yTil.bil. that … not, Ex 20:20, 2 S 14:14; also after -!P, that not, lest, Gn
3:22, 11:4, 19:15, &c.10; cf. also the instances introduced by aolw> in § 109 g.—In Lv
order that9;

9:6 such an imperfect (or jussive ? see the examples in § 109 f ) is added to the
expression of the command by an asyndeton, and in La 1:19 to the principal clause

w>

~v'p.n:-ta, Wbyviñy"w>

simply by : while they sought them food
to refresh their souls (cf.
also La 3:26, it is good and let him hope, i.e. that he should hope); so after an
interrogative clause, Ex 2:7. Finally also in a relative clause, y Ps 32:8
in the way which thou shouldst go.

%lete Wz-%r,d,ñB.

r
(b)To express actions, &c., which are to be represented as possibly taking place or not
taking place (sometimes corresponding to the potential of the classical languages, as
also to our periphrases with can, may, should11). More particularly such imperfects are
used—

s

lkeaoT lkoa'

(1) In a permissive sense, e.g. Gn 2:16 of every tree of the garden (
)
thou mayest freely eat (the opposite in verse 17 ); 3:2 , 42:37, Lv 21:3, 22, Jb 21:3. In
the 1st pers. y Ps 5:8, 22:18 ( I may, or can, tell ); in a negative sentence, e.g. y Ps
5:5.

t

rm;aoy-ym†i quis dixerit ? Cf. Gn 17:17, 18:14,
31:43, 1 S 11:12 , 2 K 5:12 ~h,B' #x;r>a,-aol†h] may I not wash in them ? Is 33:14 , y
Ps 15:1, 24:3, Ec 5:5 . So especially in a question expressing surprise after %yae, e.g.
(2) In interrogative sentences, e.g. Pr 20:9

Gn 39:9 how then can I…? 44:34, Is 19:11, y Ps 137:4, and even with regard to some
point of time in the past, looking forward from which an event might have been
expected to take place, e.g. Gn 43:7

[d;nE [;Ady"h] could we in any wise know …? Cf. 2

tWmy"

S 3:33 (
was Abner to die as a fool, i.e. was he destined to die…?), and so
probably also Gn 34:31 (should he deal…?). Very closely connected with this is the
use of the imperfect—

u
(3) In a consecutive clause depending on an interrogative clause, e.g. Ex 3:11, who

%leae yKi ) that I should(ought, could) go? 16:7 , Nu 11:12, Ju 9:28, 1 S 18:18 , 2
K 8:13, Is 29:16, Jb 6:11, 21:15, similarly after rv,a] Gn 38:18, Ex 5:2.
am I (

v
Rem. In passages like 1 S 11:5, y Ps 8:5, 114:5, the context shows that the
imperfect corresponds rather to our present. In such sentences the perfect also
is naturally used in referring to completed actions, e.g. Gn 20:10, Ju 18:23, 2 S
7:18, Is 22:1.

w
(4) In negative sentences to express actions, &c., which cannot or should not happen,

brome rpeS'yI-aol) rv,a] which cannot be numbered for multitude; 20:9
deeds ( Wf[)yE-aol rv,a] ) that ought not to be done (cf. above, g); y Ps 5:5.

e.g. Gn 32:13

x
(5) In conditional clauses (the modus conditionalis corresponding to the Latin present
or imperfect conjunctive) both in the protasis and apodosis, or only in the latter, y Ps

[r' ar'yai-aol† %leae-yK†i ~G:

23:4
…
yea, though I walk (or had to walk) … I fear (or I
would fear) no evil; Jb 9:20 though I be righteous, mine own mouth shall condemn me.
After a perfect in the protasis, e.g. Jb 23:10. Very frequently also in an apodosis, the
protasis to which must be supplied from the context, e.g. Jb 5:8 but as for me, I would
seek unto God (were I in thy place); 3:13, 16, 14:14f, y Ps 55:13, Ru 1:13, However,
some of the imperfects in these examples are probably intended as jussive forms. Cf.
§ 109 h.
Footnotes:
1[1]

cf. the literature cited above, p. 309, note 2.

2[1]

Cf. the MeÖsëaÇ inscription, 1.5,

hcrab Xmk @nay yk for Chemosh was angry

with his land. As Driver, Tenses, 3rded., § 27, 1 a, remarks, this vivid realization of the
accomplishment of the action is especially frequent in poetic and prophetic style.
3[2]

According to the Masora such imperfects occur in Is 10:13 bis (where, however,

rysia'w> might also mean I am wont remove, &c.), Is 48:3, 57:17, y Ps 18:38 a, also
(according to § 49 c) in 2 S 1:10 and Ez 16:10. In some other cases w> is no doubt a
dogmatic emendation for w" (imperf. consec.) in order to represent historical statements
as promises; cf. Is 42:6, 43:28 [contrasted with 42:25, 51:2 bis, 63:3 ff and the note on
§ 53 p.
4[3]

After

za' then (to announce future events) the imperf. is naturally used in the sense

of a future, Gn 24:41, Ex 12:48, Mi 3:4, Zp 3:9, y Ps 51:21.
5[1]

It is not always possible to carryout with certainty the distinction between
continued and repeated actions. Some of the examples givcn under f might equally be
referred to g.
6[1]

As stated in § 46 a, a prohibition cannot be expressed by

-la; and the imperative.

7[2]

To regard this as an optative (so Hupfeld) is from the context impossible. It is
more probably a strong pregnant construction, or fusion of two sentences (such as, do
not think he will slumber ! ). Verse 4 contains the objective confirmation, by means of

aol with the imperf., of that which was previously only a subjective conviction.
8[1]

rv,a] ![;ñy:

But
in a causal sense (because, since), e.g. Ju 2:20 (as
is followed by the perfect. On Jos 4:24 see above, § 74 g.
9[][2
10[3]

rv,a] Gn 34:27)

R.V. because he shall not see.]

-!P,

In 2 K 2:16
occurs with the perf. in a vivid presentment of the time when the
fear is realized and the remedy comes too late. (In 2 S 20:6, since a perfect consec.
follows, read with Driver
11[4]

ac'm.yI.)

By this, of course, is not meant that these finer distinctions were consciously
present to the Hebrew mind. They are rather mere expedients for making intelligible to
ourselves the full significance of the Semitic imperfect.

§ 112. The Perfect with WaÒw Consecutive.
G. R. Berry, 'Waw consecutive with the perfect in Hebrew,' in Bibl. Lit., xxii.
(1903), pp. 60–69.

a
1. The perfect, like the imperfect (§ 111), is used with waÒw consecutive (cf. § 49 a; on
the external differentiation of the perfect consecutive by a change in the position of the
tone, see § 49 h) to; express actions, events, or states, which are to be attached to
what precedes, in a more or less close relation, as its temporal or logical
consequence. And as, according to § 111 a, the narrative which begins with a perfect,
or its equivalent, is continued in the imperfect consecutive, so, vice versa, the perfect
consecutive forms the regular continuation to a preceding imperfect, or its equivalent.

b
Rem. 1. This alternation of perfect and imperfect or their equivalents is a striking
peculiarity of the consecutio temporum in Hebrew. It not only affords a certain
compensation for the lack of forms for tenses and moods, but also gives to
Hebrew style the charm of an expressive variety, an action conceived as being
still in progress (imperfect, &c.), reaching afterwards in the perfect a calm and
settled conclusion, in order to be again exhibited in movement in the imperfect,
and vice versa.1 The strict regularity of this alternation belongs indeed rather to
the higher style, and even then it depends upon the view and intention of the
speaker, whether he wishes the action, &c., to be regarded as the logical
consequence of what has preceded, or as simply co-ordinate with it, and so in
the same tense.

c
2. A succession of any number of other perfects consecutive may be coordinated with a perfect consecutive (cf. e.g. Ez 14:13, Am 5:19, Ru 3:3, four
perfects in each case, Is 8:7 five, Ex 6:6 f. eight). It is true, however, of the
perfect (as conversely of the imperfect, § 111 c), that as soon as the WaÒw is
separated by any intervening word from the verb to which it belongs, an
imperfect necessarily takes the place of the perfect, e.g. Gn 12:12 when the

Wrm.a†'w> ), This is his wife: and they will
kill me ( ytiao Wnr>h†'w> ) but thee they will save alive( WYx;y> %t'aow> ).
Egyptians shall see thee, they shall say (

d
2. The perfect consecutive, like the imperfect consecutive, always belongs to the
period of time expressed by the preceding tense, or its equivalent, with which it is
connected as the temporal or logical consequence. The particular cases may be
classed under three heads: (a) the perfect consecutive in immediate dependence (see

e), (b) in loose connexion (see x) with the preceding, and (c) the perfect consecutive at
the beginning of the apodosis to other sentences, or their equivalents (see ññ).

e
3. The perfect consecutive in immediate dependence on the preceding tense, or its
equivalent, serves
(a) As a frequentative tense to express past actions, &c., i.e. actions repeatedly
brought to a conclusion in the past, and follows tenses, or their equivalents,
representing actions which have continued or been repeated in the past:
(a) After a simple imperfect, e.g. Gn 2:6

hl,[]y); dae there went up a mist (again and

hq'v.hiw>

again) from the earth,
and watered (as it were, and ever watered afresh), &c.
This frequentative use of the perfect consecutive is equally evident after frequentative

hy"h'w>

yhiy>w:

imperfects, Gn 2:10 (
and it became again every time;
would mean, and it
became so once for all); 29:2 f. (four perfects consecutive referring to actions repeated

xQ;yI

hj'n"w>

daily); Ex 33:7–11
he used to take at each new encampment the tent,
and
to pitch it again every time without the camp; notice, amongst the numerous frequent.
perff. consec., the imperf. in vv. 7, 8, 9, 11, always in a frequentative sense; 34:34 f.,

hf,[]T†; she
used to make … ht'l.[;h†;w> and brought it to him from year to year; 27:9 ( xq;l'w> ), 1 K
Nu 9:19. 21 (among several simple imperfects), 10:17, Ju 2:19, 1 S 2:19

14:28, 2 K 3:25, 12:15(in verses 16f. imperfects occur again). So also in dependent
sentences, Gn 6:4 (

Wdl.y)'w> as a continuation of Waoby" ), Jb 31:29.2

f

wccqw ), 1 S 5:7 (? see §
112 rr), 7:16, 2 S 15:2. 5, 16:13 and he threw stones at him, rP;[iw> and cast dust
(b) After an imperfect consecutive, e.g. Ex 39:3 (Samaritan

continually; 12:16, 31, 2 K 6:10, 12:11 ff. 15, Jer 37:15, Jb 1:5.

g
Rem. The frequentative perfect consecutive is sometimes joined even with
imperfects consecutive which simply express one single action or occurrence in
the past; thus Ex 18:26, 40:31 f., 1 S 1:4, 2 S 15:1 f., 1 K 14:27 (cf. verse 28); 1
K 18:4, 2 K 12:10. For other examples of a loosely connected frequentative
perfect consecutive, see below, dd.

h
(g) After a perfect, Gn 37:3 (

Al hf'['w>, i.e. as often as he needed a new garment)3;

Gn 31:7, Nu 11:8, 1 S 16:14, 2 K 3:4, y Ps 22:6; 4 in interrogative sentences, 1 S 26:9
who has ever, &c.; y Ps 80:13, Jb 1:1. 4, Ru 4:7.

i

Apr>r'-l[;

txeviw> and

(d) After an infinitive, Am 1:11
because he did pursue his brother,
(on each occasion) did cast off all pity (then an imperfect consecutive); after an
infinitive absolute, Jos 6:13, 2 S 13:19, Jer 23:14.

k
(e) After a participle, Is 6:3 (

ar'q'w> ), &c., frequentative, as a continuation of ~ydIm.[)o,

verse 2); 1 S 2:22, 2 S 17:17.5

l
(z) After other equivalents of tenses, e.g. Gn 47:22 the priests had a portion from
Pharaoh,

Wlk.a†'w> and did eat (year by year), &c.; 1 K 4:7.

m
(b) To express present actions, &c., as the temporal or logical consequence of actions
or events which continue or are repeated in the present, especially such as have,
according to experience, been at all times frequently repeated, and may be repeated
at any time:
(a) After a simple imperfect, e.g. Gn 2:24 therefore a man leaves (

bzO[]y); is accustomed

qb;d'w> and cleaves, &c., here, as frequently elsewhere, clearly with the
secondary idea of purpose, i.e. in order to cleave; Is 5:11 (if hy"h'w> is to be taken as a
continuation of ~qeylid>y: ); Is 28:28, Jer 12:3, Ho 4:3, 7:7, y Ps 90:6, Jb 14:9; also in
to leave) …

dependent clauses, Lv 20:18, Is 29:8, 11f., Am 5:19.

n
(b) After a participle, as the equivalent of a sentence representing a contingent action,
&c., e.g. Ex 21:12

tmew" vyai hKem;

(instead of

hKem; there is in verse 20, &c.

vyai hK,y: ykiw> ) if one smite a man and (so that) he die, &c., Ex 21:16, Is 29:15, Am
6:1, Hb 2:12.

o
(g) After an infinitive absolute, Jer 7:9f. will ye steal, murder, and commit adultery
(simple infinitives absolute; cf. § 113 ee),
… and say, &c.; cf. below, u.

~t,ab'W and then come and stand before me

p
(c) To express future actions, &c., as the temporal or logical consequence of tenses,
or their equivalents, which announce or require such future actions or events. Thus —
(a) After imperfects in the sense of a simple future, e.g. Am 9:3f.

~yTix.q;l.W fPex;a] ~V'mi I will search and take them out thence, &c.; Gn 4:14, 40:13,
Ex 7:3, 1 S 17:32, 2 K 5:11, Jb 8:6f. (also with a change of subject, Gn 27:12, Ju 6:16,
&c.); and in interrogative sentences, Gn 39:9, Ex 2:7, 2 S 12:18, 2 K 14:10Am 8:8, y
Ps 41:6; cf. also Ru 1:11; in sentences expressing a wish, 2 S 15:4; as well as in

-~ai Gn 32:9,
Ex 19:5, 1 S 1:11, or yKi Gn 37:26, or !he Jer 3:1; in final clauses after ![;m;ñl. Gn 12:13,
Nu 15:40, Is 28:13; after rv,a] Dt 2:25, or -!P, Gn 3:22, 19:19, 32:12, Is 6:10, Am 5:6;
almost all kinds of dependent clauses. Also in conditional clauses after

in temporal clauses, Is 32:15, Jer 13:16; and in relative clauses, Gn 24:14, Ju 1:12, 1
S 17:26.

q
(b) After the jussive (or an imperfect in the sense of a jussive or optative) or

Wyh'w> troaom. yhiy>

cohortative, with the same or a different subject, e.g. Gn 1:14f.
…
let
there be lights … and let them be, &c.; Gn 24:4, 28:3, 31:44, 1 K 1:2, 22:13, Ru 2:7, 1
Ch 22:11; after a Jussive expressing an imprecation, y Ps 109:10.

r
(g) After an imperative, also with the same or a different subject, e.g. 2 S 7:5

T'r>m;a†'w> %le go and tell (that thou mayst tell), &c., and often, perf. consec. after %le (as
also the perf. consec. of rm;a' and rB,DI very frequently follows other imperatives);. Gn
6:14, 8:17, 27:43 f., 1 S 15:3, 18, 1 K 2:26, Jer 48:26.

s
(d) After perfects which express a definite expectation or assurance (cf. § 106 m and

Atao ytirep.hiw> Atao yTik.r;ñBe hNEhi

behold, I have blessed him, and
n), e.g. Gn 17:20
will make him fruitful, &c.; Is 2:11, 5:14; on Am 4:7 see above, note 3 on h; in an
interrogative sentence, Ju 9:9, 11:13.

t
(e) After a participle, e.g. Gn 7:4 for yet seven days,

ryjim.m; ykinOa†' and I will cause it to

ytiyxiñm'W and I will (i.e. in order to) destroy, &c.; Jer 21:9; also with a different
subject, Gn 24:43f. the maiden which cometh forth ( taceYOh; ) …, h'yl,ñae yTir>m;a†'w> ) to
rain …

hr'm.a†'w> and she (then) shall say, &c. This use of the perfect
consecutive is especially frequent after a participle introduced by hNEhi, e.g. Gn 6:17f.;
whom I shall say …,

with a different subject 1 K 20:36, Am 6:14; after a complete noun-clause introduced

hNEhi (cf. § 140), Ex 3:13 behold, I come (i.e. if I shall come) … ~h,l' yTir>m;a†'w> and
shall say unto them …, Wrm.a†'w> and they (then) shall, say, &c.; 1 S 14:8 ff., Is 7:14,
by

8:7f., 39:6.

u
(z) After an infinitive absolute, whether the infinitive absolute serves to strengthen the
finite verb (see § 113 t), e.g. Is 31:5, or is used as an emphatic substitute for a
cohortative or imperfect (§ 113 dd and ee), e.g. Lv 2:6, Dt 1:16, Is 5:5, Ez 23:46f.

v
(h) After an infinitive construct governed by a preposition (for this change from the
infinitive construction to the finite verb, cf. § 114 r), e.g. 1 S 10:8

^l. yTi[.d;Ah)w> ^yl,ñae yaiAB-d[; till I come unto thee (prop. until my coming) and show
thee, &c.; Gn 18:25, 27:45, Ju 6:18, Ez 39:27; cf. 1 K 2:37, 42.

w
Rem. To the same class belong 1 S 14:24, where the idea of time precedes, until
it be evening and until I be avenged, &c., and Is 5:8, where the idea of place
precedes, in both cases governed by

-d[;.

x
4. The very frequent use of the perfect consecutive in direct dependence upon other
tenses (see above, d–v) explains how it finally obtained a kind of independent
force—especially for the purpose of announcing future events—and might depend
loosely on sentences to which it stood only in a wider sense in the relation of a
temporal or logical consequence. Thus the perfect consecutive is used —
(a) To announce future events, &c., in loose connexion with a further announcement,

Wmq'w> and two co-ordinate perfects consecutive, equivalent to but then
shall arise, &c.; frequently so after hNEhi with a following substantive (1 S 9:8), or a
e.g. Gn 41:30

participial clause (cf. the analogous instances above, under t), e.g. 1 S 2:31 behold,

yTi[.d;g)'w>

that I will cut off, &c.; Is 39:6, Am 4:2, 8:11, 9:13, and very
the days come,
often in Jeremiah; after an expression of time, Ex 17:4, Is 10:25, 29:17, Jer 51:33, Ho
1:4. Further, when joined to a statement concerning present or past facts, especially
when these contain the reason for the action, &c., expressed in the perfect

rs'w>

consecutive; cf. Is 6:7 lo, this hath touched thy lips,
therefore thine iniquity shalt
be taken away, &c. (not copulative and it is taken away, since it is parallel with a
simple imperfect), Gn 20:11, 26:22, Ju 13:3 (here in an adversative sense); Ho 8:14.
In loose connexion with a noun-clause, a long succession of perfects consecutive
occurs in Ex 6:6 ff. Also in Amos 5:26
take up; but cf. below, rr.

~t,af'n>W may be an announcement yea, ye shall

y
Rem. I. Very frequently the announcement of a future event is attached by

hy"h'w>6 and it shall come to pass (cf. the analogous continuation in the
past by means of yhiy>w:, § 111, 2), after which the event announced (sometimes

means of

after a long parenthesis) follows in one or more (co-ordinate) perfects

yki hy"h'w>

consecutive, Gn 9:14, 12:12 (
= if, as in 46:33, Ex 1:10, 22:26 and
frequently), 1 K 18:12, Is 14:3 f., Am 8:9; or in the imperfect, Gn 4:14, Is 2:2,
3:24, 4:3, 7:18, 21 ff. (cf. 29:8); or in the jussive, Lv 14:9. It very rarely happens
that the verb which is thus loosely added, agrees in gender and number with the
following subject, as in Nu 5:27, Jer 42:16
42:17

ht'y>h†'w> (before br,x,ñh; ), and in Jer

Wyh.yIw> ( before ~yvin"a]h†'-lK' ).

z

yhiywI

hy"h'w>

2. The jussive form
occurs (in the sense described in y) instead of
in 1
S 10:5, 2 S 5:24 (1 Ch 14:15), 1 K 14:5, Ru 3:4, although in the first three places
a jussive is wholly inadmissible in the context, and even in Ru 3:4 (where an

hy"h'w> would be expected (see below, bb). In 1 K 14:5 the
form is a textual error, and the pointing should simply be yhiy>w:. In the other
passages yhyw (always before an infinitive with a preposition) stands at the
admonition follows)

beginning of the sentence at an unusually long distance from the principal tone,
and hence is certainly to be explained according to § 109 k, except that in 1 S
10:5, &c., the simply rhythmical jussive form takes the place, not of the full
imperfect form, but (exceptionally) of the perfect consecutive.

aa
(b) To introduce a command or wish: Dt 10:19 love ye therefore the stranger; 1 S 6:5,
24:16, 1 K 2:6 (in Gn 40:14 the precative perfect consecutive, as elsewhere the
cohortative, jussive, and imperative, is strengthened by means of

an" ). So, also, in

loose connexion with participial and other noun-clauses (see above, x), Gn 45:12f., 1
K 2:2f., Ru 3:3f., 3:9.—In Gn 17:11 the perfect consecutive (
circumcised, &c.) is used to explain a preceding command.

~T,l.m;n>W and ye shall be

bb
Rem. As in the cases mentioned above under y, the connexion may be made by

hy"h'w>

means of
. Thus with a following perfect consecutive, e.g. Gn 46:33, 47:24,
Ju 4:20. Cf. also Gn 24:14, where the real wish, at least as regards the sense, is
contained in the next sentence.

cc
(c) To introduce a question, whether in loose connexion with another interrogative
sentence (see above, p), e.g. Gn 29:15 art thou my brother (equivalent to, Surely thou

ynIT;ñd>b;[]w); and shouldest thou then serve me for naught ? or with a positive
statement, e.g. Ex 5:5 ( ~T,B;v.hiw> will ye then make then rest ?); Nu 16:10, 1 S 25:11,
and (if it is MileraÇ) y Ps 50:21 ( yTiv.r;x/h†,w> ).
art),

dd
(d) To introduce actions frequently repeated (hence analogous to the numerous

hl'['w>

examples of a frequentative perfect consecutive, above, under e), e.g. 1 S 1:3 (
of annual festival journeys); 13:21 (where, however, the text appears radically corrupt);

hK'hiw>, i.e. every time, therefore continued by means of hY<x;y> aolw> ); 1 K 5:7 (
WlK.l.kiw>, parallel with a simple imperfect); 9:25, Jer 25:4, Ho 12:11, Dn 8:4.—In Jb
27:9 (

1:4f. a series of frequentative perfects consecutive is interrupted by an imperfect
consecutive, while a simple imperfect (as the modus rei repetitae ) forms the
conclusion. In Jer 6:17 a similar perfect is expressly marked, by placing the tone on
the final syllable (according to § 49 h), as parallel with the real perfects consecutive.

ee

hy"h'w>

Rem. The loose connexion of tempora frequentativa by
(cf. the Rem. on y
and bb) is also very common in this sense; thus with a following perfect
consecutive, Gn 30:41f. (but in verse 42a, where the verb is separated from the

~yfiy" aol

WaÒw by an insertion, we find
he used not to put them in, according to §
107 e); Gn 38:9, Ex 17:11, 33:7 ff. (see above, e), Nu 21:9, Ju 6:3, 19:30, 1 S
16:23 (followed by five perfects consecutive); 2 S 15:5; with a following imperfect
(as the modus rei repetitae), Ju 2:19, 2 S 14:26.—In Ju 12:5f.

hyhw, contrary to

what would be expected, is continued by means of the imperfect consecutive,
and in 1 S 13:22 by

aolw> with the perfect (instead of the imperfect).

ff
5. Further, the perfect consecutive is very frequently employed with a certain
emphasis to introduce the apodosis after sentences (or their equivalents) which
contain a condition, a reason, or a statement of time. Such an apodosis, as in the
cases already treated, may represent either future events, or commands and wishes,
or even events which have been often repeated in the past. Thus —
(a) The perfect consecutive occurs in the apodosis to conditional sentences7 (§ 159 g,
o, s):

~ai

Wnt.m†'w" Wntuñymiy>-~ai

(a) After
with the imperfect, e.g. 2 K 7:4b
if they kill us, (well
then) we shall but die; here the perfect consecutive is used obviously with greater

hy<x.nI

) which immediately precedes; Gn 18:26, 24:8, 41,
emphasis than the imperfect (
32:9, Nu 30:15, Ju 4:20, 1 S 1:11, 20:6, 1 K 3:14, Na 3:12, Ec 4:11.

gg

~ai with the perfect (in the sense of a futurum exactum), Nu 5:27, 2 K 5:20,
7:4a, Is 4:4f.; as precative apodosis after an"-~ai with the perf. preteritum, Gn 33:10;
(b) After

as a frequentative perfect consecutive, to represent past events in the apodosis after

~ai with perfect, Gn 38:9, Nu 21:9, Ju 6:3, Jb 7:4; after ~ai with imperfect, Gn 31:8.
hh

yKi (in case, suppose that) with the imperfect, Gn 12:12, Ex 18:16, Ju 13:17, Is
58:7, Ez 14:13.8 Frequentative with reference to the past, after yKi with frequentative
(g) After

perfect, Ju 2:18, Jb 7:13f.

ii

rv,a]

tmew" ATai aceM'yI rv,a]

(d) After
with the imperfect, Gn 44:9
…
with whomsoever
… it be found, let him die; with the perfect, Ex 21:13, and if a man lie not in wait, & c.;
Ju 1:12.

kk
(e) Very frequently after a perfect consecutive (one or more) containing the condition,

~T,d>r;Ah)w> hz<-ta,-~G: ~T,x.q;l.W

e.g. Gn 44:29
…
and if ye take (or shall have taken)
this one also … ye shall bring down, &c.; cf. Gn 33:13, 42:38, 44:4, 22, 47:30, Nu
30:12, Ru 2:9, and probably also Ez 39:28.—Also frequentative in reference to the

yrIa]h†' ab'W ytiac'òy"w>

past, e.g. 1 S 17:34f. …
and when there came (as sometimes
happened) a lion … I went out, & c.; Ex 33:10, Nu 10:17 ff.; 1 K 18:10, Jer 20:9 (the
perfects consecutive being regularly continued in the apodosis by

aolw> with an

imperfect9).

ll
Rem. The perfect consecutive may be used also in the protasis to express a
condition when the employment of the perfect consecutive in the apodosis has
become impossible, owing to an emphatic word having to stand before it; thus in

hM'heñ

AmD'

Ez 14:14 on account of
; 33:4 on account of
.—In 1 S 14:52 the
imperfect consecutive, contrary to what might be expected, stands in the
apodosis, and when Saul saw any … valiant man, he took him unto him, where

Whpeñs.a;Y);w: suggests the special case, rather than a repeated occurrence; cf. 2 S
15:2. Conversely, in 1 S 2:16 ( rm,oaoYw: perhaps a mere mistake for rm;a'w> ), 17:35
b an imperfect consecutive stands in the protasis.

mm
(z) After various equivalents of sentences, which contain a condition; thus, after a
substantive standing absolutely, or a participle (a casus pendens), Gn 17:14

ägw ht'r>k.nIw> … rk'z" lre['w> and the uncircumcised male (in case such an one be
found), he shall be cut off, &c.; cf. Gn 30:32, Ex 12:15, 2 S 14:10, Is 6:13, and (after
an infinitive with a preposition) 2 S 7:14; in a wider sense also Ex 4:21, 9:19, 12:44, Is
9:4, 56:5.

nn
(b) The perfect consecutive serves as the apodosis to causal clauses; thus e.g. after

yKi ![;y:ò with the perfect, Is 3:16f.; after rv,a] ![;y:ò with perfect, 1 K 20:28; after bq,[eñ
with perfect, Nu 14:24; also after what are equivalent to causal clauses, e.g. y Ps

T'x.l;s†'w> ^m.vi ![;m;ñl. for thy name's sake … pardon …); Is 37:29 after ![;y:ò

25:11 (
…
with an infinitive.

oo
(c) The perfect consccutive occurs as the apodosis to temporal clauses or their

ab'W bl,xeñh;-ta, !Wrjiq.y: ~r,j,ñB. !heKoh; r[;n:ò

…
before they
equivalents, e.g. 1 S 2:15
burnt the fat, the priest's servant came (used to come), &c., hence a frequentative
perfect consecutive relating to the past, as in Ex 1:19; also after participial clauses (§
116 w), e.g. 1 S 2:13f.

ab'W … xb;z<ñ x;bezO vyai-lK' when(ever) any man offered

sacrifice, then came, &c. (so Ju 19:30, 2 S 20:12), with a frequentative perfect
consecutive. The perfect consecutive is very frequently used to announce future
actions or events after simple expressions of time of any kind; thus Gn 3:5, Ex 32:34

~AyB.

(after
with the infinitive), cf. also such examples as Gn 44:31, Ju 16:2, Jos 6:10,
1 S 1:22, 16:23 (numerous frequentative perfects consecutive after the infinitive with a
preposition; so 2 S 15:5, see above, ee); 1 S 20:18, 2 S 14:26, 15:10; Is 18:5;
moreover, Ex 17:4, Is 10:25, 29:17, 37:26; even after single disconnected words, e.g.

br,[,ñ ~T,[.d;yw)i

Ex 16:6
at even (when it becomes evening) then ye shall know; cf.
verse 7, Lv 7:16, 1 K 13:31, Pr 24:27.

pp
6. Finally there still remains a number of passages which cannot be classed with any
of those hitherto mentioned. Of these, some are due to the influence of Aramaic
modes of expression, while in others the text is evidently corrupt.10 In a few instances
we can do no more than merely call attention to the incorrectness of the expression.
(We are not of course concerned here with the cases—usually occurring in dependent
clauses—in which a second instance of the perfect is coordinated with what precedes
by the use of WaÒw copulative, as in Gn 28:6, and probably Nu 21:15, Dt 33:2.)

w>

(a) The influence of the Aramaic construction of the perfect with as the
narrative tense, instead of the Hebrew imperfect consecutive (cf. Kautzsch,
Gramm. des Bibl.-Aram., § 71 b), is certainly to be traced in Qoheleth, and
sporadically in other very late books,11 perhaps also in a few passages in the
books of Kings, which are open to the suspicion of being due to later

dIymi[/h†,w>; 2 K 11:1 Keth. htarw; 14:14
xq;l'w> (in the parallel passage, 2 Ch 25:24, the word is wanting); 2 K 23:4 af'n"w>,
&c.; verse 10 aMejiw>, &c.; verse 12 %yliv.hiw>, &c.; verse 15 @r;f'w>, &c.12 Cf. also
interpolation; so probably 1 K 12:32

Ez 37:2, 7, 10.

qq

rm;a)ow"

(b) The text is certainly corrupt in Is 40:6 (read with the LXX and Vulgate
);
Jer 38:28, where the narrative breaks off in the middle of the sentence; 40:3 (

hy"h'w>, &c., wanting in the LXX); also in Ju 7:13 lh,aoh' lp;n"w> is altogether
redundant; in 1 S 3:13 read, with Klostermann, the 2nd sing. masc. instead of

ytdghw; in 1 K 21:12 Wbyviñhw> is, no doubt, incorrectly repeated from verse 9,
where it is an imperative.

rr

Of other questionable instances, (a) the following, at any rate, may also be
explained as frequentatives, Gn 21:25, 49:23. Ex 36:38, 38:28, 39:3, 1 S 5:7,

Wrm.a†'w>

17:20, 24:11 (but even so
would be expected); 2 K 23:12, Is 28:26
(parallel with an imperfect); Am 5:26 (unless it is rather, yea, ye shall take up;
see above, x); y Ps 26:3, Ezr 8:36.

ss
(b) A longer or constant continuance in a past state is perhaps represented by

w>

w>

the perfect with (as a variety of the frequentative perfect with ), in Gn 15:6,
34:5, Nu 21:20, Jos 9:12; 22:3b, Is 22:14, Jer 3:9. But the unusual perfects
consec. in Jos 15:3–11, 16:2–8 (ultimately parallel with an imperf. as in 17:9,
18:20), 18:12–21, 19:11–14, 22, 26–29, 34, are without doubt rightly explained
by Bennett (SBOT., Joshua, p. 23) as originally containing the directions either of
God to Joshua or of Joshua to the people; cf. the evident trace of this in 15:4b. A
redactor transformed the directions into a description but left the perfects
consec., which are to be explained as in aa. In the same way
most simply explained as repeated from 26:25.

Wyh'w> Ex 36:29 is

tt
(g) The following are due to errors in the text, or to incorrect modes of

Wl[]Y);w: ), 1 S 4:19 , 17:38, 2 S
16:5, 19:18 f. (read Wxl.c)' and Wrb.[;Y);w: ), 1 K 3:11 (where tlaXw ) is no doubt
expression: Ex 36:29 f., Ju 3:23, 13 16:18 (read

intentionally, assimilated to the four other perfects); 13:3, 20:21; 2 K 14:7 (where,

fp;T' [l;S,ñh;-ta,w> should be read); 14:14, 18:4 (where, at any rate,
rB;viw> might be taken as a frequentative, but not trkw, &c.; evidently the
perfects are co-ordinated only in form with rysihe aWh ); 18:36, 21:15, 24:14, Jer
37:15 (where WKhiw>, but not Wnt.n)'w>, might be frequentative); Ez 9:7 (omit Wac.y)'w>
with Stade, and read WKh;w> ); 20:22 ( ytbXhw MilÇeÖl before an imperfect
consecutive); Am 7:4 ( hl'k.a'w> after an imperfect consecutive); Jb 16:12 .
with Stade,

uu
Finally, in 1 S 1:12, 10:9, 17:48, 25:20, 2 S 6:16, 2 K 3:15, Jer 37:11 Am 7:2
is to be read throughout instead of

hy"h'w>, but in Gn 38:5 ayhiw> with the Lxx.

yhiy>w:

Footnotes:
1[2]

It is difficult to give a proper explanation of this phenomenon (according to § 49 a,
note, to be found only in the Canaanitish group of languages), when we have given up
the theory of a special waÒw conversivum in the unscientific sense mentioned in § 49 b,
note, at the end, and if we accept the fact that the perfect and imperfect consecutive
cannot possibly be used in a way which contradicts their fundamental character as
described in § § 106 and 107. In other words, even the perfect consecutive originally
represents a finally completed action, &c., just as the imperfect consecutive represents
an action which is only beginning, becoming or still continuing, and hence in any case
incomplete. The simplest view is to suppose, that the use of the perfect consecutive
originated from those cases, in which it had to express the conclusion (or final
consequence) of an action which was continued (or repeated) in past time (see the
examples above), and that this use was afterwards extended to other cases, in which
it had to represent the temporal or logical consequence of actions, &c., still in
progress, and thus in the end a regular interchange of the two tenses became
recognized.

Wtr>v†e

2[1]

Wyh.Y)iw:

Also in Ez 44:12 (where Stade, ZAW. v. 293, would read
and
) the
unusual tenses may have been intentionally chosen: because they continually
ministered and so always became afresh …
3[2]

Driver, on this passage, rightly refers to 1 S 2:19.

4[3]

Am 4:7 would also come under this head, if

yTiñr>j;m.hiw> is really intended, and the

yTi[.n:òm'

statement refers to the past;
might, however, also be a perfect expressing
positive assurance (§ 106 m), and the passage would then come under s.

hk'l.h†'w>, &c., are frequentatives (the maidservant used to go repeatedly and
tell them) may be seen from Wkl.y)e (necessarily an imperfect, since it is separated from
w> by ~he ) and Wlk.Wy); on the other hand in verse 18 ar>Y:w: and Wkl.Y)ew: of actions which
5[4]

That

happened only once.

hy"h'w> see König's statistics in ZAW. xix. 272 ff.

6[1]

On the various combinations with

7[1]

In a number of the examples of this kind the protasis is already loosely connected

hyhw, and hence some of them had to be already mentioned above,

by means of
under y, bb, ee.
8[2]

In 1 S 24:19 a question appears to be expressed by the perfect consecutive, for if
a man find his enemy, will he let him go well away ? Probably, however, with

Klostermann,

ymiW should be read for ykiw>.

9[1]

In all these examples (not only in the frequentative perfects consecutive) the
original idea of the perfect, which also underlies the perfect consecutive, comes out
very distinctly. Gn 44:29 (see above) implies in the mind of the speaker, If it ever shall
have come to this, that ye have taken this one also, then ye have thereby brought me
down to Sheol.
10[1]

Mayer Lambert, REJ. xxvi. 55, is probably right in pointing some of these forms
as infin. abs. instead of perfects.
11[2]

In the whole of Qoheleth the imperfect consecutive occurs only in 1:17 and 4:1,

w>

7. Several of the perfects with can no doubt be explained as frequentatives, e.g.
1:13, 2:5, 9, 11, 13, 15, 5:18, compared with 6:2; but this is impossible in such
passages as 9:14 ff. In Ezra, Driver reckons only six examples of the historical perfect

w>

with , in Nehemiah only six, and in Esther six or seven.
12[3]

Stade in ZAW. v. 291 ff. and in Ausgewählte akad. Reden, Giessen, 1899, p. 194
ff. and appendix p. 199, discusses, in connexion with 2 K 12:12, a number of critically

w>

questionable perfects with . He considers that the whole section, 2 K 23:4 from
to verse 5 inclusive, is to be regarded as a gloss, since the continuation of an

af'n"w>

w>

imperfect consecutive by means of a perfect with never occurs in pre-exilic
documents, except in places where it is due to corruption of the original text. The
theory of frequentative perfects consecutive (even immediately after imperfects
consecutive), which has been supported above, under f and g, by a large number of
examples, is quite inconsistent with the character of the action in 2 K 23:5
verse 8

tyBiv.hiw>,

#t;n"w>, and verse 14 rB;viw>.

l[nw, as a frequentative, imply fastening with several bolts? It is, at all
events, to be noticed, that in 2 S 13:18 also l[nw follows an imperfect consecutive.
13[1]

Or does

§ 111. The Imperfect with WaÒw Consecutive.

a
1. The imperfect with WaÒw consecutive (§ 49 a–g) serves to express actions, events,
or states, which are to be regarded as the temporal or logical sequel of actions,
events, or states mentioned immediately1 before. The imperfect consecutive is used in
this way most frequently as the narrative tense, corresponding to the Greek aorist or
the Latin historic perfect. As a rule the narrative is introduced by a perfect, and then
continued by means of imperfects with WaÒw consecutive (on this interchange of tenses
cf. § 49 a, and especially § 112 a), e.g. Gn 3:1 now the serpent was (

hy"h' ) more

rm,aoYw:

subtil … and he said (
) unto the woman; 4:1, 6:9 ff., 10:9f. 15–19, 11:12 ff. 27
ff., 14:5f., 15:1f., 16:1f., 21:1 ff., 24:1f., 25:19 ff., 36:2 ff., 37:2.

b
Rem. 1. To this class belong some of the numerous imperfects consec. after
various expressions of time, whenever such expressions are equivalent in
meaning to a perfect2 (viz.

hy"h' it came to pass), e.g. Is 6:1 in the year that king

ha,r>a,w)' ), &c.; Gn 22:4, 27:34, Ju 11:16, 1 S 4:19, 17:57,
21:6, Ho 11:1: on the use of yhiy>w: to connect expressions of time, see below,

Uzziah died I saw(

g.—It is only in late books or passages that we find the simple perfect in a clause
following an expression of time, as 1 S 17:55 (cf. Driver on the passage), 2 Ch

w>

12:7, 15:8, &c., Dn 10:11, 15:19; the Perfect after and the subject, 2 Ch 7:1.

c
2. The continuation of the narrative by means of the imperfect consec. may
result in a series of any number of such imperfects, e.g. there are forty-nine in
Gn. 1. As soon, however, as the connecting WaÒw becomes separated from the
verb to which it belongs, by the insertion of any word, the perfect necessarily
takes the place of the imperfect, e.g. Gn 1:5 and Gud called (
Day, and the darkness he called (
frequently.

ar'q.YIw: ) the light

ar'q' %v,xñl;w> ) Night; verse 10, 2:20, 11:3 and

d
3. Of two co-ordinate imperfects consecutive the former (as equivalent to a
temporal clause) is most frequently subordinate in sense to the latter, e.g. Gn

%l,YEòw: … wf'[e ar>Y:w: when Esau saw that …, he went, &c.; so also,
frequently [m;v.YIw:, &c., On 37:21, &c. On the other hand, a second imperfect
28:8f.

rm,aToñw:

consecutive is seldom used in an explanatory sense, e.g. Ex 2:10 (
for
she said); cf. 1 S 7:12. Other examples of the imperfect consecutive, which
apparently represent a progress in the narrative, in reality only refer to the same

Wyh.Y)iw: they ware; but Jos 4:9, 1 K
8:8 they are); On 36:14 ( dl,Teñw: ), 36:22 ( %l{m.YIw: ), 1 K 1:44.

time, or explain what precedes, see Gn 2:25 (

e
4. The imperfect consecutive sometimes has such a merely external connexion
with an immediately preceding perfect, that in reality it represents an antithesis to
it, e.g. Gn 32:31 and (yet) my life is preserved; 2 S 3:8 and yet thou chargest me;
Jb 10:8, 32:3; similarly in dependence on noun-clauses, Pr 30:25 ff.

f
2. The introduction of independent narratives, or of a new section of the narrative, by
means of an imperfect consecutive, likewise aims at a connexion, though again loose
and external, with that which has been narrated previously. Such a connexion is

yhiy>w:

(kai. evge,neto) and it came to pass, after
especially often established by means of
which there then follows either (most commonly) an imperfect consecutive (Gn 4:3. 8,
8:6, 11:2, Ex 12:29, 13:17, &c.), or WaÒw with the perfect (separated from it), Gn 7:10,
15:12, 22:1 27:30, or even a perfect without WaÒ (Gn 8:13, 14:1 f., 40:1, Ex 12:41,
16:22, Nu 10:11, Dt 1:3, 1 S 18:20, 2 K 8:21, &c.), or finally a noun-clause introduced
by WaÒw, Gn 41:1.

g

yhyw

3 is especially common, when
Rem. 1. This loose connexion by means of
the narrative or a new section of it begins with any expression of time, see
above, b; cf., in addition to the above-mentioned examples (e, g. Gn 22:1 and it
came to pass after these things, that God did prove Abraham), the similar cases
in Gn 19:34, 21:22, 1 S 11:11, Ru 1:1. Elsewhere the statement of time is

B. K.

expressed by or with an infinitive (Gn 12:14, 19:17. 29, 39:13, Nu 15:18 f.,
Ju 16:25) or by an independent sentence with the perfect (equivalent to a
pluperfect, cf. § 106 f), e.g. Gn 15:17, 24:15, 27:30, or by a temporal clause
introduced by

yKi when, Gn 26:8, 27:1, Ju 16:16, rv,a]K†; when, Gn 12:11, 20:13,

za'me from the time that, Gn 39:5; or, finally, by a noun-clause (cf. § 116 u), e.g. 2
K 13:21 vyai ~yrIb.q)o ~he yhiy>w: and it came to pass, as they were (just) burying
a man (prop. they burying), that …; Gn 42:35, 2 K 2:11 (the apodosis in both

hNEhiw>

these cases being introduced by
); 1 S 7:10, 2 S 13:30, 2K 6:5, 26, 19:37(
=Is 37:38).—In 1 S 10:11, 11:11 2 S 2:23, 15:2 a noun standing absolutely

yhiy>w:

follows
(as the equivalent of a complete sentence; see below, h), and then
an imperfect consecutive follows.

h
2. Closely related to the cases noticed in g are those in which the imperfect

yhyw

, introduces the apodosis either—(a)
consecutive, even without a preceding
to whole sentences, or (b) to what are equivalent to whole sentences, especially
to nouns standing absolutely. As in certain cases of the perfect consecutive (see
§ 112 x), so the imperfect consective has here acquired a sort of independent
force. Cf. for (a) 1 S 15:23 because thou hast rejected the word of the Lord,

^s.a†'m.YIw: he hath rejected thee (cf. Nu 14:16, Is 48:4, where the causal clause
precedes in the form of an infinitive with preposition), Ex 9:21; for (b) Gn 22:24

Avg>l;yp†iW and (as to) his concubine …, dl,Teñw: she bare, &c.; Ex 38:24, Nu 14:36
f., 1 S 14:19, 17:24, 2 S 4:10, 19:41 Keth., 21:16, 1 K 9:20 f., 12:17, 2 K 25:22,
Jer 6:19, 28:8, 33:24, 44:25.4—In 1 K 15:13, 2 K 16:14 the preceding noun, used
absolutely, is even regarded as the object of the following imperfect consecutive,
and is therefore introduced by

-ta,.

i
3. The imperfect consecutive serves, in the cases treated under a–h, to represent
either expressly, or at least to a great extent, a chronological succession of actions or
events; elsewhere it expresses those actions, &c., which represent the logical
consequence of what preceded, or a result arising from it by an inherent necessity.
Thus the imperfect consecutive is used —

k
(a) As a final summing up of the preceding narrative, e.g. Gn 2:1, 23:20

ägw hd,F'h; ~q'Y"òw: so (in this way) the field became (legally) the property of Abraham,
&c.; 1 S 17:50, 31:6.

l
(b) To express a logical or necessary consequence of that which immediately

ägw ynIteñysiT.w:

so
precedes, e.g. Gn 39:2, Jb 2:3 and he still holdeth fast his integrity
that thou thus (as it now appears) groundlessly movedst me against him; y Ps 65:9 so
that they are afraid …; even a consequence which happens conditionally, Jer 20:17

yhiT.w: so that my mother should have been … Another instance of the kind perhaps (if

the text be correct) is Jer 38:9

tm'Y"òw: so that he dies (must die).

m
Rem. Such consecutive clauses frequently occur after interrogative sentences,

yair>yT†iw: that thou art (must
needs be) afraid? y Ps 144:3 (cf. y Ps 8:5, where in a very similary context yKi
that is used with the imperfect); Gn 12:19 ( xQ;a,w)' ); 31:27 ^x]L†ev;a]w)' so that I
e.g. Is 51:12 who art thou (i.e. art thou so helpless),

might hare sent thee away.
4. As regards the range of time it is to be carefully noticed —

n
(a) That the imperfect consecutive may represent all varieties in the relations of tense
and mood, which, according to § 107 a, follow from the idea of the imperfect;

o
(b) That the more precise determination of the range of time to which an imperfect
consecutive relates must be inferred in each case from the character of the preceding
tense (or tense-equivalent), to which it is attached, in a more or less close relation, as
temporal or logical sequence. Thus the imperfect consecutive serves —

p
(1) To represent actions, events, or states, which are past (or were repeated in past
time), when it is united with tenses, or their equivaleuts, which refer to an actual past.

q
Cf. the examples given above, under a and f, of the imperfect consecutive as an
historic tense. The imperfect consecutive also frequently occurs as the
continuation of a perfect (preterite) in a subordinate clause; e.g. Gn 27:1, Nu

&'r,ñx'b.YIw:

11:20, Dt 4:37, 1 S 8:8, 1 K 2:5, 11:33, 18:13, &c.; also in Is 49:7
is the
continuation of a preterite, contained, according to the sense, in the preceding

!m'a/n). rv,a].—In Jb 31:26, 34 the imperfect consecutive is joined to an imperfect
denoting the past in a conditional sentence. An imperfect consecutive occurs in
dependence on a perfect which has the sense of a pluperfect (§ 106 f ), e.g. in

~mefiT.w:

Gn 26:18, 28:6 f., 31:19. 34 (now Rachel had taken the teraphim,
and
had put them, &c.); Nu 14:36, 1 S 28:3, 2 S 2:23, Is 39:1. Finally there are the
cases in which an infinitival or participial construction representing past time,
according to § 113r, § 116 x, is taken up and continued by an imperfect
consecutive.

r
(2) To represent present actions, &c., in connexion with tenses, or their equivalents,
which describe actions and states as being either present or lasting on into the present
(continuing in their effect); so especially,
(a) In connexion with the present perfects, described in § 106 g, e.g. y Ps 16:9

xm;f' ) and my glory rejoiceth ( lg<Y"òw: ); Is 3:16 (parallel with
a simple imperfect). Cf. also such examples as y Ps 29:10 bv,YEòw: (prop. he sat down,

therefore my heart is glad (

and has been enthroned ever since), y Ps 41:13.

s
(b) In connexion with those perfects which represent experiences frequently confirmed

ac'y" ) like a flower, and is cut down ( lM'YIw: );
he fleeth ( xr;b.YIw: ) also as a shadow, dAm[]y); aolw> and continueth not; Jb 20:15, 24:2,
(see § 106 k), e.g. Jb 14:2 he cometh up (
11, Is 40:24, Pr 11:2.

t
(g) In connexion with imperfects which, in one of the ways described in § 107. 2, are
used in the sense of the present; e.g. Jb 14:10 but man dieth (

tWmy" ) and becometh

vl'x/Y),w:

powerless (
), &c., i.e. remains powerless; Jb 4:5, Ho 8:13, Hb l:9f., y Ps 55:18,
90:3, Jb 5:15, 7:18, 11:3 (when thou mockest), 12:25, 34:24, 37:8 (parallel with a
simple imperfect); 39:15. In the apodosis of a conditional sentence, y Ps 59:16, so
also after an interrogative imperfect, 1 S 2:29, y Ps 42:6 (
and in 43:5 we have

ymih/T†,w: for which in verse 12

ymih/T†,-hm;W and why art thou disquieted ?).

u
(d) In dependence on participles, which represent what at present continues or is being
repeated, e.g. Nu 22:11, 1 S 2:6, 2 S 19:2 behold the king weepeth (

hk,Bo ) and

lBea;t.YIw: ) for Absalom; Am 5:8, 9:5f., Na 1:4, y Ps 34:8, Pr 20:26, Jb 12:22
ff., but cf. e.g. Jb 12:4 H;Ala/l†, areqo who called upon God, WhnEò[]Y);w: and he answered

mourneth (
him.

v
(e) In dependence on other equivalents of the present, as in Is 51:12, y Ps 144:3 (see
above, m); Jb 10:22. So especially as the continuation of an infinitive, which is
governed by a preposition (cf. § 114 r), Is 30:12, Jer 10:13, y Ps 92:8, &c.

w
(3) To represent future actions, &c., in dependence on —(a) an imperfect which refers
to the future, y Ps 49:15, 94:22f.; —(b) a perfect consecutive, or those perfects which,
according to § 106 n, are intended to represent future events as undoubtedly certain,
and therefore as though already accomplished (perf. propheticum); cf. Is 5:15 (parallel

w

with a simple imperfect separated from ); 5:16 (cf. 2:11, 17, where the same threat is
expressed by the perfect consecutive); 5:25, 9:5, 10 f., 13:15, 17 ff., 22:7 ff., Jo 2:23,
Mi 2:13, Ez 33:4. 6, y Ps 7:13, 64:8 ff.; —(g) a future participle, Jer 4:16.5

x
Rem. An imperfect consecutive in dependence on a perfect or imperfect, which
represents an action occurring only conditionally, is likewise used only in a

ynInEò[]Y);w: ytiar'ñq'-~ai if I had called, and he had
answered me, yet …; y Ps 139:11 rm;aow)' if I should say (previously, in verse 8f.,
hypothetical sense, e.g. Jb 9:16

hypothetical imperfects are used).—In Is 48:18f. an imperfect consecutive occurs

aWl

yhiy>w:

in dependence on a sentence expressing a wish introduced by
utinam (
and it, or so that it were, equivalent to then should it be). Cf. also the examples
mentioned above, under l (Jer 20:17) and m (Gn 31:27), where the imperfect
consecutive expresses facts occurring contingently.
Footnotes:
1[1]

On an apparent exception (the imperf. consec. at the beginning of whole books)
see § 49 b note.
2[2]

Cf. Is 45:4, where the imperf. consec. is joined to an abrupt statement of the
cause, and Jb 36:7, where it is joined to an abrupt statement of the place.

yhyw in its many and various connexions are

3[1]

Exhaustive statistics of the use of
given by König in ZAW. 1899, p. 260 ff.

wn[yw

Cf. the MeÖsçaÇ inscription, l. 5 (Omri) the king of Israel,
, he oppressed Moab,
&c.—The peculiar imperfect consecutive in Gn 30:27 b (in the earlier editions
explained as equivalent to an object-clause) arises rather from n pregnant brevity of
expression: I have observed and have come to the conclusion, the Lord hath blessed
4[2]

me, &c.—In Gn 27:34 read, with LXX,
5[1]

yhiy>w: before [;mov.Ki.

Also in Jer 51:29 the imperfects consecutive are attached to the threat virtually

contained in the preceding imperatives. On the other hand

WLxeñY"w: Ho 8:10 would be

very remarkable as expressing a future; the text is, however, certainly corrupt, and
hence the Cod. Babyl. and the Erfurt MS.3 endeavour to remedy it by

Wlxiy"w>

^l.L,x;a]w)'

äxyw>, and Ewald

reads
.—In Ez 28:16 (cf. Jer 15:6 f.)
appears to announce an action
irrevocably determined upon, and therefore represented as already accomplished; cf.
the prophetic perfects in verse 17 ff.

§ 49. The Perfect and Imperfect with WaÒw Consecutive.

a
1. The use of the two tense-forms, as is shown more fully in the Syntax (§§ 106, 107,
cf. above, § 47, note on a), is by no means restricted to the expression of the past or
future. One of the most striking peculiarities in the Hebrew consecution of tenses1 is
the phenomenon that, in representing a series of past events, only the first verb stands
in the perfect, and the narration is continued in the imperfect. Conversely, the
representation of a series of future events begins with the imperfect, and is continued
in the perfect. Thus in 2 K 20:1, In those days was Hezekiah sick unto death (perf.),
and Isaiah … came (imperf.) to him, and said (imperf.) to him, &c. On the other hand,
Is 7:17, the Lord shall bring (imperf.) upon thee … days, &c., 7:18, and it shall come to
pass (perf.

hy"h'w>) in that day …

b
This progress in the sequence of time, is regularly indicated by a pregnant and (called
waÒw consecutive2), which in itself is really only a variety of the ordinary waÒw
copulative, but which sometimes (in the imperf.) appears with a different vocalization.
Further, the tenses connected by waÒw consecutive sometimes undergo a change in
the tone and consequently are liable also to other variations.

c
2. The waÒw consecutive of the imperfect is (a) pronounced with PathahÌ and a Dagesë

ljoq.YIw: and he killed; before a of the 1st pers. sing.
(according to § 22 c) with QamesÌ, as ljoq.a,w)' and I killed. Exceptions are, %Sek;a]w); Ez
16:10 according to the Dikduke ha-tÌeamim, § 71; also Whteñt.moa]w); 2 S 1:10 according to
QimhÌi; but in Ju 6:9 vreg"a]w)' should be read according to Baer, and äa]w)' in both places
in Ju 20:6. Dagesë forte is always omitted in the preformative y>, in accordance with § 20
forte in the next letter, as

m.

d
(b) When a shortening of the imperfect form is possible (cf. § 48 g), it takes effect, as a

ljeq.Y:w:

(§ 53 n). The tendency to
rule (but cf. § 51 n), after waÒw consec., e. g. in Hiphil
retract the tone from the final syllable is even stronger after waÒw consec. than in the
jussive. The throwing back of the tone on to the penultima (conditional upon its being
an open syllable with a long vowel, § 29 a), further involves the greatest possible
shortening of the vowel of the ultima, since the vowel then comes to stand in a
toneless closed syllable, e. g.

~Wqy", juss. ~qoñy", with waÒw consec. ~q'Y"òw: and he arose (§

67 n and x, § 68 d, § 69 p, § 71, § 72 t and aa, § 73 e).3

e
In the first pers. sing. alone the retraction of the tone and even the reducing of the long
vowel in the final syllable (uÖ to oÒ, iÖ to eÒ, and then to oç and eç) are not usual,4 at least
according to the Masoretic punctuation, and the apocope in verbs

h¾¾l occurs more

~Wqa'w)' (or ~quña'w)', a merely orthographic difference) and I arose;
Hiph. ~yqia'w)' (but generally written ~qia'w)', implying the pronunciation waÒÈaÒÃqem, as
~qua'w)' implies waÒÈaÒqoçm); ha,r>a,w)' and I saw, more frequently than ar,aeñw", § 75 t. On the
other hand, the form with final h¤' is often used in the 1st pers. both sing. and plur.,
especially in the later books, e. g. hx'l.v.a,w)' and I sent, Gn 32:6, 41:11, 43:21, Nu 8:19
(hn"T.a,w)', as in Ju 6:9, 1 S 2:28, and often, probably a sort of compensation for the lost
n); Ju 6:10, 12:3, 2 S 22:24, y Ps 3:6, 7:5, 90:10, 119:55, Jb 1:15 ff., 19:20, Ez 7:28,
rarely; e. g. always

8:25, 9:3, Neh 2:13, 5:7, 8, 13, 6:11, 13:7–11, 21 f., &c. — Sometimes, as in y Ps 3:6,
with a certain emphasis of expression, and probably often, as in Ju 10:12,

h['yviñAaw)'

a, for euphonic reasons. In Is 8:2 hd'y[iña'w)' may have been originally intended;
in y Ps 73:16 äxa]w)' and in Jb 30:26 äya]w)'. In Ez 3:3 read h'l,k.ao)w" or Hl'k.ao)w".

before

f
This

·w is in meaning a strengthened waÒw copulative, and resembles in

pronunciation the form which is retained in Arabic as the ordinary copula (waç).5
The close connexion of this waç with the following consonant, caused the latter in
Hebrew to take Dagesë, especially as aç could not have been retained in an open

hM'B;Ã hM'K;Ã hM'l'ñ (for hM'l;), where the prepositions B. and l., and
the particle K., are closely connected with hm' in the same way (§ 102 k).
syllable. Cf.

g

hM'l'ñ

hM'ñl;

The retraction of the tone also occurs in such combinations, as in
(for
§ 102 l).—The identity of many consecutive forms with jussives of the same
conjugation must not mislead us into supposing an intimate relation between the
moods. In the consecutive forms the shortening of the vowel (and the retraction
of the tone) seems rather to be occasioned solely by the strengthening of the
preformative syllable, while in the jussives the shortening (and retraction)
belongs to the character of the form.

h
3. The counterpart of waÒw consecutive of the imperfect is waÒw consecutive of the
perfect, by means of which perfects are placed as the sequels in the future to
preceding actions or events regarded as incomplete at the time of speaking, and
therefore in the imperfect, imperative, or even participle. This waÒw is in form an
ordinary waÒw copulative, and therefore shares its various vocalization (

w:

w>Ã WÃ w", as 2 K

hy"h'w>

7:4, and ); e. g.
, after an imperfect, &c., and so it happens = and it will happen.
It has, however, the effect, in certain verbal forms, of shifting the tone from the

yTik.l;ñh'

yTiñk.l;h†'w>

penultima, generally on to the ultima, e. g.
I went, consecutive form
and I will go, Ju 1:3, where it is co-ordinated with another perfect consecutive, which
again is the consecutive to an imperative. See further on this usage in § 112.

i
As innumerable examples show, the QamesÌ of the first syllable is retained in the
strong perf. consec. Qal, as formerly before the tone, so now in the secondary
tone, and therefore necessarily takes Metheg. On the other hand, the oÒ of the
second syllable in verbs middle oÒ upon losing the tone necessarily becomes oç, e.
g.

T'ñl.k'y)'w> Ex 18:23.

k
The shifting forward of the tone after the waÒw consecutive of the perfect is,
however, not consistently carried out. It is omitted—(a) always in the 1st pers.

Wnb.X;ñy"w> Gn 34:16; (b) regularly in HiphÇil before the afformatives h¤' and
W, see § 53 r; and (c) in many cases in verbs a¾¾l and h¾¾l, almost always in the
1st sing. of a¾¾l (Jer 29:14), and in h¾¾l if the vowel of the 2nd syllable is i, Ex
17:6, 26:4, 6, 7, 10 ff., Ju 6:26, &c., except in Qal (only Lv 24:5, before a) and
the 2nd sing. masc. of HiphÇil-forms before a, Nu 20:8, Dt 20:13, 1 S 15:3, 2 K
13:17; similarly in PiÇeÒl before a, Ex 25:24, Jer 27:4. On the other hand the tone
is generally moved forward if the second syllable has eÖ (in a¾¾l Gn 27:10 &c., in
h¾¾l Ex 40:4, Jer 33:6, Ez 32:7); but cf. also t'areñy"w> Lv 19:14, 32 and frequently,
pl., e. g.

always before the counter-tone, Jo 4:21, y Ps 19:14.6 With aÒ in the penultima the
form is

t'af'ñn"w> Is 14:4, and probably also t'ar'ñq'w> Jer 2:2, 3:12, 1 S 10:2 with little

TeliÖsëaÒ, a postpositive accent.

l

a the ultima mostly bears the tone on phonetic grounds, e.
g. -la,t'ñab'W Gn 6:18, Ex 3:18, Zc 6:10 (by the side of t'ab'ñW), &c. (cf., however,
t'ar'ñq'w>, before a, Gn 17:19, Jer 7:27, Ez 36:29); -ta, t'ñyKihiw> Ju 6:16, cf. Ex
25:11, Lv 24:5 (but also -ta, ytiyWIòciw> Lv 25:21). Likewise, before h, Am 8:9, and
[, e. g. Gn 26:10, 27:12, Lv 26:25 (cf., however, wyl'[' ytiar'ñq'w>, Ez 38:21); on
verbs [¾¾[, see § 67 k and ee.
But before a following

m
(d) The tone always keeps its place when such a perfect stands in pause, e. g.

T'[.b†'f'w> Dt 6:11, 11:15; T'r>m+'a'w> Is 14:4, Ju 4:8; sometimes even in the lesser
pause, as Dt 2:28, Ez 3:26, 1 S 29:8 (where see Driver), with Zaqeph qatÌon; and
frequently also immediately before a tone-syllable (according to § 29 e), as in

HB+' hT'b.v;ñy"w> Dt 17:14, Ez 14:13, 17:22, Am 1:4, 7, 10, 12—but also Hb'ê T'ñq.v;x†'w>
Dt 21:11, 23:14. 24:19, 1 K 8:46.
Footnotes:
1[1]

The other Semitic languages do not exhibit this peculiarity, excepting the
Phoenician, the most closely related to Hebrew, and of course the Moabitish dialect of
the MeÖsëaÇ inscription, which is practically identical with Old Hebrew. It also appears in

rKz of HamaÒth (cf. Nöldeke, ZA. 1908, p. 379) where we find
ydy aFaw and I lifted up my hand, ynn[yw and he answered me, after a perfect of
the inscription of
narration.
This name best expresses the prevailing syntactical relation, for by waÒw
consecutive an action is always represented as the direct, or at least temporal
consequence of a preceding action. Moreover, it is clear from the above examples,
that the waÒw consecutive can only be thus used in immediate conjunction with the
verb. As soon as waÒw, owing to an insertion (e. g. a negative), is separated from the
verb, the imperfect follows instead of the perfect consecutive, the perfect instead of
the imperfect consecutive. The fact that whole Books (Lev., Num., Josh., Jud., Sam., 2
Kings, Ezek., Ruth, Esth., Neb., 2 Chron.) begin with the imperfect consecutive, and
others (Exod., 1 Kings, Ezra) with waÒw copulative, is taken as a sign of their close
connexion with the historical Books now or originally preceding them. Cf., on the other
hand, the independent beginning of Job and Daniel. It is a merely superficial
description to call the waÒw consecutive by the old-fashioned name waÒw conversive, on
the ground that it always converts the meaning of the respective tenses into its
2[1]

opposite, i. e. according to the old view, the future into the preterite, and vice versa.
3[1]

The plural rorms in

however,

!W also occur less frequently after waÒw consecutive; cf.,

!WbyrIy>w: Ju 8:1, 11:18, Am 6:3, Ez 44:8, Dt 4:11, 5:20. The 2nd fem. sing. in

!y¤i never occurs after waÒw consecutive.
dymi[]N);w: Neh 4:3, is the only instance in which the vowel remains
unreduced (cf. bwvnw, i. e. bWvN"w:, 4:9 Keth.; QereÖ bv'N"òw:). On the treatment of the tone

4[2]

In the 1st plur.

in the imperfect, imperative, and infinitive NiphÇal, see § 51 n.
In usage the Hebrew waÒw does duty fur the Arabic faç (waÒw apodosis, see § 143 d)
as well as waç.
5[3]

6[1]

The irregularity in the tone of these perfects manifestly results from following
conflicting theories, not that of Ben Asher alone.

§ 22. Peculiarities of the Gutturals.

a

xÃ hÃ [Ã a, in consequence of their peculiar pronunciation, have
special characteristics, but a, as the weakest of these sounds, and sometimes also [
(which elsewhere as one of the hurder gutturals is the opposite of a), differ in several
respects from the stronger h and x.
The four gutturals

b
1. They do not admit of Dagesë forte, since, in consequence of a gradual weakening of
the pronunciation (see below, note 2), the strengthening of the gutturals was hardly
audible to the Masoretes. But a distinction must be drawn between (a) the complete
omission of the strengthening, and (b) the mere echo of it, commonly called half
doubling, but better, virtual strengthening.

c
In the former case, the short vowel before the guttural would stand in an open syllable,
and must accordingly be lengthened or modified.1 For a distinction must again be
drawn between the full lengthening of PathahÌ into QamesÌ—mostly before

a (always

h of the article, see § 35), as a rule also before [, less frequently before h,
and least often before x — and the modification of PathahÌ to SeghoÖl, mostly before a
under the

guttural with QamesÌ. In the other case (virtual strengthening) the Dagesë is still omitted,
but the strengthening is nevertheless regarded as having taken place, and the
preceding vowel therefore remains short. This virtual strengthening occurs most

x
h, less frequently with [, and very seldom with a.
Examples of (a) !aemeÃ ~d'a'h†'Ã ~['h'Ã rh'h'Ã abex'y)e (for yihÌhÌaÒbheÒ’); also
dx'a,Ã gx'h,Ã ~yrIh'h†,Ã ynI['h†, (see more fully on the pointing of the article before [ in §
35).—Of (b) vd,xoñh;Ã jWxmi (from minhÌuÖtÌ), aWhh;Ã r[eBiÃ #aenI, &c.—In all these cases
frequently with , usually with

of virtual strengthening the Dagesë forte is to be regarded at least as implied (hence
called Dagesë forte implicitum, occultum, or delitescens).

d
2. They prefer before them, and sometimes after them (cf. h), a short A-sound,
because this vowel is organically the nearest akin to the gutturals. Hence

HÃ xÃ [ closing a syllable)
takes the place of another short vowel or of a rhythmically long eÒ or oÒ, e.g. xb;z<ñ
(a) before a guttural, PathahÌ readily (and always before

[m;veñ

sacrifice, not zeÊbeçhÌ;;
report, not sëeÒmeçÇ. This is more especially so when a was the
original vowel of the form, or is otherwise admissible. Thus in the Imperat. and Imperf.

xl;v. send thou, xl;v.yI he will send (notyisëloÒhÌ); Perf. PiÇel xL;vi
(but in Pausa x;Levi); dmox.y: he will desire (not yihÌmoÒd); xn:Y"òw: and he rested (not
wayyaÒnoçhÌ); r[;n:ò a youth. In xL;vi and dmox.y: aç is the original vowel.

Qal of guttural verbs,

e

av,D,ñÃ an<j,ñÃ al,P,ñÃ ar,P,ñ

a

Rem. In such cases as
, the has no consonantal
value, and is only retained orthogragraphically (see § 23 a ).

f
(b) After a heterogeneous long vowel, i.e. after all except QamesÌ, the hard gutturals2

a

(consequently not ), when standing at the end of the word, require the insertion of a
rapidly uttered aç (PathahÌ furtivum) between themselves and the vowel. This PathahÌ is
placed under the guttural, but sounded before it. It is thus merely an orthographic
indication not to neglect the guttural sound in pronunciation, e.g.

x;Wr ruÖahÌ,

[;AnÃ [;reÃ x;yliv.hiÃ H;AbN" (when consonantal h is final it necessarily takes MappiÖq), but
e.g.yxiWr &c., since here the rapidly uttered aç is no longer heard.
g
Iach for ich, &c., in some Swiss dialects of German, is analogous; a furtive PathahÌ
is here involuntarily intruded before the deep guttural sound. In Arabic the same
may be heard in such words as mesiÖahÌ, although it is not expressed in writing.
The LXX (and Jerome, cf. ZAW. iv.79) write e, sometimes a, instead of furtive
PathahÌ, e.g.

x;nONw/e, [;WDy: VIeddonu,a (also VIaddou,).

h
Rem. 1. The guttural may also have an influence upon the following vowel,

r[;n:ò (not naÇeçr) a youth, l[;Boñ (not poÒÇeçl) deed.
The only exceptions are lh,aoÃ !h,BoÃ ~x,l,Ã ~x,r,.
especially in Segholate forms, e.g.

i
2. Where in the present form of the language an iç, whether original or attenuated
from PathahÌ, would Stand before or after a guttural in the first syllable of a word,
a SeghoÖl as being between aç and iç is frequently used instead, e.g.

vbx]y);), WGh.y<Ã yleb.x,Ã rD'a.n<Ã yrIz>[,, &c.

vB;x.y< (also

k
On the other hand, the slighter and sharper HÍireg is retained even under
gutturals when the following consonant is sharpened by Dagesç forte, e.g.

lLehiÃ hNEhiÃ hJ'xi; but when this sharpening is removed, SeghoÖl is again apt to
appear, e.g. !AyG"hi constr. !Ag>h,Ã !AyZ"xi constr.!Ayz>x,
l
3. Instead of simple SèewaÖ mobile, the gutturals take without exception a compound

Wjx]v†'Ã lJeq;a]Ã rmoa/Ã ynIa\, &c.

SèewaÖ, e.g.

m
4. When a guttural with quiescent SèewaÖ happens to close a syllable in the middle of a
word, the strongly closed syllable (with quiescent SèewaÖ) may remain; necessarily so

xÃ [, and h at the end of the tone-syllable, e.g. T'x.l;ñv'Ã T'[.D;ñy", but also before
the tone (see examples under i), even with a.

with

But in the syllable before the tone and further back, the closed syllable is generally
opened artificially by a HÍatÌeph (as being suited to the guttural) taking the place of the
quiescent SèewaÖ, and in particular that HÍatÌeph which repeats the sound of the preceding

bvox]y);

bvox.y: qz:x/y),

qz:x.y< Al[\P†'

(also
);
(also
);
poçoloÖ (for poçÇloÖ). But when,
vowel, e.g.
owing to a flexional change, the strong vowel following the HÍatÌeph is weakened into
SèewaÖ mobile, then instead of the HÍatÌeph its full vowel is written, e.g.

Wdm.[;y); (from

dmo[]y);), Wmr>[,n),Ã ^l.['P†' (from l[;Po), The original forms, according to § 28 c, were
yaÇmedhuÖ, neÇremuÖ, poçÇlekhaÒ. Hence Wdm.[;y);, &c., are really only different orthographic
forms of Wdm.[]y);, &c., and would be better transcribed by yaÇamedhuÖ, &c.
n
Rem. 1. On the use of simple or compound SèewaÖ in guttural verbs, see further §§
62–65.

o
2. Respecting the choice between the three HÍatÌephs, it may be remarked: (a)

xÃ hÃ [ at the beginning of a syllable prefer ¤] but a prefers ¤/, e.g. rAmx] ass,
groh] to kill, rmoa/ to say; when farther from the tone syllable, however, the ¤/ even
under a changes into the lighter ¤], e.g.ylea/ (poetic for -la,) to, but ~k,ñylea] to

lkoa/ to eat, but -lk'a] (’akh&oçl, toneless on account of MaqqeÒph). Cf. § 27
w. The 1st pers sing. imperf. PiÇeÒl regularly has ¤] Likewise ¤] is naturally found
under a in cases where the HÍatÌeph arises from a weakening of an original aç (e.g.
yrIa] lion, ground-form 'ary), and ¤\ if there be a weakening of an original u
(e.g.ynIa\ a fleet, ynI[\ affiction, cf. § 93 q, z).
you,

p
(b) In the middle of a word after a long vowel, a HÍatÌeph-PathahÌ takes the place of

hn"a]m†e hl'[]h†

(see § 63 p ); but if a short vowel
a simple SèewaÖ mobile, e g.
precedes, the choice of the HÍatÌeph is generally regulated by it, e.g. Perf. Hiph.

dymi[/h†, (see above, i), Infin.dymi[]h†;. (regular form lyjiq.h;); Perf. Hoph. dm;[\h†'
(regular form lj;q.h'); but cf. Wdx]v†i Jb 6:22 (§ 64 a ).
q

r

5. The , which in sound approximates to the gutturals (§ 6 g ), shares with the
gutturals proper their first, and to a certain extent their second, peculiarity, viz.
(a) The exclusion of the strengthening, instead of which the preceding vowel is almost
always lengthened, e.g.

%r;Be he has blessed for birrakh, %reB' to bless for barreÒkh.

r

ar>Y:w: and he saw (from ha,r>yI);
rs;Y"òw: both for rs'Y"òw: and he turned back, and for rs,Y"òw: and he caused to turn back.
(b) The preference for aç as a preceding vowel, e.g.

s

tRm'moçrraçth Pr 14:10; tR;k'khoçrraçth and %Rev' sëoçrreÒkh, Ez
16:4 (cf. Pr 3:8); yviaoRv, Ct 5:2; Hm'[iR>h; 1 S 1:6; ~t,yaiR>h; 1 S 10:24, 17:25, 2 K
6:32; exceptions to b are WxpuydIR>hi Ju 20:43 (cf. § 20 h); @dR>mi 1 S 23:28, 2 S
18:16; also on account of qyxd (§ 20 c), Pr 15:1, 20:22, 2 Ch 26:10; and on
account of yta qyxrm (§ 20 f) 1 S 15:6, Jer 39:12, Hb 3:13, y Ps 52:5, Pr
11:21, Jb 39:9, Ezr 9:6. A kind of virtual strengthening (after mi for !mi) is found in
^z<g>r'm†i Is 14:3. In Samaritan and Arabic this strengthening has been retained
throughout, and the LXX write e.g. Sa,rvr`a for hr'f'.
The exceptions to a are

Footnotes:
Cf. terra and the French terre, the German Rolle and the French roÖle; German
drollig and French droÖle. The omission of the strengthening shows a deterioration of
the language. Arabic still admits of the strengthening of gutturals in all cases.
1[2]

2[1]

Prätorius, Ueber den rückweich. Accent im Hebr., Halle, 1897, p. 17, &c., remarks
that PathahÌ furtivum has not arisen merely under the influence of the guttural, but is
due to a duplication of the accented syllable, so that e.g.

byviy"Ã dWcy" would also be

pronounced yasiÖibh, yasÌuÖudh although the short intermediate vowel was not so
noticeable as before a guttural.

§ 35. The Article.
J. Barth, 'Der heb. u. der aram. Artikel,' in Sprachwiss. Untersuch. zum Semit.,
Lpz. 1907, p. 47 ff.

a
1. The article, which is by nature a kind of demonstrative pronoun, never appears in
Hebrew as an independent word, but always in closest connexion with the word which

·h; with aç and a strengthening of the next
consonant, e. g. vm,V,ñh; the sun, raoy>h; the river ~YIwIl.h†; the Levites (according to § 20
m for raoY>h;Ã ~YIwIL.h;).
is defined by it. It usually takes the form

b

y>
when a h or [ follows the y>, e. g. ~ydIWhY>h; the Jews, ~ypi[eY>h; the weary (~ynI[ey>K;
La 4:3 QereÖ is an exception), but rAay>h;Ã ~ydIl'y>h;Ã dAsy>h; &c. Dagesë forte also
stands after the article in the prefix m. in certain nouns and in the participles PiÇeÒl
and PuÇal (see § 52 c) before hÃ [ and r, except when the guttural (or r) has
under it a short vowel in a sharpened syllable; thus hm'WhM.h; Ez 22:5, hr'['M.h;
the cave, ~y[ireM.B; y Ps 37:1 (cf. Jb 38:40, 1 Ch 4:41); but %Leh;m.h†; y Ps 104:3
(Ec 4:15, 2 Ch 23:12; before [; y Ps 103:4); hq'V'[um.h†; Is 23:12; ~yliG>r;m.x†; Jos
6:22. Before letters other than gutturals this m. remains without Dagesç, according
Rem. With regard to the Dagesë in after the article, the rule is, that it is inserted

to § 20 m.

c
2. When the article stands before a guttural, which (according to § 22 b) cannot
properly be strengthened, the following cases arise, according to the character of the
guttural (cf. § 27 q).

a

r

(1) In the case of the weakest guttural, , and also with, (§ 22 c and q), the
strengthening is altogether omitted. Consequently, the PathahÌ of the article (since it

ba'h' the father,
rxea;h†' the other, ~aeh' the mother, vyaih' the man, rAah' the light, ~yhil{a/h†' o` qeo,j,
lg<r,ñh' the foot, vaorh' the head, [v'r'h†' the wicked.
stands in an open syllable) is always lengthened to QamesÌ; e. g.

d

tApv.h†' Neh 3:13, because syncopated from tAPv.a;h†' (cf. verse 14 and
Baer on the passage); ~yQizIah†' (as in Nu 11:4, Ju 9:41, 2 S 23:33, with the a
orthographically retained), for äza]h†' Jer 40:4 (cf. äzaB†' verse 1); ~yrIWsh†' Ec 4:14
for äsa]h†' È ~yMir;h†' 2 Ch 22:5 for ära]h†' (cf. 2 K 8:28).
So also

e
(2) In the case of the other gutturals either the virtual strengthening takes place (§ 22

x

h

[

c) — especially with the stronger sounds and , less often with — or the
strengthening is wholly omitted. In the former case, the PathahÌ of the article remains,
because the syllable is still regarded as closed; in the second case, the PathahÌ is
either modified to SeghoÖl or fully lengthened to QamesÌ. That is to say: —

f

¤'

¤\

A. When the guttural has any other vowel than aÒ ( ) or oç ( ), then

x and h the article regularly remains h;; e. g. aWhh;
that, vd,xoñh; the month, lyIx;ñh; the force, hm'k.x'h; the wisdom. Before x, aÒ occurs only
in yx;h' Gn 6:19 [not elsewhere], ~yjiyrIx]h†' Is 3:22, ~ynIM'x;h†' Is 17:8 [not elsewhere];
before h, always in hM'heñh'Ã ~heh'.
(1) before the stronger sounds

g

[ the PathahÌ is generally lengthened to QamesÌ e. g. !yI[;ñh' the eye, ry[ih' the
city, db,[,ñh' the servant, plur. ~ydIb'[]h†' È ~ylig"[]l†' 1 K 12:32; also in Gn 10:17 yqir>[;h†'
is the better reading. Exceptions are tr,p,ñA[K†; Ex 15:10, ~yrIw>[ih†; 2 S 5:6, 8, Is 42:18,
db,[,ñK; Is 24:2, ~ykir>[)oh; Is 65:11, qv,[ñB; Ez 22:7, ~ybiw>[)oh; Pr 2:13 and tb,z<ñ[oh; Pr
2:17, ~yIn:y[el†; 1 S 16:7, Ec 11:7; but äny[el†' Gn 3:6, Pr 10:26. Cf. Baer on Is 42:18.
(2) before

h

¤'

B. When the guttural has aÒ ( ) then

h' or [' the article is always h' otherwise it is h,;
e. g. ~['h' the people, rh'x' the mountain, !yI[+'h' (in pause) the eye, hr'h'ñh' towards the
mountain; but (according to § 22 c) ~yrIñh'h†, the mountains, !A['h†, the iniquity.
(1) immediately before a tone-bearing

i
(2) before
man,

x' the article is invariably h, without regard to the tone; e. g. ~k'x'h†, the Wise

gx'h, the festival.

k

¤\ the article is h, before x\; e. g. ~yvid'x\h†, the months;
tAbr'x\B†, in the waste places (without the article äx\B†' boçhÌoraÒbhoÖth) Ez 33:27, tAbrex\h†,
Ez 36:35, 38, cf. 2 Ch 27:4; but h' before [\, as ~yrIm'[\h†' the sheaves Ru 2:15.
C. When the guttural has

The gender and number of the noun have no influence on the form of the article.

l
Rem. 1. The original form of the Hebrew (and the Phoenician) article

lh;

·h;is

l

, the of which (owing to the proclitic
generally considered to have been
nature of the article) has been invariably assimilated to the following consonant,

xQ;yI from yilqahÌ § 19 d. This view was supported by the form of the Arabic
article la; (pronounced hal by some modern Beduin), the lof which is also

as in

assimilated at least before all letters like s and t and before l, n, and r, e. g.

hn"V'h;

the year. But Barth
Èal–QurÈaÖn but Èas–saçÃnaç (Beduin has-sana)=Hebr.
(Amer. Journ. of Sem. Lang., 1896, p. 7 ff.), following Hupfeld and Stade, has
shown that the Hebrew article is to be connected rather with the original Semitic
demonstrative haÒ,1 cf. Arab. haÒd_a, Aram. haÒdeÒn, &c. The sharpening of the
following consonant is to be explained exactly like the sharpening after

w:

hM'B;Ã hM'K;

consecutive (§ 49 f; cf. also cases like
&c., § 102 k), from the close
connexion of the ha with the following word, and the sharpening necessarily
involved the shortening of the vowel.2

m

~yGImul.a; 1 K
10:11, 12 (also ~yMiWGl.a; 2 Ch 2:7, 9:10, 11), sandal-wood (?), and in vybiG"l.a,
hail, ice=vybiG" (Arab. gÃibs) Ez 13:11, 13, 38:22, but this explanation can hardly
be correct. On the other hand, in the proper name dd'Aml.a; Gn 10:26 the first
syllable is probably lae God, as suggested by D. H. Müller (see Lexicon, s. v.)
The Arabic article is supposed to occur in the Old Testament in

~Wql.a;

and Nöldeke, Sitzungsber. der Berl. Akad., 1882, p. 1186.
Pr 30:31
commonly explained as = Arab. al-qaum, the militia, is also quite uncertain.

n
2. When the prefixes

B.Ã l.Ã K. (§ 102) come before the article, the h is elided,

and its vowel is thrown back to the prefix, in the place of the SèewaÖ (§ 19 k, and §

~yIm;ñV'B; in the heaven for ~yIm;ñV'h;B. (so y Ps 36:6); ~['l' for ~['h'l. to
the people, ~yrIh'B†, on the mountains, ~yvid'x\B†, in the months; also in Is 41:2,
read rp'['K†, instead of the impossible rp'['K†e. Exceptions to this rule occur almost
23 k), e. g.

exclusively in the later Books: Ez 40:25, 47:22, Ec 8:1, Dn 8:16, Neh 9:19, 12:38,
2 Ch 10:7, 25:10, 29:27; cf., however, 1 S 13:21, 2 S 21:20. Elsewhere, e. g. 2 K
7:12, the Masora requires the elision in the QereÖ. A distinction in meaning is

~AYh;K. about this time (Gn 39:11, 1 S 9:13, &c.) and ~AYK;
first of all (Gn 25:31 &c.). After the copula w> (and) elision of the h does not take
place, e. g. ~['h'w>.
observed between

o

#r, a,ñ

rh;

gx;

~[;

3. The words
earth,
mountain,
feast,
people,
appear after the article with a long vowel (as in pause);

rP; bull, always

#r, a'ñh'Ã rh'h'Ã gx'h,Ã ~['h'Ã rP'h;; cf. also !Ara] ark (so in the absol. st. in 2 K
12:10, 2 Ch 24:8, but to be read !Ara'), with the article always !Ara'h†'.
Footnotes:
1[1]

An original form han, proposed by Ungnad, 'Der hebr. Art.,' in OLZ. x (1907), col.
210 f., and ZDMG. 1908, p. 80 ff., is open to grave objections.
2[2]

In the LihÌyanitic inscriptions collected by Euting (ed. by D. H. Müller in

h

Epigraphische Denkmäler aus Arabien, Wien, 1889) the article is , and also in a
North Arabian dialect, according to E. Littmann, Safa-inschriften, p. 2, Rem., and p.
34.

§ 20. The Strengthening (Sharpening) of Consonants.

a
1. The strengthening of a consonant, indicated by Dagesë forte, is necessary and
essential (Dagesë necessarium)
(a) when the same consonant would be written twice in succession without an
intermediate vowel or SèewaÖ; mobile; thus we have
for

WNT;ñn" for Wnn>t;ñn" naÒthaçn–nuÖ and yTiv;ñ

yTit.v;ñ.

(b) in caees of assimilation (§ 19 b–f), e.g.

!TeyI for yinteÒn.

In both these cases the Dagesç is called compensativum.

dm;l'

dM;li

he has learned,
he
(c) When it is characteristic of a grammatical form, e.g.
has taught (Dagesë characteristicum). In a wider sense this includes the cases in which a
consonant is sharpened by Dagesë forte, to preserve a preceding short vowel (which in
an open syllable would have to be lengthened by § 26 e), e.g.

~yLim;G> camels for

gemaÒliÖm; cf. § 93 ee and kk, § 93 pp.

b
This coalescing of two consonants as indicated above does not take place when
the first has a vowel or SèewaÖ mobile. In the latter case, according to the correct
Masora, a compound SèewaÖ should be used, preceded by Metheçg, e.g.

~ylil]Ah†Ã tl;l]q†i, &c. (cf. §§ 10 g, 16 f). This pointing is not used before the
suffix ^, e.g. ^ñk.r,b†'T. Gn 27:4, but the first K has a vocal SèewaÖ, otherwise the
second k would have Dagesë lene. Also when the former of the two consonants
have been already strengthened by Dagesë forte, it can only have a vocal SèewaÖ,
and any further contraction is therefore impossible. This applies also to cases
where Dagesë forte has been omitted (see below, m), e.g.
hal–leluÖ. The form

Wll]h†; properly WlL.h; =

ynInEòn>x†; y Ps 9:14 (not ynInEòn>x') might be explained as imperat. PiÇeÒl

ynInEòN>x;; if it were imperat. Qal the non-contraction of the monosyllabic root wouid
be as strange as it is in Wdd>v' Jer 49:28, and in the imperf. ~ded>v'y> Jer 5:6.
=

c
2. A consonant is sometimes strengthened merely for the sake of euphony (Dagesë
euphonicum), and the strengthening is then not so essential. This occurs1 —
(a) when two words are closely united in pronunciation by Dagesë forte conjunctivum:

(1) in the first letter of a monosyllable or of a word having the tone (or occasionally the
counter-tone) on the first syllable,2 when closely connected with the preceding word, if

h¤') with SèewaÖ mobile preceding, or a tone-

that word ends in a tone-bearillg QamesÌ (
beariug

h¤,Ã¤ called qyxiD> (i.e. compressed) by the Jewish grammarians.

The term monosyllable here and in f (by § 28 e) includes Segholates like
&c., as well as forms like

@s,K,ñÃ dx;voñ,

yrIP.Ã laov.Ã Amv., and even ![;n:òK..

Some limit the use of the DehÌiÖq to the closest connexion of a monosyllable with a

aW"-hk'l. Nu 22:6;
taoW-hx'q'.l†u. Gn 2:23; %L'-hW<c;y> y Ps 91:11; and even with ReÖsë, %R;-hn<[]m†; Pr
15:1; @s,K,ñ-hn<v.m†iW Gn 43:15. In all these examples the tone, were it not for the
following Begadkephath. However, it also applies to cases like

MaqqeÒph, would be on the ultima of the first word.

d

hz<

Rem. 1. When
this has MaqqeÒph after it, a Dagesë forte conj. always follows,
even if the next word is neither a monosyllable nor has the tone on the initial
syllable; thus not only in
22:1. In

AmV.-hz<w> Jer 23:6, but also in Hy"r>Pi-hz<w> Nu 13:27, 1 Ch

-a)N" hæN<hi Gn 19:2 (where MaqqeÒph is represented by a conjunctive

accent, § 9 u, 1 c, and § 16 b), the SeghoÖl coincides with the secondary tonesyllable. On the origin of Dag. f. conj. after

-hm; (for hm') what ?, see § 37 b, c.

e
2. Such cases as

ha'ñG" haæog" Ex 15:1, 21, the 2nd hk'moßK' in ver. 11, T'l.a+'G" ver.13,

!b,a+'K' ver. 16, do not belong here. In these the Dagesë can only be intended for
Dag. lene, see § 21 d.

f
(2) In the first letter of a monosyllable, or of a word with the tone on the first syllable

h¤' or h¤,. Such a milÇeÖl is called by the
Jewish grammarians qyxir;*me ytea' (Aram.=Heb. qAxr'm†e ht,ao) veniens e longinquo (in
after a closely connected milÇeÖl ending in

respect of the tone). The attraction of the following tone-syllable by Dagesë forte conj. is

ybiV,ñ t'ybiñv' y Ps 68:19; aN" h['yviñAh y
Ps 118:25 (so ed. Mant., but Ginsburg and Kittel aN" h['ñyviAh†); lAaVe hb'yxiñr>hi Is

here also due to the exigencies of rhythm, e.g.

![;n:òK. hc'r>a;ñ Gn 11:31. The MilÇeÖl may, however, also be due to a subsequent
retraction of the tone (naÒsoÖg È ahÌoÖr, § 29 e), as in yrIP. hvo,o[ñ Gn 1:11.—The prefixes
b.Ã k.Ã l. and w> alone do not take a Dages&ë in this case, except in ^L., always, and
hl'y>l;L. y Ps 19:3. Such forms as yLi h['b.V'ñhi Gn 21:23, dx;vo† ha'l.mä' y Ps 26:10,
yNIM*, hq'x]rä' Jb 21:16, and even dx;Y+' hd'm.[; nä; Is 50:8 (i.e. the cases where the tone is
5:14;

thrown back from the ultima on to the syllable which otherwise would have Metheg),
are likewise regarded as milÇeÖl. On the other hand, e.g.

%l' hr'xä' Gn 4:6, not %L' since

hr'x'

the first aÒ of
could not have Metheg. When words are closely united by MaqqeÒph
the same rules apply as above, except that in the first word Metheg, in the secondary

yrIP.-hvo,[†

aN"-hd'yN†ih;

Gn 1:12;
Gn 32:30, &c.
tone, takes the place of the accent, cf.
Finally, the Dagesë is used when the attracted word does not begin with the principal
tone, but with a syllable having Metheg,

Wvñr>yY†i hM'häe y Ps 37:9; bqoñ[]Y: hL,aäe Is 44:21;

wyt'ro[†'Q. t'yfiñ[' Ex 25:29, provided that the second word does not begin with a
Begadkephath letter (hence e.g. tAdl.At† hL,aäe Gn 2:4).
g

^n<’Q'

t'yfiñK'

tA[N"

Rem. Such cases as
Dt 32:6, and
32:15, and
(so Baer, but not
ed. Mant., &c.) 1 S 1:13 are therefore anomalous; also, because beginning with

~liaeB†' Ex 15:11 (cf. however above, e); -lT†e Jos 8:28; [;Arz>B†i y
Ps 77:16; ayhi-!K, Jb 5:27.—It is doubtful whether we should include here those

a Begadkephath,

cases in which Dagesë forie occurs after a word ending in a toneless uÖ, such as

WaC. WmWqñ Gn 19:14, Ex 12:31; Ex 12:15 (raoF.), Dt 2:24; also aoL Gn 19:2, 1 S
8:19; AL Ju 18:19, Est 6:13 (where P. Haupt regards the Dagesë as due to the
enclitic character of the wl); j['M. Ho 8:10; WdNUò Jer 49:30; WdR> 1 S 15:6. When
we explained the Dagesë in these examples not as conjunctive, but orthophonic
(see above. § 13 c, and Delitzsch, Psalmen, 4th ed. on y Ps 94:12a), we
especially had in view those cases in which the consonant with Dagesë has a
SèewaÖ. The extension of the use of Dagesë to consonants with a stronger vowel,

qyxir;m†e ytea'

, which was
seems, however, to indicate that these are cases of the
required by some Masoretes but not consistently inserted. On the other hand,

y

the Dogesë forte in after a preceding iÖ (y Ps 118:5, 18), and even after uÖ (y Ps

94:12), is due to an attempt to preserve its consonantal power; see König,
Lehrgeb., p. 54:b.

h
(b) When a consonant with SèewaÖ is strengthened by Dagesë forte diriçmens to make the
SewaÖ more audible. In almost all cases the strengthening or sharpening can be easily
explained from the character of the particular consonant, which is almost always a
sonant, sibilant, or the emphatic QoÖph; cf.

ybeN>[i Lv 25:5, Dt 32:32(for yben>[i); ^t.l{N>K; Is

^t.AL†k;K. is to be read); cf. Na 3:17, Jb 9:18, 17:2, Jo 1:17 (with
m); Is 57:6 (with l); Ju 20:43, 3 1 S 1:6 (with r); Gn 49:10, 17 (and so always in ybeQ.[i
Ju 5:22, Ct 1:8 and tAbq.[i y Ps 77:20, 89:52); Ex 15:17, Dt 23:11, Ju 20:32, 1 S
28:10 (q)4; Ex 2:3, Is 58:3, Am 5:21, y Ps 141:3, Pr 4:13 (c); Pr 27:25 (f); Is 5:28, y
Ps 37:15, Jer 51:56, Neh 4:7 (v). Also, with k Ho 3:2; with b Is 9:3, Jer 4:7; with t 1 S
33:1 (where, however,

10:11. In many instances of this kind the influence of the following consonant is also
observable.

i
(c) When a vowel is to be made specially emphatic, generally in the principal pause,
by a Dagesë forte affectuosum in the following consonant. Thus in a following sonant,

WLd+ex'), Jb 29:21 (WLx+eyIw>), 22:12 (WMr†'); Ez 27:19 (in n); in t Is 33:12, 41:17, Jer
51:58, perhaps also Jb 21:13 (WTx†;yE).
Ju 5:7 (

k

lÃ mÃ n are strengthened by Dagesë forte firmativum in the
pronouns hM'heñÃ hN"heñÃ hL,aeñ, and in hM'l'ñ why ? cf. also hM,B;Ã hM'B;, whereby ? hM'K;
(d) When the sonants

how much ? (§ 102 k, l), to give greater firmness to the preceding tone-vowel.

l
3. Omission of the strengthening, or at least the loss of the Dagesë forte occurs,
(a) almost always at the end of a word, since here a strengthened consonant cannot
easily be sonnded.5 In such cases the preceding vowel is frequently lengthened (§ 27

bro multitude, from bbrÈ ~[; people, with a distinctive accent or after the
article, ~[', from ~m[; but e.g. !G: garden, tB; daughter, with the final consonant
virtually sharpened. On the exceptions T.a; thou (fem.) and T.t;ñn: thou (fem.) hast given
d), e.g.

Ez 16:33, see § 10 k.

m
(b) Very frequently in certain consonants with SèewaÖ mobile, since the absence of a
strong vowel causes the strengthening to be less noticeable. This occurs principally in

w

y

yE

YE

Y>

the case of and (on and after the article, see § 35 b; on after

-hm;, § 37 b); and

m,6 n and l; also in the sibilants, especially when a guttural follows (but
note Is 62:9, wyp's.a;m., as ed. Mant. and Ginsb. correctly reud, while Eaer has äs.a†'m.
with compensatory lengthening, and others even äs.a'm.È yNEm;v.mi Gn 27:28, 39; vlv.mi
38:24 for äVmiÃ ~yBil;v.h†; 1 K 7:28; -hq'v.a†, 1 K 19:20 from qv;n"Ã ~yIT;ñp;v.h†; Ez 40:43
and ~yNIp;v.l†; y Ps 104:18; ~yTev.mi Jon 4:11, ~y[iD>r>p;c.h†; Ex 8:1 &c.);—and finally in
the emphatic q.7
in the sonants

Of the Begadkephath letters,

b occurs without Dagesë in rycib.mi Ju 8:2; g in ~t'r'Wb†.mi Ez

d in yxed>nI Is 11:12 56:8, y Ps 147:2 (not in Jer 49:35), supposing that it is the
Participle Niph‘al of xd;n" lastly, t in Wct.Ti Is 22:10. Examples, ~yrIw>[iÃ yhiy>w: (so always
the preformative y> in the imperf. of verbs),
hl'[.m;ñl.miÃ x;Cen:m.l†;Ã ynInEhiÃ Wll]h†;Ã Wal.miÃ yais.KiÃ Waf.yIÃ Wxq.yIÃ tAlq.m;Ã hceq.mi, &c.
32:30;

In correct MSS. the omission of the Dagesë is indicated by the RaÒpheÊ stroke (§ 14) over
the consonant. However, in these cases, we must assume at least a virtual
strengthening of the consonant (Dagesë forte implicitum, see § 22 c, end).
(c) In the Gutturals, see § 22 b.

n
Rem. 1. Contrary to rule the strengthening is omitted (especially in the later
Books), owing to the lengthening of the preceding short vowel, generally hireq

!t+;yxiy>

!Texiy>

he makes them afraid, for
Hb 2:17 (where,
(cf. miÒle for mille), e.g.
however, it is perhaps more correct to suppose, with König, a formation on the
analogy of verbs
for

W¾¾[, and moreover to read ^t,ñyxiy> with the LXX), tAqyzI Is 50:11

tAQzI.

o
2. Very doubtful are the instances in which compensation for the strengthening is

n
h'yn<òzE[um†' Is 23:11,
read h'yz<ñ[um†' (or h'yn<òA[m.); and for Wnm.t'ñ La 3:22, read WMT;ñ. In Nu 23:13 Anb.q' is
supposed to be made by the insertion of a following . Thus for

not an instance of compensation (see § 67 o, end).
Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. Baer, 'De primarum vocabulorum literarum dagesaatione,' in his Liber
proverbiorum, Lpz. 1880, pp. vii–xv; F. Prätorius, 'Über den Ursprung des Dag. f.
conjunctivum,' in ZAW. 1883, p. 17 ff. (ascribed to an original assimilation of

t or n).

rmoale alone, although having the tone on the ultima, invariably takes the Dagesë
forte conj. when hv,m with a conjunctive accent precedes, Ex 6:10, 29 15:24, &c.
2[2]

3[1]

The ordinary reading

WhpuñydIr>hi, where d is without Dagesë, is only intelligible if the

r has Dagesë.
^yt,ñArQ.yIB. with Baer and Ginsburg, following Ben Asher,
and in Pr 30:17 th;q.yIl. (Ben Naphthali äQ.yBi and äQ.yli).
4[2]

Also in y Ps 45:10 read

5[1]

So in Latin fel (for fell), gen. fellis; mel, mellis; os, ossis. In Middle High German
the doubling of consonants never takes place at the end of a word, but only in the
middle (as in Old High German), e g. val (Fall), gen. valles; swam (Schwamm), &c.,
Grimm, Deutsche Gramm., 2nd ed., i. 383.

m. when it is the prefix of the participle Pi‘el
or Pu‘al, hence y Ps 104:3 hr,q'm.h†; who layeth the beams, but hr,q'M.h; the roof Ec
10:18 (cf. hk'al'M.h; the work, &c.).
6[2]

Dagesë forte is almost always omitted in

7[3]

According to some also in

j in y[ij.Ti Is 17:10; but see Baer on the passage.

§ 26. Syllable-formation1 and its Influence on the Quantity of Vowels.
Apart from the unchangeable vowels (§ 25), the use of short or long vowels, i.e. their
lengthening, shortening, or change into vocal SèewaÖ, depends on the theory of syllableformation. The initial and final syllables especially require consideration.
1. The initial syllable. A syllable regularly begins with a consonant, or, in the case of

w

y

initial and (cf. note on § 5 b), a consonantal vowel.2 The copula is a standing

w>
the corresponding vowel W before SèewaÖ and the labials, e.g. rb;d>WÃ %l,m,ñW; the
Babylonian punctuation in the latter cases writes wƒ, i.e. w> before a full vowel.

exception to this rule. According to the Tiberian pronunciation and is resolved into

b
2. The final syllable. A syllable may end—
(a) With a vowel, and is then called an open or simple syllable, e.g. in
the first and last are open. See below, e.

T'l.j;ñq' where

c
(b) With one consonant, and is then called a simple closed or compound syllable, as

lj;q'Ã bb'le. See below, o, p. Such are also the syllables ending in a
strengthened consonant, as the first in lJeq; qatÌ–teÒl.. See below, q.
the second in

d
(c) With two consonants, a doubly closed syllable, as
and § 10 i–l.

j.v.q qoÒsëtÌ, T.l.j;ñq' Cf. below, r,

e
3. Open or simple syllables have a long vowel, whether they have the tone as in

%l,yEò

^ñB. in

lj;ñq'Ã bn"ò[e

thee,
he goes, or are toneless as in
a bunch of grapes.3 A long vowel
(QamesÌ, less frequently SÍere) is especially common in an open syllable before the tone
(pretonic vowel), e.g.

~h,ñl'Ã ~YIñqñy"Ã lj;ñq' Ãbb'ñle.4

Short vowels in open syllables occur:

f
(a) In apparently dissyllabic words formed by means of a helping vowel from
monosyllables, as
yirb; cf. also

lxn:ò brook, tyIB;ñ house, br,yIò let him increse, from nah\l, bayt,

~yI¤;ñ the ending of the dual (§ 88). But see § 28 e.

g
(b) In the verbal suffix of the 1st pers. sing. (

ynI¤;ñ me), e.g. ynIl;ñj'q. (Arab. qaçtaçlaçniÖ).

yNI¤;ñ

The uncommon form
, however (Gn 30:6, cf. § 59 f), proves that the tonebearing PathahÌ produces a sharpening of the following sonant, and thus virtually
stands in a closed syllable, even when the Nun is not expressly written with
Dagesë. In cases like
the

yn"doaw); (§ 102 m) PathahÌ is retained in the counter-tone after

a has become quiescent.

h

h¤'

hr'B;ñdeji

(c) Sometimes before the toneless
local (§ 90 c), e.g.
towards the
wilderness; only, however, in the constr. state (1 K 19:15), since the toneless

h¤' does not affect the character of the form (especially when rapidly
pronounced in close connexion); otherwise it is hr'B'ñd>mi.

suffix

In all these cases the short vowel is also supported by the tone, either the
principal tone of the word, or (as in h) by the secondary tone in the constr. st., or

yn"doaw); above, g; cf. the effect of the arsis

by the counter-tone with Metheg, as in
on the short vowel in classical prosody.

i

¤]¤†; Ã¤/¤†,Ã¤\¤†'

Ar[]n);

rsoa/y)'

Al[\P†'

(d) In the combinations
, e.g.
his boy,
he will bind,
his deed. In all these cases the syllable was at first really closed, and it was only
when the guttural took a HÍatÌeph that it became in consequence open (but cf. e.g.

rsoa.y< and rsoa/y),). The same vowel sequence, arises wherever a Preposition
B.Ã B.Ã l., or w copulative is prefixed to an initial syllable which has a HÍatÌeph,
since the former then takes the vowel contained in the HÍatÌeph (see § 102 d and §
104 d). To the same category belong also the cases where these prepositions
with Hireq stand before a consonant with simple SèewaÖ mobile, e.g.

rb;d>BiÃ rb;d>Bi, &c.
k

Wqz>x,ñy<

^l.['P†'

(e) In forms like
yaÎhÌaÎ–ze–quÖ (they are strong),
poçÇoç lekhaÒ (thy deed).
These again are cases of the subsequent opening of closed syllables (hence,

Wqz>x.y< also occurs); ^l.['P†' is properly poçÇlekhaÒ; cf. generally § 22 m, end, and

e.g.
§ 28 c.

l

vd,xoñh;Ã ~yxia;

t'Toñxix†;

Such cases as
(§ 96),
(§ 67 w) do not come under this
head, since they all have aç in a virtually sharpened syllable; nor does the tone-

^r,ñb'D>), nor SeghoÖl for aÖ before a guttural with
QamesÌ (§ 22 c). On ~yvir'v†' and ~yvid'q†' see § 9 v.
bearing SeghoÖl in suffixes (e.g.

m
4. The independent syllables with a firm vowel which have been described above, are
frequently preceded by a single consonant with vocal SèewaÖ, simple or compound.
Such a consonant with vocal SèewaÖ never has the value of an independent syllable, but
rather attaches itself so closely to the following syllable that it forms practically one

yxil. (cheek) lehÌiÖ; ylix\ (sickness) hÌoliÖ; Wdm.l.yI yilÌ–medhuÖ. This
concerns especially the prefixes w>Ã b.Ã k.Ã l.. See § 102.

syllalble with it, e.g.

n
The SèewaÖ mobile is no doubt in all such cases weakened from an original full

Wlj.q.yI

^B.

Arab. yaqtuçluÖ,
Arab. biçkaç, &c.); from this, however, it
vowel (e.g.
cannot be inferred that the Masoretes regarded it as forming a kind of open
syllable, for this would be even more directly opposed to their fundamental law
(viz. that a long vowel should stand in an open syllable), than are tha exceptions
cited above, f-k. Even the use of Metheg with SèewaÖ in special cases (see § 16 f)
is no proof of such a view on the part of the Masoretes.

o
5. Closed syllables ending with one consonant, when without the tone, necessarily

hB'lem;
queen, !ABv.x, understanding, hm'k.x' wisdom, rs;Y"òw: and he turned back, ~q,Y"òw:Ã ~q'Y"òW:
have short vowels, whether at the beginning or at the end of words,5 e.g.
(wayyaÒqoçm).

p
A tone-bearing closed syllable may have either a long or short vowel, but if the latter, it
must as a rule be either PathahÌ or SeghÖol.6 The tone-bearing closed penultima admits,
of the long vowels, only the tonelong aÒ, eÒ, oÒ, not the longest iÖ, eÖ, oÖ, uÖ; of the short
vowels, only aç, eç, not iç, uç, oç, (but on iç and uç, see § 29 g). Thus
Imperf. Hiph.) but

hn"m.qoñ fem.

Wlyòjiq.y: (3rd pl. masc.

hn"l.jeñq.T; 3rd pl. fem., and WmWòq (2nd pl. masc. Imperat. Qal) but

q
6. A special kind of closed syllables are the sharpened, i.e. those which end in the
same (strengthened) consonant with which the following syllable begins, e.g.

yMiai

ALKu kuçl–loÖ. If without the tone, they have, like the rest, short vowels; but, if
bearing the tone, either short vowels as WLq;ñÃ WNN<òhi, or long, as hM'v'ñÃ hM'heñ.
'içm–miÖ,

On the omission of the strengthening of a consonant at the end of a word, see §
20 l.

r
7. Syllables ending with two consonants occur only at the end of words, and have
most naturally short vowels,

T.l.j;q'Ã B.v.YIw:; but sometimes SÍere, as D>r>nEÃ &.b.YEw:, or

j.v.q -.s.AT

HÍolem,
. Cf., however, § 10 i. Usually the harshness of pronunciation is
avoided by the use of a helping vowel (§ 28 e).
Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. C. H. Toy, 'The Syllable in Hebrew,' Amer. Journal of Philol., 1884, p. 494 ff.;
H. Strack, 'The Syllables in the Hebrew Language,' Hebraica, oct. 1884, p. 73 ff.
2[2]

We are not taking account here of the few cases in which initial Yodh is

yai or ai, see § 24 e, and especially § 47 b,
note; nor of certain other cases in which a with an initial vowel has only a graphic
represented as simple i, by being written

purpose, though it is indispensable in an unpointed text.
3[3]

In opposition to this fundamental law in Hebrew (a long vowel in an open.
syllable), the original short vowel is found always in Arabic, and sometimes in the
other Semitic languages, except of course in the case of naturally long vowels. The
above examples are pronounced in Arabic biçkaç, qaçtaçlaç, Çiçnaçb. Although it is certain
therefore that in Hebrew also, at an earlier period, short vowels were pronounced in
open syllables, it may still be doubted whether the present pronunciation is due merely
to an artificial practice followed in the solemn recitation of the O. T. text. On this
hypothesis we should have still to explain, e.g. the undoubtedly very old lengthening of
iá and uá in an open syllable into eÒ and oÒ.
4[1]

That these pretonic vowels are really long is shown by Brockelmann, ZA. xiv. 343
f., from the transcription of Hebrew proper names in the Nestorian (Syriac)

~h'r'b.a;

. He regards their lengthening
punctuation, and e.g. from the Arabic ‘ IbraÖhiÊm=
in the syllable before the tone as a mealls adopted by the Masoretes to preserve the
pronuncintion of the traditional vowels. This explanation of the pretonic vowels as due

to a precaution against their disappearing, is certainly right; as to whether the
precaution can be ascribed to the Masoretes, see the previous note. For the pretonic
vowel the Arabic regulurly has a short vowel (laçhuçm, yaçquÖm, &c.), the Aramaic simply a
vocal SèewaÖ (

!Ahl.Ã ~Wqy>Ã lj;q.Ã bb;l.); and even in Hebrew, when the tone is thrown

forward the pretonic vowel almost always becomes SèewaÖ, see § 27. It would, however,
be incorrect to assume from this that the protonic vowel has taken the place of SèewaÖ
only on account of the following tone-syllable. It always arises from an original short
vowel, since such a vowel is mostly lengthened in an open syllable before the tone,
but when the tone is moved forward it becomes SèewaÖ.

yli-tv†'

In exceptions such as
Gn 4:25 (where sëaÒt is required by the character of
the form, although the closed syllable has lost the tone owing to the following
Maqqeph), Metheg is used to guard against a wrong pronunciation; similarly eÒ is
5[1]

sometimes retained before Maqqeph, e.g.

-~v†e Gn 2:13; -#ñ[e Gn 2:16.

~aiÃ ~[iÃ !mi; but these usually (!wki
always) are rendered toneless by a following Maqqeph. Cf. also such forms as B.v.YIW: §
6[2]

See § 9 e, iç occurs thus only in the particles

26 r and § 75 q.

§ 25. Unchangeable Vowels.

a
What vowels in Hebrew are unchangeable, i.e. are not liable to attenuation (to SèewaÖ),
modification, lengthening, or shortening, can be known with certainty only from the
nature of the grammatical forms, and in some cases by comparison with Arabic (cf. § 1
m). This holds good especially of the essentially long vowels, i.e. those long by nature
or contraction, as distinguished from those which are only lengthened rhythmically, i.e.
on account of the special laws which in Hebrew regulate the tone and the formation of
syllables. The latter, when a change takes place in the position of the tone or in the
division of syllables, readily become short again, or are reduced to a mere vocal SèewaÖ.

b
1. The essentially long and consequently, as a rule (but cf. § 26 p, § 27 n, o),
unchangeable vowels of the second and third class, iÖ, eÖ, uÖ, oÖ, can often be recognized
by means of the vowel letters which accompany them

¿ y¤iÃ y¤e Ã WÃ A À; e.g. byjiyyE

lk'yhe palace, lWbG> boundary, lAq voice. The defective writing (§ 8 i) is
indeed common enough, e.g. bjiyyE and byjiyE for byjiyyE È lbuG> for lWbG> È lqo for
lAq, but this is merely an orthographic licence and has no influence on the quantity of
the vowel; the uÖ in lbuG> is just as necessarily long, as in lWbG>.
he does well,

As an exception, a merely tone-long vowel of both these classes is sometimes
written fully, e.g.

lAjq.yI for ljoq.yI.

c
2. The essentially or naturally long aÖ (QamesÌ impure),1 unless it has become oÖ (cf. § 9
q), has as a rule in Hebrew no representative among the consonants, while in Arabic it

a

is regularly indicated by ; on the few instances of this kind in Hebrew, cf. § 9 b, § 23
g. The naturally long aÖ and the merely tone-long aÒ therefore can only be distinguished
by an accurate knowledge of the forms.

d
3. Short vowels in closed syllables (§ 26 b), which are not final, are as a rule

vWBl.m; garment, rB'r>mi wilderness, hk'l'm.m; kingdom; similarly,
short, vowels in sharpened syllabes, i.e. before Dagesë forte, e.g. bN"G: thief.

unchangeable, e.g.

e
4. Finally, those long vowels are unchangeable which, owing to the omission of the

r

strengthening in a guttural or , have arisen by lengthening from the corresponding
short vowels, and now stand in an open syllable, e.g.

!aeme formiç”eÒn; %r;Bo for burrakh.

Footnotes:
1[2]

By vocales impurae the older grammarians meant vowels properly followed by a

vowel letter. Thus

bt'K. kethaÖbh was regarded as merely by a licence for bat'K., &c.

HEBREW GRAMMAR
INTRODUCTION

§ 1. The Semitic Languages in General.
B. Stade, Lehrb. der hebr. Gramm., Lpz. 1879, § 2 ff.; E. König, Hist.-krit. Lehrgeb. der
hebr. Spr., i. Lpz. 1881, § 3; H. Strack, Einl. in das A. T., 6th ed., Munich, 1906, p. 231
ff. (a good bibliography of all the Semitic dialects); Th. Nöldeke, article 'Semitic
Languages', in the 9th ed. of the Encycl. Brit. (Die semit. Sprachen, 2nd ed., Lpz.
1899), and Beitr. zur sem. Sprachwiss., Strassb., 1904; W. Wright, Lectures on the
Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages, Cambr. 1890; H. Reckendorf, 'Zur
Karakteristik der sem. Sprachen,' in the Actes du Xme Congrès internat. des
Orientalistes (at Geneva in 1894), iii. I ff., Leiden, 1896; O.E. Lindberg, Vergl.
Gramm.der sem. Sprachen, i A: Konsonantismus, Gothenburg, 1897; H. Zimmern,
Vergl. Gramm. der sem. Sprachen, Berlin, 1898; E. König, Hebräisch und Semitisch:
Prolegomena und Grundlinien einer Gesch. der sem. Sprachen, &c., Berlin, 1901; C.
Brockelmann. Semitische Sprachwissenschaft, Lpz. 1906, Grundriss der vergl.
Gramm. der sem. Sprachen, vol. i (Laut- und Formenlehre), parts 15, Berlin, 1907 f.
and his Kurzgef. vergleichende Gramm. (Porta Ling. Or.) Berlin, 1908. The material
contained in inscriptions has been in process of collection since 1881 in the Paris
Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum. To this the best introductions are M. Lidzbarski's
Handbuch der Nordsem. Epigraphik, Weimar, 1898, in 2 parts (text and plates), and
his Ephemeris zur sem. Epigraphik (5 parts published), Giessen, 1900 f. [G. A. Cooke,
Handbook of North-Semitic Inscriptions, Oxford, 1903].

a
1. The Hebrew language is one branch of a great family of languages in Western Asia
which was indigenous in Palestine, Phoenicia, Syria, Mesopotamia, Babylonia,
Assyria, and Arabia, that is to say, in the countries extending from the Mediterranean
to the other side of the Euphrates and Tigris, and from the mountains of Armenia to
the southern coast of Arabia. In early times, however, it spread from Arabia over
Abyssinia, and by means of Phoenician colonies over many islands and sea-boards of
the Mediterranean, as for instance to the Carthaginian coast. No comprehensive
designation is found in early times for the languages and nations of this family; the
name Semites or Semitic1 languages (based upon the fact that according to Gn 10:21
ff. almost all nations speaking these languages are descended from Shem) is,
however, now generally accepted, and has accordingly been retained here.2

b
2. The better known Semitic languages may be subdivided3 as follows:—
I. The South Semitic or Arabic branch. To this belong, besides the classical literary
language of the Arabs and the modern vulgar Arabic, the older southern Arabic
preserved in the Sabaean inscriptions (less correctly called Himyaritic), and its

offshoot, the Ge‘ez or Ethiopic, in Abyssinia.
II. The Middle Semitic or Canaanitish branch. To this belongs the Hebrew of the Old
Testament with its descendants, the New Hebrew, as found especially in the Mishna
(see below, § 3 a), and Rabbinic; also Phoenician, with Punic (in Carthage and its
colonies), and the various remains of Canaanitish dialects preserved in names of
places and persons, and in the inscription of MeÖsëa‘, king of Moab.
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III. The North Semitic or Aramaic branch. The subdivisions of this are (I) The Eastern
Aramaic or Syriac, the literary language of the Christian Syrians. The religious books
of the Mandaeans (Nasoraeans, Sabians, also called the disciples of St. John)
represent a very debased offshoot of this. A Jewish modification of Syriac is to be
seen in the language of the Babylonian Talmud. (2) The Western or Palestinian
Aramaic, incorrectly called also 'Chaldee'.4 This latter dialect is represented in the Old
Testament by two words in Gn 31:47, by the verse Jer 10:11, and the sections Dn 2:4
to 7:28; Ezr 4:8 to 6:18, and 7:12–26, as well as by a number of non-Jewish
inscriptions and Jewish papyri (see below, under m), but especially by a considerable
section of Jewish literature (Targums, Palestinian Gemara, &c.). To the same branch
belongs also the Samaritan, with its admixture of Hebrew forms, and, except for the
rather Arabic colouring of the proper names, the idiom of the Nabataean inscriptions in
the Sinaitic peninsula, in the East of Palestine, &c.
For further particulars about the remains of Western Aramaic (including those in the
New Test., in the Palmyrene and Egyptian Aramaic inscriptions) see Kautzsch,
Gramm. des Biblisch-Aramäischen, Lpz. 1884, p. 6 ff.
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IV. The East Semitic branch, the language of the Assyrio-Babylonian cuneiform
inscriptions, the third line of the Achaemenian inscriptions.
On the importance of Assyrian for Hebrew philology especially from a
lexicographical point of view cf. Friedr. Delitzsch, Prolegomena eines neuen
hebr.-aram. Wörterbuchs zum A. T., Lpz. 1886; P. Haupt, 'Assyrian Phonology,
&c.,' in Hebraica, Chicago, Jan. 1885, vol. i. 3; Delitzsch, Assyrische Grammatik,
2nd ed., Berlin, 1906.
If the above division into four branches be reduced to two principal groups, No. I, as
South Semitic, will be contrasted with the three North Semitic branches.5
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All these languages stand to one another in much the same relation as those of
the Germanic family (Gothic, Old Norse, Danish, Swedish; High and Low
German in their earlier and later dialects), or as the Slavonic languages
(Lithuanian, Lettish; Old Slavonic, Serbian, Russian; Polish, Bohemian). They
are now either wholly extinct, as the Phoenician and Assyrian, or preserved only

in a debased form, as Neo-Syriac among Syrian Christians and Jews in
Mesopotamia and Kurdistan, Ethiopic (Geºez) in the later Abyssinian dialects
(TigreÖ, Tigrinîa, Amharic), and Hebrew among some modern Jews, except in so
far as they attempt a purely literary reproduction of the language of the Old
Testament. Arabic alone has not only occupied to this day its original abode in
Arabia proper, but has also forced its way in all directions into the domain of
other languages.
The Semitic family of languages is bounded on the East and North by another of
still wider extent, which reaches from India to the western limits of Europe, and is
called Indo-Germanic6 since it comprises, in the most varied ramifications, the
Indian (Sanskrit), Old and New Persian, Greek, Latin, Slavonic, as well as Gothic
and the other Germanic languages. With the Old Egyptian language, of which
Coptic is a descendant, as well as with the languages of north-western Africa,
the Semitic had from the earliest times much in common, especially in
grammatical structure; but on the other hand there are fundamental differences
between them, especially from a lexicographical point of view; see Erman, 'Das
Verhältnis des Aegyptischen zu den semitischen Sprachen,' in the ZDMG. xlvi,
1892, p. 93 ff., and Brockelmann, Grundriss, i. 3.
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3. The grammatical structureof the Semitic family of languages, as compared with that
of other languages, especially the Indo-Germanic, exhibits numerous peculiarities
which collectively constitute its distinctive character, although many of them are found
singly in other languages. These are — (a) among the consonants, which in fact form
the substance of these languages, occur peculiar gutturals of different grades; the
vowels are subject, within the same consonantal framework, to great changes in order
to express various modifications of the same stem-meaning; (b) the, word-stems are
almost invariably triliteral, i.e. composed of three consonants; (c) the verb is restricted
to two tense-forms, with a peculiarly regulated use; (d) the noun has only two genders
(masc. and fem.); and peculiar expedients are adopted for the purpose of indicating
the case-relations; (e) the oblique cases of the personal pronoun, as well as all the
possessive pronouns and the pronominal object of the verb, are denoted by forms
appended directly to the governing word (suffixes); (f) the almost complete absence of
compounds both in the noun (with the exception of many proper names) and in the
verb; (g) great simplicity in the expression of syntactical relations, e. g. the small
number of particles, and the prevalence of simple co-ordination of clauses without
periodic structure. Classical Arabic and Syriac, however, form a not unimportant
exception as regards the last-mentioned point.
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4. From a lexicographical point of view also the vocabulary of the Semites differs
essentially from that of the Indo-Germanic languages, although there is apparently
more agreement here than in the grammar. A considerable number of Semitic roots

and stems agree in sound with synonyms in the Indo-Germanic family. But apart from
expressions actually borrowed (see below, under i), the real similarity may be reduced
to imitative words (onomatopoetica), and to those in which one and the same idea is
represented by similar sounds in consequence of a formative instinct common to the
most varied families of language. Neither of these proves any historic or generic
relation, for which an agreement in grammatical structure would also be necessary.
Comp, Friedr. Delitzsch, Studien über indogermanisch-semitische
Wurzelverwandtschaft, Lpz. 1873; Nöldechen, Semit. Glossen zu Fick und Curtius,
Magdeb. 1876 f; McCurdy, Aryo-Semitic Speech, Andover, U. S. A, 1881. The
phonetic relations have been thoroughly investigated by H. Möller in Semitisch und
Indogermanisch, Teil i, Konsonanten, Copenhagen and Lpz. 1907, a work which has
evoked considerable criticism.
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As onomatopoetic words, or as stem-sounds of a similar character, we may

qq;l', %x;l', lei,cw, lingo, Skt. lih, Eng. to lick, Fr. lécher, Germ.
lecken; ll;G" (cf. lg:a'Ã lg:[') kuli,w, volvo, Germ. quellen, wallen, Eng. to well;
dr;G"Ã jr;x'Ã tr;x' cara,ttw, Pers. khaÆriÆdan, Ital. grattare, Fr. gratter, Eng. to
grate, to scratch, Germ. kratzen; qr;P' frango, Germ. brechen, &c.; Reuss,
compare, e. g.

Gesch. der hl. Schriften A.T.'s, Braunschw. 1881, p. 38. draws attention
moreover to the Semitic equivalents for earth, six, seven, horn, to sound, to
measure, to mix, to smell, to place, clear, to kneel, raven, goat, ox, &c. An
example of a somewhat different kind is am, ham (sam), gam, kam, in the sense

~m;a' (whence hM'au
people, properly assembly), ~[i (with) samt, ~G: also, moreover, Arab. [mG to
of the German samt, zusammen, together; in Hebrew

collect; Pers. ham, hamah (at the same time); Skt. samaÖ (with), Gk. a[ma ¿a;mfwÀ(
o`mo,j( o`mou/ ¿o[muloj( o[madojÀ, and harder koino,j, Lat. cum, cumulus, cunctus; with
the corresponding sibilant Skt. sam, Gk. su,n( xu,n( xuno,j=koino,j, Goth. sama,
Germ. samt, sammeln; but many of these instances are doubtful.

i
Essentially different from this internal connexion is the occurrence of the same words
in different languages, where one language has borrowed directly from the other. Such
loan-words are —
(a) In Hebrew: some names of objects which were originally indigenous in
babylonia and Assyria (see a comprehensive list of Assyrio- babylonian loanwords in the Hebrew and Aramaic of the Old Testament in Zimmern and
Winckler, KAT.3, ii. p. 648 ff.), in Egypt, Persia, or India, e. g.

raoy> (also in the

plural) river, from Egyptian yoor, generally as the name of the Nile (late Egypt.

ray has been
confounded with the Egyptian name of the Nile (so Zimmern); Wxa'ñ (Egyptian)
yaro, Assyr. yaru'u), although it is possible that a pure Semitic

Nile-reed (see Lieblein, 'Mots-égyptiens dans la Bible,' in PSBA. 1898, p. 202 f.);

sDer>P; (in Zend pairidaeÖza, circumvallation = para,deisoj) pleasure garden, park;
!AKr>d;a] daric, Persian gold coin; ~yYIKiT peacocks, perhaps from the Malabar
toÖgai or toÖghai. Some of these words are also found in Greek, as sP;r>K; (Pers.
karbaÖs, Skt. karpaÖsa) cotton, ka,rpasoj, carbasus. On the other hand it is doubtful
if

@Aq corresponds to the Greek kh/poj( kh/boj, Skt. kapi, ape.

(b) In Greek, &c.: some originally Semitic names of Asiatic products and articles

#WB bu,ssoj, byssus; hn"bol. li,banoj( libanwto,j, incense; hn<q'
ka,nh( ka,nna, canna, cane; !MoK; ku,munon, cuminum, cumin; h['yciq. kassi,a, cassia;
lm'G" ka,mhloj, camelus; !Abr'[†e avrrabw,n, arrhabo, arrha, pledge. Such transitions
of commerce, e. g.

have perhaps been brought about chiefly by Phoenician trade. Cf. A. Müller,
'Semitische Lehnworte im älteren Griechisch,' in Bezzenberger's Beiträge zur
Kunde der Indo-germ. Sprachen, Göttingen, 1877, vol. i. p. 273 ff.; E. Ries, Quae
res et vocabula a gentibus semiticis in Graeciam pervenerint, Breslau, 1890;
Muss-Arnolt, 'Semitic words in Greek and Latin,' in the Transactions of the
American Philological Association, xxiii. p. 35 ff.; H. Lewy, Die semitischen
Fremdwörter im Griech., Berlin, 1895; J. H. Bondi, Dem hebr.-phöniz.
Sprachzweige angehör. Lehnwörter in hieroglyph. u. hieratischen Texten, Lpz.
1886.
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5. No system of writing is ever so perfect as to be able to reproduce the sounds of a
language in all their various shades, and the writing of the Semites has one striking
fundamental defect, viz. that only the consonants (which indeed form the substance of
the language) are written as real letters,7 whilst of the vowels only the longer are
indicated by certain representative consonants (see below, § 7). It was only later that
special small marks (points or strokes below or above the consonants) were invented
to represent to the eye all the vowel-sounds (see § 8). These are, however,
superfluous for the practised reader, and are therefore often wholly omitted in Semitic
manuscripts and printed texts. Semitic writing, moreover, almost invariably proceeds
from right to left8
With the exception of the Assyrio-Babylonian (cuneiform), all varieties of Semitic
writing, although differing widely in some respects, are derived from one and the same
original alphabet, represented on extant monuments most faithfully by the characters

used on the stele of MeÖsëaÇ, king of Moab (see below, § 2 d), and in the old Phoenician
inscriptions, of which the bronze bowls from a temple of Baal (CIS. i. 22 ff. and Plate
IV) are somewhat earlier than MeÖsëaÇ. The old Hebrew writing, as it appears on the
oldest monument, the Siloam inscription (see below, § 2 d), exhibits essentially the
same character. The old Greek, and indirectly all European alphabets, are descended
from the old Phoenician writing (see § 5 i).

l
See the Table of Alphabets at the beginning of the Grammar, which shows the
relations of the older varieties of Semitic writing to one another and especially
the origin of the present Hebrew characters from their primitive forms. For a
more complete view, see Gesenius‘ Scripturae linguaeque Phoeniciae
monumenta, Lips. 1837, 4:to, pt. i. p. 15 ff., and pt. iii. tab. 1–5. From numerous
monuments since discovered, our knowledge of the Semitic characters,
especially the Phoenician, has become considerably enlarged and more
accurate. Cf. the all but exhaustive bibliography (from 1616 to 1896) in
Lidzbarski's Handbuch der Nordsemitischen Epigraphik, i. p. 4 ff, and on the
origin of the Semitic alphabet, ibid., P.173 ff., and Ephemeris (see the heading of
§ I a above), i. pp. 109 ff., 142, 261 ff., and his 'Altsemitische Texte', pt. i,
Kanaanäische Inschriften (Moabite, Old-Hebrew, Phoenician, Punic), Giessen,
1907. — On the origin and development of the Hebrew characters and the best
tables of alphabets, see § 5 a, last note, and especially § 5 e.
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6. As regards the relative age of the Semitic languages, the oldest literary remains of
them are to be found in the Assyrio-Babylonian (cuneiform) inscriptions,9 with which
are to be classed the earliest Hebrew fragments occurring in the old Testament (see §
2).

rkz

The earliest non-Jewish Aramaic inscriptions known to us are that of
king of
Hamath (early eighth cent. B.C.), on which see Nöldeke, ZA. 1908, p. 376, and that
found at Teima, in N. Arabia, in 1880, probably of the fifth cent. B. C., cf. E. Littmann in
the Monist, xiv. 4 [and Cooke, op. cit., p. 195]. The monuments of Kalammus of
Sam'al, in the reign of Shalmanezer II, 859–829 B.C. (cf. A. Sèanda, Die Aramäer, Lpz.
1902, p. 26), and those found in 1888–1891 at ZenjiÖrliÖ in N. Syria, including the Hadad
inscription of thirty-four lines (early eighth cent. B.C.) and the Panammu inscription
(740 B.C.), are not in pure Aramaic. The Jewish-Aramaic writings begin about the time
of Cyrus (cf. Ezr 6:3 ff.), specially important being the papyri from Assuan ed. by
Sayce and Cowley, London, 1906 (and in a cheaper form by, Staerk, Bonn, 1907),
which are precisely dated from 471 to 411 B.C., and three others of 407 B.C. ed. by
Sachau, Berlin, 1907.
Monuments of the Arabic branch first appear in the earliest centuries A.D. (Sabaean

inscriptions, Ethiopic translation of the Bible in the fourth or fifth century, North-Arabic
literature from the sixth century A. D.).
It is, however, another question which of these languages has adhered longest and
most faithfully to the original character of the Semitic, and which consequently
represents to us the earliest phase of its development. For the more or less rapid
transformation of the sounds and forms of a language, as spoken by nations and
races, is dependent on causes quite distinct from the growth of a literature, and the
organic structure of a language is often considerably impaired even before it has
developed a literature, especially by early contact with people of a different language.
Thus in the Semitic group, the Aramaic dialects exhibit the earliest and greatest decay,
next to them the Hebrew-Canaanitish, and in its own way the Assyrian. Arabic, owing
to the seclusion of the desert tribes, was the longest to retain the original fullness and
purity of the sounds and forms of words.10 Even here, however, there appeared,
through the revolutionary influence of Islam, an ever-increasing decay, until Arabic at
length reached the stage at which we find Hebrew in the Old Testament.
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Hence the phenomenon, that in its grammatical structure the ancient Hebrew
agrees more with the modern than with the ancient Arabic, and that the latter,
although it only appears as a written language at a later period, has yet in many
respects preserved a more complete structure and a more original vowel system
than the other Semitic languages, cf. Nöldeke, 'Das klassische Arabisch und die
arabischen Dialekte,' in Beiträge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft, p. 1 ff. It
thus occupies amongst them a position similar to that which Sanskrit holds
among the Indo-Germanic languages, or Gothic in the narrower circle of the
Germanic. But even the toughest organism of a language often deteriorates, at
least in single forms and derivatives, while on the contrary, in the midst of what is
other, wise universal decay, there still remains here and there something original
and archaic; and this is the case with the Semitic languages.
Fuller proof of the above statements belongs to the comparative Grammar of the
Semitic languages. It follows, however, from what has been said: (1) that the
Hebrew language, as found in the sacred literature of the Jews, has, in respect
to its organic structure, already suffered more considerable losses than the
Arabic, which appears much later on the historical horizon; (2) that,
notwithstanding this fact, we cannot at once and in all points concede priority to
the latter; (3) that it is a mistake to consider with some that the Aramaic, on
account of its simplicity (which is only due to the decay of its organic structure),
is the oldest form of Semitic speech.
Footnotes:
1[1]

First used by Schlözer in Eichhorn's Repertorium für bibl. u. morgenl. Literatur,

1781, p. 161.
2[2].

From Shem are derived (Gn 10:21 ff.) the Aramaean and Arab families as well as
the Hebrews, but not the Canaanites (Phoenicians), who are traced back to Ham (vv.
6, 15 ff.), although their langunge belongs decidedly to what is now called Semitic. The
language of the Babylonians and Assyrians also was long ago shown to be Semitic,
just as Asèsëur (Gn 10:22 ) is included among the sons of Shem.
3[1]

For conjectures as to the gradual divergence of the dialects (first the Babylonian,
then Canaanite, including Hebrew, lastly Aramaic and Arabic) from primitive Semitic,
see Zimmern, KAT.3, ii. p. 644 ff.
4[2]

In a wider sense all Jewish Aramaic is sometimes called 'Chaldee '.

5[1]

Hommel, Grundriss der Geogr. und Gesch. des alten Orients, Munich, 1904, p. 75
ff., prefers to distinguish them as Eastern and Western Semitic branches. Their
geographical position, however, is of less importance than the genealogical relation of
the various groups of dialects, as rightly pointed out by A. Jeremias in Th.LZ. 1906,
col. 291.
6[2]

First by Klaproth in Asia Polyglotta, Paris, 1823; cf. Leo Meyer in Nachrichten d.
Gött. Gesellschaft, 1901, p. 454.
7[1]

So also originally the Ethiopic writing, which afterwards represented the vowels by
small appendages to the consonants, or by some other change in their form. On the
Assyrio-Babylonian cuneiform writing, which likewise indicates the vowels, see the
next note, ad fin.
8[2]

The Sabaean (Himyaritic) writing runs occasionally from left to right, and even
alternately in both directions (boustrophedon), but as a rule from right to left. In
Ethiopic writing the direction from left to right has become the rule; some few old
inscriptions exhibit, however, the opposite direction. The cuneiform writing also runs
from left to right, but this is undoubtedly borrowed from a non-Semitic people. Cf. § 5
d, note 3.
9[1]

According to Hilprecht, The Babylonian Expedition of the University of
Pennsylvania, i. p. I I ff., the inscriptions found at Nippur embrace the period from
about 4000 to 450 B. C.
Even now the language of some of the BeÊdawiÖ is much purer and more archaic
than that of the town Arabs. It must, however, be admitted that the former exalted
estimate of the primitiveness of Arabic has been moderated in many respects by the
most recent school of Semitic philology. Much apparently original is to be regarded
with Nöldeke (Die semit. Spr., p. 5 [ = Encycl. Brit., ed. 9, art, SEMITIC LANGUAGES,
p.642]) only as a modification of the original. The assertion that the Arabs exhibit
Semitic characteristics in their purest form, should, according to Nöldeke, be rather
that 'the inhabitants of the desert lands of Arabia, under the influence of the
10[1]

extraordinarily monotonous scenery and of a life continually the same amid continual
change, have developed most exclusively some of the principal traits of the Semitic
race'.

§ 2. Sketch of the History of the Hebrew Language.
See Gesenius, Gesch. der hebr. Sprache u. Schrift, Lpz. 1815, §§ 5–18); Th.
Nöldeke's art., 'Sprache, hebräische,' in Schenkel's Bibel-Lexikon, Bd. v, Lpz. 1875; F.
Buhl, 'Hebräische Sprache,' in Hauck's Realencycl. für prot. Theol. und Kirche, vii
(1899), p. 506 ff.; A. Cowley, 'Hebrew Language and Literature,' in the forthcoming ed.
of the Encycl. Brit.; W. R. Smith in the Encycl. Bibl., ii. London, 1901, p. 1984 ff.; A.
Lukyn Williams, 'Hebrew,' in Hastings Dict. of the Bible, ii. p. 325 ff., Edinb. 1899.
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1. The name Hebrew Language usually denotes the language of the sacred writings of
the Israelites which form the canon of the Old Testament. It is also called Ancient
Hebrew in contradistinction to the New Hebrew of Jewish writings of the post-biblical

tyrIb.[i !Avl'

glw/ssa tw/n ~Ebrai,wn(
period (§ 3a). The name Hebrew language (
e`.brai?sti,) does not occur in the Old Testament itself. Instead of it we find in Is 19:18 the

tydIWhy>

term language of Canaan,1 and
in the Jews' language 2 K 18:26, 28 (cf. Is
36:11, 13) Neh 13:24. In the last-cited passage it already agrees with the later (postexilic) usage, which gradually extended the name Jews, Jewish to the whole nation, as
in Haggai, Nehemiah. and the book of Esther.

b
The distinction between the names Hebrew (

~yrIb.[i ~Ebrai/oi)and Israelites

laer'f.yI ynEB.

(
) is that the latter was rather a national name of honour, with also a
religious significance, employed by the people themselves, while the former
appears as the less significant name by which the nation was known amongst
foreigners. Hence in the Old Testament Hebrews are only spoken of either when
the name is employed by themselves as contrasted with foreigners (Gn 40:15,
Ex 2:6 f. 3:18 &c., Jon 1:9) or when it is put in the mouth of those who are not
Israelites (Gn 39:14, 17 41:12 &c.) or, finally, when it is used in opposition to
other nations (Gn 14:13 43:32, Ex 2:11, 13 21:2). In 1 S 13:3, 7 and 14:21 the
text is clearly corrupt. In the Greek and Latin authors, as well as in Josephus, the
name ~Ebrai/oi, Hebraei,2 &c., alone occurs. Of the many explanations of the

yrIb.[i, the derivation from rb,[e a country on the other side with the
derivative suffix y¤e (§ 86 h) appears to be the only one philologically possible.
gentilic

The name accordingly denoted the Israelites as being those who inhabited the
‘eber, i. e. the district on the other side of the Jordan (or according to others the
Euphrates), and would therefore originally be only appropriate when used by the
nations on this side of the Jordan or Euphrates. We must, then, suppose that
after the crossing of the river in question it had been retained by the
Abrahamidae as an old-established name, and within certain limits (see above)

had become naturalized among them. In referring this name to the patronymic
Eber, the Hebrew genealogists have assigned to it a much more comprehensive
signification. For since in Gn 10:21 (Nu 24:24 does not apply) Shem is called the
father of all the children of Eber, and to the latter there also belonged according
to Gn 11:14 ff. and 10:25 ff. Aramean and Arab races, the name, afterwards
restricted in the form of the gentilic ‰ibriÆ exclusively to the Israelites, must
have originally included a considerably larger group of countries and nations.
The etymological significance of the name must in that case not be insisted
upon.3

c
The term e`brai?sti, is first used, to denote the old Hebrew, in the prologue to
Jesus the son of Sirach (about 130 B. C.), and in the New Testament, Rv 9:11.
On the other hand it serves in Jn 5:2, 19:13, 17 perhaps also in 19:20 and Rv
16:16 to denote what was then the (Aramaic) vernacular of Palestine as opposed
to the Greek. The meaning of the expression e`brai<j dia,lektoj in Acts 21:40, 22:2,
and 26:14 is doubtful (cf. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.-Aram., p. 19 f.). Josephus
also uses the term Hebrew both of the old Hebrew and of the Aramaic
vernacular of his time.
The Hebrew language is first called the sacred language in the Jewish Aramaic
versions of the Old Testament, as being the language of the sacred books in
opposition to the lingua profana, i. e. the Aramaic vulgur tongue.

d
2. With the exception of the Old Testament (and apart from the Phoenician
inscriptions; see below, f–h), only very few remains of old Hebrew or old Canaanitish
literature have been preserved. Of the latter — (1) an inscription, unfortunately much
injured, of thirtyfour lines, which was found in the ancient territory of the tribe of
Reuben, about twelve miles to the east of the Dead Sea, among the ruins of the city of
DiÖboÖn (now DiÖbaÖn), inhabited in earlier times by the Gadites, afterwards by the
Moabites. In it the Moabite king MeÖsëaÇ (about 850 B.C.) recounts his battles with Israel
(cf. 2 K 3:4 ff.), his buildings, and other matters.4 Of old Hebrew: (2) an inscription of
six lines (probably of the eighth century B.C.5) discovered in June, 1880, in the tunnel
between the Virgin's Spring and the Pool of Siloam at Jerusalem; (3) about forty
engraved seal-stones, some of them pre-exilic but bearing little except proper names6;
(4) coins of the Maccabaean prince Simon (from 'the 2nd year of deliverance', 140 and
139 B.C.) and his successors,7 and the coinage of the revolts in the times of
Vespasian and Hadrian.

e
3. In the whole series of the ancient Hebrew writings, as found in the Old Testament
and also in non-biblical monuments (see above, d), the language (to judge from its

consonantal formation) remains, as regards its general character, and apart from slight
changes in form and differences of style (see k to w), at about the same stage of
development. In this form, it may at an early time have been fixed as a literary
language, and the fact that the books contained in the Old Testament were handed
down as sacred writings, must have contributed to this constant uniformity.

f
To this old Hebrew, the language of the Canaanitish or Phoenician8 stocks came
the nearest of all the Semitic languages, as is evident partly from the many
Canaanitish names of persons and places with a Hebrew form and meaning
which occur in the Old Testament (e. g.

qd,c,-yBil.m;Ã rp,se ty:r>qi, &c.; on

'Canaanite glosses'9 to Assyrian words in the cuneiform tablets of Tell-el-Amarna
[about 1400 B.C.] cf. H. Winekler, ' Die Thontafeln von Tell-el- Amarna,' in
Keilinschr. Bibliothek, vol. v, Berlin, 1896 f. [transcription and translation]; J. A.
Knudtzon, Die El-Amarna-Tafeln, Lpz. 1907 f.; H. Zimmern, ZA. 1891, p. 154 ff.
and KAT.3, p. 651 ff.), and partly from the numerous remains of the Phoenician
and Punic languages.
The latter we find in their peculiar writing (§ 1 k, l) in a great number of
inscriptions and on coins, copies of which have been collected by Gesenius,
Judas, Bourgade, Davis, de VoguÎeÃ, Levy, P. Schröder, v. Maltzan, Euting, but
especially in Part 1 of the Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, Paris, 1881 ff.
Among the inscriptions but few public documents are found, e. g. two lists of fees
for sacrifices; by far the most are epitaphs or votive tablets. Of special
importance is the inscription on the sarcophagus of King EsëmuÖnazar of Sidon,
found in 1855, now in the Louvre; see the bibliography in Lidzbarski, Nordsem.
Epigr., i. 23 ff.; on the inscription, i. 97 ff., 141 f., 417, ii. plate iv, 2; [Cooke, p. 30
ff.]. To these may be added isolated words in Greek and Latin authors, and the
punic texts in Plautus, poenulus 5, 1–3 (best treated by Gildemeister in Ritschl's
edition of Plautus, Lips. 1884, tom. ii, fasc. 5). From the monuments we learn the
native orthography, from the Greek and Latin transcriptions the pronunciation
and vocalization; the two together give a tolerably distinct idea of the language
and its relation to Hebrew.

g

la God, ~da man, !b
son, tb daughter, $lm king, db[ servant, !hk priest, xbz sacrifice, l[b lord, XmX
sun, #ra land, ~y sea, !ba stone, @sk silver, lzrb iron, !mX oil, t[ time, rbq
grave, tbcm monument, ~qm place, bkXm bed, lk all, dxa one, ~ynX two, XlX
three, [bra four, Xmx five, XX six, [bX seven, rX[ ten, !k (=Hebr. hyh) to be,
Phoenician (Punic) words occurring in inscriptions are, e. g.

[mX to hear, xtp to open, rdn to vow, $rb to bless, Xqb to seek, &c. Proper
names: !dc Sidon, rc Tyre, anx Hanno, l[bnx Hannibal, &c. See the complete
vocabulary in Lidzbarski, Nordsem. Epigr., i. 204 ff.

h
Variations from Hebrew in Phoenician orthography and inflection are, e.g. the almost

tb for tyb house, lq for, lAq
voice, !dc for !AdyciÃ ~nhk for ~ynIh]K)o priests, ~nla (in Plaut. alonim) gods; the fem.,
even in the absolute state, ending in t (ath) (§ 80 b) as well as a (X), the relative Xa
(Hebr. rv,a]), &c. The differences in pronunciation are more remarkable, especially in
Punic, where the A was regularly pronounced as uÖ, e. g. jpevo suÖfeÒtÌ (judge), vlv' saÒluÖs
(three), Xr ruÖs = vaor head; i and e often as the obscure dull sound of y, e. g. WNN<hi
ynnynnu (ecce eum), tae¿tyaÀ yth; the [ as o, e. g. rq[m Mocar (cf. hk'[]m†; LXX, Gn
invariable omission of the vowel letters (§ 7 b), as

22:24 Mwca,). See the collection of the grammatical peculiarities in Gesenius,
Monumenta Phoenicia, p. 430 ff.; Paul Schröder, Die phöniz. Sprache, Halle, 1869; B.
Stade, ‘Erneute Prüfung des zwischen dem Phönic. und Hebr. bestehenden
Verwandtschaftsgrades,' in the Morgenländ. Forschungen, Lpz. 1875, p. 169 ff.

i
4. As the Hebrew writing on monuments and coins mentioned in d consists only of
consonants, so also the writers of the Old Testament books used merely the
consonant-signs (§ 1 k), and even now the written scrolls of the Law used in the
synagogues must not, according to ancient custom, contain anything more. The
present pronunciation of this consonantal text, its vocalization and accentuation, rest
on the tradition of the Jewish schools, as it was finally fixed by the system of
punctuation (§ 7 h) introduced by Jewish scholars about the seventh century A.D.; cf. §
3 b.

k
An earlier stage in the development of the Canaanitish-Hebrew language, i.e. a form
of it anterior to the written documents now extant, when it must have stood nearer to
the common language of the united Semitic family, can still be discerned in its
principal features: — (1) from many archaisms preserved in the traditional texts,
especially in the names of persons and places dating from earlier times, as well as in
isolated forms chiefly occurring in poetic style; (2) in general by an a posteriori
conclusion from traditional forms, so far as according to the laws and analogies of
phonetic change they clearly point to an older phase of the language; and (3) by
comparison with the kindred languages, especially Arabic, in which this earlier stage of

the language has been frequently preserved even down to later times (§ 1 m, n). In
numerous instances in examining linguistic phenomena, the same — and
consequently so much the more certain — result is attained by each of these three
methods.
Although the systematic investigation of the linguistic development indicated
above belongs to comparative Semitic philology, it is nevertheless indispensable
for the scientific treatment of Hebrew to refer to the groundforms10 so far as they
can be ascertained and to compare the corresponding forms in Arabic. Even
elementary grammar which treats of the forms of the language occurring in the
Old Testament frequently requires, for their explanation, a reference to these
ground-forms.

l
5. Even in the language of the Old Testament, notwithstanding its general uniformity,
there is noticeable a certain progress from an earlier to a later stage. Two periods,
though with some reservations, may be distinguished: the first, down to the end of the
Babylonian exile; and the second, after the exile.

m
To the former belongs, apart from isolated traces of a later revision, the larger half of
the Old Testament books, viz. (a) of the prose and historical writings, a large part of
the Pentateuch and of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Killgs; (b) of the poetical,
perhaps a part of the Psalms and Proverbs; (c) the writings of the earlier prophets
(apart from various later additions) in the following chronological order: Amos, Hosea,
Isaiah I, Micah, Nahum, Zephaniah, Habakkuk, Obadiah (?), Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Isaiah
II (ch. 40–55).

n
The beginning of this period, and consequently of Hebrew literature generally, is
undoubtedly to be placed as early as the time of Moses, although the
Pentateuch in its present form, in which very different strata may be still clearly
recognized, is to be regarded as a gradual production of the centuries after
Moses. Certain linguistic peculiarities of the Pentateuch, which it was once
customary to regard as archaisms, such as the epicene use of

r[;n: boy, youth,

hr'[]n); girl, and awh for ayh, are merely to be attributed to a later redactor; cf.

for
§ 17 c.

o
The linguistic character of the various strata of the Pentateuch has been
examined by Ryssel, De Elohistae Pentateuchici sermone, Lpz. 1878; König, De
criticae sacrae argumento e linguae legibus repetito, Lpz. 1879 (analysis of Gn
1–11); F. Giesebrecht, 'Der Sprachgebr. des hexateuchischen Elohisten,' in

ZAW. 1881, p. 177 ff., partly modified by Driver in the Journal of Philology, vol.
xi. p. 201 ff.; Kräutlein, Die sprachl. Verschiedenheiten in den Hexateuchquellen,
Lpz. 1908. — Abundant matter is afforded also by Holzinger, Einleitung in den
Hexateuch, Freib. 1893; Driver, Introduction to the Literature of the Old
Testament8, Edinburgh, 1908; Strack, Einleitung ins A. T.sup>6, Munich, 1906;
König, Einleitung in das A. T., Bonn, 1893.
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6. Even in the writings of this first period, which embraces about 600 years, we meet,
as might be expected, with considerable differences in linguistic form and style, which
are due partly to differences in the time and place of composition, and partly to the
individuality and talent of the authors. Thus Isaiah, for example, writes quite differently
from the later Jeremiah, but also differently from his contemporary Micah. Amongst the
historical books of this period, the texts borrowed from earlier sources have a linguistic
colouring perceptibly different from those derived from later sources, or passages
which belong to the latest redactor himself. Yet the structure of the language, and,
apart from isolated cases, even the vocabulary and phraseology, are on the whole the
same, especially in the prose books.

q
But the poetic language is in many ways distinguished from prose, not only by a
rhythm due to more strictly balanced (parallel) members and definite metres (see r),
but also by peculiar words and meanings, inflexions and syntactical constructions
which it uses in addition to those usual in prose. This distinction, however, does not go
as far as, for example, in Greek. Many of these poetic peculiarities occur in the kindred
languages, especially in Aramaic, as the ordinary modes of expression, and probably
are to be regarded largely as archaisms which poetry retained. Some perhaps, also,
are embellishments which the Hebrew poets who knew Aramaic adopted into their
language.11
The prophets, at least the earlier, in language and rhythm are to be regarded almost
entirely as poets, except that with them the sentences are often more extended, and
the parallelism is less regular and balanced than is the case with the poets properly so
called. The language of the later prophets, on the contrary, approaches nearer to
prose.

r
On the rhythm of Hebrew poetry, see besides the Commentaries on the poetical
books and Introductions to the O.T., J. Ley, Grundzüge des Rhythmus, &c.,
Halle, 1875; Leitfaden der Metrik der hebr. Poesis, Halle, 1887; 'Die metr.
Beschaffenheit des B. Hiob,' in Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1895, iv, 1897, i; Grimme,
'Abriss der bibl.-hebr. Metrik,' ZDMG. 1896, p. 529 ff., 1897, p. 683 ff.;
Psalmenprobleme, &c., Freiburg (Switzerland), 1902 (on which see Beer in
ThLZ. 1903, no. 11); 'Gedanken über hebr. Metrik,' in Altschüler's

Vierteljahrachrift, i (1903), 1 ff.; Döller, Rhythmus, Metrik u. Strophik in d. bibl.hebr. Poesie, Paderborn, 1899; Schloegl, De re metrica veterum Hebraeorum
disputatio, Vindobonae, 1899 (on the same lines as Grimme); but especially Ed.
Sievers, Metrische Studien: i Studien zur hebr. Metrik, pt. 1 Untersuchungen, pt.
2 Textproben, Lpz. 1901: ii Die hebr. Genesis, 1 Texte, 2 Zur Quellenscheidung
u. Textkritik, Lpz. 1904 f.: iii Samuel, Lpz. 1907; Amos metrisch bearbeitet (with
H. Guthe), Lpz. 1907; and his Alttest. Miszellen (1 Is 24–27, 2 Jona, 3 DeuteroZechariah, 4 Malachi, 5 Hosea, 6 Joel, 7 Obadiah, 8 Zephaniah, 9 Haggai, 10
Micah), Lpz. 1904–7.— As a guide to Sievers' system (with some criticism of his
principles see Baumann, 'Die Metrik u. das A.T.,' in the Theol. Rundschau, viii
(1905), 41 ff.; W. H. Cobb, A criticism of systems of Hebrew Metre, Oxford,
1905; Cornill, Einleitung ins A. T. 5, Tübingen, 1905, p. 11 ff.; Rothstein,
Zeitschr. für d. ev. Rel.-Unterricht, 1907, p. 188 ff. and his Grundzüge des hebr.
Rhythmus, Lpz. 1909 (also separately Psalmentexte u. der Text des Hohen
Liedes, Lpz. 1909); W. R. Arnold, 'The rhythms of the ancient Heb.,' in O.T. and
Semitic Studies in memory of W. R. Harper, i. 165 ff., Chicago, 1907, according
to whom the number of syllables between the beats is only limited by the
physiological possibilities of phonetics; C. v. Orelli, 'Zur Metrik der alttest.
Prophetenschriften,' in his Kommentar zu den kl. Propheten3, p. 236 ff., Munich,
1908.— In full agreement with Sievers is Baethgen, Psalmen3, p. xxvi ff.,
Göttingen, 1904. [Cf. Budde in DB. iv. 3 ff.; Duhm in EB. iii. 3793 ff.]
Of all views of this matter, the only one generally accepted as sound was at first
Ley's and Budde's discovery of the Qina- or Lamentation-Verse (ZAW. 1882, 5
ff; 1891, 234 ff.; 1892, 31 ff.). On their predecessors, Lowth, de Wette, Ewald,
see Löhr, Klagelied2, p. 9. This verse, called by Duhm 'long verse', by Sievers
simply 'five-syllabled' (Fünfer), consists of two members, the second at least one
beat shorter than the other. That a regular repetition of an equal number of
syllables in arsis and thesis was observed by other poets, had been established
by Ley, Duhm, Gunkel, Grimme, and others, especially Zimmern, who cites a
Babylonian hymn in which the members are actually marked (ZA. x. 1 ff., xii. 382
ff.; cf. also Delitzsch, Das babyl. Weltschöpfungsepos, Lpz. 1896, pp. 60 ff.).
Recently, however, E. Sievers, the recognized authority on metre in other
branches of literature, has indicated, in the works mentioned above, a number of
fresh facts and views, which have frequently been confirmed by the conclusions
of Ley and others. The most important are as follows:—
Hebrew poetry, as distinguished from the quantitative Classical and Arabic and
the syllabic Syriac verse, is accentual. The number of unstressed syllables
between the beats (ictus) is, however, not arbitrary, but the scheme of the verse
is based on an irregular anapaest which may undergo rhythmical modifications
(e. g. resolving the ictus into two syllables, or lengthening the arsis so as to give
a double accent) and contraction, e. g. of the first two syllables. The foot always
concludes with the ictus, so that toneless endings, due to change of

pronunciation or corruption of the text, are to be disregarded, although as a rule
the ictus coincides with the Hebrew wordaccent. The metrical scheme consists
of combinations of feet in series (of 2, 3 or 4), and of these again in periods —
double threes, very frequently, double fours in narrative, fives in Lamentations
(see above) and very often elsewhere, and sevens. Sievers regards the last two
metres as catalectic double threes and fours. Connected sections do not always
maintain the same metre throughout, but often exhibit a mixture of metres.
It can no longer be doubted that in the analysis of purely poetical passages, this
system often finds ready confirmation and leads to textual and literary results,
such as the elimination of glosses. There are, however, various difficulties in
carrying out the scheme consistently and extending it to the prophetical writings
and still more to narrative: (1) not infrequently the required number of feet is only
obtained by sacrificing the clearly marked parallelism, or the grammatical
connexion (e. g. of the construct state with its genitive), and sometimes even by
means of doubtful emendations; (2) the whole system assumes a correct
transmission of the text and its pronunciation, for neither of which is there the
least guarantee. To sum up, our conclusion at present is that for poetry proper
some assured and final results have been already obtained, and others may be
expected, from the principles laid down by Sievers, although, considering the
way in which the text has been transmitted, a faultless arrangement of metres
cannot be expected. Convincing proof of the consistent use of the same metrical
schemes in the prophets, and a fortiori in narrative, can hardly be brought
forward.
The great work of D. H. Müller, Die Propheten in ihrer ursprüngl. Form (2 vols.,
Vienna, 1896; cf. his Strophenbau u. Responsion, ibid. 1898, and Komposition u.
Strophenbau, ibid. 1907), is a study of the most important monuments of early
Semitic poetry from the point of view of strophic structure and the use of the
refrain, i. e. the repetition of the same or similar phrases or words in
corresponding positions in different strophes.
The arrangement of certain poetical passages in verse-form required by early
scribal rules (Ex 15:1–19; Dt 32:1–43; Ju 5; 1 S 2:1–10; 2 S 22, 23:1–7; y Ps 18,
136; Pr. 31:10–31; 1 Ch 16:8–36: cf. also Jo 12:9–24; Ec 3:2–8; Est 9:7–10) has
nothing to do with the question of metre in the above sense.

s

vAna/
man = ~d'a'; xr;ao path = %r,D,; hL'mi word = rb'D'; hz"x' to see = ha'r'; Ht'a' to
come = aAB.
Words are used in poetry, for which others are customary in prose, e. g.

To the poetic meanings of words belongs the use of certain poetic epithets as

ryba (only in constr. st. rybia]) the strong one
for God; ryBia; the strong one for bull, horse; hn"b'l. alba for luna; rc; enemy for
byEao.
substantives; thus, for example,

Of word-forms, we may note, e.g. the longer forms of prepositions of place (§

yle[]=l[;, ylea/=la,, yde[]=d[;; the endings yÃ;, A in the noun (§ 90); the
pronominal suffixes Am,AmÃ;ò,AmÃeñ for ~, ~Ã',~Ãe (§ 58); the plural ending !yÃi for ~yÃi (§ 87
103 n)

e). To the syntax belongs the far more sparing use of the article, of the relative

tae

pronoun, of the accusative particle
; the construct state even before
prepositions; the shortened imperfect with the same meaning as the ordinary
form (§ 109 i); the wider governing power of prepositions; and in general a
forcible brevity of expression.

t
7. The second period of the Hebrew language and literature, after the return from the
exile until the Maccabees (about 160 B.C.), is chiefly distinguished by a constantly
closer approximation of the language to the kindred western Aramaic dialect. This is
due to the influence of the Aramaeans, who lived in close contact with the recent and
thinly-populated colony in Jerusalem, and whose dialect was already of importance as
being the official language of the western half of the Persian empire. Nevertheless the
supplanting of Hebrew by Aramaic proceeded only very gradually. Writings intended
for popular use, such as the Hebrew original of Jesus the son of Sirach and the book
of Daniel, not only show that Hebrew about 170 B.C. was still in use as a literary
language, but also that it was still at least understood by the people.12 When it had
finally ceased to exist as a living language, it was still preserved as the language of
the Schools — not to mention the numerous Hebraisms introduced into the Aramaic
spoken by the Jews.
For particulars, see Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.-Aram., pp. 1–6. We may
conveniently regard the relation of the languages which co-existed in this later
period as similar to that of the High and Low German in North Germany, or to
that of the High German and the common dialects in the south and in
Switzerland. Even amongst the more educated, the common dialect prevails
orally, whilst the High German serves essentially as the literary and cultured
language, and is at least understood by all classes of the people. Wholly
untenable is the notion, based on an erroneous interpretation of Neh 8:8, that the
Jews immediately after the exile had completely forgotten the Hebrew language,
and therefore needed a translation of the Holy Scriptures.

u
The Old Testament writings belonging to this second period, in all of which the

Aramaic colouring appears in various degrees, are: certain parts of the Pentateuch
and of Joshua, Ruth, the books of Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles, Esther; the prophetical
books of Haggai, Zechariah, Isaiah III (56–66), Malachi, Joel, Jonah, Daniel; of the
poetical books, a large part of Proverbs, Job, Song of Songs, Ecclesiastes, and most
of the Psalms. As literary compositions, these books are sometimes far inferior to
those of the first period, although work was still produced which in purity of language
and aesthetic value falls little short of the writings of the golden age.

v

hw"x.a; declaration, ~n:a' compel, rB; son, ryGI
chalk, !m'z> = tyE time, @q;z" raise up, dsx Pi. reproach, llj Pi. roof over, h['j'
stray, @Ke rock, $lm advise, @As= #qe end, lBeqi = xq;l' take, [[;r' = #c;r' break,
ag"f' be many, jl;v'=%l;m' rule, @qeT'=#mea' be strong. — Later meanings are, e.
g. rm;a' (to say) to command; hn"[' (to answer) to begin speaking —
Orthographical and grommatical peculiarities are, the frequent scriptio plena of A
and y— e. g. dywID'13 (elsewhere dwID'), even vd,Aq for vd,qoÃ bArfor broÈthe
interchange of h — and a — final; the more frequent use of substantives in
!AÃ !Ã tWÃ, &c. Cf. Dav. Strauss, Sprachl. Studien zu d. hebr. Sirachfragmenten,
Later words (Aramaisms) are, e. g.

Zürich, 1900, p. 19 ff.; for the Psalms Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, p. 461 ff.,
and especially Giesebrecht in ZAW. 1881, p. 276 ff.; in general, Kautzsch, Die
Aramaismen im A. T. (i, Lexikal. Teil), Halle, 1902.
But all the peculiarities of these later writers are not Aramaisms. Several do not
occur in Aramaic and must have belonged at an earlier period to the Hebrew
vernacular, especially it would seem in northern Palestine. There certain parts of
Judges, amongst others, may have originated, as is indicated, e. g. by

va

v,Ã a

rv,a]

common form in Phoenician (as well as
), for
(§ 36), which afterwards
recurs in Jonah, Lamentations, the Song of Songs, the later Psalms, and
Ecclesiastes.

w
Rem. 1. Of dialectical varieties in the old Hebrew language, only one express
mention occurs in the O. T. (Ju 12:6), according to which the Ephraimites in

v

s

certain cases pronounced the as . (Cf. Marquart in ZAW. 1888, p. 151 ff.)
Whether in Neh 13:24. by the speech of Ashdod a Hebrew, or a (wholly different)
Philistine dialect is intended, cannot be determined. On the other hand, many
peculiarities in the North Palestinian books (Judges and Hosea) are probably to

be regarded as differences in dialect, and so also some anomalies in the
Moabite inscription of MeÖsëa‘ (see above, d). On later developments see L.
Metman, Die hebr. Sprache, ihre Geschichte u. lexikal. Entwickelung seit
Abschluss des Kanons u. ihr Bau in d. Gegenwart, Jerusalem, 1906.
2. It is evident that, in the extant remains of old Hebrew literature,14 the entire
store of the ancient language is not preserved. The canonical books of the Old
Testament formed certainly only a fraction of the whole Hebrew national
literature.
Footnotes:
1[1]

That Hebrew in its present form was actually developed in Canaan appears from
such facts as the use of yaÒm (sea) for the west, neÊgeb (properly dryness, afterwards as
a proper name for the south of Palestine) for the south.
2[2]

The Graeco-Roman form of the name is not directly derived from the Hebrew

yrIb.[i, but from the Palestinian Aramaic ÀthebÁ ÇebraÒyaÒ, 'the Hebrew.'
3[1]

We may also leave out of account the linguistically possible identification of the
ÇIbriyyiÖm with the Hêabiri who appear in the Tell-el-Amarna letters (about 1400 B. C.) as
freebooters and mercenaries in Palestine and its neighbourhood.
4[2]

This monument, unique of its kind, was first seen in August, 1868, on the spot, by
the German missionary F. A. Klein. It was afterwards broken into pieces by the Arabs,
so that only an incomplete copy of the inscription could be made. Most of the
fragments are now in the Louvre in Paris. For the history of the discovery and for the
earlier literature relating to the stone, see Lidzbarski, Nordsemitische Epigraphik, i. pp.
103 f., 415 f., and in the bibliography (under Me), p. 39 ff. The useful reproduction and
translation of the inscription by Smend and Socin (Freiburg in Baden, 1886) was
afterwards revised and improved by Nordlander, Die Inschrift des Königs Mesa von
Moab, Lpz. 1896; by Socin and Holzinger, 'Zur Mesainschrift' (Berichte der K.
Sächsischen Gesell. d. Wiss., Dec. 1897); and by Lidzbarski, 'Eine Nachprüfung der
Mesainschrift' (Ephemeris, i. 1, p. 1 ff.; text in his Altsemitische Texte, pt. 1, Giessen,
1907); J. HaleÃvy, Revue SeÃmitique, 1900, pp. 236 ff., 289 ff., 1901, p. 297 ff.; M. J.
Lagrange, Revue biblÒique internationale, 1901, p. 522 ff.; F. Prätorius in ZDMG. 1905,
p. 33 ff., 1906, p. 402. Its genuineness was attacked by A. Löwy, Die Echtheit der
Moabit. Inschr. im Louvre (Wien, 1903), and G. Jahn in Das Buch Daniel, Lpz. 1904.
p. 122 ff. (also in ZDMG. 1905, p. 723 ff.), but without justification, as shown by E.
König in ZDMG. 1905, pp. 233 ff. and 743 ff. [Cf. also Driver, Notes on the Hebrew
Text of the Books of Samuel, Oxford, 1890, p. lxxxv ff.; Cooke, op. cit., p. 1 ff.]
5[1]

Of this inscription — unfortunately not dated, but linguistically and
palaeographically very important — referring to the boring of the tunnel, a facsimile is

given at the beginning of this grammar. See also Lidzbarski, Nordsemitische
Epigraphik, i. 105, 163, 439 (bibliography, p. 56 ff.; facsimile, vol. ii, plate xxi, 1); on
the new drawing of it by Socin (ZDPV. xxii. p. 61 ff. and separately published at
Freiburg i. B. 1899), see Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i. 53 ff. and 310 f. (text in Altsemit.
Texte, p. 9 f.). Against the view of A. Fischer (ZDMG. 1902, p. 800 f.) that the six lines
are the continuation of an inscription which was never executed, see Lidzbarski,
Ephemcris, ii. 71. The inscription was removed in 1890, and broken into six or seven
pieces in the process. It has since been well restored, and is now in the Imperial

x;L{vi

(i. e. emissio)
Museum at Constantinople. If, as can hardly be doubted, the name
Is 8:6 refers to the discharge of water from the Virgin's Spring, through the tunnel (so
Stade, Gesch. Isr. i. 594), then the latter, and consequently the inscription, was
already in existnce about 736 B.C. [Cf. Cooke, op. cit., p. 15 ff.]
6[2]

M. A. Levy, Siegel u. Gemmen, &c., Bresl. 1869, p. 33 ff.; Stade, ZAW. 1897, p.
501 ff. (four old-Semitic seals published in 1896); Lidzbarski, Handbuch, i. 169 f.;
Ephemeris, i. 10 ff.; W. Nowack, Lehrb. d. hebr. Archäol. (Freib. 1894), i. 262 f.; I.
Benzinger, Hebr. Archäol.2 (Tübingen, 1907), pp. 80, 225 ff., which includes the
beautiful seal inscribed
1904; [Cooke, p. 362].

~[bry db[ [mXl from the castle-hill of Megiddo, found in

7[3]

De Saulcy, Numismatique de la Terre Sainte, Par. 1874; M. A. Levy, Gesch. der
jüd. Münzen, Breslau, 1862; Madden, The Coins of the Jews, Lond. 1881; Reinach,
Lea monnaies juives, Paris, 1888. — Cf. the literature in Schürer's Gesch. des jüd.
Volkes im Zeitalter J. C.3, Lpz. 1901, i. p. 20 ff.; [Cooke, p. 352 ff.].
8[4]

![;n:K.Ã ynI[]n);K. is the native name, common both to the canaanitish tribes in

Palestine and to those which dwelt at the foot of the Lebanon and on the Syrian coast,
whom we call Phoenicians, while they called themselves
people of Carthage also called themselves so.

![nk on their coins. The

rp'['; hullu = l[o (with hard
[; cf. § 6 c, and Assyr. héumri = yrIm.[', héazzatu = hZ"[;); iazkur = rKoz>yI, zuruhéu=[;Arz>,
abadat=hd'b.a†', sëahéri=r[;X;, gate; batÌnu = !j,B,, belly; kiluÒbi = bWlK., net; sÌaduk = qdoc'
(qyDIc;), &c. [Cf. Böhl, Die Sprache d.Amarnabriefe, Lpz. 1909.]
9[1]

Cf. inter alia: aparu, also héaparu (Assyr. epru, ipru) =

10[1]

Whether these can be described simply as 'primitive Semitic' is a question which
may be left undecided here.
11[1]

That already in Isaiah's time (second half of the eighth century B.C.) educated
Hebrews, or at least officers of state, understood Aramaic, while the common people
in Jerusalem did not, is evident from 2 K 18:26 (Is 36:11).

12[1]

The extensive use of Hebrew in the popular religious literature which is partly
preserved to us in the Midrasëim, the Misëna, and the Liturgy, indicates, moreover, that
Hebrew was widely understood much later than this. Cf. M. H. Segal, 'Misënaic Hebrew
and its relations to Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic,' in J. Q. R., 1908, p. 647 ff. (also
separately).
13[1]

dywID' in the Minor Prophets throughout (Ho 3:5, &c.) is due merely to a caprice of

the Masoretes.
14[2]

According to the calculation of the Dutch scholar Leusden, the O. T. contains 5,
642 different Hebrew and Aramaic words; according to rabbinical calculations, 79, 856
altogether in the Pentateuch. Cf. also E. Nestle, ZAW. 1906, p. 283; H. Strack, ZAW.
1907, p. 69 ff.; Blau, 'Neue masoret. Studien,' in JQR. xvi. 357 ff., treats of the number
of letters and words, and the ve sedivision in the O. T.

FIRST PART
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OR THE SOUNDS AND
CHARACTERS
CHAPTER 1
THE INDIVIDUAL SOUNDS AND CHARACTERS
§ 5. The Consonants: their Forms and Names.
(Cf. the Table of Alphabets.)
Among the abundant literature on the subject, special attention is directed to: A.
Berliner, Beiträge zur hebr. Gramm., Berlin, 1879, p. 15 ff., on the names, forms,
and pronunciation of the consonants in Talmud and Midrash; H. Strack,
Schreibkunst u. Schrift bei d. Hebräern, PRE.3, Lpz. 1906, p. 766 ff.; Benzinger,
Hebr. Archäologie2, Tübingen, 1907, p. 172 ff.; Nowack, Lehrbuch d. hebr.
Archäol., Freiburg, 1894, i. 279 ff.; Lidzbarski, Handbuch d. nordsem. Epigraphik,
Weimar, 1898, i. 173 ff.; also his art. 'Hebrew Alphabet,' in the Jewish
Encyclopaedia, i, 1901, p. 439 ff. (cf. his Ephomeris, i. 316 ff.); and 'Die Namen
der Alphabet-buchstaben', in Ephemeris, ii. 125 ff.; Kenyon, art. 'Writing,' in the
Dictionary of the Bible, iv. Edinb. 1902, p. 944 ff.; Nöldeke, 'Die semit.
Buchstabennamen,' in Beitr. zur semit. Sprachwiss., Strassb. 1904, p. 124 ff.; F.
Praetorius, Ueber den Ursprung des kanaan. Alphabets, Berlin, 1906; H.
Grimme, 'Zur Genesis des semit. Alphabets,' in ZA. xx. 1907, p. 49 ff.; R. Stübe,
Grundlinien zu einer Entwickelungsgesch. d. Schrift, Munich, 1907; Jermain, In
the path of the Alphabet, Fort Wayne, 1907. — L. Blau, Studien zum althebr.
Buchwesen, &c., Strassb. 1902; and his 'Ueber d. Einfluss d. althebr.
Buchwesens auf d. Originale', &c., in Festschr. zu Ehren A. Berliners, Frkf. 1903.
The best tables of alphabets are those of J. Euting in G. Bickell's Outlines of Heb.
Gram. transl. by S. I. Curtiss, Lpz. 1877; in Pt. vii of the Oriental Series of the
Palaeographical Soc., London, 1882; and, the fullest of all, in Chwolson's Corpus
inscr. Hebr., Petersburg, 1882; also Lidzbarski's in the Jewish Encycl., see
above.

a
1. The Hebrew letters now in use, in which both the manuscripts of the O. T. are
written and our editions of the Bible are printed, commonly called the square character
([B'rum. bt'K.), also the Assyrian character (yrIWVa;
employed.

äK.),1 are not those originally

Old Hebrew (or Old Canaanitish2) writing, as it was used on public monuments in the
beginning of the ninth and in the second half of the eighth century B. C., is to be seen

in the inscription of MeÖsÌa, as well as in that of Siloam. The characters on the
Maccabaean coins of the second century B. C., and also on ancient gems, still bear
much resemblance to this (cf. § 2 d). With the Old Hebrew writing the Phoenician is
nearly identical (see § 1 k, § 2 f, and the Table of Alphabets). From the analogy of the
history of other kinds of writing, it may be assumed that out of and along with this
monumental character, a less antique and in some ways more convenient, rounded
style was early developed, for use on softer materials, skins, bark, papyrus, and the
like. This the Samaritans retained after their separation from the Jews, while the Jews
gradually3 (between the sixth and the fourth century) exchanged it for an Aramaic
character. From this gradually arose (from about the fourth to the middle of the third
century) what is called the square character, which consequently bears great
resemblance to the extant forms of Aramaic writing, such as the Egyptian-Aramaic, the
Nabatean and especially the Palmyrene. Of Hebrew inscriptions in the older square
character, that of ‘AraÖq al-EmiÖr (151/2 miles north-east of the mouth of the Jordan)
probably belongs to 183 B.C.4
The Jewish sarcophagus-inscriptions of the time of Christ, found in Jerusalem in
1905, almost without exception exhibit a pure square character. This altered little
in the course of centuries, so that the age of a Hebrew MS. cannot easily be
determined from the style of the writing. The oldest known biblical fragment is the
Nash papyrus (found in 1902), containing the ten commandments and the
beginning of Dt 6:4 f. , of the end of the first or beginning of the second century A.
D.; cf. N. Peters, Die älteste Abschr. der 10 Gebote, Freibg. i. B. 1905. Of actual
MSS. of the Bible the oldest is probably one of 820–850 A. D. described by
Ginsburg, Introd., p. 469 ff., at the head of his sixty principal MSS.; next in age is
the codex of Moses ben Asher at Cairo (897 A. D., cf. the art. 'Scribes' in the Jew.
Encycl. xi and Gottheil in JQR. 1905, p. 32). The date (916 A. D.) of the Codex
prophetarum Babylon. Petropol. (see § 8 g, note) is quite certain. — In the
synagogue-rolls a distinction is drawn between the Tam-character (said to be so
called from Rabbi Tam, grandson of R. YisÌhÌaÒqiÖ, in the twelfth century) with its
straight strokes, square corners and 'tittles' (taÒgiÖn), in German and Polish MSS.,
and the foreign character with rounded letters and tittles in Spanish MSS. See
further E. König, Einl. in das A. T., Bonn, 1893, p. 16 ff.

b
2. The Alphabet consists, like all Semitic alphabets, solely of consonants, twenty-two in
number, some of which, however, have also a kind of vocalic power (§ 7 b). The
following Table shows their form, names, pronunciation, and numerical value (see
k):—
FORM.

NAME.

PRONUNCIATION.

NUMERICAL VALUE.

a

AÓleçph

' spiritus lenis

1

b

BeÖth

b (bh, but see § 6 n )

2

g

Gimeçl (Giml) g (gh, but see § 6 n )

3

d

DaÓleçth

d (dh, but see § 6 n )

4

h

HeÓ

h

5

w

WaÓw (WaÓu)

w (u)5

6

z

ZaÃyiçn

z, as in English (soft s)

7

x

HÍeÖthÌ

hÌ, a strong guttural

8

j

TÍeÖth

tÌ, emphatic t

9

y

YoÖd

y (i)6

10

k, final $

Kaph

k (kh, but see § 6 n)

20

l

LaÓmeçd

l

30

m, final ~

MeÖm

m

40

n, final !

NuÖn

n

50

s

SaÓmeçkh

s

60

[

ÇAÄyiçn

‘ a peculiar gttural (see below)

70

p, final @

PeÖ

p (f, see § 6 n)

80

c, final #

SÍaÓdeÖ

sÌ, emphatic s

90

q

QoÖf

q, astrong k7 formed at the back of
the palate

100

r

ReÖsë

r

200

f

SÄiÖn

sÃ

300

v

SèiÖn8

së, pronounced sh

t

TaÓw (TaÓu)

t (th, but see § 6 n)

400

c
3. As the Table shows, five letters have a special form at the end of the word. They are
called final letters, and were combined by the Jewish grammarians in the mnemonic
word #p,n<m.K; KamneÊphaÎsÌ, or better, with A. Müller and Stade, #Pen:m.K; i. e. as the
breaker in pieces.9 Of these, $Ã zÃ @Ã # are distinguished from the common form by
the shaft being drawn straight down, while in the usual form it is bent round towards
the left.10 In the case of ~ the letter is completely closed.

d
4. Hebrew is read and written from right to left.11 Words must not be divided at the end
of the lines;12 but, in order that no empty space may be left, in MSS. and printed texts,
certain letters suitable for the purpose are dilated at the end or in the middle of the line.
In our printed texts these literae dilatabiles are the five following: ~tlha (mnemonic
word ~T,l.h;a] ’ahalteÊm). In some MSS. other letters suitable for the purpose are also
employed in this way, as dÃ kÃ
Nestle, ZAW. 1906, p. 170 f.

r; cf. Strack in the Theol. Lehrb., 1882, No. 22;

e
Rem. 1. The forms of the letters originally represent the rude outlines of
perceptible objects, the names of which, respectively, begin with the consonant

represented (akrophony). Thus YoÖd, in the earlier alphabets the rude picture of a
hand, properly denotes hand (Heb. dy"), but as a letter simply the sound y (y), with
which this word begins; ÇAyiçn, originally a circle, properly an eye (!yI[;ñ), stands for
the consonant [. In the Phoenician alphabet, especially, the resemblance of the
forms to the objects denoted by the name is still for the most part recognizable
(see the Table). In some letters (gÃ
the square character.

wÃ zÃ jÃ X) the similarity is still preserved in

It is another question whether the present names are all original. They may be
merely due to a later, and not always accurate, interpretation of the forms.
Moreover, it is possible that in the period from about 1500 to 1000 B.C. the
original forms underwent considerable change.

f
The usual explanation of the present names of the letters13 is: @l,a' ox, tyBe
house, lm,GI camel (according to Lidzbarski, see below, perhaps originally !w<r>G:
axe or pick-axe), tl,D' door (properly folding door; according to Lidzbarski,
perhaps dD; the female breast), ahe air-hole (?), lattice-window (?), ww" hook, nail,

!yIz: weapon (according to Nestle, comparing the Greek zh/taë, rather tyIz: olivetree), tyxe fence, barrier (but perhaps only differentiated from h by the left-hand
stroke), tyje a winding (?), according to others a leather bottle or a snake (but
perhaps only differentiated from t by a circle round it), dAy hand, @K; bent hand,
dm,l' ox-goad, ~yIm; water, !Wn fish (Lidzbarski, 'perhaps originally vx'n" snake,' as
in Ethiopic), %m,s' prop (perhaps a modification of z), !yI[; eye, aPe (also yPe)
mouth, ydec' fish-hook (?), @Aq eye of a needle, according to others back of the
head (Lidzb., 'perhaps tv,q, bow'), vyre head, !yvi tooth, wT' sign, cross.
g
With regard to the origin of this alphabet, it may be taken as proved that it is not
earlier (or very little earlier) than the fifteenth century B. C., since otherwise the elAmarna tablets (§ 2 f) would not have been written exclusively in cuneiform.14 It
seems equally certain on various grounds, that it originated on Canaanitish soil. It
is, however, still an open question whether the inventors of it borrowed
(a) From the Egyptian system — not, as was formerly supposed, by direct

adoption of hieroglyphic signs (an explanation of twelve or thirteen characters
was revived by J. HaleÃvy in Rev.SeÃmit. 1901, p. 356 ff., 1902, p. 331 ff., and in the
Verhandlungen des xiii. … Orient.-Kongr. zu Hamb., Leiden, 1904, p. 199 ff.; but
cf. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i. 261 ff.), or of hieratic characters derived from them
(so E. de RougeÃ), but by the adoption of the acrophonic principle (see e) by,
which e. g. the hand, in Egyptian tot, represents the letter t, the lion = laboi, the
letter l. This view still seems the most probable. It is now accepted by Lidzbarski
('Der Ursprung d. nord- u. südsemit. Schrift' in Ephemeris, i (1900), 109 ff., cf. pp.
134 and 261 ff.), though in his Nordsem. Epigr. (1898) p. 173 ff. he was still
undecided.
(b) From the Babylonian (cuneiform) system. Wuttke's and W. Deecke's
derivation of the old-Semitic alphabet from new-Assyrian cuneiform is impossible
for chronological reasons. More recently Peters and Hommel have sought to
derive it from the old-Babylonian, and Ball from the archaic Assyrian cuneiform. A
vigorous discussion has been aroused by the theory of Frdr. Delitzsch (in Die
Entstehung des ält. Schriftsystems od. der Urspr. der Keilschriftzeichen dargel.,
Lpz. 1897; and with the same title 'Ein Nachwort', Lpz. 1898, preceded by a very
clear outline of the theory) that the old-Semitic alphabet arose in Canaan under
the influence both of the Egyptian system (whence the acrophonic principle) and
of the old-Babylonian, whence the principle of the graphic representation of
objects and ideas by means of simple, and mostly rectilinear, signs. He holds
that the choice of the objects was probably (in about fifteen cases) influenced by
the Babylonian system. The correspondence of names had all the more effect
since, according to Zimmern (ZDMG. 1896, p. 667 ff.), out of twelve names which
are certainly identical, eight appear in the same order in the Babylonian
arrangement of signs. But it must first be shown that the present names of the
'Phoenician' letters really denote the original picture. The identity of the objects
may perhaps be due simply to the choice of the commonest things (animals,
implements, limbs) in both systems.
The derivation of the Semitic alphabet from the signs of the Zodiac and their
names, first attempted by Seyffarth in 1834, has been revived by Winckler, who
refers twelve fundamental sounds to the Babylonian Zodiac. Hommel connects
the original alphabet with the moon and its phases, and certain constellations; cf.
Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i. 269 ff., and in complete agreement with him, Benzinger,
Hebr. Archäologie2, p. 173 ff. This theory is by no means convincing.
(c) From the hieroglyphic system of writing discovered in 1894 by A. J. Evans in
inscriptions in Crete (esp. at Cnossus) and elsewhere. According to Kluge (1897)
and others, this represents the 'Mycenaean script' used about 3000–1000 B. C.,
and according to Fries ('Die neuesten Forschungen über d. Urspr. des phöniz.
Alph.' in ZDPV. xxii. 118 ff.) really supplies the original forms of the Phoenician
alphabet as brought to Palestine by the Philistines about 1100 B. C., but 'the
Phoenician-Canaanite-Hebrews gave to the Mycenaean signs names derived

from the earlier cuneiform signs'. The hypothesis of Fries is thus connected with
that of Delitzsch. But although the derivation of the Phoenician forms from
'Mycenaean' types appears in some cases very plausible, in others there are
grave difficulties, and moreover the date, 1100 B.C., assigned for the introduction
of the alphabet is clearly too late. [See Evans, Scripta Minoa, Oxf. 1909, p. 80 ff.]
(d) From a system, derived from Asia Minor, closely related to the Cypriote
syllabary (Praetorius, Der Urspr. des kanaan. Alphabets, Berlin, 1906). On this
theory the Canaanites transformed the syllabic into an apparently alphabetic
writing. In reality, however, they merely retained a single sign for the various
syllables, so that e. g. q is not really q, but qa, qe, qi, &c. Of the five Cypriote
vowels also they retained only the star (in Cypriote = a) simplified into an ’aÒlef
(see alphabetical table) to express the vowels at the beginning of syllables, and i
and u as Yod and Waw. Praetorius claims to explain about half the twenty-two
Canaanite letters in this way, but there are various objections to his ingenious
hypothesis.

h
2. As to the order of the letters, we possess early evidence in the alphabetic15
poems: y Ps 9 (aÄk, cf. y Ps 10:1 l, and VV12–17 qÄt; cf. Gray in the Expositor,
1906, p. 233 ff., and Rosenthal, ZAW. 1896, p. 40, who shows that y Ps 9:13, 15.
17 kÃ

lÃ n exactly fit in between xÃ jÃ y, and that y Ps 10:1, 3, 5 therefore has
the reverse order lÃ kÃ y; also yy 25 and 34 (both without a separate wÄ-verse
and with p repeated at the end16); 37, 111, 113, 119 (in which every eight verses
begin with the same letter, each strophe, as discovered by D. H. Müller of
Vienna, containing the eight leading words of y Ps 19:8 ff., toÖraÒ, ÇeÒduÖth, &c.); La
1–4 (in 2–4 p before [17, in chap. 3 every three verses with the same initial, see
Löhr, ZAW. 1904, p. 1 ff., in chap. 5 at any rate as many verses as letters in the
alphabet); Pr 24:1, 3, 5, 31:10–31 (in the LXX with p before [18); also in Na
1:2–10 Pastor Frohnmeyer of Württemberg (ob. 1880) detected traces of an
alphabetic arrangement, but the attempt of Gunkel, Bickell, Arnold (ZAW. 1901,
p. 225 ff.), Happel (Der Ps. Nah, Würzb. 1900) to discover further traces, has not
been successful. [Cf. Gray in Expositor, 1898, p. 207 ff.; Driver, in the Century
Bible, Nahum, p. 26.) — Bickell, Ztschr f. Kath. Theol., 1882, p. 319 ff., had
already deduced from the versions the alphabetical character of Ecclus
51:13–30, with the omission of the wÄverse and with p19 at the end. His
conjectures have been brilliantly confirmed by the discovery of the Hebrew
original. although the order from g to l is partly disturbed or obscured. If w before

c is deleted, ten letters are in their right positions, and seven can be restored to
their places with certainty. Cf. N. Schlögl, ZDMG. 53, 669 ff.; C. Taylor in the
appendix to Schechter and Taylor, The Wisdom of Ben Sira, Cambr. 1899, p.
lxxvi ff., and in the Journ. of Philol., xxx (1906), p. 95 ff.; JQR. 1905, p. 238 ff.;
Löhr, ZAW. 1905, p. 183 ff.; I. LeÃvy, REJ. 1907, p. 62 ff.
The sequence of the three softest labial, palatal, and dental sounds bÃ

gÃ d, and

of the three liquids lÃ mÃ n, indicates an attempt at classification. At the same
time other considerations also appear to have had influence. Thus it is certainly
not accidental, that two letters, representing a hand (Yod, Kaph), as also two (if
QoÖph = back of the head) which represent the head, and in general several forms
denoting objects naturally connected (MeÖm and NuÖn, ÇAyiçn and PeÖ), stand next to
one another.

i
The order, names, and numerical values of the letters have passed over from the
Phoenicians to the Greeks, in whose alphabet the letters A to U are borrowed
from the Old Semitic. So also the Old Italic alphabets as well as the Roman, and
consequently all alphabets derived either from this or from the Greek, are directly
or indirectly dependent on the Phoenician.

k
3. a. In default of special arithmetical figures, the consonants were used also as
numerical signs; cf. G. Gundermann, Die Zahlzeichen, Giessen, 1899, p. 6 f.,
and Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i. 106 ff. The earliest traces of this usage are,
however, first found on the Maccabean coins (see above, § 2 d, end). These
numerical letters were afterwards commonly employed, e.g. for marking the
numbers of chapters and verses in the editions of the Bible. The units are
denoted by aÄj, the tens by yÄc, 100–400 by qÄt, the numbers from 500–900 by

t (= 400), with the addition of the remaining hundreds, e. g. qt 500. In
compound numbers the greater precedes (on the right), thus ay 11, akq 121.
But 15 is expressed by wj 9+6, not hy (which is a form of the divine name, being
the first two consonants of hwhy).20 For a similar reason zj is also mostly written
for 16, instead of wy, which in compound proper names, like laeAy, also represents
the name of God. hwhy.
The thousands are sometimes denoted by the units with two dots placed above,
e. g. aoo 1000.

l
b. The reckoning of the years in Jewish writings (generally hrycyl after the
creation) follows either the full chronology (lAdG"

jr'p.li or äg äpl), with the
addition of the thousands, or the abridged chronology (!Ajq' äpl), in which they

are omitted. In the dates of the first thousand years after Christ, the Christian era
is obtained by the addition of 240, in the second thousand years by the addition
of 1240 (i. e. if the date falls between Jan. 1 and the Jewish new year; otherwise
add 1239), the thousands of the Creation era being omitted.

m
4. Abbreviations of words are not found in the text of the O. T., but they occur on
coins, and their use is extremely frequent amongst the later Jews.21 A point, or
later an oblique stroke, serves as the sign of abridgement in old MSS. and
editions, e. g. äfy for laer'f.yIÃ äp, for ynIl{P. aliquis, äd for rb'D' aliquid, äwgw for rm;Agw>
et complens, i.e. and so on. Also in the middle of what is apparently a word, such
strokes indicate that it is an abbreviation or a rox memorialis (cf. e. g. § 15 d

~¾¾at). Two such strokes are employed, from § 41 d onward, to mark the
different classes of weak verbs. — Note also y"y> or yy" (also äh) for hA'hy>.
n
5. Peculiarities in the tradition of the O. T. text, which are already mentioned in
the Talmud, are — (1) The 15 puncta extraordinaria, about which the tradition
(from Siphri on Nu 9:10 onwards) differs considerably, even as to their number;
on particular consonants, Gn 16:5, 18:9, 19:33, 35, Nu 9:10; or on whole words,
Gn 33:4, 37:12, Nu 3:39, 21:30, 29:15, Dt 29:28, 2 S 19:20, Is 44:9, Ez 41:20,
46:22, y Ps 27:13, — all no doubt critical marks; cf. Strack, Prolegomena Critica,
p. 88 ff.; L. Blau, Masoretische Untersuchungen, Strassburg, 1891, p. 6 ff., and
Einleitung in die hl. Schrift, Budapest, 1894; Königsberger, Jüd. Lit.-Blatt, 1891,
nos. 29–31, and Aus Masorah u. Talmudkritik, Berlin, 1892, p. 6 ff.; MayerLambert, REJ. 30 (1895), no. 59; and especially Ginsburg, Introd., p. 318 ff.; also
on the ten points found in the Pentateuch, see Butin (Baltimore, 1906), who
considers that they are as old as the Christian era and probably mark a letter,
&c., to be deleted. (2) The literae majusculae (e. g. b Gn 1:1, w Lv 11:42 as the
middle consonant of the Pentateuch, y Nu 14:17), and minusculuae (e. g. h Gn
2:4). (3) The literae suspensae (Ginsburg, Introd., p. 334 ff.) n Ju 18:30 (which
points to the reading hv,m for hV,n:m.), [ y Ps 80:14 (the middle of the Psalms22)

and Jb 38:13, 15. (4) The 'mutilated' WaÒw in ~wlX Nu 25:12, and q Ex 32:25
(~hymqb), and Nu 7:2 (~ydwqph). (5) MeÖm clausum in hbr~l Is 9:6 and MeÖm
apertum in ~ycwrp

mh Neh 2:13. (6) NuÖn inversum before Nu 10:35, and after

ver. 36, as also before y Ps 107:23–28 and 40; according to Ginsburg, Introd., p.
341 ff., a sort of bracket to indicate that the verses are out of place; cf. Krauss,
ZAW. 1902, p. 57 ff., who regards the inverted NuÖns as an imitation of the Greek
obelus.
Footnotes:
The name rWVa; (Assyria) is here used in the widest sense, to include the
countries on the Mediterranean inhabited by Aramaeans; cf. Stade in ZAW. 1882, p.
292 f. On some other names for Old Hebrew writing. cf. G. Hoffmann, ibid. 1881, p.
334 ff.; Buhl, Canon and Text of the O.T. (transl. by J. Macpherson), Edinb. 1892, p.
200.
1[1]

2[2]

It is tacitly assumed here that this was the mother of all Semitic alphabets. In
ZDMG. 1909, p. 189 ff., however, Prätorius has shown good grounds for believing that
the South Semitic alphabet is derived not from the MeÖsÌa‘ character, or from some
kindred and hardly older script, but from some unknown and much earlier form of
writing.

3[1]

On the effect of the transitional mixture of earlier and later forms on the
constitution of the text, see R. Kittel, Ueber d. Notwendigk. d. Herausg. einer neuen
hebr. Bibel, Lpz. 1901, p. 20 ff. — L. Blau, 'Wie lange stand die althebr. Schrift bei den
Juden im Gebrauch ?' in Kaufmanngedenkbuch, Breslau, 1900, p. 44 ff.

4[2]

Not 176, as formerly held. Driver and Lidzbarski now read hybr[, correctly, not

hybwj.
5[1]

Philippi, 'Die Aussprache der semit. Consonanten w and y,' in ZDMG. 1886, p. 639

ff., 1897, p. 66 ff., adduces reasons in detail for the opinion that, 'the Semitic w and y
are certainly by usage consonants, although by nature they are vowels, viz. u and i,
and consequently are consonantal vowels'; cf. § 8 m.
7[2]

As a representstion of this sound the Latin q is very suitable, since it occupies in

the alphabet the place of the Semitic q (Greek ko,ppa).
8[3]

Nestle (Actes du onziems Congres … des Orienlalistes, 1897, iv. 113 ff.) has

shown that the original order was vÃ

f.

In the Talmud, disregarding the alphabetical order, ^p.c)o-!mi of thy watcher, i. e.
prophet. See the discussions of this mnemonic word by Nestle, ZAW. 1907, p. 119 ff.,
9[1]

König, Bacher (who would read %yIp;co-!mi = proceeding from thy prophets, Is 52:8),
Krauss, Marmorstein, ibid. p. 278 ff. All the twenty-two letters, together with the five
final forms, occur in Zp 3:8.
10[2]

Chwolson, Corpus Inscr. Hebr., col. 68, rightly observes that the more original
forms of these letters are preserved in the literae finales. Instances of them go back to
the time of Christ.

11[3]

The same was originally the practice in Greek, which only adopted the opposite
direction exclusively about 400 B.C. On the boustropheÒdon writing (alternately in each
direction) in early Greek, early Sabaean, and in the Safa-inscriptions of the first three
centuries A.D., cf. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i. 116 f.
This does not apply to early inscriptions or seals. Cf. MeÖsëaÇ , ll. 1–5, 7, 8, &c.,
Siloam 2, 3, 5, where the division of words appears to be customary.

12[4]
13[5]

We possess Greek transcriptions of the Hebrew names, dating from the fifth
century B. C. The LXX give them (in almost the same form as Eusebius, Praep. Evang.
10. 5) in La 1–4, as do also many Codices of the Vulgate (e. g. the Cod. Amiatinus) in
yy 111, 112, 119, but with many variations from the customary forms, which rest on
the traditional Jewish pronunciation. The forms Deleth (and delth), Zai, Sen (LXX also
csen, cf. Hebr. !ve tooth) are to be noticed, amongst others, for Daleth, Zain, Sèin. Cf. the
tables in Nöldeke, Beiträdge zur sem. Sprachwiss., p. 126 f. In his opinion (and so
Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i. 134) the form and meaning of the names point to Phoenicia
as the original home of the alphabet, since alf, bcÖt, dalt, waÒw, taÒw, pei = peÖ, piÖ, mouth,
and the vowel of r`w/ = roÒsë, head, are all Hebraeo-Phoenician.
14[1]

In the excavations at Jericho in April, 1907, E. Sellin found a jar-handle with the

Canaanite characters hy, which he dates (probably too early) about 1500 B. C.
15[1]

On the supposed connexion of this artificial arrangement with magical formulae
('the order of the letters was believed to have a sort of magic power') cf. Löhr, ZAW.
1905, p. 173 ff., and Klagelieder2, Gött. 1907, p. vii ff.

On this superfluous p cf. Grimme, Euphemistic liturgical appendices, Lpz. 1901,
p. 8 ff., and Nestle, ZAW. 1903, p. 340 f., who considers it an appendage to the Greek
alphabet.
16[2]

[Perhaps also originally in y Ps 34.] p before [ is probably due to a magic
alphabet, see above, n. 1. According to Böhmer, ZAW. 1908, p. 53 ff., the
17[3]

combinations baÃ

dgÃ wh, &c., were used in magical texts; s[ was excluded, but by a

rearrangement we get @s and #[.
19[1]

See note 3 on p. 29.

On the rise of this custom (hy having been originally used and afterwards yh), cf.
Nestle in ZAW. 1884, p. 250, where a trace of this method of writing occurring as early
as Origen is noted.
20[2]

21[3]

Cf. Jc. Buxtorf, De abbreviaturis Hebr., Basel, 1613, &c.; Pietro Perreau. oceano
delle abbreviature e sigle2, Parma, 1883 (appendix, 1884); Ph. Lederer, Hebr. u.
Chald. Abbreviaturen, Frankf. 1893; Händler, Lexicon d. Abbreviaturen (annexed to G.
Dalman's Aram.-neuhebr. WB., Frankf. 1897); Levias, art. 'Abbreviations,' in the Jew.
Encycl., i. 39 ff.; F. Perles, 'Zur Gesch. der Abbrev. im Hebr.' (Archiv f. Stenogr., 1902,
p. 41 ff.). On abbreviations in biblical MSS. see Ginsburg, Introd., 165 ff.
22[1]

According to Blau, Studien zum althebr. Buchwesen, Strassburg, 1902, p. 167,

properly a large [, called tÇluÖyaÒ because suspended between the two halves of the
Psalter, and then incorrectly taken for a littera suspensa.

§ 86. Denominative Nouns.

a
1. Such are all nouns formed immediately from another noun, whether the latter be
primitive or derived from a verb, e. g.
(verbal stem

!Amd>q; eastern, immediately from ~d,q,ñ the east

~d;q' to be in front).

b
2. Most of the forms which nouns of this class assume have already been given in §§
84 and 85, since the denominatives, as secondary (although in some cases very old )
forms, invariably follow the analogy of the verbal derivatives. As, for instance, the
verbals with a prefixed

m (§ 85 e to m) express the place, & c., of an action, so the

m

denominatives with local represent the place where a thing is found or its
neighbourhood (see e).

c
The most common forms of denominatives are —

r[evo a porter, from r[;v;ñ a gate;
rqeBo a herdsman, from rq'B' a herd; ~reKo a vine dresser, from ~r,K,ñ a vineyard.
1. Those like the participle Qal (§ 84a s), e. g.

d

tV'q;

tv,q,ñ

2. Those like the form qaÁtæÌaÒl (§ 84b b) e. g.
an archer, from
a bow.
Both these forms ( c and d ) indicate customary occupations, inhering in the
subject, like Greek nouns in thj( teu,j, e. g. poli,thj( grammateu,j.

e

m prefixed, denoting the place where a thing is (cf. § 85 e), or its
neighbourhood, e. g.!y"[.m; a place of fountains, from !yI[;ñ ’ tAlG>r>m; the place
about the feet, tAva]r†;m. the place about the head, from lg<r,ñ; vaor ’ hv'q.mi (for
ha'v.q.mi) a cucumber field, from aVuqi cucumber. Cf. avmpelw,n from a;mpeloj.
3. Nouns with

f

!¤' or !A expressing adjectival ideas: !Amd>q;
eastern, from ~d,q,ñ ’ !Arx]a†; posterior, from rx;a; ’ !Acyxi exterior, from #Wx;
probably also !t'y"w>li coiled, hence coiled animal, serpent, from hy"w>li a
4. Nouns with the termination

!T'v.xun> brazen, from tv,xñn> brass. Also abstracts, e. g. !ArW"[i blindness,
from rWE[i. Cf. § 85 u—With a double termination (oÖn or aÖn with iÖ ) ynImod>a; reddish,
ynI[oD>yI a knowing (spirit); ynI[op.ci basilisk; tAYnIm†'x]r†; merciful [fem. plur.].1
winding;

g

!A appears to be used as a diminutive ending (cf. the Syriac !W ) in !Avyai little
man (in the eye), apple of the eye, from vyai2; on the other hand !poypiv. adder,
which was formerly regarded as a diminutive, is properly an adjectival form from

@p;v' to rub ( hence, as it were, a rubbing creature ); in the same way !Wrvuy> is a
denominative from rWvy" ( =rv'y" ), properly upright (righteous people), and not a
diminutive ( pious little people, and the like ); finally, !Arh]f†; is not lunula, but an
artficial moon (used as an ornament), and ~ynIroW>c; not little neck, but necklace
(from raW"c; neck). Cf. Delitzsch on Ct 4:9.
h

y¤i

5. Peculiar to denominatives is the termination , which converts a substantive
into an adjective, and is added especially to numerals and names of persons and

ylig>r;
footman, plur. ~ylig>r;, from lg<r,ñ foot; yrIz"k.a; cruel, yrIk.n" strange, from rk,nOÐ
strangeness, yTix.T; lower, from tx;T;ñ below, fem. tyTix.T' and hY"Tix.T;, plur.
~yYITix.T; tAYTix.T;’ yVivi the sixth, from vve six; ybia'Am) Moabite, from ba'Am, plur.
~ybia'm†o, fem.hY"bia]Am† and tybia'Am), plur.tAYbia]Am) ’ yrIb.[i Hebrew, plur.
~yrIb.[iand ~yYIrIb.[i, fem. hY"rIb.[i, plur.tAYrIb.[i ’ yliaer>f.y Israelite, from laer'f.yI.
countries, in order to form ordinals, patronymics, and tribal names; e. g.

When the original substantive is a compound, it is resolved again into two words,

ynIymiy>-!B, Benjamite, from !ymiy"n>Bi (cf. on the use of the article in such cases,

e. g.
§ 127 d ).

i

y¤i we find in a few cases (a) the ending y¤; (as in Aram.), e. g. yl;yKi
(crafty, or, according to others, churlish) if it stands for yl;ykin> and is not rather
from a stem alk or hlk ’ yr'Ax white cloth, Is 19:9 in pause; perhaps also yb;GO
Instead of

yb+'AG Na 3:17); hardly yt;Anyg)in> Is 38:20, Hb 3:19; but
certainly in proper names as yL;zIr>B (ferreus) Barzillai;2 and (b) h¤,, arising from
aÁy, in hV,ai belonging to fire (vae), i. e. a sacrifice offered by fire; hn<b.li (
a swarm of locusts, Am 7:1 (

prop.milky ) the storax-shrub, Arabic lubnay.

k

tW: tÎy¤yIÐ (§ 95 t), cf.
our terminations -dom, -hood, -ness, e. g. tWdl.y: youth, tWkl.m; kingdom (the
omission of the DagesÛ in k shows that the S–ewaÖ is weakened from a full vowel;
on malik as underlying the present form %l,m,ñ cf. § 84a a); tWnm'l.a; widowhood,
from !m'l.a; widower, hn"m'l.a; widow. In Aram. this fem. ending tW (or W with
rejection of the t) is a common termination of the infinitive in the derived
conjugations (cf., as substantival infinitives of this kind, tW[m'v.h; the
announcing, Ez 24:26, and tWrb.x;t.hi the making of a league, Dn 11:23); in
Hebr. tW as a termination to express abstract ideas (including some which
appear to be directly derived from the verbal stem, as tWlk.si folly, tWap.rI a
6. Abstract nouns formed from concretes by the addition of

healing3 ) becomes more common only in the later books. It is affixed to
adjectives ending in iÖ (see above, h) in
position ( Lv 26:13, used adverbially ).

tWYrIz>k.a; cruelty, and tWYmim.Aq† upright

l

tyñ¤'i is found earlier, e. g. in tyrIaev. remainder, tyviare principium,
from vare = vaor ( head ) princeps. The termination oÖth seems to occur in
tAmk.x' wisdom ( in Pr 1:20, 9:1, joined to a singular; so also tAmk.x; Pr 14:1,
where, probably, tAmk.x' should likewise be read ) and in tAlleAh) Ec 1:17 &c.,
with the parallel form tWlleAh) Ec 10:13.
The ending

Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. Barth, § 212; König, ii. I, 413. Diminutives in Semitic languages are, however,

most commonly formed by inserting a y after the second radical, e. g. Aram.

am'yLeW[,

ry[ez>

Syr., , Arab. a very young man, kulaib, a little dog, &c. Since Olshausen (§ 180),
a little ( Is 28:10, 13, Jb 36:2 ) has commonly been regarded as an example of the

~ysiybiv. Is 3:18 (as though a foreign
dialectical form for sÛumais, little sun), and !Anymia] 2 S 13:20, as a contemptuous
diminutive form of !Anm.a;; cf. Ewald, § 167, W. Wright, Arab. Gramm.2 i. § 269, De
same form, to which others have added

Lagarde, Nominalbildung, pp. 85–87, König. ii. 1, p. 143 f. The existence of the form in
Hebrew is disputed by Barth, § 192 d.]

y¤; as an old fem. ending, see above, § 80 l.

2[1]

On

3[1]

[See a complete list of instances in König, Lehrgetäude, ii. 1, p. 205 f.]

§ 85. Nouns with Preformatives and Afformatives.

a
These include nouns which are directly derived from verbal forms having
preformatives (HiphÇiÖl, HophÇal, HithpaÇeÒl, NiphÇal, &c.), as well as those which are formed

a; y: m; n: t

, and finally those which are formed with
with other preformatives (
afformatives. The quadriliterals and quinqueliterals also are taken in connexion with
these formations, inasmuch as they arise almost always by the addition or insertion of
one or two consonants to the triliteral stem.
X. Nouns with Preformatives.

b

a prefixed. Cf. the substantives with a prosthetic (§ 19 m), such
as [;Arz>a, arm (Jer 32:21, Jb 31:22; elsewhere always [;Arz>) ’ [Bc.a, a finger,
hB,r>a; a locust, @Arg>a, fist (others mattock, or clod ), hr'Wmv.a; or tr,moñv.a; a
watch. In these examples the a is a 'euphonic' prefix ( Barth, ibid., § 150 b); in
other cases it is 'essential'; cf. especially the adjectives, bz"k.a; deceitful, rz"k.a;
cruel, !t'yae perennial ( for Õaitan) [ = the Arab. 'elative', used for expressing the
compar. and superl. degrees]. The fem. hr'K'z>a; fragrant part1 (of the meal45. Nouns with

offering) is a nomen verbale of HiphÇiÖl, answering to the Aramaic infinitive of the
causal stem ( ÈAphÇeÒl ), hence with suff.

Ht'r'K†'z>a; ( Lv 2:2, &c.

c

h prefixed. Besides the ordinary infinitives of HiphÇil ljeq.h; and
lyjiq.h;, of NiphÇal ljeQ'hi; ljoQ'hi (for hinq.), and of the conjugations formed with
the prefix t.hi, this class also includes some rare nomina verbalia derived from
HiphÇiÖ (cf. § 72 z), viz. hr'K'h; appearance (from rk;n"), Is 3:9; hp'n"h] a swinging
(from @Wn), [ Is 30:28; hx'n"h] a rest-giving, Est 2:18 ]; hl'C'h; deliverance (from
lc;n"), [ Est 4:14 an Aram. form: cf. hd'z"h] Dn 5:20]; perhaps also lk'yhe palace,
46. Nouns with

from haikaÁl, unless it is borrowed from the Assyrian; see the Lexicon.

d

y

rh'c.yI oil, jWql.y: wallet, @Wvn>y: owl (?); from verbs
W¾¾[, e. g. ~Wqy> a living thing, rWty> a range; from a verb y¾¾[; byrIy" an adversary.
47. Nouns with prefixed, as

Of a different character are the many proper names which have simply adopted
the imperfect form, as

bqo[]y); qx'c.yI, &c.

e

m prefixed. This preformative MeÖm, which is no doubt connected
with ymi who, and hm' what (see § 37 and § 52 c), appears in a very large number

48. Nouns with

of nouns, and serves to express the most varied modifications of the idea of the

m subjective, when preformative of the participles PiÇeÒl, HiphÇil, HithpaÇeÒl,
and other active conjugations. (2) m objective, when preformative of the

stem: (1)

participles PuÇal, HophÇal, and other passive conjugations, as well as of numerous

m

nouns. (3) instrumental, as in
for cattle. &c.

x;Tep.m; a key, &c, (4) m local, as in rB'd>mi a drive

f
As regards the formation of these nouns, it is to be remarked that the

m

preformative was originally in most cases followed by a short aÁ. This aÁ,
however, in a closed syllable is frequently attenuated to iÁ; in an open syllable
before the tone it is longthened to aÒ (so also the iÁ, attenuated from aÁ, is

!gEm'

yNIgIm†'

shield (with suff.
) it even becomes
lengthened to eÒ), and in
unchangeable aÖ. But in an open syllable which does not stand before the tone,
the a necessarily becomes S–ewaÖ.

g
The following forms are especially to be noticed: (a) ground-form maÁqtÌaÁl, in

lj'q.m;,2 e. g. lk'a]m†; food; fem. hk'l'm.m; kingdom, tl,k,ña]m†; a knife,
hk'al'm. (for hk'a'l.m; by § 23 c) business; from a verb !¾¾p; !T'm; a gift; from verbs
w¾¾p; ac'Am a going forth, bv'Am a seat; from verbs y¾¾p; bj'yme the best (from
maitÌaÁb); with y (or w ) assimilated, [C'm; a bed; from verbs [¾¾[; %s'm' a screen,
and with the shortening of the aÁ under the preformative, rm,m,ñ bitterness (from
rm;m. developed to a segholate), fem. hM'v;m. desolation; from a verb W¾¾[,
probably of this class is ~Aqm' place, the aÁ lengthened to aÒ and obscured to oÖ
(Arabic maÁqaÖm); from verbs h¾¾l; ha,r>m; appearance, ![;m;ñ (for hn<[]m†;) prop.
intention, only in ![;m;ñl. on account of, in order that.
Hebrew

h
(b) Ground-form miqtÌaÒl (the usual form of the infin. Qal in Aramaic), Hebr.

lj'q.mi,

rB'd>mi (in Jer 2:31 also, where Baer requires rB;d>mih], read with ed. Mant.,
Ginsburg, &c. rB'd>mih]) a cattle-drive, fem. hm'x'l.mi war, hb'K'r>m, a chariot (with.
SeghoÖl instead of iÁ, but in constr. st. tb,K,ñr>mi Gn 41:43; cf. qx'r>m, distance),
tr,m,ñv.mi a watch; from verbs [¾¾[, e. g. bs;me surroundings (from miÁ – saÁb; iÁ in
the open syllable being lengthened to eÒ but cf. also qV;m; Is 33:4 as constr. state
from qqv with sharpening of the first radical; cf. § 67 g); from verbs h¾¾l; hn<q.mi
a possession, fem. hn"q.mi.

e. g.

i

ljeq.m;, e. g. ![ev.m; a support (fem. hn"[ev.m;), rGEs.m;
a smith, rfe[]m†; a tithe; fem. hl'vek.m; a ruin; from a verb !¾¾p; hp'GEm; an overthrow,
hb'Cem; a pillar; from verbs [¾¾[; !gEm' a shield; fem. hL'gIm. a roll (from ll;G"q),
hr'aem. a curse (for meÈirraÒ from rr;a'); from a verb w¾¾p; vqeAm a snare (from
(c) Ground-form maÁqtÌiÁl, Hebr.

maÁwqiÁsÛ).

k

ljeq.mi, e. g. dPes.mi mourning, x;Bew>mi an altar (
place of sacrifice); from a verb [¾¾[, e. g. bseme (bs;me ?) consessus; (e) groundform maÁqtÌuÁl, Hebr. ljoq.m;; fem. tl,koña]m†; food, tr,Koñf.m; wages; from a verb [¾¾[,
fem. hK'sum. a covering (from %k;s'). Also from [¾¾[, according to the Masora,
zA[m' a refuge, with suffixes yZI[um†' and yWIW[m†', plur. ~yZI[um†', but, very probably,
most if not all of these forms are to be referred to the stem zW[ to flee for safety,
and therefore should be written yzIA[m., &c. The form z[om', if derived from the
stem zz[, would mean stronghold.— Cf. also %r,moñ faintness, developed to a
segholate, probably from %rom., for maÁroÒkh from %k;r', like ~tom. soundness of
body, from ~m;T'.
(d) Ground-form miÁqtÌiÁl, Hebr.

l

With a long vowel in the second syllable: ( f ) ground-form maqtÌaÖl, with aÖ always

rAsx.m; want, xAql.m; booty; from verbs W¾¾[, e. g.rAgm' fear,
fem. hr'Agm. and hr'Wgm. (with the oÖ depressed to uÖ in a toneless syllable; cf. § 27
n), hm'Whm., &c., Is 22:5. (g) Ground-form miÁqtÌaÖl, in Hebr. again lAjq.mi, e. g.
rATs.mi a covert, lAvk.mi a stumbling block (cf. above under i, maÁkhsÛeÒlaÒ); fem.
tr,moñk.mi a fishing-net; ( h) the ground-forms maqtÌiÖl, miqtÌil (cf. ~yqime) are found
only in participles HiphÇiÖl; the fem. tygIylib.m;, cheerfulness, is a denominative
formed from a participle HiphÇiÖl; ( i ) ground-form maÁqtÌuÖl, vWBl.m; a garment.
obscured to oÖ e. g.

m

m

Rem. On as preformative of the participles of all the conjugations except, Qal
and NiphÇal, cf. § 52 c. Many of these participles have become substantives, as

tr,M,ñz:m. snuffers, tyxiv.m; destroyer, destruction.
n

n

49. Nouns with prefixed. Besides the participles NiphÇal (ground-form naÁqtÌaÁl,

dl'An for naÁwlaÒd, but commonly attenuated to niÁqtÌaÁl, Hebr.
lj'q.nI) and the infinitive NiphÇal of the form ljoq.nI, the prefix n is found in
~yliWTp.n: wrestlings, Gn 30:8, which is also to be referred to NiphÇal, and dyzIn"
boiled pottage (stem dyz).
still retained e. g. in

o
50. With

v prefixed, e. g. tb,h,ñl.v; a flame. On this S–aphÇeÒl formation, cf. § 55 i.

p

t

51. Nouns with prefixed. Examples of this formation are numerous, especially
from weak stems, for the purpose of strengthening them phonetically (see Barth,

w¾¾p and W¾¾[. They, may be classified as
follows:— (a) the ground-form taÁqtÌaÁl in sm'x.T; ostrich (?); from verbs w¾¾p; bv'AT
a settler; fem. tl,x,ñAT expectation, tx;k;ñAT (from the HiphÇil x;ykiAh) correction;
from a verb y¾¾p; !m'yTe the south; from verbs w¾¾p and h¾¾l; hd'AT thanksgiving,
and hr'AT law, both from HiphÇiÖl, from a verb w¾¾p and a¾¾l; tAac'AT) issues;
ibid., p. 283), and notably from verbs

[¾¾[; lb,T,ñ confusion, and sm,T,ñ a
melting away (developed from lb;T. and sm;T., from ll;B' and ss;m').
probably belonging to this class, from verbs

q

hr'a'p.Ti and tr,a,ñp.Ti glory; from a verb h¾¾l, e. g. hw"q.Ti
hope; (c) tÁaqlÌiÁl, e. g.#Bev.T; chequer work; fem. hm'Der>T; deep sleep (probably
from the NiphÇal ~D;r>nI); from a verb w¾¾p; hx'keAT) correction (from the HiphÇiÖl-stem,
like the constr. st. plur. tAdl.AT) generations); from verbs [¾¾[; hL'hiT. praise,
hL'piT. prayer (from the PiÇeÒl of the stems ll;h' and ll;P').
(b) TiÁqtÌaÁl, e. g. fem.

r

~AhT.

With a long vowel in the second syllable: (d) tiÁqtÌaÖl as
the ocean, the deep
(for tiÁhaÖm; in Assyrian the fem. tiaÖmtu, constr. st. tiaÖmat, is the usual word for
sea), unless it is to be derived with Delitzsch, Prolegomena, p. 113, from the

~ht; (e) taÁqtÌiÖl (in Arabic the usual form of the infinitive of conjugation II.
which corresponds to the Hebrew PiÇeÒl ), e. g. from a verb h¾¾l, fem. tylik.T;
completeness; tyBir>T; increase, usury, with a parallel form tyBir>m;; in a passive
sense, dymil.T; a disciple; (f) lWjq.T;, e. g. x;WPT; an apple (for taÁnpuÖahÌ ); very
frequently used to form abstracts, e. g. lWmg>T; a benefit (also lWmG>); from verbs
W¾¾[; hs'WbT., a treading down, hp'WnT. a waving (like hm'WrT. a lifting up, from the
HiphÇiÖl stem), hq'WvT. a longing, &c.; very frequently also as an abstract plural, e.
g. tAkPuh.T; peroerseness, tAlBux.T; guidance, ~yrIWrm.T; bitterness, ~ymiWxn>T;
and tAmWxn>T; consolation; from a verb W¾¾[; ~ynIauT. toil.
stem

XI. Nouns with Afformatives.

s
52. Nouns with

l affixed. Perhaps lm;v.x; amber (?), and probably lz<r>B; iron,

lm,r>K; garden-land (SeghoÖl in both cases is probably a modification of the
original aÁ in the tone-syllable), l[ob.GI bloom, cf. § 30 q.— According to Prätorius,
ZDMG. 1903, p. 530 ff., al is an affix of endearment in the proper names

lk;ymi; lj;Wmx] (little lizard?) lg:ybia] (also lyIg:Ðybia]).

t

~ affixed. With an original aÁm as afformative, ~l'Wa vestibule
(although the aÒ in the sing. remains unchangeable), plur. ~yMil;a†u; but in ~N"Ki a
swarm of gnats, the ~ is radical. With original afformative uÁm, ~roy[e (also ~ro[e)
naked (from rw[), plur. ~yMiruy*[e Gn 3:7, parallel form ~Ar[', plur. ~yMiWr[] Gn
53. Nouns with

2:25. — To this class also belong the adverbs in aÒm and oÒm, mentioned in § 100

~vor>G)e, also ~Avr>G)e, and !Avr>G)e ( patronymic
yNIvur>G)e), ~Kol.mi, ~r'm.[; &c.; but for ~Ayd>Pi ransom (?), Nu 3:49, probably ~yIWdP. is
g, and many proper names, as
to be read.

u

!

!

54. Nouns with affixed. The is added by means of a simple helping vowel in

![en:ÐK. Canaan, and !r,Poñci a finger nail; more frequently the addition is made by
means of a tone-bearing aÁ, which in Hebrew is modified to SeghoÖ (as !z<r>G: axe)
or lengthened to aÒ ( but cf. also tyNIr;x)oa] and tyNIr;do)q. ); e. g. !y"n>qi a possesion,
!x'l.vu a table, !B'r>q' an offering. From an original aÖ being changed into an
obscure oÖ we may probably explain such forms as !Aba'D> a pining away; !Abr>D)"
(also !b'r>D†') a goad; !Ab['r> hunger; from verbs h¾¾l, !AaG" pride, !Amh' noise, !Azx'
a vision; !Ayr>vi a coat mail; from a verb !¾¾p, !AaV'm; guile (the only instance with
both m preformative and oÖn afformative)3; very frequently from the simple stem
with an unorganic sharpening of the second radical, e. g !ArK'zI memorial, !AyL'Ki
destruction (constr. st. !Ark.zI and !Ayl.Ki), &c.; cf. also !Ayr'h†e pregnancy (for R'hi)
and § 93 uu; !Alq'yq†i shame, for !Alq'l.qi. Proper names occur with the
termination uÖn, as !Wrvuy>, § 86 g, and others.
v
Rem. A large number of proper names now ending in

h¤o. or A¤ used to be

!A¤. The subsequent rejection
of the final NuÖn seemed to be confirmed by the form !ADgIm., once used (Zc 12:11)

classed as nouns originally formed with the affix

ADgIm. (and conversely in Pr 27:20 KethiÖbh hDob;a], QereÖ ADb;a] for!ADb;a]
destruction), also by the fact that for hmol{v. the LXX give the form Solwmw,n or
for

Salwmw,n, and especially that in patronymics and tribal names (§ 86 h) a NuÖn
appears before the termination iÖ, as

ynIl{yG)i Gilonite from holGI and ynIl{yv†i from

hl{yvi (modern name SailuÖn). Wetzstein, however ( in Delitzsch's Commentary
on Job, 1st ed., p. 599), explained the NuÖn in !ADgIm. as a secondary addition to
the common old-Palestinian termination oÖ (AxyrIy>; AK[;; AnAMrI, &c.), and Barth
(Nominalbildung, § 224 b) has since shown the unsoundness of the prevailing
view on other grounds: the rejection of the NuÖn would be much more likely to
occur in the numerous appellatives in oÖn than in proper names, and

ynIl{yG)i and

ynIl{yv†i are due to the necessity of avoiding, for euphonic reasons, such forms as
giÖloÖ–iÖ, sÛiÖloÖ–iÖ, &c.; cf. also ynIl'v†e from hl've.
On the afformatives

y¤i; y¤;; tW: ty¤i, see below, § 86 h–l.

XII. Quadriliterals and Quinqueliterals.

w

rWml.G: barren, vymiL'x; a flint, and the fem hp'['l.z" heat, & c., have probably
arisen from the insertion of a l ’ lGOr>x; a locust, ~Dor>q; an axe, hP'[;r>s; a
branch, Ez 31:5 (verses 6, 8 hP'[;s. ), ~yPi[;r>f; (also ~yPi[if.) anxious thoughts,
jyBir>v;sceptre, from insertion of a r, which is common in Aramaic. Cf.,
moreover, vmer>x, a sickle, rd;m's. vine-blossom; with an initial [; @Lej;[] a bat,
vybiK'[; a spider, rB'k.[; a mouse, br'q.[; a scorpion,4 &c.—Quinqueliteral,
[;Der>p;c. a frog.
55.

Footnotes:
1[1]

Or perhaps more correctly with Jacob, ZAW. 1897, p. 79, 'declaration,' i. e. the
part of the meal-offering which ' announces the sacrifice and its object '.
2[1]

~yQit;ƒm.m†;

In
Ct 5:16, Neh 8:10, the first syllable is artificially opened to avoid the
cacophony; on the aÁ of the second syllable cf. § 93 ee.

~ynIC'nI flowers, Ct 2:12, and ~ynIfM.qi thorns appear to be formed
directly from the singulars #nE (cf. hC'nI) and fAMqi with the insertion of aÖ (which in mq is
3[1]

The plurals

obscured to oÖn). See Nöldeke, Mand. Gr., p. 169, Rem. 3; similarly, according to
Hoffmann, 'Einige phöniz. Inschriften,' p. 15 (Abh. der Gött. Ges. der Wiss., xxxvi),

~ynIAbZ>[i wares, Ez 27:14, 16 from bz<[,ñ = bc,[,ñ.
4[1]

Derenbourg ( REJ., 1883, p. 165 ) infers from the above examples and a

comparison of the Arabic ÇusfuÖr, sparrow (from sÌafara, to chilp), that
employed to form quadriliteral names of animals.

[ was especially

§ 150. Interrogative Sentences.
H. G. Mitchell, ' The omission of the interrogative particle,' in Old Test. and Sem.
Studies in memory of W. R. Harper, Chicago, 1907, i, 113 ff.

a
1. A question need not necessarily be introduced by a special interrogative pronoun or
adverb. Frequently1 the natural emphasis upon the words is of itself sufficient to

wf'[e ynIB. hz< hT'a; thou art
my son Esau ? (but cf. note 1 below) Gn 18:12, Ex 33:14 ( äy yn:P'); 1 S 11:12
%l{m.yI lWav' Wnyleñ[' Saul shall reign over us ? 1 S 22:7, 2 S 16:17, 18:29 r[;N:òl; ~Alv'
indicate an interrogative sentence as such; cf. Gn 27:24

is it well with the young man ? (but cf. note 1); 1 S 16:4, 1 K 1:24, Is 28:28, Ho 4:16,
Zc 8:6 (should it also be marvellous in mine eyes ? ); Pr 5:16. So especially, when the

w>

interrogative clause is connected with a preceding sentence by , e. g. Jon 4:11

sWxa' aol ynIa]w); and I should not have pity ? Ex 8:22 will they not stone us ? Ju 11:23,
14:16, 1 S 20:9, 24:20, 25:11, 2 S 11:11, 15:20, Is 37:11, 44:19 b, Jer 25:29, 45:5,
49:12, Ez 20:31, Jb 2:10, 10:9; or when (as in some of the examples just given) it is
negative (with

aol for aolh] nonne ?), 2 K 5:26 (but cf. note 1), La 3:33.2

b
Rem. The statement formerly made here that the interrogative particle is omitted
especially before gutturals, cannot be maintained in view of Mitchell's statistics
(op. cit. p. 123 f.). The supposed considerations of euphony are quite disproved
by the 118 cases in which

h; or h, occurs before a guttural.

c
2. As a rule, however, the simple question is introduced by He interrogative
its form, cf, § 100 k–n), ne ? num ? the disjunctive question by

h] (h;; as to

h] (num ? utrum ?) in

~ai3 (also ~aiw>, less frequently Aa) an ? in the second, e. g. 1 K
22:15 … %lenEh] lD+'x.n<4 ~ai shall we go … or shall we forbear ? Cf. also !a' where ?
whither ? hn"a'ñ whither, and J. Barth, Sprachwiss. Untersuchungen, i. 13 ff.
the first clause, and

d
The particular uses are as follows:—

h]

(a) The particle stands primarily before the simple question, when the
questioner is wholly uncertain as to the answer to be expected, and may be used

xa' ~k,l' vyEh] yx; ~k,ybia] dA[h; is
your father yet alive ? have ye another brother ? for vyEh] cf. Gn 24:23, 1 S 9:11;
for ykih] is it that ? Jb 6:22; for -vy< ykih] is there yet ? 2 S 9:1 (but in 2 S 23:19
for ykih] read ANhi with 1 Ch 11:25); for !yaeh; is there not ? 1 K 22:7, &c.; or
before verbal-clauses, e. g. Jb 2:3 hast thou considered (^B.li T'm.f;ñh]) my
servant Job ? In other cases h] ( = num ?) is used before questions, to which,
either before noun-clauses, e. g. Gn 43:7

from their tone and contents, a negative answer is expected, e. g. Jb 14:14 if a

hy<x.y)ih]

man die,
shall he indeed live again ? Sometimes a question is so used
only as a rhetorical form instead of a negative assertion, or of a surprised or

tyIb; yLi-hn<b.ti hT'a;h†; shalt thou build me an
house ? (in the parallel passage 1 Ch 17:4 änw hT'a; aol, thou shalt not, &c.);
Gn 4:9 ykinOòa' yxia' rmevoh] am I my brother's keeper ? cf. 2 K 5:7, and the two
passages where h] is used before the infinitive (constr. Jb 34:18, absol. Jb 40:2;
on both, see § 113 ee, with the note).—On the other hand, in 1 K 16:31 for lqen"h]
( after yhiy>w:) read lqeN"h;.
indignant refusal,5 e.g. 2 S 7:5

e
Rem. 1. A few passages deserve special mention, in which the use of the
interrogative is altogether different from our idiom, since it serves merely to
express the conviction that the contents of the statement are well known to the
hearer, and are unconditionally admitted by him. Thus, Gn 3:11 surely thou hast

ar'q' ykih]

eaten; Gn 27:36
prop. is it so that one names ? &c., i.e. of a truth he
is rightly named Jacob; Gn 29:15 verily thou art my brother; Dt 11:30, Ju 4:6, 1 S
2:27 I did indeed, &c.; 20:37, 1 K 22:3 ye know surely …; Mi 3:1, Jb 20:4.—In 1
S 23:19 (cf. y Ps 54:2) a surprising communication is introduced in this way (by

aolh]) in order to show it to be absolutely true, and in Am 9:7 a concession is
expressed by aAlh] I have, it is true, &c. Finally, we may include the formula of
quotation hb'Wtk. ayhi aolh] Jos 10:13 or ~ybiWtK. ~he-aolh] equivalent to
surely it is, they are written (the latter in 1 K 11:41, 14:29, and very often
elsewhere in the books of Kings and Chronicles), synonymous with the simple

hb'Wtk. hNEhi 2 S 1:18, and ~ybiWtK. ~N"hi 1 K 14:19, 2 K

formula of assertion
15:11, 2 Ch 27:7, 32:32.

hM'l'ñ

Of very frequent occurrence also are questions introduced by
, which really
contain an affirmation and are used to state the reason for a request or warning,
e. g. 2 S 2:22 turn thee aside … wherefore should I smite thee to the ground ? i.
e. otherwise I will (or must) smile, &c.; cf. 1 S 19:17, and Driver on the passage;
2 Ch 25:16; also Gn 27:45, Ex 32:12 (Jo 2:17, y Ps 79:10, 115:2); Ct 1:7, Ec 5:5,
7:17, Dn 1:10.

f

~ai

2. The rare cases in which a simple question is introduced by
(as sometimes
in Latin by an ? is it ?) are really due to the suppression of the first member of a
double question; thus 1 K 1:27, Is 29:16, Jb 6:12, 39:13.

g

~ai¤h] (utrum—an ?) or
sometimes by ~aiw>6—h] e. g. Jo 1:2, Jb 21:4 (even with h] repeated after ~aiw> in
(b) Disjunctive questions are, as a rule, introduced by

a question which implies disbelief, Gn 17:17. In Jb 34:17, 40:8 f. special

@a;h; prop. is it even ? The second
member is introduced by Aa or in 2 K 6:27, Jb 16:3, 38:28, 31:36 (Mal 1:8 h] Aa),
in each case before m, and hence no doubt for euphonic reasons, to avoid the
combination äm ~ai; cf. also Ju 18:19, Ec 2:19.

emphasis is given to the first member by

h

~aiw> ~ai¤h]

Double questions with (
)
need not always be mutually exclusive;
frequently the disjunctive form serves (especially in poetic parallelism; but cf.
also e.g. Gn 37:8) merely to repeat the same question in different words, and
thus to express it more emphatically. So Jb 4:17 shall mortal man be just before

~ai

God ? or ( ) shall a man be pure before his Maker ? Jb 6:5.f, 8:3, 10:4 f, 11:2,
7, 22:3, Is 10:15, Jer 5:29. The second member may, therefore, just as well be

w>

connected by a simple , e.g. Jb 13:7, 15:7 f., 38:16 f, 22, 32, 39; cf. also y Ps
8:5 after
after

hm'; Jb 21:17 f. after hM'K;; or even without a conjunction, Jb 8:11, 22:4;

hm' y Ps 144:3.

i
(c). With regard to indirect questions7 after verbs of inquiring, doubting,

examining,8 &c., simple questions of this kind take either

h] whether, Gn 8:89 or

~ai Gn 15:5, 2 K 1:2, Ct 7:13; even before a noun-clause. Jer 5:1; in 1 S 20:10
the indirect question is introduced by Aa, i. e. probably if perchance. In
disjunctives (whether—or) ~ai¤h] Nu 13:18 at the end (or aol-~ai¤h] Gn 24:21,
27:21, 37:32, Ex 16:4), and h]¤h] Nu 13:18, which is followed by ~ai¤h] also
Aa¤h] Ec 2:19. The formula ~ai [;deAy ymi has an affirmative force, who knows
whether … not, like the Latin nescio an, Est 4:14 .

k

·v,

rv,a]

In Jon 1:7, 8 the relative pronouns
and
owing to the following
become also interrogative, for whose cause ?

ymil. have

l

hz< and aWh (cf. § 136 c) immediately after the interrogative serve to give
vividness to the question; so also aApae (for which Apae five times in Job) then,
now, Gn 27:33 aWh aApae-ym†i who then is he ? Ju 9:38, Is 19:12, Jb 17:15;
Apae hYEa; where then is …? However, aApae may also be placed at the end of
the entire question (Ex 33:16, Is 22:1; also Ho 13:10, since either yhia/ is a
dialectical form of hYEa;, or hYEa; should be read instead of it) or at the beginning of
(d)

the question proper, after a strongly emphasized word, as in Gn 27:37.10

m
(e) Sometimes one interrogative governs two co-ordinate clauses, the first of
which should rather be subordinated to the second, so that the interrogative

[;WDm;

wherefore
word strictly speaking affects only the second; thus Is 5:4 after
looked I … and it brought forth ? i. e. wherefore brought it forth, while I looked,

h] Nu 32:6, Jer 8:4, also Nu 16:22 (read vyaih;); after aolh] Jos
22:20; after hM'l'ñ Is 58:3, 2 Ch 32:4; after ymi-la, Is 40:25.11 But h] Jb 4:2 and
aolh] 4:21 are separated from the verb to which they belong by the insertion of a

&c.; Is 50:2; after

conditional clause.

n
3.The affirmative answer is generally expressed, as in Latin, by repeating the

emphatic word in the question (or with the second person changed to the first, Gn
24:58, 27:24, 29:5, Ju 13:11), Gn 29:6, 37:32 f., 1 S 23:11, 26:17, 1 K 21:10, Jer

vyEw" if it be so in the corrected text of 2 K 10:15, see § 159 dd.) As a
negative answer the simple aol is sometimes sufficient, as in Gn 19:2, 1 K 3:22, &c.;
cf. § 152 c; and in Ju 4:20 the simple !yIa†' equivalen to no or no one.
37:17. (On

Footnotes:
1[1]

Mitchell (op. cit.) restricts the number of instances to 39, of which he attributes 12
(or 17) to corruption of the text. Thus in Gn 27:24 he would read, with the Samaritan,

hT'a;h†; as in verse 21, in 1 S 16:4 ~l{v'h], in 2 S 18:29 ~Alv'h] as in verse 32; similarly
he would read the interrogative particle in 2 K 5:26 Ez 11:3 Jb 40:25 ff.; 1 S 30:8, 2 K
9:19, Ez 11:13, 17:9.

-la; (which according to the usual explanation would
expect a negative answer) read either ymi-la, (ymi-l[;) with the LXX, or better, !a'
(hn"a'ñ) whither ? with the Targum. In 2 S 23:5 read aolh] ycip.x, with Wellhausen.
2[2]

But in 1 S 27:10 instead of

3[3]

Quite exceptional is the use of the particle

!yai num ? (common in Aramaic) in 1 S

hPo-vy< !yaiw> num est hic ? The text is, however, undoubtedly corrupt; according
to Wellhausen, Text der Büeher Sam., the LXX express the reading vyEh] haer>; but cf.
21:9

the full discussion of the passage by König, ZAW. xviii. 239 ff.—The above does not
apply to interrogative sentences introduced by interrogative pronouns (§ 37) or by the

hm' what ? such as hMK; how many ? hM'l'ñ why ?
(see § 102 k), [;WDm; why ? (§ 99 e), or by hYEa; where ? %yaeÃ hk'yae how ? (§ 148), &c.

interrogatives compounded with

On the transformation of pronouns and adverbs into interrogative words by means of a
prefixed

yae, see the Lexicon.

4[1]

On the use of the imperfect in deliberative questions, see § 107 t; on the
perfectum confidentiae in interrogative sentences, see § 106 n.

hm' in the sense of a reproachful
remonstrance instead of a prohibition, as Ct 8:4 Wry[iT'-hm; why should ye stir up ? i.e.
5[2]

Analogous to this is the use of the interrogative

pray, stir not up; cf. also Jb 31:1; see above, § 148.

~aiw> occurs in Pr 27:24 after a negative statement; we should, however, with
Dyserinck read !yaew>. Not less irregular is aolh] instead of aol ~ai in the second clause
6[1]

of Ju 14:15, but the text can hardly be correct (cf. Moore, Judges, New York, 1895, p.

h] introduces a fresh question which is only loosely
connected with the first.—In Nu 17:28 and in the third clause of Jb 6:13, ~aih; is best
taken with Ewald in the sense of aolh], since ~ai from its use in oaths (see above, §
337); in 1 S 23:11 the second

149 b) may simply mean verily not.
7[2]

It should here be remarked that the distinction between direct and indirect
questions cannot have been recognized by the Hebrew mind to the same extent as it
is in Latin or English. In Hebrew there is no difference between the two kinds of
sentence, either as regards mood (as in Latin) or in tense and position of the words
(as in English). Cf. also § 137 c.
8[3]

h;

dyGIh;l.

In Gn 43:6 the after
is explained from the fact that the latter, according to
the context, implies to give information upon a question.

hl'[oh†;

9[4]

Also in Ec 3:21 we should read
and
the article which is assumed by the Masora.
10[1]

On the other hand, in Jb 9:24 and 24:25
appended to the conditional sentence.

td,r,ñyOh] (whether—whether) instead of

Apae is not prefixed to the ymi, but

![;y:ò because, Is 65:12, Jer 35:17; after causal
rv,a] 1 S 26:23; after yKi Is 12:1; likewise after ~G: § 153 at the end; after -!P, Dt.
11[2]

Cf. the analogous sentences after

8:12–14, Jos 6:18, 2 S 12:28.

§ 100. Adverbs.
On demonstrative adverbs cf. Brockelmann, Grundriss, i. 323; on interrogative
adverbs, ibid., i. 328; on adverbs in general, i. 492 ff.

a
1. The negative
obscure origin.

aol not, and a few particles of place and time, as ~v' there, are of

b
2. Forms of other parts of speech, which are used adverbially without further change,
are—

daom.Bi (with might) very; db;l. alone (prop. in
separation, Fr. aÊ part), with suffix yDIb;l. I alone; tyIB;ñmi from within, within; cf. also
dx'a,K. (as one) together, tM;[ul. and tM;[uL.mi (originally in connexion with) near to,
(a) Substantives with prepositions, e. g.

corresponding to, like, &c., cf. § 161 b.

c
(b) Substantives in the accusative (the adverbial case of the Semites, § 118 m), cf. th.n

daom. (might) very, sp,a,ñ (cessation) no more, ~AYh; (the day) to-day
(cf. § 126 b), rx'm'1 to-morrow, dx;y:ò (union) together. Several of these continued to be
used, though rarely, as substantives, e. g. bybis', plur. ~ybiybis. and tAbybis., circuit, as
adverb circum, around; others have quite ceased to be so used, e. g. rb'K. (length)
long ago [Aram.: only in Ec.]; dA[ (repetition, duration) again or further.
avrch,n( dwrea,n, e. g.

d
(c) Adjectives, especially in the feminine (corresponding to the Indo-Germanic neuter),

hn"Avar†i primum, formerly (more frequently hn"Avar†iB', also hn"AvarIl'); hB'r; and
tB;r; [both rare] multum, much, enough; tAal'p.nI wonderfully (properly mirabilibus, sc.
modis), tydIWhy> Jewish, i. e. in the Jewish language.
e. g.

e
(d) Verbs in the infinitive absolute, especially in HiphÇiÖl, which are likewise to be

hBer>h; (prop. a multiplying) much [frequent],
hBer>h;l. [rare and late] in multitude; ~Kev.h; (mane faciendo) early; bre[]h†; (vespere
regarded as accusatives (§ 113 h), e. g.
faciendo) in the evening.

f

hz< (prop. there=at this place) here, hN"heñ here,
hither(also of time, hN"heñ-d[; till now, cf. the late and rare !d,[]and hN"d,ñ[]=!he-d[;);
tx;a;Ã ~yIT;ñv.Ã [b;v,ñÃ ha'me once, twice, seven times, a hundred times; tynIve for the
(e) Pronouns and numerals, e. g.

second time.

g
3. Some adverbs are formed by the addition of formative syllables (most frequently

~¤') to substantives or adjectives, e. g. ~n"m.a' and ~n"m.au truly (from !m,aoñ truth); ~N"xi
(by favour) gratis(from !xe gratia); ~q'yre in vain, frustra, but also empty(from qyre
empty, emptiness, vanum), Ru 1:21, parallel with the fem. ha'lem. full; ~m'Ay by day
(from ~Ay)2; with oÖ in the last syllable, ~aot.Pi, for ~[ot.Pi, in a twinkling, suddenly (from
[t;P,ñ a twinkling, the oÖ being probably obscured from an original aÖ).3—Moreover, cf.
tyNIr;x)oa] backward, and tyNIr;d)oq. darkly attired, Mal 3:14. In both these cases, the
formative syllable an has been first attached to the stem, and then the feminine ending
iÖth, which is elsewhere used to form adverbs, has been added to it.

h

~¤'

~l'Wa

The termination
occurs also in the formation of substantives, e. g.
porch, and hence the above adverbs may equally well be regarded as nouns
used adverbially, so that

~¤'Ã ~¤o, would correspond to !¤'Ã !A (§ 85, Nos. 53,

~aot.piB.

54), cf.
(with prep.) suddenly, 2 Ch 29:36. According to others, this am
is an obsolete accusative ending, to be compared with the indeterminate
accusative sing. in açn in Arabic.

i
4. A number of forms standing in very close relation to the demonstrative pronoun may
be regarded as primitive adverbs, since they arise directly from a combination of
demonstrative sounds. Some of these have subsequently suffered great mutilation,
the extent of which, however, can now very rarely be ascertained with certainty. Such

za' then, hN"heñ here (according to Barth, Sprachwiss. Abhandlungen, p. 16,
formed from the two demonstrative elements hin and na), !KeÃ hk'K'ñ thus (cf.
hk'yaeÃ hk'k'ya†e how ?), %a; only, !kea' truly (on all these adverbs, see the Lexicon),
and especially the interrogative h] (HeÒ interrogativum), e. g. aolh] (Dt 3:11 hl{h]) nonne
are e. g.

~g:h]

lh;

?,
num etiam ? This HeÒ interrogativum is perhaps shortened from
, which is
still used in Arabic, and, according to the view of a certain school of Masoretes, occurs
also in Hebrew in Dt 32:6.4

k

h interrogative takes—(1) HÍatÌeph–PathahÌ generally before non-gutturals
(even before r), with a firm vowel, e. g. T'm.f;ñh] hast thou set ? see the
interrogative clause, § 150 c (bj;yYIh; Lv 10:19 is an exception).
The

l
(2) Before a consonant with SèewaÖ, usually PathahÌ without a following Dagesë forte,

hk'r'b]h†; Gn 27:38. cf. 18:17, 29:5, 30:15, 34:31; less frequently (in about
ten passages), PathahÌ with a following Dagesë forte, e. g. %r,d,B'h; num in via, Ez
20:30, !b,L.h; Gn 17:17, 18:21, 37:32, Nu 13:19, Jb 23:6; even in r, 1 S 10:24,
e. g.

17:25 2 K 6:32.

m
(3) Before gutturals, not pointed with either QamesÌ or HÍatÌeph–QamesÌ, it takes

%leaeh†; shall I go ?, hT'a;h†; num tu ?, ~aih; num si; hc,r>a,h†; Mal 1:13;
also in Ju 6:31 read ~T,a;h†; (not äah†'), likewise h; in Ju 12:5, Jer 8:19, Neh
6:11.— In vyaih' Nu 16:22, the Masora intends the article; read vyaih;, and cf. Dt
20:19; in Ec 3:21 read hl'[oh†; and td,r,yOh]; the article is a correction due to
PathahÌ e. g.

doctrinal considerations.

n

h takes SeghoÖl before gutturals pointed with QamesÌ or (as in Ju 9:9 ff.)
HÍatÌeph–QamesÌ, e. g. rWma'h†, Mi 2:7; ykinOa†'h, Jb 21:4; ht'y>h†'h, Jo 1:2; bveh'h†, Gn
(4) The

24:5 (cf. the analogous instances in § 22 c, § 35 k, § 63 k). The place of this
interrogative particle is always at the beginning of the clause [but see Jb 34:31,
Neh 13:27, Jer 22:15, where one or more words are prefixed for emphasis].

o

^v.y< thou art there, 3rd
sing. masc. Anv.y<5 (but see note below), 2nd plur. masc. ~b,v.y<È yNIn<òyae I am not, 2nd
5. Some adverbs occur also in connexion with suffixes, thus

^n>ya†e, fem. %nEyae, 3rd sing. WNn<òyae, fem. hN"n<òyae, 2nd plur. ~k,n>ya†e, 3rd plur. masc.
~n"yae.—Also yNId,ñA[ I am yet (ydIA[ only in ydIA[B. and ydIA[m†e), ^d>A[)Ã %d'A[Ã WnydeñA[
(La 4:17 QereÖ; hn"yd,ñA[ Keth.; the oriental school [see above, p. 38, note 2] recognize
only the reading WnydeñA[), ~d'A[.—hK'Y<òa; where art thou ?, AYa; where is he ?, ~Y"a;
where are they ? The same applies to !he (-!h,) and hNEhi behold ! (prop. here, here is;
see § 105 b), only in Gn 19:2 aN"-hN<hi; with suffixes, ynIn>hi, once yNIN<òhi (Gn 22:7 with
MunahÌ), in pauseynINEòhi behold me(here am I), ^N>hi (pause&'N<òhi y Ps 139:8), %N"hiÃ ANhi,
and WhNEòhi [both very rare], Wnn>hi (behold us). and WnN<òhi (in pauseWnNEòhi), ~k,N>hiÃ ~N"hi; [
sing.

see more fully in the Lexicon, p. 243].

p
The usual explanation of these suffixes (especially of the forms with NuÖn
energicum) as verbal suffixes, which ascribes some power of verbal government
even to forms originally substantival (e. g.

Anv.y< there is, he is), is at least

AYa;Ã ydIA[B.

) which are evidently connected with
inadmissible for forms (like
noun-suffixes; even for the other forms it is questionable. Brockelmann suggests

n

that the in connexion with these particles is a survival from
to the Arab. 'aÃnna which introduces dependent clauses.

hnh corresponding

Footnotes:
1[1]

Gencrally derived from the ptcp. PuÇal

read moçhÌaÒr (cf.
from

rx'a'm. meÈoçhÌaÒr (= meÈohÌhÌaÒr) and hence to be

tr'x\m†' morning); but according to P. Haupt (notes to Esther, p. 159)

rx;a; ~Ay.

~¤' an instance of the locative or temporal termination (cf. especially ~rhc)
mentioned in § 88 c? Nöldeke, ZDMG. xl p. 721, considers ~m'Ay a secondary
substantival form (used adverbially like hl'y>l;ñ noctu), corresponding to the Phoenician
and Aramaic ~my, Syr. 'iÖmaÒmaÒ; cf. on the other hand, König, ii. 255, who follows
2[1]

Is this

Olshausen in maintaining that the aÒm is an adverbial termination.
3[2]

~m'WD silent (an adjective in Is 47:5, La 3:26; a substantive in Hb 2:19), which was

formerly included under this head, is better taken, with Barth (Nominalbildung, p. 352,

Rem. 2), as a participle formed like
to

bb'AvÃ ll'A[, so that ~m'WD (perhaps assimilated

hm'WD) stands for original ~m'AD.
h

The separation of the at the beginning of Dt 32:6, expressly noticed by QimhÌi
(ed. Rittenb., p. 40 b) as an unique instance, is perhaps a protest against admitting a
4[1]

particle
5[2]

lh;.

This form, which occurs in Dt 29:14, 1 S 14:39, 23:23, Est 3:8, is textually very

Anb.q'

WNB,ñqu

doubtful, and cannot be supported by the equally doubtful
(for
) Nu 23:13.
Most probably, with Stade, Gramm., § 370 b, and P. Haupt, SBOT Numbers, p. 57,
line 37, we should read

WNv,ñyE.

§ 161. Comparative Clauses.

a
1. A comparison between two facts is sometimes established by simply uniting them
with waÒwcopulative, especially in gnomic poetry, when facts of a moral nature are
compared with those of the physical world, e. g. Jb 5:7 man is born unto trouble, and
the sons of flame fly upward, i. e, as the sparks by nature fly upward, so man, &c.; Jb
12:11 (in an interrogative form; in 34:3 the same comparison as a statement); 14:11 f.,

w>

Pr 17:3, 25:3, 26:3, 9, 14, 27:21, &c.1 Even without the connecting Jb 24:19 drought
and heat consume the snow waters,
sinned(cf. § 155 n); cf. Jer 17:11.

Waj'ñ%' lAav. so doth Sheol those who have

b
2.The conjunction

rv,a]K†; (cf. § 155 g; the simple rv,a] occurs in the same sense in Ex

10:6, 14:13, 34:18) as, quemadmodum, is used as a comparative conjunction (Ob 15),
frequently with

!Ke so, corresponding to it in the apodosis, Is 31:4, 52:14 f. Sometimes,

!Ke (so also) occurs even after independent statements, Is 55:9, Jer 3:20.—
Exact coincidence of two facts is expressed in Ec 5:15 by ·v, tM;[u-lK'2 in allpoints as.
however,

c

K. as, with single nouns or pronouns to introduce
comparisons, cf. 118 s; on the alleged use of K. as a conjunction (equivalent to
rv,a]K†;), cf. § 155 g. — It is to be further remarked that K.—K. when used in
Rem. On the use of

correspondence with one another, as — so(e. g. Lv 7:7, Ju 8:18, Is 24:2, Ho 4:9;
also so — as, Gn 18:25, 44:18, Dt 1:17, 1 K 22:4; in Jos 14:11, 1 S 30:24

k.W—K.

!Ke—K., cf. Jo 2:4), are not to be regarded as conjunctions,
but as virtual substantives with a following genitive; hy<h.y)i rGEK; ~k,K' Nu 15:15

y Ps 127:4and often,

properly means the like of you shall be the like of the stranger, i.e. your duty
shall be(also) the stranger's duty; cf. Lv 24:22.
Footnotes:
On this waÒwadaequationis, and in general on these proverbial comparisons, see
Delitzsch, Das Salomonische Spruchbuch, p. 9 f. MoreovÌer, instead of entire clauses,
the nouns alone (without predicates) are frequently grouped together, e. g. Pr 25:12,
1[1]

25, 26:21, 27:21 (called by Delitzsch, the emblematic Mashal '). The expressions

~[i bv;x.n< prop. to be counted with some one, y Ps 88:5, and ~[i lv;m.nI to be likened
with some one, y Ps 28:1, 143:7, also arise from the idea of comparison implied in
grouping things together. On this use of

~[i cf.Jb 9:26, where withis equivalent to like.

lKoÃ -lK' all. The
expression is compounded of K. and tM;[ul., like the Aramaic lbeq\-lK' for lbeq\l†'K.; cf.
2[2]

In spite of its form this particle has originally nothing to do with

M. Lambert, REJ. xxx. 47.

§ 155. Relative Clauses.
See V. Baumann, HebraÎische RelatiÖvsaÎtze, Leipzig, 1894 (cf. the heading of § 138
above); G. Bergsträsser, 'Das hebr. Präfix

v,' ZATW. 1909, p. 40 ff.1

a
1. By § 138 a, e, relative clauses are divided into two classes: those which are used for
the nearer definition of a noun (substantive or pronoun), and those which are not
dependent on a noun. The former may be called incomplete, the latter complete
relative clauses.

b
Complete relative clauses, as a rule (see the exceptions under n), are introduced by

rv,a]; see further in § 138 e. Similarly,
incomplete relative clauses may also be introduced by rv,a], or by some other

the originally demonstrative pronoun,

demonstrative pronoun; see further in § 138 a and g–k. Very frequently, however,
especially in poetic style, the attributive relation is expressed by simple co-ordination.2

c
The governing substantive or pronoun is frequently (in certain cases always) resumed
by a pronominal suffix or an adverb. The resumption may, however, be omitted, just as
in relative clauses introduced by

rv,a], &c.; see § 138 f.

d
In Arabic a distinction is made between relative clauses used for the nearer
definition of a determinate substantive (sÌila), and those which are attached to an
indeterminate substantive (sÌifa). The former must be introduced by the
demonstrative pronoun alladiÖ, the latter are always simply co-ordinated. The
same distinction was no doubt originally observed in Hebrew, since simply coordinated relative clauses are most commonly found after indeterminate
substantives (see the examples below), and in cases like Dt 28:49 (

Anvol. [m;v.ti-

aol rv,a] yAG a nation whose tongue thou shalt not understand; cf. Is 66:13, and
especially 1 S 3:11), the addition of rv,a] is explained from the special stress laid
on the indeterminate substantive,3 a nation of such a kind, thou understandest

rv,a]

is some what
not their tongue. On the other hand, in poetic style at least,
frequently omitted even after a determinate noun, but only rarely in prose (except
by the Chronicler; cf. 1 Ch 9:22, 12:23(24), 29:1 (read prob.
15:11; after

rv,a] for dx;a,), 2 Ch

-lK' 1 Ch 29:3, 2 Ch 18:23, 30:17, 31:19, Ezr 1:5, but also Gn 39:4;

for further instances, see Driver, introd.8, p. 537, no. 30); so Ex 18:20, Ju 8:1,
20:15, 1 K 13:12 (= which way), so 2 K 3:8, 2 Ch 18:23; Neh 13:23; after a
pronominal subject, 1 S 6:9. In Jer 52:12 for

dm;[' read dme[o with the LXX.

e
2. If the nearer definition of a substantive or pronoun is effected by simple coordination of the relative clause, it may take the form—
(a) Of a noun-clause, e. g. 2 S 20:21 a man of the hill country of Ephraim

Amv. [b;v,ñ

~h,l' bh'z" that had gold; y

whose name was Sheba; Zc 6:12, Jb 1:1, 3:15 with princes
Ps 11:4, Pr 22:11; when referring to a noun-suffix, e. g. y Ps 49:14

Aml'ñ ls,Keñ ~K'r>d; hz< this is the way of them who have (self-)confidence.—On
periphrases of this kind to express negative attributes, as in Jb 38:26 vyai-aol #r,a,ñl[;. on a land where no man is, see § 152 u, and cf. for this very short form of the
relative clause, Gn 15:13 ~h,l' aol #r,a,ñB. in a land that belongs not to them; Dt 32:17
(H;l{a/ aol ~ydIVel;); Hb 1:6, Pr 26:17 (Al-aol).
f
(b) Of a verbal clause.
Here we must distinguish the cases in which the retrospective pronoun—
(1) Is the subject of the relative clause, and is contained in the verb; so after a
determinate substantive, y Ps 34:9 happy is the map

rm;ña' hl'y>L;ñh;

AB-hs,h/y), that trusteth in him; Jb

-lK'

3:3b
the night which said; after
y Ps 71:18; referring to a vocative,
which is determinate in itself even without the article, Is 54:1 or to a noun-suffix (see
under e), y Ps 16:4; after an indeterminate substantive, e.g. Jb 31:12 it is a fire (that)
devoureth unto Abaddon; Dt 32:17b, 1 S 6:9, Is 55:13, 56:2, y Ps 68:31, 78:6, Pr
30:17, La 1:10, 2 Ch 28:9; referring to the suffix in
have laid, &c., but perhaps the participle

ynIn>hi Is 28:16, prop. behold me, who

dseyO is to be read; 29:14, 38:5 (but probably

@seAy

should be read instead of the imperfect); Ez 25:7. The relative
again the participle
clause is used in this way especially to supply the place of an adjective, e. g. Gn 49:27

baez> @r+'m.yI a wolf that ravineth, i. e. a ravining wolf; Is 51:12; to express a negative
quality, e. g. Is 40:20, Ho 4:14 !ybiy"-aol† ~[' an undiscerning people.
g

Rem. Very frequently such relative sentences are attached to substantives which

K.

lce-@a;viyI db,[,ñK.

as a servant that
have the particle of comparison , e.g. Jb 7:2
earnestly desireth the shadow, &c.; Dt 32:11, Is 62:1, Jer 23:29, Ho 6:3, y Ps

AmK. y Ps 58:5; after a determinate
substantive, e.g. Is 53:7 (but the better reading is hf,K. without the article), 61:10
42:2, 83:15, Jb 9:26, 11:16; so also after

f., Hb 2:14, y Ps 49:13, 21, 125:1; see also the examples under h. Sometimes it
seems simpler in such cases, to take the verb directly as predicate to the

K.

rv,a]K†;

preceding substantive, and to explain (for
see Comparative Clauses, §
161 b) as a conjunction—a view which even Hupfeld was ready to accept, at
least as regards y Ps 90:5, 125:1, Is 53:7, 61:11, but it can hardly be right.

h
(2) The cases in which the retrospective pronoun represents an accusative of the,
object, or would do so if not suppressed, as it usually is in such cases in relative

rv,a], cf. § 138 b. Examples with the retrospective pronoun are, Dt 32:17
~W[d'y> aol ~yhil{a/ gods whom they knew not (see also the end of the verse); after a
substantive with K. (see above, g), Jer 23:9, Jb 13:28. Without a retrospective pronoun,
clauses with ,

after a determinate substantive, Ju 8:1, y Ps 33:12 (preceded by a relative clause with

rv,a] Jb 28:1. Other examples of this kind, though the article is omitted according to
poetic usage, are Is 15:7 (hf'[' hr't.yI, for which Jer 48:36 hf'[' tr;t.yI with the
substantive in the construct state governing the relative clause, see § 130 d), y Ps
7:16, 51:10, La 1:21.—Without the retrospective pronoun, after an indeterminate

x;Bez>Mih; l[;me xq;l' ~yIx'ñq'l.M,b. hP'c.rI

substantive, e.g. Is 6:6
a live coal which he
had taken with the tongs from off the altar; Ex 15:17, Is 42:16 (48:17, y Ps 25:12, all

%r,d,ñB] but y Ps 32:8 %lete Wz-%r,d†,ñK.); Is 64:2; Ec 10:5 (in 6:1 the same clause
with rv,a]); moreover, in Jer 14:18 read with the LXX W[d†'y" aol #r,a,ñ-la, into a land
after

(that) they know not.

i
(3) The cases in which the retrospective pronoun is dependent on a preposition, or its

~v', as in Jer 2:6 end. Thus after a determinate
substantive, y Ps 18:3 AB-hs,x/a†, yrIWc my rock in which I take refuge; Ex 18:20, Is
42:1; in Jb 3:3 a also, the omission of the article with ~Ay is only a poetic licence. After
place is taken by the adverb

an indeterminate substantive, Jer 2:6, last clause but one; y Ps 32:2.

k
In this case also the retrospective word is not infrequently suppressed, giving rise to
extremely short, bold expressions, such as Is 51:1 look unto the rock

~T,b.C;xu (whence)

~T,r>Q;nU

ye were hewn, and to the hole of the pit
, (whence) ye were digged; Jb 21:27
the devices (where-with) ye act violently against me.—A retrospective adverb is
suppressed in Jb 38:19 where is the way (to the place where) the light dwelleth ? cf.
38:24.

l
Rem. 1. The omission of the retrospective word occurs most frequently in relative
clauses which are governed by the construct state of a preceding substantive
(especially an expression of time) and hence are virtually in the genitive. In

~AyB. Lv
7:35, y Ps 56:10; after ~AYmi Jer 36:2; after simple ~Ay y Ps 56:4, (ar'yai ~Ay on
the day when I am afraid); after t[eB. 2 Ch 29:27 (hl'A[h†' lxehe t[eB. at the time
when the burnt offering began); 20:22, 24:11, Jb 6:17; after t[el. Dt 32:35; after
t[e-d[; Mi 5:2; after t[eme y Ps 4:8 thou hast put gladness in my heart more than
addition to the instances already given in § 130 d, cf. the following: after

(their gladness) at the time (when) their corn and their wine are increased.

m
2. The agreement (§ 138 d) of the retrospective pronoun with a pronominal
regens in the 1st or 2nd person also takes place in a simple co-ordinated relative
clause in 1 S 26:14, who art thou (that) criest ? Cf., however, Is 63:19we are

~B' not WnB'ñ) thou no longer beareast rule.

become as they over whom(

n
3. Occasionally—chiefly in poetic or otherwise elevated style—even independent
relative clauses are simply co-ordinated with a regens, whereas we should expect
them always to be preceded by a demonstrative pronoun, on the analogy of the
examples in § 138 e. The suppressed pronoun would stand—
(a) As subject, Is 41:24 an abomination (is he) that chooseth you (but read perhaps

rxob.li); Jb 30:13, cf. § 152 u.
(b) As object, Is 41:2, with a retrospective pronoun; Mal 2:16

hS'kiw>, and him that

hs,bow> ?); Jb 29:12 I delivered … the fatherless also, and him that

covereth (or read
had none to help him.

(c) In the genitive governed by a substantive (cf. § 130 d), Ex 4:13

xl†'v.Ti-dy:B. an"-

xl;v. send, I pray thee, by the hand of him whom thou will send, i.e. by the hand of
some one else; y Ps 65:5 and Pr 8:32, verbal-clauses after yrev.a; O the happiness of
the man, &c.; y Ps 81:6, 141:9, Jb 29:16, La 1:14; after -lK' Gn 39:4, but we must
certainly read here, with the Samaritan and LXX, Al-vy< rv,a]-lK' as in verses 5 and
8; Ex 9:4; verbal-clauses after -lK' 1 Ch 29:3, 2 Ch 30:19, 31:19, Ezr 1:5.
yrex]a†; Jer 2:8; after -la, (=to the
place where), 1 Ch 15:12, but Ex 23:20 before the same verb rv,a] ~AqM'h;-la,; after
B. Jer 2:11, 2 Ch 1:4 (!ykiheB†;= ähh†;B.=to the place where); after l. Is 65:1 Wla'ñv' aAll.
by them that asked not for me … ynIvuñq.bi aoll. them that sought me not; Ez 13:3 that
which they have not seen, but the text is hardly correct; after l[; y Ps 119:136, cf. §
158 b; after ~[i 2 Ch 16:9.—A noun-clause follows l. in Neh 8:10. An analogous
(d) Governed by a preposition; so verbal-clauses after

instance in Aramaic is Ezr 5:14 to one whose name was Sheshbazzar [so in the papyri,
see the Lexicon, p. 1116 a].
Footnotes:
1[1].

In this exhaustive article the author shows that between

v (on tile pronunciation

rv,a]

there is syntactically no primary difference, but only a secondary
see § 36) and
distinction which arose in the course of the development of the language, namely that

rv,a] is preferred in combinations which are customary in the old literary language,
and v in those which are derived from the popular language or from Aramaic.

,

2[1]

rv,a]

3[2]

So Baumann, op. cit., p.14 f., following Böttcher, Lehrbuch, ii. 80.

The old view that all these cases arise from the omission of
is incorrect.
These co-ordinated attributive clauses are rather a mere subdivision of the various
kinds of circumstantial clauses (see § 156) which may be attached to a nomen regens.
Cf. in English this is the letter (which) he wrote to me.

§ 138. The Relative Pronoun.
Cf. Philippi, Stat. constr. (see heading of § 89), p. 71 f., and especially V.
Baumann, Hebräische Relativsätze, Leipzig, 1894.

a
Relative clauses are most frequently (but not necessarily; cf. § 155 b) introduced by
the indeclinable

rv,a] (see § 36).1 This is not, however, a relative pronoun in the

Greek, Latin, or English sense, nor is it a mere nota relationis,2 but an original
demonstrative pronoun [as though iste, istius, &c.].3 Hence it is used—
(I) In immediate dependence on the substantival idea to be defined, and virtually in the
same case as it (hence belonging syntactically to the main clause); e. g. Gn 24:7

xsl;v.yI aWh &hellip; ynIx;ñq'l. rv,a] hA'hy> the Lord, iste, he took me &hellip; he
shall send, &c. (=who took me); Gn 2:2 and God finished hf'[' rv,a] ATk.al;m. his
&hellip;

work, istud, he had made (it). Such qualifying clauses may be called dependent
relative clauses.

b

rv,a]

Rem. 1. In the above examples
in Gn 24:7 is virtually in the nominative, in
Gn 2:2 in the accusative. A further distinction between the examples is that in Gn

hwhy), to which rv,a] is added in apposition, is only resumed
in the qualifying clause by the subject (he) inherent in ynIx;ñq'l., while in Gn 2:2 it is
24:7 the main idea (

not resumed at all. This suppression of the retrospective pronoun4 takes place
especially when it (as in Gn 2:2 ) would represent an accusative of the object, or
when it would be a separate pronoun representing a nominative of the subject in

[;qir'l†' tx;T;mi rv,a] ~yIMñ;h;

a noun-clause, e. g. Gn 1:7
the waters, those, under
the firmament, &c. In negative sentences, however, the retrospective, pronoun is

aWh; 7:2 ayhi; 1 K 9:20 hM'heñ; Dt 20:15
hN"heñ; but cf. also yx; aWh rv,a] Gn 9:3. The addition of ayhi in a verbal clause, 2

not infrequently added, e. g. Gn 17:12
K 22:13, is unusual.

The very frequent omission of the retrospective pronoun is noticeable in cases
where the predicate of the qualifying clause is a verbum dicendi, e. g. Nu 10:29

~k,l' !Tea, Atao hA'hy>rm;a' rv,a]

we are journeying unto the place,
that place,
the Lord said (of it), It will I give to you; cf. Nu 14:40, Ju 8:15, 1 S 9:17, 23, 24:5,
1 K 8:29, Jer 32:43.

c

rv,a] and the qualifying clause, expresses
an idea of place, it may also be resumed by the adverbs of place ~v' there, hM'v'ñ
thither, ~V'mi thence, e. g. Gn 13:3 hl{h\a†' ~v' hy"h'-rv,a] ~AqM'h;-d[; unto the
2. When the substantive, followed by

place, that one, his tent had been there, i. e. where his tent had been; cf. Gn

~V'mi, Ex 21:13 hM'v'ñ. But even in this case the retrospective word may be
omitted, cf. Gn 35:14, Nu 20:13, Is 64:10, where ~v' would be expected, and Gn
30:38, Nu 13:27, 1 K 12:2, where hM'v'ñ would be expected.—When the
3:23

appositional clause is added to a word of time, the retrospective pronoun is

yx; yv;yI-!B, rv,a]

always omitted, e. g. 1 S 20:31 for all the days,
those—the son
of Jesse is living (in them); cf. Gn 45:6, Dt 1:46, 9:7, 1 K 11:42; see Baumann,
op. cit., p. 33.

d
3. If the governing substantive forms part of a statement made in the first or
second person, the retrospective pronoun (or the subject of the appositional

ytiao ~T,r>k;m.-rv,a]

clause) is in the same person, e. g. Gn 45:4 I am Joseph,
he—ye sold me, i. e. whom ye sold; Nu 22:30, Is 49:23; 41:8 thou, Jacob,

rv,a] ^yTiñr>x;B. he—I have chosen thee; Jer 32:19, Ec 10:16f.; Gn 15:7 I am the
Lord, ^ytiñaceAh† rv,a] he—I brought thee out, &c., Ex 20:2 (Dt 5:6).
e
(2) Not depending (adjectivally) on a governing substantive, but itself expressing a
substantival idea. Clauses introduced in this way may be called independent relative

rv,a]

is generally rendered in English by he who, he whom, &c.
clauses. This use of
(according to the context), or that which, &c., or sometimes of such a kind as (qualis),

rv,a]

cf. Ex 14:13b, and in a dependent relative clause Is 7:17. In reality, however, the
is still a demonstrative belonging to the construction of the main clause as subject or
object, or as a genitive dependent on a noun or preposition, e. g. Nu 22:6

ra'Wy raoT' rv,a] iste—thou cursest (him)—is cursed, i. e. he whom thou cursest, &c.;
Ex 22:8; 5 rv,a] as object, Gn 44:1, 49:1, 1 S 16:3 ff., Mi 6:1 (rv,a] tae); and even
preceding the verb, e. g. Is 52:15, y Ps 69:5; rv,a] as genitive, Ez 23:28 I will deliver
thee rv,a] dy:B. tanEf' into the hand of those—thou hatest (them); depending on a

rv,a]l†; Gn 44:4, 2 K 10:22; rv,a]B†; Gn 21:17, ~v' aWh rv,a]B†; in that
(place)—he is there, i. e. where he is; cf. Ju 17:8 and Ru 1:16 rv,a]-la, whither;6 1 K
18:12 rv,a]-l[; whither; rv,a]m†e Ex 5:11.
preposition, e. g.

f
From these examples it follows that in independent relative clauses the
retrospective suffix, or adverb of place, may be, and in fact generally is, omitted.
As a rule, however (as in the dependent relative clause), this does not apply to
cases in which the retrospective pronoun, by the construction of the sentence,

tmew" … ATai aceM'yI rv,a] he—it (the
cup) is found with him,—shall die (for the WaÒw of the apodosis in tmew" cf. § 143
d). In such cases rv,a] preceded by the preposition is quite anomalous, as in Gn
31:32 ac'm.Ti rv,a] ~[i with whomsoever thou findest, where rv,a] is a relative
depends on a preposition,7 e. g. Gn 44:9f.

pronoun in the English sense; on the other hand, in Is 47:12 (and probably also

rv,a]B†;

56:4)
is to be explained (with Baumann, op. cit., p. 37) by reference to
47:15, as a demonstrative pronoun, stand now with thine enchantments&hellip;,
with those—thou hast laboured (with them).

rv,a], the student will of course
understand that, in Hebrew as we know it, rv,a] never occurs as a mere
[With regard to the preceding explanation of

demonstrative. A particle which, whatever its origin, is uniformly used, with
reference to something in another, contiguous clause, will naturally have
acquried in practice that force which we denote by the term 'relative'.]

g
Like the original demonstrative pronoun

rv,a], the demonstratives proper hz<, Az, Wz

(the last commonly),8 and sometimes the article, are used somewhat frequently in
poetic language to introduce both dependent and independent relative clauses. With
regard to the construction of
good.

hz<, &c., the remarks on rv,a], under a and e, also hold

Examples:—

hz< in apposition to a governing substantive in the nominative, y Ps 104:26
T'r>c;ñy"-hz< !t'y"w>li (there is) leviathan, he—thou hast formed (him), i. e. whom thou
hast formed; Is 42:24 (Wz); in the accusative, Is 25:9, y Ps 74:2 (in both cases

(a)

Az is used without it in y Ps 132:12); in apposition
to a genitive dependent on a preposition, Pr 23:22 ^d+,l'y> hz< ^ybiña'l. [m;v.
with a retrospective pronoun;

hearken unto thy father, him—he begat thee, i. e. who begat thee; y Ps 17:9

Wz

~h,l' T'd>s;ñy" hz< ~Aqm.-la, unto the place which thou hadst
founded for them (cf. § 130 c), hz< is in the genitive after the construct state ~Aqm.

( ).—In y Ps 104:8

to the place of that, thou hadst founded (it)for them; on the same analogy we
may also take, with Baumann (op. cit., p. 48), y Ps 78:54 (

hz< rx;) and Ex 15:13

T'l.a+'g" Wz-~[;), 15:16, Is 43:21, y Ps 9:16, 10:2, 31:5, 32:8, 62:12, 142:4, 143:8
(all examples of Wz).

(

h
To introduce independent relative clauses
19:19; as accusative, Jb 15:17 and

hz< is used as a nominative in Jb

Wz Hb 1:11, y Ps 68:29 (after a preposition,

hz< Ex 13:8; but the text is evidently corrupt).
i
(b) More certain examples of the use of the article as a relative pronoun (more
correctly, perhaps, of the demonstrative which is otherwise used as article) are 1

laeWmv. vyDIq.hih†; lKo all that Samuel had dedicated, &c.; 1 Ch 29:8
(where ac'm.nI can only be perfect NiphÇal); 2 Ch 29:36, Ezr 10:14. In connexion
with a plural, Jos 10:24 the chiefs of the men of war ATai Wkl.h†'h, who went with
Ch 26:28

him; Ezr 8:25, 10:17, 1 Ch 29:17. Finally, in the sense of id quod, Jer 5:13

rb'D'h;). Cf. moreover, 1 S 9:24
the thigh h'yl,ñ['h†,w> and that which was upon it (but see k below); 2 Ch 1:4 !ykiheB†;
equivalent to !ykihe rv,a]B†; to the place, that he had prepared.
(where, however, we should read with the LXX

k
In all the examples adduced except 1 S 9:24 (where

h'yl,ñ['h†,w>

h;

hy"l.a;h†'w> should probably be

read for
) the is followed by undoubted perfects; almost all the
examples, moreover, belong to the latest Books (Ezra and Chronicles). On the
other hand, another series of instances (even in the older texts) is extremely
doubtful, in which the Masora likewise requires perfects, either by placing the

tone on the penultima, as in Gn 18:21, 46:27, Jb 2:11

ha'B'ñh; Is 51:10 hm'F'ñh;; Ez

hl'L'ñhuh†; Ru 1:22, 2:6 and 4:3 hb'V'ñh;, or by the punctuation, Gn 21:3
dl;ANh;; 1 K 11:9, Dn 8:1 ha'r>NIh;; Is 56:3 hw"l.NIh;, while no doubt the authors in all
26:17

these cases intended participles (and in fact perfect participles, cf. § 116 d) with

ha'ñB'h;, &c., Ez 26:17 hl'L'huh†; for hl'L'hum.h; according to § 52 s,
and in the other examples dl'ANh;Ã ha,r>NIh;Ã hw<l.NIh;.
the article, thus

Footnotes:
1[1]

The etymology of the word is still a matter of dispute. Against the identification of

rv,a], as an original substantive, with the Arabic 'at_ar, trace, Aram. rt;a] place, trace,
Nödeke urges (ZDMG. xl. 738) that the expression trace of &hellip; could hardly have
developed into the relative conjunction, while the meaning of place has been evolved

rv,a]

only in Aramaic, where the word is never used as a relative. According to others,
is really a compound of several pronominal roots; cf. Sperling, Die Nota relationis im
Hebräischen, Leipzig, 1876, and König, Lehrgeb, ii. 323 ff., who follows Ewald and

lv;a]. According to Hommel (ZDMG. xxxii. 708 ff.)
rv,a] is an original substantive, to be distinguished from ·v, and ·v; (an original
pronominal stem), but used in Hebrew as a nota relationis, or (as hz< and Wy) are also
Böttcher in referring it to an original

sometimes used, see below, g and h) simply for the relative pronoun. Baumann (op.
cit., p. 44) sees in the Assyrian sëa, Phoenician, Punic, and Hebrew
forms, of which the Phoenician and Punic

v,, the ground-

Xa (see above, § 36 note) and the Hebrew

rv,a] are developments.
2[2]

E. g. like Luther's use of so, in die fremden Götrer, so unter euch sind, Gn 35:2.

3[3]

This is the necessary conclusion both from the analogy of the Arabic 'allad_i,

which is clearly a demonstrative (like the Hebr.
and

zL'h;Ã hz<L'h;), and from the use of hz<

Wz as relatives.

4[1]

The instances in which, instead of a retrospective pronoun, the main idea itself is
repeated (Gn 49:30, 50:13, Jer 31:32) are most probably all due to subsequent
amplification of the original text by another hand.
5[2]

The absolute use of

rv,a] is very peculiar in the formula äyy rb;d> hy"h' rv,a] -la,

this (is it)—it came as the word of the Lord to &hellip;, Jer 14:1, 46:1, 47:1, 49:34.
6[1]

In Zc 12:10 also, instead of the unintelligible

read

rXa ta yla, we should probably

rv,a]-la,, and refer the passage to this class.
WNM,ñmi

7[2]

Such a strong ellipse as in Is 31:6, where
would be expected after
is only possible in elevated poetic or prophetic language.
8[3]

The etymological equivalent

yDI, D> in Aramaic is always a relative.

!qym[h,

§ 89. The Genitive and the Construct State.
Philippi, Wesen und Ursprung des Stat. Constr. im Hebr. …, Weimar, 1871, p.
98 ff: on which cf. Nöldeke in the Gött. Gel. Anzeigen, 1871, p. 23.—
Brockelmann, Grundriss, p. 459 ff.

a
1. The Hebrew language no longer makes a living use of case-endings,1 but either has
no external indication of case (this is so for the nominative, generally also for the
accusative) or expresses the relation by means of prepositions (§ 119), while the
genitive is mostly indicated by a close connexion (or interdependence) of the Nomen
regens and the Nomen rectum. That is to say, the noun which as genitive serves to
define more particularly an immediately preceding Nomen regens, remains entirely
unchanged in its form. The close combination, however, of the governing with the
governed noun causes the tone first of all to be forced on to the latter,2 and the
consequently weakened tone of the former word then usually involves further changes
in it. These changes to some extent affect the consonants, but more especially the
vocalization, since vowels which had been lengthened by their position in or before the
tone-syllable necessarily become shortened, or are reduced to S–ewaÖ (cf. § 9 a, c, k; §

rb'D' word, ~yhil{a/ rb;D> word of God (a sort of compound, as with us in
inverted order, God's-word, housetop, landlord); dy" hand, dy: %l,M,ñh; the hand of the
king; ~yrIb'D> words, ~['h' yreb.DI the words of the people. Thus in Hebrew only the
27 e–m); e.g.

noun which stands before a genitive suffers a change, and in grammatical language is
said to be dependent, or in the construct state, while a noun which has not a genitive
after it is said to be in the absolute state. It is sufficiently evident from the above that
the construct state is not strictly to be regarded as a syntactical and logical
phenomenon, but rather as simply phonetic and rhythmical, depending on the
circumstances of the tone.

b
Very frequently such interdependent words are also united by Maqqeph (§ 16 a);
this, however, is not necessary, but depends on the accentuation in the
particular case. On the wider uses of the constr.st. see the Syntax, § 130.

c
2. The vowel changes which are occasioned in many nouns by the construct state are
more fully described in §§ 92–5). But besides these, the terminations of the noun in
the construct state sometimes assume a special form. Thus:

y¤e, e. g. ~ysiWs horses,
h[or>p; yseWs the horses of Pharaoh; ~yIn:Ðy[e eyes. ynEy[e %l,M,ñh; the eyes of the king.
(a) In the construct state, plural and dual, the termination is

d

y¤e of the dual has evidently arisen from y¤; (cf. ~yId;y"Ð), but the origin of
the termination y¤e in the constr. st. plur. is disputed. The Syriac constr. st. in ay
and the form of the plural noun before suffixes (ys;Ws; %yIs;ñWs, &c., § 91 h) would
point to a contraction of an original y¤;, as in the dual. But whether this ay was
Rem. The

only transferred from the dual to the plural (so Olshausen, and Nöldeke, Beitr.
zur sem. Sprachwiss., Strassb. 1904, p. 48 ff.), or is to be regarded as the

hV,ai

yr;Ax

(see f) and
(so Philippi, ThLZ.
abstract, collective termination, as in
1890, col. 419; Barth, ZDMG. 1904, p. 431 ff.), must be left undecided.

e

t¤; is regularly retained as the feminine termination in the construct
state sing. of those nouns which in the absolute state end in h¤', e. g. hK'l.m; queen,
ab'v. tK;L.m; the queen of Sheba. But the feminine endings t¤,ñ; t¤;ñ, and also the
plural tA¤, remain unchanged in the construct state.
(b) The original

f

h¤, (cf. § 75 e) from verbs h¾¾l (§ 93, Paradigm III c) form their constr. st.
in h¤e, e. g. ha,ro seer, constr. haero. If this h¤e is due to contraction of the original y¤;,
with h added as a vowel letter, we may compare yD;, constr. yDe sufficiency; yx;, constr.
yxe life; ay>G: (yG:), constr. ayGE (yGE) valley.
(c) Nouns in

A

On the terminations and

y¤i in the constr. st. see § 90.

Footnotes:
1[1]
2[2]

On some remains of obsolete case-endings see § 90.

The same phenomenon of the tone may also be easily seen in other languages,
when two words are closely connected in a similar way. Observe, for example, in
German the natural stress on the last word in 'der Thron des Königs'; though here the
other order of the words (inadmissible in Hebrew) 'des Königs Thron' exhibits the
same peculiarity.

§ 119. The Subordination of Nouns to the Verb by means of Prepositions.

a
1. In general. As is the case with regard to the looser subordination of nouns to the
verbal idea (§ 118), so also their subordination by means of prepositions is used to
represent the more immediate circumstances (of place, time, cause, purpose,
measure, association, or separation) under which an action or event is accomplished.
In the case of most prepositions some idea of a relation of space underlies the
construction, which then, in a wider sense, is extended to the ideas of time, motive, or
other relations conceived by the mind.
On the origin of the prepositions and the original case-relation in which they
stand to the nouns governed by them, cf. § 101, where a list of the prepositions is
given with their original meanings. Cf. also § 102 on the prefixes, and § 103 on
the union of prepositions with suffixes.

b
2. A not unimportant part is played in Hebrew by the compounding of prepositions to
represent more accurately the relations of place, which either precede or follow the

-!mi, and in the latter (which is not so frequent) -la, occurs
before other prepositions of place; cf. e. g. Am 7:15 the Lord took me !aoCh; yrex]a†me
from behind the flock; 2 K 9:18 turn thee yr'x]a†;-la, to behind me, i. e. turn thee behind
me; -~[imeÃ taeme from being with … , as in French de chez, dÈapreÊs quelquÈun.1 For
action. In the former case

further examples, see c.

c
Rem. 1. We must not regard as combined prepositions in the above sense either
those substantives which have become prepositions only by their union with

ynEp.li

ynEP.miÃ ![;m;ñl.

ynEp.Limi

before,
on account of (but e. g.
from
prefixes, as
before, Gn 4:16, &c., is such a compound); nor adverbs, which are also formed
by combining words which were originally substantives (also used as
prepositions) with prepositions, as

#Wxmi without, tx;T;ñmi in the sense of below,2

l['me above (so also in Gn 27:39, 49:25, not from above). These adverbs of
place, however, may become prepositions by the addition of l., e. g. l. #Wxmi
outside as regards … , i. e. outside of something, in 1 K 21:13 even after a

l. tx;T;ñmi below as regards …, i. e. under something
(cf. l. tx;T;ñmi-d[; until they came under …, 1 S 7:11), l. l[;me ever something,
&c.; db;l. prop. in separation; -!mi db;l. in separation from, i. e. apart from,
transitive verb of motion;

l. omitted for the sake of brevity, e. g.
Jb 26:5 ~yIm; tx;T;ñmi beneath the waters; Neh 3:28 (-l[;me).
besides. Only rarely in such a case is the

d
2. Real combinations of prepositions (each retaining its full force) occur—

-!mi, in rx;a;meÃ yrex]a†;me (see above) from behind something; taeme and
~[ime from with (see above); !yBemi or tAnyBemi from between something (with
motion in either direction, see e. g. Gn 49:10); ynEp.Limi from before (see above);
sometimes also lWMmi Lv 5:8, &c.; -l[;me from upon, i. e. off from; tx;T;ñmi away
(a) With

from under (see footnote 2 on p. 377).

e

-la,, in yrex]a†;-la, to behind, tAnyBe-la, to between; l. tyBemi-la, forth
between 2 K 11:15; l. #Wxmi-la, forth without, i. e. out in front of, Nu 5:3; tx;T;ñla, down under.3—In Jb 5:5 the two prepositions of motion are combined in a
peculiarly pregnant construction, ~yNICimi-la, (he goes thither and takes it) out of
(b) With

the thorns, i. e. he taketh it even out of the thorns, but the text is hardly correct.

f
3. A general view of the union of certain verbs, or whole classes of verbs, with
particular prepositions, especially in explanation of certain idioms and pregnant
expressions.4

g

-la, (ylea/)5 towards, properly an expression of motion or at least direction
towards something (either in the sense of up to=d[;, or into = %AT-la,), is used
(a)

after verbs not only in answer to the question whither? but by a specially
pregnant construction, in answer to the question where? e. g. Jer 41:12 they

~yBir; ~yIm;ñ-la, by the great waters; cf. Dt 16:6, 1 K 13:20, and a still
more remarkable instance in 8:30 ~yIm;ñV'h;-la, ^T.b.vi ~Aqm.-la,. This
found him

combination of two different ideas, of motion to a place and being or acting in the
place (very plainly seen in Dt 16:6 but to the place which the Lord thy God shall
choose … shalt thou bring thine offering and there shalt thou sacrifice, &c.), is the
same as the Greek use of eivj( evj for evn, the Latin in potestatem, in amicitiam
ditionemque esse, manere (Cic. Verr. 5, 38; Div. 2, 14, &c.); cf. also the common

German expressions zu Hause, zu Leipzig sein, zu, Bette liegen, &c.

h

B.

(b) .6 Underlying the very various uses of this preposition is either the idea of
being or moving within some definite region, or some sphere of space or time
(with the infinitive, a simultaneous action, &c.), or else the idea of fastening on
something, close connexion with something (also in a metaphorical sense,
following some kind of pattern, e. g. the advice or command of some one

äp rb;d>BiÃ äp tc;[]B†;, or in a comparison, as in Gn 1:26 WnteñWmd>ki Wnmeñl.c;B. in our
image, after our likeness; cf. 1:27, 5:1, 3), or finally the Idea of relying or
depending upon …, or even of merely striking or touching something.

i
Thus the use of

B. is explained—
!yIa'ñ ~d'a'B†' rv'y"

there
(1) In the sense of among (in the domain of), e. g. Mi 7:2
is none upright among men; in the sense of consisting of, in specifying the
constituents of a collective idea, e. g. Gn 7:21 and all flesh died … in (=consisting
of) fowl, &c. 8:17, 9:10, Ho 4:3. Also after ideas of appearing, manifesting
oneself, representing, being, in the sense of as, in the capacity of (prop. in the

B.

sphere, after the manner of, see above), consisting of …, tanquam, the
essentiae of the earlier grammarians, corresponding to the Greek evn, the Latin
in,7 and the French en, e. g. Ex 6:3 I appeared unto Abraham …

yD'v; laeB. as El

dx'a,b. aWhw> but he is (manifests himself as) one, i. e. he
remains always the same; Dt 26:5, 28:62 j['m. ytem.Bi in the condition of being

Shaddai; Jb 23:13

few, cf. 10:22 to the number of seventy; Is 40:10, y Ps 39:7.—Cf. also such

yrIz>[,B.

examples as Ex 18:4 (y Ps 35:2, 146:5)
as my help; Dt 26:14 being
unclean; Is 28:16 in Sion (i. e. I make Sion a foundation); Ez 20:41 as a sweet
savour; Pr 3:26, perhaps also Ex 3:2 in (i. e. as) a flame of fire; Is 66:15 with (i. e.
like) fire; y Ps 31:22, 37:20 (102:4). For the origin of all these forms of expression
y Ps 54:6 is especially instructive, since

~ykim.s)o

yvip.n: ykem.s)oB. yn"doa] is not meant to refer

to the Lord as belonging to the
, but only to ascribe to him a similar
character, i. e. the Lord is one who upholds my soul; so also y Ps 99:6, 118:7, Ju
11:35 [the plur. as in § 124 g–i].8—Cf. Gesenius, thes. Linguae Hebr., i. 174 f.,
and Delitzsch on y Ps 35:2.

k

(2) To introduce the object after transitive verbs, which denote touching, striking,
reaching to (thus to some extent a fastening on, see above) something, in
English sometimes rendered by al, on, &c., and in German generally by

B. zx;a'

B. [g:n"

, anrühren=
, &c. To the same
compounds with an, e. g. anfassen=
category belongs also the construction of verbs denoting authority

%l;m'Ã lv;m'Ã fg:n"Ã hd'r'

B.

, the last prop. to tread on …) with , inasmuch as the
(
exercise of the authority is regarded as a laying hold of the person ruled; so also,

B. after certain verba dicendi, or when the mental
action is to be represented as extending to some one or something: e. g. b. ar'q'
to call on some one, B. [B;v.nI iurare per aliquem, B. la;v' to enquire of some
one. Again; b. ha'r' to look upon, B. [m;v' to hearken to (but cf. also m),
the introduction of the object by

generally with the secondary idea of participation, or of the pleasure with which
one sees or hears anything, especially pleasure at the misfortunes of others,

b. ha'r'

to see his desire on anyone or anything; cf. however, Gn 21:16 let
hence
me not look upon the death of the child; 1 S 6:19 because they had looked
[irreverently] at the ark of the Lord.

B.

Closely related to this is the use of :

l
(3) To introduce the person or thing, which is the object of a mental act, e. g.

B. !ymia/h†, to trust in (to cleave trustingly to) somebody or something; B. xj;B' to
have confidencs in …; B. xm;f' to rejoice in or at something, &c.; B. rB,DI to
speak of (about) some one or something, Dt 6:7, 1 S 19:3f., &c.

m
(4) The idea of an action as extending to something, with at the same time the
secondary idea of participation in something, underlies finally the partitive use of

B., e. g. B. lk;a' to share in eating something, Ex 12:43ff., Lv 22:11; also simply
to eat, to tast of something, Ju 13:16, Jb 21:25; so also B. ~x;l' to eat of, and
b. ht'v'9 to drink of something, Pr 9:5; B. [m;v' to hear a whisper of something,
Jb 26:14; B. ac'm' they found remaining of her only …, 2 K 9:35; b. af'n" to bear a
share of something, Nu 11:17, Ez 18:20, Jb 7:13. Cf. also B. ql;x' to give a share
of something, Jb 39:17; b. hn"B' to do building to, Neh 4:4.

n
(5) With the idea of tuching, striking against anything is naturally connected that
of proximity and vicinity near, and further that of association with something; cf.
Gn 9:4

Avp.n:B. with the life thereof; 15:14, 32:11 yliq.m;B. with my staff. Sometimes

B. combined with a verb of motion (to come with something), expresses the idea
of bringing, e. g. Ju 15:1 Samson visited his wife with a kid, i. e. he brought her a
kid; Dt 23:5, y Ps 66:13, 1 Ch 15:19ff., 16:6.

o
(6) From the idea of connexion with something, being accompanied by something

B.

(see n), is developed, finally, the instrumental use of , which represents the
means or instrument (or even the personal agent), as something with which one
has associated himself in order to perform an action; cf. Mi 4:14

jb,VeñB; they

^B. by thee (so also 44:6, parallel with
^m.viB.); Is 10:34, Ho 1:7, 12:14; cf. also B. db;[' to labour by means of some
one, i. e. to cause him to labour at it, Ex 1:14, &c. On B. with the passive to

smite with the rod; Is 10:24; y Ps 18:30

introduce the means or the author, see § 121 f.

p

B. instrumenti is B. pretii (the price being considered as the means
of acquiring a thing), of. Gn 23:9, 29:18 (lxer'B.); 30:16, 33:19, 34:15 (taozB. on
this condition); 37:28; also, in a wider sense, Gn 18:28 B. for the sake of; 1 S
A variety of the

3:13.

q

B. instrumenti to introduce the object is peculiar in such
expressions as y Ps 44:20 and thou coveredst over us tw<m'ñl.c;B. with the shadow
of death; Jb 16:10 ~h,ypiB. yl;[' Wr[]P†' they have opened wide their mouth
Rem. The use of

against me (prop. have made an opening with their mouth); cp. y Ps 22:8, Ex

hJ,M;B;

rg:x'

@n:c'

B.

7:20 he lifted up
the rod; Lv 16:4
and
followed by Jos 8:18, La
1:17. Analogous to some English expressions we find both to gnash the teeth, y
Ps 35:16, and to gnash with the teeth, Jb 16:9; to wink the eye, Pr 10:10, and to
wink with the eye, Pr 6:13; shake the head, y Ps 22:8, and to shake with the
head, Jer 18:16, Jb 16:14.—In all these instances the verb (intransitive)

B.

construed with has a greater independence, and consequently more emphasis
than the verb construed with a direct accusative; the latter conveys a sort of

B.

necessary specification of the action, while the noun introduced by is used
rather as a merely adverbial complement. An instructive example of this is

lAq !t;n" vocem emittere, to utter a voice, also to thunder, while in AlAqB. !t;n" y
Ps 46:7 (68:34, Jer 12:8), !t;n" has an independent sense = he thundered with his
voice (i. e. mightily).

r

l.

(c) 10 to, a very general expression of direction towards anything, is used to
represent the most varied relations of an action or state with regard to a person

l. as a periphrasis for the genetivus possessoris or
auctoris (the idea of belonging to), see § 129; on l. with the passive, to introduce
the author or the cause, see § 121 f; on l. in a purely local sense (e. g. ^n>ym†iyli at
thy right hand, prop. towards thy right hand), or temporal (e. g. br,[,ñl' at evening,
or thing. On the use of

&c.) or distributive, see the Lexicon.
The following uses of

l. properly belong to the government of the verb:

s
(1) As a nota dativi11 to introduce the remoter object; also
(2) To introduce the dativus commodi. This dativus commodi (or incommodi, e. g.
Ez 37:11) is used—especially in colloquial language and in later style—in the

l.

form of a pronoun with , as an apparently pleonastic dativus ethicus, with many
verbs, in order to give emphasis to the significance of the occurrence in question
for a particular subject. In this construction the person of the pronoun must
always agree with that of the verbal form.12 By far the most frequent use of this

l.

^l.-%l, go, get thee
away, Gn 12:1, 22:2, Dt 2:13 (also in the feminine, Ct 2:10, 13); ^l. hjen> turn
thee aside, 2 S 2:21; ~k,l' W[s. take your journey, Dt 1:7; ~k,l' Wrb.[i pass ye
over; ^l.-xr;B. flee (to save thyself), Gn 27:43; %l'-yli[] get thee up, Is 40:9;
~k,l' WnP. turn you, Dt 1:40; ~k,l' WbWv return ye, Dt 5:27; %l' ymiWqñ rise up, Ct
2:10; ~k,l' Wbv. abide ye, Gn 22:5; ^l. ld;x] forbear thee, 2 Ch 35:21 (in the

is with the pronoun of the 2nd person after imperatives, e. g.

~k,l' Wbh'ñ take you, Dt 1:13, Jos 18:4, Ju 20:7, 2 S 16:20, and so
almost regularly ^l. rm,V'ñhi (see above, § 51 n) cave tibi ! and ~k,l' Wrm.V†'hi
take heed to yourselves; ^l. hmed> be thou like, Ct 2:17 (cf. verse 9), 8:14, is
plural, Is 2:22);

remarkable; after a perfect consecutive, 1 K 17:3, 1 S 22:5; after an imperfect
consecutive, e. g. Is 36:9

^l. xj;b.xÌiw: and puttest thy trust.—In the 3rd person,

Hl' bv,Teñw:

e. g.
and sat her down, Gn 21:16, cf. 22:5, Ex 18:27, y Ps 120:6,
123:4, Jb 6:19; even after a participle, Ho 8:9.—In the 1st person plural, Ez
37:11.

t
(3) To introduce the result after verbs of making, forming, changing, appointing to
something, esteeming as something; in short, in all those cases in which,
according to § 117 ii, a second accusative may also be used.

u
(4) In loose connexion with some verbal idea in the sense of in reference to, with
regard to … (§ 143 e); so after a verbum dicendi, Gn 20:13; 1 K 10:23, cf. Is 36:9;
even before the verb, Jer 9:2.—To the same class belongs also the Lamedh
inscriptionis (untranslatable in English, and hardly more than a mere quotationmark) which introduces the exact wording of an inscription or title; thus Is 8:1
write upon it … (the words)
not used); Ez 37:16.

äwgw ll'v' rhem; (cf. verse 3, where the l. naturally is

v

!mi

(d) , originally (according to § 101 a) separation,13 represents both the idea of
distance, separation or remoteness from something, and that of motion away
from something, hence also descent, origin from a place, Am 1:1.

w
(1) From the idea of separation is naturally derived on the one hand the sense of
(taken) from among…, e numero, e. g. Gn 3:1 subtil as none other of the beasts,
&c.; cf. 3:14, Dt 33:24, 1 S 15:33, Ju 5:24 (so especially after the idea of
choosing out of14 a larger class, 1 S 2:28; cf. Ex 19:5, &c.), and on the other

WrS'ñau tv,Q,ñmi

hand, the sense of without (separated, free from …), e. g. Is 22:3
without the bow (i. e. without one needing to bend a bow against them) they were

x;Komi

without strength; Ho 6:6, as the first half-verse
made prisoners; cf. Jer 48:45
shows, not more than burnt offerings (as R. V.), but and not burnt offerings; Mi

3:6, y Ps 52:5, Jb 11:15, 19:26, 21:9, also such examples as Nu 15:24 far from
the eyes, i. e. unobserved by the congregation; Pr 20:3.

x

!mi

Here also belongs the use of
after the ideas of restraining, withholding from,
refusing to any one, frequently in pregnant expressions, which we can render
only by complete final or consecutive clauses, e. g. 1 S 15:23 he hath rejected

%l,M,ñmi away from (being) king, instead of äm tAyh.m†i (as in verse 2:6), that
thou be no longer king; cf. 1 K 15:13, Is 17:1 ry[ime so that it is no longer a city;
Jer 17:16, Jb 28:11 he bindeth the streams yKiB.mi that they trickle not; Gn 16:2,
23:6 rboQ.mi that thou shouldst not bury thy dead; Is 24:10.
thee

y

!mi

The
has a still more pregnant force in those examples in which the idea of
precluding from anything is only indirectly contained in the preceding verb, e. g.

taor>m†e away from seeing, i. e. so that he could not
see; Is 7:8 Ephraim shall be broken in pieces ~['me that it be not a people (just as
Gn 27:1 his eyes were dim

in Is 23:1, Jer 48:2, 42, y Ps 83:5); Lv 26:13, Is 5:6, 49:15, 54:9, Ezr 2:62 (for
other pregnant constructions with
cf. § 152 y.

!mi see below, ff)15; on yliB.mi and !yaeme without,

z

!mi

(2) On the sense of motion away from anything depends the use of
after such
ideas as to take away from, to beware, to be afraid of, to flee, to escape, to hide
oneself from (cf. kalu,ptw avpo,, custodire ab), sometimes again in pregnant
expressions, e. g. Is 33:15. On the idea of starting from anything depends finally

!mi on account of, in consequence of (cf. our
that comes from …), prae, e. g. brome for multitude, 1 K 8:5.
the very frequent causative use of

aa

-l[;

(e)
.16 The two original local meanings of this preposition are upon (evpi,)17
and over (u`pe,r, super).
(1) From the original meaning upon is explained the use of
commanding, commissioning (

-l[; after ideas of

-l[; dq;P'), &c., inasmuch as the command,

obligation, &c., is laid upon the object. The construction is self-evident in the case
of to lie, rest, lean, rely, press upon something; cf. also, for the last, such

yl;['w> prop. upon me

examples as Is 1:14, Jb 7:20, 23:2, and especially 2 S 18:11
would it have been, it would have been incumbent upon me, &c.

bb

-l[; after ideas of
covering, protecting, guarding -l[; hs'K'Ã -l[; !n:G"; also the combinations l[; ~x;rI to have compassion upon …, -l[; sWxÃ -l[; lm;x' to spare some one,
(2) From the original meaning over is explained the use of

arise from the idea of a compassionate or protective bending over something. Cf.
also

-l[; ~x;l.nI Ju 9:17 = to fight for some one, i. e. in his defence.

cc

-l[;

(3) Moreover
is used after verbs of standing and going, to express a
towering over some one or something, sometimes in phrases, in which the
original local idea has altogether fallen into the background, and which are
therefore to be rendered in English by means of other prepositions (by, with,

raoy>h;-l[; by the Nile (above
the water level; cf. y Ps 1:3), and so especially -l[; dm;[' in the pregnant sense
before, near), e. g. Gn 41:1, &c., Pharaoh … stood

to stand serving before some one (prop. over one who sits or reclines at table) Zc

l. l[;M;ñmi is used for -l[;); -l[; bCey:t.hi to present oneself
by command before some one, Jb 1:6, &c. Cf. also dy:-l[;Ã ydey>-l[; (Jb 1:14)
4:14 (cf. Is 6:2, where

near, at (on) the side of some one or something.

dd
(4) From the original meaning above (not, as formerly explained, on to

-l[;

something, at something) there arise finally all the various constructions with
in the sense of towards, against. The original idea (which in many of these
constructions has become wholly unrecognizable) starts from the view that the
assailant endeavours to take up his position over the person attacked, so as to

-l[; ~Wq

to rise up
reach him from above, or to overpower him; cf. especially
over, i. e. against some one, then with a transference of thought applied to any
kind of hostile approach,

-l[; ~x;l.nI to fight against … , -l[; hn"x' to encamp

-l[; @s;a/n), to be gathered together, to assemble against (Mi 4:11; cf.
y Ps 2:2), &c.; even after verbs which express a mental action, e. g. against … ,

l[; h['r' bv;x' to imagine evil against any one, &c.
ee
4. Sometimes a preposition appears to be under the immediate government of a verb,
which, by its meaning, excludes such a union. In reality the preposition is dependent
on a verb (generally a verb of motion), which, for the sake of brevity, is not expressed,
but in sense is contained in what is apparently the governing verb.

ff
Various examples of this construction praegnans haye been already noticed

-!mi

-!mi

ynIt'ñynI[] ~ymire ynEr>Q;miW

; for
cf. also y Ps 22:22
and
above in xand y under
thou hast answered and saved me from the horns of the wild oxen (in Is 38:17,
which Delitzsch translates by thou hast loved and delivered my soul from the pit,

T'k.f;ñx' with the LXX); Gn 25:23, 2 S 18:19, Jb 28:12; cf. also -!mi hn"z" y Ps
73:27 to go a whoring from anyone i. e. to be unfaithful to him; -!mi [v;r' y Ps
18:22 = to depart wickedly from God; -!mi vr;x' y Ps 28:1 to be silent from one
(to turn away in silence); cf. Jb 13:13 [; so with l[;me Jb 30:17, 30].

read

gg

yrex]a†;

yr+'x]a†; tk,l,ñl' aLem;y>w:

Pregnant constructions with
: Nu 14:24 equivalent to
and he made full to walk i. e. walked fully after me; in 1 S 13:7 read with the LXX

wyr'x]a†;me Wdr>x†' they trembled, i. e. went trembling away from him; with -la, Gn
43:33 -la, Hm;T' to turn in astonishment to some one (cf. Is 13:8); -la, vr;D' Is
11:10, &c., to turn inquiringly to some one; -la, vyrIx/h†, Is 41:1 to turn in silence
to some one; -la, dr;x' Gn 42:28 to turn trembling to some one (cf.
tar;q.li dr;x' to come trembling to meet, 1 S 21:2 [also with gaXÃ #yrhÃ %mX
and other verbs, Ju 14:5, 15:14, 19:8; see Lexicon]); cf. further Jer 41:7, y Ps 7:7,

B. y Ps 55:19 he hath redeemed and hath put my soul in peace,
exactly like y Ps 118:5; with l. y Ps 74:7 they have profaned and cast … even to
2 Ch 32:1; with

the ground; cf. 89:40.

hh
5. In poetic parallelism the governing power of a preposition is sometimes extended to
the corresponding substantive of the second member;18 e. g.

B. Is 40:19, 48:14 he

lb,b'B. on Babylon, and his arm shall be ~yDIf.K; (for
~yDIf.K;B;) on the Chaldaeans; Jb 15:3; l. Is 28:6, 42:22 (but probably l. has fallen out
after another l), Ez 39:4, Jb 34:10 (perhaps also Gn 45:8; lvem may, however, be
taken here as a second accusative according to § 117 ii); ![;m;ñl. Is 48:9; -!mi Is 58:13, y
Ps 141:9 (unless tAvq.M)omiW is to be read); -d[; Is 15:8; tx;T;ñ Is 61:7.
shall perform his pleasure

ii
6. Adverbs which have acquired a substantival value are sometimes governed by

~N"xi-la, in vain, Ez 6:10; !ke-yrex]a†; after this; !keB. (Ec 8:10, Est
4:16) then, on this condition; !kel† and !Ke-l[; therefore; !Ke-d[; hitherto.
prepositions, e. g.

Footnotes:
1[1]

In other cases French, as well as English and German, can only emphasize one of
the two combined ideas; thus, such expressions as il prend le chapeau sur la table,
German and English er nimmt den Hut vom Tisch, he takes his hat from the table, all
regard the action from one point of view only; the Hebrew here brings out both aspects
of it by means of
2[2]

-l[;me from upon, cf. e. g. Is 6:6.

Hence not to be confounded with

tx;T;ñmi from under, in such examples as Pr

22:27, which is a real compound preposition. In the above-mentioned adverbs also the

!mi was originally by no means pleonastic; tx;T;ñmi denotes properly the locality,
regarded primarily as a place from beneath which something proceeds, and so on.

-!mi

, however, has become so much obscured by its regular
This original sense of the
combination with words of place to form independent adverbs, that it is even prefixed

-l[;meÃ tx;T;ñmi

) in cases
(evidently only on the analogy of such common adverbs as
where it is really inadmissible, owing to the meaning of the adverb, e. g. in

yde[]l.B;miÃ db;L.mi without, cf. also such examples as yliB.miÃ lWMmiÃ dg<N<òmiÃ ~V'mi
(there), &c. Since a -!mi is not usually repeated after db;L.mi, it appears as if db;L.mi by a
transposition of the -!mi stood for the usual -!mi db;l.. In reality, however, the
preposition which forms the adverb into a preposition is omitted here, as in

l[;meÃ tx;T;ñmi, without a following l. (see above). Properly db;L.mi has a purely
adverbial meaning = taken by itself, like l[;M;ñmi hl'[.m;ñL.mi (Syriac men leÇeÒl) above

-

l. l[;M;ñmi or l.-l[;me (Syriac leÇeÒl men), over, upon
something.—Also -!mil. from … on ward is not for l.-!mi, but thel. serves merely (just
(adv.), as distinguished from

like the Latin usque in usque a, usque ad, usque ex) to indicate expressly the startingpoint, as an exact terminus a quo (of place or time).

tx;T;ñ-la, by a pregnant construction is virtually dependent on the
idea of coming in to, contained in the preceding -!yae.
3[1]

Also in 1 S 21:5

4[2]

A summary of all the relations and senses in which a preposition may be used,
belongs not to the Grammar but to the Lexicon.
5[3]

Cf. Mitchell, 'The preposition el,' in the Journal of the Society of Biblical Literature
and Exegesis, 1888, p. 143 ff., and especially A. Noordtzij, Het hebreeuwsche

la, Leiden, 1896, a thorough examination of its uses, and especially of the
relation between -la, and -l[;.
voorzetsel

B. indole, vi, usu, Jena, 1875.

6[1]

Cf. Wandel, De particulate Hebr.

7[2]

e. g. res in praeda captae, i. e. things taken as spoil; see Nägelsbach, Lat. Stilistik,

B.

§ 1234. On the Hebrew essentiae, see Hauschild in the Festschrift Zur Einweihung
des Goetkegymn. Frankf. a. M. 1897, p. 163.
8[3]

Other instances formerly cited here (Is 26:4, y Ps 55:19, where

B. is used before

Amv. Hy"B.

Jah is his name, are textually very
the subject) as well as y Ps 68:5
uncertain. Cf. Cheyne, SBOT. Isaiah, p. 173, on Is 26:4.
9[1]

b. ht'v'

To be distinguished from
= to drink from (a cup, &c., Gn 44:5, Am 6:6), as
In Arabic and Aramaic (Dn 5:2). Cf. also evn pothri,oij (Xen. Anab. vi. 1, 4), evn crusw,masi
pi,nein (3 Ezr 3:6), venenum in auro bibitur, Seneca, Thyestes 453, and the French
boire dans unee tasse.
10[1]

cf. Giesebrecht, Die hebr. Präpos. Lamed, Halle, 1876.

11[2]

Just as in the Romance languages the Latin preposition ad (Italian a, before
vowels ad, French aÊ, Spanish aÃÁ) and in English to are used as a periphrasis for the

l.

dative.—On the introduction of the nearer object by , cf. § 117 n.
12[3]

Such expressions as the analogous English he plucked me ope his doublet, but
me no buts, and the like, are accordingly inadmissible in Hebrew.
13[1]

Cf. O. Molin, Om prepositionen min i Bibelhebreisksn, Upsala, 1893, and

especially N. Zerweck, Die hebr. Praep. min, Leipzig, 1893, who, instead of the
partitive meaning (formerly accepted by us also), more correctly takes 'separation' as
the starting-point of its various uses.

!mi also come most naturally under this idea of separation
out of a larger class. Thus !mi is used in the sense of some, something, and even one,
in such expressions as and he slew … also laer'f.yI yreF'mi (divers) of the princes of
Israel, 2 Ch 21:4; -lK'mi Lv 4:2; 1 K 18:5; rP'h; ~D;mi some of the blood of the bullock,
Ex 29:12, &c.; Jb 27:6 my heart doth not reproach me ym;Y"mi for any, i. e. for one, of my
days; 38:12 ^ym,ñY"mi one of thy days, i. e. ever in thy life (this explanation is confirmed
14[2]

All the partitive uses of

by 1 K 1:6; cf. also 1 S 14:45, 25:28). In this way also, the frequently misunderstood

!mi before dx'a,Ã tx;a;, is
equivalent to ullus; e. g. Lv 4:2 and shall do hN"heñme tx;a;m†e any one of these things;
Hebrew (and Arabic) idiom is to be explained, by which

5:13, Dt 15:7, Ez 18:10; so before a nomen unitatis (see § 122 t), 1 S 14:45 (2 S 14:11,

Avaor tr;[]F†;mi

-!mi

1 K 1:52)
not one hair of his head.—
is used in the sense of the
Arabic min el–beyaÒn or explicative min (often to be simply translated by namely), e. g.
in Gn 7:22 of all that was, i. e. so far as it was, probably also Gn 6:2 ( = whomsoevery
they chose).

!mi to express the comparative, which likewise depends on the idea
of distance from … , cf. below, § 133 a; on !mi as expressing the distance of time from
a fixed limit, in the sense of after, e. g. y Ps 73:20 #yqih'me after awaking (cf. evx avri,ston,
ab itinere), or after the lapse of … , e. g. Gn 38:24, Ho 6:2, and very frequently #Qemi
from the end of, i. e. after the lapse of … , see the lexicon; also for the use of !mi to
15[3]

On the use of

represent resting beside anything, like the Latin prope abesse ab …
16[1]

l[;), Halle, 1882.

Cf. Budie, Die hebr. Präpos. Ç Al (

-l[;

17[2]

Since the placing upon anything is an addition to it,
also implies in addition to
something, cf. Gn 28:9 (31:50); 30:40, 32:12 (probably a proverbial saying = mother

l[;

and children); Dt 22:6. Also
notwithstanding is no doubt properly in addition to, e. g.
Jb 10:7 although thou knowest, prop. in addition to thy knowing.—From the original
meaning upon is also derived that of on account of (prop. upon the ground of) and in
agreement with, according to, since the pattern is regarded as the foundation upon
which a thing stands or rests.

18[1]

Similarly the force of a negative is sometimes extended to the parallel member;
see § 152 z.

§ 118. The Looser Subordination of the Accusative to the Verb.

a
1. The various forms of the looser subordination of a noun to the verb are
distinguished from the different kinds of the accusative of the object (§ 117) by their
specifying not the persons or things directly affected by the action, but some more
immediate circumstance under which an action or an event takes place. Of such
circumstances the most common are those of place, time, measure, cause, and finally
the manner of performing the action. These nearer definitions are, as a rule, placed
after the verb; they may, however, also precede it.

b
Rem. That the cases thus loosely subordinated to the verb are to be regarded as
accusatives is seen first from the fact that in certain instances the nota accusativi

ta) is prefixed; secondly from the fact that in one form of the casus loci a
termination (h¤') is employed, in which (according to § 90 c) the old accusatival
(

ending is preserved; and finally from the consistency with which classical Arabic
puts these nearer definitions in the accusative (which may be recognized by its
form) even under circumstances in which one would be rather inclined to expect
a nominative in apposition.

c
The relation subsisting between the circumstantial accusative and the accusative of
the object is especially apparent when the former (as e. g. in a statement of the goal
after a verb of motion) is immediately connected with its verb. But even the more
loosely connected circumstantial definitions are certainly to be regarded as originally
objects of a governing word habitually omitted, only that the consciousness of this
closer government was at length lost, and the accusative more and more acquired an
independent value as a casus adverbialis.

d
2. The accusative serves to define more precisely the place (accus. loci), either (a) in
answer to the question whither ? after verbs of motion,1 or (b) in answer to the
question where ? after verbs of being, dwelling, resting, &c. (but also after transitive
verbs, see the examples), or finally (c) to define more precisely the extent in space, in
answer to the question how far ? how high ? how much ?, &c.

e
Instead of the simple accusative, the locative (see above, § 90 c)2 is frequently
found in the cases mentioned under f (sometimes also in those under g) or the

-la,

B.

,3 especially before persons as the aim of the movement, or ,
preposition
usually, to express being at a place.

f

hd,F'h; acenE let us go out into the field, 1 S 20:11; cf. Gn 27:3,
31:4, Jb 29:7; vyvir>T; tk,l,ñl' to go to Tarshish, 2 Ch 20:36; cf. Gn 10:11, 13:9,
Examples of (a):

24:27, 26:23, 31:21, Ex 4:9, 17:10, Ju 1:26, 2 K 11:19, Na 1:8 (?), y Ps 134:2;

xq;l'

!t;n"

with
Nu 23:14; with
Jos 6:24; with the accus. loci emphatically
preceding (cf. Driver on 1 S 5:8), 1 K 2:26, Is 23:12, Jer 2:10, 20:6, 32:5; with

aAB (in the sense of aggredi, equivalent to aAB -l[;, cf. § 117 a, note 2) the
personal aim also is poetically added in the accusative, Ez 32:11, 38:11, Pr
10:24, 28:22, Jb 15:21, 20:22; but in the last passage it is better taken as an
accusative of the object (cf. the German einen ankommen, überkommen). See

bWv can hardly be transitive); Ju 11:29, 1 S 13:20 (where,
however, -la, has probably fallen out after larXy; so Strack).—Finally, cf. also
the use of rv,a] for hM'v'ñ … rv,a] whither, Nu 13:27.—The accus. loci occurs
also Nu 10:36 (where

after a passive, e. g. Gn 12:15.

g

%ybia' tyBe

Examples of (b): Gn 38:11 remain a widow
in thy father's house; cf.
Gn 24:23, 1 S 17:15, 2 S 2:32, Is 3:6, Hos 12:5, Mi 6:10, 2 Ch 33:20;

lh,aoñh' xt;P,ñ in the tent door, Gn 18:1, 10, 19:11, and frequently. As observed by
Driver on 1 S 2:29, accusatives of this kind are almost without exception (but cf.
1 K 8:32, Is 16:2, 28:7, 2 Ch 33:20) connected with a noun in the genitive. In all
the above examples, however, the accusative may have been preferred to the

B. (which is not rare even with tyBe and xt;p,ñ) for
euphonic reasons, in order to avoid the combination of such sounds as äbB. and
äpB.; cf., moreover, Gn 2:14, 4:16, Ex 18:5, Lv 6:8 (x;Bew>Mih; instead of the usual
hx'Beñw>Mih; Ex 29:13, &c.); Dt 1:2, 19, 4 2 S 17:26, 1 K 7:8, Pr 8:3, 9:14. On Is 1:30
see § 116 i; on bv;Y", with the accus. loci, see § 117 bb. On the other hand, in Dt
6:3, according the LXX, a verb of giving has dropped out before #r,a,ñ.
natural construction with

h
Examples of (c): Gn 7:20 fifteen cubits upward did the waters prevail; Gn 31:23,

&'M,ñmi lD;g>a, aSeKih; qr;

41:40
only in the throne will I be greater than thou; Dt
1:19 we went (through) all that great and terrible wilderness; cf. Jb 29:3. Of the

same kind also are such cases as Ex 16:16 (according to the number of your

-rP;s.mil.

persons, for which elsewhere
is used); 1 S 6:4 (with the accus.
preceding); 6:18, 2 S 21:20, Jb 1:5.—A statement of weight is put in the
accusative in 2 S 14:26.

i
3. The accusative is employed to determine more precisely the time (accus. temporis),

~AYh; the day, i. e. on the day (in question),
at that time, but also on this day, i, e. to-day, or finally by day, equivalent to ~m'Ay, like
br,[,ñ at evening, hl'y>l;ñ noctu, rq,Boñ in the morning, early, y Ps 5:4, &c., ~yIr;ñh\c)' at
noonday, y Ps 91:6; dx'a, ~Ay on one and the same day, Gn 27:45; an"ve in sleep, y
Ps 127:2; ~yrI[of. ryciq. tL;xiT. (QereÖ ät.Bi) at the beginning of barley harvest, 2 S
(a) in answer to the question when ? e. g.

21:9; in stating a date, Gn 11:10, 14:4 in the thirteenth year.

k

ymey>-lK' ^yY<òx;

(b) In answer to the question how long ? e. g. Gn 3:14, &c.,
all the days
of thy life; 7:4 forty days and forty nights; 7:24, 14:4, 15:13, 21:34, 29:18, Ex 20:9 ( for

~ymil'A[) for ever, 1 K 8:13; also with the accusative made
determinate, Ex 13:7 t[;b.vi tae ~ymiY"h; throughout the seven days in question,
six days); 23:15, 31:17;

mentioned immediately before; cf. Ju 14:17, Dt 9:25.

l
4. The accusative is sometimes used or abstract ideas to state the reason (accus.
causae), e. g. Is 7:25 thou shalt not come thither

rymiv' ta;r>yI for fear of briers.

m
5. Finally the accusative is used very variously (as an accus. adverbialis in the
narrower sense), in order to describe more precisely the manner in which an action or
state takes place. In English such accusatives are mostly rendered by in, with, as, in
the form or manner of … , according to, in relation to, with regard to. For more
convenient classification we may distinguish them as—

n
(a) Adjectives expressing state, placed after the verb to describe more
accurately some bodily or other external condition, e. g. Is 20:2 walking

@xey"w> ~Ar[' naked and barefoot; cf. verse 3, 8:21, Gn 15:2, 33:18 (~lev'), Ju 8:4,
Mi 1:8, y Ps 107:5 (but in 15:2 ~ymiT' is rather a substantive directly dependent

%leAh = he that walketh in uprightness; cf. § 117 r, note). After an accusative,
e. g. Dt 15:18; to specify some mental state, e. g. Gn 37:35 (lbea').—Before the
on

verb (and then with a certain emphasis), Am 2:16, Jb 1:21, Ec 5:14; Lv 20:20, Jb
19:25, 27:19, 30:28, 31:26 (unless
parallel with the adverb

rq'y" be a substantive); Ru 1:21 (ha'lem.

~q'yre). In Mi 2:7 the text is clearly corrupt.

o
Those examples are especially instructive in which the adjective expressing a
state, although referring to several, is nevertheless used in the singular, e. g. Jb

WkL.hi ~Ar['

24:10
naked, i. e. in the condition of one naked, they go about; cf.
verse 7 and 12:17. In Is 20:4 the singular occurs after a plural object, and in Is
47:5 the masc. after the 2nd sing. fem. imperative, which clearly proves that the
term expressing the state is not conceived as being in apposition, but as an
indeclinable adverb.

p
(b) Participles, again either after the verb, Nu 16:27, Jer 2:27, 43:2, y Ps 7:3, Jb
24:5, Ct 2:8, or before it, Gn 49:11, Is 57:19, Ez 36:35, y Ps 56:2, 92:14, Pr
20:14. cf also the substantival use of the participles NiphÇal

tAar'An* in a fearful

tAal'p.nI in a wonderful manner, Jb 37:5, Dn
8:24.—Also participles in connexion with genitives, as %Leh;t.mi Gn 3:8 (cf. also
ha'B' 1 K 14:6), are to be regarded as expressing a state and not as being in
manner (y Ps 139:14) and

apposition, since in the latter case they would have to take the article.—In 2 S
13:20, 1 K 7:7 and Hb 2:10 the explicative WaÒw (equivalent to and that too) is
also prefixed to the participle. In y Ps 69:4 for
K 10:6, 19:2, Hag 1:4, cf. the note on § 131 h.

lxey:m. read lxeY:mi.—On 1 K 11:8, 2

q
(c) Substantives5 in the most varied relations: thus, as describing an external
state, e. g. Mi 2:3

hm'Ar Wkl.t†e aolw> neither shall ye walk haughtily (as opposed

x;Axv.

to
Is 60:14); Lv 6:9 (accus. before the verb = as unleavened cakes), Dt
2:9, 4:11, Ju 5:21, Is 57:2, Pr 7:10, Jb 31:26, La 1:9; as stating the position of a

wyl'g>r;-ta,

wyl'g>r;B.

disease, 1 K 15:23 he was diseased
in his feet (2 Ch 16:12
),
analogous to the cases discussed in § 117 ll and § 121 d (d); as describing a

dx'a, hP,

spiritual, mental, or moral state, e. g. Nu 32:14, Jos 9:2 (
with one
accord, 1 K 22:13; cf. Ex 24:3, Zp 3:9), 1 S 15:32, 2 S 23:3, Is 41:3 (unless

~Alv' is adjectival, and the passage is to be explained as in n); Jer 31:7, Ho
12:15, 14:5, y Ps 56:3, 58:2, 75:3, Pr 31:9, Jb 16:9, La 1:9; Lv 19:16, &c., in the

lykir' %l;h' to go up and down as a tale-bearer; also xj;B,ñ
unawares, On 34:25, Ez 30:9; ~yrIv'ym†e uprightly, y Ps 58:2, 75:3 (in both places

expression

before the verb); as stating the age, e. g. 1 S 2:33 (if the text be right)

~yvin"a] WtWmñy" they shall die as men, i. e. in the prime of life; cf. 1 S 2:18 (r[;n:ò),
Is 65:20, and Gn 15:16; as specifying a number more accurately, Dt 4:27, 1 S
13:17, 2 K 5:2, Jer 31:8 [in Jer 13:19

~ymiAlv. wholly (?) is corrupt; read

hm'lev. tWlG" with LXX for äv tl'g>h']; as stating the consequence of the action,
Lv 15:18; &c.

r
The description of the external or internal state may follow, in poetry, in the form
of a comparison with some well-known class, e. g. Is 21:8

hyEr>a; ar'q.YIw: and he

rWDK; like a ball); Is 24:22, Zc 2:8, y Ps
11:1 (unless rAPci be vocative); 58:9b (unless the force of the preceding K. is
carried on, as in y Ps 90:4); y Ps 144:12, Jb 24:5 (~yair'P., before the verb); 41:7
cried as a lion; cf. y Ps 22:14, Is 22:18 (

shut up together as with a close seal.6

s
6. To the expressions describing a state belong finally those nouns which are

K.

introduced by the comparative particle ,7 since the

K. is to be regarded as originally a

substantive8 in the sense of amount, kind (instar), standing in the accusative (so that

K. is equivalent to as a kind of, after the manner of, according to), while the following
noun represents a genitive governed by the K.. From this, which is the proper meaning
of the K., may be explained its power of representing a great many pregnant relations,
which in English can only be rendered by the help of prepositions.9 Thus the
comparison may refer to—

t
(a) The place, e. g. Is. 5:17

~r'b.d'K. after the manlier of, i. e. as in their pasture;

23:15 as (it is said) in the song of the harlot; 28:21, 29:7

~Alx]K†; as in a dream.

u

~AyK. after the manner of the day,
equivalent to as in the day, Is 9:3, Ho 2:5; ymeyKi as in the days of … , Is 51:9, Ho
(b) The time, especially in the combination

2:17, 9:9, 12:10, Am 9:11; cf. moreover, Lv 22:13, Ju 20:39, Is 17:6, Jb 5:14,

~AyB. ~AyK. as day by day = as in the former days, 1 S
18:10; ~[;p;ñB. ~[;p;ñK. as at other times, 1 S 3:10, &c.; hn"v'b. hn"v'K. as in former
years, 2 K 17:4; cf. § 123 c. Of a different character is the use of K. as a simple
particle of time, e. g. Gn 18:10 hY"x; t[eK' at this time (not about the time), when
it lives again, i. e. at the end of a year; rx'm' t[eK' to-morrow at this time; cf. Is
23:5, and the frequent connexion of K. with the infinitive construct to express a
29:2, and the expressions

definite time (in the sense of a pluperfect), Gn 12:14, 27:34, Ex 9:29, &c.

v
(c) The person, e. g. Gn 34:31 should he deal with our sister as with a harlot?

w

vae-AmK. as a fire, i. e. as it were
by fire (cf. Is 1:25 rBoK; as with lye); Jb 29:23 rj'M'K; as for the rain (they waited
for me); Jb 38:14 (as in a garment); 38:30 !b,a,K. as to stone (the waters are
(d) The thing, e. g. Is 10:14, y Ps 33:7, Jb 28:5

solidified in freezing).

x

K.

Rem. According to the earlier grammarians, is sometimes used pleonastically,
i. e. not to indicate a similarity (as in Lv 14:35 as it were, i. e. something like), but
simply to introduce the predicate (Kaph veritatis), e. g. Neh 7:2 for he was

tm,a/ vyaiK. a faithful man; cf. 1 S 20:3 [f;p,K., La 1:20 tw<M'ñK;. Such a pleonasm
is of course out of the question. At the most a Kaph veritatis can only be

K. with a
certain emphasis (equivalent to in every respect like); thus tm,a/ vyaiK. in Neh

admitted in the sense that the comparison is sometimes introduced by

7:2 means simply of the nature of a faithful man, i. e. as only a faithful man can
be; cf. Nu 11:1, Is 1:7, 13:6, Ho 4:4, 5:10, Ob 11 , Jb 24:14, 27:7, La 1:20, 2:4;

j[;m.Ki

also
in such passages as y Ps 105:12 yea, very few; but e. g. in Is 1:9
only just, a very small …
Footnotes:
1[1]

So commonly in Sanskrit; in Greek only poetically, e. g. Iliad i. 317 Kni,sh dV
ouvrano.n i- ken: in Latin, e. g. rus ire, Romam proficisci.
2[2]

Hence e. g. in 1 S 9:26 the Masora requires

3[3]

So in Ju 19:18 for

4[1]

%r,D,ñ

hg"G"òh; instead of the Keth. gG"h;.

äy tyBe-ta, the better reading is äB-la,.

In y Ps 2:12
is not to be taken as an accus. loci (on the way), but as an
accus. of respect (with regard to the way); see below, m.
5[1]

Cf. above, § 100 c, on certain substantives which have completely become
adverbs; and § 113 h and k on the adverbial use of the infinitive absolute.
6[2]

It is, as a matter of fact, permissible to speak of the above examples as

K.

comparatio decurtata, but it must not be assumed that the comparative particle ,
which is otherwise regularly prefixed (see s), has actually dropped out.
7[3]

On the use of

K. as a prefix, cf. § 102 c.

K.

8[1]

Schwabe ( nach seinem Wesen und Gebrauch im alttestam. Kanon gewürdigt,
Halle, 1883) contests this explanation (which is defended especially by Fleischer and
is certainly indisputable). He, with Gesenius and Ewald, places

K. as a preposition on

K. and l., and believes it to be probably connected with the stem
!WK as well as with yKi and !Ke. The above view of K. as a substantive of course does

the same footing as

not imply that the language as we have it is still in every case conscious of the
substantival meaning.—On
see the Lexicon.
9[2]

K. in numerical statements, in the sense of about, nearly,

It would be altogether unsuitable here also (see above, note 2 on r) to assume a

loss of the preposition. Such examples as Is 1:26 (

hn"voar†ib'K. and hL'xiT.b;K.), Lv

ynEP.miK.) are to be explained from the fact that here the preposition and
substantive had already become simply one word before the K. was prefixed. We find
also l[;K. Is 59:18, 63:7, y Ps 119:14, and 2 Ch 32:19; cf. Driver on 1 S 14:14
26:37 (

ycix]b†;K.), where the text is wholly corrupt.

(

C. THE GOVERNMENT OF THE VERB.
§ 117. The Direct Subordination of the Noun to the Verb as Accusative of the
Object. The Double Accusative.
L. Kaila, Zur Syntax des in verbaler Abhängigkeit stehenden Nomens im alttest.
Hebr., Helsingfors; 1906.

a
1. The simplest way in which a noun is subordinated to a verbal form is by the addition
of an accusative of the object to a transitive verb.1 In the absence of case-endings,2
this accusative can now be recognized only from the context, or by the particle

tae

-ta,

taoÃ tAa

( , before suffixes also
)3 prefixed to it. The use of this nota accusativi is,
however, somewhat rare in poetry, and even in prose it is not invariably necessary but
is restricted to those cases in which the accusative of the object is more closely
determined by being a proper name, or by having the article, or by a following
determinate genitive (hence also by the suffixes), or in some other way (see below, c),

!yIq;ñ-ta, Cain; 6:10, 1:1 God created
#r,a'ñh' taew> ~yIm;ñV'h; tae the heaven and the earth (but 2:4 ~yIm;ñv'w> #r,a,ñ); 1:25 and
God made tY:x;-ta, #r,a'ñh' the beast of the earth; 2:24.
e. g. Gn 4:1 and she bare

b
Rem. 1. The rare occurrence of the nota accusativi in poetic style (e. g. it never
occurs in Ex 15:2–18, Dt 32, Ju 5, 1 S 2, &c., though it is frequent in the late
Psalms) may be explained from the fact that in this as in other respects (cf, § 2 q)
poetry represents a somewhat more archaic stage of the language than prose.
The need of some external means of indicating the accusative could only have

ta

been felt after the case-endings had become wholly extinct. Even then the
would probably have been used at first to indicate only an object placed before
the verb (when it followed, it was already sufficiently characterized by its position
as depending on the verb), or proper names.4 Finally, however, the nota
accusativi became so customary everywhere in prose, that even the pronominal

ta

with suffixes than by verbal suffixes, even
object was expressed rather by
when none of the reasons mentioned under e can be assigned for it; cf.
Giesebrecht in ZAW. 1881, p. 258 ff., and the statistics of H. Petri, cited above at

~yhil{a/ Atao hW"ci rv,a] lkoK. Gn 6:22 in
the Priestly Code, beside hA'hy> WhW"òci-rv,a] lkoK. 7:5 in the Jahvist, are

the head of § 58. Such examples as
especially instructive.

c
2. As accusatives determined in other ways, we have in the first place to

lKo entirety, without a following article or
determinate genitive, inasmuch as the meaning of lKo includes a determinative
sense, cf. e. g. Gn 1:21, 30, 8:21, Dt 2:34, 2 K 25:9. lKo-ta, is used absolutely in
Gn 9:3, cf. 39:23; similarly, ymi is determinate of itself, since it always denotes a
person, hence ymi-ta, quem ? e. g. Is 6:8, 37:23, &c., but never hm'-ta, quid ?
so also the relative rv,a] in the sense of eum qui or quem, &c., e. g. 1 S 16:3, or
consider the collectives introduced by

id quod, Gn 9:24, &c. Cf. also such examples as Jos 2:10, 1 S 24:19, where

rv,a] tae is equivalent to the circumstance, that, &c.—Elsewhere tae stands
before nouns which are determinate in sense, although the article is omitted,
which according to § 126 h is very frequently the case in poetic or otherwise
elevated style; thus Lv 26:5, Jos 24:14, 15, Is 41:7 (to distinguish the object from
the subject); 50:4 (with the first of two accusatives, also for the sake of

~yqiyDIc; are to be regarded as
a distinct class); Jb 13:25 (unless, with Beer and others, we read ~aiw> for -ta,w>);

clearness); Ez 13:20, 43:10, Pr 13:21 (where the

also Ec 7:7 may be a quotation of an ancient maxim.

d

tae occurs very seldon in prose before a noun actually or
apparently undetermined. In 1 S 24:6 @n"K' is more closely defined by means of
the following relative clause; in 2 S 4:11 qyDIc; vyai refers to Ishbosheth (as if it
were him, who was an innocent man); in 1 K 6:16 hM'a; ~yrIf.[, refers to the
particular twenty cubits. In Ex 21:28 (otherwise in verse 29) perhaps the -ta, is
used in order to avoid the combination vyai rAv (as in Nu 21:9 to avoid the
cacophony vyai vx'N"h; %v;n" ?); in Lv 7:8 and 20:10 the accusatives are at any
rate defined by the context.—In Nu 16:15 ~h,me dx;a;-ta, probably means even

On the other hand

a single one (and then ipso facto a definite one) of them, as also in 1 S 9:3

~yrI['N>h;m†e dx;a;-ta, may refer to some definite one of the men-servants. In Gn
21:30 we should read tfb'K.h; [b;v,ñ-ta, with the Samaritan, since the seven
lambs have been already mentioned; in Ex 2:1 translate with Meyer, Die

ywIle-tB;-ta, the daughter of Levi; in Ex 28:9 read ~h;Voñh; with
the Samaritan; in Lv 20:14 hV'ai-ta, is probably a scribal error due to hM'ai-ta,w>;
in 1 S 26:20 read yvip.n: with the LXX for dx'a, v[r>P;; in 2 S 5:24 read hd'['C.h;
as in 1 Ch 14:15; in 2 S 15:16 the -ta, is incorrectly inserted from 20:3, where it
refers to the women already mentioned; in 2 S 18:18 read tb,C,òM;h;, or omit both ta, and rv,a] with the LXX and Lucian; in 1 K 12:31 omit -ta,; in 2 K 23:20
probably ~t'Amc.[;-ta, is to be read; in 2 K 25:9 the text is corrupt. In Ez 16:32
~yrIz"-ta, might refer to the strangers in question; but see Smend on the
Israeliten, p. 79,

passage.

e

ta

3. The pronominal object must be represented by
with a suffix (instead of a
verbal suffix), when (a) it precedes the verb, e. g. Nu 22:33

yTig>r;òh' hk't.a)o ytiyyEòx/h†, Ht'Aaw> I had slain thee and saved her alive; Gn 7:1, Lv
22:28, 1 S 8:7, Is 43:22, 57:11, Jer 4:17, 22, 7:19; (b) when a suffix is already

w>
2 S 15:25 Atao ynIa;ñr>hiw> and he will show me it; Ex 17:3 yn:B'-ta,w> ytiao tymih'l.;

attached to the verb, and as a rule when a second accusative with follows, e. g.

to kill us and our children; Nu 16:32, 1 S 5:11, 2 S 14:16 (but cf. also Dt 11:6,
15:16, &c., and Driver on 1 S 5:10); (c) after an infinitive absolute, see above §
113 a note; (d) after an infinitive construct, when it is immediately followed by the
subject, e. g. Gn 41:39, or when the combination of a suffix with the infinitive
might lead to a misunderstanding, e. g. Gn 4:15
should smite him, &c., where
smite.

Atao-tAK)h; yTil.bil. lest one

AtAKh; yTil.bil. might also mean lest he should

f
4. The pronominal object is very frequently omitted, when it can be easily
supplied from the context; so especially the neuter accusative referring to
something previously mentioned (the English it) after verba sentiendi(

[m;v') and

dGEY:w: and he told (it); also after !t;n" to give, Gn 18:7,
24:41, &c., xq;l' to take, aybihe to bring, ~yfi to lay, Gn 9:23, &c ac'm' to find, Gn
dicendi, e. g. Gn 9:22, &c.,

31:33, &c. A personal object is omitted, e. g. in Gn 12:19, 24:51 (after

xq;l'.—The omission of the plural object is remarkable, because it leaves an
opportunity for a misunderstanding, in Gn 37:17 ~yrIm.a)o yTi[.m;ñv'5 I heard them
saying; perhaps, however, we should read ~yTi[.m;v. with the Samaritan.
g
5. In common formulae the substantival object is also sometimes omitted (an

tr;K' 1 S 20:16, &c. (see the Lexicon) stands for
tyrIB. tr;K' like the English to close (sc. a bargain) with anyone; rj;n" to keep
(sc. @a; anger) equivalent to to be resentful, y Ps 103:9, &c.; so also rm;v' Jer 3:5
(beside rj;n"); af'n" for lAq af'n" to lift lip the voice, Is 3:7; l. af'n" for l. !A[' af'n"
to take away any one's sin (to forgive), Gn 18:24, 26, Is 2:9; xl;v' to put forth (sc.
dy" the hand) equivalent to to reach after something, 2 S 6:6, y Ps 18:17.
elliptical expression); thus e. g.

h
6. Verba sentiendi may take a second object, generally in the form of a participle
or adjective and necessarily indeterminate, to define more exactly the action or

hv,m [m;v.YIw: hk,Bo ~['h'ta, and Moses heard the people weeping; Gn 7:1 qyDIc; ytiyaiñr' ^t.a)o thee have

state in which the object is perceived, e. g. Nu 11:10

I seen righteous. Frequently, however, the second object is expressed by a

ha'r'

to see, e. g. Gn 1:4 and
separate clause. This is especially frequent with
God saw the light, that it was good; Gn 6:2, 12:14, 13:10, 49:15, Ex 2:2, y Ps
25:19 Pr 23:31 Jb 32:12 Ec 2:24, 8:17; so with
17:8 (with two objects); 1 K 5:17.

[d;y" to know, Ex 32:22, 2 S 3:25,

i

ta

7. In certain instances
serves apparently to introduce or to emphasize a
nominative. This cannot be regarded as a reappearance of the original

ta

substantival meaning of the
, since all unquestionable examples of the kind
belong to the later Books of the Old Testament. They are rather (apart from
textual errors or other explanations) cases of virtual dependence on an implied

ta to indicate a clause
governed by the verb, necessarily led at length to the use of ta generally as a

verbum regens understood. The constant use of

defining particle irrespective of a governing verb. So in the Hebrew of the

Atao and Ht'ao are prefixed even to a nominative

Mishna6 (see above, § 3 a)
without any special emphasis.

k
Naturally the above does not apply to any of the places in which

ta is not the

ta with, cf. § 103 b), e. g. Is 57:15, 1 S
17:34 (bADh;-ta,w> and that, with a bear; -ta, here, however, has probably been
nota accusativi, but a preposition (on

interpolated from verse 36, where it is wanting); nor the places in which the
accusative is subordinate to a passive (according to § 121 c) or to a verb of
wanting as in Jos 22:17 and Neh 9:32, see below, z. In Ez 43:17
governs like a verb, being followed by

bybis' about

Ht'Aa.

l
Other cases are clearly due to attraction to a following relative pronoun in the

~yrcmm

, must be omitted, with
accusative (Ez 14:22, Zc 8:17; but Hag 2:5a, to
the LXX, as a later addition), or the accusative depends on a verbal idea, virtually
contained in what has gone before, and consequently present to the speaker's
mind as governing the accusative. Thus Nu 3:26 (the verbal idea contained in

trmXmw verse 25 is they had to take charge of); in Jos 17:11 l. yhyw implies it
was given up or they gave him; 1 S 26:16 see where is equivalent to search now

$yny[b [ry-la

for; in 2 S 11:25
is used in the sense of noli aegre ferre7; Jer
36:22 and he had the brazier before him; in Ec 4:3 a verb like I esteem is

rv,a] tae

mentally supplied before
. On Jos 22:17, Neh 9:32, see below,
aa.—Aposiopesis occurs in Dt 11:2 for not your children (do I mean); still more
boldly in Zc 7:7, where either

~T,[.m;v. or W[m.v.Ti (Wf[]T†;) is to be supplied.

m
Setting aside a few undoubtedly corrupt passages8 there still remain the

-ta,

in the later Hebrew manner (almost in the
following examples, in which
sense of the Latin quod attinet ad) introduces a noun with more or less
emphasis, Nu 3:46, 5:10, 35:6, Ju 20:44, 46, Ez 17:21, 20:16, 35:10, 44:3, Neh
9:19, 34, Dn 9:13, 2 Ch 31:17.—In Ez 47:17–19 (cf. also 43:7) it is simplest to

taoz for -ta, according to verse 20. However, even the LXX, who have
tau/ta only in verse 18, can hardly have known any other reading than ta;
emend

ta

consequently in all these passages
must be regarded as virtually dependent
on some governing word, such as ecce(LXX 43:7 e`w,rakaj), and 47:17 ff. as
equivalent to thou shalt have as a border, &c.

n
8. Another solecism of the later period is finally the introduction of the object by
the preposition

l. (prop. in relation to, in the direction of), as sometimes in

Ethiopic9 and very commonly in Aramaic.10 Less remarkable is this looser

lk;a' La 4:5, @Seai Nu 10:25,
@q;z" y Ps 145:14 (but cf. 146:8), rr;c' Nu 25:18, ayGIf.hi and xj;v' Jb 12:23;
connexion of the object with a participle, as with,

l.
is employed in Jb 5:2 (cf. also Dn 11:33); also after bhea' Lv 19:18, 34; %yrIa/h†, y
Ps 129:3; lyDIb.hi Ezr 8:24, 2 Ch 25:10; !ybihe Jb 9:11; %r;Be 1 Ch 29:20
(immediately before with an accusative); hl'g>hi 1 Ch 5:26; vr;D' Ezr 6:21, 1 Ch
22:19, 2 Ch 17:13; hy"x/h†, Gn 45:7, where, however, read hj'yleP. with the LXX
for hjylpl and take ~k,l' as a dativus commodi; lLehi 1 Ch 16:36, 2 Ch 5:13;
gr;h' 2 S 3:30, y Ps 135:11 (verse 10 with accusative), 136:19 f.; vb;x' (to bind
up) Is 61:1 (Ez 34:4 before the verb); [d;y" y Ps 69:6; dBeKi y Ps 86:9; xq;l' Jer
40:2, 2 Ch 23:1; %ylim.hi and xv;m' 1 Ch 29:22; lh;nE 2 Ch 28:15; %m;s' y Ps
145:14; bz:[' 1 Ch 16:37 hl'[/h†, Ez 26:3; xT;Pi y Ps 116:16; @d;r' Jb 19:28;
qyDIc.hi Is 53:11; rk;f' 2 Ch 24:12 (previously accusatives); ~yfi 1 S 22:7 (but
probably ~k,L.kuw> is to be read); byvihe (in the connexion, l. rb'D' byvihe) 2 Ch
10:6 (but verse 9 and 1 K 12:9 with an accusative); txevi Nu 32:15, 1 S 23:10;
tyvi y Ps 73:18; xl;v' Ezr 8:16, 2 Ch 2:12 17:7; rm;v' 1 Ch 29:18, 2 Ch 5:11.
before the participle Is 11:9.—To introduce an object preceding the finite verb

o
9. Sometimes the verb, on which an accusative of the object really depends, is
contained only in sense in the verb which apparently governs, e. g. Is 14:17

ht'y>B†' xt;p'-aol wyr'ysia] his prisoners he let not loose nor sent them back to
their home. On this constructio praegnans in general, see § 119 ff.

p

2. With the proper accusatives of the object may also be classed what is called the
internal or absolute object (also named schema etymologicum or figura etymologica), i.
e. the addition of an object in the form of a noun derived from the same stem,11 e. g. y

dx;p;ñ Wdx]P†' they feared a fear (i. e. they were in great fear), Pr 15:27; also
with the object preceding, e. g. La 1:8 ~il;v'Wry> ha'j.x†' aj.xe Jerusalem hath sinned a
sin; with a double accusative (see below, cc), e. g. 1 S 1:6; hc'[e an" %ce['ya†i let me, I

Ps 14:5

pray thee, give thee counsel 1 K 1:12.12

q
Rem. (a) Strictly speaking the only cases of this kind are those in which the
verbal idea is supplemented by means of an indeterminate substantive (see the
examples above). Such a substantive, except in the case of the addition of the
internal object to denominative verbs (see below), is, like the infinitive absolute,
never altogether without force, but rather serves like it to strengthen the verbal
idea. This strengthening is implied in the indeterminateness of the internal object,
analogous to such exclamations as, this was a man !13 Hence it is intelligible that
some intensifying attribute is very frequently (as in Greek usually) added to the

hl'dog> hq'['c. q[;c.YIw: daom.-d[; hr'm'W

he cried
internal object, e. g. Gn 27:34
(with) an exceeding great and bitter cry; cf. the Greek nosei/n no,son kakh,n(
evca,rhsan cara.n mega,lhn (Matt. 2:10); magnam pugnare pugnam, tutiorem vitam
vivere, &c.
Examples of an internal object after the verb, and without further addition, are Ex
22:5, 2 S 12:16, Is 24:22, 35:2, 42:17, Ez 25:15, 26:15, 27:35, Mic 4:9, Zc 1:2, Pr
21:26; with an intensifying attribute, Gn 27:33, Ex 32:31, Ju 15:8, 2 S 13:36, 1 K
1:40 (cf. Jon 4:6, 1 Ch 29:9); Is 21:7, 45:17, Jon 1:10, Zc 1:14, 8:2a, Dn 11:3;
along with an object proper the internal object occurs with an attribute in Gn
12:17, 2 S 13:15; cf. also Is 14:6, Jon 4:1.—An internal object without an attribute
before the verb: Is 24:16, Jer 46:5, Hb 3:9, Jb 27:12; with an attribute before the
verb: Jer 14:17, Zc 1:15 (cf. also Gn 30:8, Jer 22:l9, 30:14, y Ps 139:22). Instead
of the substantive which would naturally be expected, another of kindred
meaning is used in Zc 8:2.

r
(b) Only in a wider sense can the schema etymologicum be made to include
cases in which the denominative verb is used in connexion with the noun from
which it is derived, e. g. Gn 1:11, 9:14, 11:3, 37:7, Ez 18:2, y Ps 144:6, probably
also Mi 2:4, or where this substantive, made determinate in some way, follows its
verb, e. g. Gn 30:37, Nu 25:11, 2 K 4:13, 13:14, Is 45:17, La 3:58, 14 and,
determinate at least in sense, Jer 22:16; or precedes it, as in 2 K 2:16, Is 8:12,

62:5, Zc 3:7; cf. also Ex 3:9. In both cases the substantive is used, without any
special emphasis, merely for clearness or as a more convenient way of
connecting the verb with other members of the sentence.

s
3. Verbs which denote speaking (crying out, weeping), or any external act, frequently
take a direct accusative of the organ or means by which the action is performed. In this
case, however, the accusative must be more closely determined by an attributive
adjective or a noun in the genitive. This fact shows the close relation between these
accusatives and the internal objects treated under p, which also, according to q, mostly
take an intensifying attribute. On the other hand, they must not be regarded as
adverbial (instrumental) accusatives, nor are they to be classed with the second
(neuter) subjects treated below in § 144 l.

t

lAdG"-lAq) q[;w>a,w)'

Examples of the accusative following the verb are
and I cried
a loud voice, i. e. with a loud voice, Ez 11:13, 2 S 15:23 (after the proper object,

rq,v,ñ !Avl. a tongue of
deceit, i. e. with a lying tongue; Pr 10:4 he becometh poor hY"mir>-@k; hv,o[

Dt 5:19, 1 K 8:55); y Ps 109:2 they have spoken unto me

dealing a slack hand, i. e. who dealeth with a slack hand; cf. the German eine
schöne Stimme singen, to sing a fine voice, eine tüchtige Klinge schlagen, to
smite a trusty sword, Schlittschuhe laufen, to run skates (i. e. to skate), and our
to write a good hand, to play ball, &c.—Examples of the accusative preceding

yPi-lL,h;y> tAnn"r> ytep.fi my mouth shall praise with joyful lips, y Ps 63:6; cf. y
Ps 12:3, where a casus instrumenti with B. follows the accusative.
are

u
4. Many verbs originally intransitive (sometimes even in form; see a, note 2) may be
used also as transitives, in consequence of a certain modification of their original

byrI

to strive, but
meaning, which has gradually become established by usage; cf. e. g.
also with an accusative causam alicuius agere (so even in Is 1:17, &c.; elsewhere with

l. of the person for whom one strives); lkoy" absolutely to be able, with an accusative to
prevail over any one; #pex' to be inclined and hc'r' to have pleasure (usually with B.),
with an accusative to wish for some one or something; bk;v' cubare, then in the sense
of concumbere, originally joined with -~[i cum, but quite early also with the accusative,
equivalent to comprimere (feminam), &c. So in 2 S 13:14, &c., unless in all or some of
the passages the preposition

tae is intended, e. g. HT'ai for Ht'ao; in the earlier

passages

-~[i is the more usual.

v
Rem. 1. It is certainly difficult to decide whether some verbs, which were
afterwards used absolutely or joined with prepositions, were not nevertheless
originally transitive, and consequently it is only the supposed original meaning,
usually assigned to them in English, which causes them to appear intransitive.15
In that case there is of course no syntactical peculiarity to be considered, and a
list of such verbs would at the most be requisite only for practical purposes.
Moreover, it is also possible that certain verbs were originally in use at the same
time both as transitive and intransitive, e. g. perhaps

vbel' to be clothed along

vb;l'

with
to put on (a garment). Finally the analogy of certain transitives in
constant use may have led to intransitives of kindred meaning being also united
directly with the accusative, so that, in other words, whole classes of verbs came
to be regarded in a particular aspect as transitives. See below, y.

w
2. The modification of the original meaning becomes especially evident when
even reflexive conjugations (NiphÇal, HithpaÇeÒl, &c.) take an accusative (cf. § 57,

aB'nI to prophesy, Jer 25:13; bs;n" (prop. to put oneself round) to
surround, Ju 19:22; ~x;l.nI to fight, y Ps 109:3 (where, however, the Qal
ynIWmñx]l.YIw: should be read; cf. y Ps 35:1); also xL;G:t.hi to shave (something) for
oneself, Num 6:19; lxen:t.hi to take some one for oneself as a possession, Is
14:2; lKen:t.hi to make some one an object of craft, Gn 37:18; lCen:t.hi to strip a
thing off oneself, Ex 33:6; rBe[;t.hi to bring on oneself the anger of anyone, to
anger him; !nEABt.hi to consider something, Jb 37:14; qreP't.hi to break something
off from oneself, Ex 32:3. In Gn 34:9 after WnT.x;t.hi make ye marriages, read
WnT'ñai instead of WnT'ñao. Cf. § 54 f;.
note 2); e. g.

x
3. So also it is only owing to a modification of the original meaning of a verb
(except where the expression is incorrect, and perhaps derived from the popular

l.

language), when sometimes the remoter object (otherwise introduced by ) is
directly subordinated in the form of an accusative suffix, e. g. Zc 7:5

ynIa'ñ ynITuñm.c; ~Ach] did ye fast at all unto me, even to me ? as though to say, have

ye be-fasted me ? have ye reached me with your fasting ? Still more strange is

ba'k. ynIl;ñdeG> he (the orphan) grew up to me as to a father; cf. Is 27:4,
65:5, Jer 31:3, and in Aramaic Dn 5:6; but ynIT'ñt;n> bg<N<òh; #r,a,ñ Jos 15:19 is to be
Jb 31:18

regarded as a double accusative after a verb of giving, see ff. In 1 S 2:25 read

Wll.piW for All.piW; in Is 44:21, instead of the NiphÇal, read ynIveñn>Ti; in Ez 29:3 either
wytiyfi[] is to be read with Olshausen or ~ytiyfi[] (and previously yr'aoy>) with
Smend; in y Ps 42:5 hD,D;a, or ~Ded;a]; in y Ps 55:23 (where König takes ^b.h†'y> as
he has given it to thee) we must certainly assume a substantive bh'y> (= fate ?).
y
4. Whole classes of verbs, which, according to v above, are regarded as
transitive, either on account of their original meaning or (for the sake of analogy)
by a modification of that meaning, are—

vb;l' to put on, jv;P' to put off a garment,
hd'[' to put on ornaments, to adorn oneself with (cf. also bh'z" ~yciB'vum. enclosed
(a) Verba induendi and exuendi, as

in gold, Ex 28:20). Also in poetic expressions such as y Ps 65:14

!aoCh; ~yrIk' WvB.l†' the pastures are clothed with flocks, cf. y Ps 109:29; 104:2
(hj'['); 65:14 b (@j;['), &c.16
z
(b) Verba copiae and inopiae (also called verba abundandi and deficiendi), as

alem', to be full of something, Ex 8:17; here, and also frequently elsewhere,
construed with -ta,, and hence evidently with an accusative; Gn 6:13; with a
personal object, Ex 15:9 my lust shall be satisfied upon them; with an accusative
preceding the verb for the sake of emphasis, e. g. Is 1:15 your hands

Waleñm' ~ymiD' are full of blood, cf. Is 22:2; so also the Niph. al'm.nI to fill oneself
with something, e. g. Gn 6:11, Ex 1:7 (where the object is connected by ta); Is
2:7 f., 6:4 Pr 3:10; [r;z>nI to be fructified with, Nu 5:28; #r;v' to swarm with, Gn
1:20, 21 Ex 7:28; [b;f' ([;bef') to be full of, Is 1:11, Jo 2:19, Pr 12:11; rb;G" to
become strong, to wax mighty in something, Jb 21:7; #r;P' to orerflow with
something, Pr 3:10 (with the object preceding); dr;y" prop. to descend, poetically
also to pour down, to overflow with something (cf. in Greek prore,ein u[dwr( da,krna

ynIy[e dr;Te ~yIm;ñ ygEl.P; mine eye runneth down (with) rivers
of water; 1:16, Jer 9:17, 13:17, y Ps 119:136; so also %l;h' to run over with, to
flow with, Jo 4:18; lz:n" to gush out with, Jer 9:17; @j;n" to drop, to overflow with,
Ju 5:4, Jo 4:18 a; xr;P' to break forth, Ex 9:9; @j;v' to overflow, but also
(transitively) to overflow with, probably in Is 10:22; bWn to bud with, Pr 10:31; so
perhaps also rb;[' to pass over, to overflow with, Jer 5:28; ac'y" to go forth with,
sta,zein), e. g. La 3:48

Am 5:3.—Especially bold, but still on the analogy of the above examples, is Is

tyIv'ñw" rymiv' hl'['w>

5:6, where it is said of a vineyard
but it shall come up (it shall
be overgrown) with briers and thorns; cf. Pr 24:31, and still more boldly, Is 34:13.

aa

rsex' to be in want of, to lack, Gn 18:28; lbov' to be
bereared of (as though it were to lose), Gn 27:45.—In Jos 22:17 even Wnl'ñ-j[;m.h;

With the opposite idea,

(prop. was there too little for us of … ?) as being equivalent to a verbum inopiae
(= had we too little of … ?) is construed with an accusative; cf. Neh 9:32.

bb
(c) Several verbs of dwelling; the accusative in this case expresses either the
place or the thing at which or with which any one tarries; thus Gn 4:20, y Ps 22:4

bv;y", cf. § 118 g; Ju 5:17, Is 33:14 after rWG; y Ps 57:5 after bk;v'; y Ps
68:7, Pr 8:12, Is 33:16 with !k;v'; or even the person (the people) with whom any
one dwells or is a guest, as y Ps 5:5, 120:5 after rWG, Gn 30:20 after lb;z", y Ps
68:19 with !k;v'.
after

cc
5. Two accusatives (usually one of the person and one of the thing) are governed by—

lKel.Ki

Gn
(a) The causative conjugations (PiÇeÒl, HiphÇiÖl, sometimes also Pilpel, e. g.
47:12, &c.) of verbs which are simply transitive in Qal, and hence also of verba

^d,ñboK.ta, an" ynIaeñr>h; show me, I pray thee, thy glory. Thus very frequently [;ydIAh to cause
some one to know something; dM;li docere aliquem aliquid, &c.; cf. further, Gn 41:42
Atao vBel.Y:w: vve-ydeg>bi and he caused him to put on vestures of fine linen (he arrayed
induendi and exuendi, &c. (cf. above a and u, and also y, z), e. g. Ex 33:18

him in vestures, &c.); cf. in the opposite sense, Gn 37:23 (both accusatives after

jyvip.hi introduced by ta,); so with aLemi to fill, to fill up with something, Gn 21:19,
26:15, Ex 28:3; rZEai to gird some one with something, y Ps 18:33; rJe[i to crown, y Ps
8:6, &c.; rSexi to cause some one to lack something, y Ps 8:6; lykia/h†, to feed some
one with something, Ex 16:32; hq'v.hi to make some one drink something, Gn 19:32 ff.
dd
(b) Many verbs (even in Qal) which express an influence upon the object through
some external means. The latter, in this case, is attached as a second object. They are
especially—

ee

rg:x' Ex 29:9, hP'ci Ex
26:29, &c., x;Wj Ez 13:10 ff., rj;[' y Ps 5:13; cf. also !b,a, ~g:r' Jos 7:25, &c.;
hence also verbs which express sowing ([r;z" Jud 9:45, Is 17:10, 30:23), planting
(a) Verbs which express covering, clothing, overlaying,

(Is 5:2), anointing (y Ps 45:8) with anything.

ff

!t;n" Jos 15:19 where the accusative of the thing
precedes; endowing, db;z" Gn 30:20; and its opposite taking away, as [b;q' Pr
22:23; %r;Be to bless some one with something, Gn 49:25, Dt 15:14; to give
graciously, !n:x' Gn 33:5; to sustain (i. e. to support, to maintain, to furnish) with
anything, e. g. Gn 27:37, y Ps 51:14 (%m;s'); Ju 19:5 (d[;s'); to do something to
one, lm;G" Gn 50:15, 17, 1 S 24:18; cf. also ~Deqi to come to meet any one with
something, y Ps 21:4, ~L;vi to repay some one with something (with two
(b) Expressions of giving, thus

accusatives, y Ps 35:12, Pr 13:21), and for the accusative of the person cf. eu= (
kakw/j pra,ttein tina,. In a wider sense we may also include such phrases as they
hunt every man his brother with a net, Mi 7:2; to shoot at one with arrows, y Ps
64:8 (though this is against the accents); Pr 13:24 seeks him early (with)
discipline, i. e. chastises him betimes, &c.

gg
(g) Expressions of asking some one for something, desiring something from
some one (

la;v' Dt 14:26, y Ps 137:3); answering anyone anything (hn"[' Mi 6:5,

db'D' byvihe

&c.; cf. in the other conjugations
prop. verbum reddere, with an
accusative of the person, 1 K 12:6, &c., also in the sense of announcing;
sometimes also

dyGIhi to declare something to some one, Jb 26:4, &c., for

l. dyGIhi); hW"ci to enjoin a person something, Ex 34:32, Dt 1:18, 32:46, Jer 7:23.
hh
(d) Expressions which mean to make, to form, to build something out of
something; in such cases, besides the accusative of the object proper, another
accusative is used for the material of which the thing is made, e. g. Gn 2:7

hm'd'a]h†'-!mi rp'[' ~d'a'h†'-ta, ~yhil{a/ hAhy> rc,yYIòw: and the Lord formed man of
the dust of the ground; so with rc;y" also in 1 K 7:15; further Ex 38:3
tv,xñn> hf'[' wyl'Ke-lK' all the vessels thereof made he of brass (for another
explanation of the accusative tv,xñn>o [into brass], linguistically possible but
excluded by the context, see below, ii with kk); cf. Ex 25:18, 28, 26:1, 14 f, 29,
27:1, 36:8, 1 K 7:27; with a preceding accusative of the material, Ex 25:29, 29:2,

xB;w>mi-ta, hn<b.Ti tAmlev. ~ynIb'a] hA'hy> of unhewn stones shalt thou

Dt 27:6
build the altar of the Lord.

ii
(c) Verbs which express making, preparing, forming into anything, along with the
object proper, take a second accusative of the product, e. g. Gn 27:9

~yMi[;j.m; ~t'ao hf,[/a†, I will make them (the kids) into savoury meat; cf. Gn 6:14, 16,
Ex 26:1b, 30:25, 32:4, Is 44:15, Ho 8:4, 1 K 18:32 hn<b.yIw: x;Bew>mi ~ynIb'a]h†'-ta, and he
built the stones (into) an altar; cf. 10:12. So also hp'a', with two accusatives, to bake
something into something, Ex 12:39, Lv 24:5; ~yfi (prop. to set up for something, cf.
Gn 27:37, 28:18, y Ps 39:9, and similarly ~yrIhe Gn 31:45) to change into something,
Jos 8:28, Is 50:2, 51:10, Mi 1:7, 4:13; with two accusatives of the person (to appoint,
promote any one to the position of a …), Is 3:7;

!t;n" is also used in the same sense

tyvi 1 K 11:34; as a rule, however, the description
of the office, and also frequently of the product, is introduced by l. to, § 119 t; also tyvi
with two accusatives, Gn 17:5, and

to make a thing so and so (Is 5:6, 26:1; with a personal object, y Ps 21:7, 17 91:9);

%yvix.h, to make dark, Am 5:8. Of the same class also are instances like Jb 28:2

hv'Wxn> qWcy" !b,a,ñ a stone they smelt into brass; 1 K 11:30
rf'[' ~ynEv. h'[,ñr'q.YIw: ~y[ir'q. and rent it (the garment) into twelve pieces; cf. Is 37:26,
accusative of the product before the object proper, after tAav.h;l. to lay waste. On a
second object with verba sentiendi (as [d;y" to know something to be something, Ec
7:25; ha'r' to see, find to be, Gn 7:1; bv;x' to esteem one to be something, Is 53:4,
elsewhere always construed with l. or K.), cf. h.
kk
Rem. At first sight some of the examples given above appear to be identical in
character with those treated under hh; thus it is possible, e. g. in 1 K 18:32, by a
translation which equally suits the sense, he built from the stones an altar, to

x;Bez>mi

~ynIb'a]h†'-ta,

as the nearer object and
as an accusative of the
explain
material, and the construction would then be exactly the same as in Dt 27:6. In
reality, however, the fundamental idea is by no means the same. Not that in the
living language an accusative of the material in the one case, and in the other an
accusative of the product were consciously distinguished. As Driver (Tenses, §
195) rightly observes, the remoter accusative in both cases is, strictly speaking,
in apposition to the nearer. This is especially evident in such examples as Ex

tyzIG"

20:25 thou shalt not build them (the stones of the altar)
as hewn stones, cf.
also Gn 1:27. The main point is, which of the two accusatives, as being primarily
affected (or aimed at) by the action, is to be made the more prominent; and on
this point neither the position of the words (the nearer object, mostly determinate,
as a rule follows immediately after the verb), nor even the context admits of
much doubt. Thus in 1 K 18:32 the treatment of the stones is the primary object
in view, the erection of the altar for which they were intended is the secondary; in
Dt 27:6 the case is reversed.

ll
(d) Finally, the second accusative sometimes more closely determines the nearer
object by indicating the part or member specially affected by the action,18 e. g. y Ps

yxil,ñ (as to) the cheek bone, equivalent to
upon the cheek bone; cf. Gn 37:21 let us not smite him vp,n<ò in the life, i. e. let us not
kill him; Dt 22:26, 2 S 3:27; also with @Wv Gn 3:15; with h['r' Jer 2:16; in poetry the

3:8 for thou hast smitten all mine enemies

object specially concerned is, by a bold construction, even placed first, Dt 33:11 (with

#x;m').

Footnotes:
1[2]

The verb in question may either have been originally transitive, or only have
become transitive by a modification of its original meaning. Thus the vocalization

#pex'

B.

alem'

(to have pleasure, usually with ) to desire,
(to be full of
shows that
something, also transitive) to fill, were originally intransitive. Cf. also such cases as

hk'B' to weep (generally with -l[;Ã -la, or l.), but also to bewail with an accusative;
bv;y" to dwell (usually with B.), but also to inhabit with an accusative (cf. further, under
u).—The examples are different in which verbs of motion such as aAB intrare, also
aggredi, ac'oy" egredi (cf. § 116 h above), bWv redire, Is 52:8, take an accusative of the
aim of the motion, while aAB according to the Old Semitic usage, even takes an
accusative of the person (at least in poetry, equivalent to -la, aAB in prose).
2[3]

On traces of these endings, especially the remains of a former accusative ending
in a, cf. § 90 c.

-ta, (toneless owing to the following Maqqeph), and tae (with a tone-long eÒ, -ta†e
only in Jb 41:16), tao or tAa before the light suffixes (on all these forms cf. § 103 b:

3[4]

the underlying form aÒth was obscured in Hebrew to oÖth, shortened to açth before
suffixes beginning with a consonant and then modified to

tae

-ta,, whence finally the

tya

secondary form
with the tone), Phoenician
i. e. probably iyyaÒth (for the
Phoenician form, cf. G. Hoffmann, Einige phönik. Inschriften, Göttingen, 1889, p. 39 f.),
Punic yth or (according to Euting) pronounced even as a mere prefixed t, Arabic,

ty"Ã ty:

. It was no doubt originally a substantive, meaning
before suffixes, 'iyyaÖ, Aram.
essence, substance, self (like the Syriac yaÒth;; on the other hand, any connexion with

tAa

, Syriac 'aÒtaÒ Arabic 'aÒyat, a sign, must, with Nöldeke, ZDMG. xl. 738,
the Hebrew
be rejected), but now united in the construct state with a following noun or suffix stands
for the pronoun ipse, auvto,j. In common use, however (cf. Wilson, 'The particle

ta in

ta

Hebrew,' Hebraica, vi. 2, 3, and the precise statistics of the use of
on p. 140 ff.), it
has so little force (like the oblique cases auvtou/( auvtwó/( auvto,n, sometimes also ipsius,
ipsum, and the Germ. desselben, &c.) that it merely serves to introduce a determinate

~yIm;ñV'h; tae prop. auvto.n to.n ouvrano,n (cf. auvth.n Crushi<da, Iliad i. 143) is no
stronger than the simple ~yIm;ñV'h; to.n ouvrano,n. Cf., further, P. Haupt on Pr 18:24 in his
object;

Rainbow Bible, and also in the Notes on Esther, p. 191.

ta

4[1]

Thus, in Dt 33,
occurs only in verse 9 (twice, with an object preceding the
verb), in Gn 49 in the blessing of Jacob only in verse 15 with a co-ordinate second

ta in

object (consequently farther removed from the verb). Of the thirteen instances of
the MeÖsëa‘ inscription, seven stand directly and four indirectly before proper names.
5[1]

According to the ordinary rules of syntax (cf. § 116 t) we should translate, I heard
men who said, &c.

6[1]

Cf. Weiss,

hnXmh !wXl jpXm (Vienna, 1867), p. 112.

7[2]

So also in 1 S 20:13 the Qal (
HiphÇiÖl.

bj;yyI) is, with Wellhausen, to be read instead of the

yaew> is to be read for ta,w>; 1 K 11:25, where at present the
predicate of the relative clause is wanting; in 2 K 6:5 the ta is probably derived from a
text which read the HiphÇiÖl instead of, lp;n". In Jer 23:33 instead of the artificial

8[3]

Thus 1 S 26:16, where

explanation what a burden (is, do ye ask ?) we should read with the LXX and Vulg.

aF'M;h; ~T,a; ye are the burden. In Ez 10:22 ~t'Aaw> ~h,yaer>m; is unintelligible; in 37:19
read with Hitzig -la, for ta; in Hag 2:17 for ~kta read with the LXX ~k,b.v†u [or
~k,n>yae; for the la, cf. 2 K 6:11, Jer 15:1, Ez 36:9].
9[1]

Dillmann, Grammatik der äthiopischen Sprache, p. 349.

10[2]

With regard to Biblical Aramaic, see Kautzsch's Grammatik des Bibl.-Aram., p.
151 f. In other ways, also, a tendency may be observed in later Hebrew to make use of
the looser connexion by means of prepositions instead of the closer subordination of
the noun in the accusative.
11[1]

On a kindred use of the infinitive absolute as an internal object, see above, § 113

w.
12[2]

Cf. boula.j bouleu,ein, Iliad x. 147.

13[3]

The Arab grammarians assign to the indeterminate cases generally an intensive
sense in many instances; hence the commentators on the QoraÖn usually explain such
cases by adding and what … ! see § 125 b.

tw<M'ñh; is only used pregnantly for
tw<M'ñh; tn:v. (cf. Jer 51:39), as tAqd'c. Is 33:15 for tAqd'c. %r,D,ñ. On the similar use of
14[4]

Also in y Ps 13:4 lest I sleep the sleep of death,

~ymiT' %leho in y Ps 15:2, see § 118 n.
hn"[' to reply to (avmei,besqai, tina), to answer any one; hW"ci to command
(iubere aliquem); rk;z" to remember; hW"qi (also with l.) to wait for anyone (to expect
anyone); rF;Bi to bring glad tidings to any one (see the Lexicon); @a;n" and @aenI) to
commit adultery (adulterare matronam); db;[' to serve (colere); br;[' to become surety

15[1]

Thus e. g.

for … , and many others.
16[1]

From the idea of covering oneself with something, we might also, if necessary,

~yIm; Wcx]r>yI they shall wash themselves with water; but the reading is
simply to be emended to the ordinary ~yIM;B;.

explain Ex 30:20

~k,v,ñ Amteñyvit. yKi

17[1]

Cf. a very pregnant expression of this kind in y Ps 21:13
for
thou shalt make them (as) a neck, i. e. thou shalt cause them to turn their necks

@r,[o yLi hT't;ñn" yb;y>a)o thou

(backs) to me; similarly y Ps 18:41 (2 S 22:41, Ex 23:27);
hast given mine enemies unto me as a back; cf. Jer 18:17.
18[1]

Analogous to this is the sch/ma kaqV o[lon kai. kata. me,roj in Greek epic poetry, e. g.
poi/o,n se e;poj fo,ge e[rkoj ovdo,ntwn.

§ 126. Determination by Means of the Article.

a

·h;Ã h'Ã h,Ã

1. The article (
, § 35) was originally, as in other languages (clearly in the
Romance; cf. also o`( h`( to, in Homer), a demonstrative pronoun. The demonstrative
force of the article, apart from its occasional use as a relative pronoun (see § 138 i),
appears now, however, only (a) in a few standing phrases, and (b) in a certain class of
statements or exclamations.

b

~AYh; this day, hodie (§ 100 c); hl'y>L;ñh; this night, Gn 19:34; ~[;P;ñh; this
time, Gn 2:23; hn"V'h; this year ( = in this year) Is 37:30, Jer 28:16.
(a) Cf.

(b) includes those instances in which the article, mostly when prefixed to a
participle, joins on a new statement concerning a preceding noun. Although such
participles, &c., are no doubt primarily regarded always as in apposition to a
preceding substantive, the article nevertheless has in some of these examples

aWh (ayhiÃ hM'heñ) as the subject of a nounclause; e. g. y Ps
19:10 the judgements of the Lord are true Ò, verse 11 ägw ~ydIm'x/N),h; prop. the

almost the force of

more to be desired than gold, i. e. they are more to be desired, or even they, that
are more to be desired,1 &c.; cf. Gn 49:21, Is 40:22 f., 44:27 f, 46:6, Am 2:7, 5:7,

~yxim.B†oh;

y Ps 33:15, 49:7 (
in the parallel half of the verse continued by a finite
verb); y Ps 104:3, Jb 6:16, 28:4, 30:3, 41:25 and frequently. When such a
participle has anotherÔ co-ordinate with it, the latter is used without the article,
since according to the above it strictly speaking represents a second predicate,
and as such, according to i, remains indeterminate; e. g. Jb 5:10 who giveth
(

!teNOh;) rain, &c., and sendeth (x;levow>), &c.

c
The article is sometimes used with similar emphasis before a substantive, which
serves as the subject of a compound sentence (§ 140 d); e. g. Dt 32:4

Al['.P†' ~ymiT' rWCh; i. e. as a fresh statement (not in apposition to the preceding
dative), really equivalent to he is a rock, perfect in his work (i. e. whose work is
perfect); cf. y Ps 18:31.

d>
2. The article is, generally speaking, employed to determine a substantive wherever it
is required by Greek and English; thus:
(a) When a person or thing already spoken of is mentioned again, and is consequently

more definite to the mind of the hearer or reader; e. g. Gn 1:3 and God said, Let there

rAah'-ta,); 1 K 3:24 fetch me a sword: and
they brought the sword; Ec 9:15. (In 2 S 12:2 therefore ryvi['l†, must be read.)

be light: verse 4 and God saw the light (

himl{v. %l,M,ñh;

(b) With a title understood and recognized by every one, e. g.
o`
basilen.j Salwmw,n: Gn 35:8 under the oak (the well-known oak which was there).
(c) With appellatives to denote persons or natural objects which are unique, e. g.

lAdG"h; !heKoh; the high priest, vm,V,ñh; the sun, #r,a'ñh' the earth.
e
(d) When terms applying to whole classes are restricted (simply by usage) to particular

!j'f' adversary, !j'F'h; the
adversary, Satan; l[;B;ñ lord, l[;B;ñh; Baal as proper name of the god; ~d'a'h†' the (first)
man, Adam; ~yhil{a/h'2 or laeh' o` qeo,j, the one true God (cf. also o` Cristo,j in the New
Testament); also rh'N"h; the river, i. e.Euphrates; rK'Kih; the circle, sc. of the Jordan,
individuals (like o` poihth,j, meaning Homer) or things, e. g.

the Jordan plain[Gn 19:17, &c.].
(e) Very often with the vocative, e. g. 2 S 14:4

%l,M,ñh; h['viñAh help, O king; Zc 3:8

lAdG"h; !heKoh; [;vuAhy> O Joshua the high priest; 1 S 17:58, 24:9, 2 K 9:5 in the plural,
Is 42:18, Jo 1:2, 13; but cf. also Jos 10:12, Is 1:2, 49:13(~yIm;ñv' and #r,a,ñ ); 23:16, Ho
13:14 Jo 1:5, y Ps 34:12, Ec 10:17, 11:9 &c.3 The vocative occurs without the article in
Is 22:2, since it has been already defined by a preceding accusative.

f
Rem. Strictly speaking in all these cases the substantive with tho article is really
in apposition to the personal pronoun of the 2nd person, which is either
expressly mentioned or virtually present (in the imperative), e. g. 1 S 17:58 thou,
the young man. But such passAges as Is 42:18, where the vocative precedes
the imperative, prove that in such cases the substantive originally in apposition
eventually acquired the value of a complete clause.

g
(f) With words denoting classes (see particulars under l).
(g) In a peculiar way, to specify persons or things, which are so far definite as to be
naturally thought of in connexion with a given case, and nlust be assumed accordingly
to be there (see q–s).

(h) With adjectives (also ordinal numbers and demonstrative pronouns used
adjectivally) which are joined to substantives determined in some way (see u).

h
Rem. The article may be omitted in poetry in all the above-mentioned cases; in
general it is used in poetry far less frequently than in prose. Its use or omission
probably often rests on rhythmical grounds;4 it is sometimes omitted also for

#r,a,ñ for #r,a'ñh' y Ps 2:2; ~ykil'm. as vocative, verse
10; %l,m,ñ for %l,M,ñh; 21:2; ar'Anw> lAdG" ^m.vi (contrary to u, v) 99:3. In the
instances in which the h of the article is omitted after a prefix (§ 35 n), the vowel
of the article is often retained after the prefix even in poetry, e. g. ~yIm;ñV'B; y Ps

rhetorical reasons. Cf. e. g.

2:4, &c.

i
(i) On the other hand, the article is always omitted when a person or thing is to be
represented as indefinite (or indefinable) or as yet unknown; consequently also before
the predicate, since this is from its nature always a general term, under which the

lAdG" ~AYh; dA[ as yet the day is great, i. e. it is yet

subject is included, e. g. Gn 29:7
high day; 33:13, 40:18, 41:26, Is 66:3.

k
Rem. I. As exceptions to the above rule it is usual to regard those examples in
which a determinate adjective or participle (equivalent to a relative clause) is

bbeSoh; aWh

it is the compassing, i.
used apparently as a predicate, e. g. Gn 2:11
e. that is it which compasseth; 42:6, 45:12, Ex 9:27, Dt 3:21, 8:18, 11:7, 1 S
4:16, Is 14:27, Mal 3:2 (cf. in Greek, e. g. St. Mat. 10:20, where Winer, Gram.
des neutest. Sprachidioms, § 58, 2, Rem., explains oi` lalou/ntej as a predicate
with the article). In reality, however, these supposed predicates are rather
subjects (acc. to § 116 q), and the only peculiarity of these cases is that the
subject is not included under a general idea, but is equated with the predicate.
2. Sometimes the article is used with only one of two parallel words, as Na 1:5

~yrIh' and tA[b'G>h;, 2 Ch 3:17 !ymiY"mi and lwaomF.h;m†e.
l
3. The use of the article to determine the class is more extensive in Hebrew than in
most other languages. In this case the article indicates universally known, closely
circumscribed, and therefore well defined classes of persons or things. The special
cases to be considered are —

m
(a) The employment of general names as collectives in the singular, to denote
the sum total of individuals belonging to the class (which may, however, be done
just as well by the plural); e. g. the righteous, the wicked man, Ec 3:17; the

byEaoh†' the enemy, i e. the enemies (?) y Ps 9:7;
breaoh†' the lier in wait, i. e. the liers in wait;, #Wl%'h†, the armed man, i. e. soldiers;
@Sea;m.h†; the rearguard; tyxiv.M;h; the spoiler, 1 S 13:17; 5 so also (as in English)
woman, i e.the female sex, 7:26;

with names of animals, when something is asserted of them, which applies to the

hyEr>a;h†'

whole species, e. g. 2 S 17:10 as the courage of
the lion. Especially also
with gentilic names, e. g. the Canaanite, Gn 13:7 (cf. 15:19f.); so in English the
Russian, the Turk,&c., in Attic writers o` VAqhnai/oj( o` Surako,sioj, &c.

n
(b) Names of materials known everywhere, the elements and other words
denoting classes, even though only a part and not the whole of them is
considered, in which case in other languages, as e. g. in English, the article is
usually omitted (cf., however, our to fall into the water, into the fire, &c.), e. g. Gn

bh'W"b;W @s,K,B; hn<q.MiB; in cattle, in silver and in
gold; Jos 11:9 and he burnt their chariots vaeB' with fire; cf. Gn 6:14, 41:42
13:2 and Abram was very rich

(unless this means, the chain necessarily belonging to the official dress); Ex 2:3,

!m,V'B;

31:4 (35:32), Is 1:22, &c, and
with oil6 very commonly in the sacrificial
laws, Ex 29:2, &c., and also Dt 33:24, 2 S 1:21, Is 1:6, y Ps 23:5, &c. Similarly
the article is used with terms of measurement, as
and

hp'aeh†' Ex 16:36, &c.: rm,xoh;

tB;h; Ez 45:11; rm,[ñh' Ex 16:22; lb,x,ñB; 2 S 8:2.

(c) The expression of abstract ideas of every kind, since they are likewise used
to represent whole classes of attributes or states, physical or moral defects, &c.;

qd,C,òB;); Gn 19:11 and they smote the men … ~yrIwEn>S;B; with
blindness; Am 4:9, &c.; but in %v,xñh; Is 60:2 the article is no doubt due to
dittography of the h, and the parallel lp,r'[]w); has no article.
e. g. Pr 25:5 (

o
(d) Comparisons, since the object compared is treated not (as usually in English)
individually but as a general term, e. g. Is 1:18 white
wool; red

gl,V,ñK; as snow, rm,C,ñK; as

[l'ATK; like crimson; Is 34:4 and the heavens shall be rolled together

rp,SeK; as a scroll; cf. Nu 11:12, Ju 8:18, 16:9 as tr,[oN>h;-lytiP. a string of tow is
broken;1 S 26:20, 1 K 14:15, Is 10:14, 24:20, 27:10, 29:8, 53:6, Na 3:15, y Ps
33:7, 49:15; cf. also such examples as Gn 19:28, Ju 14:6, where the object
compared is determined by a determinate genitive which follows (according to §
127 a).

p
Examples of indeterminate comparisons are rare, and perhaps due only to the
Masora,—so at least in the case of singulars, while in such plurals as those in
Gn 42:30, 1 K 10:27, Jo 2:4, 7, the omission of the article may be explained by
the ordinary rules. On the other hand, the article is regularly omitted when the
object compared is already defined by means of an attribute (or relative clause,

xL'vum. !qe ddeAn @A[K. as wandering birds,
(as) a scatterea nest (but cf. 10:14 !QeK;); 14:19, 29:5 rbe[o #moK. (but y Ps 1:4
#MoK;); Jer 2:30, Pr 27:8, Jb 29:25, 30:14.—In comparisons with persons also the
Masora seems to avoid the use of the article, as in rABgIK. Jb 16:14 and seven
other places (rABGIK; only in Is 42:13), ba'K. Jb 31:18, rb,g<òK. Jb 38:3, 40:7.
Jer 23:9, y Ps 17:12), e. g. Is 16:2

q
4. Peculiar to Hebrew7 is the employment of the article to denote a single person or
thing (primarily one which is as yet unknown, and therefore not capable of being
defined) as being present to the mind under given circumstances. In such cases in
English the indefinite article is mostly used.

r
Thus Am 5:19 as if a man did flee from a lion(

yrIa]h†', i. e. the particular lion

bDoh;) met him, &c., cf. 3:12, 1 K 20:36
(John 10:12); also Gn 8:7f., 14:13 (jyliP'h;, i. e. one that had escaped, the
pursuing him at the time), and a bear (

particular one who came just then; so also Ez 24:26, 33:21; cf. 2 S 15:13); Gn
15:1, 11, 18:7 the servant, who is regarded as being constantly at hand and

r[;N:òh; Nu 11:27 is used like jyliP'h;
above); Gn 19:30, unless hr'['M.B; means in the well-known cave; ~AqM'B; Gn
awaiting his commands; cf. 2 S 17:17 (but

28:11, according to Dillmann, upon the place suitable for passing the night, or
the right place, but it may possibly also refer to the sanctuary of Bethel
afterwards so sacred and celebrated; Gn 42:23, 46:2, 50:26, Ex 2:15, 3:2, 4:20,
21:20 (2 S 23:21), Lv 23:42, 24:10 (Samaritan

yliaer>f.yI without the article); Nu

17:11, 21:6, 9, 25:6, Dt 19:5, Jos 2:15, Ju 4:18, 8:25, 13:19, 16:19, 19:29, 20:16,
1 S 17:34, 19:13, 21:10, 2 S 17:17, 1 K 6:8, 13:14 (? most probably a particular

hm'l.[;h†'

tree is meant); 19:9, Is 7:14 (
, i. e.the particular maiden, through whom
the prophet's announcement shall be fulfilled; we should say a maiden[cf. Driver
on 1 S 1:4, 6:8, 19:13]; Jb 9:31.

s
So always to write in the book (or on the scroll Nu 5:23, Jer 32:10), i. e. not in the
book already in use, but in the book which is to be devoted to that purpose,
equivalent to in a book, on a scroll, Ex 17:14, 1 S 10:25, Jb 19:23. Especially

~AYh; yhiy>w:

instructive for this use of the article is the phrase
, which does not
simply refer back to the previous narrative in the sense of the same day, but is
used exactly like our one day (properly meaning on the particular day when it
happened, i. e. on a certain day), 1 S 1:4, 14:1, 2 K 4:8, 11, 18, Jb 1:6, 13. In Gn
39:11 even

hW<h; ~AYh;K..

t
The article is sometimes used in this way before collectives in the singular, which
are not meant to denote (like the examples given under l) a whole class, but only
that part of it which applies to the given case; thus
Ex 23:28.

bre[oh†',hn"AYh; Gn 8:7, h['r>Cih;

u
5. When a substantive is defined by the article, or by a suffix, or by a following genitive
determinate in any way (see the examples below), the attribute belonging to it
(whether adjective, participle, ordinal, or demonstrative pronoun) necessarily takes the
article (see, however, the Rem.), e. g. Gn 10:12

hl'doG>h; ry[ih' the great city; Dt 3:24

hq'z"x]h†; ^d>y)' thy strong hand. A genitive following the substantive may, according to §
127 a, be determined either by the article, e. g. 1 S 25:25 l[;Y:liB.h; vyai hW<h; this
worthless man (prop.man of worthlessness; cf. also such examples as 2 Ch 36:18,
where the article is prefixed only to a second genitive following the noun); or as a

hfe[]m†; ldoG"h; hA'hy> the great work of the Lord; or by a
suffix, e. g. Is 36:9 ydeb.[; ~yNIj;Q.h; ynIdoa] the least of my master's servants.
proper name, e. g. Dt 11:7

v
When several attributes (whether connected by WaÒw or not) follow a determinate
substantive, each of them takes the article, e. g. Dt 10:17

ar'ANh;w> rBoGIh; ldoG"h; laeh'

the great God, the mighty, and the terrible. cf. also Ex 3:3, Dt 1:19, in both of which
places a demonstrative with the article also follows the adjective.8
Rem. I. The article is, however, not infrequently used also —

w
(a) With the attribute alone, when it is added to an originally indefinite
substantive as a subsequent limitation; so always with ordinal numbers after

~Ay,9 e. g. Gn 1:31 (cf. 2:3, Ex 20:10, &c.) yViVih; ~Ay the sixth day (prop. a day
namely the sixth; but ynIve ~Ay a second day, Gn 1:8); Ex 12:15 !voarIh†' ~AYmi
from the first day onward (not before Dn 10:12 and Neh 8:18is !AvarIh†' ~AYh;!mi used instead of it). OÍn the other hand, the article is always found after B.,
hence yViVih; ~AYB;, &c., although it is possible that the original reading in these
cases was ~AyBi, and that the article is only due to the Masora. In Ju 6:25 the
text is evidentiy corrupt (see verse 26).—Especially also in certain frequently
recurring combinations as in particularizing the gates in Jer 38:14, Ez 9:2, &c.,
Zc 14:10, and courts in 1 K 7:8, 12, &c., Ez 40:28; and very often when the
attribute consists of a participle, e. g. Dt 2:23, Ju 21:19, 1 S 25:10, Jer 27:3,

hn"AYh; br,x,ñ

46:16
the sword which oppresses (?); Ez 14:22, Zc 11:2 Keth. (the
impentrable forest ?) Pr 26:18, y Ps 119:21.

x
Of the other examples, Gn 21:29 (where, however, the Samaritan reads

twXbkh), 41:26 (but cf. verse 4), Nu 11:25, Ju 16:27, 1 S 17:17 may at any rate
be explained on the ground that the preceding cardinal number is equivalent to a
determinant; in Gn 1:21, 28, 9:10, &c., the substantive is already determined by

-

lK' and in 1 S 14:29 (vb;D>) by j[;m.—In 1 S 12:23, 2 S 12:4, Is 7:20 (where,
however, hr'ykiF.h; might also be understood as a subsequent explanation of
r[;t;ñB.) and Neh 9:35, the omission of the article after the preposition is certainly
due merely to the Masora. In 1 S 16:23 (unless ~yhil{a/ x;Wr is to be read twice),
Zc 4:7 (where however rh'h' T'a; is probably meant), y Ps 104:18 (where a h
precedes ~yrIh', hence probably a case of haplography), the omission of the
article before a, r (?) and h may be due to a regard for euphony (see z below).

äG>h; !b,a,ñh'), 17:12 (hW<h; is a later addition),
19:22 (cf. the LXX), Jer 17:2, 32:14, 40:3 Keth., Ez 2:8 (read yAG or omit ~yIAG with
On the other hand, in 1 S 6:18 (read

Cornill), Mi 7:11, y Ps 62:4, either the text is corrupt, or the expression incorrect.
But in 2 K 20:13, Jer 6:20, Ct 7:10 acc. to D. H. Müller (Anzeiger der Wiener

bAJh; is the genitive of a substantive, aromatic
oil, sweet cane(in Jer 6:20 read hnEq.W), like spiced wine. In Is 39:2 read
bAJh; !m,v,ñ and in y Ps 133:2 äJh; !m,v,ñK..
Akad., phil-hist. K1. 1902, no. x)

y
(b) No article with the attribute, while the substantive is determined either by the
article, or a suffix, or a following genitive. Thus the article is sometimes omitted
with demonstratives, since they are already to a certain extent determined by
their meaning (cf. also the MeÖsëaÇ inscription, l.3,

taz tmbh this high place); as

aWh Gn 19:33 (evidently for euphony, and so probably often); 30:16, 32:23,
1 S 19:10; with ayhi Gn 38:21; with Wz y Ps 12:8 (according to the Masora Wz is a
relative pronoun here, as always elsewhere); with hL'aeñ 1 S 2:23, according to
the present corrupt text (the original reading hwhy ~[;-lK' became ~yhil{a/ ~[;lK' and ~yhil{a/ was then corrupted to hL,ae); so, almost without exception, when
with

the substantive is determined only by a suffix, e. g. Jos 2:20, Ju 6:14, 1 K 10:8, 2

ylx, as in Jer 10:19, has arisen by contraction from yyIl.x',
or we should simply read yIl.x' (in all these passages with hz<); Gn 24:8 (with
taoz); Ex 10:1, 1 K 22:23, Jer 31:21 (with hL,aeñ).
K 1:2 and 8:8f., where

The article is sometimes omitted also with the attributes referring to proper

hB'r; !Adyci

hB'r; tm'xs]

names,10 as
Jos 11:8, 19:28,
Am 6:2. Other examples
are Jos 16:3, 5, 18:13, 1 K 9:17 (but in 1 Ch 7:24, 2 Ch 8:5 with the article). In

hB'r; ~AhT. is also a case of this kind, ~AhT. being used (almost
always without the article) as a sort of proper name; cf: also !Ayl.[, lae the most
high God and yx; ~yhil{a/ the living God. In Ju 1:15 tyLi[i tL{NU and tyTix.T; äG
are strange; Jos 15:19 has tAYLi[i äG and tAYTix.T; äG.
Gn 7:11, &c.,

z

Of the remaining examples Is 11:9 explains itself; the direct connexion of the
attribute with its substantive is broken by the insertion of

~Y"l;. In Ez 34:12, Hag.

l4 (as Wellhausen says, a good instance of a Hebrew adjective in the stative

~ynIWps. ~xew>

), y Ps 143:10, Ct 6:12 (?) the substantive is also (see
form =
above) determined by a suffix, and consequently the attribute is less closely
attached; the same applies to Gn 37:2, 42:19, 43:14, y Ps 18:18, except that in

r a, [ may at the same time
be due to considerations of euphony (as also in Jos 16:1 before [, Nu 14:37
before r, 28:4, Ez 10:9 before a, 21:19 before x).11 In 1 S 13:17t. (dx'a,) and 2
K 25:16 (~yIn:òv. after a determinate substantive), the attribute again, being a
numeral, is determinate in itself (see above, x); in Is 65:2 the aol prevents the
use of the article; finally, in 2 Ch 26:15 ~yCixiB. and ~ynIb'a]B†; are to be read, as in
Jer 2:21 !p,G<òh; for !p,G<òh;, in 22:26 #r,a,ñ for äa'h'; in 2 S 6:3 omit hv'd'x], and in Ez
39:27 omit ~yBir;. Without any apparent reason the article is omitted in Dn 8:15
these passages the omission of the article before ,

and 11:31.

aa

aWh ~Ay

2. When, as in Mi 7:12 (
in that day ?), the article is omitted from both
substantive and demonstrative, and in Ezr 3:12, the demonstrative even

tyIB;ñh; hz< = hW<h; tyIB;ñh;), this is obviously due in both cases to a
radical corruption of the text (not only in the words quoted). In Jos 9:12 Wnmeñx.l; is
either in apposition to the independent demonstrative hz< ( = this our bread, &c.),
as in verse 13 tAdaon is to hL,aeñ, or they are complete sentences, this is our
bread, &c. So also in Ex 32:1 hv,m (=that [iste] Moses, &c.), and in y Ps 48:15
~yhil{a/ are to be taken in apposition to hz<. On y Ps 68:8 and Is 23:13 cf. § 136
precedes (

d.
Footnotes:
1[1]

On the analogous use of the article before participles which have a verbal suffix,
as in y Ps 18:33, &c., cf. above, § 116 f.

!j'f'Ã ~r'a'Ã ~yhil{a/ into real proper names by the

2[1]

On the subsequent change of
omission of the article, cf. above, § 125 f.
3[2]

For further exceptions see Nestle, ZAW. 1904, p. 323 ff.

4[3]

Cf. the useful statistics of J. Ley in the Neue Jahrbücher für Philologie und
Pädagogik, 2te Abteilung, 1891, Heft 7–9, and M. Lambert, 'LÈarticle dans la poeÃsie
heÃbr.,' REJ. 37, 263 ff.

ämh

5[1]

But in Ex 12:23
is either to be explained as the destroyer (now mentioned for
the first time) according to q, or a particular angel is meant whose regular function it
was to inflict punishments. Others again take
destruction.
6[2]

ämh even in Ex 12:23 impersonally =

In nearly all the above examples the presence of the article is only indicated by

B;Ã K;Ã l;

) and might therefore be merely due to the masoretic
the vowel of the prefix (
punctuation. There is, however, no reason to doubt the correctness of the tradition.
The same is true of the examples under n and o.
7[1]

Cf., however, analogous examples in biblical Aramaic in Kautzsch's Gramm. des
Bibl. Aram., § 79 f, e. g. Dn 2:14, 3:2, &c.
8[1]

The demonstrative used adjectivally is generally placed after the adjective proper;

lAdG"h; hW<h; ^M.[; 2 Ch 1:10 the adjective forms a further (fresh)
addition to hW<h; ^M.[;.
in such cases as

9[2]

Cf. Driver,Tenses, 3rd ed., § 209; M. Lambert, REJ. 31, 279 f.—The omission of
the article from the substantive is not to be regarded in this instance as an indication of
late style, and consequently cannot be put forward as a proof of the late origin of the '
Priestly Code ' (cf. Dillmann on Gn 1:31 Holzinger, Einl. in d. Hexateuch, p, 465, and
especially Driver in the Journal of Philology, xi. 229 f., against Giesebrecht in ZAW.
1881, p. 265 f.). On the other hand, the common omission of the article from the

hl'AdG>h; ts,nEòK.

substantive before a determinate adjective (e. g.
the great synagogue,
in the Mishna; cf. Segal, Misënaic Hebrew, p. 19 ff.) is certainly a later idiom.
10[1]

Of. Nöldeke, Beiträge zur semit. Sprachwiss., p. 48, n. 1.

11[1]

The same reason no doubt also favoured the omission of the article before

hL,aeñ, see above, under y. Also in Is 23:7 (is this your joyous ²?) the article is
omitted before hz"yLi[; probably only for euphony.
and

aWh

§ 93. Paradigms of Masculine Nouns.1

a
Masculine nouns from the simple stem may, as regards their form and the vowel
changes connected with it, be divided into four classes. A synopsis of them is given on
pp. 264, 265, and they are further explained below. Two general remarks may be
premised:
(a) That all feminines without a distinctive termination (§ 122 h) are treated like these

br,x,ñ f. sword, like %l,m,ñ m. king, except that in the plural they
usually take the termination tA¤; thus tAbr'x], constr. tAbr>x; (and so always before

masculine nouns, e. g.
suffixes, see § 95).

b
(b) That in the plural of the first three classes a changeable vowel is always retained
even before the light suffixes as a lengthened pretonic vowel, whenever it also stands

~y¤i. All suffixes, except ~k,Ã !k,Ã ~h,Ã !h,
(~k,y¤eÃ !k,y¤eÃ ~h,y¤eÃ !h,y¤e), are called light. Cf. § 92 e.

before the plural ending

Explanations of the Paradigms (see pp. 264, 265).

c
1. Paradigm I comprises the large class of segholate nouns (§ 84a a–e). In the first
three examples, from a strong stem, the groundforms, maçlk, siçphr, quçdsë have been
developed by the adoption of a helping SeghoÖl to
lengthened to eÒ),

%l,m,ñ (with aç modified to eÊ), rp,señ (iç

vd,qoñ (uç lengthened to oÒ).2 The next three examples, instead of the

helping SeghoÖl, have a helping PathahÌ, on account of the middle (d, f) or final guttural
(e). In all these cases the constr. st. sing. coincides exactly with the absolute. The
singular suffixes are added to the ground-form; but in c and f an oç takes the place of
the original uç, and in d and f the guttural requires a repetition of the aç and oç in the form

yrI[]n);Ã yli[\P†'); before a following SèewaÖ this HÍatÌeph passes into a simple
helping vowel (aç, oç), according to § 28 c; hence ^r>[;n);, &c.

of a HÍatÌeph (

d
In the plural an a-sound almost always appears before the tonebearing affix

~y¤i (on

the analogy of forms with original a in the second syllable; cf. § 84a a), in the form of a
pretonic QamesÌ, whilst the short vowel of the first syllable becomes vocal SèewaÖ. The
original a of the 2nd syllable is elided in the construct state, so that the short vowel
under the first radical then stands in a closed syllable. The omission of Dagesë in a

following Begadkephath (

ykel.m;, not yKel.m;, &c.) is due to the loss of a vowel between l

k

and . On the other hand, the pretonic Qames of the absolute state is retained before
the light plural suffixes, whilst the grave suffixes are added to the form of the construct
state.—The ending of the absolute state of the dual is added, as a rule, to the groundform (so in a–d and h, but cf. k). The construct state of the dual is generally the same
as that of the plural, except, of course, in cases like m.

e
Paradigms g and h exhibit forms with middle u and i (§ 84a c, g and d); the ground
forms maut and zait are always contracted to moÖth, zeÖth, except in the absol. sing.,

w

y

where u and i are changed into the corresponding consonants and .
Paradigm i exhibits one of the numerous forms in which the contraction of a middle u
or i has already taken place in the absol. sing. (ground-form sëautÌ).
Paradigm k is a formation from a stem

h¾¾l (§ 84a c, e).

f

[¾¾[, and hence (see § 67 a) originally biliteral,
yam, 'im, hÌuq, with the regular lengthening to ~y"Ã ~aeÃ qxo. Before formative additions
a sharpening, as in the inflexion of verbs [¾¾[, takes place in the second radical, e. g.
yMiaiÃ ~yMiy:, &c. (see § 84a c, b).
Paradigms l, m, n are forms from stems

REMARKS.
g
1. A. On I. a and d (ground-form qatÌl). In pause the full lengthening to aÒ generally

~r,K'ñ vineyard, r[;n"òÃ [r;z"ñ seed (from [r;z<ñ), and so always
(except y Ps 48:11), in #r,a,ñ earth,—with the article, #r,a'ñh', according to § 350
(cf. also in the LXX the forms VAbe,l( VIafe,q for lb,h,ñÃ tp,y<ò). However, the form with
eÊ is also sometimes found in pause, along with that in aÒ, e. g. ds,x,ñ together with
ds,x'ñ; and very frequently only the form with SeghoÖl, e. g. %l,m,ñÃ av,D,ñ grass, xc;n<ò
perpetuity, al,P,ñ a wonder, qd,c,ò righteousness, ~d,q,ñ the East, [v;y<ò help,
&c.—With two SeghoÖls, although with a middle guttural, we find ~x,l,ñ bread (in
pause ~x,l'ñ) and ~x,r,ñ womb (in pause ~x,r'ñ), besides ~x;r;ñ Ju 5:30 (in pause
takes place, thus

~x;r'ñ). A helping SeghoÖl always stands before a final a, as av,D,ñÃ an<j,ñ (with suff.
^a]n>j;), al,P,ñÃ ar,P,ñ (also written hr,P,ñ), except in ay>G:, see v.
h
B. The constr. st. is almost always the same as the absolute. Sometimes,

r

however, under the influence of a final guttural or , PathahÌ appeara in the
second syllable as the principal vowel (see below, s), e. g.

rb;G> y Ps 18:26; [r;z>

Paradigms of
I{
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

%l,m,ñ

rp,señ

vd,qoñ

r[;n:ò

xc;nEò

l[;Poñ

(king)

(book)

(sanctuary)

(a youth)

(perpetuity) (work)

Sing.
construct

%l,m,ñ

rp,señ

vd,qoñ

r[;n:ò

xc;nEò

l[;Poñ

Sing. with
light suff.

yKil.m;

yrIp.si

yvid>q'

yrI[]n);

yxic.nI

yli[\P†'

^K.l.m;

^r>p.si

^v.d>q'

^r>[n);

^x]c.nI

^l.['P†'

Sing.
absolute

Sing. with
grave suff.

~k,K.l.m; ~k,r>p.si

~k,v.d>q'

~k,r>[;n);

~k,x]c.nI

~k,l.['P†'

Plur.
absolute

~ykil'm. ~yrIp's.

[

~yvid'q\]

~yrI['n>

~yxic'n>

~yli['P.

Plur.
construct

ykel.m;

yrep.si

yved>q'

yrI[]n);

yxec.nI

yle[\P†'

Plur. with
light suff.

yk;l'm.

yr;p's.

[

yv;d'q\]

yr;['n>

yx;c'n>

yl;['P.

Plur. with
grave suff.

~k,ykel.m; ~k,yrep.si

~k,yved>q'

~k,yre[]n);

Dual
absolute

~yIl;ñg>r;

~yIc;òb.qi

~yIn:òt.m'

~yIl;ñ[]n);

(feet)

(two heaps) (loins)

~k,yxec.nI

~k,yle[\P†'

(sandals)

[Proper
name.]
Dual
contruct

yleg>r;

ynEt.m'

yle[]n);

II.{
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

rb'D'

~k'x'

!qiz"

@teK'

rcex'

hd,f'

(word)

(wise)

(an old man) (shoulder) (court)

(field)

Sing.
construct

rb;D>

~k;x]

!q;z>

@t,K,ñ

rc;x]

hdef.

Sing. with
light suff.

yrIb'D>

ymik'x]

ynIqez>

ypitek.

yrIcex]

ydIf'

^r>b†'D>

^m.k†'x]

Sing.
absolute

^d>f†'

Sing. with
grave suff.

~k,r>b;D> ~k,m.k;x]

Plur.
absolute

~yrIb'D> ~ymik'x]

~ynIqez>

~yrIcex]

~ynIP'

Plur.
construct

yreb.DI

ynEq.zI

yrec.x;

ynEP.

ymek.x;

Plur. with
light suff.

yr;b'D>

Plur. with
grave suff.
Dual
absolute

Dual
construct

ym;k'x]

yn:qez>

yr;cex]

yn:P'

~k,yreb.DI ~k,ymek.x;

~k,ynEq.zI

~k,yrec.x;

~k,ynEP.

~yIp;ñn"K.

~yIc;òl'x]

~yIk;ñrey>

(wings)

(lions)

(thighs)

(face)

ypen>K;

Masculine Nouns
I.{
g.

h.

i.

k.

l.

m.

n.

tw<m'ñ

tyIz:ñ

jAv

yrIP.

~y"

~ae

qxo

(death)

(olive)

(whip)

(fruit)

(sea)

(mother)

(statute)

tAm

tyzE

jAv

yrIP.

~y", ~y: ~ae

-qx'

ytiAm

ytiyzE

yjiAv

yyIr>Pi

yMiy:

yMiai

yQixu

^t.Am)

^t.yz†e

^j.Av)

^y>r>P,

^M.y:

^M.ai

^q.x'

~k,t.Am)

~k,t.yz†e ~k,j.Av)

~k,y>r>P, ~k,M.y: ~k,M.ai

~k,q.x'

~ytiAm]

~ytiyzE ~yjiAv

~yyId'G>

~yQixu

[

~yMiy:

tAMai

yteAm

yteyzE

yjeAv

yyEd'G>

yMey:

tAMai

yQexu

yt;yzE

yj;Av

(kids)

yM;y:

yt;AMai

yQ;xu

~k,yteyz†e ~k,yjeAv)
~yIn:òy[e ~yIm;ñAy
(eyes)

~k,yMey: ~k,yteAM)ai ~k,yQexu
~yIy:òx'l.

(two days,
biduum)

ynEy[e

~yIP;ñK; ~yIN:òvi

(cheeks) (hands) (teeth)

yyEx'l.

III.{

yPeK;
IV.{

a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

~l'A[

byEao

hz<xo

dyqiP'

ynI[]

bt'K.

(eternity)

(enemy)

(seer) (overseer)

(poor)

(writing)

~l;A[

byEao

hzExo

dyqiP.

ynI[]

bt'K.

ymil'A[)

ybiy>a)o

yzIxo

ydIyqiP.

ybit'K.

^m.l†'A[

^b.yIa)o

^z>x)o

^d>yq)IP.

^b.t†'K.

~k,m.l;A[)

~k,b.yIa)o

~k,z>x)o ~k,d>yqI)P.

~ymil'A[)

~ybiy>a)o

~yzIxo ~ydIyqiP.

~k,b.t†'K.
~yYInI[]

[

~ybit'K.]

yNEvi

ymel.A[)

ybey>a)o

yzExo

ydeyqiP.

ym;l'A[)

yb;y>a)o

yz:xo

yd;yqiP.

~k,ymel.A[)

~k,ybey>a)o ~k,yzEx)o ~k,ydeyqI)P.

~yIx;ñq'l.m,

~yIn:òz>aom)

(pair of tongs) (balance)

yYEnI[]

[

ybet'K.]

[

yb;t'K.]

~k,yYEnI[] [~k,ybet†'K.]

~yI[;ñbuv.
(two weeks)

ynEz>aom)
rd;x] Ju 3:24 (but Ct 3:4 rd,x,ñ), [j;n>, rx;s. as well
as [r;z<ñ &c.; cf., moreover, tx;q. 2 K 12:9 (for txeq;ñ, infin. constr. from xq;l').

(only in Nu 11:7, before Maqqeph),

i

h¤' locale is, according to § 90 i, regularly added to the already
developed form, e. g. hd'g>n<ò y Ps 116:14, 18: hx't.P+,h; Gn 19:6, to the door; but
also with a firmly closed syllable hB'g>n<ò Ex 40:24; under the influence of a guttural
or rÃ hr'd>x;ñÃ hc'r>a;ñ, in pause hc'r>a'ñ (cf. hr'z>G"ò 1 Ch 14:16, from rz<G<ò).

C. The

k
D. The suffixes of the singular are likewise added to the ground-form, but forms
with middle guttural take HÍatÌeph–PathahÌ instead of the SèewaÖ quiescens;

yrI[]n:), &c.

ymix.l;Ã ymi[.z:

(but also
, &c.). In a rather large number of qaçtÌl-forms, however,
before suffixes in the sing., as well as in the constr. st. plur. and dual, the aç of the

ynIj.Bi my womb, Art.yI; so in
dg<B,ñÃ [c;B,ñÃ [z:G<òÃ xb;z<ñÃ xb;j,ñÃ [v;P,ñÃ xt;P,ñÃ qd,c,òÃ rb,q,ñÃ br,q,ñÃ [v;r,ñÃ vm,v,ñ,
first syllable is attenuated to ii,3 thus

and many others. In some cases of this kind besides the form with aç there most
probably existed another with original iç in the first syllable; thus certainly with
beside

[v;yEò

[v;y<òÃ xc;nEò beside xc;n<ò, &c. (According to the Diqduqe ha-tÌeamim, § 36, the

absolute st. in such cases takes eÊ, the constr. eÒ; cf.

rd,n<ò Nu 30:4 (absol.) and rd,nEò

rb,v,ñ Lv 24:20 (absol.) and rb,veñ Am 6:6 (constr.). According to
this theory4 al,P,ñ (so the best authorities) Is 9:5 would be the conser. st.,

30:10 (constr.);

although the accentuation requires an absol. st. )—A weakening of the firmly

ydIg>Bi

dg<B,ñ

^b,ñq.yI

, &c. from,
and
Dt 15:14, 16:13, in both
closed syllable occurs in
cases evidently owing to the influence of the palatal in the middle of the stem.
With SeghoÖl for iç:

ylib.h,Ã ^[]v.y<Ã yDIg>n<, &c.

l

tA is found as well as ~y¤i, e. g. tAvp'n>Ã tAmc'[]
together with ~yvip'n> (Ez 13:20 [but read ~yvip.x'; see comm.]), &c., constr.
st.tAvp.n:. Other nouns have only the ending tA, e. g. tAcr'a], constr. tAcr>a;
from #r,a,ñ. Without QamÌesÌ before the ending ~y¤i we find ~ymix]r†; (bowels) mercy.
On the numerals ~yrIf.[, twenty, &c., cf. § 97 f, note 2. Moreover a is not inserted
before plural suffixes with the tone on the penultima in ^yr,ñv.a;, &c., properly thy

E. In the plural the termination

happiness ! (a word which is only used in the constr. st. pl. and at an early period
became stereotyped as a kind of interjection).

m
F. In the constr. st. plural a firmly closed syllable is sometimes found, contrary to

~h,yPes.K; Gn 42:25, 35; yPev.rI Ct 8:6 (ypev.rI y Ps 76:4); yPer>j; Ez
17:9; yDem.ci Is 5:10, and so always in ~k,yKes.nI Nu 29:39, ~h,yKes.nI y Ps 16:4, &c.
(on the other hand, according to the best authorities not in ydes.x; Is 55:3, &c.,
though in y Ps 107:43 Ginsburg reads yDes.x;); cf. § 46 d. Even with a middle
guttural !h,yle[.B; Est 1:17, 20.—The attenuation of aç to iç also occurs sometimes
in this form (see above, k), e. g. yxeb.zI, &c., even ydel.yI Is 57:4 beside ydel.y: Ho
the rule, e. g.

1:2, &c.

n

~yIl;ñg>r; feet, with suff. ^yl,ñg>r;Ã wyl'g>r;, &c.
~yIP;ñl.a; two thousand, ~yIl;ñ[]n); sandals, ~yIK;ñr>Bi knees (aç attenuated to iç, constr. st.
yKer>Bi with a firmly closed syllable), with suffixes yK;r>Bi, &c. (cf., however,
G. In the dual absol. beside forms like

~h,yker>Bi Ju 7:6), forms with pretonic QamesÌ are also found (in consequence of
the tendency to assimilate the dual to the plural in form: so König, Lehrgeb., ii.

~yIn:òr'q. horns, with suff. wyn"r'q. (Dn 8:3 ff.; elsewhere always
~yIn:òr>q;Ã wyn"r>q;, &c.), and so always ~yIt;ñl'D>, constr. st. ytel.D; folding-doors,
~yIk;ñr'D> (?) double way.
17), as

o
2. On Paradigms b and e. With a final

a rejected (but retained orthographically)

aj.xe sin. An initial guttural before suffixes generally receives SeghoÖl
instead of the original iç, e. g. yqil.x,Ã yrIz>[,, &c., so in the constr. st. plur. yleg>[,,
&c.; aj.xe forms yaej'x] 2 K 10:29, &c., retaining the QamesÌ of ~yaij'x] before the
weak a.—The pausal forms rt,s'ñ and jb,v'ñ (out of pause always rt,señÃ jb,veñ) go
back to by-forms rt,s,ñÃ jb,v,ñ.—On tAbF.[i (constr. st. plur. of bf,[eñ) Pr 27:25, cf.
§ 20 h; ~ymiq.vi sycamores, without QamesÌ before the termination ~y¤i (see
above, l), is probably from the sing. hm'q.vi found in the Misëna.
we find

p

j.v.q occurs in Pr 22:21 without a helping vowel; with a
middle guttural l[;Poñ, &c., but with h also lh,aoñÃ !h,Boñ; with a final guttural Hb;GOò,
[b;roñ, &c., but with aÃ am,GOò; with a firmly closed syllable yPes.a' Mi 7:1.
3. On Paradigms c and f.

q
Before suffixes the original uç sometimes reappears in the sing., e. g.

Ald>GU (y Ps

Ald>G", from ld,GOò greatness; AlB\su (with Dagesë forte dirimens, and
the uë repeated in the form of a HÍatÌeph–QamesÌ, cf. § 10 h) Is 9:3, &c.; Hm'v.GU Ez
22:24.—Corresponding to the form ~k,l.['P†' poçÇoçlekheÊm we find ^b.j'q)" Ho 13:14,
even without a middle guttural; similarly ynIj\q)" (so Jablonski and Opitius) 1 K
12:10, 2 Ch 10:10, from !j,qoñ little finger; but the better reading is, no doubt, yNIj'q)"
(so ed. Mant., ‘the q proleptically assuming the vowel of the following syllable';
König, Lehrgeb., ii. 69), and the form is to be derived, with König, from !joq., not
150:2) beside

yNIj\q)"

quçtuçn, as Brockelmann quotes him, in Grundriss, p. 103. The reading
(Baer
and Ginsburg) is probably not due to a confusion of the above two readings, but

¤\ is merely intended to mark the vowel expressly as oç. In the forms Al[]P)o Is 1:31
(for Al[\P†') and Ara]T)o Is 52:14 (for Ara\T)" 1 S 28:14), the lengthening of the
original u&225; to oÒ has been retained even before the suffix; cf. § 63 p and § 74

~k,a]c);MoB. Gn 32:20).—In the same way oÒ remains before h¤' locale, e. g.
hn"r>GOò³ hl'h/aoñh' Gn 18:6, 24:67, &c. Dissimilation of the vowel (or a by-form xk;n<ò
?) seems to occur in Axk.nI Ex 14:2, Ez 46:9, for Axk.n".
h(

r
In the absol. st. plur. the original uç generally becomes SèewaÖ before the QamesÌ, e.

~yrIq'B. from rq,Boñ morning, ~yli['P. works, ~yxim'r> lances, ~yli['v. handfuls
(constr. st. yle[]v†; Ez 13:19); on the other hand, with an initial guttural the uç-sound
reappears as HÍatÌeph QamesÌ, e. g. ~yvid'x\ months, ~yrIp'[\ gazelles, tAxr'a\
ways; and so even without an initial guttural, tAnr'G"h.; the threshing-floors, 1 S
23:1, Jo 2:24; ~yvid'q†' sanctuaries, and ~yvir'v†' roots (qoçdhaÒsëi&140;m, &c., with
o&225; for ¤\); also yv;d'q†' [but ^yv,ñd'q\Ã wyv'd'q\, once äq†'], where, however, the
reading frequently fluctuates between äq†' and äq\; with the article äQ\h;Ã äQ\B;Ã äQ\l;,
according to Baer and Ginsburg. On these forms cf. especially § 9 v. From lh,aoñ
tent, both ~ylih'ia\B†' and ~ylih'a)o (cf. § 23 h and Al[]P)o above) are found; with light
suffixes yl;h'a)o, &c.; so from xr;ao way, wyt'xor>a)o (also yt;xor>a')—hence only with
initial a, ‘on account of its weak articulation' (König, Lehrgeb., ii. 45). It seems
g.

that by these different ways of writing a distinction was intended between the

hx'r>ao caravan, and of xr;ao way; however, tAxr>a' is also found in the
former sense (in constr. st. Jb 6:19) and tAxr>a)o in the latter (e. g. Jb 13:27
according to the reading of Ben Naphtali and QimhÌi); cf. also tAYnIAa) 2 Ch 8:18
Keth. ( äna\ QereÖ).—The constr. st. plural of !h,Boñ thumb is tAnhoB. Ju 1:6f., as if
from a sing. !hoB.: of Hg:nOò brightness, Is 59:9 tAhgOn> (on these qetÌoÒl-forms, cf. t).—If
wyn"p.a' Pr 25:11 is not dual but plural (see the Lexicon) it is then analogous to the
plural of

examples, given in l and o, of plurals without a pretonic QamesÌ; cf.

~ynIj.B'

hn"j.B'. According to Barth, ZDMG. xlii, 345 f.
wyn"p.a' is a sing. (yn:p.a', the ground-form of hn<j.a', with suffix).
pistachio nuts, probably from a sing.

In the constr. st. plur. the only example with original uç is
otherwise like

ysek.ru y Ps 31:21;

yved>q'Ã yleh\a)", &c.

s
4. Besides the forms treated hitherto we have to consider also a series of
formations, which have their characteristic vowel under the second radical, as is
ordinarily the case in Aramaic (on the origin of these forms see further, § 84a e).

lj;q. È vb;D> honey, j[;m. little; in pause, vb'D>Ã j['m. È rb;G>
man (as constr. st., see above, h), y Ps 18:26 (elsewhere always rb,G<ò), and
infinitives like bk;v. (§ 45 c; on tx;q., see above, h); ~k,v. shoulder, aç being
modified to eÊ (but in pause ~k,v,ñ); locative hm'k,ñv., also hm'k.v,ñ Ho 6:9. With
suffixes in the usual manner ymik.viÃ Hb'k.vi, Gn 19:33, 35 (an infin. with suffix,
therefore not HB'k.vi). On the other hand, the aç is retained in the plur. absol. by
sharpening the final consonant: ~yMig:a] (constr. ymeg>a;) marshes, ~ySid;h] myrtles,
~yJi[;m. few.
Thus (a) of the form

t

ljeq. ` raeB. a well, baez> wolf, &c.5; locative hr'aeB., with suff.
yrIaeB., plur. ~ybiaez>Ã ybeaez>; but tAraeB., constr. tAra/B†,o; on the infin. constr. taef.,
(b) Of the form
cf. § 76 b.

ljoq. ` vaB. stench (with suff. Ava.B', just as AkB.su occurs in Jer
4:7 along with the constr. st. -%b's. y Ps 74:5; cf. for the Dagesë, § 20 h), perhaps
also ~aol. nation, pl. ~yMiaul..
(c) of the form

u

w y

5. Paradigms g–i comprise the segholate forms with middle or : (a) of the form
qaçtÌl with WaÒw as a strong consonant, in which cases the original aç is almost
always lengthened to aÒ (Paradigm g), thus

tw<m'ñÃ !w<a'ñ vanity, lw<['ñ iniquity, %w<T'ñ

aÃ aw>v' falsehood; cf. however, also xw:r,ñ space. In the constr. st.
contraction always occurs, tAm, &c. (from original maut), and likewise before
suffixes AtAm, &c. Exception, lw<['ñ as constr. st. Ez 28:18 (according to QimhÌi)
and with suff. Alw>[;. The contraction remains also in all cases in the plural (but

midst; with final

see below, w).

v

aÃ ay>G:
(also yG:), in Is 40:4 ayG<, in the constr. st. (also absol. Zc 14:4) ayGE (also yGE); plur. 2
K 2:16 and Ez 6:3 Keth. according to Baer twag, i. e. doubtless tAaGE (cf.
^yt,AayG)e Ez 35:8; according to another reading [and so Ginsburg] twayg, i. e.
doubtless tAay"G>, but in QereÖ, and all other passages, tAya'G)e. The uncontracted
form (in the absol. st. with helping HÍireq) remains also before h¤' locale e. g.
ht'y>B;ñ (but in the constr. st. e. g. @seAy ht'yBeñ.—hroy[i (from ryI[;ñ) Gn 49:11 is
peculiar, so also Atyvi Is 10:17 (from tyIv;ñ).—In the plural absol. uncontracted
forms occur, like ~yliy"x] hosts, tAny"[] springs, ~yrIy"[] young asses, ~yviy"T., hegoats, &c.; as constr. st. Pr 8:28 tAny[i for tAny[e.
(b) Of the form qaçtÌl with consonantal Yo&198;dh (Paradigm h). With final

w

w

y

(c) With the contraction of the and even in the absol. st. sing. (Paradigm i). In
this way there arise formations which are unchangeable throughout; thus from

~Ay (cf., however, § 96), @AsÃ rAv, &c.; with middle YoÖdh,
lyxe 1 Ch 9:13 (elsewhere lyIx;ñ), lyle Is 21:11 (elsewhere lyIl;ñ, in prose hl'y>l;ñ,
see above, § 90 f); from the ground-form quçtÌl, !rDIÃ ryviÃ ry[i (see, however, §
96); from the ground-form quçtÌl, rWGÃ x;Wr, &c. The plurals ~yrIw"D> pots, ~yqiw"v.
streets, ~yrIw"v. oxen, have a strong formation (but for ~yxiw"x] 1 S 13:6 read ~yrIAx
in 14:11). Finally, forms with a quiescent middle a also belong to this class, such
as vaor head (obscured from var' = raÈsë, see § 96) and !aoc sheep.
the ground-form qaçtÌl:

x

h¾¾l stems. Besides the formations
mentioned in § 84a c, e, like hk,B,ñ, &c., and Wxf'ñ Ez 47:5, with the original w
resolved, according to § 24 d (cf. the constr. plur. ywEg>x; clefts, Ob 3, &c., and ywEc.q;
ends, y Ps 48:11, &c., where the w becomes again a strong consonant,6 from wg<x,ñ
and wc,q,ñ or Wgx'ñ and Wcq'ñ), there occur also (a) commonly, of the ground-form gatÌl,
forms like yrIP.Ã ykiB.Ã dIG>Ã yxil.Ã ybic.Ã yrIa], &c.; in pause yrIP,ñÃ ykiB,ñÃ yxil,ñÃ ybic,ò
(cf. § 29 m), but yr+ia] Ju 14:18; with suffixes Ayr>Pi (attenuated from paçryoÖ), yyIk.Bi y
Ps 6:9, but also ^y>r>P,Ã Ayx.l,, &c.; before a grave suffix ~h,yrIP., but also ~k,y>r>P,.
Plur. ~yyId'G> (constr. yyEd'G>, see above, o, yaej'x]), ~yyIr'a] and tAyr'a]; with softening
of the y to a (as elsewhere in yaeAlB. Jer 38:12 for which there is yEAlB. in verse
11, according to § 8 k; ~yaiybr>[; 2 Ch 17:11, cf. 26:7 Keth.; probably in
~yaid'WD†Ã tAal'l†u from yd;WD and yl;Wl; also ~yaklx y Ps 1C10 Keth., divided
into two words by the Masora, is to be referred to a sing. yK;l.x, hapless): ~yail'x]
jewels, Ct 7:2 (from ylix]), ~yail'j. lambs, Is 40:11 (from ylij.); but instead of
~yait'P. and ~yaib'c. (from ytiP, and ybic.) the Masora requires ~yIat'P. and ~yIab'c.;
dual: ~yIy:x'l., constr. st. yyEx'l., with suff. yy:x'l., &c. On lD; door, cf. § 95 f, and on
6. On Paradigm k: segholate forms from

such formations generally, see Barth on biliteral nouns in ZDMG. 1887, p. 603 ff.,
and Nominalbildung (isolated nouns), p. 1 ff.

y

ycix] half, in pause ycixeñ, with suff. Ayc.x,, &c.— From
stems with middle WaÒw arise such forms as yai (from 'iwy), y[iÃ yci ship, plur.
~yYIaiÃ ~yYIci, &c.; instead of the extraordinary plur. ~yci Nu 24:24 read with the
Samaritan ~yaic.Ay), and for ~yCiB; Ez 30:9 read probably with Cornill ~ycia'.
(b) From the ground-form gitÌl,

z

WhToñÃ WhBoñ (from tuçhw, buçhw),
sometimes like ylix\Ã ynI[\, and even without an initial guttural ymiD\Ã ypiyÕÃ yrIcÕ
(also ymiD>Ã ypiy>Ã yrIc.), yair' &c; in pause ylixoñ, &c., with suff. Ayl.x', plur. ~yyIl'x\.
From ypi[\ branch, there occurs in y Ps 104:12 the plur. ~yIap'[\ (analogous to

(c) From the ground-form quçtÌl sometimes forms like

~yIat'P., &c., see above, x); the Keth. evidently intends ~yaip'[\ (so Opitius and
others). Dual, with suff. wy"l.D' Nu 24:7, bucket (from yliD>, for yliD\), more correctly,
with the Masora, wy"l.Dä' with MunahÌ for Metheg. This unusual Metheg is to be
treated as following the analogy of the cases mentioned in § 9 v.
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7. On Paradigms l–n: segholate forms from stems

[¾¾[ (see § 84a c, b).

(a) In the qatÌl-form the aç of the contracted formation is sometimes lengthened in

~y" (so also in the constr. st., except in the combination
@Ws-~y: the Red sea; and even before Maqqeph, xl;M,ñh;-~y)" the salt sea),
sometimes it remains short, e. g. tP; morsel, ~[; people, but even these
the absol. st., sing. as in

formations generally have QamesÌ in pause, as well as after the article (e. g.

~['h'). Adjectives under the influence of a guttural either have forms like
~yxil;Ã ~yxic; or, with compensatory lengthening, ~y[ir'Ã y[er'. In the constr. st. yx;
living (in the plural ~yYIx; also a substantive, life), and yD; sufficiency, are
contracted to yxe7 and yDe. As a locative form notice hr'h,ñ to the mountain, Gn
14:10 (see § 27 q) beside hr'h'ñh'. The stem is expanded to a triliteral form in
yrIr'h] (unless it is simply derived from a by-form rr'h' on the analogy of qaçtaçlforms) Jer 17:3 (but in y Ps 30:8 for yrIr]h†; read yrer]h†;) and ~r'r]h†; Gn 14:6; plur.
constr. yrer]h†; Nu 23:7, &c. (but only in poetical passages), with suffix, h'yr,ñr'h] Dt
8:9; ~ymim'[], Ju 5:14 (where, however, read probably ^M,ñ[;B.), Neh 9:22; ymem][†;
Neh 9:24: elsewhere ~yMi[;Ã yMe[;.—Before suffixes and in the plur. aç is
sometimes attenuated to iç, e. g. yTiPiÃ ~yTiPi, from tP; È ~yPisi and tAPsi (also
tAPs; 2 S 17:28) from @s;. Before x, aç is retained in a virtually sharpened
syllable, e. g. ~yxiP; traps.
bb

~aeÃ vae fire (with suff. yViai, but cf. also ~k,v.a, Is 50:11), !xe
favour, &c.; of a triliteral form, the plur. ^yc,òc'x] y Ps 77:18.

(b) QitÌl-forms:

qxoÃ lKo totality, before Maqqeph -pxÃ -lK', with suff. yQixu, &c.,
with omission of Dagesë forte(according to § 20 m) always ^q.x'Ã ~k,q.x', but from
z[oÃ yZI[uÃ ^Z>[uÃ ~k,Z>[u, for which yZI[' and ^Z>[' are also found. yqeq.xi, expanded to
(c) QuçtÌ-forms:

a triliteral form, Ju 5:15 and Is 10:1, generally explained as a secondary form of

yqeq.xu with abnormal weakening of the uç to iç, is more probably to be referred to a
qitÌl-form = Arabic hÌiqq.
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The forms with assimilated middle NuÖn likewise follow the analogy of Paradigms

@a; nose, anger (yPia;, dual ~yIP;ña;, also face) for 'anp; %xe palate for hÌink,
~yQizI fetters, z[e goat, plur. ~yZI[i, for ‘inz, probably also bae green herb, for 'inb.
l–n, e. g.

dd
2. Paradigm II comprises all formations with original short vowels, whether in the first
or second syllable; cf. § 84a f–i, and the general laws of formation, § 92 b–g.
Rem. 1. On Paradigms a and b: ground-form qaçtÌaçl. The lengthening of the
second aç to aÒ is maintained in the constr. st. sing. only in

a¾¾l-forms, e. g. ab'c'

ab'c.. For the construct forms blex] milk, -!b,l. white, Gn 49:12, instead of
the ordinary absolutes bl'x'Ã !b'l', a secondary form blex'Ã !bel' must be
assumed; from !v'[' smoke, the constr. st. !v,[,ñ occurs once, Ex 19:18, beside
!v;[], from rd'h' ornament the constr. st. rd,h,ñ Dn 11:20, beside the common form
rd;h].—The plur. ~yvir'P†' horses, Is 21:7 (instead of ~yvir'P., ground-form
paçraçs&#251 ) is no doubt due to a confusion with the qatæÌaÖl-form vr'P' horseman.
army.,

ee
A. Sometimes a sharpening of the third radical takes place, in order to keep the

~yLim;G>

~yNIj;q.

tANl;P.

camels,
small ones,
brooks
preceding vowel short, e. g.
(see § 20 a).—The attenuation of the aç of the first syllable to iç does not take place
in the constr. st. plur. as a rule after an initial guttural, as

ymek.x;Ã yw:n>[;, but yqez>xi,

yreh]n);; nor (according to König, owing to
the influence of the nasal) in the non-guttural forms tAbn>z: tails, tApn>K;, and (in
the dual) yPen>K; wings, from bn"z"Ã @n"K'.—The dual ~yIr;ñh]n); from rh'n" river, shows an
and never before a middle guttural, e. g.

abnormal omission of the lengthening of the aç before a tone-bearing termination,
but cf. § 88 c.

ff
B. From

[¾¾[ stems, forms like ll'x'Ã !n"[', &c., belong to this class.

gg
C. The few nouns of the ground-form qiçtÌaçl follow the same analogy, such as

bb'le

rk've strong drink, bn"[e grape, &c. From r['fe hair, in the constr. st. besides
r[;f. the form r[;f;ñ is also found (perhaps a survival of a secondary form like
those in Paradigm I, d); so from [l'ce rib, [l;c,ò and even [l;ceò 2 S 16:13 (so ed.
Mant., Ginsb.; but Baer [l;c,ò), both, probably, old secondary forms (also used for
the absol. st.) of [l'ce; cf. also y[il.c; and A[l.c;, as well as the constr. st. plur.
tA[l.c;; also from rk'nE strangeness, the contr. st: -rk;nEò is found, Dt 31:16.
heart,

hh
2. On Paradigms c–e: ground-form qaçtÌiçl, developed to qaÒtÌeÒl; with a final guttural,

[;bef'

satisfied. In the constr. st. the original iç of the second syllable, probably
e. g.
on the analogy of the forms discussed in § 69 c, becomes aç, e. g.

!q;z>Ã ld;x]Ã rs;x], &c., but not before suffixes, ypiteK., &c., nor in forms from a¾¾l
stems, e. g: alem' full, alem.; cf., moreover, bqe[] Gn 25:26 from bqe[' heel, and lb,a] y Ps 35:14, mourning. Paradigm d represents forms which in the constr. st.
instead of the ordinary @t;K., &c., have a segholate form, as
%r,a,ñÃ rd,G<¬Ã %r,y<òÃ lz<GEòÃ lr,[,ñ (Ez 44:9), constr. st. of %rea' long, rdeG" wall, %rey"
thigh, lzEG" robbery, lre[' uncircumcised. In Is 11:14 @tek'B. would be altogether
without precedent as a constr. st. (for @t,k,ñB.); most probably the absol. st. is
intended by the Masora (according to Nöldeke, Gött. Gel. Anzeigen, 1871, No. 23

dx'a, äkb

with one shoulder, i. e. shoulder to shoulder); [cf. Driver,
[p. 896] for
Tenses, § 190, Obs.].

ii
In the plur. constr. the eÒ lengthened from iç is frequently retained in verbal
adjectives of this formation, e. g.

yxekev.Ã yxemef.Ã ylebea]Ã ynEvey>Ã ycePex]; cf. also

wyt'dot†ey> (with eÒ under the protection of the secondary tone) from dtey" tent-peg.
On the other hand from arey" fearing, always yaer>yI; cf. also y[eg>rI y Ps 35:20 from
[;gEr'.—With aç retained in the initial syllable cf. rxea; alius (with a virtual
sharpening of the x).—From W¾¾[ stems come forms like tme dead person, rGE
resident stranger, d[e witness, with unchangeable SÍeÒreÖ; hence ~ytimeÃ yteme, &c.
kk
Kindred in character are the formations from the ground-form qaçtÌuçl. This ground-

lgO['

qmo['

~doa'

round,
deep,
red; but
form is regularly lengthened to qaÒtÌoÒl, e. g.
before formative additions the short uç returns, protected by the sharpening of the

~yLigU[], &c. (but in stems with a third
guttural or rÃ hh'boG>Ã ~yrIxov.). The form lAg[', 1 K 10:19, is abnormal; likewise
hq'Wm[] Pr 23:27, Jablonski (ed. Mant. hq'mu[], Baer and Ginsburg hQ'mu[]).
following consonant (see ee above), as

ll

h¾¾l

h¾¾l

3. On Paradigm f: ground-form qaçtÌaçl from
stems. As in verbs
§ 75 h, the
general rule is that before the terminations of the plur. and dual and before
suffixes beginning with a vowel, the third radical is usually elided altogether. But

hd,f' the form yd;f', with the final YoÖdh retained, is also found in poetry
(cf. also the singulars with suffixes, like ~h,yTev.mi, in ss); in the same way final w
is retained in ~ywIn"[] the poor, constr. ywEn>[;. The plur. of hd,f' is tAdf', constr.
tAdf. (also ydef., unless this is a sing., contracted from yd;f.; so Barth, ZDMG. xlii,
p. 351). The qiçtÌaçl-form (see § 84a i) h[,re 2 S 15:37, 16:16, 1 K 4:5 is remarkable
as a constr. st. (the reading h[ere of Opitius and others is opposed to the express
besides

statement of the Masora). To the category of these forms also belongs without
doubt

~ynIP' face (only in plur.), ynEP.Ã yn:P'Ã ~k,ynEP., &c.

mm
In a few formations of this kind the vowel of the second syllable appears to have
been already lost in the absol. st. sing.; so according to the ordinary view, in

dy"

dy:, with suff. Ady", but ~k,d>y<; plur. tAdy", constr. tAdy>, dual
~yId;ñy"Ã ydey>, with suff. yd;y"Ã ~k,ydey>, &c., and in ~D' blood, constr. ~D;, with suff.
hand, constr.

ymiD', but ~k,m.DI (aç attenuated to iç), plur. ~ymiD'Ã ymeD>. But perhaps both these
nouns are to be regarded as primitive (§ 81), and as original mono-syllabic
formations.
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3. Paradigm III comprises forms with an unchangeable vowel in the first syllable, whilst
the vowel of the second syllable has been lengthened from an original short vowel, and
is therefore changeable. The special cases are to be distinguished in which the original
short vowel is lengthened both in and before the tone, but in an open syllable becomes
SèewaÖ (Paradigm a, but cf. also examples like

~yNIp;Aa) wheels, for ~ynIp'Aa), and ~yMil;a†u

porches), secondly, the cases in which the vowel becomes SèewaÖ even before the tone
(Paradigm b), and finally, those in which the termination of
lost (Paradigm c).

h¾¾l, formations is entirely

oo

~l'A[ (which, moreover, is obscured from ‘aÖlaçm), the
following forms also are inflected: lj'q.mi (§ 85 h), in some cases with virtual
sharpening of the third radical (see. § 20 a), as Axj;b.mi Jer 17:7, y Ps 40:5 Jb
8:14, &c.; a¾¾l nouns of this form maintain the QamesÌ in the constr. st. plur., e. g.
yaer'q.mi from ar'q.mi8; on the other hand, in the plur. of the participles Niph. (§ 85
n) of verbs ao¾¾l (which likewise belong to this class), are found not only regular
forms like ~yair'q.nI but also ~yaiB.x.n< Jos 10:17, ~yaim.j.nI Ez 20:30 f., and so
always ~yaiB.nI (except Ez 13:2 ~ya+iB'NIh;) and ~yaic.m.nI 1 S 13:15, 2 K 14:14, &c.
(except Ezr 8:25 ~ya)Ic'm.NIh; in pause).9
Rem. 1. On the model of

pp
Moreover, the other participles in aÒ also follow the analogy of

~l'A[ as regards

lJ'qum.Ã lj'q.m'; cf., however, bv;WMh; Gn 43:12 in close
connexion; see the analogous cases in § 65 d); also !x'l.vu table (§ 85 u; plur.
tAnx'l.vu, constr. tAnx]l.vu), !B'r>q'), constr. !B;r>q', hence in plur. constr. with suff.
~h,ynEB.r>q' Lv 7:38; br'q.[; (§ 85 w), plur. ~yBir;q.[; (with sharpening of the final
consonant for ~ybir'q.[;, cf. also ~roy[e naked, plur. ~yMiruy([e Gn 3:7 [but in 2:25
the final syllable (

~yMiWr[], according to § 90 an orthographic licence for ~yMiru[] from ~ro['],
~yMiru[]m†; nakedness, 2 Ch 28:15; ~Dor>q;Ã AMDur>q; È yQem;[]m†; Is 51:10; yDeB;k.nI Is
23:8 f.; yBiN:f.mi y Ps 18:3; even with attenuation of the aç to iç, ~yGIrIAm) threshing
instruments, 2 S 24:22, 1 Ch 21:23, from gr'Am), !T'm; (§ 85 g), !gEm' (§ 85 i), z[om' (§
85 k), inasmuch as they retain the aÒ of the first syllable, contrary to rule, even
when not pretonic, e. g.

yNIgIm†'Ã yZI[um†' È bv'Am (§ 85 g); bv'AT (§ 85 p), constr. st.

ybev'T)o 1 K 17:1; also isolated forms according to § 84a t, and § 84b b, c, k,
m, n, o. Cf. finally, raW"c; neck (from sÌçwÈaçr), constr. st. raW:c; Jer 28:10 ff., constr.
st. plur. yreaW>c; Gn 45:14, &c.
plur.
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2. (Paradigm b; cf. § 84a s.) Instead of the original iç in such forms as
2 K 22:29), the second syllable more frequently has eç, e. g.,

~k,b.yIa)o (cf.

^r>c,y(o thy creator;

rb;ao Dt 32:28) forms are
found sometimes like ^x]l†evo, sometimes like ^a]r†;Bo; constr. st. without suff. [j;ñnO
y Ps 94:9 (according to § 65 d); with a middle guttural ^l.a;G)o Is 48:17; cf.

with a closing guttural (according to § 91 d; but cf. also

43:14.—The same analogy also is followed in the flexion of the other participles

lJeq;m.Ã lJeq;t.mi, &c.), see further, in § 84b d,
!BeGI, &c. (but with exceptions, as ~yviLeviÃ ~y[iBerI), and ibid. l, p; § 85 i, k (x;Bez>mi
altar, constr. st. xB;z>mi, plur. tAxB.z>mi), and ibid. q, but here also there are
exceptions like ~yliheq.m; y Ps 26:12.
which have eÒ in the final syllable (

rr

h¾¾l

3. (Paradigm c: part. Qal of verbs
, differing from Paradigm II , f in the
unchangeableness of the vowel of the first syllable.) In Ez 17:15 eÒ in the absol. st.
is abnormal, and SeghoÖl in the constr. st. in 2 S 24:11 (so Opitius, Ginsburg; but

hzExo), Ec 2:15 (according to Baer, but not the Mantua ed.; hr,q.mi Ec 3:19 is
in the absol. st.). To this class belong, as regards their formation, the h¾¾l-forms
mentioned in § 84a r, § 85 g (with suff., e. g. ^l.[;M†;h; Dt 20:1, which brought thee

Baer

up), and h.

ss
In a few instances, before a suffix beginning with a consonant, the original açy of
the termination has been contracted to eÖ, and thus there arise forms which have

~h,yTev.mi Is 5:12, Dn 1:10, 16; ~h,yaer>m; their
appearance, Dn 1:15, Gn 41:21, cf. Na 2:5; ~h,yjeAn* who stretched them forth, Is
42:5; defectively ~h,pea)o Ho 7:5 (cf. ~h,wEn> Ez 34:14); on the other hand, the
apparently plural Suffixes; as

examples in Is 14:11, Gn 47:17, which were formerly classed with the above, are

^yn<òx]m†; thy camp, Dt 23:15 (^n<òx]m†; occurs just before), ^yn<òq.mi
thy cattle, Is 30:28 (probably also ^yd,ñf' 1 K 2:26), %yIa;ñr>m; Ct 2:14, and wya'r>m;
the sight of him, Jb 41:1 (with the y here retained orthographically), wyl'[]m†; Ez

really plurals. But

40:31, &c., are still to be explained as singulars.—On a few other examples
which may perhaps be thus explained, see § 124 k. Before the plural ending the
original termination ay reappears in

~yIx'm†um. Is 25:6 (part. Pu. from hx'm').
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4. Paradigm IV comprises the forms with a changeable vowel (a, b), or a vowel which
has already become SèewaÖ (c), in the first syllable, and an unchangeable vowel in the
second. With Paradigm c (which, however, for the most part consists merely of forms
based on analogy, without biblical parallels) are also connected all the forms which
have unchangeable vowels in both syllables, and therefore (like
any vowel changes.

bt'K.) cannot undergo

uu

dyqiP' (ground-form paçqiÖd) are § 84a k, lAdG", &c. (with oÖ,
not changeable oÒ for uç); in substantives like ~Alv', this oÖ is demonstrably
obscured from aÖ (Arab. saçlaÖm); ibid. l, m, rWsa'Ã rysia', &c.; § 85 u, !ArK'zI, constr.
!Ark.zI È !AyZ"xi, constr. !Ayz>x, È !AL'Ki, constr. !Ayl.Ki (cf., however, the forms in the
constr. st. !AbC.[iÃ !AmN>qi, and with the plural suffix %yIn:òAbZ>[i Ez 27:12 ff); § 85 w,
vymiL'x;, constr. vymil.x;; § 85 l, ~Aqm', &c.
Rem. 1. Analogous to

vv

ynI['

hn"['

2.
(ground-form ‘açniÃy, stem
represents forms in which a final YoÖdh has
been resolved into iÃ; before formative additions the original YoÖdh under the
protection of a Dagesë forte again becomes audible as a firm consonant, whilst the

(originally short) vowel of the first syllable becomes SèewaÖ; cf. § 84a l,

yqin", plur.

~yYIqin>, and § 87 a
ww

bt'K. with unchangeable aÖ in the second syllable, whilst the SèewaÖ is weakened
from a short vowel (Arab. kiçtaÖb); constr. st. -bt†'K. Est 4:8 (readings like bt;K. 2 Ch
35:4 are incorrect, although rq;y> Est 1:4 and -br;K. 4:8 are supported by fairly
3.

good authority; however, these qetÌaÖl-forms in Hebrew are probably all loan-words
from the Aramaic). The only plural form found in the O. T. is

~h,ydeb)"[] their

deeds, Ec 9:1. In a narrower sense the forms enumerated in § 84a n–p belong to
this class; in a wider sense all those which have unchangeable vowels

lJ'q;

throughout, thus§ 84a u, § 84b e (
, cf., however, the anomalous forms
mentioned there), ibid. f–i, m (No. 34 f.), n (No. 39), p (No. 44), also partly 85 b–w
(especially l and r).
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lJ'q;

In opposition to the anomalous shortening of the form
(see above), cases
are also found where pretonic vowels are retained even in the antepenultima
(with the secondary tone); cf. above, ii and pp, also of the form

lyjiq' (properly

~ysiyrIs†'Ã ~yciyrIP†'Ã ~yviyliv†', whilst the constr.st. sing.
according to the rule, changes the aÒ into SewaÖ (syrIs.Ã #yRIP.). (These are not to
be confounded with forms like #yrI[' tyrant, which is for #yRI[;, and consequently
has an unchangeable QamesÌ). Of the form lWjq' (qaçtÌuÖl) in this class are [;Wbv'
week, plur. ~y[ibuv)" and tA[buv†', constr. tA[buv., but with Metheg of the
secondary tone in the fifth syllable from the end, ~k,yte[o)buv†'.—On zA[m'Ã yZI[um†',
qaçtÌiÃl) the examples

&c., cf. § 85 k.
Footnotes:
1[1]

A sort of detailed commentary on the following scheme of Hebrew declensions is
supplied by E. König in his Hist.-krit. Lehrgeb. der hebr. Spr., ii. 1, p. 1 ff.
2[2].

According to P. Haupt ‘The book of Nahum' in the Journ. of Bibl. Lit., 1907, p. 29,

the e in

rp,señ and the o in vd,qoñ are not long but accented, and hence to be pronounced

se,fr( o;zn (

!z<aoñ), a theory unknown at any rate to the Jewish grammarians.

3[1]

According to M. Lambert, REJ. 1896, p. 21, a tends to remain with labials; so in 14
cases out of 22 masculines, and in 3 out of 6 feminines.
4[2]

Probably only a theory of one particular school and not generally accepted, or at
any rate not consistently carried out; cf. König, Lehrgeb., ii. 22.

raBeÃ bazE

5[1]

The proposal of Haupt (SBOT. ‘Proverbs', p. 34, l. 44 ff.) to read
, &c.,
does not seem to be warranted. The case here is quite different from that in Pr 1:22

Wbh]a†eT.

where the Masora requires
, no doubt on the analogy of
which was probably intended, see § 63 m.
6[1]

raeB., &c., for Wbh]aT†e,
w

Nöldeke, BeiträgE, p. 5:8: the direct or indirect retention of this is hardly, a

hc,q' would be
hceq.Ã tAcq'Ã tAcq., the aramaizing forms hc'q'Ã tc'q.Ã tAwc'q..
feature of early Hebrew. The true Hebrew forms from

yxe only in Dn 12:7 as constr. st., since in the asseverative formulae (cf. § 149)
d[or>p; yxeÃ ^v.p.n: yxe (otherwise only in 2 S 15:21, after hwhy yx;, and Amos 8:14), yxe
7[1]

is a contracted form of the absol. st. (prop. living is Pharaoh ! &c.). It is evidently only a

yx; distinctive of an oath by God
(or of God by himself), as in the regular formulae ynIa'ñ yx; (ykinOa†' yx; Dt 32:40) and
hA'hy> yx; (= yn"doa] yx;).
rabbinical refinement which makes the pronunciation

~h,yved>q;m. Ez 7:24 for ävD>q.mi (from vD'q.mi) is wholly irregular; perhaps, however,
the part. PiÇeÒl is intended, without Dagesë in the d (according to; § 20 m).

8[1]

9[1]

Brockelmann, Grundriss, p. 659, observes that except in 2 Ch 5:11, 35:17

~yaic.m.NIh; is always followed by a preposition governing a word, so that the
punctuators perhaps intended to indicate a sort of constr. st.

II. Syntax of the Noun.
§ 122. Indication of the Gender of the Noun.
Cf. F. Schwabe, Die Genusbestimmung des Nomens im bibl. Hebr., Jena, 1894,
and especially the thorough investigation by K. Albrecht, 'Das Geschlecht der
hebr. Hauptwörter,' in ZAW. 1895, p, 313 ff., and 1896, p. 61 ff. H. Rosenberg,
'Zum Geschlecht der hebr. Hauptwörter,' in ZAW. 1905, p. 325 ff.
(supplementing Albrecht's work by a treatment of the gender of many nouns in
the Mishna); and his 'Notizen aus der tannaitischen Literatur …' ZAW. 1908, p.
144 ff.

a
1. According to § 80 a, Hebrew, like the other Semitic languages, distinguishes only a
masculine and feminine gender. To indicate the latter a special feminine ending is
generally used (§ 80 b and § 87 i) both in the singular and plural (see, however, § 87
p), its use being most consistent in adjectives and participles; cf. § 87 r. The
employment of these special endings is most natural when by means of them the
feminine names of persons or animals are distinguished from the masculine of the

xa' brother, tAxa' sister; ~l,[, a young man,
hm'l.[; a young woman, maid; rP' iuvencus, hr'P' iuvenca; lg<[e vitulus, hl'g>[, vitula.

same stem and the same formation, e. g.

On the other hand, the feminine plays an important part in denoting the gender of
whole classes of ideas (see below, p, &c.), which the Hebrew regards as feminine.
The language, however, is not obliged to use the feminine ending either for the
purpose of distinguishing the sex of animate objects (see b), or as an indication of the
( figurative ) gender of inanimate things which are regarded as feminine (see h).

b
2. The distinction of sex may be effected even without the feminine ending, (a) by the
employment of words of different stems for the masculine and feminine; (b) by the
different construction (either as masculine or feminine) of the same word (communia).
But the distinction may also, (c) in the case of names of animals, be entirely neglected,
all examples of a species being included under one particular gender, either masculine
or feminine (epicoena).

c

ba' father, ~ae mother; lyIa;ñ ram, lxer' ewe; vyIT;ñ he-goat, z[e
she-goat; rAmx] he-ass , !Ata' she-ass; hyEr>a; lion, aybil' lioness. Sometimes
with the feminine ending as well, e. g. db,[,ñ male slave, man-servant, hm'a' or
hx'p.vi female slave, maid; !t'x' bridegroom, hL'K; bride.
Examples of (a) are:

d

lm'G" camel. Plur. ~yLim;G> construed as masculine, Gn 24:63; as feminine,
Gn 32:16; rq'B' collect. oxen, Ex 21:37, construed as masculine, but in Gn 33:13,
Jb 1:14 as feminine. In Jer 2:24 the construction of hr,P,ñ wild ass, changes
Of (b):

directly from the masculine (intended as epicene) to the feminine. Cf. the Greek
o`( h` pai/j· o`( h` bou/j

e
Of (c): analogous to the epicene nouns of other languges, many species of
animals which are strong and courageous, are regarded in Hebrew as always
masculine, while the weak and timid are feminine; cf. o` lu,koj( h` celidw,n, and the
German der Löwe, der Adler, &c., but die Katze, die Taube, &c. Similarly in

@WLa; ox (y Ps 144:14 even referring to cows when pregnant), bDo
bear, Ho 13:8 lWKv; bAD (a bear that is bereaved of her whelps; cf., however, 2
K 2:24, Is 11:7), baez> wolf, bl,K,ñ dog, all masculine; but tb,n<òr>a; hare, hn"Ay dove,
hd'ysix] stork, hr'AbD> bee, hl'm'n> ant, &c., feminine.
Hebrew, e. g.

f
Rem. 1. Masculine nouns which either have a separate feminine form or might
easily form one, are but seldom used as epicene; such are,

rAmx] ass, 2 S 19:27

!Ata'; lY"a; hart, y Ps 42:2 for hl'Y"a;. In Gn 23:3ff. tme a dead body, refers
more especially to the body of a woman; !Ama' a master workman , in Pr 8:30
refers to wisdom (hm'k.x' feminine, cf. Plin. 2, 1 natura omnium artifex; and our

for

use of friend, teacher, servant, neighbour, either as masculine or feminine; in
German, Gemahl1 spouse, also for fem. Gemahlin, &c.).

g

r[;n:ò

2. Of words denoting persons
pai/j, according to the formerly common
opinion, was in early times used as epicene (see, however, above, § 2 n). The

~yrI['nE

use of the plural
in Jb 1:19 and Ru 2:21 in the sense of young people (of
both genders) does not, however, prove this. In this and in similar cases (cf. e. g.

~t'ao Gn 1:27 and ~h,tea, 32:1) the masculine as prior gender includes the
feminine.2

h

3. The following classes of ideas are usually regarded as feminine,3 although the
substantives which express them are mostly without the feminine ending:4
(a) Names of countries and towns, since they are regarded as the mothers5 and

rWVa; Assyria, ~doa/ Idumaea, rco Tyre; cf. also such
expressions as lb,B' tB;Ã !AYci tB; daughter of Babylon, daughter of Zion, &c. On the
nurses of the inhabitants; e. g.

other hand appellatives which are originally masculine, remain so when used as placenames, e. g. Am 5:5

lae-tyBeÃ lG"l.GIh;, &c.

i
Rem. The same proper nouns, which as names of countries are regarded as
feminine, are frequently used also as names of the people, and may then, like
national names in other languages, be construed as masculine (the national
name almost always being used also as the personal name of the supposed
ancestor of the people); thus

hd'Why> masc. Is 3:8, &c., Judaei; but Is 7:6, fem.,

~doa/

masc., Idumaei, Nu 20:20; fem., Idumaea, Jer 49:17.
Judaea;
Nevertheless, it sometimes happens that by a very common transference of
thought (just as we say Turkey concludes peace) these names are construed as

hd'Why>

feminine, even when they denote not the country but the inhabitants; so
La 1:3; cf. Gn 41:8, Ex 10:7, 12:33, 1 S 17:21, 2 S 8:2, 24:9, Is 7:2, 21:2, 42:11,
Jer 50:10, Jb 1:15. Hence the frequent personification of nations (as well as of
countries and towns, see h, note 5) as female beings, e. g. Is 50:1, 54:1 ff., and

lb,B' tB;

!AYci tB; &c. (see above) as

the use of the expressions
Is 47:1 ff.,
collective poetical personifications of the people.

k

#r,a,ñ earth, land,
lbeTe world, laov. the abode of the dead, rK'Ki circle (of the Jordan valley), ry[i a town,
raeB. a well, !Apc' the north, !m'yTe the south.
(b) Appellative nouns, which denote a circumscribed space, such as

l
In the majority of nouns denoting place the gender is variable, e. g.

xr;aoñ and

%r,D,ñ a way (usually feminine; the masculine gender only begins to predominate
with Ezekiel; cf. Albrecht, l. c., 1896, p. 55), ay>G: (yG:) valley, !G: garden (fem. Gn
2:15, unless hdob.['l., &c., is to be read), lk'yhe palace, temple, rcex' court, ~r,K,ñ

vineyard,

r[;v;ñ door,6 &c.; also ~Aqm' place, at least in Gn 18:24 (referring to

Sodom), Jb 20:9, and 2 S 17:12 KethiÖbh, is construed as feminine. The
mountains and hills commanding the surrounding country are almost without
exception masculine (see Albrecht, l. c., p. 60 f.).

m
(c) The names of instruments, utensils, and (on the same analogy) members and parts
of the body in man or beast, since these are all regarded as subservient and
subordinate (consequently as feminine).

n

br,x,ñ sword, dtey" tent-peg, dK; bucket, sAK cup, l[;n:ò shoe, fr,[,ñ bcd, &c.;
in other cases, as !Ara] chest, ark (with the article !Ara'h†'), rWNT; oven, the
Thus

gender is variable. ( ' Instruments for binding or holding, girdles and the like, as

!z<aoñ ear
(and in general, members occurring in pairs, Albrecht, l. c., p. 73 f.), [B;c.a, finger
(and so probably !h,Boñ thumb, great toe), dy" and @K; hand, !ymiy" right hand, lg<r,ñ
foot, %r,B,ñ knee, %rey" thigh, @teK' shoulder, yxil. cheek, !j,B,ñ belly, @n"K' wing, !r,q,ñ
horn, !ve tooth; as a rule also [;Arz> arm (masc. Is 17:5, &c.), !Avl' tongue (masc.
y Ps 22:16, Pr 26:28, &c.), !yI[;ñ eye (masc. Zc 3:9, &c.), qAv thigh (masc. Ex
constraining and mastering, are masculine,' Albrecht, l. c., p. 89.)—Also

29:27).7

o
(d) Certain names of natural forces or substances are feminine, being probably
regarded as instruments, while in the names of the heavens, the heavenly bodies and
natural phenomena, the masculine generally predominates (cf. Albrecht, l. c., p. 323

vm,v,ñ sun (but often also masc., y Ps 19:6, 104:19); vae (Ethiopic
ÈeçsaÖt) fire (rarely masc.); Hg:nOò brightness, !b,a,ñ a stone, as a rule also x;Wr wind, spirit;
vp,n<ò breath, soul; also rAa light in Jer 13:16, Jb 36:32, and others.
ff.); thus feminine are

p
4. The following classes of ideas, which are also regarded as feminine in Hebrew (see
above, h), are usual1y indicated by the feminine form, notwithstanding their occasional
transference to masculine persons (see r and s):

q
(a) Abstracts8 (sometimes along with masculine forms from the same stem, as

hm'q'n> vengeance, as well as ~q'n"Ã hr'z>[, help, as well as rz<[eñ, e. g. hn"Wma/
firmness, faithfulness, hr'WbG> strength, hl'WdG> greatness, ha'lem. fullness,
hl'v'm.m, dominion, &c. Similarly, the feminine (sing. and plur.) of adjectives and
participles is used substantivally in the sense of the Latin and Greek neuter, e. g.

hn"Akn> stedfastness, y Ps 5:10, hb'Aj goodness, h['r' evil, Gn 50:20, hL'q;n> a
light thing (i. e. a trifling thing), Jer 6:14; so especially in the plural, e. g. tAldoG>
great things, y Ps 12:4; tAsr'h/N),h; the ruined places, Ez 36:36, along with
hM'v;N>h; that which was desolate, tAbjo kindnesses, 2 K 25:28, tAxkon>
uprightness, honesty, Is 26:10, tAmy[in> amoena, y Ps 16:11 (but in verse 6 in the
same sense ~ymiy[in>), tAal'p.nI wonderful things, Ex 34:10 and frequently, tAvq'
hard things, roughly, Gn 42:7, 30 (but cf. also ~yqiyre vain things, Pr 12:11,
28:19). Cf. moreover, the very frequent use of taozÃ ayhi (as well as hz< and
aWh), Ju 14:4, y Ps 118:23, &c., in the sense of hoc, illud (also hN"heñ equivalent to
illa, Is 51:19): also the use of the feminine form of the verb in Is 7:7

hy<h.t†i aolw> ~Wqt' aol it shall not stand, neither shall it come to pass; cf. Jer
10:7; so too the suffixes Gn 15:6, Ex 10:11, Jb 38:18, referring back to a whole
statement.9

r
(b) Titles and designations of office, properly a subdivision of the abstract ideas
treated above, under q, and specially noticed here only on account of their

tl,h,ñqo

peculiar transference to concrete male persons. Thus we have
Ec 1:1,
&c. (as a title of Solomon), properly no doubt that which takes part in or speaks
in a religious assembly, hence LXX evkklhsiasth,j, i. e. concionator, preacher; the

tr,p,ñso Ezr 2:55, Neh 7:57, and tr,k,ñPo Ezr 2:57, Neh 7:59, and the
foreign word hx'P, viceroy; in the plural tAn"K. prop. cognomina, then like-named,
colleagues; tA[r'P. princes (if this be the true meaning).10 All these words, in
proper names

accordance with their meaning, are construed as masculine (in Ec 7:27 instead
of

äq hr'm.a†' the words should rather be divided as äQh; rm;a'; cf. 12:8).

s
Abstract ideas include also —

(c) Collectives in the fem. form,11 generally fem. Participles used substantivally,
especially as the comprehensive designation of a number of persons, e. g.

hx'r>a)o (fem. of travelling), prop. the travelling (company), i. e. travelling persons
(a caravan); hl'AG (fem. of hl,GO one going into exile) the company of exiles (also
frequently used of those who had returned home again); tb,v,ñAy (that which
inhabits) i. e. the population, Is 12:6, Mi 1:11 f.; tb,y<òao (prop. that which is hostile)
the enemy, Mi 7:8, 10 (cf. Mi 4:6 f. the halting, cast off, driven away, i. e. those

hL'D; (the abject) the poorest sort; of living beings which are not
persons, cf. hY"x; (that which lives) in the sense of cattle, beasts; hg"D' a shoal of
fish, Gn 1:26 (but in Jon 2:2 as a nomen unitatis, cf. t, for gD' a fish, which in
verses 1 and 11 is used as the nomen unitatis). Cf., moreover, hl'ben> dead body,
who halt, &c.);

Is 26:19, &c. (construed as masculine), for a heap of dead bodies.—On the
collective poetic personification of a nation, by means of

tB; daughter, in

lb,B' tB;Ã yMi[; tB; (equivalent to yMi[; ynEB.) my countrymen, see above, i.
t
(d) Conversely the feminine form of substantives is sometimes used (as in
Arabic) as a nomen unitatis, i. e. to indicate a single example of a class which is

ynIa\ a fleet (1 K 9:26), hY"nIa\ a single ship (Jon
1:3 ff.); dyIc;ò hunting, game, hd'yce Gn 27:3 Keth. (dyIc+' QereÖ) a piece of venison;
r['fe hair (coll.), hr'[]f†; a single hair (Ju 20:l6; in the plural, y Ps 40:13, 69:5);
ryvi a poem, frequently collective, hr'yvi a single song; so probably also hn"aeT. a
fig (the corresponding masculine tiÖn is collective in Arabic); hN"v;Av† a lily (also
!v'Av); hn"bel. a brick (Arab.libina, but libin collective), &c.
denoted by the masculine form; cf.

u
(e) The feminine is also used for things without life (as being weaker or less
important), which are named from their resemblance to organic things expressed

%rey" side (of the body), thigh, hk'rey> or
hK'r>y: back part, border (of a country, house, &c.); xc;meñ forehead, hx'c.mi
by the corresponding masculine form; cf.

greaves. On a similar distinction between the masculine for natural, and the
feminine for artificial objects, see § 87 o.

v
Rem. The juxtaposition of the masculine and feminine from the same stem

hn"[ev.m;W ![ev.m;

stay and staff,
serves sometimes to express entirety; e. g. Is 3:1
i. e. every kind of support (unless we omit verse 1:b as a gloss and take staff as
= staff-bearer, official; the list of officials begins in verse 2); cf. Is 16:6, Pr 8:13.
For similar groupings in the case of persons, see Is 43:6 , 49:22, 60:4 (sons and
daughters); 49:23, Ec 2:8.
Footnotes:
So in early Arabic, baÇl (lord) and zÊaugÃ (conjux) are used both for maritus and uxor;
ÇaruÒs for bridegroom and bride; the later language, however, distinguishes the feminine
from the masculine in all these cases generally by the ending a (at). In early Arabic
also the feminine ending is commonly omitted in such participles as hÌaÒmil, baÒtÌin
(gravida), and the like, which from the nature of the case can only be used of females.
1[1]

!meao

, at least in Nu 11:12 (Is 49:23 ?), probably means nurse (for
Thus also
4:4, &c.), not nursingfather.

tn<m,ñao 2 S

2[2]

The Arab grammarians call this use of the masculine plural and dual (e. g.
el–abawaÒni, the two fathers, i. e. parentes) taghliÖb or the making (the masculine) prevail
(over the feminine ).—Cf. M. Grünert, Die Begriffs-Präonderanz und die Duale a potiori
im Altarab., Vienna, 1886.
3[3]

The masculine gender is attributed ' by the Hebrews and the Semites generally to
whatever is dangerous, savage, courageous, respected, great, strong, powerful …; the
feminine to whatever is motherly, productive, sostaining, nourishing, gentle, weak, …
subject, &c.' (Albrecht, ZAW. 1896, p. 120 f.).
4[4]

When, on the other hand, words with a feminine-ending, such as

tv,q,ñ a bow

Xwq t[e

(stem
),
time (see the Lexicon), are sometimes construed as masculine, this is
owing probably in some cases to a misunderstanding of the formation of the word, the

t of the feminine being regarded as a radical.
5[5]

~ae

~ae

Cf. a city and a mother ( ) in Israel, 2 S 20:19. In the same way
(like mh,thr,
mater) on Phoenician coins stands for mother-city, mhtro,polij. The same figure is used
in such expressions as sons of Zion, y Ps 149:2; sons of Babylon, Ez 23:15, &c., as
also in speaking of the suburbs of a city as its daughters, e. g. Jos 15:45 ff., &c.—The
comparison of Jerusalem to a woman is especially frequent in allegorical descriptions,
e. g. Ez 16:23, La 1:1, &c.

6[1]

hn<x]m†; camp is feminine only when it is a collective, denoting the persons in a

camp.

@a; nose, dyGI sinew, kn"z" tail, %xe palate, dbeK' liver, BleÃ bb'le heart,
~y[imeÃ ~ymix]r†; bowels, xc;meñ forehead, rA[ skin, @r,[oñ back of the neck, hP, mouth,
raW"c; neck, vaor head, ~k,v. shoulder, also ~x,r,ñ womb, except in Jer 20:17, are
invariably construed as masculine.—~c,[,ñ bone is common.
7[2]

8[1]

cf. the list of masculine and feminine abstracts in Albrecht, l. c., 1896, p. III ff.

9[2]

While in all these instances it is simplest to speak of the feminine in Hebrew as
being used for the neuter (which in Latin, Greek, and German is commonly employed
for similar purposes), it must yet not be forgotten that since the language is wholly
wanting in neuters, the Semitic mind regarded the above-mentioned forms primarily as
actual feminines. Hence the Arab commentators are accustomed to explain the
feminines of adjectivcs and participles (which would be neuter in Latin, &c.) by
supplying a feminine substantive.
10[3]

This use of the feminine form is far more frequent in Arabic, Ethiopic, and
Aramaic; cf. e. g. in Arabic hÌalifa (fem. from hÌaliÖf, following after, taking the placc of) in
the sense of the successor or representative (of Muhammad), and ‘allaÒma (great
wisdom) as a title of learned men. Analogous to this is the Latin magistratus,
magistracy, for magistrate, and our his Majesty, Excellency, Highness, &c.
11[1]

Cf. in Greek h` i[ppoj, the cavalry (as well as to. i`ppiko,n), h` ka,mhloj, Hdt. 1, 80, &c.,
the camel corps.

§ 80. The Indication of Gender in Nouns.
Brockelmann, Grundriss, p. 404 ff.; ÇUeber die Femininendung at, ah, aÒÈ in Semit.
Sprachwiss., p. 106 f.; Grundriss, pp. 105, 405 ff.; 'Die Femininendung T im
Semit.' (Sitzung d. orient.-sprachwiss. Sektion d. schlesischen Gesellschaft, Feb.
26, 1903); against him J. Barth, ZDMG. 1903, p. 628 ff.; Brockelmann's reply,
ibid., p. 795 ff.; and Barth again, ibid., p. 798 ff.

a
1. The Hebrew, like all Semitic languages, recognizes only two genders in the noun, a
masculine and a feminine. Inanimate objects and abstract ideas, which other
languages sometimes indicate by the neuter, are regarded in Hebrew either as
masculine or feminine, more often the latter (see the Syntax, § 122 q).

b
2.The masculine, as being the more common and important gender, has no special
indication.
Feminine nouns are also without an indication of gender when the meaning of the
word naturally denotes a feminine, as

~ae mother, !Ata' a she-ass, z[e a she-goat,

lxer' an ewe(cf. § 122 b). As a rule, however, the feminine had originally the ending
t¤;, as in the 3rd sing. perfect of verbs (§ 44 a). This t¤;, however, is regularly
retained in Hebrew only in close connexion with a following genitive or suffix (cf. § 89 e

t

and § 91 o). except where the form has arisen through the addition of a simple 1 (see
below, d). Otherwise, the feminine ending of the independent form (the absolute state,
§ 89a) is —

c

h¤', e. g. sWs equus, hs'Ws equa. Of nouns ending
in ¤i, like yrIb.[i, the feminine (by § 24 b) is hY"rIb.[i, cf. § 86 h. As in the 3rd sing. fem.
perfect (hl'j.q)', &c.), this h¤' seems to have arisen by the rejection of the final t, and
the lengthening of the aÁ in the open syllable, whereupon the h was added as an
(a) Most commonly a tone-bearing

orthographic indication of the final long vowel: cf. the exactly similar origin of such

hl'G"

yl;G"

forms as
for
, § 75 c. It must, however, be noticed that in Arabic (see m and
note) the pausal form of at is ah, of which a trace may be preserved in the Hebrew

h¤'.
d

(b) Simple
ending

t with nouns ending in a vowel, e. g.ydIWhy> Jew, tydIWhy> Jewess. The same

t is very frequently added to stems ending in a consonant, but only (except

before suffixes) by means of a helping vowel, which, as a rule, is SeghoÖl, but after

ljeqo, fem. tl,j,ñqo, killing; before suffixes, e.g. yTil.j;q(o,
according to the rule given in § 69 c, cf. also § 84a s; [d;Am an acquaintance, fem.
t[;d;ñAm. The forms which arise in this way follow in every respect the analogy of the
gutturals Pathah\, e. g.

segholate forms (§ 94 f). The forms which have been developed by means of a
helping vowel are retained even in the connective form (construct state); except

T.d>l;yOw>

td,l,ñyO, which is used elsewhere) Gn 16:11, Ju 13:5, 7; cf. Jer 22:23 and 51:13
QereÖ, also tr;v'm. 1 K 1:15, participle fem. PiÇeÒl, properly mesÛaÒratt= tt,r,ñv'm.; also
%T,ñ[ib;m. (participle fem. PiÇ eÒl with suffix) arises from the form T.[;ñb;m. which was
developed into tt,[,ñb;m..
(for

e

t¤,¤,ñ is in general less frequent, and occurs almost
exclusively when the form in h¤' is also in use. It is only in the participles and
infinitives that it is the commoner, e. g. tl,j,ñqo more common than hl'j.q†o ; tr,l,ñ
than hr'ñle.
Rem. 1. The fem. form in

f
2. Rarer feminine endings are — (a)

tq,r,ñB'

t¤; with the tone, e. g. tq;ñr>B†' emerald, Ez

t[;ñp.vi

28:13 (also
Ex 28:17);
a company, 2 K 9:17, unless the reading is
wrong; more frequently in proper names, especially of places among the

t¤; was the usual fem. ending, §
2 d) and other neighbouring tribes,2 e. g. tp;ñr>c)' Zarephath, t[;ñb.GI Gibeath,
ty:Ðr>qi Kiriath, tl;ñyae Greek Ailana in Idumea; tZ:xua] Gn 26:26: on the reading
ty:l.G" cf. g. Cf., moreover, tn:ygIn> y Ps 61:1 (prob. originally tnOygIn>); tY:x; (LXX
tAYx;) 74:19a; tg:WP La 2:18; [tB;r; much, in y Ps 65:10, 120:6, 123:4, 129:1, 2,
Canaanites or Phoenicians (in whose language

is a form borrowed from the Aramaic (Syriac rabbath) in which the original t of
the fem. is often retained to form adverbs, see Wright, comparative Grammar, p.
135.]

g

t¤', which likewise occurs in some names of places, e.g. tl'[]B†; tq'l.x,, as
well as in the masc. proper name ty"l.G" 1 S 17:4, &c. (in 17:23, and 21:10, ed.
Mant. has ty:l.G"), and in the fem. proper name t['m.vi; otherwise, almost only in
poetry, viz. tr'm.zI Ex 15:2, Is 12:2, y Ps 118:14 (really for ytir'm.zI my song; the
(b)

absorption of the iÖ, however, can scarcely have 'taken place in the Aramaic
manner', as suggested by Duhm on Is 12:2, nor is it due merely to the following

Hy"'; so Geiger, Urschrift, p.
277 f.); tl'x]n); heritage, y Ps 16:6 (either again for ytil'x]n); my heritage, or for
ht'l'ñx]n);, cf. § 90 g, as probably also tr'z>[, help, y Ps 60:13, 108:13 for ht'r'ñz>[,).
YoÖdh, but is intended 'to facilitate the absorption of

These forms are possibly survivals from a period when even final vowels were

tr'Po fecunda (a fruitful tree) Gn 49:22;
tr't.yI abundance, Jer 48:36 (before [; but in Is 15:7 hr't.yI); tn"v. sleep (for hn"ve)
y Ps 132:4; and (unless the t is radical) in prose ta'q' pelican (which reading is
also preferable, in Is 34:11, to the form ta;q;), also tr'x\m†' the morrow, but in
construct state always tr;xmm.3 — tL;hiT. Jer 49:25 QereÖ is no doubt intended
to indicate the reading ytiL'hiT., parallel to yfiAfm.; cf. above, on tr'm.zI, &c.
not supported by a vowel-letter. Cf. also

h

a¤', the Aramaic orthography for h¤', chiefly in the later writers; ar'z" loathing,
Nu 11:20; aG"x' a terror, Is 19:17; an"ve sleep, y Ps 127:2; aY"bil. a lioness, Ez
19:2 (unless aybil' is intended); ar'J'm; a mark, La 3:12; cf. also av'D' threshing
(participle Qal from vWD ) Jer 50:11; ar'm' bitter, Ru 1:20. On the other hand,
according to the western Masora, hx'r>q' baldness is to be read in Ez 27:31; see
(c)

Baer on the passage.

i

h¤,, an obtuse form of h¤' (§ 27 u), only in hr,ñWZh; for hr'WZh; Is 59:5 (unless it
is again a forma mixta combining the active ptcp. masc. hr,AZh; and the passive
ptcp. fem. hr'WZh;); cf. hn<l'ñ for hn"l' Zc 5:4; hn<a'ñ 1 K 2:36, 42 (§ 90 i, and § 48 d).
(d)

k

h¤'¤ñ

hm'x'ñr'

~x'r' hr'[eñBo rWNT;

(e)
without the tone, e. g.
Dt 14:17 [Lv 11:18
];
an
oven heated, Ho 7:4; cf. Ez 40:19, 2 K 15:29, 16:18. In all these examples the

h¤'

usual tone-bearing
is perhaps intended, but the Punctuators, who
considered the feminine ending inappropriate, produced a kind of locative form
(see § 90 c) by the retraction of the tone. [In 2 K 16:18, Is 24:19, Ez 21:31 (note
in each case the following
error.]

h), and in Jb 42:13, Ho 7:4, the text is probably in

l

y¤;

(f) , as an old feminine termination, preserved also in Syriac (ai; see examples
in Nöldeke's Syrische Gram, § 83), in Arabic and (contracted to eÖ) in Ethiopic,
very probably occurs in the proper name

yr;f' Sarai, cf. Nöldeke, ZDMG. xl. 183,

href.[,

and xlii. 484; also
ten (fem.) undoubtedly arises from an original Çesray; so
Wright, Comparative Grammar, p. 138; König Lehrgebäude, ii. 427.

m

h¤'4 as the original
termination of the feminine, and the consonantal ending t¤; as derived from it.
The Ethiopic still has the t throughout, so too the Assyrian (at, it); in Phoenician
also the feminines end for the most part in t, which is pronounced at in the
words found in Greek and Latin authors; less frequently in a (see Gesenius,
3. It is wholly incorrect to regard the vowel-ending

Monumm. Phoen., pp. 439, 440; Schröder, Phön. Sprache, p. 169 ff.). The
ancient Arabic has the obtuse ending (ah) almost exclusively in pause; in
modern Arabic the relation between the two endings is very much as in Hebrew.
Footnotes:

tx;v.m' (so e.g. ed. Mant.) would stand for tt,x,ñv.m', the ptcp. fem.
HophÇal; but tx'v.m' (so Baer and Ginsb.) is also supported by good authority.
1[2]

In Mal 1:14

2[1]

In the list of Palestinian towns taken by Pharaoh Shoshenq, the feminine town-

names all end in t Cf. also the MeÖsÁa‘ inscription, line 3,
26,

taz tmbh this high place line

tlsmh the highway [see also Driver, Tenses, § 181, note].

3[1]

In 1 S 20:27 also, where the Masora (see Baer on Jos 5:11) for some unknown

reason requires

tr'xmm, read with ed. Mant., Jablonski, Opitius, and Ginsburg,

tr;xmm.
h h can only be considered consonantal in the sense that the t
was originally aspirated, and afterwards 'the mute t was dropped before h, just as the
4[2]

In this ending the

old Persian mithra became in modern Persian' mihr'; so Socin, who also points to the
Arabic pausal form in ah, and observes that among some of the modern Beduin an h
is still heard as a fem. ending, cf. Socin, Diwan aus Centralarabien, iii. 98, ed. by H.
Stumme, Lpz. 1901. In Hebrew this consonantal termination was entirely abandoned,
at any rate in later times.

§ 91. The Noun with Pronominal Suffixes.
W. Diehl, Das Pronomen pers. suffixum 2 u. 3 pers. plur. des Hebr., Giessen,
1895; A. Ungnad, 'Das Nomen mit Suffixen im Semit.,' Vienna Oriental Journal,
xx, p. 167 ff.

a
With regard to the connexion of the noun with pronominal suffixes, which then stand in
a genitive relation (§ 33 c) and are, therefore, necessarily appended to the construct
state of the noun, we shall first consider, as in the verb (§ 57 ff.), the forms of the
suffixes themselves, and then the various changes in the form of the noun to which
they are attached. The nouns are also tabulated in the Paradigms of the flexion of the
noun in § 92 ff. Cf. also Paradigm A in the Appendix. We are here primarily concerned
with the different forms of the suffixes when added to the singular, plural, and dual.

b
1. The Suffixes of the singular are—
With nouns ending in a—
Vowel.
Sing. 1. c.
2. {m.
{f.

^

%

Consonant.

y y¤i my.
^¤. (pause ^¤,ñ) }
%¤e}thy.

WhÃ w A ¿h·ÀÃ Wh¤eñ his.
Ìj` h'
H¤'Ã h'¤,ñ her.
3. {m.

vowel.

Consonant.

Plur. 1. c.
2. {m.
{f.

!k,

3. {m.

Am

~k,

Wn Wn¤eñ our.
181'k,¤.] your.
!k,¤.]

~h,

181'¤'} eorum.
(poet.

Am¤'ñ) }

{f.

!h, ¿!heÀ !¤' earum.
c
Rem. 1. There is less variety of forms in these than in the verbal suffixes; the
particular forms are used as follows:—
(a) Those without a connecting vowel (on the derivation of these 'connecting
vowels ' from original stem-vowels, see note on § 58 f) are generally joined to
nouns of a peculiar form (see § 96), the constr. st. of which ends in a vowel, as

^ybiña'Ã Whybiña' and wybia'Ã h'ybiña'Ã Wnybiña'Ã ~k,ybia]Ã !k,ybia]Ã ~h,ybia]Ã !h,ybia],
sometimes also to segholate forms ending in iÖ from h¾¾l stems (see § 93 x, y), e.
g. ~h,yrIP. the fruit of them, Am 9:14 (also ~y"r>Pi Is 37:30, &c.), !h,yrIP. Jer 29:28
(also !y"r>Pi verse 5); cf., moreover, !h,B.l.x, Lv 8:16, 25 and similar examples with
!h, (Is 3:17 !he) Gn 21:28, Ez 13:17, 16:53.1 Also in Gn 1:21, 4:4, Ez 10:12, Nah
2:8, &c., the Keth. perhaps intends the singular, ~h,n>ym†il. &c., but the Masora
requires the plural with defective eÖ.

d
(b) The forms with connecting vowels (§ 58 f) are joined to nouns ending in a
consonant. The connecting vowel is regularly a in the 3rd sing.fem.

H¤' (for aha)

~¤'Ã Am¤'ñÃ !¤', also in the 3rd sing. masc. A ¿hoÀ, since the oÖis
contracted from a[h]uÖ, and in the pausal form of the 2nd masc. ^¤,ñ ( a
modification of original ^¤;ñ).
and 3rd plur.

The forms with eÒ in the above-mentioned persons are common only with nouns

h¤, (from stems h¾¾l), constr. st. h¤e (cf. § 89 f), e. g. Whdeñf' (from sadaihuÖ) his
field; h'l,ñ[' its leaf, Is 1:30; h'a,ñr>m; the appearance thereof, Lv 13:4 (from marÈaihaÒ;
on the SeghoÖl see k); but Hd'f' her field. The orthographic retention of the y, e. g.
^yf,ñ[]m†;Ã wyf'[]m†;, gives to many forms the appearance of plurals; see the
in

instances in § 93 ss.

h¾¾l forms the connecting vowel eÒ in the 3rd pers. occurs only
in isolated cases; WhreñAa his light, Jb 25:3; WhnEñymil. after its kind, Gn 1:12, 25 [+
12 times]; Na 1:13; in Ju 19:24 read Avg>l;yP†i as in vv. 2, 25. On the otherhand
Apart from these

%¤e in the 2nd sing.fem. and Wn¤eñ in the 1st plur. are by far the more common
forms, while %¤'Ã Wn¤'ñ are of rare occurrence; see e.—Instead of ^¤. ¿hk'¤. in
Gn 10:19, Ex 13:16, Jer 29:25, &c., cf. hk'B.Ã hk'l. § 103 g), ~k,¤.Ã !k,¤. (with
SèeuaÖ mobile), if the last consonant of the noun is a guttural, the forms are

^¤]Ã ~k,,‘Î‘linE'œ]Ã !k,¤], e. g. ^x]Wr) thy spirit, ^a]r†;Bo thy creator, Is 43:1, ~k,[]yr†e your
friend, Jb 6:27 (on such cases as ~k,k.Ax)B. Hag 2:5, see § 10 g).—With Nun
energicum(cf. § 58 i, and on &'n+,A[ Jb 5:1, &c., cf. § 61 h) &'Y+D,; occurs in Pr 25:16,
in principal pause.
2. Rare or incorrect forms are—

e
Sing. 1st pers.

ynI¤eñ in ynIbeñWvB. Ez 47:7 (certainly only a scribal error, caused by

ynIbeñviy>w: in verse 6).
2nd pers. m. in pause

hk'¤,ñ, e. g. hk'P†,K; (thy hand), y Ps 139:5, cf. Pr 24:10;

%n+'xo y Ps 53:6 (cf. the analogous cases in the verbal suffix § 75 ll); fem.
%y¤e Ez 5:12 (in 16:53 also for %yIt;ñybiv. probably %yteybiv. is intended), yki¤eñ Jer
once

11:15, y Ps 103:3, 116:19, 135:9 (corresponding to the Ararmaic suffix of the
2nd fem. sing.; on the wholly abnormal
2:13. Also

hke¤eñ Na 2:14, cf. l, ykileKeth, 2 K 4:2, Ct

%¤'ñ Is 22:1, Ez 23:28, 25:4.

ho¤ (cf. § 7 c), e. g. holh'.a†' Gn 9:21, 12:8, 13:3, 35:21 (always with QereÖ
Alh'.a†'); hxonU, Nu 10:36; hxole Dt 34:7; hoLKu Jer 20:7, Na 2:1 QereÖ; hCoqi 2 K
19:23 Keth., for which ACqi is read in Is 7:24; hroy[i and htoWs Gn 49:11, cf. Ex
22:26 (QereÖ Ary[iÃ AtWs); hKosu y Ps 10:9, 27:5 Keth.; hnOAmh] Ez 31:18, &c.,
Keth.; htoa'WbT. Ez 48:8 [altogether fourteen times in the Pentateuch, and some

3rd pers.

forty times in other books: see Driver, Samuel, p. xxxv, and on 2 S 2:9, 21:1].
3 rd fem.

h¤' for H¤' (with the softening of the Mappiq, cf. § 23 k, and the

analogous cases in § 58 g) occurs repeatedly before Beghadhkephath and other

w>

l

soft consonants, Ex 9:18 (before , if the text is right), Lv 13:4 (before ), Nu

hl'k.a', the infin. with fem. termination, is intended;
htov' follows), Ez 16:44, 24:6 (before b), 1 S 20:20, 2 K 8:6, Pr 12:28 (before a),
Na 3:9 (before W), y Ps 48:14 (before p), Ez 47:10, Jb 31:22 twice (before t), Is
21:2, Jer 20:17 (before h), Nu 32:42, Am 1:11 (before n), Lv 6:2 (before [); even
15:28, 31, 1 S 1:9 (unless

in pause, Lv 12:4a and 5b; Is 23:17, Pr 21:22, also with Zaqeph, Is 45:6, Jer 6:6

hM'V;h'

a¤'

(probably), 44:19; on
Lv 26:34, &c., see § 67 y. Cf. also
Ez
36:5.—Sometimes the Masora appears (but this is very doubtful) to regard the

H¤' with feminines as a shortening of Ht'¤', e. g. HC'nI Gn 40:10 for Ht'C'ònIÃ HN"Pi
Pr 7:8 for Ht'N"òPi; also ~¤' for ~t'¤' in ~n"Wbt.Ki Ho 13:2, and ~m'r>[' Jb 5:13. The
examples, however, are for the most part uncertain, e. g. in Is 28:4 the reading is
simply to be emended to
5:14 to

hr'WKBi, and in Zc 4:2 to hL'GU, Jb 11:9 to hD'mi, Neh

hx'P,. [See also, after prepositions, § 103 g.]

f

Wn¤'ñ, in pause Wnm'ñyqi Jb 22:20 (where, however, Wnmeñq' is certainly
to be read); cf. Ru 3:2 [Is 47:10, cf. § 61 c, h], and so always WnL'ñKu all of us, Gn
42:11, &c [cf. WnB'Ã Wnl'Ã WnT'aiÃ WnM'[i]
Plur. 1st pers.

2nd pers. fem.

hn"k,ñ Ez 23:48, 49.

Am¤'ñ y Ps 17:10 (on Am in AmyPiñ in the same verse, and in y Ps
58:7 see l); ~h;¤+' 2 S 23:6, according to Sievers probably to call attention to the
reading ~hlk. Fem. hn"h.¤'ñ 1 K 7:37, Ez 16:53 (in pause); hn"¤,ñ Gn 41:21; hN"¤,ñ
Gn 30:41; hn"¤'ñ Ru 1:19; elsewhere generally in pause ( Gn 21:29, 42:36, Jer 8:7,
Pr 31:29, Jb 39:2); finally !he as suffix to a noun, only in Is 3:17.
3rd pers. masc.

For examples of singulars with plural suffixes see l.

g
2. In the plural masc. and in the dual the suffixes are to be regarded primarily as

y¤;ñ

affixed to the original ending of the construct state ( , cf. § 89 d). This ending,
however, has been preserved unchanged only in the 2nd fem. In most cases it is
contracted to

y¤e, as in the constr. st. without suffixes (so throughout the plur. and in

the poetical suffix

Why¤eñ of the 3rd sing. masc.); in the 2nd masc. and 3rd fem. sing. it is

y¤, (cf. k). On the 1st pers. and 3rd masc. sing. see i.—Thus there arise the following
h
suffixes of Plural Nouns.
Singular.
1. c.

y¤;, pause y¤' my.

2. {m.
{f.

^y¤,ñ}thy.
wy¤', poet. Why¤eñ his.

h'y¤,ñ her.

1. c.

Wny¤eñ our.

2. {m.

%yI¤;ñ, pause %yI¤'ñ]

3. {m.
{f.

Plural.

{f.

!k,y¤e}

3. {m.
f.

~k,y¤e} your.
~h,y¤e, poet. Amy¤eñ}their.

!h,y¤e }

i

y¤; is (a) contracted in the 3rd sing. masc. Why¤eñ and throughout the
plural, as WhyseñWsÃ WnyseñWs, &c.; (b) retained unchanged in the 1st sing. ys;Ws, the real
suffix-ending y (see b) being united with the final YoÖdh of the ending y¤;; and in the 2nd
fem. sing. %yIs;ñWs, with a helping-HÍireq after the YoÖdh. On the other hand (c) the YoÖdh
of y¤; is lost in pronunciation and the aç lengthened to aÒ in the 3rd masc. sing. wys'Ws, i.
e. suÖsaÒw (pronounced susaÒ-u).2 The 2nd masc. sing. ^ys,ñWs and the 3rd fem. sing.
h'ys,ñWs were formerly also explained here as having really lost the y, and modified the a
Thus the original

of suÖsakaÒ, suÖsuhaÒ to SeghoÖl; but cf. the view now given in g and k.

k
Rem. 1. As

WnyseñWs represents suÖsai-nuÖ, so ^ys,ñWs and h'ys,ñWs represent suÖsai-kaÒ,

suÖsai-haÒ, and the use of SeghoÖl instead of the more regular SÍere is to be
explained from the character of the following syllable,—so P. Haupt who points

h'l,ñj.q.yI as compared with Whleñj.q.yI. In support of the view formerly adopted by
us that the y is only orthographically retained, too much stress must not be laid

to

on the fact that it is sometimes omitted,3 thereby causing confusion in an

unpointed text with the singular noun. A number of the examples which follow
may be due to an erroneous assumption that the noun is a plural, where in
reality it is a singular, and others may be incorrect readings. Cf.

^k,ñr'D> thy ways

^K.r>D; is intended), Ex 33:13, Jos 1:8, y Ps 119:37; for other
examples, see Jos 21:11 ff. (h'v,ñr'g>mi; but in 1 Ch 6:40 ff. always h'y¤,ñ), Ju 19:9, 1
(probably

K 8:29, Is 58:13, y Ps 119:41, 43, 98 (probably, however, in all these cases the

h'r,ñs'a/ Nu 30:8 (cf. v. 5); h't,ñKom; Jer 19:8, 49:17; h'a,ñybim. Dn
11:6. For the orthographic omission of y before suffixes cf. Wh[iñre for Why[eñre his
sing. is intended);

friends 1 S 30:26, Pr 29:18; Jb 42:10 (but it is possible to explain it here as a

WnnEòA[] our iniquities, Is 64:5, 6, Jer 14:7; Ex 10:9, Neh 10:1
(WnYEñwIl. from ~YIwIl. which is always written defectively); ~k,Kes.nI Nu 29:33; ~k,te[)or'
Jer 44:9; ~k,dey> y Ps 134:2; ~h,nEym†il. after their kinds, Gn 1:21 (but see c), cf. 4:4
and Na 2:8. The defective writing is especially frequent in the 3rd masc. sing. w¤',
which in QereÖ is almost always changed to wy¤', e. g. wC'xi his arrows, y Ps 58:8,
QereÖ wyC'xi. On wD'x.y:, only three times wyD'x.y:, cf. § 135 r.
collective singular);

l
2. Unusual forms (but for the most part probably only scribal errors) are— Sing.

%y¤e

yrev.a;

(after
happy ! Ec 10:17, which has become stereotyped
2nd pers. fem
as an interjection, and is therefore unchangeable; cf. Delitzsch on the passage);

ykiy>¤;ñ (cf. Syr. yk¤e) 2 K 4:3, and 7 in Keth., y Ps 103:3–5, 116:7 (ykiy>¤'ñ in
pause).—In Ez 16:31 %yI¤;ñ (so ~k,y¤e in 6:8) occurs with an infin. ending in tA,
the tA being therefore treated as a plural ending; similarly, the plural suffix is
sometimes found with the feminine ending tW (Nu 14:33, Is 54:4, Jer 3:8, Ez
16:15, 23:7, as well as in 16:20 QereÖ, and Zp 3:20), with the ending iÖth (Lv 5:24,

Atvim†ix]), and even with the ordinary feminine ending ath; Is 47:13, Ez
35:11, y Ps 9:15, Ezr 9:15.—Wholly abnormal is hkekeña'l.m; thy messengers. Na
2:14, evidently a case of dittography of the following h: read %yIk;ña'l.m;.
reading

Why¤eñ Hb 3:10, Jb 24:23; Wh¤eñ 1 S 30:26, Ez 43:17, Na 2:4; yhiAñ (a
purely Aramaic form) y Ps 116:12.–3rd fem. ah'y¤,ñ Ez 41:15.

3 rd masc.

~k,ytiAc*ApT. (with iÖ, so QimhÌi; cf. Norzi) Jer
25:34, is probably a mixed form combining WcWpñT' and ~k,ytiAc*ypih]; fem. hn"k,ñy¤e
Plur. The strange 2nd pers. masc.
Ez 13:20.
3 rd masc.

hm;heñy¤e Ez 40:16; fem. hn"h,ñy¤e Ez 1:11.

3. The termination

Am¤eñ (also with the dual, e. g. y Ps 58:7, 59:13), like Am and

Am¤'ñ, occurs with the noun (as with the verb, § 58 g) almost exclusively in the
later poets [viz. with a substantive in the singular, y Ps 17:10, 10, 21:11, 58:7,
59:13, 89:18; with a dual or plural, Dt 32:27, 32, 37, 38, 33:29, y Ps 2:3, 3, 11:7,
35:16, 49:12, 58:7, 59:14, 73:5, 7, 83:12, 12, 140:4, 10, Jb 27:23; after
prepositions, see § 103 f, o, notes], and cannot, therefore, by itself be taken as
an indication of archaic language. On the other hand there can be no doubt that
these are revivals of really old forms. That they are consciously and artificially
used is shown by the evidently intentional accumulation of them, e. g. in Ex 15:5,
7, 9, y Ps 2:3, 5, and 140:4, 10, and also by the fact observed by Diehl (see the
heading of this section) that in Ex 15 they occur only as verbal suffixes, in Dt 32
only as noun suffixes.

m
3. It is clear and beyond doubt that the YoÖdh, in these suffixes with the plural noun
belongs, in reality, to the ending of the construct state of the masculine plural. Yet the
consciousness of this fact became so completely lost as to admit of the striking
peculiarity (or rather inaccuracy) of appending those suÌffix-forms which include the
plural ending

y¤e, even to the feminine plural in tA (WnyteñAsWs)Ã ^yt,ñAsWs), &c.), so that in

reality the result is a double indication of the plural.4

n
Such is the rule: the singular suffix, however (see b), also occurs with the ending

tA (probably through the inftuence of Aramaic), e. g. ytiAd>[†e y Ps 132:12 (unless
it be sing. for ytiWd[†e, as, according to QimhÌi in his Lexicon, ytinOx]T†; 2 K 6:8 is for
ytiWnx]T†;); ^t.K)om; Dt 28:59 (treated on the analogy of an infin. h¾¾l); %teAyx]a†;Ez
16:52. On the other hand ^t+,Ac.mi (so Baer, Ginsb.; but Opit. ^y¤,ñ) y Ps 119:98,
Dn 9:5is merely written defectively, like ^t,ñroG>r>G: according to Baer (not Ginsb.) in
Pr 1:9, &c. In the 3rd plur. the use of the singular suffix is even the rule earlier
Books (see instances in Diehl, 1. c., p. 8), e. g.

~t'Aba] (their fathers) oftener

~h,yteb)oa] (this only 1 K 14:15, and in Jer, Ezr, Neh, and Ch [in 1 K, Jer, Ezr,
however, ~t'Aba] is more common]); so always ~t'Amv.Ã !t'Amv. their names,
~t'ArAD their generations. FromParallel passages like 2 S 22:46 compared with
than

y Ps 18:46 Is 2:4 with Mi 4:3, it appears that in many cases the longer form in,

~h,y¤e can only subsequently have taken the place of ~¤'.
o
4. The following Paradigm of a masculine and feminine noun with suffixes is based
upon a monosyllabic noun with one unchangeable vowel. With regard to the ending

t¤; in the constr. st. of the fem. it should be further remarked that the short aç of this
ending is only retained before the grave suffixes ~k,and !k,; before all the others (the
light suffixes) it is lengthened to aÒ.
Singular.

p
Masculine.

Feminine.

sWs a horse.

hs'Ws a mare.

Sing.1. com.

^s.Ws)thy horse.

2. {m
{f.

%seWs thy horse.

3. {m
{f.

AsWs equus eius(suus).

Hs'Ws equus eius (suus).

Plur. 1. com.
2. {m.
{f.

ysiWs my horse.

WnseñWs our horse.

~k,s.Ws) your horse.

!k,s.Ws) your horse.

ytis'Ws)my mare.
^t.s†'Ws thy mare.
%tes'Ws) thy mare.
Ats'Ws) equa eius (sua).
Ht's'Ws) equa eius (sua).
Wnteñs'Ws) our mare.
~k,t.s;Ws) your mare.
!k,t.s;Ws) your mare.

~s'Ws equus eorum (suus). ~t's'Ws) equa eorum (sua).
{f. !s'Ws equus earum (suus).
!t's'Ws) equa earum (sua).
3. {m.

Plural.

q
Masculine.

Feminine.

~ysiWs horses.

tAsWs mares.

Sing. 1. com.
2. {m.
{f.

^ys,ñWs thy horses.

%yIs;Ws thy horses.

3. {m.
{f.

ys;Ws my horses. yt;AsWs)my mares.

wys'Ws equi eius (sui).

h'ys,ñWs equi eius (sui).

^yt,ñAsWs) thy mares.
%yIt;ñAsWs) thy mares.
wyt'AsWs) equae eius (suae).
h'yt,ñAsWs) equae eius (suae).

WnyseñWs our horses. WnyteñAsWs) our mares.
2 {m. ~k,yseWs) your hourses.
~k,yteAs)Ws your mares.

Plur.1. com.

{f.

!k,yseWs) your horses.

!k,yteAs)Ws your mares.

~h,yseWs) equi eorum (sui). ~h,yteA s)Ws equae eorum (suae).
{f. !h,yseWs) equi earum (sui).
!h,yteAs)Ws equae earum (suae).

3.{m.

Footnotes:
1[1]

Also in Jer 15:10 read (according to § 61 h, end)

probably
2[1]

ynIWlL.qi ~h,L.Ku; in Ho 7:6

~h,P.a; for ~h,pea)o.

In the papyrus of the decalogue from the FayyuÖm, line 16,

wyXdqyw occurs for

whXdqyw Ex 20:11. Gall, ZAW. 1903, p. 349, takes this as an indication that the
traditional forms of the noun-suffix wy or w represent aiuç or euç. P. Haupt aptly compares
the Greek use of the iota subscript (aó/).
3[2]

So in the MeÖsëa‘ inscription, l. 22

y

htldgm its towers (along with hyr[X its gates).

Can it have been the rule to omit after the termination oÖth ? Cf. below, n.

4[1]

See an analogous case in § 87 s. Cf. also the double feminine ending in the 3rd

sing. perf. of verbs

h¾¾l, § 75 i.

§ 33. Pronominal Suffixes.
Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 100 f.; Grundriss, i. 306 ff. J. Barth,
'Beiträge zur Suffixlehre des Nordsemit.,' in the Amer. Journ. of Sem. Lang.,
1901, p. 193 ff.

a
1. The independent principal forms of the personal pronoun (the separate pronoun),
given in the preceding section, express only the nominative.1 The accusative and
genitive are expressed by forms, usually shorter, joined to the end of verbs, nouns,

Wh (toneless) and A (from
aÒhuÖ) eum and eius, WhyTiñl.j;q. I have killed him (also wyTil.j;q.), AhT'ñl.j;q. or (with aÒhuÖ
contracted into oÖ) ATñl.j;q. thou hast killed him; ArñAa (also WhreñAa) lux eius.
and particles (pronominal suffixes or simply suffixes); e. g.

The same method is employed in all the other Semitic languages, as well as in
the Egyptian, Persian, Finnish, Tartar, and others; in Greek, Latin, and German
we find only slight traces of the kind, e. g. German, er gab's for er gab es; Greek,
path,r mou for path.r evmou/; Latin, eccum, eccos, &c., in Plautus and Terence for
ecce eum, ecce eos.

b
2. The case which these suffixes represent is—
(a) When joined to verbs, the accusative (cf., however, § 117 x), e. g.
killed him.

WhyTiñl.j;q. I have

c
(b) When affixed to substantives, the genitive (like path,r mou, patereius). They then
serve as possessive pronouns, e. g.
be either equus eius or equus suus.

ybia' (ÈaÒbh–iÖ) my father, AsWs his horse, which may

d
(c) When joined to particles, either the genitive or accusative, according as the
particles originally expressed the idea of a noun or a verb, e. g.
interstitium mei, between me (cf. mea causa); but

ynIyBe, literally

ynIn>hi behold me, ecce me.

e
(d) Where, according to the Indo-Germanic case-system, the dative or ablative of the
pronoun is required, the suffixes in Hebrew are joined to prepositions expressing those

l.
B. in, !mi from, § 102), e. g. Al to him (ei) and to himself
(sibi), AB in him, ANImi (usually yNIM,ñmi) from me.

cases ( sign of the dative,

f

^¤.

3. The suffixes of the 2nd person (
&c.) are all formed with a k-sound, not, like the
separate pronouns of the 2nd person, with a t-sound.
So in all the Semitic languages, in Ethiopic even in the verbal form (qatalka, thou
hast killed = Hebr.

T'l.j;ñq').

g
4. The suffix of the verb (the accusative) and the suffix of the noun (the genitive)
coincide in most forms, but some differ, e. g.

ynI¤ me, y¤i my.

Paradigm A at the end of the Grammar gives a table of all the forms of the
separate pronoun and the suffixes; a fuller treatment of the verbal suffix and the
mode of attaching it to the verb will be found in § 58 ff., of the noun-suffix in § 91,
of the prepositions with suffixes in § 103, of adverbs with suffixes § 100 o.
Footnotes:
1[1]

On apparent exceptions see § 135 d.

§ 102. Prefixed Prepositions.

a

-!mi

1. Of the words mentioned in § 101,
from, out of, frequently occurs as a prefix (§
99 c), with its NuÖn assimilated to the following consonant (by means of Dagesë forte), e.
g.

r[;Y:òmi out of a forest.
b

-!mi

Rem. The separate
(always with a following Maqqeph) is usual (but not
necessary, cf. Ju 20:14 with verse 15, Ez 43:6, &c.) only before the article, e. g.

#r,a'ñh'-!mi, and sometimes occurs before the softer consonants, e. g. za'-!mi Jer
44:18, ynEB.-!mi Jo 1:12, 1 Ch 5:18; cf. Ex 18:14, Lv 1:14, 14:30, Ju 7:23, 10:11,
19:16, y Ps 104:7 (2 K 23:36 before r; also before q in y Ps 18:49), and
elsewhere in the later, books (as in Aramaic)1; there is besides a poetic by-form

yNImi (cf. § 90 m) and yNEmi Is 30:11. Its form is most commonly ·mi with a following
Dagesë, which may, however, be omitted in letters which have SèewaÖ (cf. § 20 m).

y

mi is, as a rule, contracted to ymi, e. g. ydeymi = ydeY>mi or ydey>m)I
(but cf. ynEveY>mi Dn 12:2; ^t.V†'ruY>mi 2 Ch 20:11); before gutturals it becomes me
(according to § 22 c), e. g. ~d'a'm†eÃ ~['me; before x the mi occurs with the guttural
virtually sharpened in #Wxmi on the outside, and in jWxmi Gn 14:23; before h in
tAyh.m†i (cf. § 28 b and § 63 q. The closed syllable here is inconsistent with the
required, virtual sharpening of the h; probably tAyh.m†i is merely due to the
analogy of tAyh.l†i); similarly Is 14:3 before r; but in 1 S 23:28, 2 S 18:16 @doR>mi
With a following the

is to be read, according to § 22 s.

c
2. There are also three other particles, the most commonly used prepositions and the
particle of comparison, which have been reduced by abbreviation ( § 99 c) to a single

B. [poet. AmB.] in, at,
with. l. [poet. Aml.] towards, (belonging) to, for, Lat. ad. K. [poet. AmK.]like, as,
prefixed consonant with SèewaÖ (but see below, and § 103 e), viz.:

according to (no doubt the remnant of a substantive with the meaning of matter, kind,
instar).

d

With regard to the pointing it is to be observed that—
(a) The SèewaÖ mobile, with which the above prefixes are usually pronounced, has
resulted from the weakening of a short vowel (an original aç, according to f)2; the
short vowel is regularly retained before SèewaÖ: before SèewaÖ simplex in the form of
an iç, attenuated from aç: before a HÍatÌeph the prefix takes the vowel of the HÍatÌeph,

yrIp.li for fruit, yrIa]K†; as a lion, ynI[\B†' boçÇoniÖ, in affliction (sometimes with the
syllable subsequently closed, cf. § 28 b, and the infinitives with l; § 63 i): before
weak consonants it follows the rule given in § 24 c, e. g. hd'Whyl†i for äy>li. When
the prefixes b.Ã w>Ã k.Ã l. precede ~yhioa/ God, the SèewaÖ and HÍatÌeph SeghoÖl
regularly coalesce in SÍeÒreÖ e. g. ~yhioaB†e &c., for äla/B†,; so with suffixes wyh'oa)wE,
&c. (once also in the sing. Ahoal†e Hb 1:11); also regularly rmoale to say, for
rmoa/l†,, see § 23 d.
e. g.

e
(b) When the prefixes precede the article, the
they take its vowel. See further in § 35 n.

h is almost always dropped, and

f
(c) Immediately before the tone-syllable, i. e. before monosyllables and
dissyllables with the tone on the penultima (in the fore-tone), they take QamesÌ
(undoubtedly a lengthening of an original aç, cf. § 26 e, § 28 a), but only in the
following cases:

l' before infinitives of the above-mentioned forms, as ttel' to give, !ydIl' to
judge, zbol' to plunder, zgOl' to shear, gxol' to keep a festival, td,l,ñl' to bring forth,
lk,l,ñl' to go, tx;q;ñl' to take, except when the infinitive (as a nomen regens) is
(aa)

closely connected with another word (especially its subject, § 115 e), and
consequently, as being in a sort of constr. state, loses the principal tone, e. g.

tacel. Ex 19:1, tb,v,ñl. Gn 16:3, and so always tm'x] abol. Nu 13:21, &c. (in
such cases as br,x,ñ-tt,l†' Ex 5:21 the aÒ is protected by the secondary tone;
before infinitives of verbs W¾¾[, the l' is retained even in close connexion; cf. Ez
21:20, 25, 22:3);

g

hz<B' (so also in 1 S 21:10; not hZ<B;),
hz<l'Ã hz<K'Ã taozl' (in close connexion, however, taozl. Gn 2:23; taozK. Gn
45:23); hL,aeñK' as these; and especially ~k,B'Ã ~k,l'Ã ~k,K' (~keK') and
~h,B'Ã ~h,l'Ã ~heK' (~h,K'), see § 103 e;
(bb) before many pronominal forms, e. g.

h

l' before monosyllables or fore-toned nouns in such combinations as
hp,l' hP, mouth to mouth, 2 K 10:21, ~yIm'ñl' ~yIm;ñ !yBe between waters and
waters, Gn 1:6; xr;joñl' for a trouble, Is 1:14, but always before the principal
pause. The instructive example in Dt 17:8 also shows that the punctuation l' is
only possible with at least the lesser pause after it; in Is 28:10, 13 the l' is twice
(cc)

repeated, even before the small and smallest disjunctives;

i
(dd) in certain standing expressions, which have become stereotyped almost as

d[;l' to eternity, brol' in multitude, xj;b,ñl' in security, xc;n<ñl' to
eternity, but ~yxic'n> xc;nEòl. to all eternity, Is 34:10. Cf. also vp,n<òl' for the dead, Lv

adverbs, e. g.

19:28, Nu 5:2, 9:10.

k

hm' they are pointed as in hM,B;; in pause and before a
as in hM'B; by what ? (before a following relative clause, as in Ec 3:22, hm,B.; cf.
Delitzsch, Jesaia, 4th ed., on Is 2:22);hM'K; how much ? but also hM,K; 1 K 22:16,

(d) With the interrogative

in close connexion, and at a greater distance from the pause. The SeghoÖl in
these forms arises from a modification of the original aç, while the
in order to maintain the original aç of the prefixes.

m is sharpened

l

l. (prop. la) is united to hm., it takes, according to § 49 f, g, the form hM'l'ñ
(Jb 7:20 hm'l'ñ, 1 S 1:8 hm,l'ñ, all MilÇeÖl, and hence the aç in the tone is lenthened to
aÒ) for what ? why? Before the gutturals a Ã hÃ [Ã hm'ñl' is used for euphonic
reasons (exceptions 1 S 28:15, 2 S 14:31, Jer 15:18, before h; 2 S 2:22, y Ps
When

a); hM'l'ñ, however, remains before x. Before letters which are not
gutturals, hm'ñl' is found in y Ps 42:10, 43:2 (immediately after a tone-syllable).
49:6, before

m

hA'hy>, which has not its original vowels (hw<h.y:) but those
of yn"doa] (see § 17 c), except that the y has simple not compound SèewaÖ, takes the
prefixes also, after the manner of yn"doa], thus hA'hyw);Ã hA'hyl†;Ã hA'hyB†;Ã hA'hy>m†e
(since they are to be read yn"doa)w:Ã yn"doa)l;Ã yn"doaB†;Ã yn"doa]m†e); for the a of yn"doa], as
of yn"doa]Ã ~ynIdoa], &c. (see below), quiesces after the prefixes B;Ã K;Ã l;Ã w:, but is
audible after me (for !mi), v, (no instance in the O.T.), and h' (in ~ynIdoa]h†' Dt 10:17,
y Ps 136:3, the article, not h; interrog., is intended; the only example with h
interrog., Jer 8:19, is to be pointed hA'hyh†;, i. e. yn"doah†;, not hA'hy>h;). Hence the
rule, ayciAm hv,m Moses brought out (i. e. mÃ vÃ h make the a audible),
synIk.m; blek'w> and Caleb brought in (i. e. wÃ kÃ lÃ b allow it to quiesce).3—As
regards the other plural forms of !Ada', elision of the a always takes place after
B;Ã w:Ã K;Ã l;, except in the form ynEdoa], thus wyn"doal†;Ã ^yn<òdoal†;, &c.; but ynEdoa]l†;,
&c., WnynEñdoa]l†;, &c., ~h,ynEd)oa]l†;.
Rem. The divine name

Footnotes:
1[1]

König, Einleitung ins A. T., p. 393 (cf. also the almost exhaustive statistics in his

!mi

before a word without the
Lehrgebäude, ii. 292 ff.), enumerates eight instances of
article in 2 Samuel and Kings, and forty-five in Chronicles.
2[2]

Jerome (see Siegfried, ZAW. iv. 79) almost always represents

3[1]

Another vox memor. is

~l'[/n), AB-lK' all is hidden in him.

B. by ba.

§ 101. Prepositions.
Brockelmann, Grundriss, i. 494 ff.

a
1. All words, which by usage serve as prepositions, vere originally substantives, viz.:
(a) Substantives in the accusative and in the construct state, so that the noun
governed by them is to be considered as in the genitive, and in Arabic actually has the
genitive ending, cf. in German statt dessen, kraft dessen, in Greek tou,tou ca,rin, in

rx;ña; (hinder part *) behind, after
(MilÇeÖl in !Ke rx;a;ñ Lv 14:36, Dt 21:13, 1 S 10:5; hz< rx;a;ñ 2 Ch 32:9); lc,aeñ (side) close
by; !yBe (intermediate space*) between; d[;B.Ã d[;B;ñ (distance2) behind, around; tl;Wz,
or with HÍireq compaginis ytil'Wz) (removal, want) except; ![;y:ò (purpose) on account of;
lWm (lAm only in Dt 1:1) before, over against; -!mi (separation; cf. § 119 v) from, out
of; dg<n<ò (coming in front, that which is over against) before, over against; -d[;
(progress, duration *) during, until; -l[; (height, upper part *) upon, over; -~[i
Latin huius rei causa, or gratia, montis instar.1 Cf.

(connexion ?) with; it is doubtful whether this is to be derived from the same stem as

tM;[uÃ tM;[ul. near, beside, like; tx;T;ñ (under part*) under, instead of.
b
(b) Substantives in the construct state, but to be regarded as in the genitive, since they
depend on prepositions (especially the inseparable), e. g.

ynEp.li (in the face of *)

ypiK.Ã ypil. (according to the mouth, i. e. the command of *) according to; ll;g>Bi
(in the concern of) on account of; ![;m;ñl. (for the purpose of) on account of.
before;

c
2. Substantives used adverbially very frequently become prepositions in this way, e. g.

yliB.Ã ylib.BiÃ yliB.miÃ yTil.BiÃ !yaeB.Ã sp,a,ñB. (with cessation) without, dA[B. (in the
duration of) during; ydeB.Ã ydeK. (according to the requirement of) for, according to.
Footnotes:
1[1]

In the examples which follow, the meaning of the noun is added in parentheses,
and, when it is actually in use [though it is mostly in such cases very rare], is marked
with an asterisk.—On a similar use in other languages, see W. von Humboldt, Über
die Kawisprache, iii, p. 621.

2[2]

So also J. Hoch de Long, Die hebr. Präpos.

d[;B., Lpz. 1905.

§ 90. Real and Supposed Remains of Early Case-endings. h¤' local, W in
compound proper names, y¤i and A in the Construct State.
K. U.Nylander, Om Kasusändelserna i Hebräiskan, Upsala, 1882; J. Barth, 'Die
Casusreste im Hebr.,' ZDMG. liii. 593 ff.

a
1. As the Assyrian and old Arabic distinguish three cases by special endings, so also in
the Hebrew noun there are three endings which, in the main, correspond to those of
the Arabic. It is, however, a question whether they are all to be regarded as real
remnants of former case-endings, or are in some instances to be explained other-wise.
It can hardly be doubted (but cf. h, Rem.) that the (locative) termination h¤' is a
survival of the old accusative termination a, and that W in certain compound proper
names is the old sign of the nominative. The explanation of the iÖ as an old genitive
sign, which, as being no longer understood in Hebrew, was used for quite different
purposes, and the view that A is a form of the nominative termination W, are open to
grave doubts.

b
In Assyrian the rule is that u marks the nominative, i the genitive, and a the
accusative;1 ' in spite of the many and various exceptions to this rule which occur'
(Delitzsch, Assyrische Gramm., § 66). Similarly, the Arabic case-endings in the
fully declined nouns (Triptotes) are: –u for the nominative, –i for the genitive, and
–a for the accusative; in the Diptotes the ending –a, represents the genitive also.
In modern Arabic these endings have almost entirely disappeared, and if they are
now and then used, as among the Beduin, it is done without regularity, and one is
interchanged with another (Wallin, in ZDMG. v, p. 9, xii, p. 874; Wetzstein, ibid.,
xxii, p. 113 f., and especially Spitta, Gramm. des arab. Vulgärdialekts von
Ägypten, Lpz. 1880, p.147 ff.). Even as early as the Sinaitic inscriptions, their
regular use is not maintained (Beer, Studia Asiatica, iii. 1840, p. xviii; Tuch,
ZDMG. iii. 139 f.). Ethiopic has preserved only the –a (in proper names –haÖ),
which is, however, still used for the whole range of the aceusative, and also (the
distinction of case being lost) as a termination of the constr. st. to connect it with
a following genitive.

c
2. As remarked above, under a, the accusative form is preserved in Hebrew most
certainly and clearly in the (usually toneless) ending h¤' originally aÁ, as in the old
Arabic accusative. This is appended to the substantive:
(a) Most commonly to express direction towards an object, or motion to a place,2 e. g.

hM'y"Ð seaward, westward, hm'd>qeñ eastward, hn"Apñc' northward, hr'WVña; to Assyria,
hl'b,ñB' to Babylon, hr'h,ñ (from rh;) to the mountain, Gn 14:10, hc'r>a;ñ to the earth,
ht'y>B;ñ to the house, ht'c'Ðr>Ti to Tirzah (hc'r>Ti) 1 K 14:17, &c., ht'Z"ñ[; to Gaza (hZ"[;) Ju
16:1; with the article hr'h'ñh' to the mountain, ht'y>B;ñh; into the house, hr'd>x;ñh; into the
chamber, 1 K 1:15; hl'h/aoñh'3 into the tend, Gn 18:6, &c.; similarly with adverbs, as
hM'v'ñ thither, hn"a'ñ whither ?; even with the constr. st. before a genitive ht'yBeñ @seAy into
Joseph's house, Gn 43:17, 24; bg<N<Ðh; hc'r>a;ñ toward the land of the south, Gn 20:1;
~yIr;ñc.mi hc'r>a;ñ to the land of Egypt, Ex 4:20; qf,M,ñd; hr'B;ñd>mi to the wilderness of
Damascus, 1 K 19:15; fm,v,ñ hx'ñr>z>mi toward the sunrising, Dt 4:41; and even with the
plural hmyDIñf.K; into Chaldea, Ez 11:24; hm'yIm;ñV'h; towards the heavens.
Rem. The above examples are mostly rendered definite by the article, or by a
following genitive of definition, or are proper names. But cases like

hM'y"Ð; hr'h,ñ; ht'y>B;ñ show that the locative form of itself possessed a defining
power.

d
(b) In a somewhat weakened sense, indicating the place where something is or
happens ( cf. § 118 d ), e. g. hm'y>n+'x]m†; in MahÌanaim, 1 K 4:14; hM'v'ñ there (usually
thither, see c), Jer 18:2, cf. 2 K 23:8, and the expression to offer a sacrifice hx'Beñz>Mih;,
properly towards the altar for on the altar. On the other hand, hl'b,ñB' Jer 29:15, and

hl'buñz> Hb 3:11, are to be regarded as ordinary accusatives of direction, to Babylon, into
the habitation; also expressions like hN"Apñc' ta;P. the quarter towards the north, Jos
15:5 (at the beginning of the verse, hm'd>qeñ lWbG> the border toward the east), cf. 18:15,
20, Ex 26:18, Jer 23:8.

e
(c) The original force of the ending h¤' is also disregarded when it is added to a
substantive with a preposition prefixed (cf. also hn"a'ñ-d[; how long ?), and this not only
after l.;

-la, or -d[; ( which are easily explained ), e. g. hl'[.miñl. upwards, hJ'm;ñl.
downwards, hl'Aañv.li to Sheol, y Ps 9:18; hq'peña]-d[; unto Aphek, Jos 13:4, hn"ApC'h;-

la, toward the north, Ez 8:14, cf. Ju 20:16; but also after b and even after !mi, e. g.
hB'g>N<ÐB; in the south, Jos 15:21, cf. Ju 14:2, 1 S 23:15, 19, 31:13, 2 S 20:15, Jer 52:10;
hl'b,ñB'mi from Babylon, Jer 27:16; cf. 1:13, Jos 10:36, 15:10, Ju 21:19, Is 45:6.
f
Rem. Old locative forms (or original accusatives) are, according to the Masora,
still to be found in
(a) hl'y>l;ñ, in pause hl'y>l'ñ, the usual word in prose for night, which is always
construed as masculine. The nominative of this supposed old accusative4
appeared to be preserved in the form lyIl;ñ, only used in poetry, Is 16:3, constr. st.

lyle (even used for the absol. st. in pause Is 21:11). Most probably, however,
hl'y>l; is to be referred, with Nöldeke and others, to a reduplicated form ylyl; cf.
especially the western Aramaic ay"l.yle, Syr. lilya, &c.— Another instance is
hm'Wañm. something, probably from ~Wam.; ~Wm spot, point, generally with a
negative =nothing. Similarly hc'r>a;ñ Is 8:23 and (in pause) Jb 34:13, ht'p'ñWs Ho
8:7, and the place-name hc'h.y:Ð 1 Ch 6:63, might be explained as accusatives.
Elsewhere, however, the toneless h¤' can be regarded only as a meaningless
appendage, or at the most as expressing poetic emphasis; thus hc'r>a'ñ (in pause)
Jb 37:12; ht'w>M'ñh; death, y Ps 116:15; aN"-hD'g>n< y Ps 116:14, 18; hl'x.n:Ð stream, y
Ps 124:4; hl'm;ñv.x;h; amber, Ez 8:2 [in 1:4 lm;v.x;h;, cf. § 80 k], &c. In Jos 15:12
hM'Y"Ðh; is probably only a scribal error (dittography). In Ju 14:18 instead of the
quite unsuitable poetic word hs'r>x;ñh; (towards the sun ??) read as in 15:1
hr'd>x;ñh; to the bride-chamber.
g
(b) In the termination ht'¤'ñ often used in poetry with feminines, viz. ht'm'ñyae terror
(= hm'yae), Ex 15:16; ht'r'ñz>[, help (=hr'z>[,), y Ps 44:27, 63:8, 94:17; ht'['ñWvy>
salvation (= h['Wvy>), y Ps 3:8, 80:3, Jon 2:10; ht'l'ñw>[; unrighteousness ( =

hl'w>[;), Ez 28:15, Ho 10:13, y Ps 125:3; ht'l'ñ[o y Ps 92:16 Keth. Jb 5:16; ht'r'ñc'
y Ps 120:1; ht'p'ñy[e darkness, Jb 10:22; ht'M'ñzIm.h; Jer 11:15 is corrupt, see the

LXX and Commentaries. These cases are not to be taken as double feminine
endings, since the loss of the tone on the final syllable could then hardly be
explained, but they are further instances of an old accusative of direction or
intention. In examples like ht'r'ñz>[, for help (y Ps 44:27) this is still quite apparent,
but elsewhere it has become meaningless and is used merely for the sake of
poetical emphasis.5

h
This termination h¤' usually has reference to place (hence called h¤' locale6);
sometimes, however, its use is extended to time, as in hm'ymiñy"

~ymiY"mi from year to

year. Its use in hl'yliñx', properly ad profanum ! = absit ! is peculiar.

i
As the termination h¤' is almost always toneless (except in hx'r>z>mi constr. st. Dt
4:41; hT'GI and hT'[i Jos 19:13) it generally, as the above examples show,
exercises no influence whatever upon the vowels of the word; in the constr. st.

hr'B;ñd>mi Jos 18:12, 1 K 19:15, and in the proper names ht'G:ò 1 K 2:40, hn"D;ñ 2 S
24:6 (so Baer; ed. Mant. and Ginsb. hn"D'ñ), ht'p;ñc. 2 Ch 14:9, ht'p;ñr>c)' 1 K 17:9,
hn"t;ñr>c)' 1 K 4:12, an aç is retained even in an open tone-syllable (cf., however,
hr'h,ñ Gn 14:10, hn"D,ñP; Gn 28:2 from !D;P;, with modification of the a to eÊ; also
hl'm,ñr>K; 1 S 25:5 from lm,r>K;. In segholate forms, as a general rule, the h¤' local
is joined to the already developed form of the absol. st., except that the helpingvowel before h¤' naturally becomes SèewaÖ, e. g. ht'y>B;ñÃ

hl'h/aoñh' Gn 18:6, &c.;
hr'[]Y);òh; Jos 17:15, hr'[]F†;ñh;7 Ju 20:16, &c., but also hl'x.n:ò Nu 34:5 (constr.st.;
likewise to be read in the absolute in Ez 47:19, 48:28) and hr'[.v†' Is 28:6 (with
Silluq); cf. hB'g>n<ò Ez 47:19 and hn"r>GOò (Baer, incorrectly, hn"òr>G*o) Mi 4:12 (both in
pause).—In the case of feminines ending in h¤' the h¤' local is added to the
original feminine ending t¤; (§ 80 b), the aç of which (since it then stands in an
open tone-syllable) is lengthened to aÒ, e. g. ht'c'òr>Ti.—Moreover the termination
h¤' is even weakened to h¤, in hb,nOò to Nob, 1 S 21:2, 22:9; hn<a'ñ whither, 1 K
2:36, 42 and hn<d'ñD> to Dedan, Ez 25:13.

k
3. Of the three other terminations W may still be regarded as a survival of the old
nominative ending. It occurs only in the middle of a few (often undoubtedly very old)
proper names,8 viz. ym;Wxa] (if compounded of wxa and ym),

lj;Wmx] (for which in Jer

52:1 Keth. lj;ymix]), lˆaev;Wt(~?~)m] and xl;v,ñWtm. (otherwise in Hebrew only in the
plur. ~ytim. men; to Wtm. corresponds most probably WtB. in laeWtB.), laeWnP. Gn 32:31
(but in ver. 32 laeynIP.) face of God (otherwise only in the plur. ~ynIP' constr. s.t

ynEP.).9—Wmv.G: Neh 6:6 (elsewhere ~v,G<ò), is the name of an Arab, cf. 6:1. On the other
hand the terminations y¤i and A are most probably to be regarded (with Barth, l. c., p.
597) as having originated on Hebrew soil in order to emphasize the constr. st., on the
analogy of the constr. st. of terms expressing relationship.
In view of the analogies in other languages (see b) there is nothing impossible in
the view formerly taken here that the litterae campaginis and y¤i and A are
obsolete (and hence no longer understood) case-endings, iÃ being the old genitive
and oÖ for the nominative sign u. Barth objects that the iÖ and oÖ almost invariably
have the tone, whereas the accusative h¤' is toneless, and that they are long,
where the Arab. iç and uç are short. Both these objections, however, lose their force
if we consider the special laws of the tone and syllable in Hebrew. The language
does not admit a final iç or uç, and the necessarily lengthened vowel might easily
attract the tone to itself. On the other hand a strong argument for Barth's theory is
the fact that these litterae campaginis are almost exclusively used to emphasize
the close connexion of one noun with another, hence especially in the constr. st.
Consequently it seems in the highest degree probable that all these uses are
based upon forms in which the constr. st. is expressly emphasized by a special
termination, i. e. the constr. st. of terms of relationship, ybia]Ã

yxia]Ã ymix] from ba'

father, xa' brother, ~x' father-in-law (cf. § 96). The instances given under l and m
followed this analogy.
Like iÖ, A is also used only to emphasize the constr. st. (see o), and must therefore
have a similar origin, but its exact explanation is difficult. According to Barth, this

A corresponds to a primitive Semitic aÖ (cf. § 9 q) and is traceable to ’abaÖ, ’ahÌaÖ, the
accusatives of terms of relationship in the constr. st., which have aÖ only before a
genitive. Against this explanation it may be objected that there is no trace of the
supposed Hebrew accusatives Aba]Ã Axa]Ã Amx], and only of the analogous AnB.. It
is also remarkable that so archaic a form should have been preserved (except in

AnB.) only in two words and those in quite late passages. However we have no
better explanation to offer in place of Barth's.
Finally we cannot deny the possibility, in some cases, of Barth's explanation of
the W in compound proper names like laeWtB., &c. (see above), as due to the
analogy of terms of relationship with nominative in W. But this in no way militates
against the view expressed above, that in some very old names, like

laeWnP'Ã laeWtB., &c., the original common nominative sign has simply been
preserved.
The instances found are:

l
(a) Of the ending y¤i`

Antoa] ynIB. his ass's colt, Gn 49:11; !aoCh; ybiz>[†o that leaveth the
flock, Zc 11:17 (cf. the preceding lylia/h†' y[iro); hn<s. ynIk.v†o the dweller in the bush, Dt
33:16 (on ynIk.v)o cf. below Jer 49:16a, Ob3); appended to the feminine
hl'y>l'ñ ytib.n)ug>W ~Ay ytib.n)UG> whether stolen by day or stolen by night, Gn 31:39 (in prose,
but in very emphatic speech); jP'v.mi ytia]l†em. plena iustitiae, Is 1:21; ~[' ytiB'ñr; full of
people, La 1:1 (on the retraction of the tone before a following tone-syllable, cf. § 29 e;
in the same verse the second ytbr and ytir'ñf', see below, follow the example of ytiB'ñr;,
although no tone-syllable follows; cf. also Ho 10:11 below); qd,c,ò-yKil.m; ytir'b.DI-l[;
after the order of Melchizedek, y Ps 110:4; cf. also y Ps 113:9, Jer 49:16b. To the
same category belong the rather numerous cases, in which a preposition is inserted
between the construct state and its genitive (cf. § 130 a), without actually abolishing
the dependent relation, e. g. ~yIAGb;

ytiB'ñr; she that was great among the nations,
ytir'ñf' tAnydIM.b; princess among the provinces, La 1:1; vWdl' yTib.h;ñao that loveth to
tread, Ho 10:11; cf. also Jer 49:16a, Ob3.—In Ex 15:6 yrID'a.n< can only be so explained
if it is a vocative referring to hwhy, but perhaps we should read hr'D'a.n< as predicate to
^n>ym)Iy>.
Further, the HÍireq compaginis is found with certain particles which are really also nouns
in the constr. st., as ytil'Wz) (= tl'Wz) except, yNImi (poetical for !mi) from, yTil.Bi not, ysip.a;
not (thrice in the formula ynIa]

dA[ ysip.a;w> I am, and there is none else beside me; but

many take the y¤i as a suffix here), Is 47:8, 10, Zp 2:15. [The above are all the cases in

which this y¤i is attached to independent words in the O.T.; it occurs, however, besides
] in compound proper names (again attached to the constr. st.), as qd,c,ò-yKil.m; (king of
righteousness), laeyrIb.G: (man of God), laeyNIx; (favour of God), and others (cf. also the
Punic name Hannibal, i. e. l[;b;ñyNI%; favour of BaÇal).

m
Otherwise than in the constr. st. the HÍireq compaginis is only found in participial forms,
evidently with the object of giving them more dignity, just as in the case of the construct
forms in iÖ. We must distinguish, however, between passages in which the participle
nevertheless does stand in close connexion, as Gn 49:11, Is 22:16 (ybic.x)o and yqiq.x)o,
also in impassioned speech), Mi 7:14 (probably influenced by Dt 33:16), y Ps 101:5,
113:7; and passages in which the iÖ added to the participle with the article merely
serves as an ornamental device of poetic style, e. g. in the late Psalms, 113:5, 6, 7, 9
(on verse 8 see n), 114:8, 123:1.

n
In Kethibh the termination iÖ also occurs four times in ytbXwy, i. e. yTib.v;Ay*, Jer
10:17, 22:23 (before B.), Ez 27:3 (before -l[;), La 4:21 (before B.). The Qere
always requires for it tb,v,ñAy (or

ävy), except in Jer 22:23 T.b.v;y; cf. ibid. ytnnqm
Keth., T.n>N:qum. Qere, and finally Jer 51:13 ytnkv Keth., T.n>k;vo Qere. Perhaps
yTib.v;y and yTin>k;vo are formae mixetae, combining the readings tb,v,ñy, &c. and
T.b.v;y" (2nd fem. perf.), &c., but yTin>N:qum. may be merely assimilated to yTib.v;y
which immediately precedes it.
The following are simply textual errors: 2 K 4:23 ytklhh Keth., due to the
preceding yta, and to be read tk,l,ñhoh†; as in the Qere; y Ps 30:8 (read yrer]h†;),
113:8 (read AbyviAh)l.), 116:1 (read
thrice, in Lv 26:42, cf. § 128 d.

äxt lAq, as in five other places). On ytiyrIB.,

o
(b) Of the ending A10 (always with the tone): in prose only in the Pentateuch, but in
elevated style, Gn 1:24 #r,a,-Aty>x; the beast of the earth ( = #r,a'h' tY:x; ver. 25);
similarly in y Ps 50:10, 79:2, 104:11, 20, Is 56:9 (twice), Zp 2:14; otherwise only in

rPoci AnB. son of Zippor, Nu 23:18; r[ob. AnB. son of Beor, Nu 24:3, 15; and ~yIm;ñ Any>[.m;

a fountain of waters, y Ps 114:8.
Footnotes:
1[1]

This rule is almost always observed in the Tell-el-Amarna letters (see § 2 f); cf. the
instances cited by Barth, 1.c., p.595, from Winckler's edition.
2[2]

On this meaning of the accusative see the Syntax, § 118 d, and cf. the Latin
accusative of motion to a place, as in Romam profectus est, domum reverti, rus ire.
3[3]

hl'ñh/a)oh' in Baer's text, Gn 18:6, is an error, according to his preface to Isaiah, p.v.

Brockelmann, sem. Sprachwiss., p. 113, also takes it. as such, laylaÒ being properly
at night, then night simply. Barth, however (Sprachwiss. Abhandlungen, p. 16, note 1),

4[1]

refers it to an original hl,y>l;, like hn"a' from hn<Ða'.
The form clings also to a few place-names, as hd'GOòd>GU Dt 10:7; hv'liñv' 1 S 9:4, 2 K

5[][1

4:42; ht'l'ñheq. Nu 33:22 f.; ht'B'ñj.y" verse 33 f.; ht'n"òm.Ti Jos 19:43, &c.; ht'r'ñp.a, Mi 5:1,
&c.]
6[2]

Cf. Sarauw, 'Der hebr. Lokativ,' ZA. 1907, p. 183 ff. He derives the h¤' from the

adverbs hM'v'ñÃ
accusative.
7[3]

hn"a'ñ and holds that it has nothing whatever to do with the old

So QimhÌi, and the Mant. ed. (Baer hr'[.F;ñh;), i. e. locative from r[;f;ñ (Is 7:20). The

reading hr'[]F†;h; (Opit., Ginsb.) implies a feminine in h¤'.
8[1]

Cf. the list in L. Kaila, Zur Syntax des in verbaler Abhängigkeit stehenden Nomens
im alttest. Hebr., Helsingfors, 1906, p. 54.

The name laeWmv. formerly regarded as a compound of Wmv. = ~ve name and lae,
is better explained with Pr&lauml;torius, ZDMG. 1903, p. 777, as a name of affection,
9[2]

for lae

[;Wmv. = la[em'v.yI [but see Driver on 1 S 1:20]; similarly, according to Prätorius,
laeWtP. = lae x;WtP. and many others.
10[1]

Cf. Kaila, l.c., p. 59 ff.

II. The Weak Verb.1
§ 66. Verbs Primae RadÒicalis NuÖn (

~¾¾p), e. g. vg:n" to approach

Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 138 ff.; Grundriss, p. 595 ff.

a

n

The weakness of initial consists chiefly in its suffering aphaeresis in the infinitive
construct and imperative in some of these verbs (cf. § 19 h). On the other hand, the

n

assimilation of the (see below) cannot properly be regarded as weakness, since the
triliteral character of the stem is still preserved by the strengthening of the second
consonant. The special points to be noticed are —

b
1. The aphaeresis of the NuÖn (a) in the infinitive construct. This occurs only (though not
necessarily) in those verbs which have a in the second syllable of the imperfect. Thus

vgn, imperfect vG:yI, infinitive properly vG:, but always lengthened by the
feminine termination t to the segholate form tv,G<ò2; with suffix ATv.GI Gn 33:3; with the
concurrence of a guttural[g:n" to touch, imperfect [G:yI, infinitive t[;ñG: (also [;gOn>, see
below); [j;n" to plant, infinitive t[;j;ñ (also [;jon>, see below); on the verb !t;n" to give, see

from the stem

especially h and i. On the other hand, aphaeresis does not take place in verbs which

lp;n" to fall, imperfect lPoyI, infinitive lpon>, with suffix Alp.n",
also Alp.nI; rDon>li Nu 6:2, &c,; cf., moreover, [;GOn>li Gn 20:6, &c., [;gOn>W Ex 19:12 (even
[;AGn>li Jb 6:7; cf. Jer 1:10); with suffix A[g>n"B. Lv 15:23. Also [;jon>li Is 51:16 (but t[;j;ñl'
Ec 3:2); afn> Is 1:14, 18:3; with suffix yaif.n"B. y Ps 28:2 (elsewhere taef., cf. § 74 i and
§ 76 b), -qv'n>li 2 S 20:9.
have oÒ in the imperfect, e. g.

c
(b) In the imperative. Here the NuÖn is always dropped in verbs with a in the imperfect,

vgn, imperative vG: (more frequently with paragogic aÒ, hv'G>; before Maqqeph also vG< Gn 19:9), plur. WvG>, &c. Parallel with these there are the curious forms with oÒ, yv†iGò

e. g.

Ru 2:14 (with retarding Metheg in the second syllable, and also nasog ’ahÌor, according

~l{h]

WvGò

hG"heñ

~l{h]

to § 29 e, before
) and
Jos 3:9 (before
), 1 S 14:38 (before
) and 2
Ch 29:31; in all these cases without the pause. With NuÖn retained, as if in a strong verb,

gh;n> drive, 2 K 4:24 (imperfect gh;n>yI, without assimilation of the NuÖn), W[j.nIw> 2 K 19:29, Is

h¾¾l, which are at the same time !¾¾pÈ hhen> Ez
32:18, hxen> Ex 32:34, hjen> Ex 8:1, &c.; the verb a¾¾lÃ af'n> y Ps 10:12 (usually af'); cf.
37:30, Jer 29:5, 28; cf. also the verbs

§ 76 b. But, as in the infinitive, the aphaeresis never takes place in verbs which have oÒ
in the imperfect, e. g.

dcon>Ã #ton>, &c.

d
2. When, through the addition of a preformative, NuÖn stands at the end of a syllable, it
is readily assimilated to the second radical (§ 19 c); thus in the imperfect Qal,3 e. g.

lPoyI for yinpoÒl, he will fall; vG:yI for yingasë; !TeyI for yinteÒn, he will give (on this single
example of an imperfect with original i in the second syllable, cf. h)4; also in the perfect

vG:nI for ningasë; throughout HiphÇiÖl (vyGIhi, &c.) and HophÇal (which in these verbs
always has QibbusÌ, in a sharpened syllable, cf. § 9 n) vG:hu.
NiphÇal

The other forms are all quite regular, e. g. the perfect, infinitive absolute and participle
Qal, all PiÇeÒl, PuÒal, &c.
In Paradigm H, only those conjugations are given which differ from the regular form.

e
The characteristic of these verbs in all forms with a preformative is Dagesë
following it in the second radical. Such forms, however, are also found in certain

y¾¾p (§ 71), and even in verbs [¾¾[ (§ 67). The infinitive tv,G<ò and the
imperative vG:, also -vG< (Gn 19:9) and !Te, resemble the corresponding forms of
verbs w¾¾p (§ 69).— On xQ;yIÃ xq;, and tx;q;ñ, from xq;l' to take, see g.— In ~AQyI.
(imperfect NiphÇal of ~Wq), and in similar forms of verbs W¾¾[ (§ 72), the full writing

verbs

of the oÖ indicates, as a rule, that they are not to be regarded as imperfects Qal of

~q;n", &c.— Also qS;a, (y Ps 139:8) is not to be derived from qs'n, but stands for
ql;s.a, (with a sharpening of the s as compensation for the loss of the l), from
ql;s' to ascend, see § 19 f, and Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.- Aram., § 44.
Similarly the HiphÇil-forms WqyFihi Ez 39:9, qyFiyI Is 44:15, and the NiphÇal hq'F.nI y
Ps 78:21 are most probably from a stem qlf, not qfn.
f
Rem. 1. The instances are comparatively few in which the forms retain their NuÖn
berore a firm consonant, e. g.

rj;n", imperfect rjon>yI Jer 3:5 (elsewhere rJoyI); also

rc;n" the pausal form is always Wrcoñn>yI (without the pause WrC.yI Pr 20:28);
similarly in Is 29:1, 58:3, y Ps 61:8, 68:3 (where, however, @deN"Ti is intended),

from

140:2, 5, Pr 2:11, Jb 40:24, the retention of the NuÖn is always connected with the

@Don>hiB. y Ps 68:3,
cf. § 51 k), in HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal very seldom; e. g. %yTin>h;l. Ez 22:20, WqT.n>h' Ju
20:31; for lPin>l; Nu 5:22 read lPon>li, according to § 53 q. On the other hand, the
pause. In NiphÇal this never occurs (except in the irregular inf.

NuÖn is regularly retained in all verbs, of which the second radical is a guttural, e.

lx;n>yI he will possess, although there are rare cases like tx;yE (also tx;n>yI) he will
descend, Jer 21:13 (even tx;Teñ Pr 17:10; without apparent reason accented as
MilÇeÒl), plur. WTx;ñyE Jb 21:13 (cf. § 20 i; the Nasora, however, probably regards tx;yE
and WTx;ñyE as imperfect NiphÇal from tt;x'); NiphÇal ~x;nI for ~x;n>nI he has grieved.
g.

g

l of xq;l' to take is treated like the NuÖn of verbs !¾¾p (§ 19 d). Hence
imperfect Qal xQ;yI, cohortative (§ 20 m) hx'q.a,, imperative xq;, in pause and
before suffixes xq' (on an"-~x,q†' Gn 48:9, see § 61 g), paragogic form hx'q.È yxiq.,
&c. (but cf. also xq;l. Ex 29:1, Ez 37:16, Pr 20:16, yxiq.li 1 K 17:11, perhaps a
mistake for yxiq. Hl', cf. LXX and Lucian); infinitive construct tx;q;ñ (once tx;q;ñ 2 K
12:9, cf. § 93 h); with l.Ã tx;q;ñl'; with suffix yTix.q;; HophÇal (cf., however, § 53 u)
imperfect xQ;yU; NiphÇal, however, is always xq;l.nI. — The meaningless form xq'
Ez 17:5 is a mistake; for the equally meaningless ~x'q' Ho 11:3 read ~xeQ'a,w)'.
2. The

h

!t;n" to give, mentioned above in d, is the only example of a verb !¾¾p
with imperfect in eÒ (!TeyI for yinteÒn; -!T;nI5 only in Ju 16:5, elsewhere before
Maqqeph -!T,yI, &c.), and a corresponding imperative !Te or (very frequently) hn"T.
(but in y Ps 8:2 the very strange reading hn"T. is no doubt simply meant by the
Masora to suggest hn"t.n)'); before Maqqeph -!T,, fem. ynIT., &c. Moreover, this very

3. The verb

common verb has the peculiarity that its final NuÖn, as a weak nasal, is also
assimilated;

yTit;ñn" for naÒthaÃntiÒ, T't;ñn" or, very frequently, hT't;ñn", with a kind of

orthographic compensation for the assimilated NuÖn (cf. § 44 g); NiphÇal perfect

~T,T;nI Lv 26:25, Ezr 9:7.
i
In the infinitive construct Qal the ground-form tint is not lengthened to teÊneth (as

tv,G<ò from vg:n"), but contracted to titt, which is then correctly lengthened to tTe,
with the omission of Dagesë forte in the final consonant, see § 20 l; but with

yTiTiÃ ATTi

l. -tt,l†'

, &c.; before Maqqeph with the prefix =
, e. g. Ex 5:21,
suffixes
and even when closely connected by other means, e. g. Gn 15:7. However, the

!ton> Nu 20:21 and -!t'n>
Gn 38:9; cf. § 69 m, note 2. On the other hand, for !Tetil. 1 K 6:19 read either
ATtil. or simply ttel', just as the QereÖ, 1 K 17:14, requires tTe for !tt.
strong formation of the infinitive construct also occurs in

k

n

T'n>k;ñv'Ã yTin>q;ñz"

In other stems, the is retained as the third radical, e. g.
, cf. § 19 c
and § 44 o. On the entirely anomalous aphaeresis of the NuÖn with a strong vowel
in

hT'T;ñ (for T't;ñn") 2 S 22:41, cf. § 19 i. — On the passive imperfect !T;yU, cf. § 53 u.

Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. the summary, § 41.

2[2]

The law allowing the addition of the feminine termination to the unlengthened form,
instead of a lengthening of tho vowel, is suitably called by Barth 'the law of
compensation' (Nominalbildung, p. xiii).
3[1]

w¾¾pÃ ~¾¾pÃ a¾¾p, ' in the REJ. xxvii.

4[2]

vG:yI) is given in the Paradigm, simply because it is the actual

Cf. Mayer Lambert, ' Le futur qal deli verbes
136 ff.

An imperfect in a (
form in use in this verb.

5[1]

P. Haupt on Ju 16:5 in his Bible, compares the form of the Assyrian imperfect iddan

!tn. But could this one passage be the
only trace left in Hebrew of an imperf. in a from !tnÌ

or ittan (besides inaÃdin, inaÃmdin) from nadaÖnu =

§ 27. The Change of the Vowels, especially as regards Quantity.

a
The changes in sound through which the Hebrew language passed, before it assumed
the form in which we know it from the Masoretic text of the O. T. (see § 2 k), have
especially affected its vowel system. A precise knowledge of these vowel changes,
which is indispensable for the understanding of most of the present forms of the
language, is derived partly from the phenomena which the language itself presents in
the laws of derivation and inflexion, partly from the comparison of the kindred dialects,
principally the Arabic. By these two methods, we arrive at the following facts as
regards Hebrew:

b
1. That in an open syllable the language has frequently retained only a half-vowel

hl'g"[] (ground-form ‘
açgaçlaçt) a waggon, hq'd'c. (groundform sÌaçdaçqaçt) righteousness, Wlj.q†' (Arab. qaçtaçluÖ),
WlJ.q;y> (Arab.juáqattiáluÆ).
(SèewaÖ mobile), where there originally stood a full short vowel, e.g.

c
2. That vowels originally short have in the tone-syllable, as also in the open syllable
preceding it, been generally changed into the corresponding tone-long vowels, aç into
aÒ, iç into eÒ, uç into oÒ (see § 9 a–e, k, r). If, however, the tone be shifted or weakened,
these tonelong vowels mostly revert to their original shortness, or, occasionally, are
still further shortened, or reduced to mere SèewaÖ mobile, or, finally, are entirely lost

rj'm'

(Arab. maçtÌaçr) rain, when in
through a change in the division of syllables; e.g.
close dependence on a following genitive in the construct state), becomes

rj;m. È bqe[' (Arab. ºaçqiçb) heel, dual ~yIb;ñqe[], dual construct (with attenuation of the
original aç of the first syllable to iç) ybeQ.[i [on the Q, see § 20 h]; ljoq.yI (Arab. yaçqtuçl),
plur. Wlj.q.yI (Arab. yaáqtuáluá). For instances of complete loss, as in yPes.B;, cf. § 93
m.
According to § 26, the following details of vowel-change must be observed:

d
1.The original, or a kindred short vowel reappears —

dy" hand, but hA'hy>-dy: the
hand of Yahwe; !Be son, but %l,M,ñh;-!B, the son of the king; lKo the whole, but ~['h'-lK'
(a) When a closed syllable loses the tone (§ 26 o). Thus,

the whole of the people; so also when a tonebearing closed syllable loses the tone on

byEao enemy, but ^b.yIa†o thy enemy; finally, when the tone recedes,
~qoy", but ~q'Y"ñw: (wayyaÒqoçm); %leyE, but %l,YEòw:.
taking a suffix, e.g.

rp,señ book, but yrIp.si my book; vd,qoñ
holiness, but yvid>q' my holiness. In spite of the helping vowel, rp,se and vd,qo are really
(b) To the same category belong cases like

closed syllables with a tone-long vowel; when the syllable loses the tone, the original iç
or oç (properly uç) reappears.
The same is true of syllables with a virtually sharpened final consonant: the
lengthening of original iç to eÒ and uç to oÓ takes place only in a tone-bearing syllable; in a
toneless syllable the iç or oç (or uç) remains, e.g.
law, plur.

~ae mother, but yMiai my mother; qxo

~yQixu; but z[o strength, yZI[' (and yZI[u) my strength.

e
2.The lengthening of the short vowel to the corresponding long, takes place —
(a) When a closed syllable becomes open by its final consonant being transferred to a
suffix beginning with a vowel, or in general to the following syllable, e.g.

lj;q'Ã AlŸj'q.

ytiŸs'Ws primarily from ts;Ws. Similarly aç mostly becomes aÒ even
before a suffix beginning with SèewaÖ mobile; e.g. ^l.j†'q. from lj;q'Ã ^t.s†'Ws from ts;Ws.

he has killed him;

f
(b) When a syllable has become open by complete loss of the strengthening of its final
consonant (a guttural or ReÖsë), e.g.

%r;ŸBe for birrakh, see § 22 c. Cf. also § 20 n.

g

aÃ wÃ y) following the short vowel quiesces in this vowel,
according to § 23 a, c, d, § 24 f, e.g. ac'm' for ac;m', where the a, losing its consonantal
(c) When a weak consonant (

value, loses also the power of closing the syllable, and the open syllable requires a
long vowel.

h
(d) Very frequently through the influence of the pause, i.e. the principal tone in the last
word of a sentence or clause (§ 29 k). Sometimes also through the influence of the
article (§ 35 o).

i
3. When a word increases at the end and the tone is consequently moved forward, or
when, in the construct state (see § 89), or otherwise in close connexion with the

following word, its tone is weakened, in such cases a full vowel (short or tone-long)
may, by a change in the division of syllables, be weakened to SèewaÖ mobile, or even be
entirely lost, so that its place is taken by the mere syllable-divider (SèewaÖ quiescens).

~ve name, pl. tAjve, but ymiv. my name, ~t'Amv. their
names, rb'D' word, constr. st. rb;D> È hq'd'c. righteousness, constr. st. tq;d>ci; an
example of the second case is, hk'r'B. blessing, constr. st. tK;r>Bi. Whether the vowel
is retained or becomes SèewaÖ (~D'Ã ymiD', but ~veÃ ymiv.), and which of the two
Examples of the first case are,

disappears in two consecutive syllables, depends upon the character of the form in
question. In general the rule is that only those vowels which stand in an open syllable
can become SèewaÖ.
Thus the change into SèewaÖ takes place in —

k
(a) The aÒ and eÒ of the first syllable, especially in the inflexion of nouns, e.g.

rb'ñD' word,

~yrIñb'D> È lAdñG" great, fem. hl'ñAdG> È bb'ñle heart, ybiñb'l. my heart; but also in the
verb, bWvñT' She will return, plur. hn"yb,ñWvT., and so always, when the originally short
plur.

vowel of the prefixes of the Imperfect comes to stand in an open syllable which is not
pretonic. On the other hand, an aÒ lengthened from aç before the tone is retained in the
Perfect consecutive of Qal even in the secondary tone, e.g.

T'ñl.j;q†'w>; cf. § 49 i.

l
(b) The short, or merely tone-long, vowels a, e, o of the ultima, especially in verbal

lj;q', fem. hl'j.q†' qaÒtÌelaÒ; ljoq.yIÃ Wlj.q.yI yiqtÌe1uÖ; but note also
!Wjqol.yIÃ !yqiB'd>Ti, &c., according to § 47 m and o. The helping vowels are either
entirely omitted, e.g. %l,m,ñ king (ground-form malk), yKil.m; my king; or, under the
influence of a guttural, are weakened to HÍatÌeph, e.g. r[;n:ò boy, Ar[]n: his boy. If the tone
forms, e.g.

remains unmoved, the vowel also is retained, notwithstanding the lengthening of the
word, e.g.

Wljoñq.yI pausal-form for Wlj.q.yI.

m
Where the tone moves forward two places, the former of the two vowels of a
dissyllabic word may be shortened, and the second changed into SèewaÖ. Cf.

~yrIñb'D>

rb'D' word;

~h,ñyreb.DI (cf. § 28 a) their words. On the

in the plur.
; with heavy suffix
attenuation of the aÖ to iÖ, see further, s, t.

n
Rem. 1. An oÖ arising from aw = au, or by an obscuring of aÖ (see § 9 b),

~Aqn"Ã t'AmñWqn>
(see Paradigm Perf. Niph. of ~Wq); sAnm' flight, fem. hs'ñWnm., with suffix, ysiñWnm..
The not uncommon use of W in a sharpened syllable, as yQeWxB. Ez 20:18 (for
yQexuB., cf. also the examples in § 9 o), is to be regarded as an orthographic
sometimes becomes uÖ, when the tone is moved forward, e.g.

licence, although sometimes in such cases uÖ may really have been intended by
the KethiÖbh.

o
Of the vowels of the U-class, uÖ and tone-long oÓ stand in a tone-bearing closed
final syllable, and oç in a toneless syllable, e.g.

~Wqy" he will arise, ~qoy" jussive, let

~q'Y"òw: and he arose. The only instance of uç in an ultima which has lost
the tone is ~ruY"òw: Ex 16:20 (see § 67 n). Similarly, of vowels of the I-class, eÖ, iÖ,

him arise,

and eÒ stand in a tone-bearing closed final syllable, and eç in a toneless syllable,

~yqey" he will raise, ~qey" let him raise, ~q,Y"òw: and he raised. The only instance
of iç in an ultima which has lost the tone is #rIT'ñw:Ju 9:53 (see § 67 p).
e.g.

p
2. In the place of a PathahÌ we not infrequently find (according to § 9 f) a SeghoÖl
(eç, eÊ) as a modification of aç:
(a) In a closed antepenultima, e.g. in the proper names

rt'y"b.a, and @s'y"b.a,,

äyb.a;, which is certainly the better reading, cf. Ulmer, Die
sermit. Eigennamen, 1901, p. 12; or in a closed penultima, e.g. @Doh.y<, but also
~k,d>y< your hand, for yadekheÊm. In all these cases the character of the

where LXX VAbi¿j<jÀ=

surrounding consonants (see § 6 q) has no doubt had an influence.

q
(b) Regularly before a guttural with QamesÌ or HÍatÌeph QamesÌ, where the strengthening
has been dropped, provided that a lengthening of the PathahÌ into QamesÌ be not

wyx'a, his brothers, for 'ahÌaÒw; vx'K, false, for kahÌaÒsë; hx'P,, governor,
constr. st. tx;P;È ~x'P, coal; yx'h, the living (with the article, h, for h;); ~x'n<t.yI Nu 23:19,
&c., and so always before x' and x\, as ~yvid'x\h†, the months, see § 35 k. Before h' and
necessary, e.g.

[' SeghoÖl generally stands only in the second syllable before the tone, e,g. ~yrIh'h†, the
mountains; !A['h†, the guilt; immediately before the tone PathahÌ is lengthened into a
(pretonic) QamesÌ, e.g. rh'h'Ã ~['h'; but cf. also Wrh'ñJ,hi Nu 8:7, Before the weak
consonants a and r (cf, § 22 c, q), the lengthening of the PathasÌ into QumesÌ almost
always takes place, e.g. ba'h' the father, pl, tAba'h†' È vaorh' the head, pl. ~yviar'h†'.
Exceptions, hr'h,ñ towards the mountain, Gn 14:10, in the tone-syllable, for haÃrraÒ
Why"òk.r,b†,y> (pr. name) for Why"k.r,b†'y> On h, as a form of the interrogative h] ¿h;À, see § 100
n; on hm, for hm' ¿Hm;À, § 37 e, f. Finally, ^ñl.k,a] Ex 33:3 also comes partly under this
head, in consequence of the loss of the strengthening, for ^L.k;a], and laqez>x,y> Ezekiel
for laqeZ>x;y>= laeq.ZEx;y> God strengthens.
r
(c) As a modification of the original PathahÌ in the first class of the segholate
forms (§ 93 g), when a helping vowel (§ 28 e) is inserted after the second
consonant. Thus the ground-form kalb (dog), after receiving a helping SeghoÖl, is

bl,K,ñ (also in modern Arabic pronounced kelb),1 yarhÌ (month), with
a helping PathahÌ, %r;y<ò. The same phenomenon appears also in the formation of
verbs, in cases like lg<y<ò (jussive of the HiphÇiÖl of hl'G"), with the helping SeghoÖl, for
modified into

yagl.

s
3. The attenuation of aç to iç is very common in a toneless closed syllable.

ADmi his measure, for ADmi; (in a sharpened
syllable); ^yTiñd>liy> I have begotten thee, from yTid>l;y"ò with the suffix ^ cr. Lv 11:44
(a) In a firmly closed syllable,

Ez 38:23, and § 44 d Especially is this the case in a large number of segholates
from the ground-form qatÌl, when combined with singular suffixes, e.g.
righteousness, for sÌadqiÖ.

yqid>ci my

t
(b) In a loosely-closed syllable, i.e. one followed by an aspirated Begadkephath,

~k,m.DI your blood, for ~k,m.D;, and so commonly in the st. constr. plur. of
segholates from the ground-form qatÌl, e.g. ydeg>Bi from dg<B, (ground-form bagd) a
as

garment. In most cases of this kind the attenuation is easily intelligible from the
nature of the surrounding consonants. It is evident from a comparison of the
dialects, that the attenuation was consistently carried out in a very large number
of noun and verb-forms in Hebrew, as will be shown in the proper places.2.

u
4. SeghoÖl arises, in addition to the cases mentioned in o and p, also from the

h¤,

h¤'

for
) in 1 S 28:15
weakening of aÒ of the final syllable in the isolated cases (
(? see § 48 d), y Ps 20:4 (?), Is 59:5, Pr 24:14 (see § 48 l); for examples of
Locative forms in

h¤, see § 90 i end.

v

¤] is shorter and lighter than ¤/, and consequently
the vowel group ¤]¤†; is shorter than ¤,.¤†, e.g. ~Ada/ Edom, but rmiñdoa] (Edomite),
shortened at the beginning because the tone is thrown forward; tm,ña/ '(emeÊth)
truth, ATñmia] his truth; ~l'ñ[/n), hidden, pl.~ymiñl'[]n); È yTir>b;ñ[/h†, but yTiñr>b;[]h†;w>; but
also conversely hf'[]n); fem. ht'f.[/n),, cf. § 63 f, 3.
5. Among the HÍatÌeph-sounds

w
6. To the chapter on vowel changes belongs lastly the dissimilation of vowels,
i.e. the change of one vowel in to another entirely heterogeneous, in order to
prevent two similar, or closely related vowels, from following one another in the

aleWl for luÖ loÖ (unless). Cf. also !Acyxi from #Wx È !AvarI;
from faor È !AkyTi from xAT È Axk.nI from xk;nOò È ~roy[e from stem rW[; most
probably also dALyI offspring, dAPqi porcupine for äLyUÃ äPqu, see § 68 c, note.—
On the proper names aWhyE and [;WvyE, which were. formerly explained in the
same word.3 Hence

same way, see now Prätorius, ZDMG. 1905, p. 341 f.
Footnotes:
1[1]

So the LXX write Melcisede,k for

qd,c,òyKil.m;.

Analogous to this attenuation of aç to tç is the Lat. tango, attingo; laxus, prolixus; to
the transition of aç to eç (see above, a), the Lat. carpo, decerpo; spargo, conspergo
2[1]

3[2].

Cf. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semit. Spr., p. xxix; A. Müller, Theol.Stud. u.
Krit., 1892, p. 177 f., and Nestle, ibid., p. 573 f.

§ 9. Character of the several Vowels.

a
Numerous as are the vowel signs in Hebrew writing, they are yet not fully adequate to
express all the various modifications of the vowel sounds, especially with respect to
length and shortness. To understand this better a short explanation of the character
and value of the several vowels is required, especially in regard to their length and
shortness as well as to their changeableness (§§ 25, 27).
I. First Class. A-sound.

¤'

1. QamesÌ ( ), when it represents a long a, is, by nature and origin, of two kinds:—

a¤'), which is not readily
shortened and never wholly dropped (§ 25 c), e. g. bt'K. kethaÖbh (writing); very seldom
with a following a, as var' 2 S 12:1, 4 (see the examples in § 72 p).1
(1) The essentially long aÖ (in Arabic regularly written

b

~aq' Ho 10:14 for ~q' would only be justifiable, if the aÓ of this form
were to be explained as a contraction of açaç; cf. however § 72 a; gaD' Neh 13:16
for gD' (daÓg) is certainly incorrect. — The rarity of the aÖ in Hebrew arises from the
The writing of

fact that it has for the most part become an obtuse oÖ; see below, q.

c
(2) aÓ, lengthened only by position (i. e. tone-long or at all events lengthened under the
influence of the tone, according to the laws for the formation of syllables, § 27 e–h),
either in the tone-syllable itself (or in the secondary tone-syllable indicated by MeÊtheçg,
see below), or just before or after it. This sound is invariably lengthened from an
original aç,2 and is found in open syllables, i. e. syllables ending in a vowel (§ 26 b), e.

^l.Ã lj;q'Ã ~Wqy"Ã rysia' (Arab. laçkaç, qaçtaçlaç, yaçquÖmuç, ¬açsiÖuç), as well as in closed
syllables, i.e. those ending in a consonant, as dy"Ã bk'AK (vulgar Arab. yaçd, kaukaçb). In
a closed syllable, however, it can only stand when this has the tone, rb'ñD'Ã ~l'ñA[;

g.

whereas in an open syllable it is especially frequent before the tone, e. g.

rb'ñD'Ã !qeñz"Ã ~k,ñl'. Where the tone is moved forward or weakened (as happens most
commonly in what is called the construct state of nouns, cf. § 89 a) the original short aç
(PathahÌ) is retained in a closed syllable, while in an open syllable it becomes SèewaÖ (§
27 i):

~k'x', constr. state ~k;h] (hÌakhaçm); rb'D'Ã rb;D> (debhaçr); lj;q'Ã ~l'j'q.. For

examples of the retention, in the secondary tone-syllable, of aÓ lengthened from aç, see
§ 93 xx.

d

T'

!'

In some terminations of the verb ( in the 2nd sing. masc. perf., in the 2nd pl. fem. of

T'a; thou (masc.)
and in the suffixes ^ and h', the final aÓ can stand even without a vowel letter. A h is,
however, in these cases (except with h') frequently added as a vowel letter.
the imperat., as well as in the 3rd and 2nd pl. fem. of the imperf.), in

On

¤' for oç see below, f.

e
2. PathahÌ, or short aç, stands in Hebrew almost exclusively in a closed syllable with or

lj;ñq'Ã ~T,ñl.j;q.

). In places where it now appears to stand in an open
without the tone (
syllable the syllable was originally closed, and a helping vowel (aç, iç) has been inserted
after the second radical merely to make the pronunciation easier, e. g.

lx;n:ò (ground-

tyIB;ñ

form nahÌl),
(Arab. bait), see § 28 d, and with regard to two cases of a different
kind, § 26 g, h. Otherwise aç in an open syllable has almost without exception passed

¤' ), see above, c.

into aÓ (

On the very frequent attenuation of aç to iç, cf. below, h. On the rare, and only

a a¤;

apparent union of PathahÌ with ( ), see § 23 d, end. On aç as a helping-vowel,
§ 22 f (PathahÌ furtivum), and § 28 e.

f
3. SegoÖl (eç, eÊ [aÎÓ]) by origin belongs sometimes to the second, but most frequently to the
first vowel class (§ 27 o, p, u). It belongs to the first class when it is a modification of a
(as the Germ. Bad, pl. Bäder; Eng. man, pl. men), either in a toneless syllable, e. g.

~k,d>y< (for yadkheÊm), or withthe tone, e. g. #r,a,ñ from ¬arsÌ, !r,q,ñ Arab. qaçrn, xm;q,ñ Arab.
qaçmhÌ. This SegoÖl is often retained even in the strongest tone-syllable, at the end of a
sentence or of an important clause (in pause), as

%l,m+, qd,c), (maÎÓÃlaÎçkh, saÎÓÃdaÎçq). As a

rule, however, in such cases the PathahÌ which underlies the SegoÖl is lengthened into

xm;q+'Ã !r,q†'. A SegoÖl apparently lengthened from SèewaÖ, but in reality
traceable to an original aç, stands in pausal forms, as yrIP†, (ground-form paçry), yhiy†,
(yaçhy), &c. On the cases where a y (originally consonantal) follows this SegoÖl, see § 75
QamesÌ, e. g.

f, and § 91 k.
II.Second Class. I- and E-sounds.

g

y

4. The long iÖ is frequently even in the consonantal writing indicated by (aÔ fully written

y¤i); but a naturally long iÖ can be also written defectively (§ 8 i), e. g. qyDIc;
(righteous), plur. ~yqiDIc; sÌaddiÖqiÖm; ar'yyI (he fears), plur. War>y)i. Whether a defectively
HÍireq

written HÍireq is long may be best known from the origin of the form; often also from the
nature of the syllable (§ 26), or as in

War>y)i from the Metheg attached to it(§ 16 f).

h
5. The short HÍireq (always3 written defectively) is especially frequent in sharpened

lJeqi È yMiai) and in toneless closed syllables (rAmz>mi psalm); cf. however
B.v.YIw: in a closed tone-syllable, and even !p,YIñw:, with a helping SegoÖl, for wayyiÃphn. It has
arisen very frequently by attenuation from aç, as in yreb.DI from original daçbaçreÖ, yqid>ci
syllables (

(ground-form sÌaçdq),4 or else it is the original iç, which in the tone-syllable had become

^b.yIa*o (thy enemy) from byEao (ground-form ¬aÖyiçb).5 It is sometimes a simple
helping vowel, as in tyIB;ñ, § 28 e.
eÓ, as in

The earlier grammarians call every HÍireq written fully, Hireq magnum; every one
written defectively, HÍireq parvum, — a misleading distinction, so far as quantity is
concerned.

i

y¤e (more rarely defective ¤e, e. g. ynE[e for ynEy[e Is 3:8; at the end of a
word also h¤) is as a rule contracted from y¤; ay (ai), § 7 a, e. g. lk'yhe (palace), Arab.
6. The longest eÖ

and Syriac haikal.

k
7. The SÍere without YoÖdh mostly represents the tone-long eÓ, which, like the tone-long aÓ
(see c), is very rarely retained except in and before the tone-syllable, and is always
lengthened from an original iç. It stands in an open syllable with or before the tone, e. g.

rp,señ (ground-form siçphr) book, hn"òve (Arab. siçnaçt) sleep, or with Metheg (see § 16 d, f)
in the secondary tone-syllable, e. g. ytil'a†ev. my request, hk'l.n)e let us go. On the other
hand in a closed syllable it is almost always with the tone, as !Be son, ~Leai dumb.

l
Exceptions: (a) eÓ is sometimes retained in a toneless closed syllable, in

-#[†e

Nu 35:18, as well as in the
monosyllabic words before Maqqeph, e. g.
examples of naÓsoÖg ¬aÓhÌoÖr mentioned in § 29 f (on the quantity cf. § 8 b 3 end); (b)
in a toneless open final syllable, SÍere likewise occurs in examples of the naÓsoÖg
ÇaÓhÌoÖr, as

aceyEñ Ex 16:29; cf. Ju 9:39.

m
8. The SegoÖl of the I(E)-class is most frequently an eç modified from original iç, either

-!T, from !Te (give), ^r>c,y)o (thy
creator) from rceyÔ, or in the case discussed in § 93 o, yqil.x,Ã yrIz>[, from the ground-

replacing a tone-long eÓ which has lost the tone, e.g.

forms hÌilq, ºizr; cf. also § 64 f. SegoÖl appears as a simple helping-vowel in cases such
as

rp,señ for siphr, lg<yIñ for yigl (§ 28 e).

III. Third Class. U- and O-sounds.

n
9. For the U-sound there is —

W

(1) the long uÖ, either (a) written fully, Sèureq, e.g.
written

lWbG> (boundary), or (b) defectively

¤u QibbuÖsÌ AlbuG>Ã !Wtmuy>;

(2) the short uç, mostly represented by QibbuÖsÌ, in a toneless closed syllable and
especially common in a sharpened syllable, in e.g.

!x'l.vu (table), hK'su (booth).

o

W
hK'Wh y Ps 102:5
dLÎÎÎ'Wy Jb 5:7, ~L'WK Jer. 31:34, AtK'Wfm. Is 5:5, ~yMiWr[] Gn 2:25 for hK'hu &c.
Sometimes also uç in a sharpened syllable is written , e. g.

~L'du[]

For this u the LXX write o, e. g.
VOdolla,m, from which, however, it only
follows, that this uç was pronounced somewhat indistinctly. The LXX also express

rMeai

=VEmmh,r. The pronunciation of the QibbuÖsÌ like the
the sharp HÍireq by e, e. g.
German uÎ which was formerly common, is incorrect, although the occasional
pronunciation of the U -sounds as uÎ in the time of the punctuators is attested, at
least as regards Palestine;6 cf. the Turkish bülbül for the Persian bulbul, and the
pronunciation of the Arabic dunyaÓ in Syria as duÎnyaÓ.

p

10. The O-sound bears the same relation to U as the E does to I in the second class. It
has four varieties: —
(1) The oÖ which is contracted from aw (=au), § 7 a, and accordingly is mostly written

A

jAv (a whip), Arab. saut\, hl'A[ (iniquity) from hl'w>[;.
More rarely defectively, as ^r>vo† (thine ox) from rAv Arab. t_aur.

fully; (Holem plenum), e.g.

q
(2) The long oÖ which arose in Hebrew at an early period, by a general process of
obscuring, out of an original aÖ,7 while the latter has been retained in Arabic and
Aramaic. It is usually written fully in the tone-syllable, defectively in the toneless, e.g.,

ljeqo Arab. qaÖtiçl. Aram. quÖtÌeÓl, H;Ala/ Arab. 'içlaÖh, Aram. eçlaÖah, plur. ~yhil{a/; qAv (leg),
Arab. saÖq; rABGI (hero), Arab. gaçbbaÖr; ~t'Ax (seal), Arab. héaÖtaém; !AMrI (pomegranate),
Arab. ruçmmaÖn; !Ajl.vi (dominion), Aram. !j'l.vu and !j'l.v' Arab. suçltÌaÖn; ~Alv' (peace),
Aram. ~l'v., Arab. saçlaÖm. Sometimes the form in aÖ also occurs side by side with that in
oÖ as !y"r>vi and !Ayr>vi (coat of mail; see howevcr § 29 u). Cf. also § 68 b.
r
(3) The tone-long oÓ which is lengthened from an original uç, or from an oç arising from uç,
by the tone, or in general according to the laws for the formation of syllables. It occurs
not only in the tone-syllable, but also in an open syllable before the tone, e.g.

vd,qo

%r;Bo for burrakh, !Wjqol.yI y Ps 104:28, as well as (with
Metheg) in the secondary tone-syllable; ~ylih'aoüÎÎÎ•Ã Al[]üÎÎÎ•. But the original oç (uç) is

(ground-form quçdsë) sanctuary;

retained in a toneless closed syllable, whereas in a toneless open syllable it is,
weakened to SèewaÖ. Cf.

lKo all, but -lK' (koçl), ~L'Ku (kuçllaÓm); ljoq.yIÃ ^l.j'q.yI and Wlj.q.yI,

where original uç is weakened to SèewaÖ: yiqiÌeluÖ, Arab. yaqtuçluÖ. This tone-long oÓ is only as
an exception written fully.

s
(4)

¤' QamesÌ-hÌatÌuph represents oÓ (properly aâç, cf. § 8 a, note 2) modified from uç and is

therefore classed here. It stands in the same relation toHÍolem as the SegoÖl of the
second class to Sere,
QamesÌ, see below, u.

-lK'koçl, ~q'Y"òw: wayyaÓqoçm. On the distinction between this and

t
11. The following table gives a summary of the gradation of the three vowel-classes

according to the quantity of the vowels; —
Second Class:
I and E.

First Class: A.

¤' original aÖ (Aarabic a¤').

y¤e eÖ, from
original ay (ai).

y¤i or ¤i long iÖ.

Third Class: U and O.

A oÖ, from original aw (au) A or ¤o oÖ
obscured from aÖ. W or ¤u uÖ.

¤e tone-long

¤' tone-long aÓ (from
original aç) chiefly in the
tone-syllable but also just
before it.

eÓ(from iç)
tone-long oÓ (from original uç) in
generally in the
tone-syllable but the tone-syllable, otherwise in an
also just before open syllable.
it.

¤o

¤, (as amodification of aç)
sometimes a tone-long eÊ,

¤;

¤i

¤, eç ¤i short iç

sometimes eç. short aç. [
Utmost
iç attenuated from aç; see h.] weakening to
Utmost weakeing to
eç,

¤.e.

¤] a, ¤/ ¤]a, ¤/ eç, or ¤. e.

¤' oç, modified from uç. ¤u short uç,
especially in a sharpened
syllable. Utmost weakening to
a,

¤]

¤/ eç, ¤\ o, or ¤. e.

u
Rem. On the distinction between QamesÌ and QamesÌ-hÌatÌuph.8According to § 8 a,
long aµ or a½µ (QamesÌ) and short oç or aâç (QamesÌ-hÌatÌuph) are in manuscripts and

'

~q'

-lK'

qaÓm,
koçl.
printed texts generally expressed by the same sign (), e. g.
The beginner who does not yet know the grammatical origin of the words in
question (which is of course the surest guide), may depend meanwhile on the
following principal rules:—

¤'

1. The sign 9 isoç in a toneless closed syllable, since such a syllable can have
only a short vowel (§ 26 o). The above case occurs —
(a) When SewaÖ follows as a syllable-divider, as in

hm'ñk.x' hÌoçkh-maÓÃ (wisdom),

hl'ñk.a' ºoçkh-laÓÃ (food). With Metheg ñmadsh' is aÓ(aâÓ) and according to the usual

view stands in an open. syllable with a following SèewaÖ mobile, e.g.
(she ate); but cf. § 16 i.
(b) When a closed syllable is formed by Dagesë forte, e. g.
mercy upon me); but

hl'k.a†' ºaÓ-khelaÓÃ

ynINEñx' hÌoçnneÓniÖ (have

~yTiñB†' (with Metheg, § 16 f z ) baÖttiÖm

(c) When the syllable in question loses the tone on account of a following
MaqqeÓph (§ 16 a), e. g.

~d'a'h†'-lK' koçl-haÓ-ºaÓdaÓÃm (all men).

lK' is replaced by a conjunctive accent
(Merekha; so by Darga, Ju 19:5 with d['s., and Ez 37:8 with ~r'q.YIw: (so Baer after
Qimhi; ed. Mant., Ginsburg, Kittel ~r;qyw).
In y Ps35 10 and Pr 19:7 MaqqeÓph with

~q'Y"òw:

(d) In a closed final syllable without the tone, e.g.
wayyaÓÃqoçm (and he stood
up). — In the cases where aÖor aÓ in the final syllable has become toneless

tD'h;-bx†'K.

Est 4:8,
through MaqqeÓph (§ 16 a) and yet remains, e.g.
4:25, it has a Metheg in correct manuscripts and printed texts.
In cases like

yli-tv†' Gn

ha'l.h'òÃ hM'l'ñ, laÓÃmmaÓ, the tone shows that ¤' is to be read as aÓ.

v

¤'

2. The cases in which appears to stand in an open syllable and yet is to be
read as oç require special consideration. This is the case, (a) when HÍatÌeph-QamesÌ

Al[\P†' his work, or simple vocal SèewaÖ, e.g. !b'r>D†' ox goad; Arb.[†'B.
Jos 4:7; hr'm.v†' (so ed. Mant., Ginsb.) preserve y Ps 86:2, cf. 16:1 and the cases
follows, e.g.

mentioned in § 48 i, n., and § 61 f, n.; other examples are Ob 11, Ju 14:15);

^x]v†'m.li (so Ginsburg; Baer ^x]v†'m.li) 1 S 15:1, ^g]r†'x]l†;
24:11, and ^v])g"p.y)i (so Baer, Gn 32:18, others ^v.G†'p.yI); (b) before another QamesÌhÌatÌuph, e. g. ^òl.['P†' thy work; on yLi-hr'a†' and yLi-hb'q†' Nu 23:7, see § 67 o; (c) in
the two plural forms ~yvid'q†' sanctuaries and ~yvir'v†' roots (also written ädq\and
ärv\). In all these cases the Jewish grammarians regard the Metheg
accompanying the ¤' as indicating a QaÓmesÌ rahÌabh (broad Qames) and therefore
read the ¤' as aÓ; thus paÓ-oloÖ, daÓ-rebaÓn, paÓ-oçlekhaÓ, qaÓ-daÓsëiÖm. But neither the origin
HÍatÌeph-PathahÌ follows in

of these forms, nor the analogous formations in Hebrew and in the cognate

languages, nor the transcription of proper names in the LXX, allows us to regard
this view as correct. It is just possible that QamesÌ is here used loosely for aâÓ, as
the equivalent of oÓ, on the analogy of

Al[]P†o &c., § 93 q. As a matter of fact,

however, we ought no doubt to divide and read poçºo–loÖ (for poçº–loÖ), poçºoç–lekhaÓ,
qoçdaÓ–sëiÖm. —Quite as inconceivable is it for Metheg to be a sign of the

@a†'-yrI%'.B†' (Ex 11:8), although it is so in ynIa'.B†' baÓ-¬oniÖ (in the
navy), since here the a of the article appears under the b.

lengthening into a in

Footnotes:
1[2]

Of a different kind are the cases in which
coalescing with a preceding a, § 23 a–d.
2[3]

a has lost its consonantal sound by

In Arabic this aç is always retained in an open syllable.

3[1]

At least according to the Masoretic orthography; cf. Wellhausen, Text der Bb.
Sam., p. 18, Rem.
4[2]

Jerome (cf. Siegfried, ZAW. 1884, p. 77) in these cases often gives aç for iç.

Cf. the remarks of I. Guidi, 'La pronuncia del sÌeÓreÓ,' in the Verhandl. des
Hamburger Orient.-Kongr. of 1902, Leiden, 1904, p. 208 ff., on Italian e for Latin i, as
in fede=fidem, pece=piçcem.
5[3]

6[1]

Cf. Delitzsch, Physiologie u. Musik, Lpz. 1868, p. 15 f.

7[2]

Cf. above, b, end. On Jerome's transliteration of o for aÓ, see ZAW. 1884, P.75.

8[1]These

statements, in order to be fully understood, must be studied in connexion
with the theory of syllables (§ 26) and Metheg (§ 16 c–i).
In the Babylonian punctuation (§ 8 g, note) aµ and oç are carefully distinguished.
So also in many MSS. with the ordinary punctuation and in Baer's editions of the text

9[1]

¤\ is used for oç as well as for 8. Cf Baer-Delitzsch, Liber Jobi, p.
43. But the identity of the two signs is certainly original, and the use of ¤'\ for oç is

since 1880, in which
misleading.

§ 72. Verbs

W¾¾[ (vulgo w¾¾[), e. g. ~Wq to rise up. Paradigm M.

Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 144 ff.; Grundriss, p. 605 ff.

a
1. According to § 67 a a large number of monosyllabic stems were brought into
agreement with the triliteral form by a strengthening; or repetition, of the second
radical, i.e. of the consonantal element in the stem. In another large class of stems the
same object has been attained by strengthening the vocalic element. The ground-form
used for these verbs is not, as in other cases (§ 39 a), the 3rd sing. masc. perfect, but
always the infinitive construct form (§ 39 b), the uÖ of which is characteristic also of the
imperative and of the imperfect indicative Qal. These stems are consequently termed
verbs

w¾¾[ or more correctly (see below) W¾¾[.1

b

[¾¾[

W¾¾[

2 As in the case of verbs
, the monosyllabic stem of verbs
generally takes the
vowel which would have been required in the second syllable of the ordinary strong
form, or which belonged to the ground-form, since this is essentially characteristic of
the verbal form (§ 43 b; § 67 b). However, it is to be remarked: (a) that the vowel, short
in itself, becomes of necessity long in an open syllable as well as in a tone-bearing
closed ultima (except in HophÇal, see d), e. g. 3rd sing. masc. perf.

~q', fem. hm'q'ñ, plur.

Wmq'ñ, but in a closed penultima T'm.q;ñ, &c.;2; (b) that in the forms as we now have them
the lengthening of the original short vowel sometimes takes place irregularly. Cf. f.

c

tme he is dead; verbs
middle o have the form rAa he shone, vB he was ashamed, bAj he was good.3 Cf.
Intransitive verbs middle e in the perfect Qal have the form
n–r.

d
3. In the imperfect Qal, perfect NiphÇal, and throughout HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal the short
vowel of the preformatives in an open syllable before the tone is changed into the
corresponding tone-long vowel. In Qal and NiphÇal the original aç is the basis of the form

vAbyE), hence ~Wqy", for
yaçquÖm; ~Aqn" for naçqoÖm; on the other hand, in the perfect HiphÇiÖl ~yqihe for hiçqiÖm;
participle ~yqime (on the SÍere cf. z); perfect HophÇal ~q;Wh for huçqam.
and not the iç attenuated from aç (§ 67 h; but cf. also h below, on

e

A vowel thus lengthened before the tone is naturally changeable and becomes

WNt,ñymiy> he will kill him; so also
in the 3rd plur. imperfect Qal with NuÖn paragogic; !WtñWmy> (without NuÖn WtWmñy").
The wholly abnormal scriptio plena of eÒ in rymiyheh†; Jer 2:11 (beside rymihe in the
same verse) should, with König, be emended to rymiy"h]; the incorrect repetition
vocal SèewaÖ when the tone is moved forward, e. g.

of the interrogative necessarily led to the pointing of the form as perfect instead
of imperfect.— But in HophÇal the uÖ is retained throughout as an unchangeable
vowel, when it has been introduced by an abnormal lengthening for the tone-long
oÒ (as in the HophÇal of verbs

[¾¾[).

f
4. The cases of unusual vowel lengthening mentioned in b are: imperfect Qal

~Wqy"

~qoy", with
retraction of the tone ~q'y"ñ (yaÒqoçm), ~q'iY"òw: (in pause ~qoY"òw:); imperative ~Wq, with normal
lengthening of the uç in the 2nd plur. fem. hn"m.qoñ, since, according to § 26 p, the uÖ
cannot be retained in a closed penultima; infinitive construct ~Wq. In HiphÇiÖl the original
iç is naturally lengthened to iÖ (~yqihe, imperfect ~yqiy", jussive ~qey", with retraction of the
tone ~q,y"òÃ ~q,Y"òw:); on the transference of this iÖ to the HiphÇiÖl of the strong verb, cf. § 53

(also in Arabic yaçquÖmu), but jussive with normal lengthening (§ 48 g),

a.

g

~q'

The following forms require special consideration: the participle Qal
is to be traced
to the ground-form with aÖ unobscured, Arab. qaÖtiçl, § 9 q, and § 50 b. On this analogy

~q', owing to the
predominating character of the aÖ. The unchangeableness of the aÖ (plur. ~ymiq', constr.
ymeq', &c.) favours this explanation.
the form would be qaÖiçm,4 which after absorption of the iç became

h
In the imperfect Qal, besides the forms with original uç (now uÖ) there are also forms with
original aç. This aç was lengthened to aÒ, and then farther obscured to oÖ; hence especially

aAby" ¿aoby"ÀÃ aobY"w:, &c., from the perfect aB' he has come. In the imperfects rAayE (but
cf. hn"r>aoñT'w: 1 S 14:27) and vAbyE from the intransitive perfects rAaÃ vB (see above,

WtaoñyE 2 K 12:9, tAanE Gn 34:15 from an unused twa to
consent, and perhaps in ~hoTew: 1 S 4:5, &c., as in the cases noticed in § 63 e and
c), most probably also in

especially § 67 n, the eÒ of the preformative is lengthened from iç (which is attenuated
from original aç) and thus yiç–baçsë became yiç–baÒsë, and finally yeÒ–boÖsë. Finally the Niph,

~Aqn" (naç–qaÒm), imperfect ~wAQyI) from yiqqaÒm, originally (§ 51 m) yinqaçm, arises in the
same way from the obscuring of aÒ lengthened from aç.

i

A

5. In the perfect NiphÇal and HiphÇiÖl a is inserted before the afformatives beginning

y¤, regularly (but see Rem.) in the
imperfect Qal, sometimes also in the imperfect HiphÇiÖl (as in hn"ya,ñybiT. Lv 7:30, cf.
hN:m,ñyhiT. Mi 2:12), before the termination of hn". As in verbs [¾¾[ (§ 67 d and note)
with a consonant in the 1st and 2nd persons, and

these separating vowels serve as an artificial opening of the preceding syllable, in

A

order to preserve the long vowel; in the perfect HiphÇiÖl, however, before the , instead
of the iÖ an eÒ is somewhat often found5 (as a normal lengthening of the original iç),
especially after waÒw consecutive, Dt 4:39, 30:1, as well as before the afformatives

~t,

!t, or before suffixes, Dt 22:2, 1 S 6:8, 1 K 8:34, Ez 34:4. For in all these cases
the tone is removed from the ! to the following syllable, and this forward movement of
the tone produces at the same time a weakening of the iÖ to eÒ; thus ~yqiheÃ t'Amñyqih] (or
yqh/; on ht'doñ[eh†; Ex 19:23, cf. x), but t'moq†e h]w);, &c., Ex 26:30, &c.; Dt 4:39, Nu 18:26
(cf., however, Wnòmoqeh]w); Mi 5:4). In the same way in the 1st pers. sing. of the perfect
NiphÇal, the oÖ before the separating vowel is always modified to uÖ (ytiAmñWqn>); cf. v. In
the imperfect Qal and HiphÇiÖl the separating vowel y¤, always bears the tone
(hn"ym,ñWqT.).
and

k
Without the separating vowel and consequently with the tone-long oÒ and eÒ

hn"aobñT' (see § 76 g); ^b.voñT' Ez 16:55
(also hn"yb,ñWvT. in the same verse); hn"b.voñT'w: 1 S 7:14 (cf. Ez 35:9 QereÖ; on the
KethiÖbh hn"b.v;ñyTe cf. above, note on § 69 b); hn"r>aoñT'w: 1 S 14:27 from rAa (KethiÖbh
hn"añ,r>Tiw: and they saw, see § 75 w); in HiphÇiÖl, e. g. T'p.n:òhe Ex 20:25, also ytiApñynIh]
instead of uÖ and iÖ we find in imperfect Qal

yTil.j;h†ew> Jer 22:26; hn"b.veñT' Jb 20:10; with a separating vowel, e. g.
hn"yañ,ybiT. Lv. 7:30 from aAB. SeghoÖl without y occurs in the imperfect Qal in
hn"tñ,WmT. Ez 13:19, Zc 1:17; and in HiphÇiÖl Mi 2:12: the Dagesë in the NuÖn is, with
Jb 31:21;

Baer, to be rejected in all three cases according to the best authorities. Wholly

hn"m.yqñiT' Jer 44:25, probably an erroneous transposition of my (for
hn"ymñ,qiT.), unless it originates from an incorrect spelling hn"m.yqñeT' or hn"mñ,yqiT..
abnormal is

l

[¾¾[ (cf. § 67 k), is also generally retained on the stem-syllable
in verbs W¾¾[ before the afformatives h¤'Ã WÃ y¤i; thus hm'q'ñ (but also ^l. hzñ'B' 2 K
19:21, probably for the sake of rhythmical uniformity with the following ^l. hg"[]l†'; after
waÒ consecutitve hbñ'v'w> Is 23:17); Wmq'ñ (but also Wmñq', cf. Is 28:7, 29:9, Na 3:18, y Ps
76:6, Pr 5:6, La 4:18; Wcòr'w> 1 S 8:11; so especially before a followillg a, cf. § 49 l, Nu
13:32; W[ñn"w> Is 19:1; before [, y Ps 131:1, Pr 30:13, La 4:14); ymiWqñT'Ã WmWqñy", but
before a suffix or with NuÖn paragogic ~Wbñsuy>w:, 2 Ch 28:15; !WmñWqy> Dt 33:11, &c.
6. The tone, as in verbs

m
7. The formation of the conjugations PiÇeÒl, PuÇal, and HithpaÇeÒl is, strictly speaking,

W¾¾[

excluded by the nature of verbs
. It is only in the latest books that we begin to find
a few secondary formations, probably borrowed from Aramaic, on the analogy of verbs

w¾¾[ (with consonantal w see below, gg); e. g. the PiÇeÒl dWE[i to surround, only in ynIduñW>[i y
Ps 119:61; and with change of w to yÃ ~Y:qi Est 9:31, WmY>qi Est 9:27, impf. hm'YEòq;a]w) y Ps
119:106, infin. ~YEq; Ez 13:6, Ru 4:7 &c., Est 9:21 &c., imperat. ynImeñY>q; y Ps 119:28;
~T,b.Y:xiw> Dn 1:10 from bWx to be guilty. The HithpaÇeÒl dYEj;c.hi Jos 9:12, which belongs
to the older language, is probably a denominative from dyIc;ò. On the other hand the
otherwise less common conjugation poÖleÒl (see § 55 c), with its passive and reflexive, is

~meAq to set up
from ~Wq È tteAm to slaughter, 1 S 14:13, 17:51, 2 S 1:9, from tWm È ~meAr to exalt,
passive ~m;Ar, from ~Wr; reflexive rreA[t.hi to stir up oneself (cf. rr†'[ot.yI Jb 17:8 in
pause) from rW[; reciprocal vveBt.hi to be ashamed before one another, Gn 2:25. The
usually employed in the sense of pieÒl and as a substitute for it, e. g.

[¾¾[, is less common, e. g. lðjel.ji to
hurl away from lWj È lKel.Ki to contain from liWK È rq;r>q; to destroy from rWq.
conjugation PilpeÒl (§ 55 f), on the analogy of verbs

REMARKS.
I. On Qal.

n
1. Of verbs middle e and o, in which, as in the strong verb, the perfect and

tme
he is dead, fem. ht'meñ, 2nd masc. hT'm;ñ (cf. § 44 g § 66 h); 1st sing. yTim;ñÃ yTim;ñw"
(even in pause, Gn 19:19); plur. Wtmeñ, 1st pers. Wnt.m;ñ, in pause Wnt.m'ñ È vB he
was ashamed, T.v.BÃ yTiv.BñÃ Wnv.BñÃ WvBñÃ È rAa it has shone, plur. WrAañ È bAj
to be good, wbjoñ. Participles tme a dead man (plur. ~ytimeÃ yteme); ~yviAB
ashamed, Ez 32:30. For dnE Is 27:11 read dn", or, with LXX, d[;.
participle have the same form (§ 50. 2), the following are the only examples:

o

tb;ñv'w> (with the original ending of the fem.
for hb'ñv'w>) Ez 46:17 (see § 44 f); !Wqc' Is 26:16 (see § 44 l).—In WnB'ñ 1 S 25:8 (for
WnaB' from aAB) the a has been dropped contrary to custom. In WaoBñ Jer 27:18
(instead of WaB'ñ) the Masora seems to point to the imperfect Waoñby" which is what
Isolated anomalies in the perfect are:

would be expected; as YoÖdh precedes, it is perhaps simply a scribal error.

p

~q' occurs (cf. § 9 b) with a in the perfect, ~aq' Ho 10:14, also in the
participles jal' softly, Ju 4:21, var' poor, 2 S 12:1, 4, Pr 10:4 plur 13:23;
~yjiav' doing despite unto (unless ~yjia]vo) is to be read, from a stem jav
whence ja'v. Ez 25:15, 36:5), Ez 28:24, 26; fem. 16:57; also in Zc 14:10 hm'ar'
is to be read with Ben-Naphtali for hm'a]r†'. On the analogy of participles of verbs
middle oÒ (like ~yviAB, see above) ~ymiAq occurs for ~ymiq' 2 K 16:7 and even with
a transitive meaning jAl occultans, Is 25:7; ~ysiAB Zc 10:5.—Participle passire,
lWm circumcised; but gWs a backslider, Pr 14:14, and hr'Ws put aside, Is 49:21
The form

(cf. Jer 17:13 QereÖ), are verbal adjectives of the form qaÒtÌuÖl (§ 50 f), not passive

~yvixu hastening, Nu 32:17, read ~yvimux] as in Ex 13:18; for ybeWv
Mi 2:8 read ybev'
participles. For

q
2. Imperfects in uÖ almost always have the corresponding imperative and infinitive

~Wqy", imperative and infinitive ~Wq (also defectively written
~quy"Ã ~qu); but vWdy" he threshes (infin. vWD), has imperative yviADñ (fem.), Mi
4:13; jWmy" it slippeth, infinitive jAm (y Ps 38:17, 46:3); cf. x;An (also x;Wn) Nu
11:25 and [;An Is 7:2 (elsewhere [;Wn) with the imperfects x;Wny" and [;Any" È zA[l' Is
30:2; bAX Jos 2:16; ~Ar Ez 10:17 (verse 16 ~Wr).
construct in uÖ, as

r
Where the imperfect (always intrasitive in meaning) has oÖ the imperative and

aAby" (aoby"), infin. and imper. aAB or aoB6;
raoYEw: 2 S 2:32, yrIAañÃ WrAañ È vAbyEÃ vAB, &c.—jAqy" Jb 8:14 (if it be a verb at
all and not rather a substantive) is formed on the analogy of verbs [¾¾[, since the
imperfect of joWq appears as jWqa' in y Ps 95:10. On the other hand !Wvqy> (as if
from vAq, on the analogy aAby", &c.) occurs as imperfect of vqy" ¿y¾¾pÀ. The
imperfect !Ady" with oÖ, Gn 6:3, probably in the sense of to rule, has no
infininitive also have it; thus imperfect

corresponding perfect, and is perhaps intentionally differentiated from the

!ydIy" to judge (from !yDIÃ y¾¾[). Or can !Ady" be jussive after aol (cf.
§ 109 d)? Similarly (^n>y[†e) ynIy[e sAxt' aol might be taken as a case of a jussive
after aol, with irregular scriptio plena (as in Ju 16:30), in Dt 7:16, 13:9, 19:13, 21,
25:12, Ez 5:11, 7:4, 9, 8:18, 9:10. But perhaps in all these cases sWxt' aol was
originally intended, as in Is 13:18, Jer 21:7, while cases like sxoy" y Ps 72:13 are
common verb

to be explained as in § 109 k.— The infinitive absolute always has oÖ, e. g.

WmWqñy" ~Aq Jer 44:29.
s

ymiWqñÃ WmWqñ) the tone is on the stem
syllable (cf., however, yrIñW[) Ju 5:12 intentionally varied from yrIW[ñ; also yrIñW[ Zc
3. In the imperative with afformatives (

ymeyKäi yrIW[ñ È yliñyGI Zc 9:9; yrIñWc Is 21:2, ybiñWv y Ps
116:7, likewise for rhythmical reasons). So also the lengthened form, as hb'Wvñ
Jer 3:12, y Ps 7:8 (cf. 2 S 15:27), hr'W[ñ y Ps 7:7, and hm†'Wqñ y Ps 44:27. But if an
a follows in close connexion, the lengthened imperative usually has the form
hm'ñWq, &c.,7 in order to avoid a hiatus, e. g. Ju 4:18, y Ps 82:8; hence also
before hA'hy> QereÖ perpetuum yn"doa] (§ 17 c), e. g. y Ps 3:8, 7:7 hm'ñWq (cf.,
however, in the same verse hr'W[ñ and in Jer 40:5, hb'vuñ before a), and so even
before r y Ps 43:1, 74:22, &c. (hb'ñyrI).
13:7 and Is 51:9 beside

t
4. In the jussive, besides the form

~qoy" (see above, f), ~Aqy" also occurs (as

gAsn" y Ps 80:19 may also, with Delitzsch, be regarded as a
voluntative), incorrectly written plene, and ~quñy" (Gn 27:31; cf. Ju 6:18, Pr 9:4,
16), which, however, is only orthographically different from ~Wqy" (cf. Jer 46:6). In
the imperfect consecutive (~q'Y"òw:, in pause ~qoY"òw:, see above, f) if there be a
guttural or r in the last syllable, aç often takes the place of oç, e. g. xn:Y"òw: and he
rested; [n:Y"òw: and it was moved; rs;Y"òw: and he turned aside, Ju 4:18, Ru 4:1
(distinguished only by the sense from HiphÇiÖl rs;Y"òw: and he removed, Gn 8:13);
rc;Y"òw: Ex 21:4, 2 K 5:23, 17:5 (but also rg"Y"òw: from both rWG to sojourn, and rWG to
fear); @[;Y"òw: (to be distinguished from @['Y"òw: and he flew, Is 6:6) and he was weary,
Ju 4:21, 1 S 14:28, 31, 2 S 21:15, but probably in all these cases @[;YIw: for @[;YIw:
from @[ey" is intended. For Xwltw 2 S 13:8 Keth., the QereÖ rightly requires vl'T'ñw:.
On the other hand, in an open syllable always WmWqñY"w:Ã WrWsñY"w:, &c. On ~Wqa'w)"
(~qua'w)"), see § 49 e.
subjunctive, Ec 12:4;

u
Examples of the full plural ending
3:3, 4;

!W with the tone (see above, l) are !WtñmuT. Gn

!WsñWny> y Ps 104:7; !WcòWry> Jo 2:4, 7, 9.

II. On NiphÇal

v

ytiAmñWqn>, which frequently occurs
(ytigOòWsn>Ã ytigOWpn>, cf. also the ptcp. plur. ~ykiWbn> Ex 14:8), serves as a model for
the 2nd sing. t'AmñWqn>Ã tAmWqn>, and the 1st plur. WnAmñWqn> given in the paradigm,
5. The form of the 1st sing. perf.

although no instances of these forms are found; but of the 2nd plur. the only
examples found have oÖ (not uÖ), viz.

~t,coAp)n> ye have been scattered, Ez 11:17,

~t,joq)on>W and ye shall loathe yourselves, Ez 20:43, 36:31.— To
the iç (instead of aç) of the preformative may be traced the perfect rA[nE Zc 2:17
(analogous to the perfect and participle lAMnI, see below, ee), imperfect rA[yE for
yiÇÇoÒr. — The infinitive construct vWDhi occurs in Is 25:10; in rAale Jb 33:30, the
Masora assumes the elision of the h (for rAaheli); but probably rAal' (Qal) is
intended (see § 51 l). — gAmn" Is 14:31, gAsn" Is 59:13 are to be regarded as
20:34, 41, and

infinitives absolute.
III. On HiphÇil, HophÇal, and PiÇleÒl.

w
6. Examples of the perfect without a separating vowel (see above, k) are:

t'abeñhe), &c. (see further, § 76 g); hT'm;ñhe) (from tWm) for heÒmaÃth–taÒ (cf. § 20 a);
WNk;ñhe 1st plur. perfect HiphÇil from !WK 2 Ch 29:19, even ~T,mih] (§ 27 s) Nu 17:6,
&c.; cf. 1 S 17:35, 2 S 13:28, also !T,mih]w);), l Ex 1:16, and h'yTiñmih]w); Ho 2:5; but
elsewhere, with waÒw consecutive yTiñm;h†ew> Is 14:30; cf. yTñl.j;h†ew> Jer 16:13, and
T'ñp.n:h†ew> Ex 29:24, &c. — In these cases the eÒ of the first syllable is retained in the
secondary tone; elsewhere in the second syllable before the tone it becomes ¤/
(1 Ch 15:12, &c.) or more frequently ¤], and in the syllable before the
antepenultima it is necessarily ¤] (e. g. ytiñmoq†ih]w); Gn 6:18). Before a suffix in the
3rd sing. masc. (except Gn 40:13) and fem., and in the 3rd plur., the vowel of the
initial syllable is HÍatÌeph–SeghoÖl, in the other persons always HÍatÌeph–PathahÌ

Atmoq†eh] 2 K 9:2, y Ps 89:44, cf. Ex 19:23, Nu 31:28, Dt 4:39, 22:2,
27:2, 30:1, Ez 34:4, and above, i. The 3rd fem. perf. Hiph. hT's;ñhe 1 K 21:25 is
(KÖnig); on

quite abnormal for

ht'ysiñhe from tWs or tysi.

x

[¾¾[ with x for their first radical (§ 67 w), all the forms of dW[ Ex
19:23 (where against the rule given under i we find ht'doñ[eh†; with eÒ instead of iÖ),
Dt 8:19, Neh 9:34, Jer 42:19, and rW[ Is 41:25, 45:13, take PathahÌ in these
conjugations instead of ¤]. The irregular ~ytiAbv.Ah)w> Zc 10:6 has evidently arisen
from a combination of two different readings, viz. ~yTib.v;Ah)w> (from bv;y" and
~ytiAbv†ih]w); (from bWv): the latter is to be preferred. — On vybihe) and vybiAh as
a (metaplastic) perfect HiphÇil of vAB, cf. § 78 b.
As in verbs

y

~qeh' (on bv†;h' Is 42:22 with Silluq,
cf. § 29 q; but in Ez 21:35 for bv;h' read the infinitive bveh') the lengthened form
hm'yqiñh' is also found. With suffix ynImeñyqih], &c. The imperative aybih' Jer 17:18 is
irregular (for abeh' Gn 43:16); perhaps aybeh' (as in 1 S 20:40; cf. 2 K 8:6) is
intended, or it was originally ha'ybiñh'.
7. In the imperative, besides the short form

z

h occurs in aybil' Jer 39:7, 2 Ch 31:10 (for
aybih'l.); h¤' fem. is added in hp'n"h]l†;) Is 30:28; cf. Est 2:18, and the analogous
infinitive HophÇel in biblical Aramaic, Dn 5:20. — As infinitive absolute !ykih'
In the infinitive, elision of the

occurs in Ez 7:14 (perh. also Jos 4:3, Jer 10:23). — The participles have eÒ, on
the analogy of the perfect, as the vowel of the preformative, like verbs
i). On

[¾¾[ (§ 67

ybime 2 S 5:2, &c. (in KethiÖbh), see § 74 k.

aa

~qey"Ã ~q,Y"òw:, but always abeñY"w:; in the
jussive also with retraction of the tone bv,T'ñ-la; 1 K 2:20) see above, f. With a
guttural or r the last syllable generally has PathahÌ (as in Qal), e. g. d[;y"òw: and he
testified 2 K 17:13; xr;ñy" let him smell, 1 S 26:19; xr;Y"òw: Gn 8:21; rs;Y"òw: and he took
On the shortened forms of the imperfect (

away, Gn 8:13. The 1st sing. of the imperfect consecutive commonly has the

byviña'w)" Neh 2:20, or, more often, defectively d[ia'w)" 1 K 2:42, less frequently
the form bvea'w)" Jos 14:7. — For @sea' Zp 1:2 (after @soa') and in verse 3, read
@seao from @s;a', on the analogy of rmeao § 68 g: similarly in Jer 8:13 ~pes.a)o
instead of ~peysia].
form

bb
In the imperfect PoÖleÒl the tone is moved backwards before a following tonesyllable, but without a shortening of the vowel of the final syllable; e. g.

yAN+ ~m†eArñT. Pr 14:34; Al† ll†eAxñT. Jb 35:14; cf. Pr 25:23, and acc. to Baer
yB†i !n)eBoñt.Tiw: Jb 30:20 (ed. Mant., Ginsb. yB†i !n<Bot.Tiw:), always in principal pause;
on the Metheg with SÍere, cf. § 16 f. g.—As PoÖlal cf. [[+'roy> Is 16:10.
As participle HophÇal

bv;WMh; occurs in close connexion, Gn 43:12; cf. § 65 d.

cc
Peculiar contracted forms of PoÖleÒl (unless they are transitives in Qal) are

WNn<Ðkuy>w:

WNr,ñW[y> 41:2, WngEÐWmT.w: Is 64:6 for WNn<Ðn>k)oy>w:, &c. [but read WnnEn>koy>w: (§ 58
k), WNr,y[iY> or WNn<r>A[y>, and WnnEG>m;T.w:]; also ~meroT. Jb 17:4, for ~mem.r)oT..—In Is 15:5
Wr[eñ[oy> appears to have arisen from the Pilpel Wr[eñr>[;y>, the aÁ after the loss of the
r having been lengthened to aÒ, which has then been obscured to oÖ.— For the
strange form .ym,ñm]Aq)t.B†i y Ps 139:21, which cannot (according to § 52 s) be
explained as a participle with the m omitted, read qt.miB.
Jb 31:15,

IV. In General.

dd

W¾¾[

[¾¾[

8. The verbs
are primarily related to the verbs
(§ 67), which were also
originally biliteral, so that it is especially necessary in analysing them to pay
attention to the differences between the inflexion of the two classes. Several
forms are exactly the same in both, e.g. imperfect Qal and HiphÇil with WaÒw

W¾¾[, and the PoÖÇeÒl of verbs
[¾¾[; see § 67 z. Owing to this close relation, verbs W¾¾[ sometimes have forms
which follow the analogy of verbs [¾¾[, e. g. perfect Qal zB; he has despised
consecutive, the whole of HophÇal, the PiÇleÒl of verbs

zWB, as if from zz:B') Zc 4:10; perfect Niph‘al rm†'n" Jer 48:11 (for rAmn" from
rWm, as if from rr;m'). The same explanation equally applies to hj'q.n)' Jb 10:1 for
hJ'q;ñn") (cf. § 67 dd) = hj'Aqñn") from jWq, and WJqon"Ð) Ez 6:9 (for WjAqñn"); WMArñyE Ez
10:17 and WMroñYEw: verse 15; WMroñhe (imperative) Nu 17:10; gS;yI Mi 2:6; HiphÇiÖl
perfect zt;he Is 18:5 for ztehe (cf. § 29 q), which is for zytihe from zWT. On the other
hand the imperfects rmey" Ez 48:14 (unless it be intended for rmiy", cf. y Ps 15:4)
and x;pey" Hb 2:3, are to be regarded according to § 109 i, simply as rhythmically
shortened forms of rymiy" and x;ypiy".
(from

ee

[¾¾[

W¾¾[

9. In common with verbs
(§ 67 g) verbs
sometimes have in NiphÇal and
HiphÇiÖl the quasi-Aramaic formation, by which, instead of the long vowel under
the preformative, they take a short vowel with DagesÛ forte in the following
consonant; this variety is frequently found even along with the ordinary form, e.

tySihi to incite, imperfect tySiy: (also tysihe; tysiy"); gySihi, imperfect gySiy: to
remove (from nWs), also HophÇal gS;hu Is 59:14 (on ~Q;häu cf. § 29 g); sometimes
with a difference of meaning, as x;ynIhe to cause to rest,8 but x;yNIhi (imperfect
x;yNIy:, consecutive x;NIÐT;w: Gn 39:16; imperative xN:h;, plur. WxyNIÐh;) to set down; for
hx'yNIÐhuw> (Baer, Ginsburg nIhuw>) Zc 5:11 (which at any rate could only be explained
as an isolated passive of HiphÇiÖl on the analogy of the biblical Aramaic tm;yqih\ Dn
7:4), we should probably read h'xuñyNIhiw> with Klostermann after the LXX. In Dn
8:11 the KethiÖbh ~yrh is intended for a perfect HiphÇiÖl. There is also a distinction
in meaning between !yliy" to spend the night, to remain, and !yLiy: Ex 16:7 QereÖ
(KethiÖbh WnALTi; conversely, verse 2 KethiÖbh WnyLiñy:, QereÖ WnALñyI), participle !yLim; Ex
g.

16:8, Nu 14:27, 17:20, to be stubborn, obstinate: in the latter sense from the

!yliy" only !l,Y"Ðw: is found, Ex 17:3. Other examples are NiphÇal lAMnI he was
circumcised, Gn 17:26 f.; participle 34:22 (from lWm, not lm;n"); rA[nE he is waked
up, Zc 2:17 (see above, v); HiphÇil h'WlñyZIhi La 1:8; WzyLiñy: Pr 4:21.

form

ff

Perhaps the same explanation applies to some forms of verbs first guttural with
DagesÛ forte implicitum, which others derive differently or would emend, e. g.

vx;T;ñw: for vx;T'ñw: and she hastened (from vWx) Jb 31:5; j[;Y:Ðw: (another reading is
j[;Y"Ðw:), j[;T;ñw: 1 S 15:19, 25:14 (14:32 QereÖ) from jW[ or jy[i to fly at anything.
Both, as far as the form is concerned, would be correct apocopated imperfects

hv'x'

and
from
meaning.

hj'[' (h¾¾l), but these stems only occur with a wholly different

gg
10. Verbs with a consonantal WaÒw for their second radical, are inflected
throughout like the strong form, provided the first or third radical is not a weak

rIw:x', imperfect rw:x/y), to be white; [w:G", imperfect [w:g>yI to expire; xw:r' to
be wide; xw:C' to cry; PiÇeÒl lWE[i, imperfect lWE[;y> to act wickedly; tWE[i to bend,
HithpaÇeÒl tWE[;t.hi to bend oneself; and this is especially the case with verbs which
are at the same time h¾¾l, e. g. hw"c', PiÇeÒl hW"ci to command, hW"qi to wait, hw"r' to
drink, piÇeÒl hW"rI (on %w<Y"Ðr;a] Is 16:9, see § 75 dd) and HiphÇiÖl hw"r>hi to give to drink,
letter, e. g.

&c.
Footnotes:
1[1]

The term

w¾¾[ was consequent on the view that the WaÒw (or y in the case of verbs

y¾¾[) in these stems was originally consonantal. This view seemed especially to be
supported by the return of the WaÒw in piÇeÒl (dWE[i, the w usually passing into y as in ~Y:qi,
cf. Arabic qaÃwwaçmaç), and by certain forms of the absolute state of the nouns of such

tw<m'ñ death, compared with tWm to die. Hence in explaining the verbal
forms a supposed stem qawam (in verbs y¾¾[ e. g. sëayat) was always assumed, and
~Wqy" was referred to an original yaqwuçm, the infinitive absolute ~Aq to original qawoÖm,
the participle passive ~Wq to original qawuÖm. It must, however, be admitted: (1) that
forms like dWE[iÃ ~Yqi (see m) are only to be found in the latest books, and are hence
evidently secondary as compared with the pure Hebrew forms ~meAq, &c.; (2) that to
refer the verbal forms invariably to the stem ~w:q', leads in many cases to phonetic

stems, e. g.

combinations which are essentially improbable, whereas the assumption of original

middle-vowel stems renders a simple and natural explanation almost always possible.

W¾¾[, stems are therefore to be rigidly distinguished from the real w¾¾[ stems of
the strong forms, such as xw:r'Ã [w:G", &c. (see below, gg).— As early as the eleventh
century the right view with regard to W¾¾[ stems was taken by Samuel HannagiÖd (cf.
These

Bacher, Leben und Werke des Abulwalid, p. 16); recently by Böttcher (Lehrbuch, §

[¾¾[ stems) especially by Müller, Stade, and Wellhausen (see
above, § 67 a, note). On the other hand, the old view of w and y as consonants has
1112), and (also as to

been recently revived by Philippi, Barth, M. Lambert, and especially Brockelmann (op.
cit.).
2[1]

In Aramaic, however, always

T'm.q'ñ; also in Hebrew grammars before QimhÌi

T'm.q'ñÃ yTim.q'ñ, &c., are found, but in our editions of the Bible this occurs only in pause,
e. g. yTim.q+' Mi 7:8, Wnt.m'ñ 2 K 7:3, 4.
tme

3[2]

According to Stade (Grammatik, § 385 e and f) the e in
is of the nature of a
diphthong (from ai, which arose from the union of the vowel iç, the sign of the

rAa, &c. (from au). But. oÖ
(from au) could not, by § 26 p, remain in a closed penultima (T'v.Bñ, &c.); consequently
intransitive, with the aç of the root), and likewise the o in

the o of these forms can only be tone-long, i.e. due to lengthening of an original uç, and

tme to lengthening of an original iç. This is confirmed by the fact that
the oÒ inT.v.BÃ yTiv.BñÃ Wnv.Bñ is always, and in WvBñ, 3rd plur. perfect, nearly always (the
instances are 11 to 2), written defectively. Forms like hv'ABñÃ WvABñÃ WrAañ, &c., are
similarly the eÒ of

therefore due to orthographic licence.
4[1]

So in Arabic, prop. qaÖÈiçm, since the two vowels are kept apart by the insertion of an

a, cf. Aram. ~aeq'; but also contracted, as sëaÖk, haÖr, for sëaÖÈiçk, &c. (cf. Wright's Gramm. of
the Arabic Language, 2nd ed. vol. i. p. 164).

~t,boyv†eh]wX; 1 S 6:7 (cf. 2 Ch 6:25) could only be an orthographic licence for
äbv†ehw; perhaps, however, äbyv†ihw was originally intended.

5[2]

ha'boB. before a genitive), the text is evidently corrupt: read with
Klostermann after the LXX %aeboB..
6[1]

In 1 K 14:12 (

7[1]

Cf. Delitzsch's commentary on y Ps 3:8.

8[1]

As the passive of this HiphÇiÖl we should expect the HophÇal

doubt, to be read for

xN:Wh in La 5:5.

xn:Wh, which is, no

§ 67. Verbs

[¾¾[, e. g. bb;s' to surround.

Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 155 ff.; Grundriss, p. 632 ff.

a
1. A large number of Semitic stems have verbal forms with only two radicals, as well
as forms in which the stem has been made triliteral by a repetition of the second

[¾¾[

. Forms with two radicals were formerly explained as
radical, hence called verbs
being due to contraction from original forms with three radicals. It is more correct to
regard them as representing the original stem (with two radicals), and the forms with
the second radical repeated as subsequently developed from the monosyllabic stem.1
The appearance of a general contraction of triliteral stems is due to the fact that in
biliteral forms the second radical regularly receives Dagesë forte before afformatives,
except in the cases noted in § 22 b and q. This points, however, not to an actual
doubling, but merely to a strengthening of the consonant, giving more body to the
monosyllabic stem, and making it approximate more to the character of triliteral forms.

[¾¾[) generally takes place in the 3rd

The development of biliteral to triliteral stems (

sing. masc. and fem. and 3rd plur. perfect Qal of transitive verbs, or at any rate of
verbs expressing an activity, e. g.

bb;s'Ã hb'b.s†'Ã Wbb.s†': !n:x' Gn 33:5 (but with suffix

ynIN:òx;, ver. 11); sometimes with an evident distinction between transitive and intransitive
forms, as rr;c' to make strait, rc; to be in a strait; see further details, including the
exceptions, in aa. The development of the stem takes place (a) necessarily whenever
the strengthening of the 2nd radical is required by the character of the form (e. g.

lLexiÃ dD;vu), and (b) as a rule, whenever the 2nd radical is followed or preceded by
an essentially long vowel, as, in Qal, bAbs'Ã bWbs', in PoÖÇeÒl and PoÖÇal, bbeAsÃ bb;As.
b
2. The biliteral stem always (except in HiphÇiÖl and the imperfect NiphÇal, see below)
takes the vowel which would have been required between the second and third radical
of the ordinnry strong form, or which stood in the ground-form, since that vowel is

~T; answering to lj;q'Ã hM'T;ñ to the groundform qaçtÌaçlaçt, WMT;ñ to the ground-form qaçtÌaçluÖ; infinitive, bso to ljoq..
characteristic of the form (§ 43 b), e. g.

c
3. The insertion of Dagesë forte (mentioned under a), for the purpose of strengthening
the second radical, never takes place (see § 20 l) in the final consonant of the word, e.
g.

~T;Ã bso, not ST;Ã Bso; but it appears again on the addition of afformatives or

suffixes, e. g.

WMñT;Ã WBsoñÃ ynIWBñs;, &c.

d

nÃ t

4. When the afformative begins with a consonant (
), and hence the strongly
pronounced second radical would properly come at the end of a closed syllable, a
separating vowel is inserted between the stem-syllable and the afformative. In the

A

perfect this vowel is , in the imperative and imperfect

y¤,, e. g. t'ABñs;Ã WnABñs;,

hn"yB,ñsuT.

imperfect
(for sabb–taÒ, sabb–nuÖ, tasoÒbb–naÒ). The artificial opening of the
syllable by this means is merely intended to make the strengthening of the second
radical audible.2

e

Wnm.T;ñ

WnAMñT;

Wnm.T†'

The perfect
(for
) Nu 17:28, y Ps 64:7 (Jer 44:18
with Silluq),
owing to omission of the separating vowel, approximates, if the text is right, to
the form of verbs

W¾¾[ (cf. Wnm.q;ñ from ~Wq).

f
5. Since the preformatives of the imperfect Qal, of the perfect NiphÇal, and of HiphÇiÖl and
HophÇal throughout, before a monosyllabic stem form an open syllable, they take a
long vowel before the tone (according to § 27 e), e. g. imperfect HiphÇiÖl

bsey" for yaç–soÒb,

bseh'

imperative
for haç–seÒb, &c. Where the preformatives in the strong verb have iç,
either the originalaç (from which the iç was attenuated) is retained and lengthened, e. g.

bsoy" in imperfect Qal foryaç–soÒb, or theiç itself is lengthened to eÒ, e. g. bsehe perfect HiphÇiÖl
for hiç–seÒb (see further under h). The vowel thus lengthened can be maintained,

bs;Wh for huç-saçb); when the
tone is thrown forward it becomes SèewaÖ, according to § 27 k (under a and h
compound SèewaÖ, e. g. bsoT', but hn"yB,ñsuT.; imperfect HiphÇiÖl bseT', but hn"yB,ñsiT.; perfect
ytiBoñsih], &c.
however, only before the tone (except the uÇ of the HophÇal,

g
Besides the ordinary form of tho imperfects, there is another (common in

bSoyI or bS;yI, the first radical,
not the second, being strengthened by Dagesè forte, cf. ~VoyI 1 K 9:8, dQoYIw: Gn
24:26; with a in the second syllable, rG+'yI Lv 11:7, lD;yI Is 17:4, xV;YIw: Is 2:9, &c.,
Aramaic), in which the imperfect Qal is pronounced

~DoyI Am 5:13 and frequently, tKoa,w)" Dt 9:21, &c., bSoyI (turn intrans.) 1 S 5:8, &c.,
bQoYIw: Lv 24:11, ~ToyI Ez 47:12, &c., ~x;yI (with Dagesè forte implicitum) 1 K 1:1; in
the plural, WMT;ñyI Nu 14:35, &c. (in pause WMT'ñyI y Ps 102:28); perhaps also
lM;yIÃ %M;yI (unless these forms are rather to be referred to NiphÇal, like WMD+'yI 1 S
2:9; WlM†'yI Jb 24:24); with suffix WNb,ñQ\Ti occurs (cf. § 10 h) in Nu 23:25; Imperfect
HiphÇiÖl ~Tey:, HophÇal tK;yU, &c. The vowel of the preformative (which before Dagesè
is, of course, short) follows the analogy of the ordinary strong form (cf. also u
and y). The same method is then extended to forms with afformatives or suffixes,
so that even before these additions the second radical is not strengthened, e. g.

WdñQ.YIw: Gn 43:28, &c., for WDqoñy"w: and they bowed the head; WTK.Y:w: and they beat
down, Dt 1:44 (from tt;K'); WmT.YIw: Dt 34:8; WmD>yI Ex 15:16, Jb 29:21 (cf.,
however, WBSeñY:W: Ju 18:23, 1 S 5:8, WTK;ñyU Jer 46:5, Jb 4:20). To the same class of
apparently strong formations belongs hn"l.C;ñTi (without the separating vowel, for
hn"yL'ñciT., cf. 1 S 3:11 and below, p) they shall tingle, 2 K 21:12, Jer 19:3.— On
the various forms of the NiphÇal, see under t.

h
6. The original vowel is retained, see f, (a) in the preformative of the imperfect Qal
for yaç–soÒb (cf. §§ 47 b, 63 b, and for verbs

bsoy"

W¾¾[ § 72); (b) in the perfect NiphÇal bs;n"

bs;Wh, with irregular lengthening (no doubt on the
analogy of verbs w¾¾p) for hoÐsaçb, from huç-sab, imperfect bs;Wy from yuç-sab, &c.
n&aá-saáb (§ 51 a); (c) in HophÇal

i
On the other hand, an already attenuated vowel (i) underlies the intransitive imperfects
Qal with aç in the second syllable (probably for the sake of dissimilating the two

rm;yE for yiç-maçr (see p); and in the preformative of HiphÇiÖl bsehe from hiç–seÒb
(ground-form ljeq.h;, § 53 a), as well as of the participle bseme (ground-form ljeq.m;), on
vowels), e. g.

the analogy of the perfect. In the second syllable of the Perf. the underlying vowel is iç,
attenuated from an original aç, which in the strong verb is abnormally lengthened to iç (§
53 a). The eÒ lengthened from iç is, of course, only tone-long, and hence when without
the tone and before Dagesè forte we have e. g.
in the second syllable, cf. v.

t'ABñsih]. On the retention of the original aç

k
7. The tone, as a general rule, tends to keep to the stem-syllable, and does not (as in

h¤'ÃW and y¤i (2nd sing. fem. imperfect) e. g.
3rd sing. fem. perfect hT'x;ñ in pause hT'x'ñ; with r and gutturals hr'm'ñ (for hR'm;ñ), hx'v'ñ y
Ps 44:26; on the other hand, with waÒw consecutive hB'ñr;w> Is 6:12 (but hy"x†'w" Ex 1:16).
In the 3rd plur. perfect the tone-syllable varies; along with WLD;ñÃ WLq;ñ, we also find WLñD;
and WLñq;ñÃ WBñr; Is 59:12, Wxñv; Hb 3:6, &c.; but in pause always WTx'ñÃ WMT'ñ, &c. The
tone likewise remains on the stem-syllable in the imperfect Qal in yBisoñT'Ã WBsoñy"; perfect
HiphÇiÖl hB'señheÃ WBseñhe; imperfect yBiseñT'Ã WBsey"ò, &c. In the forms with separating vowels,
the strong verb) pass to the afformatives

the tone is moved forward to these vowels (or to the final syllable, cf. ee), e. g.

t'ABñs;Ã hn"yB,ñsuT., &c.; except before the endings ~t, and !t, in the perfect, which
always bear the tone. This shifting of the tone naturally causes the shortening of the
merely tone-long vowels eÒ and oÒ to iç and uç (or oç, see n), hence

t'ABñsih;] from bsehe,

hn"yB,ñsuT.from bsoy"; on cases in which the vowel of the preformative becomes SèewaÖ, see
above, f.

l

[¾¾[

8. In several verbs
, instead of PiÇeÒl, PuÇal and HithpaÇeÒl, the less frequent
conjugation PoÖÇeÒl, with its passive and reflexive, occur (most probably on the analogy

W¾¾[, cf. § 72 m), generally with the same
meaning,3 e. g. lleA[ to ill-treat, passive ll;A[, reflexive lleA[t.hi (from ll;['; cf. the
HithpoÖÇeÒl from [[;r' and rr;P; Is 24:19 f); in a few verbs also PilpeÇl (§ 55 f) is found, e.
g. lGEl.GI to roll, HithpalpeÒl lGEl.G:t.hi to roll oneself (from ll;G"); imperative with suffix
h'l,s.l.s; exalt her, Pr 4:8; [v;[]v†i to comfort, to delight in; passive [v;[\v†' to be
caressed (from [[;v'). These forms cannot appear in a biliteral form any more than
PiÇeÒl, PuÇal, and HithpaÇeÒl; cf. ~y[iw>[i (Is 19:14) and wq'w>q; (Is 18:2, 7). — For rb'T'Ti 2 S
22:27 read, according to y Ps 18:27, rr'B't.Ti.
of the corresponding forms of verbs

REMARKS.
I. on Qal.

m

1. In the perfect, isolated examples are found with oÒ in the first syllablc, which it

lkor', § 43 a); viz. WMroñ
they are exalted, Jb 24:24 to ~mor' È WBroñ they shot, Gn 49:23 to bbor' È WrzI Is
1:6 to rroz". But this explanation is very doubtful: WrzOñ especially is rather to be
is customary to refer to triliteral stems with middle oÒ (like

classed among the passives or Qal mentioned in § 52 e.

n
2. Imperfects Qal with oÒ in the second syllable keep the original a in the
preformative, but lengthen it to aÒ as being in an open syllable, hence

!xoy"Ã dmoy"Ã z[oy"Ã !roy"Ã [;roy", (trans. he breaks in pieces, but [r;yE intrans.= he is
evil); imperfects with aç have, in the preformative, an eÒ, lengthened from iç. See
the examples below, under p, § 63 c and e, § 72 h, and specially Barth in ZDMG,
1894, p. 5 f.

BsoÃ bsoy"

) is only toneThe HÍoÒleçm of the infinitive, imperative, and imperfect (
long, and therefore, as a rule, is written defectively (with a few exceptions, chiefly
in the later orthography, e. g.

rAc bind up, Is 8:16; lAG y Ps 37:5; ~AD. ver. 7;

zAb)l' for zbol' to plunder, Est 3:13, 8:11). When this oÒ loses the tone, it becomes
in the final syllable oç, in a sharpened syllable uç, or not infrequently even oç (see
above, k). Examples of oç are: (a) in a toneless final syllable, i.e. before Maqqeph

-!r' (roçn) to rejoice, Jb 38:7; bs'Y"òw: Ju 11:18 (once
even with uç in a toneless final syllable, ~ruY"òW: Ex 16:20); on the other hand, in the
plur. WBSoY"òw:, fem. hn"yB,ñsuT.w:; (b) before a tone-bearing afformative or suffix, e. g.
imperative 2nd sing. fem. yNIòr'Ã yZIñG" (cf. ff); ynINEòx' pity me; h'WLñS' Jer 50:26; ~Dev'y> Pr
11:3 QereÃ; WhN)ux'T. Ex 12:14 (for the defective writing, cf. WhKuñsuY> Jb 40:22). In
^ñN>x.y" Gn 43:29, Is 30:19 (for ^n>x'y") this oç is thrown back to the preformative.
or in the imperfect consecutive,

o

hr'[oñ make yourselves naked Is 32:11, cf. the
analogous forms in § 48 i. — Quite abnormal is the infinitire absolute h['roñ Is
24:19 (as h follows, probably only a case of dittography for [;ro, cf. bqo Nu 23:25
and lvo Ru 2:16); so also are the imperatires yLi-hb'q†'Nu 22:11, 17, and yLi-hr'a†'
22:6, 23:7, . with h paragogic. We should expect hB'quñÃ hr'aoñ. If theso forms are
On the 2nd plur- fem. impcrat.

to be read qoçballi¨ ’oÇralli, they would be analogous to such cases as
90 i), the addition of the paragogic

-bq'

hr'B;ñd>mi (§

h¤ causing no change in tho form of the word

-!r'

(
like
above). If, however, as Jewish tradition requires, they are to be
read qaÒballi, ’aÒralli, then in boili cases the QamesÌ must be explained, with Stade,

yLi-hb'qo), &c.; cf. § 9 v). Still more surprising is Anb.q' curse
him, Nu 23:13, for WNB,ñqu or äBq'4

as the equivalent of oÒ (

p
3. Examples with PathahÌ in the infinitive, imperative, and imperfect are

rB; (in

~r'b'l. to prove them, Ec 3:18); dr; Is 45:1; %v; Jer 5:26; ~G"v;B. in their error, Gn
6:3 (so ed. Mant., but there is also good authority for ~G:v;B., from ·v;=·v,=rv,a]
and ~G: also; so Baer and Ginsburg). Also lG: take away, y Ps 119:22; and the
imperfects ~x;yE it is hot, Dt 19:6, &c. (on the eÒ of the preformative cf. n); rm;yE it is
bitter, Is 24:9; dc;yE it is straitened; %r;yEit is soft, Is 7:4; ~v;Te it is desolate, Ez
12:19 (in pause ~v†'Te Gn 47:19); lq;ñTew: she was despised, Gn 16:4 (but
elsewhere in the impf. consec. with the tone on the penultima, e. g. rc,yEòw: Gn
32:8, &c.; [r;yEòw: Gn 21:11, &c., cf. Ez 19:7); in the 1st sing. imperfect ~t+'yae5 y Ps
19:14, abnormally written fully for ~t'ae, unless ~T'a, is to be read, as in some
MSS., on the analogy of the 3rd sing. ~ToyI — In the impf. Qal of llv the reading
of Hb 2:8 varies between ^WLñv;y> (Baer, Ginsb.) and ^WLñv'y> (ed. Mant., Jabl.).—
The following forms are to be explained with Barth (ZDMG. xliii. p. 178) as
imperfects Qal with original iç in the second syllable, there being no instances of

lg<Y"òw: Gn 29:10; !gEy" Is 31:5, &c.; %s,y"w: Ex 40:21, y
Ps 91:4, &c.; perhaps also hn"yL,ñciT. 1 S 3:11 and lhey" Jb 31:26, &c.; in
accordance with this last form, ALhi¿B.À Jb 29:3 would also be an infinitive Qal,
not HiphÇiÖl (for ALhih]B†;), as formerly explained below, under w. Finally the very
peculiar form #rIT'ñw: Ju 9:53 may probably be added to the list.
their HiphÇiÖl in the same sense:

q
Imperfects, with an original u in the second syllable, are also found with this uç

!Wr'y", if the text is correct, in Pr 29:6; dWvy" y
Ps 91:6 (unless it be simply an imperfect from dWv to be powerful, to prevail);
#Wry" (if from #cr) Is 42:4, &c. (also defectively #rua' y Ps 18:30; but in Ec 12:6,
according to Baer, #Wrt'w>); ~TuTi Ez 24:11 (on the sharpening of the t cf. g
lengthened to uÖ (instead of oÒ), e. g.

above).6

r

W¾¾[ is seen in the infinitives rWbl' (for rBo) Ec 9:1;
AqxuB. Pr 8:27 (cf. AqWxB. Pr 8:29) for AQixuB., and in the imperfect ^v.m†ua] Gn
27:21. (The forms tANx; in y Ps 77:10, tAMv; Ez 36:3, ytiALñx; y Ps 77:11,
formerly treated here as infinitives from [¾¾[ stems, are rather to be referred to
h¾¾l stems, with Barth, Wurzeluntersuchungen, Lpz. 1902, p. 21.) On other
A similar analogy with verbs

similar cases, see below, under ee. For examples of the aramaÏzing imperfect, see
above, g.

s

%yIs;ña]vo) for %yIs;ñs.vo) occurs in KethiÖbh, Jer
30:16 (the QereÖ indicates a participle from hs'v'); h[;ro Pr 25:19 appears to be a
contraction from h['[]ro), part. fem. = breaking in pieces.
4. In the participle, the aramaÏzing form

II. On NiphÇal.

t
5. Besides the ordinary form of the perfect

bs;n" with PathahÌ (in pause bs'n") and

bs'n" with QamesÌ in the second syllable, there is also another with
SÍere, and a third with HÍolem, e. g. perfect smen" it melts, Ez 21:12, y Ps 22:15;
hB'señn" (for hB's;n" Ez 26:2; part. smen" molten, 1 S 15:9, Na 2:11; lqen" it is a light
thing, 2 K 20:10, Is 49:6 (perf. lq;n"); with oÒ, e. g. WLgOñn" they are rolled together, Is
the participle

34:4; cf. 63:19, 64:2, Am 3:11, Na 1:12, Ec 12:6 b. In the imperfect with oÒ in the

W¾¾[ (from which König would also
explain the perfects with oÒ), we find yMiDoñTi thou shalt be brought to silence, Jer

second syllable, on the analogy of verbs

48:2 (unless this form should be referred to Qal with QimhÌi, Olshausen, König);

[;AryE he suffers hurt, Pr 11:15, 13:20; #ArTe (for tirroÒsÌ) Ez 29:7; with eÒ in the
second syllable lxeTe she profanes herself, Lv 21:9, but lx;aew)' Ez 22:26, and lx+'yE
Is 48:11, tx;yE Is 7:8, &c. For infinitives, cf. sMehi to melt, y Ps 68:3 (as inf. constr.;
2 S 17:10 as inf. absol.); again, with compensatory lengthening in the first

lxehe Ez 20:9, 14, 22, but with suffix ALx;h†e Lv 21:4; also zABhi to be
plundered, and qABhi to be emptied, Is 24:3; in the imperative, only WrB'ñhi be ye
clean, Is 52:11. On WMroñhe get you up, Nu 17:10, and the corresponding imperf.
WMroñyE Ez 10:17, &c., cf. 72 dd.
syllable,

u
Examples of the perfect NiphÇal with sharpening of the initial syllable are,

lx;nI it is

ll;x'); rx;nI (from rr;x') y Ps 69:4, 102:4 (also
rx;n" Jer 6:29); tx;nI fractus est (from tt;x') Mal 2:5; cf. with this in the participle,
~ymix'n)e (for nihÌhÌaÒmiÖm) Is 57:5, and ~yrIa'n)e Mal 3:9: in the imperative and infinitive
profaned, Ez 22:16, 25:3 (from

NiphÇal such a virtual strengthening of the guttural after preformatives never
occurs. — The occurrence of u instead of oÖ as a separating vowel in the perfect

WnDuñv;n> Mic 2:4 is abnormal.
III. On HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal.

v
6. The second syllable in HiphÇiÖl sometimes has PathahÌ instead of SÍere,
especially under the influence of

r and the gutturals, e. g. perfect rm;he he made

xv;he he bowed, rp;he he hath broken, Gn 17:14, in pause, cf. § 29 q;
otherwise rpehe, plur. Wrpeñhe Is 24:5. In rypihe y Ps 33:10, Ez 17:19, cf. y Ps
89:34, and in WryFiñhe Ho 8:4 (perhaps also in !t;yxiy> Hab 2:17, but cf. § 20 n)
there is an assimilation to the corresponding forms of verbs W¾¾[, see z. Also rc;he
Dt 28:52, zt;he (in pause) Is 18:5; inf. rb†;h'l. to cleanse, Jer 4:11, in pause. But
also with other consonants, e. g. qd;he 2 K 23:15, lq;he Is 8:23; %r;he Jb 23:16;
plur. WBs;ñhe 1 S 5:9, 10 (and so usually in the 3rd plur. perf, except before r and
gutturals, e. g. W[reñhe); imper. [v+;h' besmear, Is 6:10; plur. WMv+;h' be astonished,
bitter,

[r;ñT' Thou dost afflict; part. lc;me (on eÒ in the first syllable, see
under i) shadowing, Ez 31:3 (but %ysime Ju 3:24 is assimilated to the form of
verbs W¾¾[, unless, with Moore, we simply read %seme, or, with incorrect spelling,
%yseme. So in the imperative ynIveñymih] Ju 16:26 QereÖ, and in the infinitive ^m.t†ih] Is
Jb 21:5; imperfect

33:1).

w
The eÒ of the second syllable, when without the tone, may become eá, e. g.

yBi lt,heñ Gn 31:7 (see also x), It is unusual (cf. § 53 k) to find the eÒ written fully
as in the infinitive rypeh'l. Zc 11:10. Instead of HÍatÌeph–PathahÌ a HÍatÌeph SeghoÖl is
found under the preformative in ynIt;ñL{qih/ 2 S 19:44, and a PathahÌ occurs before
x (with a virtual sharpening of the x) in such forms as t'Toñxih†; Is 9:3; cf. Gn 11:6,
Dt 2:31, 3:24, 1 S 22:15, Est 6:13 — in all these cases before xi.— On ALhiB. Jb
29:3, see above, p: on yTiñT;x.h;w> Jer 49:37, see below, dd.
x
7. In the imperfect consecutive of verbs whose second radical is a guttural, aç is
retained (§ 22 d) in the second syllable instead of eç, e. g.

r

with , as

[r;Y"òw: 1 K 16:25: so also

rc;Y"òw: 2 Ch 28:20, Dt 2:9 — but cf. also rp,Y"òw: Neh 4:9.

y

bSeY:w: Ex
13:18, &.; cf. Ju 18:23; rMeT;-la; Ex 23:21, but read rm,T,ñ-la; from hr'm': WtK.Y:w:
Dt 1:44 (cf. Nu 14:45), but WBSeñY:w: Ju 18:23, 1 S 5:8, 2 Ch 29:6; lxea; profanabo,
Ez 39:7; sTeT; Jb 22:3; without elision of the h (cf. § 53 q), lTeh;w>w: 1 K 18:27, but
Jer 9:4 Wlteñh'y>, Jb 13:9 WLteñh'T.; with iÖ the second syllable ~yViy: Jer 49:20, 50:45;
cf. ~yViN:w: Nu 21:30; in the perfect h'WlyòZhi La 1:8. In HophÇal, WkM.hu they are
brought low, Jb 24:21; tK;yU he is smitten, Is 24:12 (plur. WTK;ñyU Jer 46:5, Mi 1:7); in
pause, Wqx†'yU Jb 19:23, but also WTK+;yU Jb 4:20 (so Baer, Ginsb., but ed. Mant.,
Jabl. WT+K'yU); with oç in the initial syllable, hƒM'V;h' (infinitive with suffix = HM'V;h',
cf. § 91 e) Lv 26:34 f., cf. 2 Ch 36:21; hM'v;h.B', with irregular syncope for äV;h'B.,
8. Aramaïzing forms (but cf. Rem. to § 67 g) in HiphÇiÃl and HophÇal are,

Lv 26:43.
IV. In General.

z

[¾¾[ are most closely related as regards inflexion to verbs W¾¾[ (§ 72).
The form of verbs [¾¾[ is generally the shorter (cf. e. g. bsoy" and ~Wqy" Ã bsehe
and ~yqihe); in a few cases, however, the two classes exactly coincide, e. g. in
9. Verbs

the imperfect Qal and HiphÇil with waÒw consecutive, in HophÇal and in the less
common conjugations (see above, l).

aa
10. The developed forms (with three radicals), as mentioned in a, are especially
frequent in the 3rd sing. masc. and fem., and the 3rd plur. perf. Qal (i.e. in forms
without an afformative or with an afformative beginning with a vowel) of transitive

bb;s' Ã Wbb.s†' (but before a
suffix also ynIWBñs;, as well as ynIWbñb's. Ã ynIWDñv;, &c.) ~m;z" Ã hm'm]z†' Ã Wpp]a', &c.
Sometimes the contracted, as well as the uncontracted form, is found, e. g. zz:B'
to plunder, plur Wzz>]B†'; in other parts, only Wnz>z:ñB' Dt 2:35, as well as WnAWòB; Dt 3:7;
yTim.m;ñz" Zc 8:14, 15 and ytiMoñz: Jer 4:28. Other examples of biliteral forms in 2nd
verbs, or verbs, at any rate, expressing action, e. g.

sing. masc. are Dt 25:12, Pr 30:32; in 1st sing., Jos 5:9. Apart from Qal the only
example of a developed form is

yTiñT;x.h;w> Jer 49:37.

bb
On the other hand, the biliteral forms are the more common in the 3rd sing. and

qD; Dt 9:21 (Ex
32:20 qD+'; elsewhere always a transitive verb); tx;, fem. hT'x;ñ È rm;;fem hr'm'ñ,
(for marraÒ); rc;, fem. hr'c'ò (cf. hr'x'ñw> Ez 24:11); %r; Ã xv;, fem. hx'v;ñ Ã ~T;, &c.;
plur. WTx;ñ Ã WMT;ñ, &c. (but on the tone, cf. ee below). Exception, hv'v.[†' y Ps 6:8
plur. of perfects which are intransitive, and express a state; cf.

cc

Wll]D†' (also WLD;ñ), ll;x' Ã hd'd>n)' Ã Wdd>n)'
(in pause Wdd'ñn"), rr;s' Ã hv'v][† (plur. in pause Wvv†e[' y Ps 31:11),
Wll]c)' Ã Wxx]v†' (also Wxv;ñ), almost all have, as Mayer Lambert observes, at least
The intransitive but developed perfects

l. are bBos.li
Nu 21:4; dAdv.li Jer 47:4; zzOg>li Gn 31:19 (also zgOl' Gn 38:13); cf. also ~m'x.l; Is
47:14, in subordinate pause, for ~m;x]l†;; with suffix sk,n>n:x]l†; Is 30:18, and, from
the same form !n:x], with retraction and modification of the vowel, Hn"n>x,l. y Ps
102:14; also x;Axf. Is 60:14, zzOg>Bi 1 S 25:2, ssom.Ki Is 10:18, zAz[]B†; Pr 8:28,
rArc.Ki Pr 26:8.— Imperatire Wdd>v'. Jer 49:28 (cf. § 20 b, and ibid. also on ynInEñn>x†;
y Ps 9:14); in the imperfect, dADyI Na 3:7 (y Ps 68:13; cf. Gn 31:40) from ddn;
an active, not a stative meaning. Triliteral forms of the infinitive after

the strong form here, after the assimilation of the NuÖn, was unavoidable. On the

~ded>v'y> Jer 5:6 is anomalous for ~Dev'y> (Pr 11:3 QereÖ; the eastern
school read the PoÇeÒl ~ddwvy in the kethiÖbh); the strengthening of the second
other hand,

radical has been afterwards resolved by the insertion of a vocal SèeuaÖ. Cf. also

!n:x/y), Am 5:15 (else where !xoy"). In NiphÇal, the triliteral form bbeL'yI is found, Jb
11:12; in HiphÇil, all the forms of !nr, thus imperative WnynIòr'h;, imperfect !ynIr>T;;
infinitive ~mev.h; Mi 6:13; participle ~ymiv.m; Ez 3:15. That the developed (triliteral)
forms possess a certain emphasis is seen from their frequent use in pause, as in

ynIWbñb's.-~g: ynIWBñs;).

y Ps 118:11 after a bilitlorlil form (

dd
11. The above-mentioned (see g) neglect of the strengthening in aramaiïzing

WmD>yI and the like, occurs elsewhere tolerably often; in the perfect
Qal Wnm.T;ñ for WnAMñT; Nu 17:26 (Jer 44:18; cf. above, e); imperfect hz"boñn" 1 S 14:36
(h¤' parag. without any influence on the form, cf. o); even with the firm vowel
reduced to vocal SèewaÖ; hl'ñb.n)' Gn 11:7 for hL'boñn" (cohortative from ll;B'); Wmñz>y)' for
WMzOñy" ibid. ver. 6, they purpose; following the analogy of verbs W¾¾[Ã^v.m†ua] (see
above, r); from intransitiv imperfects Qal, yrIc.T†e Is 49:19 (plur.masc. Jb 18:7);
W[r>y)e Neh 2:3; also hn"m.v+'yTi Ez 6:6 (for which read ävyTe= ävTe) might be
explained in the same way. — Perfect NiphÇal hb'ñs.n)' for hB's;ñn" Ez 4:17; Wlz>n)' Ju
5:5for WLzOñn"; ~T,l.m;n> for ~t,L{m;n> Gn 17:11(as if from ll;m' not lWm to circumcise),
cf. Is 19:3, Jer 8:14; imperfect hn"q.M;ñTi Zc 14:12; participle ~ymix'n)e, cf. u. S0 also
forms, such as

#p;n" 1 S 13:11, hc'p.n)' Gn 9:19 (cf. Is 33:3), are perfects NiphÇal from #cp (=
#WP), not Qal from #p;n". — In HiphÇiÖl T'l.t;ñhe (for t'L{ñtih]) Ju 16:10 (2 S 15:34);
hz"[eñhe for hW"[eñhe Pr 7:13 (cf. Ct 6:11, 7:13).
No less irregular is the suppression of the vowel of the stem-syllable in
Lv 26:15. — On the perfect

~k,r>p.h;l.

Wyl.D; Pr 26:7, cf. § 75 u.

ee
12. Cases in which the tone is thrown forward on the afformatives (see k) are (a)

ytiroñceh]w); Jer 10:18 before ~h,l') after
w consec., Ex 33:19, 12, 2 K 19:34, &c., also Is 44:16(ytiAMx; before r); y Ps
in the perfect, the 1st sing. regularly (but cf.

92:11 (but the text is certainly corrupt; see the Lexicon), 116:6, perhaps also Jb

ytioNOx;w> (though in this passage, and in y Ps 17:3, the form might be an
infinitive in oÖth; see Delitzsch on Jb 19:17); in the 2nd sing. ht'ñCoq;w> (before a) Dt
25:12; in the 3rd plural, WBñr; multi sunt, y Ps 3:2, 104:24, Jer 5:6, 1 S 25:10; WBñr;
they are soft, y Ps 55:22 WLñq; they are swift, Jer 4:13, Hb 1:8; WBñz: they are pure,
Jb 15:15, 25:5, La 4:7; Wxñv; they did bow, Hb 3:6; Wrñx; they are burned, Is 24:6.
A by form of Wtv' (W¾¾[, cf. &§ 72 dd) is WTñv; y Ps 49:15, 73:9.
19:17,

ff

yNIòr' sing, Is 54:1, Zp
3:14, Zc 2:14; WNòr' Is 44:23, 49:13, Jer 31:7 (but yNIroñ lament, La 2:19), yGIòx'
keep (thy feasts), Na 2:1, Jer 7:29; hZ"ñW[ (=hW"[u) before a, y Ps 68:29. On
(b) In the imperative (a command in an emphatic tone)

the retention of the short vowels uç (oç) and iç before Dagesë forte, in place of
the tone-long oÒ and eÒ, see above, k; on the change of the vowel of the
preformative into SèeuaÔ, when it no longer stands before the tone, see g.
Footnotes:
1[1]

So (partly following Ewald and Böttcher) A. Müller, ZDMG. xxxiii. p. 698 ff.;
Stade, Lehrbuch, § 385 b, c; Nöldeke, and more recently Wellhausen, 'Ueber
einige Arten schwacher Verba im Hebr.' (Skizzen u. Vorarb. vi. 250 ff.). Against
Böttcher see M. Lambert, REJ. xxxv. 330 ff., and Brockelmann, as above.

2[1]

Of all the explanations of these separating vowels the most satisfactory is
that of Rödiger, who, both for the perfect and imperfect (Ewald and Stade, for the

h¾¾l. We must, however,
regard t'ABñs; as formed on the analogy not of t'yliñG", but (with P. Haupt) of a form
t'AlñG" (=gaÒlautaÒ, cf. Arab. gÔazauta), while hn"yB,suT. follows the analogy of hn"yl,g>Ti.
imperfect at least), points to the analogy of verbs

[See also Wright, Comp. Gr., 229 f.]
3[1]

Sometimes both PiÇeÒl and PoÖÇeÒl are formed from the same stem, though with

#CerI to break in pieces, #cero to oppress; !NEti to
make pleasing, !nEAx to have pity; bBesito turn, to change, bbeAsto go round, to
a difference of meaning, e. g.
encompass.

An as suffix of the 3rd person a parallel might be found in Anv.y<, § 100 o,
and probably also in the NuÖn of the Phoenician suffix ~n: cf. Barth, ZDMG. xli. p.
4[1]

For

643, and the nota on § 100 o.

hn"m.v+'yTi, which could only come from ~vy, ävyTe
is intended, and Wmv.a.y< in the same verse is probably only an error for WMv;ñyE.

5[2]

Also in Ez 6:6, instead of

According to Stade, Grammatik, § 95, Rem., the pronunciation with uÖ since it
also appears in Neo-Punic [and in Western Syriac, see Nöldeke, Syr. Gramm., §
48], was that of everyday life.
6[3]

CHAPTER II

THE VERB
§ 38. General View.

a
Verbal stems are either original or derived. They are usually divided into —
(a) Verbal stems proper (primitive verbs), which exhibit the stem without any addition,
e. g.

%l;m' he has reigned.

b
(b) Verbal derivatives, i. e. secondary verbal stems, derived from the pure stem (letter

vD;qi

vDeq;t.hi

to sanctify,
to sanctify oneself, from
a), e. g.
usually called conjugations (§ 39).

vd;q' to be holy. These are

c
(c) Denominatives,1 i. e. verbs derived from nouns (like the Latin causari, praedari,
and Eng. to skin, to stone), or even from particles (see d, end) either in a primitive or

lh;a', Qal and PiÇeÒl, to pitch a tent, from lh, aoñ tent; vyrIv.hi and
vrevo to take root, and vreve to root out, from vr, vo root (§ 52 h).
derivative form, e. g.

d
This does not exclude the possibility that, for nouns, from which denominative
verbs are derived, the corresponding (original) verbal stem may still be found
either in Hebrew or in the dialects. The meaning, however, is sufficient to show
that the denominatives have come from the noun, not from the verbal stem, e. g.

hn"bel. a brick (verbal stem !bl to be white), denomin. !b;l' to make bricks; gD' a
fish (verbal stem hg"D' to be prolific), denomin. gWD to fish; @r;x' to winter (from
@r, xoñ autumn, winter, stem @r;x' to pluck); #Wq to pass the summer (from #yIq;ñ
summer, stem #yqi to be hot).
On 'Semitic verbs derived from particles' see P. Haupt in the Amer. Journ. of
Sem. Lang., xxii (1906), 257 ff.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. W. J.Gerber, Die hebr. Verba denom., insbes. im theol. Sprachgebr. des A.T.,
Lpz. 1896.

§ 39. Ground-form and Derived Stems.
Brockelmann, Sem. Sprachwiss., p. 119 ff.; Grundriss, p. 504 ff.

a
1. The 3rd sing. masc. of the Perfect in the form of the pure stem (i. e. in Qal, see g) is
generally regarded, lexicographically and grammatically, as the ground-form of the

lj;q'

dbeK'

!joq'

verb (§ 30 a), e. g.
he has killed,
he was heavy,
he was little.1 From
this form the other persons of the Perfect are derived, and the Participle also is

ljoq. lj;q.

or
, like the Imperative and Infinitive construct in sound,
connected with it.
may also be regarded as an alternative ground-form, with which the Imperfect (see §
47) is connected.

b
In verbs

W¾¾[ (i. e. with w for their second radical) the stem-form, given both in

Lexicon and Grammar, is not the 3rd sing. masc. Perfect (consisting of two

w

consonants), but the form with medial , which appears in the Imperative and

bWv to return (3rd pers. perf. bv'): the same is the case in most
stems with medial y, e. g. !yDI to judge.
Infinitive; e. g.

c
2. From the pure stem, or Qal, the derivative stems are formed according to an
unvarying analogy, in which the idea of the stem assumes the most varied
shades of meaning, according to the changes in its form (intensive,
frequentative, privative, causative, reflexive, reciprocal; some of them with
corresponding passive forms), e. g.

dm;l' to learn, dM;li to teach; bk;v' to lie,

byKiv.hi to lay; jp;v' to judge, jP;v.nI to contend. In other languages such
formations are regarded as new or derivative verbs, e. g. Germ. fallen (to fall),
fällen (to fell); trinken (to drink), tränken (to drench); Lat. lactere (to suck, Germ.
saugen), lactare (to suckle, Germ. säugen); iaceçre (to throw), iaceÒre (to lie down);
gi,nomai( genna,w. In Hebrew, however, these formations are incomparably more
regular and systematic than (e. g.) in Greek, Latin, or English; and, since the
time of Reuchlin, they have usually been called conjugations of the primitive form
(among the Jewish grammarians

~ynIy"n>Bi, i. e. formations, or more correctly

species), and are always treated together in the grammar and lexicon.2

d
3. The changes in the primitive form consist either in internal modification by means of

lJeqiÃ lJ;quÈ ljeAqÃ lj;Aq

vowel-change and strengthening of the middle consonant (
;
cf. to lie, to lay; to fall, to fell), or in the repetition of one or two of the stem-consonants

ll;j.qiÃ lj;l.j;q.), or finally in the introduction of formative additions (lj;q.nI), which
may also be accompanied by internal change (lyjiq.hiÃ lJeq;t.hi). Cf. § 31 b.
(

In Aramaic the formation of the conjugations is effected more by formative
additions than by vowel-change. The vocalic distinctions have mostly become

t.hiÃ t.aiÃ t.a,

have entirely
obsolete, so that, e. g. the reflexives with the prefix
usurped the place of the passives. On the other hand, Arabic has preserved
great wealth in both methods of formation, while Hebrew in this, as in other
respects, holds the middle place (§ 1 m).

e
4. Grammarians differ as to the number and arrangement of these conjugations. The
common practice, however, of calling them by the old grammatical terms, prevents
any misunderstanding. The simple form is called Qal (

lq; light, because it has no

~ydIbeK.

formative additions); the others (
heavy, being weighted, as it were, with the
strengthening of consonants or with formative additions) take their names from the

l[;P'

paradigm of
he has done,3 which was used in the earliest Jewish grammatical
works. Several of these have passives which are distinguished from their actives by
more obscure vowels. The common conjugations (including Qal and the passives) are
the seven following, but very few verbs exhibit them all:

f
Active

Passive

1. Qal

lj;q' to kill.

(Cf. § 52 e.)

2. NiphÇal

lj;q.nI to kill oneself (rarely passive).

3. PiÇeÒl

lJeqi to kill many, to massacre.

4. PuÇal

5. HiphÇiÖl

lyjiq.hi to cause to kill.

6. HophÇal

lJ;qu.
lj;Q.h'.

7. HithpaÇeÒl

lJeq;t.hi to kill oneself.

[Very rare, HothpaÇal

lJ;q;t.h'.]

g
There are besides several less frequent conjugations, some of which, however, are
more common in the kindred languages, and even in Hebrew (in the weak verb)
regularly take the place of the usual conjugations (§ 55).
In Arabic there is a greater variety of conjugations, and their arrangement is
more appropriate. According to the Arabic method, the Hebrew conjugations
would stand thus: 1. Qal; 2. piÇeÒl and PuÇal; 3. PoÖÇeÒl and PoÖÇal (see § 55 b); 4.
HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal; 5. Hithpa ÇeÒl and HothpaÇal; 6. HithpoÖÇeÒl (see § 55 b); 7. NiphÇal;
8. HithpaÇeÒl (see § 54 l); 9. PiÇleÒl(see § 55 d), A more satisfactory division would
be into three classes: (1) The intensive PiÇleÒl with the derived and analogous
forms PuÇal and HithpaÇeÒl. (2) The causative HiphÇiÖl with its passive HophÇal, and
the analogous forms (SëaphÇeÒl and TiphÇeÒl), (3) The reflexive or passive NiphÇal.
Footnotes:
1[2]

For the sake of brevity, however, the meaning in Hebrew-English Lexicons is

usually given in the Infinitive, e. g.

dm;l' to learn, properly he has learnt.

2[1]

The term Conjugation thus has an entirely different meaning in Hebrew and Greek
or Latin grammar.
3[1]

This paradigm was borrowed from the Arabic grammarians, and, according to
Bacher, probably first adopted throughout by AbulwaliÖd. It was, however, unsuitable on

dq;P'

,
account of the guttural, and was, therefore, usually exchanged in later times for
after the example of Moses QimhÌi. This verb has the advantage, that all its
conjugations are actually found in the Old Testament. On the other hand, it has the
disadvantage of indistinctness in the pronunciation of some of its forms, e. g.

T'd>q;P'Ã ~T, d>q;P..The paradigm of lj;q' commonly used since the time of Danz,
avoids this defect, and is especially adapted for the comparative treatment of the

ltq

Semitic dialects, inasmuch as it is found with slight change (Arab. and Ethiop.
) in
all of them, It is true that in Hebrew it occurs only three times in Qal, and even then
only in poetic style (y Ps 139:19, Jb 13:15, 24:14); yet it is worth retaining as a model
which has been sanctioned by usage. More serious is the defect, that a number of
forms of the paradigm of

ljq leave the beginner in doubt as to whether or not there

should be a Dagesë in the Begadkephath letters, and consequently as to the correct
division of the syllables.

§ 31. Grammatical Structure.
P. Dörwald, 'Die Formenbildungsgesetze des Hebr.' (Hilfsbuch für Lehrer des
Hebr.), Berlin, 1897, is recommended for occasional reference.

a
1. The formation of the parts of speech from the stems (derivation), and their inflexion,
are effected in two ways: (a) internally by changes in the stem itself, particularly in its
vowels: (b) externally by the addition of formative syllables before or after it. The
expression of grammatical relations (e. g. the comparative degree and some caserelations in Hebrew) periphrastically by means of separate words belongs, not to
etymology, but to syntax.

b
The external method (b) of formation, by affixing formative syllables, which
occurs e. g. in Egyptian, appears on the whole to be the more ancient. Yet other
families of language, and particularly the Semitic, at a very early period had
recourse also to the internal method, and during their youthful vigour widely
developed their power of forming derivatives. But the continuous decay of this
power in the later periods of language made syntactical circumlocution more and
more necessary. The same process may be seen also e. g. in Greek (including
modern Greek), and in Latin with its Romance offshoots.

c
2. Both methods of formation exist together in Hebrew. The internal mode of formation

lj;q'Ã ljeq'Ã ljoq'È lJeqiÃ lJ;qu,

by means of vowel changes is tolerably extensive (
&c.). This is accompanied in numerous cases by external formation also

lJeq;t.hiÃ lyjiq.hiÃ lj;q.nI, &c.), and even these formative additions again are subject
to internal change, e. g. lJ;q;t.h'Ã lj;q.h'. The addition of formative syllables occurs,

(

as in almost all languages, chiefly in the formation of the persons of the verb, where
the meaning of the affixed syllables is for the most part still perfectly clear (see §§ 44,
47). It is also employed to distinguish gender and number in the verb and noun. Of
case-endings, on the contrary, only scanty traces remain in Hebrew (see § 90).

§ 52. PiÇeÒl and PuÇal.

a
1. The characteristic of this conjugation consists in the strengthening of the middle

lJ;q;

(cf. the Arabic conj. 11.
radical. From the simple stem qatÌal (cf. § 43 b) the form
qaçttaçlaç) would naturally follow as the perfect of the active (PiÇeÒl). The PathahÌ of the first
syllable is, however, with one exception (see m), always attenuated to iç in the perfect.
In the second syllable, aç has been retained in the majority of cases, so that the
conjugation should more correctly be called PiÇal; but very frequently1 this aç also is
attenuated to iç, which is then regularly lengthened to eÒ, under the influence of the tone.

lJeq;; but in Biblical Aramaic almost always lJiq;. On the three cases in
which aç before a final r, or s has passed into SeghoÖl, see below, l.—Hence, for the 3rd
sing. masc. perfect, there arise forms like, dB;aiÃ dM;liÃ vD;qiÈ @DeGIÃ dBeKi,
Cf. in Aram.

&c.—Before afformatives beginning with a consonant, however, aç is always retained,

T'l.J;ñqiÃ ~T,l.J;qiÃ Wnl.J;ñqi, &c. In the infinitives (absol. lJoq;, obscured from qatæÌaÖl;
constr., lJeq;), imperfect (lJeq;y>), imperative (lJeq;), and participle (lJeq;m.) the original

thus

aç of the first syllable reappears throughout. The vocal SèewaÖ of the preformatives is
weakened from a short vowel; cf. the Arabic imperfect yuçqaçttiçl, participle muçqaçttiçl.

b
The passive (PuÇal) is distinguished by the obscure vowel uç, or very rarely oç, in the first
syllable, and aç (in pause aÒ) always in the second. In Arabic, also, the passives are
formed throughout with uç in the first syllable. The inflexion of both these conjugations
is analogous to that of Qal.

c

m.

Rem. 1. The preformative , which in the remaining conjugations also is the
prefix of the participle, is probably connected with the interrogative or indefinite
(cf. § 37) pronoun

ymi quis ? quicunque (fem. i. e. neuter, hm'); cf. § 85 e.

d
2. The Dagesë forte, which according to the above is characteristic of the whole of
PiÇeÒl and PuÇal, is often omitted (independently of verbs middle guttural, § 64 d)

hx'l.vi for hx'L.vi Ez
17:17; Whvuñq.Bi 2 Ch 15:15 (but in the imperative always WvQ.B; 1 S 28:7, &c.),
and so always in Wll.h; praise. The vocal character of the SèewaÖ under the litera
when the middle radical has SèewaÖ under it (cf. § 20 m), e. g.

dagessanda is sometimes in such cases (according to § 10 h) expressly

hx'q\l†u. Gn 2:23, with ¤'.
owing to the influence of the preceding u, cf. Al[\P†' for Al[.P', &c.; Gn 9:14, Ju
emphasized by its taking the form of a HÍatÌeph, as in

16:16. In the imperfect and participle the SèewaÖ under the preformatives (HÍatÌeph-

a

PathahÌ under in the 1st sing. imperfect) serves at the same time as a
characteristic of both conjugations (Gn 26:14 f.).

e
3. According to the convincing suggestion of Böttcher2 (Ausführliches. Lehrbuch,
§ 904 ff. and § 1022), many supposed perfects of PuÇal are in reality passives of
Qal. He reckons as such all those perfects, of which the PiÇeÒl (which ought to
express the corresponding active) is either not found at all, or only (as in the

dLeyI

) with a different meaning, and which form their imperfect from
case of
another conjugation, generally NiphÇal. Such perfects are the qutæÌal form of the

lka (imperfect WlB.auT. Is 1:20),
vpxÃ @rjÃ dlyÃ rcyÃ xqlÃ sb[Ã lgvÃ @jvÃ %pv. Barth (see below)
stems

adds to the list the apparent PuÇal–perfects of

rsaÃ zzbÃ hnzÃ bcxÃ trkÃ xpnÃ bz[Ã hX[Ã har, and of verbs with middle
r (hence with uç of the first syllable lengthened to oÒ), grhÃ hrh Jb 3:3 [hrz, see
§ 67 m], [rzÃ qrzÃ @rjÃ jrmÃ arqÃ @rf; also the infinitives absolute
Aghow> Arho Is 59:13. In these cases there is no need to assume any error on the
part of the punctuators; the sharpening of the second radical may have taken
place in order to retain the characteristic uç of the first syllable (cf. Arab. quçtiçlaç as
passive qaçtaçlaç), and the a of the second syllable is in accordance with the
vocalization of all the other passives (see § 39 f). Cf. § 52 s and § 53 u.

f
2.The fundamental idea of PiÇeÒl, to which all the various shades of meaning in this
conjugation may be referred, is to busy oneself eagerly with the action indicated by the
stem. This intensifying of the idea of the stem, which is outwardly expressed by the
strengthening of the second radical, appears in individual cases as—(a) a
strengthening and repetition of the action (cf. the intensive and iterative nouns with the
middle radical strengthened, § 84 b),3 e. g.
(to laugh repeatedly);

rb;q'

qx;c' to laugh, PiÇeÒl to jest, to make sport

la;v' to ask, PiÇeÒl to beg; hence when an action has reference to

many, e. g.
to bury (a person) Gn 23:4, PiÇeÒl to bury (many) 1 K 11:15, and often
so in Syr. and Arab. Other varieties of the intensive and iterative meaning are, e. g.

xt;P' to open, PiÇeÒl to loose; rp;s' to count, PiÇeÒl to recount: [cf.
bTeKiÃ bVexiÃ %LehiÃ aPerIÃ fPexiÃ fPeTi; bhea;m.Ã x;Cer;m.].
g
The eager pursuit of an action may also consist in urging and causing others to do the

dm;l'

to learn,
same. Hence PiÇeÒl has also—(b) a causative sense (like HiphÇiÖl), e. g.
PiÇeÒl to teach. It may often be turned by such phrases as to permit to, to declare or
hold as (the declarative PiÇeÒl), to help to, e. g.
innocent,

hY"xi to cause to live, qDeci to declare

dLeyI to help in child-bearing.

h
(c) Denominatives (see § 38 b) are frequently formed in this conjugation, and generally
express a being occupied with the object expressed by the noun, either to form or to

!NEqi to make a nest, to nest (from !qe), rPe[i to throw dust, to dust
(from rp'['), !NE[i to gather the clouds together (from !n"['), vLevi to divide in three parts,
or to do a thing for the third time (from vlv'); probably also rB,DI to speak, from rb'D' a
make use of it, e. g.

word. Or again, the denominative may express taking away, injuring, &c., the object
denoted by the noun (privative PiÇeÒl, cf. our to skin, to behead, to bone), e. g.

vreve

vr,voñ to root out, to extirpate, bNEzI prop. to injure the tail (bn"z"), hence to rout the
rear of an army, to attack it; bBeli to ravish the heart; !VeDI to remove the ashes (!v,D,ñ),
aJexi to free from sin (aj.xe), ~Ce[i to break any one's bones (~c,[,ñ; cf., in the same
sense, ~reGE from ~r,G<ò); @[ese to lop the boughs, Is 10:33 (from @y[is. a bough). Some
from

words are clearly denominatives, although the noun from which they are derived is no

lQesi

longer found, e. g.
to stone, to pelt with stones (also used in this sense in Qal),
and to remove stones (from a field), to clear away stones; cf. our to stone, used also in
the sense of taking out the stones from fruit.
The meaning of the passive (PuÇal) follows naturally from the above, e. g.
seek, PuÇal to be sought.

vQeBi PiÇeÒl to

i
In PiÇeÒl the literal, concrete meaning of the verb has sometimes been retained,

hl'G"

, PiÇeÒl to uncover, Qal to
when Qal has acquired a figurative sense, e. g.
reveal, also to emigrate, i. e. to make the land bare.

k
Also with an intransitive sense PiÇeÒl occurs as an intensive form, but only in

ttx in PiÇeÒl to be broken in pieces, Jer 51:56; dx;Pi to
tremble, Is 51:13, Pr 28:14; hW"rI to be drunken, Is 34:5, 7; [j[emi to be few, Ec
12:3]; but in Is 48:8, 60:11 instead of the PiÇeÒl of xtp the NiphÇal is certainly to be
poetic language, e. g.

read, with Cheyne.

l
Rem. 1. The (more frequent) form of the perfect with PathahÌ in the second
syllable appears especially before Maqqeph (Ec 9:15, 12:9) and in the middle of
sentences in continuous discourse, but at the end of the sentence (in pause) the

lDeGI Is 49:21 with lD;GI Jos 4:14, Est 3:1;
jLemi Ez 33:5 with jL;mi Ec 9:15; #C;qi 2 K 18:16 with #Ceqi y Ps 129:4; but
form with SÍere is more common. Cf.

QamesÌ never appears in this pausal form. The 3rd sing.fem. in pause is always of

hl'Jeñqi, except hc'B'ñqi Mi 1:7; the 3rd plur. always as WlJeñqi; the 2nd and
1st sing. and 1st plur. of course as T'l.J'ñqiÃ T.l.J'ñqiÃ yTil.J'ñqi (but always yTir>B;DI
and yTid>M;ñli), Wnl.J'ñq,. In the 3rd sing. perf. rB,DI to speak, rP,Ki to pardon, and
sB,Ki to wash clothes (also sBeKi Gn 49:11) take SeghoÖl, but become in pause
rBeDIÃ sBeKi (2 S 19:25); the pausal form of rP,Ki does not occur.
the form

m
PathahÌ in the first syllable (as in Aramaic and Arabic) occurs only once, Gn
41:51,

ynIV;n:ò he made me forget, to emphasize more clearly the play on the name

hV,n:m..
n
2. In the imperfect (and jussive Ju 16:25), infinitive, and imperative PiÇeÒl (as also
in HithpaÇeÒl) the SÍere in the final syllable, when followed by Maqqeph, is usually

Al-vQ,b;y> he seeks for timself, Is 40:20; yli-vD,q;
sanctify unto me, Ex 13:2. Pausal-forms with SeghoÖl instead of SÍere, as @x,r;y>),
Dt 32:11, ~x,r;a] Ho 2:6 (cf. Ex 32:6 in the infinitive, and Gn 21:9 in the
shortened into SeghoÖl, e. g.

participle), owe their origin to some particular school of Masoretes, and are
wrongly accepted by Baer; cf. the analogous cases in § 75 n and hh. If the final

r

syllable of the imperfect PiÇeÒl has PathahÌ (before a guttural or ), it remains even
in pause; cf. § 29 s and 65 e. In the 1st sing. imperfect the e-sound occurs in two
words for HÍatÌeph-PathahÌ, under the preformative

a È hr,z"a/ Lv 26:33, Ez 5:12,

~rI[]sä'aew> Zc 7:14 (in accordance with § 23 h).—Before the full plural
ending !W (see § 47 m) the SÍere is retained in pause, e. g. !Wr+Bed;T. y Ps 58:2 (but
Gn 32:20 !WråB.d;T.), cf. 2 K 6:19, Dt 12:3; so before Silluq y Ps 58:3, Jb 21:11
and even before Zaqeph qatÌon Dt 7:5. Instead of hn"l.Jeñq;T., forms like hn"l.J;ñq;T.
12:14 and

are also found, e. g. Is 3:16, 13:18, in both cases before a sibilant and in pause.

gL;P; y Ps 55:10 occurs as the 2nd sing. imperative (probably an intentional
imitation of the sound of the preceding [L;B;) and br;q' (for qarrabh) Ez 37:17.

Also

o
3. The infinite absolute of PiÇeÒl has sometimes the special form

lJoq; given in the

rSoy: castigando, y Ps 118:18; cf. Ex 21:19, 1 K 19:10 (from a
verb a¾¾l); y Ps 40:2 (from a verb h¾¾l); but much more frequently the form of
the infinitive construct (lJeq;) is used instead. The latter has also, in exceptional
cases, the form lJeqi (with aç attenuated to iç as in the perfect), e. g. in 1 Ch 8:8
Axl.vi; perhaps also (if not a substantive) rJeDI Jer 44:21; and for the sake of
assonance even for infinitive absolute in 2 S 12:14 (T'c.a;ñnI !yaenI). On the other
hand, ~Levi Dt 32:35 and rBeDI Jer 5:13 are better regarded as substantives,
while rB,DI Ex 6:28, Nu 3:1, Dt 4:15 (in each case after ~AyB.), Ho 1:2 (after
tL;xiT.), in all of which places it is considered by König (after QimhÌi) to be
paradigm, e. g.

infinitive construct, is really perfect of PiÇeÒl.

p
The infinitive construct PiÇeÒl, with the fem. ending (cf. § 45 d), occurs in

hr'S.y: Lv

hr'M.z: y Ps 147:1; with t of the fem. before a suffix %Teq.D,c; Ez 16:52. On
the verbal nouns after the form of the Aram. inf. PaÇil (hl'J'q;), see § 84b e.
26:18;

Instead of the abnormal
ed. Mant. and Ginsburg.

wyp's.a†'m. (so Baer, Is 62:9) as ptcp. PiÇel, read äs.a;m. with

q
4. In PuÇal oç is sometimes found instead of uç in the initial syllable, e. g.

~D'a'm.

hd'D>v'; Ez 16:4, y Ps 72:20, 80:11.
According to Baer's reading also in WxC.r'T. y Ps 62:4, and so also Ben Asçer, but
Ben Naphtali WxC.r;T.. It is merely an orthographic licence when uç is written fully,
e. g. dL;Wy Ju 18:29.
dyed red, Ex 25:5, &c., Na 2:4, cf. 3:7

r

bNOGU Gn 40:15.—No instance of the inf.
constr. occurs in the strong verb in PuÇal; from h¾¾l with suffix AtAN[u y Ps 132:1.
5. As infinitive absolute of PuÇal we find

s
6. A few exampless occur of the participle PuÇal without the preformative (

lK'au

dL'Wy

dL'yUm.

xQ'lu

m. ), e.

hr'[]so

g.
Ex 3:2;
(for
) Ju 13:8;
2 K 2:10;
Is 54:11. These
participles are distinguished from the perfect (as in NiphÇal) by the aÒ of the final
syllable. For other examples, see Is 30:24, Ec 9:12 (where

~yviq'Wy, according to

äQ'yU = äQ'yUm.); but, according to the Masora, not Ez 26:17, since
hl'L'ñhuh†; as MilÇeÖl can only be the perfect. The rejection of the m. may be favoured
by an initial m, as in Is 18:2, 7 (but also %V'mum.); Pr 25:19 (where, however, read
td,[,ñAm); so also in the participle PiÇeÒl !aem' Ex 7:27, 9:2 (always after ~ai, but cf.
also ~ynIa]Meh; Jer 13:10, where, however, ~ynIa]M†'h; = ~ynIa]m†'m.h; is to be read,
with Brockelmann, Grundriss, p. 264 f.) and rhem; Zp 1:14 (and Is 8:1, 3 ?).
§ 20 n, stands for

Notice, however, Barth's suggestion (Nominalbildung, p. 273) that, as the active

lK'au

only occurs in Qal, they are perfect participles of former
of forms like
passives of Qal (see e), and in Jer 13:10, 23:32, perfect participles of PiÇeÒl.—On

[B;rum. Ez 45:2, see § 65 d.
Footnotes:
So in all verbs which end in NuÖn, and in almost all which end in Lamed (Olsh. p.
538). Barth is probably right in supposing (ZDMG. 1894, p. 1 ff.) that the vowels of the
strengthened perfects have been influenced by the imperfect.
1[1]

As Mayer Lambert observes, the same view was already expressed by Ibn GÄanaÖhÌ
(see above, § 3 d) in the KitaÒb el–lumaÇ, p. 161. Cf. especially Barth, 'Das passive Qal
und seine Participien,' in the Festschtrift zum Jubiläum Hildeheimer (Berlin, 1890), p.
145 ff.
2[2]

3[1]

Analogous examples, in which the strengthening of a letter has likewise an
intensive force, are such German words as reichen, recken (Eng. to reach, to rack);
streichen (stringo), strecken: cf. Strich (a stroke), Strecke (a stretch); wacker from
wachen; others, in which it has the causative sense, are stechen, stecken; wachen
(watch), wecken (wake); te,llw to bring to an end (cf. the stem te,lw to end, in te,loj(
tele,w); genna,w to beget, from the stem ge,nw to come into being (cf. ge,noj).

§ 37.The Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns.

a

ymi who ? (of persons, even before plurals, Gn 33:5, Is
60:8, 2 K 18:35, and sometimes also of things Gn 33:8, Ju 13:17, Mi 1:5; cf. also ymitB; whose daughter ? Gn 24:23; ymil. to whom ? ymi-ta, whom ?) — hm'Ã hm; (see b)
what ? (of things). — hz< -yae which ? what ?
1. The interrogative pronoun is

b

·hm;Ã ·m;, &c. (followed by Dagesë forte conjunct.: even in y>, Hb 2:1, &c.,
against § 20 m) may be explained (like the art. ·h;§ 35 l, and ·w: in the imperf.
The form

consec.) from the rapid utterance of the interrogative in connexion with the
following word. Most probably, however, the Dagesë forte is rather due to the

h Hm;

assimilation of an originally audible ( , as Olshausen), which goes back
through the intermediate forms math, mat to an original mant: so W. Wright,
Comparative Grammar, Cambridge, 1890, p. 124, partly following Böttcher,
Hebräische Grammatik, § 261. A ground-form mant would most easily explain

!m'

!m'

!m;

(what ?), used in Ex 16:15 in explanation of
manna, while
is the regular
Aramaic for who. Socin calls attention to the Arabic mah (in pause with an
audible h: MufasÌsÌal, 193, 8). Observe further that —

c

-hm; takes a following Dagesë
(§ 20 d), e. g. %L'-hm; what is it to thee ? and even in one word, as ~k, L'm; what
is it to you ? Is 3:15; cf. Ex 4:2, Mal 1:13, and even before a guttural, ~hm Ez 8:6
(a) In the closest connexion, by means of Maqqeph,

KethiÖbh.

d
(b) Before gutturals in close connexion, by means of Maqqeph or (e. g. Ju 14:18,

hm; is used with a virtual strengthening of
the guttural (§ 22 c), so especially before h, and, in Gn 31:36, Jb 21:21, before x
1 S 20:1) a conjunctive accent, either

— or the doubling is wholly omitted. In the latter case either (cf. § 35 e–k) aç is

h of the article, except in Ec
2:12; also before hM'heñÃ hN"heñ, and so h (Hb 2:18), a (2 S 18:22, 2 K 8:14), [ (Gn

fully lengthened to Qames (so always before the

31:32, 2 K 8:13)), or modified to SeghoÖl, especially before

['Ã x', and generally

h'. The omission of the strengthening also takes place as a rule with
hÃ xÃ [, when they have not QamesÌ and then the form is either hm' or hm,, the
latter especially before x or [, if Maqqeph follows.
before

e

hm'

hm,

hm,

The longer forms
and
are also used (
even before letters which are
not gutturals) when not connected by Maqqeph but only by a conjunctive accent.

hm' is then used, but sometimes hm, when at a greater distance from
the principal tone of the sentence, Is 1:5, y Ps 4:3. (On hm, in the combinations
hM, K;Ã hM, B;, and even hm, l'ñ, 1 S 1:8, cf. § 102 k and l.)
As a rule

f

hm' is used without exception; also as a rule with the
smaller disjunctives, and almost always before gutturals (hm, only in very few
cases). On the other hand, hm, more often stands before letters which are not
(c) In the principal pause

gutturals, when at a greater distance from the principal tone of the sentence, e.
g. 1 S 4:6, 15:14, 2 K 1:7, Hag 1:9 (see Köhler on the passage), y Ps 10:13, Jb
7:21; cf., however, Pr 31:2, and Delitzsch on the passage.

g

ymi

hm'

2. On
and
as indefinite pronouns in the sense of quicunque, quodcunque, and
as relatives, is qui, id quod, &c., see § 137 c.

CHAPTER IV

THE PARTICLES
§ 99. General View.
Brockelmann, Grundriss, i. 492 f.

a
1. The particles, which in general express the secondary modifications of thought in
speech, the closer relation of words to one another, and the mutual connexion of
sentences, are for the most part either borrowed or derived from noun-forms,
sometimes also from pronouns and verbs (§ 30 s). Primitive particles (apart from a few
demonstrative forms, see § 100 i) can only be so called in the sense defined in § 81 f.

b
2. So far as the origin of the particles can be discovered with certainty, they are either
(1) borrowedfrom other parts of speech; i. e. certain forms of the noun, pronoun, or
verb, with more or less loss of their original meaning, have come to be employed as
particles; cf. in the Indo-Germanic languages, e. g. the Latin certo, falso, partim,
verum, causa, the German statt, anstatt, wegen, weg, and the English instead, away;
or (2) derived from other parts of speech, either (a) by the addition of formative

~m'Ay

~Ay

by day, from
(cf., however, § 100 g); or most commonly (b) by
syllables, as
abbreviationseffected in various ways, the extent of their mutilation being in proportion
to the frequency of their use, so that in some cases (see below) the original stem has
become wholly unrecognizable.
Cf. in German gen, from gegen, Gegend; seit, from Seite; weil(originally a
particle of time, like our while), from Weile.
Still more violent abbreviations occur in Greek, Latin, and the Romance
languages, e. g. avpo,, ab, a; evx, ex, e; ad, Fr. aÊ; aut, Fr. ou, Ital. o; super, Ital. su.1

c
The greatest shortening occurs in those particles which have entirely lost the character
of an independent word, by being reduced to a single consonant with its vowel
(generally short) or SèewaÖ. According to the laws of syllable formation in Hebrew (§ 26
m), such particles cannot stand by themselves, but are united, as prefixes, with the
following word (§ 102), very much like the preformatives of the imperfect (§ 47 a–d).

d
The view that this shortening of whole words to single letters has actually taken
place in the gradual course of linguistic development is rendered highly probable
by the fact that similar abbreviations in later Hebrew and in Aramaic, i. e. as the
development of the original Semitic speech progresses, become more and more

yDI

D>

striking and frequent. Thus the Biblical Aramaic
becomes at a later period ;
in modern Arabic, e. g. hallaq (now) is from halwaqt; leÖsë (why?) from li–ayyi–sëaiiçn,
&c. Cf. also the analogous cases mentioned above from the Western languages.
Nevertheless, the use of the simplest particles is found already in the earliest
periods of the Hebrew language, or, at any rate, in the earliest documents which
have come down to us.

e

[;WDm; wherefore ? for [;WdY"hm; quid edoctus ? (ti, maqw,n;) or quid cognitum ?; yde[]l.Bi (from lB; and yde[]) besides;
hl'[.m;ñl.mi (from !miÃ l.Ã hl'[.m;ñ) from above, above.
3. Less frequently particles are formed by composition; as

More frequent is the combination of two words into one without contraction, e. g.

!ke-yrex]a†;Ã yKi-@a;Ã ~ai-yKiÃ !Ke-l[;yK†i; cf. also the compounds of yae with
demonstrative pronouns, as hZ<mi-ya†e from what?; taozl' yae wherefore ? [R. V.
how]. See the lexicon under yae.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Even short phrases are contracted into one word: Lat. forsitan, from fors sit an,
dhlono,ti( dhladh,, Fr. peut–eÖtre, Eng. prithee from I pray thee. —In Chinese most of the
particles are verbs or nouns; e. g. iuÊ (to give), also the sign of the dative; iÊ (to make
use of), to, for; në(the interior), in.

§ 152. Negative Sentences.

a
1. Besides the use of rhetorical questions (§§ 150 d, 151 a), independent sentences

aol (Jb 6:21, where instead of the Keth. Al we must
evidently read aol; perhaps preserved as a substantive) = the Greek ouv, not, -la; = mh,
(Jb 24:25 as a substantive), !yae (it is) not; ~r,j,ñ not yet, ~p,a,ñ not, ysip.a; (cf. § 90 m)
not. The forms lB;Ã yliB.Ã yTil.Bi not belong almost entirely to poetry.—With regard to
aol and !yae the main distinction is that verbal-clauses (rarely noun-clauses, see e) are
regularly negatived by aol (besides its use as negativing single words1), while !yae is
are made negative by the adverbs

used exclusively with noun-clauses (see the examples below).

b

-!P,

yTil.bil.

The conjunctions
and
that not, serve to negative dependent clauses. The
particular uses of these particles are as follows:—

aol

aAl

(less frequently
), like ouv( ouvk, is used regularly for the objective,
(a)
unconditional negation, and hence is usually connected with the perfect or

aol with the imperfect to express an unconditional
prohibition, see § 107 o; on its use with the jussive, see § 109 d.—On aol for
aolh] nonne, in interrogative sentences, cf. § 150 a. In connexion with lKoÃ -lK'
(= any), aol is used to express an absolute negation, nullus, none whatever (cf.
the French ne … personne, ne … rien), usually in the order lKo … aol, e. g. Gn
3:1 !G"h; #[e lKomi Wlk.aot* aol ye shall not eat of any tree of the garden; 9:11,
Ex 10:15, 20:10, Lv 7:23, Dt 8:9, Jer 13:7, 32:17 (rb'D'-lK' … aol nothing at all;

imperfect (as indicative); on

cf. the same statement in the form of a rhetorical question, Jer 32:27); Pr 12:21,

lko-ynEP.mi … aol and turneth not away for any; 2 Ch 32:15; but cf. also the
inverted order, Ex 12:16 hf,['y)e-aol hk'al'm.-lK' no manner of work shall be

30:30

done; 12:43, 15:26, 22:21, Lv 16:17, Jb 33:13, Dn 11:37. The meaning is

lKo by being determinate is used in the sense of whole, e. g. Nu
23:13 ha,r>ti aol ALKu thou shalt not see them all, but only a part.
different when

Analogous to

lKo … aol is the use of aol… vyai Gn 23:6, &c., in verbal-clauses

in the sense of no one at all, not a single one. On
under p.

lKo-!yae nothing at all, see

c

aol

Rem. 1. The examples in which
is used absolutely as a negative answer,
equivalent to certainly not ! no ! must be regarded as extremely short verbal-

aol according to the context for rW~n" aol &c.); 23:11,
42:10, Hag 2:12, Jb 23:6, sometimes with a following yKi but, Gn 19:2 (see
clauses, e. g. Gn 19:2 (

above); Jos 5:14, 1 K 3:22.

d
2. The negation of noun-clauses by

aol (as opposed to the regular negation by

!yae) always includes a certain emphasis, since the force of the negation falls
rather upon a particular word (cf. e.g. Ez 36:32), than upon the whole clause. In

tArW~a]-aol† ^yd,ñy" thy hands were not bound, a participle is thus
specially negatived by aol; cf. y Ps 74:9, where, however, aol is separated from
the participle by WnT'ñai, and Jb 12:3. As a rule, noun-clauses with a pronominal
subject are thus negatived by aol, Gn 20:12, Nu 35:23 (Dt 4:42, 19:4); 1 S 15:29,
2 S 21:2, Jer 4:22, y Ps 22:7, Jb 28:14, parallel with !yae; generally with aol
before a substantival predicate, e. g. Ex 4:10 ykinOòa' ~yrIb'D> vyai aol I am not a
2 S 3:34

man of words; Am 5:18.—Noun-clauses with a substantival subject, Gn 29:7, Nu
23:19, Is 22:2, 44:19, Hag 1:2, y Ps 22:3, Jb 9:32, 18:17, 21:9, 22:16, 36:26

w>

(with of the apodosis); 41:2; in Jb 9:33 even

vyE aol non est is used instead of

!yae.—In Pr 18:5 aol is used before an adjectival predicate; in 1 S 20:26 (where a
preceding noun-clause is negatived by yTil.Bi) read rh'jo aol with the LXX, for
rAhj' aol. On aol for !yae in circumstantial clauses to express attributive ideas,
see u below.

e

aol

3. As a rule
stands immediately before the verb, but sometimes is separated
from it (frequently to bring into special prominence another word which follows
it); thus Jb 22:7, Ec 10:10 before the object and verb; Nu 16:29 before the
subject and verb; Dt 8:9, 2 S 3:34, y Ps 49:18, 103:10, Jb 13:16, 34:23 before a

aol according to the accentuation even
stands at the end of the clause (they offend him not); but undoubtedly wyn"b' aol
are to be taken together.—On the position of aol with the infinitive absolute, see
complementary adjunct. In Dt 32:5

§ 113 v.

f

-la;

(b)
is used like mh, and ne to express a subjective and conditional negation,
and hence especially in connexion with the jussive (§ 109 c and e) to introduce

-la;

with the
prohibitions, warnings, negative desires, and requests. On
imperfect, see § 107 p; with the cohortative, see § 108 c; on 2 K 6:27, see § 109
h.

g

-la; (like aol, see note on a above) may be used to form a compound
word, as in Pr 12:28 tw<m'-la; not-death (immortality); though all the early
versions read tw<m'-la,. The instances in which la; appears to stand absolutely,
equivalent to no, certainly not (like mh, for mh. ge,nhtai), e. g. Ru 1:13 yt;nOB. la; nay,
my daughters, and Gn 19:18, 33:10 (an"-la;), are also due (see under c) to
Rem. 1.

extreme shortening of a full clause (in 2 S 13:25 such a clause is repeated

yhiy>

immediately afterwards); thus in 2 S 1:21, Is 62:2, y Ps 83:2
is evidently to
be supplied, and in Jo 2:13, Am 5:14, Pr 8:10 the corresponding jussive from the
preceding imperatives, in Pr 17:12 from the preceding infinitive absolute.

h

-la;

aol

2.
, like
, regularly stands immediately before the verb, but in Is 64:8, Jer
10:24, 15:15, y Ps 6:2, 38:2 before another strongly emphasized member of the
sentence.2

i

!yae construct state (unless it be sometimes merely a contracted connective
form, cf. ~ynEv. for ~yIn:òv. § 97 d) of !yIa;ñ non-existence (as also the absolute state,
see below) is the negative of vyE existence; cf. e. g. Gn 31:29 with Neh 5:5. As vyE
(he, she, it is, was, &c.) includes the idea of being in all tenses, so !yIa;ñ, !yae
(c)

includes the idea of not being in all tenses. Hence—

k

!yIa;ñ

(1) The absolute state
, with an evident transition to the meaning of a verbal
predicate, there does not exist, always follows the word negatived, e. g. Is 37:3

hd'lel. !yIa;ñ x;kow> and strength does not exist to bring forth; Gn 2:5 !yIa;ñ
was not present; Ex 17:7 !yIa†'-~ai or is he not ? after vyIh] is he … ? (cf. Nu
13:20); Lv 26:37, Nu 20:5, Ju 4:20 (!yIa†' no). In 1 S 9:4 and 10:14 !yIa;ñ is used in
(2 K 19:3)

reference to a plural; 1 K 18:10, Is 41:17, 45:21, 59:11, Mi 7:2, Pr 13:4, 25:14, Jb

!yIa;ñw" and let there be none, let none come ! Ec 3:19.—Cf. finally !yIa;ñ-~ai if it
be not so, Gn 30:1, Ex 32:32, Ju 9:15, 2 K 2:10.—Quite anomalous is !yIa;ñ Jb
3:9

35:15 before a perfect as an emphatic negation; the text, however, can hardly be
correct.

l

!yae

(2) The construct state
stands in its natural position immediately before the
substantive whose non-existence it predicates, or before the subject of the
sentence which is to be negatived. To the former class belong also the very

!yae is joined to a participle, e.g. 1 S 26:12
#yqime !yaew> [;deAy !yaew> ha,ro !yaew> and there was not one seeing, &c., i. e. and
no man saw it, nor knew it, neither did any awake; so especially !yaew> with a
numerous instances in which

participle in subordinate circumstantial or descriptive clauses, such as Is 5:29

lyCim; !yaew> jylip.y:w> and he shall carry it away, while there is none delivering, i.e.
without any one's delivering it; y Ps 7:3, &c.; Lv 26:6 &c., dyrIx]m†; !yaew> without
any one's making you afraid; cf. § 141 e. !yae is used as the negation of an entire
noun-clause, e. g. in Gn 39:23, Nu 14:42 ~k,B.r>qiB. hA;hy> !yae the Lord is not
among you; Gn 37:29 @seAy-!ya†e rABB; Joseph was not in the pit.
m
(3) When the subject which is to be negatived is a personal pronoun, it is joined

!yae, according to § 100 o, e. g. yNIn<òyae I am not, was not, shall not
be; ^n>ya†e, fem. %nEyae, thou art not, &c.; WNn<òyae, fem. hN"n<òyae he, she is not, &c.; also
absolutely, Gn 42:13 he is (5:24 he was) no longer alive; ~n"yae they are not, &c.
as a suffix to

When the accompanying predicate is a verb, it follows again (see l) in the form of

!yae

a participle, since
always introduces a noun-clause, e. g. Ex 5:10
will not give; 8:17, Dt 1:32.

!tenO yNIn<òyae I

n

ynIa] !yae for yNIn<òyae is due to its being co-ordinate with three
other (substantival) subjects; these are again expressly summed up in Wnx.n:a]!ya†e.—In Hag 2:17 ~k,t.a, !yae the pronominal complement of !yae appears to
Rem. In Neh 4:17

follow with the sign of the accusative;3 but most probably we should read with
the LXX

~k,b.v†u for ~k,t.a,.

o

!yae

!yIa;ñ

(4) The fact that
(like
) always includes the idea of a verb (is not, was not,
&c.) led finally to such a predominance of the verbal element, that the original

!yae

character of
as a construct state (but cf. i above) was forgotten, and
accordingly it is very frequently separated from its noun (substantive or
participle); especially so by the insertion of shorter words (of the nature of

AB Is 1:6, Al Lv 11:10, 12, Hl' Gn 11:30, ~G: y Ps 14:3, ~v' Ju
18:10, Ex 12:30; but cf. also y Ps 5:10, 6:6, 32:2, and !yae used absolutely in Ex
22:2, 1 K 8:9, Ru 4:4.—Hence, finally, even the transposition of !yae and its noun
became possible, e. g. Gn 40:8 and 41:15 Atao !yae rtepoW and an interpreter

enclitics), e. g.

there is not of it; Gn 47:13, Ju 14:6, 1 S 21:2, Is 1:30, Jer 30:13, Hb 2:19, Pr 5:17

!yaew>

(
= neve sint; cf. k above, on Jb 3:9); 30:27.—In Gn 19:31, Ex 5:16
placed between the subject and predicate.

!yae is

p

lKo … aol or aol … lKo (see b above) so also lKo expresses an
absolute negation, e. g. Ec 1:9 vd'x'-lK' !yae there is no new thing, &c.; 2 S
12:3, Dn 1:4 (cf. also hm'Wañm. !yae there is nothing, 1 K 18:43, Ec 5:13); as also
!yae … -lK' Hb 2:19; cf. !yae hm'Wañm. Ju 14:6.
Rem. 1. Like

q
2. Undoubtedly akin to

!yae in origin is the negative syllable yai occurring in the

dAbk' yai (as a proper name, 1 S 4:21; Baer dAbk'-ya†i) and yqin"ya†i not innocent, Jb 22:30; but the proper name rm't'ya†i is doubtful, and the fem.
lb,w<ñyai very doubtful. In Ethiopic this yai is the most common form of negation,
two compounds

prefixed even to verbs.

r

~r,j,ñ not yet, when referring to past time is used, as a rule (§ 107 c), with the
imperfect, Gn 2:5 ~r,j,ñ … lKo none … yet; see b and p above; Gn 19:4, 24:45,
(d)

Jos 2:8, 1 S 3:3; with the imperfect in the sense of a present, Ex 10:7

[d;Te ~r,j,ñh] knowest thou not yet ? Ex 9:30; but cf. Gn 24:15, and ~r,j,ñB. with
the perfect in y Ps 90:2 (but see § 107 c), Pr 8:25.

s

sp,a,ñ

(e)
(prop. a substantive, cessation) no longer, including the verbal idea of
existing, cf. Dt 32:36, Is 45:6, 14, 46:9; used absolutely, Am 6:10; in the question

vyai dA[ sp,a,ñx; is there none left ? &c. 2 S 9:3; frequently also in the sense of
non nisi; with Hireq compaginis (§ 90 l) ysip.a; Is 47:8, 10, Zp 2:15
dA[ ysip.a;w> ynIa] I am, and there is nonelse.
t

lB;

aol

(f)
,4 in poetic and prophetic style, and with a certain emphasis, =
, is
used with the imperfect, e. g. Is 26:14, 33:20, 23 (immediately afterwards with a
perfect); Ho 7:2, y Ps 49:13, Pr 10:30 (but Is 14:21 before the jussive, =
before an adjective, Pr 24:23; before a preposition, y Ps 16:2, Pr 23:7.

-la;);

yliB.

(g)
with a perfect, Gn 31:20, Is 14:6; with an imperfect, Jb 41:18; to negative
a participle, Ho 7:8, y Ps 19:4; to negative an adjective, 2 S 1:21.

yTil.Bi to negative an adjective, 1 S 20:26; on yTil.Bi Ez 13:3, see x; on
yTil.bil. as the regular negative with the infinitive construct, see § 114 s; on
yTil.bil. as a conjunction, see x below.
(h)

On

u

~ai as a negative particle in oaths (verily not), see § 149 c above.

aolÃ !yaeÃ yliB.. To the category of negative sentences belongs also the
expression of negative attributes by means of aolÃ yliB. not (both so used almost
exclusively in poetic language) or !yae with a following substantive, mostly in the
simplest form of circumstantial clause; e.g. 2 S 23:4 aol rq,Boñ tAb[' a morning
Rem. on

when there are not clouds, i.e. a cloudless morning; cf. Jb 12:24, 26:2 b, 38:26

vyai-aol where no man is, i.e. uninhabited); 1 Ch 2:30, 32 ~ynIb' aol childless;
so also yliB. e.g. Jb 24:10 and !yae e.g. y Ps 88:5 I am as a man ly"a/-!ya†e there is
not help, i.e. like a helpless man; Is 9:6 #qe-!ya†e endless; 47:1, Ho 7:11; rP's.mi!ya†e countless, Ct 6:8, &c., but usually (y Ps 104:25, &c.) like a proper
circumstantial clause (cf. § 141 e) connected by WaÒw, rP's.mi-!ya†ew>.—Less
(

frequently such periphrases take the form of relative clauses (cf. § 155 e), e.g.

Aml'ñ rzE[o aol they for whom there is no helper, i.e. the helpless (but
probably rzE[o is only an intrusion from 29:12, and we should read rce[o without
Jb 30:13

any one‘s restraining them; in 29:12 translate the fatherless and him that had
nons to help him; in y Ps 72:12
with

ä [-!ya†ew> is used in the same sense); Hb 1:14;

!yae Is 45:9 thy work is that of a man who hath no hands; Zc 9:11 out of the

waterless pit.5

v
How far such compounds finally came to be regarded by the language simply as
negative adjectives, may be seen partly from the fact that they (as also relative
clauses analogous to the above) are frequently co-ordinated with real adjectives,

~yIn:òy[e-!ya†eK. is parallel with
~yrIw>[iK†;; partly from their being introduced by the sign of the dative l., e.g. Is
Jo 1:6, y Ps 72:12, Jb 29:12; cf. also Is 59:10, where

40:29 (= and to the powerless); Jb 26:2 a, 3, Neh 8:10.

w

-!P,

(i)
lest, that not, at the beginning of a clause expressing a fear or precaution,
hence especially after such ideas as fearing, Gn 32:12, &c. (cf. dei,dw mh,, vereor

rm,V'ñhiÃ Wrm.V†'hi Gn 24:6, 31:24, &c., taking
care, 2 K 10:23, &c. Not infrequently the idea on which -!P, depends, is only
ne), taking heed, frequently after

virtually contained in the main clause, e.g. Gn 19:19 I cannot escape to the

h['r'h†' ynIq;B'd>Ti-!P,

mountain (because I am afraid),
lest some evil overtake me;
Gn 26:9, 38:11; also in Gn 44:34 from the rhetorical question how shall I … ?

!P,

We must understand I cannot, governing . This is especially the case after an
appeal to do or not to do an action by which something may be prevented (in

-!P, is simply equivalent to the final ne); cf. e.g. Gn 11:4, 19:15, Nu
20:18 (where -!P, lest is separated from the verb by a strongly emphasized

which case

substantive); Ju 15:12 after swear unto me; Pr 24:18.—In Gn 3:22 and now, lest

-!P,

he put forth his hand, &c.,
is to be regarded as virtually dependent on a
cohortative, which immediately afterwards (verse 23) is changed into an historic
tense; cf. also Gn 26:7, 31:31, 42:4 Ex 13:17, 1 S 13:19, 27:11, y Ps 38:17, in
every case after
&c.

yTir>m;ña' yKiÃ rmia' yKi, &c. = I thought, &c., I must beware lest,

-!P, is naturally followed by the imperfect; for the
exceptions, 2 S 20:6, 2 K 2:16, see § 107 q, note 3; cf. moreover, 2 K 10:23 hPovy<-!P, War> look lest there be here, &c.
Rem. According to § 107 q,

x

yTil.bil. that … not, with the imperfect, Ex 20:20, 2 S 14:14 (in Jer 23:14 read
the infinitive bWv for Wbv'ñ, in 27:8 Waobñy" for WaoBñ). In Ez 13:3 War' yTil.Bi is a
relative clause governed by l. = according to things which they have not seen.
(k)

y
2. Two negatives in the same sentence do not neutralize each other (as in nonnulli,
non nemo), but make the negation the more emphatic (like ouvk ouvdei,j( ouvk ouvdamw/j,
nulli—non, nemo non); e.g. Zp 2:2 (if the text is correct)

aAby"-aol† ~r,j,ñB. before there

shall (not) come.6 This especially applies to the compounds formed by the union of

!yae or yliB. with -!mi without (§ 119 y), e.g. Is 5:9 (6:11) bveAy !yaeme (for which in Jer
2:15 bvey yliB.mi), prop. without no inhabitant, i.e. so that no inhabitant is left there. On
the other hand, in Is 50:2 ~yIm;ñ !yaeme the -!mi is causative, because there is no water;
as also in Ex 14:11 -!yae yliB.mih] is it because there were no … ? 2 K 1:3, 6, 16. In Ec
3:11 aol rv,a] yliB.mi except that (yet so that man cannot, &c.).

z
3. The negative sometimes extends its influence from the first to a second negative
sentence parallel with it (which may or may not have WaÒw); e.g. 1 S 2:3 talk not so
much arrogancy; let (not) boasting come out of your mouth; Ex 28:43, Lv 19:12, 22:9,
15 f., Nu 16:14, 23:19, Dt 7:25, Is 23:4, 28:27, 38:18, 47:14, Ez 16:47, y Ps 9:19, 13:5,
35:19, 38:2, 44:19, 75:6, Jb 28:17 (so
the parallel clause).

aol hM'l'ñ why … not ? in Jb 3:11 also affects

Footnotes:

lae-aol lit. a no-God (Germ. Ungott) who is indeed
called a god, but is not really a god, Dt 32:21; H;l{a/ aol verse 17, cf. Jer 5:7, 2 Ch
13:9; ~['-aol lit. a not-people (Germ. Unvolk), Dt 32:21; rb'd' aol a nothing, Am 6:13;
#[e aol lit. not-wood, Is 10:15; vyai-aolÃ ~d'a'-aol† lit. not-man, superhuman (of God),
Is 31:8; qd,c,ò-aol unrighteousness, Jer 22:13, cf. Ez 22:29; ~yrId's.-aol disorder, Jb
10:22; ~m'x'-aol† not-violence, 16:17; after l. Jb 26:2 f. (x;ko-aolÃ z[o-aol helplessness,
hm'k.x' aol insipientia); cf. also Is 55:2 h['b.f'l. aAlB. for what is unsatisfying; y Ps
1[1]

Especially in compounds, e. g.

44:13, Jb 8:11, 15:32, 1 Ch 12:33(34). In Nu 20:5 a construct state with several

aol.—Also aol is used with an infinitive, Nu 35:23; with an
adjective, ~k'x' aol unwise, Dt 32:6, Ho 13:13; dysix'-aol† impius, y Ps 43:1; z['-aol
and ~Wc['-aol† not strong, Pr 30:25f.; !ke-aol unsuitably, 2 K 7:9; bAj-aol not-good, Is
65:2, Ez 20:25, &c.; rAhj' aol not-clean, 2 Ch 30:17; with a participle, e. g. Jer 2:2
(unsown); 6:8, Ez 4:14, 22:24, Zp 2:1, 3:5; the Masora, however, requires hm'x'ñnU in Is
54:11, hb'z"ò[/n), in 62:12, hb'v'An in Jer 6:8, hm'x'ñru in Ho 1:6, i. e. always 3rd sing. fem.
genitives is negatived by

perf. in pause = she was not comforted, &c., and consequently not compounds, but
either relative clauses or (Is 54:11, Ho 1:6, and especially 2:25) main clauses instead
of proper names.—On the above compounds generally, cf. the dissertation mentioned
in § 81 d, note 2; on their use in sentences expressing a state, to convey attributive
ideas, see u below.

-la,

2[1]

-la;

In Jer 51:3 the pointing
occurs twice instead of
, and is thus, in the
opinion of the Masoretes, equivalent to against him that bendeth; but undoubtedly we
should read

-la;.

3[1]

According to De Lagarde, Novae psalterii graeci editionis specimen, p. 26,

ht'['ñWvy> y Ps 3:3 is also an accusative after !yae.
4[2]

Evidently from

hl'B' to waste away, from which stem also yliB. and tl,B,ñ (whence

yTil.Bi § 90 m), originally substantives, are formed.
5[1]

In Pr 9:13 (perhaps also 14:7; but see Delitzsch on the passage) a verbal-clause
is used co-ordinately in this way as a periphrasis for an adjective.

@s,B,ñ-!yae goes with what precedes and must be emended, with the
LXX and Lucian, to @s,K,ñh; yBi.
6[1]

In 1 K 10:21

§ 151. Desiderative Sentences.

a
A wish may be expressed not only by the simple imperfect ( § 107 n), cohortative (§

an"

an"

108, especially with
§ 108 c), jussive (§ 109; with
§ 109 b), imperative (§ 110 a),
perfect consecutive (§ 112 aa) or by a simple noun-clause ( § 116 r, note, and § 141
g) but also in the following ways:—
1. By exclamations in the form of interrogative clauses:1 especially sentences with
followed by the imperfect as being the mood of that which is still unfulfilled but

ymi

jpevo ynImeñy>-ym†i

possible, and hence also of that which is desired, e. g. 2 S 15:4
who
maketh me judge ? i. e. O that I were made judge ! 1 S 20:10, 2 S 23:15. On the other

ymi

hand,
with the perfect (Gn 21:7, Nu 23:10, 1 S 26:9, Is 53:1 &c.) or participle (y Ps
59:8, Pr 24:22, &c.), rather expresses a rhetorical question, i.e. a denial, cf. § 150 d.

!TeyI-ym†i

(prop. who gives ?) to introduce all kinds of
Especially frequent is the use of
desiderative clauses (see under b).—In Mal 1:10 the desiderative clause proper is co-

~yIt;ñl'D> rGOs.yIw> ~k,B'-~g: ymi

ordinated with an interrogative clause,
would that one
were among you and would shut the doors, i. e. O that one would shut the doors !

b
Rem. Sometimes the original sense of

!TeyI-ym†i is still plainly discernible, e. g. Ju

ydIy"b. hZ<h; ~['h'-ta, !T.yI-ym†i

9:29
who gives this people into my hand ?
equivalent to, O that this people were given into my hand ! cf. y Ps 55:7. In these

!TeyI-ym†i is still equivalent to O had I ! and in numerous other
instances the idea of giving has entirely disappeared, !TeyI-ym†i having become
examples, however,

stereotyped as a mere desiderative particle (utinam). Its construction is either—
(a) With the accusative (in accordance with its original meaning) of a
substantive, Dt 28:67 would that it were even ! … morning ! Ju 9:29, y Ps 14:7
(53:7), 55:7; with an accusative and a following infinitive, Jb 11:5; with two
accusatives, Nu 11:29, Jer 8:23; with the accusative of an infinitive, Ex 16:3, 2 S

!TyI-ym†i ^yT,ñx.t; ynIa] ytiWm

ynIa]

19:1
would that I had died for thee (for
cf. § 135
f); of a participle, Jb 31:35; of a personal pronoun (as a suffix), Jb 29:2 (with a

K.

ynInEñT.yI-ym†i Is 27:4 and Jer 9:1 with a following accusative is not
simply equivalent to yli !TeyI-ym†i, but is properly who endows me with, &c.; cf. §

following ; but

!TeyI-ym†i

117 ff).—With a still greater weakening of the original meaning
is used
with an adjective in Jb 14:4 could a clean thing but come out of an unclean ! i. e.
how can a clean thing come, &c.; similarly in Jb 31:31 who can find one that hath
not been satisfied !

c
(b) With a following perfect, Jb 23:3 (cf. § 120 e); with a perfect consecutive, Dt
5:26 O that they had such an heart !

d
(c) With a following imperfect, Jb 6:8, 13:5, 14:13; in Jb 19:23 the imperfect is
twice added with WaÒw (cf. a above, on Mal. 1:10).
On the cohortative in the apodosis to such desiderative clauses, cf. § 108 f.

e

~ai (y Ps 81:9, 95:7, 139:19, Pr
24:11, 1 Ch 4:10; always with a following imperfect) and Wl (for which in y Ps 119:5
we have yl;x.a;, 2 K 5:3 ylex]a†;, from xa' ah ! and yl; = Wl; both with a following
imperfect) si, o si ! utinam.2 Wl is followed by the imperfect, Gn 17:18, Jb 6:2; by the
2. The wish may also be expressed by the particles

jussive, Gn 30:34 (rather concessive, equivalent to let it be 80); by the perfect, as the
expression of a wish that something might have happened in past time (cf. § 106 p),

Wnt.m;ñ Wl would that we had died; 20:3 and Jos 7:7 (both times Wlw>); on the
other hand, Is 48:18 and 63:19 (both times aWl) to express a wish that something
expected in the future may already have happened.—On Wl with the imperative (by an
anacoluthon) Gn 23:13 cf. § 110 e. On the perfect after ~ai yKi Gn 40:14, 2 K 5:20, cf.
Nu 14:2

§ 106 n, note 2.
Footnotes:
1[3]

The transition from a question to a wish may be seen, e. g. in Nu 11:4 who shall
give us flesh to eat ? i. e. O that we had flesh to eat !
2[1]

Cf. a similar transition from a conditional to a desiderative particle, in consequence
of the suppression of the apodosis, in the English, O if I had ! and the like; e. g. Nu

-vy< Wl) a sword in my hand now had I surely killed thee !

22:29 if there were (

§ 108. Use of the Cohortative.

a
The cohortative, i.e. according to § 48 c, the Ist pers.1 sing. or plur. of the imperfect

h,‘Î‘ linEœ'

lengthened by the ending
,2 represents in general an endeavour directed
expressly towards a definite object. While the corresponding forms of the indicative
rather express the mere announcement that an action will be undertaken, the
cohortative lays stress on the determination underlying the action, and the personal
interest in it.
Its uses may be divided into —

b
1. The cohortative standing alone, or co-ordinated with another cohortative, and
frequently strengthened by the addition of the particle

an":

ägw aN"-hr'suña'

(a) To express self-encouragement, e.g. Ex 3:3
I will turn aside now,
and see … ! So especially as the result of inward deliberation (in soliloquies), e.g. Gn

-la;

18:21, 32:21 (rarely so used after
, Gn 21:16 let me not look …! Jer 18:18), and
also as a more or less emphatic statement of a fixed determination, e.g. Is 5:1 I will
sing3 …! 5:6, 31:8. Cf. also Gn 46:30 now let me die (I am willing to die), since I have
seen thy face; and y Ps 31:8. In the 1St pers. plur. the cohortative includes a
summons to others to help in doing something, e.g. y Ps 2:3
break asunder! &c., and Gn 11:3.

hq'T.n:n> come ! let us

c
(b) To express a wish, or a request for permission, that one should be allowed to do

hr'B.[.a, may I be allowed to pass through (let me pass
through)! Nu 20:17 aN"-hr'B.[.n: may we be allowed to pass through ! Jer 40:15 let me
go, I pray thee! &c.; 2 S 16:9; so after aol 2 S 18:14; after -la; 2 S 24:14, Jer 17:18, y
Ps 25:2 ( hv'Abñae-la; let me not be ashamed; cf. y Ps 31:2, 18, 71:1); 69:15. After an"la; Jon 1:14.
something, e.g. Dt 2:27

d
2. The cohortative in dependence on other moods, as well as in conditional sentences:

![;m;ñl.

) on an imperative or
(a) In dependence (with waÒw copulative; y Ps 9:15 after
jussive to express an intention or intended consequence, e.g. Gn 27:4 bring it to me,

hl'b+eaow>, that I may eat, prop. then will I eat; Gn 19:5, 23:4, 24:58, 27:25, 29:21,
30:25f., 42:34, 49:1 Dt 32:1 Ho 6:1, y Ps 2:8, 39:14, Jb 10:20 QereÖ Is 5:19 and let the

h['d†'nEw>

counsel of the Holy One of Israel draw nigh and come,
that we may know. (it)!
Gn 26:28, 1 S 27:5. Also after negative sentences, Gn 18:30, 32, Ju 6:39, and after
interrogative sentences, 1 K 22:7, Is 40:25, 41:26, Am 8:5.

e
(b) In conditional sentences (with or without

~ai ) to express a contingent intention,

hr'B.d;a]-~ai should I determine to speak, my grief is not assuaged,
hl'D>x.a;w> and should I forbear, what am I eased ? without ~ai Jb 19:18, 30:26 (where,
however, hlxyaw" is probably intended); y Ps 73:16 (unless äxa]w)' should be read),
e.g. Jb 16:6

139:8f. After the 3rd person, Jb 11:17 though it be dark, &c. So perhaps also 2 S 22:38

hp'D>r>a, if I determined to pursue, then …, but cf. y Ps 18:38.
f
(c) Likewise in the apodosis of conditional sentences, e.g. Jb 31:7f. if my step hath

h['r>z>a,

turned out of the way …,
then let me sow; cf. 16:4 f. I also could speak as ye
do, if ….! So even when the condition must be supplied from the context, e.g. y Ps
40:6 else would I declare and speak of them; 51:18 else would I (gladly) give it, i.e. if

aF'a,w>

thou didst require it (cf. the precisely similar
y Ps 55:13); Jb 6:10. In the 1st plur.
Jer 20:10. To the same category belong the cohortatives after the formula expressing

!TeyI-ym†iÃ ynInE¬T.yI-ym†i

hb'z>[,a†,w>

a wish
, e.g. Jer 9:1 oh, that I had …,
then (i.e. if I had)
should I (or would I) leave my people, &c.; Ju 9:29; without WaÒw Is 27:4, y Ps 55:7, Jb
23:4 (cf. also verse 7).

g
Rem. 1. The question, whether a resolution formed under compulsion (a
necessity.) is also expressed by the cohortative (so, according to the prevailing

hk'leñae; Jer 3:25, 4:19, 21, 6:10, y Ps 55:3, 18 (?); 57:5,
where, however, with Hupfeld, hb'k.v†' should be read; 77:7, 88:16, and in the 1st
opinion, in Is 38:10

plur. Is 59:10), is to be answered in the sense that in these examples the
cohortative form is used after its meaning has become entirely lost, merely for
the sake of its fuller sound, instead of the ordinary imperfect. This view is
strongly supported by the rather numerous examples of cohortative forms after
waÒw consec. of the imperfect (cf. § 49 e, as also y Ps 66:6

hx'm.f.nI ~v' there did

hb'[+et;a]w)'

we rejoice4; y Ps 119:163
; Pr 7:7), which can likewise only be
explained as forms chosen merely for euphony, and therefore due to
considerations of rhythm.

h

-d[;

hn"ybiña'

2. The cohortative is strange after
y Ps 73:17 until I went …
I
considered their latter end; possibly a pregnant construction for ' until I made up
my mind, saying, I will consider ', &c. (but

hn"ybiña' Pr 7:7 is still dependent on the

w" h['yGIòr>a;-d[; Pr 12:19 is at any rate to be explained in the same
way (in Jer 49:19, 50:44 we have äa-yKi with a similar meaning), as long as I
preceding );

(intentionally) wink with the eyelashes (shall wink). On the other hand, in Ex
32:30

rPek;a] is to be read, with the Samaritan, instead of hr'P.k;a] after yl;Wa.

Footnotes:
1[1]

For the few examples of cohortatives in the 3rd sing., see § 48 d.

h¾¾l, according to § 751, even in the cohortative, almost always have
the ending h¤,; cf. e.g. in Dt 32:20 ha,r>a, after hr'yTiñs.a;.

2[2]

But verbs

3[][3
4[1]

R.V. let me sing].

Analogous to this cohortative (as equivalent to the imperfect) after

of the historic imperf. after

za', § 107 c

~v' is the use

§ 48. Shortening and Lengthening of the Imperfect and Imperative. The Jussive
and Cohortative.

a
1. Certain modifications which take place in the form of the imperfect, and express
invariably, or nearly so, a distinct shade of meaning, serve to some extent as a
compensation for the want of special forms for the Tempora relativa and for certain
moods of the verb.

b
2. Along with the usual form of the imperfect, there exists also a lengthened form of it
(the cohortative), and a shortened form (the jussive).1 The former occurs (with few
exceptions) only in the 1st person, while the latter is mostly found in the 2nd and 3rd
persons, and less frequently in the 1st person. The laws of the tone, however, and of
the formation of syllables in Hebrew, not infrequently precluded the indication of the
jussive by an actual shortening of the form; consequently it often—and, in the
imperfect forms with afformatives, always—coincides with the ordinary imperfect
(indicative) form.
In classical Arabic the difference is almost always evident. That language
distinguishes, besides the indicative yaçqtuçluç, (a) a subjunctive, yaçqtuçlaç (b) a
jussive, yaçqtuçl; (c) a double 'energetic' mood of the impf., yaçqtuçlaçnnaç and
yaçqtuçlaçn, in pause yaçqtuçlaÒ, the last form thus corresponding to the Hebrew
cohortative.

c

h¤') affixed to the 1st pers. sing.

3. The characteristic of the cohortative form is an aÒ (

hl'j.q.a, from ljoq.a,.2 It occurs in almost all conjugations and classes of
the strong and weak verb (except of course in the passives), and this final h¤' has the
tone wherever the afformatives W and y¤i would have it. As before these endings, so
also before the h¤' cohortative, the movable vowel of the last syllable of the verbal
form becomes SèewaÖ, e. g. in Qal hr'ñm.v.a, I will observe, in PiÇel hq'ñT.n:n> let us break
asunder, y Ps 2:3; on hj'q\v.a, Is 18:4 QereÖ (cf. also 27:4, Ezr 8:25, &c.), see § 10 h;
with the KethiÖbh of these passages, compare the analogous cases wjwpvy, &c., § 47
or plur., e. g.

g.—On the other hand, an unchangeable vowel in the final syllable is retained as tonevowel before the

h¤', as (e. g.) in Hiph. hr'yKiñz>a; I will praise. In pause (as before uÖ

and iÖ), the vowel which became, SèewaÖ is restored as tone-vowel; thus for the
cohortative

hr'ñm.v.a, the pausal form is hr'm+ov.a, y Ps 59:10; cf. Gn 18:21, Is 41:26.

d

h¤' into the obtuse h¤, seems to occur in 1 S 28:15, unless, with
Nestle, we are to assume a conflate reading, ar'q.a,l)" and hr,q.a,w)"; and with the
The change of

3rd pers. y Ps 20:4, in a syllable sharpened by a following Dagesë forte conjunct.;

h¤¤' into the obtuse h¤, in l and in §§ 73 d, 80
i, 90 i. In y Ps 20:4, however, h'n<òV.d;y>—with suffix—is probably intended. An h¤'
cf. similar cases of the change of

cohort. is also found with the 3rd pers. in Is 5:19 (twice); Ez 23:20, and again in
verse 16 according to the QereÖ, but in both these cases without any effect on the

hp'[uñT'

meaning. Probably another instance occurs in Jb 11:17, although there
might also, with QimhÌi, be regarded as 2nd masc. For the doubly irregular form

ht'aAbñT' Dt 33:16 (explained by Olshausen and König as a scribal error, due to
a confusion with tawbt in verse 14), read hn"aAbñT'. For ^t.a†'AbT. Jb 22:21 the
noun ^t.a†'WbT. thine increase, might be meant, but the Masora has evidently
intended an imperfect with the ending ath, instead of h¤', before the suffix, on
the analogy of the 3rd sing. fem. perfect, see § 59 a; on ytabtw, 1 S 25:34, see
§ 76 h.

e
The cohortative expresses the direction of the will to an action and thus denotes
especially self-encouragement (in the 1st plur. an exhortation to others at the same
time), a resolution or a wish, as an optative, &c., see § 108.

f
4. The general characteristic of the jussive form of the imperfect is rapidity of
pronunciation, combined with a tendency to retract the tone from the final syllable, in
order by that means to express the urgency of the command in the very first syllable.
This tendency has, in certain forms, even caused a material shortening of the
termination of the word, so that the expression of the command appears to be
concentrated on a single syllable. In other cases, however, the jussive is simply
marked by a shortening of the vowel of the second syllable, without its losing the tone,
and very frequently (see above, b) the nature of the form does not admit of any
alteration. It is not impossible, however, that even in such cases the jussive in the
living language was distinguished from the indicative by a change in the place of the
tone.

g

In the strong verb the jussive differs in form from the indicative only in HiphÇiÖl (juss.

ljeq.y:, ind. lyjiq.y:), and similarly in the weak verb, wherever the imperfect indicative
has iÖ in the second syllable, e. g. from bv;y" impf. Hiph. byviAy, juss. bveAy; from
tWmÃ tymiy" and tmey"; also in Qal of the verbs W¾¾[ and y¾¾[, as tmoy", ind. tWmy" È lgEy"
ind. lygIy"; in all conjugations of verbs h¾¾l, so that the rejection (apocope) of the
ending h¤, in Qal and Hiph. gives rise to monosyllabic forms, with or without a helping
vowel under the second radical, e. g. Qal ind. hl,g>yI, juss. lg<yIò; Hiph. ind. hl,g>y:, juss.
lg<y<ò; and in the Pi‘eÒl wc;y> from the indic. hW<c;y>; (called apocopated imperfects). But
almost all3 the plural forms of the jussive coincide with those of the indicative, except
that the jussive excludes the fuller ending

!W. Neither do the forms of the 2nd sing.

yliyjiñq.T;Ã ytiWmñT'Ã ylig>Ti, &c., admit of any change in the jussive, nor any
forms, whether singular or plural, to which suffixes are attached, e. g. ynITeñymiT. as ind.
fem., as

Jer 38:15, as jussive Jer 41:8.

h
The meaning of the jussive is similar to that of the cohortative, except that in the
jussive the command or wish is limited almost exclusively to the 2nd or 3rd pers. On
special uses of the jussive, e. g. in hypothetical sentences (even in the 1st pers.), see
§ 109 h.

i
5. The imperative, in accordance with its other points of connexion with the imperfect

h¤'

, Arab. imper. energicus,
in form and meaning, admits of a similar lengthening (by
with the ending -açnnaç or -açn, in pause -aÒ) and shortening. Thus in Qal of the strong

rmov. guard is hr'm.v'4 (sëoçmeraÖ, cf. ylij.qi qiçtÌeliÖ, § 46 d);
bzO[]Ã hb'z>[' Jer 49:11; bk;v.Ã hb'k.vi lie down; [m;v.Ã h['m.vi hear, in lesser pause
h['m'ñv. Dn 9:19; in NiphÇal h['b.V†'hi Gn 21:23. Cf., however, also hr'k.mi sell, Gn 25:31,
notwithstanding the impf. rKom.yI È hk'r>[, Jb 33:5 (cf. Wkr>[i Jer 46:3), but impf.
%rI[]y); È hp's.a†, collect, Nu 11:16 (for äsai cf. § 63 l and the plural Wps.ai), but 2nd
masc. @soa/ È hr'C.nI y Ps 41:3. Barth (see above, § 47 i note) finds in these forms a
trace of old imperfects in i, cf. § 63 n. On the other hand, hb'r>q' y Ps 69:19 (also
Imperat. br;q. Lv 9:7, &c, ), but impf. br;q.yI. Without h, we have the form ^l. go, Nu
verb, the lengthened form of

ljoq. in pause becomes hl'joñq., the form lj;q.
becomes hl'j'ñq., e. g. hv'r'ñy> Dt 33:23. But also without the pause we find hk'Alm.ñ Ju
9:8 Keth. and hp'Arc. y Ps 26:2 Keth., on which see § 46 e. On the other hand
hz"g"òr>Ã hj'voñP.Ã hr'o[ñÃ hr'Agòx]) Is 32:11 are to be explained as aramaizing forms of the
2nd plur. fem.; also for Wdr>xi v. 11 read hd'r'ñx], and for ~ydIp.s)o v. 12 read hd'poñs..
23:13, Ju 19:13, 2 Ch 25:17. The form

k

h¾¾l, e. g. in PiÇeÒl lG: from hLeG:. The
shade of meaning conveyed by the imperatives with h¤' is not always so perceptible
The shortened imperative is found only in verbs

as in the cohortative forms of the imperfect, but the longer form is frequently emphatic,
e. g.

~Wq rise up, hm'Wqñ up ! !Te give, hn"Te give up !
l

h[,D> for h['D>, best attested in Pr 24:14 (where it is taken by the
Masora as imperat., not as infin., h['D;) is evidently due to the influence of the h
Rem. The form

which follows it in close connexion (so Strack, on the analogy of Jb 3:12); for
other example of this change of a to Seghol, see above, under d, § 73 d, and §
80 i. On the other hand, it is doubtful whether
intended for

hB,r; Ju 9:29 (from hb'r') is

hB'r;, and not rather for the common form of the imperative PiÇeÒl

hBer;. In favour of the former explanation it may be urged that the imperative
ha'ceò (from ac'y") follows immediately after; in favour of the latter, that the ending
h¤'e, with imperatives of verbs h¾¾l, is not found elsewhere, and also that here no
guttural follows (as in Pr 24:14).
Footnotes:
1[2]

The perfect has only one form, since it cannot be used, like the imperfect, to
express mood-relations (see § 106 p).
Probably this aÒ goes back to the syllable an, which in Arabic (see above, Rem. to
b) is used for the formation of the 'energetic' mood, and in Hebrew (see the footnote to
§ 58 i) often stands before suffixes.
2[1]

3[1]

Only in 1st plur. do we find a few shortened forms, as

raev.n: 1 S 14:36, parallel

with cohortative; and

ar,nEò Is 41:23 Keth.

hr'm.v†' (i. e. sëaÒmera, according to the Jewish grammarians),
required by the Masora in y Ps 86:2, 119:167 (cf. also Is 38:14, and ynIrem.v†' y Ps 16:1),
see; § 9 v; on hkwlm, Ju 9:8 Keth., see § 46 e.
4[2]

On the reading

§ 10. The Half Vowels and the Syllable Divider (SèewaÖ).

a
1. Besides the full vowels, Hebrew has also a series of vowel sounds which may be
called half vowels (Sievers, Murmelvokale). The punctuation makes use of these to
represent extremely slight sounds which are to be regarded as remains of fuller and
more distinct vowels from an earlier period of the language. They generally take the
place of vowels originally short standing in open syllables. Such short vowels, though
preserved in the kindred languages, are not tolerated by the present system of
pointing in Hebrew, but either undergo a lengthening or are weakened to SèewaÖ. Under
some circumstances, however, the original short vowel may reappear.

b

¤',

To these belongs first of all the sign which indicates an extremely short, slight, and
(as regards pronunciation) indeterminate vowel sound, something like an obscure half

¤'e

eç ( ). It is called SèewaÖ,1 which may be either simple SèewaÖ (SèewaÖ simplex) as
distinguished from the compound (see f), or vocal SèewaÖ (SèewaÖ mobile) as distinguished
from SèewaÖ quiescens, which is silent and stands as a mere syllable divider (see i)
under the consonant which closes the syllable.

c
The vocal SèewaÖ stands under a consonant which is closely united, as a kind of gracenote, with the following syllable, either (a) at the beginning of the word, as
(to kill),

ljoq. qetÌoÒl

aLem;m. memalleÒ (filling), or (b) in the middle of the word, as hl'j.Aq) qoÖ–tÌelaÒ,

Wlj.q.yI yiq–tÌeluÖ.
d
In former editions of this Grammar SèewaÖ was distinguished as medium when it
followed a short vowel and therefore stood in a supposed 'loosely closed' or

ykel.m;Ã lpon>Bi

. According to Sievers, Metrische Studien,
'wavering' syllable, as in
i. 22, this distinction must now be abandoned. These syllables are really closed,
and the original vowel is not merely shortened, but entirely elided. The fact that a
following Begadkephath letter (§ 6 n) remains spirant instead of taking Dagesë
lene, is explained by Sievers on the 'supposition that the change from hard to
spirant is older than the elision of the vowel, and that the prehistoric malakai
became malakhai before being shortened to malkheÒ '. In cases like

Aas.Ki (from

aSeKi), Wxq.yI (from %Q;yI) the dropping of the Dagesë forte shows that the original
vowel is completely lost.

e
The sound eç has been adopted as the normal transcription of simple SèewaÖ
mobile, although it is certain that it often became assimilated in sound to other
vowels. The LXX express it by e, or even by h,
avllhlou,ia, more frequently by a,

~ybiWrK. Ceroubi,m, Hy"-Wll.h;

laeWmv. Samouh,l, but very frequently by

assimilating its indeterminate sound to the following principal vowel, e.g.
So,doma,

~dos.

hmol{v. Solomw,n, (as well as Salmw,n), tAab'c. Sabaw,q, laen>t;n> Naqanah,l.2 A

similar account of the pronunciation of SèewaÖ is given by Jewish grammarians of
the middle ages.3
How the SèewaÖ sound has arisen through the vanishing of a full vowel is seen,
e.g. in

hk'r'B. from baçraçkaç, as the word is still pronounced in Arabic. In that

language the full short vowel regularly corresponds to the Hebrew SèewaÖ mobile.

f
2. Connected with the simple SèewaÖ moÖbile is the compound SèewaÖ or HÍaÖtÌeÒph
(correptum), i.e. a SèewaÒ the pronunciation of which is more accurately fixed by the
addition of a short vowel. There are three, SèewaÖ-sounds determined in this way,
corresponding to the three vowel classes (§ 7 a):—

¤]

rAmx] hÌamoÖr, ass.

¤/

rmoa/ 'emoÒr, to say.

( ) HÍaÖtÌeÒph–PaÃthaçhÌ, e.g.
( ) HÍaÖtÌeÒph–SegoÖl, e.g.

¤'\

( ) HÍaÖtÌeÒph–QaÒmeçsÌ, e.g.

ylix\, hÌoliÖ, sickness.

These HÍaÖtÌeÒphs, or at least the first two, stand especially under the four guttural letters
(§ 22 l), instead of a simple SèewaÖ mobile, since these letters by their nature require a
more definite vowel than the indeterminate simpie SèewaÖ mobile. Accordingly a guttural
at the beginning of a syllable, where the SèewaÖ is necessarily vocal, can never have a
mere SèewaÖ simplex.
On

¤] the shorter HÍatÌef as compared with ¤/ cf. § 27 v.
g
Rem. A. Only

¤] and ¤\ occur under letters which are not gutturals. HÍatÌeph-PathahÌ

is found instead of simple SèewaÖ (especially SèewaÖ mobile), chiefly (a) under
strengthened consonants, since this strengthening (commonly called doubling)
causes a more distinct pronunciation of the SèewaÖ mobile,

yleB]vi branches, Zc

4:12. According to the rule given by Ben-Asher (which, however, appears to be
unknown to good early MSS. and is therefore rejected by Ginsburg, Introd., p.
466; cf. Foote, Johns Hopkins Univ. Circulars, June 1903, p. 71 f.), the HÍatÌeph is
necessary4 when, in a strengthened medial consonant with SèewaÖ (consequently

yhiy>w:, &c.), preceded by a PathahÌ, the sign of the strengthening
(Dagesë forie) has fallen away, e.g. Wll]h†; (but ed. Mant. and Ginsb. Wll.h;) praise
ye ! Whcel]a†;T.w:; Ju 16:16; no less universally, where after a consonant with SèewaÖ
not in cases like

the same consonant follows (to separate them more sharply, and hence with a

~yrIr]As y Ps 68; ^t.l†'l]qI) (ed. Mant. and Ginsb.
äll.qi) Gn 27:13 (but not without exceptions, e. g, -yqeq.xi Ju 5:15, Is 10:1; ylel.ci
Jer 6:4, and so always ynIn>hi behold me, Wnn>hi behold us; on k. before the suffix ^,
Metheg always preceding), e.g.

see § 20 b); also in certain forms under Kaph and ReÖsë after a long vowel and
before the tone, e.g.

hN"l,ñk]aoT) Gn 3:17; ykir]B†' y Ps 103:1; Whteñr]v†'T.w: 1 K 1:4 (but

Wkr>B'ñt.yIw> y Ps 72:17, cf. Jer 4:2, 1 Ch 29:20, because the tone is thrown back on
to the aÒ. After eÒ SèewaÖ remains even before the tone, as Wkr>B†e, &c.; but before
Maqqef aN"-hk'l]a†e Baer Ex 4:18, 2 S 15:7, Jer 40:15, but ed. Mant., Jabl., Ginsb.
äl.a†e)5; (b) under initial sibilants after W copulative, e.g.bh;z:W>* Gn 2:12; cf. Jer
48:20; rx;s]W) Is 45:14; hdef]W) Lv 25:34; hq'v]W:) Gn 27:26; [m'v]W) Nu 23:18, Is
37:17, Dn 9:18, cf. Ju 5:12, 1 K 14:21, 2 K 9:17, Jb 14:1, Ec 9:7 — to emphasize
the vocal character of the SèewaÖ. For the same reason under the emphatic

j in

Wlj]Wh) Jer 22:28; cf. Jb 33:25; after QoÖph in yTir>d'q]W( (so Baer, but ed. Mant.,
Jabl., Ginsb. äq.W) Ez 23:41; -br'k]W>* y Ps 55:22; cf. Jer. 32:9; under ReÖsë in hd'r]a†e
(ed. Mant. är>a†e) Gn 18:21; ~[er]W* y Ps 28:9; even under t Ez 26:21; under b Est
2:8; &'k,r]b†eW so Jabl., Ginsb., but ed. Mant. är>b†eW Dt 24:13; (c) under sonants,
sibilants or QoÖph after iç, e.g. qx;cÌ;y)i Gn 21:6, cf. 30:38 and Ez 21:28 (under q);
tArm]a†i y Ps 12:7; %om]t†ih] Jer 22:15; tArnÌ;k†i Jos 11:2; -%b's]B†i y Ps 74:5, — for
the same reason as the cases under b6; according to Baer also in tAmp]v†i 1 S
30:28; ^v]g)'p.y)i Gn 32:18 after oç (cf. § 9 v), as well as after a in hb'yviq]h†; Dn 9:19;
hk'r'b]h†; Gn 27:38; ~y[ir'com]h†; 2 K 7:8.

h
B. The HÍatÌeph-QamesÌ is less restricted to the gutturals than the first two, and
stands more frequently for a simple SèewaÖ mobile when an original O-sound

yair'. (ground-form roç¬y)
vision (cf. § 93 z); Why"nÌn:K\ 2 Ch 31:12, &c., QereÖ (Keth. ¾¾nwk); tAYnIM\[;
Ammonitish women, 1 K 11:1 (sing. tynIAM[;); ^p+,D\r>yI for the usual ^p+,D>r>yI Ez
35:6, from @Dor>yI; WNb,ñQ'ti Nu 23:25, Jer 31:33, and elsewhere before suffixes, cf.
§ 60 a; Adq\d>q' his pate (from dqod>q') y Ps 7:17, &c.; hj'q\v.a, Is 18:4 QereÖ.
Further, like ¤], it stands under consonants, which ought to have Dagesë forie, as
in hx'q'l.†u (for hx'Q.lu) Gn 2:23. In this example, as in hd'['ñs\W( 1 K 13:7; ha's\W* 2 K
7:18; and yqi['ñcÕW* Jer 22:20, the HÍatÌeph-QamesÌ is no doubt due to the influence of
requires to be partly preserved, e.g. at the beginning, in

the following guttural as well as of the preceding U-sound. (Elsewhere indeed

W

after in similar cases HÍatÌeph-PathahÌ is preferred, see above, b; but with

hx'q\lu

AlB\su Is 9:8, 10:27, 14:25, where the U-sound must necessarily be
admitted to have an influence on the SèewaÖ immediately following.) In -rh'j\W*
(uÖ–tÌohoçr) Jb 17:9 it is also inftuenced by the following O-sound. In ymis\q†' 1 S 28:8
QereÃ, the original form is ~soq., where again the oÒ represents an oç. It is only
cf. also

through the influence of a following guttural that we can explain the forms

ha'r\q.nI Est 2:14; lh'b\n)i Pr 28:22; hx'r\s.nI Jer 49:7; h['f\p.a, Is 27:4; h['m\v.a,†w" Dn
8:13; h['m\v†iy Ps 39:13; hr'['s\B†; 2 K 2:1 (Baer's ed. also in ver. 11); ~ytih'Q\h; 2
Ch 34:12 (ed. Mant., Opitius, &c. äQ.h;). Finally in most of the examples which
have been adduced, the influence of an emphatic sound (qÃ j, cf. also hj'Q\l;a]
Ru 2:2, 7), or of a sibilant is also to be taken into account.

i
3. The sign of the simple SèewaÖ

¤. serves also as a mere syllable divider. In this case it

is disregarded in pronunciation and is called SèewaÖ quiescens. In the middle of a word it
stands under every consonant which closes a syllable; at the end of words on the

$

!

%l,m,

other band it is omitted except in final (to distinguish it better from final ), e.g.
king, and in the less frequent case, where a word ends with a mute after another
vowelless consonant as in

D>r>nE nard, T.a; thou fem. (for 'ant), T.l.j;q' thou fem. hast

q.v.Y:w: and he watered, B.v.YIw: and he took captive, T.v.Te-la; drink thou not; but
ar>y:w:Ã aj.xe7
killed,

k
However, in the examples where a mute closes the syllable, the final SèewaÖ
comes somewhat nearer to a vocal SèewaÖ, especially as in almost all the cases a
weakening of a final vowel has taken place, viz.
(&rsquo;anti,),

T.a; ¬atte from yTia; &rsquo;attiÖ

T.l.j;q' from yTil.j;ñq' (cf. in this form, the 2nd sing. fem. perf. Qal,

t.aB', after a vowel, Gn 16:8, Mi 4:10, &c., according to the readings of
Baer), B.v.yI yisëbe from hB,v.yI, &c. The Arabic actually has a short vowel in
analogous forms. In D>r>nE borrowed from the Indian, as also in j.v.q (qoÒsëtÌ) Pr
22:21; and in -s.AT-la; ne addas (for which we should expect @s,ATñ) Pr 30:6 the
even

final mute of itself attracts a slight vowvel sound.

l
Rem. The proper distinction between simpleSèewaÖ mobileand quiescens depends
on a correct understanding of the formation of syllables (§ 26). The beginner
may observe for the present, that (1)SèewaÖ is always mobile (a) at the beginning

~yT;v.Ã yTev. § 97 b, note); (b) under a consonant with Dagesë
forte, e.g. WpD>GI gid-dephuÖ; (c) after another SèewaÖ, e.g. Wlj.q.yI yiqtÌeluÖ (except at
of a word (except in

the end of the word, see above, i). (2) SèewaÖ is quiescens (a) at the end of a word,
also in the

%; (b) before another SèewaÖ.

Footnotes:
1[1]

aw"v.

On
, the older and certainly the only correct form (as in Ben Asher), see
Bacher, ZDMG. 1895, p. 18, note 3, who compares Sèewayya, the name of the Syriac

¤' (=Hebr. Zaqeph). The form ab'v., customary in Spain
since the time of Menahem b. SaruÖq, is due to a supposed connexion with Aram. tb'v.
accentual sign of similar form

rest, and hence would originally have denoted only SèewaÖ quiescens, like the Arabic

hb'veÃ hb'yvi (stem bv;y", Levias, American Journ. of

sukuÒn (rest). The derivation from
Philol., xvi. 28 ff.) seems impossible.
2[1]

The same occurs frequently also in the Greek and Latin transcriptions of

ak'l'm.

~yliWbG>

Phoenician words, e.g.
Malaga,
gubulim (Schröder, Die phöniz. Spr., p.
139 ff.). Cf. the Latin augment in momordi, pupugi, with the Greek in te,tufa(
tetumme,nos, and the old form memordi.
See especially Yehuda HÍayyuÖgÃ, pp. 4 f. and 130 f. in Nutt's edition (Lond. 1870),
corresponding to p. 200 of the edition by Dukes (Stuttg. 1844); Ibn Ezra's SÍahÌoth, p. 3;
Gesenius, Lehrgebäde der hebr. Sprache, p. 68. The Manuel du lecteur, mentioned
above, § 6 b, also contains express rules for the various ways of pronouncing SèewaÖ
mohile: so too the Dikduke ha-tÌeamim, ed. by Baer and Strack, Lpz. 1879, p. 12 ff. Cf.
also Schreiner, ZAW. vi. 236 ff.
3[2]

4[1]

See Delitzsch, 'Bemerkungen über masoretisch treue Darstellung des alttestam.
Textes,' in the Ztschr. f. luth. Theol. u. Kirche, vol. xxiv. 1863, p. 409 ff.
On the uncertainty of the MSS. in some cases which come under a, see MinhÌat
shay (the Masoretic comm. in ed. Mant.) on Gn 12:3 and Ju 7:6.
5[2]

¤] for ¤. (even for SèewaÖ quiescens) generally before a guttural
or r; hence Baer read; in 2 S 15:5 -br'q;B†i, y Ps 18:7 ar'q]a†,; 49:15 lAav;.l†i; 65:5
rx;b]T†i; 68:24 #x;m]T†i; Pr 30:17 g[;l]T†i; Jb 29:25 rx;b]a†,; cf. Delitzsch, Psalms, 12:7,
6[3]

Ben-Asher requires

note.
7[1]

On

t.y¤i as an ending of the 2nd sing. fem. perf. Qal of verbs h¾¾l, see § 75 m.

§ 7. The Vowels in General, Vowel Letters and Vowel Signs.

a
1. The original vowels in Hebrew, as in the other Semitic tongues, are a, i, u. E and o
always arise from an obscuring or contraction of these three pure sounds, viz. eç by
modification from iç or aç; short oç from uç; eÖ by contraction from ai (properly ay); and oÖ
sometimes by modification (obscuring) from aÖ, sometimes by contraction from au
(properly aw).1
In Arabic writing there are vowel signs only for a, i, u; the combined sounds ay
and aw are therefore retained uncontracted and pronounced as diphthongs (ai

jAv

~yIn:òy[e

!yBe

~Ay

Arab. sautÌ, and
Arab. ‘ainain. It was only in later Arabic
and au), e. g.
that they became in pronunciation eÖ and oÖ, at least after weaker or softer
Arab. bain, beÖn,
Arab. yaum, yoÖm. The same contraction
consonants; cf.
appears also in other languages, e. g. in Greek and Latin (qau/ma( Ionic qw/ma;
plaustrum = plostrum), in the French pronunciation of ai and au, and likewise in
the German popular dialects (Oge for Auge, &c.). Similarly, the obscuring of the
vowels plays a part in various languages (cf. e. g. the a in modern Persian,
Swedish, English, &c.).2

b

hÃ wÃ yÈ a

2. The partial expression of the vowels by certain consonants (
), which
sufficed during the lifetime of the language, and for a still longer period afterwards (cf.
§ 1 k), must in the main have passed through the following stages3:—
(a) The need of a written indication of the vowel first made itself felt in cases where,
after the rejection of a consonant, or of an entire syllable, a long vowel formed the final
sound of the word. The first step in such a case was to retain the original final
consonant, at least as a vowel letter, i. e. merely as an indication of a final vowel. In

h

point of fact we find even in the Old Testament, as already in the MeÖsëaÇ inscription, a
employed in this way (see below) as an indication of a final o. From this it was only a
step to the employment of the same consonant to indicate also other vowels when final

h¾¾l, the vowels aÒ4 eÒ, eÊ). After the employment
of w as a vowel letter for oÖ and uÖ, and of y for eÖ and iÖ, had been established (see below,
(thus, e. g. in the inflection of the verbs

e) these consonants were also employed — although not consistently — for the same
vowels at the end of a word.

c
According to § 91 b and d, the suffix of the 3rd sing. masc. in the noun (as in the
verb) was originally pronounced

Wh. But in the places where this Wh with a

preceding a is contracted into oÖ (after the rejection of the

h), we find the h still

hroy[iÃ htoWs Gn 49:11, cf. § 91 e; so
throughout the MeÖsëaÇ inscription hcor>a;Ã htoyBe (also htoBe),
hnOB.Ã hBoÃ hl{Ã hmox]T†;l.hi; on the other hand already in the Siloam inscription
A[re.5 hmy MeÖsëaÇ, 1.8 = wym'y" his days is unusual, as also hXr. 1. 20 if it is for
wyXar his chiefs. The verbal forms with h suffixed are to be read hupel.x.Y:w: (l. 6),
hubex's.a,w)' (l. 12 f.) and huver>g)'y>w: (l. 19).
frequently retained as a vowel letter, e. g.

d
As an example of the original consonant being retained, we might also include

y

the of the constr. state plur. masc. if its eÖ (according to § 89 d) is contracted
from an original ay. Against this, however, it may be urged that the Phoenician
inscriptions do not usually express this eÖ, nor any other final vowel.6

e

w
y
those cases in which a w with a preceding a was contracted into au and further to oÖ, or
with a preceding u coalesced into uÖ, and where y with a has been contracted into ai

(b) The employment of to denote oÖ, uÖ, and of to denote eÖ, iÖ, may have resulted from

and further to eÖ, or with a preceding i into iÖ (cf. § 24). In this case the previously
existing consonants were retained as vowel letters and were further applied at the end

a also will in the first instance
have established itself as a vowel letter only where a consonantal a with a preceding a

of the word to denote the respective long vowels. Finally
had coalesced into aÖ or aÒ.

f
The orthography of the Siloam inscription corresponds almost exactly with the
above assumptions. Here (as in the MeÖsëaÇ inscr,) we find all the long vowels,
which, have not arisen from original diphthongs, without vowel letters, thus

vaiÃ ~bic.xoÃ !miymi (or !miY"mi); tMoa;Ã lqoÃ vlv.Ã rcu. On the other hand ac'Am
(from mausÌa’), dA[ (from ‘aud); !mym also, if it is to be read !miymi, is an instance
of the retention of a y which has coalesced with i into iÖ. Instances of the retention
of an originally consonental a as a vowel letter are ~yIt;ñam'Ã ac'Am, and ar'q', as
also vaor. Otherwise final aÒ is always represented by

hœ hM'a;Ã hy"h'Ã hdzÃ hbqn. To this ~yO alone would form an exception (cf.
however the note on ~Ay, § 96), instead of ~Ay (Arab. yaum) day, which one
would expect. If the reading be correct, this is to be regarded as an argument
that a consciousness of the origin of many long vowels was lost at an early
period, so that (at least in the middle of the word) the vowel letters were omitted
in places where they should stand, according to what has been stated above,
and added where there was no case of contraction. This view is in a great
measure confirmed by the orthography of the MeÖsëaÇ inscription. There we find, as

!byd (=DaiboÒn, as the Daibw,n of the LXX proves), !n"roAx (oÖ
from au), and htoyBe (eÖ from ai), but also even ynI[;vih7† instead of ynI[;viAh† (from
hausë–), bXaw=byviAa†w"Ã tBe four times, htoBe once, for tyBe and htoyBe (from bait);
hll=hl'y>l.; !a = !yIa;ñ or !yae.
might be expected,

g
(c) In the present state of Old Testament vocalization as it appears in the Masoretic
text, the striving after a certain uniformity cannot be mistaken, in spite of the
inconsistencies which have crept in. Thus the final long vowel is, with very few
exceptions (cf. § 9 d, and the very doubtful cases in § 8 k), indicated by a vowel letter
— and almost always by the same letter in certain nominal and verbal endings. In

w

y
is by far the more common, while we seldom find an originally consonantal a rejected,

many cases the use of to mark an oÖ or uÖ, arising from contraction, and of for eÖ or iÖ,

and the simple phonetic principle taking the place of the historical orthography. On the
other hand the number of exceptions is very great. In many cases (as e. g. in the plural

~y¤i

tA

endings
and ) the vowel letters are habitually employed to express long vowels
which do not arise through contraction, and we even find short vowels indicated. The
conclusion is, that if there ever was a period of Hebrew writing when the application of
fixed laws to all cases was intended, either these laws were not consistently carried
out in the further transmission of the text, or errors and confusion afterwards crept into
it. Moreover much remained uncertain even in texts which were plentifully provided
with vowel letters. For, although in most cases the context was a guide to the correct
reading, yet there were also cases where, of the many possible ways of pronouncing a
word, more than one appeared admissible.8

h
3. When the language had died out, the ambiguity of such a writing must have been
found continually more troublesome; and as there was thus a danger that the correct
pronunciation might be finally lost, the vowel signs or vowel points were invented in
order to fix it. By means of these points everything hitherto left uncertain was most

accurately settled. It is true that there is no historical account of the date of this
vocalization of the O. T. text, yet we may at least infer, from a comparison of other
historical facts, that it was gradually developed by Jewish grammarians in the sixth and
seventh centuries A. D. under the influence of different Schools, traces of which have
been preserved to the present time in various differences of tradition.9 They mainly
followed, though with independent regard to the peculiar nature of the Hebrew, the
example and pattern of the older Syrian punctuation.10
See Gesenius, Gesch. d. hebr. Spr., p. 182 ff.; Hupfeld, in Theol. Studien u.
Kritiken, 1830, pt. iii, who shows that neither Jerome nor the Talmud mentions
vowel signs; Berliner, Beiträge zur hebr. Gramm. im Talm. u. Midrasch, p. 26 ff.;
and B. Pick, in Hebraica, i. 3, p. 153 ff.; Abr. Geiger, 'Zur Nakdanim [Punctuators]Literatur,' in Jüd. Ztschr. für Wissensch. u. Leben, x. Breslau, 1872, p. 10 ff.; H.
Strack, Prolegomena critica in Vet. Test. Hebr., Lips. 1873; 'Beitrag zur Gesch.
des hebr. Bibeltextes,' in Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1875, p. 736 ff., as also in the
Ztschr. f. die ges. luth. Theol. u. K., 1875, p. 619 ff.; 'Massorah,' in the Protest.
Real.-Enc.3, xii. 393 ff. (a good outline); A. Merx, in the Verhandlungen des
Orientalistenkongresses zu Berlin, i. Berlin, 1881, p. 164 ff. and p. 188 ff.; H.
Graetz, 'Die Anfänge der Vokalzeichen im Hebr.,' in Monatsschr. f. Gesch. u.
Wissensch. d. Judenth., 1881, pp. 348 ff. and 395 ff.; Hersmann, Zur Gesch. des
Streites über die Entstehung der hebr. Punktation, Ruhrort, 1885; Harris, 'The
Rise … of the Massorah,' JQR. i. 1889, p. 128 ff, and p. 223 ff.; Mayer-Lambert,
REJ. xxvi. 1893, p. 274 ff.; J. Bachrach, Das Alter d. bibl. Vocalisation u.
Accentuation, 2 pts. Warsaw, 1897, and esp. Ginsburg, Introd. (see § 3 c), p. 287
ff.; Budde, 'Zur Gesch. d. Tiberiens. Vokalisation,' in Orient. Studien zu Ehren Th.
Nöldekes, i. 1906, 651 ff.; Bachrach, 'Diakrit. Zeichen in vormasoret. Zeit,' in
ZAW. 1907, p. 285; C. Levias, art. 'Vocalization,' in the Jewish Encycl, — On the
hypothesis of the origin of punctuation in the Jewish schools for children, cf. J.
Derenbourg in the Rev. Crit., xiii. 1879, no. 25.

i
4. To complete the historical vocalization of the consonantal text a phonetic system
was devised, so exact as to show all vowel-changes occasioned by lengthening of
words, by the tone, by gutturals, &c., which in other languages are seldom indicated in
writing. The pronunciation followed is in the main that of the Palestinian Jews of about
the sixth century A.D., as observed in the solemn reading of the sacred writings in
synagogue and school, but based on a much older tradition. That the real
pronunciation of early Hebrew is consistently preserved by this tradition, has recently
been seriously questioned on good grounds, espccially in view of the transcription of
proper names in the LXX. Nevertheless in many cases, internal reasons, as well as the
analogy of the kindred languages, testify in a high degree to the faithfulness of the
tradition. At the same recension of the text, or soon after, the various other signs for
reading (§§ 11–14), 16) were added, and the accents (§ 15).

Footnotes:
1[1]

In proper names the LXX often use the diphthongs ai. and auv where the Hebrew
form has eÖ or oÖ. It is, however, very doubtful whether the aiv and auv of the LXX really
represent the true pronunciation of Hebrew of that time; see the instructive statistics
given by Kittel in Haupt's SBOT., on 1 Ch 1:2, 20.

2[1]

In Sanskrit, in the Old Persian cuneiform, and in Ethiopic, short a alone of all the
vowels is not represented, but the consonant by itself is pronounced with short a.

3[2]

Cf. especially Stade, Lehrb. der hebr. Gr., p. 34 ff.

h for aÒ probably took place first in the case
of the locative accusatives which originally ended in h¤', as hc'r>a;ñÃ hm'ydIñq'.

4[3]

According to Stade, the employment of

w[r

5[4]

The form
contradicts the view of Oort, Theol. Tijds., 1902, p. 374, that the
above instances from the MeÖsëaÇ-inscription are to be read benhu, bahu, lahu, which
were afterwards vocalized as beno, bo, lo.

nbnX= ynEb. ynEv. the two sons; elsewhere k
for yKi (but yk in the MeÖsëaÇ and Siloam inscrr.), z for hz< (the latter in the Siloam inscr.),
tnb = ytinIB' (so MeÖsëaÇ) or ytiynIB' &c. Cf. on the other hand in MeÖsëaÇ, kna = ykna
6[1]

Thus there occurs, e. g. in Melit. 1, l, 3

(unless it was actually pronounced ’anoÖkh by the Moabites !). As final aÒ is represented

h

a

y

w

by and and final iÖ by , so final uÖ is almost everywhere expressed by in MeÖsëaÇ,
and always in the Siloam inscription. It is indeed not impossible that Hebrew
orthography also once passed through a period in which the final vowels were left
always or sometimes undenoted, and that not a few strange forms in the present text
of the Bible are to be explained from the fact that subsequently the vowel letters

w

y

ywh

(especially and ) were not added in all cases. So Chwolson, 'Die Quiescentia
in
der althebr. Orthogr.,' in Travaux du Congres … des Orienalistes, Petersb. 1876; cf.
numerous instances in Ginsburg, Introd., p. 146 ff.
7[2]

yn[Xh is the more strange since the name of king [;veAh is represented as A u si'

in cuneiform as late as 728 B.C.

ljq

Thus e. g.
can be read qaÒtÌal, qaÒtÌaÒl, qaÒtÌoÖl, qetÌoÒl, qoÖtÌeÒl, qitæÌeÒl, qatæÌeÒl, qutæÌal, qeÊtÌel,
and several of these forms have also different senses.

8[1]

9[2]

The most important of these differences are, (a) those between the Orientals, i. e.
the scholars of the Babylonian Schools, and the Occidentals, i. e. the scholars of
Palestine (Tiberias, &c.); cf. Ginsburg, Introd., p. 197 ff.; (b) amongst the Occidentals,

between Ben-Naphtali and Ben-Asher, who flourished in the first half of the tenth
century at Tiberias; cf. Ginsburg, Introd., p. 241 ff. Both sets of variants are given by
Baer in the appendices to his critical editions. Our printed editions present uniformly
the text of Ben-Asher, with the exception of a few isolated readings of Ben-Naphtali,
and of numerous later corruptions.
10[1]

See Geiger, 'Massorah bei d. Syrern,' in ZDMG. 1873, p. 148 ff.; J. P. Martin,
Hist. de la ponctuation ou de la Massore chez les Syriens, Par. 1875; E. Nestle, in
ZDMG. 1876, p. 525 ff.; Weingarten, Die syr. Massora nach Bar Hebraeus, Halle,
1887.

C. STRONG VERB WITH PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES.1
§ 57.
The accusative of the personal pronoun, depending on an active verb,2, may be

tae the accusative sign (before a suffix ta,Ã tao)
with the pronominal suffix, e. g. Atao lj;q' he has killed him; or (2) by a mere suffix,
Whl'ñj'q. or Alj'q. he has killed him. The latter is the usual method (§ 33), and we are
expressed (1) by a separate word,

here concerned with it alone.3 Neither of these methods, however, is employed when
the accusative of the pronoun is reflexive. In that case a reflexive verb is used, viz.
NiphÇal or HithpaÇeÒl (§§ 51 and 54), e. g.

vDeq;t.hi he sanctified himself, not AvD>qi,

which could only mean he sanctified him.4
Two points must be specially considered here: the form of the suffix itself (§ 58), and
the form which the verb takes when suffixes are added to it (§§ 59–61)).
Footnotes:
1[1]

This subject of the verbal suffixes is treated here in connexion with the strong
verb, in order that both the forms of the suffixes and the general laws which regulate
their union union verbal forms may be clearly seen. The rules which relate to the union
of the suffixes with weak verbs will be given under the several classes of those verbs.

~x;l.nI is used in the
sense of to attack), and according to some, in Is 44:21; with HithpaÇeÒl Is 14:2 (lxen:t.hi
2[2]

An accusative suffix occurs with NiphÇal in y Ps 109:3 (since

to appropriate somebody to oneself as a possession); cf. above, § 54 f, and § 117 w.

tae is necessary, see § 117 e.

3[3]

On the cases where

4[4]

The exceptions in Jer 7:19, Ez 34:2, 8, 10 are only apparent. In all these instances

~t'ao (themselves) and another object could only be
expressed by retaining the same verb; also in Ex 5:19 ~t'ao after an active verb serves

the sharp antithesis between

to emphasize the idea of themselves.

B. VERBA DERIVATIVA, OR DERIVED CONJUGATIONS.
§ 51. NiphÇal.1

a
1. The essential characteristic of this conjugation consists in a prefix2 to the stem. This
exists in two forms: (a) the (probably original) prepositive naç, as in the Hebrew perfect
and participle, although in the strong verb the aç is always attenuated to iç:

lj'q.nI

lj;q.nI for

lAjq.nI

original naç–qaçtÌaçl, participle
, infinitive absolute sometimes
; (b) the (later)
proclitic in (as in all the forms of the corresponding Arabic conjugation VII. Èinqaçtaçlaç),

ljeQ'yI for yinqaÒtÌeÒl, in the imperative and infinitive construct, with
a secondary h added, ljeQ'hi (for hinqaÒtÌeÒl), and in the infinitive absolute ljoQ'hi. The
found in the imperfect

inflexion of NiphÇal is perfectly analogous to that of Qal.

b
The features of NiphÇal are accordingly in the perfect and participle the prefixed
NuÖn, in the imperative, infinitive, and imperfect, the Dagesë in the first radical.
These characteristics hold good also for the weak verb. In the case of an initial
guttural, which, according to § 22 b, cannot take Dagesë forte, the omission of the
strengthening invariably causes the lengthening of the preceding vowel (see §
63 h).

c
2. As regards its meaning, NiphÇal bears some resemblance to the Greek middle voice,

#x;l.nI to thrust oneself (against), rm;v.nI to
take heed to oneself, fula,ssesqai, rT;s.nI to hide oneself, la;g>nI to redeem oneself; cf.
also hn<[]n); to answer for oneself. Equally characteristic of NiphÇal is its frequent use to
express emotions which react upon the mind; ~x;nI to touble oneself, xn:a/n), to sigh (to
in being—(a) primarily reflexive of Qal, e. g.

bemoan oneself, cf. ovdu,resqai, lamentari, contristari); as well as to express actions
which the subject allows to happen to himself, or to have an effect upon himself

vr;D' to search, to inquire, Niph. to allow oneself to be
inquired of, Is 65:1 Ez 14:3, &c.; so the Niph. of ac'm' to find, rs;y" to warn, to correct,
(NiphÇal tolerativum), e. g.
Jer 6:8, 31:18, &c.

d
(b) It expresses reciprocal or mutual action. e. g.

rB,DI to speak, Niph. to speak to one

jp;v' to judge, Niph. to go to law with one another; #[;y" to counsel, Niph. to
take counsel, cf. the middle and deponent verbs bouleu,esqai (#[;An), ma,cesqai (~x;l.n>),
altercari, luctari (hC'nI to strive with one another) proeliari.
another;

e
(c) It has also, like HithpaÇeÒl (§ 54 f) and the Greek middle, the meaning of the active,

la;v.nI

with the addition of to oneself (sibi), for oneself, e. g.
to ask (something) for
oneself (1 S 20:6, 28, Neh 13:6), cf. aivtou/mai, se tou/to( evndu,sasqai citw/na, to put on
(oneself) a tunic.

f
(d) In consequence of a looseness of thought at an early period of the language,
NiphÇal comes finally in many cases to represent the passive3 of Qal, e. g.

dl;y" to bear,

dk;q'

Niph. to be born;
to bury, Niph. to be buried. In cases where Qal is intransitive in
meaning, or is not used, NiphÇal appears also as the passive of PiÇeÒl and HiphÇiÖl, e. g.

dbeK' to be in honour, PiÇeÒl to honour, Niph. to be honoured (as well as PuÇal dB;Ku);
dx;K' PiÇeÒl to conceal, Hiph. to destroy, Niph. passive of either. In such cases NiphÇal
may again coincide in meaning with Qal (hl'x' Qal and Niph. to be ill) and even take
an accusative.

g

rK;z>nI to be born a male, Ex 34:19 (from rk'z";
but probably rk'W"h; should here be read); bB;l.nI cordatum fieri Jb 11:12 (from
bb'le cor); doubtless also hn"b.nI to obtain children, Gn 16:2, 30:3.
Examples of denominatives are,

h
The older grammarians were decidedly wrong in representing NiphÇal simply as
the passive of Qal; for NiphÇal has (as the frequent use of its imperat. shows), in
no respect the character of the other passives, and in Arabic a special
conjugation (Èinqaçtaçlaç) corresponds to it with a passive of its own. Moreover, the
forms mentioned in § 52 e point to a differently formed passive of Qal.—The

Wla]g*on>

form
Is 59:3, La 4:14, is not to be regarded as a passive of NiphÇal, but
with König and Cheyne as a forma mixta, in the sense that the punctuators

Wla]g>nI

Wla]G*o

, perf. Niph., and
, perf.
intended to combine two optional readings,
PuÇal [cf. also Wright, Compar. Gramm., p. 224]. Although the passive use of

NiphÇal was introduced at an early period, and became tolerably common, it is
nevertheless quite secondary to the reflexive use.

i

lAjq.nI is connected in form with the perfect, to which it
bears the same relation as, lAjq' to lj;q' in Qal, the oÖ in the second syllable
being obscured from an original aÖ. Examples are, @sok.nI Gn 31:30; sxol.nI Ju
11:25; laov.nI 1 S 20:6, 28, all in connexion with the perfect.
Rem. 1. The infin. absol.

k

ljoQ'hi (in connexion with imperfects) are, !toN"hi Jer 32:4;
lkoa'h†e Lv 7:18; once vrD'ai Ez 14:3, where, perhaps, the subsequent vreD'ai
has led to the substitution of a for h.—Moreover, the form ljeQ'hi is not
Examples of the form

infrequently used also for the infin. absol.,4 e. g. Ex 22:3, Nu 15:31, Dt 4:26, 1 K
20:39. On the other hand,

@deN"hiK. should simply be read for the wholly abnormal

@Don>hiK. y Ps 68:3 (commonly explained as being intended to correspond in
sound with the subsequent @Don>Ti, but probably a 'forma mixta', combining the
readings @deN"hiK. and @don>Ki).
l

h after prepositions is required by the Masora in Alv.K†'Bi Pr 24:17
(for äK'hiB.), greh'B†e Ez 26:15 @je['B†e La 2:11; also in verbs h¾¾l Ex 10:3 (tAn['l†e);
34:24, Dt 31:11, Is 1:12 (tAar'l†e); in verbs W¾¾[ Jb 33:30 (rAale). It is, however,
Elision of the

extremely doubtful whether the infin. Qal of the KethiÖbh is not rather intended in
all these examples; it certainly is so in La 2:11, cf. y Ps 61:3.

m
2. Instead of the SÍere in the ultima of the imperfect, PathahÌ often occurs in pause,

lm†;G"YIw: Gn 21:8; cf. Ex 31:17, 2 S 12:15 (with final v); 17:23 (with q); Jon
1:5 (withm); see § 29 q. In the 2nd and 3rd plur. fem. PathahÌ predominates, e. g.
hn"r>k;ñW"Ti Is 65:17; SÍere occurs only in hn"gEò['T†e Ru 1:13, from !g[, and hence, with
loss of the doubling, for hN"gEò['T†e; cf. even hn"m†;a'T†e Is 60:4.—With NuÖn
e. g.

paragogicum (see § 47 m) in the 2nd and 3rd plur. masc. are found,

!Wdk.L†'yIÃ !Wmx]L†'Ti &c., in pause !WlheB†'yIÃ !WdmeV†'Ti, &c.; but Jb 19:24 (cf. 24:24)
!Wb)c.x†'yE.
n
3. When the imperfect, the infinitive (in eÒ), or the imperative is followed in close
connexion by a monosyllable, or by a word with the tone on the first syllable, the
tone is, as a rule (but cf.

vyai qbea'*YEw: Gn 32:25), shifted back from the ultima to

the penultima, while the ultima, which thus loses the tone, takes SeghoÖl instead

HB' lv,K'ñyI Ez 33:12; Al rt,['ñYEw: Gn 25:21; in the imperative,
13:9.—So always ^l. rm,V'ñhi (since ^l. counts as one syllable) Gn 24:6, &c., cf.
1 S 19:2; and even with PathahÌ in the ultima, #r,a+' bw:['ñTe Jb 18:4 (but cf.
~yhil{a/ rteñ['†YEw: 2 S 21:14). Although in isolated cases (e. g. Gn 32:25, Ezr 8:23)
of SÍere; e. g.

the tone is not thrown back, in spite of a tone-syllable following, the retraction
has become usual in certain forms, even when the next word begins with a

w

ra,V'ñYIw: Gn 7:23; ~x,L'ñYIw: Nu 21:1
and frequently, rm,C'òYIw: 25:3; and always so in the imperative rm,V'hi Ex 23:21, Jb
toneless syllable; especially after consec., e. g.

36:21, and (before Metheg of the counter-tone) Dt 24:8, 2 K 6:9. On the
avoidance of pausal-forms in the imperative (Am 2:12 with Silluq, Zc 2:11 with
AthnahÌ), and imperfect (Pr 24:4, &c.), see § 29 o, and note; on the other hand,
always

jleM'hiÃ jleM'yI, &c.

o

WcB.q.nI, for Wcb.Q†'hi, with the rejection of the initial h, occurs in
Is 43:9, and in Joel 4:11 in pause WcB+'q.nI (cf. Wwl.nIJer 50:5); but in these
In the imperative,

examples either the reading or the explanation is doubtful. The 2nd sing.

[B;v.nI is always (with h¤' paragogicum) yLi h['b.V'ñhi swear to me, Gn
21:23, &c. (also, yli h['b.V†'hi Gn 47:31, 1 S 30:15).

imperat. of

p

ljeQ'ai is as frequent as ljeQ'a,, e.
g. vreD'ai I shall be inquired of, Ez 14:3; [;beV'ai I will swear, Gn 21:24; cf. 16:2,
Nu 23:15, Ez 20:36, and so always in the cohortative, e. g. hm'q.N)'ai I will avenge
me, Is 1:24; cf. 1 S 12:7, Ez 26:2, and in the impf. Niph. of w¾¾p (§ 69 t). The
4. For the 1st sing. of the imperfect, the form

Babylonian punctuation admits only iç under the preformative of the 1st person.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. A. Rieder, De linguae Hebr. verbis, quae vocantur derivata nifal et hitpael,
Gumbinnen (Progr. des Gymn.), 1884, a list of all the strong NiphÇal forms (81) and
HithpaÇeÒl forms (36) in the Old Testament; and especially M. Lambert, 'L'emploi du
Nifal en HeÃbreu,' REJ. 41, 196 ff.
2[2]

See Philippi in ZDMG. 1886, p. 650, and Barth, ibid. 1894, p. 8 f.

3[1]

Cf. Halfmann, Beiträge zur Syntax der hebräischen Sprache, 1. Stück, Wittenb.,
1888, 2. St. 1892 (Gymn.-Programm), statistics of the NiphÇal (PuÇal, HophÇal, and qaÒtÌuÖl)
forms at different periods of the language, for the purpose of ascertaining the meaning
of Niph. and its relation to the passive; the selection of periods is, however, very
questionable from the standpoint of literary criticism.
4[2]

ljoQ'hi

But, like
, only in connexion with imperfects, except Jer 7:9. Barth is
therefore right in describing (Nominalbildung, p. 74) both forms as later analogous

lAjq.nI), intended to assimilate the

formations (in addition to the original Semitic
infinitive to the imperfect which it strengthens.

§ 63. Verbs First Guttural, e. g.

dm;[' to stand.

a
In this class the deviations from the ordinary strong verb may be referred to the
followillg cases: —
1. Instead of a simple SèewaÖ mobile, the initial guttural takes a compound SèewaÖ (HÍatÌeph,

dmo[]Ã lkoa/ to eat, and the perfects, 2nd plur.
masc. ~T,d>m;[]Ã ~T,c.p;x] from #pex' to be inclined, correspond to the forms ljoq. and
~T,l.j;q.; also Alk'a] to Alj'q., and so always with initial ¤] before a suffix for an original
§ 10 f, § 22 l). Thus the inifinitives,

aç, according to § 22 o.

b
2. When a preformative is placed before an initial guttural, either the two may form a
closed syllable, or the vowel of the preformative is repeated as a HÍatÌeph under the
guttural. If the vowel of the preformative was originally a, two methods of formation
may again be distinguished, according as this a remains or passes into SeghoÖl.

c
Examples: (a) of firmly closed syllables after the original vowel of the preformative

bG:[.T;w: Ez 23:5, hd,[.T; &c. from hd'[' to
adorn oneself, and hj,[.y:; but cf. e): dmox.y:Ã lmox.y:Ã bvox.y:Ã %vox.y:Ã bqo[.y: Jer 9:8
(probably to distinguish it from the name bqo[]y†;, just as in Jer 10:19, &c., the participle
fem. NiphÇal of hl'x' is hl'x.n: to distinguish it from hl'x]n);), &c., and so generally in the
imperfect Qal of stems beginning with x, although sometimes parallel forms exist,
which repeat the aç as a HÍatÌeph, e. g. bvox]y);, &c. The same form appears also in the
imperfect HiphÇiÖl rysix.y:, &c. Very rarely the original aç is retained in a closed syllable
under the preformative n of the perfect NiphÇal:: t'aBeñx.n: Gn 31:27; cf. 1 S 19:2, Jos
2:16; also the infinitive absolute ~ATx.n: Est 8:8, rAT[.n: 1 Ch 5:20, and the participle
fem. hl'x.n: (see above), plur. TArT'[.n: Pr 27:6. In these forms the original aç is
(always with oÒ in the second syllable, except

commonly kept under the preformative and is followed by HÍatÌeph –PathahÌ; thus in the
perfect of some verbs
in the participle

d

h¾¾l, e. g. hf'[]n);, &c.; in the infinitive absolute, %Aph]n); Est 9:1;

#r'[]n);, y Ps 89:8, &c.

vbx]y); (but vB†'x.y< Jb 5:18 in
pause), ~l{x]y†;Ã dmo[]y†;Ã sroh]y†;, and so almost always with [ and often with h in the
imperfects of Qal and HiphÇiÖl; in HophÇal, dm;[\h†'Ã dm;[\y)'; but cf. also WaB+'x.h' Is 42:22,
lTex.h' Ez 16:4.
(b) Of the corresponding HÍatÌeph after the original vowel:

e
The aç of the preformative before a guttural almost always (§ 22 i, cf. § 27 p) becomes
SeghoÖl (cf., however, q). This SeghoÖl again appears sometimes

vB;x.y<Ã rs;x.y<Ã rT;[.y<Ã ~v;a.y<, always with aç in the second
syllable, corresponding to the imperfects of verbs [¾¾[, with original iç in the first and aç
in the second syllable, § 67 n, and also to the imperfects of verbs W ä ä[, § 72 h; but cf.
also dPoa.y<Ã rsoa.y<, and @Doh.y<; in Niph., e. g. %P;h.n<È Wlx.n< Am 6:6, &c.; in Hiph.
rysix.h,Ã ~yli[.h, 2 K 4:27, &c.: sometimes
(c) in a closed syllable, e. g.

(d) followed by HÍatÌeph–SeghoÖl, e. g.

qz:x/y),Ã @soa/y),Ã @fx/y),Ã br;[/y), in imperfect Qal;

dymi[/h†, HiphÇiÖl; vn:[/n), NiphÇal.
f
Rem. With regard to the above examples the following points may also be noted:
(1) The forms with a firmly closed syllable (called the hard combination)
frequently occur in the same verb with forms containing a loosely closed syllable

a
invariably takes SeghoÖl, whether in a firmly or loosely closed syllable, e. g. vbx/a†,
(with the cohortative hv'B.x.a,), rs'x.a, (in pause), &c. In Jb 32:17 hn<[]a†; must
unquestionably be HiphÇiÖl, since elsewhere the pointing is always ä[/a†,.
Cohortatives like hg"r>h;a†; Gn 27:41 and hl'D>x.a; Jb 16:6, are explained by the
(the soft combination). (2) In the 1st sing. imperfect Qal the preformative

next remark. (3) The shifting of the tone towards the end frequently causes the
PathahÌ of the preformative to change into SeghoÖl, and vice versa, e. g.

hf'[]n);, but

ht'f.[,n),, 3rd sing. fem.; @soa/y), but ypis.a;T†;È dymi[/h†,, but with waÒw consecutive
T'ñd>m;[]h†;w>, &c.; so Wrs.x.Y:w: Gn 8:3 the plur. of rs;x.Y<w:, cf. Gn 11:8; and thus
generally a change of the stronger HÍatÌeph-SeghoÖl group (¤/¤†,) into the lighter

HÍatÌeph-PathahÌ group takes place whenever the tone is moved one place toward
the end (cf. § 27 v).

g

dmo[]y);Ã dm;[/n),, the vowel of the final syllable becomes a vocal
SèewaÖ in consequence of the addition of an afformative (WÃ y¤iÃ h¤') or suffix, the

3. When in forms like

compound SèewaÖ of the guttural is changed into the corresponding short vowel, e. g.

dmo[]y);, plur. Wdm.[;y); (ya–Ça–me–dhuÖ as an equivalent for yaÇ–me–dhuÖ); hb'z>[,n), she is
forsaken. But even in these forms the hard combination frequently occurs, e. g. WlB.x.y:
they take as a pledge (cf. in the sing. lBox.T;, also lbox]y);); Wqz>x.y< (also Wqz>x,y),) they are
strong. Cf. m and, in general, § 22 m, § 28 c.

h
4. In the infinitive, imperative, and imperfect NiphÇal, where the first radical should by

ljeQ'xiÃ ljeQ'yI), the strengthening is always omitted, and the
vowel of the preformative lengthened to SÍere; dme['y)e for yi“aÒmeÒd,1 &c. Cf. § 22 c.— For
hf,['yT†e Ex 25:31 (according to Dillmann, to prevent the pronunciation hf,[]T†;, which
the LXX and Samaritan follow) read hf,['T†e.
rule be strengthened (

REMARKS.
I. On Qal.

i

a¾¾p the inifinitive construct and imperative take HÍatÌeph–SeghoÖl in the
first syllable (according to § 220), e. g. rzOa/ gird thou, Jb 38:3, bh;a/ love thou,
Ho 3:1, zxoa/ seize thou, Ex 4:4 (on Wpae bake ye, Ex 16:23, see § 76 d); lkoa/ to
eat; infinitive with a prefix zxoa/l†,Ã lkoa/l†,Ã lkoa/K†, Is 5:24; bhoa/l†, Ec 3:8.
Sometimes, however, HÍatÌeph–PathahÌ is found as well, e. g. infininitive zxoa] 1 K
6:6; vaeh' lkoa]B†; Nu 26:10 (before a suffix ^l.k'a]Ã ^r>m'a]Ã ~k,l.k'a]Ã ~k,r>m'a] §
61 d); cf. Dt 7:20, 12:23, Ez 25:8, y Ps 102:5, Pr 25:7 (^l.-rm'a]), Jb 34:18,
1. In verbs

always in close connexion with the following word. With a firmiy closed syllable

l cf. tAsx.l; Is 30:2; rPox.l; Jos 2:2 f. (on Is 2:20, cf. § 84b n); tATx.l; Is
30:14, Hag 2:16; bvox.l; Ex 31:4, &c.; dzO[.l; 2 S 18:3 QereÖ, but also rzO[.B†, 1 Ch
after

15:26.

k

yTil.d;ñx\h†, Ju 9:9, 11, 13 is altogether anomalous, and only a few authorities give
yTil.d;x/h†, (HiphÇil), adopted by Moore in Haupt's Bible. According to QimhÌi,
Olshausen, and others, the Masora intended a perfect HophÇal with syncope of

h interrogative = yTil.d;ñx\h†'h,, or (according to
Olshausen) with the omission of the h interrogative. But since the HiphÇiÖl and
HophÇal of ldex' nowhere occur, it is difficult to believe that such was the intention
of the Masora. We should expect the perfect Qal, yTil.d;ñx'h†,. But the QamesÌ
under the x, falling between the tone and counter-tone, was naturally less
emphasized than in yTil.d;ñx', without the h interrogative. Consequently it was
weakened, not to simple SèewaÖ, but to ¤\ in order to represent the sound of the
the preformative after the

QamesÌ (likewise pronouncod as a½) at least in a shortened form. The SeghoÖl of

h interrogative is explained, in any case, from § 100 n (cf. the similar pointing
of the article, e. g. in ~yvid'x\h†,, § 35 k). For the accusative after ldex', instead of
the usual !mi, Jb 3:17 affords sufficient evidence.
the

l
Also in the other forms of the imperative the guttural not infrequently influences
the vowel, causing a change of iç (on this iç cf. § 48 i) into SeghoÖl, e. g.

hk'r>[,

hp's.a,

yPif.x,

gather thou, Nu 11:16;
set in order, Jb 33:5;
strip off, Is 47:2 (on
this irregular Dagesë cf. § 46 d), especially when the second radical is also a

Wbh/a†, Am 5:15, y Ps 31:24; cf. Zc 8:19; Wzx/a†, Ct 2:15; cf. also in
verbs h¾¾lÃ Wn[/ sing ye, Nu 21:17, y Ps 147:7 (compared with Wn[] answer ye, 1
S 12:3) and ylia/ Jo 1:8.— PathahÌ occurs in Whleb.ñx; hold him in pledge, Pr 20:16,
and probably also in y Ps 9:14 (ynInEòn>x†;).— As a pausal form for ybir>x' (cf. the plur.
Jer 2:12) we find in Is 44:27 ybir+'x\ (cf. the imperf. br;x/y),) with the oç repeated in
guttural, e. g.

the form of a HÍatÌeph-QamesÌ. For other examples of this kind, see § 10 h and § 46
e.

m

2. The pronunciation (mentioned above, No. 2) of the imperfects in aç with SeghoÖl

lD;x.y<Ã ~K;x.y<) regularly
gives way to the soft combination in verbs which are at the same time h¾¾l, e. g.
hz<x/y),Ã hc,x/y)y< &c. (but cf. hG<h.y< &c., hT,x.y: Pr 6:27, hf,[.a, ed. Mant., Ex 3:20).
Even in the strong verb qz:x/Y),w: is found along with qz:x.y<. Cf. also bG:[.T;w: Ez 23:5;
ynIbeq.[.Y:w: Gn 27:36 (so Ben-Asher; but Ben-Naphtali äq.[;Y†;w:); ~qel.x.T;w: Neh 9:22,
and so always in the imperfect Qal of rz:[' with suffixes, Gn 49:25, &c.— Wbh]a†eT.
under the preformative in a firmly closed syllable (e. g.

Pr 1:22 is to be explained from the endeavour to avoid too great an accumulation
of short sounds by the insertion of a long vowel, but it is a question whether we

Wbh]aT†e with Haupt in his Bible, proverbs, p. 34, 1. 44 ff.;
cf. the analogous instances under p, and such nouns as raeB.Ã baez>, § 93 t.— On
^r>b.x'y> y Ps 94:20 for ^r>B'x.y: (according to QimhÌi, and others, rather PuÇal) cf. §
should not simply read

60 b.

n

~jea.y: y Ps 58:5 and ~rI[.y: to deal subtilly, 1 S 23:22, Pr 15:5, 19:25, may be
explained with Barth (ZDMG. 1889, p. 179) as i-imperfects (see above, § 47 i),—
the latter for the purpose of distinction from the causative

~yrI[]y); y Ps 83:4.—

~qel.x†'YEw: (so ed. Mant.; Baer and Ginsb. as in
24:3) 1 Ch 23:6 and äx'†Y<w: 24:3 (partly analogous to ~deb.['T†' § 60 b) the Qal
~qel.x.Y:w: is to be read. The form @Dor;y)i y Ps 7:6 which is, according to QimhÌi (in

Instead of the unintelligible form

Mikhlol; but in his Lexicon he explains it as HithpaÇeÒl), a composite form of Qal

@Dor>yI) and piÇeÒl (@Der;y>), can only be understood as a development of @dor>y)i (cf. §
64 h on qx;c.;y)i, and § 69 x on %l;h]T†i Ex 9:23, y Ps 73:9). PathahÌ has taken the
place of HÍatÌeph- PathahÌ, but as a mere helping-vowel (as in T.[;m;v' § 28 e, note

(

2) and without preventing the closing of the syllable. It is much simpler, however,
to take it as a forma mixta, combining the readings
(impf. piÇel).
II. On HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal.

o

@Dor>yI (impf. Qal) and @Der;y>

¤/¤†, ¤]¤†;

3. The above-mentioned (f, 3) change of
to
occurs in the perfect HiphÇiÖ,
especially when waÒw consecutive precedes, and the tone is in consequence

T'd>m;ñ[/h†,, but T'ñd>m;[]h†;w> Nu 3:6, 8:13,
27:19; yTir>b;ñ[/h†,, but yTiñr>b;[]h†;w> Jer 15:14, Ez 20:37; even in the 3rd sing. !yzIa]h†;w>
y Ps 77:2.— On the contrary ¤/¤†, occurs instead of ¤]¤†; in the imperative HiphÇil,
Jer 49:8, 30; and in the inifinitive Jer 31:32. The preformative of rt[ in HiphÇiÖl
always takes a in a closed syllable: Ex 8:4 WryTiñ[.h;; verse 5 ryTi[.a;; also verse

thrown forward upon the afformative, e. g.

25 and Jb 22:27.

p

¤/¤†, is sometimes changed into ¤]¤†e, and in HophÇal ¤\¤†' into
¤]¤†o (cf. § 23 h); T'r>b;ñ[]h†e Jos 7:7, hl'[]h†e Hb 1:15, hl'[]h)o Ju 6:28, 2 Ch 20:34, Na
2:8, always before [, and hence evidently with the intention of strengthening the
countertone-syllable (h†e or h)o) before the guttural. On a further case of this kind
(hm'[]z*o) see § 64 c. Something similar occurs in the formation of segholate nouns
of the form qoçtÍl cf. § 93 q, and (on !Wmae &c. for !Wma/) § 84a q.— In the imperfect
consecutive AB qz<x]y);w: the tone is thrown back on to the first syllable. On the
HophÇal ~deb.['T†' Ex 20:5, &c., see § 60 b.
In the perfect HiphÇiÖl

III.

hy"h' and hy"x'.
q

hy"h' to be, and hy"x' to live, the guttural hardly ever affects the
addition of preformatives; thus imperfect Qal hy<h.y)i and hy<x.y)i, NiphÇal hy"h.n)i; but in
the perfect HiphÇiÖl hy"x,.h†, (2nd plur. ~t,yIx]h†;w> Jos 2:13, and even without waÒw
consecutive, Ju 8:19). Initial h always has HÍatÌeph–SeghoÖl instead of vocal SèewaÖ
hyEh/Ã tAyh/Ã ~t'Ayh/, 1 S 25:7, ~t,yyIh/ (except yyIh] be thou! fem. Gn 24:60). The
2nd sing. fem. imperative of hy"x' is yyIh] live thou, Ez 16:6; the infinitive, with
suffix, ~t'Ayx] Jos 5:8. After the prefixes w>Ã b.Ã k.Ã l.Ã mi (= !mi) both h and x
5. In the verbs

retain the simple SèewaÖ (§ 28 b) and the prefix takes iç, as elsewhere before strong

consonants with SèewaÖ; hence in the perfect Qal

~t,yyIh.w)i, imperative Wyh.w)i,

tAyh.l†iÃ tAyh.B†i &c. (cf. § 16 f., e). The only exception is the 2nd sing.
masc. of the imperative after waÒw; hyEh.†w> Gn 12:2, &c., hyEx.w). Gn 20:7.
infinitive

Footnotes:
1[1]

hn<['a†, Jb 19:7 (so even the Mantua ed.) is altogether abnormal: read hn<['a†e, with

Baer, Ginsb.

§ 53. HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal.

a
1. The characteristic of the active (HiphÇiÖl) is a prefixed

h; (on its origin see § 55 i) in the

hi

perfect (with the aç attenuated to iç, as in PiÇeÒl), which forms a closed syllable with the
first consonant of the stem. The second syllable of the perfect had also originally an aç;
cf. the Arabic conj. IV. Èaqtaçlaç, and in Hebrew the return of the PathahÌ in the 2nd and

T'l.j;ñq.hi &c. After the attenuation of this aç to iç, it ought by rule to have been
lengthened to eÒ in the tone-syllable, as in Aramaic ljeq.a;, beside ljiq.h; in Biblical
Aramaic. Instead of this, however, it is always replaced in the strong verb by iÖ1 y¤i, but
sometimes written defectively ¤i; cf. § 9 g. Similarly in the infinitive construct lyjiq.h;,
and in the imperfect and participle lyjiq.y: and lyjiq.m;, which are syncopated from
lyjiq.h;y> and lyjiq.h;m.; § 23 k. The corresponding Arabic forms (juqtiçl and muqtiçl) point

1st pers.

to an original iç in the second syllable of these forms. In Hebrew the regular lengthening
of this iç to eÒ appears in the strong verb at least in the jussive and in the imperfect
consecutive (see n), as also in the imperative of the 2nd sing. masc. (see m); on

hn"l.meñq.h;Ã hn"l.jeñq.T; cf. § 26 p. On the return of the original aç in the second syllable of
the Imperat., Jussive, &c, under the influence of a guttural, cf. § 65 f.

b
In the passive (HophÇal) the preformative is pronounced with an obscure vowel, whilst

lj;q.h' or
lj;q.hu, Imperf. lj;q.y" (syncopated from lj;q.h'y>) or lj;q.yU, Part. lj'q.m' or lj'q.mu (from
lj'q.h'm.); but the infinitive absolute has the form ljeq.h'.
the second syllable has aç (in pause aÒ), as its characteristic, thus:—Perf.

h

Thus the characteristics of both conjugations are the preformative in the
perfect, imperative, and infinitive; in the imperfect and participle HiphÇil, PathahÌ
under the preformatives, in the HophÇal oç or uç.

c
2. The meaning of HiphÇiÖl is primarily, and even more frequently than in PiÇeÒl (§ 52 g),
causative of Qal, e. g.

ac'y" to go forth, Hiph. to bring forth, to lead forth, to draw forth;

vd;q' to be holy, Hiph. to sanctify. Under the causative is also included (as in PiÇeÒl) the
declarative sense, e. g. qoyDIc.hi to pronounce just; [;yvir>hi to make one an evil doer (to

vq[

pronounce guilty); cf.
, in HiphÇiÖl, Jb 9:20, to represent as perverse. If Qal has
already a transitive meaning, HiphÇiÖl then takes two accusatives (see § 117 cc). In

db;a'

some verbs, PiÇeÒl and HiphÇiÖl occur side by side in the same sense, e. g.
periit,
PiÇeÒl and HiphÇil, perdidit; as a rule, however, only one of these two conjugations is in

dbeK'

gravem esse, PiÇeÒl to
use, or else they differ from one another in meaning, e. g.
honour, HiphÇiÖl to bring to honour, also to make heavy. Verbs which are intransitive in
Qal simply become transitive in HiphÇiÖl, e. g.
bend.

hj'n" to bow oneself, Hiph. to bow, to

d
Among the ideas expressed by the causative and transitive are included,
moreover, according to the Hebrew point of view (and that of the Semitic
languages in general, especially Arabic), a series of actions and ideas, which we
have to express by periphrasis, in order to understand their being represented by
the HiphÇiÖl-form. To these inwardly transitive or intensive HiphÇiÖls belong: (a) HiphÇiÖl
stems which express the obtaining or receiving of a concrete or abstract quality.
(In the following examples the Qal stems are given, for the sake of brevity, with
the addition of the meaning which—often together with other meanings—belongs

lhaÃ rhzÃ [pyÃ #wc to be bright, to shine (to give forth
brightness); opposed to %vx to becom dark; #maÃ rbgÃ qzx to be strong (to
develop strength), @j[ to be weak; %ra to be long (to acquire length); Hbg to
be high; ~wh to be in tumult, q[z to cry out, [wrÃ !nr to make a noise, to exult;
@lx to sprout (to put forth shoots), cf. xrp to bloom, @r[Ã qwv to overflow;
vrxÃ hvxÃ tksÃ tmc to be silent (silentium facere, Pliny); qtm to be sweet;
xlc to have success; lpv to be low; ~da to become red, !bl to become
to the HiphÇiÖl.) Thus

white.

e
(b) Stems which express in HiphÇiÖl the entering into a certain condition and,

!ma to become firm, to tnust in; vab to become
stinking; dwz to become boiling, to boil over; hlx to become ill; rsh to come to
want; hrx to become hot; vby to become dry, to become ashamed; rty to
attain superiority; !ks to become familiar; rw[Ã #wq to become awake; hvq to
become hard; [grÃ jqv to become quiet (to keep quiet); ~mv to be
further, the being in the same:

astonished. The HiphÇiÖl forms of some verbs of motion constitute a variety of this

vgn to draw near; brq to come near; qxr to withdraw far off (all these
three are besides used as causatives); ~dq to come before.
class:

f

ajx to err; qlx to
flatter (to act smoothly); bjy to act well, to do good; lks to act foolishly, lkf to
act wisely; ~r[ to act craftily; [nc to act submissively; [[rÃ [vr to act
wickedly, godlessly; txvÃ b[t to act curruptly, abominably; ~lv to act
(c) Stems which express action in some particular direction:

peacifully, to be at peace, to be submissive.

g
Further, there are in HiphÇiÖl a considerable number of denominatives which
express the bringing out, the producing of a thing, and so are properly regarded

rca to set over the treasury, Neh 13:13 (unless hW<c;a]w)' is
to be read, as in Neh 7:2); rkb to bring forth a firstborn; ~vg to cause to rain;
[rz to produce seed; !my (HiphÇiÖl !ymiyhe) to go to the right, cf. lyaim.f.hi to go to
the left; srp to get or to have hoofs; !rq to get or to have horns; lkv to
produce abortion; glv to become snow-white; !mv to grow fat; vrv to put forth
roots, &c.; so also according to the ordinary acceptation WxynIñ224'z>a,h†, Is 19:6,
they have become stinking, from xn"z>a, stinking or stench, with retention of the a
as causatives,2 e. g.

prosthetic, § 19 m (but see below, p).
Of a different kind are the denominatives from:

!za (scarcely to prick up the ears,

!vl to move the tongue, to slander, and the
German äugeln (to make eyes), füssln, näseln, schwänzeln; rbv to sell corn;
~kv to set out early (to load the back [of the camel, &c.] ?); opposed to byrI[/h†,.
but) to act with the ears, to hear; cf.

h
3. The meaning of HophÇal is (a) primarily that of a passive of HiphÇiÖl, e. g.
proiecit,
as

%yliv.hi

%l;v.h' or %l;v.hu proiectus est; (b) sometimes equivalent to a passive of Qal,

~q;n" to xvenge, Hoph. to be avenged (but see below, u).

i
Rem. 1. The iÖ of the 3rd sing. masc. perf. HiphÇiÖl remains, without exception, in
the 3rd fem. (in the tone-syllable). That it was, however, only lengthened from a
short vowel, and consequently is changeable, is proved by the forms of the
impmarative and imperfect where eÒ (or, under the influence of gutturals, aç) takes
its place. In an open syllable the iÖ is retained almost throughout; only in very
isolated instances has it been weakened to SèewaÖ (see n and o).

k
2. The infinitive absolute commonly has SÍere without Yodh, e. g.

vDeq.h; Ju 17:3;

y¤e, e. g. dymev.h; Am 9:8; cf. Dt 15:14, Is 59:4, Jer 3:15,
23:32, 44:25, Jb 34:35, Ec 10:10. With a instead of h (probably a mere scribal
error, not an Aramaism) we find ~yKev.a; Jer 25:3. Rare exceptions, where the
less frequently it takes

form with SÍere stands for the infinitive construct, are, e. g. Dt 32:8 (Sam.

lyxin>h;B.; read perhaps lxin>h;B. ), Jer 44:19, 25, Pr 25:2, Jb 13:3 (?); on the other
hand, for rfe[.l; Dt 26:12 (which looks like an infinitive HiphÇiÖl with elision of the
h, for ryfi[]h†;l.) the right reading is simply rFe[;l., since elsewhere the PiÇeÒl
alone occurs with the meaning to tithe; for rfe[.B; Neh 10:39 perhaps the inf. Qal
(rf[.B;) was intended, as in 1 S 8:15, 17 (= to take the tithe). At the same time it
is doubtful whether the present punctuation does not arise from a conflation of
two different readings, the Qal and the PiÇeÒl.

l
Instead of the ordinary form of the infinitive construct

lyjiq.h; the form lyjiq.hi

dymiv.hi to destroy, Dt 7:24, 28:48; cf. Lv 14:46, Jos
11:14, Jer 50:34, 51:33 and tAcq.hi for tAcq.h; Lv 14:43 from hc'q'; scarcely,
however, Lv 7:35 (see § 155 l), 2 S 22:1 (y Ps 18:1), 1 K 11:16 (after d[;), and in
the passages so explained by König (i. 276) where ryaiv.hi appears after
sometimes occurs, e. g.

prepositions3; [cf. Driver on Dt 3:3, 4:15, 7:24, 28:55].

~k,r>K;z>h; Ez 21:29 (cf. the substantival
infin. rc+;p.h; 1 S 15:23).—In the Aram. manner tW[m'v.h;l. is found in Ez 24:26

With aç in the second syllable there occurs

(as a construct form) for the infinitive HiphÇiÖl (cf. the infinitive HithpaÇel, Dn 11:23).

On the elision of the

h after prefixes, see q.

m
3. In the imparative the iÖ is retained throughout in the open syllable, according to
i, and consequently also before suffixes (see § 61 g) and

h¤' paragogic, e. g.

hb'yviñq.h; attend to, aN" h['yviñAh y Ps 118:25, as in ed. Mant., Jabl., Baer, not
aN" h['ñyviAh) as Ginsb. and Kittel; with the tone at the end only hx'yl.c.h; ibid. v.
25:b. On the other hand, in the 2nd sing. masc. the original iç (cf. Arabic ÈaÃqtiçl) is

!mev.h; make fat, and becomes SeghoÖl before Maqqeph, e.
g. an"-!K,s.h; Jb 22:21.—The form lyjiq.h; for ljeq.h; appears anomalously a few
lengthened to eÒ, e. g.

times: y Ps 94:1, Is 43:8, Jer 17:18 (cf. § 69 v and § 72 y); elsewhere the Masora

lyjeq.h;, e. g. 2 K 8:6; cf. y Ps 142:5.—In La 5:1
hj'yBiñh; is required by the QereÖ for jybh.
has preferred the punctuation

n
4. In the imperfect HiphÇiÖl the shorter form with SÍere prevails for the jussive in the

lDeg>T;-la; make not great, Ob 12;
trek.y: let Him cut off ! y Ps 12:4; even incorrectly dyNET; Ex 19:3 and dyGEy: Ec
10:20; cf. also -r[,b.y: Ex 22:4, where the jussive form is to be explained
according to § 109 h, and rb,a]y); Jb 39:26 before the principal pause. Similarly,
after w consec., e. g. lDeb.Y:w: and He divided, Gn 1:4. On the other hand, iÖ is
almost always retained in the 1st sing., e. g. dymiv.a;†w" Am 2:9 (but generally
without y as rTis.a;†w" Ez 39:23 f., &c.); cf. § 49 e and § 74 l, but also § 72 aa; in
3rd masc. and fem. and 2nd masc. sing., e. g.

1st plur. only in Neh 4:3; in the 3rd sing. y Ps 105:28. With aç in the principal

rt;ATw: Ru 2:14, and in the lesser pause, Gn 49:4; before a sibilant (see §
29 q) vG:Y:w: Ju 6:19; in the lesser pause @Q;Y:w: La 3:5. Before Maqqeph the SÍere
becomes SeghoÖl, e. g. AB-qz<x]Y);w: Ju 19:4. In the plural again, and before suffixes,
iÖ remains in the forms Wlyjiñq.y:Ã Wlyjiñq.T;, even in the jussive and after w
consecutive, e. g. WqyBiñd>Y:w: Ju 18:22. The only exceptions, where the iÖ is
weakened to SèewaÖ, are Wkr>d>Y:w: Jer 9:2; WqB.d>Y:w: 1 S 14:22, 31:2, 1 Ch 10:2;
pause

Wrb.[;y); Jer 11:15; hr'c.Aaw)' Neh 13:13, if it is HiphÇiÖl of rca, but probably hW<c;a]w)' is
to be read, as in 7:2; perhaps also WrK.h.T; Jb 19:3 (according to others,
imperfect Qal). The same weakening occurs also in the imperfect in 3rd and 2nd
masc. sing. before suffixes, 1 S 17:25, 1 K 20:33, y Ps 65:10, and in Jb 9:20,

ynIveq.[;y<w:

unless the form be PiÇeÒl =
, since the HiphÇiÖl is not found elsewhere. It is
hardly likely that in these isolated examples we have a trace of the ground-form,
yaqtiÊl, or an Aramaism. More probably they are due partly to a misunderstanding
of the defective writing, which is found, by a purely orthographic licence, in

~l+iv.y:

Is 44:28), and partly are intended,
numerous other cases (even in 3rd sing.
as formae mixtae, to combine the forms of Qal and HiphÇil. Instead of the firmly
closed syllable, the Masora requires in Gn 1:11
§ 16 h).

aved>T†;, with euphonic GaÇya (see

o

aceAmñ

5. In the participle,
y Ps 135:7 appears to be traceable to the ground-form,
maqtiçl; yet the SÍere may also possibly be explained by the retraction of the tone.
The Masora appears to require the weakening of the vowel to SèewaÖ (see above,

~ykil.h.m; Zc 3:7 (probably, however, ~ykil'h]m†; should be read), also in
~ymil.x.m; Jer 29:8, ~yrIz>[.m; 2 Ch 28:23 (but as ~ precedes, and accordingly
n) in

dittography may well have taken place, the participle Qal is probably to be read
in both places; the reading of the text is perhaps again intended to combine Qal

~yrIc.x.m; 1 Ch 15:24 &c. (where the
KethiÖbh ~yrIc.c*ox]m†; is better).—The fem. is ordinarily pointed as tr,K,ñz>m; Nu 5:15,
tg<F,m; Lv 14:21; in pause tl,K†'f.m; Pr 19:14.
and HiphÇiÖl, see above, n), and in the QereÖ

p

Wnm.l;ñk.h,

6. In the perfect there occur occasionally such forms as
1 S 25:7; cf. Gn
41:28, 2 K 17:11, Jer 29:1, Mi 6:3, Jb 16:7; with the original aç in the first syllable

ytiñyaer>h;w> Na 3:5.—In yTil.a†'g>a,4 I have stained, Is 63:3, a stands at the beginning
instead of h, cf. above, k, on ~yKev.a;. On the other hand, WxynIòz>a,h†,w> Is 19:6 (see
above, g) is a mere error of the scribe, who had the Aramaic form in mind and
corrected it by prefixing

q

h.

7. In the imperfect and participle the characteristic

h is regularly elided after the

lyjiq.y:Ã lyjiq.m;; but it is retained in the infinitive after
prepositions, e. g. lyjiq.h;l.. The exceptions are in the imperfect, [;yviAhy> He will
save for [;yviAy 1 S 17:47, y Ps 116:6 (in pause); hd,Ahy> He will praise for hd,Ay
Neh 11:17, y Ps 28:7, 45:18 (cf. the proper name lk;Why> Jer 37:3, for which 38:1
lk;Wy [and @seAhy> y Ps 81:6]); [Wlyliyhey> (§ 70 d) Is 52:5, WLteñh'y> Jer 9:4, WLteñh'T.
Jb 13:9] and tA[c'q.hum. Ez 46:22; in the infinitive (where, however, as in NiphÇal,
§ 51 l, the infinitive Qal is generally to be read) rTis.l; Is 29:15 for
ryTis.h;l. È lPin>l; and tABc.l; Nu 5:22; rybi[]l†; 2 S 19:19; qlih]l†; Jer 37:12;
ayjix]l†; Ec 5:5; !Bel.l; (doubly anomalous for !yBil.h;l.) Dn 11:35; [;jiv.l; y Ps
26:7; bydIa]l†; 1 S 2:33; djiv.l; Is 23:11; tyBiv.l;w> Am 8:4 (certainly corrupt); ry[iB'
for ry[ih'B. y Ps 73:20 (but in the city is probably meant); aybil' Jer 39:7 (2 Ch
31:10); tArm.l; Is 3:8, y Ps 78:17; ~t'Axn>l; Ex 13:21; tAlN>K; (see, however, § 20
h) Is 33:1; ~k,t.a)or>l; Dt 1:33: cf. further, from verbs h¾¾l, Nu 5:22, Jer 27:20; on
Dt 26:12 and Neh 10:39, see above, k; for tAxm.l; Pr 31:3 read tAxmol. or
tAxm;m.li.
performatives, thus

r

W

h¤'

8. With regard to the tone it is to be observed that the afformatives and
in
HiphÇiÖl have not the tone, even in the Perfect with waw consecutive (except in Ex

h, Lv 15:29 before a, to avoid a hiatus); but the plural ending !W
(see § 47 m) always has the tone, e. g. !WbñrIq.T; Dt 1:17.
26:33 before

s
9. The passive (HophÇal) has uç instead of QamesÌ hÌatÌuph in the first syllable

lj;q.hu), in the strong verb less frequently in the perfect and infinitive, but
generally in the participle, through the influence of the initial m (but cf. tx'v.m' Pr
25:26); e. g. bK;v.hu Ez 32:32 (beside hb'K.v.h' 32:19); %l;v.hu impf. %l;v.yU, part.
%l'v.mu 2 S 20:21 (beside T'k.l;v.h' Is 14:19) T.x;l;ñm.hu Ez 16:4; in the partic. Hoph.
(

h œ tA[c'q.hum. Ez 46:22; on the other hand, verbs !¾¾p
always have uç (in a sharpened syllable): dG:huÃ dG:yU (cf. § 9 n).

without elision of the

t
10. The infinitive absolute has in HophÇal (as in HiphÇiÖl) SÍere in the last syllable, e.

lTex.h'

x;lem.h'

and
Ez 16:4;
g.
occur in the strong verb.

dGEhu Jos 9:24. An infinitive construct does not

11. With regard to the imperative HophÇal, see above, § 46 a, note.

u
12. According to Böttcher (Ausführliches Lehrbuch, § 906) and Barth (see above,
§ 52 e) a number of supposed imperfects HophÇal are, in fact, imperfects of the
passive of Qal. As in the case of the perfects passive of Qal (see above, § 52 e)
the question is again of verbs of which neither the corresponding causative (i. e.
here the HiphÇiÖl), nor the other tense of the same conjugation (i. e. here the

~Q;yU (for ~q;n>yU, cf. yuqtaçluç as imperfect Qal in
Arabic) and !T;yU, from ~q;n" and !t;n" È xQ;yU from xq;l' (cf. § 66 g); ra'Wy Nu 22:6
from rr;a' È !x;yU from !n:x' È dV+'Wy Ho 10:14 (cf. Is 33:1) from dd;v'; Barth adds
the verbs !¾¾p œ vT;Tu Ez 19:12 from vtn È #T'yU Lev 11:35 from #tn; the verbs
[¾¾[ œ Wqx'ñyU Jb 19:23 from qqx È tK;yU &c. from ttK; the verb W¾¾[ œ vd;Wy
from vWD; the verbs y¾¾[ œ lx'ñWyÃ rv;WyÃ tv;Wy from lyxiÃ ryvi and tyvi. On
~f,yYIòw: &c., § 73 f. In point of fact it would be very strange, especially in the case
of !T;yU and xQ;yU, that of these frequently used verbs, amongst all the forms of
perfect HophÇal) is found; so with

HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal, only the imperfect HophÇal should have been preserved. A
passive of Qal is also indicated in the Tell-el-Amarna letters, according to
Knudtzon, by a number of imperfect forms, which are undoubtedly due to
Canaanite influence, cf. Beitr. zur Assyriologie, iv. 410.
Footnotes:

W¾¾[

This iÖ may have been transferred originally from the imperfects of verbs
, as a
convenient means of distinction between the indicative and jussive, to the imperfect of
the strong verb and afterwards to the whole of HiphÇiÖl; so Stade, Philippi, praetorius,
ZAW. 1883, p. 52 f.
1[1]

hf'['

2[1]

The same ideas are also paraphrased by the verb
(to make), e. g. to make
fat, for, to produce fat upon his body, Jb 15:27; to make fruit, to make branches, for, to
put forth, to yield, Jb 14:9, Ho 8:7, cf. the Lat. corpus, robur, sobolem, divitias facere,
and the Ital. far corpo, far forze, far frutto.
3[1]

As to the doubtfulness, on general grounds, of this form of the Inf. Hiph., see
Robertson smith in the Journ. of Philol., xvi. p. 72 f.

yTil.a'ñGE

a

Most probably, however,
(perfect PiÇeÒl) is to be read, and the is only an
indication of the change of the perfect into the imperfect, as also previously, by a
4[1]

~krdaw>

zyEw>

äd>a,w)'

zYEw:

and
(instead of
and ) are made future
change of punctuation,
instead of past. Jewish exegesis applied these Edomoracles to the Roman (i. e.
Christian) empire. So G. Moore in Theol. Literaturzeitung, 1887, col. 292.

§ 55. Less Common Conjugations.

a
Of the less common conjugations (§ 39 g) some may be classed with piÇeÒl, others with
HiphÇiÖl. To the former belong those which arise from the lengthening of the vowel or the
repetition of one or even two radicals, in fact, from an internal modification or
development of the stem; to the latter belong those which are formed by prefixing a

h

consonant, like the of HiphÇiÖl. Amongst the conjugations analogous to piÇeÒl are
included the passive forms distinguished by their vowels, as well as the reflexives with
the prefix

t.hi, on the analogy of HithpaÇeÒl.

b
The following conjugations are related to piÇeÒl, as regards their inflexion and partly in
their meaning:

ljeAq

lj;Aq

ljeAqt.hi

, passive PoÖÇal
, reflexive HithpoÖÇeÒl
, corresponding to
1. PoÖÇeÒl
the Arabic conj. III. qaÖtaçlaç, pass. quÖtiçlaç, and conj. VI. reflexive taçqaÖtaçlaç; imperfect

ljeAqy>, participle ljeAqm., imperfect passive lj;Aqy> &c. Hence it appears that in
Hebrew the oÖ of the first syllable is in all the forms obscured from aÖ, while the
passive form is distinguished simply by the a-sound in the second syllable. In the
strong verb these conjugations are rather rare. Examples: participle
advarsary, who would contend with me, Jb 9:15;

yjip.v)om. mine

ynIv.Al†m. (denominative from

!Avl' the tongue) slandering (as if intent on injuring with the tongue) y Ps 101:5
Keth. (The QereÃ requires ynIv.l'm. meloçsëniÖ as Na 1:3 -lwd'g>W); Wmr>z*o they have
poured out, y Ps 77:18 (if not rather PuÇal); yTi[.d;ñAy I have appointed, 1 S 21:3
(unless yTi[.d;ñAh should be read); r[esoy> Ho 13:3; vrevo to take root, passive
vr;Av, denominative from vr,voñ root (but vreve to roof out); in HithpoÖÇeÒl Wv[]G*ot.hi
they shall be moved, Jer 25:16; imperf. 46:8; from a verb h¾¾lÃ ytifeñAv Is 10:13.
The participle #a'NOmi Is 52:5 is probably a forma mixta combining the readings
#a'nOm. and #aenOt.mi.
c
PoÇel proper (as distinguished from the corresponding conjugations of verbs

W¾¾[

[¾¾[

§ 67 l and
§ 72 m, which take the place of the ordinary causative PiÇeÒl)
expresses an aim or endeavour to perform the action, especially with hostile

intent, and is hence called, by Ewald, the stem expressing aim (Ziel-stamm),
endeavour (Suche-stamm) or attack (Angriffs-stamm); cf. the examples given

!yEA[

1 S 18:9 QereÖ (probably for
above from Jb 9:15, y Ps 101:5, and
52 s; § 55 f: seekingÊ to cast an evil eye).

!yEA[m., cf. §

ljeAq

With
is connected the formation of quadriliterals by the insertion of a
consonant between the first and second radicals (§ 30 p, § 56).

d

llej.qi

ll;j.qi

2. PaÇleÒl, generally with the aç attenuated to iç = PiÇleÒl1 (PiÇlal),
and
;
the eÒ in the final syllable also arises from iç, and this again from aç; passive PuÇlal

ll;j.qu, reflexive HithpaÇleÒl llej.q;t.hi, like the Arabic conjugations IX. 'iqtaçllaç and
XI. 'iqtaÖllaç, the former used of permanent, the latter of accidental or changing
conditions, e. g. of colours; cf.

!n:a]v†; to be at rest, !n:[]r†; to be green, passive

ll;m.au to be withered, all of them found only in the perfect and with no
corresponding Qal form. (For the barbarous form ynIWtñtuM.ci y Ps 88:17 read
ynIt.t†'M.ci; for ll;p.nI Ez 28:23, which has manifestly arisen only from confusion
with the following llx, read lp;n"). These forms are more common in verbs W¾¾[,
where they take the place of PiÇeÒl and HithpaÇeÒl (§ 72 m). Cf. also § 75 kk.

e

lj;l.j;q. with repetition of the last two radicals, used of movements
repeated in quick succession; e. g. rx;r>x;s. to go about quickly, to palpitate (of
the heart) y Ps 38:11, from rx;s' to go about; passive rm;r>m;x\ to be in a ferment,
3. peÇalÇal:

to be heated, to be red, Jb 16:16, La 1:20, 2:11. Probably this is also the

rc;Acx] (denom. from hr'c.Ac*x] a trumpet, but only in the participle,
1 Ch 15:24 &c. keth.) for rc;r>c;x], by absorption of the first r, lengthening of aç in
explanation of

the open syllable, and subsequent obscuring of aÒ to oÖ. On the other hand, for the

Wbñhe Wbh]a†' Ho 4:18 (which could only be referred to this
conjugation if it stood for Wbh]b.h;a] ) read Wbh]a†', and for the equally meaningless
t'ypiñy"p.y" y Ps 45:3 read t'ypiñy". In both these cases a scribal error (dittography)
meaningless

has been perpetuated by the punctuation, which did not venture to alter the
KethiÖbh. On the employment of peÇalÇal in the formation of nouns, cf. § 84b n.

Closely related to this form is —

f
4. PilpeÒl (pass. Poçlpal), with a strengthening of the two essential radicals in stems

.¾¾[Ã W¾¾[, and y¾¾[, e. g. lGEl.GI to roll, from lG: = ll;G"; reflexive lGEl.G:t.hi to roll
oneself down; lKel.Ki from lWK, passive lK;l.K'; cf. also ajeaje (so Baer and
Ginsb. after QimhÌi; others ajeaji) Is 14:23, and with aç in both syllables owing to
the influence of rÃ rq;r>q; from rWq Nu 24:17 (cf. however, in the parallel
passage, Jer 48:45 dQod>q' ) and Is 22:5, in the participle; gfeg>fi Is 17:11 to hedge
in, acc. to others make to grow. Probably to this form also belongs W[l.[.l;y>, the
emended reading of Jb 39:30 instead of the impossible W[l.[;y>; also ha'S.as; Is
27:8, if that form is to be referred to an infinitive asea.s;; perhaps also aVevi Ez
39:2 for avav. This form also commonly expresses rapidly repeated movement,
which all languages incline to indicate by a repetition of the sound,2 e. g. @cep.ci
to chirp; cf. in the Lexicon the nouns derived from rr;G"Ã @W[, and ll;c'.
g

!Wqv.q.T;v.yI Na 2:5; lx;l.x;t.Tiw: Est 4:4; rm;r>m;t.YIw: Dn 8:7,
11:11. Of the same form is hD,D;a, Is 38:15, if contracted from hD,w>D;t.a, or
hdydta from the root wd or yd), and also Whm.h.m;t.hi tarry ye, Is 29:9 (but read
probably WhM.T;hi), Hm'h.m;t.YIw: (in pause) Gn 19:16, &c., if it is to be derived from
Hh;m', and not HithpaÇel from Hm;h.m;.
As Hithpalpel we find

h
Only examples more or less doubtful can be adduced of—

ljeq.Ti, with t prefixed, cf. yTil.G:òr>Ti to teach to walk,
to lead (denominative from lg<r,ñ a foot ?) Ho 11:3; from a stem h¾¾l, the
imperfect hr,x]r†;y> to contend with, Jer 12:5; participle, 22:15 (from hr'x' to be
hot, eager). Similarly in Aramaic, ~GEr>T; to interpret, whence also in Hebrew the
passive participle ~G"r>tum. Ezr 4:7.
5. TiphÇeÒl (properly TaphÇeÒl3):

i

ljeq.v;, frequent in Syriac, e. g. bhel.v; from bhl to flame; whence in
Hebrew tb,h,ñl.v; flame. Perhaps of the same form is lWlB.v; a snail (unless it be
from the stem lbv), and troWr[]q†;v. hollow strakes, cf. § 85, No. 50. This
conjugation is perhaps the original of HiphÇil, in which case the h, by a phonetic
6. SèaphÇeÒl:

change which may be exemplified elsewhere, is weakened from a sibilant.
***

k
Forms of which only isolated examples occur are:—

jl;j.qi, passive jl;j.qu; as sP's.xum. peeled off, like scales, Ex 16:14, from
@s;x' @f;x', to peel, to scale.
7.

8.

lq;j.q;, in @ywIr>z: a rain-storm, from @r;z".

lJeq;t.nI (regularly in Mishnaic Hebrew4) a form compounded of NipkÇal and
HithpaÇ eÒl; as WrS.W:nIw> for WrS.w:t.nIw> that they may be taught, Ez 23:48; rPeK;nI
probably an error for rPek;t.hi to be forgiven, Dt 21:8. On hw"T†'v.nI Pr 27:15, see §
9.

75 x.
Footnotes:
cf. Wolfensohn, 'The PiÇlel in Hebrew,' Amer. Journ. of Or. Studies, xxvii (1907), p.
303 ff.
1[1]
2[1]

Cf. Lat. tinnio, tintinno, our tick-tack, ding-dong, and the German wirrwarr,

klingklang. The repetition of the radical in verbs

[¾¾[ also produces this effect; as in

qq;l' to lick, qq;D' to pound, @pej' to trip along. The same thing is expressed also by
diminutive forms, as in Latin by the termination -illo, e. g. cantillo, in German by -eln, ern, e. g. flimmern, trillern, tröpfeln, to trickle.
The existence of a TaphÇeÒl is contested on good grounds by Barth,
Nominalbildung, p. 279.
3[2]
4[3]

[See Segal, Mis&251;naic Hebrew, Oxf. 1909, p. 30 ff.]

§ 56. Quadriliterals.
On the origin of these altogether secondary formations cf. § 30 p.While quadriliteral
nouns are tolerably numerous, only the following examples of the verb occur:

~ser>Ki, imperfect hN"m,ñs.r>k;y> he doth ravage it, y Ps
80:14 from ~s;K', cf. ~w:G". Passive vp;j]r†u to grow fresh again, Jb 33:25. Participle
lB'r>kum. girt, clothed (cf. Aramaic lb;K. to bind), 1 Ch 15:27. It is usual also to
include among the quadriliterals zver>P; Jb 26:9, as a perfect of Aramaic form with
(a) On the analogy of PiÇeÒl:

PathahÌ not attenuated. It is more correctly, however, regarded, with Delitzsch, as

fr;P' to spread out, with euphonic
change of the first f to v, and the second to z. Moreover, the reading zfer>P; also
the infnitive absolute of a PiÇlel formation, from

is very well attested, and is adopted by Baer in the text of Job; cf. the Rem. on p.
4:8 of his edition.

lyaim.f.hi, by syncope lyamif.hi and lymif.hi to turn
to the left (denom. from laomf.) Gn 13:9, Is 30:21, &c. On WxynIòz>a,h†, cf. § 53 p.
(b) On the analogy of HiphÇiÖl:

§ 65. Verbs Third Guttural, e. g.

xl;v' to send.1

a
1. According to § 22 d, when the last syllable has a vowel incompatible with the
guttural (i.e. not an a-sound), two possibilities present themselves, viz. either the
regular vowel remains, and the guttural then takes furtive PathahÌ, or PathahÌ (in pause
QamesÌ) takes its place. More particularly it is to be remarked that —

y¤iÃ AÃ W (§ 25 b) are always retained, even under such
circumstances; hence inf. abs. Qal x;Alv', part. pass. x;Wlv', Hiph. x;yliv.hi, imperf.
x;yliv.y:, part. x;yliv.m;. So also the less firm oÒ in the inf. conster. xl{v. is almost always
retained: cf., however, xl;v., in close connexion with a substantive, Is 58:9, and [w:G>
Nu 20:3. Examples of the infinitive with suffixes are ^x]r>b'B. Gn 35:1; A[g>piB. Nu 35:19;
H['b.rIl.; Lv 18:23, &c.
(a) The unchangeable vowels

b
(b) The imperfect and imperative Qal almost always have aç in the second syllable,
sometimes, no doubt, due simply to the influence of the guttural (for a tone-long oÒ,
originally uç), but sometimes as being the original vowel, thus
suffixes

xl;v.yIÃ xl;v., &c.; with

ynIxeñl'v.yIÃ ynIxeñl'v., see § 60 c.

xwlsa Jer 5:7, Keth. (xl;s.a, QereÖ); in the imperative
x;boj. Gn 43:16. On such cases as h['f\p.a, Is 27:4, cf. § 10 h.

Exceptions, in the imperfect

c
(c) Where SÍere would be the regular vowel of the final syllable, both forms (with eÒa and
aç) are sometimes in use; the choice of one or the other is decided by the special
circumstances of the tone, i.e.: —

d
Rem. 1. In the absolute state of the participle Qal, PiÇeÒl and HithpaÇeÒl, the forms

x;levo (with suff. yxil.v)o, but ^x]l†evo), x;Lev;m. (with suff. ^x]L†v;m.), and [;GET;v.mi are
used exclusively; except in verbs [¾¾l where we find, in close connexion, also
yj;nO y Ps 94:9, [g:ro Is 51:15, Jer 31:35, [q;ro Is 42:5, 44:24, [q;Ar y Ps 136:6,
[Í;vo Lv 11:7, all with the tone on the last syllable.— The part. PuÇal is [B;rum. Ez

45:2 according to the best authorities (Kittel

[B'rum.).

e
2. Similarly, in the imperf. and inf. NiphÇal, and in the perf. inf. and imperf. piÇeÒl the
(probably more original) form with aç commonly occurs in the body of the
sentence, and the fuller form with eÒa in pause (and even with the lesser
distinctives, e. g. with Dehi y Ps 86:4 in the imperative PiÇeÒl; with TÍiphhÌa 1 K 12:32
in the infinitive PiÇeÒl; Jer 4:31 imperfect HithpaÇeÒl; Jer 16:6 imperfect NiphÇal), cf. e.

[r;G"yI Nu 27:4, with [;r†eG"yI 36:3; [k;V'YIw: Dt 1:34, even with retraction of the tone
in the inf. abs. NiphÇal [b;V'ñhi Nu 30:3 (elsewhere [;beV'hi Jer 7:9, 12:16 twice, in
each case without the pause); -[Q;b;T. Hb 3:9, with [;Q†eb;T. Ez 13:11; [L;B; to
devor Hb 1:13, Nu 4:20 with [;L+eB; La 2:8; for infinitive HithpaÇeÒl, cf. Is 28:20. The
infinitive absolute PiÇeÒÔl has the form x;Lev; Dt 22:7, 1 K 11:22; the infinitive
construct, on the other hand, when without the pause is always as xL;v; except
x;Lev;l. Ex 10:4.— x;Bez:y> Hb 1:16 has eÒ, though not in pause, and even x;Bez:y>w: 2 K
16:4, 2 Ch 28:4; but a in pause in the imperative NiphÇal xn+;a'h†e Ez 21:11; jussive
piÇeÒl rx;a;T. y Ps 40:18; cf. § 52 n. An example of aç in the imperative PiÇeÒl under
the influence of a final r is -rT;K; Jb 36:2, in the imperfect NiphÇal rc;['T†ew: Nu
17:13, &c.— In x;rIp.y: Jb 14:9 (cf. y Ps 92:14, Pr 14:11), Barth (see above, § 63
g.

n) finds an i-imperfect of Qal. since the intransitive meaning is only found in Qal.

f
3. In the 2nd sing. masc. of the imperatve, and in the forms of the jussive and
imperfect consecutive of HiphÇiÖl which end in gutturals, a alone occurs, e. g.

xl;c.h; prosper thou, xj;b.y: let him make to trust, xm;c.Y:w: and he made to grow
(so in Hithpalpel Hm;h.m;t.yI, &c., Hb 2:3); even in pause xl+;c.Y:w: 1 Ch 29:23, and,
with the best authorities, xk†'Ayw> 1 Ch 12:17(18); ~k,[]v†;yw> Is 35:4 is perhaps to be
emended into ä[]v†iyw> ( = ä[yviAyw>).— In the infinitive absolute SÍere remains, e. g.
H;Beg>h; to make high; as infinitive construct xk;Ah also occurs in close connexion
(Jb 6:26); on [;veAh as infinitite construct (1 S 25:26, 33), cf. § 53 k.
g

2. When the guttural, with quiescent SèewaÖ stands at the end of a syllable, the ordinary

T'x.l;ñv'Ã yTix.l;ñv.. But in
the 2nd sing. fem. perfect a helping-PathahÌ takes the place of the SèewaÖ, T.x;k;ñv' Jer
13:25 (§ 28 e); also in 1 K 14:3, T.x;q;ñl' is to be read, not T.x.q;l'.
strong form remains when not connected with suffixes, e. g.

h
Rem. The soft combination with compound SèewaÖ occurs only in the 1st plur.
perfect with suffixes, since in these forms the tone is thrown one place farther

^Wnò[]d†;y> we know thee, Ho 8:2 (cf. Gn 26:29, y Ps 44:18, 132:6).
Before the suffixes ^ and ~k,, the guttural must have ¤], e. g. ^x]l†'v.a, I will send
thee, 1 S 16:1; ^x]L†ev;a]w)' Gn 31:27; ^[]ym†iv.a; Jer 18:2.
forward, e. g.

On the weak verbs

a¾¾l, see especially § 74.

Footnotes:

h¾¾l in which the h is consonantal obviously belong also to this class, e. g.
Hb;G" to be high, Hm;T' to be astonished, Hh;m' (only in Hithpalpel) to delay.
1[1]

Verbs

§ 60. Imperfect with Pronominal Suffixes.

a
In those forms of the imperfect Qal, which have no afformatives, the vowel oÒ of the

¤.

¤'.

second syllable mostly becomes (simple SèeawaÖ mobile), sometimes ; thus in the
principal pause, Nu 35:20, Is 27:3, 62:2, Jer 31:33, Ez 35:6, Ho 10:10; before the
principal pause, y Ps 119:33; before a secondary pause, Ez 17:23; even before a

^¤., ~k,¤., however, it is shortened to QamesÌ
hÌatÌuph, e. g. ^r>m'v.yI (but in pause ^r,ñm.v.yI or &'r,ñm.v.yI; with NuÖn energicum, see § 58 i),
~k,r>m'v.yI, &c. Instead of hn"l.joñq.Ti, the form Wlj.q.Ti1 is used for the 2nd and 3rd fem.
conjunctive accent, Jos 23:5. Before

plur. before suffixes in three places: Jer 2:19, Jb 19:15, Ct 1:6.

b

^r>b.x'y> y Ps 94:20 is an anomalous form for ^r>B'x.y: (cf. the analogous
^n>x.y" § 67 n) and ^v.g)'p.y)i (so Baer; others ^v.G)'p.yI) Gn 32:18 for ^v]G)'p.yI. To the
same category as ^r>b.x'y> belong also, according to the usual explanation,
~deb.['T†' (from dbo[]T†;), Ex 20:5, 23:24, Dt 5:9, and äb['n)' Dt 13:3. As a matter of
Rem. 1.

fact, the explanation of these forms as imperfects of Qal appears to be required
by the last of these passages; yet why has the retraction of the oç taken place

ynIdeñb.[;y);

)? Could the Masora
only in these examples (beside numerous forms like
in the two Decalogues and in Ex 23:24 (on the analogy of which Dt 13:3 was
then' wrongly pointed) have intended an imperfect HophÇal with the suffix,
meaning thou shalt not allow thyself to be brought to worship them?

c
Verbs which have a in the second syllable of the imperfect, and imperative, Qal
(to which class especially verba tertiae and mediae gutturalis belong, § 64 and §
65) do not, as a rule, change the PathahÌ of the imperfect (nor of the imperative,
see § 61 g) into SèewaÖ before suffixes; but the PathahÌ, coming to stand in an open

ynIveñB'l.YIw: Jb 29:14;
WhWlña'g>yI 3:5; ~xel'v.YIw: Jos 8:3; Whauñr'q.yI y Ps 145:18; but Aar>q.yI Jer 23:6, is
probably a forma mixta combining the readings Aar'q.yI and War>q.yI, cf. § 74 e.
syllable before the tone, is lengthened to QamesÌ, e. g.

d
2. Not infrequently suffixes with the connecting vowel a are also found with the

ynIq;ñB'd>Ti Gn 19:19, cf. 29:32, Ex 33:20, Nu 22:33, 1 K 2:24 QereÖ,
Is 56:3, Jb 9:18; also yNI¤;ñ, Gn 27:19, 31 Jb 7:14, 9:34, 13:21 (in Principal Pause);
Hr'yKiY:w: Gn 37:33, cf. 16:7, 2 S 11:27, Is 26:5, Jb 28:27, 1 Ch 20:2; Wnr+'yKiyI Is
63:16 (manifestly owing to the influence of the preceding Wn['ñd'y>); ~v'B'l.iyI Ex
29:30, cf. 2:17, Nu 21:30, Dt 7:15, y Ps 74:8; even ~l†;ymia] 118:10–12; !['yIAY*w: Ex
2:17, and !t†;yxiy> Hb 2:17 (where, however, the ancient versions read ^T,ñxiy>);
even ApD>r>yI (oÖ from aÒhu) Ho 8:3; cf. Ex 22:29, Jos 2:4 (but read ~nEP.c.Tiw:); 1 S
imperfect, e. g.

18:1 Keth., 21:14, (where however, the text is corrupt); 2 S 14:6 (where read with

%Y:w:); Jer 23:6 (see § 74 e), y Ps 35:8, Ec 4:12.— On pausal
SeghoÖl for SÍere in ~k†,r]b'a]w); Gn 48:9 and Whc+,l]a†;T.w: (so Baer, but ed. Mant.,
Ginsb. Whc+el.a;T.w:) Ju 16:16, see § 29 q.
the old versions

e
3. Suffixes are also appended in twelve passages to the plural forms in

!W viz.

ynIn:ñWaK.d;T. will ye break me in pieces? Jb 19:2; %n<Wt+r>v†'y> (here necessarily with a
connecting vowel) Is 60:7, 10; Pr 5:22 (A but probably corrupt); elsewhere always
without a connecting vowel; ynIn>auñr'q.yI with two other examples Pr 1:28, 8:17, Ho
5:15; cf. ^n>W¤ñ y Ps 63:4, 91:12; Whn>¤uñ Jer 5:22; h'n>W¤ñ Jer 2:24, all in principal
pause. [See Böttcher, Lehrb., § 1047 f.]

f
4. In PoÖÇeÒl, PoÖÇeÒl, and PoÇeÒl, the SÍere of the final syllable, like the oÒ in Qal,
becomes vocal SèewaÖ but before the suffixes

^¤. and ~k,¤. it is shortened to

^c.B,q;y> Dt 30:4, y Ps 34:12, Is 51:2. With a final guttural, however,
^x]L†ev;a] Gn 32:27; also in Pr 4:8, where with QimhÌi ^d>Beñk;T. is to be read. eÒ is
retained in the tone-syllable; an analogous case in HiphÇiÖl is ^d>GEñy:w> Dt 32:7. Less
frequently SÍere is sharpened to HÍireq, e. g. ~k,c.Mia;a] Jb 16:5, cf. Ex 31:13, Is

SeghoÃl, e. g.

1:15, 52:12; so in PoÇleÒl, Is 25:1, y Ps 30:2, 37:34, 145:1, and probably also in
Qal

g

^p.sia†o 1 S 15:6; cf. § 68 h.

ynIveñyBil.T; Jb 10:11 (after waÒw consecutive it is
often written defectively, e. g. ~veBil.Y:w: Gn 3:21 and often); but cf. above, f, Dt
32:7. Forms like hN"r,ñv.[.T; thou enrichest it, y Ps 65:10, 1 S 17:25, are rare. Cf. §
5. In HiphÇiÖl the iÖ remains, e. g.

53 n.

h

!

~

6. Instead of the suffix of the 3rd plur. fem. ( ), the suffix of the 3rd plur. masc. ( )

W

is affixed to the afformative , to avoid a confusion with the personal ending

!W;

~Wal.m;y>w: Gn 26:15 (previously also with a perf. ~WmT.si); Gn 26:18, 33:13, Ex
2:17 (where !['viAY)w: occurs immediately after); 39:18, 20, 1 S 6:10 (where also
~h,ynEB. is for !h,ynEB., a neglect of gender which can only be explained by § 135
o).— For !gUr>h;*y: Zc 11:5 read perhaps !gEr>h;*y: with M. Lambert.
cf.

Footnotes:
1[1]

This form is also found as feminine without a suffix, in Jer 49:11, Ez 37:7. In the

Wbr>q.Tiw: is probably to be regarded, with König, as a clumsy correction
of the original äqYIw:, intended to suggest the reading hn"b.r;ñq.Tiw:, to agree with the usual
gender of tAmc'[].

latter passage

§ 64. Verbs Middle Guttural, e. g.

jx;v' to slaughter.

a
The slight deviations from the ordinary inflexion are confined chiefly to the following1:
—
1. When the guttural would stand at the beginning of a syllable with simple SèewaÖ, it
necessarily takes a HÍatÌeph, and almost always HÍatÌeph–PathahÌ, e. g. perfect

Wjx]v.yI

Wjx]v†',

Wjx]V†'hi

imperfect
, imperative NiphÇal
. In the imperative Qal, before the
afformatives iÖ and uÖ, the original PathaÌ is retained in the first syllable, and is followed

yqi[]z†;Ã Wq[]z†;, &c.; in Wbh/a†, the preference of the a for SeghoÖl
(but cf. also %Wzx/ay*o Jer 13:21) has caused the change from aç to eçin Wdx]v†i Jb 6:22,
by HÍatÌeph-PathahÌ, thus,

even iç remains before a hard guttural.

hb'h]a†; to love, hb'a]D†; to pine; and in the
infinitive with a suffix Hd'[]s†;l. Is 9:6; the doubtful form hj'x]v†; Ho 5:2, is better
explained as infinitive piÇeÒl (= ht'x]v†;).
So in the infinitive Qal fem., e. g.

b
2. Since the preference of the gutturals for the a-sound has less influence on the
following than on the preceding vowel, not only is HÍolem retained after the middle
guttural in the infinitive Qal

jxov. (with the fem. ending and retraction and shortening of

hc'x.r' and hq'x\r†') cf. § 45 b), but generally also the SÍere in the imperfect NiphÇal
and piÇeÒl, e. g. ~xeL'yI he fights, ~xen:y> he comforts, and even the more feeble SeghoÖl
after waÒw consecutive in such forms as ~x,L'ñYIw:Ã ~y<P'ñTiw: Gn 41:8 (cf., however, #[;ñW"YIw:, 1
the o

K 12:6, &c.). But in the imperative and imperfect Qal, the final syllable, through the
influence of the guttural, mostly takes PathahÌ, even in transitive verbs, e. g.

jx;v.Ã jx;v.yI È q[;z>Ã q[;z>yI È rx;B.Ã rx;b.yI; with suffixes (according to § 60 c),
imperative ynInEòx'B.Ã ynIWlña'v., imperfect WhWòla'g>yI.
c
With oÒ in the imperative Qal, the only instances are

l[on> 2 S 13:17; zxoa/ Ex 4:4, 2 S

yzIx\a†, Ru 3:15 (with the unusual repetition of the lost oÒ as HÍatÌeph–QamesÌ;
2nd plur. masc. in pause Wzx+oa/ Neh 7:3; without the pause Wzx/a†, Ct 2:15); -d['s. Ju
2:21, fem.

hm'[]z†o for hm'[\z†', Nu 23:7, is an example of the same kind, see § 63 p.
Just as rare are the imperfects in oÒ of verbs middle guttural, as ~hon>yIÃ zxoa/y),Ã l[om.Ti Lv
5:15, Nu 5:27 (but l[;m.YIw: 2 Ch 26:16); cf. ydIx\v.Tiw: Ez 16:33; -l['p.Ti Jb 35:6. Also in
19:8.2 Finally

the perfect PiÇeÒl, PathahÌ occurs somewhat more frequently than in the strong verb, e. g.

~x;nI to comfort (cf., however, !heKiÃ dxeKiÃ vxeKiÃ txevi); but a and [ always have eÒ in
3rd sing.— On the inifinitive with suffixes, cf. § 61 b.

d
3. In PieÒl, PuÇal, and HithpaÇeÒl, the Dagesë forte being inadmissible in the middle radical,

hÃ x

[

and , nevertheless, generally remains
the preceding vowel, especially before
short, and the guttural is consequently to be regarded as, at least, virtually

qx;fiÃ Wlx]n)i Jos 14:1, yTir>[;b†iW 1 K 14:10, gh;nI Ex
10:13 (cf., however, rx;ae Gn 34:19; T'l.h;ñnE Ex 15:13, but in the imperfect and participle
lhen:y>, &c.; in verbs h¾¾l, e. g. h['re), infinitive qxef;, PuÇal #x;ru (but cf. WxDo y Ps 36:13
from hx'D', also the unusual position of the tone in !x;Boñ3 Ez 21:18, and in the perfect
HithpaÇeÒl yTic.x;ñr't.hi Jb 9:30); HithpaÇeÒ perfect and imperative Wrh]J†;hi, &c.; in pause
(see §§ 22 c, 27 q, 29 v, 54 k) Wrh†'J,hi Nu 8:7, 2 Ch 30:18; ~x'n<t.yI Nu 23:19, &c.
strengthened, cf. § 22 c; e. g. PiÇeÒl

e
The complete omission of the strengthening, and a consequent lengthening of the

r (tR;K' Ez 16:4 is an exception; ht'r+'Ko
also occurs, Ju 6:28), e. g. %r;Be (in pause %reBe), imperfect %reb'y>, PuÇal %r;Bo. Before a
it occurs regularly in the stems raeBeÃ laeGEÃ !aemeÃ raePe, and in the HithpÇaeÒl of
vabÃ har, and hav; on the other hand, a is virtually strengthened in the perfects,
@aenI (once in the imperfect, Jer 29:23) to commit adultery, #aenI to despise (in the
preceding vowel, occurs invariably only with

participle, Nu 14:23, Is 60:14, Jer 23:17; according to Baer, but not ed. Mant., or

#aenIy> y Ps 74:10), raenI to abhor La 2:7 (also hT'r>a;ñnE y Ps
89:40) and laevi y Ps 109:10; morover, in the infinitive vaey: Ec 2:20, according to the
best reading. On the MappiÖq in the PuÇal Waiñru Jb 33:21, cf. § 14 d.
Ginsb., even in the imperfect

f
Rem. 1. In the verb

la;v' to ask, to beg, some forms of the perfect Qal appear to

be based upon a secondary form middle e, which is SÍere when the vowel of the

a stands in an open syllable, cf. ^l.a†ev. Gn 32:18, Ju 4:20; ynIWlñaev. y Ps 137:3;
but in a closed syllable, even without a suffix, ~T,l.a,v. 1 S 12:13, 25:5, Jb 21:29;
WhyTiñl.aiv. Ju 13:6, 1 S 1:20. Cf., however, similar cases of attenuation of an
original aç, § 69 s, and especially § 44 d. In the first three examples, if explained
on that analogy, the iç attenuated from aç would have been lengthened to eÒ (before
the tone); in the next three iç would have been modified to eç Also in the HiphÇilform

WhyTiñl.aiv.hi 1 S 1:28 the ai is merely attenuated from a;.

g
2. In PiÇeÒl and HithlpaÇeÒl the lengthening of the vowel before the guttural causes
the tone to be thrown back upon the penultima, and consequently the SÍere of the
ultima to be shortened to SeghoÖl. Thus (a) before monosyllables, according to §

~v' tr,v'ñl.

29 e, e. g.
to minister there, Dt 17:12, even in the case of a guttural
which is virtually strengthened, Gn 39:14, Jb 8:18 (see § 29 g). (b) after waÒw

%r,b'ñy>w: and he blessed, Gn 1:22 and frequently, vr,g"òy>w: and he
drove out, Ex 10:11, ~[,P'ñtTiw: Dn 2:1.
consecutive, e. g.

h

qx;c.y)i Gn 21:6
(elsewhere, qx;c.Ti, &c., in pause qx'c.yI, cf. § 10 g (c) and § 63 n); rx;aew" Gn 32:5
(for rx;a/a†,w"); in the perfect PiÇeÒl Wrx/a†, Ju 5:28 (perhaps primarily for Wrx]a†i;
according to Gn 34:19 Wrx]a†e would be expected), and similarly ynIt.m;ñx/y(, y Ps 51:7
for ynIt.m;ñx]y)i; in the imperative PiÇeÒl br;q' Ez 37:17 (cf. above, § 52 n); finally, in the
imperative HiphÇiÖl qx;r>h; Jb 13:21 and d[;m.h; y Ps 69:24, in both cases probably
3. The following are a few rarer anomalies; in the imperfect Qal

influenced by the closing consonant, and by the preference for PathahÌ in pause
(according to § 29 q); without the pause
4:11.

qxer>h; Pr 4:24, &c.; but also tx;n>h; Jo

i

~f'x.y:t.hi Ezr 8:1, &c., with a firmly
closed syllable, also the participle ~yfix.y:t.mi Neh 7:64; Baer, however, reads in
all these cases, on good authority, ~f'h]y);t.hi &c.— The quite meaningless
4. As infinitive HithpaÇeÒl with a suffix we find

raXanw Ez 9:8 (for which the QereÖ requires; the equally unintelligible
ra;v]n)ew> evidently combines two different readings, viz. ra'v.nIw> (part. Niph.) and
raeV'a,(w" (imperf. consec.); cf. König, Lehrgebäude, i. p. 266 f.;.— In Whreña\t†'y> Is
44:13 (also Whreña]t†'y> in the same verse) an imperfect PoÖÇeÒl appears to be
intended by the Masora with an irregular shortening of the oÖ for ¾ra]t)oy>; cf. § 55 b
ynIv.l'm. y Ps 101:5 QereÖ on the other hand QimhÌi, with whcm Delitzsch agrees,
explains the form as PiÇeÒl, with an irregular ¤\ for ¤], as in the reading hj'Q\l;a] Ru
KethiÖbh

2:2, 7; cf. § 10 h.

a

5. A few examples in which , as middle radical, entirely loses its consonantal
value and quiesces in a vowel, will be found in § 73 g.
Footnotes:
HophÇal, which is not exhibited in the paradigm, follows the analogy of Qal; HiphÇil
is regular.
1[1]

Also Ju 19:5 (where QihÌi would read seÇaÒd), read seÇoçd, and on the use of the
conjunctive accent (here Darga) as a subbstitute for Mutheg, cf. § 9 u (c) and § 16 b.
2[2]

3[1]

!x;Boñ is explained by Abulwalid as the 3rd pers. perfect PuÇal, but by QimhÌi as a

noun.

§ 45. The Infinitive.
F. Prätorius, 'Ueber den sog. Inf. absol. des Hebr.,' in ZDMG. 1902, p. 546 ff.

a
1. The Infinitive is represented in Hebrew by two forms, a shorter and a longer; both
are, however, strictly speaking, independent nouns (verbal substantives). The shorter

ljoq.

lAjq.

,1 sometimes incorrectly
), is used in
form, the Infinitive construct (in Qal
very various ways, sometimes in connexion with pronominal suffixes, or governing a
substantive in the genitive, or with an accusative of the object (§ 115), sometimes in

ljoq.li

connexion with prepositions (
to kill, § 114 f), and sometimes in dependence
upon substantives as genitive, or upon verbs as accusative of the object. On the other
hand, the use of the longer form, the Infinitive absolute (in Qal

lAjq', sometimes also

ljoq', obscured from original qaçtÌaÖl), is restricted to those cases in which it emphasizes
the abstract verbal idea, without regard to the subject or object of the action. It stands
most frequently as an adverbial accusative with a finite verb of the same stem (§ 113
h–s).2

b
The flexibility and versatility of the Infin. constr. and the rigidity and inflexibility of the
Infin. absol. are reflected in their vocalization. The latter has unchangeable vowels,
while the oÒ of the Infin. constr. may be lost. For
to the ground-form quçtÌuçl.

ljoq., according to § 84a e, goes back

c
Other forms of the Infin. constr. Qal of the strong verb are —

lj;q.

bk;v.

lp;v.

, e. g.
to lie, Gn 34:7;
to sink, Ec 12:4; especially with verbs
(a)
which have aç in the second syllable of the Imperf.: hence sometimes also with
those, whose second or third radical is a guttural (frequently besides the ordinary

bk;v.

, see above) occur in the closest connexion
form). All the examples (except
with the following word, or with suffixes (see § 61 c). In Ez 21:33 the Masora

xb;j,ñl. (verse 20, in pause xb;j'l.) as an Infinitive = x;Boj.li;
probably xb;J,ñl; should be read.
seems to treat

d

hl'j.q; and, attenuated from it, hl'j.qi È hl'j.q' and hl'j.qu (which are
feminine forms3 of lj;q. and ljoq., mostly from intransitive verbs, and sometimes
(b)

hm'v.a;l. to be
guilty, Lv 5:26, hb'h]a†; to love, ha'n>fi to hate; ha'r>yIl., often in Dt., to fear; hn"q.zI
to be old; ha'r>qi to meet (in tar;q.li § 19 k); h['b.rIl. to lie down, Lv 20:16;
hx'v.m'l. to anoint, Ex 29:29; hc'x.r'l. to wash, Ex 30:18, &c.; ha'm.j'l. (also a
subst. = uncleanness, like ha'm.ju) to be unclean, Lv 15:32; hb'r>q'l. to approach,
Ex 36:2, &c.; cf. Lv 12:4, 5, Dt 11:22, Is 30:19, Ez 21:16, Hag 1:6; also hq'x\r†' to
be far off, Ez 8:6; hl'm.xu to pity, Ez 16:5; cf. Ho 7:4. On the other hand in hl'm.x,
Gn 19:16, the original aç has been modified to eç; cf. hq'z>x, Is 8:11, &c.
found along with forms having no feminine ending in use), e. g.

e

lj;q.mi but cf. also Arab. maqtal) there occur as Infin.
Qal: x;Alv.mi to send, Est 9:19; ar'q.mi to call and [S;m; to depart, Nu 10:2 (Dt
10:11); xQ;mi to take, 2 Ch 19:7, &c.; aF'm; to carry, Nu 4:24, &c. (cf. even
tAaf.m;l. Ez 17:9); also with a feminine ending hl'[]m†; to go up, Ezr 7:9, &c.; cf.
(c) In the Aramaic manner (

for these forms (almost all very late) Ryssel, De Elohistae Pentateuchici
sermone, p. 50, and Strack on Nu 4:24.
(d)

tl,joñq. in tv,bñy> Gn 8:7; tl,koñy> Nu 14:16; probably also tv,rñx] Ex 31:5, 35:33.

f

l.

2. A kind of Gerund is formed by the Infin. constr. with the preposition ; as
interficiendum,

ljoq.li ad

lPon>li ad cadendum (see § 28 a).

g

l. with the Infin. constr. into a single grammatical form
seems to be indicated by the firmly closed syllable, cf. bK;v.li Gn 34:7; lPon>li y
Ps 118:13, with Dagesë lene in the p = lin poÒl,; hence, also liq-tÌoÒl, &c.; but lPon>Bi
binephoÒl, Jb 4:13; lpon>Ki 2 S 3:34. Exceptions aobc.li Nu 4:23, 8:24;
#Atn>liw> vAtn>li Jer 1:10, 18:7, 31:28; dAdv.li Jer 47:4; x;Abm.li Jer 11:19, &c., y
Ps 37:14; qAdb.li 2 Ch 34:10; according to some also bbos.li Nu 21:4 and vbk.li
2 Ch 28:10 (Baer vBk.li); on the other hand !Kov.Bi Gn 35:22; rKoz>Ki Jer 17:2. For
The blending of the

the meaningless

vAyr>d;l. Ezr 10:16 read vrd>li.

Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. the analogous forms of the noun, § 93 t.

2[1]

The terms absolute and construct are of course not to be understood as implying

that the Infin. constr.

ljoq. forms the construct state (see § 89) of the Infin. absol.

lAjq'

(
ground-form qaçtÌaÖl). In the Paradigms the Inf. constr., as the principal form, is
placed before the other, under the name of Infinitive simply.
3[2]

According to the remark of Elias Levita on QimhÌi’s Mikhlol, ed. Rittenb., 14 a, these

l.

feminine forms occur almost exclusively in connexion with the preposition .

§ 115. Construction of the Infinitive Construct with Subject and Object.

a
1. Like the infinitive absolute (see § 113 a), the character of the infinitive construct as a
verbal noun is shown by its power of taking the case proper to its verb, and hence in

!K'v.Mih;-ta, ~yqih' ~AyB.
on the day the tabernacle was reared up; 1 S 19:1 dwID'-ta, tymih'l. that they should

transitive verbs1 the accusative of the object, e. g. Nu 9:15

slay David; Gn 14:17, 19:29, Ex 38:27, 1 K 12:15, 15:4; with a negative, e. g. Lv 26:15

yt;Ac.mi-lK'-ta, tAf[] yTil.bil. so that we will not do all my commandments; with the
accusative of the personal pronoun, e. g. Dt 29:12 ![;m;ñl. ^t.a)o-~yqih' that he may
establish thee; Gn 25:26, Jer 24:7; with a verbal suffix, e. g. Ex 2:14 ynIgEòr>h;l. to kill me;
Jer 38:26 ynIbeñyvih] yTil.bil. that he would not cause me to return (on the suffix, cf. c). In
Is 49:6 the object even precedes the infinitive with l.; on this order cf. the note on §
114 r.—If the verb governs a double accusative, the infinitive may also take the same,

taoz-lK'-ta, ^t.Aa† ~†yhil{a/ [;ydIñAh yrex]a†; forasmuch as God hath

e. g. Gn 41:39
showed thee all this; Dt 21:16.

b
Rem. 1. The object after the infinitive construct must also always be regarded as
in the accusative, even when it is not expressly introduced (as in all the above

-ta,

, and when therefore the substantive in
examples) by the nota accusativi
question might easily be taken as the genitive of the object governed by the

jP'v.mi tAf[]

to do
infinitive (the usual construction in Arabic), e. g. Pr 21:15
judgement. Against regarding it as a genitive, which is in itself possible (the
doing, the, executing of judgement), is the fact (a) that elsewhere the nota
accusativi is so frequently added; (b) that in such a case the secondary forms of

haor>

^yn<òP' taor>

for (
)
Gn 48:11 (cf. y Ps 101:3, Pr 16:16),
the infinitive, such as
would be unintelligible; (c) that certain infinitive forms, if they were to be
regarded as in the construct state, could hardly retain the pretonic Qames
without exception, whereas, when connected with suffixes (i. e. with real
genitives; cf. § 33 c), this QamesÌ necessarily becomes SèewaÖ; e. g. Gn 18:25

qyDIc; tymih'l. to slay the righteous (never as tymih]l†;; cf., on the other hand,
above, ynIbeñyvih]); 2 K 21:8, Ez 44:30. Similarly in such cases as Is 3:13 (y Ps
50:4) instead of ~yMi[; !ydIl' we should rather expect !ydIl., if the infinitive were

regarded as in the construct state, and

xl;v.

~yMi[; as the genitive. Hence also in

x;l{v.

cases like Is 58:9 (
for
) we must assume, with Sellin, op. cit., p. 78, a
merely 'external phonetic connexion ' and not the genitive construction.

c

WhaeñciAh)l.

2. The verbal suffixes added to the infinitive are (with the exception of
Jer 39:14) only the suffix of the 1st pers. sing. (besides the above examples cf.
also 1 S 5:10, 27:1, 28:9, Ru 2:10, 1 Ch 12:17(18) and plural; e. g.

Wndeñymiv.h;l. to

Wnt'ñao ttel', so that Wn¤eñ is doubtless a
verbal not a noun-suffix, although in form it might be either); Wnteñymih]l†; Nu 16:13,
Ju 13:23 (after #pex'). Elsewhere the pronominal object is appended either by
means of the accusative sign (e. g. Gn 25:26 ~t'ao td,l,ñB. prop. in the bearing
them; ytiao t[;d;ñl' to know me, Jer 24:7) or in the form of a noun-suffix (as
destroy us, Dt 1:27 (immediately after

genitive of the object). The latter occurs almost always, whenever the context

AtKoh;l.

excludes the possibility of a misunderstanding; e. g. 1 S 20:33
(prop. for
his smiting) to smite him, not, as the form might also mean, in order that he
might smite; cf. 1 K 20:35; with the suffix of the 3rd sing. fem. Nu 22:25; of the
3rd plur. Jos 10:20, 2 S 21:2, &c. Hence also the suffixes of the 2nd sing. with

^t.K)oh;l.

^l.D,G:

the infinitive, as
Jer 40:14, cf. Mi 6:13, and even
to magnify thee,
Jos 3:7, must certainly be regarded as nominal not verbal suffixes. The
connexion of the noun-suffix, as genitive of the object, with the infinitive, was so
fully established, that it could be used not only in such strange cases, as Gn 37:4

~l{v'l. ArB.d; Wlk.y)' aol they could not speak to him peaceably, cf. Zc 3:1
Anj.fil. to be an adversary to him, but ultimately even in the 1st sing., as in Nu
22:13 yTitil. to give me leave [Dt 25:7 ymiB.y: hb'a' aol he will not perform the
duty of a husband's brother unto me; 1 Ch 4:10 yBic.[' yTil.bil. that it may not
grieve me !]

d
3. The power of governing like a verb is also retained in those verbal nouns
which, although originally secondary forms of the infinitive, have fully acquired

hî'hy>-ta, h['De (prop. to know the Lord) the
knowledge of the lord; ytiao ha'r>yIl. to fear me, Dt 4:10, 5:26, 10:12; an
the value of nouns, e. g. Is 11:9

hb'h]a†;l. Dt 10:12, 15, Is 56:6 (cf. also 1 K 10:9, Ho 3:1);
hp'n"h]l†; Is 30:28; Wnt'ñao hA'hy> ta;n>fiB. Dt 1:27; after verbal nouns formed with
the prefix m (cf. § 45 e), Nu 10:2, Is 13:19, Am 4:11, Ez 17:9. The accusative of
accusative follows

the object likewise remains after infinitives (or their secondary forms) which have
the article, e. g. Gn 2:9, Jer 22:16, or a suffix, e. g. Gn 5:4, &c., 28:4, 6, 29:19 f.,
30:15, 38:5, 2 S 3:11, Is 29:13.

e
2. The subject of the action represented by the infinitive is mostly placed immediately2
after it, either in the genitive or nominative. The subject is in the genitive (§ 33 c)
whenever it has the form of a noun-suffix, and also when the infinitive has the
termination of the constr. st. fem. sing. (see f); probably also in many other cases,
where the infinitive in form and meaning is used more like a substantive, and
accordingly governs like a noun. On the other hand, the subject of the infinitive is
certainly to be regarded as a nominative, when it is separated from the infinitive by any
insertion, and according to certain indications (see g) very probably in many other
instances.

f
Rem. 1. Examples of genitives of the subject after infinitives in the connective

Wnt'ñao hA'hy> ta;n>fiB.

prop. in the Lord's hating us; cf. 7:8, Gn
form are Dt 1:27
19:16, 1 K 10:9, Is 13:19, 47:9, Ho 3:1, Am 4:11. The subject of the infinitive is
probably also to be regarded as genitive in such cases as Ex 17:1 and there was

~['h' tTov.li for the people to drink (prop. for the drinking of the
people), and in cases like Gn 16:16 (rg"h' td,l,ñB.); Gn 16:3, Ex 19:1, Nu 20:3, 4,

no water

33:38, 1 K 6:1, y Ps 133:1, 2 Ch 7:3, &c.

g
2. Examples in which the subject is separated from the infinitive by an insertion,
and hence must certainly be regarded as a nominative, are Jb 34:22

!w<a'ñ yle[]P)o ~v' rt,S'ñhil. that the workers of iniquity may hide themselves there
(prop. for the hiding themselves there the workers of iniquity); cf. Gn 34:15, Nu
35:6, Dt 19:3, Ju 9:2, 2 S 24:13, y Ps 76:10, and below, i. The subject is likewise
to be regarded as a nominative, whenever the Lamedh is prefixed to the infinitive
by means of a pretonic QamesÌ (cf. b above), e. g. 2 S 19:20

ABli-

la, %l,M,ñ h; ~Wfl', since, if the infinitive were used as a nomen regens, we
should rather expect ~Wfl. according to § 102 f. That the subject of the infinitive

is regarded elsewhere also as nominative is again (see above, b) probable,

x;ynIh' Dt 25:19, Is 14:3, rymih' y Ps 46:3, &c., the pretonic
QamesÌ is retained without exception, whereas on the analogy of yxiynIh] Ez 24:13,
Amyqih] Jer 23:20, &c., we should expect x;ynIh]Ã rymih], &c., if the infinitive were
since in such forms as

regarded as a nomen regens. Or was the retention of the QamesÌ (assuming the
thorough correctness of the Masoretic punctuation) rendered possible even
before a following genitive, because that vowel was characteristic of the form ? It
is at all events certain that owing to the lack of case-endings,3 a distinction
between the genitival and nominatival constructions could not have been
consciously made in the case of most infinitives, e. g. in unchangeable forms like

ljoq.Ã ~Wq, &c.
h
3. When both a subject and an object are connected with the infinitive, the rule is, that
the subject should immediately follow the infinitive, and then the object. The latter, in
such a case, is necessarily in the accusative, but the subject (as in e) may be either in
the genitive or in the nominative. The noun-suffixes again are, of course, to be

yliAq ymiyrIh]K†;

as I lifted up my voice (cf. 1 K
regarded as genitives, e. g. Gn 39:18
13:21, and the examples, Gn 5:4, &c., enumerated above, under d), and so also
substantives which follow a connective form, Dt 1:27, &c.; see above, d and f.

i
On the other hand, the subject appears necessarily to be in the nominative in such

wym'yrIm.-ta, jb,veñ @ynIh'K. as if a rod should shake them that lift it up
(for the plur. wymyrm cf. § 124 k), not @ynIh]K†;, as would be expected (see g above), if
jb,veñ were in the genitive; cf. 2 S 14:13, Jb 33:17. And so probably also in other cases,
cases as Is 10:15

as Gn 5:1, 13:10, Jos 14:7, 1 K 13:4, 2 K 23:10, Is 32:7. The subject is separated from
the infinitive by an insertion (and consequently must necessarily be in the nominative;
see g above), e. g. in Jer 21:1.

k
Rem. Less frequently the object is placed immediately after the infinitive, and
then the nominative of the subject, as a subsequent complement, e. g. Is 20:1

!Agr>s†; Atao x;l{v.Bi when Sargon sent him; Gn 4:15, Jos 14:11, 2 S 18:29, Is
5:24, y Ps 56:1 Pr 25:8. In Nu 24:23 the subject follows an infinitive which has a
noun-suffix in place of the object.

Footnotes:
1[2]

For examples of the accus. of the object with a pass. infin., see § 121 c.

taor>Ki is wanting (but A[m.v'K. follows); the original
reading was undoubtedly Ataor>Ki, and the text is now in a state of confusion; verse
2[1]

In Gn 24:30 the subject of

30a should come before verse 29b. In Gn 19:29, 25:26, Ex 9:16, 13:21, 1 S 18:19, Jer
41:6, y Ps 42:4 the subject, although not indicated, is easily supplied from the context.
The infinitive in such cases is best rendered in English by a passive.
3[1]

In Arabic, where the case-endings leave no doubt as to the construction, it is
equally possible to say either qatlu Zaidin (gen. of subj.) ‘Amran (acc.), literally Zaid's
killing ‘Amr, or qatlu ‘Amrin (gen. of obj.) Zaidun (nom. of subj.), or even el-qatlu (with
article) Zaidun (nom. of subj.) ‘Amran (acc. of obj.).

B. THE INFINITIVE AND PARTICIPLE.
§ 113. The Infinitive Absolute.
Cf. the dissertation of J. Kahan, and, especially, the thorough investigation by E.
Sellin, both entitled, Ueber die verbal-nominale Doppelnatur der hebräischen
Participien und Infinitive, &c., Lpz. 1889; F. Prätorius, 'Ueber die sogen. Infin.
absol. des Hebr.' in ZDMG. 1902, pp. 546 ff.

a
1. The infinitive absolute is employed according to § 45 to emphasize the idea of the
verb in the abstract, i.e. it speaks of an action (or state) without any regard to the
agent or to the circumstances of time and mood under which it takes place. As the
name of an action the infinitive absolute, like other nouns in the stricter sense, may
form part of certain combinations (as a subject, predicate, or object, or even as a
genitive,1 see below); but such a use of the infinitive absolute (instead of the infinitive
construct with or without a preposition) is, on the whole, rare, and, moreover, open to
question on critical grounds. On the other hand, the infinitive absolute frequently
exhibits its character as an expression of the verbal idea by taking an object, either in
the accusative or even with a preposition.

b
Examples of the use of the infinitive absolute: —

bAj aol tABr>h; vb;D> lkoa'

it is not good to eat much
(a) As subject, Pr 25:27
honey; Jer 10:5, Jb 6:25, Ec 4:17; epexegetically, after a demonstrative pronoun,
Is 58:5 f., Zc 14:12.

c
(b) As predicate, Is 32:17 and the effect of righteousness (is)
quietness (prop. to find rest) and confidence.

xj;b,ñw" jqev.h;

d

bjeyhe Wdm.li learn to do well; Is 7:15, Pr 15:12, Jb 9:18;
according to the sense also Jer 9:23 23:14, as well as Is 5:5 ( rseh' and #roP'
virtually depend on the idea of the wish contained in hf,[o ); Is 22:13, where a
long series of infinitives absolute is governed by hNEhi, and 59:13 (six infinitives
governed by ~Wn[]d†;y> in verse 12); Dt 28:56 is strange since the object precedes
(c) As object, Is 1:17

the infinitive absolute which governs it,2 also Is 42:21, where the statement of
place precedes the infinitive absolute.—In Jer 9:4, Jb 13:3 the infinitive absolute
as the object of the verb is placed before it for the sake of emphasis (with the

aol

verb negatived by
in Is 57:20, Jer 49:23), so also in La 3:45 where it is the
remoter object and co-ordinated with a substantive.

e

dmev.h; ajea]j.m;B. with the besom of destruction; so
perhaps also 4:4 r[eB' x;WrB.; cf. further, Pr 1:3, 21:16. The infinitive absolute is
(d) As genitive, Is 14:23

never used in immediate connexion with prepositions3 (which as being originally
substantives govern the genitive), but always the infinitive construct; but if a

w>

second infinitive is co-ordinated by with such an infinitive construct, it has the
form of the infinitive absolute (since it is released from the immediate
government of the preposition), e.g. 1 S 22:13 …

~x,l, Al ^T.tiB. ~yhil{ab†e Al lAav'w> in that thou hast given him bread … and
hast enquired of God for him; Ez 36:3; 1 S 25:26, 33 (after !mi ); after l. Ex 32:6,
Jer 7:18, 44:17.

f

!aoc jxov'w> rq'B' groh'

(e) Governing an accusative of the object, e.g. Is 22:13
slaying oxen and killing Sheep; cf. Ex 20:8, 23:30, Dt 5:12, Is 37:19, Ez 23:30,
and of the examples in a–d, Dt 28:56, Is 5:5, 58:6 f., Pr 25:27, &c.; followed by a

bAJB; rAxb'W [r'B' sAam' to refuse the evil and Choose
the good; Pr 15:12 ( Al x;keAh ).
preposition, e.g. Is 7:15

g
If the object be a personal pronoun, then, since the infinitive absolute can never
be united with a suffix (see the note on a), it is affixed by means of the
accusative-sign

tae ( tao ), e.g. Jer 9:23 ytiao [;Ady"w> and knoweth me; Ez 36:3.

h
2. Analogous to the use of the infinitive absolute as the accusative of the object,
mentioned in d, is its employment as a casus adverbialis4 in connexion with some
form of the finite verb, to describe more particularly the manner or attendant
circumstances (especially those of time and place) under which an action or state has
taken place, or is taking place, or will take place; e.g. Jer 22:19 he shall be buried with

%lev.h;w> bAxs' a drawing and casting forth, i.e. being drawn and
cast forth, &c.; Gn 21:16 ( qxer>h; a removing, i.e. distant; cf. Ex 33:7, Jos 3:16); Gn
the burial of an ass,

30:32, Ex 30:36, Nu 6:5. 23, 15:35 (where a subject is added subsequently; see

hLek;w> lxeh' a beginning and ending, i.e. from
beginning to end); 2 S 8:2, Is 7:11 ( qme[]h†; and H;Beg>h;, prop. a making deep …, and a

below, gg); Jos 3:17, 1 S 3:12 (

making high, i.e. whether thy request extend to the world below or to the height

rTes.h; in hiding, sc. my face); Jer 3:15 ( lyKef.h;w> h['De with
knowledge and understanding); Hb 3:13 ( tAr[', for the form cf. § 75 aa); Zc 7:3, y Ps
35:16 ( qrox', to define more precisely W[r>q†' verse 15); Jb 15:3.5

above); 57:17 (

i
Rem. 1. To an adverbial infinitive absolute of this kind, there may further be
added a casus adverbialis (the accusative of state or circumstance), or even a
circumstantial clause, to define more exactly the manner in which the action is

@xey"w> ~Ar[' %l{h'

walking naked and
performed, e.g. Is 20:2 and he did so
barefoot, prop. in the condition of one naked, &c.; Is 30:14 a breaking in pieces
(acc. to the reading

tAtK'; the Masora requires tWtK' ) without sparing.

k
2. A few infinitives of this kind, all of which are in HiphÇiÖl , have, through frequent

hBer>h;
(cf. § 75 ff) multum faciendo, i.e. multum, very frequently strengthened by daom.
use, come to be treated by the language as simple adverbs; so especially

very and even used without connexion with a finite verb (see the Lexicon); also

bjeyhe bene faciendo, i.e. bene, used especially to express the careful and
thorough performance of an action (e.g. Dt 13:15); in Dt 9:21, 27:8 it is added
epexegetically to another adverbial infinitive absolute, in Jon 4:9 it twice

~Kev.h;

precedes the verb for the sake of emphasis. Finally,
mane faciendo, i.e.
early in the morning, then in general early with the additional idea of
earnestness; in 1 S 17:16 joined with the infinitive absolute

bre[]h†;w> a

br,[,ñ

denominative from
evening (morning and evening, i.e. early and late),
elsewhere (with the exception of Pr 27:14) always joined with the infinitive
absolute of the governing verb, e.g. Jer 11:7 for I earnestly protested (

ytidoñ[ih†; )

d[eh'w> ~Kev.h; rising early and protesting, i.e. with earnest
protestation; Jer 25:3, 26: 5 (where w> should be omitted before äh ); Jer 29:19,
unto your fathers …

32:33, 2 Ch 36:15.

l

3. The infinitive absolute occurs most frequently in immediate connexion with the finite
verb of the same stem, in order in various ways to define more accurately or to
strengthen the idea of the verb.6

m
These infinitives absolute joined immediately to the finite verb belong in a sense
to the schema elymologicum treated in § 117 p, i.e. they are objects of the finite
verb in question, except that the infinitive absolute (as a nomen abstractum) lays
stress rather on the actual occurrence or the energy of the action (see the
examples below), while the noun proper emphasizes the result or extent of the

yl;ae q[;c.yI q[oc'-~ai

if it actually happens that he cries
action; cf. e.g. Ex 22:22
to me, with Gn 27:34 (as it were, he cried, so that a great cry was heard).
We must further distinguish —

n
(a) The infinitive absolute used before the verb to strengthen the verbal idea, i.e. to
emphasize in this way either the certainty (especially in the case of threats) or the
forcibleness and completeness of an occurrence. In English, such an infinitive is
mostly expressed by a corresponding adverb, but sometimes merely by putting greater

tWmT' tAm

thou shalt surely die, cf. 18:10, 18, 22:17,
stress on the verb; e.g. Gn 2:17
28:22, 1 S 9:6 (cometh surely to pass); 24:21, Am 5:5, 7:17, Hb 2:3, Zc 11:17; with the

%a; Gn 44:28 (but 27:30 and Jacob was yet scarce gone out,
&c.); Gn 43:3 WnB'ñ d[ihe d[eh' he did solemnlyprotest unto us; 1 S 20:6 la;v.nI laov.nI
David earnestly asked leave of me; Jos 17:13, Ju 1:28 AvyrIAh) aol vyreAhw> and did

infinitive strengthened by

not utterly drive them out; especially typical instances are Am 9:8 I will destroy it from

ägw dymiv.a; dymev.h; aol yKi sp,a,ñ

off the face of the earth
saving that I will not utterly
destroy, &c.; Jer 30:11 and will in no wise leave thee unpunished; cf. further Gn 20:18,
1 K 3:26, Jo 1:7, Jb 13:5.

o
The infinitive absolute is used before the verb with less emphasis:
(1) Frequently at the beginning of the statement; cf. Driver on 1 S 20:6. However, in
these cases a special emphasis on the following verb is sometimes intended; cf.
above, n, on Gn 43:3, 1 S 20:6; also Gn 3:16 , 26:28, 32:17, 1 S 14:28, 20:3.
Elsewhere the infinitive absolute is evidently used only as possessing a certain
fullness of sound (hence for rhythmical reasons, like some uses of the separate
pronoun, § 135 a), as in Gn 15:13, 43:7, 20, Ju 9:8, 1 S 10:16, 23:10, 2 S 1:6, 20:18.

~ai

(2) Very frequently in conditional sentences after
, &c. The infinitive absolute in this
case emphasizes the importance of the condition on which some consequence
depends, e.g. Ex 15:26 if thou wilt diligently hearken, &c., Ex 19:5, 21:5, 22:3, 11f, 16,
22 (see above, m); 23:22, Nu 21:2, Ju 16:11, 1 S 1:11, 12:25, after

Wl 1 S 14:30.

p
The infinitive absolute is used to give emphasis to an antithesis, e.g. 2 S 24:24 nay;

hn<q.a, Anq'

but I will verily buy (
) it of thee, &c. (not receive it as a gift); Ju 15:13 no;
but we will bind thee fast … but surely we will not kill thee; cf. further Gn 31:30 (thou
art indeed gone=) though thou wouldst needs be gone (Vulg. esto), because thou sore
longedst, &c.; y Ps 118:13, 18, 126:6 (the second infinitive absolute as a supplement
to the first—see below, r—comes after the verb).—Hence also, as permissive, Gn

lkeaTo lkoa'

2:16f.
thou mayest freely eat, but, &c. (so that verse 16 is in antithesis to
verse 17); or concessive, 1 S 2:30 I said indeed … , 14:43.

q
The infinitive absolute is used to strengthen a question, and especially in impassioned

%l{m'h] Wnyle['ñ %l{m.Ti

shalt thou indeed reign
or indignant questions, e.g. Gn 37:8
over us ? Gn 37:10, 43:7, Ju 11:25, 1 S 2:27, 2 S 19:43, Jer 3:1, 13:12, Ez 28:9, Am
3:5, Zc 7:5; but cf. also Gn 24:5 must I needs bring again ?

r
(b) The infinitive absolute after the verb, sometimes (as in n) to intensify7 the idea of
the verb (especially after imperatives and participles, since the infinitive absolute can

[;Amv' W[m.vi

hearken ye
never precede either, e.g. Nu 11:15, Jb 13:17, 21:2, 37:2
attentively; Jer 22:10; after participles, e.g. Is 22:17, also elsewhere, e.g. Nu 23:11,
24:10 thou hast altogether blessed them; Jos 24:10, 2 K 5:11, Dn 11:10, and with the

~G:

infinitive absolute strengthened by means of
Gn 31:15, 46:4, Nu 16:13 );
sometimes to express the long continuance of an action; here again after an

[;Amv' W[m.vi

hear ye continually; after a perfect, Jer 6:29; after a
imperative, Is 6:9
participle, Jer 23:17; after an imperfect consecutive, Gn 19:9, Nu 11:32 .

s
To this class belong especially those cases in which a second infinitive absolute is coordinated with the first; the latter then expresses either an accompanying or
antithetical action or the aim to which the principal action is directed; e.g. 1 S 6:12

A[g"w> %l{h' Wkl.h†' lowing as they went (lowing continually; so after a participle, Jos

6:13b QereÖ); Gn 8:7 it went forth to and fro8 Is 19:22 smiting and (i.e. but also) healing
again; Jo 2:26 (see above, m).

t
Rem. 1. Instead of a second infinitive absolute (see above) there is sometimes

qA[z"w>

is is
found a perfect consecutive (Jos. 6:13a and 2 S 13:19 [but Stade's
preferable], in both places as perfect frequentative; Is 31:5 referring to the future,

lyCeh;w>

jylem.h;w>

unless with Stade, ZAW. vi. 189, we read
and
), or an imperfect
consecutive (1 S 19:23, 2 S 16:13) or participle (2 S 16:5); cf. also u.

u

%l;h'

2. The idea of long continuance is very frequently expressed by the verb
to
go, along with its infinitive absolute, or even by the latter alone, and this occurs
not only when it can be taken in its literal sense (to go, to walk, as in the
examples given above, Jos 6:9, 13, 1 S 6:12, 2 S 3:16, 13:19; cf. also, Is 3:16,
where both infinitives stand before the verb, and y Ps 126:6, where

%Alh'

%l;h'

precedes), but also in cases where
in the sense of to go on, to continue,
merely performs the function of an adverb. The action itself is added in a second
infinitive absolute, or sometimes (see above, t) in a participle or verbal adjective.

bAvw" %Alh' ~yIM;ñh; WbvuñY"w:

Examples, Gn 8:3
…
and the waters returned …
continually; Gn 8:5, 12:9, Ju 14:9, 2 K 2:11; with a participle following, Jer 41:6
(unless we read

hkob'W, as in 2 S 3:16); with an adjective following, Gen 26:13,

Ju 4:24, 1 S 14:19, 2 S 5:10 (1 Ch 11:9), 2 S 18:25.9

%leho

On the other hand, in 1 S 17:41 the participle
is used instead of the
infinitive absolute. Of a different kind are the instances in which the participle

%leho is used as predicate along with the co-ordinate adjective (Ex 19:19, 1 S
2:26, 2 S 3:1, 15:12, Est 9:4, 2 Ch 17:12) or participle (1 S 17:15, Jon 1:11, Pr
4:18, Ec 1:6).

v
3. The regular place of the negative is between the intensifying infinitive absolute

T'l.C;hi-aol† lCeh;w> neither hast thou delivered
at all, Ju 15:13, Jer 13:12, 30:11; cf. Mi 1:10 ( la; ). Exceptions are Gn 3:4.
and the finite verb,10 e.g. Ex 5:23

(where the negation of the threat pronounced in 2:17 is expressed in the same
form of words); Am 9:8, y Ps 49:8.

w
4. With a finite verb of one of the derived conjugations, not only the infinitive
absolute of the same conjugation may be connected (Gn 28:22 PiÇeÒl; 17:13, Ex
22:3, Ez 14:3 NiphÇal; Gn 40:15 PuÇal; Ho 4:18 HiphÇiÖl; Ez 16:4 HophÇal), but also
(especially with NiphÇal, rarely with PiÇeÒl and HiphÇiÖl; see Driver on 2 S 20:18) that
of Qal as the simplest and most general representative of the verbal idea, 2 S

@r;jo

20:18 (with PiÇeÒl; but in Gn 37:33, 44:28
is a passive of Qal, § 52 e); 46:4
(with HiphÇiÖl); Ex 19:18, 21:10, 2 S 23:7, Is 40:30, Jer 10:5, Jb 6:2 (with NiphÇal);

h['roñ

Is 24:19 (with HithpoÇeÒl;
in the same verse must also, according to the
Masora, certainly be the infinitive absolute Qal; see § 67 o), and so always

tm;Wy tAm he shall surely be put to death. Elsewhere the infinitive absolute of a
conjugation with kindred meaning is found, Lv 19:20, 2 K 3:23 HophÇal for NiphÇal
(but most probably we should read, with Driver, the infin. Niph. in both places,

hdeP'hi and brex'h†e ); 1 S 2:16 (PiÇeÒl for HiphÇiÖl, unless !WrJ.q;y> is to be read); Ez
16:4 (HophÇal for PuÇal).11 Finally, the infinitive absolute may equally well be
represented by a substantive of kindred stem.12 In Is 29:14 the substantive
intensifying the verb is found along with the infinitive absolute.

x
5. Instead of the infinitive absolute immediately connected with the finite verb, an
infinitive construct form appears (cf. § 73 d), in Nu 23:25 (

bqo ~G:; cf. Ru 2:16

lvo ~G: ); Jer 50:34 ( byrIy" byrI ); Pr 23:1 ( !ybiT' !yBi ). In the last instances the
infinitive is probably assimilated to the imperfect, like the infinitive NiphÇal in the
forms noticed in § 51 k and note.—Cf. also 2 K 3:24

abo WaboñY"w: tAKh;w> (read so

a, hence, no doubt due to the dislike of a hiatus; so in y Ps
50:21, Neh 1:7 ( lbox] ), all in rapid style; after the verb, Jos 7:7, unless rybe[]h†; is
with the LXX) before

intended.

y
4. Finally the infinitive absolute sometimes appears as a substitute for the finite verb,
either when it is sufficient simply to mention the verbal idea (see z), or when the
hurried or otherwise excited style intentionally contents itself with this infinitive, in order
to bring out the verbal idea in a clearer and more expressive manner (see aa).

z
(a) The infinitive absolute as the continuation of a preceding finite verb. In the later
books especially it often happens that in a succession of several acts only the first (or

sometimes more) of the verbs is inflected, while the second (or third, &c.) is added
simply in the infinitive absolute. Thus after several perfects, Dn 9:5 (cf. verse 11) we

rAsw>

have sinned … and have transgressed thy law,
and have turned aside (prop. a
turning aside took place); so after a perfect Ex 36:7 (?), 1 S 2:28, Is 37:19, Jer 14:5,
19:13, Hag 1:6 (four infinitives), Zc 3:4 (but read with Wellhausen, after the LXX,

Atao WvBiñl.h;w> ), 7:5, Ec 8:9, 9:11, Est 3:13, 9:6, 16, 18, Neh 9:8, 13, 1 Ch 5:20, 2 Ch
28:19; 132 after the perfect consecutive, Zc 12:10; after the perfect frequentative 1 K

ryjiq.hiw>

9:25 (unless
be intended); after the simple imperfect, Lv 25:14, Nu 30:3, Jer
32:44 (three infinitives), 36:23, 1 Ch 21:24; after a cohortative, Jos 9:20; after the
imperfect consecutive, Gn 41:43 (as a continuation of

bKer>Y:w: ); Ex 8:11, Ju 7:19, Jer

Aa

37:21, Neh 8:8, 1 Ch 16:36, 2 Ch 7:3; with
or after the jussive, Dt 14:21, Est 2:3,
6:9; after the imperative, Is 37:30 b, Am 4:4f.; after the participle, Hb 2:15

@a;

(strengthened by
, and regarded, like the participle itself, as an adverbial
accusative); Est 8:8.

aa
(b) At the beginning of the narrative, or at least of a new section of it. The special form
of the finite verb which the infinitive absolute represents must be determined from the
context. The infinitive absolute is most frequently used in this way, corresponding to
the infinitive of command in Greek, &c.14:—

bb
(a) For an emphatic imperative,15 e.g.

rAmv' (thou shalt, ye shall), observe Dt 5:12;

rAkz" (thou shalt) remember, Ex 13:3, 20:8 (the full form occurs in Dt 6:17
!Wrm.v.Ti rAmv'; 7:18 rKoz>Ti rkoz" ); Lv 2:6, Nu 4:2, 25:17, Dt 1:16, 2 K 5:10, Is 38:5,
Jer 2:2, followed by a perfect consecutive; Jos 1:13, 2 K 3:16, Is 7:4, 14:31 (parallel
with an imperative; in Na 2:2 three imperatives follow). But
only an incorrect spelling of

jyBeh; y Ps 142:5 may be

jBeh; imperative.16

cc
(b) For the jussive, Lv 6:7, Nu 6:5, 2 K 11:15, Ez 23:46; cf. also Pr 17:12 (let it rather
meet).

dd
(g) For the cohortative, Is 22:13b

Atv'w> lAka' (the exclamation of the mocker); Ez

21:31, 23:30, 46; perhaps also Jer 31:2 (

%Alh' ).17

ee
(d) For the imperfect in emphatic promises, e.g. 2 K 4:43 ye shall eat and leave
thereof; 19:29 (Is 37:30), 2 Ch 31:10; also in indignant questions, Jb 40:2 shall he that
cavilleth contend with the Almighty ?18 (on the addition of the subject cf. the Rem.
below); Jer 3:1 and thinkest thou to return again to me ? Jer 7:9 ff. (six infinitives,
continued by means of the perfect consecutive; cf. § 112 o).

ff
(e) For any historical tense (like the Latin historic infinitive) in lively narration (or
enumeration) and descriptron, even of what is still taking place in present time, e.g.
Hos 4:2 swearing and breaking faith, and killing, and stealing, and committing adultery
(in these they are busied); 10:4 (after a perfect); Is 21:5, 59:4, Jer 8:15, 14:19, Jb
15:35; cf. further Jer 32:33, Ec 4:2.—In Ez 23:30, Pr 12:7, 15:22, and 25:4, the
infinitive cf. absolute is best rendered by the passive.

gg
Rem. The subject is sometimes added to the infinitive absolute when it takes tho
place of the finite verb, e.g. Lv 6:7, Nu 15:35, Dt 15:2, y Ps 17:5, Pr 17:12, Jb
40:2, Ec 4:2, Est 9:1. So, probably, also in Gn 17:10, Ex 12:48, although here

rk'z"-lK' according to § 121 a might also be taken as an object with a passive
verb; cf. Est 3:13. In 1 S 25:26, 33 the subject follows an infinitive absolute which
is co-ordinated with an infinitive construct, see above, e.
Footnotes:
1[1]

The infinitive absolute can never be joined with a genitive or a pronominal suffix.

gCeh; according to § 53 k should be explained as an infinitive construct, or
should be written gCih;.
2[2]

Perhaps

3[3]

htov' yrxaw 1 S 1:9 is impossible Hebrew, and as the LXX shows, a late addition.

4[1]

That this casus adverbialis also was originally regarded as an accusative, may be
seen from classical Arabic, where an infinitive of this kind expressly retains the
accusative ending. In Latin the ablative of the gerund corresponds in many ways to
this use of the infinitive absolute.

%p;h'w> hx'm' read with Stade and Klostermann %poh'w> hxom';
similarly, with Stade, hvoq'w> in Ju 4:24; qAzx'w> in Jer 23:14, and on Is 31:5 cf. t.
5[2]

Also in 2 K 21:13 for

6[1]

Cf. A. Rieder, Die Verbindung des Inf. abs. mit dem Verb. fin … im Hebr., Lpz.,
1872; also his Quae ad syntaxin Hebraicam … planiorem faciendam ex lingua Graeca
et Latina afferantur, Gumbinnen (Programm des Gymnasiums), 1884. G. R.
Hauschild, Die Verbindung finiter und infiniter Verbalformen desselben Stammes in
einigen Bibelsprachen, Frankfurt a. M., 1893, discussing especially the rendering of
such constructions in the Greek and Latin versions.
7[1]

In Arabic also, the intensifying infinitive regularly stands after the verb, but in
Syriac before the verb.
8[2]

Also in Ez 1:14 for the distorted form

awcr reads simply aAcy" Wac.y)'.

9[1]

Cf. in French, Le mal va toujours croissant, la maladie va toujours en augmentant
et en empirant, 'continually increases and becomes worse and worse'.
10[2]

Cf. Rieder, Quo loco ponantur negationes
Wesen, 1879, p. 395 ff.).
11[3]

aol et la; … (Zeitschrift für Gymn.-

In three passages even the infinitive absolute of another stem of like sound

vAda' is no doubt a mere textual error for vAD, and in Jer 8:13,
according to § 72 aa, we should read ~pes.a†o, and in Zp 1:2 @seao. Barth, Nom.-bildung,
§ 49 b, sees in vAda' and @Asa' infinitives HiphÇiÖl, exactly corresponding in form to
ÈaqaÖam[aÒ] the Aram. infin. ÈAphÇeÒl of ~Wq; but there is no more evidence for a Hiph. of
vWD in Hebrew than for a stem vd;a'.

occurs; but in Is 28:28

12[1]

On these substantives (and on the use of the infinitive absolute generally as
absolute object, see above, m), cf. the schema etymologicum treated in connexion
with the government of the verb in § 117 p, q.
13[2]

In Ez 7:14 a perfect appears to be continued by means of an infinitive construct;

but the text is quite corrupt; Cornill reads

!keh' Wnykiñh' [;Aqt' W[q.Ti.

14[1]

Cf. also such infinitives in French as voir (page so and so, &c.), s'adresser … , se
meÃfler des voleurs !
15[2]

prätorius, op. cit., p. 547: the extraordinarily common use of the infinitive form
qaÒtÌoÒl in the sense of an imperative, jussive, or cohortative has long since caused it to
be compared with the Arab. faÇaÒli. It thus appears that the infin. qaÒtÌoÒl in Hebrew could
be used from early times as a kind of fixed, invariable word of command.
16[3]

In Ez 21:31, for the infinitives construct

rysih'Ã ~yrIh'Ã lyPiv.h; (beside H;Beg>h; )

read with Cornill the infinitives absolute
&c.
17[4]

rseh', &c. The KethiÖbh probably intends ryseh',

In 2 S 3:18 the infinitive construct appears to be used instead of the cohortative,

[;yviAao

[;yviAh

but
should certainly be read for
. Also in 1 K 22:30 (2 Ch 18:29), which
was formerly included under this head (I will disguise myself and go into the battle),
read

aboa'w> fPex;t.a,.

18[5]

In Jb 34:18 in a similar question instead of the infinitive constr. we should rather

expect the infinitive absolute (
with the article (

rmoa'h†, ), unless with the LXX and Vulg. the participle

rmeaoh†' ) is to be read.

§ 75. Verbs

h¾¾l, e. g. hl'G" to reveal. Paradigm P.

Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 149 ff.; Grundriss, p. 618 ff.— G. R. Berry,
'Original Waw in

h¾¾lverbs' in AJSL. xx. 256 f.

a

y¾¾p (§§ 69, 70), belong to two different classes, viz. those
originally w¾¾l and those originally y¾¾l,1which in Arabic, and even more in Ethiopic, are
still clearly distinguished. In Hebrew, instead of the original w or y at the end of the
word, a h always appears (except in the ptcp. pass. Qal) as a purely orthographic
indication of a final vowel (§ 23 k); hence both classes are called h¾¾l, e. g. hl'G" for
yl;G" he has revealed; hl'v' for wlev' he has rested. By far the greater number of these
verbs are, however, treated as originally y¾¾l; only isolated forms occur of verbs w¾¾l.
These verbs, like the verbs

b

hl'v' to be at rest may be recognized as originally w¾¾l', in the forms in which the
WaÒw appears as a strong consonant, cf. 1st sing. perfect Qal yTiw>l;ñv' Jb 3:26, the
participle wlev' and the derivative hw"l.v; rest; on the other hand the imperfect is
Wyl'ñv.yI (with yoÖdh). In hn"[' (Arab. yn[) to answer, and hn"[' (Arab. wn[)2 to be
afflicted, are to be seen two verbs originally distinct, which have been
assimilated in Hebrew (see the Lexicon, s. v.

hn"[').

Of quite a different class are those verbs of which the third radical is a

h

consonantal (distinguished by MappiÖq). These are inflected throughout like
verbs tertiae gutturalis. Cf. § 65 note on the heading.

c
The grammatical structure of verbs
laws:—

h¾¾l (see Paradigm P) is based on the following

1. In all forms in which the original YoÖdh or WaÒw would stand at the end of the word, it

h

is dropped (cf. § 24 g) and takes its place as an orthographic indication of the
preceding long vowel. Such an indication would have been indispensable, on practical
grounds, in the still unvocalized consonantal text. But even after the addition of the
vowel signs, the orthographic rule remained, with insignificant exceptions (see § 8 k,

T'l.j;ñq', &c.), that a final vowel must be indicated by a vowel letter. In verbs
h¾¾l the h which is here employed as a vowel letter is preceded by the same vowel in
and aÒ in

the same part of the verb throughout all the conjugations. Thus the endings are —

h¤' in all perfects, hl'G"; hl'g>nI; hL'GI, &c.
h¤, in all imperfects and participles, hl,g>yI; hl,GO, &c.
h¤e in all imperatives, hleG>; hLeG:, &c.
h¤o in the infinitive absolute (hl{G", &c.), except in HiphÇiÖl, HophiÇal, and generally also
PieÒl, see aa and íí

y

w

The participle passive Qal alone forms an exception, the original (or , see v)
reappearing at the end,

yWlG"; and so also some derived nouns (§ 84a c, e, &c.).

The infinitive construct always has the ending

tA (with t feminine); Qal tAlG>, PiÇeÒl,

tALG: &c.; for exceptions, see n and y.
d
These forms may be explained as follows:— in the perfect Qal

hl'G" stands,

y l;G", and, similarly, in NiphÇal, PuÇal, and HophÇal. The
PiÇeÒl, and HithpaÇeÒl may be based on the forms lJ;qi; lJ;q;t.hi (§ 52 l; and § 54 k),
and HiphÇiÖl on the form lj;q.hi, on the analogy of the aÁ in the second syllable of
according to the above, for ( )

the Arabic ÈaqtaÁlaÁ (§ 53 a). Perhaps, however, the final aÒ of these conjugations
simply follows the analogy of the other conjugations.

e

h¤,

The explanation of the final tone-bearing
of the imperfect is still a matter of
dispute. As to the various treatments of it, see Barth, Nominalbildung, i. p. xxx ff,
with § 136, Rem., and ZDMG. xliv. 695 f., against Philippi's objections in the
Zeitschrift für Völkerpsychologie, 1890, p. 356 f.; also ZDMG. lvi. 244, where
Barth appeals to the rule that, in the period before the differentiation of the North

¤,

h¤e

), not iÖ; M. Lambert, Journ. Asiat.
Semitic dialects, final iy becomes (constr.
1893, p. 285; Prätorius, ZDMG. lv. 365. The most probable explanation now
seems to be, first, that the uniform pronunciation of all imperfects and participles
with SeghoÖl in the last syllable merely follows the analogy of the impf. Qal, and

secondly, that the SeghoÖl of the impf. Qal does perhaps ultimately represent a
contraction of the original termination
imperative of

y¤; ( = ai ), although elsewhere (e.g. in the

h¾¾l) ai is usually contracted to eÖ.

f
2. When the original YoÖdh stands at the end of the syllable before an afformative

t; n) there arises (a) in the perfects, primarily the

beginning with a consonant (

y¤; ). In the middle of the word this ought always to be contracted to eÖ

diphthong ai (

y¤e

( ), but this eÖ is only found consistently in the passive conjugations, whilst regularly in
Qal, and frequently in the other active and reflexive conjugations (especially in PiÇeÒl), it
appears as iÖ (cf.x, z, ee). This iÖ, however, in the perf. Qal is not to be explained as a
weakening of an original eÖ, but as the original vowel of the intransitive form. It then
became usual also in the transitive forms of Qal (and in some other conjugations on
this analogy), whereas e. g. in Syriac the two kinds of forms are still carefully

y¤, with the tone always
appears before the afformative hn". On the most probable explanation of this y¤,, see
distinguished, — (b) In the imperfects and imperatives,
above, e.

g
Summary. Accordingly before afformatives beginning with a consonant the principal
vowel is —
In the perfect Qal iÖ, e.g.

t'yliG"Ð;

In the perfects of the other active and reflexive conjugations, sometimes eÖ, sometimes
iÖ,

t'yLeñGI and t'yLiñGI ’ t'yleñg>nI and t'yliñg>nI;

In the perfects passive always eÖ, e. g.

t'yLeñGU;

In the imperfects and imperatives always

y¤,, e.g. hn"yl,ñG>; hn"yl,ñg>Ti.

The diphthongal forms have been systematically retained in Arabic and Ethiopic;
only as an exception and in the popular language is the diphthong contracted. In
Aramaic the contracted forms predominate, yet the Syriac, for example, has in
Qal 2nd pers. sing. gelait (but 1st pers. sing.
Aramaic

h

t'y>l;G>, but also t'yleG>.

tyliG>), and so too the Western

W: y¤i; h¤') the YoÖdh is usually dropped altogether,
e.g. WlG" (ground-form gaÁlaÁyuÖ), ylig>Ti, participle fem. hl'GO, plur. masc. ~yliGO; yet the old
3. Before the vocalic afformatives (

full forms also not infrequently occur, especially in pause, see u. The elision of the
YoÖdh takes place regularly before suffixes, e. g.

.l.G)' (see ll).

i

t¤; was appended to the
stem; hence, after elision of the YoÖdh, arose properly forms like tl'G", with aÒ in the final
4. In the 3rd sing. fem. perfect, the original feminine ending

syllable with the tone. This form, however, has been but rarely preserved (see below,
m). The analogy of the other forms had so much influence, that the common ending

h¤' was added pleonastically to the ending t¤'. Before the h¤' the vowel of the ending
t¤', which thus loses the tone, becomes S–ewaÖ, and thus there arise such forms as
ht'l.G)'; ht'l.g>nI, &c. (but in pause ht'l'ñG", &c.).
For similar cases see § 70 d; § 91 m.

k

h¾¾l

h¤,

5. Finally, a strongly-marked peculiarity of verbs
, is the rejection of the ending
in forming the jussive and the imperfect consecutive. This shortening occurs in all the
conjugations, and sometimes also involves further changes in the vocalization (see o,
y, bb, gg). Similarly, in some conjugations a shortened imperative (cf. § 48 k) is formed
by apocope of the final

h¤e (see cc, gg).

l

h¤,

h¾¾l

6. The ordinary form of the imperfect with the ending
serves in verbs
to
express the cohortative also (§ 48 c); cf. Gn 1:26, 2:18, 2 Ch 25:17, &c. With a final

h¤' there occur only: in Qal, h['v.a, y Ps 119:117, hy"m+'h/a†, (with the y retained, see
below, u) y Ps 77:4; and in HithpaÇeÒl h['T'ñv.nIw> Is 41:23 (with TÍiphhÌa, therefore in lesser
pause).
REMARKS.
1. On Qal.

m
1. The older form of the fem. of the 3rd sing. perf.

tl'G", mentioned above, under i

tf'[' (before a) Lv 25:21 (cf. 2 K 9:37 KethiÖbh)3;
likewise in HiphÇiÖl tc'r>hi (before a) Lv 26:34; ta+'l.h, Ez 24:12; and in HophÇal
tl'g>h', (before y>) Jer 13:19, — The 2nd sing. fem. is also written t.y¤i; thus in the
textus receptus t.yyIh'w> 2 S 14:2, and always in Baer's editions (since 1872), as in
most other verbs; t.y!ix' and t.yLiGI Is 57:8; t.yfi[' Jer 2:23, Ez 16:48, &c. (so
t.aceAhw> 1 K 17:13 from ac'y"). In the 3rd pers. plur. the tone, instead of keeping
its usual place (WÐlG", &c.), is retracted in y Ps 37:20, WlK'ñ', both on account of the
pauÊse and also in rhythmical antithesis to the preceding WÐlK'; also in Is 16:8 W[T'
(according to Delitzsch for the sake of the assonance with W[g"Ðn"); and in Jb 24:1
Wzx'ñ.— On the tone of the perfect consecutive see § 49 k.
(cf. § 74 g), is preserved in

n

A

2. The infin. absol. frequently has (probably a survival of the older orthography)

h¤o, e. g. Ayh' Gn 18:18; Af[' Jer 4:18, &c., Ez 31:11; Anq' 2 S 24:24; Aar' Gn
26:28, Is 6:9 (cf. 1 S 6:12), &c., beside haor'. The form tAtv' Is 22:13 (beside
Atv' in the same verse) appears to have been chosen on account of its similarity
in sound to jxov'; so in Is 42:20 QereÖ and Ho 10:4, tAla' (unless it is a
substantive, oaths) and troK'; cf. also tAr[' Hb 3:13.— Conversely, instead of
the infinitive construct tAlG> such forms are occasionally found as holG> or AlG>, cf.
haor> Gn 48:11; hnOq. Pr 16:16; hf[] Gn 50:20, y Ps 101:3, also Af[] Gn 31:28
(cf. Pr 31:4), and even with the suffix Wh the very remarkable form Whfñ[] Ex
18:18.4.— The feminine form hw"a]r†; (for tAar>) Ez 28:17, analogous to nouns
like hw"a]G); (cf. § 45 d), is strange, but hyEh/ as infin. Ez 21:15 is quite
inexplicable.— The forms Agho and Arho Is 59:13 are perhaps to be regarded with

for

Barth, Nominalbildung, § 51 a, as infinitives absolute of the passive of Qal (see

hy<x.w)<

above, § 53 u), not of PoÖÇeÒl.— The 2nd sing. masc. imperative
occurs in the
principal pause in Pr 4:4 and 7:2; but probably these forms are simply to be
attributed to a Masoretic school, which in general marked the difference between
certain forms by the use of eÊ for eÒ, and conversely eÒ for eÊ; cf. the analogous

examples in § 52 n, and especially § 75 hh, also Kautzsch, Grammatik des Bibl.Aram., § 17, 2, Rem. 1.—On the reading
analogy of the reading

hn"yaeñr]W* Ct 3:11 (for hn"ya,ñr]W*, on the

hn"aceÐm., &c., § 74 h), see Baer's note on the passage.

o
3. The shortening of the imperfect (see above, k, and the note on hh) occasions
in Qal the following changes:
(a) As a rule the first radical takes a helping SeghoÖl, or, if the second radical is a

lg<yIÐ for l.g>yI ’ zb,YIÐw: and he
despised, Gn 25:34; !b,YIÐw: and he built; [v;yIÐ he looks; xm;YIÐw: and he destroyed,
guttural, a helping PathahÌ (according to § 28 e). Thus

Gn 7:23.

p
(b) The iÁ of the preformative is then sometimes lengthened to eÒ, e. g.

ar,yEÐ he

t
y
the homogeneous iÁ remains, e. g. lk,Teñw: (but lk,yIÐ), !p,Teñw: (but !p,yIÐ), br,Teñw: (but
br,YIÐw:); with middle guttural [t;Teñ; Hk;Teñw: Jb 17:7 (from hh'K'). The unusual
position of the tone in areñTe Zc 9:5, areñtew> Mi 7:10 (so Baer and Ginsb.; ed. Mant.
ar,ñyE; ar,ñyEw>) is best explained (except in ar,ñyE Gn 41:33, before p) on the analogy
of hm'ñWq, &c., § 72 s, as due to the following a. But cf. also hh.
sees. This, however, mostly happens only after the preformative , whilst after

q
(c) The helping vowel is elsewhere not used under the circumstances mentioned

B.v.YIw: Nu 21:l, Jer 41:10, cf. T.p.YIw: Jb 31:27; on the other hand, with iÁ
lengthened into eÒ (see p) T.v.YEw:; +.b.YEw:; D>r>YEw:; j.f.yE. The form ar,yEÐ he sees, occurs
parallel with ar>Y:w: and he saw (but 3rd fem. always ar,Teñw:), the latter with the
original PathahÌ on account of the following r and identical with the 3rd sing.
in § 28 d;

masc. of the imperf. consec. HiphÇiÖl, 2 K 11:4.

r
(d) Examples of verbs primae gutturalis (§ 63), and at the same time

h¾¾l, are

f[;Y:Ðw:, in pause f[;Y"Ðw: and he made, from hf'[' ’ ![;Y:Ðw: and he answered, from

hn"[' (always identical with the corresponding forms in HiphÇiÖl), #x;Y:Ðw: and he
divided, from hcx. On some similar forms of a¾¾p see § 76 d.— In the following
cases the initial (hard) guttural does not affect the form: rx;YIÐw: and he was wroth,
!x;YIÐw: and he encamped (3rd plur. Wnx]Y);w:), D>x;yIÐ), (with DagesÛ lene and SewaÖ) let it
rejoice, Jb 3:6; cf. Ex 18:9.— On zYIw:; zyEw>; jYEw: (h¾¾l as well as !¾¾p), &c., see § 76
b, c, f.

s

hy"h' to be, and hy"x' to live, of which the shortened imperfects
ought to be yihy and yihÌy, change these forms to yhiy> and yxiy>, the second YoÖdh
being resolved into iÖ at the end of the word; but in pause (§ 29 n) yhiy<Ð; yxiy<Ð, with
the original aÁ modified to SeghoÖl with the tone (cf. also nouns like ykiB. for bakhy.
in pause ykiB,ñ ’ ynI[\ for ÇoÁny, &c., § 84a c, and § 93 x). For yviT,ñ, however, in Dt
32:18, since no verb hy"v' exists, we must read either vTe, or better hV,Ti
(Samaritan aXt), as imperfect Qal of hv'n" to forget.— Analogus to yhiy> from
hy"h', there occurs once, from hw"h' to be, the form aWhy> for Why> he will be, Ec
11:3, but no doubt aWh is the right reading.
(e) The verbs

t

h¤,, cf. § 49 c) not infrequently occur after
waÒw consecutive, especially in the 1st pers. and in the later books, e. g. ha,r>a,w)'
The full forms (without apocope of the

and I saw, twenty times, and Jos 7:21 in KethiÖbh, but never in the Pentateuch

ar,aeñw" fifteen times, of which three are in the Pent.); also in the 3rd pers. ha,r>YIw:
Ez 18:28, Jb 42:16 Qere; hf,[]Y);w: and he made, four times (but f[;Y:Ðw: over 200
times); cf. also Ju 19:2 (hn<z>Tiw); 1 K 10:29 (hl,[]T†;w:); Dt 1:16 (hW<c;a]w)'), and Gn
(

24:48. So also occasionally for the jussive, cf. Gn 1:9, 41:34, Jer 28:6.— For the
well attested, but meaningless

War>yT†i Jb 6:21 (doubtless caused by the following

War†'yTiw:), read War>Ti ye see, with Ginsburg.
u

y

4. The original sometimes appears even before afformatives beginning with a
vowel (cf. above, h and l), especially in and before the pause, and before the full

!W¤, or where for any reason an emphasis rests on the word.
Perfect hy"s'ñx' y Ps 57:2, Wys'ñx' Dt 32:37, cf. y Ps 73:2 QereÖ; imperative Wy['ñB. Is
21:12. Imperfect Wyt+'a/y)< Jb 16:22, 30:14 (without the pause, y Ps 68:32); Wyl'ñv.yI y
Ps 122:6, Jb 12:6, cf. y Ps 77:4; !yUB.r>yI Dt 8:13; y Ps 36:9: more frequently like
!WyT'v.yI y Ps 78:44; Is 17:12, 21:12, 26:11, 31:3, 33:7, 41:5, y Ps 36:8, 39:7,
83:3; before a suffix, Jb 3:25. Also in Pr 26:7 Wyl.D†', as perf. Qal from hl'D', was
perhaps originally intended, but hardly Wyl'ñD', since these full forms, though they
may stand out of pause, do not begin sentences; Wyl.D;ñ probably points to WLD;ñ
from ll;D' as the right reading, since the sense requires an intransitive verb. Cf.
plural ending

further, v, x, dd, gg.

v
5. The participle active (cf. Vollers, 'Das QaÖtil-Partizipium,' ZA. 1903, p. 312 ff.,

h¾¾l, ibid., p. 316 ff.), besides feminine forms like hl'[o
Ju 20:81, &c., ha'ro Pr 20:12, has also a feminine which retains the 3rd radical y,
viz. hY"kiAB) (= hk'Bo) weeping, La 1:16; hY"miAh) tumultuous, Is 22:2 (plur. Pr 1:21);
hY"piAc* spying, Pr 31:27, hY"rIP)o fruitful, y Ps 128:3, plur. tAYtia)o the things that
are to come, Is 41:23. With the ordinary strong inflexion y appears in hy"j.[†o Ct
1:7, but perhaps there also hY"ji[†o was intended, unless it should be hY"[ij)o a
wanderer. ForynIa'ñro Is 47:10, ynIaeñro is to be read.— On hveo[ 1 K 20:40 for hv,o[,
and on the participles of

cf. § 116 g, note.—In the participle passive the 3rd radical still sometimes

w

appears as (§ 24 b), cf.

Wf[' made, Jb 41:25, Wpc' Jb 15:22, contracted from

wWf['; wWpc'; and before a formative ending, it even has its consonantal sound,
~wwX[h (read ~wIWf[]h†') 2 K 23:4; twwX[ (read ÇasuÖwoÖth) 1 S 25:18 KethiÖbh,
twwjn (read netÌuÖwoÖth) Is 3:16 KethiÖbh. The shortening of the uÖ in tAYaur> Est 2:9 is
irregular.

w

6. The defective writing is rare in such forms as

t'yIÐh'w> 2 S 15:33; ytinIÐB' 1 K 8:44,

hn"l,ñd>Tiw: Ex 2:16 (cf. Jer 18:21, 48:6, 1Ch 7:15, Jb 17:5, &c.), and the
pronunciation hN"ya,ñr>Ti Mi 7:10, cf. hN"n+,[]T†; Ju 5:29 (unless they are sing. with

cf. 1K 9:3;

suff. of the 3rd sing. fem.). Both cases are probably to be explained according to
§ 20 i
II. On NiphÇal.

x

y¤e in the 1st and 2nd pers. sing. of the perfect predominate (y¤i
only in t'yQiñnI Gn 24:8); on the other hand in the 1st plur. always y¤i, as Wnyliñg>nI 1 S 14:8.
No examples of the 2nd plur. occur.— With y retained in pause WyJ'ênI Nu 24:6; once
with an initial guttural Wrx]n)i Ct 1:6 for Wrx/n),, probably arising from the ordinary strong
form nihÌru, but the harshness of x immediately followed by r is avoided by
pronouncing the x with HÍatÌeph–PathahÌ.— In the 3rd sing. fem. hw"T†'v.nI Pr 27:15 (in
pause for hw"T.v.nI) w and t may be transposed for euphonic reasons; but probably we
should simply read ht'w"Ðv.nI.— Among NiphÇal forms of h¾¾l must be classed, with
Buxtorf and others (cf. Nöldeke, ZDMG. xxx. 185), hw"a]n); from hw"a', not PiÇlel of han =
wan; hence, according to § 23 d, Wwan" they are beautiful (for Wwa]n)Ñ) Is 52:7, Ct 1:10; but
in y Ps 93:5, where Baer requires hw"a]n)', read hw"a]n); with ed. Mant., Ginsb.
7. Here the forms with

y
8. The apocope of the imperfect causes no further changes beyond the rejection

h¤,, e. g. lG"yI from hl,G"yI; in one verb middle guttural, however, a form
occurs with the QamesÌ shortened to PathahÌ, viz. xM;yI (for xM'yI) y Ps 109:13, as in
verbs [¾¾[; but in pause xM†'Ti verse 14. Cf. bb.— The infinitive absolute tAlg>nI
of the

emphasizing an infinitive construct, 2 S 6:20, is very extraordinary; probably it is
a subsequent correction of an erroneous repetition of

twlgh.— The infin. constr.

haor'x†el. occurs in Ju 13:21, 1 S 3:21 for taor'h†el.; cf. above, n.— On the infinitive
NiphÇal with the h elided, see § 51 l.— The irregular Wl[]T†e Ez 36:3 has probably
arisen from a combination of the readings Wl[]T†; (Qal) and Wl[;T†e (NiphÇal).

hz"b.min> 1 S 15:9 might be due to a combination of the
participle fem. NiphÇal (hz"b.nI, cf: hl'x.n:; hP'x.n<; xf'[]n);) with the HophÇal (hz"b.mu);
but it is more correct, with Wellhausen, to explain the m from a confusion with
smn and to read, in fact, ts,a'ñm.nIw> xz"b.nI.
Similarly the solecism

III. On piÇeÒl, PoÖÇeÒl, PuÇal, and HithpaÇeÒl.

z
9. In the 1st and 2nd persons of the perfect PiÇeÒl the second syllable in most of

y¤i on the analogy of Qal (see f), as t'yMiñDI; ytiyWIÐqi; always so
in the first plur., and before suffixes, e. g. WnySiñKi Gn 37:26, Wnt'ñyKiDI y Ps 44:20.
The form with y¤e is found only in the 1st sing. (e. g. Jo 4:21; Is 5:4, 8:17 along
with the form with iÖ). On the tone of the perf. consec. PiÇel of h¾¾l, see § 49 k.—
HithpaÇeÒl has (besides y¤e Jer 17:16) as a rule y¤i ( Pr 24:10, 1 K 2:26, Jer 50:24
). On the other hand, Pu‰al always has y¤e, e. g. ytiyFeñ[u y Ps 139:15.— A 1st
sing. perfect PoÖÇeÒl ytifeñAv ( = ytiyseAv) occurs in Is 10:13.
the instances has

aa

hLeK; hWEq; ( like lJeq;, the more
frequent form even in the strong verb, see § 52 o); with oÖ only in y Ps 40:2 hWOq;;
with oÖth Hb 3:13 tAr[' (cf. above, n). On Agho and Arho, infinitives absolute of the
passive of Qal, not of poÖÇeÒl, see above, n. — As infinitive construct yKex; occurs in
PiÇeÒl, Ho 6:9 (only orthographically different from hKex;, if the text is correct );
aLek;l. Dn 9:24 (on the a see rr); hLek;l.-d[; 2 Ch 24:10, 31:1, for which in 2 K
13:17, 19, Ezr 9:14 hLeK;-d[ with infin. abs.; in puÇal tAN[u y Ps 132:1.
10. The infinitive absolute PiÇeÒl takes the form

bb
II. The apocopated imperfect must (according to § 20 l ) lose the DagesÛ forte of

wc;y>w: and he commanded, r[;T. ( for hr,['T. = teÇarreÊ ) y
Ps 141:8; cf. Gn 24:20; even in the principal pause lg);T.-la; Pr 25:9; HithpaÇeÒl
lG:t.YIw: and he unconvered himself, Gn 9:21; [r;t.Ti Pr 22:24; cf. y Ps 37:1, 7, 8.
the second radical, hence

wt'y>w: and he made marks, 1 S 21:14
(but read with Thenius @t'Y"Ðw:, and instead of the meaningless ANv;y>w: ibid. read
!v;y>w:). In HithpaÇeÒl rG"t.Ti-la;, in close connexion, Dt 2:9, 19; [T'v.Ti Is 41:10;
according to QimhÌi also wa't.yI; wa't.Ti y Ps 45:12, Pr 23:3, 6, 24:1, 1 Ch 11:17,
whilst Baer and Ginsburg read with the best authorities wa;t.yI; wa;t.Ti ( but cf.
König, Lehrgebäude, i. 597 ).5— On .w>x;a] Jb 15:17 ( for .W>x;a] ) cf. § 20 m; on .l.k,a]
Ex 33:3, see § 27 q; on dr;y> Ju 5:13, see § 69 g. Finally, on Wyl.D;, which is
With the lengthening of PathahÌ to QamesÌ,

referred to PiÇeÒl by some, as a supposed imperative, see above, u.

cc

wc;, also hWEc;
command thou, lG: open thou, y Ps 119:18, 22; !m; prepare thou, y Ps 61:8; sn:
for hSen: prove thou, Dn 1:12; lx+;t.hi feign thyself sick, 2 S 13:5; cf. Dt 2:24.— On
hB,r; Ju 9:29, cf. § 48 l. — In y Ps 137:7 Wr['ñrase it, is found twice instead of Wrñ['
( for ÇarruÖ ) for rhythmical reasons (cf., however, Wr['ñywI in the imperfect, 2 Ch
12. Examples of apocopated imperatives in PiÇeÒl and HithpaÇeÒl are:

24:11 ).

dd
13. Examples of forms in which the YoÖdh is retained are the imperfects

WyM.d;T. Is

Wm+yUs.k;y> they cover them, Ex 15:5; participle PuÇal
~yIx'm†um. Is 25:6; for %w<Y"Ðr;a] Is 16:9 ( from hw"r' ) read with Margolis, %yIW:Ðr;a].
40:18, cf. verse 25 and 46:5;

IV. On HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal.

ee
14. The 3rd sing. perfect. HiphÇiÖl sometimes has SeghoÖl in the first syllable instead

hl'g>h, ( but perfect consecutive hl'g>hiw> 2 K 24:14 ),
ha'r>h,; ha'l.h,; also with suffixes, e.g. ~l'og>h, 1 Ch 8:7, ynIa+'l.h, Jb 16:7, HD'p.h,w>
Ex 21:8. The SeghoÖl also occurs in the 1st sing., e. g. .ytiñael.h, Mi 6:3. On
ytiyaer>h;w> Na 3:5, cf. § 53 p. The forms with eÖ in the second syllable ( also written
defectively, as ytiñKehiw> Jer 21:6 ) are found throughout in the 1st sing. ( except Pr
of eÁ ( § 53 p ), especially in

5:13 ), rarely in the 2nd sing. masc., and never in the 1st plur. In the other

persons they are about equally common with iÖ, except in the 2nd plur., where iÖ
predominates. Before suffixes the forms with iÖ predominate throughout; cf.,
however, eÖ in Ex 4:12, Mi 6:3, Pr 4:11. On the tone of the perf. consec. Hiph. of

h¾¾l, see § 49 k. In HophÇal only y¤e occurs in the 2nd syllable.
ff

hb'r' to be abundant, besides the construct tABr>h;
we find the absolute hB'r>h; taking the place of the common form hBer>h;, which

15. In the infinitive HiphÇiÖl of

had come to be used invariably ( but König calls attention to its use as infinitive
construct in Ez 21:20 ) as an adverb, in the sense of much; in 2 S 14:11 the QereÖ

tB;r>h; for the KethiÖbh tyBir>h;, an evident scribal error for tABr>h;. Cf.
Gn 41:49, 22:17, Dt 28:63; the pointing hB,r>h; Jer 42:2 probably arises from
regarding this form as a noun. — On tArM.h; Jb 17:2 ( with DagesÛ f. dirimens)
see § 20 h. — In 2 K 3:24 tAKh; ( before a ) is probably infinitive absolute, used
requires

in order to avoid the hiatus, cf. § 113 x, and on a similar case in Qal, see above,
n.— On the infinitives with elision of the

h, cf. § 53 q.

gg
16. The shortened imperfect HiphÇiÖl either takes no helping vowel, as
enlarge, Gn 9:27;

T.p.y: let him

D>r>y: he shall subdue, Is 41:2; q.v.Y:w: and he watered, Gn 29:10;

ar>Y:w: and he showed, 2 K 11:4 ( see § 28 d): or else has a helping vowel, as
lg<y<Ð ( for lg<y:Ð, see § 27 r ), e. g. 2 K 18:11; rp,Y<Ðw: y Ps 105:24; rm,T,ñw: Ez 5:6;
[t;Y<Ðw: 2 Ch 33:9; braw i.e. probably br,a,ñw" Jos 24:3 KethiÖbh ( hB,r>a;w)" QereÖ ).—
Examples of verbs first guttural: l[;Y:Ðw: Nu 23:2, l[;a;ñw" &c., which can be
&c.;

distinguished as HiphÇiÖl from the similar forms in Qal only by the sense.— The

!¾¾p, e.g. %h;; jh;, § 76 c )
has a helping vowel, SeghoÖl or PathahÌ, e.g. br,h,ñ increase thou ( for harb, hBer>h; )
apocopated imperative HiphÇiÖl always ( except in verbs

y Ps 51:4 QereÖ, also Ju 20:38; where, however, it cannot be explained the text

@r,h,ñ let alone (for -.r>h; hPer>h; Dt 9:14, &c.; l[;h;ñ ( for hle[]h†; ) Ex 8:1,
33:12; but for [v;h' y Ps 39:14, which would only be imperative HiphÇiÖl of [[;v' ( =
smear over, as in Is 6:10 ), read with Baethgen h[ev. look away.— The imperfect

stands;

HiphÇiÖl with YoÖdh retained occurs only in

!Wyg>AT Jb 19:2, from hg"y". Cf. u.

V. In General.

hh
17. In Aramaic the imperfect and participle of all the conjugations terminate in

a¤e or y¤e. The Hebrew infinitives, impeÊratives, and imperfects in h¤e, less
frequently a¤e or y¤e, may be due to imitation of these forms. On the infinitive
construct PiÇeÒl yKex;, see above, aa; imperatitve Qal awEh/ Jb 37:6 ( in the sense of
fall ); imperfect areyE let him look out, Gn 41:33 ( but see above, p ); hfe[]y); he will
do, Is 64:3; hyEh.T†i-la; Jer 17:17; abeTo-la; consent thou not, Pr 1:10; hfe[]T†;-la;
do thou not, 2 S 13:12 ( the same form in Gn 26:29, Jos 7:9, Jer 40:16 QereÖ );

hyEh.a†, ( so Baer and Ginsburg, after cod. Hillel, &c. ) I will be, Jer 31:1; hfe[]N);w:
Jos 9:24; haer>Ti Dn 1:13. Cf. also in NiphÇal hceM'yI Lv 5:9; hnEB'Ti ( according to
QimhÌi ) Nu 21:27; in PiÇeÖl hLeg:T. Lv 18:7, 8, 12–17, 20:19, in each case
h+Leg:t. aol, beside hL,g:T. with a minor distinctive; hQ+nE;y> ( Baer hQ,n:y> ) Na 1:3;
hrez"a/ Ez 5:12 ( with Zaqeph; Baer hr,z"a/ ). The fact, however, that a great
number of these forms occur in pause and represent at the same time a jussive
or voluntatitve ( Jos 7:9 ), suggests the view that the SÍere is used merely to
increase the emphasis of the pausal form, and at the same time to make a
distinction in sound between the jussive or voluntatitve and the ordinary
imperfect.6 Elsewhere ( Gn 26:29, Lv 5:9, Jer 40:16, Dn 1:13; according to Baer
also Mi 7:10, Zc 9:5 ) the pronunciation with eÖ is probably intended to soften the
hiatus caused by a following

a or [; cf. the analogous cases above, § 74 l.

ii

y¤i

h¤,

~v'-ynIz>Tiw:

The ending
appears to stand for
in the imperfect Qal in
and
there hath she played the harlot, Jer 3:6; perhaps, however, the 2nd sing. fem. is
intended, or it may have been introduced into the text of Jeremiah from Ez
16:15, &c. Still more strange is it in the imperfect HiphÇiÖl

yxim.T+,-la; Jer 18:23; but

xm;T,ñas the correct reading ( cf. Neh 13:14 ).
The y¤i stands for h¤' in the perfectHiphÇiÖl ylix/h†, he made sick, Is 53:10, which is
probably for aylxh from alx, a secondary form of hlx; see rr, The plur.
the MilÇeÒl-tone probably points to

wysim.hi (Baer w>sim.hi) they made to melt, Jos 14:8, is a purely Aramaic form.
kk
18. In two verbs the rare conjugation PaÇleÒl or its reflexive ( § 55 d ) occurs:

ywEx]j†;m. archers, Gn 21:16 ( from hx'j' ); but most frequently in hx'v' to bend,
PaÇleÒl hw"x]v†; not in use, whence reflexive hw"x]T†;v.hi to bow oneself, to prostrate
oneself, 2nd pers. in t'y¤iñ and Ist pers. in ytiy¤eñ, imperfect hw<x]T†;v.yI, consecutive
3rd sing. masc. WxT;ñv.YIw: for wayyisÛtahÌw ( analogous to the noun-forms, like
Wxf'ñfor sahÌw ); 3rd plur. Wwx]T†;v.yI.— Instead of the aramaizing infinitive with suffix
ytiy"*w"x]T†;v.hiB. 2 K 5:18 read with König ytiAwx]T†;v.hiB.; in Ez 8:16 ~t,ywIx]T†;v.mi is still
more certainly a scribal error for ~ywIx]T†;v.mi.
ll
19. Before suffixes all forms ending in

h, a connecting vowel is employed

h and the connecting vowel which precedes it ( § 58 f ), e. g.
ynIx;ñn"Gn 24:27; in pause ynIn"Ð['1 K 2:30, &c., even with lesser disjunctives, y Ps
118:5, Pr 8:22, or with a conjunctive accent, 1 S 28:15 ( but Baer ynIn:Ð[' ), Jb
30:19; cf. § 59 f; .ñn>[†' in pause %n"[', Is 30:19 ( and even when not in pause Jer
23:37 ) or like .n<Ðq' Dt 32:6; .B+,r>y:w>; .r>p.y:w> Gn 28:3; cf. also Whn"Ð['; ~n"[', imperfect
WhnEÐ[]y); .ñn>[;y);, HiphÇil ynIK;ñhi; .ñl.[,h†,; WhK'ñhi.
instead of the

mm

y¤'e before suffixes, e. g.
~h,yaep.a; Dt 32:26; AmySeñk;y> y Ps 140:10 QereÖ; ynIyKeñh; smite me, 1 K 20:35, 37; cf.
Only very seldom does the imperat. or impf. end in

Hb 3:2, Is 38:16. Even in these examples a return to the original ending ay might
be assumed; but perhaps they are merely due to a less correct plene writing. In

tl;G: ( see i ) is always used before a suffix,
e.g. WTL;ñKi ( for Wht.L;Ki ) Zc 5:4; in pause ynIt.f+'[' Jb 33:4; .t.a†'r' 42:5.
the 3rd sing. perf. fem. the older form

VI. The Relation between Verbs

nn

h¾¾l and a¾¾l.

a¾¾l

h¾¾l

20. The close relation existing between verbs
and
is shown in Hebrew
by the fact that the verbs of one class often borrow forms from the other,
especially in the later writers and the poets.

oo
21. Thus there are forms of verbs

a¾¾l —

h¾¾l, e. g. perfect Qal ytialiñK' I have
refrained, y Ps 119:101; participle aj,Ax aj,xoÀ sinning, Ec 2:26, 8:12, 9:2, 18;
fem. ac'yO Ec 10:5; cf. Is 65:20; ac,Am Ec 7:26; av,n lending, 1 S 22:2; PiÇeÒl perfect
aL'mi he has filled, Jer 51:34; cf. 1 K 9:11, Am 4:2 ( where, however, the perfect
Niph. is perhaps intended ), y Ps 89:11, 143:3; ytiaPiñrI I heal, 2 K 2:21; cf. Jer
51:9; imperfect aM,g:y> Jb 39:24; NiphÇal perfect ht'a;ñl.p.nI ( like ht'l.g>nI ) it was
wonderful, 2 S 1:26; HiphÇiÖl perfect al'p.hi Dt 28:59; ht'a;ñB.x.h, ( not ht'a'ñ —, cf.
above, 2 S 1:26 ) she hid, Jos 6:17. On the other hand, forms like ~yajixo 1 S
14:33, ~yarIqo y Ps 99:6, WaPr>nI Ez 47:8, ynIn:ÐWaKd;T., according to the correct
reading, Jb 19:2 ( cf. Gn 31:39 hn"J,ñx;a] ), and Wary> imperative plur. masc. from
arey" Jos 24:14, 1 S 12:24, y Ps 34:10, are due to the elision of the a, see § 74 i.
On aWfN"yI Jer 10:5 and aWfn" y Ps 139:20, see § 23 i.
(a) Which have adopted the vowels of verbs

pp

h, but keeping their a¾¾lvowels, e. g. imperfect Qal hP'r>a, Jer 3:22;
imperative hp'r> heal thou, y Ps 60:4; NiphÇal hK'x.n< Jer 49:10 ( which must
evidently be a perfect; read with Ewald the infinitive absolute hBox.n< as in verse
23 ), and hbex'he to hide onself, 1 K 22:25, cf. Jer 19:11; PiÇeÒl imperfect hLem;y> he
(b) Forms in

will fill, Jb 8:21.

qq

h¾¾l character, e.g. perfect Qal tmic'w> and when thou art
athirst, Ru 2:9, cf. 2 S 3:8; WlK' they shut up, 1 S 6:10; cf. 25:33; Wlm' they are
full, Ez 28:16, cf. 39:26; infinitive Ajx] ( see above, n ) to sin, Gn 20:6 ( on taolm.
(c) Forms entirely of a

ybix] Is 26:20; imperfect hl,k.yI ( for
al'k.yI ) he will keep back, Gn 23:6; hn"yP,ñr>Ti they heal, Jb 5:18; participle hj,AB
Pr 12:18; plur. h'yb,ñco Is 29:7; participle passive yWfn" y Ps 32:1; NiphÇal ht'P'ñr>nI
Jer 51:9; t'yBeñnI thou hast prophesied, Jer 26:9 ( cf. y Ps 139:14, Jb 18:3 );
imperfect Wpr'Y)Ew: 2 K 2:22 ( infinitive Jer 19:11 ); piÇeÒl imperfect WPr;y>w: Jer 8:11, cf.
Gn 31:39; HiphÇiÖl participlehn<q.m; Ez 8:3; HithpaÇel t'yBiñn:t.hi 1 S 10:6; infinitive
tABnIt.hi 1 S 10:13. For the KethiÖbh twXhl 2 K 19:25, Jablonski and others
require as QereÖ the form tAav.h;l. ( so Is 37:26 ); the KethiÖbh would have to be
read tAvh.l;, with elision of the a and retraction of the vowel.
see above, § 74 h ); imperative sing. fem.

rr

h¾¾l, which wholly or in part
follow the analogy of verbs a¾¾l, e. g. in their consonants at'a' he comes, Is
21:12; ar'B' 2 S 12:17 ( textus receptus hr'B' ); ytiaciñr'w> Ez 43:27; aG<f.yI Jb 8:11
(v.l.); an<v.yI La 4:1; al,x/Y),w: 2 Ch 16:12; hn"ar,ñq.Ti Ex 1:10, Lv 10:19; ~yailuT. Dt
28:66 ( cf. Ho 11:7 ); aroq.nI (infin. absol. NiphÇal beside ytiyreñqenI ) 2 S 1:6; aN"vi 2 K
25:29; aPer;m. Jer 38:4; aN<vuy> Ec 8:1: in their vowels, Wnt'ña' Jer 3:22; hr'q.yIDn
10:14; hl'k.Ti 1 K 17:14: in both, ar'q.yIGn 49:1; cf. 42:4, Is 51:19; ~Wal'T. 2 S
21:12 QereÖ aAryli 2 Ch 26:15 ( cf. ~yarwmh waryw 2 S 11:24 KethiÖbh ); ha'r>mo) (
participle fem. Qal ) Zp 3:1; ayrIp.y: Ho 13:15; ~yaiL'sum. La 4:2. —For twaorPo ( so
Baer, Ez 17:6, cf. 31:8 ), which can only be intended for tAar>P†o participle fem.
plur. from ar'P' = hr'P', read tAraoP branches, according to Ez 31:5, &c.
22. On the other hand, there are forms of verbs

Footnotes:
1[1]

According to Wellhausen, 'Ueber einige Arten schwacher Verba' in his Skizzen, vi.

h¾¾l

w¾¾l

y¾¾l

verbs, apart from some true
and some probable
, are to be
p. 255 ff., the
regarded as originally biliteral. To compensate for their arrested development they

w¾¾[

lengthened the vowel after the 2nd radical, as the
verbs did after the 1st radical.
But although there is much to be said for this view, it fails to explain pausal forms like

hy"s'ñx' (see u). It seems impossible that these should all be late formations.
2[2]

In the MeÖsÁaÇ inscription, line 5,

imperfect PiÇeÒl, and in line 6,
3[1]

wn[yw and he oppressed occurs as 3rd sing, masc.

wn[a I will oppress as 1st sing.

In the Siloam inscription also (see above, § 2 d), line 3,

tyh may be read ty"h'

h t'y>h†'.

quite as well as [ ]

All these infinitives construct in oÖ, in the Pentateuch, belong to the document
called E; cf. § 69 m, second note.
4[2]

5[1]

In Nu 34:7 f., according to verse 10,

WUa;t.Ti ( = WWa;t.Ti ) is intended to be read for

Wat'T. (imperfect PiÇeÒl from ha'T' ).
Possibly these examples ( like the cases of SeghoÖl in pause, see n ) represent the
view of a particular Masoretic school, which was intended to be consistently carried
out.
6[1]

§ 69. Verb

y¾¾p. First class, or Verbs originally y¾¾p, e. g. bv;y"to dwell.

Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 141 f.; Grundriss, p. 596 ff.

a
Verbs which at present begin with YoÖdh when without preformatives are divided into
two classes according to their origin and consequent inflexion: (a) Verbs which (as still

dl;y"

to give birth to, Arab. and
in Arabic and Ethiopic) originally began with WaÒw, e. g.
Eth. waçlaçdaç. In consequence of a phonetic change which prevails also with few
exceptions in the noun, this WaÒw in Hebrew and Aramaic always becomes a YoÖdh, at
least when it is the initial consonant; but after preformatives it either reappears, or is
again changed into yoÖdh, or, lastly, is altogether elided; (b) Verbs which (as in Arabic)
originally began with YoÖdh. (called Verba cum Iod originario, see § 70). A few verbs
again (some with original YoÖdh, and some with original WaÒw) form a special class,
which in certain forms assimilates the WaÒw or YoÖdh to the following consonant on the
analogy of the NuÖnin verbs

!¾¾p (see § 71).

b
With regard to verbs

w¾¾p (i.e. w¾¾p with original WaÒw) it is to be noticed that —

1. In the imperfect, imperative and infinitive construct Qal there is a twofold inflexion,
according as the WaÒw is wholly rejected or only changed into YoÖdh. 'I'he complete
rejection (or elision) takes place regularly in eight verbs (see h) in the following
manner:

bveyEÃ [d;yE with an unchangeable1 SÍere in the first sylluble and original iç in
the second, which in the tone-sylluble (according to § 27 c) becomes eÒ (thus dleyE,
aceyE, dreyE;%leyE, see x), or, under the influence of a guttural, with aç in the second
([d;yEÃ [q;yE Ã dx;yE).
A. Imperfect

The tone-long eÒ of the second syllable is of course liable to be shortened or to become

bv,YEòw: Ã Wbv.y)e &c.; in the same way aç becomesSèewaÖ, in such cases as
W[d>y)e, &c., but is lengthened to QamesÌ, in pause (W[d'ñyE) and before suffixes (~[ed'y)e).
SèewaÖ, e. g.

B. Imperative
imperfect.

bve with aphaeresis of the WaÒw and with tone-long eÒ, from iç, as in the

tb,v,ñ from original Sèibh, by addition of the feminine ending (t) lengthened
to a segholate form; as in verbs !¾¾p (cf. 66 b) this lengthening affords a certain

C. Infinitive

compensation for loss of the initial consonant.

c

h['De Ã hd'le

Rem. Since the infinitives
(see below, m) point to a ground- form
diÇat, lidat, we must, with Philippi (ZDMG. xxxii. 42) and Barth (ibid. xli. 606),

tb,v,ñ

yTib.vi

, &c., the ground-form sëibt (which, therefore, reappears in
,
assign to
&c.); the apparent ground-form sëabt rests upon the law that the iç of the stemsyllable is changed into a whenever the syllable becomes doubly closed by the
addition of the vowelless feminine ending.

d

w¾¾p

In more than half the number of verbs
the original WaÒw in the above-mentioned
forms gives place to YoÖdh, which, unless it suffers aphaeresis (see f), appears: —
in the imperatives
in the imperfect

qcoy> Ã vr;y>, and infinitives dsoy> Ã aory>, as a strong consonant, but

vr;yyI, properly yiyraçsë, merges with the preceding iç into iÖ.

In the second syllable imperfects of this form regularly have aç.

e
(a) That the latter forms are derived from verbs with an original WaÒw (not YoÖdh) is
shown partly by tho inflexion of these verbs in NiphÇal, HiphÇil, and HophÇal (where
the original WaÒw reappears throughout), and partly by the Arabic, in which verbs

w¾¾p likewise exhibit a twofold formation; cf. waçlaçdaç, imperf. yaçliçdu, with elision of
the WaÒw, and waçgÃiçlaç, yaugÃalu, with retention of the WaÒw.

f
(b) Sometimes both forms, the weaker and the stronger, occur in the same verb;

qc;2 K 4:41 and qcoy> pour, Ez 24:3 (cf. Wqc.y†i 1 K 18:34 and the infin. tq,c,ò Ex
38:27); vre take possession, Dt 1:21, 1 K 21:15 (but cf. s), vr' (in pause for vr;)
Dt 2:24, 31; plur. Wvr> Dt 1:8, 9:23, but also, with h¤' paragogic, hv'r'ñy> Dt 33:23.
In the imperfect dq;yyI Dt 32:22 and dq;yE Is 10:16 it shall be kindled; rq;yYIw: it was
precious, 1 S 18:30 and. rq;yE y Ps 49:9 (cf. rq;yyE y Ps 72:14). — The form
Wmx,Y½w); Gn 30:39, for Wmx]Y)ew:, beside hn"m.x;ñYEw: verse 38, is remarkable; cf. § 47 k.
cf.

g
(c) On

dr; Ju 19:11 for dr;y" and bAv Jer 42:10 for the infinitive absolute bAvy", cf.

dr;y> Ju 5:13 (twice) is not intended by the Masora either as perfect
(for dr;y", which really should be restored) or as imperative of dr;y", but as an
apocopated imperfect PiÇeÒl from hd'r' (= hD,r;y>) to have dominion.

§ 19 i.— But

h
(d) The eight verbs,2 of which the initial consonant in the above-mentioned forms
always Buffers elision or aphaeresis, are

dl;y" to bring forth, ac'y" to go forth, bv;y"

dr;y" to dÒescend, also %l;h' to go. (cf. below, x); and with aç in the
second syllable of the imperfect, [d;y" to know, dx;y" to be united, [q;y" to be
dislocated. Examples of the other formation (vr;yyI, &c.) are @[ey" to be wearied,
#q;y" to counsel, !vey" to sleep, arey" (imperfect ar'yyE, imperative ar'y>) to fear.
to sit, to dÒwell,

i
2. The original WaÒw is retained as a firm consonant: (a) in the infinitive, imperative,
and imperfect NiphÇal, being protected by the strengthening, e. g.

bveW"hi ÃbveW"yI, Which

ljeQ'hi Ã ljeQ'yI; (b) in the HithpaÇel of some verbs,
e. g. [D;w:t.hi from [d;y" Ã xK;w:t.hi from xk;y" Ã hD'w:t.hi from hd'y"; otherwise a radical
WaÒw at the beginning of a word is now found only ina few nouns, e. g. dl'w" offspring
from dl;y" to bear. At the end of a syllable WaÒw with the homogeneous vowel uç
coalesces into uÖ; so throughout HophÇal,, e g. bv;Wh for huçwsëabh; but with a preceding
a the WaÒw is contracted into oÖ (A); so in the perfect and participle NiphÇal and
throughout HiphÇiÖl, e. g. bv;An from an original naçwsëaçbh, byviAh from an original

are consequently strong forms like

haçwsëiÖbh,.

k
The first radical always appears asYoÖdh in the perfect and participle Qal,

bv;y", &c.,

bvey Ã bWvy", even when w> precedes, e. g. bv;y"w> (but ~T,b.v;y)wI, according to § 24 b),
also throughout PiÇeÒl and PuÇal, e. g. lxeyIto wait, dL;yUto be born, and in the imperfect
and participle lxey:y>Ã [D'yUm. known (from [d;y"), and, as a rule, also in HithpaÇel, e. g.
dLey"t.hiÃ bCey:t.hiÃ fxey:t.hi (as against [D;w:t.hi, &c., with WaÒw ).

l

w¾¾p in the imperfect Qal partly by the SÍere
under the preformatives; in Niph‰al and HiphÇiÖl by theWaÒw (wÃ A) before the
second radical. (The defective writing, as in dyliho is rare.) Verbs w¾¾p have forms
like bve ([D;), tb,v,ñ, in common with verbs !¾¾p. Similarly HtphÇal has the same
form as in verbs [¾¾[ and W¾¾[.
The beginner may recognize verbs

m

tbi.v,ñ, ground-form sëibt, tv,rñ,; cf.
above, c) with suffixes is pointed as yTib.vi,3 ATv.rI (the strong form only in
Wnveñr>y"l. Ju 14:15). The masculine form is very rare, e. g. [;De to know, Jb 32:6,
10, as also the feminine ending h¤', e. g. h['ñDe4 Ex 2:4, hd'ñ'le Is 37:3 (2 K 19:3);
Jer 13:21, Ho 9:11; hd'r>m†e5 to descend, Gn 46:3, where the change of the eÒ into
Rem. 1. The infinitive Qal of the weaker form (

vocal SèewaÖ is to be explained, with König, from its position between the plincipal

[d;y", under the influence of the guttural, t[;D;ñ is
formed, with suff. yTi[.D;, &c.; but from acyÃ tace, From dr;y"there occurs in y Ps
30:4 in QereÖ ydIr>Y"mi (the Keth. requires yder>AY)mi) a very remarkable case of the
strong form (for yTid>rIm†e). For tl; 1 S 4:19(generally explained as a case of
assimilation of d to t in the supposed ground-form ladt; according to Mayer
Lambert pausal oftle = lidt, see above, c) read simply td,l,ñ.
and secondary tone. From

n

aory> to fear, Jos 22:25, with
preposition dsoyli Is 51:16 (but 2 Ch 31:7 according to Ben Naphtali dSoyli,
where the y is only retained orthographically, but is really assimilated to the s;
the reading of Ben Asher, dASyIl., accepted by Baer, is meaningless); !Avyli Ec
5:11; aorle 1 S 18:29 is irregular, but probably aorli (for aoryli) is intended. With
suff. yàdIs.y"B.Jb 38:4, cf. Ju 14:15, Ezr 3:12; with t fem. tl,koy>ò to be able, Nu
14:16. On tv,bñy>, which is like wise usually referred to this class, cf. the note on §
Examples of the strong form of the infinitive are

70 a

o
2. The imperative Qal frequently has the lengthening by

h¤', e. g. hb'v. sit thou,

hd'r>descend thou. From bh;y"to give, Arab. Waçhaçbaç, only the imperativeis used
in Hebrew; it has the formbh;, give, lengthened hb'h'ñgenerally with the meaning
age, go to, hence in Gn 11:3, 4 even addressed to several persons (Gn 29:21

hb'ñh' before a to avoid the hiatus); fem. ybih' Ru 3:15, Milra‘ on the analogy of
the plural Wbñh' (once in Jb 6:22 Wbh'ñ before the tone-syllable; but cf. Dt 32:3),
whilst, on the analogy of other imperatives Qal of verbs w¾¾pÃ Ybih]Ã Wbh] would
be expected.— On h[,D> Pr 24:14, cf. § 48 l.
p

w

3. The imperfect with elided takes aç in the second syllable, besides the cases

dr;Te Jer 13:17 (cf. La 3:48) and in the pausal
form %l;yEJb 27:21, &c. (from%l;h', see x); on dq;yE Is 10:16 see above, f. The aç in
the second syllable, when followed by the afformative hn" (hn"d>r;ñTi &c.), is in
mentioned above (under f), also in

accordance with the law mentioned above (under c), by which aç takes the place
of iç in a doubly closed syllable. Forms with eÒ in the second syllable shorten the eÒ
to SeghoÖl, when the tone is drawn back (before a tone-syllable or after WaÒw

an"-bv,y)eGn 44:33; dr,YEòw:Ã bv,YEòw:; but eÒ is retained in an open
syllable, even with MilÇel-tone, in aceyEò Ex 16:29, Ju 9:39, in both cases with nasog
'ahÌor, § 29 e. The pausal is either of the form bveYEw: Ru 4:1ordr+;YEw: y Ps 18:10; the
1st pers. sing., whether in or out of pause, is dreaew)'Ã dleaew)', &c, except %l+;aew)' Jb
19:10, see x. — For [d†'yEy>y Ps 138:6 (cf. the note above, on b and the snalogous
cases in § 70 d) [d†'yyE is intended.
consecutive), e. g.

q

vr;yyI

The imperfect of the form
is frequently (especially before afformatives
written defectively, in, which case the iÖcan ahways be recognized as a long
vowel by the Metheg (see § 16 f), e. g.

Wp[]y)i. Is 40:30, W[g>y)i. Is 65:23; and so

War>y)i they fear, as distinguished from War>yI they see (imperf. Qal of
ha'r').— On ~f,yYIòw: Gn 50:26, 24:33 Keth, and %s'yyI Ex 30:32, see § 73 f.
always

r

lkoy" to prevail, to be able, the imperfect Qal is lk;Wy which can only have
arisen through a depression of the vowel from lk;Ay (ground-form yaukhal=
yawkhal), to distinguish it, according to QimhÌi, from lk;Aa, just as, according to §
47 b, ljoq.a, is differentiated from ljoq.yI. Cf. the Arabic yauru‘u (yoÖuru‘u) from
From

waru‘a, yaugÃalu (yoÖgÃalu) from wagÃila, as also the vulgar Arabic (among towns-

lk;Wy

as an imperfect HophÇal (he
people) yuÖsÌal, &c., from wasÌala. Others regard
is enabled = he can), always used instead of the imperfect Qal; cf., however, §

lk†'WTw:

ylik†WTw:

53 u. —
occurs in Jer 3:5 as 2nd sing. fem. for
, according to
König because the 2nd fem. had been sufficiently indicated previously. —

hr,Ay or hr,yO is to be regarded with M. Lambert (REJ. xxxvii, no. 73) as
impf. Qal (not Hiph‘il) of hr'y" to throw, shoot (the supposed impf. Qal ~r'YNIw: Nu
Further

21:30 is critically very doubtful). This is shown especially by the passages in

hr,Ay

which the impf.
is immediately preceded by the imperat. Qal (2 K 13:17) or
infin. Qal (y Ps 64:5), or is followed by the participle Qal (2 Ch 35:23; but in 2 S
11:24 by the participle HiphÇil).

s
4. The attenuation of aç to iç in the perfect (in a toneless, closed syllable) which is

w¾¾p in a few forms of dl;y" Nu
11:12, Jer 2:27, y Ps 2:7, &c. (alwvays after y>), as well as of vr;y" e. g. ~T,v.rIyw)i,
&c., Dt 4:1, 8:1, 17:14, 19:1, 26:1, 31:3 (always after ywI for y>w>). In both cases the
discussed in § 44 d (cf. § 64 f) occura in verbs

attenuation might be explained from the tendency to assimilate the vowels,

y>

especially if the initial was pronounced, as in Syriac, like i (§ 47 b). In the ease

vr;y", however, a secondary form vrey: (cf. § 44 d) is probably to be assumed,
since in Arabic also the verb is waçiçt_aç The forms ^Wvñreyw*i Ez 36:12 and h'Wvñrey*wI y
of

Ps 69:36, &c., are most simply explained from the return of this iç.

t

y

w

5. As an exception, the imperfect NiphÇal sometimes has a instead of the , e. g.

lx,Y"òYIw: and he stayed, Gn 8:12 (unless the PiÇeÒl or lx,y"w:, as in ver. 10, is to be
read), cf. Ex 19:13; 1 S 13:8 KethiÖbh. — The first person always has the form

bveW"ai, not bveW"a,, cf. § 51 p. — In the participle the plural ygE'Wn (from hg"y", with
depression of oÖ to uÖ, cf. § 27 n) is found in Zp 3:18; cf. La 1:4. While in these
cases some doubt may be felt as to the correctness of the Masoretic pointing,

WdL.Wn

nulledhuÖ, 1Ch 3:5, 20:8, for
much more is this so in the perfect
which appears to be required by the waÒw in the initial syllable.

Wdl.An*

u

y
waÒw consec. (as in the case of a, § 68 k), e. g. hG<Y:w: for hG<y:y>w:, and he has
grieved, La 3:33, WDY:w: for WDy:y>w: and they have cast, verse 53, from hdy, which
may also be a true verb y¾¾p (on the other hand, in lr'Ag WDy: they have cast lots,
Jo 4:3, Ob11, Na 3:10, a perfect Qal of dd;y" is required by the context; but as
this, being a transitive perfect, ought to have the form Wdd>y)' according to § 67 a,
perhaps we should read WDyI). So from a verb y¾¾p, of the second class, WhveñB.Y:w:
for WhveñB.y:y>w: and he made it dry, Na 1:4; cf. ~reV.Y:w: 2 Ch 32:30 QereÖ (the Keth.
points either to PiÇeÒl ~reV.y:Y>w: or HiphÇiÖl ~reviy>Y:w:).

6. In the imperfect PiÇeÒl elision of the first radical ( ) some times takes place after

v

bveAh, sometimes has Ö in the
second syllable; ayciAh Is 43:8; [;ypiAh y Ps 94:1 (before h, hence probably a
mere mistake for h['ypiñAh). On the uncertainty of the tone in aN"-h['yviAh see §
7. The imperative HiphÇiÖl, instead of the usual form

53 m. When closed by a guttural the second syllable generally has aç, as

[d;Ah Ã [v;Ah, cf. also rq;ho Pr 25:17 (as in the infin. constr. xk;Ah Jb 6:26; see
§ 65 f). On the other hand, iÖ always appears when the syllable is open, thus

hb'yviñAhÃ ybiyviñAh, and so also before suffixes (§ 61 g). acey>h; Gn 8:17 QereÖ
(Keth. aceAh, see § 70 b) is irregular. — The jussive and the imperfect
consecutive HiphÇil when the tone is drawn back take SeghoÖl in the second

@s,Ayò that he may increase, Pr 1:5, before xq;l,ñ; cf. Ex
10:28 and Dt 3:26 after -la;; @s,YÔòw: (-.s.ATñ Pr 30:6 is anomalous); in pause,
syllable, as in Qal, e. g.

@s;AT

bveAy

however, also
as jussive, Jb 40:32 (usual jussive in pause
, &c.,
which occurs even without the pause after waÒw consecutive, Gn 47:11, Jos 24:3,

[d;ñyO and xk;ñAy (jussive) and xk;AYw:, &c.; with a
fina r in pause rtñ†;Tow: Ru 2:14: on ~k,[]v†;yw> Is 35:4, cf. § 65 f). — On forms like
[;yviAhy>, see § 53 q.
2 S 8:4, &c.). with a final guttural

w

W [d;Ah (for [d;Wh) Lv 4:23, 28, hg"ho 2 S 20:13,
and perhaps in ar,Ay (for hr,Wy) Pr 11:25; but cf. Delitzsch on the passage. —
Ptcp. t[;d;ñWm Is 12:5 Qere (t[;D;uñyUm. Keth). — An infinitive HophÇal with feminine
ending occurs in td,L,ñhu Gn 40:20, for td,l,ñhu= älWh; cf. above, t, on WdL.Wn, and
In HophÇal oÖ stands instead of in

§ 71 at the end.

x

%l;h' to go, also belongs in some respects to the w¾¾p class, since it
forms (as if from %l;w") imperfect %leyE, with waÒw consecutive %l,YEòw: (in pause %l†;YEw:
Gn 24:61, &c.), 1st sing. %lea*ew" (but in Jb 19:10 %ol+a;ew)'); infinitive construct tk,l,ñ
with suff. yTik.l, (SeghoÖl under the influence of the following palatal, as in yDIk.n< cf.
also yDIg>n<); imperative %leÃ -%l,, in the lengthened form hk'l. (as an interjection
referring even to a feminine, Gn 19:32, or a plural, Gn 31:44) and ^l. (Nu 23:13,
Ju 19:13, 2 Ch 25:17); Hiph. %yliAh (also in Ex 2:9 ykiyliñAh 2nd fem. imperative
is to be read for ykiyliñyhe, which probably arose merely through confusion with the
following WhqiñnIyhe); imperfect %yliAy, but in the 1st sing. of the imperfect
consecutive always %leAw)" Lv 26:13, Am 2:10, &c. Rarely, and almost exclusively
late or in poetry, the regular inflexions of %l;h' are also found: imperf. %'l{h]y†; (y
Ps 58:9, &c.; but %l;h]T†i Ex 9:23, y Ps 73:9; cf. § 64 a and h); %l{h/a†, Jb 16:22,
also MeÖsça‘; inscription, line 14, $lha; infin. %l{h] (Ex 3:19, Nu 22:13 f, 16, 6 Ec
6:8, 9); imperative plur. Wkl.hi Jer 51:50. On the other hand, the perfect Qal is
always %l;h', participle %leho, infinitive absolute %Alh', NiphÇal %l;h/n),, PiÇeÒl %Lehi,
8. The verb

%Leh;t.hi

y

HithpaÇeÒl
, so that a never appears unmistakably as the first radical. The
usual explanation of the above forms is nevertheless based on a supposed
obsolete

%l;y". It is, however, more correct to regard the apparent w¾¾p forms of

$lh with Praetorius (ZAW. ii. 310 ff.) as originating with the HiphÇiÖl, of which the
ground-form hahliÖkh became haÖliÖkh, and this again, on the analogy of the

a¾¾p

, hoÖliÖkh. This hoÖliÖkh being referred to a supposed
imperfect Qal of verbs
hauliÖkh (properly hawliÖkh) gave rise to new formations after the manner of verbs

w¾¾p
Footnotes:
1[1]

The e of the first syllable is really eÖ, not tone-long eÒ, since it is retained not merely

~[ed'y)ew>

^[]d†'ae

Ho 14:10), but also in
Ex
before the tone, and in the counter-tone (e. g.
33:13, 17. It is no objection to this view that the scriptio plena of this eÖ occurs (with the

rq;yyE y Ps 72:14, elsewhere pointed rq;yyI) only in Mi 1:8 and Ez 35:9
Keth.; in y Ps 138:6 the Masora prefers to point [d'yEy>. — Of the various explanations

exception of

of the eÖ the most satisfactory is that of Philippi (ZDMG. xl. p. 653) that an original yaçliçd,
for example (see above), became yilid by assimilation of the vowel of the first syllable
to that of the second; this then became yeÖleÒd instead of yeÒleÒd, in an attempt to raise
the word again in this way (by writing eÖ instead of eÒ) to a triliteral form.

@s;y" to add, is also to be included. In the MeÖsëaÇ-inscription, l. 21, the
infinitive is written tpsl (cf. ytpsy, l. 29); hence read in Is 30:1 (Nu 32:14, Dt 29:18)
tp,s,ñ for tAps.. The 2nd plur. masc. imperative Wps. Is 29:1, Jer 7:21 corresponds to
Wbv.; thus in proof of a supposed hp's' addere, there remains only hP,s.a; Dt 32:23, for
which, according to 2 S 12:8, read hp'siñao.
2[1]

A ninth

yTib.v;w> y Ps 23:6 can hardly be intended for an infin. with suffix from bv;y", but
rather for a perf. consec. from bWv; but read yTib.v;y)"w>.
3[1]

h['De and hd'r> belong to the source marked E (Dillmann's B) in the
modern criticism of the Pentateuch. The same document also has !ton> to give, for tTe;
%l{h] to go, for tk,l,ñ; andhf[]to make, for tAf[]. See Dillmann, Die BB. Num., Deut.,
4[2]

The infinitives

Jos., P, 618.
6[1]

Cf. above, m, note 2.

y¾¾p. Second Class, or Verbs properly y¾¾p, e. g. bj;y" to be good.

§ 70. verbs
Paradigm L.

Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 143 ff.; Grundriss, p. 603 ff.
Verbs properly

y¾¾p differ from verbs w¾¾p in the following points:

a
1. In Qal the initial YoÖdh never suffers aphaeresis or elision; hence the infinitive has

vby>

bj;yyIÃ #q;yyIÃ qn:yyI

qn"yyI

bj;yI

,1 the imperfect
(in pause
), also written
, &c.;
the form
and so always with a tone-bearing aç in the second syllable, even after waÒw consec., e.

#q;ñyYIw:, except #q,yYIñw: Gn 9:24, and rc,yYIòw: Gn 2:7, 19, unless rc;y" is to be included
among verbs w¾¾p (cf. rc;An Is 43:10).
g.

b

byjiy>h; is regularly contracted to byjiyhe (rarely written
byjiheÃ bjiyhe, &c.); imperfect byjiyyEÃ bj,yYEòw:. Instances of the uncontracted form are
Wrviñy>y: Pr 4:25, according to Barth (see above, § 67 p), an example of an i-imperfect of
Qal, since the HiphÇiÖl is otherwise always causative; rv;y>h; (imperative) y Ps 5:9 QereÖ
(the Keth. requires rvwh according to the form of verbs w¾¾p; cf. Is 45:2, rvwa Keth.,
rVeyEa] QereÖ), cf. Gn 8:17 QereÖ; ~ynIymiy>m; 1 Ch 12:2, to be explained as a denominative
from !ymiy"È ~reysiy>a; Ho 7:12 (§ 24 f, note), but perhaps the punctuation here is only
intended to suggest another reading ~reS.y:a].
2. In HiphÇiÖl the original form

c

bj;y" to be good (only in the imperfect
Qal and in HiphÇil; in the perfect Qal bAj, a verb W¾¾[, is used instead), qn:y" to
suck, #q;y" to awake, rc;y" to form (but see above, a), ll;y" only in HiphÇil lyliyhe to
bewail, rv;y" to be straight, right, also vbey" (Arabic yaçbiçsaç) to be dry (but HiphÇil
vybiAh 2 S 19:6, on the analogy of verbs w¾¾p; on Is 30:5, cf. § 72 x), and the
HiphÇil !ymiyhe (denominative from !ymiy"), infin. !ymihel. 2 S 14:19 to go to the right.
Rem. 1. The only verbs of this kind are:

d
2. In some examples of the imperfect HiphÇil the preformative has been

subsequently added to the contracted form:

lyliyEa]

byjiyEy> Jb 24:21; lyliyEy> Is 15:2, 3,

WlyliñyEy>

16:7;
Jer 48:31; plur.
Ho 7:14, cf. Is 65:14. QimhÌi and others
explain the above forms from a phonetic interchange of YoÖdh and He, arising

lyliyhey>, &c. (cf. Is 52:5). It is, perhaps, more
correct to suppose that the regular forms (byjiyyEi lyliyyE) were originally intended,
from the unsyncopated forms

but that in the later pronunciation the syllable was broken up in order to restore
artificially the preformative which had become merged in the first radical.

e

ytiboj)iyhew> Ez 36:11 with separating vowel
(for yTib.j;ñyhe) on the analogy of verbs W¾¾[; imperfect byjeyyE for byjiyyE 1 K 1:47;
ybij.yT†e (imperfect Qal for ybij.yTi) Na 3:8; WhqeñynIT.w: imperfect HiphÇil Ex 2:9, either
an error for äqnIyT†ew:, or an irregular shortening of the first syllable, caused by the
forward movement of the tone. Similarly, the HiphÇil #yqihe (from #Wq) is always
used instead of #yqiyhe from #q;y"; hence also t'Acòyqih] yticoòyqih/, imperat. hc'yqiñh',
infin. #yqih'.— On WhveñB.Y:w: Na 1:4, see § 69 u).
Isolated anomalies are: perfect HiphÇil

Footnotes:
1[2]

vbyBi

äy>Bi

tv,bñy>

This may be inferred from
(=
) Is 27:11, which with its fem.
Gn
8:7, is the only example of an infinitive construct Qal of these verbs. No example of the

bj;y>

imperative Qal is found: consequently the forms
, &c. (in Paradigm L of the earlier
editions of this Grllmmar), are only inferred from the imperfect.

w

y

§ 24. Changes of the Weak Letters and .

w

y

Philippi, Die Aussprache der semit. Konsonanten und (mentioned above, § 5
b, note 1), a thorough investigation of their phonetic value as consonantal, i.e.
non-syllabic, vowel-sounds, not palatal or labial fricatives; cf. also E. Sievers,
Metrische Studien, i. 15.

a

w and y are, as consonants, so weak, and approach so nearly to the corresponding
vowels u and i, that under certain conditions they very readily merge into them. This

w y

fact is especially important in the formation of those weak stems, in which a or
occurs as one of the three radical consonants (§ 69 ff, § 85, § 93).

w

y

1. The cases in which and lose their consonantal power, i.e. merge into a vowel,
belong almost exclusively to the middle and end of words; at the beginning they
remain as consonants1
The instances may be classified under two heads:

b

w y

(a) When either or with quiescent SèewaÖ stands at the end ofa syllable immediately
after a homogeneous vowel (u or i). It then merges in the homogeneous vowel, or

w

y

more accurately it assumes its vowel-character ( as u, as i), and is then contracted
with the preceding vowel into one vowel, necessarily long, but is mostly retained

bv;Wh for huwsëab ; #q;yyI for yiyqasÌ;
so also at the end of the word, e.g. yrIb.[i a Hebrew, properly ‘ibriÖy, fem. hY"rIb.[i, pl.
~yYIrIb.[i (and ~yrIb.[i); Wf['Jb 41:25 for wWf[' (cf. tAWf[] 1 S 25:18 KethiÖbh). On the
other hand, if the preceding vowel be heterogeneous, w and y are retained as full
consonants (on the pronunciation see § 8 m), e.g. wlev' quiet, wzI the month of May, yAG
nation,yWlG" revealed. But with a preceding aá the w and y are mostly contracted into oÖ
orthographically as a (quiescent) vowel letter. Thus

and eÖ (see below, f), and at the end of a word they are sometimes rejected (see below,
g).

w
yai island for ywIa/ È y[i ruins for ywI[] È yrI
watering Jb 37:11 for ywIr> È ÎyK burning Is 3:24 forywIK., cf. §§ 84a c, e, 93 y].
Complete syncope of before iÖ occurs in

c

y>

B.Ã w>Ã K.Ã l., which would then be pronounced with iç
(see § 28 a), and also almost always after mi (see § 102 b), coalesces with the iç to iÖ,
e.g. hd'WhyB†i in Judah, (for äy>Bi), hd'Whyw)i and Judah, raoyKi as the Nile, hd'Whyl†i for
Judah, ydeymi from the hands of.
Thus an initial after the prefixes

d

w

y

(b) When and without a vowel would stand at the end of the word after quiescent
SèewaÖ, they are either wholly rejected and only orthographically replaced by

h (e.g.

hk,B,ñ from bikhy, as well as the regularly formed ykiB. weeping; cf. § 93 x) or become
again vowel letters. In the latter case y becomes a homogeneous HÍireq, and also
attracts to itself the tone, whilst the preceding vowel becomes SèewaÖ (e.g. yrIñP. from
piry, properly pary); w is changed sometimes into a toneless u (e.g. WhToñ from tuhw).
e
Rem. In Syriac, where the weak letters more readily become vowel sounds, a

y> yI
also, in accordance, with this, write VIouda, for hd'Why>, VIsaa,k for qx'c.yI. Hence may

simple i may stand even at the beginning of words instead of or . The LXX

be explained the Syriac usage in Hebrew of drawing back the vowel i to the
preceding consonant, which properly had a simple vocal SèewaÖ, e.g. (according to

tl;l]y*wI Jer 25:36 for tl;l]y*iw> (so Baer), !Art.yK†i Ec
2:13 for !Art.yIB., cf. also the examples in § 20 h, note 2; even WLxeñywI Jb 29:21 (in
some editions) for WLxeyIòw>. According to QimhÌi (see § 47 bÌ) ljoq.yI was pronounced
as iqtÌoÒl, and therefore the 1st pers. was pointed ljoq.a, to avoid confusion. In fact
the reading of Ben-Naphtali2 )

the Babylonian punctuation always has iç for ä in the 1st pers.

f

w

y

2. With regard to the choice of the long vowel, in which and quiesce after such
vocalization and contraction, the following rules may be laid down:

w

y

(a) With a short homogeneous vowel and are contracted into the corresponding
long vowel (uÖ or iÖ), see above, b.
(b) With short aç they form the diphthongs oÖ and eÖ according to § 7 a, e.g.

byjiyme from

byjiy>m; È byviAy from byviw>y:, &c.3
g

w

y

Rem. The rejection of the half vowels and (see above, b) occurs especially at
the end of words after a heterogeneous vowel (aç), if according to the nature of
the form the contraction appears impossible. So especially in verbs

h¾¾l, e.g.

yl;G" = ¿yÀ l;G" = hl'G", since aç after the rejection of the y stands in an
open syllable, and consequently must be lengthened to aÒ. The h is simply an
orthographic sign of the long vowel. So also hl'v' for sëaÒlaw.4. On the origin of
hl,g>yI, see § 75 e; on ~q' as perf. and part. of ~Wq, see § 72 b and g; on dleyE,
&c., from dlw, see § 69 b. — On the weakening of w and y to a, see § 93 x.
originally

Footnotes:
1[1]

Or as consonantal vowels (see above), and are then transcribed by P. Haupt,

W

Philippi, and others, as uå, iå, following the practice of Indogermanic philologists. for

w>

y

and, alone is a standing exception, see § 26 l and § 104 e. On = i at the beginning of

w

a word, cf. § 47 b, note. According to § 19 a, end, initial in Hebrew almost always

y

w¾¾p, § 69 a. Apart from a few proper names,
initial w occurs only in ww" hook, dl'w" child Gn 11:30, 2 S 6:23 KethÖbh[elsewhere dl,y<ò],
and the doubtful dz"w" Pr 21:8.
becomes ; always in verbs originally

2[1]

According to Abulwalid, Ben-Naphtali regarded the Yodh in all such cases as a
vowel letter.

~ynIymiy>m; 1 Ch 12:2;
~reysiy>a; Ho 7:12 (but cf. § 70 b); rv;y>h; y Ps 5:9 QereÖ; the locatives ht'y>B;ñ Ã hm'y>r;ñc.ji
&c.— On the suffix ykiy>¤'ñ for %yI¤'ñ see § 91 l.—Sometimes both forms are found, as
hl'w>[; and hl'A[; cf. yOx; living, constr. state yxe. Analogous is the contration of tw<m'ñ
(ground-form mawt) death, constr. tAm È !yI[;ñ (ground-form, ‘ayn [‘ ain]) eye,
constr.!y[e
3[2]

Instances in which no contraction takes place after aç are,

yl;G: but pronounces galaÒ. So
the LXX yn:ysi Sina/, Vulg. Sina; cf. Nestle, ZAW. 1905, p. 362 f. But even in Arabic alX
is written for wl;v' and pronounced salaÒ
4[1]

The Arabic, in such cases, often writes etymologically

§ 71. Verbs

w¾¾p.Third Class, or Verbs with YoÖdh assimilated.

In some verbs

w¾¾p, the YoÖdh (or the original WaÒw) does not quiesce in the preceding

vowel, but is regarded as a full consonant, and, like NuÖn,1 is assimilated to the
following consonant. These forms, therefore, belong properly to the class of strong

[c;y" (prop. [cw) to spread under; HiphÇiÖl
[;yCihi, HophÇal [C;huÈ tc;y" to burn, imperfect tC;yI, NiphÇal tC;nI, HiphÇiÖl tyCihi (in Is 27:4
also hN"t,ñyCia; is to be read with König; in 2 S 14:30 the Masora has rightly emended
the KethiÖbh hytycwhw, which could only be the 1st sing. perf. of a verb w¾¾p, to the
imperative h'WtñyCih;w> in agreement with the context and all the early versions); gc;y",
HiphÇiÖl gyCihi to place, HophÇal gC;hu; and probably also in the forms ordinarily derived
from bc;n", viz. bC;nI (NiphÇal), byCihiÃ byCiy:Ã bC;hu; at any rate a stem bc;y" is implied by
the HithpaÇeÒl bCey:t.hi; instead of the anomalous bC;t;T†ew: Ex 2:4 read with the Samaritan
bcyttw, i.e. bCey:t.TiW:. Besides the common form we find once qCoa, in Is 44:3 (from
qc;y" to pour) with a transitive meaning, beside qc,YEòw: intransitive, 1 K 22:35. Elsewhere
the imperfect consecutive has the form qcoYIw: Gn 28:18, 35:14, &c., cf. § 69 f, where
also other forms of qc;y" are given; rc,yYIòw: and rCoyI (Is 44:12, 49:8, Jer 1:5 QereÖ), from
rc;y" to form, are, however, used in the same sense. Cf. also ~reS'.a, Ho 10:10; hn"r>V;ñYIw:
(for äTiw: according to § 47 k) 1 S 6:12; dSoyli 2 Ch 31:7 (cf. § 69 n) and dS'Wm Is 28:16.
This assimilation is found always with sibilants (most frequently with c) except in the
case of #Q;YIw: 1 K 3:15 (so ed. Mant., Ginsb., Kittel; but Jabl., Baer #q;YIw:) and in td,L,huñ
Gn 40:20, Ez 16:5 (cf. td,L,Wh verse 4), infinitive HophÇal of dl;y" (cf. WdL.Wn § 69 t).
verbs. Assimilation invariably takes place in

Footnotes:

[¾¾[ (cf. above, note on § 67 g), may perhaps have been
influenced by the analogy of verbs !¾¾p.

1[1]

These verbs, like verbs

§ 84a. Nouns derived from the Simple Stem.

a
Preliminary remark. — From the statement made above, § 83 d, it follows that an
external similarity between forms is no proof of their similar origin, and, vice
versa, external difference does not exclude the possibility of their being closely
related both in origin and meaning.

1. Nouns with One Vowel, originally Short.
R.RuâzicÛka, 'Beiträge zur Erklärung der nomina segolata,' in Sitz.-ber.d.
böhmischen Ges. d. Wiss., Prag, 1904.
1. Nouns with one of the three short vowels after the first radical: present groundform qaÁtl, qiÁtl, quÁtl.
The supposition of monosyllabic ground-forms appeared to be required by the
character of forms now existing in Hebrew, as well as in Arabic, &c. But there are
strong reasons for believing that at least a large proportion of these forms go
back to original dissyllabic bases with a short vowel in each syllable. When
formative additions were made, the vowel of the 2nd syllable was dropped, i, e.
before case-endings in Assyrian and early Arabic, and before pronominal
suffixes in Hebrew. From the forms thus produced, the bases qatÌl, qitÌl, qutÌl have
been assumed, although they never appear in Hebrew except in the singular and
then in connexion with suffixes.
In support of this view of a large number of original dissyllabic bases, we must
not, however, appeal to the SeghoÖl or PathahÌ under the 2nd consonant of the
existing developed forms, rp,señ; [r;z<Ð, &c. These are in no sense survivals or
modifications of an original full vowel in the 2nd syllable, but are mere helpingvowels (§ 28 e) to make the monosyllabic forms pronounceable,1 and
consequently disappear when no longer needed. Under certain circumstances
even (e. g. in j.v.q) they are not used at all. Actual proofs of such original
toneless full vowels in the 2nd syllable of existing Segholates are —
1. Forms like Arab. malik, for, which rarely malk, corresponding to the Hebrew
ground-form; cf. De Lagarde, Uebersicht, p. 72 ff.
2. In Hebrew rd,G<Ð; %r,y<Ð; db,K,ñ; @t,K,ñ, the connective forms of rdeG"; %rey", &c.,
which latter can only come front ground-forms gaÁdiÁr, yaÁriÁk, kaÁdiÁd, kaÁtiÁp.
3. The forms treated under e, which are in many ways related to the Segholates
proper, in so far as they are to be referred to original dissyllabic bases.
4. The plurals of Hebrew Segholates, since, with very rare exceptions, they take

QamesÌ under the 2nd radical before the termination ~y¤i, fem. tA¤, of the
absolute state, as ~ykil'm.; tAkl'm.; ~yrIp's., &c. This QamesÌ (see note 1 on § 26
e) can only be due to a lengthening of an original short vowel in the 2nd syllable,
and hence it would seem as though the vowel were always eÁ. This is impossible
from what has been said, especially under 1 and 2. Hence the explanation of the
consistent occurrence of QamesÌ in the plurals of all Segholates can only be that
the regularly formed plurals (i. e. from singulars with original aÁ in the 2nd
syllable) became the models for all the others, and ultimately even for some
really monosyllabic forms.2
(a) From the strong stem the above three ground-forms are further developed to

lj,q,ñ,3lj,qeñ; lj,qoñ (cf. § 27 r and in § 93 the explanations of Paradigm I, a–c);
without a helping vowel (§ 28 d) j.v.q truth. If the second or third radical be a
guttural, a helping PathahÌ takes the place of the helping SeghoÖl, according to § 22
d, e. g. [r;z<ñ seed, xc;nEÐ eternity, l[;Poñ work; but with middle h or x, note ~x,l,ñ
bread, ~x,r,ñ (as well as ~x;r;ñ) womb, lh,aoñ tent, !h,Boñ thumb; so with final a, ar,P,ñ
a wild ass, &c.; with a middle guttural also the modification of the principal vowel
aÁ to eÊ does not occur, e. g. bh;r;ñ

r[;n:Ð; #x;l;ñ (exceptions, again, ~x,l,ñ; ~x,r,ñ). On
the inflexion, cf. § 93, Paradigm I, a–f, and the explanations. In aj.xe sin, the a
has wholly lost its consonantal value.

b
Examples of feminines: hB'l.m; (directly from the ground-form malk, king), hr't.si
a covering (also rt,señ), hl'k.a' food (also lk,aoñ); with a middle guttural hr'[]n); girl,

hr'h\j†' purity (also rh;joñ). Cf. § 94, Paradigm I.
c
(b) From weak stems: (a) from stems !¾¾[, e. g. @a; nose (from ’aÁnp, hence with
formative additions, e. g. yPia; for ’anpiÖ, my nose); z[e a she-goat (groundform
‘iÁnz); fem. hj'xi wheat; (b) from stems [¾¾[ (§ 93, Paradigm I, l–n); tP; a morsel,

~[; people (so, when in close connexion with the next word; unconnected ~[';
with article ~['h'; ~['l', &c.); br; in the sense of much, but br' great, numerous
(in close connexion also br;); [r' evil, with the article in close connexion [r;h',

unconnected [r'h'; with the aÁ always lengthened to aÒ, ~y" sea; fem. hY"x; life, and
with attenuation of the aÁ to iÁ, hD'mi measure; from the ground-form qiÁtÌl, ~ae
mother; fem. hZ"GI a shearing; from the ground-form quÁtÌl, qxo statute, fem. hQ'xu.
(g) from stems W¾¾[ (Paradigm I, g and i); tw<m'ñ death (from ma-ut, the u passing
into the corresponding consonant, as in %w<T'ñ middle) or contracted ~Ay day, jAv
whip, rAv a bull; fem. hl'w>[; perverseness (also contracted hl'A[); from the
ground-form quÁtÌl, rWc a rock; fem. hp'Ws a storm. (d) from stems y¾¾[ (Paradigm
I, h); TyIz:ñ an olive-tree (with a helping HÍireq instead of a helping SeghoÖl) from za-it,
the i passing into the corresponding consonant; or contracted qyxe bosom, lyxe 2
K 18:17 (elsewhere lyIx;ñ) host; fem. hb'yfe grey hair; from the ground-form qiÁtÌl,

!yDI judgement; fem. hn"yBi understanding. (e) from stems h¾¾l (Paradigm I, k);
partly forms such as hk,B,ñ weeping, hg<h,ñ murmuring, hd,n<Ð a present, hc,q,ñ the
end, partly such as ykiB.; yrIa] a lion (ground-form baÁky, ’aÁry); cf. also the forms
from stems originally w¾¾l; Wxf'ñ swimming (ground-form saÁhÌw); fem. hw"l.v; rest,
hw"a]G); exaltation; from stems y¾¾l; hy"l.a; a fat tail, and with attenuation of aÁ to iÁ
hy"b.vi captivity, also tybiv., formed no doubt directly from the masc. ybiv. with the
fem. termination t; from the ground-form qiÁtÌl, ycix] (from hÌiÁsÌy); fem. hw"d>x, joy,
hy"r>[, and hw"r>[, nakedness; from the ground-form quÁtÌl, WhBo (from boÁhw) waste,
WhToñ emptiness; yliD>, for yliD\, bucket; fem. hY"nIa\ a ship (directly from ynIa\ a fleet).
d
The masculines as well as the feminines of these segholate forms may have
either an abstract or a concrete meaning. In the form lj,qoñ the passive or at any
rate the abstract meaning is by far the more common (e. g. r[;nOÐ youthfulness,
abstract of r[;n:Ð boy; lk,aoñ food, &c.).4

e
2. Nouns with one of the three short vowels under the second radical (present
ground-form qetÌaÁl, qetÌiÁl, qetÌuÁl), e. g. vb;D> honey, yw:D> sickness, tt;x] terror; and

so always with middle a; raeB. a well, baez> a wolf, vaB. stench. In reality these
forms, like the segholates mentioned in No. 1 (see above, a), are, probably, for
the most part to be referred to original dissyllabic forms, but the tone has been
shifted from its original place (the penultima) on to the ultima. Thus dibasÛ
(originally di basÛ) as ground-form of vb;D> is supported both by the Hebrew yvib.DI
(with suffix of the first person), and by the Arabic dibs, the principal form; biÈir
(according to Philippi with assimilation of the vowel of the second syllable to that
of the first) as ground-form of raeB. is attested by the Arabic biÈr; for vaB. (Arabic
buÈs) similarly a ground-form buÈusÛ may be inferred, just as a ground-form quÛtÌuÛl
underlies the infinitives of the form ljoq..5
II. Nouns with an original Short Vowel in both Syllables.

f
3. The ground-form qaÁtÌaÁl, fem. qaÁtÌaÁlaÁt, developed in Hebrew to lj'q' (§ 93,
Paradigm II, a, b) and hl'j'q. (§§ 94, 95, Paradigm II, a, b), mostly forms
intransitive adjectives, as ~k'x' wise, vd'x' new, rv'y" upright; but also
substantives, as rb'D' a word, and even abstracts, as ~v'a' guilt, b['r' hunger,

[b'f' satiety; in the fem. frequently abstract, as hq'd'c.6 righteousness; with an
initial guttural hm'd'a] earth. — Of the same formation from verbs [¾¾[ are dd'B'
alone, !n"[' cloud; passive ll'x' pierced. — In verbs h¾¾l a final YoÖdh is almost
always rejected, and the aÁ of the second syllable lengthened to eÊ. Thus yd;f'
field, after rejection of the y and addition of h as a vowel-letter, becomes hd,f'
(cf. § 93, Paradigm II, í ); fem. e. g. hn"v' year; cf. § 95, Paradigm II, c. From a
verb w¾¾l the strong form wn"[' afflicted occurs.
g
4. The ground-form qaÁtÌiÁl, fem. qaÁtÌiÁlaÁt, developed to ljeq' (§ 93, Paradigm II,
c–e) and hl'jeq., is frequently used as participle of verbs middle e (§ 50 b), and
hence mostly with an intransitive meaning; cf. !qiz" old, an old man; dbeK' heavy;
fem. hm'heB. cattle, hl'pea] and hk'vex] darkness. — From verbs y¾¾p: irregularly,

wyt'AYliD†' the branches of it, Jer 11:16, &c., generally referred to a sing. tyliD'

(stem hld), and wyt'AYrIh†' Ho 14:1 their women with child (from hr'h', st. constr.

tr;h], plur. st. absol. and constr. tArh'). — From a verb w¾¾l with consonantal
WaÒw: wlev' at ease, incorrectly written plene wylev' Jb 21:23.
h
5. The ground-form qaÁtÌuÁl, developed to ljoq' (also written lAjq'), generally
forms adjectives, e. g. ~yOa' terrible, droB' piebald, qAtm' sweet, dqon" speckled,

tbo[' interwoven, lgO[' round, qmo[' deep, bqo[' hilly, bhoc' golden; !joq' small, only
in sing. masc., with a parallel form !j'q' of the class treated under í, fem. hN"j;q.,
plur. ~yNIj;q.. These forms are not to be confounded with those in No. III, from the
ground-form qaÁtÌaÖl. — Fem. hM'yUa]; hD'WbK., ( glorious ), hT'bu[]; hG"nU[] ( delicate ),
hL'gU[]; hQ'mu[], with sharpening of the third radical, in order to keep the original uÁ
short, and similarly in the plurals ~yDIruB.; ~yDIqun>; ~yLigU[]; ~yPisua] stores, &c.
i
6. The ground-form qiÁtÌaÁl, develops to lj'qe (cf. § 93, Paradigm II, Rem. I ), e. g.

bb'le heart, bn"[e a bunch of grapes, rk've strong drink; from a verb h¾¾l, probably
of this class is h[,re, generally contracted to [re friend, ground-form riÇay: the full
form is preserved in Wh[eñre his friend, for Why[eñre.
III. Nouns with an original Short Vowel in the First and a Long Vowel in the Second
Syllable.

k
7. The ground-form qaÁtÌaÖl in Hebrew always develops to the form lAjq', the aÖ
becoming an obscure oÖ. The fact that this form is also written ljoq' must not lead
to the confusion of these forms with those mentioned in No. 5, from the groundform qaÁtÌuÁl.7 Moreover the qatÌoÖl-class includes forms of various origin, and
therefore of various meaning, as (a) intransitive adjectives like lAdG" great, vAdq'
holy, fem. hl'AdG>, the short vowel becoming S–ewaÖ, whereas in lAdG", &c., before
the tone it is lengthened to aÒ; (b) the infinitives absolute of the form lAjq' (§ 45
a) as representing the abstract idea of the verb, and abstract substantives like

dAbK' honour, ~Alv' peace (Arab. saÁlaÖm); (c) substantives and adjectives in an
active sense, as !AxB' assayer (of metals), qAv[' an oppressor, #Amx'
oppressing; in the feminine hd'AgB†' treacherous Jer 3:7, 10, the irregular
retention of the aÒ in the third syllable from the end is no doubt to be explained,
with Brockelmann, from Aramaic influence, the punctuator having in mind the
Aramaic nomen agentis qaÖtÌoÖl.

l
8. The ground-form qaÁtÌiÖl develops to lyjiq' (cf. § 93, Paradigm IV, a and b).
Here also forms of various origin and meaning are to be distinguished: (a)
adjectives used substantivally with a passive meaning to denote duration in a
state, as rysia' a prisoner, x;yvim' an anointed one. These proper qaÁtÌiÖl-forms are
parallel to the purely passive qatÌuÖl-forms (see m), but others are due to a
strengthening of original qatÌiÁl-forms. These are either (b) intransitive in meaning,
as ry[ic' small, and, from y¾¾l stems, yqin" pure, ynI[' poor(see § 93 vv), or (c)
active, as aybin" a speaker (prophet), dyqiP' an overseer. — Of a different kind
again (according to De Lagarde, infinitives) are (d) forms like @ysia' the
ingathering, ryciB' vintage, vyrIx' ploughing time, ryciq' harvest. On qaÁtæÌiÖl forms
with a kindred meaning, cf. § 84b f.

m
9. The ground-form qaÁtÌuÖl develops to lWjq'. As in the qatÌaÖl and qatÌiÖl-forms (see k
and l), so here forms of various kinds are to be distinguished: (a) qatÌuÖl-forms
proper, with passive meaning, especially all the passive participles of Qal; fem.
e. g. hl'WtB. virgin (properly secluded). On the other hand, by strengthening an
original qatÌuÁl-form we get (b) certain stative adjectives (§ 50 f), as vWna'
incurable, ~Wc[' strong, ~Wr[' subtil, or even transitive, as zWxa' holding; (c)
active substantives, as vWqy" a fowler. Further, some of the forms mentioned in §
84b g belong to this class; see above, the remark on l.

n
10. The ground-form qaÁtÌaÖl or quÁtÌaÖl8 in Hebrew changes the iÁ to vocal SewaÖ, and
develops to lj'q. (cf. § 93, Paradigm IV, c) or lAjq., with aÖ obscured to oÖ (as
above, k). Cf. ra'v. remnant, rq'y> honour, bt'K. book (Arab. kiÁtaÖb), br'q. war (the

last three probably loan-words from the Aramaic); of the other form, ~Alx] a
dream, rAmx] an ass (Arab. hÌiÁmaÖr), H;Ala/ God (Arab. ’iÁlaÖh); with a prosthetic (§
19 m), [;Arz>a, arm (twice: usually [;Arz>); fem. hr'AfB. good news (Arab.
biÁsÛaÖraÁt); hd'Ab[] service, tb,toñK. (Arab. kiÁtaÖbaÁt) tattooing.

o
11. The ground-form qiÁtÌiÖl seems to occur e. g. in Hebrew lywIa/ foolish, lylia/
vanity, lydIB. lead, lysiK. a fool, ryzIx] a swine (the prop. name, ryzIxe points to the
ground-form qiÁtÌiÖl, cf. Arab. hÌiÁnziÖr).

p
12. The ground-form qiÁtÌuÖl or quÁtÌuÖl, Hebr. lWjq., e. g. lWbG> a boundary, vWbl. a
garment; fem. hr'WbG> strength, hn"Wma/ faithfulness.

q
Rem. When the forms qetÌuÖl and qetÌoÖl begin with a, they almost invariably take in
the singular a SÍere under the a instead of the ordinary HÍatÌeph-SeghoÖl; cf. sWbae a
crib, !Wjae thread, !Wmae faithful, bAzae hyssop, rAzae a waist-band, r

Wsae a bond,

dApae an 'ephod'; cf. § 23 h, and the analogous cases of SÍere for HÍatÌeph-SeghoÖl
in verbal forms § 52 n, § 63 p, § 76 d.
IV. Nouns with a Long Vocal in the First Syllable and originally a Short Vowel in the
Second Syllable.

r
13. The ground-form qaÖtÌaÁl, in Hebrew, always changes the aÖ into an obscure oÖ,

lj'Aq (lj'qo), e. g. ~l'A[ (§ 93, Paradigm III, a), Arab. ‘aÖlaÁm, eternity; ~t'Ax
(Arab. hÌaÖtaÁm) a seal (according to Barth a loan word of Egyptian origin), fem.

tm,t,ñxo (from hÌoÖtaÁmt); [l'AT worm (unless from a stem [lw, like bv'AT from bXw;
see the analogous cases in § 85 b). On the participles Qal of verbs h¾¾l (§ 93,
Paradigm III, c), cf. § 75 e; on the feminines of the participles Qal, which are
formed with the termination t, see below, s.
Rem. Of a different kind (probably from a ground-form qautÌal) are such forms as

!p'Aa (or !p;Aa Ez 10:9 in the same verse) a wheel; lz"AG a young bird, gn:AD wax,

&c.

s
14. The ground-form qaÖtÌiÁl also becomes in Hebrew almost invariably ljeAq
(ljeqo). Besides participles active masc. Qal this class includes also feminines of
the form tl,j,ñqo, if their ground-form qoÖtÌalt (§ 69 c) goes back to an original qaÖtÌilt.
The substantives of this form, such as !heKo priest (Arab. kaÖhiÁn), were also
originally participles Qal. The fem. of the substantives has eÒ (lengthened from iÁ)
retained before the tone, e. g. hdley*o a woman in travail (cf. also hd'gEB)o the
treacherous woman, Jer 3:8; h['leC*oh; her that halteth, Mi 4:6f., Zp 3:19; hr'xes)o a
buckler, y Ps 91:4); the participles as a rule have the form hd'l.y*o, &c., the
original iÁ having become SewaÖ; however, the form with SÍere occurs also in the
latter, Is 29:6, 8, 34:9, y Ps 68:26, 118:16 (all in principal pause; in subordinate
pause hm'mevo 2 S 13:20, Is 33:14; with a conjunctive accent, Ct 1:6).

t
15. The ground-form quÖtÌaÁl, Hebrew lj;Wq (as, lb;Wy river, Jer 17:8) or lj'Wq e. g.

bg"W[ a pipe, commonly bg"[u, and to be so read, with Baer, also in y Ps 150:4,
not bG"[u.
V. Nouns with a Long Vowel in each Syllable.

u
16. lAjyqi, e.g. rAjyqi smoke. The few forms of this kind are probably derived
from the ground-form qiÖtÌaÖl (qiÁtæÌÖl ?), i. e. the original aÖ has become an obscure oÖ.
Footnotes:
1[1]

According to Delitzsch (Assyr, Gram., p 157 f.) the same is true in Assyrian of the
corresponding qatÌl-forms. Without case-endings they are kalab, sÛamas, aban (=

bl,K,ñ; vm,v,ñ; !b,a,ñ), with case-endings kalbu, sÛamsu, abnu. On the other hand, acc, to
Sievers, Metrik, i. 261, Hebrew ground, forms probably have a twofold origin: they are
shortened according to Hebrew rules partly from old absolute forms like kalbu, sifru,
qudsÛu, and partly from old construct-forms like the Assyrian types kalab, sifir, qudusÛ.
2[2]

On the other hand, Ungnad, ZA. 1903, p. 333 ff., rejecting all previous

explanations, maintains that the a in melaÒkhiÖm, melaÒkhoÖth is inserted merely to facilitate
the pronunciation. From qatÌlim arose qatÌalim then qatÌaliÖm and finally qetÌaliÖm. See,
however, Nöldeke, 'Zur semit. Pluralendung,' ZA. 1904, p. 68 ff., who points out that
the Semitic nouns faÇl, fiÇl, fuÇl with their corresponding feminines faÇla, &c., on assuming
the plural termination commonly take an a before the 3rd radical, but that no
satisfactory account can be given for it. M. Margolis, 'The plural of Segolates' (Proc. of
the Philo. Assoc. of the Pacific Coast, San Francisco, 1903, p. 4 ff.), and S. Brooks,
vestiges of the broken plural in Hebrew, Dublin, 1883, explain melaÒkhiÖm as a
pluralisfractus.
3[3]

It is worthy of notice that St. Jerome also (cf. Siegfried, ZAW. iv. 7:6) frequently
represents the vowel of the first syllable by a, e. g. gader, aben, ader, areb, for

rd,G<; !b,a,; rd,a,; br,x,, but cedem, secel, debr, &c., for ~d,q,; lq,v,; rb,D,, &c.
4[1]

M. Lambert also (REJ. 1896, p. 18 ff.), from statistics of the Segholates, arrives at
the conclusion that the qatÌl-form is especially used for concretes (in nouns without
gutturals he reckons twenty concretes as against two abstracts), and the qitÌl-form, and
less strictly the qutÌl, for abstracts.

5[1]

On this theory cf. Stade, Hebräische Grammatik, § 199 b; De Lagarde, Übersicht,
p. 57 f.; A. Müller, ZDMG. xlv, p. 226, and especially Philippi, ZDMG. xlix, p. 208.
In St. Jerome's time these forms were still pronounced sÌadaca (hq'd'c.), sÌaaca(

6[2]

hq'['c. ), nabala ( hl'b'n> ), &c., see Siegfried, ZAW. iv. 79. Moreover, the numerous
abstracts of this form (e. g. even hp'c'q. a splintering, hx'w"c. a crying, &c.) are
undoubtedly to be regarded (with Barth, Nominalbildung, p. 87) as feminines of
infinitives of the form qaÁtÌaÖl, the lengthening of the second syllable being balanced, as
in other cases, by the addition of the feminine termination.
In Na 1:3 only the QereÖ requires -ld'G> (in the constr. state) for the KethiÖbh lAdG>.

7[1]
8[2].

On the fuÇaÖl-forms (regarded by Wellhausen as original diminutives) see Nöldeke,

Beiträge (Strassb. 1904), p. 30 ff. He includes among them tr,[oñn> tow, and ~yrIxoj.
hemorrhoids.

§ 83. Verbal Nouns in General.

a
1. In Hebrew, as in Greek and Latin, the verbal nouns are connected in form and
meaning primarily with certain forms of the verb, especially the participles and
infinitives, which are themselves, even in their ordinary form, frequently used precisely

byEao

t[;D;ñ

enemy
to know, knowledge. Still oftener, however, certain
like nouns, e. g.
forms of the infinitive and participle, which are seldom or never found as such in the
strong verb, though in use in the weak verb and in the kindred dialects, came to be

ljeq', the infinitives of the
(Aramaic) form lj;q.mi (as a noun also lj'q.mi), further tl,joñq.; hl'j.qi; hl'j.q'; hl'j.qu,
commonly used for the verbal noun; e. g. the participial form

(§ 45 d), &c. Others (as the Arabic shows) are properly intensive forms of the
participle.

b
2. As regards their meaning, it follows from the nature of the case that nouns which
have the form of the infinitive regularly denote the action, or state, with other closely
related ideas, and are therefore mostly abstract; while the participial nouns, on the
contrary, denote for the most part the subject of the action or state, and are therefore
concrete. Moreover, it is to be noticed, that a particular meaning is attached to many of
the special forms of derivative nouns, although it does not appear equally in them all.

c
Rem. It need not appear strange, when we consider the analogy of other
languages, that a noun which in form is properly abstract afterwards acquired a
concrete sense, and vice versa. So in English, we say his acquaintance, for the
persons, with whom he is acquainted; the Godhead for God himself; in Hebrew

[d;Am acquaintance and an acquaintance.
d
The inner connexion in thought between Semitic noun-forms and the
corresponding verbal forms is investigated in the works of De Lagarde and Barth
(see the titles at the head of § 79) on very different lines, but with many points of
agreement. De Lagarde starts from the fact that language consists of sentences.
A sentence which consists of only one word is called a verb, and anything which
serves as a complement to it is a noun. The oldest form of the sentence is the
imperative. Closely related to it are three kinds of sentences of the nature of
verbal forms, differing according as the property of the particular object of sense
is to be represented as invariable (form qatula), or as liable to change (form
qatila), or, finally, as a circumstance which takes place before our eyes (form
qatala). Like the imperative, these three forms of sentences have also been
transformed into nouns, by means of certain phonetic changes, — especially by

the omission of the final vowels and the addition of different terminations to the
last consonant of the stem. But just as the forms of the verbal sentence undergo
numerous modifications (in the tenses, moods, and conjugations), so also do the
nouns, sometimes by assimilation of the unessential to the characteristic vowel
(qutul, qitil), sometimes by the lengthening of the characteristic vowel (qatuÖl, qatiÖl,
qataÖl), or else through the displacement of the accent and the consequent
reduction of the noun to a monosyllabic form (qatl, qutl, qitl), or, finally, by their
being formed from the derived stems (or conjugations), e. g. qattal, qattaÖl; qittil,
qittaÖl, &c. Further modifications arise from the use of the various imperfect and
infinitive forms, and also from the employment of the prefix m. Lastly,
denominalia are formed from deverbalia by appending certain suffixes.
De Lagarde does not, however, claim to be able to show in the case of each
particular noun the sense it conveyed in primitive times; the origin of a number of
nouns can now no longer be detected. In those, however, which are clearly
derived from verbs, the original meaning is chiefly determined by the
characteristic vowel.
Barth's system is based on the thesis that 'all Semitic nouns, adjectives, and
participles are derived from either the perfect or the imperfect stem'. Thus, e. g.

lAjq' is the infinitive of the perfect stem, ljoq. the infinitive of the imperfect stem,
bk;v. infinitive of bK;v.yI, &c. In dissyliabic noun-forms the second vowel is always
alone characteristic and essential, the first vowel unessential, and therefore
variable. Further modifications of the simple form are effected by strengthening
(sharpening) the second or third consonant, by lengthening the characteristic
vowel (instead of which, however, the feminine termination may also be used), or
by 'metaplasm ', i. e. by the use of noun-forms derived from one of the two
intransitive stems for the other, e. g. qutl for qitl, and vice versa.
In nouns of the perfect stem, the vowels i and u indicate intransitive formations,
the vowel a a transitive sense. In nouns of the imperfect stem on the contrary, u
and i, being characteristic vowels, indicate a transitive and a an intransitive
sense: for yaqtuÁluÁ is imperfect of the transitive perfect qatala, and yaqtaÁluÁ
imperfect of the intransitive perfects qatila and qatula, &c. This explains how
nouns, apparently identical in form, may yet in sense belong to different classes:
a qutl-form from a u-imperfect has a transitive meaning, but the same form from
a u-perfect has an intransitive meaning. This double system of perfect and
imperfect forms runs through the whole scheme of noun-formation, not only the
forms connected, with the conjugations, but also the forms with prefixes and
suffixes.
Against the whole theory it has been urged that it postulates for the development
of the language a much too abstract mechanism, and further, that the meanings
of words as we find them may in many cases be due to a modification of the

original sense. But though many of the details (e. g. the alleged unessential
character of the vowel of the first syllable) remain doubtful, yet the agreement
between the characteristic vowel of certain noun formations and that of the
perfect or imperfect stem, is supported by such a number of incontestable
instances, that there can be no doubt as to a systematic, intimate connexion
between the two. At the same time it must be admitted that De Lagarde has put
forward many important and suggestive points, and both scholars agree in laying
stress on one characteristic vowel as indicative of the meaning.

CHAPTER III

THE NOUN
§ 79. General View.
For the literature, see De Lagarde, Uebersicht über die im Aram., Arab. und
Hebr, übliche Bildung der Nomina, Göttingen, 1889; Index and Additions, 1891;
J. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen, first half, Simple
nouns, Leipzig, 1889; second half, Nouns with external additions, 1891; second
edition, with indices of words and subjects, 1894; E. König, Historisch-kritisches
Lehrgebäude. &c., ii. 1, Leipzig, 1895, see above, § 3 f. — Of these three
important works the first two especially have given rise to various articles. In
support of De Lagarde: Hommel in ZDMG. xliv, p. 535 ff. (against De Lagarde
and Hommel: Barth, ibid., p. 679 ff.), and dealing with the Index, ZDMG. xlv, p.
340 ff.— Against Barth (though with many points of agreement): Philippi in the
Zeitschift für Völkerpsychologie, 1890, p. 344 ff. (answered by Barth in ZDMG.
xliv, p. 692 ff.), and ZDMG. xlvi, p. 149 ff. (answered again by Barth, ibid., xlviii,
p. 10 ff,), also in the Beiträge zur Assyriologie, ii (1892), p. 359:ff. 'Die semitische
Verbal-und Nominalbildung,' and lastly, in ZDMG. xlix, p. 187 ff. — Cf. also A.
Müller, 'Semitische Nomina. Bemerkungen zu de Lagarde und Barth,' ZDMG.
xlv, p. 221 ff. — The main nts at issue in the works of De Lagarde and Barth are
indicated below, § 83 d, — Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 104 ff.;
Grundriss, p. 329 ff.

a
1. Since, according to § 30 a, most word-stems are developed into verbal stems as
well as into noun-stems, it has become customary (especially in the Lexicon) to refer
the noun to the most simple ground-form of the verbal formation, viz. the 3rd pers.
sing. perfect Qal, and, as it were, to derive it from that form. This is usual, not only in
those noun-stems which can be directly connected with a corresponding verbal stem
(Nomina verbalia or derivativa, § 83 ff.), but also with Nomina primitiva, i.e. those of
which no verbal stem is now found in Hebrew (see § 82), as well as finally with
Nomina denominativa, which have evidently been derived from other nouns (§ 86).
The adjective agrees in form entirely, with the substantive. On the formation of
adjectival ideas by giving to abstracts a concrete sense, see § 83 c.

b
2. A special inflexion of the noun to express the various cases does not exist in
Hebrew; only a few ancient and almost extinct traces of case-endings have survived (§
90). The syntactical relation of a noun can therefore in general only be inferred from its
position in the sentence, or from its being joined to prepositions. In either case, the
form of the noun undergoes no change (except for the construct state, § 89), and the

representation of case-relations belongs therefore almost exclusively to the syntax (§
117 ff.). The comparative and superlative of adjectives also can be expressed only by
a syntactical combination (§ 133). On the other hand, several changes in the forms of
nouns are occasioned by the additions of the plural, dual, and feminine terminations,
as well as of the pronominal suffixes, and also by the close connexion of two nouns,
by means of the construct state.1
Footnotes:
1[1]

To speak of these changes as a declension of the Hebrew noun, as is usually
done, is accordingly incorrect.

§ 82. Primitive Nouns.
The number of primitive nouns in the sense used in § 81 is small, (since nouns, which
in other languages are represented as independent noun-stems, can easily be traced
back in Hebrew to the verbal idea, e. g. names of animals and natural objects, as

ry[if' he-goat (prop. shaggy, from r[;f'), hr'[of. barley (prop. prickly, also from r[;f'),
hd'ysix]) stork (prop. pia, sc. avis), bh'z" gold (from bh;z" = bh;c' to shine, to be yellow).
Thus there remain only a few nouns, e. g. several names of members of the body in
men or beasts, to which a corresponding verbal stem cannot be assigned at all, or at
any rate only indirectly (from other Semitic dialects), as

!r,q,ñ horn, !yI[;ñ eye.

§ 81. Derivation of Nouns.
Brockelmann, Grundriss, p. 329 ff.

a
Nouns are by their derivation either primitive, i. e. cannot be referred to any verbal

ba' father, ~ae mother (but see both words
in the Lexicon; according to Stade and others ba'; ~ae &c., are children's words and
stem at present extant (see § 82), such as

terms of endearment, and so really primitive nouns), or derivative, i. e. either

~r' high, hm'r' high place, ~Arm' height, from ~Wr
to be high, or less frequently Derivativa denominativa (§ 86), e. g. tAlG>r>m; the place at
the feet, from lg<r,ñ foot.

Derivativa verbalia (§§ 83–5), e. g.

b
Rem. 1. The earlier grammarians consider the verb alone as stem, and therefore
all nouns as verbals, dividing them into (a) Formae nudae, i. e. such as have
only the three (or two) radicals, and (b) Formae auctae, such as have formative

hk'l'm.m; tWkl.m;. The
formative letters used for this purpose are w y t n m a h (wyTin>m;a/h†,),1 and the
letters or syllables added at the beginning or end, e. g.
treatment of nouns formerly followed this order.

c
According to the view of roots and stems presented in § 30 d, nouns (other than
denominatives) are derived not from the verbal stem, but either from the
(abstract) root or from the still undefined stem. In the following pages, however,
the arrangement according to the verbal stem is retained as being simpler for the
beginner. Cf. § 79 a.

d

l[;Y:ÐliB.

2. Compound nouns as appellatives, are very rare in Hebrew, e. g.
worthlessness, baseness. On the other hand, they very frequently occur as
proper names, e.g.

laeyrIb.G: (man of God), ~yqiy"Ah)y> (Yahwe raises up), !t'n"Ah)y>

(Yahwe gave), &c.2
Footnotes:
1[1]

From this vox memorialis the nomina aucta are also called by the older
grammarians nomina heemantica.

2[2]

G. Rammelt (Über die zusammengesetzten Nomina im Hebr., Halle, 1883, and

[;Der>p;c.

tw<m'ñl.c;

(cf. below, § 85 w) and
Leipzig, 1884) recognizes as appellatives only
(the latter certainly incorrectly [see, however, Nöldeke, ZATW. 1897, p. 183 ff.] ). In p.
8 ff. the author gives a list of 'logical compounds', i. e. new terms formed by
composition with the negatives

aol; yliB.; yliB.mi.

§ 133. The Comparison of Adjectives. (Periphrastic Expression of the
Comparative and Superlative.)
A.Wünsche, 'Der Komparativ im Hebr. im Lichte der arab. Gramm.,' in
Vierteljahrsschrift für Bibelkunde, 1904, p. 39:8 ff.

a
1. Hebrew possesses no special forms either for the comparative or superlative of the
adjective.1 In order to express a comparative, the person or thing which is to be
represented as excelled in some particular quality is attached to the attributive word by

-!mi ¿·miÀ

~['h'-lK'mi H;boG"

, e. g. 1 S 9:2
higher than any of the people.
the preposition
The fundamental idea evidently is, tall away from all the people (beyond all the

yrIa]m†e z[; hm,W vb;D>ji qAtM'-hm;

what is sweeter than honey ?
people); cf. Ju 14:18
and what is stronger than a lion ? Ez 28:3, Am 6:2. Frequently an infinitive appears as
the object of the comparison, e. g. Gn 29:19 it is better that I give her to thee, than that
I should give her, &c.; Ex 14:12, y Ps 118:8 f.2

b

-!mi is also very common when the attributive idea is
represented by an intransitive verb, e. g. 1 S 10:23 ~['h'-lK'mi HK;g>YIw: and he

Rem. I. This use of

was higher than any of the people; Na 3:8. Jb 7:6. Elsewhere, especially after

-!mi

transitive verbs,
rather represents (on its different senses see § 119 v–z) the
idea of a separation, distinction or superiority of one person or thing from or over

-!mi rx;B' to choose something (to
prefer it) before something else, e. g. Jb 7:15, cf. Dt 14:2 (also -!mi … !Art.yI the
excellence of ² over ², Ec 2:13); it is also seen in examples like Gn 37:3 wyn"B'lK'mi @seAy-ta, bh;a' laer'f.yIw> now Israel loved Joseph more than all his (other)
others.3 This is evident in such cases as

children; 29:30, 1 S 2:29, Ho 6:6.4

c

-!mi

2. A somewhat different idea underlies the use of
after adjectives, or
intransitive verbs possessing an attributive sense, when the thought to be
expressed is that the quality is too little or too much in force for the attainment of

~K,mi j[;m.h;

is it a small thing (i. e. too
a particular aim or object, e. g. Is 7:13
little) for you to ² ? Jb 15:11; after an intransitive verb, e. g. Gn 32:11 I am too

yTin>joñq') for all the mercies (I am not worthy of ²), &c.; cf. also the

insignificant (

-!mi dbeK' to be too heavy for one, Ex 18:18, Nu 11:14, y Ps 38:5; !mi hv'q' to be too hard for one, Dt 1:17; -!mi j[;m' to be too few for something,
Ex 12:4; -!mi rb'G" to be too strong for one, y Ps 65:4; -!mi ~c;[' to be too mighty
for one, Gn 26:16; -!mi ~Wr to be too high for one, y Ps 61:3; -!mi rc; to be too
narrow for one, Is 49:19; rc;q' -!mi to be too short for something, Is 50:2, and
very frequently -!mi al'p.nI to be too wonderful for one (and, consequently,
expressions

inconceivable or unattainable), Gn 18:14, Dt 17:8, 30:11, Jer 37:17, Pr 30:18; in

ha'yliP. in the same sense is followed by !mi.—This use is especially
seen in the numerous instances in which the attribute is followed by -!mi with an
infinitive, e. g. 1 K 8:64 the brazen altar ² was lykih'm†e !joq' too little to receive (to
y Ps 139:6

be able to receive) the burnt offering, cf. Gn 4:13, 36:7 too great for them to
dwell together; after verbs, e. g. Ex 12:4, Is 28:20, y Ps 40:6. Finally, cf.

-

!mi ~k,l' br;, followed by the infinitive, it is enough (prop. too much) for you to ²
meaning ye have ² long enough, 1 K 12:28; cf. Ex 9:28 and Ez 44:6 (-!mi followed
by a substantive).5

d

-!mi

In all these instances
expresses either the removal of a thing from a person,
or the severance of the person from some aim or object; cf. also the expression

ä wgw lKo ~h,me rceB'yI-aol† nothing will be unattainable for them (prop. there shall
not be cut off from them anything which, &c.), Gn 11:6, Jb 42:3.

e

-!mi logically depends, must sometimes, in
consequence of a pregnant use of the -!mi (see the analogous examples in § 119
ff), be supplied from the context, e. g. Is 10:10 ~yIl;ñv'Wr† mi ~h,yles† ip.W whose
3. The attributive idea, on which

graven images were more numerous than those at Jerusalem, &c.;6 Mi 7:4
worse than a thorn hedge; y Ps 62:10 lighter than a breath; Jb 11:17 clearer than
the noonday; Ec 4:17 better than, &c.

f
2. The correlative comparatives greater—less (older—younger) are expressed by the
simple adjective with the article (the great, equivalent to the greater, &c.); Gn 1:16,

19:31, 34, 27:15, 29:16, 18, 26.

g
3. To express the superlative it is also sufficient (see above, f) to make the adjective
determinate, either by means of the article or a following partitive genitive (or suffix); in
this case the article or genitive indicates that the attribute in question belongs

hr'[iC.h; the least; 16:11
!j'Q'h; the little one, i. e. the youngest of eight sons; 17:14 David was !j'Q'h; the

especially to one or more definite individuals;7 e. g. 1 S 9:21

youngest, and the three great, i. e. elder, &c.; Gn 42:13, 44:2, Ct 1:8.—So also with a

!j'Q'h; AnB. his youngest son; cf. Jos 14:15; also with
a following genitive, 2 Ch 21:17 wyn"B' !joq. the youngest of his sons: Pr 30:24 the least
upon the earth; with suffix, Mi 7:4 ~b'Aj their good one, i. e. the best of them; Jon 3:5
~l'AdG>mi ~N"j;q.-d[;w> from the greatest of them even to the least of them; cf. the
qualifying adjective, e. g. Gn 9:24

inverse order in Jer 6:13, 31:34.

h
Rem. I. The above examples apply only to the most common relative attributes
(great, small, good), and to expressions which by usage easily came to be
recognized as periphrases for the superlative. Other adjectives, however, when
followed by a partitive genitive, also acquire the sense of a superlative; this
appears from the context, e. g. Dt 33:19 the most hidden treasures of the sand;
Ju 5:29 the wisest amongst her ladies; Is 14:30, 19:11, 23:8f., 29:19, Jer 49:20,
Ez 28:7, Zc 11:7, y Ps 45:13, Jb 30:6 (in the most horrible of valleys), 41:22;
probably also y Ps 35:16. On this government by the adjective generally, cf. §
132 c.—Moreover, the combination of a substantive in the construct state with an
adjective used substantivally (§ 128 w) sometimes serves as a periphrasis for
the superlative, e. g. Is 22:24
7:10 see § 126 x.

!j'Q'h; yleK. lKo all the smallest vessels. On Ct

i
2. Other periphrases for the superlative are the use of a substantive in the
construct state before the plural of the same word (which is naturally to be
regarded as a partitive genitive; cf. our book of books), e. g. Ex 26:33

~yvid'Q'h.; vd,qo the most holy place; ~yrIyVih; ryvi (Ct 1:1) the most excellent
song; cf. Gn 9:25 ( = servus servorum, the lowest servant); Nu 3:32, Dt 10:17 (y
Ps 136:2, 3)8; 1 K 8:27, Is 34:10 (cf. Gal 1:5, Rev 22:5); Jer 3:19, Ez 16:7, 26:7
(king of kings, of Nebuchadrezzar; cf. 1Tim 6:15, Rev 17:14, 19:16, and another

kind of periphrasis in y Ps 95:3); Ec 1:2. Similarly in Jer 6:28 two participles are
combined, and in Ho 10:15 two substantives in the singular. Finally, the same
object is attained by connecting one substantive in the construct state with

!AtB'v; tB;v; a sabbath of solemn rest, i. e. an
obligatory day of rest, Ex 31:15, &c.) or of the same meaning (e. g. hl'pea] %v,xñ
another of the same stem (

a thick darkness, Ex 10:22).

k
3. The intensification of attributes by means of repetition belongs rather to

qmo[' qmo['

exceeding deep; 1 S 2:3, Pr
rhetoric than to syntax, e. g. Ec 7:24
20:14; the adjective is even used three times in Is 6:3.—Cf. the repetition of
adverbs for the same purpose in Gn 7:19, Nu 14:7 (

daom. daom. exceedingly, also

daom. daom.Bi Ex 1:7, &c.); Ez 42:15.—On the other hand, in Dt 28:43 the
repetition expresses a continuous progress, higher and higher &hellip; lower and
lower; in Dt 2:27 (see § 123 e) and 16:20 (nothing but justice) the constancy of
the action. Cf. Ex 23:30

j[;m. j[;m. little by little, very gradually.9

l
The repetition of substantives serves also as a periphrasis for the superlative in

rDo rdol. (Ex 3:15) = to the remotest generations; cf. 17:16, Jer
6:14, 8:11 (perfect peace); Ez 21:32 (hW"[; three times);10 35:7, Na 1:2; cf. also
such cases as

Ho 2:21 f. and the emphatic combination of synonymous verbs in Is 33:10.
Sometimes the completeness of an action or state is expressed by placing
together two or even three substantives of the same stem and of similar sound,
cf. Is 22:5, Ez 6:14 (33:28 f., 35:8); 32:15, Na 2:11, Zp 1:15 (Jb 30:3, 38:27).
Footnotes:
1[1]

There is in Arabic a special form of the adjective (the elative) for the comparative

lj'q.a;. Instances of it, perhaps,
are rz"k.a; daring, cruel, bz"k.a; deceptive (of a brook drying up), and its opposite !t'yae
and superlative, which in Hebrew would have the form

(contracted from 'aitan) constantly flowing, perennis. These forms are, however, used
without any perceptible emphasis, and cannot be regarded as more than isolated
relics of an elative formation which has become obsolete, much as the Latin
comparative disappears in Italian, and still more so in French, and is supplanted by the
circumlocution with piuÊ, plus

2[2]

In Ju 11:25 the adjective is specially intensified by repetition, art thou so much
better than Balak ? It would also be possible, howover, to translate art thou really
better ² ?

3[1]

Cf. the Latin ablative with the comparative; also the etymology of such words as
eximius, egregius, and the Homeric evk pa,ntwn ma,lista, Il. 4, 96; evk pase,wn, 18, 431.

-!mi qd;c' expresses not a comparison, but only a
relation existing between one person and another; thus, in Gn 38:26 yNIM,ñmi hq'd>c)'
4[2]

On the other hand, the phrase

means, she is in the right as against me; cf. y Ps 139:12, Jb 4:17, 32:2.—In Pr 17:12
rather (to meet with so and so) than ² is expressed by
member.
5[3]

-la;w> before the second

Cf. also 2 K 4:3, Where the idea of doing something too little is paraphrased by

the Hiph.

jy[im.hi = do not too little, sc. laov.li in borrowing empty vessels.

6[4]

With this comparatio decurtata, cf. the still bolder pregnant construction in y Ps

4:8,

t[eme greater gladness than at the time, &c.

7[1]

Cf. also

!Ayl.[, the one above, i. e. the Most High.

8[2]

God of gods, and Lord of lords, just as the supreme god of the Babylonians is
called beÒl beÒliÒ (Tiele, Compend. der Rel.-Gesch., p. 87).
9[1]

Adverbs of the same stem are connected in this way in Nu 6:9, Is 29:5, 30:13; of

%a; qr;

different stems in Is 5:26 and Jo 4:4. In Nu 12:2 the particles
appear to be
placed together for a similar purpose, equivalent to simply and solely.
10[2]

Different in kind from the triple utterance of the same words in 2 S 18:33, Jer 7:4
and 22:29, and the double exclamation in Jer 4:19 and La 1:16 (?).

§ 132. Connexion of the Substantive with the Adjective.1

a
1. The adjective (like the participle used adjectivally), which serves as an attribute of a
substantive, stands after the substantive, and agrees with it in gender and number, e.

lAdG" fyaoi

hp'y" hV'ai

a great man,
a beautiful woman. If the substantive is
g.
immediately connected with a genitive, the attribute follows the latter, since, according
to § 89 and § 128 a, the construct state and the genitive belonging to it are inseparably

hl'AdG> bh'z" tr,j,ñ[]

united, e. g. Est 8:15
a great crown of gold.—On the attribute
when attached to a determinate substantive, see above, § 126 u

b
Rem. 1. Where an adjectival attribute appears to stand before its substantive
(according to the usual explanation, for the sake of special emphasis) the
relation is really appositional in character; thus, Is 10:30

tAtn"[] hY"nI[] O thou

h'ynIò[] answer her, is to be read); cf. 23:12,
53:11 (a righteous man, my servant; but in 28:21 rz" and YrIk.n" are predicates

poor one, Anathoth ! (but probably

preceding the substantives); Jer 3:6, 10 f., y Ps 18:4 him who is worthy to be
praised will I call upon, the Lord; 92:12 (apposition after participles).—But

~yBir;

tABr; many, are sometimes placed, like numerals, before the substantive,
Jer 16:16, Neh 9:28 (in y Ps 145:7 br; is a subst. regens, in 89:51 the text is
and

corrupt) s; an appositional relation can scarcely be intended in these instances.

c
2. In a few expressions (mostly poetic) the adjective appears not as an attribute
after the substantive, but in the construct state governing it; so in the singular, Ex

ld,GO should be read); 1 S 16:7 (the height of his stature); in the
plural, 1 S 17:40 ~ynIb'a] yqeLux; smooth ones of (among) stones, i. e. smooth
15:16 (unless

stones; Is 35:9, Ez 7:24, y Ps 46:5, and with a following collective instead of a

~d'a' ynEAyb.a,

plural, e. g. Is 29:19
the poor among men, i. e. poor men; Jer
49:20, Zc 11:7; cf. in Latin canum degeneres. However, in almost all these cases
the adjective which is made into a regens is strongly emphatic, and is frequently
equivalent to a superlative (see below, § 133 g).

d
3. When two adjectives follow a feminine, sometimes only that standing next to

the noun takes the feminine termination, e. g. 1 K 19:11

hl'doG> x;Wr ä wgw qz"x'w>

lAdG"

(but read
); 1 S 15:9 (but cf. § 75 y); Jer 20:9, y Ps 63:2. A similar dislike of
the feminine form may also be observed in the case of verbal predicates
referring to feminine subjects, cf. § 145 p and t.
When an attribute qualifies several substantives of different genders, it agrees
with the masculine, as being the prior gender (cf. § 146 d), e. g. Neh 9:13

~ybiAj tAc.miW ~yQixu; Jer 34:9, Zc 8:5.
When three attributes follow a substantive, the first two may stand without a
conjunction, and the last be attached by waÒw copulative, cf. Zc 1:8.

e

~y¤i

4. After feminines plural ending in
(§ 87 p) the adjectival attribute (in
accordance with the fundamental rule stated above, under a) takes the ending

tA, e. g. Is 10:14 tAbzU[] ~yciyBe forsaken eggs; Gn 32:16. For a strange
exception see Jer 29:17 (differently in 24:2).

f
5. With regard to number it is to be remarked that —
(a) Substantives in the dual are followed by adjectives (or participles) in the
plural, e. g. y Ps 18:28 (Pr 6:17)
§ 88 a.

tAmr' ~yIn:òy[e haughty eyes; Is 35:3, Jb 4:3 f., cf.

g
(b) Collective ideas are not infrequently joined with the plural of the adjective or

!aoc sheep [with fem. plur.], Gn
30:43, 1 S 25:18; ~[;=men, 1 S 13:15, Is 9:1; laer'f.yI-lK'=all the Israelites, 1 S
2:14; tWlG"=the exiles, Jer 28:4; cf. also ~yIn"òv. vp,n<ò two souls, Gn 46:27.2 Cf.
participle (constructio ad sensum); thus, e. g.

similar phenomena in the connexion of collectives with plural predicates in § 145
c.

h
(c) The pluralis excellentiae or pluralis maiestatis is joined, as a rule, to the
singular of the attribute, e. g. y Ps 7:10

qyDIc; ~yhil{a/; 2 K 19:4, 16 (= Is 37:4,

~yYIx; ~yhil{a/3 Dt 5:23, 1 S 17:26, 36, Jer 10:10, 23:36,
perhaps also Ex 20:3 ~yrIxea] ~yhil{a/ = another god, and Jos 24:19
17); Is 19:4; but cf.

~yvidq. ~yhil{a/ (but cf. above, § 124 g–k). On the other hand, 1 S 4:8 is to be
explained as having been said by the Philistines, who supposed that the
Israelites had several gods. On the connexion of
see § 145 i.

~yhil{a/ with a plural predicate,

2. On the adjective (in the construct state) governing a following genitive, see § 128 x;
for the participle in the same construction, see § 116 f–l.
Footnotes:
1[2]

On the expression of attributive ideas by substantives, cf. above, § 127 h, and §
128 o, with the note; § 135 n and § 141 c (substantives for adjectives as predicates of
noun clauses) and § 152 u (periphrases for negative qualities). On the use or the
feminine of adjectives (and participles) to express abstract ideas, see § 122 q. It
remains to mention further the employment (mostly only in poetry) of certain epithets
in place of the substantives to which the quality in question belongs; e. g.

rybia' the

ryBia; the strong one, i. e. the bull (in Jer 8:16, &c., the horse);
lq; swift = the runner (of the horse, Is 30:16); hn"b'l. alba, i. e. luna; hY"rIP†o (fructifera) a
fruitful tree, Is 17:6 (so tr'Po Gn 49:22);#bero a croucher, i. e. a crouching beast of prey,
Gn 4:7. Cf. also !zEro (gravis, augustus) and ayfin" (elatus ?), i. e. a prince. The use of
strong one, i. e. God;

adjectives and participles for substantives is much more extensive in Arabic. In Greek
and Latin poetical language cf. such examples as u`grh, = the sea; merum for vinum,
&c.

~miymiT.

2[1]

rq'B'

But it is impossible to take
in Ez 46:6 as an attribute of
; probably it is
a correction intended to harmonize the passage with Nu 28:11, where two young
bullocks are required.

~yhil{a/ (in the sense of a spirit) is followed by ~yli[o as a
second accusative; conversely in 1 S 19:13, 16, a singular suffix refers back to ~ypir'T.

3[2]

Cf. 1 S 28:13, where

household god (but not so in Gn 31:34), as in y Ps 46:4 to the plural of amplification

~yMiy: sea. On the other hand, it is vcry doubtful whether hB'r; y Ps 78:15 is to be
regarded as an attribute of tAmhoT. and not rather as the adverb, abundantly.

§ 128. The Indication of the Genitive Relation by means of the Construct State.
Cf. especially Philippi's work cited at the head of § 89.

a
1. The genitive relation is regularly expressed (see § 89) by the close connexion of the
nomen regens (in the construct state) with the nomen rectum (in the genitive). Since
only one nomen regens can be immediately connected with a nomen rectum, it follows
that the same genitive cannot depend on two or more co-ordinate nouns, but a second
(sometimes even a third, &c.) regens must be added with a suffix referring to the
nomen rectum, e. g.

wyt'nOb.W dwId' ynEB. the sons of David and his daughters (not

dwID' tAnb.W ynEB.); cf. 1 K 8:28.1. The language also prefers to avoid a series of several
co-ordinate2 genitives depending upon one and the same nomen regens (such as
occur in Gn 14:19, Nu 20:5, 31:54 [1 Ch 13:1], 1 S 23:7, 2 S 19:6, Is 22:5, y Ps 5:7,
8:3),3 and rather tends to repeat the nomen regens, e. g. Gn 24:3

~yIm;ñV;h; yHel{a/ #r,a'ñh' yhel{a†wE the God of heaven and the God of the earth (so in Jer
8:1 the regens is five times repeated). A lengthened series of genitives may, however,
be formed by a nomen rectum serving at the same time as regens to a genitive

yt;boa] yYEx; ynEv. ymey>

depending on it (cf. § 127 a [d]); e. g. Gn 47:9
the days of the
years of the life of my fathers; cf. Jb 12:24, where there are three genitives, Is 10:12
four, and 21:17 five (unless the last three are in apposition). As a rule, indeed, such an
inconvenient accumulation of genitives is avoided by means of a circumlocution in the
case of one of them (see § 129 d).

b
Rem. As the fundamental rules stated above are the necessary consequence
not merely of logical but more especially of rhythmical relations (see § 89 a), we
must feel the more hesitation in admitting examples in which genitives are
supposed to be loosely attached to forms other than the construct state. Some of
these examples (the supposed genitives following a regens which is determined
by the article) have been already discussed in § 127 f–h. Compare, moreover:

c

!yIy:ò ymeWlh] ~ynIm'v.-ayN)e the fat
valley of them that are overcome with wine. The usual explanation that synIm'v.ayN)e forms one single idea (in German Fettigkeitstal), on which the genitive
!yIY:ò ymeWlh] then depends, in reality explains nothing; the text is almost certainly
corrupt. In Dt 15:18 hnEv.mi would be expected; in Jos 3:11 tyrIB.h; is a later
(a) Genitives after the absolute state, e. g. Is 28:1

fAvm'

r['fe

addition; in Is 32:13 (
), and y Ps 68:22 (
), the absolute for the
construct state probably rests only on the authority of the Masoretes. In Ju 6:25
ff. the text is obviously in confusion. In Ju 8:32 (cf. 6:24)

hr'p.['B. should come

rbeQ'YIw: or at the end of the verse, unless, with Moore, we omit
ä[h†' ybia] as a gloss (from 6:24); in Is 63:11 hv,m is probably a gloss on ~l'A[ymey> which has crept into the text; in 2 S 4:2 tv,Bñ-vyail., according to the LXX,
has dropped out before !B,; in Ez 6:11 tA[r' is to be omitted with the LXX; if
either after

originally in the text, it could only be genitive ( = all abominations of evils), not an
adjective; Pr 21:6 the text is altogether uncertain (the LXX read

yveq.Am† for

yveq.b;m.); in 1 Ch 9:13 the preposition l. (after a l) has dropped out before
tk,al,m. (cf. 12:25(26)). Elsewhere (Dt 3:5, 1 K 4:13, 2 Ch 8:5) the supposed
genitives are to be taken rather as words of nearer definition standing in
apposition, i. e. with high walls, gates, and bars. In Jer 8:5
apposition to

~ylXwry is either in

hzh ~[h or is better (since not in the LXX) omitted as a gloss.

d
(b) Genitives after a noun with a suffix (where the suffix prevents the direct
government by the nomen regens). Thus in Lv 27:3, 5, 6, where

rk'Z"h; after

^K.r>[,4 might be taken, contrary to the accents, as subject of the following
clause; in Lv 5:15, 25 the suffix may refer to Moses. In Lv 6:3 db; ADmi his
garment, namely the garment of linen, unless simply in apposition, cf. § 131 d (or

yDemi?); Lv 26:42, where äwgw bqo[]y); ytiyrIB. could at most be explained as an
ellipse for bqo[]y); tyrIb. ytiyrIB., cf. § 125 h (probably, however, it is a case of
dittography of the y, which was repeated also before ~hrba; so Valeton, ZAW.
xii. 3); equally strange is ~AYh; ytiyrIB. Jer 33:20, &c. On the other hand,
hy<h.y)i ~ai hA'hy> ~k,a]yb†in> Nu 12:6 could not possibly mean if your prophet be a
prophet of the the Lord; the text is manifestly corrupt (probably hw<h.Y:mi ^a]yb†in> is
to be read, with Marti). In y Ps 45:7 ~yhil{a/ ^a]s.Ki (usually explained as thy
divine throne), ~yhla is most probably a later addition [another suggestion is to
read

~yhil{ake like God(‘ s throne): cf. § 141 d, note]. In Jer 52:20 two readings
are probably combined, ~T'v.xun>li without any addition, and ~yliKeh;-lK' tv,xñn>li.
In Nu 25:12 ~Alv' is in apposition to ytiyrIB.. On hM'zI %Ker>D; Ez 16:27, cf. § 131
read

r.

e

-lK' (the whole cf. § 127 b)
and the genitive governed by it in 2 S 1:9, Jb 27:3 (dA[), and, if the text is
correct, in Hos 14:3 (aF'Ti). In reality, however, in all three places the genitive
relation is destroyed by the transposition of the words (instead of -lK' dA[, &c.),
and -lK' is rather to be taken adverbially (equivalent to wholly), e. g. 2 S 1:9
(c) The interposition of a word is assumed between

because my life is yet wholly in me, i. e. my whole life; cf. Philippi, Stat. Constr.,

!yae

non-existence
p. 10.—On the instances in which the original construct state
is used without a following genitive, see the negative sentences, § 152 o.

f
2. The dependence of the nomen rectum on the nomen regens by no means
represents merely what is, properly speaking, the genitive relation (see the examples
under g–i). Very frequently the nomen rectum only adds a nearer definition of the
nomen regens, whether by giving the name, the genus or species, the measure, the
material, or finally an attribute of it (genit. epexegeticus or appositionis,5 see the
examples under k–q).
Examples. The nomen rectum represents —

g
(a) A subjective genitive, specifying the possessor, author, &c., e. g.
the king's house;

%l,M,ñh;-tyBe

hA'hy> rb;D> the word of the Lord.

h
(b) An objective genitive, e. g. Ob10

^yxia' sm;x]m†e for the violence done to thy

sm;x]m†e is followed by a subjective genitive); Pr 20:2
%l,m,ñ tm;yae the terror of a king; Gn 18:20 ~dos. tq;[]z†; the cry concerning
Sodom; Is 23:5 rco [m;ve the report of (about) Tyre, cf. 2 S 4:4; Am 8:10
dyxiy" lb,aeñ the mourning Jor an only son; Dt 20:14 ^yb,y>a†o ll;v. praeda hostibus
brother6 (but in Ez 12:19

tuis ererpta: cf. Is 3:14. In a wider sense this includes such examples

~yYIx;h†; #[e %r,D,ñ the way of (i. e. to) the tree of life, Gn 3:24; cf. Pr 7:27, Jb
38:20; ~Y"h; %r,D,ñ the way of (by) the sea, Is 8:23; yxeb.zI ~yhil{a/ the sacrifices of
(i. e. pleasing to) God, y Ps 51:19; hA'hy> t[;buv. the oath of (i. e. sworn before)
the Lord, 1 K 2:46; laeWml. yreb.DI the words of (i. e. addressed to) L., Pr 31:1.
as

i
(c) A partitive genitive; this includes especially the cases in which an adjective in

h'yt,Arf†' tAmk.x;

the
the construct state is followed by a general term, e. g.
wisest of her ladies, Ju 5:29; cf. for this way of expressing the superlative, § 133
h, and also r below.

k
Merely formal genitives (genit. explicativusor epexegeticus, genit. appositionis)
are those added to the construct state as nearer definitions —

tr'P. rh;n> the river Euphrates; ![;n:òB. #r,a,ñ the land of
Canaan; laer'f.yI tl;WtB. the virgin Israel (not of Israel), Am 5:2.

(d) Of the name, e. g.

l

~d'a' lysiK.

s(e) Of the genus, e. g Pr 15:20(21:20)
a fool ofa man (= a foolish
man); cf. Gn 16:12, Is 1:4, 29:19, Ho 13:2, Mi 5:4, &c.

m

rb,q,ñ tW:xua] a possession of a burying-place, i. e.
hereditary sepulchre, Gn 23:4, &c.; tArKuBuh; ynEaeT. the early figs, Jer 24:2;
ytiyBe lh,aoñ the tabernacle of my house, i. e. my dwelling-place, y Ps 132:3.
(f) Of the species, e. g.

n

rP's.mi ytem.

s(g) Of the measure, weight, extent, number, e. g.
people of
number, i. e. few in number, Gn 34:30, Dt 26:5; cf. also Ez 47:3–5 waters of the
ankles, waters of the loins, waters of swimming, i. e. which reached up to the
ankles, or loins, or necessitated swimming; but in verse 4 in apposition (?)

~yIK;ñr>Bi ~yIm;ñ.
o

(h) Of the material7 of which something consists, e. g.

fr,x+' yliK. a vessel of

@s,k,ñ yleK. vessels of silver (cf. the French des vases
d‘or); #[e !Ara] an ark of wood, lz<r>B; jb,veñ a rod of iron, y Ps 2:9; cf. Gn 3:21,

earthenware, Nu 5:17;
6:14, Ju 7:13, &c.

p

~l'A[ tZxua]

(i) Of the attribute of a person or thing, e. g. Gn 17:8
an everlasting
possession; Pr 17:8 a precious stone; cf. Nu 28:6, Is 13:8, 28:4, y Ps 23:2, 31:8,
Pr 5:19, 14:5, Jb 41:19, and the examples of the genitive with a suffix given in §
135 n. Such a periphrasis for the expression of attributes frequently occurs, even
when the corresponding adjectives are in use. Thus especially
very frequently serves as a periphrasis for the adjective

vd,qoñ holiness

vAdq' (e. g.

vd,Qoñh; ydeg>Bi the holy garments, Ex 29:29), since vAdq' is used almost
exclusively in reference to persons (hence also with ~[; and yAG people, and with
~ve the name of a person); the only exceptions are vAdq' ~Aqm' holy place, Ex
29:31, &c.; ~yIm;ñ ~yvidq. holy water, Nu 5:17; vAdq' as the predicate of ~Ay day,
Neh 8:10 f., and of hn<x]m†; camp, Dt 23:15. So also the use of qyDIc; righteous is
always confined to persons, except in Dt 4:8; elsewhere the periphrasis with

qd,c,ò or hq'd'c. is always used, e. g. qd,c,ò ynEz>aom† just balances, Lv 19:36.
q
In a wider sense this use of the genitive also includes statements of the purpose
for which something is intended, e. g.

hx'b.ji !aoc sheep for the slaughter, y Ps

WnmeñAlv. rs;Wm

44:23;
the chastisement designed for our peace, Is 53:5; cf. 51:17
(the cup which causes staggering), y Ps 116:13; finally, also, the description of
the material, with which something is laden or filled, e. g. 1 S 16:20

!yIy:ò daonw> ~x,l,ñ rmox] an ass laden with bread and a bottle of wine (but probably
hr'f'[] is to be read for rmox]); cf. Gn 21:14, Pr 7:20, &c.
r
Rem. I. Certain substantives are used to convey an attributive idea in the
construct state before a partitive genitive; thus

rx'b.mi choice, selection, as in Gn

Wnyr>ñb'q. rx;b.mi

23:6
the choice of our sepulchres, i. e. our choicest sepulchres;
Ex 15:4, Is 22:7, 37:24; other examples are, Is 1:16 the evil of your doings,
emphatically, for your evil doings; Is 17:4, 37:24 (=the tall cedars thereof), y Ps
139:22, Jb 15:26.—This is the more common construction with the substantive

lBo entirety, for all, the whole, every, see § 127 b; it is also frequent with j[;m. a
little, for few, 1 S 17:28, &c.

s
2. To the periphrases expressing attributive ideas (see p above) by means of a
genitive construction may be added the very numerous combinations of the

vyai a man, l[;B; master, possessor, -!B, son, and their
feminines and plurals (including ytem. men, used only in the plural), with some

construct states

appellative noun, in order to represent a person (poetically even a thing) as
possessing some object or quality, or being in some condition. In English, such
combinations are sometimes rendered by single substantives, sometimes by
circumlocution.
Examples: —

t

vyai, &c.: ~yrIb'D> vyai an eloquent man, Ex 4:10 (but ~yIt;ñp'f. vyai Jb
11:2 a man of lips, i. e. a boaster); !Avl' vyai = a slanderer, y Ps 140:12;
t[;D;ñ vyai a man of knowledge, Pr 24:5; hm'xe vyai a wrathful man, Pr 15:18;
~ymiD' vyai a man of blood, 2 S 16:7, y Ps 5:7; cf. further, 1 S 16:18, 1 K 2:26, Is
53:3, Pr 19:6, 26:21, 29:1, Ezr 8:18; also ~ynIy"d>mi tv,aeñ a contentious woman, Pr
27:15; in the plural, e. g. Gn 6:4 ~Veh; yven>a; the men of renown, famous; cf. Gn
47:6, Is 41:11, Jb 34:8, 10 (bb'le yven>a; men of understanding); with ytem., e. g. Is
5:13 (b['r' ytem. famished men; but read probably b['r' ywEm. weak with hunger);
(a) Of

y Ps 26:4 Jb 11:11, 22:15.

u

l[;B;ñ

r['fe l[;B;ñ

tAml{x]h†; l[;B;ñ

(b) Of
, &c.:
hairy, 2 K 1:8;
the dreamer, Gn
37:19; cf. Na 1:2, Pr 1:17, 18:9 (a destroyer), 22:24, 23:2 (disposed to eat,

bAa-tl;[]B†; a woman that hath a soothsaying spirit, 1 S
28:7; cf. Na 3:4; in the plural, e. g. ~yCixi yle[]B†; archers, Gn 49:23, tyrIb. yle[]B†;
greedy), 24:8; feminine

confederates, Gn 14:13;

yle[]B†; h['Wbv. sworn supporters, Neh 6:18.

v

-!B,, &c.: lyIx;ñ-!B, a hero, warrior, 1 K 1:52; qv,m,ñ-!B, heir, Gn 15:2; hn"v'-!B,
yearling, Ex 12:5, &c.; hn"v' ta;m.-!B, centum annos natus, Gn 21:5; tw<m'ñ-!B,
worthy to die, 1 S 20:31 (Luther, 2 S 12:5 ein Kind des Todes); cf. Dt 25:2 tAKh;!Bi worthy to be beaten. Feminine, e. g. l[;Y:òliB.-tB; a wicked woman, 1 S 1:16;
frequently also l[;Y:òliB. vyaiÃ äb ynEB.Ã äb yven>a;, and even simply l[;Y:òliB., like the
(c) Of

Latin scelus for scelesiissimus, 2 S 23:6, Jb 34:18. Plural masculine, e. g.

yrIm+, ynEB. children of rebellion, Nu 17:25. -!B, is used poetically of things without
life, e. g. Is 5:1 !m,v'ñ-!B, a fat; i. e. a fruitful (hill); Jon 4:10 hl'y>l;ñ-!Bi i. e. grown in
a night; Jb 41:20 son of the bow (i. e. an arrow); so also @v,r, ynEB.=sparks, Jb
5:7; La 3:13; tAnB. Ec 12:4 the daughters of song, probably meaning the
individual notes.

-!B, or ynEB. to denote membership of a guild or society (or
of a tribe, or any definite class). Thus ~yhil{a/ ynEB. or ~yhil{a/h†' ynEB. Gn 6:2, 4, Jb
1:6, 2:1, 38:7 (cf. also ~yliae ynEB. y Ps 29:1, 89:7) properly means not sons of
god(s), but beings of the class of ~yhil{a/ or ~yliaeÈ ~yaiybiN>h;-y†nEB. 1 K 20:35
(singular in Am 7:14) persons belonging to the guild of prophets; ~yxiQ'r;h'-!B,
Neh 3:8 one of the guild of apothecaries, cf. 3:31 where ~ypir>C)oh;-!B, is to be
read. Similarly ~yviLevi ynEB. Gn 50:23 are most probably not great-grandsons but
grandsons, i. e. those belonging to the third generation. Cf. also yNIvur>G)eh; ynEB. Nu
4:27 f. Gershonites, ~ytih'Q.h; ynEB. 2 Ch 20:19, &c., Kohathites; ~d,q,ñ ynEB.
There is another use of

dwellers in the East.

w
3. Special mention must be made of the not infrequent idiom by which adjectives
(sometimes also ordinals, see § 134 o) are added in the genitive, like
substantives, rather than as attributes in the same state. gender, and number as
the noun which they qualify; thus, Is 28:4

lbenO tc;yci the flower of that which

lbenO #yci the fading flower; cf. further, Is 22:24, Jer
22:17 (?), 52:13, y Ps 73:10, 74:15 (but !t'yae may be a substantive), 78:49; also
the use of [r; as a substantive, e. g. in Pr 2:14b, 6:24 ([r; tv,aeñ), &c.,
fades, for which verse I has

analogous to the New Testament phrase o` oivkono,moj th/j avdiki,aj, Luke 16:8, and
the French un homme de bien.8—Finally, an adverb (treated as a substantive)

~N"xi ymeD> blood shed
without cause, 1 K 2:31; Pr 24:28, 26:2; Ez 30:16 (~m'Ay).
may likewise be used as an epexegetical genitive; cf.

x
3. The epexegetical genitives include finally the numerous nearer definitions which
follow the construct state of adjectives (and of active and passive participles, or verbal
adjectives, cr. § 116 f–l). For, while the word of neaver definition is added to the verb

wyl'g>r;-ta, hl'x'

in the accusative (e. g.
he was diseased in his feet, 1 K 15:23), it
may, with participles and verbal adjectives, be either in the accusative (§ 116 f and k)
or in the genitive, the case of a word depending on a noun. Such a genitive relation is
usually termed an improper annexion. The nearer definition contains a statement

vb;d>W bl'x' tb;z" #r,a,ñ a land flowing with milk
and honey; or of the means, e. g. br,x,ñ-ylel.x; slain with the sword, Is 22:2; or the
cause, Ct 2:5 sick of love; or of the scope of the attribute,9 e. g. Gn 39:6 ra;toñ-hpey> fair
either of the material, e. g. Ex 3:8, &c.,

of form; cf. Gn 41:2, 4, Ex 34:6, Is 1:4, Jer 32:19, Na 1:3, y Ps 119:1, Jb 37:16; or of
the manner, e. g. y Ps 59:6
faithless).

!w<a'ñ ydeg>B†o faithless ones of wickedness (wickedly

y
Especially frequent is the use of this genitive to name the part of the body described

~yIP;ñk; yqin>
clean as regards hands, &c.; 2 S 9:3, Is 6:5, Jb 17:9; Is 19:10 vp,n"ò-ymeg>a; grieved in
as being affected by some physical or mental condition, e. g. y Ps 24:4

soul; 1 S 1:10, Jb 3:20. Also such examples as Am 2:16, Pr 19:1, where a suffix is
attached to the substantive, must be regarded as instances of the genitive
construction, on the analogy of Pr 14:2, see § 116 k.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Very rare, and only possible in very rapid utterance, are such exceptions as Ez

!Anb'l.-bAj†w> rx;b.mi); Pr 16:11.—In Is 11:2 the spirit of knowledge and of the fear

31:6 (

of the Lord,
Dn 1:4

t[;ñD; may lit any rate also be taken as an absolute genitive, so also rp,señ

2[2]

In y Ps 114:1 a second genitive is added even without the copula, but the
parallelism of the members renders any misunderstanding impossible.
3[3]

In almost all these instances the two (or three) genitives form one closely
connected whole, as heaven and earth, sons and daughters.
4[1]

HaleÃvy, J. A. xiv. 548, removes the difficulty by pointing

%Kor>[;.

5[1]

The latter term is preferred especially by König, Theol. Stud. und Krit., 1898, p.
528 ff.
6[2]

Cf. in Latin a similar use of the genitive after iniuria (Caes. B. G. 1, 30), metus
(hostium, Pompeii, &c.), spes, and other words. In Greek, cf. eu;.noia tw/n fi,lwn( pi,stis
tou/ qeou/( o` lo,gos u` tou/ stanrou/, 1 Cor. 1:18.
7[3]

In the almost entire absence of corresponding adjectives (

zr,a,ñ

zWra' made of cedar, a

vWxn"

denominative from
, and
brazen are the only examples), the language
regularly has recourse to the above periphrasis. On the form qaÒtÌuÖl, as expressing an
inherent property, cf. § 50 f; cf. also the proper name,

yL;zIr>B; ferreus.

8[1]

On the other hand, in such passages as Is 36:2 (2 K 18:17), Zc 14:4, Ec 8:10, &c.,
there is no apparent reason why the Masora requires the construct state instead of the

lyxe

ayGE

absolute; hence
Is 36:2 and
Zc 14:4 must be intended as forms of the
absolute state, shortened in consequence of their close connexion.
9[1]

Cf. the Latin integer vitae scelerisque purus; tristes animi, &c.

§ 127. The Noun determined by a following Determinate Genitive.
Brockelmann, Grundriss, i. 475.

a
When a genitive, determined in any way, follows a nomen regens, it also determines
the nomen regens, which, according to § 89 a, is always in the construct state.
Moreover, every pronominal suffix attached to a substantive is, according to § 33 c, to
be considered as a genitive determinate by nature. An independent genitive may be
determinate —
(a) By its character as a proper name (according to § 125 a), e. g.
word of the Lord.

hA'hy> rb;D> the

hm'x'l.Mih; vyai (prop. the man of the war) the soldier
(but hm'x'l.mi vyai Jos 17:1, a soldier); hm'x'l.Mih; yven>a; Nu 31:49, the soldiers;
aybiN"h; rb;D> the word of the prophet, Jer 28:9 (but e. g., on the other hand,
hd'M'lum. ~yvin"a] tw:c.mi a commandment of men which hath been taught, Is 29:13;
rq,v+'-rb;D> word of falsehood, Pr 29:12).
(b) By having the article, e. g.

(c) By the addition of a pronominal suffix (see above), e. g.
house.

ybia'-tyB†e my father's

(d) By construction with another genitive determined in some way, e. g. Gn 3:2

!G"h;-

#[†e yrIP.mi of the fruit of the trees of the garden. Thus in Is 10:12 four, and in 21:17
even five, members of a series are determined by a concluding determinate genitive.

b

lKo

Rem. 1. The above explains also the various meanings of
(prop. a
substantive in the sense of aggregate, whole), according as it is followed by a

lKo

has the meaning of
determinate or indeterminate genitive. In the former case
the entirety, i. e. all, the whole (like the French taus les hommes, toute la ville), e.

#r,a'h'-lK' the whole (prop. the entirety of the) earth, ~d'a'h†'-lK' all men;1 Ex
18:22, Nu 15:13, Jer 4:29, and cases like Nu 4:23, 47, 21:18 where lK' is

g.

followed by a singular participle with the article. On the other hand, before an

lKo

indeterminate genitive
is used in the more indefinite (in- dividualizing) sense
of of all kinds, any (cf. tout homme, à tout prix), or distributively each, every, e. g.

#[e-lK' every (kind of) tree, Gn 2:9; cf. 4:22, 24:10, 1 Ch 29:2; rb'D'-lK' any
thing, Ju 19:19; ~Ay-lk'B. every day, every time, y Ps 7:12.
c
It is, however, to be observed —
(a) That the article may in this case also (see § 126 h) be omitted in poetic style,
although the substantive is to be regarded as detenninate, e. g.
(the) tables, Is 28:8.

tAnx'l.vu-lK' all

(b) That the meaning every is frequent even before singulars used collectively;
afterwards the idea of quisque passes naturally into that of totality, e. g.

yx;-lK'

rf'B'-lK'

each living thing, i. e. every(not every kind of) living thing;
all flesh, i. e.
all men or all living creatures (with the article only in Gn 7:15 before a relative
clause, and in Is 40:6); sometimes also
—

#[e-lK' all trees, @A[-lK' all birds; finally
-lK'

frequently (as
(c) That before the names of members of the human body,
being determinate in itself) denotes the entirety, e. g. Is 1:5 the whole head, the
whole heart (the sense required by the context, not every head, &c., which the
expression in itself might also mean); 9:11, 2 K 23:3, Ez 29:7 all (i. e. the whole
of) their shoulders … all (the whole of) their loins; 36:5.—On

lKo with a suffix

ALKu ~['h' the people, all of it, i.
e. the whole nation, more emphatic than ~['h'-lK', cf. Driver on 2 S 2:9), as well
when it follows a noun in apposition (e. g. Is 9:8

as when it follows absolutely in the genitive (= all men, every one, e. g. Gn
16:12),2 see the Lexicon, pp. 481b, 482b.

d
2. Gentilic names (or patronymics), derived from compound proper names
(consisting of a nomen regens and genitive), are determined by inserting the
article before the second part of the compound (since it contains the original

ynIymiy>-!B, (see § 86 h) a Benjamite; ynIymiy>h;-!B, Ju 3:15, &c., the
Benjamite; ymix.L;h;-tyB†e the Bethlehemite, 1 S 16:1, &c. (cf., however, 1 Ch
27:12 ÀthebÁQereÖ ynIymiy> !Bel; ); yvim.Vih;-tyB†e the Beth-shemite, 1 S 6:14;
yrIz>[,h†' ybia] the Abiezrite, Ju 6:11, &c., cf. 1 K 16:34.
genitive), e. g.

e
3. In a few instances the nomen regens appears to be used indefinitely
notwithstanding a following determinate genitive; it is not so, however, in Gn
16:7, where the reference is to a well-known fountain; 21:28, where in the
original context there must have been some reason for the seven ewe lambs of
the flock; 2 S 12:30 the spoil found in the city; but it often is so before a proper

hA'hy> gx; a feast of the Lord (unless it is the spring festival),
Dt 7:25, and frequently hA'hy> tb;[]AT† an abomination unto the Lord; cf. also Gn
name, as in Ex 10:9

46:34, Dt 22:19 a virgin of Israel; 1 S 4:12 a man of Benjamin; Pr 25:1, Ct 2:1,
3:9; similarly before appellatives with the article (or before a genitive determined

hd,F'h; tq;l.x,

by a suffix, as in Lv 14:34), 1 S 20:20 three arrows; 2 S 23:11
a
plot of the ground (but sec Gn 33:19, Jos 24:32); Ju 13:6, Jer 13:4, 41:16, Ct

tAl[]M†;h; ryvi in the titles of
Psalms 120 to 134 (except 121:1, tAl[]M†;l; ryvi) was most probably originally
1:11, 13f., 5:13, 7:3, 8:2. On the other hand,

the title of a collection, in the sense of ' the pilgrimage-songs ' (according to §
124 r), and was subsequently added to these Psalms severally.—In Ex 20:24

~AqM'h;-lk'B. in all the place, sc. of the sanctuary, is a dogmatic correction of
~Aqm'-lk'B., in every place, to avoid the difficulty that several holy-places are
here authorized, instead of the one central sanctuary. In Gn 20:13 also ~AqM'h;lK' (unless it means in the whole place) is remarkable, since elsewhere every
place is always ( 8 times) ~Aqm'-lK'.
f
4. The deviations mentioned under e, from a fundamental rule of syntax, are in
some cases open to suspicion on textual grounds, but much more doubtful are
the instances in which the article is found before a noun already determined in
some other way, as —
(a) Before a noun which appears to be determined by a following independent
determinate genitive. The least questionable are the instances in which the
genitive is a proper name, since these may be elliptical forms of expression like
the apparent construction of proper names with a genitive, noticed in § 125 h, e.

!Anr>a; ~ylix'N>h; the valleys, namely the valleys of Arnon; 2 K 23:17
lae-tyBe xB;z>Mih; the altar, namely the altar of Bethel(i. e. with the suppression
of the real nomen regens, xB;z>mi without the article; by the pointing xB;z>Mih; the
g. Nu 21:14

Masora evidently intends to allow the choice either of reading
correcting it to

xB;z>mi); lae-tyBe laeh'

x;Bez>Mih; or

the God of Beth-el3 (equivalent to

äB lae laeh'), Gn 31:13 (the LXX. read ~AqM'b; ^yl,ae ha,r>NIh; laeh' the God
who appeared to thee in the holy place); rWVa; %l,M,h; the king of Assyria, Is
36:16 (probably a scribal error due to verse 13; it does not occur in the parallel
passage, 2 K 18:31), cf. Jos 13:5, 2 K 25:11, Jer 38:6, Ez 47:15; in the vocative,
Jer 48:32, La 2:13. On the other hand,

AMai hr'f' Gn 24:67 is no doubt only a

laer'f.yI Jos 8:33b (cf. LXX), 2 S 20:23, 2 K 7:13,
%l,M,ñh; 1 S 26:22 after tynIx]h; (simplified by the Masora to tynIx] QereÖ);
zx'a' tY"li[] 2 K 23:12, rWVa; Is 36:8 (cf. 2 K 18:23), vd,Qoh; Ez 46:19 (unless the
article with twbXl is to be omitted), also dymiT'h; Dn 8:13, and aybiN"h; dde[o 2
Ch 15:8. In Ex 9:18 read with the Samaritan ~AYmil.; in 2 S 19:25 tb,l,ñ might
possibly be taken in apposition to ~AYh; !mil.; in 2 K 10:1 restore ynEB.-ta,, with
the LXX and Lucian, before ba'x.a;; in 2 K 25:19 omit the article, as in Jer 52:28,
before rpeso.

subsequent insertion; so also

g
A similar ellipse must also be assumed in 2 K 23:17 the sepulchre is the
sepulchre of the man of God (but most probably

rb,q, has dropped out after

rb,Q,h;) and y Ps 123:4 (cf., however, the LXX, and observe that in the parallel
member the genitive is paraphrased by l.).—In Jos 3:14 tyrIB.h; (verse 17
hwhy tyrIB.) has been added to the original !Ara'h†' by a redactor; cf. similar
syntactically impossible additions in verse 11 (also in 1 S 4:3, &c., where the

hwhy !Ara]); in dt;y>h; Ju 16:14 the Masora evidently
combines two different readings dteY"h; and gr,a,h' dt;y>; and similarly in Jer 25:26
(where #r,a'ñh' was only subsequently introduced into the text), the two readings
tAkl'm.M;h; and äah' tAkl.m.m; are combined.—In Jos 8:11, 1 K 14:24, Jer 31:40,
Ez 45:16 the article, being usual after -lK', has been mechanically added, and
so also in 2 Ch 8:16 after -d[;; in 2 K 9:4 the second r[;N:òh; (instead of r[;n:ò) is
LXX still had simply

hm'Whm.

occasioned by the first; in Ez 7:7
belongs as a nominative to what
follows; in Ezr 8:29 the meaning perhaps is in the chambers, in the house of the
Lord, or the article is to be omitted; in 1 Ch 15:27 the text is manifestly corrupt.

h
Of another kind are the instances in which a determinate noun is followed by a
definition of the material in apposition (hence, not in the genitive; cf. § 131), e. g.

lydIB.h; !b,a,ñh' the weight, the lead, i. e. the leaden weight; Ex 39:17, 2
K 16:14 (tv,xñN>h;, both here and in verse 17, is probably only a later addition,
while twnkmh twrgsmh in verse 17 has arisen from a confusion of two
readings, twnkmh twrgsm and twnkmhme twrgsmh). In Jer 32:12 also
hn"q.Mih; (unless the article is simply to be omitted) is in apposition to rp,Seh;.
Zc 4:10

i
(b) Before a noun with a suffix (which likewise represents a determinate genitive;
see above, at the beginning of this section). This does not apply to cases in
which a verbal (i. e. accusative) suffix is affixed to a participle which has the

WhKeñM;h; Is 9:12, the one smiting him; in Dt 8:15, 13:6 also ^ is a
verbal suffix, but hardly the A in Af[oh†' for Whfeñ[oh†' Job 40:19, nor the H¤' in
Hd'l.Y*oh; Dn 11:6; § 116 g. For ^K.r>[,h†' Lev 27:23, read ^K.r>[,as in verses 2, 3, 5,
article, e. g.

7, 13, &c., twelve times (but cf. also the note on § 128 d).—Of the remaining

HT'r>biG>K; Is 24:2 (probablyan intentional alliteration with the eleven
other words beginning with K;), WhñnE[]M†;l; Pr 16:4, and Wnyreñ['B†, (so Baer, following
examples

the best authorities) Ezr 10:14, rest only on the authority of the Masoretes, not of

ylih\a†'h' Jos 7:21, Ayc.x,h†; Jos 8:33 (previously Ayc.x,),
h'yt,ñArh†'h, 2 K 15:16 (dittography of the h), the article is simply to be omitted as
syntactically impossible; the w of Arb.D'h; Mi 2:12 is the copula belonging to the
the authors. So also in

next word.
Footnotes:

~d'a'h†' being a collective, cf. vyaih'-lK' 2 S 15:2, all men, !Beh;-lK' Ex 1:22 all
sons, tB;h;-lK' all daughters; in itself ~d'a'h†'-lK' could also mean the whole man.
1[1]

~yvin"a] lKoB; read simply ~yvin"a]h†'-lk'B..

2[2]

In Ezr 10:17 instead of

3[1]

According to Philippi (St. Constr., p. 3:8)

la-tyb is rather a case of ' subposition '

!Alt.x, %r,D,ñh; Ez 47:15 (for which, however, in 48:1 there is
the correct reading !Alt.x, xr,D,ñ) by the way to Hethlon; and in fact, Ez 47:15 may
without difficulty be explained in this way; so vve Ex 39:27 as an accusative of the
in the accusative, as also

material.

§ 125. Determination of Nouns in general. Determination of Proper Names.
Brockelmann, Grundriss, i. 466 ff.

a
1. A noun may either be determinate in itself, as a proper name or pronoun (see
below, d and i), or be made so by its context. In the latter case, the determination may
be effected either by prefixing the article (see § 126), or by the connexion of the noun
(in the construct state) with a following determinate genitive, and consequently also
(according to § 33 c) by its union with a pronominal suffix (§ 127 a). It is to be taken as
a fundamental rule, that the determination can only be effected in one of the ways
here mentioned; the article cannot be prefixed to a proper name, nor to a noun
followed by the genitive, nor can a proper name be used in the construct state.
Deviations from this rule are either only apparent or have arisen from a corruption of
the text.

b
Rem. Only in a few passages is a noun made expressly indeterminate by the

dx'a,

in the sense of our indefinite article; cf. Ex 16:33, Ju 9:53, 13:2,
addition of
1 S 1:1, 7:9, 12, 1 K 13:11, 19:4, 20:13, 22:9, 2 K 4:1, 8:6, 12:10, Ez 8:8, Dn 8:3,
10:5 ( in 8:13

vAdq'dx'a, i. e. one, viz. a holy one, is opposed to another).

c
It is further to be noticed, that in Hebrew the phenomenon sometimes occurs,
which the Arab grammarians call indeterminatenss for the sake of amplification;

br,x,ñ-ynEP.mi from a sword, i. e. from an irresistible
sword (God's sword); cf. Is 28:2 dy"B.; 2 S 6:2 ~ve; Ho 3:1 hV'ai such a woman,
without doubt to be referred to the Gomer mentioned in cap. 1; Am 6:14 yAG; y Ps
77:16 [;roz>Bi; Pr 21:12 qyDIc;, if with Delitzsch it is to be referred to God; Jb 8:10
~yLimi meaning important words, but in 15:13 !yLimi reproachful words. Cf. on this
e. g. Is 31:8 and he shall flee

point, § 117 q, note 3, and Delitzach, Psalmen, ed. 4, p. 79.

d
2. Real proper nouns, as being the names of things (or persons) only once met with,
are sufficiently determinate in themselves. Such names, therefore, as

hwhyÃ dwID'Ã bqo[]y);Ã z[;n:òK.Ã ~Dos. do not admit of the article,1 nor can they be in the
construct state. On the other hand, not only gentilic names (as denoting the various
individuals belonging to the same class), but also all those proper names, of which the
appellative sense is still sufficiently evident to the mind, or at least has been handed

down from an earlier period of the language, frequently (often even as a rule) take the
article (according to § 126 e), and may even be followed by a genitive.

e
Examples. Like the above-mentioned proper names of individuals, countries, and
cities, so also national names, which are identical in form with the name of the

laer'f.yIÃ ~doa/Ã ba'Am), are always determinate in
themselves. Of gentilic names (e. g. yrIb.[ih†' the Hebrew, ~yrIb.[ih†' the Hebrews,
Gn 40:15; ynI[]n);K.h; the Canaanite) the plural ~yTiv.liP., even when meaning the
Philistines, is generally used without the article (but in 1 S 4:7, &c., äP.h;); so
always ~yrITop.K;.—Evident appellatives (like such modern names as the Hague,
le Havre) are h['b.GIh; the hill, in the construct state lWav' t[;b.GI, i. e. the Gibeah
named after Saul to distinguish it from others; hm'r'h†' the height; y[;h' the heap;
!Anb'L.h; (prop. the white mountain) the Lebanon; raoy>h; (prop. the river) the Nile,
cf. Am 8:8 ~yIr†'c.mi rAayKi like the river of Egypt; !Der>Y:h; the Jordan (according to
founder of the race (e. g.

Seybold, Mittheil. und Nachr. des DPV., 1896, p. 11, probably the drinking-place
[

dry, Arab. warada, meaning orig. to go down to drink]).

f
Rem. 1. In a few instances original appellatives have completely assumed the
character of real proper names, and are therefore used without the article; thus

~yhil{a/ God, to denote the one true God (as elsewhere hwhy) Gn 1:1 and so
generally in this document of the Pentateuch up to Ex 6, elsewhere sometimes

~yhil{a/h†' o` qeo,j (cf. § 126 e); also the sing. H;Ala/ God, !Ayl.[, the Most High, and
yD;v; the Almighty never take the article.—Moreover, ~d'a' Adam from Gn 5:1
onwards (previously in 2:7, &c., ~d'a'h†' the first man); !j'f' Satan, 1 Ch 21:1 (but
Zc 3:1, Jb 1:6, &c., !j'F'h; the adversary); cf. d[eAm lh,ao the tent of relvelation (i.
e. the tabernacle), always without the article.

g
To the class of nouns originally appellative, which the language regards as
proper names, and which consequently never take the article, belong also
certain archaic words mostly used only by poets, such as
world,

lAav. Hades, lbeTe

~AhT. ocean, of the body of water which encircles the earth, Gn 1:2, &c.;

but Is 63:13, y Ps 106:9

tAmhoT.B; through the depths, viz. of the Red Sea.2

h
2. When nouns which the usage of the language always treats as proper names
occasionally appear to be connected with a following genitive, this is really owing
to an ellipse whereby the noun which really governs the genitive, i. e. the
appellative idea contained in the proper name, is suppressed. So evidently in the

tAab'c. hA'hy> Yahweh (the God) of hosts; the fuller form
tAab'c. yhel{a/ hwhy 2 S 5:10, &c., or tAab'C.h; yhel{a/ hwhy Am 3:13, &c., is a
secondary expansion of the original tAab'c. hA'hy>È tAab'c. ~yhil{a/ in y Ps
59:6, 80:15, 20, 84:9 is due to the mechanical substitution of ~yhil{a/ for hwhy
case of

affected in the 2nd and part of the 3rd book of the Psalms. So also in

~yDIf.K; rWa Ur (the city) of the Chaldees, Gn
11:28; ~yIr;ñh]n); ~r;a] Aram (the region) of the two rivers; hr'Why> ~x,l,ñ tyBe
Bethlehem (the city) of Judah; hk'[]m†; tyBe lbea' 2 S 20:14, &c., to distinguish it
from ~yIm;ñ lbea' Abel by the water, 2 Ch 16:4; r['l.GI vybey" 1 S 11:1, &c.;
Axrey> !Der>y: Nu 22:1 26:3, 63, &c.; on Ju 8:32 cf. § 128 c; laer'f.tyI vAdq. !AYci
the Zion of the Holy One of Israel, Is 60:14; but in 1 S 1:1 for ~ypiAc read ypiWc a
geographical names such as

Zuphite. Some of these examples (cf. also Am 6:2) come very near to the actual

lWav' t[;b.GI

construct state (cf. above,
), since e. g. the addition of the genitive
serves to distinguish the place from four others called Aram (see the Lexicon), or
from another Bethlehem. Aram, Bethlehem, &c., are accordingly no longer
names found only in one special sense, and therefore also are no longer proper
names in the strictest sense.

i
3. Of the pronouns, the personal pronouns proper (the separate pronouns, § 32) are
always determinate in themselves, since they can denote only definite individuals (the
3rd person, also definite things). For the same reason the demonstrative pronouns (§
34) are also determinate in themselves, when they stand alone (as equivalent to

~AYh; hz< this is the
day, Ju 4:14; ~yrIb'D>x; hL,aeñ these are the words, Dt 1:1), or as object (e. g. taoz-ra,
2 S 13:17), or as genitive (hz< ryxim. 1 K 21:2), or finally when joined to a preposition
substantives), either as subject (Gn 5:29) or as predicate (e. g.

taozl. Gn 2:23; hz<B' 1 S 16:8, see § 102 g).

(

k

aWhÃ ayhiÃ ~heÃ hM'heñÃ hN"heñ

So also the personal pronouns
when they are used as
demonstratives (= is, ea, id, ille, &c.) are always determinate in themselves, e. g.

rb'D'h; aWh that is the thing, Gn 41:28. They are made determinate by the article,
when they are joined like adjectives (see § 126 u) with a determinate substantive, e. g.

hZ<h; vyaih' this man; hL,aeñh' ~yvin"a]h†' these men; ayhih; t[eb'W hM'heñh' ~ymiY"B; in
those days, and in that time, Jo 4:1. The demonstrative, however, even in this case, is
frequently used without the article, as being sufficiently determinate in itself (cf. § 126
y).
Footnotes:

xV,n:m.h†; Dt 3:13, Jos 1:12, &c. (In the Deuteronomist) in the
combination hV,n:m.h†; jb,ve (for which elsewhere hV,n:m.jb,ve) is to be regarded not as
1[1]

Consequently,

a proper name but as a gentilic name (= the tribe of the Manassites), for which in Dt

yVin:m.h†; äv is used, as in 10:8 ywILeh; äv the tribe of the Levites, and in Ju 18:1
ynID'h; äv the tribe of the Danites.—In Jos 13:7 hV,n:m.h†; (like gentilic names in y¤i) is
29:7

even used adjectivally.
2[1]

That various other words, such as

vAna/ man, tw<m'ñl.c; deep darkness, !zEro prince,

yd;f' field, hY"viWT† effectual working, are always found without the article is not to be
attributed to any special archaism, but is to be explained from the fact that they belong

hm'Der>T;

solely to poetic language, which avoid the article; in other cases, such as
deep sleep, there is no occasion for the article in the passages we possess.

§ 124. The Various Uses of the Plural-form.1

a
1. The plural is by no means used in Hebrew solely to express a number of individuals
or separate objects, but may also denote them collectively. This use of the plural
expresses either (a) a combination of various external constituent parts (plurals of
local extension), or (b) a more or less intensive focusing of the characteristics inherent
in the idea of the stem (abstract plurals, usually rendered in English by forms in -hood,
-ness, -ship). A variety of the plurals described under (b), in which the secondary idea
of intensity or of an internal multiplication of the idea of the stem may be clearly seen,
is (c) the pluralis excellentiae or pluralis maiestatis.

b
Examples of (a): Plurals of local extension to denote localities in general, but
especially level surfaces (the surface-plural), since in them the idea of a whole
composed of innumerable separate parts or points is most evident, as

~yIm;ñv' (§

~ymiArm. heights of heaven, Is 33:16, Jb 16:19; elsewhere
~Arm'); ~yIm;ñ water; ~yMiy: (the broad surface of the sea) poetically for ~y" sea;
~ynIP' (prop. the side turned towards any one, then) surface in general, usually
face; ~yrIAxa] the back, Ex 26:12, 33:23, &c., ~yrIaW"c; neck, nape of the neck2;
also tAva]r†;m. the place at the head, tAlG>r>m; place at the feet; ~yrIb'[] place on
the other side (of a river); ~yQim;[]m†; depth, ~yQix;r>m, (also qx'r>m,) distance,
~ybiK'v.mi bed, Gn 49:4 (unless, with Dillmann, it is to be explained in the sense
of double bed, i. e. torus), ~ynIK'v.mi y Ps 46:5, and tAnK'v.mi 43:3, 84:2, 132:5,
dwelling (perhaps also ~ylih'a)o encampment, in passages like 1 S 4:10). The last
88 d) heaven (cf. also

four belong, however, to poetic style, and are better reckoned amongst the

~y[icuy> bed (y Ps 63:7, Jb
17:13; but Gn 49:4, y Ps 132:3, &c., in the singular); probably, however, ~y[icuy>

plurals of amplification treated under d–f. So perhaps

(prop. strata) refers to a number of coverings or pillows.
The plural of extension is used to denote a lengthened period of time in
eternity (everlasting ages).

~ymil'A[)

d
Rem. The plural of extension includes also a few examples which were formerly
explained as simply poetic plurals, e. g. Jb 17:1

yli ~yrIb'q. graves are (ready)

for me, i. e. the place where there are many of them (as it were the graveyard) is
my portion, Jb 21:32, 2 Ch 16:14; cf. 2 K 22:20.

d
Of (b): the tolerably numerous abstract plurals, mostly of a particular form
(qetÌuÖliÖm, qitæÌuÖliÖm, &c.), may be divided into two classes. They sum up either the
conditions or qualities inherent in the idea of the stem, or else the various single

~yrIWxB. and tArWxB.
youth, ~ynIquz> old age, ~yrIW[n> youth; ~yliWtB. maidenhood, tAlWlK. bridal state;
~yrIWgm. condition of a sojourner, ~yrIf'B. fleshliness (only in Pr 14:30), ~yYIx; life
(the abstract idea of the qualities of a living being); ~yliWKvi childlessness,
~yrIwEn>s; blindness, ~y[iw>[i perverseness.
acts of which an action is composed. Cf. for the first class,

e
There are also a number of plurals, found almost exclusively in poetry
(sometimes along with the singular), which are evidently intended to intensify3

~ynIAa might, Is 40:26; ~ynIWma/
(as well as hn"Wma/) and tAnWma/ faithfulness; yrev.a; (according to § 93 l, only in
the construct state plural or with suffixes = the happiness of), happy; tArv'AK)
(complete) prosperity, y Ps 68:7; tAnyBi Is 27:11 and tAnWbT. Is 40:14, &c. (keen)
understanding; tAc[e (true) counsel, Dt 32:28; ~y[iDe Jb 37:16 and tA[De 1 S 2:3
(thorough) knowledge; tAxJuB; Jb 12:6 and ~yxij;b.mi Is 32:18 (full) confidence;
tAkr'B. (abundant) blessing, y Ps 21:7; tArWbG> (exceptional) strength, Jb 41:4;
tAWh; y Ps 5:10 (very) wickedness; tAdWmx] Dn 9:23. (greatly) beloved; tAmxe y
Ps 76:11, &c. (fierce) wrath; tApr'x] Dn 12:2 (utter) contempt; tA[vuy> (real) help,
Is 26:18, &c.; taor>m; Gn 46:2 (an important) vision; ~yrIv'ym†e uprightness;
tAkPuh.T; perversity; tAmq'n> (complete) vengeance, Ju 11:36, &c.; ~ykivex] and
~yKiv;x]m†; (thick) darkness; ~yrIT's.mi a (close) hiding-place; ~ydIygIn> nobility;
~ynIm'v. Is 28:1 fatness; tAxc'x.c; (complete) aridity; ~yQiT;m.m; sweetness;
~yDIm;x]m†; preciousness; ~y[ivu[]v†; delight; ~ynId'[] and ~ygInU[]T†; pleasure; ~ymix]r†;
compassion; txoWnm. y Ps 23:2 rest, refreshment; tmoWhm. Am 3:9 tumult.
the idea of the stem (plural of amplification), as

tdoydIy> (heartfelt) love, y Ps 45:1; tArrom. (extreme) bitterness, Jb
13:26; tAmr>mi (base) deceit, y Ps 38:13; tAqd'c. (true) righteousness, Is 33:15,
&c.; tAxm'v. (the highest) joy, y Ps 16:11. On the other hand, tAmk.x' wisdom (Pr
Probably also

1:20, &c.) can hardly be a plural (= the essence of wisdom, or wisdom
personified), but is a singular (see § 86 l).
A further extension of this plural of amplification occurs according to p. Haupt's
very probable suggestion (SBOT. Proverbs, p. 40, line 50, &c.) in

~yrIaoy> the

raoy>

great river (of the Nile, generally
) Is 7:18, 19:6 (though with the predicate in
the plural), Ez 30:12, y Ps 78:44, but in Is 37:25, Ez 29:3 the usual explanation,

tArh'n>

arms or channels of the Nile, can hardly be avoided; also
y Ps 24:2 of the
ocean, which encircles the earth, 137:1 of the great river, i. e, the Euphrates, but

vWk yreh]n); is evidently a numerical plural.—In Pr 16:13 ~ykil'm. (acc. to
P. Haupt = the great king) is very doubtful. In yaeyfin> Ez 19:1 the second yoÖdh is
evidently due to dittography, since laer'f.yI follows.
in Is 18:1

f
The summing up of the several parts of an action is expressed in

~yjinUx]

~yrIPuKi atonement, ~yaiLumi (prop. filling, sc. of the hand) ordination
to the priesthood, ~yxiLuvi dismissal, ~ymiLuvi retribution, ~yxiTuPi engraving (of a
seal, &c.); ~ybih'a\ fornication, ~ynIWnz> whoredom, ~ypiaun)i adultery; ~ymixun)i (prop.
no doubt, warm compassion) consolation, ~ynWnx]T†; supplication, ~ydIdun> Jb 7:4
(restless) tossing to and fro, ~yail'P. wonder La 1:9, tAlle[o gleaning; perhaps
also tAnIygIn> y Ps 4:1, 6:1, &c., if it means the playing on stringed instruments,
and ~ynImol.v; Is 1:23 bribery, unless it be a plural of number.4

embalming,

g
Of (c): the pluralis excellentiae or maiestatis, as has been remarked above, is
properly a variety of the abstract plural, since it sums up the several
characteristics5 belonging to the idea, besides possessing the secondary sense
of an intensification of the original idea. It is thus closely related to the plurals of
amplification, treated under e, which are mostly found in poetry. So especially

~yhil{a/ Godhead, God (to be distinguished from the numerical plural gods, Ex

~yhil{a/

12:12, &c.). The supposition that
is to be regarded as merely a remnant
of earlier polytheistic views (i. e. as originally only a numerical plural) is at least
highly improbable, and, moreover, would not explain the analogous plurals (see
below). That the language has entirely rejected the idea of numerical plurality in

~yhil{a/ (whenever it denotes one God), is proved especially by its being almost
invariably joined with a singular attribute (cf. § 132 h), e. g. qyDIc; ~yhil{a/ y Ps
7:10, &c. Hence ~yhil{a/ may have been used originally not only as a numerical
but also as an abstract plural (corresponding to the Latin numen, and our
Godhead), and, like other abstracts of the same kind, have been transferred to a
concrete single god (even of the heathen).

h
To the same class (and probably formed on the analogy of

~yhil{a/) belong the

~yvidq. the Most Holy (only of Yahweh), Ho 12:1, Pr 9:10, 30:3 (cf.
~yvidq. ~yhiol{a/ Jos 24:19, and the Aram. !ynIAyl.[, the Most High, Dn 7:18, 22,
25); and probably ~ypir'T. (usually taken in the sense of penates) the image of a
plurals

god, used especially for obtaining oracles. Certainly in 1 S 19:13, 16 only one
image is intended; in most other places a single image may be intended6; in Zc

~yhiboG>

10:2 alone is it most naturally taken as a numerical plural. In Ec 5, 7
supremus (of God) is doubtful; according to others it is a numerical plural,
superiores.

i

~ynIdoa], as well as the singular !Ada', (lordship) lord, e. g. hv,q' ~ynIdoa] a
cruel lord, Is 19:4; #r,a'ñh' ynEdoa] the lord of the land, Gn 42:30, cf. Gn 32:19; so
especially with the suffixes of the 2nd and 3rd persons ^yn<òdoa]Ã %yIn:òdoa] y Ps
45:12, wyn"doa] &c., also WnynEòdoa] (except 1 S 16:16); but in 1st sing. always ynIdoa].7
So also ~yli['B. (with suffixes) lord, master (of slaves, cattle, or inanimate things;
but in the sense of maritus, always in the singular), e. g. wyl'['B. Ex 21:29, Is 1:3,
Further,

&c.8

k
On the other hand, we must regard as doubtful a number of participles in the
plural, which, being used as attributes of God, resemble plurales excellentiae;

yvo'[ my Maker, Jb 35:10; %yIv;oñ[ Is 54:5; wyv'o[ y Ps 149:2; h'yv,o[ Is 22:11;
~h,yjeAn* stretching them out, Is 42:5; for all these forms may also be explained as
singular, according to § 93 ss.9—wyf'g>n*o Is 3:12 might also be regarded as
thus,

another instance, unless it be a numerical plural, their oppressors; moreover,

wym'yrIm. him who lifteth it up, Is 10:15 (but read probably AmyrIm.); wyx'l.v)o him who
sendeth him, Pr 10:26, 22:21 (so Baer, but Ginsburg ^x,Lñl.v)o), 25:13 (in
parallelism with wyn"doa]). These latter plurals, however (including wymyrm), may
probably be more simply explained as indicating an indefinite individual, cf. o

^yr,ñm.v)o

y Ps 121:5 (textus receptus) and
below.—For
receptus) the singular should be read, with Baer.

^ya,ñr>AB) Ec 12:1 (textus

l
Rem. 1. (a) Coherent substances, &c., are mostly regarded as single, and are,

qb'a' fine
dust, rp,aeñ ashes, dB; linen, lydIB. lead, bh'z" gold, #s,K,ñ silver, tv,xñn> brass, bl'x'
milk, !yIy:ò wine, rp'[' dust, the ground, #[e wood. Plurals are, however, formed
accordingly, almost always represented by nouns in the singular, cf.

from some of these words expressing materials in order to denote separate
portions taken from the whole in manufacture (plurals of the result) or parts

~yDIB; linen garments; ~ypis'K. silver pieces, Gn
42:25, 35; ~yIT;ñv.xun> (dual) fetters of brass; ~yci[e ligna (timber for building or
sticks for burning); also in a wider sense, ~yliydIB. particles of alloy to be
separated by smelting, Is 1:25; tArp'[] fragments of earth, Pr 8:26, cf. Jb 28:6
bh'z" trop.[; dust of gold.
otherwise detached from it; thus,

m
(b) To the class of plurals of the result belong also a few names of natural
products, when represented in an artificial condition; thus,

~yJixi wheat in grain

hJ'xi wheat (used collectively) in the
ear; cf. the same distinction between ~ymiS.Ku and tm,S,ñKu spelt; ~yvid'[] and
hv'd'[] (the singular preserved only in the Mishna) lentils; ~yrI[of. and hr'[of.
barley; also ~yTiv.Pi linen, tv,Peñ (to be inferred from yTiv.Pi) flax.
(threshed wheat), as distinguished from

n

~D'

~ymid'

(c) Finally, the distinction between
blood and
requires to be specially
noticed. The singular is always used when the blood is regarded as an organic
unity, hence also of menstrual blood, and the blood of sacrifices (collected in the
basin and then sprinkled), and in Nu 23:24 of the blood gushing from wounds.

~ymiD'

On the other hand,
as a sort of plural of the result and at the same time of
local extension, denotes blood which is shed, when it appears as blood-stains (Is
1:15) or as blood-marks (so evidently in Is 9:4). But since blood-stains or bloodmarks, as a rule, suggest blood shed in murder (although

~ymiD' also denotes the

~ymiD'

acquired (even in very
blood which flows at child-birth or in circumcision),
early passages) simply the sense of a bloody deed, and especially of
bloodguiltiness, Ex 22:1 f., &c.

o
In some few cases the plural is used to denote an indefinite singular; certainly so

^yr,ñ['v.-la, unto one of thy gates; Zc 9:9 tAntoa]-!B, (cf. Ct 2:9); Ex
21:22 h'yd,ñl'y> (where evidently only one child is thought of, though certainly in
in Dt 17:5

connexion with a contingency which may be repeated); cf. also Ec 4:10 (if one of
them fall).—So probably also Gn 8:4, 1 S 17:43, Dn 2:1, Neh 3:8, 6:2; but not Gn
19:29, since the same document (Gn 13:12) makes Lot dwell in the cities of the

~ynIB' denotes the class with which the action is
concerned. In Ju 12:7 instead of the unusual d['l.gI yre['B. in the cities of Gilead
Jordan valley; in Gn 21:7

(formerly explained here as in one of the cities of Gilead) we should most
probably read, with Moore (SBOT. Judges, p. 52),
city, in Mizpeh (in) Gilead.

d['l.gI hPec.miB. Ary[iB. in his

p
2. When a substantive is followed by a genitive, and the compound idea thus formed is
to be expressed in the plural, this is done—

lyIx;ñ yreABGI

mighty
(a) Most naturally by using the plural of the nomen regens, e. g.
men of valour (prop. heroes of strength), 1 Ch 7:2, 9; so also in compounds, e. g.

ynIymiy> ynEB. 1 S 22:7, as the plur. of ynIymiy>-!B, Benjamite; but also
q
(b) By using the plural of both nouns,10 e. g.

~yliy"x] yreABGI 1 Ch 7:5; ~yail'k. yTeb†'b.W

and in prison houses, Is 42:22; cf. Ex 34:1, &c.,

~ynIb'a] txolu-y*nEv. two tables of stone

!b,a,ñ txolu); Nu 13:32, Dt 1:28, Jos 5:2, 6:4, 2 K 14:14, 25:23, Is 51:9,
Jer 41:16, Ezr 3:3, &c. tAcr'a]h†' yMe[; the people of the country; 2 Ch 26:14; so
perhaps ~yliae ynEB. sons of God, y Ps 29:1, 89:7 (according to others sons of gods); or
(but Ex 31:18

finally even.

r

tAba' tyBe Ex 6:14, Nu 1:2, 4 ff.,
&c., as plur. of ba' tyBe father's house, family; tAmB'h;tyBe the houses of the high
places, 2 K 17:29 (also tAmB'h; yTeB†' 23:19); ~h,yBec;[]tyBe the houses of their idols, 1
(c) By using the plural of the nomen rectum;11 e. g.

S 31:9, Ez 46:24; cf. also Ju 7:25 the head of Oreb and Zeeb, i. e. the heads, &c.

s
Rem. When a substantive (in a distributive sense) with a suffix refers back to a
plural, the singular form of the substantive suffices, since the idea of plurality is
already adequately expressed by the suffix, e. g.
17:10;

AmyPi os (for ora) eorum, y Ps

~n"ymiy> their right hand, y Ps 144:8 [so in the English RV.], for hands.

Footnotes:
1[3]

Cf. Dietrich, 'Über Begriff und Form des hebr. Plurals,' in the Abhandl. zur hebr.
Grammatik, Leipzig, 1846, p. 2 ff.
2[1]

Cf. the same use of the plural in ta. ste,rna( ta. nw/ta( ta. t ra,chla, praecordia,
cervices, fauces; on plurals of extension in general, cf. the prepositions of place and

~yrIp's. is not a case in point, in the sense of letter
(properly a sheet folded into several pages; elsewhere also rp,señ 1 K 21:8 ff., 2 K 10:1,
time in the plur. form, § 103 n.

19:14 (Is 37:14; referred to afterwards by the singular suffix); Is 39:1, Jer 29:25, 32:14
(after being folded, previously
3[2]

rp,señ).

cf. A. Ember, 'The pluralis intensivus in Hebrew,' AJSL. 1905, p. 195 ff.

4[1]

Mayer Lambert in REJ. xxiv. 106 ff., enumerates no less than ninety-five words
endillg in iÖm, which in his opinion are to be regarded as pluralia tantum.
5[2]

tAxKoh; yWBrI

The Jewish grammarians call such plurals
plur. virium or virtutum;
later grammarians call them plur. excellentiae, magnitudinis, or plur. maiestaticus. This

last name may have been suggested by the we used by kings when speaking of
themselves (cf. already 1 Macc. 10:19, 11:31); and the plural used by God in Gn 1:26,
11:7, Is 6:8 has been incorrectly explained in this way. It is, however, either
communicative (including the attendant angels; so at all events in Is 6:8, cf. also Gn
3:22), or according to others, an indication of the fullness of power and might implied

~yhil{a/

in
(see Dillmann on Gn 1:26); but it is best explained as a plural of selfdeliberation. The use of the plural as a form of respectful address is quite foreign to
Hebrew.

~mefiT.w:

6[1]

~h,yle[]

Even in Gn 31:34, notwithstanding the plural suffix in
and
, since
the construction of these abstracts as numerical plurals is one of the peculiarities of
the E-document of the Hexateuch; cf. Gn 20:13, 35:7, and § 145 i.

7[2]

On

yn"doa] (for ynIdoa]) as a name of God, cf. § 135 q.

8[3]

Euting, Reise in Arabien, p. 61, mentions the interesting fact that the subjects of
the Emir of HÍaÖyel commonly speak of their ruler as sëiyuÖkh, a plur. majestatis = the
great sheikh.
9[4]

%yIl;ñ[]B)o, which in Is 54:5 is in parallelism with %yIv;oñ[, must then be explained as

merely formed on analogy.
10[1]

Cf. König, Lehrgebäude, ii. 438 f., according to whom the plural of the principal
word exercises an influence on the determining genitive.
11[1]

Cf. Brockelmann, Grundriss, i. 482.

§ 88. Of the Dual.
Cf. the literature on the Semitic dual in Grünert, Die Begriffs-Präponderanz und
die Duale a potiori im Altarab. (Wien, 1886), p. 21; Brockelmann, Grundriss, p.
455 ff.

a
1 The dual is a further indication of number, which originated in early times. In
Hebrew, however, it is almost exclusively used to denote those objects which naturally
occur in pairs (see e). The dual termination is never found in adjectives, verbs, or
pronouns. In the noun it is indicated in both genders by the termination

~yI¤;ñ appended

~yId;ñy" both hands, ~yIm;ñAy two days. In the feminine the dual
termination is always added to the old ending ath (instead of h¤'), but necessarily with
aÒ (since it is in an open syllable before the tone), thus ~yIt;ñ¤', e. g. hp'f' lip, ~yIt;ñp'f.
both lips. From a feminine with the ending t¤,ñ e. g. tv,xñn> (from neehÌusÛt) the dual is
formed like ~yIT;ñv.xun> double fetters.

to the ground-form,1 e. g.

b
With nouns which in the singular have not a feminine ending, the dual termination is
likewise really added to the ground-form; but the latter generally undergoes certain
changes in consequence of the shifting of the tone, e. g.

@n"K' wing ( ground-form

~yIp;ñn"K.

kaÁnaÁph ), dual
, the first aÁ becoming S–ewaÖ, since it no longer stands before
the tone, and the second aÁ being lengthened before the new tone-syllable. In 1 K

~yIr;ñK.Ki (which should be ~yIr;ñK'Ki) evidently merely points to
the constr. st. yreK.Ki, which would be expected before @s,K,ñ; cf. ~yIr+'K'Ki in 2 K 5:23 a,
16:24, 2 K 5:23 b the form

and on the syntax see § 131 d. In the segholate forms (§ 84a a) the dual ending is

lg<r,ñ foot ( ground-form raÁgl), dual ~yIl;ñg>r;; cf.,
however, ~yIn:Ðr'q. (only in the book of Daniel), as well as ~yIn:Ðr>q; from !r,q,ñ horn, and
~yIy:Ðx'l. from yxil. cheek (as if from the pluras tAnr'q.; ~yIx'l.).— A feminine dual of an
adjective used substantivally occurs in ~yIT;ñl.c;[] a sluggish pair (of hands) Ec 10:18
from the sing. lce['
mostly added to the ground-form, e. g.

c
Rem. I. Certain place-names were formerly reckoned as dual-forms (so in earlier
editions of this Grammar, and still in König's Lehrgebäude, ii. 437), viz.—(a)

!yI¤;ñ and !¤', e.g. !yIT;ñDo Gn 37:17a ( locative hn"y>t+'Do, but in 17b !t+'Do ), and
!t'Do 2 K 6:13; !T'r>q; Jos 21:32, identical with ~yIt;ñy"r>qi in 1 Ch 6:61 (cf. also the
Moabite names of towns in the MeÖsÛaÇ inscription, line 10 !tyrq = Hebrew
~yIt;ñy"r>qi; line 30 !tlbd tb = ~yIt;ñl'b.DI tyBeJer 48:22; lines 31, 32 !nrwx =
~yIn:ÐArxo 1 S 15:5, &c.); (b) in ~¤' Jos 15:34 ~n"y[eh†' ( = ~yIn:Ðy[e Gn 38:21). The
view that !¤' and ~¤' arise from a contraction of the dual terminations !yI¤;ñ (as in
Western Aramaic, cf. also nom. aÖni, accus. aini, of the dual in Arabic) and ~yI¤;ñ
seemed to be supported by the MeÖsÛaÇ inscription, where we find (line 20) !tam
two hundred = !yIt;ñam', Hebrew ~yIt;ñam'. But in many of these supposed duals
those in

either a dual sense cannot detected at all, or it does not agree at any rate with
the nature of the Semitic dual, as found elsewhere. Hence it can hardly be

!yI¤;ñ and ~yI¤;ñ in these place-nameonly arise from a subsequent
expansion of the terminations !¤' and ~¤': so Wellhausen, Jahrbüchcr für

doubted that

Deutsche theologie, xxi. 433; Philippi, ZDMG. xxxii. 65 f.; Barth, Nominalbildung,
p. 319, note 5; Strack, Kommentar zur Genesis, p. 135. The strongest argument
in favour of this opinion is that we have a clear case of such an expansion in the

~yIl;ñv'Wr)y>

~lef'Wr)y>

for
(so, according to Strack, evon in
QereÖ perpetuum (§ 17 c)
old MSS. of the MisÛna; cf. Urusalim in the Tel-el-Amarna tablets, and the

~lev.Wrü‘Î210': similarly in the Aramaic!yIr;ñm.v†' = !r'm.v†' for the
Hebrew !Arm.vo) Samaria.—We may add to this list ~yIr;ñp.a,; ~yIr;ñh]n); the river
country (in the Tel-el-Amarna letters naÖrima, naÕrima), ~yIr;ñc.mi Egypt,
Phoenician ~rcm; also the words denoting time, ~yIr;ñh\c)' midday (MeÊsÛaÇ
inscription, line 15 ~rhc), and perhaps ~yIB;ñr>[; in the evening, if the regular
expression ~yIB;ñr>[;h†'-!yBe Ex 12:6, 16:12, &c., is only due to mistaking ~yIB;ñr>[; for
Aramaic form

a dual: LXX pro.j e`spe,ran( to. deilino,n( ovfe,, and only in, Lv 23:5 avna. me,son
tw/n e`sperinw/n. The Arabs also say el ÇisÛaÖÈaÖn, the two evenings, cf. Kuhn's
Literaturblatt, iii. 48.

yd;y"

~yId;ñy"

yn:ALx; ( generally

Instead of the supposed dual
Ez 13:18 read
. On
taken to be a double window) Jer 22:14, see above, § 87 g.

d

2. Only apparently dual forms ( but really plural ) are the words

~yIm;ñ water and

~yIm;ñv' heaven. According to P. Haupt in SBOT. (critical notes on Isaiah, p. 157,
line 18 ff.), they are to be derived from the old plural forms (found in Assyrian)

~ym; ~ymX

maÖmi, sÛamaÖmi, whence the Hebr.
arose by inversion of the i, maÖmi,
maÖimi, maim. It is simpler, however, to suppose that the primitive singulars may
and sÛamay, when they took the plural of extension (§ 124 b), kept the tone on
the ay, thus causing the iÖm (which otherwise always has the tone, § 87 a) to be
shortened to im. Cf. the analogous formations, Arab. tardÌaina, 2nd fem. sing.

y¾¾l, for tardÌay + iÖna, corresponding to taqtulina in the strong
verb; also bibl.-Aram. !yIÐn:B' the abs. st. plur. of the ptcp. Qal of hn"B. (y¾¾l), which

imperf. of a verb

otherwise always ends in in with the tone, e. g. in the ptcp. Qal of the strong
verb,

!yxib.D†' sacrificing.

e
2 The use of the dual in Hebrew is confined, except in the numerals 2, 12, 200, &c.
(see § 97), practically to those objects which are by nature or art always found in pairs,

~y[iroz> and
tA[roz> arms, never in the dual ), e. g. ~yId;ñy" both hands, ~yIn:ñz>a' both ears, ~yIN:ñvi teeth
(of both rows), also ~yIl;ñ[]n); a pair of sandals, ~yIn:ñz>aom) a pair of scales, Lat. bilanx, &c.;
or things which are at least thought of as forming a pair, e. g. ~yIm;)AY two (successive)
days, Lat. biduum; ~yIñ[;buv. two weeks; ~yIt;ñn"v. two years (in succession), Lat.
biennium; ~yIt;ñM'a; two cubits2
especially to the double members of the body ( but not necessarily so, cf.

f
In the former case the dual may be used for a plural, either indefinite or defined
by a numeral, where it is thought of in a double arrangement, e. g.

~yIl+'g>r; [B;r>a;

~yIp;ñn"K. vve six wings (i.e. three pairs), 1 S 6:2, Ez 1:6; even
~yIn:ñy[e h['b.vi seven eyes, Zc 3:9, ~yIK;ñr>Bi-lK' all knees, Ez 7:17; ~yId;ñy"-lK' all
hands, Ez 21:12; ~yIT;ñl.cim. cymbals, Ezr 3:10; ~yIT;ñp;v. double-hooks, Ez 40:43.—

four feet, Lv 11:23;

To express certain emphasis the numeral two is used with the dual, as in Ju
16:28, Am 3:12.— See some other remarks on the use of the dual in § 87 o and
s.

g

It is not impossible that Hebrew at an earlier period made a more extensive and
freer use of the dual, and that the restrictions and limitations of its use,
mentioned above, belong to a relatively later phase of developmcnt. The Arabic
literary language forms the dual in the noun, pronoun, and verb, almost as
extensively as the Sanskrit or Greek; but in modern Arabic it has almost entirely
disappeared in the verb, pronoun, and adjective. The Syriac has preserved it
only in a few stereotyped forms, with which such duals as the Latin duo, ambo,
octo may be compared. In the same, way, the dual of the Sanskrit is lost in the
modern Indian languages, and its full use in Old Slavonic has been restricted
later, e.g. in Bohemian, just as in Hebrew, to pairs, such as hands, feet, eyes,
ears. On the Germanic dual, see Grimm's Gramm., 2nd ed., i. p. 814.
Footnotes:
1[1].

On. dual endings appended to the plural see § 87 s and § 95 o at the beginning.

~yIk;ñr'D> Pr 28:6, 18 (which the Masora takes as two roads leading from the
cross-ways) ~ykir'D> is to be read.
2[1]

But for

§ 131. Apposition.

a
1. Apposition in the stricter sense is the collocation of two substantives in the same
case in order to define more exactly (or to complete) the one by the other, and, as a
rule (see, however, below, under g), the former by the latter. Apposition in Hebrew (as
in the other Semitic languages1) is by no means confined to those cases in which it is
used in English or in the classical languages. It is not infrequently found when either
the subordination of one substantive to the other or some more circumstantial kind of
epexegetical addition would be expected.
2. The principal kinds of apposition in Hebrew are:—

b
(a) The collocation of genus and species, e. g.

hn"m'l.a; hV'ai a woman (who was) a

hl'Wtb. hr'[]n); a damsel (that is) a virgin, Dt 22:23, 28, Ju 4:4, 19:1,
21:12, 1 S 30:17, 1 K 1:2; cf. Gn 13:8, 21:20 (where, however, tV'q; is probably an
explanatory gloss); Ex 24:5 (1 S 11:15), 2 S 15:16, 1 K 3:16, 5:29 (but probably lb,señ
should be read instead of lB's;); Is 3:24 (unless hfe[]m†; is to be read), Jer 20:1.
Perhaps also vaorh' !heKo the priest (who is) the chief man, 2 K 25:18, &c.; others take
!heKo as constr. st.—In 2 S 10:7 read ä BGIh; ab'c.-lK' with the LXX, as in the parallel
passage 1 Ch 19:9 for ä Gh; ab'c'-lK', which is evidently meant to refer to the reading
widow, 1 K 7:14;

in 2 S.

c
(b) Collocation of the person or thing and the attribute, e. g. Jb 20:29 (27:13)

[v'r' ~d'a'-ql,xeñ hz< this is the portion of a man, (who is) a wicked man (but [v'r'
might also be an adject.); cf. Pr 6:12.— Lv 6:13, 16:4 (where, however, vd,qoñ is
probably a gloss); Pr 22:21 tm,a/ ~yrIm'a] words (which are) truth (immediately after
tm,a/ yrem.ai) cf. 1 S 2:13, Mi 1:11 (where, however, tv,Bñ is most probably a gloss on
hy"r>[,); Zc 1:13 (=comfortable words); y Ps 45:5 (?), 68:17 (cf. verse 16). In a wider
sense this includes also such cases as y Ps 60:5 hl'[er>T; !yIy:ò wine which is
staggering (intoxicating drink), which causes staggering2; 1 K 22:27, 2 Ch 18:26

#x;l;ñ ~yIm;ñ (in Is 30:20 parallel with rc; ~x,l,ñ) water which is affliction, drunk in trouble

y[ir> rq'B'

(imprisonment). Still more boldly, 1 K 5:3
oxen which were taken out of the
pastures, and 1 K 6:7 undressed stones which come from the quarry, probably a

[S'M;mi. A person and a condition are in apposition in Ez 18:6 (unless
Ht'D'nIB. is to be read).—In 1 S 4:1 read ä [h' !B,a,, as in 5:1, 7:12.
corruption of

d
(c) Collocation of the person (Dt 28:36) or thing (form) and material,3 or of the place or

~yIT;ñl.cim.Bi tv,xñn>

measure and its contents, e. g. 1 Ch 15:19
with cymbals which were
brass, i. e. of brass; cf. Ex 26:25, Dn 11:8, 1 Ch 28:15, 18 (?); Ex 28:17 four rows,
namely stones (for which 39:10 has

!b,a+' yreWj); cf. 2 Ch 4:13, Lv 6:3 (see, however, §

tl,soñ ha's. a seah of fine flour; cf. 2 K 7:16, 18, Gn 18:6, Ex 16:33, Lv
5:11, Ru 2:17, 1 K 16:24, 2 K 5:23 @s,K,ñ ~yIr;ñK.Ki two talents of silver;4 cf. 5:17, Ex
128 d); 2 K 7:1

39:17, Ez 22:18 (if the text be right). With the material placed before the measure, Ex

~ymiy" vd,xoñ

30:23 f.—A period of time and its contents are placed in apposition
a
month of days, i. e. a month's time=for a whole month, Gn 29:14, Nu 11:20, 21, cf. Dt

~ymiy" ~yIt;ñn"v.

21:13, 2 K 15:13, and
two years' time, i. e. two full years, Gn 41:1, 2 S
13:23, 14:28, Jer 28:3, 11, Dn 10:2 f.
Finally, under this head may be included all the cases in which a numeral (regarded as
a substantive) is followed by the object numbered in apposition, e. g.
trias sc. filii, § 97 a and § 134 b.

~ynIb' hv'lv.

e
(d) Collocation of the thing and the measure or extent, number, &c., e. g. Nu 9:20

rP's.mi ~ymiy" days, (a small) number, i. e. only a few days; hn<v.mi @s,K,ñ money,
repetition, i. e. twice as much money, Gn 43:12 (unless @s,K,ñ be constr. st.);
~yIK+'r>Bi ~yIm;ñ water which was of the measure of the knees, which reached to the
knees, Ez 47:4 (also ~yIn+'t.m' yme water that was to the loins, in the same verse). This
likewise includes the cases in which a noun is followed in apposition by a numeral
(see § 134 c) or an adverb, originally conceived as a substantive, e. g. Neh 2:12

~yvin"a] j[;m. men, a few, i. e. some few men; 1 K 5:9 hBer>h; hn"WbT. understanding,
much-making, i. e. much understanding, unless hBer>h; is to be taken as an adverb
with !TeYIw:, as in 2 S 8:8 with xq;l'.

f

ry[ife ~r'r]h†; B. in their mountainous
district, Seir (perhaps only a later gloss), Gn 14:6; #r,a'ñh' ![;n+'K. the land Canaan (![nk
(e) Collocation of the thing and its name, e. g.

probably only a later gloss), Nu 34:2; cf. Ezr 9:1, 1 Ch 5:9 (see under g below).—For
examples of nouns in the construct state before a noun in apposition, see § 130 e.

g
Rem. 1. Only in certain combinations does the noun of nearer definition come

dwID' %l,M,ñh;Ã hmol{v. %l,M,ñh; king David, king Solomon (less frequently
%l,M,ñh; dwID' as in 2 S 13:39, 1 K 2:17, 12:2, 2 K 8:29, 9:15, and in late Hebrew,
Hag 1:1, 15 [cf. the Aramaic order aklm Xwyrd], and often in Chron.).—A
first, e. g.

chiasmus occurs in Is 45:4, the name standing after the defining noun in the first
part of the verse, and before it in the parallel clause.

h

taeÃ -ta,

2. When the nota accusativi (
) or a preposition precedes the first
substantive, it may be repeated before the noun in apposition, e. g. Gn 4:2, 22:2,
24:4, 47:29, Is 66:21; this usually occurs when the nearer definition precedes a
proper name. As a rule, however, the repetition does not take place (Dt 18:1, Jer
33:18, 1 S 2:14). A noun in apposition is made determinate, even after a noun
with a prefix, in the ordinary way, e. g. 2 Ch 12:13

ry[ih' ~yIl;ñv'Wr† yBi in

Jerusalem, the city which, &c.5

i
3. Sometimes a second adjective is used in apposition to a preceding adjective,
in order to modify in some way the meaning of the first, e. g. Lv 13:19

tm,D+'m.d;a] hn"b'l. tr,h,ñB; a white-reddish (light red) bright spot.
k
4. Permutation is to be regarded as a variety of apposition. It is not
complementary like apposition proper (see a above), but rather defines the
preceding substantive (or pronoun, see below), in order to prevent any possible
misunderstanding. This includes cases like Gn 9:4 with the life thereof (which is)
the blood thereof; Ex 22:30, Dt 2:26, 1 S 7:9, 2 K 3:4 an hundred thousand rams,
the wool, i. e. the wool of the rams; Jer 25:15 this cup of the wine, that is of fury
(but

hm'xeh†; is probably a gloss); Is 42:25 he poured upon him fury, namely his

anger;6 but especially the examples in which such a permutative is added to a

preceding pronoun, viz. —

l
(a) To a separate pronoun, e. g. Ex 7:11; with regard to the vocative, cf. § 126 f.

m

ä Yh;-ta,
be a later gloss); Ex 35:5, Lv 13:57 b, 1 K 19:21 (where, indeed, rf'B'h; appears
(b) To an accusative suffix, e. g. Ex 2:6 she saw him, the child (unless

to be a late gloss); 21:13, 2 K 16:15 Keth., Jer 9:14, 31:2, Ez 3:21, Ec 2:21
(according to Delitzsch rather a double accusative).7

n

vyaih' AaboB.

(c) To a noun-suffix, e. g. Ez 10:3
when he went in, the man; 42:14;
cf. Pr 13:4 (?), Ezr 3:12; so also after a preposition with suffix, e. g. Ec 4:10

dx'a,h†' Al yai woe to him, the one alone; with a repetition of the preposition, Nu
32:33, Jos 1:2 laer'f.yI ynEb.li ~h,l' to them, to the children of Israel; Ju 21:7, Jer
51:56, Ez 42:5(?), Dn 11:11, 1 Ch 4:42, 2 Ch 26:14.8—Cf. finally, Ct 3:7, where
the suffix precedes the genitive periphrastically expressed by

ä Lv,, as in Ezr 9:1,

l.

where the genitive is expressed by .9

o
Of a different kind are the cases in which the permutative with its proper suffix
follows as a kind of correction of the preceding suffix, e. g. Is 29:23 when he (or

wyd'l'y> is clearly a gloss); cf. y Ps 83:12; in Jb
29:3 read ALhih]B†; (infin. Hiph.) or at least its syncopated form ALhiB;.
rather) his children see, &c. (but

p
5. Cases of apposition in a wider sense are those in which the nearer definition
added to the noun was originally regarded as an adverbial accusative; on its use
with the verb and on the relative correctness of speaking of such an accusative
in Hebrew, cf. § 118 a and m. Owing to the lack of case-endings, indeed, it is in
many instances only by analogies elsewhere (especially in Arabic) that we can
decide whether the case is one of apposition in the narrower or in the wider
sense; in other instances this must remain quite uncertain. However, the
following are probably cases of apposition in the wider sense:—

q
(a) Such phrases as

@s,k,ñ hn<v.mi a double amount in money, Gn 43:15; cf. Jer

17:18; 1 S 17:5 five thousand shekels in brass, but this might also be taken (as
in d) shekels which were brass; certainly such cases as Jb 15:10 older than thy
father in days, and the expression of the superlative by means of

daom. (originally

daom. bAj very good, Gn 1:31 (cf. also Ec 7:16
hBer>h; qyDIc; righteous over much), and the very frequent daom. hBer>h; prop. a
a substantive), e. g.

much-making exceedingly, i. e. exceedingly great, Gn 15:1, 41:49, also Pr 23:29

~N"xi ~y[ic'P. wounds without cause,10 perhaps also Gn 34:25 (xj;B,ñ).
r
(b) A few examples, in which an epexegetical substantive is added to a

hM'zI xKer>D;mi

of thy conduct in lewdness
substantive with a suffix; thus, Ez 16:27
(but it is also possible to explain it (as in c) of thy conduct, which is lewdness); cf.

lyIx+' yZIW[m†'

Ez 24:13, 2 S 22:33
my fortress in strength, i. e. my strong fortress
(cf., however, y Ps 18:33); Hb 3:8, y Ps 71:7. While even in these examples the
deviation from the ordinary usage of the language (cf. § 135 n) is strange, it is

bAx Atl'b†o x] Ez 18:7, i. e. according to the context his pledge
for a debt; Ezr 2:62 ~yfox]y);t.Mih; ~b't'K., i. e. their register, namely of those that
were reckoned by genealogy (but perhaps ä yt.Mih; is in apposition to the suffix in
~b't'K.), also the curious combinations (mentioned in § 128 d) of ytiyrIB. with a
proper name (Lv 26:42), and in Jer 33:20 with ~AYh;.11
much more so in

s
6. In Dt 33:4 (

hv'r'Am†, perhaps tL;hiq.li ä rAm is to be read), 33:27 (hn"[om.), Ju

hd'ce

7:8 (
), the absolute state appears to be used instead of the construct to
govern a following logical genitive; this, however, cannot be explained either as a
special kind of apposition, or (with Hitzig) as a peculiarity of the dialect of
Northern Palestine, but is merely a textual corruption. On the other hand, in Jb

!A[' is evidently intended to combine the readings ~yliyliP. !A[] and
yliyliP. !A[' (as in verse 2:8).—The remarkable combination tAab'c. ~yhil{a/ in y
Ps 80:8, 15 is due to the fact that in yy Ps 42–83 ~yhil{a/ has almost throughout
been subsequently substituted by some redactor for the divine name hwhy; on
tAab'c. hwhy cf. § 125 h. In y Ps 59:6, 80:5, 20, and 84:9 hwhy has been
31:11

reinstated in the text before

tAab'c. ~yhil{a/.12

t
7. Lastly, the nearer definition (qualification) of a noun may be effected by means
of a preposition (either with a suffix or with an independent noun), but must then
be distinguished from the cases in which the preposition is dependent on a verb

HM'[i Hv'yail.

unto her husband
or verbal idea, e. g. Gn 3:6 and she gave also
with her (= her husband who was with her); in Gn 9:16 (that I may remember the
everlasting. covenant between God and every living creature of all flesh) and
other places, the qualification of the noun is itself also qualified.
Footnotes:
1[1]

On certain uses of apposition peculiar to the Semitic languages, cf. the exhaustive
discussion by Fleischer, 'Ueber einige Arten der Nominalapposition im Arab.' (Kleine
Schriften, ii. 16); [and see also Driver, Tenses, Appendix IV.]
2[2]

Unless it is to be translated thou gavest us intoxication to drink as wine (and so in
1 K 22:27 give him affliction to eat as bread, &c.); cf. y Ps 80:6 and the analogous
examples of apposition in the form of a second accusative in § 117 kk. Moreover,

xq;r,ñh' !yIy:ò spiced wine, Ct 8:2, and ar,P,ñ ryI[;ñ a wild assÈs colt, Jb
11:12 (in which passages !yIy:ñ and ryI[;ñ must certainly be in the construct state) we
cannot but ask whether the Masora does not intend the !yIy:ò in y Ps 60:5 to be taken as
construct state (for which elsewhere !yyE).
having regard to

3[1]

Cf. also the examples treated above in § 127 h.

4[2]

On the anomalous form
before), see § 88 b.

~yIr;ñK.Ki (instead of ~yIr;ñK'Ki; cf. ~yIr+'K'Ki immediately

wyf'n"-lk'l. as in 2 K 10:6 after ry[ih' yledoG>-ta,, in 19:2
after a determinate accusative, and in Hag 1:4 after ~k,yTeb†' B., are used without the
5[1]

In 1 K 11:8 participles after

article; these, however, are probably to be explained not as in apposition, but
according to § 118 p.
6[2]

But

~yIm;ñ Gn 6:17 (cf. 7:6) is to be regarded as a later gloss upon the archaic

lWBm;.
7[3]

For

ANv;y>w: 1 S 21:14 either‘ hN<v;y>w: is to be read or the KethiÖbh is to be explained

according to § 75 b, note. Also
8[1]

AnduK.l.yI Pr 5:22 has hardly preserved the correct form.

But in Is 17:6 we should certainly divide the words differently and read

hY"rIP†o h; ype[is.Bi, in Jer 48:44 read hL,ae for h'yl,ñae, and in Pr 14:13
hx'm.Fih; tyrIx]a†; ; in Gn 2:19 hY"x; vp,n<ò is a late gloss upon Al, and in Ez 41:25
lk'yheh†; tAtl.D;-la, a gloss on !h,ylea].
9[2]

Some of the examples given above are textually (or exegetically) doubtful, whilst
in the case of others, especially those from the later Books, we cannot help asking
whether such a prolepsis of the genitive by means of a suffix (as e. g. Ez 10:3) is not
due to the influence of Aramaic, in which it is the customary idiom; cf. Kautzsch's
Gramm. des Biblisch-Aram., § 81 e and § 88.
10[3]

~N"xi

rq,v,ñ

In y Ps 69:5
(like
in a false way, falsely, y Ps 35:19 and 38:20) is used
as an adverbial accusative with a participle; cf. § 118 q.
11[4]

But in Nu 25:12

~Alv' may also be explained, according to c, as really in

apposition. Cf. on the whole question Delitzsch, Psalmen, 4th ed., p. 203, note 1.

tAab'c. yhel{a/ hwhy
should not have been written; that the author of these Psalms regarded tAaob'c.
12[1]

Without this assumption it would be inconceivable that

already as an independent name of God (so Gesenius and Olshausen) is out of the
question.

§ 97. Numerals. (a) Cardinal Numbers.
Brockelmann, Sem. Sprachwiss., p. 116 ff.; Grundriss, i. 484 ff.

a
1. The formation of the cardinal numbers from 3 to 10 (on 1 and 2 see below) has this
peculiarity, that numerals connected with a masculine substantive take the feminine
form, and those with a feminine substantive take the masculine form. The common
explanation of this strange phenomenon used to be that the primary form of the
numeral was an abstract noun in the feminine (cf. § 122 p). This was originally
attached in the constr. st. to the word qualified, then came to be also used in
apposition to it, and finally was placed after it like an adjective. The consequence of
the appositional, and finally adjectival, construction was, that for numerals connected
with feminine nouns a special shorter form came to be used, whilst the original forms,
with the abstract feminine ending, were used in connexion with masculine nouns, after
as well as before them.
On this view the historical process would have been that originally the abstract
numerals (like Latin trias, decas, Greek penTa,j( deka,j, &c.) were placed in the
constr. st. before masculines and feminines alike, e. g.

~ynIB' tv,lñv. trias

~yvin" tr,f,ñ[] decas mulierum. A trace of this earlier usage was seen in
the examples mentioned under c, like ~yvin" tv,lñv..—Further, it was possible to
say ~ynIb' hv'lv. trias, sc. filii, as well as hv'lv. ~ynIB' filii, trias. From this
filiorum,

second appositional construction it was only a step to the treatment of the
abstract numeral as an adjective, filii tres. Similarly the subsequently shortened
forms of the abstract numeral, which were used in connexion with feminines,
might stand either in the constr. st. before, or in apposition before or after the
word numbered, thus

tAnB' vlv. trias filiarum, or tAnB' vlv' trias, sc. filiae, or

vlv' tAnB' filiae, trias, or adjectivally filiae tres.
A different and much more intelligible explanation of the striking disagreement
between the gender of the numeral and that of the word numbered has recently been
given by Reckendorf, Die syntaktischen Verhältnisse des Arabischen, pt. ii, Leiden,
1898, p. 265 ff. He also considers that the earliest forms were abstract numerals which
were placed in the constr. st. before the noun numbered, the latter depending on them
in the genitive. The original form, however, of the abstract numerals from 3 to 9 is not
the feminine, but the masculine, used for both genders, as it still is in the tens, 20, 30,
&c. The feminine abstract numeral was first distinguished by a special form in the
numbers from 13 to 19 (see further, below) when connected with masculines, and this
distinction was afterwards extended to the numbers from 3 to 10. This explanation
does not affect the view stated above that the appositional and adjectival use of the

abstract numerals was only adopted later in addition to their use in the genitive
construction.
The differentiation of the numerals (originally of common gender) into masculine
and feminine forms in the second decade, was occasioned, according to
Reckendorf, by the use of the abstract feminine

href.[, in compounds. So long

href.[, vlv.

as it was felt that
simply meant the three of the decade, the gender
of the noun numbered made no diffference. When, however, the consciousness
of this meaning became weakened and the combination of units and tens came
to be felt as a copulative rather than a genitive relation, it seemed suitable to

href.[,

connect only feminine nouns with the feminine form
. New forms were
therefore invented, both of the units and the tens, for use with masculine nouns.
The former, however, no longer had the form of the constr. but of the absolute
state, clearly showing that the consciousness of the original syntactical relation

href.[, vlv.

, &c., was lost. On the other hand, after the extension of these
in
new formations to the first decade, the new feminine forms readily came to be
used also in the genitive construction (and therefore in the constr. st.) on the
analogy of the earlier masculine forms.

dx'a,

tx;a;

one, with its fem.
(see § 96), may be recognized,
Of the first two numerals,
from its form and use, as an adjective, although even so it admits of such

~yrIh'h†, dx;a;

combinations as
unus e montibus. The numeral two, as would be
expected, appears as an abstract in the dual, but, like the other numerals, can also
stand in apposition to the noun numbered. In form it always agrees with the gender of
its noun. Accordingly, the numerals from 1 to 10 are as follows:

b
With the Masculine.

With the Feminine.

Absol.

Constr. Absol.

Constr.

1.

d%'a,

d%;a;

t%;a;

t%;a;

2.

~yIn:òv.

ynEv.

1

~yIT;ñv.

yTev.

3.

hv'lv.

tv,lñv. vlv'

vlv.

4.

h['B'r>a;

t[;B;ñr>a; [B;r>a;

[B;r>a;

5.

2

hV'mix]

tv,meñx] vmex'

vmex]

6.

hV'vi

tv,veñ

vve

7.

h['b.vi

t[;b.vi [b;v,ñ

3

8.

hn"mov.

tn:mov. hn<mov.

hn<mov.

9.

h['v.Ti

t[;v.Ti [v;Teñ

4

10.

hr'f'[]

tr,f,ñ[] rf,[,ñ

rf,[,ñ

On the connective forms

vve

Î[b;v.Ð

Î[v;T.Ð

[b;v.Ã [v;T., cf. the analogous forms in § 93 h.

c
The other Semitic languages also exhibit the same peculiarity in the external
differentiation of the numerals from 3 to 10 as regards gender. The fem. form of
the numeral abstracts is only rarely found in connexion with femininine nouns,5

~yvin" tv,lñv. Gn 7:13, 1 S 10:3, Jb 1:4, Ez 7:2 Keth.; probably also Jos
17:11, where we should read with Dillmann tApN"h; äv. In apposition, Zc 3:9, 4:2,

e. g.

cf. Jer 36:23. From what was said above, under a, it follows that these cases are
not a return to original usage, but only an intrusion of the form used before
masculines into the sphere of the feminine. Conversely in Gn 38:24

~yvid'x\ vlv. (but in the Satmaritan tv,lñv.).—For h['b.vi seven, there occurs in
Jb 42:13 the strange form hn"['ñb.vi, according to Ewald [Ausf ührl, Lehrb.8, § 269
b] an old feminine substantive (German ein Siebend, a set of seven), but more
probably a scribal error.

d
2. The numerals from 11 to 19 are formed by placing the units, without the copula,

rf'['

href.[,

before the number ten (in the form
masc.,
fem.), but without the two words
being joined into one. As was said above, under a, and as is proved by the use of

dx;a;Ã tx;a; in the numeral 11, the feminine numerals from 13 to 19 are to be regarded
as construct forms in a genitive connexion. The connective forms of the masculine

tv,lñv.

rf'['

, &c., are not admitted in combination with
, since they are
abstracts, like
merely in apposition, and not in a genitive relation (see the rare exceptions at the end

ynEv. and yTev. in the numeral 12 are undoubtedly true
constructs, like dx;a; and the fem. numerals 13–19. But instead of ynEv. (Ex 28:21, Jos
3:12 and four other places) and yTev. (Jos 4:8 and three times in Ezek.), we generally
find ~ynEv. and ~yTev.. Two explanations have been given of these forms: (1) that the
KethiÖbh really intends ~yIn:òv.Ã ~yIT;ñv., in the absol. st., which was first introduced in the
case of ~yIn:òv., on the analogy of hr'f'[], &c., and then extended to ~yIT;ñv.; the Masora,
however, required ynEv.Ã yTev. (but see below), and therefore pointed ~ynEv.Ã ~yTev. as a
QereÖ perpetuum (see § 17).—(2) that the absolute forms ~yIn:òv.Ã ~yIT;ñv. (introduced on
the analogy of hv'l{v., &c.) were contracted to ~ynEv.Ã ~yTev. to facilitate the
pronunciation of the duals when closely connected with rf'[' and href.[,, and that the
of e). On the other hand

contraction is founded on an early and correct tradition. The second explanation is

~ynX

~ytX

(66) and
(34). It would be
supported by the large number of examples of
strange if the Masora required the alteration of the far commoner forms on account of

ynEv. and yTev.. As a matter of fact even in regard to the latter
forms the tradition often varies between ynEv. and ~yIn:ñ224'v., &c., cf. e. g. Ginsburg on
isolated instances of

Jos 3:12. We cannot therefore assume a QereÖ perpetuum.

e
Accoridingly the number from 11 upwards are—
Masculine.
11. {

Feminine.

rf'[' dx;a; href.[, tx;a;

rf'['
12. {

13. {

yTev.[;

6

href.[, yTe[, Tev.[;

rf'[' ~ynEv.

href.[, ~yTev.

rf'[' ynEv.

href.[, yt,v.

rf'[' hv'lv.

href.[, vlv.

&c., on the analogy of the last. These numerals regularly have only the above form. In
regard to their syntax, cf. § 134 f.
Very rarely the units appear in the masc. in the constr. st., as
fifteen, Ju 8:10, 2 S 19:18;
find

rf'[' tv,meñx]

rf'[' tn:mov. eighteen, Ju 20:25.—Connected by w> we

hV'mix]w); hr'f'[] in Ex 45:12.

f
3. The tens from 30 to 90 are expressed by the plural forms of the units (so that the
plural here always stands for ten times the unit), thus,

~yvilv. 30, ~y[iB'r>a; 40,

~yVimix] 50, ~yVivi 60, ~y[ib.vi 70, ~ynImov. 80, ~y[iv.T 90. But twenty is expressed by
~yrIf.[,, plur. of rf,[,ñ ten.7 These numerals are all of common gender, and do not
admit of the construct state.—In compound numerals, like 22, 23, 44, &c., the units
may precede (two and twenty, as in Arabic and English), e. g. Nu 3:39, 26:14. Very
frequently, however, the reverse order is found (twenty and two, as in Syriac, cf.
French and English twenty-two), e. g. 1 Ch 12:28(29), 18:5.8 In all cases the units and

w>

w"

tens are connected by the copula, ordinarily , but before numerals with the tone on

w:

the penultima, before

¤]Ã W before SèewaÖ; see § 104 d, e, g.

g
The remaining numerals are the substantives—
100

ha'me fem., constr. ta;m..

200

~yIt;ñam' dual (contracted from ~yIt;ña'm.; cf. § 23 c).

300

tAame vlv. plur. (but in 2 K 11:4, 9, 10, 15, Keth. tAya'M.h;).

1000

@l,a,ñ masc.

2000

~yIP;ñl.a; dual.

~ypil'a] tv,lñv. plur., and so on (except ~ypil'a] hr'f'[] in 2 S 18:3, 2 K 24:14
Keth.; elsewhere always ~ypil'a] tr,f,ñ[]).

3000

hb'b'r>

10000
, in the later books the aramaising9 forms
multitude, cf. mnria,j).

ABrIÃ aABrIÃ tABrI (properly

20000
7:71).

~yIt;ñBorI dual (see below, h); but tABrI yTev. Neh 7:70 (also yTev. aABrI Neh

40000

aABrI [B;r>a; Neh 7:66.

twaoBrI-vv†e Ezr 2:69 (Baer and Ginsburg tAaoBrI, as in Dn 11:12).
hb'b'r> ypel.a; thousands of myriads, Gn 24:60.
60000

h
Rem. 1. The dual form which occurs in some of the units has the meaning of our

~yIT;ñ[.B;r>a; fourfold, 2 S 12:6; ~yIt;ñ['b.vi sevenfold, Gn 4:15, 24,
Is 30:26, y Ps 12:7, 79:12 (cf. § 134 r). The dual ~yIt;ñBorI y Ps 68:18 (explained
by !a'n>vi ypel.a; thousands of duplication) is not meant to be taken in the sense
ending -fold, e. g.

of two myriads or twice the number of myriads, but in a multiplicative sense.10—
Besides the plural which denotes the tens, there are also the plurals
some, also iidem, and

~ydIx'a]

tArf'[] decades (not decem) Ex 18:21, 25.

i
2. The suffixes to numerals are, as with other nouns, properly genitives, although
they are translated in English as nominatives, e. g.
three, Nu 12:4;

~k,T.v.l'v. your triad, i. e. you

wyV'mix] his fifty (i. e. the 50 belonging to him) 2 K 1:9–13, and

^yV,ñmix] 2 K 1:10, 12.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Shortened from

~yIt;ñn"v., which would be the regular feminine form of ~yIn:òv..

Nevertheless, the Dagesë in

~yIT;ñv., &c. (even after !mi È ~yTev.m†i Jon 4:11; cf., however,

yteV.mi Ju 16:28), can by no means be regarded as a Dagesë forte arising from
assimilation of the NuÖn, for in that case the word could only be ~yIT;ñvi (cf. Arab.
t_intaÒni). This form does occur in the Codex Babylonicus of A. D. 916, but it is only a

~yIT;ñv.

, while in the Berlin MS. or. qu. 680 described by Kahle (Lpz.
later correction for
1902) there is no trace of the Dagesë. It is rather to be read sëtaÃyiÖm, sëteÖ (with Dagesë

~yIT;ñv.a,, representing the later Palestinian pronunciation (Philippi, ZDMG.
xlix, p. 206), and Arab. ¬it_naçtaÒni (with a kind of prosthetic a; cf. § 19 m), as a further
lene), cf.

feminine form of ¬it_naÒni, duo. According to Barth (Orient. Studien ¨ Th. Nöldeke, ii. 792

~yIT;ñv. (he takes the Dagesë as Dagesë forte) is due to the complete
assimilation of its vowels to those of the masc. ~yIn:òv. where the SëewaÖ mobile is normal.
f.) the irregularity of

2[2]

With Dagesë probably on the analogy of

Cf. also J. K. Blake on
3[3]

hV'vi, as tv,veñ on the analogy of tv,meñx].

hV'mix]Ã ~yVimix] in JAOS. 1905, p. 117 ff.

[b;v. and [v;T. appear only as connective forms before href.[, and tAame.

5[4]

In the vulgar dialects of Arabic, and in Ethiopic, the feminine form of the numeral is
by far the more common. This form appears also in Hebrew, when the number is
regarded in the abstract, as in the multiplicatives (see § 97 h).
6[1]

yTev.[;, which remained for a long time unexplained, was recognized (first by J.

Oppert) in the Assyro-Babylonian inscriptions in the form isëtin or isëteÖn; cf. Friedr.
Delitzsch, Assyrische Grammatik, p. 203, and P. Haupt, in the American Journal of

rf'[' yTev.[;

is a compound, like the Sansk. eÖkaÖdacÌan,
Philology, viii. 279. Accordingly,
e[ndeka, undecim (analogous to the combination of units and tens in the numerals from
12 to 19), and is used at the same time in the composition of the feminine numeral

ä[ yTev.[; for ä[ dx;a; and ä[ tx;a; see
ä[ yTev.[; occurs only in Jer., Ez., in the prologue

eleven. On the gradual substitution of

Giesebrecht in ZAW. 1881, p. 226;
to Deuteronomy (1:3), in the Priestly Code, and in passages undoubtedly post-exilic,
so that it may very well be a loan-word from the Babylonian.
7[2]

For

~yrIf.[,Ã ~y[ib.viÃ ~y[iv.Ti (from the Segholates rf,[,ñÃ [b;v,ñÃ [v;Teñ), we

should expect ºasaÒriÖm, sëebhaÒÇiÖm, tesëaÒÇiÖm. Is this very unusual deviation from the
common formation (see above, § 93 l, o, r) connected with the special meaning of

these plurals, or are these survivals of an older form of the plural of segholates ?
8[1]

According to the conclusions of König (De Criticae Sacrae Argumento, p. 61, and
Lehrgeb., ii. p. 215 ff.), the smaller number more commonly precedes in Ezek. and the
Priestly Code, but the larger always elsewhere. S. Herner ( Syntax der Zahlwörter im
A. T., Lund, 1893, p. 71 ff. ) arrives at the same conclusion by a full examination of the
statistics; cf. also his remarks on König in ZA W. 1896, p. 123, and König's reply, ibid.,
p. 328 f.
9[2]

Cf. Kautzsch, Die Aramaismen im A. T. (Halle, 1902), p. 79 f.

10[3]

Cf. D. H. Müller, ‘Die numeralia multiplicativa in den Amarnatafeln u. im Hebr.,'
Semitica, i, Wien, 1906, p. 13 ff.

§ 96. Nouns of Peculiar Formation.
In the following Paradigms,1 pp. 282 to 284, a number of frequently used nouns are
arranged, whose flexion presents more or less striking peculiarities. These
peculiarities, however, are almost always subordinate to the usual phonetic laws, and
the usual designation of the nouns as irregular is, therefore, not justified, when once
the ground-forms are properly recognized on which the present forms are based.

ba'

xa'

tAxa'

vyai

hV'ai

(father)

(brother)

(sister)

(man)

(woman)

,, construct

ybia]

yxia]

tAxa]

vyai

tv,aeñ

,, with suff. of
1 sing.

ybia'

yxia'

ytixoa]

yviyai

yTiv.ai

,, 2 masc.

^ybiña'

^yxiña'

^t.Ax*a]

,, 2 fem.

%ybia'

%yxia'

%teAxa]

,, 3 masc.

¿Whybiña'À wybia'

¿Whyxiña'À wyxia' Atxoa]

Avyai

,, 3 fem.

h'ybiña'

h'yxiña'

Ht'xoa]

Hv'yai

,, 1 Pl.

Wnybiña'

Wnyxiña'

Wnteñxoa]

,, 2 masc.

~k,ybia]

~k,yxia]

Î~k,t.Ax)a]Ð

,, 2 fem.

!k,ybia]

,, 3 masc.

~h,ybia]

~h,yxia]

~t'xoa]

sing. absolute

^T.v.ai
%veyai
ATv.ai

,, 3 fem.

!h,ybia]

Plur. absolute.

tAba'

~yxia;

~yvin"a] ~yvin"

,, construct

tAba]

yxea]

yven>a;

yven>

,, with suff. of
1 sing.

yt;boa]

yx;a;, pause yx'a, yt;Ayx.a;

yv;n"a]

yv;n"

,, 2 masc.

^yt,ñboa]

^yx,ña;

^yv,ñn"a] ^yv,ñn"

,, 2 fem.

,, 3 masc.

wyt'boa]

,, 3 fem.

%yIx;ña;

%yIt;ñAxa]

wyx'a,

wyt'yOx.a;

wyv'n"

h'yx,ña;

h'yv,ñn"a]
Wnyveñn"a] Wnyveñn"

,, 1 Pl.

Wnyteñboa]

Wnyxeña;

,, 2 masc.

~k,yteb)oa]

~k,yxea]

,, 3 masc.

¿~h,yteb)oa]À ~t'boa] ~h,yxea]

,, 3 fem.

wyv'n"a]

~k,yteAx)a]

~k,yven>

~h,ytey*ox.a; ~h,yven>a; ~h,yven>
!h,yven>a;

REMARKS.

ba' father; the constr. ybia], like yxia] and ynIB. (which occurs once), belongs to the
connective forms discussed in § 90 k, which serve as the model for the HÍireq
compaginis. However,

ba; also occurs in compound proper names, e. g.

~Alv'b.a;, beside ~Alv'yb)Ia], &c.; also Gn 17:4 f. !Amh]-ba; for the purpose of
explaining the name ~hÎrÐba. On the plur. tAba' see § 87 p.
xa' brother. The plur. absol. ~yxia; has Dagesë forte implicitum (§ 22 c); wyx'a,
stands for wyx'a; according to the phonetic law stated in § 27 q, and so also yx†'a,
in pause for yx†'a;. The sharpening of the x merely serves to keep the preceding
PathahÌ short, as in ~yLim;G>, &c. (§ 93 ee).
dx'a, one (for dx'a;, likewise with Dagesë forte implicitum, § 22 c, cf. 27 q), constr.
and otherwise in close connexion, dx;a;, Gn 48:22, 2 S 17:22 Is 27:12
hm'a'

tyIB;ñ

!Be

tB;

(son)

(daughter) (day)

(vessel)

tyBe

-!B,

tB;

yliK.

ytim'a]

ytiyBe

ynIB.

yTiBi

^t.m†'a]

^t.yB†e ^n>Bi,

^n<òB.

%teyBe

%nEB.

Atm'a]

AtyBe

AnB.

ATBi

Ht'm'a]

Ht'yBe

Hn"B.

HT'Bi

(handmaid) (house)

pause

WnnEòB.

^T.Bi,
pause

~Ay

~Ay

^T,ñBi

yliK.

^y>l.K,

AmAy

~k,t.yB†e

~k,T.Bi

~t'yBe

~m'Ay

tAhm'a]

~yTiB†'

~ynIB'

tAnB'

~ymiy" ~yliKe

tAhm.a;

yTeB†'

ynEB.

tAnB.

ymey>

yleK.

yn:B'

yt;nOB.

ym;y"

yl;Ke

^yt,ñB†'

^yn<òB'

^yt,ñnOB.

^ym,ñy" ^yl,ñKe

%yIT;ñB†'

%yIn:òB'

%yIt;ñnOBe

%yIm;ñy"

wrt'hom.a;

wyn"B'

wyt'nOB.

wym'y"

h'yt,ñhom.a;

h'yn<òB'

h'yt,ñnOB.

h'ym,ñy" h'yl,ñKe

WnynEòB'

WnyteñnOB.

Wnymeñy" WnyleñKe

~b,yteh)om.a; ~k,yTeB†'

~k,ynEB.

~k,yten*oB.

~b,ymey> ~k,yleK.

~h,yteB†'

~h,ynEB.

~h,yten*oB. ~h,ymey> ~h,yleK.

!h,yteh)om.a; !h,yTeB†'

!h,ynEB.

yt;hom.a;

WnyTeñB†'

wyl'Ke

!mi ¿meÀ Gn 3:22, Ex 30:14, Nu 16:15, Ju 17:5, 1 S
9:3, Ez 18:10; fem. tx;a; una(for T.d>x;a;, according to § 19 d), in pause tx†'a,.
Zc 11:7; and especially before

dx;

Once
masc. (by aphaeresis, § 19 h), Ez 33:30, as in Aramaic; plur.
some, but also iidem.

~ydIx'a]

tAxa' sister, from 'açhÌaçwaçt or 'açhÌaçyaçt, with elision of the w or y, and with the aÃ,
which has arisen from açaç, obscured to oÖ.2 In Nu 6:7 Atxoa; stands for Atxoa] (with
virtual sharpening of the x). The plur. absol. (tAyx'a]) does not happen
Sing.
absolute

Îym;Ð

ry[i

hP,

vaor

~ve

Îym;v'Ð

(water)

(city)

(mouth)

(head)

(name)

(heaven)

,, construct

ry[i

yPi

vaor

~veÃ -~v,

,, with suff. of
1 sing

yrIy[i

yPi

yviaor

ymiv.

,, 2 masc.

^r>y[†i ^yPiñ

^v.aor)

^m.vi,
pause

^m,ñv.

%veaor

%mev.

wyPiÃ WhyPiñ Avaor

Amv.

,, 2 fem.

,, 3 masc.

Ary[i

,, 3 fem.

Hr'y[i h'yPiñ

Hv'aor

Hm'v.

,, 1 Pl.

WnyPiñ

Wnveñaor

Wnmeñv.

,, 2 masc.

~k,yPi

~k,v.aor) ~k,m.vi

,, 3 masc.

~r'y[i ~h,yPi

~v'aor

!h,yPi

!v'aor

,, 3 fem.
Plur.
absolute

~yIm;ñ

,, construct

ymeÃ ymeyme yre['

,, with suff. of
1 sing.

ym;yme

yr;['

,, 2 masc.

^ym,ñyme

^yr,ñ['

~yrI[' tAYPi

~m'v.

~yviar' tAmve

~yIm;ñv'

yvear'

ymev.

tAmv.

^ym,ñv'

%yIr;ñ['

,, 2 fem.

,, 3 masc.

wym'yme

wyr'['

wyv'ar'

,, 3 fem.

h'ym,ñyme

h'yr,ñ['

h'yv,ñar'

,, 1 Pl.

wnymeñyme

Wnyreñ['

Wnyveñar'

,, 2 masc.

~k,yre[†'

~k,yvear†'

,, 3 masc.

~h,ymeym†e ~h,yre[†'

,, 3 fem.

wym'v'

~k,ymev.

~h,yvear†' ~t'Amv.
!h,yvear†' !t'Amv.

%teAyx]a†; occurs (for %yIt;ñyOx.a;). In the forms yt;Axa] Jos 2:13
Keth., %yIt;ñAxa] Ez 16:51, 55, 61 (to be read also in verse 45 for %teAxa], which
to occur. In Ez 16:52

has been erroneousiy assimilated to the singular occurring in vv. 48, 49, 56), and

~k,yteAx*a] Ho 2:3 (for which, however, read ~k,t.Ax*a]), the third radical has been
entirely lost.

vyai man, according to the common opinion either incorrectly lengthened for vae
(from Èisësë, with assimilation of the NuÖn of the ground-form 'insë, which again has

vn:a'), or softened directly from 'insë. It is,
however, probable that a separate stem (vyai to be strong ? ) is to be assumed
for the singular3; consequently the stem vn:a' to be sociable, would be connected
only with the plur. ~yvin"a] (~yviyai is found only in Is 53:8, y Ps 141:4, Pr 8:4).

been attenuated from 'ansë from the stem

hm'a' slave, handmaid; with the plur. tAhm'a], with consonantal h, cf. in Aram.
!h'b'a] fathers, and similarly in Phoen. thld from tld, also Arab. 'abahaÖt
(fathers), 'ummahaÖt (mothers), with an artificial expansion into a triliteral stem.

hV'ai woman, probably for hv'n>ai; from vn:a' i. e. not (as Aram. at'T.ai shows)
vn:a' to be sociable (see above, on vyai) but vn:a' to be weak (Arab. 'açnuçt_aç). So
De Lagarde, Uebersicht, p. 68; König, Lehrgeb., ii. 159 f. The form tv,aeñ (for 'isët,
with t fem., from 'isësë, after rejection of the doubling and lengthening of the iç to eÒ)
occurs in Dt 21:11, 1 S 28:7, y Ps 58:9, even in absol. st. [cf., however, below, §
130. 4, 5].—In y Ps 128:3
we find in Ez 23:44

^T.v.a, is found for ^T.v.ai. Instead of the plur. ~yvin",

tVoai.4

tyIB;ñ house, locative ht'y>B;ñ Ã ht'y>B;ñh;, in pause ht'y>B'ñÃ ht'y>B'ñh;, constr. ht'yBeñ,
plur. ~yTiB†' (but in Dt 6:11 1 Ch 28:11 ~yTiB' without Metheg), pronounced baÖttiÖm.
The explanation of the Dagesë in the t is still a matter of dispute. The Syriac
baÖttiÖn, however, shows that the Dagesë is original, and belongs to the character of
the form.5 According to Wright, Comparative Grammar, p. 88,

!a'

!yIa;ñ Ã ~n"y[e

~yTiB†' is simply

~yIn:òy[e

contracted from bai–tiÖm (as
from
from
, &c.), and the Dagesë,
therefore, is lene; König, Lehrgeb., ii. 56, proposes the name Dagesë forte
orthoconsonanticum; on the other hand Rahlfs, ThLZ. 1896, col. 587, suggests

y

t

that the is assimilated to the , while Philippi, ZDMG. xlix, p. 206, assumes for
the plural a stem distinct from that of the singular. A definite solution is at present

impossible. The incorrectness of the formerly common pronunciation bottiÖm is
sufficiently shown by the Babylonian punctuation (see § 8 g, note 3), which
leaves no doubt as to the aÖ.

!Be son (Gn 30:19 yVivi-!B†e) constr. usually -!B, (also with a conjunctive accent as
an equivalent for Maqqeph, Gn 17:17, Is 8:2, &c., 1 Ch 9:21; even with smaller
disjunctives, especially in the combination

!B,mi, Ex 30:14, Lv 27:3, &c. [-!B,mi

~aiw> and before vd,xoñ, also in Is 51:12; see Strack on Ex 30:14]), rarely
-!Bi (Dt 25:2, Jon 4:10 twice, Pr 30:1, and so always in the combination !Wn-!Bi,
and in the proper names !ymiy"n>Bi [but ynIymiyI-!B, Benjamite] and hq,y"-!Bi Pr 30:1),
once ynIB. (cf. 90 l) Gn 49:11, and AnB. (§ 90 o) Nu 23:18, 24:3, 15.—In Gn
49:22!Be, for which -!B, ought to be read, is intended by the Masora for the absol.
only after

st., not the constr.

tB; daughter (from bant, and this again, according to the law stated in § 69 c, for
bint, fem. of !Be), with suff. yTiBi for yTin>Bi. Plur. tAnB', from the sing. hn"B', comp.
~ynIB' sons.
~x' husband's father, only with suff. %ymix'Ã h'ymiñx'; and tAmx' husband's mother,
only with suff. %teAmx]Ã Ht'Amx]. Cf. ba'Ã xa', and especially tAxa'.
~Ay day (Arab. yaum),6 dual ~yIm;ñAy; the plur. ~ymiy" is probably from a different
sing. (~y" yaÒm), constr. ymey> and (poetically) tAmy>, Dt 32:7, y Ps 90:15.
yliK. vessel, in pause yliK,ñ (with suff. ^y>l.K, Dt 23:25) from hl'K' to contain, plur.
~yliKe (as if from lKeÃ hl,Keñ; according to König, ii. 63, shortened from kilyiÖm).
~yIm;ñ water; on the plur. cf. § 88 d.
ry[i city. The plur. ~yrI[' is scarcely syncopated from ~yrIy"[], as it is pointed in Ju
10:4 (no doubt erroneously, in imitation of the preceding ~yrIy"[] ass colts), but
from a kindred sing. r[', which still occurs in proper names.
hP, mouth, constr. st. yPi (for original yPe = hPe?). Its origin is still disputed.

hP, stands for ha,Pe (ground-form
pi‘ay) from ha'P' to breathe, to blow; according to Olshausen, for yP;, from a stem
hy"P' or hw"P'. But parallel with the Hebrew hP, are Assyr. puÖ, Arab. fuÖ, fam, famm,
fumm, bibl. Aram. ~PuÃ aM'Pu, Syr. puÖm, puÖmaÒ, so that Barth, ZDMG. xli, p. 634,
assumes two forms of development from the same stem (wmp), viz. fm and fw.
yPi my mouth, from pi-y; for ~h,yPi we find in y Ps 17:10, 58:7, 59:13 AmyPiñ. The
supposed plur. ~yPi 1 S 13:21 is generally explained as a contraction from ~yYIPi,
but the text is altogether corrupt. The plur. tAYPi, for the edges of a sword, occurs
in Pr 5:4; reduplicated tAYpiyP†i Is 41:15, y Ps 149:6.
According to Gesenius and König (ii. 103),

vaor head (obscured from var'=raçÈsë); plur. ~yviar' (for ~yvia'r>, § 23 c); wyv'aor
only in Is 15:2.

hf, a head of small cattle (sheep or goat), constr. st. hfe, with suff. WhyEòf. 1 S
14:34 and Ayfe Dt 22:1, according to König, ii. 131, from a ground-form si'ay, but
according to De Lagarde, Uebersicht, 81 f., from a stem yXw (hf,=say=wiçsay).
~ve name, constr. generally ~ve (only six times -~v,); cf. !Be.
~yIm;ñv' heaven (§ 88 d).
Footnotes:

dx'a,Ã ~x'

1[1]

The only omissions from these Paradigms are
, and
see the remarks), and all forms which are not found in the O. T.

tAmx' (on which

2[1]

So already Gesenius in his Thes. linguae Hebr., i. 83 f., and recently again Friedr.
Delitzsch, Prolegg., p. 160 ff., Praetorius in Kuhn's Orient. L.-B., 1884, p. 196; König,
Lehrgeb., ii. 38; while Nöldeke (ZDMG. 1886, p. 739 f.), against Delitzsch, would
connect both
3[1]

vyai and ~yvin") with the stem vna.
tAxa'

tAmx'

This explanation of
(and
q. v.) still seems to us more probable than
the assumption that the fem. ending açth is lengthened to compensate for the loss of
the 3rd radical (so Wellhausen, Skizzen, vi. 258), or that the form is derived from 'ahÌaÖ,
the old-semitic constr. st. of the accusative, with

t feminine (so Barth, ZDMG. 1899, p.

598).
4[1]

Friedr. Delitzsch (in his Babylonian glosses to Baer's text of Ezekiel, p. xi) on Ez
23:44 remarks that in Assyro-Babylonian the plur. of asësëatu (woman) is asësëaÖti,

tAVai

~yvin"

~yvin"

corresponding, therefore, to
, not to the ordinary plur.
. The a of
(instead of i as in Arab. or e as in Syr.) is to be explained with Barth (Orient. Studien
zu Ehren Th. Nöldekes, Giessen, 1906, p. 792) from the natural connexion of the
ideas 'men' and 'women',
5[2]

~yvin" and ~yvin"a].

This disposes of the traditional view that the Dagesë (after a firm Metheg, see § 16 f

~ytiB' passing the night, ptcp. Qal of tWB, a stem
which never occurs in the O. T. According to P. Haupt the stem is ab to go in, t

z) only serves to distinguish it from

therefore being the feminine termination, as in bint daughter, and the original form
ba'tu, baÒtu (entrance) is preserved in the plural baÒttim where the tt is to be explained as
due to the analogy of trisyllabic stems. In the singular baÒt passed into beÒt (?), and this
was resolved into bait, as YeruÒsëaÒleÒm into YeruÒsëaÒlayim.
6[1]

Cf. Nöldeke, Beiträge, p. 58, yaum, probably an extension of a biliteral word which

~ymiy"Ã ymey>. Barth, however, Orient. Studien, p. 791 (see above on
hV'ai), sees in ~ymiy"Ã ymey>Ã tAmy> new formations in Hebrew, caused by the naturally
close connexion and association of these plurals with ~ynIv'Ã ynEv.Ã tAnv. years, to
which they became assimilated in form. The view that ~Ay is merely an incorrect
obscuring of ~y", and therefore distinct from the Arab. yaum, is contradicted by the
invariable spelling ~Ay, &c., notwithstanding the spelling ~ybw (= ~yOb.W ?) in the Siloam
inscription, line 3 (cf. § 7 f), and ~yIm+'YOmi Ho 6:2. Cf. also the note on § 100 g.
has survived in

§ 87. Of the Plural.
Brockelmann, Grundriss, i. 4:26 ff., and on the feminines, p. 441 ff.; M. Lambert,
'Remarques sur la formation du pluriel hebreu,' REJ. xxiv. 99 ff., and 'Les
anomalies du pluriel des noms en Hebreu,' REJ. xliii. 206 ff.; P. LajcÛiak, Die
Plural-u. Dualendungen im semit. Nomen, Lpz. 1903; J. Barth, 'Beiträge zur
Pluralbildung des Semit.,' ZDMG. 1904, p. 431 ff., i. 'the ai of the constr. st.'

a

~y¤i always with the tone,
e. g. sWs horse, plur. ~ysiWs horses; but also very often written defectively ~¤i,
especially when in the same word one of the vowel letters, w or y precedes, e. g. Gn
1:21 ~nIyNIT;. Nouns in y¤i make their plural in ~yYI¤i, e. g. yrIb.[i a Hebrew, plur. ~yYIrb.[i
(Ex 3:18); but usually contraction takes place, e. g. ~yrIb.[i ’ ~ynIv' crimson garments,
from ynIv'.
1. The regular plural termination for the masculine gender is

b

h¤, lose this termination when they take the plural ending, e. g. hz<xo seer,
plur. ~yzIxo (cf. § 75 h).— In regard to the loss of the tone from the ~¤i in the two old
plurals ~yIm;ñ water and ~yIm;ñv' heaven, cf. § 88 d and § 96.
Nouns in

c

~y¤i is sometimes assumed also by feminines (cf. ~yvin" women, § 96
under hV'ai ’ ~ynIv' years, from hn"v' ’ ~ylixer> ewes, from lxer'), so that an indication
The termination

of gender is not necessarily implied in it (cf. also below, m–p).— On the use of this
termination

~y¤i to express abstract, extensive, and intensive ideas, cf. § 124.

d

~ndc

The ending iÖm is also common in Phoenican, e. g.
Sidonii; Assyrian has aÖni
( acc. to P. Haupt originally aÖmi, cf. § 88 d ); Aramaic has iÖn; Arabic uÖna
(nominative) and iÖna (in the oblique cases, but in vulgar Arabic iÖn is also used for
the nominative); Ethiopic aÖn. Cf. also the verbal ending

!W the 3rd plur. perf. ( § 44

l ) and in the 3rd and 2nd plur. impf. ( § 47 m ).1

e
Less frequent, or only apparent terminations of the plur. masc. are — ( a)

!y¤i, as

in Aramaic,2 found almost exclusively in the later books of the O. T. (apart from
the poetical use in some of the older and even the oldest portions), viz.

!ykil'm.

!ynIdoc)i 1 K 11:33, !ycir' the guard, 2 K 11:13, !yJixi wheat, Ez 4:9;
defectively !YIai islands, Ez 26:18; !ymiy" days, Dn 12:13. Cf. also !yDImi carpets, Ju

kings, Pr 31:3,

5:10, in the North-Palestinian song of Deborah, which also has other linguistic

!yYI[i heaps, Mi 3:12 (before t; cf. § 44 k); !yLimi words (from the
really Aram. hL'mi), Jb 4:2, and twelve other places in Job ( beside ~yLimi, ten
times in Job ); further, !yYIx; Jb 24:22, !yrIxea] 31:10, and !ymimeAv La 1:4, !yNIT;
peculiarities;

4:3.— The following forms are doubtful:

f

y¤i (with the ~ rejected, as, according to some, in the dual yd;y" for ~yId;ñy" Ez
13:18, cf. § 88 c), e. g. yNImi stringed instruments, y Ps 45:9 for ~yNImi (unless it is
to be so written)3; yMi[; peoples, y Ps 144:2, and, probably, also La 3:14 (in 2 S
22:44 it may be taken as yMi[; my people; cf. in the parallel passage y Ps 18:44
~['; also in Ct 8:2 the iÖ of ynIMorI is better regarded as a suffix); see also 2 S 23:8
(b)

as compared with 1 Ch 11:11, and on the whole question Gesenius,
Lehrgebäude, p. 524 ff. More doubtful still is —

g

y¤; ( like the constr. state in Syriac), which is supposed to appear in e. g. yr;f'
princes, Ju 5:15 ( perhaps my princes is intended: read either the constr. st. yref',
which also has good authority, or with LXX ~yrIf'); for sw yn"ëALx; Jer 22:14
(c)

(according to others dual, see § 88 c, or a loan word, cf. ZA. iii. 93) read

!Aps' wyn"ALx;. On yb;AG and yr;Ax, which have also been so explained, see above,
§ 86 i. —yp;Wfx] Is 20:4 (where the right reading is certainly ypeWfx]) must be
intended by the Masora either as a singular with the formative syllable y¤; =
bareness or, more probably, as a constr. st. with the original termination ay (cf. §
89 d ) to avoid the harsh combination hasuÖfeÖ sÛeÓt4; in
lord, from the plur. majestatis,
q.

yn"doa] the Lord ( prop. my

~ynIdoa] lord ), the ay was originally a suffix, § 135

h

~¤'

~N"Ki ~yNIKi

~L'su

(d)
a supposed plural ending in
=
gnats (or lice), and
ladder
(supposed by some to be a plur. like our stairs ); but cf. on the former, § 85 t.

i
2. The plural termination of the feminine gender is generally indicated by the

tA (often written defectively t·¤, e. g. hL'hiT. song of praise, psalm, plur.
tALhiT. (only in post-biblical Hebrew ~yLihiT., as in the headings of the printed
editions, as well as tALhiT. rp,señ the Book of Psalms); tr,G<Ðai a letter, plur.
tArG>ai ’ raeB. a well, plur. tAraeB.. Feminines in ty¤i form their plural in tAY¤i, e. g.
tyrIc.mi an Egyptian woman, plur. tAYrIc.mi; and those in tW either make tAY¤u, as
tWkl.m; kingdom, plur. tAYkul.m;, Dn 8:22 (cf. tAYnUx] cells, Jer 37:16), or are inflected
like tAd>[†e testimonies (pronounced ÇeÒdhewoÖth for ÇeÒdhuÁwoÖth).
termination

k

tA¤i and ty¤i
that some words ending with them form their plural by the addition of ~y¤i or
tA¤, e. g. tynIx] spear, plur. ~ytiynIx] and tAtynIx] ’ tWnz> whoredom, plur. ~ytiWnz>
( by the side of ~ynIWnz> ); ~ytiWnm.l.a; widowhood; tAtyxiv. pits, tAts'K. amulets ( if
It is only from a mistake or disregard of these feminine endings

connected with Assyr. kaÖsu, to bind ), &c.

l
The termination -oÖth stands primarily for -aÖth (which is the form it has in Arab.,
Eth., in the constr. st. of Western Aramaic, in Eastern Syriac, and also in
Assyrian; on the change of aÖ into an obscure oÖ, see § 9 q). On the other hand, it
is doubtful whether this aÖth is to be regarded as a lengthened and stronger form
of the singular fem. ending aÁth (cf. § 80 b).
HoÌw the changeable vowels of a noun are shortened or become S–ewaÖ in
consequence of the addition of the plural endings is explained in §§ 92–5).

m
3. Words which in the singular are used both as masculine and feminine ( § 122 d ),
often have in the plural parallel forms with the masculine and feminine terminations, e.

b['

~ybi['

tAb['

cloud, plur.
and
; and each form may be treated either as masculine
g.
or feminine, according to the usage of the particular word. — But even those words, of

rAD masc. a
generation, plur. ~ydIAD and tArAD ’ hn"v' fem. a year, plur. ~ynIv' and tAnv' (see the
which the gender is invariable, sometimes have both plural forms, e. g.

Rem.). In these words the gender of both plural forms remains the same as in the
singular, e. g.

yrIa] masc. a lion, plur. tAyr'a] masc., Zp 3:3, tArAD masc., Jb 42:16.

n
Sometimes usage makes a distinction between the two plural forms of the same

~ymiy" days, ~ynIv' years are the usual, but tAmy" (only twice, in the
constr. st. Dt 32:7, y Ps 90:15) and tAnv' (also only in the constr. st. and before
word. Thus,

suffixes) are rarer poetic forms.

o
A difference of meaning appears in several names of members of the body, the

tA
expresses something like them, but without life (§ 122 u), e. g. ~yId;ñy" hands, tAdy"
artificial hands, also e. g. the arms of a throne; ~yIP;ñK; hands, tAPK; handles (Lat.
manubria); ~[;P;ñ foot, tAm['P. artificial feet (of the ark), ~yIn:Ðr>q; horns, tAnr'q.
horns (of the altar); ~yIn:Ðy[e eyes, tAny"[] fountains; cf. also ~yyIr'a] lions, tAyr'a] the
figures of lions on Solomon's throne, rm'T' palm, hr'moT†i a palm-like column, plur.
~yrImoT†i and tArmoT†i
dual (see § 88) denoting the living members themselves, while the plur. in

p
4. A considerable number of masculines form their plural in
have a plural in
plural.

tA while many feminines

~¤i. The gender of the singular, however, is as a rule retained in the

tA¤ are: ba' father,
rc'Aa treasure, raoB and rAB cistern, bn"z" tail, ~Alx] dream, aSeKi throne, ble and
bb'le heart, x;Wl tablet, lyIl;ñ and hl'y>l;ñ night, x;Bez>mi altar, ~Aqm' place, raon skinbottle, rnE, lamp, rA[ skin, lAq voice, !x'l.vu table, ~ve name, rp'Av trumpet.

Undoubted instances of masculines with (masculine) plural

q
Feminines ending in

h¤' which take in the plural the termination ~y¤i are hl'ae

hm'yae terror ( but also tAmyae), hl'beD> a cake of figs, hJ'xi wheat,
hn"bel. a brick, hL'mi (only in poetry) a word, ha's. seaÒ, a dry measure, hr'A[f.
barley, and the following names of animals hr'AbD> a bee and hn"Ay a dove; also,
for ~yciyBe fem. eggs, a singular hc'yBe is to be assumed. hM'lua] sheaf and hn"v'
year (see above, n) take both ~y¤i and tA; cf. finally tl,Boñvi an ear of corn, plur.
~yliK\vi and, without the fem. termination in the singular vg<l,ñyPi concubine, plur.
~yvig>l;yP†i
terebinth,

r
5. A strict distinction in gender between the two plural endings is found, in fact, only in

~ybiAj

tAbAj

~ylij.q†o

tAlj.q†o

boni,
bonae,
masc.,
fem.
adjectives and participles, e. g.
So also in substantives of the same stem, where there is an express distinction of sex,
as

~ynIB' filii, tAnB' filiae; ~ykil'm. reges, tAkl'm. reginae.
s
Rem. 1. In some few words there is added to the plural ending

tA a second

y¤e, cf. § 89 c), or a
dual ending ~yI¤ñ, e. g. hm'B' a high place, plur. tAmB' constr. sÇ. yteAmB†' (also
ytem\B†' baÒmotheÖ, Is 14:14, Jb 9:8, &c., sometimes as QereÖ to the KethiÖbh ytwmb;
see § 95 o); lWav' ytevoa]r;me from Saul's head, 1 S 26:12; hm'Ax wall, plur.
tAmAx moenia, whence dual ~yIt;ñmoAx double walls. This double indication of the
plural appears also in the connexion of suffixes with the plural ending tA (§ 91
(masculine) plural termination (in the form of the constr. st.

m).

t

~d'a' man, and collectively
men); a number of other nouns only in the plural, e.g. ~ytim. men (the old sing.
Wtm. is only preserved in proper names, see § 90 o; in Eth. the sing. is meÁt,
man); some of these have, moreover, a singular meaning (§ 124 a), as ~ynIP'
2. Some nouns are only used in the singular (e. g.

face. In such cases, however, the same form can also express plurality, e. g.

~ynIP' means also faces, Gn 40:7, Ez 1:6; cf. ~yhil{a/ God, and also gods (the

H;l{a/

sing.
, a later formation from it, occurs only ten times, except in Jobforty-one
and in Daniel four times).
Footnotes:
1[1]

On the connexion between all these endings see Dietrich's Abhandl. zur hebr.
Gramm., Leipzig, 1846, p. 51 ff.; Halevy, REJ. 1888, p. 138 ff. [cf. also Driver, Tenses,
§ 6, Obs. 2).
2[2]

So also always in the MeÖsÛÔa‘ inscription, e. g. line 2

line 5

!XlX thirty; line 4 !klm kings;

!br !my many days, &c.

According to some this iÖ is simply due to a neglect of the point (§ 5 m), which in
MSS. and elsewhere marked the abbreviation of the plur. ending.
3[3]

4[4]

Prätorius, ZDMG. 1903, p. 525, regards

ym;Wxa]; yb;WlK.

yp;Wfx] as an instance of the affix of

endearment (cf.
) transferred to. an appellative, but such an explanation
is rendered unlikely by the meaning of this isolated instance.

§ 8. The Vowel Signs in particular.
P. Haupt, 'The names of the Hebrew vowels,' JAOS. xxii, and in the Johns
Hopkins Semitic Papers, Newhaven, 1901, p. 7 ff.; C. Levias in the Hebr. Union
Coll. Annual, Cincinnati, 1904, p. 138 ff.
Preliminary Remark.
The next two sections (§§ 8 and 9) have been severely criticized (Philippi, ThLZ.
1897, no. 2) for assigning a definite quantity to each of the several vowels,

¤,Ã¤eÃ¤o

whereas in reality
are merely signs, for ä, e, o: 'whether these are long or
short is not shown by the signs themselves but must be inferred from the rules
for the pause which marks the breaks in continuous narrative, or from other
circumstances.' But in the twenty-fourth and subsequent German editions of this
Grammar, in the last note on § 8 a [English ed. p. 38, note 4], it was stated: 'it
must be mentioned that the Masoretes are not concerned with any distinction
between long and short vowels, or in general with any question of quantity. Their
efforts are directed to fixing the received pronunciation as faithfully as possible,

~ykil'm. h['b.Xi seven kings were
reckoned (vox memor. in Elias Levita WhY"liae rm,aoYw:), Sèureq and QibbusÌ being
by means of writing. For a long time only

counted as one vowel. The division of the vowels in respect of quantity is a later
attempt at a scientific conception of the phonetic system, which was not invented
but only represented by the Masoretes (Qimchi, Mikhlol, ed. Rittenb. 136 a,
distinguishes the five long as mothers from their five daughters).'
I have therefore long shared the opinion that 'the vowel-system represented by
the ordinary punctuation (of Tiberias) was primarily intended to mark only
differences of quality' (Sievers, Metrische Studien, i. 17). There is, however, of
course a further question how far these 'later' grammarians were mistaken in
assigning a particular quantity to the vowels represented by particular signs. In
Philippi's opinion they were mistaken (excluding of course iÖ, eÖ, oÖ when written

¤' stand, according
to circumstances, for aâÒ or aâç, and ¤, for aÎÒ or aÎç, but also ¤e for eÒ or eç, and ¤o for oÒ or
oç, e. g. dbeK' and !joq', out of pause kaâÒbeçÃd. qaâÒ oëÃn (form lj;q'), but in pause kaâÒbeÒÃd,

plene) in a very great number of cases, since not only does

qaâÒtÌoÒÃn.
I readily admit, with regard to QamesÌ and Segol, that the account formerly given
in § 8 f. was open to misconstruction. With regard to SÍere and HÍolem, however, I
can only follow Philippi so long as his view does not conflict with the (to me
inviolable) law of a long vowel in an open syllable before the tone and (except
PathahÌ) in a final syllable with the tone. To me

dbeK' = kaâÒbeçÃd, &c., is as

bn"[e

%r;Bo

impossible as e. g.
= Çeënab or
= boçrakh, in spite of the analogy cited by
Sievers (p. 18, note 1) that ‘in old German e. g. original iç and uç often pass into eç
and oç dialectically, while remaining in a closed syllable.

a
1. The full vowels (in contrast to the half-vowels or vowel trills, § 10 a–f), classified
according to the three principal vowel sounds (§ 7 a), are as follows: —
First Class. A-sound.

¤'1 QaÒmeçsÌ, denotes either aÒ, aÖ, more strictly aâÒ (the obscure Swedish aâ) and aâÖ,2
as dy" yaâÒd (hand), ~yviar' raÒ¬sëiÖm (heads), or aâç (in future transcribed as oç), called QaÒmesÌ
A { 1.

hÌaÒtÌuÖph, i. e. hurried QamesÌ. The latter occurs almost exclusively as a modification of uç;
cf. c and § 9 u. 2.

¤; PaÃthaçhÌ, aç, tB; baçth (daughter).

¤, SegoÖl, an open e, eÊ (aÎÓ or aÎç), as a modification of aç,3 either in an untoned
closed syllable, as in the first syllable of ~k,d>y< yaÎdkhÏm (your hand) from yaçdkhÏm — or
in a tone-syllable as in xs;Pñ, peçsahÌ; cf. pa,sca, and on the really monosyllabic character
of such formations, see § 28 e. But SegoÖl in an open tone-syllable with a following y, as
in hn"yl,ñG> geleÊnaÓ (cf. § 75 f), ^yd,ñy" yaÓdeÊkhaÓ (cf. § 91 i), is due to contraction from ay.
Also 3.

b
Second Glass. I- and E-sounds.
1.

y¤iHÍiÖreçq with yod, almost always iÖ, as qyDI[; sÌaddiÖq (righteous).

2.

¤i either iÖ (see below, i ), as ~yqiDIc;, sÌaddiÖqiÖm, only orthographically
different from ~yqydc ¿~qydcÀ, — or iç, as Aqd>ci sÌiçdqoÖ (his

I

righteousness).

y¤eSÍeriÖ or SÍeÓreÖ with yod = eÖ, e.g. AtyBe beÖthoÖ (his house).
3.
E

¤e either eÖ, but rarely (see below, i), or eÓ as ~ve sëeÓm (name). SÍere can only
be eç, in my opinion, in few cases, such as those mentioned in § 29 f.

4.

¤, SegoÖl,, aÎç, a modification of iç, e.g. ycip.x, hÌaÎñsÌiÖ (hÌiçñsÌ); -!v, sëaÎn (groundform sëiçn).

c
Third Class. U- and O-sounds.
U 1.

2.

O 3.

W SèuÖreçq, usually uÖ, tWm muÖth (to die), rarely uç.
¤u QibbuÖsÌ, either uç, e.g. ~L'su, suçllaÓm (ladder), or uÖ, e.g. Wmquñ quÓmuÓ (rise
up), instead of the usual WmWqñ.
A and ¤o HÍoÓleçm, oÖ and oÓ, lAq qoÖl (voice), bro roÓbh (multitude). Often also a
defective ¤o for oÖ; rarely A for oÓ. On the question whether ¤o under some
circumstances represents oç, see § 93 r.

4.

¤' On QaÓmeçsÌ hÌaÓtÌuÖp_h = oç, generally modified from u, as -qx' hÌoçq
(statute), see above, a.

d
The names of the vowels are mostly taken from the form and action of the mouth

xt;P;ñ opening; yreceñ a wide parting (of the
mouth), also rb,v,ñ (= iç) breaking, parting (cf. the Arab. kasr); qr,yxiñ (also qrexi)
narrow opening; ~l,Axñ closing, according to others fullness, i. e. of the mouth
(also ~Wp aolm.4 fullness of the mouth). #m,q'ñ5 also denotes a slighter, as qr,Wv
and #WBqi (also ~WP #wbq) a firmer, compression or contraction of the mouth.
SegoÖl (lAgs. bunch of grapes) takes its name from its form. So tADqun> vlv'
in producing the various sounds, as

(three points) is another name for QibbuÖsÌ.

e
Moreover the names were mostly so formed (but only later), that the sound of

each vowel is heard in the first syllable (

#m,q' for #m,qoÃ xt;P; for xt;P,Ã yrIce for

yrIc.); in order to carry this out consistently some even write SaÎgoÖl, QomesÌ-hÌatÌuÖf,
QuÎbbuÖsÌ.

f
2. As the above examples show, the vowel sign stands regularly under the consonant,

r'

r;

re

ru

after which it is to be pronounced, raÒ, raç, reÓ, ruç, &c. The PathahÌ called furtivum
(§ 22 f) alone forms an exception to this rule, being pronounced before the consonant,

x;Wr ruÖahÌ(wind, spirit). The HoÓleçm (without waÓw) stands on the left above the
consonant; ro roÓ (but l{ = loÓ). If a, as a vowel letter, follows a consonant which is to be
pronounced with oÓ, the point is placed over its right arm, thus aoBÃ vaor; but e.g. ~a'Bo,
since a here begins a syllable.
g
No dot is used for the Holem when oµ (of course with out waÓw) is pronounced
after siën or before sëiÖn. Hence

anEf sÃoÖneÓ (hating), afn> nesÃoÓ (to bear). hv,m moÖsëeÊ

hv,mo); but rmevo sëoÖmeÓr (a watchman). When oÓ precedes the sÃin, the dot is
placed over its right arm, e.g. voPr>yI yirpoÓsÃ (he treads with the feet), ~yaiv.oN)h;
(not

hannoÖsÃe¬im (those who carry).

A

w

A

In the sign , the may also be a consonant. The is then either to be read oÓw
(necessarily so when a consonant otherwise without a vowel precedes, e. g.

w

loÖweÊ, lending) or woÓ, when a vowel already precedes the , e. g.
(iniquity) for

hw<l{

!A[' ºaÓwoÖn

!Aw['. In more exact printing, a distinction is at least made between A

A

(wo) and (i. e. either oÖ or, when another vowel follows the waÓw, oÖw6

h
3. The vowels of the first class are, with the exception of

y¤, in the middle and

h¤'Ã a¤'Ã h¤, at the end of the word (§ 9 a–d, f), represented only by vowel signs, but
the long vowels of the I- and U-class largely by vowel letters. The vowel sound to
which the letter points is determined more precisely by the vowel sign standing before,
above, or within it. Thus —

y may be combined with HÍiÖreçq, SÍeÓreÖ, SegoÖl(y¤iÃ y¤eÃ y¤,).

w with SèuÖreçq and HÍoÓleçm (W and A).7
In Arabic the long a also is regularly expressed by a vowel letter, viz.‘ Aleçph(
so that in that language three vowel letters correspond to the three vowel
classes. In Hebrew

a¤'),

a is rarely used as a vowel letter; see § 9 b and § 23 g.

i
4. The omission of the vowel letters when writing iÖ, uÖ, eÖ, oÖ is called scriptio defectiva in
contrast to scriptio plena.

lAqÃ ~Wq are written plene, tl{qoÃ ~qu defective.

Cf. Bardowitz, Studien zur Gesch. der Orthogr. im Althebr., 1894; Lidzbarski,
Ephem., i. 182, 275; Marmorstein, ‘Midrasch der vollen u. defekt. Schreibung,' in
ZAW. 1907, p. 33 ff.

k
So far as the choice of the full or defective mode of writing is concerned, there are
certainly some cases in which only the one or the other is admissible, Thus the full

hz<xo &c. (§
9 f), also generally with aÖ, aÓ (cf. however § 9 d), e.g. Wlj.q†'Ã yTil.j;ñq'Ã ydIy"Ã ykel.m;. (But
the Masora requires in Jer 26:6, 44:8; Ezr 6:21; 2 Ch 32:13 yEAG instead of yyEAG; Zp 2:9
yIAG) [perhaps an error due to the following y] for yyIAG); Is 40:31 yEAqw> [followed by y] for
yyEAqw>; Jer 38:11 yEAlB. for yyEAlB..) On the other hand the defective writing is common
form is necessary at the end of the word, for uÖ, oÖ, oÓ, iÖ, eÖ, eÓ as well as for eÊ in

when the letter, which would have to be employed as a vowel letter, immediately
precedes as a strong consonant, e. g.
(commandments) for

~yIAG (nations) for ~yyIAGÃ tAc.mi

tAwc.mi.

l
That much is here arbitrary (see § 7 g), follows from the fact that sometimes the
same word is written very differently, e.g.

ytiAmyqih] Ez16:60: ytimoqih] and also

ytiAmqih] Jer 23:4; cf. § 25 b. Only it may be observed,
(a) That the scriptio plena in two successive syllables was generally avoided; cf.
e. g.

aykin" but ~yaibin>; qyDIc;, but ~yqiDIc;; lAqÃ tAlqo; [;vuAhy>; Whauñc;m..

(b) That in the later Books of the O. T. (and regularly in post-biblical Hebrew) the
full form, in the earlier the defective, is more usual.

m

5. In the cognate dialects, when a vowel precedes a vowel-letter which is not kindred

w¤'Ã w¤eÃ wy¤iÃ y¤;Ã y¤'

, a diphthong (au, ai)8 is formed if the
(heterogeneous), e. g.
heterogeneous vowel be a. This is also to be regarded as the Old Hebrew

w

y

pronunciation, since it agrees with the vocalic character of and (§ 5 b, note 2). Thus
such words as

ww"Ã yx;Ã yAGÃ yWf['Ã wGEÃ tyIB;ñ are not to be pronounced according to the

usual Jewish custom9 as vaÓv, hÌay, goÖy, ºaÓsuÖy, geÓv, bayith (or even as vaf, &c.; cf.
modern Greek av ai, ev ef for avÉ, evÉ), but with the Italian Jews more like waÓu, hÌai, &c.

wy¤' is the same as w¤', i. e. almost like aÓv, so that w¤' is often written
defectively for wy¤'.
The sound of

Footnotes:
In early MSS. the sign for QamesÌ is a stroke with a point underneath, i. e.
according to Nestle's discovery (ZDMG. 1892, p. 411 f.), PathahÌ with HÍolem, the latter
suggesting the obscure pronunciation of QamesÌ as aâ. Cf. also Ginsburg, Introd., p.
609.
1[1]

Instead of the no doubt more accurate transcription aâÒ, aâÖ we have retained aÒ, aÖ in
this grammar, as being typographically simpler and not liable to any misunderstanding.
For QamesÌ hÌatÌuph, in the previous German edition expressed by aâç, we have, after
2[2]

¤'

careful consideration, returned to oç The use of the same sign for aâÒ (aâÖ) and aâç, shows
that the Massoretes did not intend to draw a sharp distinction between them. We must
not, however, regard the Jewish grammarians as making a merely idle distinction
between QaÒmesÌ raÒhÌaÒb, or broad QamesÌ and QaÒmesÌ hÌatÌuÖph, or light QamesÌ. It is quite
impossible that in the living language an aÒ lengthened from aç, as in daÒbaÒr, should have

bv'Y"w:

~yvid'q†'

or the first in
. — The
been indistinguishable from e. g. the last vowel in
notation aÖ, eÖ, oÖ expresses here the vowels essentially long, either naturally or by
contraction; the notation aÒ, eÒ, oÒ those lengthened only by the tone, and therefore
changeable; aç, eç, oç the short vowels. As regards the others, the distinction into, i and iç,

ñ

uÖ and uç is sufficient; see § 9. — The mark stands in the following pages over the tonesyllable, whenever this is not the last, as is usual, but the penultimate syllable of the
word, e. g.

bv,yEñ.

These SegoÖls, modified from aç, are very frequent in the language. The Babylonian
punctuation (see § 8 g, note 3) has only one sign for it and tonebearing PathahÌ; see
also Gaster, 'Die Unterschiedslosigkeit zwischen Pathach u. Segol,' in ZAW. 1894, p.
60 ff.
3[1]

On the erroneous use of the term melo pum, only in Germany, for sëuÖreq (hence
also pronounced melu pum to indicate uÖ), see E. Nestle, ZDMG. 1904, p. 597 ff.;
Bacher, ibid., p. 799 ff., Melopum; Simonsen, ibid., p. 807 ff.
4[1]

#m,q'

5[2]

xt;P;

The usual spelling
and
takes the words certainly rightly as Hebrew
substantives; according to De Lagarde (Gött. gel. Anz. 1886, p. 873, and so previously

#meq'

xt;P'

and
are rather Aram. participles, like Dagesë, &c., and
Luzzatto),
consequently to be transliterated QaÖmeÒsÌ and PaÖthahÌ
6[3]

Since 1846 we have become acquainted with a system of vocalization dilferent in

W

many respects from the common method. The vowel signs, all except , are there
placed above the consonants, and differ almost throughout in form, and some even as

¤ ò=aÖ, aÓ, ¤üÎÎÎ• tone-bearing aç and eÊ, ¤e= eÖ, eÓ ¤o=iÖ,
wë, ¤ë=oÖ, oÓ, ¤w or W= uÖ. In an unsharpened syllable ¤üÎÎÎ• = toneless aç and eÊ, and also
HÍatÌeph PathahÌ; ¤üÎÎÎ• = toneless eç and HÍatÌeph SeghoÖl; ¤üÎÎÎ• = iç, ¤üÎÎÎ• = uç, ¤üÎÎÎ•= oç, and
HÍatÌeph QamesÌ. Lastly in toneless syllables before Dagesç, ¤üÎÎÎ•=aç, ¤üÎÎÎ• =eç, ¤üÎÎÎ• = i,
¤üÎÎÎ•=uç, ¤üÎÎÎ•=aâç. SèewaÖ is ¤ƒ The accents differ less and stand in some cases under the
regards the sound which they denote:

line of the consonants. Besides this complicated system of the Codex Babylonicus
(see below) and other MSS., there is a simpler one, used in Targums. It is still
uncertain whether the latter is the foundation of the former (as Merx, Chrest. Targ. xi,
and Bacher, ZDMG. 1895, p. 15 ff.), or is a later development of it among the Jews of
South Arabia (as Praetorius, ZDMG. 1899, p. 181 ff.). For the older literature on this

ylib.B; dWQnI

), as it is called, see A. Harkavy and H. L. Strack,
Babylonian punctuation (
Katalog der hebr. Bibelhandschr. der Kaiserl. öffentl. Bibliothek zu St. Petersb., St.
Petersb. and Lpz., 1875, parts i and ii, p. 223 ff. A more thorough study of the system
was made possible by H. Strack's facsimile edition of the Prophetarum posteriorum
codex Babylonicus Petropolitanus (St. Petersb., 1876, la. fol.) of the year 916, which
Firkowitsch discovered in 1839, in the synagogue at Tschufutkale in the Crimea. Tho
MS. has been shown by Ginsburg (Recueil des travaux reÃdigeÃs en meÃmoire … de
Chwolson, Berlin, 1899, P. 149, and Introd., pp. 216 ff., 475 f.) to contain a recension
of the Biblical text partly Babylonian and partly Palestinian; cf. also Barnstein, The
Targum of Onkelos to Genesis, London, 1896, p. 6 f. Strack edited a fragment of it in
Hosea et Joel prophetae ad fidem cod. Babylon. Petrop., St. Petersb. 1875. Cf. also
the publication by A. Merx, quoted above, § 7 h, and his Chrestomathia Targumica,
Berlin, 1888; G. Margoliouth, in the PSBA. xv. 4, and M. Gaster, ibid.; P. Kahle, Der
masoret. Text des A. T. nach d. Überlief. der babyl. Juden, Lpz. 1902, with the
valuable review by Rahlfs in GGA. 1903, no. 5; Nestle, ZDMG. 1905, p. 719
(Babylonian

¤üÎÎÎ•= [. According to the opinion formerly prevailing, this Babylonian

punctuation exhibits the system which was developed in the Eastern schools,
corresponding to and contemporaneous with the Western or Tiberian system, although
a higher degree of originality, or approximation to the original of both systenls of
punctuation, was generally conceded to the latter. Recently, however, Wickes,
Accents of the Twenty-one Books, Oxford, 1887, p. 142 ff, has endeavoured to show,
from the accents, that the ‘Babylonian' punctuation may certainly be an Oriental, but is
by no means the Oriental system. It is rather to be regarded, according to him, as a
later and not altogether successful attempt to modify, and thus to simplify, the system
common to all the Schools in the East and West. Strack, Wiss. Jahresb. der ZDMG.
1879, p. 124, established the probability that the vowels of the superlinear punctuation

awy

(so previously Pinsker and
arose under Arab influence from the vowel letters
Graetz), while the Tiberian system shows Syrian influence. A third, widely different
system (Palestinian), probably the basis of the other two, is described by A. Neubauer,
JQR. vii. 1895, p. 361 ff., and Friedländer, ibid., p. 564 ff., and PSBA. 1896, p. 86 ff.;
C. Levias, Journ. of Sem. Lang. and Lit., xv. p. 157 ff.; and esp. P. Kahle, Beitr. zu der
Gesch. der hebr. Punktation,' in ZAW. 1901, p. 273 ff. and in Der masoret. Text des A.
T. (see above), chiefly dealing with the Berlin MS. Or. qu. 680, which contains a
number of variants on the biblical text, and frequently agrees with the transcriptions of
the LXX and Jerome.
7[1]

After the example of the Jewish grammarians the expression, ‘the vowel letter
rests (quiesces) in the vowel-sign,' has become customary. On the otherhand, the
vowel letters are also called by the grammarians, matres lectionis or supports (fulcra).
8[2]

Cf. T. C. Foote, The diphthong ai in Hebrew (Johns Hopkins Univ. Circulars, June,
1903, p. 70 ff.).
9[1]

w

y

In MSS. and in such combinations as
14 a).

WGEÃ Yx;, are even marked with MappiÖq (§

§ 28. The Rise of New Vowels and Syllables.

a
1. According to § 26 m a half-syllable, i.e. a consonant with SèewaÖ mobile (always
weakened from a short vowel), can only occur in close dependence on a full syllable. If
another half-syllable with simple SèewaÖ follows, the first takes a full short vowel again.1
This vowel is almost always HÍireq. In most cases it is probably an attenuation of an
original aç, and never a more helping vowel. In some instances analogy may have led

B.Ã K.Ã l. before a
consonant with SèewaÖ mobile become BiÃ KiÃ li, e.g. yrIp.BiÃ yrIp.KiÃ yrIp.li; before y> they
are pointed as in hd'WhyB†i (from bi-yehuÖdaÒ, according to § 24 c); so too with WaÒw
copulative, e.g. hd'Whyw)i for äy>wI attenuated from äyw:. The first half-syllable, after the
to the choice of the iç. Thus, according to § 102 d, the prefixes

restoration of the short vowel, sometimes combines with the second to form a firmly

lPon>li Nu 14:3 for liçnephoÓl, and so almost always in the infin.
constr. after l (§ 45 g); in isolated cases also with k., as rKoz>Ki Jer 17:2.

closed syllable, e.g.

b
2. If a guttural with HÍatÌeph follows, the original aá of the prefixes is retained before
hÌatÌeph PathahÌ, but before HÍatÌeph Seghol or HÍatÌeph QamesÌ it is modified to the short
vowel contained in the HÍatÌeph.. Thus arise the vowel groups

¤]†;Ã¤/†,Ã¤\†', e.g. ynIa]w); and I,

rv,a]K†; as, dbo[]l†; to serve, lboa/l†,, to eat, ylix\l†' in sickness. On the Metheg with every
such short vowel, see § 16 f d. Sometimes here also a fully closed syllable is formed.
In such a case, the prefix takes the short vowel, which would have belonged to the

bjox.l; for bjox]l†;; ~m'x.l; Is 47:14 for ~m'x]l†; (see § 67 cc);
rsoa.l, but also rsoa/l†,; and even rco[.w: Jb 4:2, cf. Gn 32:16. So always in the Infin. and
Imperat. Qal of the verbs hy"h' to be and hy"x' to live, e.g. tAyh.l†i to be, Wyh.w)i and be ye;
even with !mi, as tAyh.m†i, on which cf. § 102 b; but hyEh.w), and be, hyEx.†w< and live, have eç
suppressed HÍatÌeph, e.g.

instead of iç under the prefix. For the Metheg, cf. § 16 f á.

c
3. When a HÍatÌeph in the middle of a word, owing to flexional changes, would stand
before a vocal SèewaÖ, it is changed into the short vowel, with which it is compounded.
This applies especially to cases in which the HÍatÌeph stands under a guttural instead of
quiescent SèewaÖ, as an echo of the preceding short vowel, e.g.

dmo[]y); he will stand (for

dmo[.y:), but plur. Wdm.y); for yaamedhuÖ, and Wkp.h,†n< for neçhaÎphekhuÖ (they have turned

^l.['P†' thy work, cf. § 26 k. The syllables are to be divided yaçºaç-medhuÖ,
and the second aç is to be regarded exactly as the helping PathahÌ in r[;n:ò, &c.2
themselves),

d
4. At the end of words, syllables occur which close with two consonants (§ 10 i, § 26

mÃ q) or a tenuis (viz.
BÃ DÃ &Ã T3), e.g. j.f.yE let him turn aside, q.v.Y:w: and he caused to drink, T.r>m;ña' thou
(fem.) hast said, &.b.YEw: and he wept, D>r>yEw> and let him have dominion, B.v.YIw: and he
r), but only when the latter of the two is an emphatic consonant (

took captive.

e
This harsh ending is elsewhere avoided by the Masora,4. which inserts between the
two final consonants a helping vowel, usually SeghoÖl, but With medial or final gutturals

y

lg<YIòW: and he revealed, for wayyigl; br,yIñ let it multiply,
for yirb; vd,qoñ holiness, ground-form quds&251;; lx;n:ò brook, ground-form nahl; T.x;l;ñv'6
for T.x.l;v' thou hast sent; tyIB;ñ house, ground-form bayt. These helping vowels are,
a PathahÌ,5 and after a HÍireq, e.g.

however, to be regarded as exactly like furtive PathahÌ (§ 22 f, g); they do not alter the
monosyllabic character of the forms, and they disappear before formative suffixes, e.g.

yviñd>q' my holiness, ht'y>B;ñ hme-ward.
f
5. On the rise of a full vowel in place of a simple Sèewa&198;, under the influence of the
pause, see § 29 m; on initial

ae for a/, see § 23 h.

Footnotes:

w>

W

1[3]

Except and, which generally becomes before a simple SèewaÖ, cf. § 104 e.

2[1]

In Ju 16:13 read

3[2]

With a final , the only example is

ynIr>a;T†; not (with Opitius, Hahn and others)yGrat.

-.

editions incorrectly have
no doubt read
4[3]

-.s.AT Pr 30:6, where several MSS. and printed

@. without Dagesë. Instead of this masoretic caprice we should

@s,ATñ.

An analogy to this practice of the Masora is found among the modern Beduin, who
pronounce such a helping vowel before h, hÌ, hé, gÔ; cf. Spitta, Gramm. des arab.

vulgärdialektes von Aegypten, Lpz. 1880, § 43 d

av,D,, &c., cf. § 22 e; other instances in which a has
entirely lost its consonantal value, and is only retained orthographically, are aj.xe sin,
ay>G: valley (also yG:), aw>v' vanity (Jb 15:31 KethiÖbh wv').
5[1]

On the apparent exceptions

In this form (§ 65 g) the Dagesë lene remains in the final TaÒw, although a vowel
precedes, in order to point out that the helping PathahÌ is not to be regarded as a really
full vowel, but merely as an orthographic indication of a very slight sound, to ensure
6[2]

the correct pronunciation. An analogous case is

D>x;yIñ yihÌaçd from hd'x' (§ 75 r).

§ 16. Of MaqqeÒph and MeÊtheçg.

a
These are both closely connected with the accents.
1. MaqqeÒph (@Qeme i.e. binder) is a small horizontal stroke between the upper part of two
words which so connects them that in respect of tone and pointing they are regarded
as one, and therefore have only one accent. Two, three, or even four words may be
connected in this way, e.g. ~d'ña'-lK' every man, bf,[eñ-lK'-ta, every herb, Gn 1:29, Al-

rv,a]-lK'-ta, all that he had, Gn 25:5.
b
Certain monosyllabic prepositions and conjunctions, such as -la, to, -d[; until, -

l[; upon, -~[i with, -la; ne, -~ai if, whether, -!mi from, -!P, lest, are almost
always found with a following MaqqeÒph, provided they have not become
independent forms by being combined with prefixes, e.g. l[;meÃ ~[ime, in which
case MaqqeÒph as a rule does not follow. Occasionally MaqqeÒph is replaced by a
conjunctive accent (see above, § 9 u, 1 c), as, according to the Masora, in Dt
27:9, 2 S 20:23, Jer 25:30, 29:25, Ec 9:4 in the case of -lK'

la ä,; y Ps 47:5,

60:2, Pr 3:12 in the case of -ta,, the objective particle. Longer words are,
however, connected by MaqqeÒph with a following monosyllable, e.g. x;n*o-%L'h;t.hi
Gn 6:9, !k†e-yhiy>w); Gn 1:7; or two words of more than one syllable, e.g. rf'['-h[†'b.vi
seventeen, Gn 7:11. Cf. the Greek proclitics evn( evk( eivj( eiv( w`j( ouv, which are
atonic, and lean on the following word.

c
2. MeÊtheg (gt,m,ñ i.e. a bridle), a small perpendicular stroke under the consonant to the
left of the vowel, indicates most frequently the secondary stress or counter-tone, as
opposed to the principal tone marked by the accents. It serves, however, in other cases
to point out that the vowel should not be hastily passed over in pronunciation, but
should be allowed its full sound. Hence other names of MeÊtheçg are Ma’ariÖkh, i.e.
lengthener, and GaÔyaµ, i.e. raising of the voice, which is Great Ga&212;yaÒ with long
vowels, otherwise Little GaºyaÒ.1

d
It is divided into: 1. The light MeÊtheçg. This is subdivided again into (a) the ordinary
MeÊtheçg of the counter-tone, as a rule in the second (open) syllable before the

tone, e.g. ~d'ña'h†' (cf. also such cases as rco-%l,m†,); but also in the third when the
second is closed, e.g. ~y[iñB'r>a;h†' (also in such cases as %l,m,h;-db,[†,), and when
the third is not suitable for it, even in the fourth (open) syllable before the tone.
This MeÊtheçg may be repeated in the fourth syllable before the tone, when it
already stands in the second, e.g. ~k,ñyte[†obuv†'. Finally it is always added to the
vowel of an open ultima, which is joined by MaqqeÒph to a word beginning with a
toneless syllable and so without MeÊtheçg (e.g. laer'f.yI-yn)eB., on the other hand tv,q+'-

ypev.rIÃ hy<h.a†,-aol), or to a word beginning with SèewaÖ before the tone-syllable, e.g.
^ñl.-ym†iÃ ynIòb.-hm†o l{v., &c.; the object being to prevent the SèewaÖ from becoming
quiescent.

e
The ordinary light MeÊtheçg is omitted with a movable W copulative, consequently we
do not find !ynIb'W(, &c. (nor even ynEb.W(, &c., contrary to b, a; but bh;z:W>(, &c.,
according to b, d, cf. § 10 g. b).

f
(b) The firm or indispensable MeÊtheçg. (a) With all long vowels (except in certain
cases, W copulative, see above), which are followed by a SèewaÖ mobile preceding
the tone-syllable; e.g. War>y)iÃ

Wnv.y)i, &c. (b) To emphasize a long vowel in a closed
syllable immediately before MaqqeÒph, e.g. yli-tv†' Gn 4:25 (not sëoçth–liÖ); hence
also with -lK†o y Ps 138:2, and -ta†e Jb 41:26 (for -lK' and -ta,; cf. also -ta†eme Jos
15:18, &c.). (g) with SÍere, which has become toneless through retraction of the
tone, in order to prevent its being pronounced as SeghoÖl, e.g. t[;D+'

bh†eaoñ Pr 12:1
(not ‘oÖheçbh). (d) With all vowels before composite SèewaÖ, e.g. dmo[]y:Ã ~yqi[]c(o, &c.
(except when the following consonant is strengthened, e.g. WNb,ñQ†.yI Is 62:2,
because the strengthening by Dagesë excludes the retarding of the vowel by
MeÊtheçg); so in the cases discussed in § 28 c, where a short vowel has taken the
place of a HÍatÌeph, as Wdm.[;†y:, &c. (e) In the preformative syllable of all forms of

hy:h' to be, and hy:x' to live, when SèewaÖ quiescens stands under the h or x, e.g.
hy<h.y)iÃ hy<x.T†i (yih–yeÊ, tihÌ–yeÊ), &c., cf. § 63 q. (z) With the QamesÌ of the plural forms
of tyIB;ñ house (thus ~yTiñB'† baÖttiÖm, cf. § 96 under tyIB;), and with hN"òa'†2 prithee ! to

guard against the pronunciation boçttiÖm, oçnnaÒ.— Every kind of light MeÊtheçg may in
certain circumstances be changed into a conjunctive accent, e.g. ~yTiBä' 2 Ch
34:11, &c.

g
2. The grave MeÊtheçg (GaÇyaÒ in the more limited sense) is especially employed in
the following cases in order more distinctly to emphasize a short vowel or an
initial SèewaÖ (a) with the PathahÌ of the article or of the prefixes bÃkÃl, when
followed by SèewaÖ under a consonant without Dagesë, e.g. hL'sim.h†;Ã

hL'sim.l†;, &c.,

but not before y> (before which y: also remains without MeÊtheçg, with the exception
of yhiy>w); and yxiy>w);, when they are followed by MaqqeÒph, or accented with PasëtÌaÒ),
nor before the tone-syllable of a word, and neither before nor after the common
MeÊtheçg; likewise not in words which are connected by a conjunctive accent with
the following word; (b) with the interrogative h; with PathahÌ (except when it
precedes y>, Dagesë forte or the tone-syllable of the word ), e.g. %leaeh†;. When a
SèewaÖ follows the h; and after the SèewaÖ there is an untoned syllable, Baer places
the MeÊtheçg to the right of the PathahÌ, e.g. hk'r'b.h;† Gn 27:38 (but ed. Mant. and

äbh†;); (c) with the PathahÌ, or Segol of the article before a guttural (which
cannot take Dagesë), e.g. ~yYIx;h†;Ã ~yrIh'h†,.—The SèewaÖ–GaÇyaÒ ( †Ç) is especially
important in the accentuation of the ~¾¾at, for purposes of musical recitation; it
Ginsb.

stands chiefly in words whose principal tone is marked by a disjunctive without a
preceding conjunctive, e.g. hoy"h'wÖ y Ps 1:3.

h
3. The euphonic GaÇyaÒ, to ensure the distinct pronunciation of those consonants
which in consequence of the loss of the tone, or because they close a syllable,
might easily be neglected, e.g.Al

[b†;V'ñYIw: Gn 24:9; ~r'a] hn)'D,ñP; (here to avoid a
hiatus) 28:2, or in such cases as lae-x†;Wr† Jb 33:4, &c.; aved>T†; Gn 1:11
i
MeÊtheçg (especially in the cases mentioned in 1, b, a) is a guide to correct
pronunciation, since it distinguishes aÒ from oç (except in the case noted in § 9 v, b)
and iÖ from iç; e.g. hl'ñk.a†' 'aÒ–khelaÒ (she has eaten), but hl'ñk.a' 'oçkhlaÒ (food), since
the ¤' stands here in a toneless closed syllable, and must therefore be a short

vowel; thus also Wañr>y)i yiÖ–re’uÖ (they fear), but wañr>yI yir’uÖ (they see), Wnv.yI)i (they
sleep), but Wnv.yI (they repeat). The Jewish grammarians, however, do not
consider the syllables lengthened by MeÊtheçg as open. They regard the SèewaÖ as
quiescent in cases like hl'k.a†', and belonging to the preceding vowel; cf. Baer,
Thorat 'Emeth, p. 9, and in Merx's Archiv, i. p. 60, Rem. 1, and especially
Dikdukeha–tÌeamim, p. 13.
Footnotes:
Cf. as the source of this account of MeÊtheçg, the exhaustive treatment by S. Baer,
'MeÊtheçg-Setzung nach ihren überlieferten Gesetzen,' in A. Merx's Archiv für die
wissenschaftl. Erforschung des A. Test., Heft i, Halle, 1867, p. 5:6 ff., and Heft ii. 1868,
p. 194 ff.; Baer and Strack, Dikduke ha-tÌeamim, p. 30 ff.
1[1]

The common form is aN"a†'ñ (as § 105 a), with an accent on both syllables, in which
case, according to QimhÌi, the tone is always to be placed on the former. For the above
mode of writing and position of the tone cf. Is 38:3, Jon 1:14, 4:2 y Ps 116:4.
2[1]

§ 76. Verbs Doubly Weak.

a
1. In a tolerably large number of verbs two radicals are weak a letters, and are
consequently affected by one or other of the anomalies already described. In cases
where two anomalies might occur, usage must teach whether one, or both, or neither
of them, takes effect.

dd;n" to flee, the imperfect is dADyI in Na 3:7 and dD;yI in Gn 31:40 (
on the analogy of verbs !¾¾p ); HiphÇiÖl dnEhe ( like a verb [¾¾[ ), but the imperfect
HophÇal again dD;yU ( as !¾¾p ).
Thus e.g. from

b
2. The following are examples of difficult forms, which are derived from doubly weak
verbs:

!¾¾p and a¾¾l ( cf. § 66 and § 74 ), e.g. af'n" to bear, imperative af' ( y
Ps 10:12 af'n>, of which hs'n> y Ps 4:7 is probably only an orthographic variation );
infinitive construct taef. ( for ta,f,ñ; see the analogous noun-formations in § 93 t
), also afn> Is 1:14, 18:3; Gn 4:13 aAfn>; y Ps 89:10 aAf ( perhaps only a scribal
error ); after the prefix l always tafel' ( otherwise the contracted form only
occurs in AtFemi Jb 41:17, with rejection of the a ); imperfect hn"F,ñTi for hn"aF,ñTi
Ru 1:14; wholly irregular are hn"ya,ñF.Ti Ez 23:49 ( so Baer after QimhÌi; textus
receptus, and also the Mantua ed., and Ginsburg, hn"yaF,ñTi ) and taFenI 2 S
(a) Verbs

19:43 as infinitive absolute Niph‘al ( on the analogy of the infinitive construct Qal
? ); but most probably

aFnI is to be read, with Driver.

c

!¾¾p and h¾¾l ( cf. § 66 and § 75 ), as hj'n" to bow, to incline, hk'n" to
smite. Hence imperfect Qal hJ,yI, apocopated jYEw: ( Gn 26:25 -jY<w: ) and he
bowed; zYIw: ( so, probably, also Is 63:3 for zyEw> ) 2 K 9:33 and he sprinkled ( from
hz"n" ); perfect HiphÇiºal hK'hi he smote, imperfect hK,y: apocopated %y:; %Y:w: ( even
with AthnahÌ 2 K 15:16; but also ten times hK,Y:w: ), %N:w: Dt 2:33; so also zY:w: Lv 8:11,
30; jT;-la; y Ps 141:4 ( cf. Jb 23:11 ); imperative hKeh;, apocopated %h; smite
(b) Verbs

jh; incline, with hJeh; ), infinitive tAKh;, participle hK,m;; Hoph‰al
hK'hu, participle hK,mu.
thou ( like

d

a¾¾p and h¾¾l ( cf. § 68 and § 75 ), as hb'a' to be willing, hp'a' to bake,
ht'a' to come. E.g. imperfect Qal hb,aoy: hp,aoy, plur. Wpaoy ’ ateYEw: ( cf. § 68 h )
Dt 33:21 for ht,aYEw: ( = ht,a/Y*w: ); imperfect apocopated taY:w: Is 41:25 for T.a.Y:w:;
imperative Wyt'ñae Is 21:12, 56:9, 12 ( cf. Wpae bake ye, Ex 16:23 ) for Wta/; Wyt'ña/ (§
23 h; § 75 u); HiphÇiÖl perfect Wyt'ñhe for Wyt'ñahe (Wyt'ña/h†,)Is 21:14; imperfect
apocopated la,YOÐw: and he adjured, 1 S 14:24, properly hl,a]y);¿hl,a.y:À from hl'a',
whence hl,ay", and, with the obscuring to oÖ, hl,aoy; instead of the simple
apocope ( laoYw: ) the a which had already become quiescent, is made audible
(c) Verbs

again by the helping SeghoÖl ( unless perhaps there is a confusion with the
imperfect consecutive HiphÇiÖl of

lay ).

e

y¾¾p and a¾¾l ( cf. § 69, § 70, and § 74 ), as ac'y" to go forth, imperative
ace go forth, with h¤' paragogic ha'ceÐ Ju 9:29 in principal pause for ha'c.; 2nd
fem. plur. hn"a,ñc. Ct 3:11; infinitive tace; HiphÇiÖl ayciAh to bring forth. —arey" to
fear, imperfect ar'yyI and ar'yYIw: ( or ar'YIw ), imperative ar'y>; imperfect NiphÇal
areW"yI y Ps 130:4, participle ar'An
(d) Verbs

f

y¾¾p and h¾¾l ( cf. § 69, § 70, and § 75 ), e.g. hd'y"to throw, HiphÇiÖl to
confess, to praise, and hr'y" to throw ( both properly verbs w¾¾p ), and hp'y" to be
beautiful. Infinitive hroy"; tAry>; imperative hrey>; imperfect consecutive @yYIw: Ez
31:7 ( cf. also ypiyTiñw: 16:13 ); with suffixes ~r'yNIw: we have shot at them ( from hr'y"
) Nu 21:30; perhaps, however, it should be read with the LXX ~n"ynIw> and their
race ( also in the very corrupt passage y Ps 74:8 ~n"ynI is probably a substantive,
and not the imperfect Qal with suffix from hn"y" ); PiÇeÒl WDY:w: for WDy:y>w: ( § 69 u ).
(e) Verbs

hd'Ah; hr'Ah; infinitive tdoAh ( as infinitive absolute 2 Ch 7:3 ); imperfect
hr,Ay, cf. WnTo-la; Jer 22:3; apocopated rAYw: 2 K 13:17.
HiphÇiÖl

g

W¾¾[ and a¾¾l, particularly aAB to come. Perfect aB'; t'aB'ñ; taB' or
t.aB' ( Gn 16:8, 2 S 14:3, Mi 4:10; cf. § 75 m ), once WnB'ñ for WnaB'ñ 1 S 25:8; for
WaoB Jer 27:18, which is apparently the perfect, read Waob’y". In the imperfect Qal
the separating vowel occurs ( hn"ya,ñboT. instead of the more common hn"aobñT', cf.
also !'aobñT' Gn 30:38 ) only in Jer 9:16, y Ps 45:16, and 1 S 10:7 KethiÖbh.
(f ) Verbs

h

taobT'w: 1 S 25:34 QereÖ ( the KethiÖbh ytabtw evidently combines the two
readings t.ab'W and yaiboT'w:; cf. Nestle, ZAW. xiv. 319 ), read yaiboñT'w:; on the
For

impossible forms Dt 33:16 and Jb 22:21 cf. § 48 d. — In the perfect HiphÇiÖl

aybihe; t'abeñhe, and (only before a suffix ) t'aoybih]; the latter form is also certainly
intended in Nu 14:31, where the Masora requires ytiñaybeh†ew>, cf. 2 K 9:2, 19:25, Is
43:23, Jer 25:13, Ct 3:4. Before suffixes the eÒ of the first syllable in the 3rd sing.

.a]yb†ih/; ynIa;ñybih/; elsewhere invariably
H|at\ph-Pathah\, e.g. Wnt'ñabeh] or Wnt'ñaoyb†ih]. On the other hand, eÒ is retained in

always becomes HÍatÌeph-SeghoÖl, e. g

the secondary tone in the perfect consecutive when without suffixes, e.g.

t'ñabeh†ew>. Cf. moreover, Ataqeh.w); (Ataoqeh]y); in Opitius and Hahn is altogether
incorrect), Pr 25:16, from ayqi; but Wyq. spue ye, Jer 25:27 (perhaps only a
mistake for Wayqi), is not to be referred to ayqi but to a secondary stem hy"q'. In
the imperfect aqiT'w: is found once, Lv 18:25, besides aqeY"w: (analogous to abeY"w:).
— On ybia' ( for aybia' ), ybime; ynIy", see § 74 k.
i

yy:x' to live, in the perfect Qal, besides the ordinary development to
hy"x' ( fem. ht'y>x†' ), is also treated as a verb [¾¾[, and then becomes yx; in the 3rd
pers. perfect, in pause yx', and with waÒwconsecutive yx;w" Gn 3:22, and frequently.
(g) The form

yxew> is perhaps st. constr. of yx; life, but in any
case read yx;w" perfect consecutive as in verse 35. The form hy"x'ñw" occurs in Ex
1:16 in pause for hY"x;ñw" ( 3rd fem. ) with DagesÛ omitted in the y on account of the
In Lv 25:36 the contracted form

pnusal lengthening of aÁ to aÒ.

THE WEAKEST VERBS (Verba Quiescentia).
§ 68. Verbs

a¾¾p e. g. lk;a' to eat.

Brockelmann, Semit. Sprachwiss., p. 140 ff.; Grundriss, p. 589 ff.

a

a

So far as retains its full consonantal value as a guttural, these verbs share all the
peculiarities of verbs primae gutturalis, mentioned in § 63. They are, however, to be

a

treated as weak verbs, when the loses its value as a consonant, and coalesces with
the preceding vowel (originally short) to form one long syllable. This takes place only
in the fullowing very common verbs and forms, as if through phonetic decay: —

b

db;a' to perish, hb'a' to be willing, lk;a' to eat,
dm;a' to say, hp'a' to bake) regularly make the a quiesce in a long oÖ, e. g. lk;aoy.1 In a
few others the ordinary (strong) form is also in use, as zxeaoy (18 times) and zxoa/y), (3
times) he takes hold; @seyO (see h), also @soa/y),, he collects. This oÖ has primarily arisen
from an obscuring of aÖ. (§ 9 q), and the aÖ from a.¤;, the weak consonant a coalescing
1. In the imperfect Qal, five verbs (viz.

with aç to aÖ; cf. § 23 a.

c
In the second syllable oÒ (for original uç) never appears, but either eÒ2 or aç; and in pause

!W, e. g. !Wlkeaoy* Dt
18:1, without the pause !Wlk.aoy* Dt 4:28. In the 3rd sing.masc. and 1st sing. of rm;a',
however, aç is always retained in pause, rm;ñaoy and rm;ñao; but in the 2nd masc. rm+eaoT 1
K 5:20, in the 3rd fem. rm†eaoT Pr 1:21; in the plural Wrm+eaoy Jer 5:2, y Ps 145:6, 11,
WrmeñaoT Jer 23:38, with Segolta; cf. also lk†;aoT 1 S 1:7, &c. But with conjunctive
almost always eÒ, even before the tone-bearing heavy afformative

accents in the body of the sentence, aç (as being a lighter vowel) is used, e. g.

d[†;l' db;aoT y Ps 9:19, but in pause db†eaoT y Ps 1:6; cf. a similar interchange of eÒ and
aç in § 65 c. The 3rd fem. plur. impf. always has the form hn"l.k;ñaoT Zc 11:9.
d
When the tone moves back, the final syllable of the imperfects of

db;a' and lk;a' with a

conjunctive accent, also always takes PathahÌ, e. g.

~Ay db;aoyæ Jb 3:3, lk;aoYñw: and he

rm;a' the loss of the tone from the final syllable only occurs in the form with
waÒw consecutive (but never in the 1st sing. rm;aow)'; cf. lk;aow)'), and then the final
syllable, if without the pause, always takes seghoÖl, rm,aoYñw: and he said (except
Al rm;aoTñw: Pr 7:13).

did eat; in

e

lk;a', see
below) always has the form lk;ñaoYw: (but plur. always Wlkeñaoy Ã WlkeñaoYw:), rm;ñaoYw:; except
dm;aoYñw: in the poetic portion of the book of Job, as 3:2, 4:1, &c., but not in 32:6, in the
middle of the verse. The weak imperfect of zx;a' is always zxeaoy and zx,aoYw:, but in the
1st sing., according to § 49 e, zxeñaow)' Ju 20:6; cf. lkeñaow)' Gn. 3:12, 13 in pause. — hb'a'
and hp'a' are, at the same time, verbs h¾¾l, hence imperfect hB,aoy (§ 75 c).
In p ause, however, the imperfect consecutive (except the 1st pers. of

f
Before light suffixes the vowel of the second syllable becomes vocal Sewa», as

~lek.aoy) ÃWNl,ñk.aoT), but ~k,l.k;aoT). — In a few cases, instead of the oÖ in the first
syllable an eÖ is found, which is due to contraction from the group ¤/¤†, (or ¤.¤,) in
place of ¤.¤;; e. g. ht,aTe it shall come, Mi 4:8, from ht,a/T†, (from ht'a'); bh†'ae (for
bh;ae) I love, Pr 8:17, also (four times) bh,ao Mal 1:2, &c., with suffixes Whbeñh]a†o
Ho 11:1, 14:5, &c. (but only in 1st sing., other wise bh;a/y),, &c., from bhea'Ã bh;a');
rx;ñaew)' and I stayed, Gn 32:5. The infinitive construct of rm;a' with l. is always
rmoale dicendo, for, rmoa/l†,. — According to Barth (ZDMG. 1889, p. 179) lc,aY"òw:
Nu 11:25 is to be regarded as an imperfect Qal, without the obscuring of a¤' to
oÖ, not as imperfect HiphÇiÖl, since lca else where occurs only in the perfect Qal
and NiphÇal; on the original i in tho second syllable, see above, § 67 p. For

Whlek.ña'T. Jb 20:26 we should simply emend älk.aoT); the view that it is imperfect
poÖÇeÒl (which nowhere else occurs) can, as regards the change of oÖ tooi, be
supported only by the very doubtful analogies of y Ps 62:4 (see 52 q) and y Ps
101:5 QereÖ(see § 55 b), while the view that it is PiÇeÒl (

äk.a'T.= äk.a†'T.= äK.a;T.) rests

on no analogy whatever. It would be more admissible to suppose that

äk.a'T.

äK.auT., PuÇal (cf. ^l.k,a] for ^L.k;a], § 27 q); but no reason has been
discovered for this departure from the natural punctuation äb.aoT.

stands for

g

a¾s would ordinarily come together, the
second (which is radical) is regularly dropped (§ 23 f), as rm;ao3. (for rm;aao), &c., and
even plene rm;Aaw)' Neh 2:7, &c., hr'm.Aa) y Ps 42:10. In the other cases, also, where
the a is ordinarily regarded as quiescing in oÖ or eÖ, it is only retained orthographically,
2. In the 1st pers, sing, imperfect, where two

and on etymological grounds. Hence the possibility of its being dropped in the
following cases: —

h

@s;a', as @seTo for @seaTo y Ps 104:29; @s,YOw: 2 S
6:1 (but for @sea'*yE Jb 27:19 read @siaoy=@siAy with the LXX); cf. also in the 1st
pers. Mi 4:6and ^p.s†iao 1 S 15:6, which is apparently (from the Metheg with the i),
Always in the contracted forms of

intended for an imperfect HiphÇil: instead of it, however, read, with the Mantua

^p.sia)o (with iç, according to § 60 f). But !WpsiaoT) Ex 5:7 (for äsAT)), @s,aoYòw:
1 S 18:29 (for @s,AYòw:), and @say Jb 27:19 (see above) are due to a mistake,
since all three forms must be derived from the stem @s;y". Furthermore, ^Wrñm.y)o y
Ps 139:20 (where certainly ärm.y: is to be read); abeTo Pr 1:10 (cf. § 75 hh);
WhpeñTow: 1 S 28:24; Wlk.Ay Ez 42:5; Wrm.T)o 2 S 19:14; zx,Toñw: 2 S 20:9; yliz>T†e thou
gaddest about (from lw:a'), Jer 2:36; ateYEòw: Dt 33:21 (for ht,a/y),), according to
other readings (on the analogy of the cases mentioned in § 75 p)ateñyEw:, at,YEòw: or
at,Y<òw:.
edition,

Paradigm I shows the weak fonms of the imperfect Qal, and merely indicates the other
conjugations, which are regular.

i
Rem. 1. In the derivod conjugations only isolated weak forms occur: Perfect
Niphal

Wzx]aon* Nu 32:30, Jos 22:9; Hiph. lc,aY"òw: Nu 11:25 (but the statement in

yTil.c;a†'w>, the therefore Qal); equally doubtful is the punctuation of
br,Y"òw: (for brea]Y);w:?) and he laid wait, 1 S 15:5, and !yzIa' I listen, Jb 32:11 (on the
analogy of verbs W¾¾[); cf. also lykiAa (oÖ from aÖ) I give to eat, Hos 11:4; hd'ybiñao
(oÖ from aÖ) I will destroy, Jer 46:8; rx,AYw: 2 S 20:5 QereÖ (for äxaY"w:); the KethiÖbh
appears to require the PiÇeÒl rxey:Y>w:, from rxY as a secondary form of rxa; but
rx;yYEw:= rx;aYEw: for rx;a/Y†,w: as imperfect Qal is not impossible. On hr'c.a)w" Neh
13:13, cf § 53 n. — Infinitive lybih'l. Ez 21:33 (= äka]h†;l. unless it is rather infin.
Hiph. from lWK); Participle !yzIme giveth ear, Pr 17:4 (clearly by false analogy of
verbs W¾¾, for !yzIa]m†;); Imperative Wyt'ñhe bring (from ht'a') Jer 12:9. (On the same
verse 17 is

form used for the perfect in Is 21:14, cf. § 76 d.)

k

a is sometimes elided (like h in lyjiq.h;y> Ã lyjiq.y:), thus @Lem;
(as in Aramaic and Samaritan) teaching, for @Lea;m. Jb 35:11; lhey: (if not a mere
scribal error) for lhea;y> Is 13:20; ynIreñT;w: thou hast girded me, 2 S 22:40, for
ynIreñW>a;T.w:, as y Ps 18:40; ^d>B,a;w)' Ez 28:16; cf. § 23 c.
2. In the PiÇeÒl the

Footnotes:
1[1]

So in the modern vulgar Arabic of South Palestine, yaÈkul (he eats) becomes yoÖkul.

On this eÒ (originally iç) as a dissimilation trom oÒ(originally uç), cf. § 27 w, and F.
Philippi, in the Zeitschrift für Völkerpsychologie und Sprachwissenschaft, XIV. 178.
2[2]

lk;a' is
indicated by the form of the imperative lkoa/, the Arabic yaÈkul and the Aramaic lkuayE,
as well as by the fact that zxoa/y), and @soa/y), are found along with zxeaoy and @seaoy.

The latter rightly observes that the existence of an original u in the imperfect of

3[1]

The regularity of this orthography indicates that the contraction of

a

a.a; to aÖ in this

1st pers. occurred at a time when in the 3rd and 2nd persons the was still audible as
a consonant (which accordingly was almost always retained in writing). Nöldeke
(ZDMG. xxxii. 593) infers this from the fact that also in Arabic the 3rd and 2nd persons
are still written yaçÈkuçluç, taçÈkuçluç, but the 1st pers. ’aÖkuçluç,not ’açÈkuçluç

§ 61. Infinitive, Imperative and Participle with Pronominal Suffixes.

a
1. The infinitive construct of an active verb may be construed with an accusative, and
therefore can also take a verbal suffix, i. e. the accusative of the personal pronoun.
The only undoubted instances of the kind, however, in the O. T. are infinitives with the

ynIveñr>d'l.

to inquire of me, Jer 37:7. As a rule
verbal suffix of the 1st pers. sing., e. g.
the infinitive (as a noun) takes noun-suffixes (in the genitive, which may be either

yrIb.['

Akl.m'

my passing by;
his reigning, see
subjective or objective, cf. § 115 c), e. g.
§ 115 a and e. The infinitive Qal, then, usually has the form qoçtÌl, retaining the original
short vowel under the first radical (on the probable ground-form quçtÌuçl, see § 46 a). The

Abt.k'B.
in his writing, Jer 45:1; cf., however, yKip.h' Gn 19:21; APg>n" (so ed. Mant.; others Apg>n")
Ex 12:27; yBic.[' 1 Ch 4:10; before ^¤. and ~k,¤. also the syllable is completely closed,
e. g. ^P.s.a'B. Ex 23:16, Lv 23:39 (but in pause ^g),òr>h'l. Gn 27:42), unless the vowel be
retained in the second syllable; see d. With the form ljoq. generally, compare the
closely allied nouns of the form lj,qoñ (before a suffix lj.q' or lj.qu), § 84a a; § 93 q.

resulting syllable as a rule allows a following Begadkephath to be spirant, e. g.

b
Rem. 1. The infin. of verbs which have oÒ in the last syllable of the imperfect of

Adg>biB. Ex 21:8; ~r'k.mi
Am 2:6 (but Hr'k.m' Ex 21:8), Alp.nI 2 S 1:10 (but Alp.n" 1 S 29:3), Anj.fil. Zc 3:1,
yrIb.vi Lv 26:26, Ez 30:18 &c. According to Barth (see above, § 47 i with the
Qal, sometimes takes the form qitÌl before suffixes, e. g.

note) these forms with i in the first syllable point to former i-imperfects.

c

lj;q. (§ 45 c) in verbs middle or third guttural (but cf. also
Hb'k.vi Gn 19:33, 35 — elsewhere ^B.k.v' and Abk.v') before suffixes sometime
take the form qatÌl, as Ap[.z: Jon 1:15 (and, with the syllable loosely closed. Am[]P†;
Ju 13:25), ^a]%.m; and ^[]q.r; Ez 25:6; sometimes qitÌl, with the a attenuated to i,
Infinitives of the form

especially in verbs third guttural; as

%xej.BiÃ y[il.BiÃ ~['q.BiÃ A[g>PiÃ yxit.PiÃ H['b.rI.— Contrary to § 58 f. ynI¤;ñ (1 Ch
12:17(18)) and Wn¤'ñ (Ex 14:11) are sometimes found with the infinitive instead of

ynI¤eñ and Wn¤eñ. On ypwdr my following y Ps 38:21 (but QereÖ ypid>r'), cf. the
analogous examples in § 46 e.

d

^¤. and ~k,¤., contrary to the analogy of the corresponding
nouns, forms occur like ^l.k'a] thy eating, Gn 2:17; ~k,l.k'a] Gn 3:5; ^d>m'[]
(others ^d>m†'[]) Ob 11, i.e. with oÒ shortened in the same way as in the imperfect,
see § 60. But the analogy of the nouns is followed in such forms as ~k,r>c.qu your
harvesting, Lv 19:9, 23:22 (with retention of the original uç), and ~k,s.a'm†' (read
moçÇoçsekheÊm) your despising, Is 30:12; cf. Dt 20:2; on ~k,a]c);moB. Gn 32:20 (for
äc.m'B.), see § 74 h. — Very unusual are the infinitive suffixes of the 2nd sing.
masc. with n energicum (on the analogy of suffixes with the imperfect, § 58 i), as
&'r+,S.y: Dt 4:36, cf. 23:5, Jb 33:32, all in principal pause.
2. With the suffixes

e

ydIb.K†'hi Ex 14:18; ^d>m,V†'hi Dt
28:20 (in pause, %d†'m.V†'hi verse 24); Ajp.V†'hi y Ps 37:33; ~k,r>k,Z†'hi Ez 21:29;
~d'm.V†'hi Dt 7:23. In the inftnitive of PiÇeÒl (as also in the imperfect, see § 60 f) the
eÒ before the suff. ^¤.Ã ~k,¤. becomes SeghoÖl, e. g. ^r>B,D; Ex 4:10, and with a
sharpening to iç ~k,f.rIP†' Is 1:15 (see § 60 f). In the infinitive PoÖÇeÒl, ~k,s.v;AB)
occurs (with a for eç or iç) Am 5:11, but probably ~k,s.WB), with Wellhausen, is the
right reading; the correction s has crept into the text alongside of the
corrigendum X.
Examples of the infinitive NiphÇal with suffixes are,

f

lj.q'

2. The leading form of the imperative Qal before suffixes (
) is due probably (see §
46 d) to the retention of the original short vowel of the first syllable (ground-form quçtÌuçl).
In the imperative also oç is not followed by Dagesë lene, e. g.

~bet.K' koçthbheÒm (not

koçthbeÒm), &c.1 As in the imperfect (§ 60 d) and infinitive (see above, c), so also in the
imperative, suffixes are found united to the stem by an a-sound; e. g.

Hb't.K' Is 30:8;

ylij.qiÃ Wlj.qi, which are not exhibited in Paradigm C,
undergo no change. Instead of hn"l.joñq., the masc. form (Wlj.qi) is used, as in the
cf. 2 S 12:28.— The forms
imperfect.

g

xl;v.

In verbs which form the imperative with a, like
(to which class belong especially
verbs middle and third guttural, §§ 64 and 65), this a retains its place when pronominal
suffixes are added, but, since it then stands in an open syllable, is, as a matter of

ynIxeñl'v. send
me, Is 6:8, ynInEòx'B. y Ps 26:2, ynIaeñr'q. y Ps 50:15, ynIW[ñm'v. Gn 23:8. In Am 9:1, ~[;c'òB. (so
ed. Mant., Baer, Ginsb., instead of the ordinary reading ~[;c;òB.) is to be explained, with
Margolis, AJSL. xix, p. 45 ff., from an original Am[.c;B., as ~t;g+'r'h\w); Am 9:4 from original
Amt.g+'r'h]w);. — In the imperative HiphÇiÖl, the form used in conjunction with suffixes is not
the 2nd sing. masc. ljeq.h;, but lyjiq.h; (with iÖ on account of the open syllable, cf. § 60
g), e. g. WhbeñyrIq.h; present it, Mal 1:8.
course, lengthened to QamesÌ (just as in imperfects Qal in a, § 60 c), e. g.

h
3. Like the infinitives, the participles can also be united with either verbal or nounsuffixes; see § 116 f. In both cases the vowel of the participles is shortened or
becomes SèewaÖ before the suffix, as in the corresponding noun-forms, e. g. from the

ljeqoœ ypid>r†oÃ Apd>r†o, &c.; but before SèewaÖ mobile ^r>c,y*o, &c., or with the original iç,
^b.yIa)o Ex 23:4, &c., ^p.sia)o 2 K 22:20 (coinciding in form with the 1st sing. imperfect
Qal, 1 S 15:6; cf. § 68 h); with a middle guttural (ylia]G*i), ^l.a;G*i; with a third guttural,
^a]r†;Bo Is 43:1, but ^x]l†evoÃ ^x]L†ev;m. Jer 28:16, cf. § 65 d. The form lJeq;m., with suffix
yliJ.q;m.; before SèewaÖ sometimes like ^d>M,l;m. Is 48:17, ~k,m.x,n:m. 51:12, sometimes like
~k,p.Sia;m. 52:12. In Is 47:10 ynIa'ñro is irregular for ynIaeñro; instead of the meaningless
ynIw>l†;l.q;m. hL{Ku Jer 15:10 read ynIWlñl.qi ~h,L.Ku.
form

Also unusual (see above, d) with participles are the suffixes of the 2nd sing.

n

masc. with energicum, as
Footnotes:

&'n<òA[ Jb 5:1; cf. Dt 8:5, 12:14, 28.

ynIreñm.v†' sëaÒmereÒniÖ required by the Masora in y Ps 16:1 (also hr'm.v†' y Ps 86:2,
119:167; cf. Is 38:14 and ^d>m†'[] Ob11), belongs to the disputed cases discussed in § 9
1[1]

e and § 48 i note.

§ 114. The Infinitive Construct.

a
1. The infinitive construct, like the infinitive absolute, may also represent a nomen
verbale (§ 45 a), but of a much more flexible character than the infinitive absolute (cf.
§ 113 a). Its close relation with nouns properly so called is especially seen in the
readiness with which the infinitive construct may be used for any case whatever; thus,

tAyh/ bAj-aol ADb;l. ~id'a'h†'

,
(a) As the nominative of the subject, e.g. Gn 2:18
literally, not good is the being of man in his separation; Gn 30:15, 1 S 23:20, Is 7:13,

tb,v,ñl' bAj

Pr 17:26, 25:7, 24 (but cf. 21:9
in the same statement); y Ps 32:9 prop.
there is not a coming near unto thee, but the text is probably corrupt. With a feminine
predicate, 1 S 18:23, Jer 2:17.

b

dAqr> t[ew> dAps. t[e

(b) As genitive, e.g. Ec 3:4,
a time of mourning and a time of
dancing; Gn 2:17, 29:7, Neh 12:46, 2 Ch 24:14. This equally includes, according to §
101 a, all those cases in which the infinitive construct depends on a preposition (see
below, d) [and Driver, Tenses, § 206].

c

aobw" tace [d;ae aol

(c) As accusative of the object, e.g. 1 K 3:7
I know not the going
out or the coming in (I know not how to go out and come in); Gn 21:6, 31:28, Nu

tae

20:21, Is 1:14, 37:28 (even with
), Jer 6:15, Jb 15:22 (cf. for the use of the infinitive
absolute as object, § 113 f); as accusative with a verb expressing fullness, Is 11:9.

d
2. The construction of the infinitive with prepositions (as in Greek, evn tw/ ei=nai( dia. to.
ei=nai, &c.) may usually be resolved in English into the finite verb with a conjunction,

Ab-A[g>piB. in his meeting him, i.e. if (as soon as) he meets him; Gn
27:45 ( bWv-d[; ); Is 30:12 ~k,s.a'm†' ![;y:ò because ye despise; Jer 2:35 %rem.a'-l[;
because thou sayest; Gn 27:1 and his eyes were dim taor>me from seeing, i.e. so that
e.g. Nu 35:19

he could not see.

e

B. K.

This use of the infinitive construct is especially frequent in connexion with for or to
express time-determinations (in English resolved into a temporal clause, as above the
combination of the infinitive with

![;y:ò or -l[; is resolved into a causal clause),

yhiy>w: (see the examples, § 111 g), e.g. 1 S 2:27 ~yIr;ñc.miB. ~t'Ayh.B†i
when they were in Egypt; Gn 24:30 ägw A[m.v'k.W … ~z<N<òh;-ta, taor>ki yhiy>w: and it
especially after

came to pass, when he saw (prop. in the seeing) the ring …, and when he heard
(prop. in his hearing), &c.

f

l.

But by far the most frequent is the connexion of the infinitive construct with .1

l.

Starting from the fundamental meaning of , i.e. direction towards something,

l.

infinitives with serve to express the most varied ideas of purpose or aim, and very
commonly also (with a weakening or a complete disregard of the original meaning of

l.

the ) to introduce the object of an action, or finally even (like the infinitive absolute
used adverbially, § 113 h, and the Latin gerund in -ndo) to state motives or attendant
circumstances. See the instances in the Remarks.

g
Rem. 1. The original meaning of the

l. is most plainly seen in those infinitives

l. which expressly state a purpose (hence as the equivalent of a final
clause), e.g. Gn 11:5 and the Lord came down, ry[ih'-ta, taor>li to see the city;

with

also with a change of subject, e.g. 2 S 12:10 and thou hast taken the wife of

hV'ail. ^l. tAyh.l†i to be (i.e. that she may be) thy wife; cf. Gn
28:4, Jer 38:26 ( tWml' ).—If there is a special emphasis on the infinitive with l.,
Uriah the Hittite

it is placed, with its complement, before the governing verb, e.g. Gn 42:9, 47:4,
Nu 22:20, Jos 2:3, 1 S 16:2 with

aAB; Ju 15:10, 1 S 17:25 with hl'['.

h
2. Just as clearly the idea of aiming at a definite purpose or turning towards an
object may be seen in the combination of the verb

hy"h' to be, with l. and an

tAf[]l†; hy"h'

infinitive. In fact
may mean, either (a) he was in the act of, he was
about to (as it were, he set himself), he was ready, to do some thing, or (b) he or
it was appointed or compelled, &c., to do the action in question. In the latter case

tAf[]l†; hy"h' corresponds to the Latin faciendum erat, cf. also the English I am
to go. In both cases hy"h' (as elsewhere when copula) is often omitted.
i

aAbl' vm,V,ñh; yhiy>w: and when the sun was going
down (just about to set); 2 Ch 26:5 ~yhil{a/ vrd>li yhiy>w: and he set himself to
Examples of (a) Gn 15:12

seek God (here with the secondary idea of a continuous action); with the

hy"h'

ynI[eñyviAh)l. hA'hy>

Is 38:20,
the Lord is ready to save me; 1 S
omission of
14:21 (?), Jer 51:49, y Ps 25:14 (et foedus suum manifestaturus est eis); Pr

aocm.li consecuturus est, unless we simply read ac'm.yI with the
LXX)2; 20:25, Ec 3:15 tAyh.l†i rv,a] quod futurum est; 2 Ch 11:22, 12:12 (In a

18:24 (?), 19:8 (

negative statement); in a question, Est 7:8 (will he even …?). Cf. also 1 S 4:19.

k

rAGs.li r[;V;ñh; yhiy>w: and the gate was to be shut (had to be shut);
Is 37:26, y Ps 109:13.3 Mostly with the omission of hy"h', e.g. 2 K 4:13
tAf[]l†; hm, ägw %l' what is to be done for thee? ( %l'-rB,d;l. vyEh] ) wouldest
thou be (lit. is it to be) spoken for to the king, &c.? 2 K 13:19 tAKh;l. it was to
Of (b) Jos 2:5

smite equivalent to thou shouldest have smitten; Is 5:4, y Ps 32:9, 68:19 (?), Jb
30:6 (habitandum est iis), 1 Ch 9:25, 10:18, 22:5, 2 Ch 8:13 (?), 11:22, 19:2,
36:19 (?), Ho 9:13, Hb 1:17. In a question 2 Ch 19:2; after
after

aol 1 Ch 5:1, 15:2;

!yae 1 Ch 23:26, 2 Ch 5:11 and frequently.

l

l.

Of the same kind also are the cases, in which the infinitive with depends on
the idea of an obligation or permission (or prohibition); especially in such forms
of expression as 2 S 18:11

ägw ^l. tt,l'ñ yl;[' it was upon me, i.e. it would have

been my duty to give thee, &c.4; cf. Mi 3:1 (2 Ch 13:5) it is not for you to (i.e. are

ägw ^l. aol it pertaineth not unto
thee, Uzziah, to burn incense unto the Lord, but only to the priests; also l. !yae
ye not bound to)?5 with a negative, 2 Ch 26:18

with an infinitive expresses it is not permitted (nefas est), may not, e.g. Est 4:2

aAbl' !yae yKi for none might enter; 8:8, 1 Ch 15:2; 65 l. !yae with an infinitive is
used in a somewhat different sense, equivalent to it is not feasible, not possible,
e.g. in Ec 3:14, 2 Ch 5:11; cf.y Ps 40:6.7—With either meaning

!yae

ryKiz>h;l. aol

aol can be used

instead of
, e.g. Am 6:10
nefas est, to make mention of the
name of the Lord: but Ju 1:19 for it was not possible to drive out, &c., perhaps,

however, the text originally stood as in Jos 17:12

ähl. Wlk.y)' aol; 1 Ch 15:2.

m
3. A further class comprises the very numerous cases, in which the infinitive with

l. is used as the object8 of a governing verb, hence, again, for the direction
which an action takes. The verbs (or conjugations) which occur most frequently

l. and an infinitive are: lxehe (with an infinitive without l.,
e.g. Dt 2:25, 31, Jos 3:7), lyaiAh to begin, @ysiAhÃ @s;y" (prop. to add) to
continue, very frequently, even in prose, with an infinitive without l. as Gn 4:12,
8:10, 12, 37:5, 1 S 3:8, Jb 27:1, &c.; ld;x' to cease from, to desist; hL'Ki to
complete, to make an end of; ~m;T' to be finished; byrIq.hi to come near to, Gn
12:11; rh;mi to hasten (with an infinitive without l. Ex 2:18); hb'a' to be willing
(with an infinitive without l. Is 28:12, 30:9, Jb 39:9); #pex' to will, to desire; !aeme to
refuse (to be unwilling); vQeBi to seek; lkoy" to be able (with an infinitive without l.,
e.g. Gn 24:50, 37:4, Ex 2:3, 18:23, Nu 22:38, Jb 4:2); !t;n" with an accusative of
in this combination with

the person in the sense of to give up to some one, to cause, or permit him to do
something, e.g. Gn 20:6, y Ps 16:11 (with an infinitive abs. Jb 9:18, see § 113 d),

[d;y" to understand how to do something (in Jb 3:8 rre[o ~dIyti[]h†' is analogous);
dm;l' to learn; hW"qi to wait, expect (with a change of subject, e.g. Is 5:2 and he
waited for it to bring forth grapes).

n
We must further mention here a number of verbs in HiphÇiÖl (partly
denominatives), which express an action in some definite direction (cf. § 53 f), as

lyDIg>hi to do greatly, lyPiv.hi to make (it) low, H;yBig>hi to make (it) high, qymi[/h†, to
make (it) deep, qyxir>hi to make (it) far, distant, byjiyhe to make (it) good (with an
infinitive without l. y Ps 33:3, but 1 S 16:17, in the same combination, with l. );
~yKiv.hi to do anything early (y Ps 127:2, along with its opposite rx;ae to do
something late, with an infinitive without l. ); hB'r>hi to make (it) much, al'p.hi to
make (it) wonderful (even with a passive infinitive 2 Ch 26:15),9 &c.

o

l.

4. Finally, the infinitive with is very frequently used in a much looser connexion
to state motives, attendant circumstances, or otherwise to define more exactly.
In English, such infinitive constructions (like the Latin gerund in -do; cf. f) must

%l,m, ~k,l' laov.li

in
frequently be turned by that or a gerund; e. g. 1 S 12:17
asking you a king; 14:33, 19:5, 20:36, Gn 3:22, 18:19, 34:7, 15, Ex 23:2, Lv 5:4,
22, 26, 8:15, Nu 14:36, 2 S 3:10, 1 K 2:3 f, 14:8, Jer 44:7 f, y Ps 63:3, 78:18,
101:8, 103:20, 104:14 f., 111:6, Pr 2:8, 8:34, 18:5, Neh 13:18. Sometimes the

l. is used in this way simply by itself, e. g. 1 Ch 12:8 as the roes
upon the mountains rhem;l. (as regards hasting) in swiftness; Gn 2:3, 2 S 14:25
(lLeh;l.); Is 21:1 (@Ax]l†;); Jo 2:26, Pr 2:2, 26:2 and so very frequently the infinitive
rmoale dicendo which has become stereotyped as an adverb to introduce direct
infinitive with

narration (in the sense of thus, as follows).10

p
5. In a number of instances—especially in the later books—the infin. constr. with

l. appears to be attached by WaÒw (like the infinitive absolute, § 113 z), as the
continuation of a previous finite verb. In most examples of this kind it is,

l.

however, evident that the infinitive with virtually depends on an idea of
intention, effort, or being in the act of, which, according to the sense, is
contained in what has preceded, whilst the copula, as sometimes also
elsewhere, is used in an emphatic sense (and that too); thus e. g. Ex 32:29 (if
the text be right) fill your hand to-day (sc. with an offering) for the Lord … and
that to bring a blessing upon you, i. e. that ye may be blessed; cf. 1 S 25:31
(otherwise in verses 26 and 33 where the infinitive absolute is used, see § 113
e); y Ps 104:21, 11 Jb 34:8, Ec 9:1, Neh 8:13, 2 Ch 7:17.—In Lv 10:10 f,

lyDIb.h;l.W might be regarded as an explanatory addition to the command
contained in verse 9b ( = this prohibition of wine before the service shall ye
observe, and that in order to put a difference, &c.); but probably the text has
been disturbed by a redactor.—In 2 Ch 30:9

bWvl'w> depends on the idea of

~ymix]r†;l.

receiving a favour which lies in
. On the other hand, in 1 S 8:12 it is
sufficient to explain and in order to appoint them unto him for captains of
thousands (sc. he will take them). In Is 44:28 translate and he (Cyrus) shall
perform all my pleasure, and that in saying of Jerusalem, &c.

q
3.The period of time to which an action or occurrence represented by the infinitive

construct belongs, must sometimes be inferred from the context, or from the character
of the principal tenses; cf, e. g. Gn 2:4 these are the generations of the heaven and of

~a'r>B†'hiB. when they were created (prop. in their being created); Ju 6:18
ägw yaiBo-d[; until I come unto thee, and bring forth, &c. Cf. 1 S 18:19 ( =when she

the earth,

should have been given); 2 K 2:1 Ho 7:1.

r
Rem. 1. The constructions of the infinitive with a preposition, described above
under d, are almost always continued in the further course of the narrative by
means of the finite verb, i. e. by an independent sentence, not by a co-ordinate
infinitive. Such a finite verb we regard as governed by a conjunction, which
corresponds to the preposition standing before the infinitive. Thus the infinitival
construction (frequently even with a change of subject) is continued by a perfect

aol), Jer 9:12 because they have forsaken (~b'z>['-l[;) my law …
W[m.v†' aolw> and have not obeyed my voice; Gn 39:10, 1 S 24:12, Am 1:9; without
aol Jb 28:25 (perf. after l. and infin.); by a perfect with w> (cf. § 112 i and v) Am
1:11 ägw Apd>r'-l[; because he did pursue his brother with the sword, txeviw> and
(with

did cast off continually all pity (a frequentative perfect; for examples of the
perfect consecutive proper see Gn 27:45, Ju 6:18, 1 S 10:8, 2 K 18:32 [Is 36:17],

yaiBo-d[; until I come); by a simple imperfect, e. g. Pr 1:27 (after B.);
Is 30:26 (after ~AyB. in the day, a temporal phrase which has here become
equivalent to a preposition); Is 5:24 (after K.), 10:2, 13:9, 14:25, 45:1, 49:5, 1 S
2:8, Pr 2:8, 5:2, 8:21 (always after l.)12; by an imperfect consecutive, e. g. Gn
39:18 and it came to pass, ar'q.a,w)' yliAq ymiyrIh]K†; as I lifted up my voice and
cried, that …; 1 K 10:9, Jb 38:13 (after l.); 1 K 18:18 Is 38:9, Jb 38:7, 9 ff. (after
B.); Is 30:12, Jer 7:13, Ez 34:8 (after ![;y:ò).
always after

s
2. The negation of an infinitive construct, on account of the predominance of the
noun-element in its character, is effected not by the verbal negative

aol (except

aolB., which has come to be used as a preposition, without, Nu
35:23, Pr 19:2), but by yTil.Bi, originally a substantive (see the Lexicon), with l.
prefixed (but also Nu 14:16 yTil.Bimi), e. g. Gn 3:11 WNM,ñmi-lk'a] yTil.bil. not to eat

in the compound

of it; in a final sense, 4:15 lest any finding him should smite him; only in 2 K

l.

23:10 is repeated before the infinitive. In y Ps 32:9 (if the text be right)
negatives, not the infinitive, but the predicate which is understood.

lB;

Footnotes:

l. with the first consonant of
the infinitive ( bTok.li with a firmly closed syllable, as opposed to btok.BiÃ btok.Ki, &c.)
1[1]

Cf. § 45 g, according to which the close union of the

seems to point to the formation of a special new verbal form. Quite distinct are the few

l.

br,['ñ tAnp.li

examples where the infinitive with serves to express time, as Gn 24:63
at the eventide (prop. at the time of the return of evening); cf. Dt 23:12, Ex 14:27, Ju
19:26; 2 S 18:29 when Joab sent the king's servant.
2[1]

P. Haupt (SBOT., Proverbs, p. 52, lines 10 ff.; Critical Notes on Esther, p. 170, on
78) considers it possible that here and in Pr 2:8, 6:24, 7:5, 16:30, 30:14, as well as in

l is a survival of the emphatic l with an imperf.,
which is especially common in Arabic. In that case acom.li must be read ac'm.li, i.e.
l' ac'm.yI. But all the above instances can be taken as infinitives with l without
14:35, 17:21 before a noun, the

difficulty.

l. hy"h'

3[2]

Somewhat different are the cases where
with the infinitive (which is then
used exactly as a substantive) implies to become something, i.e. to meet with a

r[eb'l. for wasting, for which elsewhere
frequently hM'v;l. and the like; probably also tALb;l. y Ps 49:15 is to be explained in
this way, the hy"h' being omitted.
particular fate, as Nu 24:22 (cf. Is 5:5, 6:13)

4[3]

2 S 4:10 (cui dandum erat mihi) appears to be similar; it may, however, be better,

with Wellhausen, to omit the

rv,a].

5[4]

Wnl'ñw> and our part shall be the infinitive without l. stands as

6[5]

hd'lel. !yIa;ñ x;kow> and there is

But in 1 S 23:20 after
the subject of the sentence.

Quite different of course are such cases as Is 37:3
not strength to bring forth; cf. Nu 20:5, Ru 4:4.
7[6]

vai

vyE

~ai

In 2 S 14:19
(=
it is, there is) is used in a similar sense after
, the
negative particle of asseveration, of a truth it is not possible to turn to the right hand or

to the left.
8[1]

This view is based upon the fact, that in numerous expressions of this kind (see

l.

the examples above) the may be omitted, and the infinitive consequently stand as
an actual accusative of the object (see above, c). However, the connexion of the verb
with the object is in the latter case closer and more emphatic (hence especially

l.

adapted to poetic or prophetic diction), than the looser addition of the infinitive with ;

[;Amv. Wba' aol Is 28:12 is equivalent to they desired not obeying ( Wba' aol also
with the infin. abs. in Is 42:24; cf. § 113 d); but [;mov.li Wba' aol Ez 20:8 rather
thus

expresses they could not make up their mind as to hearkening. When connected with

l., the governing verb has a more independent sense than when it directiy governs the
accusative of the object.
9[2]

In almost all these examples the principal idea is properly contained in the
infinitive, whilst the governing verb strictly speaking contains only a subordinate
adverbial statement, and is therefore best rendered in English by an adverb; e.g. Gn
27:20 how is it that thou hast found it so quickly ? (prop. how thou hast hastened to

hB'r>hi (= often,
abundantly), Ex 36:5, 1 S 1:12, 2 K 21:6, Is 55:7, Am 4:4, y Ps 78:38, &c.; with bWv
find !), Gn 31:27 wherefore didst thou flee secretly ? So frequently with

(=again), Dt 30:9, 1 K 13:17, Ho 11:9, Ezr 9:14; cf. also 2 S 19:4, Jer 1:12, Jn 4:2, and
the analogous instances in § 120 g; also 2 K 2:10 thou hast asked a hard thing.
10[1]

rmoale is very often so used after rBed;y>w: in the Priestly document (Gn 8:15, 17:3,

&c., and numberless times in the legal parts of Exod., Lev., and Num.)—a pleonasm
which is not surprising considering the admittedly prolix and formal style of the
document.
11[2]

l.

When Delitzsch on y Ps 104:21, referring to Hb 1:17, explains the infinitive with
as an elliptical mode of expressing the coniugatio periphrastica (equivalent to
fiagitaturi sunt a deo cibum suum), this is, in point of fact, certainly applicable to this
and a few other places mentioned above; but all these passages, in which the infinitive

l.W follows, are to be distinguished from the cases treated above under h, where
the infinitive with l. without WaÒw corresponds to a Latin gerundive, or is actually used

with

to express the coniugatio periphrastica.
12[1]

The great frequency of examples of this kind, especially in the poetical books, is
due to a striving after what is called chiasmus in the arrangement of the parallel
members in the two halves of the verse, i. e. in the instances given, the finite verb at

the end of the second (co-ordinate) clause is parallel with the infinitive at the beginning

w>

of the first. In this way the verbal form necessarily became separated from the , and
consequently the imperfect had to be used instead of the perfect consecutive. Such a
parallelism of the external and internal members of a verse is frequent also in other
cases, and was evidently felt to be an elegance of elevated—poetic or
prophetic—style.

CHAPTER II
THE SENTENCE
I. The Sentence in General.
§ 140.Noun-clauses, Verbal-clauses, and the Compound Sentence.

a
1. Every sentence, the subject and predicate of which are nouns or their equivalents
(esp. participles), is called a noun-clause, e. g.

WnKel.m; hA'hy> the Lord is our king, Is

~yaiJ'x;w> ~y[ir' ~dos. yven>a;w> now the men of Sodom were wicked and sinners,
Gn 13:13; ~h,l' hP, a mouth is theirs, y Ps 115:5; see further, § 141.
33:22;

b
2. Every sentence, the subject of which is a noun (or pronoun included in a verbalform) and its predicate a finite verb, is called a verbal-clause, e. g.
God said, Gn 1:3;

~yhil{a/ rm,aoñYw: and

lDeb.Y:w: and he divided, 1:7; see further, § 142.

c
Rem. In the last example the pronominal subject is at least indicated by the

y

preformative ( ), and in almost all forms of the perfect by afformatives. The 3rd
pers. sing. perf. however, which contains no indication of the subject, must also
be regarded as a full verbal-clause.

d
3. Every sentence, the subject or predicate of which is itself a full clause, is called a

AKr>D; ~ymiT' laeh' God—his way is perfect,
equivalent to God's way is perfect; Gn 34:8 ynIB. ~k,v. ~k,T.biB. Avp.n: hq'v.x†' my son
compound sentence, e. g . y Ps 18:31

Shechem— his soul longeth for your daughter; see further, § 143.

e
4. The above distinction between different kinds of sentences—especially between
noun- and verbal-clauses—is indispensable to the more delicate appreciation of
Hebrew syntax (and that of the Semitic languages generally), since it is by no means
merely external or formal, but involves fundamental differences of meaning. Nounclauses with a substantive as predicate, represent something fixed, a state or in short,
a being so and so; verbal-clauses on the other hand, something moveable and in
progress, an event or action. The latter description is indeed true in a certain sense
also of noun-clauses with a participial predicate, except that in their case the event or

action (as distinguished from that expressed by the verbal-clause) is of a fixed and
abiding character.

f
Rem. By the Arab grammarians every clause beginning with an independent
subject is regarded as a noun-clause, and every clause beginning with a finite
verb as verbal. If a finite verb follows the noun-subject the two together (since
the verb comprises its own subject and is thus a complete verbal-clause) form a
compound noun-sentence, just as when the predicate consists of an
independent noun-clause. Though this definition of the different kinds of
sentence, which we formerly accepted (in § 144 a of the 22nd to the 24th
German editions of this Grammar), is rejected above, a–d, we must,
nevertheless, mention here the point in which this more complicated view of the
Arab grammarians may be regarded as at least relatively correct, namely, in
classifying verbal-clauses according as the subject precedes or follows the verb,
a distinction which is often of great importance in Hebrew also; see further, in §
142 a.

§ 141. The Noun-clause.

a
1. The subject of a noun-clause (see § 140 a) may be—
(a) A substantive, e. g.
Gn 2:10.

!d,[eñme aceyO rh'n"w> and a river went out (was going out) of Eden,

ryjim.m; ybinOa†' I will cause it to rain; 14:18 !hebo aWhw> and
he was priest; 2:23 (taoz before a feminine predicate, as hL,aeñ before a plural in Ex
32:4); ~k'x' ymi who is wise ? Ho 14:10.—In 1 Ch 5:2 WNM,ñmi dygIn"l.W and of him one
became a prince, the subject is contained in WNM,ñmi.1
(b) A pronoun, e. g. Gn 7:4

b
2. The predicate of a noun-clause may be—

ä wgw ~T,a; ~ynIB'

ye are children of the Lord your God;
(a) A substantive, e. g. Dt 14:1
Gn 42:13. Specially characteristic of the Semitic mode of expression are the cases in
which both subject and predicate are substantives, thus emphasizing their identity (
'the thing is its measure, material, or equivalent '), e. g. Ez 41:22

#[e wyt'royq†i w> …

#[e x;Bew>Mih; the altar (was) wood … , and the walls thereof (were) wood, i. e. of wood.
Cf. below, c.
(b) An adjective or participle, e. g. Gn 12:12

bAj ayhih; #r,a'ñh' bh;z]W( and the gold of

bvey !Arp.[,w>

now Ephron was sitting, &c., Gn 23:10.2 Very
that land is good;
frequently such noun-clauses, attached by WaÒw to a verbal-clause, are used to
represent a state contemporaneous with the principal action; cf. e below.
(c) A numeral, e. g. Gn 42:13

^yd,ñb'[] rf'[' ~ynEv. the twelve (of us) are thy servants.

(d) A pronoun, e. g. Gn 10:12 (

ayhi), Ex 9:27 (yn"a]), Gn 24:65 (ymi), 1 K 9:13 (hm').3

(e) An adverb or (esp. if formed with a preposition) any specification of time, place,
quality, possessor, &c., which may be regarded as the equivalent of a noun-idea, e. g.

xl;doñB.h; ~v' there is the bdellium, Gn 2:12; lb,h,ñ yae where is Abel ? 4:9;
ADs.x; ~l'A[l. his mercy endureth for ever, y Ps 136:1 f.; AtybeBe rv,[ñ riches are in
his house, y Ps 112:3; Wnx.+n"a] Al we are his, y Ps 100:3 QereÖ.

c
Rem. 1. The employment of a substantive as predicate of a noun-clause is
especially frequent, either when no corresponding adjective exists (so mostly
with words expressing the material; cf. § 128 o) or when the attribute is intended
to receive a certain emphasis. For in all cases there is a much greater stress
upon a substantival predicate,4 since it represents something as identical with
the subject (see above, b [a]), than upon an adjectival or verbal predicate; cf. Ct

tm,a/w), ds,x,ñ

1:3; y Ps 25:10 all the paths of the Lord are
lovingkindness and truth
(i. e. wholly lovingkindness, &c.; cf. Jer 10:10); Ez 38:5, y Ps 10:5, 19:10, 23:5,
88:19, Pr 3:17, 5 Jb 22:12, 23:2, 26:13, Ru 3:2. Sometimes the emphasis on the
predicate is obtained by the use of the plural form (according to § 124 e), e. g. y
Ps 110:3 thy people are

tbod'n> altogether willingness; Ct 5:16, Dn 9:23.

d
Sometimes the boldness of such combinations is modified by the repetition of

yxiBo ~ynIb'a] x;Ko-~ai

is my
the subject, as regens of the predicate, e. g. Jb 6:12
strength the strength of stones ? Pr 3:17. That the language, however—epecially
in poetry—is not averse even to the boldest combinations in order to emphasize
very strongly the unconditional relation between the subject and predicate, is
shown by such examples as y Ps 45:9 myrrh and aloes and cassia are all thy
garments ( i.e. so perfumed with them that they seem to be composed of them );

~ynIAyB.);6 y Ps 23:5,
109:4, Jb 8:9, 12:12, Ct 2:13. In prose, e. g. Ex 9:31, Ezr 10:13 ~ymiv'G> t[eh' the
Ct 1:15 thine eyes are doves, i. e. dove's eyes (but 5:12

season is rain showers, i.e. the rainy season; with a bold enallage of the number,

rPs.mi ytem. ynIa]w); and I (with my family) am persons few in number.
For similarly bold expressions with hy"h' cf. Gn 11:1, 12:2, Ex 17:12, Is 5:12, Jer
Gn 34:30

2:28, and again with a bold enallage of the number, Jb 29:15 I was eyes to the
blind, and feet was I to the lame, but in prose, Nu 10:31 and thou shalt be to us

~yIn:òy[el..
e
2. The noun-clause connected by waÒw copulative to a verbal-clause, or its
equivalent, always describes a state contemporaneous with the principal action,
or (when the predicate is a transitive participle) an action represented in constant
duration (cf. § 107 d, as weIl as § 116 n and o), e. g. Gn 19:1 and the two angels

bvey jAlw>

while Lot sat, &c.; 18:1, 8, 16, 22, 25:26, Ju
came to Sodom at even,
13:9, 1 S 1:9, 2 S 4:7, 11:4 (always with a participle); with an adjectival

predicate, Gn 18:12; with a substantival predicate, 18:27; with an adverbial
predicate, 9:23. Not infrequently such a circumstantical clause indicates at the

w>

same time some contradictory fact, so that is equivalent to whereas, whilst,
although, e. g. Gn 15:2, 18:27, 20:3, 48:14 (although he was the younger); Ju

yTiai !yae ^B.liw>

16:15 howcanst thou say, I love thee,
whereas thine heart is not
with me ? 2 S 3:39, y Ps 28:3 whilst mischief is in their hearts. These clauses
describing a state are, however, only a subdivision of the large class of
circumstantial clauses, on which see § 156.

f
3. As the examples given under a and b show, the syntactical relation existing
between the subject and predicate of a noun-clause is as a rule expressed by simple
juxtaposition, without a copula of any kind. To what period of time the statement
applies must be inferred from the context; e.g. 1 K 18:21

~yhil{a/h†' hA'hy> the Lord is

~k'x' aWh-~G: yet he also is wise; Gn 42:11; on the
other hand, Gn 19:1 bvey jAlw> and(=while) Lot was sitting; Ez 28:15; Gn 7:4
ryjim.m; ykinOa†' I am raining, i. e. I will rain. Sometimes even a jussive or optative is to

the true God; 1 S 9:19; Is 31:2

be supplied as predicate, Gn 27:13 upon me be thy curse; Gn 11:4, 20:13, Ex 12:2.
Cf. § 116 r, note.

g
Not infrequently, however, a connexion is established between subject and predicate
(a) by adding the separate pronoun of the 3rd person singular or plural, expressly
resuming and therefore strengthening the subject, or (b) (especially for the sake of a

hy"h'

. The first of these will be
more exact specification of time) by the help of the verb
a compound sentence, since the predicate to the main subject consists of an
independent clause.

h

hN"heñ ~ynIv' [b;v,ñ they are seven
years; Dt 1:17, 4:24; Ec 5:18 ayhi ~yhil{a/ tT;m; hzO this—it is a gift of God; Nu
3:27 ~he hL,aeñ; in a question, Gn 27:38. Sometimes aWh is used in this way to
Examples of (a): Gn 41:26 the seven good kine

strengthen a pronominal subject of the first or second person, and at the same

aWh ykinOa†' ykinIa†' Is
43:25 I, even I, am he that blotteth out, &c.; 51:12; aWh hT'a; 2 S 7:28, Is 37:16,
time to connect it with the predicate which follows,7 e. g.

y Ps 44:5, Neh 9:6, 7; in an interrogative sentence, Jer 14:22; 8 in Jer 49:12
in a verbal-clause strengthens

aWh

hT'a;.

i

hy"h'

Of (b): naturally this does not apply to the examples, in which
, in the sense
of to become, to fare, to exist, still retains its full force as a verb, and where
accordingly the sentence is verbal, and not a noun-clause; especially when the
predicate precedes the subject. On the other hand, such examples as Gn 1:2

ht'y>h†') waste and emptiness, can scarcely be regarded as
properly verbal clauses; ht'y>h†' is used here really only for the purpose of
and the earth was (

referring to past time a statement which, as the description of a state, might also
appear in the form of a pure noun-clause; cf. Gn 3:1. This is especially true of

hy"h'

the somewhat numerous instances in which
occurs as a connecting word
between the subject and the participial predicate; e. g. Ju 1:7, Jb 1:14

hy"h'

(immediately afterwards a pure noun-clause). The imperfect of
announces
what is future in Nu 14:33, &c.; cf. § 116 r. However, especially in the latter case,

hy"h' is not wholly without verbal force, but comes very near to being a mere
copula, and this use is more frequent in the later books9 than in the earlier.

k

vyE

!yIa;ñ

Rem. On the employment of
existence, and
non-existence, which were
originally substantives (on their tendency to be used as verbs, equivalent to est,
and non est, cf. § 100 o, and the Negative Sentences, § 152) as a connecting
link between a pronominal subject and a participial predicate (especially in
conditional and interrogative sentences, Gn 24:42, 49, 43:4, &c.), see above, §
116 q, and the various kinds of subordinate clauses mentioned in §§ 150, 159.

l
4. The natural arrangement of words in the noun-clause, as describing a state, is
subject—predicate; the principal stress falls on the former since it is the •object of the
description. Very frequently, however (and not merely in poetry, where greater
freedom is naturally allowed in the arrangement of words), the reverse order is found,
i. e. predicate—subject. The latter order must be used when special emphasis is laid
on the predicate,10 or when it consists of an interrogative word; thus with a

rp'[' hT'a;

dust thou art; 4:9 12:13 (my sister, not
substantival predicate, e. g. Gn 3:19
my wife); 20:2, 12, 29:14, 1 S 6:3 b, Jb 5:24, 6:12; with an adjectival predicate, e. g. 1
S 6:3 a, 28:21, Jer 10:6; with a participle, Gn 30:1, 32:12; with an interrogative

pronoun, e. g. Gn 24:65; 11 with an adverbial interrogative, e. g. Gn 4:9.

m
Rem. On the above cf. the exhaustive investigations of C. Albrecht, 'Die
Wortstellung im hebr. Nominalsatze,' ZAW. vii. 218 ff. and viii. 249 ff.; with a
complete list of the exceptions to the order subject—predicate, p. 254 ff. The
predicate must precede for the reasons stated (an adjectival predicate is
particularly emphatic when it has the force of a comparative, e. g. Gn 4:13; the
predicate expressed by means of a preposition precedes most frequently when it
serves to convey the ideas of having, possessing, e. g. Gn 18:14, 29:16, &c.; cf.
also 26:20, 31:16, 43).

n
The predicate may precede: (a) when the suhject is a pronoun, for 'the person
assumed to be generally known, does not excite the same interest as that which
is stated about him;' (b) 'in order not to be a mere appendage to a subject which
consists of several words,' e.g. 2 K 20:19; (c) in interrogative sentences (with a
substantival or adjectival predicate or one compounded with a preposition), e. g.
1 S 16:4; finally (d) in a relative clause, when the predicate is adverbial or
compounded with a preposition, as a rule closely united (by Maqqeph) with
e.g. Gn 2:11

rv,a],

~v'-rv,a]; 1:29 f. AB-rv,a].

Footnotes:
1[1]

For other remarkable instances of ellipse in the Chronicler, see Driver,
Introduction, ed. 8, p. 537, no. 27.
2[2]

Cf. the numerous examples in § 116 n–p.

3[1]

Why in these examples the pronouns, notwithstanding appearances to the
contrary, are to be considered as predicates and not as subjects, may be seen from
what has been remarked above, § 126 k.
4[2]

The same naturally applies to most of those cases which are not pure noun-

hy"h'

(e.g.
clauses, but have the substantival predicate connected with the subject by
Gn 1:2 and the earth was a waste and emptiness; cf. y Ps 35:6, Pr 8:30, Jb 3:4) or
where a preposition precedes the substantival predicate, as y Ps 29:4 the voice of the
Lord is with power, i. e. powerful.

~Alv' here, as in Jb 21:9, is evidently a substantive after a plural subject; on the
other hand, it is doubtful whether ~Alv' in such passages as Gn 43:27, 2 S 20:9, y Ps
5[3]

120:7, &c., is not rather to be regarded as an adjective.

K. (which is then to be regarded as nominative)
stands before the predicate, e. g. Is 63:2 wherefore are thy garments tg:B. %redoK. like

6[4]

As a rule, in such comparisons

those of one that treadeth in the wine-press ? (prop. the like of one that treadeth,
instar calcantis); Jer 50:9. The comparison is then much less emphatic than in the
noun-clauses cited above.
7[1]

On a similar use of the separate pronoun of the third person in Aramaic (Dn 2:38,
Ezr 5:11, &c.) see Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl. Aram., § 87. 3.

aWh

8[2]

This is of course to be distinguished from the use of
(to be inferred from the
context) as predicate in the sense of o` anvto,j; see above, § 135 a, note 1; or such
cases as Dt 32:39 see now

aWh ynIa] ynIa] yKi that I, even I, am he; 1 Ch 21:17.

9[1]

According to Albrecht, ZAW. viii. 252, especially in Deuteronomy and in the
Priestly Code.
10[2]

For the same reason specifications of place (e. g. Gn 4:7) or other adverbial
qualifications may stand at the beginning of the sentence.

11[3]

The only exceptions, according to Albrecht (see the Rem. above), are Ex 16:7, 8.

§ 116. The Participles.
Cf. Sellin (see above at the head of § 113), p. 6 ff., and Kahan, p. 11 ff.

a
1. Like the two infinitives, the participles also occupy a middle place between the noun
and the verb. In form they are simple nouns, and most nearly related to the adjective;
consequently they cannot in themselves be employed to represent definite relations of
tense or mood. On the other hand, their verbal character is shown by their not
representing, like the adjectives, a fixed and permanent quality (or state), but one
which is in some way connected with an action or activity. The participle active
indicates a person or thing conceived as being in the continual uninterrupted exercise
of an activity. The participle passive, on the other hand, indicates the person or thing
in a state which has been brought about by external actions.

b
Rem. That the language was fully conscious of the difference between a state
implying action (or effected by external action) and mere passivity, is seen from
the fact, that participles proper cannot be formed from the purely stative Qal, but

aleom'Ã dbeK', &c.) or qaÒtÌoÒl (H;boG", &c.),

only verbal adjectives of the form qaÒtÌeÒl (

anEf' to hate, although it coincides in form with the
intransitive Qal (as a verb middle e), nevertheless forms a participle active anEf,
and participle passive aWnf' (cf. the feminine ha'Wnf.).—In cases where the

whereas the transitive Qal

participle proper and the verbal adjective both occur, they are by no means

hp'f' ygE[]l†;

men of
synonymous. When the Assyrians are called in Is 28:11
stammering lips, a character is ascribed to them which is inseparably connected

yli g[el{ hL{Ku

Jer 20:7, describes those
with their personality. On the other hand
about the prophet as continually engaged in casting ridicule upon him. Cf. also y

yxekev.) with 50:22 (yxek.vo†).

Ps 9:18 (

c
On the difference between the participle as expressing simple duration and the
imperfect as expressing progressive duration, cf. what has been stated above in
§ 107 d. Nevertheless the participle is sometimes used—especially in the later
books, cf. e. g. Neh 6:17, 2 Ch 17:11—where we should expect the action to be
divided up into its several parts, and consequently should expect the finite verb.
But the substitution of the participle for the tempus historicum, which becomes
customary in Aramaic (cf. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.-Aram., § 76. 2, d and e),
is nevtortheless quite foreign to Hebrew.

d
2. The period of time indicated by (a) a participle active, either as an attribute or

tme may mean either
moriens (Zc 11:9), or mortuus (so commonly; with the article tMeh; regularly = the dead
man), or moriturus (Dt 4:22); aB' comming, come Gn 18:11, &c., venturus 1 S 2:31,
&c.; lpenO falling, but also fallen, Ju 3:25, 1 S 5:3, and ready to fall (threatening ruin, Is
30:13, Am 9:11). For other examples of perfect participles see Gn 27:33, 43:18 (bV'h;
that was returned; cf. Ezr 6:21, &c., ~ybiV'h; which were come again from the
captivity); Gn 35:3, Ex 11:5, Zc 12:1, y Ps 137:7, Pr 8:9, Jb 12:4 (areqo), and see m
predicate, must be inferred from the particular context. Thus

below. For future participles see Gn 41:25, 1 K 18:9, Is 5:5, Jon 1:3, &c., probably also

y%eq.l{† Gn 19:l4. On the futurum instans (esp. after hNEhi) see p below.
e

bWtK'

(b) Of the passive participles, that of Qal (e. g.
scriptus) always corresponds to a
Latin or Greek perfect participle passive, those of the other conjugations, especially
NiphÇal, sometimes to a Latin gerundive (or to an adjective in -bilis), e. g.

ar'An

dm'x.n< desiderandus (desiderabilis) Gn 3:6, y
Ps 19:11, &c.; ar'b.nI creandus y Ps 102:19; dl'An, usually natus, but also (like dL'WYh;
Ju 13:8) procreandus, nasciturus 1 K 13:2, y Ps 22:32; #r'[]n); terribilis y Ps 89:8; b['t.nI
abominable Jb 15:16; bv'x.n< aestimandus Is 2:22; tl,k,ña/N),h; that may be eaten (an
animal) Lv 11:47. In PuÇal lL'hum. laudandus, worthy to be praised y Ps 18:4. In
HophÇal, 2 S 20:21 %l'v.mu; 2 K 11:2 ~ytim'WM)h;; Is 12:5 QereÖ t[;d;ñWm.1
metuendus to be feared, y Ps 76:8, &c.;

f
3. The participles active, in virtue of their partly verbal character, possess the power of
governing like verbs, and consequently, when used in the absolute state, may take
after them an object either in the accusative, or with the preposition with which the
verb in question is elsewhere usually construed, e. g. 1 S 18:29

dwID'-ta, byEao hating

ynIveoñ[ that made me Jb 31:15;
Wnaeñro ymi who seeth us ?, Is 29:15 (in Is 47:10 ynIa'ñro is abnormal); ~dero ruling them y
Ps 68:28, sometimes also with the article, e. g. y Ps 18:33 ynIreñz>a;m.h†; that girdeth me
David; Gn 42:29; with the suffix of the accusative, e. g.

(LXX o` krataiw/n me); Dt 8:14–16, 13:6, 11, 20:1, 2 S 1:24, Is 9:12 (where, however,
Cheyne omits the article), 63:11, y Ps 81:11, 103:4, Dn 11:16; followed by a
preposition, e. g. 1 K 9:23

~['B' ~ydIroh†' which bare rule over the people; 2 K 20:5

%l' apero ynIn>h†i behold, I will heal thee.2
By an exhaustive examination of the statistics, Sellin (see the title at the head of
§ 113), p. 40 ff., shows that the participle when construed as a verb expresses a
single and comparatively transitory act, or relates to particular cases, historical
facts, and the like, while the participle construed as a noun (see g) indicates
repeated, enduring, or commonly occurring acts, occupations, and thoughts.
So also the verbal adjectives of the form qaÒtÌeÒl may take an accusative of the person or
thing, if the finite verb from which they are derived governs an accusative, e. g. Dt 34:9

hm'k.x' x;Wr alem' full of the spirit of wisdom; y Ps 5:5 [v;r,ñ #pex' that hath pleasure in
wickedness.

g
As a sort of noun the participle may, however, also exercise the same government as
a noun, being in the construct state, and followed by the object of the action in the

^m,ñv. ybeh]a†o that love thy name;
cf. y Ps 19:8 f.; also when a verbal adjective, e. g. Gn 22:12 and often ~yhil{a/ arey>
genitive (see § 89 a; and cf. § 128 x), e. g. y Ps 5:12

one fearing God; Hb 2:15; with an infinitive, y Ps 127:2; with a noun-suffix (which,

yaic.m)o-lK' whosoever
findeth me (prop. my finder; cf. yvio[ my maker); 12:3 ^yk,ñr]b†'m. that bless thee, ^l.L,q;m.
that curseth thee (but read either ^yl,ñl.q;m., or ^k.r,b†im. in the preceding clause); 27:29,
1 S 2:30, Is 63:13, y Ps 18:49. In Jer 33:22 read ytiao ~ytir>v†'m..3
according to § 33 c, also represents a genitive), e. g. Gn 4:14

h
Rem. To the class of objective genitives belong also specifications of place after

aB'

aceyO

aAB

ac'y"

iniens and
egrediens, since the verbs
and
, in
the participles
the sense of ingredi, egredi, can be directly connected with an accusative; e. g.
Gn 23:10, 18

Ary[i r[;v;ñ yaeB' that went in at the gate of his city; La 1:4; after

yaec.y(o Gn 9:10, 34:24, 46:26, &c.—In poetic language the participle in the
construct state may be connected not only with a genitive of the object, but also
with any other specifications (especially of space) which otherwise can only be
made to depend on the verb in question by means of a preposition; cf. Is 38:18,

and frequently,

rAb-yder>Ay( they that go down into the pit (the grave); y Ps 88:6

rb,q,ñ ybek.v)o that lie in the grave; Dt 32:24 (Mi 7:17); 1 K 2:7, 2 K 11:5, 7, 9 those
that came in (or went out) on the sabbath, Pr 2:7, 1 Ch 5:18, &c.; instead of the
construction with
(cf. § 72 p).

-!mi, e. g. Is 59:20 (those who turnfrom transgression), Mi 2:8

i
These genitives of nearer definition appear also in the form of a noun-suffix, e. g.

ym;q' (for yl;[' ~ymiq') that rise up against me; cf. Ex 15:7, Dt
33:11, y Ps 44:6, Ex 32:25, Is 1:27 h'yb,ñv' her converts; y Ps 53:6 (%n"xo); Pr 2:19
h'ya,ñB'-lK' all that go unto her; the construction is especially bold in Is 29:7
Ht'd'c)om.W h'yb,ñco-lK' all that fight against her and her stronghold (for äml[;w> h'yl,ñ[' ~yaib.C)oh;-lK'); y Ps 102:9 even with a participle PoÇal, yl;l'Ah)m. they
that are mad against me (?), but read perhaps with Olshausen yl;l.Ax)m. who
pierce me.—In Is 1:30 as a terebinth h'l,ñ[' tL,b,ñnO fading as regards its leaf, it
remains doubtful whether tl,b,ñnO) is in the absolute state, and consequently h'l,ñ['
in the accusative, or whether it is to be regarded as construct state, and h'l,ñ[' as
y Ps 18:40, 49

the genitive. In the latter case it would be analogous to Pr 14:2 (see k).

k
4. The passive participles also may either be in the absolute state, and take the
determining word in the accusative,4 or may be connected with it in the construct

~yDIB; vWbl' clothed in linen, cf. verse 3
~yDIB;h; vbuL'h;; (even with a suffix ATn>T'Ku [;Wrq' rent as regards his coat 2 S 15:32;
with the participle following Ju 1:7); but Ez 9:11 ~yDIB;h; vWbl. the one clothed with
linen; 2 S 13:31 ~ydIg"b. y[eruq. rent in respect of clothes, equivalent to with their clothes
rent (cf. Jer 41:5); Nu 24:4, Dt 25:10, Is 3:3, 33:24, Jo 1:8, y Ps 32:1 ([v;P,ñ-yWfn>
forgiven in respect of transgression, ha'j'x] yWsK. covered in respect of sin); with a
suffix to the noun, Pr 14:2 wyk'r'D> zAlN> he that is perverse in his ways.

state, e. g. Ju 18:11, 1 S 2:18, Ez 9:2

l
Rem. The passive participle occurs in the construct state before a genitive of the

vae tApruf. burnt with fire; cf. Gn 41:6, Ex 28:11, Dt 32:24;
before a genitive denoting the author, e. g. Gn 24:31 hA'hy> %WrB. blessed of the
Lord (but y Ps 115:15 hA'hyl; ~ykiWrB., see § 121 f); cf. Is 53:4, y Ps 22:7, Jb
cause, e. g. in Is 1:7

14:1 (15:14, 25:4); hence also with noun-suffixes (which are accordingly
genitive) Pr 9:18
37:22.

h'ya,ñruq. her invited ones, i. e. those invited by her; cf. 7:26, y Ps

m
5. The use of the participle as predicate is very frequent in noun-clauses (which,
according to § 140 e, describe established facts and states), in which the period of
time intended by the description must again (see above, d) be inferred from the
context. Thus:

n
(a) As present, in speaking of truths which hold good at all times, e. g. Ec 1:4

aB' rAdw> %leho rAD one generation goeth, and another generation cometh; and
the earth abideth (td,m'ñ[o) for ever; cf. verse 7; also to represent incidental
(continuous) occurrences which are just happening, Gn 3:5, 16:8 (I am fleeing);
32:12, Ex 9:17, 1 S 16:15, 23:1, 2 K 7:9, Is 1:7; when the subject is introduced
by the emphatic demonstrative

hNEhi behold ! (§ 100 o and § 105 b), e. g. Gn

hr'h' %N"hi

16:11
behold, thou art with child, &c.; 27:42; frequently also in
circumstantial clauses (connected by WaÒw), cf. § 141 e, e. g. Gn 15:2, &c.

o
(b) To represent past actions or states, sometimes in independent noun-clauses,

tl{AQh;-ta, ~yairo ~['h'-lk'w>

and all the people saw the
e. g. Ex 20:18
thunderings, &c.; 1 K 1:5; in negative statements, e. g. Gn 39:23 a; sometimes in
relative clauses, e. g. Gn 39:23 b, Dt 3:2 (cf. also the frequent combination of the
participle with the article as the equivalent of a relative clause, e. g. Gn 32:10

rmeaoh†' which saidst; 12:7, 16:13, 35:1, 3, 36:35, 48:16, 2 S 15:31, &c.);
sometimes again (see n) in circumstantial clauses, especially those representing
actions or states which occurred simultaneously with other past actions, &c., e.

bvey jAlw>

g. Gn 19:1 and the two angels came to Sodom
and (i. e. while) Lot
sat, &c.; 18:1, 8, 16, 22, 25:26, Ju 13:9, 2 Ch 22:9; also with the subject
introduced by

hNEhi 37:7, 41:17. (On %leho with a following adjective or participle

to express an action constantly or occasionally recurring, cf. § 113 u.)

p
(c) To announce future actions or events, e. g. 1 K 2:2, 2 K 4:16 at this season

!Be tq,b,ñxo T.a;

when the time cometh round,
thou shalt embrace a son; so after
a specification of time, Gn 7:4, 15:14, 17:19, 19:13, Hag 2:6 (but in Is 23:15,

hy"h'w> we should rather expect a perfect consecutive, it is better to
explain tx;K;ñv.nIw>, with QimhÌi, as the 3rd sing. fem. of the perfect; on the form, cf.
where, after

§ 44 f); or in relative clauses, Gn 41:25, Is 5:5 what I am doing, i. e. am in the act
of doing; in a deliberative question, Gn 37:30; but especially often when the

hNEhi (especially also if the subject be attached as a
suffix to hNEhi as ynIn>hiÃ ^N>hi, &c.), if it is intended to announce the event as
subject is introduced by

imminent, or at least near at hand (and sure to happen), when it is called futurum
instans, e. g. Gn 6:17, 15:3, 20:3, 24:13 f., 48:21, 50:5, Ex 3:13, 8:25, 9:3, 34:10,
Jos 2:18, Ju 7:17, 9:33, 1 S 3:11, 2 K 7:2, Is 3:1, 7:14, 17:1, Jer 30:10, Zc 2:13,
3:8; with a participle passive, 2 S 20:21: cf. also § 112 t.

q
Rem. 1. As the above examples show, a noun-clause with a participle as
predicate may have for its subject either a substantive or a personal pronoun; in
both cases the participle, especially if there be a certain emphasis upon it, may

hNEhi

the subject may be
precede the subject. Also in noun-clauses introduced by
either a substantive, or (e. g. Gn 37:7) a separate personal pronoun, or a suffix

hNEhi. In the same way, the subject may also be introduced by vyE
(est, see the Lexicon) with a suffix, and in negative sentences by !yae (non est)
with a suffix, e. g. Ju 6:36 [;yviAm ^v.y<-~ai if thou wilt save; Gn 43:5
x;Lev;m. ^n>ya†e-~ai if thou wilt not send; 1 S 19:11.—In such cases as Is 14:27
hy"WjN>h; Ady" the stretched out hand is his, hy"WjN>h; is not, like hy"Wjn> in 9:11, 16,
attached to

&c., the predicate (in which case the participle could not take the article), but the
subject; cf. Gn 2:11, 45:12, Is 66:9, Ez 20:29, Zc 7:6 (cf. § 126 k), where the
participle with the article likewise refers to the present, also Nu 7:2, Dt 3:21, 4:3,
&c., 1 S 4:16. where it refers to the past. In 1 K 12:8 and 21:11 even in relative
clauses after

r

rv,a].

hy"h'

2. To give express emphasis to an action continuing in the past, the perfect
in the corresponding person is sometimes added to the participle, and similarly

hy<h.y)i (or the jussive yhiy>, or the imperfect consecutive) is used to
emphasize an action continuing in the future, e. g. Jb 1:14 Wyh' rq'B'h; tAvr>x)o
the imperfect

the oxen (cows) were plowing; Gn 37:2, 39:22, Ex 3:1, Dt 9:24, Ju 1:7, 1 S 2:11,
2 S 3:6; the same occurs with a passive participle, e. g. Jos 5:5, Zc 3:3;

hy<h.y)i

with a participle is found e. g. in Is 2:2; the jussive in Gn 1:6, y Ps 109:12; 5 and

yhyw with a participle in Ju 16:21, Neh 1:4.
s
3. The personal pronoun which would be expected as the subject of a participial
clause is frequently omitted, or at least (as elsewhere in noun-clauses, cf. Is

aWh, e. g. Gn 24:30,
37:15, 38:24, 41:1, 1 S 10:11, 15:12, Is 29:8 (the participle always after hNEhi); cf.,
26:3, y Ps 16:8, Jb 9:32) the pronoun of the 3rd pers.

moreover, Gn 32:7, Dt 33:3, 1 S 17:25, 20:1, Is 33:5, 40:19, y Ps 22:29, 33:5,

ayhi

hM'heñ

55:20, Jb 12:17, 19 ff., 25:2, 26:7.—
is omitted in Lv 18:28;
in Is 32:12,
Ez 8:12, Neh 9:3; in a relative clause, Gn 39:22, Is 24:2.—The personal pronoun

hT'a;) is omitted in Hb 2:10; the 2nd fem. (T.a;) in Gn
20:16 (where, however, for the participle tx;k;ñnOw> the 2nd fem. perf. T.x;k;ñnOw> is to
of the 2nd pers. masc. (

be read); the pronoun of the 1st sing. in Hb 1:5 (?), Zc 9:12, Mal 2:16; the 2nd

~T,a;

plur. (
) 1 S 2:24 (if the text be right), 6:3, Ez 13:7 (?). But these passages
are all more or less doubtful.

t
Of a different kind are the cases in which some undefined subject is to be

areqo yl;ae

there is one calling unto me
supplied with the participle; e. g. Is 21:11
(= one calleth; § 144 d); cf. Is 30:24, 33:4.—So with participles in the plur., e. g.

~yrIm.a)o

Ex 5:16 (
sc. the taskmasters); Jer 38:23 (in 33:5 the text is corrupt), Ez
13:7 (?), 36:13, 37:11 (equivalent to sunt qui dicant).

u
4. We must mention as a special class those noun-clauses which occur at the
beginning of a period, and are intended to lay stress upon the fact that the first

w>

action still continues on the occurrence of the second (always introduced by );

e. g. Jb 1:16 f.

ab' hw<w> rBed;m. hw< dA[ he was yet speaking, and (= when)

another came, &c.6; cf. Gn 29:9, 1 S 9:11, 27, 20:36, 1 K 14:17 she was entering
the threshold of the house, when the child died; 2 K 2:23, 4:5, Dn 9:20 f.; also in
Ju 19:22, 1 S 9:14, 17:23, 1 K 1:42, Jb 1:18 f., in all which passages the

hNEhiw>.—On the other hand, in 1 K 1:14 the nounclause itself is introduced by hNEhi (as in verse 22 by hNEhiw>), and denotes an
apodosis is introduced by

action only just impending.7 Finally, when the whole sentence is introduced by

yhiy>w: (cf. § 111 g), and the apodosis by hNEhiw>, Gn 42:35, 2 K 2:11,
13:21; without hNEhi in the apodosis, 1 S 7:10, 2 K 19:37 (Is 37:38).
means of

v
Participles active, which are used in the sense of the perfect participle, and also
participles passive, in accordance with their meaning, express in such nounclauses a state still continuing on the occurrence of the principal action, e. g. Gn

hx'l.v†' ayhiw> taceWm awhi

38:25
she was being brought forth, when she sent,
&c.; cf. Gn 50:24. [See further in Driver, Tenses, §§ 166–169).]

w
5. Different from the examples treated in u and v are the instances in which a
participle (either alone or as the attribute of a noun) stands at the beginning of
the sentence as a casus pendens (or as the subject of a compound noun-clause,
see § 143 c) to indicate a condition, the contingent occurrence of which involves

AmD' ~d'a'B†' ~d'a'h†' ~D; %pevo %peV'yI

a further consequence; e. g. Gn 9:6
shedding man's blood, i. e. if any one sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his

-lK'

blood be shed; Ex 21:12, y Ps 75:4, Pr 17:14, Jb 41:18; so especially if
every precedes the participle, Gn 4:15, 1 S 3:11 (2 K 21:12), 2 S 5:8 (whosoever

w>

smiteth), 1 Ch 11:6. The apodosis is very often introduced by (waÒw apodosis),
e. g. Ex 12:15 (with a following perfect consecutive), Nu 35:30; 1 S 2:13

x;bezO vyai-lK' !heKoh; r[;n:ò ab'W hb;z<ò when any man offered sacrifice, the
priest's servant came, &c.; 2 S 14:10 (participle with article); 22:41 (where,
however, the text is to be emended in accordance with y Ps 18:41); 2 S 23:3 f.,
Pr 23:24 Keth.; 29:9.—As in the instances discussed under u, such sentences

yhiy>w:, cf. 1 S 10:11, 11:11, 2 S 2:23 aB'h;-lK' yhiy>w:
and it came to pass, that as many as came, &c. [or by hy"h'w>, frequentative, Ju
are sometimes preceded by

tr,B,ñv.NIh;w>

19:30].—On the other hand,
Dn 8:22 is a mere catchword (equivalent
to and as for that which was broken) to call to mind the contents of verse 8.
6. On the use of the participle after the infinitive absolute

%Alh' cf. § 113 u.

x
7. Almost as a rule the participial construction beginning a sentence (like the
infinitival constructions according to § 114 r) is continued by means of a finite

w>

verb with or without , before which the English construction requires us to
supply the relative pronoun implied in the participle; thus, continued by means of
a perfect, Is 14:17

sr+'h' wyr'['w> rB'd>MiB; lbeTe ~f' that made the world as a

wilderness, and overthrew the cities thereof8; 43:7, Ez 22:3, y Ps 136:13 ff., Pr
2:17; by a perfect without WaÒw, Gn 49:11; by a simple imperfect (as the modus
rei repetitae in the present), Is 5:23, 46:6, Pr 7:8, Jb 12:17, 19 ff., 24:21; by an
imperect without WaÒw, e. g. 1 S 2:8, Is 5:8, Pr 2:14, 19:26; by an imperfect
consecutive, Gn 27:33, 35:3, 1 S 2:6, Jer 13:10 (after several participles), y Ps
18:33, 136:10 f.
Footnotes:

ar'AnÃ dm'x.n<Ã lL'hum.

1[1]

Such examples as
show plainly the origin of this gerundive
use of the participle passive. A person or thing feared, desired, or praised at all times
is shown thereby to be terrible, desirable, or praiseworthy, and therefore also to be
feared, &c.

~ySik;m. ~Y"l;

2[2]

On the other hand, in Is. 11:9 as the waters
covering the sea, the
serves only to introduce the object preceding the participle [cf. the Arabic parallels
cited by Driver, Tenses, § 135, 7 Obs.]. Cf. Hab 2:14.

l

Avo[h†'

3[1]

When, as in Jb 40:19, the participle with the noun-suffix
he that made him,
also has the article (cf. § 127 i), the anomaly is difficult to understand, since a word
determined by a genitive does not admit of being determined by the article.—No less
remarkable is the use of the constr. st. of the participle before the accusative in Jer

ytiao yter>v†'m.

yt;r>v†'m.

33:22
that minister unto me (for which there is
in verse 21). In
Am 4:13 an accusative of the product follows the genitive of the object,

hp'y[e rx;v; hveo[ maker of the morning into darknesss. In Jer 2:17 %keliAm) t[eB. is
supposed to mean at the time when he led thee; perhaps the perfect ( älAh) should be

T.r>B;v.nI (h) T'[; now thou art
broken, instead of the difficult tr,B,ñv.nI t[e. In 1 K 20:40 read hv,o[ before hN"heñw" hN"heñ.
read as in 6:15. In Ez 27:34, the ancient versions read

4[2]

On the proper force of this accusative when retained in the passive construction
cf. below, § 117 cc, &c., and § 121 c, d. So also Neh 4:12 is to be understood, and the

wyn"t.m'-[; ~yrIWsa] ABr>x; vyai girded erery one with his sword on his

builders were
side, and building.
5[1]

A jussive is practically to be supplied also in the formulae of blessing and cursing,

%WrB' blessed be … Gn 9:26, &c.; rWra' cursed art thou … 3:14, &c.
6[1]

The independent noun-clause here lays stress upon the simultaneous occurrence
(and consequently the overlapping) of the events far more forcibly than could be done

ArB.d;b. yhiy>w:

). In English it may be
by a subordinate expression of time (as e. g.
represented by scarcely had he finished speaking when. … As the above examples
show, the apodosis also frequently consists of a noun-clause.
7[2]

dA[

At the same time the preceding
still shows that what is announced is not
merely a future event, but a future event contemporaneous with something else; the

hNEhi

refers to the
case thus entirely differs from the examples given in § 112 t, where
following participle, while here it belongs properly to the apodosis, before which it is
therefore generally placed; see the examples.
8[1]

On the parallelism between the external and internal members, which appears
here and in many other examples of this kind, see the note on § 114 r.

§ 121. Construction of Passive Verbs.
Blake, 'The internal passive in Semitic,' JAOS. xxii.

a
1. Verbs which in the active take one accusative (either of the proper object, or of the
internal object, or of some other nearer definition; cf. § 117 a, p, u) may in the passive,
according to our mode of expression, be construed personally, the object of the active

rbeQ'Tiw: lxer' tm'T'ñw:

and Rachel
sentence now becoming the subject, e. g. Gn 35:19
died, and was buried, &c. The passive, however, is also used impersonally (in the 3rd
sing. masc.), either absolutely, as Dt 21:3 f., Is 16:10, Ez 16:34 (with a dative added, 2
S 17:16, Is 53:5, La 5:5), or, more frequently, with the object of the active construction

wf'[e yreb.DI-ta, hq'b.rIl. dG:YUw:

still subordinated in the accusative,1 e. g. Gn 27:42
and
there were told (i. e. one told) to Rebekah the words of Esau; 2 S 21:11, 1 K 18:13.

b

dr'y[i-ta, %Anx]l†; dleW"YIw:

Other examples are: after Niph., Gn 4:18
and unto
Enoch was born Irad (cf. Nu 26:60, and after an infinitive, Gn 21:5); Gn 17:5,

hn"T.nIw>

21:8 (after an infinitive); 29:27 (unless
is 1st plur. cohortative); Ex 21:28,
25:28, Lv 6:13, Nu 7:10 (after an infinitive); 26:55 (cf. verse 53); Dt 20:8 (where,

sM;yI

sMey:

however, for
the Hiph.
should be read, according to 1:28); Jos 7:15, Is
16:10; with the object preceding, Ex 13:7, Lv 2:8, 19:20, Nu 16:29, Dan

rv,a] equivalent to the

9:24.2—Also after PuÇal, Jer 50:20; beforePuÇal, Is 14:3 (

hd'bo[]

internal object
= which they have caused to be served by thee); Jb 22:9;
according to the Masoretic text also Gn 46:22, where, however, the Samaritan

hd'l.y)' for dL;yU; the Samaritan in Gn 35:26 and 46:27 also reads
Wdl.y)' , and this (or dL;yU) should certainly be read instead of Wdl.yU in 2 S
and LXX read

21:22.—After Hoph., Ex 10:8, 27:7, Lv 10:18, 16:27, Nu 32:5, 1 K 2:21, Pr 16:33,
Jb 30:15; after the infinitive Hoph., Gn 40:20, Ez 16:4 f.; before Hoph., Is 17:1,
21:2, Ho 10:6, Zc 13:6; after the infinitive HothpaÇel, Lv 13:55 f.

c
2. Verbs which in the active take two accusatives (§ 117 cc) retain in the passive
construction at least one accusative, namely that of the second or remoter object,
whilst the nearer object now becomes the subject. Thus, corresponding to

&'a,ñr>a; rv,a] which I will show thee (Gn 12:1) the passive is ha,r>m' hT'a; rv,a] (Ex
25:40) which thou hast been, shown, i. e. which has been shown to thee; cf. Ex 26:30

(but in Lv 13:49 with an accusative of the person); Jb 7:3. In y Ps 22:16

yx+'Aql.m; qB'd>mu depends on an assumed transitive qyBid>hi governing two accusatives
(= my tongue is made to cleave to my jaws); also in Is 1:20, WlK.auT. br,x,ñ ye shall be
devoured with the sword, br,x, is not an accus. instrumenti, but most probably an
accusative of the object retained from the active construction.3

d
Rem. 1. Examples of the retention of the second accusative are—(a) with verba

HL'ci ~yrIh' WSK'

the mountains
induendi and exuendi (§ 117 cc), y Ps 80:11,
were covered with the shadow of it (the vine); Pr 19:23. So also some of the
examples in § 116 k of passive participles of these verbs, Ju 18:11, 1 S 2:18,
17:5, 1 K 22:10, Ez 9:2, 3; 4 with the accusative preceding, Neh 4:12.—(b) with
verba copiaeand inopiae, Ex 1:7, Is 38:10 (equivalent to I must forego the
residue of my years); Is 40:20.—(c) an accusative of the result (§ 117 ii) with the
passive, Is 6:11, Zc 14:4, Jb 28:2; with the accusative preceding, Is 24:12, Mi
3:12 (Jer 26:18), Jb 15:7, 22:16.5 Also in Ez 40:17 and 46:23, the accusative

yWf['

preceding
(in 41:18 following it) can only be taken as the accusative of the
result; some general idea, such as that of place, is to be understood as the

yWf['

.—(d) an accusative of the member or part specially affected by
subject of
the action (§ 117 ll), Gn 17:11, 14, 24, Ju 1:7 (accusative before part. pass.); 2 S
15:32 (accusative with suffix after the part. pass.).

e
2. Both accusatives are retained in an unusual manner after the passive of a

aleM'yIw>

the Qal
verbum implendi in Nu 14:21; instead, however, of the Niph.
(which is sometimes used transitively elsewhere) should simply be read with the
LXX; similarly in y Ps 72:19, although there the LXX also translate the passive.

f

l.
(thus corresponding to the Greek and Latin dative), e. g. Gn 25:21 hA'hy> Al rt,['ñYEw:

3. The efficient cause (or personal agent) is, as a rule, attached to the passive by

the Lord let himself be intreated by him; cf. Lv 26:23, y Ps 73:10 and the blessing

hA'hyl†; aWh %WrB' blessed be he of the Lord Ru 2:20; cf. Gn 14:19, Ju 17:2b, 1 S
15:13; also in the plural, 1 S 23:21 2 S 2:5, y Ps 115:15).—Before the verb, Pr 14:20
and frequently; less commonly by

-!mi (called -!mi of origin = coming from), e. g. Gn

9:11; before the verb, y Ps 37:23, Jb 24:1; by

B. (instrumenti) [rarely, König § 106], Gn

~d'a'B†' by man); Nu 36:2, Is 14:3 b [but ? =wherewith it was worked (§ 52 e) with
thee; cf. Dt 21:3, König § 106; and see B. db;[' in the Lexicon], Ho 14:4, always to
9:6 (

introduce a personal agent.—On the connexion of the passive participle with a genitive
of the agent, cf. § 116 l.
Footnotes:
1[1]

When this is not recognizable either by the nota accusativi, or by its isagreement
with the passive form in gender, number, and person, it naturally cannot be
determined whether the construction is really impersonal. The construction itself can
only be explained by supposing that while using the passive form the speaker at the
same time thinks of some author or authors of the action in question, just as on the
theory of the Arab grammarians a concealed agent is included in every passive. This
accounts for the possibility (cf. § 144 g) of using the active without a specified subject
as a periphrasis for the passive.
2[1]

In 2 K 18:30
Is 36:15.

!teN"yI is to be read or -ta, is to be omitted, as in the parallel passage

3[2]

In the active, the sentence would be I will cause the sword to devour you; by the
rule stated above, under c, this would become in the passive, the sword (nom.) shall
be made to devour you (acc.). Instead of this, the remoter object is here made the
subject, and the nearer object is retained in the accusative. Otherwise, the only
possible explanation would be, according to the Arabic idiom, to cause one to devour
the sword (remoter object), i. e. to give him over to it. It would then be simplest to read

Wlk.aoT.†
~yDIB;h; vWbL'h; who was clothed in linen, Ez 9:3, would be
rt'ANh;w> hZ<h; !Amh'h,-ta, 2 Ch 31:10; but we must certainly read there rteANw: with the
LXX.—Still less can y Ps 87:3 be so explained, tAdB'k.nI being not an accusative, but
the subject of a noun-clause. On the other hand, x;Wlv' 1 K 14:6 may be explained
with Ewald in the sense of being charged with something, so that, like hW"ci it may be
4[1]

Analogous to

construed with an accusative.

~ruY"w: Ex 16:20, 26 (it became putrid) is equivalent to a passive (it was
changed), to which ~y[il'AT) is added as an accusative of the result.
5[2]

In reality

§ 144. Peculiarities in the Representation of the Subject (especially in the Verbalclause).

a
1. According to § 40 ff. most forms of the finite verb include a specification of the
subject in the form of personal afformatives (in the imperfect also in the form of
preformatives). Not infrequently, however, masculine forms are used in referring to

~T,[.d;yw)i

~t,yfi[]

. Ez 23:49;
Ru 1:8; in the imperfect, Jo 2:22, Ct 2:7; in
feminines, e. g.
the imperative, Am 4:1, Zc 13:7 (for other examples, see § 110 k). On emphasizing the
pronominal subject by the addition of the separate pronoun, see § 135 a and b.
On the masculine as prior gender, cf. § 122 g; on similar anomalies in the use of
the personal pronoun, § 135 o, in the connexion between substantive and
adjective, § 132 d, between subject and predicate, § 145 p, t, u.

b
2.The third person singular is often used impersonally, especially in the masculine, e.

yhiy>w); and it came to pass, hy"h'w> and it shall come to pass; hr'x' followed by Al, &c.,
it became hot to him, i.e. he became angry, Gn 4:6, &c.; Al rc,YEòw: lit. and it became

g.

strait to him, he was distressed, Gn 32:8; 1 also in the feminine, e. g. 1 S 30:6 (Ju

rc,Teñw: dwId'l.; Ju 11:39, Jer 7:31, Ez 12:25, Jb 15:32 (unless Atr'Wm† T. in verse
31 be the subject); cf. also the impersonal passives, Is 1:6 (hk'B.ru), 29:6 (dqeP'Ti).
10:9)

Somewhat different are the instances in which the 3rd singular feminine occurs as the
predicate of a feminine subject which is not mentioned, but is before the mini of the
speaker, e. g. Is 7:7, 14:24, Jer 10:7, Jb 4:5, 18:15 (in 2 K 24:7
this way with a feminine predicate, and in Jer 19:5

rv,a]-lB' is used in

rv,a] alone); different, too, are the

instances in which the 3rd singular masculine refers to an act just mentioned, e.g. Gn
17:11

hy"h'w> and this (the circumcision) shall be a token of a covenant, &c.

c
Rem. The expressions for natural phenomena may be either in the 3rd sing.

rAa it becomes light, 1 S 29:10 (but with an explicit
subject, Gn 44:3); rAaYEw: and it became light; so also %vix.y: it grows dark, Jer
13:16; but hk'v.x†'w> Mi 3:6; hp'[uñT' though there be darkness, Jb 11:17 ryjim.T; it
rains, Am 4:7 (where, however, the context requires the reading ryjim.a;); y Ps
50:3 hr'[]f.nI it is tempestuous.
masculine or feminine, e. g.

d
3. The indefinite personal subject (our they, one, the French on, and the German
man2) is expressed—

ar'q' one (sc. any one who named it,
see the Rem.) called (or calls) it, Gn 11:9, 16:14, 19:22, Ex 15:23; ar'q.YIw: Gn 35:8, 10,
2 S 2:16, Is 9:5; rm,aoñYw: one said, Gn 48:1, 1 S 16:4; 3 other examples are Gn 38:28
one put out a hand; Nu 23:21, 1 K 22:38, Is 6:10 Al ap'r'w> and one heals them; 8:4
(aF'yI); 46:7 (q[;c.yI); Am 6:12, Mi 2:4, Jb 27:23; by the 3rd singular feminine (hd'l.y)') Nu
(a) By the 3rd person singular masculine, e. g.

26:59.

e
Rem. The Jewish commentators, following the Arab grammarians, usually
explain these singulars by the addition of the participle (generally determinate) of

areQoh; ar'q'. This view is supported by the fact that such a
complement sometimes occurs, e.g. Is 16:10 %reDoh; %rod>yI the treader treads

the same stem, e. g.

out, for one treads out; 28:4, 24 (doth one plow continually ?); Dt 17:6 (Ez
18:32), Dt 22:8, 2 S 17:9 (Ez 33:4), Jer 9:23; with an indeterminate participle (as
in Arabic, e.g. qaÒla qaÒÈilun, a sayer says, i.e. some one says), e. g. Nu 6:9, Am
9:1; cf. above, § 116 t, and, on the whole question, Driver on 1 S 16:4.

f

Wqv.y:

(b) Very frequently by the 3rd plural masculine, e.g. Gn 29:2 for out of that well
they (i.e. people generally) watered the flocks; 26:18, 35:5, 41:14, 49:31, 1 K 1:2, Is
38:16, Ho 12:9, Jb 18:18, 34:20, Est 2:2, Neh 2:7.

g
Rem. The 3rd plur. also is sometimes used to express an indefinite subject,
where the context does not admit of a human agent or at least not of several, e.
g. Gn 34:27. In such a case the 3rd plur. comes to be equivalent to a passive, as
very commonly in Aramaic (see Kautzsch's Gramm. des Bibl. Aram., § 96. 1 c);

yli-WNmi

e.g. Jb 7:3 wearisome nights
have they allotted to me (equivalent to were
allotted to me; to make 'invisible powers' the subject is a merely artificial device);
Jb 4:19, 6:2, 18:18, 19:26, 34:20, Ez 32:25, y Ps 63:11, Pr 2:22 (in parallelism
with a passive); 9:11.

h

hM'v'ñ aAbt'-aolaaaaa

(c) By the 2nd singular masculine, e. g. Is 7:25
one will (or
can) not come thither (prop. thou wilt …); Jer 23:37, Pr 19:25, 30:28. (unless the

fpeT'Ti). Cf. also ^a]Baaaaao-d[; or simply ^a]Baaaaao (Gn
10:19, 30, 13:10 hk'a]B†o) prop. until thy coming, i. e. until one comes.
reading should be

i
(d) By the plural of the participle, e. g. Jer 38:23 and all thy wives and thy children

~yaiciAmaaaaa (prop. are they bringing out = ) they will bring out, &c.; cf. Is 32:12, Ez
13:7, Neh 6:10 (for some are coming to slay thee) and the passages discussed above,
§ 116 t.4 In 1 K 5:1 the text is corrupt.

k

aorq.li lx;Wh za' then (was it begun =) began men
to call upon, &c. (but read lxehe hz< he began).

(e) By the passive, e. g. Gn 4:26

l
4. A peculiar idiom, and one always confined to poetic language, is the not infrequent
occurrence of two subjects in a verbal sentence,5 one of the person and the other of
the thing. The latter then serves—whether it precedes or follows—to state the
instrument, organ, or member by which the action in question is performed, and may
be most often rendered in English by an adverb, as a nearer definition of the manner
of the action. All the examples of this kind have this in common, that the subject
denoting the thing takes a suffix in the same person as the personal subject.6 They
are thus distinguished from the accusatives treated in § 117 s, with which they are
often confused.

m
(a) Examples where the subject denoting the thing precedes,

hA'hy>-

la, yliAq ar'q.a, my voice—I cry unto the Lord, i.e. I cry aloud unto the Lord, y
Ps 3:5, 27:7, 142:2; ytiar'ñq'-yP†i my mouth—I cried, i.e. I cried aloud, y Ps 66:17
(cf. 17:10); Is 26:9 yvip.n: with my soul, i. e. fervently, and parallel with it yxiWr-@a;;
but yvip.n: y Ps 57:5 is rather a periphrasis for the 1st pers. I.
%leAq ylih]c); cry—thy voice (i.
e. aloud), Is 10:30; so also after an imperative, y Ps 17:13 (^B,ñr>x;) and verse 14
(^d>y)'); 60:7, 108:7 (^n>ym†iy>); after a perfect, Hb 3:15 (^ys,ñWs); after a cohortative, y

(b) Where the subject denoting the thing follows,

ydIAbK.-@a;). The subject denoting the thing stands between the
personal subject and the predicate in y Ps 44:3 ^d>y)' hT'a;.7

Ps 108:2 (

n
Rem. 1. Sometimes (as in other languages) an action is ascribed to a subject
which can only have been performed at his direction by another person; cf. e. g.
Gn 40:22 (41:13), 41:14, 43:34 (and he commanded to set before them, &c.);
46:29, 2 S 12:9.

o
2. Supposed ellipses of a definite subject are due either to a misunderstanding of
the passage, or to a corruption of the text. Thus in 1 S 24:11 after

sx'T'ñw: either

ynIy[e has dropped out (through confusion with ^yl,ñ[') or we should read with the
LXX sxua'w)'. In 2 S 13:39 (dwID' lk;T.w:) the text is obviously corrupt.
p
3. In poetic (or prophetic) language8 there sometimes occurs (supposing the text
to be correct) a more or less abrupt transition from one person to another. Thus
from the 2nd to the 3rd (i.e. from an address to a statement), Gn 49:4 (?), Is 31:6
(?), 42:20, 52:14, 61:7, Mal 2:15 (where, however, for

dGOb.yI we should

dGOb.Ti

undoubtedly read
); y Ps 22:9 [and regularly after a vocative, Is 22:16,
47:8, 48:1, 54:1, 11, Jer 22:18, 49:4, 16, Am 5:6 f., Mic 1:2 (= 1 K 22:28), Mal

yAh Is 5:8, 29:15, Jer 22:13]. From the 3rd to the 2nd
pers., Dt 32:15, Is 1:29 (but read probably ~t'D'm.x, for ~T,d>m;x], which has
caused the insertion of rv,a]), 5:8, Jer 29:19, Jb 16:7, cf. also Dt 32:17. From the

3:9, 2 K 9:31; and after

1st to the 3rd pers., La 3:1 (in a relative clause), Is 22:19. In Jb 13:28 the 3rd
pers.

aWhw> is probably employed deiktikw/j for the 1st.

Footnotes:
1[1]

In Arabic and Ethiopic the masculine is commonly used in this case, in Syriac the

~x; hot, bAj good, well, rm; bitter, rc; narrow, [r; evil
(frequently joined by yliÃ Al, &c.), which many regard as impersonal, are no doubt to

feminine.—The forms

be regarded in most cases not as forms of the 3rd pers. sing. perf., but, with Hupfeld
on y Ps 18:7, as adjectives.

2[1]

In 1 S 9:9

vyaih' (prop. the man) is used in exactly the same sense as our one
Wrm.aoY)w:

3[2]

Elsewhere in such cases
usually occurs (but not in the perfect, e. g. 1 S
23:22), so that it is doubtful whether the present reading of Gn 48:1, &c., would not be

dGEY:w: the
common form dG:uYw: is to be read; so in 50:26 for ~f,yYIw: (after a plural) either ~f;WYw: or
the 3rd plur.; in 2 K 21:23 WrB.q.YIw:.

better explained according to § 7 d, note. In Gn 48:2 for the extraordinary

4[1]

That this form of expression also (see g) comes to be equivalent to a passive is
seen from the analogy of such Aramaic passages as Dn 4:22, which exclude any idea
of human agency. Cf. Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl. Aram., § 76. 2 e at the end, and in
post.-bibl. Hebrew, e.g. Pirqe Aboth 2, 16; 3, 5, &c.

5[2]

Two subjects occur in a noun-clause in y Ps 83:19.

ymiv. is subordinated to the following passive yTi[.d;ñAn (§ 121 b); in 1 S
25:26, 33 ydIy"Ã ^d>y)' are subjects to the infinitive absolute [;veAh, according to § 113 gg.
In y Ps 69:11 read hN<[;a]w)' for hK,b.a,w)'.
6[3]

In Ex 6:3

7[4]

In several of the above examples it might naturally be supposed that the subject
denoting the thing (especially when it follows the verb) is to be explained rather as a
casus instrumentalis, i. e. as an accusative, analogous to the adverbial accusatives in
§ 118 q. But although it is true that the subject denoting the thing often defines more
closely the manner in which the action is performed, and although in similar (but still

yPi

different) examples, y Ps 89:2, 109:30, Jb 19:16,
occurs with
explanation given above must nevertheless be accepted.
8[1]

Hb'yrIq.hiw>

B. instrumentale, the

In prose, Lv 2:8; but
here is hardly the original reading. Different from
this is Gn 26:7, where there is a transition to direct narration.

§ 110. The Imperative.
Mayer Lambert, 'Sur la syntaxe de lÈimpeÃratif en heÃbreu,' in REJ. 1897, p. 106 ff.

a
1. The imperative,1 which, according to § 46, is restricted to the 2nd pers. sing. and
plur., and to positive commands, &c., may stand either alone, or in simple coordination (as in 1 K 18:44, Is 56:1, 65:18) with other imperatives:
(a) To express real commands, e.g. Gn 12:1 get thee out of thy country; or (like the
jussive) mere admonitions (Ho 10:12) and requests, 2 K 5:22, Is 5:3; On the addition

an"

of
see below, Rem. 1. The imperative is used in the sense of an ironical challenge
(often including a threat) in 1 K 2:22 ask for him the kingdom also; 22:15, Ju 10:14, Is

an"

47:12 (with
), Jer 7:21, Ez 20:39, Am 4:4, Jb 38:3f., 40:10 ff., La 4:21. The
imperative has a concessive sense in Na 3:15 (though thou make thyself many, &c.),
and in the cases discussed under f, e.g. Is 8:9 f., 29:9.

b
(b) To express permission, e.g. 2 S 18:23 after previous dissuasion, (then) run (as far
as I am concerned) ! Is 21:12, 45:11.

c
(c) To express a distinct assurance (like our expression, thou shalt have it)2 or
promise, e.g. Is 65:18 but be ye glad, &c. (i.e. ye will have continually occasion to be
glad); and Is 37:30, y Ps 110:2; in a threat, Jer 2:19. So especially in commands, the
fulfilment of which is altogether out of the power of the person addressed, e.g. Is 54:14
be far from anxiety (meaning, thou needst not fear any more); Gn 1:28, &c. (for other
examples, such as 1 K 22:12, 2 K 5:13, see below, f). Most clearly in the case of the
imperative NiphÇal with a passive meaning, e.g. Gn 42:16
be bound; Dt 32:50, Is 49:9 (Is 45:22, see below, f).

Wrs.a†'he ~T,a;w> and ye shall

d

an"

Rem. 1. The particle
age ! (§ 105) is frequently added to the imperative, as to
the jussive, sometimes to soften down a command, or to make a request in a
more courteous form (see above, a), Gn 12:13, 24:2, sometimes to strengthen
an exhortation uttered as a rebuke or threat (Nu 16:26, 20:10) or in ridicule (Is
47:12).

e
2. The imperative after the desiderative particle

Wl, Gn 23:13 (at the end of

Wl

Al

verses 5 and 14 also read
for
and join it to the following imperative) is due
to an anacoluthon. Instead of the imperfect which would be expected here after

Wl, the more forcible imperative is used in a new sentence
f
2. The imperative in logical dependence upon a preceding imperative, jussive (or
cohortative), or an interrogative sentence, serves to express the distinct assurance or
promise that an action or state will ensue as the certain consequence or a previous
action. So especially:
(a) The imperative when depending (with waÒw copulative) upon another imperative. In
this case the first imperative contains, as a rule, a condition, while the second declares
the consequence which the fulfilment or the condition will involve. The imperative is
used for this declaration, since the consequence is, as a matter of fact, intended or

Wf[] taoz Wyx.w)i

this do,
desired by the speaker (cf. divide et impera), e.g. Gn 42:18
and live, i.e. thus shall ye continue to live. Gn 17:1, 1 K 22:12, 2 K 5:13, Is 36:16,

W[v.W)'hiw> ), Jer 6:16, Am 5:4, 6, y Ps 37:27, Pr 3:3f., 4:4, 7:2, 13:20 Keth., Jb
2:9, 2 Ch 20:20; in Jer 25:5, Jb 22:21 an" is added to the first imperative. In other
45:22 (

cases, the first imperative contains a mocking concession, the second an irrevocable

WTxoñw" ~yMi[; W[roñ

denunciation, e.g. Is 8:9
(continue to) make an uproar, O ye
peoples, and ye shall be broken in pieces; cf. verse 9 b.

g
Rem. 1. If a promise or threat dependent on an imperative be expressed in the
3rd pers. then the jussive is naturally used instead of the 2nd imperative Is 8:10,
55:2.

h
2. In Pr 20:13 the second imperative (containing a promise) is attached by
asyndeton; elsewhere two imperatives occur side by side without the copula,
where the second might be expected to be subordinated to the first, e.g. Dt 2:24

vr' lxeh' (where vr' is virtually, as it were, an object to lxeh' ) begin, take in
possession for to take in possession (cf., however, Ju 19:6 !yliw> an"-la,Ah) ) be
content, I pray thee, and tarry all night, and on this kind of co-ordination in

%le ¿Wkl.ÀÃ ~Wq ¿WmWqñÀ

, when
general, cf. § 120 d). But such imperatives as
immediately preceding a second imperative, are for the niost part only equivalent
to interjections, come ! up !

i

(b) The imperative, when depending (with waÒw copulative) upon a jussive
(cohortative), or an interrogative sentence, frequently expresses also a consequence
which is to be expected with certainty, and often a consequence which is intended, or

hyEx.w),

and thou shalt live; cf.
in fact an intention; cf. Gn 20:7 and he shall pray for thee,
Ex 14:16, 2 K 5:10, Jb 11:6, y Ps 128:5 the Lord bless thee … so that (or in order that)

aceAhw>

thou seest, &c.; Ru 1:9, 4:11; after a cohortative, Gn 12:2, 45:18, Ex 3:10
that
thou mayest bring forth; Ex 18:22, 1 S 12:17, 1 K 1:12; Jer 35:15 (after imperative and
jussive); after an interrogative sentence, 2 S 21:3 where with shall I make atonement,

Wkr]b†'W that ye may bless, &c.—In Nu 5:19 the imperative without w> (in 32:23 with w> ) is
used after a conditional clause in the sense of a definite promise.

k
Rem. The 2nd sing. masc. occurs in addressing feminine persons in Ju 4:20 (

dmo[], according to QimhÌi an infinitive, in which case, however, the infinitive
absolute dmo[' should be read; but probably we should simply read ydIm.[i with
Moore), Mi 1:13 and Zc 13:7 (after yrIW[ ); and in Is 23:1, the 2nd plur. masc. (On
the four forms of the 2nd fem. plur. imperative in Is 32:11, erroneously explained
here in former editions, see now § 48 i). In Na 3:15 the interchange of masc. and
fem. serves to express totality (the nation in all its aspects). Cf., moreover, § 145
p on other noticeable attempts to substitute the corresponding masculine forms
for the feminine.
Footnotes:
1[1]

On the close relation between the imperative and jussive (both in meaning and
form), cf. § 46 and § 48 i.
2[2]

Like the threatening formulae in the Latin comic writers, e.g. vapula, Ter. Phorm.
v. 6, 10 = vapulare te iubeo, Plaut. Curc. vi. 4, 12.

§ 46. The Imperative.

a
1. The ground-forms of the Imperative,
quçtÌuçl), and

ljoq. (properly qetÌuçl, which is for an original

lj;q. (see below, c), the same in pronunciation as the forms of the Infin.

constr. (§ 45), are also the basis for the formation of the Imperfect (§ 47).1 They
represent the second person, and have both fem. and plur. forms. The third person is
supplied by the Imperfect in the Jussive (§ 109 b); and even the second person must
always be expressed by the Jussive, if it be used with a negative, e. g.
occidas (not

ljoq.Ti-la; ne

ljoq.-la;). The passives have no Imperative, but it occurs in the

reflexives, as NiphÇal and HithpaÇeÒl.2

b
2. The Afformatives of the 2nd sing. fem. and the 2nd plur. masc. and fem. are
identical in every case with those of the Imperfect (§ 47 c). In the same way, the
Imperative of the 2nd sing. masc., in common with the Imperfect, admits of the

h¤'

paragogicum (§ 48 i), as, on the other hand, there are certain
lengthening by the
shortened forms of this person analogous to the Jussive (§ 48 5).

c
Rem. 1. Instead of the form

ljoq. (sometimes also plene, e. g. rAmv. Ec 12:13;

-lj'q.

before Maqqeph
with QamesÌ hÌatÌuph), those verbs which have an a in the
final syllable of the Imperf. (i. e. especially verbs middle eÒ) make their Imperative

lj;q., e. g. vb;l. dress ! (Perf. vb;l' and vbel'); bk;v. lie down ! in
pause bk+'v. 1 S 3:5, 6, 9.

of the form

d
2. The first syllable of the sing. fem. and plur. masc. are usually to be

ykip.vi, &c., without Dagesë lene,
and even Wkv.m†i with Metheg, Ex 12:21; but cf. yPis.ai Jer 10:17, and with the
same phonetic combination yPif.x, Is 47:2; see analogous cases in § 93 m); less
frequently we find an oç instead of the iç, e. g. ykil.m' rule, Ju 9:10; Wkv.m' draw, Ez
32:20; Wbr>x' Jer 2:12 (cf. ybir+'x\ Is 44:27); on ymis\q†' 1 S 28:8 QereÖ, yqi['ñcÕ Jer.
pronounced with SèewaÖ mobile (qiçtÌeliÖ, qiçlÌeluÖ, and so

22:20 (cf. 1 K 13:7), see § 10 h. This oç arises (see above, a) from a singular
ground-form quçtÌuçl, not from a retraction of the original uç of the second syllable.

We must abandon the view that the forms with iç in the first syllable (cf. also

yrIm.aiÃ yrIg>xiÃ yrIk.miÃ yrIb.[i) arise from a weakening of the characteristic vowel
oç. They, or at least some of them, must rather be regarded with Barth (ZDMG.
1889, p. 182) as analogous to the original iç-imperfects. See further analogies in
§§ 47 i and 48 i; 61 b, 63 n.

e

Wrz†iG> 1 K 3:26; from [m;v.Ã W[m'ñv., &c.;
similarly the 2nd sing. fem. in pause is yrIbo[] Is 23:12; even, without the pause
ykiAlñm. Ju 9:10, 12, Keth.; ymiAsñq. 1 S 28:8, Keth. (cf. with this also hk'Alm., &c., §
48 i); from xm;f.Ã yxim'ñf. Jo 2:21.
The pausal form of the 2nd plur. masc. is

f

![;m;ñv. occurs once, in Gn 4:23 (for hn"[.m;ñv.) with loss of
the h¤' and insertion of a helping vowel, unless it is simply to be pointed !'[.m;ñv..
Also instead of the abnormal !a,r>qi Ex 2:20 (for hn"ar,ñq.) we should perhaps read
as in Ru 1:20 !'ar,ñq. (cf. !'ac,òm. 1:9 and !'k.leñ 1:12).
3. In the 2nd plur. fem.

On the examples of a 2nd plur. fem. in

¤'ñ, Is 32:11, see § 48 i.

Footnotes:
1[1]

The Infin. absol., like the Greek Infin., is also sometimes used for the Imperative (§
113 bb). Cf. in general, Koch, Der semitische Inf. (Schaffhausen, 1874).
In HophÇal an Imperative is found only twice (Ez 32:19, Jer. 49:8), and closely
approximating in meaning to the reflexive.
2[2]

§ 109. Use of the Jussive.

a
As the cohortative is used in the 1st pers., so the jussive is especially found in the 2nd
and 3rd pers. sing. and plur. to express a more or less definite desire that something
should or should not happen (cf. for its form, which frequently coincides with that of the
ordinary imperfect,1 § 48 f, g). More particularly its uses may be distinguished as
follows:
1. The jussive standing alone, or co-ordinated with another jussive:

b
(a) In affirmative sentences to express a command, a wish (or a blessing), advice, or a
request; in the last case (the optative or precative) it is frequently strengthened by the
addition of an". Examples: Gn 1:3 rAa yhiy> let there be light ! Gn 1:6, 9, 11, &c. (the
creative commands); Nu 6:26 the Lord lift up his countenance upon thee, and give
thee peace ! cf. verse 25. After particles expressing a wish, Gn 30:34 yhiy>

Wl I would it

might be; y Ps 81:9 yli-[m;v.Ti-~ai if thou wouldest hearken unto me ! As a humble
request, Gn 44:33 … l[;y:ò r[;N:òh;w> … ^D>b.[;
&c., and let the lad go up, &c., Gn 47:4.

an"-bv,y)e let thy servant, I pray thee, abide,

c
(b) In negative sentences to express prohibition or dissuasion, warning, a negative
wish (or imprecation), and a request. The prohibitive particle used before the jussive
(according to § 107 o) is almost always -la; (in negative desires and requests
frequently an"-la; ); e.g. Ex 34:3 ar'yE-la;

vyai neither let any man be seen ! Pr 3:7 be
not ( yhiT.-la; ) wise in thine own eyes ! Jb 15:31 !mea]y);-la; ne confidat. In the form of a
request (prayer), Dt 9:26 txev.T;-la; destroy not ! 1 K 2:20, y Ps 27:9, 69:18.
d
Rem. 1. The few examples of aol with the jussive could at most have arisen from
the attempt to moderate subsequently by means of the jussive (voluntative) form
what was at first intended to be a strict command ( aol with imperf. indic.);
probably, however, they are either cases in which the defective writing has been
misunderstood (as in 1 K 2:6, Ez 48:14), or (as in Gn 24:8) instances of the
purely rhythmical jussive form treated below, under k. Moreover, cf. @seAy aol Jo
2:2 and from the same verb Gn 4:12 (unless it is to be referred to h) and Dt 13:1.
The same form, however, appears also to stand three times for the cohortative

(see below), and in Nu 22:19 for the ordinary imperfect (but see below, i). Thus it
is doubtful whether an imaginary by-form of the ordinary imperf. is not intended
by the Masora in all these cases, and whether consequently @siAy, &c., should
not be restored.—On ^n>y[†e

sAxt'-aol,† &c., Dt 7:16, 13:9, &c., Ez 5:11, &c., cf. §
72 r, according to which sWxt' should probably be read in every case.—The
jussive appears in the place of the cohortative after aol 1 S 14:36 ( raev.n:-aol†w> coordinated with two cohortatives), 2 S 17:12; cf. Is 41:23 Keth. ( arnw, i.e. ar,nEòw>,
after another cohortative); also (see above) @seao aol Dt 18:16, Ho 9:15, and
even without aol Ez 5:16.
e
2. -la; with the jussive (or imperf., cf. § 107 p) is used sometimes to express the
conviction that something cannot or should not happen; cf. Is 2:9 (where,
however, the text is very doubtful) ~h,l'

aF'Ti-la;w> and thou canst not possibly
forgive them [R. V. therefore forgive them not]; y Ps 34:6, 41:3, 50:3, 121:3 ( !TeyIla; ); Pr 3:25, Jb 5:22 ar'yTi-la; neither needest thou be afraid; 20:17, 40:32.

f
2. The jussive depending on other moods, or in conditional sentences:
(a) Depending2 (with WaÒw) on an imperative or cohortative to express an intention or
an assurance of a contingent occurrence, e.g. Gn 24:51 take her and go, and let her
be ( yhit.W prop. and she will be) …; 30:3, 31:37, 38:24, Ex 8:4, 9:13, 10:17, 14:2, Jos
4:16, Ju 6:30, 1 S 5:11, 7:3, 1 K 21:10, y Ps 144:5, Pr 20:22, Jb 14:6. Also after
interrogative sentences, which include a demand, Est 7:2 (say) what is thy desire …,

f['tew> and it shall (i.e. in order that it may) be granted ! 1 K 22:20, Is 19:12, Jb 38:34f
Depending on a cohortative, e.g. Gn 19:20 hM'v'ñ aN" hj'l.M†'ai oh, let me escape
thither … yvip.n: yxit.W that my soul may live; even after a simple imperf. (cf. below, g), 1
K 13:33 whosoever would, he consecrated him … yhiywI that he might be a priest (read
!heKo ) of the high places, but probably the LXX reading yhiy>w: is to be preferred.
g
Rem. In 2 Ch 35:21 a negative final clause with -la;w> is dependent on an

imperative, forbear from (meddling with) God … that he destroy thee not. As a
rule, however, negative final clauses are attached to the principal sentence by
means of aolw> and a following imperfect; so after an imperative, Gn 42:2, 1 K
14:2, 18:44; after a jusaive, Ex 30:20, Neh 6:9; after a perfect consec., Ex 28:35,
43, 30:12, Nu 18:5; after aol with an imperfect, Lv 10:6, Nu 18:9, Dt 17:17 neither
shall he multiply wives unto himself ( Abb'l.

rWsy" aolw> ) that his heart turn not
away; 1 S 20:14, 2 S 21:17, Jer 11:21; after -la; with jussive, Lv 10:9, 11:43,
16:2, 2 S 13:25, Jer 25:6, 37:20, 38:24 f.; after the asseverative ~ai with the

impft., Gn 14:23; even after a simple imperfect, Jer 10:4 with nails … they fasten
it ( qypiy"

aolw> ) that it move not; after a participle, Jb 9:7.

h
(b) Frequently in conditional sentences (as in Arabic), either in the protasis or in the
apodosis, cf. y Ps 45:12 wa;t.yI should he desire … then …; 104:20 yhiywI … tv,T'ñ if thou
makest darkness, then it is night; so also in the protasis, Ex 22:4, Lv 15:24, Is 41:28,
Ez 14:7 ( l[;y:òw> ), Jb 34:29; in the apodosis, Ex 7:9 then will it (not, then shall it)
become a serpent; Pr 9:9 after an imperat. in the protasis; Jb 10:16, 13:5, 22:28. In a
negative apodosis, Gn 4:12 ( @seto-aol,† but see above, d). In 2 K 6:27 %[eviAy)-la; (if
the Lord do not help thee, &c.) is to be explained as a jussive in a negative protasis.

i
Rem. Undoubtedly this use of the jussive (in conditional sentences) is based on
its original voluntative meaning; let something be so and so, then this or that
must happen as a consequence. Certain other examples of the jussive, however,
show that in the consciousness of the language the voluntative has in such cases
become weakened almost to a potential mood, and hence the jussive serves to
express facts which may happen contingently, or may be expected, e.g. Nu
22:19 ( @seYO-hm;, but cf. above, d); Jb 9:33 there is no daysman betwixt us, that
might lay ( tvey", hence plainly a subjunctive = qui ponat; also in Nu 23:19 bZEk;yw)i
that he should lie is probably intended as a jussive); Ec 5:14; so after
interrogative sentences, Jer 9:11 who is the wise man, !bey"w> qui intelligat hoc?;
Ho 14:10.

k
Moreover, in not a few cases, the jussive is used, without any collateral sense,
for the ordinary imperfect form. and this occurs not alone in forms, which

mayarise from a misunderstanding of the defective writing, as Dt 28:21, 36, 32:8,
1 K 8:1, Is 12:1, Mi 3:4, 5:8, y Ps 11:6, 18:12, 21:2, QereÖ ( lg<Y"ò-hm;, Keth. lygIy" ),
25:9, 47:4, 90:3, 91:4, 107:29, Pr 15:25, Jb 13:27, 15:33, 18:9, 20:23, 37:22,
33:11, 36:14, 38:24 Ec 12:6 (verse 7 bvoy", but immediately afterwards bWvT' ),
Dn 8:12, —but also in shortened forms, such as yhiy> Gn 49:17 (Sam. hy<h.yI ), Dt
28:8, 1 S 10:5, 2 S 5:24, Ho 6:1, 11:4, Am 5:14, Mi 1:2, Zp 2:13, Zc 9:5, y Ps
72:16 f. (after other jussives), 104:31, Jb 18:12, 20:28, 26, 28, 27:8, 33:21,
34:37, Ru 3:4. This use of the jussive can hardly be due merely to poetic licence,
but is rather to be explained on rhythmical grounds. In all the above-cited
examples, in fact, the jussive stands at the beginning of the sentence (and hence
removed as far as possible from the principal tone), in others it is immediately
before the principal pauae (Is 42:6, 50:2, y Ps 68:15, Pr 23:25, Jb 24:14, 29:3,
40:19), or actually in pause (Dt 32:18, Jb 23:9, 11, La 3:50), and is then a simply
rhythmical shortening due to the strong influence of the tone. Moreover, since the
jussive in numerous cases is not distinguished in form from the imperfect (§ 48
g), it is frequently doubtful which of the two the writer intended. This especially
applies to those cases, in which a subjunctitve is to be expressed by one or other
of the forms (cf. § 107 k and m–x).
Footnotes:
With regard to verbs h¾¾l, it is true that the full form of the imperfect is frequently
used with the meaning of the jussive (as also for the cohortative, see § 108 a, note 2),
1[2]

e.g. ha,r>yI-la; Jb 3:9 (but previously wq;y> let it look for !): especially in (Neh 2:3) and
immediately before the principal pause, Gn 1:9 ha,r'T†e; Ju 6:39 hy<h.y)i, but previously an"-

yhiy>; Is 47:3 ha,r'T†e, proviously lG"Ti; y Ps 109:7. On the attempt to distinguish such
jussives from the imperfect by means of a special meaning h¤e, see § 75 hh.
2[1]

This does not include the cases in which the jussive is not logicnlly dependent on a
preceding imperat., but is merely co-ordinated, e.g. Gn 20:7, y Ps 27:14, &c.

§ 94. Formation of Feminine Nouns

a

h¤'

1. The feminine ending
, when appended to the masculine forms treated in § 93,
effects in almost all cases the same changes as are produced in the masculine forms
by the addition of a light suffix, since in both cases the tone is moved one place farther
forward (see § 92 b). The following scheme is based on the same division into four
classes, with their subdivisions, as in § 93; a few special forms will be treated in § 95
in connexion with the paradigms of feminine nouns.

b
Paradigm I: segholate forms, with the feminine ending always added to the ground-

hK'l.m; queen, hf'b.K;, and with attenuation of aç to iç hf'b.Ki lamb, hP'c.rI hot
stone, Is 6:6 (from another root hp'c.r)I; see Baer on Ez 40:17), hq'z>x, strength (unless
belonging to Paradigm b); (b) hr't.si covering (masc. rt,señ); hn"d>[, pleasure (!d,[eñ), not
to be confounded with the unchangeable forms with a prefixed m, derived from h¾¾l
stems, as hw"c.mi command, plur. tAc.mi; (c) hD,l.xu, proper name (dl,xoñ mole), hl'k.a'
food (lk,aoñ); (d) hr'[]n); girl (r[;n:ò); ( f ) hv'a.B' weed, tr'h\j†' purity (rh'joñ); (g) hl'w>[;
wrong (also hl'A[, Paradigm i); (i) hd'yce victuals (masc. dyIc;ò, cr. Paradigm h); from qitÌl
and qutÌl-forms, hn"yBi understanding, hp'Ws tempest; (k) hy"l.a; fat tail (as if from ylia]),
hy"b.vi (aç attenuated to iç) captivity(ybiv.), hy"w>li wreath (probably an original qitÌl-form); (l)
hY"x; life hD'mi measure (attenuated from hD'm;). Adjectives derived from [¾¾[ stems
also belong in flexion to this class, as hB'r; multa, with middle guttural h['r' mala; (m)
hM'zI plan; (n) hQ'xu statute (qxo).
form, (a)

c

hm'q'n> vengeance (~q'n"); (b) hm'r'a] earth; (c)
hl'ben> corpse; (d) hp'yE[] languida; (f) hp'y" beautiful, hc'q' end (from hp,y"Ã hc,q'). From
stems W¾¾[ arise such forms as hd'[e (masc. d[e, properly part. Qal from dw[) female
witness. From the ground-form qaçtÌuçl, hQ'mu[] profunda (masc. qmo['), hD'bu[] servitude,
Paradigm II: ground-form qaçtÌaçlaçt, &c., (a)

&c.

d
Paradigm III: unchangeable vowel in the first, changeable in the second syllable, (a)

hd'“leY*o a woman with child (cf. the examples in § 84a s, and the retention of the eÒ in the
part. PiÇeÒl, Ex 22:17, 23:26; in the HithpaÇeÒl 1 K 14:5f.), but also with the change of the

hb'v.y( dwelling, Na 3:8. However, in these participial forms the
feminine is mostly indicated by t¤, (see below, h); (c) hl'AG those of the captivity
(masc. hl,AG), but also with a return of the final YoÖdh, hY"mih)o clamorous, Pr 7:11, and
the examples in § 75 v. On the aÖ of the participles of verbs W¾¾[, which also belong to
this class, such as hr'z" peregrina, cf. § 72 g.
eÒ (originally iç) into SèewaÖ,

e
Paradigm IV: originally changeable vowel in the first syllable, unchangeable in the
second, (a)
(b)

hl'doG> magna, hd'ysix] stork, properly pia; hl'WtB. virgin, properly seiuncta;

hy"nI[] misera.

f

t is added as feminine ending in forms like tykiB. weeping (masc. ykiB., §
93 x, a), tyrIB. covenant; but feminine participles of verbs a¾¾l, as taceyOÃ tacemo, may
2. A simple

be due to contraction from yoÖsÌeÊÈet, &c. (hardly to lengthening of the iç in the ground-

taec.Am)Ã taevo.n* (see § 74 i) are to be explained on the
analogy of the forms treated in § 93 t. Apart from the h¾¾l formations, we find the
simple t in the participle tr;v'm. 1 K 1:15, contracted from T.t.r;v'm.. But T.d>l;YOw> Gn
16:11, Ju 13:5, 7 is the ground-form of the ptcp. td,l,ñYOw> (as in the same connexion in
Gn 17:19, Is 7:14), cf. § 80 d and the Qere T.b.v; &c., discussed in § 90 n.
form moÖsÌi), whilst forms like

g

t

The forms which arise by appending the feminine to masculine nouns with a
changeable vowel in a closed final syllable are, as a rule, developed exactly in the
same way as masculine segholate forms. Thus there arise in Paradigm I (a) from

T.r>b;G> (for original gebirt; § 69 c), the form tr,k,ñG> mistress (but only in construct st.; in Is
47:7 also r[; tr,b,ñG> are to be taken together; the absolute st. is hr'ybiG>); from
T.k.l;m.Ã tk,l,ñm. queen (in Paradigm II, a); tt,x,ñP. (tx;P. = tx;P;ñ pit) Lv 13:55; (c) rdeG"
wall, tr,d,ñG> (from T.r>d;G> = gedirt; cf. !q;z> as construct st. of !qiz"); on the other hand,

tv,meñx]) is construct st. of hV'mix]) five, with lengthening of the original iç of T.v.mix]).
h
Formations with a changeable oÒ in the second syllable belonging to this class are

tv,xñn> bronze (from T.v.xun>), tn<toñK. the constr. st. of tn<ToñKu coat, perhaps also tb,toñK.
writing (unless it be obscured from bt'K., § 93, Paradigm IV, c).—Paradigm III, (a)
tm,t,ñxo (from T.m.t;xo), masc. ~t'Ax seal; (b) tq,n<òAy (properly sucking) sprout (in pause,
e. g. tr,b'ñxo Ex 26:4, &c.), and so most feminines of participles ljeqo. On this transition
of the ground-form qoÖtÌilt to T.l.j;qo (regularly before suffixes in ATq.n:Ay)Ã ATd>l;y)o, &c.), cf.
§ 69 c; qoÖtÌalt serves as the ground-form under the influence of a guttural as well as

t[;d;ñyO

[;deyO

before suffixes, e. g.
, feminine of
knowing; in a wider sense,
may also be included here, see § 95, Paradigm IV, c.
On the endings

tW and ty¤i, see § 86 k, l, § 95 at the end.

tl,GOòl.GU, skull

§ 92. Vowel Changes in the Noun.

a
1. Vowel changes in the noun may be caused (a) by dependence on a following
genitive; (b) by connexion with pronominal suffixes, (c) by the plural and dual
terminations, whether in the form of the absolute state or of the construct (before a
following genitive of a noun or suffix).

b
2. In all these cases, the tone of the noun is moved forward either one or two syllables,
while the tone of the construct state may even be thrown upon the following word. In
this way the following changes may arise:—
(a) When the tone is moved forward only one place, as is the case when the plural and

~y¤iÃ tA

~YI¤;ñ

and
are affixed, as well as with all monosyllabic or
dual endings
paroxytone suffixes, then in dissyllabic nouns the originally short vowel of the first
syllable (which was lengthened as being in an open syllable before the tone) becomes
SèewaÖ, since it no longer stands before the tone. On the other hand, the originally short,
but tone-lengthened vowel, of the second syllable is retained as being now the

rb'D' word (ground-form daçbaçr), plur. ~yrIb'D>; with a light suffix
beginning with a vowel, yrIb'D>Ã Wnreñb'D>; plur. yr;b'D>Ã ^yr,ñb'D>, &c. @n"K'wing, dual ~yIp;ñn"K..
With an unchangeable vowel in the second syllable: dyqiP' overseer, plur. ~ydIyqiP.;
with the suffix of the sing. ydIyqiP.Ã WndeñqiP., &c.; with the suff. of the plur.
yd;qiP.Ã ^yd,ñyqiP., &c. With an unchangeable vowel in the first syllable: ~l'A[ eternity,
plur. ~ymil'A[), with suff. ymil'A[), &c.1
pretonic vowel; e. g.

c

ljeqo, with tone-lengthened eÒ (originally iç) in the second
syllable, the eÒ regularly becomes SèewaÖ mobile before a tone-bearing affix, e. g. byEao
enemy, plur. ~ybiy>a)o, with suff. ybiy>a)o, &c. Likewise in words of the form lJeqiÃ lJeq;, &c.
(with eÒ in the second syllable; § 84b d, l, p; § 85 i and k), e. g. ~Leai dumb, plur.
~ymiL.ai.
But in participles of the form

d
(b) When the tone of the construct state, plural or dual, is carried over to the following
word, or, in consequence of the addition of the grave suffixes to the constr. st. plur. or
dual, is moved forward two places within the word itself, in such cases the originally

short vowel of the second syllable becomes SèewaÖ, while the vowel of the first syllable
reverts to its original shortness, e. g.

~['h' yreb.DI the words of the people, ~k,ñyreb.DI

~h,ñyreb.DI

your words,
their words (in all which instances the iç of the first syllable is
attenuated from an original aç).

e
In the segholate forms in the singular and mostly in the dual the suffix is

yKil.m; my king, WnKeñl.m;, &c.); on the other hand,
before the endings ~y¤iÃ tA (sometimes also before ~yI¤;ñ) a Qames regularly
appended to the ground-form (

occurs,2 before which the vowel of the first syllable then becomes vocal SèewaÖ

~ykil'm.Ã tAkl'm.). This QamesÌ (on which cf. § 84a a) remains even before the
light suffixes, when attached to the plur. masc. (yk;l'm.Ã ^yk,ñl'm., &c.). On the
(

other hand, the constr. st. plur. and dual, regularly, according to d, has the form

ykel.m;, with grave suffix ~k,ykel.m;, &c., ytel.D; from ~yIt;ñl'D> folding-doors.
f

^

(c) Before the SèewaÖ mobile which precedes the suffix when following a consonant,
the a-sound, as a rule, is the only tonelengthened vowel which remains in the final

^ñm.D†'Ã ^ñr>b†'D>

, &c. (on
syllable (being now in an open syllable before the tone), e. g.
the forms with eÒ in the second syllable, see § 93 qq); but before the grave suffixes

~k,¤. and zk,¤. in the same position it reverts to its original shortness, as ~k,r>b;D>
(debhaçrkheÊm), &c. In the same way the tonelengthened aÒ or eÒ of the second syllable in
the constr. st. sing. also becomes short again, since the constr. st. resigns the
principal tone to the following word, e. g.

~yhil{a/ rb;D> È tyIB;ñh; rc;x] (from rcex').

g
Rem. The Masora (cf. Diqduqe ha-tÌeamim, p. 37) reckons thirteen words which
retain QamesÌ in the constr. st. some of which had originally aÖ and therefore need

~l'Wa or ~l'au 1 K 7:6, Ez 40:48, &c. (in
spite of the conser. st. plur. yMel;a†u); xj'b.mi y Ps 65:6, Pr 25:19; bC'm; 1 S 13:23
(so Baer, but ed. Mant., Ginsburg, &c. bC;m;); lq'v.mi Ezr 8:30 and !T'm; Pr 18:16

not be considered. On the other hand,

are very peculiar.

h
3. The vowel changes in the inflexion of feminine nouns (§ 95) are not so

considerable, since generally in the formation of the feminine either the original vowels
have been retained, or they have already become SèewaÖ.

i
Besides the vowel changes discussed above in a–g, which take place according
to the general formative laws (§§ 25–28), certain further phenomena must also
be considered in the inflexion of nouns, an accurate knowledge of which requires
in each case an investigation of the original form of the words in question (see

h of h¾¾l stems before all
formative additions (cf. § 91 d), the sharpening of the final consonant of [¾¾[
stems in such cases as qxoÃ yQixu, &c.
§§ 84–86). Such are, e. g., the rejection of the

k
A striking difference between the vowel changes in the verb and noun is that in a
verb when terminations are added it is mostly the second of two changeable

lj;q'Ã hl'j.q†'Ã Wlj.q†'), but in a noun, the first

vowels which becomes SèewaÖ (
(

rb'D'Ã yrIb'D>Ã ~yrIb'D>), cf. § 27. 3.

Footnotes:

^x]D†;nI Dt 30:4, AxD>nI 2 S 14:13, and some plurals of the
participle Niph. of verbs a¾¾l form an exception; cf. § 93 oo.
1[1]

The participlesNiphÇal

2[1]

For the rare exceptions see § 93 l and § 97 f, note 2.

§ 84b. Formation of Nouns from the Intensive Stem.

a
This includes all forms which have arisen, either through the doubling of the middle
radical, or the repetition of one or of two consonants of the simple stem.

VI. Nouns with the Middle Consonant sharpened.
As in the corresponding verbal stems (cf. § 52 f ), so also in some nounformations of this class, the DagesÛ in the second radical expresses an
intensification of the idea of the stem, either emphasizing the energy of the
action or relation, or else indicating a longer continuance of the relation or state.
Other nouns of this character are evidently only by-forms of the nouns derived
from the simple stem, which were treated in the last section: cf. the instances
adduced under f and g, and Barth, Nominalbildung, Introd., p. x.

b
17. The ground-form qaÁtæÌaÁl is mostly lengthened in Hebrew to

lJ'q;; cf. lY"a; a

hl'Y"a;, constr.st. tl,Y<Ða; (from ’aÁyyaÁlt); cf. also the fem. (originating
from Qal) hb'h'l†, a flame (according to § 27 q for laÁhhaÒbhaÒ), hb'r'x†' dry land (for
hÌarraÒbhaÒ), tq,L,ñD; and tx;D;ñq; a burning fever, hv'B'ñy: and tv,B,ñy: dry land, t[;B;ñj; a
seal-ring, tp,x,ñv; comumption. Adjectives of this class ( ' intensified participles of
the active verb', Barth, ibid., § 33) are aJ'x; sinful, xG"n: wont to gore, aN"q; jealous,
vx'K, (for kahÌhÌaÖsÛ, by § 22 c) lying. Nomina opificum also, curiously enough, are
stag, fem.

so treated in Hebrew (at least in the constr. state of the sing.), although the
corresponding Arabic form qaÁttaÖl points to an original (unchangeable) aÖ in the

bN"G: a thief, !Y"D; a judge (constr. st. !Y:D; y Ps 68:6), xB'j; a
cook, vr'x' (for hÌarraÖsÛ) artificer ( constr. st. vr;x', but plur. constr. yver'x'†); vr'P'
horseman (for parraÖsÛ), const. st. vr;P' Ez 26:10.
second syllable; cf.

c

hx,ci

ha,GE

18. The ground-form qiÁtæÌaÁl appears in
dry,
haughty (the, being iÁ
lengthened to eÒ according to § 22 c), if these forms go back to original sÌiihÌhÌaÁy,
giÁ”aÁy. On the analogy, however, of the adjectives denoting defects (see d
below), we should rather expect a ground-form qiát \iÿl; moreover, Õiwwalt,
ground-form of the fem.
69 c.

tl,W<Ðai foolishness, goes back to an original iwwilt, see §

19. The ground-form quÁtæÌaÁl and quát \uál; cf. the fem.

tm,S,ñKu spelt, tn<ToñKu coat.

d
20. The ground-form qaÁtæÌiÁl from the intensive stem, the infinitives Pi‘eÒl of the
form

lJeq;.
lJeqi

21. The ground-form quát iál in Hebrew lengthened to
. Of this form are a
considerable number of adjectives which denote a bodily or mental fault or

rJeai disabled, ~Leai dumb, !BeGI hump-backed, rWE[i blind, vrexe deaf
(for hÌirreÒsÛ), x;SePi lame, x;reqe bald, vQe[i perverse; x;QePi open-eyed follows the
defect. Cf.

same analogy.

e
22. The ground-form qaÁtæÌaÖl, cf. the remarks in b above, on the nomina opificum;

hr'Q'B; a
searching out; hv'Q'B; a request; with middle guttural (see § 22 c) hc'a'n),
contumely; but cf. also .yt,ñAca†'n" Ez 35:12, with full lengthening of the original aÁ
before a ’ hm'x')n< comfort. From the attenuation of the aÁ of this form to iÁ arises
moreover, to this class belong infinitives PiÇeÒl of the Aramaic form

undoubtedly:
23. The ground-form qiÁtæÌaÖl e.g.

rK'ai husbandman (Arab.ÕaÁkkaÖr).

24 The ground-form qiÁtæÌoÖl, most probably only a variety of the form qaÁtæÌaÖl with
the aÁ attenuated to iÁ (as in No. 23), and the aÖobscured to oÖ (as in n and r); cf.

rABGI hero (Arab. g&ÁbbaÖr), rASyIcaviller, rAPci ( piper or chirper) a bird,
rAKvidrunkard. On the other hand, dALyI born probably arises from yulloÖd, an old
participle passive of Qal, the uÁ being dissimilated in the sharpened syllable
before oÖ: so Barth, ibid., p. 41 f.

f

lyjiq;, almost exclusively of persons, who possess
some quality in an intensive manner, e. g.ryBia; strong, qyDIc; righteous, x;yrIB'
fugitive ( for barriÖahÌ ), #yrI[' violent (for < theb>‰aárriÆs\ ).
25. The ground-form qaÁtæÌiÖl,

That some of these are only by-forms of the qaÛlÌiÖ1–-class (see above, remark on
a), appears from the constr. st.

#yrIP. ravenous, Is 35:9 (but

~yciyrIP†'; yceyrIP†'always), and according to Barth (ibid., 35a) also from theconstr.
st.rybia] (but also ryBia; 1 S 21:8) of ryBia;. However, the form rybia], as a name
of God, may be intentionally differentiated from ryBia;, a poetic term for the bull.
rySia; prisoner, syrIs' eunuch (constr. st. always syrIs., plur.
~ysiyrIs†', contr. st. yseyrIs. Gn 40:7, but in the book of Esther always yseyrIs†', with
suffixwys'yrIs†', &c.), and qyTi[;wearred, may be regarded as by-forms of the

In the same way

qaÁtÌiÖl–class with passive meaning, see § 84a l.

g

lWJq;, e. g. !WNx; gracious, ~Wxr; compassionate
(with virtual strengthening of the x), #Wrx' diligent ( for hÌarruÖsÌ ), probably, again,
26. The ground-form qaÁtæÌuÖl,

to a large extent by-forms of the qaÁtÌuÖl–class, § 84a m. The same applies to

rVua; a step (in wrIVua;, as well as Arvua], &c.), dWM[; pillar; fem.
hr'WBx; a stripe (alsoAtr'k†ux] ), tAxJuB; security: cf. Barth, ibid., § 84.
substantives like

h
27. The ground-form qaÁtæÌoÖl; besides the infinitives absolute PiÇeÒl of the form
also

lJoq;,

aANq; jealous (as well as aN"q;, an obscured form of qaÁtæÌaÖl, see e).

i

lWJqi, e. g.yWPci a coating of metal, ~WLvi requital,
yWQvi drink, #WQvi detestable thing; with concrete meaning dWMli a disciple, zWZ[i
strong; frequently in the plural in an abstract sense, as ~ypiWDGI reproach, ~yaiLumi
filling (the induction of a priest), ~ymixun*i consolations, compassion, ~yliKuvi
bereavement, ~yxiLuvi dismissal, ~yrIMuvi observance.
28. The ground-form qiÁtÌlÌuÖl,

VII. Nouns with the Third Consonant repeated.

k

!n"a]v†; quiet, fem. hN"n:a]v†; (with sharpening of the
second NuÖn, in order to keep the preceding vowel short); !n"[]r†; green,
plur.~yNIn:[]r†;.
29. The ground-form qaÁtÌlaÁl, e. g.

l
30 The ground-form qaÁtÌliÁl, in Hebrew
PiÇleÒl ( prop.PaÇleÒl ), cf. § 55 d.

llej.q;; of this form are e.g. the infinitives

m
31. The ground-form qaÁtÌluÁl; so the plur.
NuÖn, as in No. 29).

~yNInUb.G: ridges (with sharpening of the

32. The ground-form qaÁtÌlaÁl, in

xx'r>Pi a brood.

33. The ground-form qaÁtÌlaÁl, in

ll'm.au faint.

jyjib.[; plunder, ryrIg>s; rain-storm, ryrIp.v;
glittering tapestry, Jer 43:10 QereÖ; with attenuation of the aÁ to i ~yrIyrIm.Ki all that
maketh black, Jb 3:5 (but the better reading is yreyrIm.K;).

34. The ground-form qaÁtÌliÖl, e.g.

35. The ground-form qaÁ;tÌluÖl, e. g.

rWrp.v; Jer 43:10. Keth.; ~ypiWpa]n); adulteries.

VIII. Nouns with the Second and Third Consonants repeated.

n
36–39, QetÌaÁltÌaÁl, qetÌaÁltÌiÁl, qetÌaÁltÌuÖl; qetÌaÁltÌuÖl, qetÌaÁltÌoÖl (in fem. and plur. often with the

%P;k.p;h] crooked,
tAQl;q.l;x] slippery places, tALq;l.q;[] crooked (ways); lTol.t;P. tortuous; also
words denoting colours, ~D'm.d;a] (Lv 13:42, 49 in pause) reddish, fem.
tm,D,ñm.d;a], plur. tMoD;m.d;a] ’ qr;q.r;y> greenish, plur. fem. tQor;q.r;y>; qetÌaltÌiÁl,
hY"piypey> very fair (to be read in Jer 46:20 for hyphpy); qetÌaltÌuÁl, tr,xoñr>x;v. (fem.)
blackish; @sup.s;a] a rabble (augmented from @Wsa' collected). From a verb y¾¾p
with aphaeresis of the initial syllable ~yaic'a/c), offspring. Moreover, of the same
form, probably, is hr'c.Ac*x] a trumpet (for hr'c.r>c;x], cf. § 55 e). Also in Is 2:20
tArP'r>p;x]l†; is to be read instead of tArPe rPox.l; (from the sing. hr'P'r>p;x] a
digging or burrowing animal, perhaps the mole). But x;Aqx.q;P. opening, Is 61:1
(ed. Mant., Baer, Ginsb. x;Aq-xq;P.), is an evident mistake due io dittography;
read x;qoP. as in 42:7.
last consonant sharpened for the reason given in a above); cf.

IX. Nouns in which the Whole (Biliteral) Stem is repeated.

o
Naturally this class includes only isolated forms of the stems

W¾¾[ and [¾¾[ (on

tAYpiyP†i see § 96 under hP,). Thus:—
lG:l.G: a wheel, and, with attenuation of the first aÁ to iÁ, lG"l.GI (from llg); fem.
hl'x'l.x; anguish (from lWx or lyxi); rK'Ki (for kirkar) a talent; cf. also bk'AK a
star (from kaÁwkaÁb, Arabic kaukaÁb, for bK;b.K;), tpoj'Aj) bands, for tpoj'p.j;;
lc;l'c. probably a whirring locust.
40.

p
41.

lKel.K; infin. PilpeÒl (prop. PalpiÁl) from lWK; fem. hl'mel.j; a hurling (from lWj).

42.

dKod>K; perhnps a ruby (for kaÁdkuÁd), from ddk.

dqod>q' the crown of the head (for quÁdquÁd), from ddq; fem. tl,GOÐl.GU a skull
(for guÁlguÁlt), from llg.
43.

44.
(?).

ryzIr>z: girded, from rrz; qWBq.B; a bottle, from qqib; ~yrIBur>B; fattened birds

§ 95. Paradigms of Feminine Nouns.

a
In accordance with the general formative Jaws, stated in 92 b–k, the following cases
have chiefly to be considered in the flexion of feminines also: (1) a tone-lengthened
vowel on the removal of the tone reverts to its original shortness (thus the aÒ of the

h¤'

t,‘Î‘linE'œ;

becomes again aç in the construct st.
). On the other hand, even
termination
an originally short vowel is retained as (a long) pretonic vowel beforethe endings

h,‘Î‘linE'œ' and tA in the abs. st., e. g. tq;d>c.; (2) without the tone or foretone an originally
short vowel almost always becomes SèewaÖ; on the other hand, before a vowel which
had thus become SèewaÖ the aç in the first syllable which had hitherto also been reduced

tq;d>ci from sÌaçdhaçqaçth; (3) in
the plural of the feminines of segholate forms before the termination of tA or ~y¤'i, and

to SèewaÖ, returns, although usually attenuated to iç, e. g.

in formations of the latter kind also before the light suffixes; a pretonicQamesÌ
reappears, while the short vowel of the first syllable becomes SèewaÖ. This short vowel,
however, returns in the construct st. plur., whether ending in
the latter kind also before the grave suffixes.

tA or y¤e; in formations of

The following Paradigms (with the exception of I, d) deal only with such of the forms
treated in § 94 as incur some vowel changes or other. All forms with unchangeable
vowels follow the analogy of Paradigm I, d.

b
I.

Sing.
absolute

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

hK'l.m;

Îhy"l.KiÐ hP'r>x,

hB'r>x'

hQ'xu

Îhr'ybiG>Ð

(queen)

(kidney)
(reproach)

(waste)

(statute)

(mistress)

Sing.
costruct

tK;l.m;

tP;r>x,

tB;r>x'

tQ;xu

tr,b,ñG>

Sing. with
light suff.

ytiK'l.m;

ytiP'r>x,

ytiB'r>x'

ytiQ'xu

yTir>biG>

Sing. with
grave suff.

~k,t.K;l.m;

Plur.
absolute

tAkl'm.

tAyl'K. tApr'x]

tAbr'x\

tAQxu

Plur.
construct

tAkl.m;

tAyl'K.1 tAPr>x, tAbr>x'

tAQxu

Plur. with
suff.

yt;Akl.m; yt;Ayl.Ki

Dual
absolute

~k,t.P;r>x, ~k,t.B;r>x' ~k,t.Q;xu ~k,T.r>biG>

tAbr>x'

yt;AQxu

~yIt;ñm'q.rI

~yIT;ñl.cim.

(a double piece
of embroidery)

(cymbals)

c
II. III.
a.

b.

c.

a.

b.

hq'd'c.

hq'['z>

hn"v'

tq,n<òAy

tl,GOòl.GU

(righteousness)

(outcry)

(year)

(sprout)

(skull)

Sing.
construct

tq;d>ci

tq;[]z†;

tn:v.

tq,n<òAy

tl,GOòl.GU

Sing. with light
suff.

ytiq'd>ci

ytiq'[]z†;

ytin"v.

yTiq.n:Ay*

yTil.G"l.GU

Sing. with
grave suff.

~k,t.q;d>ci

~k,t.q;[]z†; ~k,T.n:v. ~k,T.q.n:Ay* ~k,T.l.G"l.GU

Plur. absolute

tAqd'c.

Sing. absolute

tAnv'

2

ÎtAqn>Ay*Ð

Plur. construct

tAqd>ci

tAnv.

tAqn>Ay*

tAlG>l.GU

Plur. with suff.

yt;Aqd>ci

yt;Anv.

yt;Aqn>Ay*

yt;AlG>l.GU

Dual absolute

Î~yIT;ñv.xun>Ð

~yIt;ñp'f.

(fetters of brass)

(lips)

ytep.fi

Dual construct
REMARKS.

d
1. Paradigm I: feminines of segholate forms. (a) The locative of this class has the

ht'['ñb.GI

[b;G<ò

towards Gibeah (masc.
). In some cases, especially with an
form
initial guttural, there is no means of deciding whether the form in question is to

hq'z>x, strength (cf. hP'r>x, under b). A dual
of this form occurs in ~yIt;ñ['b.vi seven times (cf. [b;v,ñ seven, fem.). Analogous to
masculine forms like vb;D> (§ 93 s) is hS'd;h] myrtle.—From masculines of the
form yrIP. (h¾¾l, cf. § 93 I, k) arise feminines sometimes like hw"a]N);Ã hw"lv;Ãhy"l.a;
(see above, § 94 b), sometimes like tykiB. (§ 94 f ); occasionally the final t is
be referred to a qaçtÌl or a qiçtÌlbase, e. g.

retained before the plural ending, as if it belonged to the stem (cf. § 87 k), e. g.

tAtynIx] spears. Forms like hY"dIG> (cf. hY"nIa\, a quçtÌl form) are derived directly from
the masculine forms ydIG> kid, ynIa\ a fleet.—(b) From a stem !¾¾[Ã hJ'xi wheat (for
hj'n>xi), plur. ~yJixi.—(c) From hl'r>[' foreskin, the plur. absol. is tAlr'[] (cf.
~yli[P., § 93, Paradigm I, f ), constr. tAlr>['.—(d) Example of a feminine
segholate form from a stem [¾¾[ (ground-form quçtÌl, like hY"x; of the form qaçtÌl, hM'zI
of the form qiçtÌl, with oç, for uç, aG"x' terror, Is 19:17 (Aramaic orthography for hG"x').
e
(e) To the list of segholate forms with

t fem. belong also the infinitives of verbs

w¾¾p and !¾¾p, which have rejected the weak consonant at the beginning, as tb,X,ñ
(from bv;y"), t[;D;ñ (from [d;y"), tv,G<ò (from vg:n"), as well as tx;q;ñ (from xq;l'); cf. §
69 m and § 66 b and g. The infinitives of verbs w¾¾p are, however, also found in
the form h['DeÃ hd'leÃ ha'ce, and of the same origin also are hd'[e congregation
(from d[;y"), hc'[e counsel (from #[;y"), hn"ve sleep(from !vey"), constr. td;[]Ã tn:v.,
while in the constr. forms t[;zE sweat, Gn 3:19 (from [z:y" to flow), and ta;ce
excrement, Ez 4:12, the SÍere has remained firm.

f

W¾¾[ (cf. vAB to be ashamed) is tv,Bñ shame, with suffix yTiv.B'.
From a stem h¾¾l (hl'D', cf., however, Barth, ZDMG. 1887, p. 607, who assumes
a stem ldy) the masculine lD; appears to have been formed after the rejection
of the final YoÖdh, and afterwards the feminine tl,D,ñ door; but in the plural
tAtl'D>, constr. tAtl.D;, the t of the termination is retained (see above, d,
tAtynIx]). In a similar way ~ytip'r> stalls, Hb 3:17, has arisen, if it is from the stem
hpr, and tq,vo trough (from hq'v'), of which the masc. must have been qvo =
yqiv\; on the other hand, the plur. constr. tAtq]v)I Gn 30:38 (again retaining the
feminine t as an apparent radical) can only be an abnormal formation from the
singular tq,voñ, not from a kindred form tq,v,ñ or tq,veñ.
From a stem

g
2. Paradigm II: ground-form qaçtÌaçlaçt, &c., cf. § 94 c, Paradigm II, a and b.
Analogous to the masculine forms like

!j'q', plur. ~yNIj;q., we find hN"j;q. parva,

tq;d>ci (sÌidheqaçth), are distinguished by the vocal
SèewaÖ ( § 10 d) from the segholate forms, like tf;b.Ki (kibh–saçth. Consequently the
constr. st. tK;r>Bi Gn 28:4, &c. (from hk'r'B. blessing), and tD;r>x, 1 S 14:13, &c.
(from hd'r'x] a trembling), are abnormal.—Under the influence of a guttural (see
&c.—The constr. forms, like

Paradigm b) the original aç is retained in the first syllable in the constr. st. (cf. also

hm'd'a] earth, tm;d>a;); in other cases it is modified to SeghoÖl, e. g. hl'g"[] wagon,

Atl'g>[,. Frequently from an absol. st. in h¤' the constr. is formed with the
termination t, e. g. hr'j'[] crown, constr. tr,j,ñ[] (from T.r>j;[]); along with hr'c'[]
assembly, tr,c,ò[] is found usually, even in the absol. st.; tm,b,ñy> (from ~b'y" levir)
before suffixes is pointed as in yTim.biy>, and thus entirely agrees with tr,b,ñG>
(Paradigm I e). From a stem !¾¾l ¿!m;a'À is formed tm,a/ truth (from Èaçmant, and
this no doubt for an original Èaçmint, § 69 c) before suffixes yTimia], &c.
h

ljeq' (qaçtÌiçl,) are formed, according to rule, hr'deG> wall,
hl'ben> corpse, constr. tl;b.nI È hm'heB. cattle, constr. tm;h/B)< (for tm;h]B†;), with
suffix ^T.m.h,B. Lv 19:19. More frequently, however, the eÒ of the second syllable is
retained before the termination ath of the constr. st.; thus from hl'ben> once
ytil'b†en> Is 26:19, and always tk;reB. pool, tl;zEG> prey, ta;mej. unclean, ytia]l†em. full,
Is 1:21 (with HÍireq compaginis, see § 90 l), ytir'r†em. Jb 16:13; ytil'a†ev. 1 S 1:27, &c.
(with elision of the aÃ %tel'v†e 1 S 1:17), also ytil'a/v†, Jb 6:8. Cf. the analogous
forms of the constr. st. tp;GEm; plague, tm;Der>T; deep sleep, from hp'GEm;Ã hm'Der>T;.
From the masc. form

i

~yIt;ñk'r>y: sides (cf. Atk'r>y: Gn 49:13, from the obsolete hk'rey>,
feminine of %rey" ); the constr. st. yteK.r>y: is perhaps to be referred to a segholate
form (hK'r>y:, cf. %r,y<ò as constr. st. of %rey"), unless the closed syllable be due to
the analogy of tK;r>Bi and tD;r>x, (see g).
As dual we find

k

t feminine the ground-form qaçtÌiçlt is developed (§ 69 c)
to qetÌalt, and this again regularly to tl,j,ñq.. Thus the feminine of rbex' companion
is tr,b,ñx] (with suffix HT'r>b,x] Mal 2:14, cf. HT'n>k,v. Ex 3:22), of rdeG" fem. tr,d,ñG>
besides hr'deG>.—Of W¾¾[ stems the segholate forms tx;n:ò rest and tx;v;ñ pit (from
x;WnÃ x;Wv) belong to this class; Böttcher (Gram. i. 4:11) rightly distinguished the
latter from tx;v;ñ corruption (stem tx;v'); in the same way also tx;n:ò rest is distinct
In the forms with simple

from

tx;n:ò a lighting down (stem tx;n").

l
The feminines of the form qaçtÌiçl from stems

W¾¾[, as ht'me mortua, hd'[e fem.

tWmÃ dW[), have likewise an unchangeable vowel in the first
syllable. Cf., on the other hand, the forms from y¾¾p stems mentioned above,
under e, such as hn"ve sleep, constr. st. tn:v.; moreover, hm'xe anger, constr. st.
tm;x] (but tm,xeñ a leathern bottle, in pause tm,x+, [so Baer, Ginsb., but Kittel äxe]
Gn 21:15, constr. st. ~yIm;ñ tm;xeñ Gn 21:24, perhaps from a stem tmx).
witness (from

m

hQ'mu[]

qmo['

The feminines of the form qaçtÌuçl, like
(masc.
), maintain the original uç
by sharpening the following consonant (cf. § 93 kk); on the other hand, by

t

appending the fem. , segholate forms arise like
Dual

tv,xñn>, before suff. ~T'v.xun>, &c.

~yIT;ñv.xun> (see Paradigm II, a); but cf. yTiv.x'n> La 3:7.

n

h¾¾l

A few (aramaising) feminines from
stems (Paradigm II, c) are found with the
ending aÖth, due to the rejection of the final WaÒw or YoÖdh and contraction of the

tn"m. portion (for maçnaçyaçth or
maçnaçwaçth), tc'q. end (also hc,q' and hc'q'), plur. tAyn"m. (constr. st. Neh 12:47,
13:10) and tAan"m. (Neh 12:44); tAc'q. Ex 38:5; cf. 37:8 and 39:4 Keth.; on tyOa'G)e
valleys, see § 93 v.—tAa sign (stem hwa) is obscured from ta', and this is
contracted from 'aÖyaçth = 'açwaçyaçth; plur. tAtao, with the double feminine ending;
cf. above, f, and § 87 k.—The retention of the aÒ in the first syllable in ytil'a†', &c.,
preceding aç with the aç of the termination açth; thus

Gn 24:41, &c., is abnormal.

o

~yIt;ñmoAx) two
walls, Is 22:11, &c., taken directly from the plur. tAmAx, for ~yIt;ñm'Ax), is abnormal
(cf. § 87 s, and the proper name ~yIt;rod†eG> Jos 15:36).—Among the forms
3. Paradigm III, cf. the various forms in § 94 d and f–h. The dual

W¾¾[, such as hr'z" (masc. rz" from zaÖiçr, hence
with unchangeable aÖ), must be reckoned also hm'B' high place (from ~WB), which
has for its constr. st. plur. the pleonastic form yteAmB†', or written defectively ytemoB†'
(see § 87 s); for this the Masora everywhere requires ytem\B†', which is to be read
baÒmotheÖ (not boçmotheÖ), with an anomalous shortening of the oÖ to ¤\; but with
suffixes yt;AmB†', &c.
resembling participles Qal of verbs

p

lJ'q; (§ 84b e) belong to this class, in
so far as they shorten the aÖ of the second syllable before the termination t, e. g.
tq,L,ñD; inflammation (from dallaçqt), with suff %Teq.D,c; Ez 16:52; t[;B;ñj; signet; also
fem. of the forms lJ;qi and lJeqi (§ 84b c and d), as tl,W<òai folly (for È iwwaçlt), and
In a wider sense the feminines of the form

of all the forms which have a changeable vowel in the second syllable, and are

m ( 85 g–k), e. g. hk'l'm.m; kingdom, constr. always
tk,l,ñm.m; È hr'mez>m; (not used in the sing.) pruning-hook, plur. tArmez>m; È tr,Boñf.m;
reward, with suff. yTir>Kuf.m;; cf. also the examples given in § 85 g and p, like
td,l,ñAm birth (but from a¾¾lÃ ha'c'Am) outgoing), td,l,ñAT generation, hb'[eAT)
abomination, constr. tb;[]AT), &c.
formed with the prefix

q
Sometimes the plural of these forms is to be traced to a secondary form, e. g.

tr,G<òai a letter, plur. tArG>ai (as if from hr'G>ai); also tAqn>Ay(, which is merely
formed on the analogy of the other plur. fem. of participles Qal, is to be referred

hq'n>Ay. Cf., moreover, tv,r,ñx]m†; ploughshare, plur. tAvrex]m†; (as if from
hv'rex]m†;)3; on the other hand, tArt'K)o capitals (of columns), and tAxK'AT)
reproofs, are the regular plurals of tr,t,ñKo and tx;k;ñAT.
to a sing.

r

tn<ToñKu coat the original uç of the first syllable is maintained by the sharpening of
the following consonant (cf. Arab. quçtÌuçn), with suff. yTin>T'Ku, the constr. st.,
however, is tn<toñK. (as also in the absol. st. in Ex 28:39); plur. tAnT\Ku, constr.
In

tAnt.K'.—The form tl,GOòl.GU given in Paradigm III, b is a Puçlpuçl- form of the stem
ll;G", cf. dqod>q', § 84b p.
s
4. To the fourth class, for which no Paradigm is required, belong all the
numerous forms which in classical Hebrew have unchangeable vowels
throughout, the originally short vowel of the first syllable having become SèewaÖ,
owing to the tone being thrown forward. Of the forms mentioned in §§ 84 and 85

[¾¾[ stems especially belong to this class, as hL'gIm. scroll, hL'hiT.
praise, hL'piT. prayer (§ 85 i and q), as well as the feminine of the participle
HiphÇiÖl of verbs W¾¾[, e. g. hr'yaim. enlightening (from ryaime), and generally the
feminines of W¾¾[ stems which are compounded with the preformative m, as
hx'Wnm. rest (from x;Anm'), see § 85 l; from h¾¾l stems perhaps also hl'['T. conduit
(constr. st. Tl;['T. Is 7:3, &c.) and ha'l'T. travail. Thus all these forms coincide
those from

externally with those which already, in the masculine form, have unchangeable
vowels throughout (see the list of them in § 93 ww).

t

ty¤i (apart from h¾¾l-forms like tykiB., § 94 f ) arises
from the addition of the feminine t to the ending y¤i which is employed to form
adjectives, &c., see § 86 d, h, and k. The ending tW, mentioned there, is
attached, in segholate forms, sometimes to the ground-form, as tWTv.[; Jb 12:5
(v. l. tATv.[;), sometimes to forms with a loosely-closed syllable, as tWkl.m;
kingdom; from h¾¾l stems we find forms sometimes like tWbv. captivity
(according to others from the stem bWv, like tWzl. perverseness from zWl),
sometimes like tWkB' weeping, tWlG" exile, tWzx' vision; the latter retain the aÒ of
5. The feminine ending

the first syllable even in the constr. st. and before suffixes. From a qaçtÌiçl-form is
formed

tWdbeK. heaviness; from a qaçtÌiÖl-form tWdqiP., &c.

u
In the plural of these forms different methods of treatment may be distinguished.
In some cases the whole ending

tW is retained, as if belonging to the stem (cf.

%yIt;ñWnm.l.a; from tWnm'l.a;, in others this ending is resolved, as in
tAYkul.m; Dn 8:22 (no doubt for maçlekhuwwoÖth), and tAd>[†e ‘eÒdhewoÖth, from tWd[e
testimony, but only with suffixes, ^yt,ñAd>[†e y Ps 119:14, &c.; wyt'Ad>[†e 1 K 2:3, &c.
above, f ), e. g.

1 Only in y Ps 69:10, contrary to rule, with a firmly closed syllable, cf. § 93 m.
Footnotes:
2[1]

On

tAnv' as a less frequent (poetic) form for ~ynIv' see § 87 n

tr,Toñv.[; Astarte (plur. tArT'v.[;), which was formerly included among these
examples, is most probably due to an intentional alteration of the original tr,T,ñv.[;, like
%l,moñ Lv 18:21, &c. (for %l,m,ñ), with the vowels of tv,Bñ shame, the latter word being
3[1]

substituted in reading for the name of the goddess.

III. Syntax of the Pronoun.
§ 135. The Personal Pronoun.

a
1. The separate pronouns,—apart from their employment as the subject in nounclauses (cf. § 141 a) and the idiom mentioned under d–h,—are used, according to §
32 b, as a rule, only to give express emphasis to the subject; e. g. Gn 16:5, 2 S 24:17

ykinOa†' i. e. I myself, so also ynIa] 2 S 12:28, 17:15 (after the verb), Ez 34:15, y Ps 2:6; 1
but 1 S 10:18, 2 S 12:7, Is 45:12 ykinOa†' I and none else; cf. also ynOa] ynIa] I, I ! Ho 5:14,
&c.; hT'a; Gn 15:15 Ju 15:18 , 1 S 17:56 (as in 20:8, 22:18 Ex 18:19, Dt 5:24, Ju 8:21,
after the imperative); 1 K 21:7; ~T,a; Gn 9:7, Ex 20:19 (after the verb, Ju 15:12); fem.
Gn 31:6; aWh 1 S 22:18; ayhi Gn 3:20, Ju 14:3; hM'xeñ Jer 5:5.— Sometimes, however,
the separate pronoun appears to be placed before the verb more on rhythmical
grounds, i. e. in order to give the statement a fuller sound than that of the bare verbal
furm (cf. the similar use of the infinitive absolute, § 113 o). Thus Gn 14:23, y Ps 139:2,
and most clearly in such passages as Gn 21:24, 47:30, Ex 8:24, Ju 6:18, 11:9, 1 S
12:20, 2 S 3:13, 21:6, 1 K 2:18 (in solemn promises). The same explanation applies to

ynIa] at the beginning of sentences, e. g. Gn 24:45, Ho 5:3, 10:11, 12:11, y Ps 39:11,
82:6, Jb 5:3.2

b
Rem. I. Different from this is the pleonastic addition of the separate pronoun
immediately affer the verb (according to Delitzsch on Ct 5:5 perhaps a trace of
popular language), e. g. 1 S 23:22 (?), Ct 5:5, and (like other indications of the
very late origin of the book) very frequently in Ecclesiastes, e. g. 1:16, 2:1, 11,
15, 3:17 f. and thirteen other places; in Aramaic, Dn 5:16.

c
2. Substantival subjects also are somewhat frequently resumed, and thus
expressly emphasized, by the insertion of the corresponding separate pronoun
of the 3rd person before the predicate is stated, e. g. Gn 3:12 the woman whom
thou gavest to be with me, she (
but

ayhi) gave me, &c.; 14:24 (~he); 15:4, 24:7, &c.;

aWh in Is 7:14 after the predicate and subject is equivalent to he himself.3

d
2. Not infrequently the separate pronoun serves to give strong emphasis to a suffix of
the same person which precedes (or sometimes even to one which follows), whether

the suffix be attached to a verb (as accusative) or to a noun or preposition (as
genitive). In English such an emphasis on the pronoun can generally be rendered only
by laying greater stress upon it, or sometimes by repeating it; cf., on the contrary, the
French mon livre À moi. The separate pronoun in such instances is not to be regarded
as a casus obliquus (accusative or genitive), but as the subject of an independent
sentence, the predicate of which must in each case be supplied according to the
context.

e
Examples of emphasis:—

ynIa] ¿ ynIa'ñÀ

ynIa'ñ-~g: ynIkeñr]B†'

, Gn 27:34
bless
(a) On a verbal suffix by means of
me, eren me also (prop. bless me, I also would be blessed); Zc 7:5; cf. also Ez
6:3, 34:11, 20

ynIa'ñ ynIn>hi; by hT'a; ¿ hT'a'ñÀ

Pr 22:19 (but the text is most

probably corrupt).—The separate pronoun precedes in Gn 24:27 (

ykinOa†'); 49:8

hT'a;, not Judah, thou art he whom, but Judah thee, thee thy brethren shall
praise !), and Ec 2:15 ynIa] ~G:.

(

f

ynIa] 2 S 19:1; Pr 23:15; by
hT'a; 1 K 21:19 hT'a+'-~G: ^m.D†'-ta, thy blood, even thine; by aWh 2 S 17:5, Jer
27:7, Mi 7:3; by Wnx.n:ña] 1 S 20:42, after WnynEñv., but without special stress; Neh 5:2
(?); by ~T,a; Nu 14:32; by ~he y Ps 38:11 (without special stress), hM'heñ y Ps
9:7.—The separate pronoun precedes in Jb 21:4 (ykinOa†'); Gn 40:16, Is 45:12, 1
Ch 28:2 (ynOa]); Zc 9:11 (T.a;); Jos 23:9 (~T,a;); Ez 33:17 (hM'heñ).—In y Ps 89:48,
where ynIa] might be taken as strengthening dlx (equivalent in sense to yDIl.x,),
we should read yn"doa] for ynIa], as in verse 51.
(b) On a noun-suffix with a substantive, by means of

g
(c) On a suffix united with a preposition, 1 S 25:24

ynIa] yBi upon me, upon me; 1

ynIa] &hellip; yliÈ 2 Ch 35:21 hT'a; ^yl,ñ['-aol† not against thee; 1 S 19:23
~G: wyl'[' aWh upon him also; Dt 5:3 Wnx.n:òa] WnT'ai yKi but with us, even us; Hag
1:4 ~T,a; ~k,l' for you yourselves; Jer 25:14 hM'heñ-~G: ~B'.—The separate
pronoun precedes in 1 S 12:23 yli &hellip; ykinOa†'; 1 K 1:20 ^yl,ñ[' &hellip; hT'a;; Mi
K 1:26

5:1

^M.mi &hellip; hT'a;, and 2 Ch 28:10 ~k,M'[i ~T,a;.

h
The same principle also explains Gn 4:26

aWh-~G: tvel. to Seth, to him also (not

Al-~G:); cf. 10:21, and Ex 35:34, Nu 4:22.
i
3. The oblique cases of the personal pronouns expressed by means of a preposition

ta) with a suffix may be used either in a demonstrative or reflexive
sense,4 as Al to him, but also to himself, e. g. Ju 3:16 and Ehud made Al for himself a
sword, cf. Gn 33:17; so also ~h,l' sibi, Is 3:9; wyl'ae unto him, and Gn 8:9 unto himself;
ATai with him, and Gn 22:3 with himself; HM'[i with her, and 1 S 1:24. with herself; also
(or the nota accus.

apparently as a pleonastic dativus ethicus (see § 119 s), Jb 12:11, 13:1.

k
Rarely, and only when marked emphasis is intended, is the accusative of the reflexive

ta with a suffix (this being ordinarily
expressed by the reflexive conjugations NiphÇal and HithpaÇeÒl5); thus, ~t'ao se ipsos, Ex
5:19, Jer 7:19 in sharp antithesis to ytiaoh†;; Ez 34:2, 8, 10. Cf. § 57 at the end, together
pronoun represented by the nota accusativi

with note 2.

l

~r'f'B.

~m'D'

Rem. There is a similar emphasis in Is 49:26 on
and
in the sense of
their own flesh, their own blood. On the sometimes demonstrative, sometimes
reflexive meaning of noun-suffixes of the 3rd person singular and plural, cf. § 91
p, and q. For other circumlocutions to express the idea of self, see § 139 f.

m
4. The possessive pronouns are, according to § 33 c, expressed by the suffixes of the
noun (in the genitive),6 which may represent either a subjective genitive, or (like the
genitives proper, § 128 h) an objective genitive, e. g.

ysim'x] the wrong done against

me, Gn 16:5, Jer 51:35; cf. Gn 9:2, 18:21, 27:13 (2 S 16:12 Keth.); Gn 30:23, 39:21

Whfeñ[]m†;

(cf. Ex 3:21, &c.); 50:4, Ex 20:20, 21:35, Ju 4:9, 13:12 (
the treatment of him);
Is 56:7, Jer 9:7, Na 3:19, Pr 1:27, 24:22, Jb 20:29, 23:14, 34:6. Cf. also such pregnant
expressions as y Ps 20:3

^r>z>[, xl;v.yI he will send thy help (help for thee), i. e. he will

send thee help; Gn 30:18, 39:21, Ex 2:9, Is 1:26 (and I will restore judges for thee); Ez
37:15.
When several substantives are co-ordinated, the pronominal suffix must be
attached to each singly, e. g. Gn 36:6 and Esau took

-ta,w> wyn"B'-ta,w> wyv'n"-

ta, wyt'nOB. his wives and his sons and his daughters, &c.; 38:18, &c. In 2 S 23:5
the text is hardly correct.

n
5.When the genitive, following a construct state, is used periphrastically to express the
idea of a material or attribute (§ 128 o and p), the pronominal suffix, which properly
belongs to the compound idea (represented by the nomen regens and genitive), is,
like the article (§ 127), attached to the second substantive (the genitive), e. g.

yvid>q'-

rh; prop. the hill of my holiness, i. e. my holy hill, y Ps 2:6, &c.; ^v.d>q' ry[i thy holy
city, Dn 9:24; APs.k; yleylia/ his idols of silver, Is 2:20, 30:22, 31:7; 7 cf. Dt 1:41, Is 9:3,
28:4, 41:11, Ez 9:1f., y Ps 41:10, 150:1, Jb 18:7; AnAa yde[]c); his steps of strength;
38:6; after an adjective as nomen regens, Is 13:3 (Zp 3:11) yzEyLi[; ytiw"a]g); my proudly
exulting ones.—On the same analogy is the use of e. g. ATm.x;l.mi yleK. Dt 1:41 his
weapons of war [cf. Is 41:12]; Is 56:7 tyBe ytiL'piT. my house of prayer, although the
genitive here does not convey the idea of an attribute.

o
Rem. 1. Through a weakening in the distinction of gender, which is noticeable
elsewhere (cf. § 110 k, 144 a, 145 p, t, u) and which probably passed from the
colloquial language8 into that of literature, masculine suffixes (especially in the
plural) are not infrequently used to refer to feminine substantives; thus a nounsuffix in the singular, Ex 11:6, 25:19, Ju 11:34; 9 in the plural, Gn 31:9, 32:16,
41:23, Ex 1:21, 2:17, Nu 27:7 (but the feminine suffix twice immediately after,
and so the Samaritan also in verse 7); 36:6 (Samaritan

!h,ybia], but also

~h,ynEy[†eB.); Ju 19:24, 21:22, 1 S 6:7, 10b (~h,ynEB.); 9:20, Is 3:16, Ez 23:45 ff.
(alternating with !h,); Am 4:1f., (but afterwards a feminine suffix); Jb 1:14, 39:3
(~h,yleb.x, in parallelism with !h,ydel.y:); 42:15, Ct 4:2, 6:6, Ru 1:8 ff. (along with
feminine suffixes); Dn 1:5, 8:9. Verbal suffixes in the singular, Ex 22:25; in the
plural, Ju 16:3, Pr 6:21, Jb 1:15. But Gn 26:15, 18, 33:13, Ex 2:17, 1 S 6:10a are
to be explained according to § 60 h. On

hM'heñ as feminine, see § 32 n. On the

use of the masculine in general as the prior gender, see § 122 g.

p
2. The suffix of the 3rd person singular feminine (us also the separate pronoun

ayhi Nu 14:14, Jos 10:13, Ju 14:4) sometimes refers in a general sense to the
verbal idea contained in a preceding sentence (corresponding to our it); thus the
verbal suffix, Gn 15:6, Nu 23:19, 1 S 11:2, 1 K 11:12, Is 30:8, Am 8:10; cf. Gn

HB' thereby), 42:36, 47:26, Ex 10:11 (Ht'ao that), Is 47:7. Elsewhere the

24:14 (

suffix of the 3rd singular feminine refers to the plurals of things, e. g. 2 K 3:3 [but
see Kittel; so 13:2, 6, 11; 10:26, but LXX

tb;Cim;], Jer 36:23, Jb 6:20 (if the text is

~mex'Te

correct), 39:15 (read
in v. 14), and to the plurals of names of a animals, Is
35:7, Ezr 11:5. Conversely, plural suffixes refer to collective singulars, e. g. in Gn

~Y"h; l[;]; and to a verbal idea
contained in the preceding clause, in Ez 33:18, Jb 22:21 (~h,B' thereby), Ez
18:26, 33:19 (~h,yle[] on that account, thereby).10 But the suffix in Ant'n> Dt 21:10
refers to the collective idea contained in ^yb,ñy>a†o; in Jon 1:3 ~h,M'[i refers to the
sailors included in sense under the term hY"nIa\. In Jos 2:4 read ~nEP.c.Tiw:; in Is
30:6 (~h,me), 38:16, y Ps 19:5 (~h,B') the text is most probably corrupt.
15:13, Nu 16:3, 1 S 2:8, Zp 2:7 [but read

q
3. In a few examples the force of the noun-suffix or possessive pronoun has
become so weak that the language appears to be almost entirely unconscious of
it. Thus in

yn"doa] my Lord, usually explained as being from the pluralis maiestatis

~ynIdoa] (§ 124 i) with the suffix of the 1st singular (always with QamesÌ to
distinguish it from yn:doa] my lords, Gn 19:2; but see note below), used exclusively
of God, not only in addressing him (Gn 15:2, 18:3, y Ps 35:23), but ultimately
(see, however, the note below), without any regard to the pronoun, as equivalent
to the Lord.11 On
and § 102 m.

yn"doa] as a QereÖ perpetuum of the Masoretes for hwhy see § 17 c

r
A similar loss of vitality in the suffix is generally assumed in
unitedness, i. e. he &c. together, e. g.

wD'x.y: prop. in his

wD'x.y: ~['h'-lK' Ex 19:8; then, without

wD'x.y: Wnx.n:òa]

regard to the suffix, even after the 1st person
1 K 3:18 in reference
to two women; Is 41:1, Jb 9:32, Neh 6:2, 7; after the 2nd person, Is 45:20, &c.
But the supposed pronominal suffix is perhaps rather to be explained, with
Brockelmann, ZA. xiv. 344 f., as an old adverbial ending, which survives in the

~L'Ku

prop. their entirety, but
Arabic adverbs in u and in Assyrian.—Cf. further
also after the 2nd person equivalent to all together, 1 K 22:28, Mi 1:2 (hear, ye
peoples, all of you; cf. § 144 p), and even before the 2nd person, Jb 17:10 (in 1
S 6:4 read
§ 127 i.

~k,l' with the LXX).—On the redundant suffix in ^K.r>[,h†' Lv 27:23, cf.

Footnotes:

aWhÃ ayhi he himself, she herself (of persons and things), e. g. Is 7:14
aWh yn"doa] the Lord himself; Est 9:1 hM'heñ ~ydIWhY>h; the Jews themselves. In the
sense of the same (o` auvto,j) or (one and) the same, aWh is used in Is 41:4, 43:10, 13,
46:4, 48:12 (always aWh ynIa]), y Ps 102:28 (aWh hT'a;), and probably also Jb
3:19.—The position of hM'heñ, as an accusative of the object, before a perfect in 1 Ch
1[1]

Also

9:22, can nt most be explained on the analogy of Aramaic (Ezr 5:12).

$na

As early as the MeÖsëaÇ inscription (line 21 ff.)
frequently stands at the
beginning of a new sentence after the dividing stroke.
2[2]

3[1]

Analogous to this is the resumption of a noun dependent on a preposition, by
means of a pronominal suffix united with the slime preposition, e. g. Gn 2:17, 2 S 6:22,
2 K 22:18, or of an object by means of the nota accusativi
15:9 (where

ta with suffix, e. g. 1 S

t~,a,ñm.nIw> is certainly to be read), Is 8:13.

4[1]

As in Luther's Bible jm (ihm), jr (ihr) for sich, and in our version him, her for
himself, herself.
NiphÇal according to § 51 e (like HilhpaÇeÒl according to § 54 f) may also include the
dative of the reflexive pronoun.
5[2]

6[3]

Like the substantival genitive, according to § 129 h, the possessive pronoun may

~yrI['N>h; yli rv,a]

also be paraphrased by a relative clause, e. g. Ru 2:21
the young
men, which are to me, i. e. my young men; so especially, when the substantive, which
should take a genitive suffix, is already followed by a genitive, e. g. 1 S 17:40. In this

case, however, the suffix also is sometimes attached pleonastically, e. g. Ct 1:6

yLiv, ymir>K; my vineyard, which belongs to me. Cf. Ct 3:7, and the analogous
pleonasms in 2 S 22:2 (but see y Ps 18:2) and y Ps 27:2.
7[1]

On the other hand, more explicitly in prose, Gn 44:2
cup, the silver cup.

@s,K,ñh; [;ybig> y[iybiG>-ta, my

8[2]

According to Diehl (see the title at the head of § 91 a), who adduces numerous
instances on pp. 44 ff., 54 ff., 67 f., many of these cases may be set down to
corruption of the traditional text, while the sudden (and sometimes repeated) change
of gender in suffixes is mainly due to the influence exercised on the copyists by the
Mishnic and popular Aramaic dialects, neither of which recognizes such distinctions.
Such influence, however, is insufficient to explain the large number of instances of this
weakening, occurring even in the earlier documents.

WNM,ñmi

9[3]

hN"M,ñmi

The Masora reckons six instances of
, where
would be expected (Ju
11:34, where, however, the text is most probably corrupt), Ex 25:15 (?), Lv 6:8, 7:18,
27:9, Jos 1:7; almost all these passllges can, however, be easily explained in other
ways.
10[1]

In 2 K 7:10 for

r[evo (the LXX had r[;v;ñ) read yre[]v†o.

yBir; prop. my
master, from the second century A. D. onwards the master; so also in Syriac yrm my

11[2]

Cf. the same weakening of the force of the possessive pronoun in

lord, and ultimately as a title the lord; in Italian Madonna, French Madame, Notre
Dame, Monsieur, Monseigneur, &c. It can, however, hardly be doubted that the regular

yn"doa]

ynIdoa]

as a holy name, and
as an ordinary appellative is
distinction between
merely due to the practice of the later Rabbis. G. H. Dalman. Der Gottesname Adonaj
und seine Geschichte (Berlin, 1889), in an exhaustive discussion, shows that apart

ynda

is
from the book of Daniel and the eight critically doubtful passages, in which
used by God himself, there is nowhere any necessity to regard the suffix as entirely

ynda

ynIdoa]

is always used either in an address to or (like
, which
meaningless, since
also is never a mere phrase or title) in reverent language about God—as the Lord of
the speaker—like the Assyrian beÒli-ia, my lord. Against any original distinction between

yn"doa] and ynIdoa] it may be urged especially that when unconnected with suffixes the
singular !Ada' is always used of God, and not the pluralis maiestatis presupposed by
yn"doa].

§ 139. Expression of Pronominal Ideas by all means of Substantives.

a
Analogous to the periphrases for expressing materials and attributes by means of
substantives (§ 128 o and p), is the use of substantives to represent certain kinds of
pronominal ideas, for which no special expressions exist. Thus—

b
1.

vyaiÃ hV'ai man, woman, are used to express —

(a) The idea of each, every (in the sense of each severally) with reference to
persons,1 and even animals (Gn 15:10), e. g. Gn 10:5, feminine Ex 3:22;
the object, e. g. in Jer 12:15. On

vyai is

vyai—vyai cf. § 123 c.

c

vyai

In a few passages
in the above sense is placed for the sake of emphasis
before the governing noun (always a substantive with a suffix), thus

vyai dY:mi wykxia' Gn 9:5, according to the usual explanation, stands for
vyai yxia] dY:mi at the hand of the brother of every man. But although the
explanation seems to be supported by Gn 42:25 and Nu 17:17, it is
inconceivable that such an inversion of nomen regens and rectum should occur.

vyai

(thus
It is more likely, either that the second substantive is in apposition to
Gn 9:5 at the hand of every man, his brother, [unless it is a combination of the

vyai dY:mi

~d'a'h†' dY:mi

two readings
and
]; similarly 15:10 and he laid each or,
more exactly, one piece of it, &c., and so probably also Nu 17:17 every one, sc.

vyai

his name), or
precedes as a kind of casus pendens, and only receives its
nearer definition from the following substantive with suffix; thus Gn 41:12, 42:25
(according to the context = to every one in his sack); 42:35, where

AQf;B. APs.K;-

rArc. is virtually the predicate of vyai; Ex 12:4, 28:21, Nu 5:10, 26:54, 2 K 23:35,
and especially Zc 7:10.2

d
(b) Anyone, some one, e. g. Gn 13:16, Ct 8:7, with a negative no one;3 so after

la; Ex 16:19, 29; before aol Gn 23:6 and frequently.—Instead of vyai we
sometimes find in a similar sense ~d'a' man, homo, e. g. Lv 1:2 (cf.

-

~d'a'h†' dx;a;K. as any one else, Ju 16:7, 11), vP,n<ò (soul) person, Lv 2:1, 5:1, &c.,
and in a neuter sense rb'D' (prop. word, thing) for anything, Gn 18:14, or rb'D'lK' Lv 5:2, Nu 31:23. With a negative rb'D' means nothing; thus after -la; Gn
19:8; after aol Ec 8:5.—Cf. finally, dx;a;m†e anyone, Dt 15:7; anything, Ez 18:10
(but in Lv 4:2, 5:13 tx;a;m†e) and the expressions noticed in § 144 e. The latter
include also instances like Ez 18:32 I have no pleasure tMeh; tAmoB. in the death
of him that dieth, i. e. of any man.

e

wyxia' his brother or Wh[eñre his neighbour, vyai one, masc.
(as hV'ai one, fem., in connexion with Ht'Axa] her sister or Ht'W[r> her

(c) In connexion with

neighbour) is used to represent the ideas of alter—alter, the one—the other4 (in
reference to persons, animals, or things without life; see the Lexicon) or the idea
of one another, e. g. Gn 13:11 and they separated themselves
the one from the other; Ex 26:3 five curtains (
together

wyxia' l[;me vyai

t[oyrIy> fem.) shall be coupled

Ht'xoa]-la, hV'ai one to another.

f

vP,n<ò soul, person expresses the idea of self,5 both in the singular, Pr 19:8, 16,
29:24, Jb 18:4 (in all cases Avp.n: equivalent to himself) and in the plural, Jer
37:9, &c. Similar to this is the use of HB'r>qiB. Gn 18:12 (prop. in her inward part)
2.

in the sense of within herself.6

g

~c,[,ñ bone (then metaphorically for substance) expresses the idea of self,
selfsame, very same, in reference to things (as vp,n<ò to persons, e. g.
hZ<h; ~AYh; ~c,[,ñB. in the selfsame day, Gn 7:13, cf. Jos 10:27, Ez 24:2;
rh;mol' ~yIm;ñV'h; ~c,[,ñK. as it were the very heaven for clearness, Ex 24:10;
AMTu ~c,[,ñB. in the very fullness of his strength (= in the midst of his full strength),
3.

Jb 21:23.

h
4. The simple plural of words denoting time sometimes includes also the idea of

~ymiy"

a few, some;7 thus
a few days, Gn 24:55, 40:4 (here even of a longer
period, = for some time); Is 65:20, Dn 8:27 (on the other hand, Gn 27:44 29:20

~ydIx'a] ~ymiy"; see § 96 under dx'a,); ~ynIv' some years, Dn 11:6, 8.
Footnotes:

vyai

1[1]

As a rule
is used in the particularizing sense of each man, with the plural of
the verb, e. g. Gn 44:11; sometimes, however, as subject to a verb in the singular, e.
g. Gn 44:13.
2[1]

Cf. on the whole question the thorough discussion by Budde, Die bibl.
Urgeschichte, p. 283 ff.: according to him, the words in Gn 9:5 are to be rendered at
the hand of one another (from men mutually) will I require it. [In support of this view,

Wbv.x.T;-la; wyxia' vyai t[;r'w> ~k,b.b;l.Bi, which in the light of
8:17, ~k,b.b;l.Bi Wbv.x.T;-la; Wh[ere t[;r'-ta, vyaiw>, can only, he observes, be
Budde points to Zc 7:10

rendered 'and devise not the hurt of one another in your heart'. So also König, Syntax,
§ 33.]
3[2]

Cf. also

vyai-!yae Gn 39:11. On the expression of the idea of no one by means of

!yae with a following participle, see the Negative Sentences, § 152 l
4[3]

Elsewhere

hz< … hz< are used in a similar sense, Ex 14:20, Is 6:3; also dx'a,h†' …

dx'a,h†' 2 S 14:6; or the substantive is repeated, e. g. Gn 47:21 (from one end … to the
other end).
5[4]

On the representation of this idea by pronouns, separate and suffixed, see § 135
a, i and k.
6[5]

In a similar way the idea of self in Arabic, as in Sanskrit (aÖtman), is paraphrased by

@WG

~r,G<ò ~c,[,ñ

body,
or
bone, in
soul, spirit; in Arabic also by eye; in Rabbinic by
Ethiopic and Amharic by head, in Egyptian by mouth, hand, &c.; cf. also the Middle
High German miÖn liÖp, diÖn liÖp, for ich, du. However,

vp,n<ò in such cases is never (not even

~v'p.n:

in Is 46:2
they themselves) a merely otiose periphrasis for the personal
pronoun, but always involves a reference to the mental personality, as affected by the
senses, desires, &c.
7[1]

Some in reference to persons in Ex 16:20 is expressed by

~yvin"a], and in Neh

5:2–4 by

rv,a] vyE sunt qui, with a participle following.

§ 123. The Representation of Plural Ideas by Means of Collectives, and by the
Repetition of Words.

a
Besides the plural endings treated in § 87 a–i, the language employs other means to
express a plurality of living beings or things:
(a) Certain words employed exclusively in a collective sense, while the individual
members of the class are denoted by special words (nomina unitatis, but not in the
same sense as in § 122 t).

rq'B' cattle, oxen1 (even joined with numerals, e. g. Ex 21:37 rq'b' hV'mix]
five head of cattle), but rAv an ox; !aoc small cattle, i. e. sheep and goats (mh/la),
cf. Jb 1:3 !aoc-ypel.a; t[;b.vi seven thousand sheep; but hf, a single head of
small cattle (a sheep or a goat). Other more or less common collectives are: zyzI
(prop. that which prowls or roams) wild beasts, @j; (perhaps prop. tripping) a
number of little children; av,D,ñ fresh green herb, i. e. young plants, qr,y<ò green, i.
e. vegetation in general; @A[ birds, fowl; bk,r,ñ chariots or cavalcade, hM'rI
worms, fm,r,ñ creeping things (of small creatures), #r,v,ñ swarming things.
Thus

b
(b) The collective use of substantives which at the same time serve as nomina unitatis;

~d'a' (never in plur.) means both man (homo) and men (homines); vyai a man
(vir) and men (viri); hV'ai woman and women (Ju 21:16, 1 S 21:6); hB,r>a; a locust, but
usually a swarm of locusts; vp,n<ò soul and souls (persons); lQem; staff and staves (Gn
30:37); jyI[;ñ a bird of prey and birds of prey; hl,[' a leaf and foliage; bf,[eñ a plant and
plants, herbs; #[e a tree and trees (as it were foliage); yrIP. fruit and fruits; x;yfi a shrub
and shrubs; in isolated instances also nouns like db,[,ñ man-servant, hx'p.vi maidservant, rAmx] ass, rAv ox (cf. Gn 32:6).—On the singular (especially of gentilic
thus,

names) with the article (which may, however, be omitted in poetry, cf. e. g. y Ps 12:2

dysix', Pr 11:14 #[eAy) to include all individuals of the same species, cf. § 126 l. On the
special meaning of the plurals formed from certain collectives, see § 124 l.
(c) The feminine ending; see § 122 s.

c

(d) The repetition of single words, and even of whole groups of words, especially to
express entirety, or in a distributive sense. The following cases are more particularly to
be noticed:
1. The repetition of one or more words to express the idea of every, all, as

~Ay ~Ay Gn 39:10, &c., day by day, every day; hn"v' hn"v' year by year, Dt 14:22;
vyai vyai every man, Ex 36:4; with B. before each, as rq,BoñB; rq,BoñB; Ex 16:21
every morning (and similarly before a group of words, Lv 24:8), for which the

l. is also used, rq,Boñl; rq,Boñl; 1 Ch 9:27, and with one plural ~yrIq'B.l;
y Ps 73:14, ~yrIq'b.li Jb 7:18 parallel with ~y[ig"r>li every moment. Somewhat
different are the instances with B. before the second word only, e. g. ~AyB. ~Ay
day by day, 1 Ch 12:22(23); hn"v'b. hn"v' year by year, Dt 15:20, 1 S 1:7 (but in
verse 3 hm'ymiñy" ~ymiY"mi), ~[;p;ñB. ~[;p;ñK. Nu 24:1, Ju 16:20, 20:30 f., 1 S 3:10 as
distributive

at other times. Also with the two words united by means of waÒw copulative,

vyaiw> vyai y Ps 87:5, or vyaiw" vyai Est 1:8; rAdw" rAD all generations, Dt 32:7;
~AYw" ~Ay Est 3:4; cf. Est 8:9, Ezr 10:14, 1 Ch 26:13 and often (cf. Cheyne,
Bampton lectures, 1889, p. 479, according to whom the use of the w copulative
with the second word is especially common in Ch and Est, and therefore belongs
to the later language; Driver, Introd.6, p. 538, No. 35); sometimes (but with the
exception of y Ps 45:18 only in very late passages) with a pleonastic
preceding, y Ps 145:13, Est 2:11, 9:28, 2 Ch 11:12, &c.

-lK'

d
2. Repetition of words in an expressly distributive sense2 (which may to some
extent be noticed in the examples under c) equivalent to one each, &c., e. g. Nu

hn"V'l; ~Ay hn"V'l; ~Ay counting for every day a year; cf. Ez
24:6, Ex 28:34 (three words repeated); also with the addition of db;l. apart,
ADb;l. rd,[e rd,[e every drove by itself, Gn 32:17; cf. Zc 12:12. Most frequently
14:34 forty days

with the addition of a numeral (for the simple repetition of numerals for the same
purpose, cf. § 134 q), and with the words not only in groups of two (Lv 24:8, Nu
13:2, 31:4) or three (Nu 7:11, 17:21), but even of six (Ex 26:3) or seven (Ex
25:33, 26:19, 21, 25); in Ex 25:35 five words even three times repeated.3

e
3. Repetition to express an exceptional or at least superfine quality; e. g. 2 K

25:15 which were of gold, gold, of silver, silver, i. e. made of pure gold and pure

%r,D,ñB; %r,D,ñB;

silver; Dt 2:27
only along by the high way; cf. Nu 3:8, 8:16 they
are given, given to him, i. e. given exclusively for his service, for his very own.
Also with a certain hyperbole in such examples as 2 K 3:16

~ybiGE ~ybiGE nothing

rm'xe tAa/B†, troa/B†,

but trenches; Gn 14:10
all asphalt-pits.—Repetition serves
to intensify the expression to the highest degree in Ju 5:22 by reason of the
violent pransings of his strong ones, Ex 8:10 (countless heaps), and Jo 4:14
(countless multitudes); cf. also
gradually; cf. § 133 k.

j[;m. j[;m. Ex 23:30 by little and little, very

f
4. Repetition with the copula to express of mare than one kind; thus Dt 25:13 (Pr

!b,a,ñw" !b,a,ñ a weight and a weight, i. e. two kinds of weight (hence the
addition great and small); y Ps 12:3 blew" bleB. with two kinds of heart, i. e. with a
double-dealing heart; cf. the opposite blew" ble aolB. 1 Ch 12:33(34).
20:10)

Footnotes:

~yrIq'B. from rq'B' is found only in very late Hebrew, Neh 10:37
(where according to the Mantua edition, Ginsburg, &c., even WnynEòaoc our sheep, is also
to be read; Baer, however, has WnnEòaoc), and 2 Ch 4:3. In Am 6:12 read, with Hitzig,
~y" rq'B'B;.
1[1]

The plural form

2[1]

Cf. in the New Testament St. Mark 6:39 f. snmpo,sia snmpo,sia( prasiai. prasiai,
(Weizsäcker, tischweise, beetweise).
3[2]

These repetitions of larger groups of words belong entirely to the Priestly Code in
the Pentateuch, and are unquestionably indications of a late period of the language.
Of quite a different kind are such examples as Ez 16:6, where the repetition of four
words serves to give greater solemnity to the promise, unless here, as certainly in
1:20, it is a mere dittography; the LXX omit the repetition in both passages.

§ 134. Syntax of the Numerals.
Cf. the exhaustive statistics collected by Sven Herner, Syntax der Zahlwörter im
A. T., Lund, 1893. E. König, 'Zur Syntax der Zahlwörter im A. T., ' AJSL. xviii. 129
ff.

a
1. The numerals from 2 to 10, as being originally abstract substantives,1 may be
connected with their substantives in three different ways. They may stand either—
(a) In the construct state before the substantive (the object numbered being
consequently in the genitive), e. g.

~ymiy" tv,lv. a triad of days, i. e. three days;

~yvin"a]h†' ynEv. the two men; or
b
(b) In the absolute state before it (the object numbered being in apposition, § 131 d), e.
g.

~ynIb' hv'lv. a triad, viz. sons, i. e. three sons; ~yvin"a] ~yIn:òv. two men; or

c
(c) In the absolute state (likewise in apposition) after the object numbered, e. g.

vAlv' tAnB'. So especially in long lists, since in these the substantives naturally come
first, e. g. Gn 32:15. Nu 7:17, 28:19. Apart from such cases, the frequency of this order
in the later Books is due to the fact that the character of the numeral tended more and
more to become adjectival rather than substantival.2

d

dx'a, follows the construct state jP;v.mi, but here as in Nu
15:16 jP'v.mi should be read. In Gn 42:19, dx'a, is in apposition to a substantive
Rem. In Lv 24:22,

with a suffix (= one of you brethren; but verse 33 the one of you brethren). In Nu

dx'a, precedes the substantive in the Aramaic manner (= one each).—For
hn"v'-ha†' me (Gn 17:17, &c.) we find regularly in the Priestly Code (except in Gn
17:17, 23:1) hn"v' ta;m. (Gn 5:3, &c.) an hundred years. On the connexion of
abstract numerals with suffixes, as ~h,ynEv. their duality, i. e. they two, Gn 2:25,
&c. (also with a strengthening separate pronoun, as Wnx.n:òa] WnynEòv. 1 S 20:42), cf. §
31:28

97 i.

e
2. The numerals from 2 to 10 take the object numbered in the plural,3 with very few

exceptions, such as Ex 16:22 (where

rm,[oñh' ynEv. = the double of an omer), 2 K 22:1,

Ez 45:1, cf. 2 K 8:17 and 25:17 Keth. The numerals from 11 to 19 generally take the
plural, but with certain substantives frequently used with numerals the singular is more
common (see further, under f). The tens (from 20 to 90), when they precede, take the
singular (in the accusative, cf. § 131 p) of certain nouns frequently used with numerals

@l,a,ñ a thousand, vyaiÃ ~AyÃ rKoÃ vp,n<ò³Ã lq,v,ñ— but only in Ezekiel and the Priestly
Code), otherwise the plural, as ~ynIB'Ã tAnB'Ã ~yrI[' (but cf. also Ju 11:33), &c.; on the

(

other hand, the plural is necessary when they follow the object numbered in apposition

~yrIf.[, tAMa; twenty cubits, 2 Ch 3:3f.; with the exception of 2 S 24:24, only in
late Books). After ha'me and @l,a,ñ the substantive numbered may be used either in the

(e. g.

singular or plural, see further under g.

f
Rem. 1. After the numerals from 11 to 19 the singular is used, as a rule, with

~Ay

hn"v' year, vyai man, vp,n<ò soul (person), jb,veñ tribe, hb'Cem; pillar (Ex 24:4),
sometimes with hM'a; cubit, vd,xoñ month, ry[i city, lq,v,ñ shekel (compare our fouryear-old, ten pound), e. g. Dt 1:2 ~Ay rf'[' dx;a; (cf., however, such exceptions
day,

as Dt 1:23, Jos 4:2, &c.).—Substantives other than these are used in the plural
with the numerals from 11 to 19, and the numeral may even follow the
substantive, especially in later passages, as Nu 7:87 f., 1 Ch 4:27, 25:5.

g

ha'me ¿ ta;m. [so almost exclusively in the Priestly Code, e. g. always
@l,a,ñ ta;m.ÐÃ tAameÃ ~yIt;ñam') and @l,a,ñ ¿ ~ypil'a]Ã ypel.a;Ã ~yIP;ñl.a;) the
substantives vyaiÃ @l,a,ñÃ hM'a; (except in Ez 40:27), ~AyÃ ylig>r;Ã dm,c,ò are
regularly used in the singular, generally also hn"v'Ã rK'KoÃ rKoÃ lq,v,ñ (with the
2. After

exception of Jos 7:21, 2 S 14:26, &c.); cf., moreover, Gn 33:19, 24:60

hb'b'r> ypel.a;), Est 1:1, Ju 21:12, Dt 7:9, 1 K 5:12, 2 Ch 9:15.—Examples of the
plural after ha'me are Gn 26:12, 1 S 18:25, 2 S 16:1, 1 K 18:4; after ta;m. Ex
38:27; after tAame Ju 15:4, 2 S 8:4, 1 K 10:17, Ez 42:17; after ~yIt;ñam' 1 S 25:18,
1 K 7:20; after @l,a,ñ 1 S 25:2, 1 K 3:4, 5:6, 2 K 3:4, y Ps 90:4; after ~ypil'a] 1 S
17:5, Jb 42:12; after ypel.a; Mi 6:7; after ~yIP;ñl.a; Is 36:8.—In Dn 12:11 the plural
(

~ymiy" precedes the numeral twelve hundred.
h
3. Numerals compounded of tens and units (like 21, 62) take the object numbered
either after them in the singular (in the accusative), e. g. Gn 5:20

hn"v' ~yViviw> ~yIT;ñv.

hn"v' in the singular, according to e, since it conforms to the ten
immediately preceding; but also hn"v' hn<mov.W ~yvilv. Dt 2:14), or before them in the
two and sixty years (

plural, especially in the later Books, Dn 9:26, &c.; or the object is repeated (but only in
1 K 6:1, and the Priestly Code; sometimes even several times, e. g. Gn 23:1, 25:7, 17
thrice) in the plural with the units, and in the singular with the tens and hundreds, e. g.

~y[ib.viw> ~ynIv' vmex' hn"v' seventy and five years; Gn 23:1
~ynIv' [b;v,ñw> hn"v' ~yrIf.[,w> hn"v' ha'me an hundred and twenty and seven years. Cf.
Gn 12:4

Gn 5:6 ff.

i
Rem. 1. It may further be remarked with regard to the order, that the thousand or
thousands always precede the hundreds, &c., and the hundreds almost always
come before the smaller numbers (in Kings and Ezekiel sometimes, and in the
Priestly Code usually, after the smaller numbers), the tens in the earlier Books
(documents J and D of the Pentateuch, in Joshua 1–12, Judges, Samuel, Isaiah,
and also in Ezra and Nehemiah) before the units, but in Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the
Priestly Code, Joshua 13–24 after the units (see Herner, op. cit., p. 73). After the

w>

hundreds the smaller number is very frequently added without , especially in
Ezra, Nehemiah, and Daniel.
On the syntax of the cardinals in general:—

k
2. The cardinals are determined by the article, when they refer back (without
being connected with the object numbered; cf., however, Lv 25:10 f., Nu 16:35,
Jos 4:4, 2 S 23:13) to a number or list already mentioned, e. g. Gn

!AvyPi dx'a,h†' ~ve

2:11
the name of the one (the first) is Pishon; Gn 14:9 four
kings against the five (enumerated in verse 2); cf. 1 Ch 11:20 f., and the
determinate tens in Gn 18:29, 31 f. A demonstrative with the article may also be
added to a numeral determined in this way, e. g. Dt 19:9 (but cf. also Gn 9:19,
22:23, where the numeral and demonstrative are practically determinate in
themselves). In the case of the numerals from 11 to 19 the article may stand
either before the unit (1 Ch 25:19, 27:15) or before

rf'[' (Jos 4:4); it is used

before all three members of a compound number (273) in Nu 3:46.

l
In apposition with any determinate substantive the cardinal number is used
without the article, not only when it precedes the substantive, as in Jos 15:14

qn"[]h†' ynEb. hv'Alv.-ta,

hv'Alv.

(
, where
is equivalent to a substantive
determinate in itself; cf. Gn 18:28, Jos 6:8, 22, 1 S 17:14, 1 K 11:31, and the
passages discussed above in § 126 x, Gn 21:29, &c.), but also when it follows

rf,[,

hr'f'[]

the substantive, e. g. 1 K 7:27, 43 f.
and
; the omission of the article
may here, as in the cases noticed in § 126 z, be also due to the dislike of a

~yIn:òv. 2 K 25:16 after a determinate substantive. The fact that it
is by nature determinate would also be a very simple explanation of dx'a, Nu
28:4, 1 S 13:17 f., Jer 24:2, Ez 10:9, instead of the more usual dx'a,h†', and of
tx;a; 1 S 1:2 for tx;a;h†'.
hiatus, but cf. also

m

~ymiY"h; t[;bevi

Such cases as
Ju 14:17 (which is determined by a following
determinate genitive) are explained from § 127 b; 1 Ch 9:25 perhaps from § 126
q; in Is 30:26 probably the light of all the seven days of the week is meant; on the
other hand, in 1 S 9:20 and 25:38 the article is, with Wellhausen, to be omitted.

n
3. Certain specifications of measure, weight, or time, are commonly omitted after
numerals, e. g. Gn 20:16

@s,K,ñ @l,a,ñ a thousand (shekels) of silver; so also

bh'z" Gn 24:22, 1 K 10:16, Is 7:23, cf. y Ps 119:72. Moreover, Ru 3:15
~yrI[of. vve six (ephahs) of barley; 1 S 10:4 ~x,l,ñ-yTev. two (sc. loaves, see verse
3) of bread, cf. 17:17 ~x,l,ñ hr'f'[]; 2 S 16:1, where before !yIq;ñ a measure, or
before

perhaps some term like cakes, is to be supplied.—The number of cubits is stated
in the Priestly Code (Ex 26:2, &c.) and in 1 K 6 and 7 (otherwise only in Ez 40:5,

hM'a;B†' prop. by the
cubit. Also in Ex 27:11 the Samaritan and LXX read hM'a;B†' after %r,ao, and in
27:15 hM'a; after href.[,.
21, 47:3. Zc 5:2, 1 Ch 11:23, 2 Ch 4:2 f.) by the addition of

o
4. The ordinals above 10 have no special forms, but are expressed by the

corresponding cardinals, which may then stand either before or after the object
numbered, e. g. Gn 7:11

~Ay rf'[' h['b.viB. on the seventeenth day; Dt 1:3

hn"v' ~y[iB'r>a;B. in the fortieth year; cf. Gn 14:5, 2 K 25:27, and, with repetition of hn"v'
in a compound number, 1 K 6:1; such a cardinal occurs without B. (and therefore in the
accus. temporis, according to § 118 k) in Gn 14:4 (the Samaritan, however, has

XlXbw); with the article (but without a numbered object, see under k), 1 K 19:19.4—On
the position of the numeral as a genitive following its noun, cf. e. g. 1 K 16:10

[b;v,w" ~yrIf.[, tn:v.Bi in the twenty and seventh year, and with a determinate numeral,
Ex 12:18, Nu 33:38, Dt 15:9. In this case, however, hn"v' is very frequently repeated, e.
g. Gn 7:11, 2 K 13:10; after a determinate numeral, Lv 25:10.5

p
Rem. In numbering days of the month and years, the cardinals are very
frequently used instead of the ordinals even for the numbers from 1 to 10, e. g.

~yIT;v. tn:v.Bi 1 K 15:25; vlv' tn:v.Bi 2 K 18:1, &c., cf. Dt 15:9. The months
themselves are always numbered by the ordinals (!AvarIB'Ã ynIVeB;, &c., up to
yrIyfi[]B†' ), but not the days of the month, e. g. vd,xoñl; dx'a,B. Gn 8:5, &c.,
h['B'r>a;B. vd,xoñl; Zc 7:1; vd,xoñl; hV'mix]B†; Ez 1:1, &c., vd,xoñl; h['b.viB. 2 K 25:8,
vd,xoñl; h['v.tiB. Lv 23:32 (always, however, vd,xoñl; rf['B†, on the tenth day qf
the month). On the omission of ~Ay in all these cases see under n; only in late
passages is ~Ay added, e. g. 2 Ch 29:17 vd,xoñl; hn"Amv. ~AyB.; Ezr 3:6
vd,xoñl; dx'a, ~AYmi.—Finally, when the year is stated by tn:v.Bi governing a
determinate ordinal, viz. 2 K 17:6 ty[iyviT.h; tn:v.Bi in the ninth year; 2 K 25:1 (in
Jer 52:4 hn"v'B.), Jer 28:1 Keth., 32:1 Keth., 46:2, 51:59, Ezr 7:8; tn:v.Bi in such
cases is again (see note 2 on o) to be explained according to § 128 k. This is
supported by the fact that the Masora on Jer 28:1, 32:1 requires in the QereÖ

hn"V'B; for tnXb.
q
5. Distributives are expressed either by repetition of the cardinal number, e. g. Gn 7:9,

~yIn:ñv. ~yIn:ñv. two and two; 2 S 21:20 vvew" vve six each; with the numbered object
also repeated, e. g. Jos 3:12 dx'a, vyai jb,V†' l; dx'a, vyai for every tribe a man; Nu

15

!mi dx'a,, as in Neh 11:1, one out of every ten); cf. § 123 d; or a
periphrasis with l. dx'a, is used, Nu 17:18, Dt 1:23, cf. Is 6:2, dx'a,l. after six wings
twice repeated; the simple distributive l. is, however, sufficient (as in ~yrIq'B.l;, § 123
c), e. g. ~ypil'a]l†; w> tAamel. by hundreds and by thousands.
13:2, 34:18 (

r
6. The multiplicatives are expressed either (like the ordinals above 10, see under o) by
the cardinals (in the feminine, probably owing to the omission of

~[;P;ñÃ ~ymi['P.; so

~yIT;ñv. twice, Jb 40:5; [b;v,ñ seven times, Lv 26:21, 24, Pr
24:16; cf. also tx;a; once, 2 K 6:10, Jb 40:5, for which in Jb 33:14 tx;a;B.6 along with
~yIT;ñv.Bi (the latter also in 1 S 18:21); or by the dual of the numeral, thus ~yIt;ñ['b.vi Gn
König, Lehrgeb., ii. 228), as

4:15 (in verse 24 along with the cardinal 77 for 77 times); Is 30:26, y Ps 12:7, 79:12;

~yIT+'[.B;r>a; 2 S 12:6; 7 or periphrastically by ~[;P;ñ a time (prop. a step, with the article,
~[;P;ñh; this time; cf. also taoWh; ~[;P;ñB;, with B., like tx;a;B. above), as tx;a; ~[;P;ñ once
(Neh 13:20 ~yIT;ñv.W ~[;P;ñ once and twice), ~yIm;ñ[]N); twice, ~ymi['P' vlv' (for which in Ex
23:14, Nu 22:28, 32 ~ylig"r> vlv') three times; cf. Ez 41:6 thirty-three times; 2 S 24:3
an hundred times; Dt 1:11 a thousand times; 1 K 22:16 ~ymi['p. hM,K;-d[; until how
many times, i. e. how often. Cf. also ~ynImo tr,f,ñ[] ten times, Gn 31:7, 14, and
~yTi[i tABr; many times, Neh 9:28.—In Gn 43:34, five times is expressed by
tAdy" vmex' (prop. five hands),8 and in Ex 16:5 the double is expressed by -l[' hn<v.mi
(prop. a repetition over and above that which, &c. ).—Of the ordinals tynIve is used as a
numeral adverb, Gn 22:15, &c., a second time, cf. the Latin tertium consul; tviyliV.B;
the third time, 1 S 3:8; tyviymih] ~[;P;ñ a fifth time, Neh 6:5; ty[ibiV.B; at the seventh
(time), 1 K 18:44, and ~[;P;ñB; ä Vh; Jos 6:16.
s
Rem. The collocation of a numeral with the next above it (either in the same or in
different sentences) is a rhetorical device employed in numerical sayings to
express a number, which need not, or cannot, be more exactly specified. It must
be gathered from the context whether such formulae are intended to denote only
an insignificant number (e. g. Is 17:6, two or at the most three), or a considerable

number, e. g. Mi 5:4. Sometimes, however, this juxtaposition serves to express
merely an indefinite total, without the collateral idea of intensifying the lower by

w>

means of the higher number. Thus one and two are connected by , Dt 32:30, Jer

w>

3:14, Jb 33:14, 40:5 without , y Ps 62:12); two and three, Is 17:6 (Sirac 23:16,

w>

26:28, 50:25), and without , 2 K 9:32, Ho 6:2, Am 4:8; three and four, Jer 36:23,

w>

Am 1:3–11, Pr 30:18, 21:29 (Sirac 26:5), and without , Pr 30:15; four and five,

w>

without , Is 17:6; six and seven, Jb 5:19, Pr 6:16; seven and eight, Mi 5:4, Ec
11:2; (nine and ten, Sirac 25:7).
Footnotes:
1[3]

Cf. § 97 a, where it is shown that the masculine is the original form of the numerals
(used for both genders), and that the feminine was afterwards differentiated and used
with masc. nouns, primarily in the second decade and then in the first as well.

2[4]

From Herner's tables (op. cit., pp. 55–66) it appears, according to p. 68, that in the
documents J, E, D of the Pentateuch, and in Jos 1–12, Judges, Samuel, Isaiah,
Jeremiah, the Minor Prophets, Psalms, Megilloth, and Job, the numeral never, or very
rarely, stands after its noun; in Kings and Ezekiel it stands several times after; in the
Priestly Code nearly always after; in Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Daniel, nearly as
often after as before the noun. In Ex 28:10 the Masora makes the numeral in the
genitive follow the construct state of the substantive numbered; we should, however,
read

hV'Vih; tAmve-ta,w>; for the omission of the article before ä v, cf. § 126 w.
~yIn+'òv. vp,n<ò two souls), cf. § 132 g (collectives

3[1]

On examples such as Gn 46:27 (
joined with the plural of the adjective).

~ymiy" tv,lñv.li

4[1]

Somewhat different from this is Ex 19:15 be ready
prop. after three
days, i. e. on the third day (in verses 11 and 16 and in Ezr 10:8 the ordinal is used),

hv'lv. ~AYh; ytiylix' yKi because three days agone I fell sick, prop. to-

also 1 S 30:13
day three (days).
5[2]

All these expressions may indeed be explained by supposing that, e. g. in Lv
25:10, the proper meaning is the year of he fifty years which it completed, i. e. the

tn:v. tn:v.Bi

fiftieth year; but it is more correct to regard
or
in such cases not as a real
nomen regens, but simply as a connective form to be explained on the analogy of the
cases mentioned in § 128 k.

6[1]

But

7[2]

tx;a;B. Nu 10:4 is to be translated on one (trumpet).

Probably also
manifold.

8[3]

But

~yIl;ñp.Ki Jb 11:6 (from lp,K,ñ doubling) does not mean doubled but

tAdY"h; [B;r>a; Gn 47:24 means the (other) four parts; cf. 2 K 11:7, Neh 11:1.

§ 17. Of the QereÖ and KethiÖbh. Masora marginalis and finalis.
On QereÖ and KethiÖbh see Ginsburg, Intr., p. 183 ff.

a
1. The margin of Biblical MSS. and editions exhibits variants of an early date (§ 3 c),

yreq.1 to be read, since, according to the opinion of the Jewish critics, they are to
be preferred to the bytiK., i.e. what is written in the text, and are actually to be read
called

instead of it.
On this account the vowels of the marginal reading (the QereÖ) are placed under the
consonants of the text, and in order to understand both readings properly, the vowels
in the text must be applied to the marginal reading, while for the reading of the text

W>n:a] occurs in the text, in
the margin yrq wnxna. Read Wna] we (or according to Jewish tradition Wna') in the text,
in the margin Wnx.n:òa]. A small circle or asterisk in the text always refers to the marginal
(the KethiÖbh) its own vowels are to be used. Thus in Jer 42:6

reading.

b
2. Words or consonants which are to be passed over in reading, and are therefore left
unpointed, are called

yreq. aolw> bytiK. (scriptum et non legendum), e.g. ta Jer 38:16,

~a 39:12, $rdy 51:3. Conversely, words not contained in the text, but required by the
Masora (as indicated by the insertion of their vowels), are called:bytik. aolw> yreq., e.g.
2 S 8:3, Jer 31:38. See further Strack, Prolegomena Critica, p. 85; Dikduke ha-tÌeamim,
§§ 62, 64; Blau, Masoretische Untersuchungen, p. 49 ff.

c
3. In the case of some very common words, which are always to be read otherwise
than according to the KethiÖbh, it has not been considered necessary to place the QereÖ
in the margin, but its vowels are simply attached to the word in the text. This QereÖ

awhi (QereÖ ayxi) wherever awh stands for the
feminine (§ 32 l), and in r'[]n); (KethiÖbh r[n, QereÖ hr'[]n);)always, except in Dt 22:19 (but
the Sam. text always has ayhÃ hr[n). The ordinary explanation of this supposed
perpetuum occurs in the Pentateuch in

archaism, on the analogy of Greek o` pai/j and h` pai/j, our child, is inadequate, since

r[n for hr[n is rather a survival of a
system of orthography in which a final vowel was written defectively, as in T'l.j;q'; cf. §
there is no trace elsewhere of this epicene use;

rk'XF'yI (Q. rk'F'yI) Gn 30:18 &c., see the Lexicon. and
Baer and Delitzsch, Genesis, p. 84, and below, note to § 47 b; ~li;v'Wr†y> (Q. ~yIl;ñv'Wr†y>),
properly ~lev'Wr†y>È hA'y>; (Q. yn"doa] the Lord), or (after yn"doa]) hwIhoy> (Q. ~yhioa/) properly
hw<h.y: Yahwe~ (cf. § 102 m, and § 135 q, note); on ~ynEv.Ã ~yTev. for ynEv.Ã yTev., see §
2 n.— Other instances are:

97 d, end.

d
4. The masoretic apparatus accompanying the biblical text is divided into (a) Masora
marginalis, consisting of (a) Masora (marginalis) magna on the upper and lower
margins of MSS.; (b) Masora (marginalis) parva between and on the right and left of
the columns; (b) Masora finalis at the end of the several books, counting Samuel,
Kings, Minor Prophets, Ezra-Nehemiah, Chronicles, each as one book. On all three
varieties see especially Ginsburg, lntrod., p. 423 ff., and the appendices containing (p.
983 ff.) the masoretic treatise from the St. Petersburg MS. of A.D. 1009, and (p. 1000
ff.) specimens of the Masora parva and magna on two chapters.

e
In nearly all printed editions only the Masora finalis is found, indicating the
number of verses, the middle point of the book, &c., and a scanty selection from
the Masora parva. The following alphabetical list of technical expressions (some
of them Aramaic) and abbreviations, may suffice with the help of the lexicon to
elucidate the subject. Further details will be found in the appendix to Teile's
edition of the Hebrew O.T., p. 1222 ff.

tAa letter. aL'a, nisi, except. [c;m.a, middle. @¾¾sa= qWsP' @As xn:t.a; in the
formula @¾¾sa aoB. withoutÈ AthnahÌ or Soph-pasuq i.e.although noÈ AthnahÌ or Sophpasuq is written.

B. with, before names of vowels or accents, as @qez"B. #m,q'ñ QamesÌ with Zaqeph
used instead ofPathahÌ (§ 29 i). — äb as a numeral = two, as in ~ymi['j. äb two
accents. tcqmb, see tc'q.mi` a¾¾nb = an"yrex]a†; ax's.WnB. (Aramaic) in another
copy; pl. !n"yrex]a†; !x's.WnB..—a¾¾sb=~yrIxea] ~yrIp's.Bi in other books. rt;B'
(Aram.) after.

vWGD' fem. hv'WgD> marked with Dagesë (or Mappiq). @D; leaf, page.
ry[ez> fem.ar'y[ez> (Aram.) small.
lAx profane, not sacred, e.g. yn:doa] Gn 19:2 because not referring to God. #Wx

rsex' written defectitely, also wanting as äaäx ‚ aleph is omitted.

except.

~[;j;ñ accent (see b); ~[;j' in Hiphil to chant an accent.
ryTiy: superfluos.
!aK; here. ll'K. (Aram.) total, as adv. in general.
äl=tyle (Aram., from tyai al' non est)=the form is not found elsewhere.
qY"Wdm. accurately corrected. alem' full i.e. written plene. hJ'm;ñL.mi below = [r;l.mi
(§ 15 c). hl'[.m;ñl.mi=ly[elmi (§ 15 c). tArZ"nm. separated, the name of the
strangely formed NuÖns before y Ps 107:23 ff. (§ 5 n). ar'q.mi that which is read,
the name for all the O.T. scriptures. tc'q.mi part.
tn" fem. hx'n" quiescent, i.e. not sounded. ~l'[.n< concealed, i.e. only retained
orthographically. dWQnI a point. dWqnI pointed.
a¾¾s see B.` !m'ysi shmei/on, sign, esp. a mnemonic word or, frequently, sentence.
ä$s=~Wks. total. @¾¾s=qWsP' @As (§ 15 f).
dWM[; column of a page.
qWsP' a masoretic verse. aq's.Pi a space, esp. in the phrase qWsP' [c;m.a,b. äP a
space within a verse, e.g. Gn 35:22; cf. H. Grätz, Monatschrift für Gesch. u.
Wiss. des Judentums, 1878, p. 481 ff., and H. Strack, ibid. 1879, p. 26 ff.

äq =yreq., see above; c. ~dwq properly ~d'q\ before. #Wmq' fem. hc'Wmq. pointed
with QamesÌ. areAq reader of the sacred text.
at'B.r;Ã ht'B.r;Ã ytiB'r; (Aram, all fem. sing.) large.
hb'yTe word (consisting of more than one letter). hy"WlT. suspensa (§ 5 n, 3). yreT.
(Aram.) two.
Footnotes:
1[2]

On the necessity of the punctuation

yreq. as passive participle (= legendum)

yrIq.

instead of
QeriÖ, which was formerly common but is properly a past tense (= lectum
est), see Kautzsch, Gramm. des Bibl.-Aram., p. 81, note.

§ 62. Verbs with Gutturals.
Brockelmann, Grundriss, p. 584 ff.
Verbs which have a guttural for one of the three radicals differ in their inflexion from
the ordinary strong verb, according to the general rules in § 22. These differences do
not affect the consonantal part of the stem, and it is, therefore, more correct to regard
the guttural verbs as a subdivision of the strong verb. At the most, only the entire
omission of the strengthening in some of the verbs middle guttural (as well as in the
imperfect NiphÇal of verbs first guttural) can be regarded as a real weakness (§§ 63 h,
64 e). On the other hand, some original elements have been preserved in guttural
stems, which have degenerated in the ordinary strong verb; e. g. the aç of the initial
syllable in the imperfect Qal, as in

dmox.y:, which elsewhere is attenuated to iç, ljoq.yI.—

a and h are only taken into consideration when they are actual
consonants, and not vowel-letters like the a in some verbs a¾¾p (§ 68), in a few a¾¾[ (§
73 g), and in most a¾¾l (§ 74). In all these cases, however, the a was at least
originally a full consonant, while the h in verbs h¾¾l was never anything but a vowel
letter, cf. § 75. The really consonantal h at the end of the word is marked by MappiÖq.—
Verbs containing a r also, according to § 22 q, r, share some of the peculiarities of the
In guttural verbs

guttural verbs. For more convenient treatment, the cases will be distinguished,
according as the guttural is the first, second, or third radical. (Cf. the Paradigms D, E,
F, in which only those conjugations are omitted which are wholly regular.)

§ 73. Verbs middle i (vulgo

y¾¾[), e. g. !yBi to discern. Paradigm N.

a
1. These verbs agree, as regards their structure, exactly with verbs

W¾¾[), and in

y¾¾[

contrast to them may be termed
, or more correctly, ’ayin-iÖ verbs, from the
characteristic vowel of the impf., imper., and infin. constr. This distinction is justified in
so far as it refers to a difference in the pronunciation of the imperfect and its kindred

W¾¾[ verbs having uÖ lengthened from
original uÁ and y¾¾[ having iÖ lengthened from original iÁ. In other respects verbs y¾¾[
forms, the imperative and infin. constr.—the

simply belong to the class of really monosyllabic stems, which, by a strengthening of
their vocalic element, have been assimilated to the triliteral form1 (§ 67 a). In the

W¾¾[, has aÒ lengthened from aÁ, thus: tv' he
has set; infinitive tyvi, infinitive absolute tAv, imperative tyvi, imperfect tyviy", jussive
tvey" (§ 48 g), imperfect consecutive tv,Y"Ðw:.—The perfect Qal of some verbs used to be

perfect Qal the monosyllabic stem, as in

treated as having a double set of forms, a regular series, and others like HiphÇiÖl without

!yBi Dn 10:1; ytinOÐyBi Dn 9:2, also T'n>B;ñ y Ps 139:2; t'AbñyrI thou
strivest, Jb 33:13, also T'b.r;ñ La 3:58. The above perfects (!yBi; byrI, &c.) might no
the preformative, e. g.

doubt be taken as forms middle eÒ (properly iÁ), the iÁ of which has been lengthened to iÖ

~Wq

). It is more probable, however,
(like the uÁ lengthened to uÖ in the imperfect Qal of
that they are really shortened forms of HiphÇiÖl. This is supported by the fact that,

!yBi

, the shortened forms are few and probably all late, while
especially in the case of
the corresponding unshortened forms with the same meaning are very numerous, e. g.

!ybihe (but !yBi only in Dn 10:1), ~t,Anyb†ih], infinitive !ybih' (but infin. abs. !yBi
only in Pr 23:1), imperative !beh' (only in Dn 9:23 !ybiW immediately before !beh'w>, also
WnyBiñ three times, and hn"yBiñ y Ps 5:2), participle !ybime2 Elsewhere HiphÇiÖl–forms are in
use along with actual Qal-forms with the same meaning, thus: byrIme (also br'), ~yfime
placing (but only in Jb 4:20, which, with the critically untenable ymiyfiñh' Ez 21:21, is the
only instance of ~Wf in HiphÇiÖl), x;ygIme breaking forth Ju 20:33, with infin. Qal
AxyGI ’ Wvyxiñh; they rushed forth Ju 20:37, with vx'; yTiv.x;ñ ’ #ycime glancing, also in
perfect #c' ’ ayqihe he spat out, with imperat. Qal Wyq.. As passives we find a few
perfect

apparent imperfects HophÇal which are really (according to § 53 u) imperfects passive

of Qal, e.g,

lx;Wy Is 66:8 from lyxi to turn round, rv'Wy from ryvi to sing, tv;Wy from

tyvi to set.
b

W¾¾[;
and the influence of the analogy of verbs W¾¾[ is distinctly seen in the NiphÇal !Abn"
(ground-form nabaÒn), PoÖleÒl !nEAB, and HithpoÖleÒl !nEABt.hi. The very close relation existing
between verbs y¾¾[ and W¾¾[ is evident also from the fact that from some stems both
forms occur side by side in Qal, thus from lyxi to turn round, imperative also yliWxñ Mi
4:10; ~yfi to place, infinitive construct commonly ~Wf (2 S 14:7 ~yf Qere), imperfect
~yfiy", but Ex 4:11 ~Wfy". In other verbs one form is, at any rate, the more common, e.
g. lyGI to exult (lWG only Pr 23:24 KethiÖbh); from !Wl (perhaps denominative from lyIl;ñ)
to spend the night, !Wll' occurs six times as infinitive construct, !ylil' only in Gn 24:23;
but the imperative is always !yli, &c.—Of verbs y¾¾[ the most common are tyvi to set,
byrI to strive, !yDI to judge, fyfi to rejoice; cf. also perfect lK' (middle yoÖdh in Arabic)
to comprehend, to measure, Is 40:12; jy[i (as in Arabic and Syriac) to rush upon, and
the denominative perfect #q' (from #yIq;ñ) to pass the summer, Is 18:6. On the other
hand, ~WgydIw> and they shall fish them, Jer 16:16, generally explained as perfect Qal,
denominative from gD' fish, probably represents a denominative PiÇeÒl, WgY>dIw>.
2. The above-mentioned HiphÇiÖl–forms might equally well be derived from verbs

c

w¾¾[, mentioned in § 72 gg, there are certain
verbs y¾¾[ with consonantal yoÖdh, as by:a' to hate, @yE[' to faint, hy"h' to become, to
be, hy"x' to live.
Corresponding to verbs properly

d

hn<l'ñw> occurs once, Zc 5:4, for hn"l'ñw>, with
the weakening of the toneless aÒ to eÁ (as in the fem. participle hr,Wz Is 59:5); cf.
the analogous examples in § 48 l and § 80 i.—2nd sing. masc. hT'ñv; y Ps 90:8,
QereÔ (before [; cf. § 72 s); 1st sing. once yTiñv; y Ps 73:28, milraÇ, without any
Rem. 1. In the perfect Qal 3rd fem. sing.

WNl;ñw> Ju 19:13 for lan–nuÖ. The lengthened imperative
has the tone on the ultima before gutturals, hwhy hb'ñyrI y Ps 35:1; see further, §
72 s.—Examples of the infinitive absolute are: bro litigando, Ju 11:25, Jb 40:2;
~Af Jer 42:15; tvo ponendo, Is 22:7. On the other hand, byrIy" byrI (for bro) Jer
50:34, !ybiT' !yBi Pr 23:1, lyxt lwx Ez 30:16 Keth., are irregular and perhaps
due to incorrect scriptio plena; for the last the QereÖ requires lWxT' lWh, but read
lAx; cf. § 113 x.
apparent reason; 1st plur.

e

!bey"; ~fey"; tvey"; more rarely, with
the tone moved back, e.g. Al br,y"Ð Ju 6:31, cf. Ex 23:1 tv,T'ñ-la;, 1 S 9:20. So
with waÒw consecutive ~f,Y"Ðw: and he placed, !b,Y"Ðw: and he perceived; with a
middle guttural ~h,B' j[;Y"Ðw: 1 S 25:14 (see § 72 ee); with r as 3rd radical, rv;T'ñw:
Ju 5:1. As jussive of !yli; !l;ñT' is found in Ju 19:20 (in pause) and Jb 17:2, for
!leT'.—For bArT'-la; Pr 3:30 Keth. (Qere byrIT') read breT'.
2. The shortened imperfect usually has the form

f

!le spending the night, occurs once, Neh 13:21;
participle passive ~yfi Nu 24:21, 1 S 9:24, Ob4; feminine hm'Wf 2 S 13:32, in the
3. As participle active Qal

QereÖ, even according to the reading of the Oriental schools (see p. 38, note 2):

hm'yfi. A passive of Qal (cf. above, § 52 e and s, and § 53 u)
from ~yfi may perhaps be seen in ~f,yYIÐw: Gn 50:26 (also Gn 24:33 KethiÖbh
~Xyyw, QereÖ ~f'WYw:; the Samaritan in both places has ~Xwyw), and also in %s'yyI Ex
30:32, Samaritan ÷swy. Against the explanation of ÷syy as a HophÇ–alform from
%Ws, Barth (Jubelschrift … Hildesheimer, Berlin, 1890, p. 151) rightly urges that
the only example of a HiphÇiÖl of %Ws is the doubtful %s,Y"Ðw:, which is probably an
iÁ–imperfect of Qal.—The explanation of ~Xyy, &c., as a passive of Qal arising
the KethiÖbh has

from yiysam, &c. = yuysam (so Barth, ibid., note 1), is certainly also
unconvincing, so that the correctness of the traditional reading is open to
question.

*****

g

a¾¾[ the a always retains its consonantal value; these stems are,
therefore, to be regarded as verbs middle Guttural (§ 64). An exception is #anEy"
Ec 12:5 if it be imperfect HiphÇiÖl of #an (for #aen>y:); but if the form has really been
correctly transmitted, it should rather be referred to #c;n", and regarded as
incorrectly written for #nEy". On Wwan" (from hw"a]n);), which was, formerly treated here
as a¾¾[, see now § 75 x.
4. In verbs

Footnotes:

W¾¾[

1[1]

y¾¾[

That verbs
and
are developed from biliteral roots at a period before the
differentiation of the Semitic languages is admitted even by Nöldeke (Beiträge zur
sem. Sprachwiss., Strassburg, 1904, p. 34 ff.), although he contests the view that

ytinOÐyBi and t'AbñyrI, are to be referred to HiphÇiÖl with the preformative dropped.
tnb y Ps 139:2 might be intended for t'nOÐBi, there remains really no form of
!yb which must necessarily be explained as a Qal, except the ptcp. plur. ~ynIB' Jer
2[1]

Since

49:7. Nevertheless it is highly probable that all the above instances of HiphÇiÖl–forms,
parallel with Qal-forms of the same meaning, are merely due to a secondary formation

!ybiy"; ~yfiy"

from the imperfects Qal
, &c., which were wrongly regarded as imperfects
HiphÇiÖl: so Barth, ZDMG. xliii. p. 190 f., and Nominalbildung, p. 119 f.

§ 29. The Tone, its Changes and the Pause.

a
1. The principal tone rests, according to the Masoretic accentuation (cf. § 15 c), as a
rule on the final syllable, e.g. lj;ñq'Ã rb'ñÃ Arñb'D>Ã !yrIñb'D>Ã !T,ñl.j;q.Ã Wòlj.q†'Ã !Arñd>qi — in
the last five examples on the formative additions to the stem. Less frequently it rests on
the penultima, as in hl'y>l;ñ night, T'l.j;ñq'Ã

WLq;ñÃ Wmq;ñ; but a closed penultima can only
have the tone if the ultima is open (e.g. T'l.j;ñq'Ã hn"k.leñÃ hn"m.qoñ), whilst a closed ultima
can as a rule only be without the tone if the penultima is open, e.g. ~q,Y"òw:Ã ~q'Y"òw:; see

also below, e.

b
A kind of counter-tone or secondary stress, as opposed to the principal tone, is marked
by Metheg (§ 16 c). Words which are closely united by Maqqeph with the following
word (§ 16 a) can at the most have only a secondary tone

c
2. The original tone of a word, however, frequently shifts its place in consequence
either of changes in the word itself, or of its close connexion with other words. If the
word is increased at the end, the tone is moved forward (descendit) one or two places
according to the length of the addition, e.g. rb'ñD' word, plur. ~yrIñb'D'; ~k,ñyreb.DI your
words; vd,qoñ holy thing, plur. ~yviñd'q';† T'l.j;ñq' with suffix WxT'ñl.j;q., with WaÒw consecutive

T'ñl.j;q†'w>. On the consequent vowel-changes, see § 27 d, i– m.
d
3. On the other hand, the original tone is shifted from the ultima to the penultima
(ascendit):
(a) In many forms of the Imperfect, under the influence of a prefixed WaÒw consecutive (W:
see § 49 c–e), e.g. rm;ñaoy he will say, rm,aoYòw: and he said; %l.ñyE he will go, %l,YEñw: and he
went. Cf. also § 51 n on the impf. Niph‘al, and § 65 g, end, on the impf. Pi‘el; on these
forms in Pause, when the w consec. does not take effect, see below, p.

e
(b) For rhythmical reasons (as often in other languages), when a monosyllable, or a
word with the tone on the first syllable, follows a word with the tone on the ultima, in
order to avoid the concurrence of two tone-syllables.1 This rhythmical retraction of the
tone, however (rAxa'

gAsn" receding, as it is called by the Jewish grammarians), is only

admissible according to a, above, provided that the penultima, which now receives the
tone, is an open syllable (with a long vowel; but see g), whilst the ultima, which loses
the tone, must be either an open syllable with a long vowel, e.g, hl'y>l+' ar'qä' Gn 1:5,
4:17, 27:25, Ex 16:29, y Ps 5:11, 104:14, Dn 11:13, or a closed syllable with a short
vowel, e.g. ~x,l,ñ

lk;aToä Gn 3:19, Jb 3:3, 22:28.2 The grave suffixes
~k,ÄÃ !k,ÄÃ ~h,ÄÃ !h,Ä are exceptions, as they never lose the tone. Moreover a fair

number of instances occur in which the above conditions are fulfilled, but the tone is
not retracted, e.g. esp. with hy"h', and before a; cf, Qimhi, Mikhlol, ed. Rittenberg (Lyck,
1862), p. 4:b, line 13 ff.

f
Although SÍere can remain in a closed ultima which has lost the tone, it is perhaps not to
be regarded in this case (see § 8 b) as a long vowel. At any rate it then always has, in
correct editions, a retarding Metheg, no doubt in order to prevent its being pronounced
as SeghoÖl, e.g. !yIq+' r[;ebä'l. Nu 24:22; cf. Nu 17:23, Ju 20:2, Is 66:3, Jer 23:29, Ez 22:25,
y Ps 37:7, and even with a following furtive PathahÌ Pr 1:19, 11:26, &c., although there is
no question here of two successive tone-syllables. In other cases the shortening into
seghoÖl does take place, e.g. ~[;P;ñ

~l,Ahñ who smiteth the anvil, Is 41:7, for

~[;P;ñ ~leAñh È rm,v,ñ ta,meñ 1 K 16:24.— The retraction of the tone even occurs when a
half-syllable with a SèewaÖ mobile precedes the original tone syllable, e.g. Al Wrm.aoYòw: Gn
19:5, and frequently; rAb yd'r>Ayò y Ps 28:1; yli Wnm.j'ñ y Ps 31:5; br,x'ñ ynE[]jäom. Is 14:19;
as also when the tone-syllable of the second word is preceded by a half-syllable, e.g.

yrIP. hv,o[ñ Gn 1:11 (on the Dag. f., cf. § 20 f); ^l. tt,l'ñ Gn 15:7 (cf. § 20 c).
g
According to the above, it must be regarded as anomalous when the Masora
throws back the tone of a closed ultima upon a virtually sharpened syllable with a
short vowel, e.g. !Ke

rx;a;ñ 1 S 10:5, § 101 a; AB vx,kiñw> Jb 8:18, cf. Lv 5:22, Ho

9:2; WnB'ñ qx,c;òl. Gn 39:14, 17; whereas it elsewhere allows a closed penultima to
bear the tone only when the ultima is open. Still more anomalous is the placing of
the tone on a really sharpened syllable, when the ultima is closed, as in l['
2 S 23:1; [;Av

rK;næi Jb 34:19; cf. also !yIq'.ñ-~Q;†uy Gn 4:24, with Metheg of the
secondary tone. We should read either ~Qä;hu, or, with Frensdorff, Massora
Magna, p. 167, Ginsb., Kittel, after Bomb., ~q;häu. Other abnormal forms are

~Q;häu

AB qz<x]Yæ;w: Ex 4:4 (for similar instances see § 15 c, end) and ~v' Wyh'äYIw: Dt 10:5.
h
(c) In pause, see i–v.
The meeting of two tone-syllables (see e, f) is avoided also by connecting the
words with Maqqeph, in which case the first word entirely loses the tone, e.g. ~v'ñ-

bT'k'YIw: and he wrote there, Jos 8:32.
i
4. Very Important changes of the tone and of the vowels are effected by the pause. By
this term is meant the strong stress laid on the tone-syllable in the last word of a
sentence (verse) or clause. It is marked by a great distinctive accent, SilluÖq, ¬AthnaÖh,
and in the accentuation of the books ~¾¾t, ¬O×leÊ weyoÖreÒd (§ 15 h). Apart from these
principal pauses (the great pause), there are often pausill changes (the lesser pause)
with the lesser distinctives, especially Segolta, Zaqepn qatÌon, RebhiÖalsquo;, and even with
PasëtÌa, TiphhÌa, Geresë, and (Pr 30:4) Pazer.3 The changes are as follows:

k
(a) When the tone-syllable naturally has a short vowel, it as a rule becomes tone-long
in pause, e.g. lj;q'Ã

lj+'q' È ~yIm;ñÃ ~yIm+' È T'l.j;ñq'Ã T'l.j'ñq'. An aç which has been
modified to SeÃghoÖl usually becomes aÒ in pause, e.g. rv,q,ñ (ground-form qasër) in pause,
rv,q'ñ 2 K 11:14 ; !r,a+' !r,a,ñ Jer 22:29; also in 2 K 4:31 read bv,q+' with ed. Mant., &c.
(Baer bv+eq'). — rB,DI becomes in pause rBeDI.
l
Sometimes, however, the distinct and sharper aç is intentionally retained in pause,
especially if the following consonant is strengthened, e.g. WTK+;yU Jb 4:20, or ought
to be strengthened, e.g. tb†;K. 2 S 12:3, zB†; Is 8:1, &c.; but also in other cases as

yTin>q+;z" Gn 27:2, because from !qez", cf. below, q; d[+; Gn 49:27; Wnv.D+;q.hiw> 2 Ch
29:19 (so Baer, but Ginsb. ¾D'qh, ed. Mant. ¾d'qh); and regularly in the numeral
[B;r>a; four, Lv 11:20, &c. In the accentuation of the three poetical books (§ 15 d)
the use of PathahÌ with 'AthnahÌ is due to the inferior pausal force of 'AthnahÌ,
especially after ‘OÖleÊ weyored (§ 150); cf. y Ps 100:3, Pr 30:9, and QimhÌi, Mikhlol,
ed. Rittenberg, p. 5:b, line 4 from below. Compare the list of instances of pausal
aç; and eÊ in the appendices to Baer's editions.

m
(b) When a full vowel in a tone-bearing final syllable has lost the tone before an
afformative, and has become vo\cal SèewaÖ, it is restored in pause as tone-vowel, and, if
short, is lenghtened, e.g. lj;ñq', fem. hl'j.q†' (qaÒtÌelaÒ), in pause hl'j+'q'

È W[m.vi (sëiçmeºuÖ),
in pause W[m†'v. (from sing. [m;v.); ha'l.m†'Ã ha'+lem' È Wlj.q.yIÃ Wljoñq.yI4 (sing. ljoñq.yI). The
fuller endings of the Imperfect !W and !y i (§ 47 m and o) alone retain the tone even
when the original vowel is restored. In segholate forms, like yxil.Ã yrIP. (ground-form
lahy, pary), the original aç returns, though under the form of a tone-bearing SeghoÖl, thus

yxil,ñÃ yrIP,ñ; original iç becomes eÒ, e.g. ycix], in pause ycixeñ; original oç (uç) becomes oÓ, ylix'.
(ground-form hÌuly), in pause ylixoñ (§ 93 x, y, z).
n
On the analogy of such forms as yxil,ñ, &c., the shortened Imperfects yhiy> and yxiy>
become in pause yhiy<òÃ

yxiy<ò, because in the full forms hy<h.yI he will be, and hy<x.yI he will
live, the iç is attenuated from an original aç. Similarly ~k,v. shoulder, in pause ~k,v,ñ
(ground-form sëakhm), and the pron. ynIa] I, in pause ynIa'ñ; cf. also the restoration of the
original aç as eÊ before the suffix ^¤. thy, thee, e.g. ^r>b†'D> thy word, in pause ^r,ñb'D>;
^ñr>m'v.yI he guards thee, in pause ^r,ñm.v.yI; but after the prepositions b.Ã l.Ã tae ¿ta,À
the suffix ^¤. in pause becomes ^¤' e.g. %B'Ã %l'Ã %T'ai.
o
(c) This tendency to draw back the tone in pause to the penultima appears also in such
cases as ykiñnOa†' I, in pause yk.n+oa'

È hT'ña; thou, in pause hT'a+' (but in the three poetically

accented books also hT'a+', since in those books 'AthnahÌ, especially after ‘OÖleÊ weyoÖreÒd,
has only the force of a Zaqeph; hence also Wa+l.M†'yI Pr 24:4 instead of WaleñM'yI)5; hT'[;ñ
now, hT'[+'; and in other sporadic instances, like WlK'ñ y Ps 37:20 for WlñK'; but in 1 S
12:25 Wp†S'Ti with Baer and Ginsb., is to be preferred to the reading of ed. Mant., &c.

p
(d) Conversely all forms of imperfects consecutive, whose final syllable, when not in
pause, loses the tone and is pronounced with a short vowel, take, when in pause, the
tone on the ultima with a tone-long vowel, e.g. tm'Y"òw: and he died, in pause tmoñY"w:.

q
Of other etfects of the pause we have still to mention, (1) the transition of an eÒ
(lengthened from iç) to the more distinct aç (see above, l), e.g. zt;he for ztehe Is 18:5
(cf. § 67 v; § 72 dd); lm;q' Is 33:9; lc;a' 1 Ch 8:38 (beside lcea' [, see v. 37. Cf.

` la†;b.j†' Is 7:6 (laeb.j†' Ezr 4:7); ` rv†;v' Jer 22:14; dr+;p's. Ob20; ` vp†;N"YIw: Ex
31:17; ` vn);a'†YEw: 2 S 12:15 (below, § 51 m) — S. R. D.]); rp;he Gn 17:14; rc;p.h; 1
S 15:23; rx†;a;T. y Ps 40:18; qx;r>h; Jb 13:21, mostly before liquids or sibilants
(but also bv†;h' Is 42:22, and without the pause dr;Te La 3:48). So also %l,YEòw:
(shortened from %leyEò) becomes in pause %l;ñYEw:; cf. %l;ñYOw: La 3:2; !l+;T' for !l,T+' Ju
19:20. On SeghoÖl in pause instead of SÍere, cf. § 52 n, 60 d, and especially § 75 n,
on hy<x.†w< Pr 4:4 and 7:2.

r
(2) The transition from aç to eÊ in the ultima; so always in the formula d[,w"

~l'A[l.

(for d[;) for ever and ever.

s
(3) The pausal Qames (according to § 54 k, lengthened from original aç) in
HithpaºeÒl (but not in Piºe&181;l) for SÍere, e.g. %L'h;t.yI Jb 18:8 for %Leh;t.yI. But
pausal forms like rt,s'ñÃ

jb,v'ñ (in the absol. st rt,señÃ jb,veñ) go back to a
secondary form of the abs. st. rt,s,ñÃ jb,v,ñ.
t
(4) The restoration of a final Yodh which has been dropped from the stem,

together with the preceding vowel, e.g. Wy['ñB.Ã Wyt'ñae Is 21:12, for W[B.Ã Wta/, the
latter also without the pause Is 56:9, 12; cf. Jb 12:6, and the same occurrence
even in the word before the pause Dt 32:37, Is 21:12.

u
(5) The transition from oÖ or oÓ to aÒ in pause: as hl'a'v. Is 7:11, if it be a locative of

laov., and not rather imperat. Qal of la;v' È yTil.k†'v' Gn 43:14 for yTil.k†ov' È z['
Gn 49:3; @r'j.yI Gn 49:27; perhaps also !y"r>vi 1 K 22:34, Is 59:17, and tl,q'ñv.mi Is
28:17, cf. 2 K 21:13. On the other hand the regular pausal form #P'x.y< (ordinary

imperfect #Pox.y:) corresponds to a perfect #Pex' (see § 47 h).

v
(6) When a PathahÌ both precedes and follows a virtually strengthened guttural,
the second becomes aÒ in pause, and the first SeghoÖl, according to § 22 c and § 27
q, e.g. yx;a; my brothers, in pause yx+'a,. Similarly in cases where an original
Pathah\ after a guttural has been attenuated to i out of pause, and then
lengthened to eÒ with the tone (cf. § 54 k), e.g. ~xen:t.yI, but in pause ~x+'n<t.yI. Dt
32:36; cf. Nu 8:7, 23:19, Ez 5:13, y Ps 135:14. — On pausal SÍere, for SeghoÖl, in
infin., imperat., and imperf. of verbs h¾¾l, see § 75 hh.

w
[Other instances of the full vowel in lesser pause, where the voice would naturally
rest on the word, are Gn 15:14 wdbo[y, Is 8:15, 40:24, Ho 4:12, 8:7, Dn 9:15, and
very often in such cases.]
Footnotes:
1[1]

Even Hebrew prose proceeds, according to the accentuation, in a kind of iambic
rhythm. That this was intended by the marking of the tone, can be seen from the use of
Metbeg. — Jos. Wijnkoop in Darche hannesigah sive leges de accentus Hebraicas
linguae ascensione, Ludg. Bat. 1881, endeavours to explain, on euphonic and
syntactical grounds, the numerous cases in which the usual retraction of the tone does

not occur, e.g. xv,xñ aärrAbW Is 45:7, where the object probably is to avoid a kind of
hiatus; but cf, also Am 4:13. Prätorius, Ueber den rückweirh. Accont im Hebr., Halle,
1897, has fully discussed the nasog 'ahor.
The reading ~yyId+'[] (so even Opitius and Hahn) Ez 16:7 for ~y+yId'[] is rightly
described by Baer as ' error turpis '.&mdsh;That an unchangeable vowel in a closed
final syllable cannot lose the tone is shown by Prätorius from the duplication of the
accent (see above, § 22 f).
2[2]

3[1]

In most eases, probably on account of a following guttural or (at the end of a

sentence) W (cf. e.g. Ex 21:31, Jer 3:9 [but Ginsb. @n:xtwÐ, Ru 4:4, Ec 11:6 [but Ginsb.

rv;ky]; before w> Jer 17:11) [see also § 29 w]. -ta, jpä'v' 1 S 7:17, #r,aä'w" Is 65:17, Pr
25:3, where aÒ has munahÌ, are very irregular, but the lengthening here is probably only
to avoid the cacophony sëaÒphaçÃtÌ ¬et. In the same way xl'c.yIh] Ez 17:15 (with Mahpakh
before h]) and ~r'q.YIw: Ez 37:8 (with Darga before []) are to be explained. The four

instances of ynIa'ñ for ynIa] apparently require a different explanation; see § 32 c.— The
theory of Olshausen and others that the phenomena of the pause are due entirely to
liturgical considerations, i.e. that it is ' a convenient way of developing the musical
value of the final accents by means of fuller forms ' in liturgical reading (Sievers, Metr.
Studien, i. 23:6, also explains pausal forms like hl'j'ñq'Ã Wljoñq.yI, as ' late formations of
the grammarians '), is contradicted by the fact that similar phenomena are still to be
observed in modern vulgar Arabic, where they can only be attributed to rhythmical
reasons of a general character.
4[1]

Such a pausal syllable is sometimes further emphasized by strengthening the
following consonant, see § 20 i.

Wl+P.yI y Ps 45:6, cf. also Wm+'l.K†'yI y Ps 40:15, is to be explained in the same way, but
not yj+iliM†'hi Zc 2:11, where, on the analogy of WrmeñV'hi Je 9:3, we should expect
yjileñM'hi.
5[2]

§ 15. The Accents.

a

~ymi['J.h; yjeP.v.mi

On the ordinal accents (see below, e), cf. W. Heidenheim,
[The
Laws of the Accents], Rödelheim, 1808 (a compilation from older Jewish writers
on the accents, with a commentary); W. Wickes (see also below),

~yrps a¾¾k ym[j [The Accents of the Twenty-one Books], Oxford, 1887, an
exhaustive investigation in English; J. M. Japhet, Die Accente der hl. Schrift

tÏmÏaÏ

), ed. by Heinemann, Frankf. a. M.1896; Prätorius,
(exclusive of the books
Die Herkunft der hebr. Accente, Berlin, 1901, and (in answer to Gregory's
criticism in the TLZ. 1901, no. 22) Die Uebernahme der früh-mittelgriech.
Neumen durch die Juden, Berlin, 1902; P. Kahle, ' Zur Gesch. der hebr. Accente,'
ZDMG. 55 (1901), 167 ff. (1, on the earliest Jewish lists of accents; 2, on the
mutual relation of the various systems of accentuation; on p. 179 ff. he deals with
the accents of the 3rd system, see above, § 8 g, note); Margolis, art. 'Accents,' in
the Jewish Encycl. i (1901), 149 ff.; J. Adams, Sermons in Accents, London,
1906. — On the accents of the Books

~¾¾at (see below, h), S. Baer, tma trwt

t¾¾ma

[Accentual Laws of the Books
], Rödelheim, 1852, and his appendix to
Delitzsch's Psalmencommentar, vol. ii, Lpz. 1860, and in the 5th ed., 1894 (an
epitome is given in Baer-Delitzsch's Liber Psalmorum hebr., Lpz. 1861, 1874,
1880); cf. also Delitzsch's most instructive 'Accentuologischer Commentar' on
Psalms 1–3, in his Psalmencommentar of 1874, as well as the numerous
contributions to the accentual criticism of the text, &c., in the editions of Baer and

t¾¾ma ym[j

Delitzsch, and in the commentaries of the latter; W. Wickes,
[Accents of the Poet. Books], Oxford, 1881; Mitchell, in the Journal of Bibl. Lit.,
1891, p. 144 ff.; Baer and Strack, Dikduke ha–tÌeamim, p. 17 ff.

b
1. As Prätorius (see above) has convincingly shown, the majority of the Hebrew
accents, especially, according to Kahle (see above), the 'Conjunctivi', were adopted by
the Jews from the neums and punctuation-marks found in Greek gospel-books, and,
like these, their primary purpose was to regulate minutely the public reading of the
sacred text. The complete transformation and amplification of the system (in three
different forms, see § 8 g, note), which soon caused the Jews to forget its real origin, is
clearly connected with the gradual change from the speaking voice in public reading to
chanting or singing. The accents then served as a kind of musical notes.1Their value
as such has, however, with the exception of a few traces, become lost in transmission.
On the other hand, according to their original design they have also a twofold use
which is still of the greatest importance for grammar (and syntax), viz. their value (a) as
marking the tone, (b) as marks of punctuation to indicate the logical (syntactical)

relation of single words to their immediate surroundings, and thus to the whole
sentence.2

c
2. As a mark of the tone the accent stands almost invariably (but see below, e) with the
syllable which has the principal tone in the word. This is usually the ultima, less
frequently the penultima. Amongst the Jewish grammarians a word which has the tone

[r;l.mi i.e. accented below3 ), e.g. lj;ñq' qaÒtÌaÃl; a
word which has the tone on the penultima is MilÇeÖl (Aram. ly[el.mi, accented above),
e.g. äxl,m,ñ meÊleçkh. Besides this, in many cases a secondary tone is indicated in the
word by MeÊtheçg (cf. § 16). Examples such as dx;Y+' hd'm.[;næ; Is 50:8 (cf. 40:18, Ex 15:8,
on the ultima is called Milra' (Aram.

Jb 12:15, La 2:16) are regarded by the Jewish grammarians as even proparoxytone.4

d
3. As marks of interpunctuation the accents are subdivided into those which separate
(Distinctivi or Domini) and those which connect (Conjunctivi or Servi). Further a twofold
system of accentuation is to be noted: (a) the common system found in twenty-one of

a¾¾k i.e. twenty-one), and (b) that used in the first three Books of the
Hagiographa, viz. Psalms, Proverbs, and Job, for which the vox memor. is tm,a/, from
the initial consonants of the names, ~yLihiT. Psalms, ylev.mi Proverbs, bAYai Job, or
more correctly, according to their original sequence, ~¾¾at (~aoT. twin), so that
~¾¾at yme[]j†; means the accents (sing.~[;j;) of these three Books. The latter system is
the Books (the

not only richer and more complicated in itself, but also musically more significant than
the ordinary accentuation.

I. The Common Accents.
e
Preliminary remark. The accents which are marked as prepositive stand to the
right over or under the initial consonant of the word; those marked as
postpositive, to the left over or under the last consonant. Consequently in both
cases the tone-syllable must be ascertained independently of the accent (but cf.
below, l).

f
A. DISJUNCTIVE ACCENTS (Distinctivi or Domini).5

¤) qWLsi SilluÖq (end) always with the tone-syllable of the last word before SoÖph

1. ( )

`

paÒsuÖq ( ), the verse-divider, e.g.:

`#r,a†'h'.

¤+ xn"t.a; 'AthnaÖhÌ or aT'x.n)'t.a; 'AthnahæaÒ (rest), the principal divider within the verse.

2. ( )

¤è aT'l.Ag*s.

3 a. ( )
SegoÖltaÒ, postpositive, marks the fourth or fifth subordinate division,
counting backwards from ' AthnaÖhÌ (e.g. Gn 1:7, 28).

Ÿ¤¦) tl,v,l.v; SèalsëeÊleth (i.e.chain), as disjunctive, or Great SèalsëeÊleth, distinguished

3 b. (

by the following stroke6 from the conjunctive in the poetic accentuation, is used for
SegoÖltaÒ (seven times altogether) when this would stand at the head of the sentence; cf.
Gn 19:16, &c.

¤§ lAdG" @qiz" ZaÖqeÒph gaÒdoÖl, and

4 a. ( )

¤ê !Ajq' @qiz"

4 b. ( )
ZaÖqeÒph qaÒtÌoÖn, The names refer to their musical character, As a
disjunctive, Little ZaÖqeÒph is by nature stronger than Great ZaÖqeÒph; but if they stand
together, the one which comes first is always the stronger.

¤ß ax'p.ji

ax'r>j;

TÍiphhÌaÒ or
TÍarhÌaÒ, a subordinate disjunctive before SilluÖq and '
5. ( )
AthnaÖhÌ, but very often the principal disjunctive of the whole verse instead of ' AthnaÖhÌ;
always so when the verse consists of only two or three words (e.g. Is 2:13), but also in
longer verses (Gn 3:21).

¤© [;ybir> RebhiÖa ‘.

6. ( )

¤é ) aq'r>z: ZarqaÒ,postpositive.

7. (

¤‘ ) aj'v.P; PasëtÌaÒ, postpositive;,7 and

8 a. (

¤… bytiy>

8 b. ( )
YethiÖbh, prepositive, and thus different from MehuppaÒkh. YethiÖbh is used
in place of PasëtÌaÒ when the latter would stand on a monosyllable or on a foretoned
word, not preceded by a conjunctive accent.

¤± rybiT. TebhiÖr.

9. ( )

¤ø vr,G< GeÊresë or sr,j, TÍeÊres, and

10 a. ( )

¤ù ~yIv;ñr'G>

10 b. ( )
GeraÒsëaÃyim8 or Double GeÊresë, used for GeÊresë, when the tone rests on
the ultima, and 'AzlaÒ does not precede.

¤‡ rzEP' PaÖzeÒr, and

11 a. ( )

¤¡ lAdG" rzEP'

11 b. ( )
PaÖzeÒr gaÒdoÖl (Great PaÖzeÒr) or
only used 16 times, for special emphasis.

hr'p' ynEr>q; QarneÖ phaÒraÒ (cow-horns),

¤û ) hl'Adg> av'yliT. TelisëaÒ gedoÖlaÒ or Great TeliÖsëaÒ, prepositive.

12. (

Ÿ¤å) Hm,r>g:l. LegarmeÒh, i.e. MuÖnahÌ (see below) with a following stroke.

13. (

g
B. CONJUNCTIVE ACCENTS (Conjunctivi or Servi).

¤å xn:Wm MuÖnahÌ.

14. ( )

¤Ü %P'hum. MehuppaÒkh or %P'h.m; MahpÒkh.

15. ( )

¤ï ak'r>yme or ak'r>am†e MeÖrekhaÒ, and

16 a. ( )

¤¢ hl'Wpk. äm MeÖrekhaÒ KhephuÖlaÒ or Double MeÖrekhaÒ.

16 b. ( )

¤ ) aG"r>D; DargaÒ.

17. (

¤’ al'z>a; 'AzlaÒ, when associated with GeÊresë (see above) also called QadmaÒ.

18. ( )

¤” hN"j;q. av'yliT. TeliÖsëaÒ qetÌannaÒ or Little TeliÖsëaÒ, postpositive.

19. ( )

¤á lG:l.G: Galgal or xr;y< YeÊrahÌ.

20. ( )

¤ß al'Y>a;m.

al'y>am†'

[21. ( )
Me’ayyelaÒ or
MaÖyelaÒ, a variety of TÍiphhÌa, serves to mark the
secondary tone in words which have SilluÖq or ‘AthnaÖhÌ, or which are united by MaqqeÒph
with a word so accentuated, e.g.

x;n+o-aceYßEw: Gn 8:18.]

II. The Accents of the Books ~¾¾at
h
A. DISTINCTIVI.

¤)

1. ( ) SilluÖq (see above, I, 1).

¤ñ dreAyw> hl,A[ ‘OÖleÊ WeyoÖreÒd,9 a stronger divider than

2. ( )

¤+

3. ( ) 'AthnaÖhÌ (see above, I, 2). IÍn shorter verses 'AthnaÖh suffices as principal
distinctive; in longer verses ‘OÖleÊ weyoÖreÒd serves as such, and is then mostly followed by
'AthnaÖhÌ as the principal disjunctive of the second half of the verse.

¤©

4. ( ) RebhiÖaÇ gaÒdoÖl (Great RebhiÖa).

¤©÷

5. ( ) RebhiÖa ÇmugraÒsë, i.e. RebhiÖa with GeÊresë on the same word.

¤¦

6. ( ) Great SèalsëeÊleth (see above, I. 3 b).

¤é rANco

tyrIANci

7. ( )
SÍinnoÖr (ZarqaÒ), as postpositive, is easily distinguished from
SÍinnoÖriÖth similarly placed, which is not an independent accent, but stands only over an
open syllable before a consonant which has MeÖrekhaÒ or MahpaÒkh.

¤©

8. ( ) RebhiÖaÇ qaÒtÌoÖn (Little RebhiÖaÇ) immediately before OÖleÊ weyoÖreÒd.

¤ß yxiD> DehÌiÖ or TÍiphhÌaÒ, prepositive, to the right underneath the initial consonant, e.g.
yAGhà; (consequently it does not mark the tone-syllable).
9. ( )

¤¡

10. ( ) PaÖzeÒr (see above, I, 11 a).

Ÿ¤Ü) MehuppaÒkh legarmeÒh, i.e. MahpaÒkh with a following stroke.

11 a. (

Ÿ¤’) AzlaÒ legarmeÒh, i.e. AzlaÒ with a following stroke.

11 b. (

i
B. CONJUNCTIVI.

¤ï

12. ( ) MeÖrekhaÒ (see above, I. 16 a).

¤å

13. ( ) MuÖnahÌ (see above, I. 14).

¤ì yWL[i ‘Illûy or MûnahÌ superior.

14. ( )

¤ß ax'r>j; TÍarhÌaÒ (under the tone-syllable, and thus easily distinguished from No.

15. ( )
9).

¤á

16. ( ) Galgal or YeÊrahÌ (see above, I. 20).

¤Ü

17. ( ) MehuppaÒkh or MahpaÒkh (see above, I. 15).

¤’

18. ( ) AzlaÒ (see above, I. 18).

¤¦

19. ( ) SèalsëeÊleth qetÌannaÒ (Little Sðalsûe~leth). The last three are distinguished from the
disjunctives of the same name by the absence of the stroke.

¤«

[20. ( ) SÍinnoÖriÖth, see above under No. 7.]

REMARKS ON THE ACCENTS.
I. As Signs of the Tone.

k
1. As in Greek and English (cf. eivmi, and ei=mi, coÃmpact and compaÃct) so also in
Hebrew, words which are written with the same consonants are occasionally
distinguished by the position of the tone, e.g.
us);

WnòB' banuÃ (they built), WnB'ñ baÃnu (in

hm'q'ñ qaÃma (she stood up), hm'ñq' qamaÃ (standing up, fem.).

l
2. As a rule the accent stands on the tone-syllable, and properly on its initial
consonant. In the case of prepositives and postpositives alone (see above, e) the
tone-syllable must be ascertained independently of the accent. In many MSS. as
well as in Baer's editions of the text, the postpositive sign in foretoned words
stands also over the tone-syllable after the analogy of PasëtÌaÒ (see above, I. 8 a,
note); e.g.
8:13.

èWbKè'v.yI é~r<éj,

Gn 19:4; so the prepositive sign in cases like

yhiüy>w:û Gn

II. As Signs of Punctuation.

m
3. In respect to this use of the accents, every verse is regarded as a period which
closes with SilluÖq, or in the figurative language of the grammarians, as a province
(ditio) which is governed by the great distinctive at the end. According as the
verse is long or short, i.e. the province great or small, there are several
subordinate Domini of different grades, as governors of greater and smaller
divisions. When possible, the subdivisions themselves are also split up into parts
according to the law of dichotomy (see Wickes, The Accents of the Twenty-one
Books, p. 29 ff ). — When two or more equivalent accents (ZaÖqeÒph, RebhiÖa‰)
occur consecutively, the accent which precedes marks a greater division than the
one which follows; cf. e.g. the ZaÖqeÒph, Gn 1:20 a.

n
4. In general a conjunctive (Servus) unites only such words as are closely
connected in sense, e.g. a noun with a following genitive or a noun with an
adjective. For the closest connexion between two or more words MaqqeÒphis
added (§ 16 a).

o
5. The consecution of the several accents (especially the correspondence of

disjunctives with their proper conjunctives) conforms in the most minute details to
strict rules, for a further investigation of which we must refer to the abovementioned works. Here, to avoid misunderstanding, we shall only notice further
the rule that in the accentuation of the books

~¾¾at, the RebhiÖaº mugraÒsë before

Sillùq, and the DehÌiÖ before 'AthnaÖhÌ, must be changed into conjunctives, unless at
least two toneless syllables precede the principal disjunctive. For this purpose
SèewaÖ mobile after QamesÌ, Sere, or HÍolem (with Metheg) is to be regarded as
forming a syllable. After ‘OÖleÊ weyoÖreÒd the 'AthnaÖhÌ does not necessarily act as
pausal (cf. Delitzsch on y Ps 45:6). The condition of our ordinary texts is corrupt,
and the system of accents can only be studied in correct editions [see Wickes'
two treatises].

p

bkXyw

6. A double accentuation occurs in Gn 35:22, from
onward (where the
later accentuation, intended for public reading, aims at uniting vv. 22 and 23 into
one, so as to pass rapidly over the unpleasant statement in v. 22); and in the
Decalogue, Ex 20:2 ff.; Dt 5:6 ff. Here also the later (mainly superlinear)

~ydb[

ynp

accentuation which closes the first verse with
(instead of
) is adopted
simply for the purposes of public reading, in order to reduce the original twelve
verses (with sublinear accentuation) to ten, the number of the Commandments.

~yDIb'[]

Thus
at the end of v. 2 has Silluq (to close the verse) in the lower
accentuation, but in the upper, which unites vv. 2–6 (the actual words of God)

ynp, regarded as closing v. 3, is pointed
yn)'P' (pausal QamesÌ with Silluq), but in the upper accentuation it is yn:oP' with PathahÌ
into a single period, only Rebhia‘. Again

because not in pause. (Originally there may have been a third accentuation

~yd+ib'[]

yn)'P'

requiring
and
, and thus representing vv. 2 and 3 as the first
commandment.) Further the upper accentuation unites vv. 8–11 into one period,
while in vv. 12–15 the lower accentuation combines commandments 5–8 into one
verse. Cf. Geiger, Urschrift u. Übersetzungen der Bibel, p. 373; Japhet, op. cit.,
p. 158, and esp. K. J. Grimm, Johns Hopkins Univ. Circ. xix (May, 1900), no.
145.
Footnotes:
1[1]

On the attempts of Christian scholars of the sixteenth century to express the
Hebrew accents by musical notes, cf. Ortenberg, ZDMG. 1889, p. 534.
2[2]

At the same time it must not be forgotten that the value of the accent as a mark of

punctuation is always relative; thus, e.g. ‘ AthnaÖhÌ as regards the logical structure of the
sentence may at one time indicate a very important break (as in Gn 1:4); at another,
one which is almost imperceptible (as in Gn 1:1).
3[3]

'Above' in this sense means what comes before, 'below' is what comes after; cf.
Bacher, ZAW. 1907, p. 285 f.
4[4]

Cf. Delitzsch on Is 40:18.

5[1]

All the disjunctives occur in Is 39:2. — The earlier Jewish accentuologists already

~ykil'm.

~ytir>v†'m.

distinguish between
Reges and
Servi. The division of the disjunctive
accents into Imperatores, Reges, Duces, Comites, which became common amongst
Christian grammarians, originated in the Scrutinium S. S. ex accentibus of Sam.
Bohlius, Rostock, 1636, and, as the source of manifold confusion, had better be given
up. The order of the accents in respect to their disjunctive power is shown in general
by the above classification, following Wickes. In respect to the height of tone (in
chanting) 1, 2, 5, 4, 8, which were low and long sustained notes, are to be
distinguished from the high notes (7, 3a, 6, 13, 9), and the highest (3b, 11, 12, 10); cf.

a¾¾k äj

~ymi['j.

p.12 ff. —The name
(later = accents in general) was originaly
Wickes,
restricted to the disjunctives, see Kahle, 1. c., p. 169.
6[2]

This stroke is commonly confused with Paseq, which has the same form. But
PaÖseÒq (=restraining, dividing, also incorrectly called PesiÖq) is neither an independent
accent, nor a constituent part of other accents, but is used as a mark for various
purposes; see the Masoretic lists at the end of Baer's editions, and Wickes, Accents of
the Twenty-one Books, p. 120 ff., where PaÖseÒq is divided into distinctivum,
emphaticum, homonymicum, and euphonicum. The conjecture of Olshausen (Lehrb.,
p. 86 f.), that PaÖseÒq served also to point out marginal glosses subsequently
interpolated into the text, has been further developed by E. von Ortenberg, 'Die
Bedeutung des Paseq für Quellenscheidung in den BB. d. A. T.,' in Progr. des
Domgymn. zu Verden, 1887, and in the article, 'Paseq u. Legarmeh,' in ZAW. 1887, p.
301 ff. (but see Wickes, ibid. 1888, p. 149 ff.; also E. König, in theZtschr. f. kirchl. Wiss.
u. kirchl. Leben, 1889, parts 5 and 6; Maas, in Hebraica, v. 121 ff., viii. 89 ff.).
Prätorius, ZDMG. 1899, P 683 ff., pointed out that Paseq (which is pre-masoretic and
quite distinct from LegarmeÒh) besides being a divider (used especially for the sake of
greater clearness) also served as a sign of abbreviation. For further treatment of
Paseq see H. Grimme, ' Pasekstudien,' in the Bibl. Ztschr., i. 337 ff., ii. 28 ff., and
Psalmenprobleme, &c., Freiburg (Switzerland), 1902, p. 173, where it is argued that
Paseq indicates variants in a difficult sentence; J. Kennedy, The Note-line in the Heb.
Scriptures, Edinb. 1903, with all index of all the occurrences of Paseq, p. 117 ff.
According to Kennedy the 'note-line', of which he distinguishes sixteen different kinds,
is intended to draw attention to some peculiarity in the text; it existed long before the
Masoretes, and was no longer understood by them. See, however, the reviews of E.

König, Theol. Stud. u, Krit., 1904, p. 448 ff., G. Beer, TLZ. 1905, no. 3, and esp. A.
Klostermann, Theol. Lit.-blatt, 1904, no. 13, with whom Ginsburg agrees
(Verhandlungen des Hamb. Or.-kongresses von 1902, Leiden, 1904, p. 210 ff.) in
showing that the tradition with regard to the 479 or 480 uses of Paseq is by no means
uniform. The purpose of Paseq is clearly recognizable in the five old rules: as a divider
between identical letters at the end and beginning of two words; between identical or
very similar words; between words which are absolutely contradictory (as God and evildoer); between words which are liable to be wrongly connected; and lastly, between
heterogeneous terms, as 'Eleazar the High Priest, and Joshua'. But the asumption of a
far-reaching critical importance in Paseq is at least doubtful. — Cf. also the important
article by H. Fuchs, 'Pesiq ein Glossenzeichen,' in the Vierteljahrsschrift f. Bibelkunde,
Aug. 1908, p. 1 ff, and p. 97 ff,
7[1]

If the word in question has the tone on the penultima, PasëtÌaÒ is placed over it also,

e.g

Wéhtoé Gn 1:2; cf. below,l.

8[2]

Wickes requires GersëaÃyim –

~yIv;r>GE„.

Wrongly called also MeÖrekhaÒ MehuppaÒkh (MeÖrekhaÒ mahpakhatum), although the
accent underneath is in no way connected with MeÖrekhaÒ; cf. Wickes, 1. c., p. 14.

9[1]

§ 11.Other Signs which affect the Reading.
Very closely connected witb the vowel points are the reading-signs, which were

f

v

probably introduced at the same time. Besides the diacritical point over and , a
point is placed within a consonant to show that it has a stronger sound. On the other
hand a horizontal stroke (RaÒpheÊ) over a consonant is a sign that it has not the stronger
sound. According to the different purposes for which it is used the point is either (1)
Dagesë forte, a sign of strengthening (§ 12); or (2)Dagesë lene, a sign of the harder
pronunciation of certain consonants (§ 13); or (3) Mappiq, a sign to bring out the full
consonantal value of letters which otherwise serve as vowel letters (§ 7 b), especially

h

in the case of at the end of the word (§ 14 a). The RaÒpheÊ, which excludes the
insertion of any of these points, has almost entirely gone out of use in our printed texts
(§ 14 e).

§ 12. Dagesë in general,1 and Dagesë forte in particular.
Cf. Graetz, 'Die mannigfache Anwendung u. Bedeut. des Dagesch,' in
Monatsschr.für Gesch. u. Wiss. d. Judent., 1887, pp. 425 ff. snd 473 ff.

a
1.Dagesë, a point standing in the middle of a consonant,2 denotes, according to § 11,

ljeqi qitæÌeÒl (§ 20); or (b) the

(a) the strengthening3 of a consonant (Dagesë forte), e.g.

tp;K.d>g:B.

harder pronunciation of the letters
(Dagesë lene). For a variety of the latter,
now rarely used in our printed texts, see § 13 c.

b

vgd

The root
in Syriac means to pierce through, to bore through (with sharp
iron); hence the name Dagesë is commonly explained, solely with reference to its
form, by puncture, point. But the names of all similar signs are derived rather

vgd

may in the Masora have
from their grammatical significance. Accordingly
the sense: acuere (literam), i.e. to sharpen a letter, as well as to harden it, i.e. to

vgED' acuens (literam) would then be
a sign of sharpening and hardening (like MappiÖq qyPim; proferens, as signum
pronounce it as hard and without aspiration.

prolationis), for which purposes a prick of the pen, or puncture, was selected.
The opposite of Dagesë is

hp,r'soft, § 14 e, and § 22 n.

c
2. In grammar Dagesë forte, the sign of strengthening, is the more important. It may be
compared to the sicilicus of the Latins (LuculÖus for Lucullus) or to the stroke over mÒ
and nÒ. In the unpainted text it is omitted, like the vowels and other reading signs.
For the different kinds of Dagesë forte, see § 20.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Oort, Theol. Tijdschr. 1902, p. 376, maintains that 'the Masoretes recognized no
distinction between Dagesë lene and forte. They used a Dagesë where they considered
that a letter had the sharp, not the soft or aspirated sound.' This may be true; but the
old-established distinction between the two kinds of Dagesë is essential for the right
understanding of the grammatical forms.
2[2]

W

WaÒw with Dagesë ( ) cannot in our printed texts be distinguished from a waÒw

W

W

pointed as SèuÖreçq ( ); in the latter case the point should stand higher up. The uÖis,

however, easily to be recognized since it cannot take a vowel before or under it.
3[3]

Stade,Lehrb. der hebr. Gr., Lpz. 1879, PP.44, 103, rightly insists on the
expression strengthened pronunciation instead of the older term doubling, since the
consonant in question is only written once. The common expression arises from the
fact that in transcription a strengthened consonaut can only be indicated by writing it
as double.

§ 13.Dagesë lene.
Ginsburg, Introd., p. 114 ff.: Dagesh and Raphe.

a
1.Dagesë lene, the sign of hardening, is in ordinary printed texts placed only within the

tp;K.d>g:B. letters (§ 6 n) as a asign that they should be pronounced with their original
hard sound (without aspiration), e.g. %l,m, meÊleçkh,, but AKl.m;mal–koÖ; rp;T' taÒphaÃr,, but
rPot.yI yith–poÒr; ht'v' sëaÒthaÒ, but hT,v.yIyisë–teÊ.
b
2.The cases in which a Dagesë lene is to be inserted are stated in § 21. It occurs almost
exclusively at the beginning of words and syllables. In the middle of the word it can
easily be distinguished from Dagesë forte, since the latter always has a vowel before it,
whereas Dagesë lene never has; accordingly the Dagesë in
be forte, but in

yPia; ' appiÖ, ~yBir; rabbiÖm must

lD;g>yI yigdal it is lene.

c
A variety of the Dagesë lene is used in many manuscripts, as well as in Baer's
editions, though others (including Ginsburg in the first two cases, Introd., pp.
121, 130, 603, 662) reject it together with the HÍatÌefs discussed in § 10 g. It is
inserted in consonants other than the Begadkephath to call attention expressly to
the beginning of a new syllable: (a) when the same consonant precedes in close

yBiLi-lk'B. y Ps 9:2, where, owing to the Dagesë, the coalescing of
the two Lameds is avoided; (b) in cases like ySix.m; y Ps 62:8 = mahÌ–siÖ (not
maçhÌa–siÖ); (c) according to some (including Baer; not in ed. Mant.) in aol in the
combination aoL Al Dt 32:5, or AL aol Hb 1:6, 2:6 &c. (so always also in
connexion, e.g.

Ginsburg's text, except in Gn 38:9); see also § 20 e and g. — Delitzsch
appropriately gives the name of Dagesë orthophonicum to this variety of Dagesë
(Bibl. Kommentar, 1874, on y Ps 94:12); cf. moreover Delitzsch, Luth. Ztschr.,
1863, p. 413; also his Complutensische Varianten zu dem Alttest. Texte, Lpz.
1878, p. 12

d
3. When Dagesë forte is placed in a Begadkephath, the strengthening necessarily
excludes its aspiration, e.g.

yPia;, from yPin>a;.

§ 21. The Aspiration of the Tenues.1

a
The harder sound of the six Begadkephath letters, indicated by Dagesëlene, is to be
regarded, according to the general analogy of languages, as their older and original
pronunciation, from which the softer sound was weakened (§ 6 n and § 13). The
original hard sound is maintained when the letter is initial, and after a consonant, but
when it immediately follows a vowel or SèewaÒ mobile it is softened and aspirated by
their influence, e.g.

#r;P' paÒrasÌ, #rop.yI yiphroÒsÌ, lKo koÒl, lkol. lekhoÒl. Hence the

Begadkephath take Dagesë lene

b
(1) at the beginning of words: (a) without exception when the preceding word ends

!Ke-l[; ¸al-keÒn (therefore), yrIPe #[e ‘eÒsÌ periÖ (fruit-tree);
(b) at the beginning of a section, e.g. tyviareB. Gn 1:1, or at the beginning of a
with a vowelless consonant, e.g,

sentence, or even of a minor division of a sentence after a distinctive accent (§ 15 d),
although the preceding word may end with a vowel. The distinctive accent in such a
case prevents the vowel from influencing the following tenuis, e.g.
was 80, that when, Ju 11:5 (but

rv,a]K†; yhi¨y>w: and it

!ke-yhiy>w*; Gn 1:7).

c
Rem. 1. The vowel letters

hÃ yÃ wÃ a, as such, naturally do not close a syllable.

In close connexion they are therefore followed by the aspirated Begadkephath,

Hb' ac'mä'W, &c. On the other hand, syllables are closed by the consonantal w
and y (except Whtoñ-wq; Is 34:11; Hb'ƒ wälev' Ez 23:42; ~b'ƒ yn"doa] y Ps 68:18),
and by H with Mappiq; hence e.g. there is Dagesë lene in ~h,yPi yæl;[' and always
after hAhy>, since the QereÖ perpetuum of this word (§ 17) assumes the reading
yn"doa].
e.g.

d
2. In a number of cases Dagesë lene is inserted, although a vowel precedes in
close connexion. This almost always occurs with the prefixes

B. and T. in the

bB.Ã kK.Ã pB. (i.e. when a Begadkephath with SèewaÖ precedes the
same or a kindred aspirate) and mB. (see Baer, L. Psalmorum, 1880, p. 92,2 on y
Ps 23:3); cf. e.g. 1 S 25:1, Is 10:9, y Ps 34:2; Jb 19:2; gk. is uncertain; db.Ã dk.,
combinations

and

kb.according to David Qimhi do not take Dagesç, nor gk.Ã bk., and pk.

according to the Dikduke ha-tÌeamim, p. 30. Sometimes the Begadkephath letters,
even with a full vowel, take Dagesû before a spirant (and even before

x in

hV'mix]B†; 1 K 12:32); cf. the instances mentioned above, § 20 e (mostly tenues
before a). In all these cases the object is to prevent too great an accumulation of
aspirates, The LXX, on the other hand, almost always represent the K and p,
even at the beginning of a syllable, by c and f; Cerou,b( Caldai/oi( Farfa,r,

dkod>K†;

&c.—The forms
(after
20:9 are doubly anomalous.

yTiñm.f;w>) Is 54:11, and lkel.K†; (after ytiyaeñl.nIw>) Jer

e
(2) In the middle of words after SèewaÖ quiescens, i.e. at the beginning of a syllable

aP'r>yI yirpaÒ (he heals), ~T,l.j;qe ye have
killed; but after SèewaÖ mobile, e.g. ap'r> rephaÒ (heal thou), hd'b.K†' she was heavy.

immediately after a vowelless consonant,3 e.g.

f
On

T.l.j;q'Ã B.v.YIw: and similar forms, see § 10 i.

Whether SèewaÖ be vocal and consequently causes the aspiration of a following
tenuis, depends upon the origin of the particular form. It is almost always vocal
(a) When it has arisen from the weakening of a strong vowel, e.g.
ye (not

Wpd>rI pursue

WPd>rI) from @dor>È ykel.m; (not yKel.m;), because originally maçlaçkheÖ, but

yKil.m; from the ground-form malk.
(b) With the

k of the pronominal suffixes of the 2nd pers. ^¤.Ã ~k,¤.Ã !k,¤., since

SèewaÖ mobile is characteristic of these forms (see § 58 f; § 91 b).

T.x;l;ñv' thou (fem.) hast sent, in which we should expect an
aspirated t after the vowel, cf. D>x;YIòw: Ex 18:9, have arisen from T.x.l;v'Ã D>x.yI, &c.;
Rem. Forms like

Pathah being here simply a helping vowel has no influence on the tenuis; cf. §
28 e.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. Delitzsch, ztschr. f. luth. Theol. u. Kirche, 1878, p.585 ff.

Also L. proverbiorum, 1880, Praef. p. ix; and Dikduke ha-tÌeamim, p. 30 (in German
in König's Lehrgeb., i. p. 62).
2[2]

laet.q.y" Jos 15:38 (see Minh\at shay, on this passage), 2 K 14:7,
and ~['d>q.y" Jos 15:56 may perhaps be due to the character of the q.
3[1]

The exceptions

§ 14. MappiÖq and RaÒpheÊ.

a

ywha

1.MappiÖq, like Dagesë, also a point within the consonant, serves in the letters
as a sign that they are to be regarded as full consonants and not as vowel letters. In

h at the end of words (since
h can never be a vowel letter in the middle of a word), e.g. Hb;G: gaÒbhaÃh (to be high),
Hc'r>a; ‘ arsÌaÒh (her land) which has a consonantal ending. (shortened from –haÒ),
different from hc'r>a;ñ ‘ aÃrsÌaÒ (to the earth) which has a vowel ending.
most editions of the text it is only used in the consonantal

b
Rem. 1. Without doubt such a HeÒ was distinctly aspirated like the Arabic HaÒ at

h

the end of a syllable. There are, however, cases in which this has lost its
consonantal character (the MappiÖq of course disappearing too), so that it remains
only as a vowel letter; cf. § 91 e on the 3rd fem. sing.

c

qyPim;

The name
means proferens, i.e. a sign which brings out the sound of the
letter distinctly, as a consonant. The same sign was selected for this and for
Dagesë, since both are intended to indicate a hard, i.e. a strong, sound. Hence
RaÒpheÊ(see e) is the opposite of both.

d

aÃ wÃ y, to mark them expressly as
consonants, e.g.yIAG (goÖy),wIq' (qaÒw, qaÒu), for which w> is also used, as w>f'[e, &c. For
2. In MSS.MappiÖq is also found with

the various statements of the Masora (where these points are treated as Dagesë),

a

see Ginsburg,The Massorah, letter , § 5 (also Introd., pp. 557, 609, 637, 770),
and 'The Dageshed Alephs in the Karlsruhe MS.' (where these points are
extremely frequent), in the Verhandlungen des Berliner OrientalistenKongresses, Berlin, i. 1881, p. 136 ff. The great differences in the statements
found in the Masora point to different schools, one of which appears to have

a should be pointed. In the printed editions the point
occurs only four times with a (ao or ai), Gn 43:26, Lv 23:17, Ezr 8:18 and Jb
33:21 (Wairu; where the point can be taken only as an orthophonetic sign, not with
intended that every audible

König as Dagesë forte). Cf. Delitzsch, Hiob, 2nd ed., p. 439 ff.

e

hp,r'

2. RaÒphÊ(
i.e. weak, soft), a horizontal stroke over the letter, is the opposite of both
kinds of Dagesë and MappiÖq, but especially of Dagesë lene. In exact manuscripts every

tpkdgb letter has either Dagesë lene or RaÒphÊ, e.g. %ãl,m, meÊleçkh, rp;ãT'Ã ht'ãv'. In
modern editions (except Ginsburg's 1st ed.) RaÒphÊ is used only when the absence of a
Dagesë or MappiÖq requires to be expressly pointed out.

§ 54. HithpaÇeÒl.

a
1. The HithpaÇeÒl1 is connected with PiÇeÒl, being formed by prefixing to the PiÇeÒl-stem

t.hi (Western Aramaic t.ai, but in Biblical Aramaic t.hi; Syr.
'et2). Like the preformative n (n>hi) of NiphÇal, t.hi has also a reflexive force.
(qatæÌeÒl, qatæÌal) the syllable

b

t

2. The of the prefix in this conjugation, as also in HothpaÇal (see h), HithpoÖÇeÒl,
HithpaÇleÒl and Hithpalpel (§ 55), under certain circumstances, suffers the following
changes:

sÃ c, or X, the t and the
sibilant change places (cf. on this metathesis, § 19 n), and at the same time the t
after a c becomes the corresponding emphatic j: thus rMeT;v.hi to take heed to
oneself, for rMev;t.hi È lBeT;s.hi to become burdensome, for lBes;t.hi È qDej;c.hi to
justify oneself, from qd;c'. The only exception is in Jer 49:3, hn"j.j;ñAvt.hiw>, to avoid the
(a) When the stem begins with one of the harder sibilants

cacophony of three successive t-sounds.

c

dÃ jÃ t), the t of the preformative is
assimilated to it (§ 19 d), e. g. rBeD;mi speaking, conversing; aK'D;hi to be crushed,
rheJ;hi to purify oneself, aMeJ;hi to defile oneself, ~MeT;hi to act uprightly. (An exception
occurs in Ju 19:22.) The assimilation of the t occurs also with n and k, e. g. aBeN:hi to
prophesy, as well as aBen:t.hi (cf. Nu 24:7, Ez 5:13, Dn 11:14); !nEAKTi Nu 21:27 (cf. Is
54:14, y Ps 59:5); hS,K;Ti Pr 26:26; with v Ec 7:16; with r Is 33:10.
(b) When the stem begins with a d- or t-sound (

d
Rem. Metathesis would likewise be expected, as in the cases under b, when

t

z

t to d. Instead of this, in the only
instance of the kind (WKZ:hi Is 1:16) the t is assimilated to the z,—unless indeed
WKZ:ñhi, imperative NiphÇal of $kz, is intended.

and come together, as well as a change of

3. As in form, so also in meaning, HithpaÇeÒl is primarily (a) reflexive of PieÒl, e. g.

rZEa;t.hi

vDeq;t.hi to sanctify oneself. Although in these examples the intensive
meaning is not distinctly marked, it is so in other cases, e. g. ~Qen:t.hi to show oneself
to gird oneself,

revengeful (Niph. simply to take revenge), and in the numerous instances where the
HithpaÇeÒl expresses to make oneself that which is predicated by the stem, to conduct
oneself as such, to show oneself, to imagine oneself, to affect to be of a certain

lDeG:t.hi to make oneself great, to act proudly; ~Kex;t.hi to show oneself
wise, crafty; hL'x;t.hi to pretend to be ill; rVe[;t.hi to make, i. e. to feign oneself rich;
rreT'f.hi Nu 16:13, to make oneself a prince; aBen:t.hi 1 S 18:10, to act in an excited
character. E. g.

manner like a prophet, to rave. The meaning of HithpaÇeÒl sometimes coincides with that

lb;a'

to mourn, in Qal only in poetic
of Qal, both forms being in use together, e. g.
style, in HithpaÇeÒl in prose. On the accusative after HithpaÇeÒl (regarded as a transitive
verb), see § 117 w.

f
(b) It expresses reciprocal action, like NiphÇal, § 51 d, e. g.
another, Gn 42:1; cf. y Ps 41:8; —but

ha'r't.hi to look upon one

(c) It more often indicates an action less directly affecting the subject, and describes it
as performed with regard to or for oneself, in one's own special interest (cf. NiphÇal, §

qreP't.hi Ex 32:3 and
lCen:t.hi Ex 33:6 to tear off from oneself; jVeP;t.hi exuit sibi (vestem), xT;P;t.hi solvit sibi
(vincula); dYEj;c.hi Jos 9:12, to take (something) as one's provision; without an
accusative, %Leh;t.hi to walk about for oneself (ambulare); lLeP;t.hi sibi intercedere
(see Delitzsch on Is 1:15); hQ'x;t.hi to draw a line for oneself, Job 13:27; on Is 14:2,
51 e). HithpaÇeÒl in such cases readily takes an accusative, e. g.

see § 57, note.

g
(d) Only seldom is it passive, e. g.

l)L'h;t.ti ayhi Pr 31:30 she shall be praised;

xK;T;v.hi to be forgotten, Ec 8:10, where the reflexive sense (to bring oneself into
oblivion) has altogether disappeared. Cf. NiphÇal, § 51 f.

h

aM'J;hu to
be defiled, Dt 24:4; infinitive sBeK;hu to be washed, Lv 13:55, 56; hn"v.D;ñhu (for
The passive form HothpaÇal is found only in the few following examples:

hn"V.D;t.hu, the hn" being treated as if it were the afformative of the fem. plur.) it is
made fat, Is 34:6. On Wdq.P†'t.h', see l.
i

dhey:t.hi to embrace Judaism, from
dWhy> (hd'Why>) Judah; dYEj;c.hi to provision oneself for a journey, from hd'yce
Denominatives with a reflexive meaning are
provision for a journey (see § 72 m).

k
Rem. 1. As in PiÇeÒl, so in HithpaÇeÒl, the perfect very frequently (in stems ending in

gÃ qÃ mÃ p) has retained the original pathahÌ in the final syllable (while in the
ordinary form it is attenuated, as in PiÇeÒl, to iç and then lengthened to eÒ), e. g.

@N:a;t.hi Dt 4:21, &c.; cf. 2 Ch 13:7, 15:8; with w> consecutive Is 8:21; so also in the
imperfect and imperative, e. g. ~K;x;t.Ti Ec 7:16; cf. Dt 9:8, 18, 1 S 3:10, 2 S
10:12, 1 K 11:9, Is 55:2, 58:14, 64:11, y Ps 55:2; qZ:x;t.hi 1 K 20:22, y Ps 37:4
Est 5:10; qP;a;t.a,w)' 1 S 13:12.—In Lv 11:44, 20:7 and Ez 38:23, iç takes the place
of aç in the final syllable of the stem before v (cf. § 44 d), and in the last passage
before l . In the perfect, imperfect (with the exception of Ec 7:16), and
imperative of HithpaÇeÒl (as well as of HithpoÖÇeÒl, HithpaÇleÒl, HithpalpeÒl, § 55) the
original aç always returns in pause as Qames, e. g.

r+Z"a;t.hi y Ps 93:1; lB'a;t.yI Ez

%L'h;t.yI Jb 18:8; WdK†'l;t.yI 38:30; WvD+'q;t.hi Jos 3:5; cf. Jb 33:5 and § 74
b.—The aÒ also appears before the fuller ending !W in the plural of the imperfect
(cf. § 47 m) in y Ps 12:9, Jb 9:6, 16:10.—Like the piÇeÒl hn"l.J;ñq;T. (§ 52 n), forms
occur in HithpaÇeÒl like hn"k.L;ñh;t.Ti Zc 6:7; cf. Am 8:13, and so in HithpoÇeÒl, Jer
7:27;

49:3, Am 9:13; with eÒ only in La 4:1.—In the Aramaic manner an infinitive
HithpaÇeÒl

tWrB.x;t.hi occurs in Dn 11:23 (cf. the HiphÇiÖl inf. tW[m'v.h; in Ez 24:26).

l
2. As instances of the reflexive

lJeq;t.hi (connected with PiÇeÒl) a few reflexive

dq;P'

forms of the verb
(to examine) are also probably to be reckoned. Instead of
a PathahÌ in a sharpened syllable after the first radical, these take QamesÌ in an
open syllable, e. g.

Wdq.P†'t.hi Ju 20:15, 17, imperfect dqeP't.yI 20:15, 21:9. The

Wdq.P†'t.h'

corresponding passive form
also occurs four times, Nu 1:47, 2:33,
26:62, 1 K 20:27. According to others, these forms are rather reflexives of Qal, in
the sense of to present oneself for review, to be reviewed, like the Aramaic

ljeq.t.ai

ljeq.t.a,

, Syr.
) and the Ethiopic taqatela,
'IthpeÇeÒl (Western Aramaic
Arab. 'iqtatala, the last with the t always placed after the first radical (cf. above,
b); but they are more correctly explained, with König, as HithpaÇeÒl forms, the

q being abnormally omitted.— Such a reflexive of Qal, with the t
transposed, occurs in ~xtlh (on the analogy of O. T. Hebrew to be
pronounced ~xeT;l.hi) in the inscription of the Moabite king MeÖsëa‘, with the
meaning of the O. T. NiphÇal ~x;l.nI to fight, to wage war: see the inscription, lines
doubling of the

11, 15, 19, and 32; in the first two places in the imperfect with waÒw consecutive

~xeT;l.a,w)'; in line 19 in the infinitive with suffix, ybi hmox]T†;l.hiB. in his fighting
against me.
Footnotes:
1[1]

A. Stein, Der Stamm des Hithpael im Hebr. pt. 1, Schwerin, 1893, gives
alphabetical statistics of the 1151 forms.
2[2]

So also in Hebrew

rB;x;t.a, 2 Ch 20:35; cf. y Ps 76:6 (Wll.ATv.a,).

§ 104. Conjunctions.

a
1. The conjunctions serve to connect sentences, and to express their relations one to
another. They may be either—
(a) Original pronouns, e.g. the demonstrative

yKi that, because, for.

(b) Original substantives, which afterwards were reduced to the rank of pronouns,

rv,a]

(see § 36), which is sometimes used to
adverbs, or conjunctions; so perhaps
express the general idea of relation, sometimes as a relative pronoun (properly a
demonstrative), but in many cases stands simply for

yKi; also -la; (nothing), that not; -

!P, that not (the Greek mh, of prohibition), &c. To these may be added the adverbial
combination of substantives with prepositions, e.g. ~r,j,ñB. (in the not yet) earlier,
before, for which ~r,J,ñmi is also used. On the combination of two particles to express
complex ideas (e.g. yKi-@a; added to this, that=much more), see the Syntax, §§ 163 f.
b
(c) Prepositions, which with the addition of the conjunction

rv,a] or yKi together form

rv,a] ![;y:ñ because, prop. on account of the fact that;
rv,a] rx;a;, and more frequently rv,a] yrex]a†;, after that; rX,a]K†; according as (with K. );
yKi bq,[eñ and rv,a] bq,[eñ in consequence of the fact that, for the reason that, because.

one single conjunction, e.g.

Sometimes, however, the conjunction in such cases is omitted, and the preposition
itself used as a conjunction, e.g.

-l[; (for rv,a]-l[; ) although, Jb 16:17.

So, at any rate, according to our linguistic principles. It would, however, be more

rv,a]

the whole of the succeeding
correct to say, that instead of the intermediary
sentence is regarded as one substantival idea, under the immediate government
of the preposition. In the same way, all prepositions governing the gerund in
English may be paraphrased by conjunctions with the finite verb, see §§ 114 and
115, passim.
c 2. Besides those already mentioned, there are certain other small words now used
as conjunctions, of which the derivation or original meaning is altogether obscure, thus

Aa or, -~ai if (also or before the second member of a double question), @a; also, w> and,
and others.

d

w>

w:

Rem. The pointing of the (originally , as still before HÍatÌeph PathahÌ and—with a
following Dagesë forte—in waÒw consecutive of the imperfect; cf. § 49 f ) is in many

B.Ã K.Ã l.

respects analogous to that of the prefixes
(§ 102 d–i), but as being a
weak consonant, the waÒw copulative has some further peculiarities:

w>

(a) Usually it takes simple SèewaÖ ( ).
(b) Before words which begin with a guttural having a compound SèewaÖ, it takes
the vowel with which the SèewaÖ is compounded (according to § 28 b), e.g.

~k;x]w);

~ydIb'[]w); and servants, zWz[/w),÷ and strength, lkoa/w), and eat thou,
ylix\z†' and sickness. On ~yhil{a†wEÃ yh;l{aw)e &c., see § 102 d; on yn:doaw);, &c., see §
102 m; on such cases as rco[.w: Jb 4:2, cf. § 28 b.
and be thou wise,

e
(c) Before words with simple SèewaÖ under the first consonant (except in the cases

lkol.W and to all, so also
(except in the case under g) before the cognate labials bÃ mÃ p, hence %l,m,ñW .
On the cases in which simple SèewaÖ has become a HÍatÌeph after W copulative (e.g.
bh;z]W* Gn 2:12 ), Cf. § 10 g.

under f ), the WaÒw becomes the vowel uÖ (cf. § 26 a), e.g.

f

y>

w>

ywI

yhiywI

(d) With a following the coalesces to form according to § 24 b, as
and
let him be. On the peculiar punctuation of the waÒw copulative before forms with
initial SèewaÖ from
cf. § 63 q.

hy"h' to be and hy"x' to live (e.g. ~t,yyIh.w)i Jos 8:4, hyEx.w), Gn 20:7),

g

B.Ã K.Ã l.

(e) Immediately before the tone-syllable it frequently takes QamesÌ, like
(see § 102 f), but in most cases only at the end of a sentence or clause (but cf.

aobw" 1 K 22:30), e.g. tmew" Ex 21:12 (on the other hand, in verse 20 timeW is in
closer logical connexion with what follows); 2 K 7:4 ~v'ê Wnt.mä;w"Ã Wnt.m+'w" and
Wnt.m†'w"; Ru 3:3 T.k.s;ow"; y Ps 10:15 [r'w"; 1 S 9:4 !yIa;êw"; 2 S 13:26 aolêw"; Ez 47:9 yx'êw";
also

cf. also (with TÍiphhÌa) Gn 33:13, 2 S 15:12. The very frequent connexion of nouns

w"

expressing kindred ideas, by means of , is due simply to considerations of
rhythm, for even in such cases the WaÒw must immediately precede the tonesyllable, which must be marked by a disjunctive accent, e.g.

Whboñw" WhToñ Gn 1:2,

hl'y>l;ñw" ~Ay Gn 8:22 (see also the previous examples); Gn 13:14 (thrice); Ex 25:3
@s,k,ñw" bh'z"; y Ps 9:67 z[ow" dAbK'; y Ps 76:7 sWsw" bk,r,ñw>; Gn 7:13 tp,y<òw" ~x'w>~vew> x;nO; 1 K 21:10 %l,m+,w" ~yhil{a/ ; hkow" hKo thus and thus; Est 1:8 vya†iw"-vyai
at the end of the verse, but in y Ps 87:5 vyaiw> vyai in spite of the DehÌi with the
second vyai, because it is closely connected with the following predicate. Also
with three words xp+'w" tx;p;ñw" dx;P;ñ Is 24:17. On the other hand, the rapid
pronunciation w> occurs before a conjunctive accent (and, when farther removed
from the principal pause, even with the smaller disjunctives, in spite of a

db,[ä,w> !aoc

following tone-syllable), e.g.
Gn 32:6; cf. Gn 31:40, Lv 7:23, Dt 2:21,
and among the examples given above, Gn 7:13 and y Ps 76:7. (Exceptions:

hm'd>qew" Gn 13:14, where evidently the w" is intended to ensure the slow and
solemn recitation of the promise, but also @yziw" Jos 15:55, rt,[äew" 19:7, !j,b,w"
19:25, all immediately before the pause.) For the same rhythmical reason w> (not w"
) is used regularly with certain monosyllables which, by their nature, lean more
closely upon the following word, thus
from

hw<w>Ã taew>Ã ~g:w>Ã aolw> (to be distinguished

aolêw" if not, with Zaqeph gadol, 2 K 5:17), and others.

§ 36. The Relative Pronoun.

rv, a]

(who, which, &c.),
The relative pronoun (cf. § 138) is usually the indeclinable
originally a demonstrative pronoun; see further §§ 138 and 155. In the later books,
especially Eccles. and the late Psalms, also Lam. (4 times), Jon. (1:7), Chron. (twice),
Ezra (once),—and always in the Canticle (cf. also Ju 7:12, 8:26, 2 K 6:11),

·v, is used

·v; Ju 5:7, Ct 1:7 (Jb 19:29 ?); once v' before a Ju 6:17
(elsewhere v, before a guttural), before h even v. Ec 3:18, and according to some (e.

instead; more rarely

g. QimhÌi) also in Ec 2:22.1 [See Lexicon, s. v.]
Footnotes:
1[3]

rXa

Xa ·v, a]

The full form
does not occur in Phoenician, but only
(=
?),
pronounced asse, esse (also as, es, is, ys, us), or — especially in the later Punic and

X

·v,

has become the
in poenulus of plautus — (sa, si, sy, su). also in Hebrew
common form. cf. Schröder, Phön. Sprache, p. 162 ff. and below, § 155; also
Bergsträsser, 'Das hebr. Präfix

X, ' in ZAW. 1909, P.40 ff.

§ 145. Agreement between the Members of a Sentence, especially between
Subject and Predicate, in respect of Gender and Number.

a
1. As in other languages, so also in Hebrew, the predicate in general conforms to the

ytiyrIB. taoz

this is my
subject in gender and number (even when it is a pronoun, e. g.
covenant, Gn 17:10). There are, however, numerous exceptions to this fundamental
rule. These are due partly to the constructio ad sensum (where attention is paid to the
meaning rather than to the grammatical form; see b–l below), partly to the position of
the predicate (regarded as being without gender) before the subject.

b
2. Singular nouns which include in themselves a collective idea (§ 123 a), or which
occasionally have a collective sense (§ 123 b), may readily, in accordance with their
meaning, be construed with the plural of the predicate, whether it precedes or follows.
This is also the case, when the collective is itself feminine but represents, exclusively
or at least generally, masculine persons.
Examples: —

c
(a) Of collectives proper (cf. § 132 g): (a) with the predicate preceding, Gn 30:38

!aoCh; !'aobñT' (cf. 30:39, 31:8 and 33:13); Ju 1:22 f. tyIB;ñ representing persons
belonging to the tribe; Mi 4:3 yAG; 2 K 25:5 lyIx;ñ army; Pr 11:26 ~Aal. the people;
Nu 10:3 hd'[eh†'-lB' all the congregation (cf. 1 K 8:5); 1 K 1:40, Is 9:8, 25:3, Am
1:5 ~[;; 1 S 17:47, Ezr 10:12 lh'q' assembly. Cf. also the construction of
national names, as ~r'a] (§ 122 i), e. g. 1 K 20:20 ~r'a] WsnUòY"w" and the Syrians
fled; 1 S 4:5.—(b) with the predicate following, 1 K 8:5 rq'b'W !aoc sheep and
oxen, construed with the plural in the following relative clause; Jb 1:14

Wyh' rq'B'h; tAvr>xaaaaao the cattle (cows) were ploughing; 2 S 3:1and 1 Ch
10:6 tyIB;ñ = family (in 1 S 6:13 vm,v,ñ tyBe on the analogy of names of countries,
is used for the inhabitants of Bethshemesh); Ho 11:7, Ezr 4:4 ~[;; y Ps 68:11
hY"x; herd [if correct, figuratively for people]; Is 26:19 hl'ben> dead bodies; Is 27:11
ryciq' boughs; 1 S 4:1, laer'f.yI, preceded by a predicate in the singular.
d
(b) Of substantives occasionally used as collectives: (a) with the predicate

rk'z"; Ju 9:55, 15:10 vyai; Is 16:4 smero the treader
down.—(b) with the predicate following, Jb 8:19 rxea; = others; Ez 28:3 ~Wts' a
secret; [y Ps 9:7, and even after hz< Jb 19:19.]
preceding, Gn 34:24

e
(c) Of feminines as collective terms denoting masculine persons: (a) with all the

#r,a'h'-lK' W[d>y)ewI

that all the earth may know, i.
predicate preceding, 1 S 17:46
e. all the inhabitants of the earth; cf. Dt 9:28, y Ps 66:1, 96:1, 9, &c.; Am 1:8

tyrIaev. remnant; (y Ps 33:8 #r,a'ñh'-lK').—(b) with the predicate following, Gn
41:57, 2 S 15:23, 1 K 10:24, Gn 48:6 td,l,ñAm issue; 1 S 2:33 tyBir>m;-lK' all the
increase; Jb 30:12 xx'r>Pi rabble. In Hag 2:7 read tdomux] with the LXX.
f
Examples of predicates in the singular, notwithstanding the collective meaning of
the subject, occur in Gn 35:11, Ex 10:24, 14:10, Dt 1:39, &c.—For examples of
bold enallage of the number in noun-clauses with a substantival predicate, see
above, § 141 c.

g
Rem. Not infrequently the construction begins in the singular (especially when
the predicate precedes; see o below), but is carried on, after the collective
subject has been mentioned, in the plural; e. g. Ex 1:20

~['h' br,YIòw: daom. Wmc.[;Y);w: and the people multiplied, and waxed very mighty;
33:4.

h
3. On the other hand, plurals which have a singular meaning (§ 124 a) are frequently
construed with the singular, especially the pluralis excellentiae or maiestatis (§ 124
g–i; on the union of these plurals with attributes, cf. § 132 h), as

~yhil{a/ Gn 1:1, 3, &c.

~ynIdoa] master, Ex 21:4 ~yli['B. master, owner, Ex 21:29; cf.,
moreover, ~ynIP' with the singular, Jb 16:16 Keth., ~ymix]r†; Pr 12:10.—So feminine
(but see the Rem.),

forms with a masculine meaning are construed with a masculine predicate, e. g. Ec
12:9

~k'x' tl,h,ñqo hy"h' the preacher was wise.
i
Rem. The construction of

~yhil{a/ God with the plural of the predicate may be

explained (apart of course from such passages as 1 K 19:2, 20:10, where the

~yhil{a/

speakers are heathen, and
may, therefore, be a numerical plural) partly
as an acquiescence in a polytheistic form of expression, partly from the peculiar
usage of one of the early documents of the Hexateuch, called E by Wellhausen,
&c., B by Dillmann; cf. his commentary on Numbers—Joshua, p. 618, and
above, § 124 g, note 2. So Gn 20:13 (but in conversation with a heathen); 31:53,
35:7, cf. also Jos 24:19. That this construction was afterwards studiously
avoided from fear of misconception, is shown by such passages as Neh 9:18
compared with Ex 32:4, 8, and 1 Ch 17:21 compared with 2 S 7:23. Cf. Strack's
excursus on Gen 20:13 in Die Genesis, Munich, 1905, p. 77.

k
4. Plurals of names of animals or things, and of abstracts, whether they be masculine
or feminine, are frequently construed with the feminine singular of the verbal
predicate1 (on the collective sense of the feminine form, cf. § 122 s); thus Jo 1:20

gro[]T†; hd,f' tAmh]B†; the beasts of the field long; Jer 12:4 (where the predicate
precedes), cf. also Jb 12:7; names of things with the predicate preceding occur in 2 S
24:13, Is 34:13, Jer 4:14, 51:29, y Ps 18:35, 37:31, 73:2 Keth., 103:5 (unless

vDex;m.h†;

vDex;t.Ti), Jb 14:19, 27:20; with the predicate following, Gn 49:22
(tAnB' = branches); Dt 21:7, 1 S 4:15 (hm'q'ñ wyn"y[ew>),2 2 S 10:9 Is 59:12, Jer 2:15 Keth.,

is to be read for

48:41, 49:24, Pr 15:22, 20:18, Jb 41:10.3

l
5. Moreover, the plural of persons (especially in the participle) is sometimes construed
with the singular of the predicate, when instead of the whole class of individuals, each
severally is to be represented as affected by the statement. Undoubted examples of

%WrB' ^yk,ñr]b†'m.W rWra' ^yr,ñr]a†o

those
this distributive singular are Gn 27:29 (Nu 24:9)
that curse thee, cursed be every one of them, and those that bless thee, blessed be
every one of them; Ex 31:14, Lv 17:14 and 19:8 (in both places the Samaritan has

Alk.aaaaaao); Is 3:12 unless wyf'g>n(o is to be regarded as a pluralis maiestatis
according to § 124 k; Pr 3:18, 35 (?), 18:21 (?), 21:27b, 27:16, 28:1 b 28:16 Keth.

m
Rem. Analogous to the examples above mentioned is the somewhat frequent4
use of suffixes in the singular (distributively) referring to plurals; cf. the verbalsuffixes in Dt 21:10, 28:48, Am 6:10, Is 5:10; and the noun-suffixes in Is 2:8,

w

30:22, Jer 31:14, Ho 4:8 (but since follows,

Avp.n: is undoubtedly a dittography

vp,n)'), Zc 14:12, y Ps 5:10 (where, however, AmyPi is clearly to be read with all
the early versions); 62:5, 141:10 (?), Jb 38:32, Ec 10:15 [but LXX lysiK.h;];
finally, the suffixes with prepositions in Is 2:20 Al-Wf[†' rv,a] which they made
for

each one for himself (according to others, which they (the makers) made for

Al; in Gn 2:19 Al refers to the collectives
hy"x; and @A[; cf. further, Jos 24:7, Is 5:23 WNM,ñmi after ~yqiyDIc; (but read probably
qyDIc; with the LXX, &c.). Conversely in Mi 1:11 ~k,l' yrIB.[i [cf. Jer 13:20 Keth.],

him); 5:26, 8:20, Jb 24:5, in each case

but the text is undoubtedly corrupt.

n
6. Subjects in the dual are construed with the plural of the predicate, since verbs,
adjectives, and pronouns, according to § 88 a, have no dual forms; thus

~yIn:òy[e, Gn

tAKr; ha'le ynEy[ew>

29:17
and Leah's eyes were dull; 2 S 24:3, Is 30:20, Jer 14:6, Mi
7:10, y Ps 18:28, 38:11 (on the other hand, in 1 S 4:15 the predicate is in the feminine
singular after the subject, and in Mi 4:11 before it; on both constructions cf. k above);

~yIn:òz>a' ears, 2 Ch 6:40; ~yId;ñy" hands, Is 1:15, Jb 10:8, 20:10 (in Ex 17:12 even
with the plural masculine ~ydIbeK.; cf. p); ~yIt;ñp'f. lips, 1 S 1:13, Jb 27:4; ~yId;ñv' breasts,

so also

Ho 9:14.

o
7. Variations from the fundamental rule (see above, a) very frequently occur when the
predicate precedes the subject (denoting animals or things5). The speaker or writer
begins with the most simple form of the predicate, the uninflected 3rd singular
masculine, and leaves us without indication as to which of the following subjects (and
so which gender or number) is to define the predicate thus left temporarily indefinite.6
Thus inflexions are omitted in—

tWhb.G: xv;w> ~d'a'h†'

and
(a) The verb, with a following singular feminine, Is 2:17
bowed down shall be the loftiness of man; 9:18, 14:11, 28:18, 47:11; 1 S 25:27 (see
note 1 below); 1 K 8:31b, 22:36, 2 K 3:26, Jer 51:46, Ec 7:7; with a following plural

~yYIai hn"['w>

masc., Is 13:22
and there shall cry wolves, &c.; Ju 13:17 Keth., 20:46, 1 S
1:2, 4:10, 2 S 24:15, 1 K 13:33, Jer 51:48, y Ps 124:5, Est 9:23 (see note 1 below); Gn

troaom. yhiy>

1:14
let there be lights; with a following plural feminine, Dt 32:35, 1 K 11:3
a, Is 8:8, Jer 13:18, Mi 2:6, y Ps 57:2; before collectives and mixed subjects, e. g. Gn
12:16, 13:5, 30:43, 32:6, &c.; before a following dual, Is 44:18, y Ps 73:7 (where,

however, with the LXX

Amn"òA[] should be read).

p
Rem. 1. The instances in which a preceding predicate appears in the plural
masculine before a plural (or collective singular) feminine of persons (Ju 21:21, 1

!aoc

K 11:3 b), of animals (Gn 30:39 where however
may refer specially to male
animals) or of things (Lv 26:33, Jer 13:16, Ho 14:7, y Ps 16:4, Jb 3:24, Ct 6:9),
or before a dual (2 S 4:1, Zp 3:16, 2 Ch 15:7) are to be explained not on the
analogy of the examples under o, but from a dislike of using the 3rd plur. fem.
imperf., for this is the only form concerned in the above examples (cf., however,

yhiT.

yyIh.T†i

Na 3:11
instead of
); cf. the examples of a following predicate in the 3rd
plur. masc., instead of the fem., under t and u, and on an analogous
phenomenon in the imperative, see § 110 k.

q

hy"h'

2. As in the case of verbs proper so also the verb
, when used as a copula,
frequently remains uninflected before the subject; cf. Gn 5:23 ff., 39:5, Dt 21:3
(according to the accents); 22:23, Is 18:5
grape the flower becometh.

hC'nI hy<h.y)i lmeGO rs,boW and a ripening

r

^yj,ñP'v.mi rv'y" upright are thy
judgements; cf. verse 155.7—On the other hand, h[ero in ^yd,ñb'[] !aoc h[ero thy
(b) The adjective in a noun-clause, e. g. y Ps 119:137

servants are shepherds, Gn 47:3, is either an unusual orthography or simply a
misspelling for

y[ero.

s
Rem. \2. As soon as a sentence which begins with an uninflected predicate is
carried on after the mention of the subject, the gender and number of the
subsequent (co-ordinate) predicates must coincide with those of the subject, e.

Wyh'w>

…
g. Gn 1:14
(see p above).

troaom. yhiy> (see o above); Nu 9:6, Ez 14:1; cf. also Gn 30:39

t
2. The dislike mentioned in p above, of using the feminine form (cf., further, §
144 a, with the sections of the Grammar referred to there, and below, under u),
is exemplified sometimes by the fact that of several predicates only that which
stands next to the feminine substantive is inflected as feminine (cf. the treatment

of several attributes following a feminine substantive, § 132 d); thus in Is 14:9

hz"g>r†', and afterwards rreA[ (but rreA[ is better taken as an infin. abs. =
excitando, reading ~qeh' for ~yqihe); 33:9 lb;a' #r,a,ñ hl'l.m.au mourneth,
languisheth the land. Cf. Jer 4:30, Jb 1:19, and the examples (§ 47 k) where only
the first of several consecutive forms of the 2nd sing. fem. imperf. has the

hy<h.T†i

yTiv.Ti

after
); on the
afformative iÖ, Is 57:8, Jer 3:5, Ez 22:4, 23:32 (
converse sequence of genders in imperatives, Na 3:15, cf. § 110 k.—Of a

vp,n<ò

different kind are instances like Lv 2:1, 5:1, 20:6, where
person (fem.) as the
narrative continues, assumes (in agreement with the context) the sense of a
masculine person.

u
3. The instances in which the gender or number of the following predicate
appears to differ from that of the subject are due partly to manifest errors in the

dx'a,h†' instead of tx;a;h†' È hy"h'w> then
follows correctly; 1 S 2:20 read with Wellhausen lauv', according to 1:28, instead
of la;v'; 1 S 16:4 read Wrm.aoY*w:; Ez 18:29 instead of !keT'yI read the plural as in
verse 25; so also Ez 20:38 for aAby",8 and in Jb 6:20 for xj+'B'; in La 5:10 read
rm'k.nI, and cf. in general, § 7 d, note; 1 Ch 2:48 read hd'l.y)'; in Jer 48:15 also the
text, e. g. Gn 32:9 read with the Samaritan

text is certainly corrupt. Other instances are due to special reasons. The

wyl'g>r;), y Ps 11:4 (after wyn"y[e),
63:4, Pr 5:2, 10:21, 32 18:6, 26:23, Jb 15:6 (all after ~yIt;ñp'f.), pr 3:2 (after
yt;Ac.mi), y Ps 102:28, Jb 16:22 (after tAnv'), Dn 11:41 (read tWBrIw>), and
anomalies in Is 49:11, Ho 14:1, Pr 1:16 (after

Perhaps Gn 20:17 are also to be explained (see p) from the dislike of the 3rd
plur. fem. imperf.; moreover, in Jer 44:19, Pr 26:23 the plur. masc. even of a

hy<h.y)i

participle occurs instead of the plur. fem.—In Gn 31:8 f.
, after a plural
subject, is explained as a case of attraction to the following singular
predicate.9—In Gn 4:7

#bero is a substantival participle (a lurker, a coucher). In

hy<h.y)i

Gn 47:24
remains undefined in gender (masc.), although the noun
precedes for the sake of emphasis; so also in Gn 28:22, Ex 12:49, 28:7, 32, Nu

yli hy"h'

9:14, 15:29, Jer 50:46, Ec 2:7 (
as if the sentence began afresh, and
servants born in my house … there fell to my lot this possession also). In Jb

xP;nU-aolaaaaa

vae

20:26
may (unless
is regarded as masculine, § 122 o) be
taken impersonally, fire, without its being blown upon.—In Is 16:8 and Hb 3:17
the predicate in the singular is explained from the collective character of
(see h above); on the other hand, the masculine form of the predicate is
abnormal in y Ps 87:3, Pr 2:10, 12:25, 29:25, Jb 8:7, 36:18.

tAmdev.

Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. in Greek the construction of the neuter plural with the singular of the predicate
ta. pro,bata bai,nei; in Attic Greek the plural of the predicate is allowed only when the
neuter denotes actual persons, as ta. avndra,poda e;labon. In Arabic also the pluralis
inhumanus (i. e. not denoting persons) is regularly construed with the feminine
singular of the attribute or predicate, as are all the plurales fracti (properly collective
forms).

hm'q'ñ

2[2]

On the possibility of explaining forms like
as 3rd plural feminine, cf. above, §
44 m; but this explanation would not apply to all the cases under this head, cf. Jo 1:20,
y Ps 37:31, 103:5.
3[3]

In Pr 14:1 an abstract plural

tAmk.x' (to be read thus with 9:1, &c., instead of

tAmk.x;) is construed with the singular; but cf. § 86 l, § 124 e, end.
4[4]

In several of the above examples the text is doubtful, and hence Mayer Lambert
(REJ. xxiv. 110) rejects the theory of distributive singulars generally. [Cf. Driver,
Jeremiah, p. 362, on 167.]
5[1]

Only rarely does an uninflected predicate precede a personal subject, as 1 S

ha'ybiñhe

25:27 (but
should probably be read, as in verse 35); Est 9:23 (before a plur.
masc.). Such examples as Jb 42:15 are to be explained according to § 121 a.
6[2]

In a certain sense this is analogous to the German es kommt ein Mann, eine Frau,

&c.
7[1]

This does not include such cases as Jb 24:7, 10, where
explained as an accusative denoting a state, § 118 n.

~Ar[' is rather to be

awby probably an error for waby. The Masora on Lv 11:34 reckons fourteen
instances of aoby", where we should expect the plural.
8[2]

9[3]

So also the pronoun

aWh emphatically resuming the subject (see § 141 h) is

attracted to the predicate in number in Jos 13:14

Atl'x]n); aWh … hA'hy> yVeai the

offerings of the Lord … that is his inheritance; in number and gender, Lv 25:33 QereÖ;
Jer 10:3.

§ 120. Verbal Ideas under the Government of a Verb. Co-ordination of
Complementary Verbal Ideas.

a
1. When a relative verb (incomplete in itself) receives its necessary complement in the
form of a verbal idea, the latter is, as a rule, subordinated in the infinitive construct

l.

(with or without ), less frequently in the infinitive absolute, in a few instances in the
form of participle (or verbal adjective), or finally in the imperfect without the copula. In
these combinations the principal idea is very frequently represented by the
subordinate member of the sentence, whilst the governing verb rather contains a mere
definition of the manner of the action; cf. d and g below, and § 114 n, note 2.

b
(a) On the subordination of an infinitive construct as an accusative of the object,
and as the complement of relative verbal ideas, see above, § 114 c, and the
numerous examples given in § 114 m; on the infinitive absolute as object, see §
113 d.—The complement in the form of a participle (as in Greek, and also

ddeAv ^m.t†ih]K†; (cf. for the form, § 67 v)
when thou hast ceased as a spoiler, i. e. to spoil; Jer 22:30 bvey … xl;c.yI aol he
frequently in Syriac) occurs in Is 33:1

shall never prosper, sitting, i. e. so as to sit, &c.; Jon 1:6 what meanest thou,
sleeping ? i. e. that thou sleepest;1 by a verbal adjective, 1 S 3:2 now his eyes

tAhke WLxeñhe had begun being dim, i. e. to wax dim (unless we read tAhK. =
tAhk.li, cf. § 114 m); by a substantive, Gn 9:20 and Noah began to be an
husbandman (omitting the article before hm'd'a]).
c
(b) Examples of the subordination of the complementary verbal idea in the
imperfect2 (in English usually rendered by to, in order to or that) are—(1) with

lyDIg>y: … #pex' hA'hy> it
pleased the Lord … to magnify, &c.; Jb 30:28, 32:22 hN<k;a] yTi[.d;ñy" aol I know
not to give flattering titles; after a perfect consecutive, 1 S 20:19 (where for dreTe
we should read with the LXX dqeP'Ti); after an imperfect, y Ps 88:11, 102:14, Jb
both verbs in the same person: after the perfect, Is 42:21

19:3, 24:14; after an imperf. consec., Jb 16:8; after a participle, Is 5:11a.—(2)
with a difference in the persons: after a perfect, Lv 9:6 this is the thing

hW"ci-

rv,a] Wf[]T†; hA'hy> which the Lord commanded (that) ye should do; a negative

hW"ci in La 1:10; after the imperfect, Is 47:1 (5)
DA[ ypiysiñAt aol yKi %l'-War>q.yI for thou shalt no more continue (that) they call
thee, i. e. thou shalt no longer be called, &c.; Ho 1:6 ~xer;a] dA[ @ysiAa aol I
imperfect follows

will no longer continue (and) have mercy, i. e. I will no more have mercy; Is 52:1,
Pr 23:35.—Nu 22:6 peradventure I shall prevail (that) we may smite them, and
(that) I may drive them out of the land (

lk;wa may, however, be a scribal error for

lk;Wn, due to the preceding yl;Wa, and in that case the example would belong to
No. 1); after a participle, 2 S 21:4.—A perfect is possibly subordinated in La
1:10; but the explanation of

NaB'ñ as a relative clause is preferable.

d
2. Instead of subordination (as in the cases mentioned in a–c), the co-ordination of the
complementary verbal idea in the finite verb (cf. above, c) frequently occurs, either—
(a) With the second verb co-ordinated in a form exactly corresponding to the first (but

w> w:Ã w").3 As a rule, here also (see above, a) the principal
idea is introduced only by the second verb, while the first (especially bWvÃ @s;y",4
@ysiAh) contains the definition of the manner of the action, e. g. Gn 26:18 rPox.Y:w: bv'Y"òw:

see below, e) by means of (

and he returned and digged, i. e. he digged again; 2 K 1:11, 13; in the perfect

@ysiAh, e. g. an 25:1 and Abraham added and took a wife, i.
e. again took a wife; Gn 38:5 and frequently; with lyaiAh in the jussive, Jb 6:9; in the
imperative (cf. § 110 h), Ju 19:6 an"-la,Ah) !yliw> be content, I pray thee, and tarry all
consecutive, Is 6:13; with

night (cf. the English he was persuaded and remained, for to remain); 2 S 7:29; with

rh;mi Gn 24:18, 20, &c.; with dM;xi Ct 2:3.
e
Rem. 1. Instead of an exact agreement between co-ordinate verbal forms, other
combinations sometimes occur, viz. imperfect and perfect consecutive (cf. § 112

hA'hy>-ta, War>)y:w> Wdm.l.yI

d), e. g. Dt 31:12 that they
may learn, and fear the Lord,
i. e.to fear the Lord; Is 1:19, Ho 2:11, Est 8:5, Dn 9:25 b; perfect and imperfect,
Jb 23:3 (O that I knew how I might find him); perfect and imperfect consecutive,
Jos 7:7, Ec 4:1, 7; jussive and imperative, Jb 17:10; cf., finally, Gn 47:6

T'[.d;ñy"-

~aiw> ~B'-vy<w> and if thou knowest and there are among them, &c., i. e. that there
are among them.

f
2. Special mention must be made of the instances in which the natural
complement of the first verb is suppressed, or is added immediately after in the
form of an historical statement, e. g. Gn 42:25 then Joseph commanded and
they filled5 (prop. that they should fill, and they filled …; cf. the full form of

l.

expression in Gn 50:2); a further command is then added by means of and the
infinitive; Ex 36:6; another instance of the same kind is Gn 30:27 I have divined
and the Lord hath blessed me, &c., i. e. that the Lord hath blessed me for thy
sake.

g
(b) With the second verb (which, according to the above, represents the principal idea)
attached without the copula6 in the same mood, &c, In this construction (cf. § 110 h)

~Wq hm'WqñÃ ymiWqñ

%le hk'l.Ã ykil.

(
, &c.) and
(
, &c.) are exceedingly
the imperatives
common with the sense of interjections, before verbs which express a movement or

%Leh;t.hi ~Wq arise, walk, Gn 13:17, 19:15, 27:43; in the plural, Gn
19:14; Ex 19:24 dre-%l, go, get thee down; 1 S 3:9; with a following cohortative, 1 S
9:10 hk'l+enE hk'l. come, let us go; Gn 31:44 and frequently.—Also with bWv (a
other action, e. g.

periphrasis for again) in the perfect, Zc 8:15; in the imperfect, Mi 7:19, y Ps 7:13, 59:7,
71:20; in the jussive, Jb 10:16; in the cohortative, Gn 30:31; in the imperative, Jos 5:2,

lyaiAh (sometimes to express the idea of willingly or gladly) in
the perfect, Dt 1:5, Ho 5:11; in the imperative, Jb 6:28; hB'r>hi = much, 1 S 2:3
WrB.d;t. WBr>T;-la; hh'boG> do not multiply and talk, i. e. talk not so much arrogancy; in
the imperative, y Ps 51:4; lxehe, Dt 2:24 vr' lxeh' begin, possess; lkoy", La 4:14
aolB. W[G>yI Wlk.Wy( without men's being able to touch, &c.; rh;mi = quickly, in the
1 S 3:5 lie down again;

perfect, y Ps 106:13; in the imperative, Gn 19:22, Ju 9:48, Est 6:10.—Other examples

qymi[/h†, = deeply, radically; Zp 3:7 ~yKiv.hi = early (even in the participle,
Ho 6:4, 13:3); Is 29:4 lpev' = low, cf. Jer 13:18; Jos 3:16 ~m;T' = wholly; y Ps 112:9
rZ:P; = plentifully.
are: Ho 9:9

h
Rem. This co-ordination without the copula belongs (as being more vigorous and
bolder) rather to poetic or otherwise elevated style (cf. e. g. Is 52:1, Ho 1:6, 9:9
with Gn 25:1, &c.). Asyndeton, however, is not wanting even in prose; besides

~Wq

%l;h'

the above examples (especially the imperatives of
and
Gn 30:31, Dt
1:5, 2:24, Jos 3:16, 1 S 3:9) cf. also Neh 3:20, 1 Ch 13:2. For special reasons
the verb representing the principal idea may even come first; thus Is 53:11

[B'f.yI ha,r>yI he shall see, he shall be satisfied (sc. with the sight), for the
satisfaction does not come until after the enjoyment of the sight; Jer 4:5

Wal.m; War>qi cry, fill, i. e. cry with a full (loud) voice.
Footnotes:

!GEn:m. [;deyO 1 S 16:16, which appears to be a case of this kind, two different
readings are combined, !GEn:l. [;deyO and the simple !GEn:m..

1[1]

In

This kind of subordination is frequent in Arabic and in Syriac (cf. e. g. the PeshitæaÖ,
Luke 18:13); as a rule, however, a conjunction (corresponding to our that) is inserted.
Cf. moreover, the Latin quid vis faciam ? Terence; rolo hoc oratori contingat, Cicero,
Brut. 84; and our I would it were; I thought he would go.
2[2]

3[1]

Cf. the English colloquial expression I will try and do it.

@s;y"

4[2]

Of a different kind are the cases in which
with a negative is co-ordinated with
a verb to emphasize the non-recurrence of the action; cf. Nu 11:25 they prophesied
and added not, sc. to prophesy, i. e. but they did so no more; Dt 5:19, Jb 27:19
(reading
5[3]
6[4]

@ysiaoy aolw>).

Cf. the analogous examples in Kautzsch's Gramm. des Bibl. Aram., § 102.

To be distinguished, of course, from the cases in which two equally important and
independent verbs are used together without the copula in vigorous poetic imagery, e.
g. Ex 15:9, Jb 29:8, &c

§ 149. Sentences which expresses an Oath or Asseveration.

a

~ai

aol-~ai

yKi

The particle
, in the sense of certainly not, and
(rarely
Gn 22:16) in the
sense of certainly, are used to introduce promises or threats confirmed by an oath

hA'hy>-yx;Ã ^v.p.n:-yx†e ynIa'ñ yx;Ã yTi[.B;ñv.nI yBi

,1
, &c., as
(especially after such formulae as
well as after imprecations, see below), and also simple asseverations e. g. 1 S 2:30, 2
S 20:20, Jb 27:5 after
formula.

yli hl'yliñx' far be it from me, but mostly without any introductory

b
Rem. No certain explanation of these particles has yet been given. According to
the usual view, phrases expressing an oath depend on the suppression of an
imprecation upon oneself, e. g. the Lord do so unto me, if I do it equivalent to I

aol-~ai

properly if I do it not equivalent to I
certainly will not do it; then naturally
certainly will do it. It is indeed difficult to understand such self-imprecations, put
into the mouth of God, as in Dt 1:34 f., Is 14:24, 22:14, Jer 22:6, Ez 3:6, 35:6, y
Ps 95:11. Possibly, however, the consciousness of the real meaning of the
formula was lost at an early period, and

aol-~ai simply came to express verily,

~ai verily not.—In 1 S 25:22, where, instead of a self-imprecation, a curse is
pronounced upon others, read dwId'l. with the LXX for dwId' ybey>a†ol..
Examples:—

c

~ai and aol-~ai used after the utterance of an oath and after
formulae of swearing, e. g. 2 S 11:11 (see note on a) ^v,ñp.n: yxewI hA'hy>yx; hZ<h; rb'D'h;-ta, hf,[/a†i-~ai as the Lord liveth, and as thy soul liveth, I will
not do this thing; 1 S 14:45, 2 K 5:16 (after hA'hy> y%;; in 1 S 14:39 and 29:6 äyy%; is followed by a simple yKi); Ct 2:7, 3:5 (after yTi[.B;ñv.hi I adjure you); cf. also
(a) The particles

Gn 14:23, 21:23, 26:20; spoken by God, Dt 1:34f. 1 S 3:14 y Ps 95:11; similarly

aol-~ai Gn 24:37 f.; spoken by God, Is 14:24, where aol-~ai occurs first with the
perfect in the sense of a prophetic perfect, § 106 n, but in the parallel clause with
the imperfect; Jer 22:6; in Gn 31:52 the negative oath introduced by

~aiÃ hT'a;-~ai is immediately afterwards continued by aol with the

ynIa'ñ-

imperfect.—In Ez 34:10 the threat introduced in verse 8 by
long parenthesis, resumed with

aol-~ai is, after a

ynIn>hi.

d

~ai and aol-~ai after formulae of cursing, e. g. 1 S 3:17 ^L.hf,[]y); hKo ägw rb'd' yNIM,ñmi d%ek;T.-~ai @ysiAy hkow> ~yhil{a/ God do so to thee,
(b)

and more also ! thou, shalt not hide anything from me, &c.; cf. 1 S 25:22. On the

yKi follows the curse, in 1 S 14:44, 1 K 2:23 (here with a perfect), and
in 2 S 3:35 ~ai yKi; in 1 S 25:34 the preceding yKi is repeated before ~ai; in 1 S

other hand,

20:13 the purport of the asseveration is repeated (after the insertion of a
conditional sentence) in the perfect consecutive.

e

~ai and aol-~ai as simple particles of asseveration, e. g. Ju 5:8
!gEm' ägw xm;row" ha,r'y)e-~ai truly, there was not a shield and spear seen, &c.; Is
22:14, Jb 6:28 (in the middle of the sentence); after hl'yliñx' hl'yliñx' absit, 2 S
20:20; aol-~ai with the imperf. Is 5:9, with the perfect, Jb 22:20.
(c)

Footnotes:

^v.p.n: yxew> hA'hy>-yx; 1 S 20:3, 25:26 as the Lord liveth, and as thy
soul (i.e. thou) liveth ! (Also in 2 S 11:11 read hwhy-yx; instead of the impossible %Y<òx;).
On yx; and yxe in these noun-clauses (prop. living is the Lord, &c.), cf. § 93 aa, note.
1[1]

Also combined

§ 129. Expression of the Genitive by Circumlocution.

a
pesides the construction of a nomen rectum dependent upon a nomen regens in the
construct state (§§ 89 and 128), the connexion of two nouns may also be effected
otherwise, either by simply attaching the dependent noun by means of the preposition

l., which, according to § 119 r, expresses, besides other ideas, like that of belonging
to,1 or by the addition of a relative clause (l. rv,a], see h below).
b

l.

I. The introduction of a genitive by sometimes occurs even when the
construction with the construct state would be equally possible, e. g. 1 S 14:16

lWav'l. ~ypiCoh; the watchmen of Saul; y Ps 37:16, 2 Ch 28:18 (where indeed
the circumlocution makes the sense much plainer); as a rule, however, this use
is restricted to the following cases: —

c
(a) To prevent a nomen regens being determined by a following determinate

yv;yIl. !Be

yv;yI-!B,

a son of Jesse (
would be, according to
genitive, e. g. 1 S 16:18
§ 127 a, the son of Jesse); cf Gn 14:18, 36:12, 41:12, Nu 16:22 (27:16), 1 S

dwId'l. rwmw>mi (y Ps 3:1, &c.) a
psalm of David (properly belonging to David as the outhor), for which dwId'l. of
17:8, 2 S 19:21, y Ps 122:5. Hence, regularly

David is used alone elliptically in y Ps 11:1, 14:1, &c. Such a case as

rAmw>mi dwId'l. (y Ps 24:1, &c.) is not to be regarded as a transposition, but
rAmz>mi is used epexegetically for the general term omitted before dwId'l. (as it
were, a poem of David, a psalm). Moreover, the introduction of the author, Poet,
&c., by this Lamed auctoris is the customary idiom also in the other Semitic
dialects, especially in Arabic.

d
(b) When a genitive is to be made dependent on a nomen regens, which is itself
composed of a nomen regens and rectum, and represents, as a compound, one
united idea, e. g. Ru 2:3

z[;bol. hd,F'h; tq;l.x, the portion of field belonging to

z[;bo hdef. ä x,

Boaz (
would be the portion of the field of Boaz); 2 K 5:9 at the
housedoor of Elisha. This especially applies to the cases in which the compound
regens represents a term in very common use, the fixed form of which cannot be
altered, e. g. 1 K 14:19

laer'f.yI ykel.m;l. ~ymiY"h; yreb.DI rp,señ-l[; in the book of

the chronicles of the kings of Israel; 15:23, &c.; cf. also Jos 19:51.

e
(c) When for any other reason the construction with the nomen regens in the

^T.b.k'v., on account of
the suffix, cannot be used in the construct state; but Lv 15:16 ff., &c., [r;z<ñtb;k.vi; Ju 3:28 the Jordan fords of Moab (!Der>y: as a proper name cannot be
construct state is inadmissible; cf. e. g. Lv 18:20, where

used in the construct state); Ex 20:5 upon the third and upon the fourth

~y[iBerI-l[;w> must be kept in the absolute state
for the sake of conformity with ~yviLevi-l[;, and for the same reason also
yb;h]a†ol. ~ypil'a]l†;.
generation of them that hate me;

f
(d) After statements of number in such cases as Gn 8:14

~Ay ~yrIf.[,w> h['b.viB. vd,xoñl; on the seven and twentieth day of the month; cf.
7:11, 16:3 and frequently, or as in Hag 1:1 vw<y"òr>d†'l. ~yIT;ñv. tn:v.Bi in the second
year of Darius; the numeral here is always one compound idea with the
substantive numbered, and consequently (as in the examples under b) does not
admit of being in the constr. st. with a genitive. The same naturally applies also

yTid>lil. yviyliV.h; ~AYB; on the third day of my giving
birth (i. e. after my giving birth). Cf. also the standing phrase vd,xoñl; dx'a,B. on
to such examples 1 K 3:18

the first (day) of the month, Gn 8:5 and frequently.

g
Rem. In cases like 2 S 3:2 and his firstborn was Amnon
the genitive expressed by circumlocution with

~[;nOòyxia]l†; of Ahinoam,

l. is in reality dependent on a

~[;nOòyxia]l†; !Be a son of Ahinoam); cf. 2 S 3:3, 5, 1 K
14:13, Am 5:3 (unless laer'f.yI tybel. originally depended on thus spake the
Lord), and the remarks on rAmz>mi dwId'l. under c above.

regens which is omitted (

h

l. rv,a] is used
principally to state the possessor, e. g. Gn 29:9 h'ybiña'l. rv,a] !aoCh; her father's
2. The periphrastic expression of the genitive by means of

sheep (prop. the sheep which belonged to her father); Gn 47:4 and frequently.
So also (according to § 128 a) when a genitive depends on more than one
substantive, e. g. Gn 40:5 the butler and the baker who (belonged) to the king of

%l,m,ñ hpeaow> ~yIr;ñc.mi

Egypt (
would indicate only the baker as belonging to the
king); or when a genitive (as in the examples under d above) is added to a
compound, which expresses one united idea (Ru 4:3); or when, as a fixed term
(e. g. a title), it appears always in the same form, e. g. Ct 1:1

hmol{v.li rv,a] ~yrIyVih; ryvi the Song of songs, of Solomon; 1 S 21:8, 2 S 2:8,
1 Ch 11:10; cf. also Gn 41:43.2
Footnotes:
1[2]

Cf. the sch/ma Kolofw,nion in Greek, e. g. h` kefalh. twó/ avnqrw,pwó for ton/ avnqrw,pon
(Bernhardy's Syntax, p. 88). The Arab grammarians distinguish a twofold genitive, one

l.

!mi

[see Wright's Arabic Grammar,
of which may be resolved by , and the other by
vol. ii, § 75 ff.]. The de of the Romance languages is a development of the latter idea;
the Gascon, however, says e. g. la fille aÊ Mr. No. laying stress upon the idea of
belonging to and not that of origin, as in la fille de … of the literary language.

lv, (derived from L.v, = l. rv,a], see § 36, and cf. Ct 1:6, 3:7
yLiv,Ã hmol{v.Liv,) is used like the simple relative yDIÃ D> in Aramaic, as an independent
2[1]

In New Hebrew

sign of the genitive.

§ 50. The Participle.

a

l[ePo), and a passive,

1. Qal has both an active participle, called PoÖÇeÒl from its form (

lW[P').1

PaÒÇuÖl (

PaÒÇuÖl is generally regarded as a survival of a passive of Qal, which still exists
throughout in Arabic, but has been lost in Hebrew (see, however, § 52 e), just as
in Aramaic the passives of PiÇeÒl and HiphÇiÖl are lost, except in the participles. But
instances of the form qutæÌaÒl are better regarded as remnants of the passive

lW[P'

must be considered as an original
participle Qal (see § 52 s), so that
verbal noun; cf. Barth, Nominalbildung, p. 173 ff.

b
2. In the intransitive verbs mid. e and mid. o, the form of the participle active of Qal
coincides in form with the 3rd sing. of the perfect, e. g.

!vey" sleeping, from !vey"; rAgy"

rgOy"

(only orthographically different from the perf.
) fearing; cf. the formation of the
participle in NiphÇal, § 51 a. On the other hand, the participle of verbs mid. a takes the

ljeqo

anEf'

anEf

form
(so even from the transitive
to hate, part.
). The oÖ of these forms
has arisen through an obscuring of the aÖ, and is therefore unchangeable, cf. § 9 q. The

lj'q' (with a changeable QamesÌ, in both syllables), which would correspond to
the forms !vey" and rgOy", is only in use as a noun, cf. § 84a f. The formation of the
form

participle in PiÇeÒl, HiphÇiÖl, and HithpaÇeÒl follows a different method.

c

hl'j.q†o or tl,j,ñqo) and their plural like other nouns (§

3. Participles form their feminine (
80 e, § 84a r, s, § 94).

d

!vey" is lengthened from
aç, and consequently changeable (e. g. fem. hn"vey>); and that the oÖ of ljeqo on the

Rem. 1. From the above it follows, that the aÒ of the form

other hand is obscured from an unchangeable aÖ.2 In Arabic the verbal adjective
of the form qaçtiçl corresponds to the form qaÒtÌeÒl, and the part. qaÖtiçl to qoÖtÌeÒl. In both
cases, therefore, the eÒ of the second syllable is lengthened from iç, and is
consequently changeable (e. g.

e

ljeqo, plur. ~ylij.q†o; rbeK', constr. pl. ydeb.Ki).

%ymiAT y Ps 16:5, instead of the form qoÖtÌeÒl, is an anomaly; it is possible,
however, that %ymeAT (incorrectly written fully) is intended (cf. bybeso 2 K 8:21), or
even the imperfect Hiph'il of %m;y". The form @siyO; in Is 29:14, 38:5 appears to
stand for @seyO, but most probably the Masora here (as certainly in @ysi!y Ec 1:18)
intends the 3rd sing. imperf. Hiph., for which the better form would be @seAy;
lybiAa 1 Ch 27:30, being a proper name and a foreign word, need not be
considered.—db;ao (constr. state of dbeao), with aç in the second syllable, ocours in
Dt 32:28 (cf. moreover, § 65 d). On ~l,Ahñ Is 41:7 (for ~leAh), see § 29 f.
f
2. A form like the pass. ptcp. PaÒÇuÖl, but not to be confused with it, is sometimes

!Wma' faithful;
vWna' desperate, Jer 15:18, &c.; x;WjB' trustful, Is 26:3, y Ps 112:7; ~Wc[' strong;
rWkv' drunken, Is 51:21; and even from transtive verbs, zWxa' handling, Ct 3:8;
rWkz" mindful, y Ps 103:14; [;Wdy" knowing, Is 53:3; cf. § 84a m.
found from intransitive verbs, to denote an inherent quality, e. g.

Footnotes:
1[1]

~aun>

hwhy ~an, the word (properly the whispering)

The constr. st.
in the formula
of the Lord, &c., is always written defectively.

§ 105. Interjections.

a
1. Among the interjections some (as in all languages) are simply natural sounds, or, as
it were, vocal gestures, called forth involuntarily by certain impressions or sensations,

Hh'a] (Ez 30:2 Hh' ), xa' ah! xa'h, aha ! (cf. this xa' also in yl;x.a; and ylex]a†;
utinam !), aN"òa†' Ex 32:31, &c. (Gn 50:17 aN"òaä' ) ah ! (from Ha' and an" ), otherwise
written hN"òa†' 2 K 20:3, Jon 1:14, y Ps 116:4; also sh; (in pause sh', even in the plural
WSh;ñ hold your peace ! Neh 8:11) hush ! yAh (Am 5:16 Ah-Ah ) ha! woe! yAaÃ hy"Aañ (y
Ps 120:5), yai (in Alyai Ec 4:10; %l'-yai 10:16) woe !
e.g.

b
2. Others, however, originally expressed independent ideas, and become interjections

!he ¿aheÀ or hNEhi behold ! (prop. here);
haer> behold ! (prop. imperative); hb'h'ñ, plur. Wbh' (prop. give, imperative of bh;y"; as to
the tone, cf. § 69 o), come, the Latin age, agite ! hk'l. (also ^l. ), Wkl] (prop. go,
imperative of %l;h' ) with the same meaning1; hl'yliñx' far be it ! (prop. ad profanum !)
yBi (see the Lexicon) I beseech, hear me ! an" pray !2 used to emphasize a demand,
only by rapid pronunciation and by usage, e.g.

warning, or entreaty, and always placed after the expression to which it belongs.3
Footnotes:
1[1]

haer> (Dt 1:8), hb'h'ñ and hk'l. are also used in connexion with the feminine and

the plural, which proves that they have become quite stereotyped as interjections.
2[1]

an" serves to express the most various shades of expression, which are discussed

in the various parts of the syntax. It is used especially (a) after the imperative, either in
commands or entreaty, see § 110 d; (b) with the imperfect, either in the cohortative (§
108 b) or jussive (§ 109 b); (c) once with perfect, Gn 40:14; (d) after various particles:

an"-hNEhi behold now; particularly after the conjunctions la; and ~ai: an"-la; ne quaeso
and an"-~ai if now, ei;per( ei;pote if, in a deprecatory sense, expressive of politeness or
modesty. In Nu 12:13 an" stands after a noun; but we ought certainly to read an"la;.—In polite language this particle is used constantly in all these ways, Gn 18:3, 4,
19:7, 8, 19, and 50:17.

an" as a hortatory particle ( = up ! come !
analogous to the original imperatives hb'h'ñ and hk'l. and the Ethiopic naçÇaÖ, properly
3[2]

Against the usual view which regards

hither, also come !), P. Haupt, in the Johns Hopkins University Circulars, xiii, no. 114,
p. 109, justly observes that we should then expect the particle to be prefixed to the
imperative, &c. He proposes to describe

an"

an" as an emphatic particle. Haupt's

suggested identification of this
with the Assyrian, Arabic, and Ethiopic particle maÒ
(which is also an enclitic of emphasis), and ultimately with the interrogative maÒ, we
shall not discuss here.

§ 166. Consecutive Clauses.

a
1. Consecutive clauses are added by means of simple waÒw copulative with the
jussive,1 especially after negative and interrogative sentences, e. g. Nu 23:19

~x+'n<t.yIw> ~d'a'-!b,W bZEk;yw)i lae vyai aol, God is not a man, that he should lie, and (i.
e. neither) the son of man, that he should repent; Is 53:2 Whdeñm.x.n<w>; Ho 14:10
~[ed'y)ew> !Abn" hL,aeñ !bey"w> ~k'x' ymi who is wise, that he may understand these things ?
prudent, that he may know them ? Jb 5:12 aolw> = so that … in Pr 30:3 w> is separated
from the predicate by the object. In Gn 16:10 a negative consecutive clause comes
after a cohortative, and in Ex 10:5 after a perfect consecutive. — On the other hand, in
Jb 9:32, 33 the jussive in the sense of a consecutive clause is attached without WaÒw to
the preceding negative sentence (in verse 32 a second jussive follows, likewise
withoutWaÒw, for he is not a man, as I am, that I should answer him, that we should
come together in judgement). On the imperfect consecutive as expressing a logical
consequence, see § 111 l; on the perfect consecutive as a consecutive clause after a
participle, see § 112 n.

b
2. Conjunctions introducing consecutive clauses are again (see § 157 c, note 3)

yBi

rv,a] = so that; especially again after interrogative sentences, according to § 107
u; cf. Nu 16:11, yBi with the imperfect, that ye murmur; but in Gn 20:10 with the perfect,
in reference to an action already completed. On rv,a] with the imperfect (or jussive)
and

equivalent to so that, cf. further Gn 13:16, 22:14; with perfect and imperfect, 1 K 3:12
f., with the demonstrative force clearly discernible, depending on
non, cf. Dt 28:35, 1 K 3:8, 2 K 9:37.

ble; on aol rv,a] = ut

!mi

On
with a substantive or infinitive as the equivalent of a consecutive clause,
see § 119 y.
Footnotes:
1[3]

bZEk;y*wI

That such examples as
are to be regarded as jussive is probable from the
analogy of Ho 14:10 and Jb 9:33.

§ 157. Object-Clauses (Oratio Obliqua).

a
Clauses which depend on a transitive verb, especially on what are called verba cordis,
i. e. verbs denoting any mental act, such as to see, to hear, to know, to perceive, to
believe, to remember, to forget, to say, to think, &c., may be subordinated to the
governing verb without the help of a conjunction by simple juxtaposition (§ 120 a), or
they may be co-ordinated with it either with or without waÒw copulative (§ 120 d–h). As a
rule, however, the objective clause is introduced by the conjunction yKi that, less
frequently by rv,a] that.1
Examples:—
(a) Object-clauses without a conjunction. Besides the passages mentioned in §
120 (especially under e) there are a number of examples, in which a clause
depending on a verbum dicendi or sentiendi (the oratio obliqua of the Latin and
English Grammar) is added in the form of an independent noun- clause or verbalclause; e. g. Gn 12:13 T.a+'

ytixoña] an"-yrIm.ai say, I pray thee, thou art my sister; y
Ps 10:13, Jb 25:8a, 14, Neh 6:6; Zc 8:23(after [m;v' ); y Ps 9:21 (after [d;y");
verbal-clauses, e. g. y Ps 50:2l thou thoughtest ^Amñk' hy<h.a,-tAy*h/ I was surely
like thyself [but read Ayh' for tAyh/]; Gn 41:15, Ju 9:48 what ye have seen me do;
Is 48:8, Ho 7:2.

b
(b) Object-clauses introduced by yKi, e. g. Gn 6:5

~d'a'h†' t[;r' hB'r; yKi hA'hy> ar>Y:w: and the Lord saw that the wickedness of
man was great, &c. — Direct narration also is very frequently introduced by yKi
(analogous to the o[ti recitativum; frequently, indeed, with the secondary idea of a
particle of asseveration, as in Gn 26:9, 27:20), e. g. Gn 21:30, 22:16 f., 26:22,
29:32, 37:35, Jos 2:24, &c., even when the direct narration is not expressly
indicated, Gn 4:25, 32:31, 41:51 f., Ex 18:4. — On the expression of a second
object by means of a clause introduced by yKi, see § 117 h.2

c
(c) Object-clauses introduced by rv,a], e. g. Est 3:4 aWh-rv,a]

~h,l' dtGIhi-

yK†i ydIWhy> for he had told them that he was a Jew; 1 S 18:15, Ez 20:26, Ec 8:12,
3 even before direct narration, 1 S 15:20, 2 S 1:4 Somewhat frequently rv.a] is

preceded by the nota accusativi -ta, (equivalent to the circumstance, the fact,
that), e. g. Jos 2:10, 1 S 24:11, 19, 2 S 11:20, Is 38:3, but in Gn 30:29, Dt 29:15
equivalent to the way in which.
Footnotes:
On these clauses with yKi and rv,a] and generally on clauses which we should
render as subordinate, cf. P. Dö;rwald ' Zur hebr. Syntax ' in Neue Jahrbb. für Philol.
und Pädag. 1890, p. 115 ff.
1[1]

2[2]

Instead of a complete objective clause we sometimes find a kind of accusative and

infinitive construction, especially after !t;n" (prop. to give up) in the sense of to allow,
e.g. Nu 21:23 Albug>Bi

rbo[] laer'f.yI-ta, !xoysi !t'n"-aol)w> and Sihon did not suffer Israel
to pass through his border; 20:21; followed by an infinitive with l., e. g. Gn 20:6, 31:7,
Ex 3:19.— Cf. also the analogous examples in Dt 28:56 (after hS'nI to venture; see §
113 d); Ju 11:20 (after !ymia/h†, to trust); 1 K 19:4 (after la;v' to request).
3[3]

In Jer 28:9 a subject-clause is thus introduced by rv,a] instead of the usual yKi.

§ 143. The Compound Sentence.

a
A compound sentence (§ 140 d) is formed by the juxtaposition of a subject1 (which
always precedes, see c) and
(a) An independent noun-clause, which (a) refers to the principal subject by means of

AKr>d; hp'WsB. hA'hy>

the Lord— in the storm is his way; 2 S
a pronoun, e. g. Na 1:3
23:6, y Ps 18:31, 104:17, 125:2, Ec 2:14; cf. also Gn 34:23, where the predicate is an
interrogative clause.—A personal pronoun is somewhat frequently used as the
principal subject, e. g. Is 59:21

~t'ao ytiyrIB. taoz ynIa]w); and as for me, this is my

covenant with them, &c.; Gn 9:9, 17:4, Is 1:7, 1 Ch 28:2; 23 with an interrogative nounclause, Gn 37:30, Jb 21:4, 38:19:— or (b) is without a retrospective suffix (in which
case naturally the connexion between the subject and predicate is much looser), e.g. 1
S 20:23 and as touching the matter which, &c. … behold the Lord is between thee and
me for ever; Pr 27:7.

b
(b) An independent verbal-clause: (a) with a retrospective suffix,3 e. g. Gn 9:6 (cf. §
116 w); 17:15 as for Sarai thy wife, thou shalt not call her name Sarai; 26:15, 28:13,
34:8, Ex 30:37, 32:1, 1 S 2:10, 2 K 10:29, Is 9:1, 11:10, Ez 33:2, Ho 9:11, y Ps 11:4,
46:5, 65:4, 74:17, Dn 1:17; with a pronoun as the principal subject, Gn 24:27; (b)
without a retrospective suffix, Is 19:17 every one that mentions it (Judah) to it (Egypt),
it (Egypt) is afraid.

c
Rem. 1. In all the above examples prominence is given to the principal subject
(by its mere separation from the context by means of a greater disjunctive, as a
casus pendens4) in a manner which would be quite impossible in a simple noun

hp'WsB. hA'hy> %r,D,ñ

); cf. the French cÈest
or verbal-clause (e. g. Na 1:3 if it were
moi quÈon a accuseÃ. But the statement or question contained in the clause which
forms the predicate also receives greater weight. For the same purpose other
members of the sentence also are sometimes placed at the beginning and
resumed again by a following suffix; thus the object, Gn 13:15, 21:13, 35:12,

dybi[/h†,o ); 1 S 25:29; a
specification of place, Gn 2:17, 2 K 22:18, &c.; a substantive with l., 1 S 9:20, 2
47:21 (with the Samaritan and LXX read perhaps

S 6:23; cf. the examples in § 135 a.—In Nu 15:29 a dative is co-ordinated with
the casus pendens, i.e. there is a transition to a different construction.

d

2. To compound sentences belong also the numerous examples already treated
in the account of the tenses, where the predicate of a casus pendens is
introduced by the waÒw apodosis. The isolation and prominence of the principal
subject is in this case still more marked than in the instances treated above; on
the casus pendens with a following imperfect consecutive (e.g. Jer 6:19, 33:24),
cf. § 111 h; with a following perfect consecutive (e.g. Ex 4:21, 12:44, Nu 23:3, 1
S 25:27, 2 S 14:10, Is 9:4, 56:6 f.), § 112 t and mm; on the participle as casus
pendens, § 112 oo and § 116 w.— In Jb 15:17 waÒw apodosis follows with the

aol

cohortative; in Jb 23:12, y Ps 115:7, the imperfect is separated by
from the
waÒw apodosis; in Jb 4:6 as for thy hope, it is the integrity of thy ways, 36:26, Ec
5:6, an incomplete noun-clause is appended by waÒw apodosis. On waÒw apodosis
after disconnected specifications of time, cf. § 112 oo at the end, and Gn 40:9, 2

^D,ñb.[; ynIa]w); hT'[;w>

S 15:34
and now (so far as the present is concerned) I will be
thy servant, Nu 12:12, Jer 4:1 (me thou needest fear).

e

l.

3. Sometimes a substantive introduced by (in respect to; cf. § 119 u) serves
the same purpose as the casus pendens beginning the sentence, as Nu 18:8

l. here serves to introduce the object, according to § 117 n); Is 32:1
(where, however, ~yrIf'w>) should most probably be read); Ec 9:4, 1 Ch 7:1, 24:20
(unless the

ff., 2 Ch 7:21. On the other hand, y Ps 16:3, 17:4, 32:6, 89:19, 119:91, are very
doubtful. The suggestion of P. Haupt (Johns Hopkins University Circulars, xiii.
no. 114; Baltimore, 1894) also deserves attention, that in passages like Ec 9:4,

lkol.

l.

and in
Gn 9:10, 23:10, Ex 27:3, 19, Ez 44:9, &c., is not the preposition,
but an emphasizing particle, answering to the Arab. laç, surely; Assyrian luÖ; with

lKo it is equivalent to in short. Cf. also l.—l. sive—sive, et — et, Jos 17:16, Ezr
1:11, Assyrian luÖ—luÖ.
Footnotes:
1[2]

ytiyyIòh'

In Gn 31:40 a verbal-clause (
I was) occurs instead of the subject, and is
then explained by another verbal-clause.

2[3]

ybib'l.-~[i hy"h' ynIa] ynIa]

In 1 Chr 28:2 (cf. also 22:7
)
might also be taken as
strengthening the pronominal suffix which follows (equivalent to I myself had it in my
mind), as e. g. Ez 33:17 whereas their own way is not equal; cf. § 135 f.

3[1]
4[2]

Cf. the MeÖsëa‘ inscription, l. 31, and Horonain, therein dwelt, &c.

But this term must not (any more than that formerly used 'the subject preceding
absolutely') be misunderstood to mean that the principal subject is, as it were, floating
in the air, and that the whole sentence results in an anacoluthon. On the contrary, to
the Semitic mind, such sentences appear quite as correctly formed as ordinary nounand verbal-clauses.

§ 156. Circumstantial Clauses.

a
1. The statement of the particular circumstances under which a subject appears as
performing some action, or under which an action (or an occurrence) is accomplished,
is made especially (apart from relative clauses, see § 155) by means of noun-clauses
connected by WaÒw with a following subject (see further on this kind of circumstantial
clause in § 141 e), and by verbal-clauses (see § 142 d). Very frequently, however,
such statements of the particular circumstances are subordinated to the main clause
by being simply attached, without waÒw, either as noun-clauses, sometimes extremely
short (see c), or as verbalclauses (see d–g).

b
Rem. Among relative clauses of this kind the commonest are the various nounclauses, which are most closely subordinated to a preceding substantive without

rv,a], e. g. Gn 16:12; also statements of weight, Gn 24:22; of name, Jb 1:1 (also
introduced by Amv.W Gn 24:29, 1 S 1:1, §c., or Hm'v.W Gn 16:1, 22:24, &c.); of a
condition of body, Ju 1:7, and others.—Noun-clauses which begin with waÒw, and
the predicate have a somewhat more independent character than those
introduced by waÒw and the subject1 (Gn 19:1, &c.). The former, however, are
also to be regarded as circumstantial clauses, in so far as they describe a state
which is simultaneous with the principal action; thus Is 3:7, will not be an healer,

~x,l,ñ !yae ytiybeb.W while in my house is neither bread nor clothing; Is 6:6 (Am
7:7); 2 S 13:18, 16:1. Cf. also the instances in § 152 l of !yaew> followed by a
participle, as lyCim; !yaew>, &c.
c
2. Characteristic examples of circumstantial noun-clauses are Gn 12:8 and pitched his

~d,Q,ñmi y[;h'w> ~y"mi lae-tyB†e with Bethel on the west and Ai on the east; Nu 22:24,
2 S 18:14 through the heart of Absalom, yx; WNd,ñA[ while he was yet alive; Jer 30:6, Ez
tent

9:2 (cf. Ct 3:8), Na 3:8, Zc 14:5, 2 Ch 23:10; with the predicate preceding, e. g. 1 S
26:13, y Ps 32:8.—In Gn 41:29 a noun-clause serves to announce a state in the
future.—We may also include here certain set phrases, as

~ynIP'-la, ~ynIP' face to face

(prop, while face was turned towards face), Gn 32:31, Ex 33:11, Dt 34:10, &c.;2 so

hc'r>a†' ~yIP;ña; the face being turned to the earth, Gn 19:1,
&c. (for hc'r>a†' we find #r,a,ñ in 1 K 1:31, Is 49:23).3 — Cf. finally the formula ~ynIB'also to cast oneself down,

l[; ~ae mother with children, Gn 32:12; cf. Ho 10:14 and § 119 aa note 2.
Rem. On circumlocutions of this kind to express negative attributes by means of
short noun-clauses (complete or incomplete), cf. § 152 u.

d
3. As circumstantial verbal-clauses,4 we find (1) sometimes affirmative clauses (see
below), but far more frequently (2) negative clauses (see f), and among these (3) a
certain number of expressions which may be regarded simply as equivalent to
negative adverbial ideas (see g).
Examples of (1) Is 5:11 b woe unto them, that tarry late in the evening,

~qeylid>y: !yIy:ò while wine inflames them. Is 1:5, 10:24, 30:31, Jer 7:26, 20:15, y Ps
4:3, 5:12, 21:13, 62:5. The circumstantial verbal-clause is used to particularize
an action which has before been expressed generally, in Gn 44:12, 48:14 =

Al vxeKi

crossing his hands; Dt 2:27, Ju 6:19; antithetically, 1 K 13:18
wherewith
however he lied unto him. The verbal-clause seems to assign a reason in y Ps
7:7

t'yWIòci jP'v.mi since thou hast commanded judgement; a consequence in y Ps

103:5.5

e
Rem. On the cases in which an imperfect in the sense of a final clause is
subordinated to a verb of motion (generally

~Wq), see § 120 c.

f

aol

Of (2), subordinate verbal-clauses with
(in English usually rendered by
without and the gerund, if the subject be the same as in the principal clause),

lyDIb.y: aol

aol

without dividing it asunder; Jb 31:34;
with the perfect
e.g. Lv 1:17
is so used in Gn 44:4, Ex 34:28, 1 S 30:2, Jb 20:26 (without its being blown upon
it). With a different subject, equivalent to a consecutive clause in English, Is 27:9

Wmquñy"-aol) so that they shall rise up no more. — Moreover, verbal-clauses in the
same sense (without doing, &c.) are frequently connected by aolw>; cf. 1 S 20:2,
Jb 24:22, 42:3; in a concessive sense, Is 33:1, y Ps 44:18.

g

[d;yE aol (prop. he knows it not) unawares, y Ps 35:8, Pr 5:6
lmox.y: aol unsparingly, Is 30:14 (after an infinitive absolute); Hb 1:17, Jb 6:10
Of (3), cf.

lmox.y: aolw> Jb 16:13, 27:22; see f at the end); Wdx+eki aol (prop. they hide
not) openly, Is 3:9 (but Jb 15:18 Wdx]ki aolw>); %f+'x' yliB. (prop. he restrains not)
unceasingly, Is 14:6; jAMyI-lB; Jb 41:15 (y Ps 93:1 yjAMTi-lB;) and jAMyI aol Is
40:20 (without tottering) immovably; cf. also d[+'m.a, aol without wavering, y Ps
(but

26:1.
Footnotes:
1[1]

In Dt 32:31 this form of sequence appears to be selected for another purpose, and
indeed our enemies are judges thereof, with waÒw emphatic; to take it as a
circumstantial clause is too artificial.

~ynIp' ha;r't.hi

2[1]

The expression
to look one another in the face (i. e. to contend in
combat) 2 K 14:8, 11, 2 Ch 25:17, 21, is probably only a shortened form for

ha'r't.hi ~ynIP'-la, ~ynIp'.
hc'r>a†' (#r,a,ñ) is really to be regarded as a virtual predicate to ~yIP;ña;Ã and not
~yIP;ña; as a casus instrumenti, is seen from Is 49:23, where #r,a,ñ ~yIP;ña; precedes the
3[2]

That

verb.
4[3]

Some examples of these have been already discussed in another connexion
above, § 120 a–c.

Hm'k.vi-l[; ~f' is only due to a
harmonizing transposition; read äv ä[ äf dl,Y<òh;-ta,w>. According to the source used in
5[4]

In Gn 21:14 the circumstantial verbal-clause

cap. 21 Ishmael was still a young child; according to 17:25 he was about 16 or 17
years old.

§ 142. The Verbal-clause.

a
1. By § 140 f there is an essential distinction between verbal-clauses, according as the
subject stands before or after the verb. In the verbal-clause proper the principal
emphasis rests upon the action which proceeds from (or is experienced by) the
subject, and accordingly the verb naturally precedes (necessarily so when it is in the
perf. consec. or imperf. consec.). Nevertheless, the subject does sometimes precede
even in the verbal-clause proper, in the continuation of the narrative, e. g. Gn 7:19, 1 S
18:1, 2 S 19:12; especially so if there is special emphasis upon it, e. g. Gn 3:13 (it is
not I who am to blame, but) the serpent beguiled me, cf. Gn 2:5, &c.1 In the great
majority of instances, however, the position of the subject at the beginning of a verbalclause is to be explained from the fact that the clause is not intended to introduce a
new fact carrying on the narrative, but rather to describe a state. Verbal-clauses of this
kind approximate closely in character to noun-clauses, and not infrequently (viz. when
the verbal form might just as well be read as a participle) it is doubtful whether the
writer did not in fact intend a noun-clause.

b
The particular state represented in the verb may consist—
(a) Of an act completed long before, to which reference is made only because it
is necessary for understanding the sequel of the principal action. If the predicate
be a perfect (as it almost always is in these cases), it is generally to be rendered
in English by a pluperfect; cf. the examples discussed above in § 106 f (1 S 28:3,
&c.); also Gn 6:8 (not Noah found grace); 16:1, 18:17, 20:4, 24:1, 39:1 (and
Joseph in the meanwhile had been brought down to Egypt); 41:10, Ju 1:16, 1 S
9:15, 14:27, 25:21, 1 K 1:1, &c.—In a wider sense this applies also to such
verbal-clauses as Gn 2:6 (see further, § 112 e ), since when they serve to
represent an action continuing for a long period in the past, and thus to some
extent a state.

c
(b) Of a fact, contemporaneous with the principal events or continuing as the
result of them. To the former class belong all those instances in which the

hy"h'

hy"h'

(provided that
has not, as in Gn 1:2, 3:1,
predicate is combined with
&c., been weakened to a mere copula, in which case the precedence of the
subject is fully explained from the character of the clause as a noun-clause; cf. §

hy"h', &c., with a participle, § 116 r); as an example of
the second class, cf. e. g. Gn 13:12 ä wgw ![;n+'K.-#r,a†,B. bv;y" ~r'ba; Abraham

141 i, and the examples of

accordingly continued to dwell in the land of Canaan, but Lot dwelt, &c.

d
Rem. 1. The close relation between verbal-clauses beginning with the subject
and actual noun-clauses, is seen finally from the fact that the former also are

w>

somewhat frequently added with (or subordinated) to a preceding sentence in
order to lay stress upon some accompanying circumstance; on such nounclauses describing a state or circumstance, cf. § 141 e. This is especially the
case, again, when the circumstantial appendage involves an antithesis; cf. Gn
18:18 seeing that nevertheless Abraham shall surely become, &c.; 24:56, 26:27,
Is 29:13, Jer 14:15, y Ps 50:17, Jb 21:22, and such examples as Gn 4:2, 4,

w>

29:17, where by means of a new subject is introduced in express antithesis to
one just mentioned. Moreover, in the examples treated above, under b and c (1

w>

S 28:3, &c.), the subject is frequently introduced by , which then corresponds to
the Greek de,, used to interpose an explanation, &c., see Winer. Gramm. des
neutest. Sprachidioms, § 53. 7b.

e

w>

2. By a peculiar construction verbal-clauses may be joined by means of and a
following subject to participial clauses, e. g. Gn 38:25

ayhiw> taceWm ayhi hx'l.v†' she was already brought forth, when she sent, &c.;
44:3, 4, Ju 18:3, 19:11, 2 S 20:8; for other examples, see § 116 u (where it is
pointed out, note 1, that the apodosis also frequently appears in the form of a
noun-clause, a further proof of the close relation between verbal-clauses
beginning with the subject and noun-clauses proper). Without doubt there is in all
these cases a kind of inversion of the principal clause and the temporal
subordinate clause; the latter for the sake of greater emphasis being raised to an
independent noun-clause, while the real principal action is added as though it
were an accompanying circumstance, and hence in the form of an ordinary
circumstantial clause. [Cf. Driver, Tenses, § 166 ff.]

f
2. According to what has been remarked above, under a, the natural order of words
within the verbal sentence is: Verb—Subject, or Verb—Subject—Object. But as in the
noun-clause (§ 141 l) so also in the verbal-clause, a variation of the usual order of
words frequently occurs when any member of the sentence is to be specially
emphasized by priority of position.2 Thus the order may be:—
(a) Object—Verb—Subject: Gn 30:40, 37:4, 1 S 15:1 2 K 23:19 and frequently.
Naturally the examples are far more numerous, in which the object precedes a verbal
form which includes the subject in itself, e. g. Gn 3:10, 14, 18, 6:16, 8:17, 9:13, Ex

18:23, Ju 14:3, 1 S 18:17, 20:9, 21:10, 2 K 22:8, Pr 13:5, &c.

$almh is

(b) Verb—Object—Subject: Gn 21:7, Nu 5:23, 1 S 15:33, 2 S 24:16 (but
probably only a subsequent addition); Is 19:13, y Ps 34:22, Jb 11:19, &c.

(c) Subject—Object—Verb: Is 3:17, 11:8, 13:18, Ho 12:11, y Ps 6:10, 11:5, Jb 29:25.3
(d) Object—Subject—Verb (very rarely): 2 K 5:13, Is 5:17, 28:17, y Ps 51:5, Pr 13:16
(read

lKo).4

(e) A substantival complement of the verb

hyh is placed first in Is 18:5

hC'nI hy<h.y)i lmeGO rseboW and a ripening grape the flower becometh.
g
Rem. Of specifications compounded with a preposition those of place stand
regularly after the verb, unless they are specially emphatic as e. g. Gn 19:2,

lxer'B.

B.

30:16, 32:5, Mi 5:1, Est 9:12; in Gn 29:25
with pretii precedes for the
sake of emphasis. Cf., however, in Gn 35:13 the order verb—specification of
place—subject. — The remoter object precedes for the sake of emphasis, e. g.
in Gn 13:15 (26:3), 15:3; even before the interrogative, Gn 27:37 (cf. Jer 22:15
where the subject precedes an interrogative, and 1 S 20:8, Jb 34:31 where a
prepositional specification precedes). — Prepositional specifications of time,

tyviareB. (Gn 1:1), ~AyB.Ã aWhh; ~AYB;, &c. (but not hn"voar†iB' nor the
simple hn"voar†iÃ hL'xiT.B;Ã ~l'A[l.), stand, as a rule, before the verb, provided it

such as

be not in the perf. consec. or imperf. consec.; so also certain adverbs of time,
such as

wa'Ã hT'[;, whilst others like rA[Ã rymiT' regularly follow the verb.

Footnotes:
1[1]

This of course applies also to the cases, in which the subject consists of a strongly

emphasized personal pronoun, e.g. Gn 32:13

hT'a; thou thyself; 33:3 aWh he himself.

2[1]

Not infrequently also the striving after chiasmus mentioned in § 114 r, note,
occasions a departure from the usual arrangement of words.
3[2]

This sequence occurs even in prose (Gn 17:9, 23:6, &c.); it is, however, more
doubtful here than in the above prophetical and poetical passages, whether the
preceding subject should not be regarded rather as the subject of a compound
sentence (§ 143), the predicate of which is an independent verbal-clause; this would
explain why the verbal-clause is usually separated from the subject by one of the

greater disjunctives.—On the other hand, the sequence Subject—Object—Verb is
quite common in Aramaic (e. g. Dn 2:7, 10); cf. Gesenius, Comm. on Is 42:24, and
Kautzsch's Gramm. des Bibl. Aram., § 84. 1 b. The pure Aramaic usage of placing the
object before the infinitive occurs in Hebrew in Lv 19:9, 21:21, Dt 28:56, 2 S 11:19, Is
49:6, 2 Ch 28:10, 31:7, 36:19 (?).
4[1]

This sequence occurs more frequently in noun-clauses with a participial predicate,
e. g. Gn 37:16, 41:9, 2 S 13:4, &c., in interrogative sentences, e.g. 2 K 6:22, Jer 7:19;
in all which cases the emphasized object is placed before the natural sequence of
subject—predicate. [cf. Driver, Tenses, § 208.]

§ 159. Conditional Sentences.
Cf. H. Ferguson, ' The Use of the Tenses in Conditional Sentences in Hebrew '
(Journal of the Society of Bibl. Lit. and Exeg., Middletown, Conn., June and
September, 1882). — P. Friedrich, Die hebr. Conditionalsätze, Königsberg, 1884
(Inaug.-Diss.). — Driver, Use of the Tenses, 3rd ed., p. 174 ff.

a
1. The great variety of construction in conditional sentences is owing to the fact that it
frequently depends on the subjective judgement of the speaker, whether he wishes a
condition to be regarded as capable of fulfilment (absolutely, or at least possibly), thus
including those already fulfilled, or as incapable of fulfilment. On this distinction
depends the choice both of the conditional particle to be used (see below), and
especially (as also in Greek and Latin) of the tense. The use of the latter is naturally
determined according to the general principles laid down in § 106 ff.1 In the following
sketch, for the sake of clearness, conditional sentences without conditional particles
will be first discussed (under b), and afterwards sentences with these particles (under
l).

b
2. The relation between condition and consequence may be expressed, as in English,
by the simple juxtaposition of two clauses. At the same time, it is to be observed in
general as a fundamental rule (in accordance with the original character of the two
tenses), that the imperfect, with its equivalents (the jussive, cohortative, imperative,
perfect consecutive, and participle), is used to express a condition and consequence
which are regarded as being capable of fulfilment in present or future time, while the
perfect represents a condition already fulfilled in the past, and its consequence as an
accomplished fact. The other use of the perfect — to represent conditions regarded as
impossible — occurs only in connexion with particles.
Examples: —

c
(a) Imperfect (cf. § 107 x) in protasis and apodosis, Jos 22:18, y Ps 104:28 ff.

!Wj+qol.yI2 ~h,l' !TeTi (if) thou givest unto them, they gather, &c.; y Ps 139:18, Pr
12:17, Jb 20:24, Ec 1:18, Neh 1:8; with an interrogative imperfect in the
apodosis, Ju 13:12; with the jussive, Jb 10:16; with the cohortative, Pr. 1:23; with
the perfect, Is 26:10 (yet will he not learn righteousness; the apodosis forcibly
denies what the imperfect in the protasis had represented as still conceivable; cf.
Ho 8:12); with the perfect consecutive, Gn 47:25, Ex 33:5; with the protasis
suppressed, Jb 5:8 (see § 107 x).

d

(b) Jussive in protasis (cf. § 109 h, i) and apodosis, y Ps 104:10

%v,xñ-

tv,T†' hl'y>l+' yhiywI (if) thou makest darkness, it is night; imperfect in the apodosis,
y Ps 104:29b; cohortative Pr 1:23. Also in Ex 7:9 !yNIt;l. yhiy> it shall become a
serpent, is the apodosis to a suppressed protasis if thou cast it down; so in 2 K
5:10

bvoy"w> is the apodosis to a protasis if thou wash, contained in what precedes.

e
(c) Cohortative (see § 108 e) in the protasis; perfect in the apodosis, y Ps 40:6;

ybi-WrB.d;y>w: hm'Wqña'

(if) I arise, they speak
imperfect consecutive, Jb 19:18
against me; on the cohortative in the apodosis, cf. § 108 f

f

rm;ao†w"

(d) Imperfect consecutive in the protasis (§ 111 x), y Ps 139:11
if I say,
&c. (with a noun-clause as the apodosis); with a frequentative perfect
consecutive in the apodosis, 1 S 2:16.

g
(e) Perfect consecutive in the protasis and apodosis (see the examples, § 112 kk

tmew" wybia' bz:['w>

and ll), Gn 44:22
and should he leave his father, his father
would die; 9:16, 44:29, Ex 4:14, 12:13 1 S 16:2, 19:3, 2 S 13:28, 1 K 8:30; with
frequentative perfects, Ex 16:21 (referring to the past, Jer 20:9); with imperfect in

aol

the apodosis (being separated from the WaÒw by
), Nu 23:20, Jb 5:24;
introduced by an infinitive absolute, 1 K 2:37; an interrogative clause in the
apodosis, Lv 10:19; a noun-clause, y Ps 37:10, Jb 7:21.

h
(f) A simple perfect (to represent actions which are to be regarded as completed)

bAj ac'm' hV'ai ac'm'

has one found a
in the protasis and apodosis, Pr 18:22
wife, he hÔas found a good thing; an imperfect in the apodosis, Jb 19:4, 23:10; an
imperfect consecutive, Ex 20:25, Pr 11:2, Jb 3:25, 23:13 b, 29:11; an
interrogative clause, Nu 12:14, Jb 7:20 if I have sinned (prop., well, now I have
sinned !) what can I do unto thee ? 21:31, 35:6, Am 3:8; a noun-clause, Jb
27:19.

i
(g) A participle as casus pendens (cf. § 143 d, and he sections of the Grammar
there cited, esp. § 116 w) or a complete noun-clause in the protasis; the

apodosis mostly introduced by waÒw apodosis, e. g. Pr 23:24 Keth.

~k'x' dleAy AB xm;f.yIw>, if one begetteth a wise child, he shall have joy of him;
with perfect frequentative in the apodosis, 1 S 2:13, &c.; but also with a simple
imperfect, e. g. Ex 21:12 (cf. § 112 n); with an interrogative imperfect, 2 K 7:2,
19; with an interrogative perfect, Ju 6:13.

k
(h) Infinitive with preposition (also as the equivalent of a conditional clause) in
the protasis, and a perfect consecutive in the apodosis (cf. § 112 mm), e. g. 2 S

ägw wyTix.k;h†ow> AtA[]h†;B.

7:14 ff.
if he commit iniquity, I will correct him; Ex 34:34 f.
(with imperfect, followed by perfects frequentative in the apodosis).
Rem. On the expression of condition and consequence by means of two coordinate imperatives, see § 110 f.

l

~ai (for which in the later and
latest Books sometimes !he, see below, under w) and Wl3 (1 S 14:30, Is 63:19 aWl; Ec
6:6, Est 7:4 WLai, from Wl ~ai) if, negative aol ~ai and aleWl ¿yleWlÀ unless; yKi
3. Particles used to introduce conditional sentences are

supposing that (Lat. ut), in case that, sometimes used almost in the same sense as

~ai. With regard to the difference between ~ai ¿aol ~aiÀ and Wl ¿aleWlÀ, the
fundamental rule is that ~ai is used if the condition be regarded either as already
fulfilled, or if it, together with its consequence, be thought of as possibly (or probably)

~ai

occurring in the present or future. In the former case,
is followed by the perfect, in
the latter (corresponding to the Greek eva.n with the present subjunctive) by the
imperfect or its equivalent (frequently in the apodosis also). On the other hand,

Wl ¿al.WlÀ is used when the condition is to be represented as not fulfilled in the past,
or as not capable of fulfilment in the present or future, and the consequence
accordingly as not having occurred or never occurring. In the former case,

Wl and

aleWl are necessarily followed by the perfect (mostly also in the apodosis)
corresponding to the Greek eiv with the indicative of an historic tense, and the Latin
imperfect or pluperfect subjunctive. In the latter case (which is extremely rare) the
perfect, or the participle, or even the imperfect, may be used.

m
Rem. Since it again frequently depends on the subjective judgement of the
speaker (see under a), whether a condition is to be regarded as possible or

~ai and Wl is not
always consistently observed. Although naturally Wl and aleWl cannot take the
place of ~ai and aol ~ai (on the strange use of Wl in Gn 50:15 see below), yet
conversely ~ai is sometimes used where Wl would certainly be expected; cf. e.
g. y Ps 50:12, 137:5, 139:8, Ho 9:12 (cf. verse 11). These examples, indeed (~ai
impossible, we cannot wonder that the distinction between

with the imperfect), may without difficulty be explained from the fact that the

Wl

with the imperfect was evidently avoided, because the imperfect
connexion of
by its nature indicates a still unfinished action, and consequently (as opposed to

Wl) a still open possibility. But ~ai is also used for Wl in connexion with the
perfect, especially when an imprecation is attached by the apodosis to the

~ai

taoz ytiyfiñ['-~ai ägw @Dor;y)i

condition introduced by
, e. g. y Ps 7:4 ff. …
if I
have done this, … let the enemy pursue my soul, &c., cf. Jb 31:9 ff. The speaker
assumes for a moment as possible and even actual, that which he really rejects
as inconceivable, in order to invoke the most severe punishment on himself, if it
should prove to be the case.
On the frequent addition of an infinitive absolute to the verb in clauses with
see § 113 o above.

~ai

Examples:—

n

~ai

A.
1. with perfect in the protasis to express conditions, &c., which have been
completely fulfilled in the past or which will be completely fulfilled in the future
(the perfect is here equivalent to the futurum exactum, § 106 o). The apodosis4
takes —

%L+' T'm.k;ñx' T'm.k;ñx'-~ai if thou art wise, thou art
wise for thyself; y Ps 73:15 (see below on Wl).
(a) A perfect also, e. g. Pr 9:12

ytiANv;-~ai if I whet my glittering sword … byvia' I will
render vengeance, &c.; Jb 9:15 f. 30 (in both cases we should expect Wl rather
than -~ai; so also in y Ps 44:21 f., with an interrogative imperfect in the
(b) Imperfect, e. g. Dt 32:41

apodosis); Jb 11:13 (the apodosis is in verse 15).
(c) Jussive (or optative), e. g. Jb 31:9 ff. (see m above); Gn 18:3.

o
(d) Perfect consecutive (see the examples in § 112 gg), e. g. Gn 43:9

aol-

~ai ägw wytiaoyb†ih] if I bring him not … then I shall have sinned, &c.; Ju 16:17, 2 S
15:33, 2 K 7:4. On the other hand, e. g. Gn 47:6, Mi 5:7, Jb 7:4 refer to actions

w>

already completed; in Gn 38:9 and Nu 21:9 the perfect with is a perfect
frequentative and refers to past time.
(e) Imperfect consecutive(see § 111 q), e. g. Jb 8:4 if thy children have sinned
(

Waj.x†') …, ~xeL.v;y>w: he has delivered them, &c.
ägw an"-WrB.D; ~k,ynEy[†eB. !xe ytiac'òm' an"-~ai

(f) Imperative, e. g. Gn 50:4
if now I
have found grace in your eyes, speak, I pray you, &c.; the imperative precedes
in Gn 47:16 and Jb 38:4, 18.

p
(g) A (complete or incomplete) noun-clause, e. g. Jer 14:18 (a vivid realization of
the future) if I have gone forth into the field (= if I go, &c.), then, behold, the slain
with the sword ! &c.; Pr 24:14 (apodosis with waÒw apodosis).

q

~ai

2.
with imperfect in the protasis, to express what is possible in the present or
future, as well as (according to § 107 b) what has continued or been repeated in
the past. The apodosis takes —

~t,aj'x] hNEhi !Ke !Wf[]t†; aol-~aiw>

but if ye will
(a) The perfect, e. g. Nu 32:23
not do so, behold, ye have sinned; here the apodosis represents the time when
the consequence has already taken place; so also Jb 20:12–14. On the other
hand, Nu 16:29 (as also 1 S 6:9 and 1 K 22:28) is a case of a pregnant
construction, if these men die as all men die, then (it will follow from this) the
Lord hath not sent me.

r

hy<x.n)i WnYUòx;y>-~ai

(b) The imperfect, e. g. 2 K 7:4
if they save us alive, we shall
live, &c.; Gn 13:16, 18:28, 30, 28:20 ff., Ex 20:25 (the second imperfect is

~ai

equivalent to a jussive); Is 1:18, 10:22, Am 9:2–4–4, y Ps 50:12 (where
ironically represents an impossibility as possible); Jb 8:5 f. (with the insertion of a
second condition in the form of a noun-clause); 9:3, 20, 14:7; a frequentative
imperfect referring to the past, Gn 31:8

rm;aoy hKo-~ai if (ever) he said thus …;

Wdl.y)'w> then they bare …; Ex 40:37. In Gn 42:37 the consequence (on tymiT' cf. §
107 s) precedes the condition.
(c) The jussive (or optative), e. g. y Ps 137:5; cf. § 109 h.
(d) The cohortative, e. g. Gn 13:9, Jb 31:7; cf. § 108 f.

s
(e) The perfect consecutive(see the examples in § 112 ff and gg), e. g. 1 S 20:6

T'r>m;a†'w> ^ybiña' ynIdeñq.p.yI dqoP'-~ai if thy father miss me at all, then shalt thou say,
&c.; Gn 24:41, Ju 4:20; with a frequentative perfect consecutive, Gn 31:8 if he
said (as often happened) …, then, &c.
(f) The imperfect consecutive; so perhaps y Ps 59:16, if
according to § 111 t.

WnyliñY"w: is to be explained

(g) The imperative, e. g. Gn 31:50, 1 S 20:21 (with waÒw apodosis, but in verse 22
simply

%le), 21:10, Jb 33:5.

t
(h) A noun-clause, e. g. Gn 4:7, y Ps 139:8, Jb 8:6, 31:26 f.
3.

~ai with cohortative, e. g. Gn 30:31; cf. the passages in § 108 e.

u

~ai with infinitive, Jb 9:27 yrIm.a'-~ai prop. if my saying is (but probably we
should read yTir>m;ña').
4.

v

~ai

5.
with a noun-clause, e. g. Dt 5:22 (in the apodosis a perfect with waÒw
apodosis), Gn 27:46, Ju 9:15 (imperative in the apodosis); 11:9 (imperfect in the
apodosis); 2 S 12:8 (cohortative in the apodosis); Ho 12:12; especially if the
subject of the conditional clause be a personal pronoun. In an affirmative

vyE

!yae

sentence this pronoun is often joined to , in a negative sentence to
(cf. on
both, § 100 o), while the predicate (cf. § 116 q) is represented by a participle,
usually expressing the future, e. g. Ju 6:36 f.

[;yviAm ^v.y<-~ai if thou wilt save,

~yfi[o ~k,v.y<-~ai if ye will deal, &c.; 1 S 23:23. In Gn 24:42 f. the
condition is expressed in a more humble form by the addition of an". With !yae Gn
&c.; Gn 24:49

x;Lev;m. ^n>ya†e-~aiw>

43:5
but if thou wilt not send, &c.; 20:7 (with imperative in the
apodosis); Ex 8:17, 9:2 f., 1 S 19:11 (all with a participle also in the apodosis).

vyE and !yIa;ñ may also be used after ~ai without a suffix; thus vyE Gn 23:8, 1 S
20:8, 2 K 9:15, &c., !yIa;ñ-~ai (if it be not the case) Gn 30:1, Ex 32:32, Ju 9:15, 2 K
2:10; cf. also !Ke-~ai if it be so, Gn 25:22.
But

w

!he if, generally supposed to be originally identical with !he behold !5 Probably,
however, !he if, is a pure Aramaism, and since the Aramaic word never has the
B.

meaning behold, it is at least improbable that it had originally any connexion with

!he or hNEhi. Cf. Ex 8:22, Lv 25:20, Is 54:15, Jer 3:1, Hag 2:12, 2 Ch 7:13 and
frequently in Job, as 9:11, 12, 12:14, 15, 19:7, 23:8, 40:23, always with waÒw
apodosis following, except in 13:15, where consequently the meaning see is no
doubt preferable.

x
C.

Wl if, aleWl (yleWl) if not.

1. With perfect in the protasis and apodosis (cf. § 106 p), e.g. Ju 8:19;

WLai is

Wl in Est 7:4, cf. Ec 6:6 (with a question in the
apodosis).— With the perfect in protasis and apodosis after aleWl Gn 31:42,
43:10, Ju 14:18, 1 S 25:34, 2 S 2:27, Is 1:9. On the other hand, in Dt 32:29 Wl
used in the same sense as

with a perfect is followed by an imperfect in the apodosis, if they were wise, they
would understand this; in Mi 2:11 by a perfect consecutive.

y

aleWl Dt 32:27, rWga' probably as the modus rei repetitae,
were it not that I ever and again feared, &c.; so also the imperfect after Wl with
2. With imperfect after

the apodosis suppressed, Gn 50:15 supposing that Joseph should hate us;

Wl here is
strange; conversely in other cases, e. g. y Ps 73:15, Jb 9:15 f, 30, Wl would be
more natural than ~ai.
since, according to the context, the danger was real, the use of

z

Wl 2 S 18:12, 2 K 3:14, y Ps 81:14, all with
imperfect in the apodosis; Jb 16:4 vyE Wl, with cohortative in the apodosis.
3. A noun-clause occurs after

yKi supposing that, if: —

D.

aa

yKi

tyjif' yKi T.a;w>

1.
with perfectin the protasis, e. g. Nu 5:20
but thou, if thou
hast gone astray, &c.; with a frequentative perfect consecutive in the apodosis,
Jb 7:13 f.; with an imperfect consecutive, Jb 22:29.

bb

yKi with imperfect in the protasis, e. g. y Ps 23:4 %leae-yK†i ~G: yea, though I
walk (have to walk), …, I will fear no (ar'ai-aol)† evil; 37:24; Ex 21:2 db,[,ñ hn<q.tiyK†i ägw yrIb.[i if thou buy an Hebrew servant, six years shall he serve (but in
2.

verses 3–5 a series of definite conditions with definite consequences is

~ai; so also the yKi in verse 7 is followed in verses 8–11 by the
special cases with ~ai; cf. also verse 17 ff.); cf. Gn 4:24, 24:41, Jb 38:5; with a
introduced by

perfect consecutive in the apodosis, Gn 32:18 f., Ex 18:16; with a noun-clause,
Is 1:15.
3.

yKi wIth a noun-clause (and imperfect in the apodosis), 2 S 19:8.

REMARKS.

cc

yba (Masora ybia', probably in the sense of my father)
appears exceptionally for Wl; its meaning here is unquestionable, but its origin is
1. In 2 K 5:13 the particle

obscure. Cf. the exhaustive discussion of Delitzsch and Wetzstein on Jb 34:36,

yba

where this
appears to be used as a desiderative particle. — Sometimes
when one case has been already discussed, another of the same character is

Aa

ägw [d;An Aa

added by means of
or, e. g. Ex 21:36
or (another possible case)
it is known that, &c., i. e. but if it be known, &c., LXX eva.n de,, Vulg. sin autem; cf.
Lv 4:23, 28, 5:1, 25:49, 2 S 18:13; with a following imperfect, Ez 14:17 f. — On

rv,a] (which is interchangeable with yKi in other senses
also) Lv 4:22 (in verses 3 and 27 ~ai), Dt 11:27 (verse 28 ~ai), Jos 4:21, see the
the hypothetical use of

Lexicon.

dd
2. The conditional sentence is frequently found in an abridged form, where the
suppressed clauses can be easily supplied from the context; cf. Gn 13:9, 24:49,

aol-~aiw> and if not, i. e. and if thou wilt not give it to me, then I take it
(perfect according to § 106 n) by force; cf. 1 S 6:9. The use of vyEw> alone in Ju
6:13 is peculiar, as also vyIw" in 2 K 10:15 (where read with the LXX
vyEw" aWhyE rm,aoñYw:) in the sense of if it be so. — In 2 S 13:26, 2 K 5:17 aolw" alone
1 S 2:16

appears to be used in the sense of if really … not, in each case with a following
jussive equivalent to may there at least, &c. (cf. § 143 d); but perhaps with

Wlw>

would that
Matthes, ZAW. 1903, p. 122 ff., following Kuipers, we should read
! — In 1 S 13:13, Jb 3:13 the condition must be supplied from the preceding
clause to complete the sentence introduced by

hT'[; yKi, in Jb 31:28 by yKi, in 2

za'

K 13:19 by .— The apodosis also appears sometimes in an abridged form (e.
g. Gn 4:24, Is 43:2) or is entirely suppressed, e. g. Gn 30:27, 38:17, 50:15 (see y
above), Ex 32:32, y Ps 27:13, Jb 38:5, where properly

dGEh; must be supplied

[d+'te yKi

with
as in verses 4 and 18; cf. § 167 a.— In y Ps 8:4, instead of the
apodosis I exclaim which we should expect, the exclamation itself follows.

ee
3. The absolute certainty with which a result is to be expected is frequently

yKi Is 7:9; za' yKi 2 S 2:27, 19:7, Jb 11:15; or
hT'[; yKi now verily, Nu 22:29, 1 S 14:30 after Wl, Gn 31:42, 43:10 after yleWl, Jb
8:6 after ~ai. On this corroborative yKi cf. such passages as Gn 18:20, &c., and §
148 d. On ~ai yKi after an oath cf. 163 d.
emphasized by the insertion of

ff
4. Sometimes the force of a hypothetical particle extends beyond the apodosis to
a second conditional clause, as in the case of
and

~ai Pr 9:12, Jb 10:15, 16:6, 22:23,

yKi Is 43:2.

gg
5. In Ex 33:20 a negative statement takes the place of a condition with a
negative consequence, for a man doth not see me and live, instead of for if a

man sees me, he does not live; cf. the similar passages, Dt 22:1, 4 thou shalt not
see … and hide thyself, instead of if thou seest … thou shalt not hide thyself.
Footnotes:
1[1]

It may, moreover, happen that a different idea is introduced in the apodosis, from
that with which the protasis started — a source of many further variations.

!W

2[2]

!W[B.f.yI

On the termination - cf. § 47 m. In verse 28 b also
is probably to be
explained from its immediately preceding the greater pause. Those terminations in
verses 28–30 and y Ps 139:18 can scarcely have any connexion with the conditional

!W- in Nu 32:23 appears after aol-~ai in the
protasis. In Nu 16:29, 32:20 !W- as before a (as in Jb 31:10 in the apodosis) is to be
sentence, although it is strange that

explained from the dislike of hiatus.
3[1]

On

Wl cf. Kohler in Geiger's Zeitschr. für Wiss. und Leben, vi (1868), p. 21 ff.

4[1]

We are not here concerned with the fact that the logical apedosis (the
consequence of the condition) is sometimes mentioned before the condition; as in Gn
18:28, 30, Ju 11:10, y Ps 63:6 f., 137:6, and according to Dillmann Is 4:4.
5[1]

hNEhiw>

There could be no doubt of their identity if
in 1 S 9:7, 2 S 18:11, simply
meant if. We must, however, keep to the meaning but behold.

§ 167. Aposiopesis, Anacoluthon, Involved Series of Sentences.

a
1. Aposiopesis is the concealment or suppression of entire sentences or clauses,
which are of themselves necessary to complete the sense,1 and therefore must be
supplied from the context. This is especially frequent after conditional clauses; besides
the examples already given in § 159 dd, cf. also Ex 32:32 (the LXX and Samaritan

af'

supply
); Nu 5:20, Ju 9:16 (in verse 19, after a long parenthesis, an imperative
follows as the apodosis to this conditional clause); 1 S 12:14 f., 2 S 5:8 (where indeed
the text is probably very corrupt; cf. the addition in 1 Ch 11:6); 2 S 23:17, y Ps 27:13, 1
Ch 4:10. For other examples of various kinds, see § 117 l, and especially § 147; in
Aramaic, Dn 3:15. — On Gn 3:22, cf. § 152 w at the end.

b
2. Anacoluthon is the change from a construction which has been already begun to
one of a different kind. It is found especially after long parentheses, because the
speaker has either lost sight of the beginning of his sentence, or for the sake of
clearness purposely makes a new beginning; thus Gn 23:13, 31:52 and Ez 34:10 (cf. §
149 at the end); Nu 14:21 ff., 32:20 ff., Dt 17:2 ff., 24:1 ff., 29:21 ff., Ju 10:11 (where,
after a series of intermediate sentences, the predicate I saved you is suppressed; but
the text can hardly be correct); perhaps also Is 66:18 (cf., however, Delitzsch on the
passage, which is certainly corrupt).2 On Gn 23:13 (
e.

Wl with the imperative), see § 110

c
3. We may mention as instructive examples or involved series of sentences Gn 24:14
and 42 ff., and Gn 28:6 ff.
Footnotes:
1[1]

But those cases are not to be regarded as examples of aposiopesis, in which the
answer, being closely connected with the question, is given simply in the infinitive with

l.; cf. § 147 a, note 1.
2[1]

On the other hand, from the Semitic point of view the various kinds of compound
sentences are not to be regarded as instances of anacoluthon, e.g. Gn 17:14, 17, nor
even Gn 31:40 (cf. § 143).

§ 147. Incomplete Sentences.

a
1. Sentences are called incomplete, in which either the subject or the predicate or both
must in some way be supplied from the context.1 Besides the instances enumerated in
§ 116 s (omission of the personal pronoun when subject of a participial clause) and the
periphrases for negative attributes § 152 u, this description includes certain (noun-)

hNEhi

clauses introduced by
(see b below), and also a number of exclamations of the
most varied kinds (see c below).
Rem. Incomplete sentences are very common in Chronicles, but are mostly due
to the bad condition of the text; cf. Driver, Introd.6, p. 537, no. 27. Thus in 2 Ch

bv;x', with the LXX, before Akylim.h;l.; in 35:21 add yTaB'ñ, with
the LXX, after ~AYh; and read tr'P. for tyBe; in 2 Ch 19:6 and 28:21 the pronoun
aWh is wanted as subject, and in 30:9 the predicate Wyh.y)i; cf. also the unusual
11:22 b restore

expressions in 1 Ch 9:33 (Ezr 3:3), 1 Ch 15:13 (ye were not present?), 2 Ch 15:3,
16:10, 12 (bis), 18:3.

b

!heÃ hNEhi

2. The demonstrative particle
en, ecce may be used either absolutely (as a
kind of interjection, cf. § 105 b) before complete noun- or verbal-clauses, e. g. Gn

%M'[i ykinOa†' hNEhiw>

28:15
and, behold ! I am with thee; 37:7, 48:21, Ex 3:13, 34:10, or
may take the pronoun, which would be the natural subject of a noun-clause, in the form
of a suffix, see § 100 o. Whether these suffixes are to be regarded as in the accusative

hNEhi

the analogy of
has been shown to be doubtful in § 100 p. However, in the case of
the corresponding Arabic demonstrative particle 'inna (followed by an accusative of the

hNEhi with a suffix and a following adjective or participle (see the
examples in § 116 p and q) forms a noun-clause, the subject proper, to which hNEhi with
noun) is significant.2 If

the suffix refers, must, strictly speaking, be supplied again before the predicate.3
Sometimes, however, the pronoun referring to the subject is wanting, and the simple

hNEhi takes the place of the subject and copula (as Gn 18:9 lh,aoñb' hNEhi behold she is
in the tent; 42:28), or there is no indication whatever of the predicate, so that the

hNEhi with the suffix, as in the frequent use of ynINEòhiÃ yNIN<ñhi here am
I, in answer to an address. Elsewhere a substantive follows hNEhi (or !he Gn 11:6, Jb
31:35), and hNEhi then includes the meaning of a demonstrative pronoun and the
sentence is limited to

vaeh' hNEhi ~yci[eh†'w>

copula, e. g. Gn 22:7
here is the fire and the wood, &c.; 12:19
behold thou hast thy wife ! Ex 24:8; with reference to the past, e. g. Am 7:1

ägw vq,l,ñ hNEhiw> and lo, it was the latter growth, &c. By a very pregnant construction
the simple hNEhi is used as the equivalent of a sentence in Jb 9:19, lo, here am I !
c
3. Examples of exclamations (threatening, complaining, triumphing, especially warlike
or seditious) in which, owing to the excitement of the speaker, some indispensable
member of the sentence is suppressed, are — (a) with suppression of the predicate
(which has frequently to be supplied in the form of a jussive), e. g. Ju 7:20 a sword for

br,x,ñ

the Lord and for Gideon ! (verse 18 without
); 2 S 20:1 and 2 Ch 10:16 (cf. also 1
K 22:36) every man to his tents, O Israel ! (i. e. let every man go to or remain in his

vyai 1 K 12:16; moreover, Is 1:28, 13:4 (on the exclamatory lAq
equivalent to hark ! cf. § 146 b); 28:10, 29:16 (~k,K.p.h; O your perversity ! i. e. how
great it is !); Jer 49:16 (if ^T.c.l;p.Ti be equivalent to terror be upon thee !); Jo 4:14, Mal
1:13 (ha'l'T.m; hNEhi behold what a weariness !); Jb 22:29; perhaps also Gn 49:4
~yIM;ñK; zx;P;ñ a bubbling over as water (sc. happened), unless it is better to supply a
subject hT'a; (thou wast). — (b) With suppression of the subject, Ju 4:20, cf. § 152 k;
Jb 15:23 hYEa; where sc. is bread ? — (c) With suppression of both subject and
predicate, Ju 7:18 (see above); 1 K 12:16 (see above); 2 K 9:27 Atao ~G: him also !
explained immediately afterwards by WhKuh; smite him ! Ho 5:8 after thee, Benjamin !
sc. is the enemy (differently in Ju 5:14); y Ps 6:4, 90:13, Hb 2:6 yt;m'-d[;; y Ps 74:9 hm'd[;.— On aolw" and if not (unless Wlw> is to be read), 2 S 13:26, 2 K 5:17, see § 159 dd.
tent); without

d
Rem. I. To the class of incomplete sentences naturally belong exclamations

Hh'a]Ã yAaÃ yAhÃ sh;;4 cf. § 105. After the first two the
object of the threat or imprecation follows regularly with l. (cf. vae tibi) or -la, or l[;, e. g. Wnl'ñ yAa woe unto us ! 1 S 4:8, Is 6:5; cf. also ~AYl; Hh'a] alas for the
day ! Jo 1:15; on the other hand, the object of commiseration (after yAh) follows
introduced by interjections

mostly in the vocative, or rather in the accusative of exclamation (cf. vae te in
Plautus); so in lamentation for the dead,

yxia' yAh alas, my brother ! 1 K 13:30,

ajexo yAG yAh ah, sinful nation ! Is 1:4, 5:8, 11, 18, 20, 22 (ah ! they
that f). — For sh; cf. Hb 2:20, Zp 1:7, Zc 2:17.

Jer 22:18;

e
2. Finally, instances of noun-clauses shortened in an unusual manner may

~h,ydey> and ~h,yleg>r; y Ps 115:7, for ~h,l' ~yId;ñy" they have
hands, &c.; cf. verses 5 and 6 ~h,l'-hP†,, &c. Perhaps also Avg>l;yp†iW Gn 22:24,
and Ayl.x'w> Ec 5:16 are to be regarded in the asme way, but hardly ~k,a]yb†in> Nu

perhaps occur in

12:6; Cf. § 128 d above.
Footnotes:

l.

1[1]

This does not apply to such cases as Gn 33:8, where an infinitive with appears
alone in answer to a question, the substance of the question being presupposed as a
main clause; cf. also Gn 26:7, where

ayhi must again be supplied after yTiv.ai.
hNEhi

2[2]

On the same analogy any substantive following
would have to be regarded as
originally a virtual accusative. Since, however, Hebrew does not possess caseterminations (as the Arabic does, and uses the accusative necessarily after 'inna), it is
very doubtful whether, and how far, substantives following
accusatives.

hNEhi were felt to be
tme tme ^N>hi

3[3]

That these are real noun-clauses and that the participle (e.g.
in
Gn
20:8) cannot be taken as a second accusative (as it were ecce te moriturum), is also
shown by the analogy of Arabic, where after 'inna with an accusative the predicate is
expressly in the nominative.
4[1]

We do not consider here the cases in which these interjections (e.g.

Am 6 o) stand quite disconnectedly (so always

xa' and xa'h,).

sh; Ju 3:10,

§ 146. Construction of Compound Subjects.

a
1. When the subject is composed of a nomen regens (in the construct state) with a
following genitive, the predicate sometimes agrees in gender and number not with the
nomen regens, but with the genitive, when this represents the principal idea of the

~yTix; ~yrIBoGI tv,q,ñ

the bow of the mighty men is
compound subject.1 Thus 1 S 2:4
broken, as if it were the mighty men with their bow are broken; Ex 26:12, Lv 13:9, 1 K
1:41 (but the text is clearly very corrupt), 17:16, Is 2:11, 21:17, Zc 8:10, Jb 15:20,

~ynIv' bro

21:21, 29:10, 32:7 (
equivalent to many years); 38:21; with the predicate
preceding, 2 S 10:9, unless it is to be explained according to § 145 k.

b

lAq

Rem. 1. The cases in which
(voice, sound) with a following genitive stands
at the beginning of a sentence, apparently in this construction, are really of a

lAq

different kind. The
is there to be taken as an exclamation, and the supposed
predicate as in apposition to the genitive, e. g. Gn 4:10 the voice of thy brother's
blood, which crieth (prop. as one crying) … ! = hark! thy brother's blood is crying,
&c.; Is 13:4, 66:6. In Is 52:8 an independent verbal-clause follows the
exclamation the voice of thy watchmen !; in Jer 10:22 and Ct 2:8 an independent

areqo lAq the voice of one that crieth ! i. e. hark ! there is
one crying is followed immediately by direct speech; in Mi 6:9 lAq hark ! may be
used disconnectedly (cf. the almost adverbial use of lAq in § 144 m) and hA'hy>
be taken as the subject to ar'q.yI.
noun-clause; in Is 40:3

c

lKo -lK'

2. When the substantive
(
) entirely is used in connexion with a genitive
as subject of the sentence, the predicate usually agrees in gender and number

lKo is equivalent in sense to an attribute (whole, all) of
the genitive; hence, e. g. with the predicate preceding, Gn 5:5 ~d'a' ymey>lK' Wyh.Y)iw: and all the days of Adam were, &c. (in 5:23, 9:29 yhiy>w:; but the
Samaritan reads wyhyw here also); Ex 15:20; with the predicate following, y Ps
with the genitive, since

150:6, &c. Exceptions are, e. g. Lv 17:14 (but cf. § 145 l), Jos 8:25, Is 64:10, Pr
16:2, Na 3:7. On the other hand, in such cases as Ex 12:16 the agreement of the
predicate with

-lK' is explained from the stress laid upon the latter, hk'al'm.-

lK' aol being equivalent to the whole of work (is forbidden).
d
2. When the subject of the sentence consists of several nouns connected by waÒw
copulative, usually
(a) The predicate following is put in the plural, e. g. Gn 8:22 seed time and harvest,

WtBoñv.yI aol

and cold and heat … shall not cease (
); after subjects of different genders
it is in the masculine (as the prior gender, cf. § 132 d), e.g. Gn 18:11

~ynIqez> hr'f'w> ~h'r'b.a; Abraham and Sarah were old; Dt 28:32, 1 K 1:21.
e

ble-xM;f;y> tr,joñq.W !m,v,ñ

Rem. Rare exceptions are Pr 27:9
ointment and
perfume rejoice the heart, where the predicate agrees in gender with the

!m,v,ñ (as in Is 51:3 with !Aff'); on the other hand, in Ex 21:4 (where
hV'aih†' h'yd,ñl'yw)i are the subjects) it agrees with hV'aih†' as being the principal

masculine

person; in the compound sentence, Is 9:4, it agrees with the feminine subject
immediately preceding.2

f
(b) The predicate preceding two or more subjects may likewise be used in the plural
(Gn 40:1, Jb 3:5, &c.); not infrequently, however, it agrees in gender and number with
the first, as being the subject nearest to it. Thus the predicate is put in the singular
masculine before several masculines singular in Gn 9:23, 11:29, 21:32, 24:50, 34:20,
Ju 14:5; before a masculine and a feminine singular, e.g. Gn 3:8, 24:55 then said

rm,aoñYw:) her brother and her mother; 33:7; before a masculine singular and a plural,
e.g. Gn 7:7 wyn"b'W x;nO aobY"w: and Noah went in, and his sons, &c.; Gn 8:18 (where
(

feminines plural also follow); 44:14, Ex 15:1, 2 S 5:21; before collectives feminine and
masculine, 2 S 12:2.

g
Similarly, the feminine singular occurs before several feminines singular, e. g. Gn

ha'lew> lxer' ![;T;ñw:

31:14
then answered Rachel and Leah; before a feminine singular
and a feminine plural, e.g. Gn 24:61; before a feminine singular and a masculine

~y"r>mi rBed;T.w: !Arh]a†;w>

singular, Nu 12:1
then spake Miriam and Aaron; Ju 5:1; before
a feminine singular and a masculine plural, e.g. Gn 33:7 (cf., on the other hand, y Ps
75:4

h'yb,ñv.y)-lk'w> #r,a,ñ ~ygImon> dissolved are the earth and all the inhabitants thereof).

The plural feminine occurs before a plural feminine and a plural masculine in Am
8:13.—In Jer 44:25 for
19.

~k,yven>W ~T,a; read ~T,a; ~yviN"h; with the LXX, and cf. verse

h
(c) When other predicates follow after the subjects have been mentioned, they are
necessarily put in the plural; cf. Gn 21:32, 24:61, 31:14, 33:7, &c., and § 145 s.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Sometimes, however, the attraction of the predicate to the genitive may be merely
due to juxtaposition.
2[1]

Similarly with a mixed object, Gn 33:2 he put … Leah and her children

after;

~ynIrox]aaaaaa; agrees with the masculine immediately preceding.

~ynIrox]a†;

II. Special Kinds of Sentences.
§ 148. Exclamations.

a

hm' is used to introduce exclamations of wonder or
indignation = O how ! or ridicule, why ! how ! sometimes strengthened by hz< or taoz

The originally interrogative

according to § 136 c. — Astonishment or indignation at something which has

%yae how(likewise originally interrogative) with the perfect;
the indignant refusal of a demand by %yae (but also by hm' Jb 31:1)with the imperfect;
an exclamation of lamentation by hk'yae, less frequently %yae how !; in Jo 1:18 by hm'
happened is introduced by

Examples: —

b

hm' (or -hm; with a following Dagesë, see § 37) expressing admiration (or
astonishment) before verbal-clauses, e. g. Gn 27:20 (hW<-hm;); 38:29, Nu 24:5
(how goodly are …!); y Ps 21:2, Ct 7:2; before the predicate of noun-clauses, e.
g. Gn 28:17, y Ps 8:2; mockingly before the verb, 2 S 6:20 (how glorious was
…!); Jer 22:23, Jb 26:2 f.; indignantly, Gn 3:13
hast thou done !

taoW-hm;; 4:10, 20:9, 31:26 what

%yae with the perfect, e. g. Gn 26:9, y Ps 73:19; in scornful exclamation, Is 14:4,
12; in a lament (usually hk'yae), 2 S 1:25, 27; with the imperfect, in a reproachful
question, Gn 39:9, 44:8, y Ps 11:1, 137:4; in a mocking imitation of lament, Mi
2:4.

hk'yae with the perfect, Is 1:21, La 1:1; with the imperfect, La 2:1, 4:1.
c
Rem. 1. The close relation between a question and an exclamation appears also

ymi

^AmñK' lae-ymi

in such cases as Mi 7:18
in the interrogative personal pronoun
who is a God like unto thee ? and so in general in rhetorical questions as the
expression of a forcible denial; similarly in the use of an interrogative sentence to
express a wish, see §§ 150 d, 151 a.

d
2. A weaker form of exclamation is sometimes produced by the insertion of a

yKi

corroborative
verily, surely, before the predicate, Gn 18:20; cf. 33:11, Is 7:9,
and the analogous cases in the apodoses of conditional sentences, § 159 ee.

§ 136. The Demonstrative Pronoun.

a

hz< fem. taoz, plur. hL,aeñ (§ 34), hic, haec (hoc), hi,
&c., and the personal pronoun aWh, likewise used as a demonstrative, fem. ayhi, plur.
masc. hM'heñ, fem. hN"heñ (§ 32 b), is, ea (id), or ille, &c., ii, eae or illi, &c. The distinction
between them in usage is that hz< (like hic, o[de) almost always points out a (new)
person or thing present, while aWh (like is, ille, auvto,j( evkei/noj) refers to a person or
The demonstratitve pronouns are

thing already mentioned or known (see the examples below).1

b
Rem. 1. Compare the instructive examples in Gn 32:3, Ju 7:4 of whom I say unto

hz<) shall go with thee, he (aWh) shall go with thee (so afterwards with
negatives). Moreover, hZ<h; ~AYh; this day, i. e. the actual day on which one is
speaking or writing (Gn 26:33, &c.), but aWhh; ~AYh; the day or period of which
thee, this (

the historian has just been speaking (an 15:18, 26:32) or of which the prophet
has just been foretelling (Is 5:30, 7:18, 20 ff.) and of which he continues to speak

hz< and hL,aeñ are also found in certain common
combinations where aWh and hM'heñ would be expected, and vice versa; thus
almost always hZ<h; rb'D'h;, plur. hL,aeñh' ~yrIb'D>h;, but hM'heñh' ~ymiY"B; or
~heh' ~ymiy"B;.—With a secondary sense of contempt (like Latin iste) hz< occurs,

or foretell. Nevertheless

e. g. in 1 S 10:27, 21:16, 1 K 22:27, Is 6:10, &c. In the sense of the neuter, this,

taoz is more common than hz<, as Is 5:25, 43:9, &c., but aWh more common than
ayhi.
c

hz<

aWh

2. Both
and
are sometimes used almost as enclitics to emphasize
interrogative words (like the Latin nam in quisnam; cf. also quis tandem); e. g. Jb

hz< ymi who now (darkeneth, &c.) &hellip;? 1 S 17:55f., Is 63:1, Jer 49:19, y
Ps 24:8, 25:12, &c; hW<-hm; what now? 1 S 10:11; how now? Gn 27:20; why
now? Ju 18:24; but before the verb hf'[' it is usually taoW-hm; Gn 3:13, 12:18, Ex
14:5, Ju 15:11; hW<-hM'l'ñ wherefor now ? Gn 18:13, 25:22, 1 S 17:28, 2 S 12:23,
38:2

aWh-ymi

&c.—so also
Is 50:9, Jb 4:7 ff.; and still more emphatically
Ps 24:10, Jer 30:21.

hz<-aWh ymi y

d

hz< is likewise used as an enclitic (see c above): (a) of place, in such passages
as Gn 27:21 äwgw hz< hT'a;h†; wheter thou (that art here) be my son Esau? 2 S
2:20 is it thou? hz<-hNEhi behold, hare, 1 K 19:5, Is 21:9; 2 cf. also the
strengthening of the separate pronoun by aWh Is 43:25 (ykinOa†'), 1 S 7:28, Is
37:16, y Ps 44:5 (hT'a;), and ~he hL,aeñ these are, Gn 25:16, 1 S 4:8; (b) of time:
hz< hT'[; now, 1 K 17:24; just now, 2 K 5:22; and rather frequently before words
denoting number, e. g. Gn 27:36 ~yIm;ñ[]p†; hz< twice, now; cf. 31:38, 2 S 14:2, Zc
1:12, 7:3, Jb 19:3; separated from the numel in Gn 31:41 yLi-hz< elliptically for
3.

this, i. e. this present period, is to me, i. e. makes altogether, twenty years, &c.
The other examples are similarly elliptical.
Footnotes:

hz<

1[1]

aWh

On
and
standing separately as determinate in themselves, see § 125 i. On
the use of determinate demonstratives as adjectives, see § 126 u.

2[2]

On the other hand, it is very questionable whether

~['h' hz<

hz< in y Ps 104:25 (~y"h; hz<), Is

yn:ysi hz<

23:13 (
), Ju 5:5, y Ps 68:9 (
) can be taken, according to the common
explanation, simply as a prefixed demonstrative particle (ths sea yonder, &c.). In y Ps

~Y"h; may be in apposition to hz<; cf. § 126 aa, on Ex 32:1, and Zc 5:7, where
tx;a; hV'ai is in apposition to taozdepending onhNEhi, and also, Ez 40:45, where
hK'v.Lih; is in apposition to hzO; otherwise it is most naturally taken as the subject, this
104:25

is the sea. Is 23:13, Ju 5:5, 1 K 14:14, and y Ps 68:9 might also be explained in the
same way; but in these passages the text is almost certainly corrupt. In Ju 5:5 in fact

yn:ysi hz< is most probably to be regarded with Moore as a very early gloss, which
subsequently found its way from this passage into y Ps 68.

§ 34. The Demonstrative Pronoun.

a
1. Sing {m,

hz<1 f. taoz (hAÃ Az)2}this. Plur. com. hL,aeñ (rarely lae) these.

b

taoz has undoubtedly arisen from taz", by obscuring
of an orginal aÖ to oÖ (for az" = hz< cf. the Arab. haÖ–d_aÖ; this masc.; for t as the
feminine ending, § 80), and the forms hozÃ Az, both of which are rare,3 are
shortened from taoz. In y Ps 132:12 Az is used as a relative, cf. Wz below. In Jer
26:6, KethiÖbh, ht'aoWh; (with the article and the demonstrative termination h¤') is
found for taoz. The forms hL,ae and lae are the plurals of hz< and taoz by usage,
though not etymologically. The form lae occurs only in the Pentateuch (but not in
Rem. 1. The feminine form

the Samaritan text), Gn 19:8, 25, 26:3, 4, &c. (8 times), always with the article,

laeh' [as well as hL,aeÃ hL,aeh' frequently], and in 1 Ch 20:8 without the article
[cf. Driver on Dt 4:42].4 Both the singular and the plural may refer to things as
well as persons.

c

hz<l' to
this (cf. for l', § 102 g), taozl.Ã taozl; to this (fem.), hL,aeñl'Ã hL,aeñl' to these; hz<ta, hunc, taoz-ta, hanc, hL,aeñ-ta, hos, also without -ta, even before the verb y
Ps 75:8, &c. Note also hz<ryxim. pretium huius (1 K 21:2), &c.
2. In combination with prepositions to denote the oblique case we find

d

Wz occurs only in poetic style, and mostly for the relative, like
our that for who [see Lexicon, s. v.]. Like rv,a] (§ 36), it serves for all numbers and
2. The secondary form
genders.

e

hW<h;Ã taoWh;Ã hL,aeñh'Ã laeh') according
to the same rule as adjectives, see § 126 u; e. g. hW<h; vyaih' this man, but
vyaih' hz< this is the man.
Rem. \2. This pronoun takes the article (

f
2. Rarer secondary forms, with strengthened demonstrative force, are

WzLeñh;

hz<Le'h; Gn

zL'h;

24:65, 37:19;
fem. Ez 36:35; and shortened
, sometimes masc., as in
Ju 6:20, 1 S 17:26, 2 K 23:17, Zc 2:8, Dn 8:16, sometimes fem., 2 K 4:25: cf. 1 S
14:1 [and 20:19 LXX; see Commentaries and Kittel].

g
3. The personal pronouns of the 3rd person also often have a demonstrative
sense, see § 136.
Footnotes:
1[1]

In many languages the demonstratives begin with a d-sound (hence called the
demonstrative sound) which, however, sometimes interchanges with a sibilant. Cf.

!DeÃ %De

aD'Ã %D'

masc.,
, fem. (this); Sansk. sa, saÒ, tat; Gothic sa, soÖ thata;
Aram.
Germ. da, der, die, das; and Eng. the, this, that, &c. Cf. J. Barth, 'Zum semit.
Demonstr. d_,' in ZDMG. 59, 159 ff., and 633 ff.; Sprachwiss, Untersuchungen zum
Semit., Lpz. 1907, p. 30ff. [See the Lexicon, s. v.

hz<, and Aram. adÃ yd.]

hz<

2[2]

That
may stand for the feminine, cannot be proved either from Ju 16:28 or from
the certainly corrupt passage in Jos 2:17.
3[3]

hoz 2 K 6:19, and in seven other places; Az only in Hos 7:16, y Ps 132:12.

4[4]

According to Kuenen (cf. above, § 2 n) and Driver, on Lev 18:27 m Haupt's Bible,

lae

this
is due to an error of the punctuators. It goes back to a time when the vowel of
the second syllable was not yet indicated by a vowel letter, and later copyists wrongly

h

omitted the addition of the . In Phoenician also it was written
according to Plautus, Poen, v, 1, 9.

la, but pronounced ily

§ 163.Adversative and Exceptive Clauses.

a
1.After negative sentences (especially after prohibitions) the antithesis (but) is

~ai yKi, e. g. 1 S 8:19 and they said, Nay, but we will have a king over
us; y Ps 1:2, &c.; frequently also by yKi alone, e. g. Gn 18:15, 19:2, or even simply
connected with w>, Gn 17:5, hy"h'w> as perfect consecutive; 42:10; cf. Ex 5:18.
introduced by

b
Rem. Sometimes the negation is only virtually contained in the preceding
sentence, e. g. in the form of a rhetorical question (Mi 6:3 f.) or of conditions
which are to be regarded as not having been fulfilled (Jb 31:18);
such cases becomes equivalent to nay, rather.

yKi or ~ai yKi in

c
2.Exceptiveclauses, depending on another sentence, are introduced by
except that, and (again after negative sentences, see a above)

yKi ~p,a,ñ

~ai yKi1 unless;

~ai yKi

especially
with the perfect (equivalent to unless previously) after imperfects
which contain a declaration, e.g. Gn 32:27; I will not let thee go, except thou hast
previouslyblessed me; Lv 22:6, Is 55:10, 65:6, Am 3:7, Ru 3:18. Finally,

~ai yTil.Bi

yTil.Bi

unless, Am 3:4 (with perfect after a rhetorical question), or simply
Gn 43:3 with a
noun-clause, except your brother be with you; Is 10:4 after a rhetorical question, witha
verbal-clause.

d

~ai yKi

Rem. The principal statement, to which
appends an exception, must
sometimes be supplied from the context; thus, Gn 40:14 (I desire nothing else)
except that thou remember me, equivalent to only do thou remember, &c. (cf. §
106 n, note 2; but it is probably better to read

%a; for yKi). Cf. Mi 6:8, where

~ai yKi, equivalent to nothing but, is used before an infinitive, and Jb 42:8,
equivalent to only, before a noun. Similarly when ~ai yKi after an oath introduces
an emphatic assurance, e. g. in 2 K 5:20 as the Lord liveth (I can do nothing
else) except I run after him, &c.; cf. 2 S 15:21 Keth., Jer 51:14, Ru 3:12 Keth.,
and even without the oath, Ju 15:7; cf. the Rem. on c.

Footnotes:
1[1]

Very probably this use of

~ai yKi arises from the original meaning for if, surely if

yKi in an affirmative sense); so evidently in Ex 22:22 as a forcible resumption of the
preceding ~ai. Thus, e.g. Ju 15:7 is simply surely when I have been avenged of you,
(

after that I will cease, equivalent to, I will not cease, until I have, &c. When the
exception follows, an ellipse must be assumed, e.g. Ru 3:18 surely(or for) when he
has finished it(then the man will rest). It is far less natural to assume such an ellipse
with

~ai yKi but(before entire clauses as before single nouns); see a above.

§ 59. The Perfect with Pronominal Suffixes.

a
1. The endings (afformatives) of the perfect occasionally vary somewhat from the
ordinary form, when connected with pronominal suffixes; viz.:—
(a) In the 3rd sing. fem. the original feminine ending

t¤; or t¤' is used for h¤'.

T' we find T, to which the connecting vowel is
directly attached, but the only clear instances of this are with ynI¤;ñ.1
(b) In the 2nd sing. masc. besides

yTi

T.

yTia;Ã yTil.j;ñq'

(c) In the 2nd sing. fem. , the original form of , appears; cf.
, § 32 f; §
44 g. This form can be distinguished from the 1st pers. only by the context.
(d) 2nd plur. masc.

WT for ~T,. The only examples are Nu 20:5, 21:5, Zc 7:5. The fem.

!T,l.j;q. never occurs with suffixes; probably it had the same form as the masculine.
b
We exhibit first the forms of the perfect HiphÇiÖl, as used in conexion with suffixes, since
here no further changes take place in the stem itself, except as regards the tone (see
c).
Singular.
3. m.

lyjiq.hi

3. f.

tl;yjiq[hi

2. m.

T'l.j;q.hiÃ Tl.j;q.hi

2. f.

yTil.j;q.hiÃ Tl.j;q.hi

1. c.

yTil.j;q.hi

Plural.
3. c.

Wlyjiq.hi

2. m.

WTl.j;q.hi

1. c.

Wnl.j;q.hi

The beginner should first practise connecting the suffixes with these HiphÇiÖl forms
and then go on to unite them to the Perfect Qal (see d).

c
2.The addition of the suffix generally causes the tone to be thrown forward towards the
end of the word, since it would otherwise fall, in some cases, on the ante-penultima;
with the heavy suffixes (see e) the tone is even transferred to the suffix itself.
Considerations of tone, especially in the Perfect Qal, occasion certain vowel changes:
(a) the QamesÌ of the first syllable, no longer standing before the tone, always becomes
vocal SèewaÖ; (b) the original PathahÌ of the second syllable, which in the 3rd sing. fem.
and 3rd plur. had become SèewaÖ, reappears before the suffix, and, in an open syllable
before the tone, is lengthened to QamesÌ; similarly original iç (as in the 3rd sing. masc.
without a suffix) is lengthened to eÒ, e. g.

^Wbñhea] 1 S 18:22, Pr 19:7.

d
The forms of the perfect of Qal consequently appear as follows: —
Singular.
3. m.

lj'q.

3. f.

tl;j'q. (tl'j'q., see g )

2. m.

T'l.j;q. (Tl.j;q., see h )

2. f.

yTil.j;q. (Tl.j;q., see h )

I. c.

yTil.j;q.

Plural.
3. c.

Wlj'q.

2. m.

WTl.j;q.

I. c.

Wnl.j;q.

The connexion of these forms with all the suffixes is shown in Paradigm C. It will be
seen there also, how the SÍere in the Perfect PiÇeÒl changes sometimes into SeghoÖl, and
sometimes into vocal SèewaÖ.

e

~k,

~h,

Rem. 1. The suffixes of the 2nd and 3rd pers. plur.
and
, since they end in
a consonant and also always have the tone, are distinguished as heavy suffixes
(suffixa gravia) from the rest, which are called light suffixes. Compare the
connexion of these (and of the corresponding feminine forms

!k, and !h,) with the

~k, alone occurs, y Ps 118:26. The form lj;q. which is
usually given as the connective form of the 3rd sing. masc. before ~k, and !k, is

noun, § 91. With a perfect

only formed by analogy, and is without example in the O. T.

f

Whl'ñj'q. (especially in verbs h¾¾l; in the strong verb only
in Jer 20:15 in PiÇeÒl) is mostly contracted to Alj'q., according to § 23 k; likewise in
the 2nd sing. masc. WhT'ñl.j;q. to ATl.j;q..—As a suffix of the 1st sing. ynI¤'ñ occurs
several times with the 3rd sing. masc. perf. Qal of verbs h¾¾l, not only in pause
(as ynIn"ò[' y Ps 118:5; ynIn"ñ]q' Pr 8:22 with DehÌi), but even with a conjunctive accent,
as ynIrñ'ho Jb 30:19; ynIn"ñ[' 1 S 28:15 (where, however, the reading ynIn:ñ[' is also
found). With a sharpened n: yNIn:òD' Gn 30:6, yNIr;ñs.yI y Ps 118:18.
2. In the 3rd sing. masc.

g
3. The 3:rd sing. fem.

tl;j'q. (= hl'j.q†') has the twofold peculiarity that (a) the

ending ath always takes the tone,2 and consequently is joined to those suffixes

ynIÃ ^Ã WhÃ h'Ã Wn

), without a connecting
which form syllable of themselves (
vowel, contrary to the general rule, § 58 f; (b) before the other suffixes the
connecting vowel is indeed employed, but the tone is drawn back to the
penultima, so that they are pronounced with shortened vowels, viz.

%¤,¤ñÃ ~¤;¤ñ,

%t,b'ñhea] she loves thee, Ru 4:15, cf. Is 47:10; ~t;b'ñn"G> she has stolen them,
Gn 31:32; ~t;p'ñr'f. it burns them, Is 47:14, Jos 2:6, Ho 2:14, y Ps 48:7. For
ynIt.¤;ñÃ ^t.¤;ñ &c., in pause ynIt.¤†' is found, Jer 8:21, y Ps 69:10, and ^t.¤†' Ct 8:5;
and also without the pause for the sake of the assonance ^t.l†'B.xi, she was in
travail with thee, ibid. The form WTl;ñj'q. (e. g. Ru 4:15) has arisen, through the
loss of the h and the consequent sharpening of the t (as in WN¤,ñ and hN"¤,ñ for
Whn>¤,ñ and h'n>¤,ñ, cf. § 58 i), from the form Wht.l;ñj'q., which is also found even
pause (Wht.b† ;hea] 1 S 18:28; elsewhere it takes in pause the form Wht.k†'m's. Is
59:16); so hT'l;ñj'q. from h't.l;ñj'qe; cf. 1 S 1:6, Is 34:17, Jer 49:24, Ru 3:6; in
pause Ez 14:15, always, on the authority of QimhÌi, without MappiÖq in the h, which
e. g.

is consequently always a mere vowel-letter.

h

T'l.j;q. is mostly used, and the suffixes have,
therefore, no connecting vowel, e. g. WnT+c.r;p. WnT'ñx.n:z> thou hast cast us off, thou

4. In the 2nd sing. masc. the form

hast broken us down, y Ps 60:3; but with the suff. of the 1st sing. the form

ynIT;ñl.j;q. is used, e. g. ynIT;ñr>q;x] y Ps 139:1; in pause, however, with QamesÌ, e. g.
ynIT+'b.z:[] y Ps 22:2; Ju 1:15 (with Zaqeph qatÌon); but cf. also ynIT'ñp.r;c., y Ps 17:3
with Merekha.—In the 2nd sing. fem. yTi— is also written defectively, ynItiñyMirI 1 S
19:17, Ju 11:35, Jer 15:10, Ct 4:9. Occasionally the suffix is appended to the

T¤., viz. wnT'ñ[.B;V.hi thou (fem.) dost adjure us, Ct 5:9, Jos 2:17,
20; cf. Jer 2:27, and, quite abnormally, with SÍere WnTeñd>r;Ah thou (fem.) didst let us
down, Jos 2:18, where WnTiñd>r;Ah would be expected. In Is 8:11 ynIreñS.yIw> is
ordinary, form

probably intended as imperfect.

i
5. In verbs middle eÒ the eÒ remains even before suffixes (see above, c), e. g.

^ñb.h†ea] Dt 15:16, Wht.b;ñhea] 1 S 18:28, cf. 18:22; WhWañrey> Jb 37:24. From a verb
middle oÒ there occurs wyTil.k'y> I have prerailed against him, y Ps 13:5, from lkoy"
with oç instead of oÒ in a syllable which has lost the tone (§ 44 e).
Footnotes:
1[2]

On the aç as an original element of the verbal form, see § 58 f, note.

2[1]

^ät.l†'B.xi Ct 8:5 is an exception. ~k, would probably even here have the tone (see

e); but no example of the kind occurs in the O. T. In Is 51:2 the imperfect is used
instead of the perfect with a suffix.

§ 130. Wider Use of the Construct State.

a
The construct state, which, according to § 89 a, primarily represents only the
immediate government by one substantive of the following word (or combination of
words), is frequently employed in rapid narrative as a connecting form, even apart from
the genitive relation; so especially —
(I) Before prepositions,1 particularly in elevated (prophetic or poetic) style, especially

B.Ã ryciQ'B; tx;m.fi

the joy in the
when the nomen regens is a participle. Thus before
harvest, Is 9:2 2 S 1:21, y Ps 136:8 f.; in participles, Is 5:11: 9:1, 19:8, y Ps 84:7, and

B. with a suffix follows the participle, e. g. y Ps 2:12 Ab yseAxlK'; cf. Na 1:7, Jer 8:16 (y Ps 24:1); y Ps 64:9 (unless ha,ro should be read);
98:7.2—Before l., Ho 9:6 (but read probably ~P's.k; yDem;x]m;); y Ps 58:5 (before Aml');
Pr 24:9, Jb 18:2, La 2:18 (before %l'); 1 Ch 6:55, 23:28; in participles, Ez 38:11, Jb
24:5; before l. with an infinitive, Is 56:10, and again before l. with a suffix, Gn 24:21, Is
30:18 64:3; 3—before -la,, Is 14:19, Ez 21:17—before -ta, (with) Is 8:6; —before !mi,
Gn 3:22, Is 28:9 (a participle); Jer 23:23, Ez 13:2, Ho 7:5; —before -l[;, Ju 5:10;
—before yTil.Bi, Is 14:6; —before the nota accus. ta, Jer 33:22; —before a locative
especially often when

(which in such cases also serves as a genitive), Ex 27:13, Jer 1:15.

b

tm;k.x'

tl;yGI

tr;kuv.

(2) Before waÒw copulative, e. g. Ez 26:10; but
Is 33:6,
35:2, and
51:21 may be cases of an intentional reversion to the old feminine ending ath, in order
to avoid the hiatus

Îw"Ð w> h¤'.

c
(3) When it governs the (originally demonstrative) pronoun

rv,a]; so especially in the

rv,a] ~Aqm., Gn 39:20, 40:3, the place where (prop. of that in which)
Joseph was bound; cf. § 138 g; or rv,a] ~Aqm.Bi Lv 4:24, 33, 2 S 15:21 1 K 21:19, Jer
22:12, Ez 21:35, Ho 2:1. we should expect rv,a] ~AqM'h;Ã rv,a] ~AqM'B;, as in Gn
35:13, &c., at the place which ², cf. § 138; but rv,a] is treated as a nomen rectum
instead of as an attribute. Cf. also ä a ~AYmi followed by a perfect in 1 S 29:8, and
combination

ä a ymey> Lv 13:46, Nu 9:18.4
d
(4) When it governs independent sentences (cf. § 155), which virtually stand to the
construct state (as nomen regens) in a sort of genitive relation, e. g. Ex 4:13

xl'v.Ti-

dy:B. prop. by the hand of him whom thou wilt send; Nu 23:3 ynIaeñr>Y:-hm; rb;D> the
matter of that which he shall slow me, i. e. whatever he shall; Is 29:1 dwId' hn"x' ty:r>qi
the city where David encamped; Jer 48:36, y Ps 16:3 (if the text be right), 65:5 (Pr
8:32), y Ps 81:6, Jb 18:21 the place of him that knoweth not God; Jb 29:16, La 1:14 (if

Al-

the text be right) into the hands of those against whom I cannot stand.5 In Gn 39:4 (

vy<-lK') the -lK' takes after it a noun-clause, and in Ex 9:4, still more boldly, a subst.
with l..—Very often a time-determination governs the following sentence in this way;
thus yrex]a†; followed by a perfect, Lv 25:48, 1 S 5:9; ~AyB. y Ps 102:3 (before a
nounclause), Ex 6:28, Nu 3:1, Dt 4:15, 2 S 22:1, y Ps 18:1, 59:17, 138:3 (in every case
before a following perfect), y Ps 56:10 (before an imperfect);

~AYmi followed by the

ymey>-lK' Lv 14:46, 1 S 25:15, Jb 29:2 (ymeyKi as in the days when ²6; cf.
tAmyKi and tAnv.) before a perfect, y Ps 90:15); t[eB. before a perfect, Jer 6:15 (cf.
49:8, 50:31); before an imperfect, Jb 6:17; tL;xiT. before a perfect, Ho 1:2.
perfect, Jer 36:2;

e
(5) Connected with a following word in apposition; certainly so in such cases as

!AYci-

tB; tl;WtB. the virgin, the daughter of Zion, Is 37:22; Cf. 23:12, Jer 14:17; also 1 S
28:7 bAa-tl;[]B†; tv,aeñ a woman, possessor of a soothsaying spirit; cf. Dt 21:11.—Gn
14:10, Ju 19:22 (but read probably ~yvin"a] with Moore, as in Dt 13:14, Ju 20:13, 1 K
21:10); 2 K 10:6, 17:13 QereÖ; Jer 46:9, y Ps 35:16 (?), 78:9, Jb 20:17 b (unless yreh]n); or
yleh]n); be a gloss).
f
Rem. Some of the above passages may also be explained by supposing that
there exists a real genitive relation towards the preceding construct state, which
has been, as it were, provisionally left in suspenso, in consequence of the
insertion of some interrupting word, e. g. Is 37:22, &c.; Jb 20:17 a. Elsewhere (Dt
33:19, y Ps 68:34) the nomen regens probably governs the following construct

state directly.7

g

dx;a;

dx'a,

(6) The numeral
one for
in close connexion, and even with small
disjunctives, e. g. Gn 3:22, 48:22, 1 S 9:3, 2 S 17:22, Is 27:12, Zc 11:7.
The character of these passages shows that the numeral here cannot be in the
construct state, but is merely a rhythmical shortening of the usual
(tonelengthened) form.
Footnotes:
1[1]

Cf. König, 'Die Ueberwucherung des St.-constr.-Gebrauchs im Semit.,' ZDMG. 53,
521 ff.
2[2]

B.

In Ju 8:11 the article is even used before a construct state followed by , in order

~ylih'a\b†' ynEWkv.

tent-dwellers, taken as one word;
to determine the whole combination
cf., however, the remarks in § 127 f–i on similar grammatical solecisms.
3[3]

These are to be distinguished from the cases where

l. follows a construct state,

!mi (and the following l.) has become a sort of preposition or
adverb of place; thus, we have l.-tyBemi Ex 26:33 (for which in Ez 1:27 merely l. tyBe)
meaning simply within; l. !ymiymi (2 K 23:13, Ez 10:3) on the right hand (i. e. south) of;
l. !ApC.mi (Jos 8:11, 13, &c., Ju 2:9) on the north of ; cf. also Jos 15:11 and !mi ynEp.li
which in conjunction with

Neh 13:4.
4[1]

In Dt 23:5 the construct state governs a sentence introduced by the conjunction

rv,a] (rv,a] rb;D>-l[; by reason of the fact that, i. e. because); so also in 1 S 3:13.
5[2]

Probably Gn 22:14 is also to be so explained (contrary to the accents), and
certainly (contrary to the very unnatural division of the verses) 2 Ch 30:18, which

!ykihe Abb'l.-lK' d[;B. rPek;y> bAJh; hAhy>

should read on thus:
the good Lord pardon
every one that setteth his heart to seek God. [See Wickes' Accentuation of the Twenty
one Prose Books of the Old Testament, p. 140.]
6[3]

ayhi ymeymi

Cf. Na 2:9
, usually explained to mean from the days that she hath
been, but the text is evidently very corrupt.

7[4]

So also Is 28:16 a corner stone of the preciousness (

tr;q.yI is a substantive not an

adjective) of a fixed foundation, i. e. a precious corner stone of surest foundation.—In
2 S 20:19 the text is wholly corrupt; in y Ps 119:128 read

^yd,ñWQPi-lK'.

§ 103. Prepositions with Pronominal Suffixes and in the Plural Form.

a
1. As all prepositions were originally nouns (§ 101) in the accusative, they may be united
with the noun-suffixes (§ 91 b–l), e. g. ylic.a, (prop. at my side) by me, yTiai (in my
proximity) with me, ~T'x.T; (in their place) instead of them, like the Latin mea causa, for my
sake.

b
Rem. 1. The preposition tae (usually -ta,) near, with, is distinguished from tae (see
below, and § 117 a, note 4), the sign of the definite accusative (§ 117 a), in its
connexion with suffixes, by a difference of pointing, the former making yTiaiÃ

^T.ai, in
pause %T'ai, 2nd fem. %T'ai (Is 54:10 %Teai), ATaiÃ HT'aiÃ WnT'ñaiÃ ~k,T.aiÃ ~T'ai (also

in the later books, especially in Kings, and always in Jer. and Ezek., in correctly

ytiAa with me; %t'Aam†e from thee, 1 K 20:25; Ataom†e from him, 1 K 22:7; ~t'ao with
them), while the latter retains its oÖ (obscured from aÖ) before the light suffixes, but
before grave suffixes is pointed with SeghoÖl. This SeghoÖl is to be explained, with
Praetorius, ZDMG. lv. 369 f., as the modification of an aç which again was shortened
from original aÖ (in 'aÖthiÃ, 'aÖthoÖ, &c.) in a closed syllable ('açth–hem, &c.). The same
shortening and modification of the original aÖ takes place before words in close
connexion, hence lKo-ta,, &c. When not in close connexion, the toneless ta,
becomes tone-long tae, e. g. ~yIm;ñV'h;
arise:—
Sing.
1. ytiao me.
2 { m. ^t.a.o , pause %t'ao

tae Gn 1:1. Hence the following forms

Plur.

Wnt'ñao us.
~k,t.a, you.

f. %t'ao. . . . .} thee.

.....

3.{m. Atao him.

~t'ao, rarely ~h,t.a,]

f.{Ht'ao her.

!h,t.a,, rarely !t'ao} them.

Less common are the plene forms ytiAaÃ

^t.Aa† (Nu 22:33 hk't.a†o before h ), %t'Aa
(Ex 29:35 hk't'ñao ), AtAaÃ Ht'AaÃ Wnt'ñAaÃ ~t'Aa . Moreover, for ~k,t.a, we find

~k,t.Aa† Jos 23:15; for ~t'ao, five times ~h,t.a, (Gn 32:1, Ex 18:20, &c.), and in Ez
23:45 ~h,t.Aa†; for !h,t.a, (Gn 19:8, &c. [13 times]), !t'ao (only found in Ez 16:54; Ex
35:26 hn"t'ñao; Ez 34:21 hn"t'ñAa ), and !h,t.Aa† Ez 23:47.—No instance of the 2nd fem.
plur. !k,t.a, occurs in the O. T.; in Cant 2:7, &c., ~k,t.a, is used instead.
c
2. The preposition -~[i with (with suffixes on the model of stems [¾¾[Ã
S 1:26 hk'M.[i ], in pause %M'[i; 2nd fem. %M'[i

yMi[iÃ ^M.[i [1

È AM[iÃ HM'[i ) is united with the

suffixes WnÃ

~k,, and ~h, by a (pretonic) QamesÌ, which causes the sharpening of the
MeÖm to be distinctly audible: WnM'ñ[iÃ ~k,M'[iÃ ~h,M'[i (so in Nu 22:12, Dt 29:16, both
in principal pause, and often in very late passages, otherwise ~M'[i is generally
used). In the first person, besides yMi[i, we also find ydIM'[i (probably from original
ydn[; cf. Arab. ‘inda, beside, with).
d
3. It is but seldom that prepositions occur with verbal suffixes, as ynITeñx.T; 2 S 22:37,
40, 48 (for which y Ps 18:37, 40, 48 yT;x.T; ), hN"T,ñx.T; Gn 2:21 and ynIdeñ[]B†; y Ps
139:11 (here probably for the sake of the rhyme with ynIpeñWvyI ).1

e
2. When pronominal suffixes are added to the prefixes (§ 102), there appears
occasionally, especially in the case of the shorter suffixes, an endeavour to lengthen the
preposition, so as to give it more strength and body. Hence to K. is appended the syllable

Am (see below, k), and B. and l. take at least a full vowel, B' and l' (§ 102 d, f ).—The
following deviations from the analogy of the noun with suffixes are to be noticed (a) in the
pausal forms %B'Ã

%l'Ã %t.aoÃ %T'aiÃ %M'[i (not beÊkhaÒ, &c.); (b) in the similar forms with
the suffix of the 2nd sing. fem. (not beÒkh, &c.) and in WnB'ñÃ Wnl'ñÃ WnM'ñ[i, &c. (not beÒnuÖ, &c.).
f
(a) l. with Pronominal Suffixes.
Sing.

Plur.

1.

yli to me.

Wnl'ñ to us.

2. {m. ^l. ( hk'l. ), in pause %l' f.

%l' . . . . . . . . . .} to thee.
3. {m. Al to him.

~k,l'
[ !k,l'2] hn"k,ñl' } to you

~h,l'Ã hM'heñl', poet. Aml'ñ
[53 times]3

f.

Hl' to her.

!h,l',4 hN"heñl' } to them.

g

B. takes suffixes in the same manner: yBiÃ ^B. (Ex 7:29, 2 S 22:30, y Ps 141:8 hk'B., as in
Gn 27:37, 2 S 18:22, Is 3:6 hk'l. [for 2nd fem. %l' the KethiÖbh ykl occurs in 2 K 4:2, Ct
2:13, cf. § 91 e]), AB, &c.; except that for the 3rd plur., besides ~h,B' (especially in the later
books) and hM'heñB' (only in Ex 30:4, 36:1, Hb 1:16; hM'heñl' only in Jer 14:16), the form ~B'
is also used; and for the feminine, besides hN"heñB' (three times), !heB' is found fifteen times,
and !h,B' only in 1 S 31:7, Is 38:16, Ez 42:14.—According to the Masora, aol is found
fifteen times for Al (as conversely in 1 S 2:16, 20:2 Al for aol ), e.g. Ex 21:8, 1 S 2:3, Is
9:2, y Ps 100:3 (and, as has been conjectured, also Jb 41:4); cf. Delitzsch on y Ps
100:3.—In Nu 32:42, Zc 5:11, Ru 2:14, the Masora requires hƒl' instead of Hl' (in all
three places before a following tone-syllable; cf. § 23 k, and the analogous cases of the
loss of MappiÖq in § 58 g, § 91 e).

h
(b) K. with Pronominal Suffixes.

1.

Sing.

Plur.

ynAmñK'5 as I.

WnAmñK' as we.

2. {m. ^AmñK'6} as thou.
f. . .

~k,K'Ã ~keK', rarely ~k,AmK. } as ye
..............

3. {m. WhAmñK' as he.
f. h'AmñK' as she

~heK'Ã Î~h,K'Ã hM'heñK'ÐÃ ~h,AmK. } as they.
Î!heK'ÐÃ hN"heñK'

i
(c) -!mi with Pronominal Suffixes.

1.

Sing.

Plur.

yNIM,ñmi, poet. yNImi [4 times], in pause

WNM,ñmi from us.

also yNIm,ñ [6 times] from me.
2. {m.
f.

3. {m.

f.

^M.mi, in pause &'M,ñmi } from thee.

~K,mi } from you.

%Memi

!K,mi

WNM,ñmi, Jb 4:12 in pause Whn>m,ñÃ [ WhNEòmi ~h,meÃ hM'heñme [twice],
or WhN<ñmi: see below] from him.

Jb 11:20 ~h,N>mi } from them.

hN"M,ñmi from her.

!h,meÃ hN"heñme [7 times]

k
The syllable Am (in Arabic maÖ am' = Heb. hm' what) in ynIAmñK' (probably from

ynIa] hm'K., prop. according to what I, for as I) is, in poetry, appended to the three
simple prefixes B.Ã K.Ã l., even without suffixes, so that AmB.Ã AmK.Ã Aml. appear as
independent words, equivalent in meaning to B.Ã K.Ã l. . Poetry is here distinguished

from prose by the use of longer forms; in the case of !mi, on the other hand, it prefers
the shorter, which resemble the Syriac and Arabic.

l
The form ~h,K', enclosed in brackets above, occurs only in 2 K 17:15 (in pause),

hM'heñK' only in Jer 36:32 (in pause); !heK' (Baer following QimhÌi !h,K' ) only in Ez
18:14. Cf. Frensdorff, Massora Magna, p. 234 ff.—For ~k,K' as ye, QimhÌi requires
~keK' (invariably or only in Jb 16:4 ?); in Jos 1:15, Ju 8:2, Ezr 4:2 Baer gives ~k,K' .
m
With regard to !mi with suffixes, yNIM,ñmi from me is usually explained as arising, by a
reduplication of !mi, from an original ynmnm, just as WNM,ñmi from him, from whÄnmnm,
identical in form with WNM,ñmi7 from us, from wnÄnmnm, while hN"M,ñmi from her, goes back
to hnmnm . Far simpler, however, is Mayer Lambert's explanation (REJ. xxiii. 302 ff.),
that yNIM,ñmi, &c., have arisen from yNIN<mi, &c., and that the forms of the suffixes are to
be explained on the analogy of yNIn<òyaeÃ

WNd,ñA[Ã hN"T,ñx.T;, § 100 o.—The bracketed
form WhNEòmi, for which Baer, following QimhÌi and others, writes WhN<òmi, occurs only in y

Ps 68:24, and is there regarded by DÍelitzsch, Hupfeld, and others (following Simonis)
as a substantive ( !me = portion). The expression aWh-!mi (for WNM,ñmi ?) Is 18:2, 7 is
very strange.— hM'heñme occurs only in Jer 10:2, Ec 12:12 (Jb 11:20 ~h+,N>mi ); !h,me (so
Baer and Ginsburg, following the best authorities, instead of the ordinary reading

!heme ) only in Ez 16:47, 52.
n
3. Several prepositions, especially those which express relations of space and time, are
(like the German wegen) properly plural nouns (for the reason, see § 124 a), and are,
therefore, joined with the pronominal suffixes in the form of the plural construct state, just
like other plural nouns (§ 91 g). On the other hand, the apparent connexion of -la,Ã

-

d[;Ã -l[; with plural suffixes is explained from the ground-forms of those prepositions
(from stems h¾¾l ) yl;a/ ¿yl;a]ÀÃ yd;[]Ã yl;[] (contracted to ylea/Ã ylea], &c.).8
o
Without suffixes these prepositions are—

rx;a;, more frequently yrex]a†; (prop. hinder parts) behind, after.

-la,,9 poet. [4 times in Job] also ylea/ (region, direction), towards, to, according to.
!yBe (interval) between; the suffixes indicating the singular are added to the singular !yBe,
thus ynIyBeÃ ^n>yBe, &c. (Gn 16:5 ^yn<òyBe, the second YoÖdh is, however, marked with a point
as critically doubtful; wyn"yBe, which occurs three times, is only the Masoretic QereÖ for AnyBe,
which is found e.g. in Gn 30:36). On the other hand, the suffixes indicating a plural are
attached to the plural forms ynEyBe or tAnyBe .

bybis' (circuit) around, as a preposition, always has the plural form, sometimes masc.
^yb,ñybis., &c. [10 times], but much more frequently in the fem. tAbybis. (surroundings). In
Ez 43:17 Ht'Aa bybis' is a corruption of h'yt,ñboybis.; [in 1 K 6:5 ta, bybis' also is so
contrary to usage, that it must be due to some textual error].

-d[; (continuation, duration, from hd'[' ) as far as, unto, poet. yde[] [12 times]. In Jb 32:12
~k,yde[†', with the aÒ retained in the secondary tone, is abnormal. Also in 2 K 9:18 for ~hed[; read ~h,yde[†' .
-l[; upon, over (cf. the rare subst. l[' height [see Lexicon], from hl'[' to ascend), poet.
yle[] [40 times, and 2 QereÖ ].
tx;T;ñ under (prop. what is beneath). On ynITeñx.T;, &c.; cf. above, d.
With Suffixes.

p
1
Sing.

2 S.
m.

yr;x]a†;

ynIyBe

yt;Abyb†is.

yT;x.T;

(after
me)

(between
me)

(around
me)

(beneath
(unto
(to me)
me)
me)

(on
me)

^yt,ñAbyb†is.

^yT,ñx.T; ^yl,ñae ^yd,ñ['

^yl,ñ['

%yIl;ñae

%yIl;ñ['

^yr,ñx]a†; ^n>yB†e

yl;ae

yd;['

yl;['

& ^yb,ñybis.
2 S.
f.

%yIr;ñx]a†;

%yIt;ñAbyb†is.

& %yIb;ñybis.
3 S.
m.

wyr'x]a†;

AnyBe

wyt'Abyb†is.

wyT'x.T;

wyl'ae

wyd'['

wyl'['

h'yT,ñx.T; h'yl,ñae h'yd,ñ['

h'yl,ñ['

WnyteñAbyb†is.

WnyTeñx.T; Wnyleñae

Wnyleñ['

& wyb'ybis.
3 S.
f.

h'yr,ñx]a†;

h'yt,ñAbyb†is.
& h'yb,ñybis.

1
Plur.

Wnyreñx]a†; WnynEòyBe
&

WnyteñAnyBe10

2 Pl.
m.

~k,yrex]a†; ~k,ynEyB†e

~k,yteAb†ybis.

~k,yTex.T; ~k,ylea] ~k,yde[†' ~k,yle[]

3 Pl.
m.

~h,yrex]a†; ~h,ynEyB†e

~h,yteAb†ybis.

~h,yTex.T; ~h,ylea] Î~h,yde[†'Ð ~h,yle[]

& ~t'AnyB†e

& ~t'Abyb†is. usually

~T'x.T;

&

~h,lea]

[11

Amyleñ['
]

[12
3 Pl.
f.

!h,yrex]a†;

!h,yTex.T; !h,ylea]

!h,yle[]

&

!h,lea]
Footnotes:
1[1]

FiÖniÖ and biÖniÖ (in me), in vulgar Arabic for fiyya and biÖ, are compared by Socin.

Brockelmann, ZA. xiv. 347, note 1, suggests that yntxt

Ã hntxtÃ ynd[b are later

formations on the model of yNIM,ñmi when its origin from the reduplication of the preposition
had become obscured, but see below, m.
2[2]

!k,l' does not occur in the O. T., by a mere accident, no doubt; Ez 13:18 hn"k,ñl' .

The question whether Aml'ñ can also stand for the sing. Al, which Rödiger and recently
W. Diehl (Das Pronomen pers. suff. . . . des Hebr., p. 20 f.) and P. Haupt (SBOT. on Pr
23:20, a contraction of la–humuÖ) have altogether denied, must be answered in the
affirmative unless we conclude with Diehl and Haupt that all the instances concerned are
due to corruptions of the text. It is true that in such places as Gn 9:26, 27, Dt 33:2, Is 30:5,
y Ps 73:10 (all in or immediately before the principal pause; in Dt 33:2 with Zaqeph qatÌon
3[3]

at least) Aml'ñ can be better explained as plural (in reference to collective nouns); and in Is
53:8 for Aml'ñ [g:n<ò we should read with the LXX tw<M'ñl; [G:nI . On the other hand, in Is 44:15
its explanation as plural would be extremely forced. Even then there would
remain—presuming the traditional text to be correct— AmynEòP' y Ps 11:7 and AmyPeñK; Jb
27:23, as well as Amyleñ[', three times, Jb 20:23, 27:23 (beside wyl'[' ), and especially Jb
22:2. In all these places the most extreme exegetical artifices can only be avoided by
simply admitting a singular suffix ( = wyn"P'Ã

wyP'K;Ã wyl'[' ).—On the question of the antiquity

of the suffixes in Am see § 91 l.
4[4]

The form !hel' in Ru 1:13 is Aramaic ( =therefore).

5[5]

The use of ynI here for y¤i (cf. above, d) might be due to euphonic reasons.— ynImoñK'

(defectively) only in the Pentateuch, ^moñK' Ex 15:11.
The Babylonian Masora writes WnMeñmi (to distinguish it from the 3rd sing.), which is
justly blamed by Ibn Ezra.

7[1]

8[1]

The reference of these forms to original plurals has been again expressly supported
by De Lagarde, Symmicta, ii. 101 ff.; Nachrichten der G. g. G., 1881, p. 376, cf.
Mittheilungen, 1884, p. 63; also GGA. 1884, p. 280 f. According to Barth, ZDMG. xlii. p.
348 ff., and Nominalbildung, p. 375 ff., ^yT,ñx.T;, &c., was only formed on the analogy of

^yl,ñ[', &c., and ^yr,ñx]a†;, &c., only on the analogy of ynEp.li, &c., since the real plural forms
ought to be ^yt,ñx'T.Ã ^yr,ñx'a], &c.; cf., however, König, Lehrgebäude, ii. 305 f.
9[2]

On the use of this particle see § 119 g.

10[1]

As Mayer Lambert observes, usage (cf. esp. Gn 26:28) distinguishes between the

two forms: wnytwnyb means between us and you, whereas wnynyb (Jos 22:25, 27, 28 before

~kynybw ) means between us on the one side.
The poetical form Amyleñae only in y Ps 2:5; Amyleñ[', on which see note 3 on f, 12 times
[viz. Dt 32:23, y Ps 5:12, 55:16, 64:9, Jb 6:16, 20:23, 21:17, 22:2, 27:23, 29:22, 30:2, 5].

11[2]

§ 78. Verbs Defectiva.

a
It often happens, when two kindred weak verbs are in use with the same meaning, that
both are defective, i. e. do not occur in all the forms. Since, however, those tenses and
forms which are not in use in the one verb are generally supplied by the other, they
mutually complete one another, and thus form together, as it were, an entire verb, as
in Greek e;rcomai, aor. h=lqon, fut. evleu,somai, and in Latin fero, tuli, latum, ferre, &c., but
with this difference, that in Hebrew the roots of these verbs are almost always closely
related.

b
The most common verbs of this kind are —

vB to be ashamed. HiphÇiÖl vybihe ( inferred from t'Avñybih/), but also
vybiho; vybiAh, as if from vby, on the analogy of verbs w¾¾p; also in Is 30:5 the
QereÖ requires vybiho, where the KethiÖbh has vyaib.hi from va;B'.
bAj to be good. Perfect bAj; but imperfect bj;yyI and HiphÇiÖl byjiyhe from bj;y" (but
cf. t'boñyjih/ 2 K 10:30).
rnOy" to be afraid. Imperfect, rWgy" (from rWG).
#q;y" to awake, only in the imperf. #q;yyI; for the perfect, the HiphÇiÖl #yqihe is used
(from #Wq).
#p;n" to break in pieces. Imperfect #Wpy" (from #WP). Imperative. #WP. NiphÇal #Apn".
PiÇeÒl #PegI (from #p;n"). PoÖleÒl #ceAP (from #WP). Reflexive #ceAPt.hi. HiphÇil #ypihe.
Also #Pec.Pi Jb 16:12.
bc;n" (Qal in post-biblical Hebrew, in Aramaic and Arabic) to place, whence
(possibly) NiphÇal bC;nI and HiphÇiÖl byCihi (see above, § 71); but HithpaÇeÒl bCey:t.hi.
ht'v' to drink, used in Qal; but in Hiph. hq'v.hi to give to drink, from a Qal hq'v'
which is not used in Hebrew.
On

%l;h' ¿%l;y"À to go, see above, § 69 x.

c
Rem. 1. To the same category belong also, to a certain extent, those cases

where the tenses or moods not in use in one conjugation, are supplied by forms
having the same meaning in other conjugations of the same verb, Thus:

@s;y" to add. The infinitive (but cf. § 69 h, note) and imperfect, unused in Qal, are
supplied by the HiphÇiÖl @ysiAh; @ysiAy (on @seAy as imperfect indicative, see § 109
d, cf. also § 109 i).

lv;K' to stumble. Perfect from Qal, imperfect from NiphÇal.
vgn to approach, unused in perf. Qal, instead of which NiphÇal vG:nI is used; but
imperfect vG:yI, imperative vG:, and infinitive tX,G<Ð from Qal only are in use.
hx'n" to lead. Perfect usually hx'n" in Qal, so imperative hxen>, but imperfect and
infinitive always in HiphÇiÖl.

÷tn to be poured out. Perfect NiphÇal %T;nI with imperfect Qal %T;yI, but the perfect
Qal and imperfect NiphÇal are not in use.
2. The early grammarians often speak of mixed forms (formae mixtae), i. e.
forms which unite the supposed character and meaning of two different tenses,
genders, or conjugations. Most of the examples adduced are at once set aside
by accurate grammatical analysis; some others appear to have arisen from
misapprehension and inaccuracy, especially from erroneous views of unusual
plene forms. Others, again, are either merely wrong readings or represent an
intentional confiation of two different readings.

§ 158. Causal Clauses.

a
A complete clause, assigning the reason for statements, demands, threats, &c.,
sometimes follows with the simple wÒaw copulative, e. g. y Ps 60:13 give us help

ynIa]w);

against the adversary, and (for) vain is the help of man; Gn 6:17 (
), 22:12, Ex
23:9, Jb 22:12, perhaps also y Ps 7:10; or even without WaÒw, e. g. Gn 17:14. As a
rule, however, special conjunctions in various combinations are used to introduce
causal clauses.

b

yKi ![;y:ò

rv,a] ![;y:ò

The most common causal conjunctions are
Is 3:16, &c., and
because, prop. on account of the fact that; both, however, may also be
shortened to the simple

![;y:ò Nu 20:12, &c., or to yKi because, Gn 3:14, 17, &c., or

rv,a] Gn 30:18, 31:49, 34:13, 27, 1 S 15:15, 20:42, 26:16, 23, 1 K 3:19, 8:33,
Ho 14:4, Zc 1:15; also rv,a]B†; Gn 39:9, 23. On the other hand, the simple ![;y:ò is
sometimes repeated for emphasis, ![;y:òbW ![;y:ò (something like the German
sintemal und alldieweil) Lv 26:43, Ez 13:10 (without W 36:3); also rv,a]-l[; 2 S
3:30, and yKi-l[;1 Dt 31:17, Ju 3:12, Mal 2:14 on the ground that; rv,a] rb;D>-l[;
because of the circumstance that, Dt 23:5; rv,a] tAdao-lK'-l[; for this very
cause that, Jer 3:8. But just as the simple ![;y:ò is used for rv,a] ![;y:ò, so also the
simple -l[; with the perfect stands for rv,a]-l[; y Ps 119:136, Ezr 3:11; cf. yliB.'[; Gn 31:20 and yliB.mi Dt 28:55 both with the perfect, equivalent to because …
not. — Cf. further rn<a] bq,[eñ Gn 22:18, 26:5, 2 S 12:6, all with the perfect, and
yKi bq,[eñ (2 S 12:10 with the perfect; Am 4:12 with the imperfect) prop. in return
for the fact that; similarly again the simple bq,[eñ Nu 14:24 with the perfect, and Dt
7:12, 8:20 with the imperfect; finally, rv,a]m†e Is 43:4 arising from the fact
that,=because; rv,a] tx;T;ñ 1 S 26:21, &c., and yKi tx;T;ñ Dt 4:37, Pr 1:29 for the
to

reason that.

c

-l[;

Rem. 1. The preposition
(because of, on account of) with the infinitive (§
114 e) is frequently used as the equivalent of a full causal clause; cf. e. g. Am

1:3, 6, 13, 2:1, 6. Such a construction with the infinitive may, however, according

-l[; governs
the verb as a conjunction; e. g. Am 1:9 Wrk.†z" aolw> … ~r'yGIs.h;-l[; because they
to § 114 r, be continued by means of a finite verb, in which case

delivered up … and remembered not, &c.; 1:11, 2:4; without WaÒw, Is 30:14.

d
2. The choice of tense is regulated by the general principles stated in § 106 ff.,
viz. the perfect (cf. especially § 106 f) refers to causes already brought fully into
effect, the imperfect to those which may contingently arise; cf. e. g. Dt 7:12, 8:20,
1 K 8:33, where the imperfect leaves the possibility still open that the persons
addressed will perhaps escape the threatened punishments by avoiding
disobedience. — Cf. further, § 111 h on the imperfect consecutive, and § 112 nn
on the perfect consecutive in the apodosis to causal clauses.
Footnotes:

!Ke-l[;-yK†i prop. for therefore, Gn 18:5, 19:8, 33:10, 38:26, Nu 10:31, 14:43, 2
S 18:20 QereÖ, and !Ke-l[; rv,a] Jb 34:27, always mean forasmuch as.
1[1]

Also

§ 137. The Interrogative Pronoun.

a

ymi who may refer either to a masculine or feminine person
(Ct 3:6), or even to a plural, e. g. ~T,a; ymi who are ye ? Jos 9:8; hL,aeñ-ymi Gn 33:5, Nu
22:9 (more minutely, ymiw" ymi Ex 10:8, i. e. who exactly, who in particular ?). It is used
of the neuter only when the idea of, a person is implied, e. g. ~k,v.-ym†i who are the
The interrogative pronoun

Shechemites? Ju 9:28, 13:17, Gn 33:8, Mi 1:5; even more boldly, with the repetition of

ymi

a
used personally, in 1 S 18:18, 2 S 7:18.—Another interrogative is
what ?; of persons only in Est 7:5.

hw<-yae which,

b

ymi may also be used in the sense of a genitive, e. g. T.a; ymi-tB; whose
daughter art thou? Gn 24:23, 1 S 17:55, 56, 58; ymi rb;D> whose word ? Jer 44:28, 1 S
12:3; in the accusative, ymi-ta, quemnam ? 1 S 28:11, Is 6:8; with prepositions, e. g.
ymiB. 1 K 20:14 (in an abrupt question by whom ?); ymil. Gn 32:18; ymi yrex]a†; 1 S
24:15.—Similarly hm'Ã -hm;Ã hm, what ? is used for the nominative, or accusative, or
genitive (Jer 8:9), or with prepositions, e. g. hm'-l[; whereupon ? Is 1:5, Jb 38:6; why
? Nu 22:32, &c.; hm'-d[; quousque ? y Ps 74:9.1
Moreover,

c

ymi

hm'

Rem. Both
and
are used also in indirect questions (on the merely relative
distinction between direct and indirect questions in Hebrew, see the Interrogative

hm'Wañm. with Samar. and LXX), 43:22, Ex
32:1.—On the meaning of ymi and hm' as interrogatives is based also their use as
Sentences), e. g. Gn 39:8 (but read

indefinite pronouns (equivalent to quisquis, quodcunque or quicquam), e. g. Ex

[m;v.yI in the apodosis), 54:15, Pr 9:4, 16,
2 Ch 36:23; even ymi-Wrm.vi have a care, whosoever ye be, 2 S 18:12 (unless yli
is to be read, with the LXX, for ymi); se also hm' (whatever it be) Jb 13:13, 1 S
19:3, 2 S 18:22, 23; cf. Nu 23:3 ynIaeñr>Y:-hm; rb;d>W and whatsoever he showeth
me. Cf. also rv,a] ymi whosoever Ex 32:33, 2 S 20:11, and rv,a] vyaih'-ym†i any
32:26, Ju 7:8, 1 S 20:4, Is 50:10 (read

man who Dt 20:5 ff. , Ju 10:18. A still further weakening of the indefinite use of

hm' is the combination ·V,-m; that which, Ec 1:9, 3:15 (just like the Syriac d> am');
cf. Est 8:1, and hm' &hellip; lB; Pr 9:13, hm' &hellip; aol Neh 2:12, nothing
whatever.—On hm'Wañj. quicquam, anything at all (usually with a negative), and
as an adverb in any way, 1 S 21:3, see the Lexicon.
Footnotes:
1[1]

hm'

A quite different use of
was pointed out (privately) by P. Haupt in Ct 5:8 will ye
not tell him ? i. e. I charge you that ye tell him, and 7:1 = look now at the Shulamite,
corresponding to the late Arabic maÖ taraÖ, just see! maÖ taquÖlu,, say now! It has long
been recognized that

hm' is used as a negative in Ct 8:4.

§ 41. Variations from the Ordinary Form of the Strong Verb.

a
The same laws which are normally exhibited in stems with strong (unchangeable)
consonants, hold good for all other verbs. Deviations from the model of the strong verb
are only modifications due to the special character or weakness of certain consonants,
viz.: —
(a) When one of the stem-consonants (or radicals) is a guttural. In this case, however,
the variations only occur in the vocalization (according to § 22), not in the consonants.
The guttural verbs (§§ 62–65)) are, therefore, only a variety of the strong verb.

b
(b) When a stem-consonant (radical) disappears by assimilation (§ 19 b–f), or when
the stem originally consisted of only two consonants (verbs

!¾¾pÃ [¾¾[, and W¾¾[, as

vg:n"Ã lq;Ã ~Wq, §§ 66, 67, 72).
c
(c) When one of the stem-consonants (radicals) is a weak letter. In this case, through
aphaeresis, elision, &c., of the weak consonant, various important deviations from the
regular form occur. Cf. § 68 ff. for these verbs, such as

bv;y"Ã ac'm'Ã hl'G".

d

l[;P'as a model, it is usual, following the example of the
Jewish grammarians, to call the first radical of any stem pÃ the second [Ã and
the third l. Hence the expressions, verb a¾¾p for a verb whose first radical is a
(primae radicalis [sc. literae] a); w¾¾[ for mediae radicalis wÈ[¾¾[ for a verb whose
Taking the old paradigm

second radical is repeated to form a third.

§ 153. Restrictive and Intensive Clauses.

%a;Ã qr;

~G:Ã @a;

only, serve to introduce restrictive clauses, and
also,
The particles
besides, even, intensive clauses. It is to be observed that the force of these particles
does not necessarily affect the word which immediately follows (as is the case with

%a;

qr; Gn 6:5, Am 3:2; even %a; qr;h]) hath he indeed only ? Nu 12:2;
~G: Gn 27:34, Jb 7:11; @a; Dt 15:17), but very frequently extends to the whole of the
following sentence. Thus with %a;, e.g. Nu 14:9, 1 K 17:13, Pr 17:11, Jb 13:15, 14:22,
16:7, 23:6; qr; Gn 20:11, 24:8, y Ps 32:6, Pr 13:10; ~G: Gn 27:33, 32:21 (hNEhi ~G:),
44:10; 1 S 22:7, 28:20, Zc 9:11, Pr 17:26, 20:11; @a; Jb 14:3, 15:4.—In Mal 1:10 and
Jb 2:10 ~G: is placed before two co-ordinate sentences, although, strictly speaking, it
Gn 7:23, 34:15;

applies only to the second. Cf. the analogous examples in § 150 m.

§ 165. Final Clauses.1

a
1. Like most of the dependent clauses hitherto treated, the final a clause may also be
joined by a simple waÒw copulative to the main clause, unless the final clause is directly
subordinated to the governing verb.
Examples of the connexion: (a) of a final imperfect (or jussive?) with a perfect by

w>

means of , La 1:19, see § 107 q; with an interrogative sentence, 2 S 9:1, 3, Jb
38:24; with an optative, y Ps 51:9; with an imperative, 1 K 11:21; (b) of a

w>

cohortative with an imperative by , Gn 29:21, 1 S 15:16, or a jussive, Neh 2:5 (§

w>

108 d); (g) of a jussive with an imperative by , Ex 9:1, 2s 16:11, 1 K 5:20, y Ps
59:14, 86:17; with a jussive, Jb 21:19, or cohortative, § 109 f, g (cf. also 2 S

l.

24:21 the infinitive with , Jon 1:11

hm' with the 1st plur. imperf., and 2 Ch 29:10

ybib'l.-~[i, which are equivalent to cohortatives); (d) of an imperative with a
jussive, cohortative, or interrogative sentence by w>, § 110 i; (e) of a perfect
consecutive after another perfect consecutive, Lv 14:36; after an imperfect, §
112 m and p; similarly after a jussive, § 112 q; after an .imperative, § 112 r.—On
negative final clauses joined by

aolw> to the imperfect (so Ex 28:43, 30:20; and 2

an"-la; with a jussive in the main clause) see the Rem. on § 109 g.
In Ex 28:32, 39:23 the negative final clause is simply connected by aol.— On the

S 13:25 after

use of an historical statement after verbs of commanding, where we should
expect a final clause (e. g. Neh 13:9 then I commanded, and they cleansed,
equivalent to that they should cleanse, and they cleansed; in Jb 9:7 a negative
final clause is connected in this way by

aolw>, cf. § 120 f.
w>

For examples of the direct subordination of the final imperfect (without ) see §
120 c.

b

rv,a] ![;m;ñl. to the end that; also simply ![;m;ñl. Gn 12:13,
27:25, Ex 4:5, y Ps 51:6, &c.; rv,a] rWb[]B†; prop. for the purpose that, Gn 27:10, and
simply rWb[]B†; Gn 27:4 Ex 9:14, 20:20; also the simple rv,a]2 Dt 4:10, 40, 6:3, 32:46,
Jos 3:7, Neh 8:14 f.; negatively, aol rv,a] Gn 11:7, 24:3, 1 K 22:16; or ·v, Ec 3:14;
2. Final conjunctions are

also negatively,

aoLv, tr;b.DI-l[; for the matter (purpose) that … not, Ec 7:14;

yTil.bil. with imperfect, Ex 20:20, 2 S 14:14 that … not.— Quite exceptional is the
use of -!mi (if the text be right) in Dt 33:11 !Wmqy>-!mi, with the imperfect, equivalent to
that … not [in prose, ~WQmi ].
c
Rem. All the conjunctions here mentioned are naturally always used with the
imperfect, see § 107 q (on the apparent exception in Jos 4:24, see § 74 g). —
On the negative conjunctions

l.

la; and !P, that not, lest, see § 152 f and w. On the

![;m;ñl.

infinitive with 3 (also
Gn 18:19, 37:22, &c.) as the equivalent of a final
clause (Gn 11:5, 28:4, &c.), see § 114 f, h, p. On the continuation of such
infinitival constructions by means of the finite verb, see § 114 r. On the negation

yTil.bil.

!mi

of the final infinitive by
, § 114 s. On the preposition
with a substantive
or infinitive as the equivalent of a negative final clause (Gn 31:29, 1 S 15:23,
&c.), see § 119 x and y.
Footnotes:
1[1]

cf. H. G. T. Mitchell, Final Constntctions of Biblical Hebrew, Leipzig, 1879.

2[1]

In Ez 36:27 a final clause is introduced by
the form of an object-clause.
3[2]

On

rv,a] tae, thus at the same time taking

l. as a supposed conjunction (equivalent to the Arabic li) 1 K 6:19, see § 66 i.

§ 164.Temporal Clauses.

a
1.The relations of time existing between two different actions or events are frequently
expressed without the aid of a conjunction simply by juxtaposition: —
(a) Actions or events are represented as wholly or in part simultaneousby
connecting a noun-clause with another noun-clause or verbal-clause introduced

w>

hNEhiw>), e. g. Gn 7:6 and Noah was six hundred years old(prop. a son of
six hundred years), hy"h' lWBM;h;w> and (i. e. when) the flood was. This is
by (or

especially the case when the predicate of the noun-clause (frequently introduced

dA[ still) is expressed by an active participle, e. g. Jb 1:16 f.
hz< dA[ägw ab' hz<w> rBed;m. he was yet speaking, and there came another, &c.;

by

see the numerous examples in § 111 g and § 116 u. Instead of a complete

-lK'

with a
nounclause there often occurs a simple casus pendens after
participial attribute in the sense of whenever any one …, e. g. 1 S 2:13

xb;z<ñ x;bezO vyai-lK' ägw ab'W whenever any man offered sacrifice, then came,&c.;
2 S 2:23, &c see the examples (in which the second member is generally
introduced by waÒw apodosis) in § 116 w.

b
(b) Sequence is expressed by the juxtaposition

rm,aoTw: Atqov.h;l. lk;T.w:

and
(1) of two imperfects consecutive, e. g. Gn 24:19
when she had done giving him drink, she said, &c.; 28:8 f., 29:31, 30:9, 32:26,
&c.; Cf. § 111 d;
(2) of a noun-clause with a passive participle as predicate, and a verbal clause

w>

attached by , e. g. Gn 38:25; cf. § 116 v; in Gn 49:29 an imperative follows

w>

without ;
(3) of two perfects (frequently with the secondary idea of rapid succession1 of
the two actions or events in past time), e. g. Gn 19:23

ägw aB' jAlw> …

ac'y"vm,V,ñh; the sun was just risen …, and(= when) Lot came, &c., cf. 1 S 9:5, 2 S
2:24; Gn 44:3 f., Ju 3:24, 15:14, 20:39 f. — In all these examples the subject
follows immediately after the connective WaÒw, and then the (simple) perfect. On
the other hand,
(4) a perfect consecutive follows another perfect consecutive to express the

~h,lea] T'r>m;a†'w> ~T'g>F;hiw>

contingent succession of future actions, e. g. Gn 44:4
and when thou dost overtake them (as soon as thou shalt have overtaken) thou
shalt say unto them. Naturally, examples of this kind are very closely related to
conditional sentences; see, therefore, the examples in § 112 kk and § 159 g. On
the connexion of an imperfect consecutive or a perfect with detached
expressions of time (as equivalent to complete clauses), cf. § 111 b; on the

yhiy>w:

and a statement of time cf. § 111 g; on the
imperfect consecutive after
perfect consecutive following a detached statement of time, as in Ex 16:6, cf. §

w>

112 oo. — In 1 S 29:10 an imperative with follows the perfect consecutive.

c
(5) The fact that one action or event has not yet taken place on the occurrence of

~'r,j,ñ

(an adverb, not a conjunction) with the imperfect
another, is expressed by
(according to § 107 c). The apodosis, which may consist of a subject and perfect

w>

hNEhiw>) as in the
ägw WBs;ñn" …

or even of a noun-clause (Gn 24:15),2 is then connected by (or
examples above, under no. 3, e. g. Gn 19:4 (cf. Jos 2:8)

ry[ih' yven>a;w> WbK'ñv.yI ~r,j,ñ they had not yet lain down, and ( = when) the men of
the city … compassed, &c.; Gn 24:25.

d

yKi

2. Conjunctions used to introduce temporal clauses are
(with perfect, e. g. Gn 6:1,
Ju 1:28, 16:16, 1 S 1:12; with imperfect, Gn 4:12, 12:12, 24:41 Ex 3:21, Lv 21:9, Dt

rv,a]3 when ( yKi with the imperfect also = as often as, y Ps
8:4; with perfect Jb 1:5); less frequently ~ai4 (joined with a perfect), e. g. Gn 38:9, Nu
31:21, Is 1:12, 8:19) and

21:9, Ju 6:3, y Ps 41:7, 94:18, cf. also Is 24:13 = quotiescunque; also in the same
sense with an imperfect, Nu 36:4; with a perfect, equivalent to the futurum exaclum, Is

AmK. when, Gn 19:15; rva]K†; when,
after that; rv,a]-d[; Ã yKi-d[; until (also the simple -d[;, e. g. Gn 38:11 Jos 2:22, 1 S
4:4. Other conjunctions of time are the compounds

1:22 [with the imperfect = only when, as in 2 S 10:5]); 2:5, &c.; especially in the

Al ryaiv.hi yTil.Bi-d[; until there was none left remaining to him (where
indeed it would be very natural to read ryaiv.h; the infin. constr., as elsewhere after
yTil.Bi, § 114 s) Nu 21:35, Dt 3:3, Jos 8:22, 11:8 (but 1 S 14:19 while , as long as );
aol rv,a] d[; before that, Ec 12:1, 2, 6. with an imperfect, as in Pr 8:26 d[; with a

formula

~ai-d[; Ã ~ai rv,a]-d[;, until the time when; rva]-yr†ex]a†; (for which in Ez 40:1
rva]-rx;a;; Lv 25:48, 1 S 5:9 simply yrex]a†;; Lv 14:43, Jer 41:16, Jb 42:7 simply rx;a; )
after that; za'm; (prop. since that time; the dependent clause is attached to it in the
same way as the attributive clause to the demonstrative rva] § 138 e) since, Gn 39:5;
~r,j,ñB. (and simply ~r,j,ñ § 107 c) before; tm;d>q; (for rv,a] tm;d>q;) before, y Ps 129:6.
perfect;

e
Rem. 1. With regard to the tenses used with the above conjunctions, the rules
are practically the same as those given in § 158 d for causal clauses. The
perfect indicates actions completed in the past or future (in the former case
corresponding to the Latin pluperfect, § 106 f. and in the latter to the Latin
futurum exactum, § 106 o), the imperfect denotes actions occurring contingently

~r,j,ñÃ ~r,j,ñB., and d[; with the imperfect as a tempus

in the future. On
historicum, cf. 107 c.

f

d[;Ã yki-d[;

rv,a]-d[;

2. Clauses introduced by
, or
, sometimes express a limit
which is not absolute (terminating the preceding action), but only relative,
beyond which the action or state described in the principal clause still continues;

d[; with the imperfect, y Ps 110:1; yKi-d[;with the perfect, Gn 26:13, with
impf. 49:10; rv,a]-d[; with the perfect, Gn 28:15; with the imperfect, y Ps
112:8.— Like the Arab. , d[; may even introduce a main clause; e. g. Ex 15:16
rbo[]y);-d[; prop, no doubt = thus it came to this — they passed through, i. e. so

thus,

they passed through.

g
3. The infinitive construct governed by a preposition (§ 114 d, e) is very
frequently used as the equivalent of a temporal clause; the infinitive with

B. may

K.

usually be rendered by when, as, or whilst; the infinitive with by when, as soon
as (in Pr 10:25 followed by a noun-clause introduced by waÒw apodosis), or, when

!mi by since. According to § 111 g
such statements of time are generally preceded by yhiy>w: and the apodosis follows
referring to the future, by if; the infinitive after

in the imperfect consecutive; hence in 1 S 17:55 (ct. Driver on the passage)

tAar>kiw> with a simple perfect following, is unusual. On the continuation of these

infinitival constructions by means of the perfect consecutive, cf. § 112 v, and in
general, § 114 r.— With the participle,

K. appears to be used as the equivalent of

byvimeK. as he drew back, Gn 38:29 (unless we should read
byvih'K. [or byv;he AmK. cf. an 19:15), and in tx;r;ñpoK. when it budded, 40:10.
a conjunction in

Footnotes:
1[1]

This secondary idea is implied here by the mere co-ordination of two independent
verbal-clauses, just as the idea of simultaneous occurrence (according to § 116 u,
note 1) is implied in the co-ordination of a noun-clause with another clause. In Gn

%a;

27:30 the immediate succession is especially emphasized by
and the infinitive
absolute, Jacob was yet scarce gone out … then Esau his brother came; in 1 K 9:24
by

%a;i only in y Ps 48:6 by !Ke and the addition of two more perfects without w>.

2[1]
3[2]

On the perfect in the protasis, which is critically doubtful, cf. § 107 c.

rv,a]

On
as an original demonstrative, cf. § 138 a; hence
properly up to that (moment) — we shall return.
4[3]

bWvn" rv,a]-d[; is

Cf. the frequent use of wenn [prop.if ] for wann [ = when] in German.
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ThLZ. = Theologische Literaturzeitung, ed. by E. Schurer. Lpz. 1876 ff.
VB. = Vorderasiatische Bibliothek, ed. by A. Jerenuas and H. Winck. ler. Lpz. 1907 ff.
ZA. = Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie und verwandte Gebiete, ed. by C. Bezold. Lpz. 1886
ff.
ZAW. = Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, ed. by B. Stade, Giessen,
1881 ff., and since 1907 by K. Marti.
ZDMG. = Zeitschrift der deutschen nlorgenliLndischen Gesellschaft, Lrz. 1846ff., since
1903 ed. by A. Fischer.
ZDPV. = Zeitschrift des deutschen Palästinavereins, Lpz. 1878 ff., since 1903 ed. by

C. Steuernagel.

§ 4. Division and Arrangement of the Grammar.
The division and arrangement of Hebrew grammar follow the three constituent parts of
every language, viz. (1) articulate sounds represented by letters, and united to form
syllables, (2) words, and (3) sentences.
The first part (the elements) comprises accordingly the treatment of sounds and their
representation in writing. It describes the nature and relations of the sounds of the
language, teaches the pronunciation of the written signs (orthoepy), and the
established mode of writing (orthography). It then treats of the sounds as combined in
syllables and words, and specifies the laws and conditions under which this
combination takes place.
The second part (etymology) treats of words in their character as parts of speech, and
comprises: (1) the principles of the formation of words, or of the derivation of the
different parts of speech from the roots or from one another; (2) the principles of
inflexion, i. e. of the various forms which the words assume according to their relation
to other words and to the sentence.
The third part (syntax, or the arrangement of words): ( 1) shows how the wordformations and inflexions occurring in the language are used to express different
shades of ideas, and how other ideas, for which the language has not coined any
forms, are expressed by periphrasis; (2) states the laws according to which the parts
of speech are combined in sentences (the principles of the sentence, or syntax in the
stricter sense of the term).

I. The Strong Verb.
§ 42.
As the formation of the strong verb is the model also for the weak verb, a
statement of the general formative laws should precede the treatment of special
cases.
Paradigm B, together with the Table of the personal preformatives and
afformatives given in § 40 c, offers a complete survey of the normal forms. A full
explanation of them is given in the following sections (§§ 43–55)), where each
point is elucidated on its first occurrence; thus e. g. the inflexion of the Perfect,
the Imperfect and its modifications, will be found under Qal, &c.

§ 77. Relation of the Weak Verbs to one another.

a
The close relation which exists between some classes of the weak verbs ( e.g.

w¾¾p

y¾¾p; a¾¾l

h¾¾l; [¾¾[

W¾¾[; [¾¾[

h¾¾l

and
and
and
and
) appears not only in
between
their similarity or identity of inflexion, or their mutual interchange of certain forms, but
especially from the fact that frequently the same root ( radix bilittera, see § 30 g )
recurs in various weak stems of similar meaning. The meaning accordingly is inherent
in the two constant root-consonants, while the third consonant, which is weak ( and
the particular class of weak verbs with it ), does not establish any difference in the

%d there occur with the same meaning %k;D'; %WD; ak;D'
to strike, to crush; and from the root, dn there are dWn: dd;n"; hd'n" to flee.
meaning. Thus from the root

b
In this manner the following classes are related in form and meaning:

W¾¾[ and [¾¾[ in which the first and third consonants are the same in
both, as being essential to the meaning; e.g. %Wm and %k;m' to become poor;
vWm and vv;m' to feel; dWn and dd;n" to flee.
1. Verbs

c

y¾¾p

!¾¾p

bc;y"

bc;n"

vq;n"

vqy"

2. Verbs
and
; e.g.
and
to place,
and
( yaÒqoÒsÛ ) to lay
snares. Moreover, stems belonging to the classes mentioned in 1 ( especially

W¾¾[ ) are frequently related also to verbs y¾¾p and !¾¾p, e. g. rWG and rgOy" to fear;
bAj and bj;y" to be good; xp;n" and x;WP to blow; #p;n" and #WP to dash to pieces.
Verbs a¾¾p are less frequently connected with these classes, e.g. vd;a' and vWD
to thresh, &c.

d

a¾¾l

h¾¾l

3. Verbs
and
(in which the first two consonants form the real body of
the stem) are sometimes related to each other, and sometimes to the above

ak'D' and hk'D' to crush, ar'q' and hr'q' to meet ( cf. §
75 nn ); to verbs of the other classes, in hc'm' and #c;m' to suck, hx'D' and x;WD to
classes. To each other, in
thrust, &c.

e
4. Verbs

[¾¾[ and h¾¾l, on which cf. Grimm, Journal of Bibl. Lit., 1903, p. 196; e.

hn"a' and !n:a' to sigh, hm'D' and ~m;D' to be quiet, hn"x' and !n"x' to incline, hl'K'
and ll;K' to end, hl'q' and ll;q' to despise, hg"v' and gg:v' to err, hx'v' and xx;v'
to bend down, hs'v' and ss;v' to plunder.
g.

f

W¾¾[ and h¾¾[; e. g. lWm and lh;m' ( New Hebrew; in O. T. only lWhm' Is
1:22 ) to circumcise, rWm and rh;m' to exchange, rWn ( in hr'Anm. a light ) and rh;n"
to shine; cf. also ~yjih'l. secret arts, Ex 7:11 with jl' secret, from jWl.
5. Verbs

§ 98. Numerals. (b) Ordinal Numbers.

a
The ordinal numbers from 2 to 10 are formed from the corresponding cardinals by

y¤i (§ 86 h), before which another y¤i also is generally inserted
between the second and third radicals. They are as follows: ynIve second,
yviyliv.Ã y[iybir> (like [b;r,ñÃ [b;roñÃ ~y[iBerI, without the prosthetic a, which appears in
[B;r>a;, &c.), yviymix] or yvimix] (which, according to Strack, is always to be read for
yVimix]), yViviÃ y[iybiv.Ã ynIymiv.Ã y[iyviT.Ã yrIyfi[]. The ordinal first is expressed by !AvarI
(cf. § 27 w), from vaor head, beginning, with the termination !A (§ 86 f ). On the use of
dx'a, as an ordinal in numbering the days of the month, cf. § 134 p; in such cases as
adding the termination

Gn 1:5, 2:11, the meaning of first is derived solely from the context.

b

ty¤i, more rarely ( and only in the case of 3
and 10 ) hY"¤i. They are employed also to express fractions, e. g. tyvimix] fifth or fifth
part, tyrIyfi[] and hY"rIyf†i[] tenth part. Side by side with these, in the same sense,
there are also forms like [beroñ and [b;r,oñ a quarter, vm,xoñ a fifth part, and with the
afformative !AÃ !ArF'[i, (plur. ~ynIArf.[,) a tenth part; these are to be regarded as
abstracts, and are denominatives from the cardinal numbers. Cf. finally [;Wbv' e`bdoma,j,
a week; rAf[' a decade (of days), and also the tenth day.
The feminine forms have the termination

On the expression of the other relations of number, for which the Hebrew has no
special forms, see the Syntax, § 134 q and r.

§ 154. Sentences connected by WaÒw.

a

w>

WaÒw copulativum1 ( ) serves to connect two or more sentences, or single words (on its
various vocalization, cf. § 104 d–g). Its use, however, is by no means restricted merely
to joining sentences which are actually co-ordinate. Frequently the language employs
merely the simple connexion by WaÒw, even to introduce an antithesis (Gn 17:21,
19:19, Lv 2:12, Jb 6:25, and very frequently in circumstantial noun-clauses), or when
one of the two clauses is not co-ordinated, but subordinated to the other. On the use

w>

of to introduce circumstantial clauses, cf. especially § 141 e and § 142 d; introducing
causal clauses, § 158 a; comparative clauses, § 161 a; final clauses, § 165 a;
consecutive clauses, § 166 a. On waÒw apodosis, cf. § 143 d, and the sections there
cited; on the use of WaÒw in numerical sayings, cf. § 134 s.

b
Rem. Sometimes waÒw copulativum joins a sentence apparently to what
immediately precedes, but in reality to a sentence which is suppressed and

w>

which must, therefore, be supplied from the context. So especially with

ylia]v†;w> ask now rather; Ez 18:32
for I have no pleasure in the death of him that dieth …, Wbyvih'w> wherefore turn
imperatives to express inferences, e.g. 1 K 2:22

yourselves. Also at the beginning of a speech in loose connexion with an act or
speech of another person, e.g. Ex 2:20, 2 S 18:11, 24:3, 2 K 4:14, 41, 7:13, 2 Ch

Wlw>

25:9; cf. also Jos 7:7 , (
) y Ps 2:10, 4:4, Is 8:7. Sometimes the suppression of
the protasis is due to passionate excitement or haste, which does not allow time
for full expression; this is especially illustrated by Nu 12:14, 20:3 (

Wlw>), 1 S

hM'l'ñw>

10:12, 15:14, 22:14, 28:16, 2 S 18:12, 24:3, 1 K 2:22 (
), 2 K 1:10, 7:19 (cf.
verse 2); Is 3:14, Zc 2:10, y Ps 2:6 (at the same time a circumstantial clause
whereas I=and yet I have, &c.); cf. also a new clause beginning with the formula
of wishing
159 dd.

ymiW Nu 11:29, Ju 9:29; on the disconnected use of aolw" and vyEw", cf. §

Footnotes:
For further particulars of the use of waÒw copulativum, see Gesenius' Thesaurus, i.
393 ff. On its use in the co-ordination of similar tenses and moods (e.g. five imperfects
1[1]

consecutive in Gn 25:34, five perfects with

~g:w>) as well as of dissimilar tenses and

moods, the remarks made in the treatment of the tenses will suffice. With regard to the

w>

connexion of single nouns by (which strictly speaking is always really a contraction of
so many clauses into a single sentence) the following observations may be made:—
(a) Contrary to English usage, which in lengthy enumerations uses the and to connect
only the last member of the series, in Hebrew polysyndeton is customary, as in Gn
12:16 waÒw copulativum six times, 24:35 seven times, 15:19 ff. nine times, and in Jos
7:24 ten times. Sometimes, however, only the last two words are joined (so in a series
of three members, Gn 5:32, 10:1, 11:26, 13:2, 14:1, 30:39, &c.; the last three out of a
series of four, Jer 2:26); less frequently only the first two, y Ps 45:9; cf. § 132 d. The

~Avl.vi lAmT.

yesterday (and) the day before yesterday, Ex 5:8, &c., is
formula
always without the copula. On the other hand, the constructio asyndetos in a series of
verbs is used as a rhetorical expedient to produce a hurried and so an impassioned
description; e. g. Ju 5:27 at her feet he bowed, he fell, he lay; Ex 15:9, Dt 32:15, 1 S
15:6, Jer 4:7, Am 5:21, y Ps 10:10, 14:1, 45:5, Jb 20:19, 28:4, 29:8, Ct 2:11, 5:6, &c.
(b) Frequently waÒw copulativum is also explanatory (like isque, et—quidem, and the
German und zwar, English to wit), and is then called waÒw explicativum, e.g. Gn 4:4and
(i.e. namely) of the fat thereof (unless it is simply copulative); Ex 24:12, 25:12 (to wit

hk'Sem;W

two); 27:14, 28:23, Ju 17:3 (in
; here as often elsewhere, to introduce an
explanatory gloss, cf. Is 17:8, Ez 3:15, and especially P. Haupt, SBOT. Isaiah, p. 90, l.
21 ff.), 1 S 17:34 and that too with the bear; 2 S 13:20, Is 57:11, Jer 17:10, Am 3:11,

W

4:10, Ze 9:9, Pr 3:12, Neh 8:13, 2 Ch 23:10 (but in 1 S 28:3 the before

Ary[iB. is to be

d[;w>¤!mi

omitted with the LXX); cf. also such combinations as
from … and even to …,
Gn 13:3, 14:23, 19:4, 11, &c.—In 1 S 6:11 (see Driver on the passage), 2 S 1:23, &c.,

w is equivalent to yea, and; in Is 32:7 even. w> is used to express emphasis (= and
especially), e.g. in Gn 3:16 %nEroh†ew>; Is 2:1, y Ps 18:1, perhaps also in Jb 10:17 yea, a
whole host; 2 Ch 16:14.—An undoubted example of what is called waÒw concomitantiae

!mig>a;w>

occurs in Jb 41:12 a seething pot
with burning rushes; cf. Ex 10:10 (with your
little ones), 12:8, Lv 1:12, Is 42:5. In Arabic this waÒw concom. is followed by the

w>¤w>

accusative.
is used in the sense of both—and in y Ps 76:7, Dn 1:3, 8:13. On
as meaning sive—sive, cf. § 162 b. (c) See the Lexicon on adverbs used in a

w>¤w>

~G: also, moreover, summing up a number, e.g. ~yIn:òv.-~G:
both together, Gn 27:45, Pr 17:15; lKo-~G: all together; as an intensive and, e.g. Gn
30:8, 37:7, 1 S 30:8; cf. also such examples as 1 S 24:12 see, yea see ! ~G:¤~G: or
copulative sense, such as

~g:w>¤~G: Gn 24:44 = both—and; ~G: occurs three times in Gn 24:25 and 32:20; also @a;,
which is generally still more intensive, in the sense of also, in addition to this, even,
and belongs rather to " poetry, and to the later language; frequently also equivalent to

@a;¤@a; (also
three times), equivalent to both — and; cf. ~G: @a;w> and even, Lv 26:44; yKi-@a; prop.
a mere and, but sometimes adversative but now, y Ps 44:10, &c.; and

add to this also that, equivalent to not to mention, according to the context either
quanto magis or quanto minus

§ 162. Disjunctive Sentences.

a
The introduction of another possible case, excluding that which preceded, is effected

Aa or, e. g. Ex 21:36, equivalent to the Latin vel; but also equivalent to autwith an
exclusive antithesis, 2 K 2:16; so Is 27:5 Aa=it would then happen that, for which
elsewhere yki Aa.
by

b
In the sense of sive—sivewe find

Aa—Aa, or ~ai~ai, or ~aiw>—~ai (see the examples in

w> w>

the Lexicon), also — Lv 5:3, Nu 9:14, Dt 24:7, Is 2:13 ff., Jer 32:20, y Ps 76:7; , Jb
34:29, perhaps also Ex 21:16 (but not Pr 29:9; cf. Delitzsch on the passage), and

l.—l. (see § 143 e); cf. also ~G:—~G: (in Gn 24:44 ~g:w>—~G:) both—and; but
aol ~G:—aol ~G: (in Gn 21:26 aol ~g:w>—aol ~g:w>; Zp 1:18 aol … ~G:,‘Î—~G:) neither —
nor. On disjunctive questions, see § 150 g.

§ 160. Concessive Clauses.

a
Besides the use of the imperative in the sense of a concession, meant either seriously
(§ 110 a) or mockingly (§ 110 f), and of concessive circumstantial clauses (§ 141 e, §
142 d, and 156 f), concessive clauses may be introduced —

~ai

if: thus Jb 9:15 with perfect, if (= though) I had been in the
(a) By a simple
right; Is 1:18 and 10:22 with imperfect in reference to a contingent event.

b

yKi ~G:

~G:

(b) By
yea though, Is 1:15 with imperfect; for which we find simply
in Is
49:15 with imperfect, yea, though these may forget, yet …; on the other hand,
with perfect, Jer 36:25, y Ps 95:9, Neh 6:1; finally

~g: yKieven if, though, Ec 4:14.

c
(c) By the preposition

-l[; governing a complete noun-clause, as Jb 16:17

yP+'k;B. sm'x'-aol† l[; notwithstanding that no violence is in mine hands, or a
verbal- clause, Is 53:9 On -l[; with the infinitive in a similar sense (equivalent to
in addition to the factthat = notwithstandingthat), cf. § 119 aa, note 2.

Index of Subjects
The numbers refer to the sections, except where otherwise indicated.
A-sounds, 8 a, 9 a ff.
Abbreviations, 5 m.
Absolute cases, 143 c N.
Abstract, for concrete, 83 c: abstr. ideas expressed by the feminine, 122 q, r: by fem.
in

tW-, 86 k: by the plural, 124 a, d–f: with the article, 126 n.

Accents, 3 b: names and laws of, 15: of the poetical books, 15 h, i.
Accentuation, 3 b: double accentuation in certain passages, 15 p.

taeÃ, 117: as direct object of verb, 117: syntax of pronominal
object and second accus., 117 e: introduced by l (esp. late), 117 n: cognate accus.,
Accusative expressed by

117 p–r: pronominal suffix with dative force, 117 x: with verbs of putting on and off,
117 y, being filled, 117 z, dwelling (rare) 117 bb: double accus. (to clothe, present,
support, meet, &c. with), 117 cc–gg: accus. of material (to make of), 117 hh: of product
(make into), 117 ii: of the part affected, 117 ll: of place, 118 d–g: of nearer definition,
118 h: of time, 118 i–k: of cause, 118 l: defining the manner of an action, 118 m–r, 120
b: construed with passive verb, 121 a, b.
Accusative and infinitive construction 157 b N.
Acrophony, 5 e.
Acrostic poems, 5 h.
Adjectival idea expressed by a substantive in the genitive, 128 o, p, 135 n; by a
substantive as predicate, 141 c, d: adjective used as a substantive in the genitive, 128
w, 133 h, cf. with ordinal numerals, 134 p, end: used poetically for a substantive, 132 a
N2: rarely stands before the subst., 132 b. See also Attributive ideas.
Adjectives, construction of, with substantives, 132: with the article, 126 u, v: with art.
when subst. is without it, 126 w, x and N: without the article when subst. definite, 126
z: syntax of, as predicate in a noun-clause, 145 r.
Adverbs, 100: with suffixes, 100 o, p: adverbial ideas expressed by the infin. abs., 113
h–k: by infin.constr., 114 n and N: by finite verb, 120 d–h.
Adversative clauses, 163.
Afformatives of the perfect, 40 c, 44: of the imperfect, 40 c, 47: of thenoun, 85 s–v, 86

h–l.
Agreement of members of a sentence in gender and number, 145.
Aleph four times with MappiÆq, 14 d: affixed to 3rd plur. perf. (rare), 23 i, 44 l: verbs

a¾¾p, 68.
Aleph prostheticum, 19 m and N.
Alphabet, old Hebrew, 5 a: origin of, 5 g.
Alphabetic poems, 5 h.
Amarna letters 2 b N3, 2 f and N4.
Anacoluthon 167 b.
Answers, affirmative, 150 n: negative, 150 n.
Any one, 139 d.
Aphaeresis 19 h, i, 66 a–c, 69 b, c, f–h.
Apocope, 19 l: in verbs

h¾¾l, 75 k.

Aposiopesis, 117 l, 167 a.
Appellatives, 125 e–g.
Apposition, 127 h, 130 e: in the wider sense, 131: to express attribute, material,
contents, measure, &c., 131 c–e.
Arabic language and Arabisms, 1 b, m, 22 s, 24 g N, 35 l and N2, 44 a, 47 a N, 48 b,
58 l.
Aramaic language and Aramaisms, 1 c, m, 2 q, t, 24 e, 44 c, 47 a N, c N: PiºeÒl, 52 a:
NuÖn epentheticum, 58 i–l: Aram. forms of verbs,
verbs

[¾¾[Ã 67 g: of verbs W¾¾[Ã, 72 ee: of

h¾¾lÈ, 75 hh: Aram. termination ot the feminine, 80 h: of the plural, 87 e.

Araq a1-Emir, inscription of, 5 a.
Archaisms, 2 k, q: supposed, in the Pentateuch, 2 n.
Article, 35: syntax ot, 126: with demonstrative force, 126 a, b: beforenames of classes,
126 l–n: in comparisons, 126 0, cf. p: with the attributive, 126 u–x: used as a relative,
138 i, k: punctuation of, 35 a–k, o: rarely retained after prepositions, 35 n: original form

a

hz<Ã taozÃ hL,ae

of, 35 l: elided after it, 35 d: omitted with
after a subst. with pronom.
suff., 126 y: found anomalously with a noun in constr. st., 127 f–i.

Ashdod, language of, 2 w.
Asher, ben, 7 h N2.
Aspirates, 6 n.
Asseverations, 149.

w

y

Assimilation, 19 b–f, 54 c, d, 66 d–g: of and 71: 'backward-assimilation,' 19 f N.
Assuan papyri, 1 m.
Assyrian language, 1 d.
Asyndeton, cases of, 120 g, h, 154 a N (a).
AlhÖ merahiÖq, 20 f, g.
AthnaÆl, chief divider of Verse in prose, 15 f: secondary divider in poetry 15 h.
Attraction, cases of, 145 u N3, 146 a.
Attribute, see Adjective.

vyaiÃ -#DeÃ l[;D;Ã

followed by a genitive, 128 s–v: by
Attributive ideas expressed by
the genitive, 128 o, p, 135 m: by a substantive in apposition, 131 c–e: by a subst. as
predicate, 141 c, d: negative expressed by a noun-clause, 152 u, v. See also
Adjectival idea.
Babylonian language, 1 a, d, e, i.
Babylonian punctuation, 42 N3.
Begadkephath letters, 3 d, 6 n, 12 a, 13 c: aspiration of 21.
Ben Asher's recension of the text, 7 h N2.
Ben Naphthali' recension of the text, 7 h N2.
Beth essentiae, 119 i: pretii, 119 p.
Bodily and mental defects denoted by adjectives of the form

lJeqiÃ, 84b d.

Boustrophedon, 1 k N2, 5 d N3.
Canaanite branc of the Semitic languages, 1 b (ii).
Canaamte glosses In the cuneiform tablets of Tell el-Amarna, 2 f N1.
Cardinal numbers, 97.
Case-endings, remains of early, 90:

h¤' as locative, 90 c e, of time, 90 h, in place-

names and as a poetical form without meaning, 90 f, g with N: punctuation and tone,
90 i:

yI¤iÃ, 90 k–m, o: wO- and WÃ 90 k, n, o.

Cases, absolute, 143 c N: instrumental, 144 m N.
Casus pendens, various uses of 111 h, 112 n, t, mm, oo, 116 u, 143, 159 i.
Causal clauses, 106, 112 nn: syntax of, 158.
Chaldee, incorrect use of the term, 1 c N.
Changes of consonants, 19.
Chiasmus in the arrangement of words in parallel members of a verse, 114 r N, 142 f
N.
Circumstantial clauses, 156: expressing negative qualities, 152 u: noun-clauses, 156
c: verbal, 156 d.
Citation, formulae of, 150 e.
Cognate accusative, 117 p–r.
Cohortative, 48 b: form of, 48 c, d: meaning, 48 e: syntax of, 108: very rare in verbs

h¾¾lÃ, 75 l.
Coins, Hebrew, 2 d (4).
Collective nouns, 123 a, b: in fem. sing., 122 s: names of classes used collectively,
126 l–p: with the plural of the adj. or ptcp., 132 g: with the predicate in the plur. masc.,

¿!aocÀÃ

145 b–e, in 3rd pl. fem., 145 c
in masc. sing., 145 f, in sing. followed by plur.,
145 g, in fem. sing., 145 k (cf. 135 p).
Common gender, 122 b, d.
Comparatio decurtata, 118 r N, 133 e N.
Comparative, expression of, 133 a–f.
Comparative clauses, 161.
Comparison, use of article in, 126 o, p.
Compensatory lengthening, 25 a, 27 c, e–h
Composition of words, 30 p, (b), r, 81 d, 152 a N: of particles, 99 e.
Compound ideas, how thrown into the plural, 124 p–r: with the article, 127 e: with
suffixes, 135 n.

Compounds formed by

aol, with a sub-stantive or adjective, 152 a N.

Concessive clauses, 160.
Concord of subject and object in gender and number, 145 a–t: cases of false concord,
145 u.
Conditional sentences, perfect in, 106 p: imperf. in, 107 x: cohortative in, 108 e, f:

~ai

, 116 w, 159 i: Perf.
jussive in, 109 h: imperat. in 110 f: ptcp. in, 159 v: ptcp. without
consec. in apodosis, 112 ff–mm: different types of, 159: without conditional particle,
112 kk, u, 159 b–k.
Conjugations, or verba derivata, 38 b, 39 c, d: number and arrangement of, 39 e–f:
NiphºiÖl, 51: PiºeÒ1 and Pu‘al, 52: Hiphºil and Hophºa, 53: HithpaºeÒl, 54: the less common
conjugations, 39 g, 55: conjugation of aim. or attack (PoÖeÒl), 55 c.
Conjunctions, 104.
Conjunctive accents 15 g, i.
Consecutio temporum, perf. and imperf. with waÒw consec., 49: perf.
with waÒw consec., 112.
Consecutive clauses, 107 u: syntax of 166.
Consonants, 5: changes of, 19: pronunciation and division of, 6: transcription of their
names, 5 f N: weak consonants, 7 a–g: softening of, 19 o.
Constructio ad sensum, 132 g, 145 a–l asyndetos, 120 g, h, 154 a N (a): praegnans,
119 x, y, ff, gg.
Continuous action expressed by infin.abs., 113 s–u.
Continuous progress expressed by duplication of a word, 133 k.
Contraction of vowels, 7 a.
Co-ordination of verbal ideas instead of subordination, 120.
Copula, see waÒw copulativum: verbal, how expressed, 141 f–h.
Cuneiform inscriptions, 1 d, m N1 5 g (b), 6 b.
Dagesë forte, 12: in place of a letter assimilated, 19 b–f: orthophonicum, 20 g, 13 c:
necessarium, compensativum, characteristicum, 20 a: euphonicum, 20 c:
conjunctivum, 20 c–f: dirimens, 20 h: affectuosum, 20 i: firmativum, 20 k: implicitum,

r

20 m, 22 c: omission of, 20 l, m: in gutturals, 22 b, s: occasionally in, , 22 q(a), s: four

times in

a (acc. to others MappiÖq), 14 d: omitted sometimes in 2nd radical of verbs

[¾¾[, 67 g dd. see alsoStrengthening.
hwhy (i.e. yn"doa]), 21 c: omitted anomalously after consonantal
w and y, 21 c: exceptional cases of (bB.Ã kB.Ã pB.Ã mB.), 21 d.
Dagesë lene, 13, 21: after

Dative, 119 s.
Dativus ethicus, 119 s, 135 i: dative expressed by a suffix, 117 x.
Decalogue, double accentuation of 15 p.
DehÌiÖq, 20 c.
Denommatlve nouns, see Nouns: verbs, see Verb.
Desiderative sentences, 151.
Determination of nouns, 125: omission of it, 117 q, 126 p: determination of proper
names, 125 c–f:
Determination by the article, l26: by a following determinate genitive, 127:
determination of numerals, 134 k.
Diacritical points, see Puncta extraordonaria.
Dialects in the O.T., 2 w.
Diminutives, 86 g and N.
Diphthongs, 7 a, 8 m, 24 f.
Disjunctive accents, 15 f, h.
Disjunctive questions, 150 f–i.
Dissimilation of vowels, 27 x.
Distributive numerals, 134 q.
Doubling of consonants, see Strengthening.
Dual, 88: with the plural of the adjective, 132 f: with predicate in the plur., 145 n: in
numerals, 97 g, h, 134 r: place-names doubtfully so explained, 88 c.
E-sounds, 7 a, b, e, 8 b, 9 i–m.
Each, every, how expressed, 139 b, c.
East Semitic, 1 d.
Elatives, 85 b, 133 a N.

Elegy, rhythm of, in Hebrew, 2 r.
Elision, see Syncope and elision.
Ellipse of the pronominal object, 117 f: other cases of ellipse (real or apparent), 116 s,
118 s N (in comparisons), 134 n (of names of measures, weights, &c.), 144 o (due to
corruption).
‘Emblematic Mashal,' 161 a N.
Emphasis expressed by infin. abs., 114 l–r, v–x: by cognate accus., 113 w (end): by.
cognate accus. with defining adjective, 117 q: by duplication of a word, 123 e, 133 k, l:
by combination of diffrent derivatives from the same root, 133 l: by the article or a
genitive (the supet- lativedegree), 133 g–i: by a personal pronoun added to the
subject, 135 a, c: by the pronoun annexed in the nominative to the suffix or to a noun,
135 d–h: by
(after

ta with the suffix, 135 k: by position, 142 f, g, 152 e (after al), 152 w

!p).

Emphasis on indeterminate nouns, 117 q, 125 c.
Enallage of gender, 135 o, 144 a.
Epicene nouns, 122 b, e–g.
Epithets, poetical, used as substantives, 132 a N.
Era, Jewish, 5 l.
Ethical dative, 119 s, 135 i.
Ethiopic, 1 b (i), 30 p N.
Exceptive clauses, 163 c.

lAq

hNEhi

hNEhi

Exclamations, 146 b (
= hark): with
, 147 b: without
, 147 c: with other
interjections, 47 d: expressing a wish, 148 a–d: in form of a question expressillg irony
or indignation, 148 a, b; expressed by

yBi, 148 d, 151.

Extension of influence of a preposition over a parallel clause, 119 hh: of a negative,
152 z: of an interrogative, 150 m: of a conjunction, 150 m N.
Extension, plurals of, 124 a–g.

t¤;

t¤'

y¤;

Feminine, forms of, 80, 94: ending in
, 80 f,
80 g, , 80 l: in the constr. state,
89 e: in the plural, 87 i–l: paradigms, 95: of a land or people, 122 h, i: of abstract
ideas, 122 q: of holders of offices1, 122 r: of collectives, 122 s: in verb or pronoun to

express it, 135 p: In impersonal verbs (it rains), 144 b, c: in the predicate of collective
plurals, 145 k (cf. fem. of pronoun referring to collectives, 135 p): dislike of the fem.
form, 132 d, 145 p, t: fem. forms of the Infinitive, 45 d, 66 b, g, h, 69 b (C), c: fem.

~¤

nouns with plur. in
, 87 q: fem. denoting artificial (as opposed to natural) objects,
122 u, in plur. (as opp. to dual), 87 o.
Feminine pronoun = English it, 135 p, 44 b, c.
Figura etymologica, see Schema etymologicum.
Final clauses, 107 q (imperf.), 109 f, g (jussive): syntax of, 165.
Final letters, 5 c.
Formae mixtae, 78 d.
Formative letters, or serviles, 30 c: in formation of nouns, 81 b, 85.
Frequentative force of imperf., 107 b–g: of perf. with waÒw con sec., 112 e–o, cf. kk, ll.
Fulcra, 8 h N.
Futcre tense, 47 a N: futurum exactum, 106 o, 107 i: futurum instans, 116 p.
Ga‘ys, 16 c, g, h.
Ge‘ez, 1 b (i).
Gemara, 1 c, 3 a.
Gender of nouns, 122: in the construction of subject and predicate, 145: irregularities
in use of, 110 k, 135 o, 144 a, 145 p, t, u.
Genitive, expression of, 89, 127 a, 128: epexegetical or explicative, 128 k–q, x, y:
subjective, 128 g, 135 m: objective, 128 h, 135 m: partitive, 128 i, r: expressing the
genus, l, the species, m: expressed periphrastically by
Gentilic names, in
d.

l. 129 a–f: by l. rv,a] 129 a, h.

y¤i, 86 h: determination of, 125 e: of compounds (as ynIymiy>-!B,), 127

Geographicai names with a following genitive, 125 h: with the article (appellatives),
125 e.
Germanic languages, 1 e.
Gerund, 45 f, g.
Grammarians, early, p. 20 N1.
Gutturals, pronunclatlon of, 6 c–f, o, r: peculiarities of, 22: in verbal stems, 62–65.

Hadad inscription, 1 m.
HÍatÌeph–Pathah, 10 f, g: shorter than HÍateph–SeghoÖl 27 r, 63 f.
HÍateph–Qames, 10 f, h.
HÍateph–SeghoÖl 10 f.
He interrogative, pointing of, 100 k–n He locale, 90 c–i.
Hebrew language, 1 a, b (ii): history of, 2: remains of the literature, 2 d, l, o: dialects of,
2 w: grammatical treatment of, 3: system of writing, 2 i, 5.
Hebrews, 2 b.
Helping vowels, 9 h, m, 28 e (to keep a syllable open), 84a a, 93 c (in segholates).
Himyaritic, 1 b (i): writing, 1 k N2.

Ä

h in infln. elided
afterpreposition, 53 q: imperf. with ¤. for ¤i (as Wkr>d>y:), 53 n: with T.m.q;Wh retamed in
HiphºiÖl, 53: 'internal,' 53 d: infinitive pointed , 53 l: the

lmperf. after preformatives, 53 q: denominatives in Hiph., 53 g.
HÍireq, different kinds of, 8 b, 9 g, h: compaginis, 90 k–n.
HithpaºeÒl, 54: sometimes construed with an accusative, 54 f 117 w.
HithpaºleÒl, 55 d, 73 m, 75 kk.
Hlthpalpel, 55 g, 67 l.
Hithpo&#181,ºeÒl, 55 b, 67 l.
Holem, 8 c–g: written defectively, 8 i–l: its origin, 9 p–s: changed to qames in pause,
29 u.
Homogeneous consonants, 6 q: vowels. 34 b, f.
Homorganic consonants, 6 q.
Hoph‘al, 53 b, h, s, t:

h in ptcp., 53 s.

Hothpa‘al: 54 b, h, l.
Hypothetical sentences, see Conditional sentences.
I-sounds, 8 b, 9 g, 11: from a 27 s, t: in impf., 47 b: in Niph., 51 a: in Pi, 52 a: in Hiph.,
53 a: in nouns with preformative

~LñaKr, 85 f: lengthened to eÒ, 93 c.

Imperative, forms in Qal, 46: shortened and lengthened forms of, 48 i–l, 75 k: with

suffixes, 61 f–h: syntax of, 110: infinitive absolute used with force of imperative, 113
bb.
Imperfect, the name, 47 a N: formation and inflexion of, 47: unusual forms of, 47 k:

hnljqt

!W

form
as 3rd fern. sing. or 2nd masc. sing., 47 k: 3rd pl. masc. in , 47 m:
jussive and cohortative forms of, 48: wlth waÒw consecutive, 49 c–g, 111: with suffixes,
60: its syntax (alone), 107: expressing custom or habit, 107 e, g: with waÒw consec.,
111: subordinated to another verb, 120 c.
Imperfect Hiph‘il with
53 q.

¤. for ¤i (as wbr>d>y:), 53 n: With h retained after preformatives.,

Impersonal construction of

hy"h', &c., 144 b: impersonal passive, 121 a.

Imprecation, formulae of, 149 d.
Incomplete retrocession of the tone, 29 f.
Indefinite subject of verb, expressed by 3rd masc. sing., 144 d, e, by 3rd plur., 144 f, g,
by 2nd sing. masc. (rare), 144 h, by ptcp. plur., 144 i, by passive, k.
Indeterminateness expressing amplification, 125 c.
Indogermanic laguages compared, 1 e, g, h, i (loan-words in) 10 e N1, 20 l N, 22 c N,
27 t N, 31 a, 33 a, 51 c–e, 52 f N, 53 g N, 99 b and N, 132 a N, 133 b N1, 135 i N, q N,
145 k N1, 155 b N
Infinitive, 45: with suffixes 61 a–e use of the infinitive absolute, 113: as a casus
adverbialis 113 h–k: to strengthen the idea of the verb, 113 l–r: in place of the finite
verb, 113 y–gg: infinitive construct, unusual forms in Qal, 45 c–e, in PiºeÒl, 53 p (cf. 84b

!t;n", 66 i: in verbs [¾¾[ 67 o: in y¾¾p
69 m with N: inW¾¾[ (Hiph.) 72 z, cf. 85 c: a¾¾l 74 h, 75 qq: h¾¾l, 75 n (cf. 69 m N), ff,
kk: syntax of the infln. constr., 114: with l to express a future, 114 h–k, obligation, 114
l, as object of another verb, 114 m, gerundial, 114 o. after l.W, 114 p: infinitive
e), in Hiphºi&#l98;l, 53 l, 86 k, in HithpaºeÒl, 54 k: of

construct continued by a finite verb, 114 r how negatived, 114 s: construction with

hi

subject and object, 115: infinitive HiphºiÖl pointed - , 53 l, with
preposition, 53 q: Niphºal with

B.

h elided after

h elided, 51 l.

Instrument, introduced by , 119 o: accusative as a supposed casus instrumentalis,
144 m N.

Interjections, 30 s, 105: syntax of, 148.
Interpunctuation, the accents as marks of, 15 d, m–o.
Interrogative sentences. 107 t, 150: disjunctive, 150 c, g, indirect, 150 i: expressmg. a
wish, 151 a, b: expressed without an interrog. particle, 150 a, b.
Interrogative words and particles, 150 c, d.
Involved series of sentences, 167 c.
Jews, Jewish, 2 a.
Jussive forms of 48 a–c, f–h: Syntax of, 109: used absolutely, 109 b, c depending on
another verb, 109 f, g, i: in conditional scntences, 109 h, 159 d: jussive forms in poetry
without jussive force, 109 k.
Kaph veritatis, 118 x.
KethiÖbh, 17 a–c.
Lamed auctoris, 129 c.
Lamentation metre, 2 r.
Letters, forms and names of, 5 a, b, e, f: final, 5 c: order of, 5 h, i: numerical value, 5 k.
Litterae dilatabiles, 5 d: maiusculae, minusculae, suspensae, 5 n: spirantes, 6 n:
quiescibiles, 8 h N, 23: inconipatibiles, 30 m N: serviles, 30 g, 81 b: compaginis, 90
k–o.
Loan-words in Hebrew and Greek, 1 i.
Locative, 90 a, c–i.
Mandaeans, 1 c.
MappiÖq, 8 m.N1, 14 a–d: omitted in 3rd fem. sing. suffix of verb, 58 g: . of noun, 91 e: in

Hl'. 103 g (end): found four times in a, 14 d.
MaqqeÒph, 9 u (c, d), 16 a, b.
Masculine as prior gender, 122 g, 146 d: masc. nouns with plur. in

tA-, 87 m–p.

Masora and Masoretic text, 3 b, c: masora marginalis (magna and parva) and finalis,
17 d, e.
Masoretic terms explaiued, 17 e.
Material expressed by the genitive, 128 o, 135 n.

Matres lectionis, 8 h N.

$na=ykinIa†',. p. 105 N:
ah=aWh, 32 k N: waÓw consecutive, 49 a N: the forms ~%tlh, &c., 54 l: tpsl 69 h
N: wn[a, 75 b N: fem. sing. abs. in tÄ 80 f N: plur. masc. in !Ä, 87 e N: suffixes, 91 k N:
the imperfect 107 b N : impf. consec. 111 h N: article omitted with taz though the
Mesçaº inscription, 1 b (ii), k, 2 d, final vowels in, 7 b–d N1:

noun has it, 126 y: use of the deseparate pronoun, 135 a N: casus pendens, 143 b N.
Metathesis, see Transposition.
Metheg, distinguishing aÒ from oë, 9 u, v: marks secondary tone, 15 c 29 b, 20: various
kinds of, 16 c–i; with short vowel in open syllable, 26 i–l (but cf. o N): with sere in
closed ultima, 29 f: in perf. consec. 49 i.
Metere in Hebrew, 2 r.
MilºeÒl and Milra‘, 15 c, 20 f.
Mishna, 3 a.
Mixed forms, 78 d.
Moods, expression of, 40 a, 106 p, 107 m–x: modus rei repetitae (im- perf. as
frequentative), 107 e.
Multiplicatives (once, twice, &c.), how expressed, 134 r.
Nabataean inscriptions. 1 c.
Naphthali, ben, 7 h N.
Names of countries, peoples, and towns, fem., 122 i: of places and peoples with the
article, 125 d N, e: with a following genitive, 125 h.
Nasog. ahÌor, 29 e.
Negative sentences, 152.
Negatives, 152: two negatives intensify negation, 152 y: influence extending over a
following clause, 152 z.
Neuter, wanting in Hebrew, 80 a: expressed by feminine, 122 q with N, 135 p: by plur.
of adjectives, 122 q: by suffix of 3rd plur., 135 p: in Pronoun, 136 b in verb 1 b, c.
Nlph‘al, 51: tolerativum, 51 c: refound flexive and reciprocal senses of, 51 c–e: infin.
with

h elided after a preposition, 51 l.

NithqatteÒ1, 55 k (9).

Nomen regens and rectum, 89 a.
Nomen unitatis, 122 t.
Nomiuativus pendens resumed by a pronoun, 143.
North Semitic, 1 c.
Nota accusativi, 57: when used, 117 a–e.
Nothing, no one, how expressed, 139 d.
Noun-clauses, ptcp. in, 116 m–r: defined, 140 a: syntax of, 141: shortened unusually
(rare), 147 e: negatived, by

!yae and al{, 152 a, d, i–m: relative, 155 e.

Noun-forms with verbal force (nomina verbi), 45 e (with prefixed

m), 115 d.

Nouns, derivation and various kinds of, 81: primitive, 30 f, 79 a, 82: on nouns in
general, 83: forms deseparate rived from the simple stem, 84a from intensive stems,

aÃ hÃm

84b: nouns formed with preformatives (
, &c.), 85 b–r, with afformatives, 85
s–v): qudriliterals and quinqueliterals, 85 w: denominatives, 86: with pronominal

ba'Ã %a'

, &c.), 96:
suffixes, 91: paradigms of, 93: forms with peculiar flexion (
distinctions of gender in, 122: collectives, 123 a, b: with the article, 126: appellatives,
123 e–g: nomina unitatis, 122 s, t, 123 b: abstracts, see Abstract. See also Names.
Number in the construction of subject and predicate, 145.
Number of words in the O. T., 2 w N.
Numeral adverbs, 124 r.
Numerals, 97: syntax of, 134: order of compound numerals in different books, 134 c N,
h, i.
Numeration, ascending (rhetorical figure), cases of, 134 s.
Numerical signs, 5 k.
NuÖn paragogicum, in imperf., 47 m: in perf. (?), 44 l: assimilation of NuÖn, 19 b, c, 66 d:
NuÖn energicum (demonstrativum, epentheticum), 58 i–l: inversum, 5 n.
O-sounds, 8 c, d, 9 p–s.
Oaths, formulae of, 149.

l.

B.

Object, in the accusative, 117: introduced by , 143 e: introduced by instrumenti,
119 q: absolute or internal (cognate accusative), 117 p, q: dative expressed by accus.

suffixes, 117 x.
Object of verb anticipated by pronom. suffix, as in Aram., 131 m, o.
Object-clauses, 157.
Occupations denoted by nouns of the form

lJ'q;, 84b b.

Old Hebrew, 1 k, 2 a.
"OÖleÊ weyoÖreÓdh, principal divider of verse in poetry, 15 b.
One, indefinite, how expressed, 144 d–k.
Onomatopoetica, 1 h, 30 h.
Optative, 109 b, c.
Oratio obliqua, how expressed, 157.
Order of the alphabet, 5 h, i.
Order of words, 114 r N (chiasmus): in noun-clauses, 141 l–n: varieties of, in verbal
clauses, 142 a, f, g: with the infinitive constr., 115 e–k.
Ordinal numbers, 98, 134 o, p.
Oriental and Occidental texts, 7 h N.
Orthography of Hebrew in the masoretic text and previously, 7.
PaÇleÓl, 55 d: in three

h¾¾l verbs, 75 kk.

Panammu inscription, 1 m.
Papyri of Assuan, 1 m.
Parallel texts, 3 g.
Parallelism of members, 2 q, 150 h.
Participle, forms of, in Qal, 50: NiphÇal, 51 a: PiÇeÓl and PuÇal, 52 a–c: with aphaeresis of

m, 52 s: HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal, 53 a, b: anomalous forms in Hiph., 53 o: with suffix, 61 h:
fem. in h¤'e 84a s, 94 d: plur. in ~y¤ie 93 qq; force of, 107 d: syntax of, 116: construed
as verb or noun, 116 f–i: passive ptcp. construed with accus. or genitive, 116 k, l: of

hy"h'

imminent future, 116 p: subject with
(of continuous action), 116 r: subject omitted,
116 s, t: Participle absolute 116 w: continued by finite verb, 116 x.
Particles, 99.

B.

Partitive sense of , 119 m: of

!mi, 119 w N.

Paseq, p. 59 N2.
Passive, 39 e, 51 f (NiphÇal): probable passives of Qal, 52 e, 53 u: construction of
passives, 121: expressed by the 3rd plur. active, 144 f, g, by the active .participle, 144
i: impersonal passive, 121 a: passive verbs construed with
passive expressed by

ta, 121 a, b: agent after

l.Ã !mi, and (rarely) B., 121 f.

PathahÌ, 8 a, 9 e: preferred with gutturals, 22 d: furtive, 8 f, 22 f, g, 65 a–e: as a helping
vowel, 27 r, 28 c, e N2, 65 g, 84a a: in the imperfect of verbs
SÍere, 29 q, 51 m: before a guttural (esp.
in perf. PiÇeÓl for SÍere, 52 a, l.

h¾¾l, 75 bb: in pause for

%) with QamesÌ changed to SeghoÖl 27 q, 29 v:

Patronymics, 86 h.
Pause, 29 i–v: pausal forms with lesser distinctive accents, 29 i.
PeÇalÇal, 55 e.
Pentateuch, linguistic character of, 2 m, n.

t¤;, 44 f, 72 o: 2nd fem. sing. in yti, 44 h:
1st sing. in ti, 44 i: 3rd plur. in !W (?), 44 l: did Hebrew possess a 3rd pl. fem. in h¤' ?
Perfect, 40: flexion of, 44: 3rd fem. sing. in

44 m: contraction of last radical with afformative of perfect, 44 o: meaning of, 47 a N:
with suffixes, 59: syntax of, 106: not precative, 106 n N2: perfectum confidentiae, 106

w>

n: propheticum, 106 n: with consec., 49 a, change of tone, h–l, syntax, 112: with
consec. as a frequentative, 112 e–o, dd, ee: carrying on the protasis, 112 p,

w>

introducing the apodosis, 112 ff–ii: with simple of a single act, in narrative, 112
pp–uu.
Periphrastic expression of qualities by means of
Periphrastic future, 114 p–n.
Permutation, 131 k.
Permutative, 131 k–o
Person, abrupt changes of, in poetry, 144 p.
Personification of countries or peoples, 122 i.

vyaiÃ -!B,Ã l[;B;, 128 s–v.

w>

Phoenician and Punic language, 1 a, b (ii), 2 f, 10 e N1, p. 106 N, § 34 N4, 36 N, 49 a
N, 80 f, 87 d: writing, 1 l, 7 d N.
Phonetic system of Hebrew, 6 o, p.
Phonetics 6 a, b.
PiÇeÓl, 52: privativum, 52 h: intensive sense of, 52 f, k: rare in verbs
PiÇleÓl, 55 d: in verbs

W¾¾[, 72 m.

PilpeÓl, 55 f: in verbs

[¾¾[, 67 l: in verbs W¾¾[, 72 m.

W¾¾[, 72 m.

Pleonastic use of the pronoun, 135 a, b: of the negative, 152 y.
Pluperfect, 106 f, 111 q: pluperf. subjunctive, 106 p.

!y+

y¤iÃ y¤;Ã ~¤'

Plural, terminations of, 87: in , 87 e:
not plural endings, 87 f–h: double
plural ending in constr. st. of certain words, 87 s: double plur. of subst. and following
genitive, 124 q: uses and senses of, 124: unusual constructions of, 145 h–m: plur.
forms of prepositions, 103 n, o: plur. suffix referring to collective singular, 135 p: plur.
predicate of a collective singular, 145 b–g.
Pluralia tantum, 124 f N.
Pluralis excellentiae or majestatis, 124 g–i and N: its construction, 132 h: pl. of
extension, 124 a–c: intensive pl., 124 a, d, e: of the result or product, 124 m:
amplifying plur., 124 b, d–f: expressing abstract ideas, 124 d, f: pl. of pronoun to
denote a group of actions (=it), 135 p.
Plurals of compound ideas, 124 p–r: of names of animals or things construed with a
fem. sing., 145 k.
PoÖÇeÓl, 55 b, c: in verbs

[¾¾[, 67 l.

Poetic style, 2 q–s.
Point used to divide words, 3 g N.
Polpal, 55 f.
Polysyndeton, 154 a N.
Potential sense of the imperfect, 107 r–w.
Precative, 109 b, c.
Predicate, without the article, 126 i, k: agreeing (or not) with the subject, 145: with

compound subj., 146: attracted to the principal idea of a compound subject, 146 a:
subst. as predicate where we should use an adjective, 141 c, d.
Prefixes, see Prepositions.
Preformatives of the imperfect, 47: of the noun, 85.
Pregnant construction with prepositions, 119 ee: with

!mi, 119 x, y, ff: with

yre%]a†;Ã lauÃ ta;rq.liÃ B.Ã l., 119 gg.
Prepositions, 101: prefixed, 102: with suffixes, 103: under the government of the verb,

laÃ bÃ lÃ !mÃ l[

119: compound prepositions, 119 b–e: chief meanings of,
, 119
g–dd: pregnant uses of, 119 ee–gg: force of, extending over parallel clause, 119 hh:

B.

K.

with adverbs (rare), 119 ii: prep. (esp. ) not used after , 118 s–w, found
exceptionally, 118 s N.
Present expressed by the Perfect, 106 g, h.
Preterite, see Perfect.
Pretonic vowels, 26 e: with
g.

bÃ kÃ l, 102 f–k: with ~[i before suffix, 103 c: with w, 104

Printed texts, earliest Hebrew, 3 e N.
Prohibitions, expressed by

la; or aol with Jussive or imperfect, 107 o, 109 c, d, 152 f.

Pronominal ideas expressed by substantives, 139.
Pronominal suffix anticipating noun, attached to verb, 131 m, o; to subst. or prep., 131
n.
Pronouns, 32: syntax of, 135–8: personal, 32, 135: oblique cases of, 135 i–k: suffixes,
33, with the verb, 58, with the noun, 91, with adverbs, 100 o, p, with prepositions, 103:
suffix of 3rd fem. sing. referring to entire sentences, 135 p: demonstrative, 34, 136,
used relatively, 138 g, h: relative, 36, 138: indefinite, 37 g, 137 c: interrogative, 37 a–f,
137 a–c: suffix reflexive, 135 i, k: suffix possessive, 33, 135 m–o: suffix as genitive,
subjective or objective, 135 m: separate pronoun in nominative emphasizing a suffix,
135 d–h: reciprocal, 139 c with N, e.
Pronunciation of Hebrew, 6 a, b, 48 f.
Prosthetic Aleph, 19 m.
PuÇal, 52 b–d, h (end), q–s: as passive of Qal, 52 e.

PuÇlal, 55 d.
Puncta extraordinaria, 6 n.
South Semitic, 1 b (i).
Spirants, 6 n, 13, 21.
Square character, 5 a.
Status absolutus of the noun, 89 a.
Status constructus, its form, 89: vowelchanges marking it in many nouns, 91–6: its
use, 128: before an adjective treated as a subst., 128 w, 133 h (end), 134 p (end):
wider use of it, 130: before prepositions, 130 a: before relative clauses, 130 c, d: in
apposition with another constr.st., 130 e, f: before numerals, 134 o, p: anomalously
with the article, 127 f–i: before

hz< used as a relative, 138 g (a).

StemÐconsonants, or radicals, 30 c.
Stems, distinguished from roots, 30 a, d, g–k.
Strengthening (doubling or sharpening) of consonants, 12, 20: in gutturals, 22 b:
virtual, 22 c: to intensify the idea of the stem, 52 a, d: of 3rd radical in fem. and plur. of

~yOa'Ì lm'G", 84a h, 93 s, ee, kk, 94 c, 95 g, cf. 93 pp: virtual
sharpening of a, 64 e: sharpening sometimes omitted in 2nd radical of verbs [¾¾[, 67
nouns of the forms
g, dd.
Subject, omitted in participal clauses, 116 s, t: Impersonal, 144 b, c: indefinite, 144
d–k: two subjects in a verbal clause, 144 l, m: construction of compound subjects, 146.
Substantive, its construction with the adjective, 132: as predicate of a noun-clause,
141 b: used as predicate where we should use an adjective, 141 c–d.
Suffixes, (pronominal) attached to verbs, 58: rare, irregular, or poetic, with verb, 58 g,
i, k (cf. 59 e–h, 60 d–h, 61 b–e, g, h): with noun in sing., 91 e, f: in plur. 91 l: the sing.

tA+, 91 n: with prepositions, 103: 3rd sing. masc. in , ho, 7 c, 58 g, 91 e: 3rd
sing. fem. without MappiÖq, 58 g, 91 e, 103 g: omission of t¤' in fem. nouns before
suffix, 91 e (end): 3rd plur. in Am, 53 g, 91 f, l, 103 f N3: omission of y in plur. nouns
before suffix, 91 k original y of sing. nouns from h¾¾l stems retained before suffix, 93
form after

ss: denoting the remoter object, 117 x: use of 3rd fem. sing. and 3rd plur. to express
'it', 135 p: anticipating the object (as in Aram.), 131 m, o: apparent verbal forms
attached to nouns used as adverbs, 100 o, p: anticipating the genitive, 131 n: syntax

of, 135 m–r: heavy (or grave) and light, 59 e, 91 o, 93 b: masculine suffixes
revowelferring to feminines, 135 o: fem. suff. with collective force, 135 p: suffixes

yn"doa] wD'%.y:), 135 q, r: omitted sometimes with infinitive

which have lost their meaning (
115 e N.

Superlative, expression of, 132 c, 133 g–l.
Sëureq, 8 c, 9 n.
'Surface'Ðplurals, 124 b, c.
Suspended genitive, 130 e, f.
Syllables, theory of, 26.

h

Syncope and elision, 19 k, 35 d: of the article, 35 n: of in HiphÇiÖl and HophÇal, 53 a, b,
in infin. Niph., 51 l, in infin. Hiph., 53 q, in infin. Hop., 67 y (end).
Syriac language, 1 c.
Syriasms in pronunciation, 24 e: cf. Aramaisms.
Talmud, 3 a.
'Tam' Ðcharacter, 5 a (end).
Targums, 1 c, 3 a.
TellÐelÐAmarna tablets, 2 f.
Temporal clauses, 106 f, 111 d 112 oo, 164: expressed by infin. constr. with a
preposition, 164 g.
Tenses, 40: their use, 106–9, 111, 112: tempus historicum, 106 d.
Text of the O. T. probably derived from a single archetype, 3 c.
Textual criticism, 3 g: intentlional and unintentional changes in the text, 3 g.
TiphÇel, 55 h.
Titles indicated by the feminine form, 122 r.
Tone of Hebrew words, 29: marks of, 15 b, c, k, l: thrown forward, 29 e: retrocession
of, 29 d–g: incomplete retrocession, 29 f: tone in pause, 29 i–r: concurrence of two
tonesyllables avoided, 29 e, f, h. Tone in perfect thrown forward after waÓw consec., 49
h–l: in imperf. often thrown back in jussive and after waÓw consec., 48 f, 49 d, 67 x, 68
d, e, 69 p, 71, 72 t, aa, 73 e.
Transitions in poetry from one person to another, 144 p, cf. 135 r.

Translations of the O. T., 3 a.
Transposition (metathesis) of consonants, 19 n, 54 b.
U-sounds, 8 c, 9 n, o.
Verb, 38: Its syntax, 106–116: its ungovernment, 117–121: weak verbs, 41, 66–76,
relation to one another, 77: verbs middle e and o, 43: derivative, see Conjugations:
denomi-native, 38 c, d, 43 c (in Qal), 51 g (Niph.), 52 h (Pi.), 53 g (Hiph.), 54 i (Hithp.):
transitive and intransitive, 43, 117 u, v: with suffixes, 57–61: doubly weak, 76:

a¾¾l and

h¾¾l confused, 75 nn–rr: defective, 78: verba induendi et exuendi, 117 y: copiae et
inopiae, 117 z, aa: with prepositions, 119: primitive y retained exceptionally in verbs
h¾¾, 75 u, v, x, dd, gg (end), cf. 29 t: verbs H¾¾l, 65 N, 75 b (end): verbs w¾¾l75 b, v, kk,
nouns derived befrom, 84a c (e), f (end), g (end), 93 z.
Verbal clauses 140 b, c, 142: relative 155 f–n.
Verbal ideas subordinated to a verb, 120 a–c: co-ordinated with a verb, 120 d–h.
Verbal suffixes with prepositions (rare), 103 d.
Verse arrangement of poetic passages, 2 r (end).
Vocalizatlon of the text, 7 h, i: Babylonian, 8 g N, 103 m N.
Vocative with and without the article, 126 f.
Vowel-letters, 7 b–g, 8 k–m.
Vowel-signs or points, 7 h, i, 8–10.
Vowels, 7: influenced by the nature of the syllablo, 26: firm or unchangeable, 25:
changes in them as regards quantity, 27: impure, 25 c N: pretonic, p. 86 N1, § 102 f–i,
103 c.

a

WaÒw consecutive, § 49 a, b, before in 1st pers. impf. Pi. with anomalous pathahÌ, 49
c, with the perfect, 49 h–l, with the imperfect, 49 c–g: copulative, punctuation of, 104
d–g: waÒw apodosis introducing the predicate, 143 d: explicative, 154 a N (b):
concomitantiae, 154 a N (b): adaequationis, 161 a N. See also under Perfect ana
Imperfect.
Weak consonants, 6 s:

a and h, 23: w and y, 24.

Weak verbs, 41, 66–76: their relation to one another, 77: relation between

a¾¾l and

h¾¾l, 75 nn–rr. Weakening (or softening) of consonants, 19 o.
Wish, expressed by simple impf., 107 n: by cohortative, 108 (with

an", 108 c): by

an", 109 b), by imperative, 110 a: by perf. consec., 112 aa: by a
nounclause, 116 r N, 141 g: by ymi, 151 a: by ! ymi 151 b–a: by ~aiÃ WlÃ ylxn, 151 e.
jussive, log (with

Writing, Semitic, 1 k, l: old Hebrew, 2 d, i, 5 a: its origin, 5 g.
Zenjirli, inscriptions, 1 m, 32 k N.
Footnotes:
cf Driver, introd.8

Index of Hebrew Words and Forms
The numbers refer to the sections: the 'superior' figures after the letters refer to the
notes. Doubtful forms are marked ? Corrupt forms with †.

a as consonant and guttural 6 c, 22; quiescent 23 a–i; prosthetic 19 m
ba' 96
db;a' 68 b
db;ao 50 e, 93 qq
hDob;a] 85 v
hb'a' 68 b, 76 d
aWba' Ì 23 i
~h,yteAb†a] 91 n
rx;b]a†, 10 g3
ybia' 74 k, 76 h
yba for Wl 159 cc
hd'ybiñao 68 i
rybia] 84b f
-lb,a] 93 hh
yTl.a†'g>ai 53 p
tArG>ai 95 q
hD,D;a, 55 g
vAda'Ì 113 w3
~d'a' without article, 125 f. 126 e1

yn"doa] 87 g, as QereÖ for hwhy 102 m, force of suffix lost 135 q and note2
~b'ƒ 21 c
~ynIdoa] 124 i, 145 h
^[]d†ae 69 b1
vrD'aiÌ 51 k
bhÃ'ae 68 e
Wbh/a†, 64 a
Wbh;ñ Wbh]a'ñè180 55 e
Hh'a] 105 a
hyEh.a, 75 hh
lh,ao 22 h
hoh'.a†' 91 e
~ylih\a' 23 h, 93 r
hy"mÃ'h/a†, 75 l
hg"r>h;a†; 63 f
Aa 104 c, in disjunctive questions 150 g. in indirect questions 150 i, in conditional
sentences 159 cc, in disjunctive sentences 162

lybiAAa 50 e
yAa 105 a
hy"Aañ 105 a
lywIa/ 84a o
lybiAa 68 i

~l'Wa 92 g
tl,W<ai 84b c
tAYbiAa† 93 r
!p;Aa 84a r
rAa 72 c2, n
tAa 95 n
~h,t.Aa† 103 b
!h,t.Aa† 103 b
~b,t.Aa† 103 b
za' 100 i, with perf. and imperf. 107 c, 108 g1
rAzae 23 h
!yzIa' 68 i
hr'B'z>a; 85 b
tl;z>a†' 44 f
hrez"a/ 75 hh
[;Arz>a, 84a n
xa' 96, 105 a
dx'a, 96
dx;a; not in Constr. st. 130 g
hl'Dx.a; 63 f
Wxa'ñ 1 i

^w>x;a] 75 bb
ym;Wxa] 90 k
tAxa' p. 283
WzxÃoa' 64 c
Wzx\a†, 64 c
hG"J,ñx;a] 23 f 75 oo
%teAyx]a†; 91 n
lxea; 67 y
yl;x.a; Ãylex]a†; in wishes 151
yrex]a†; Ãrx;a; 103 o
rx;ae 64 d
Wrx/a†, 64 h
!Be rxa;ñ 29 g
tyNIr;a] 85 u
yai island 93 y
yai woel 105 a
yai not 152 q
%yae 148
hb'yae 100 i, 148
hb'b'ya†e 100 i
lylyEa] 70 d

hm'yae 84a g
!yIa;ñ connecting subj. and predicate 141 k, 152 i–q
!yai? 150 c3
~reysiy> 24 f2, 70 b
vyai 96 (and hV'ai) used distributively 139 b, c
!wOvyai 86 g
yv;yai 47 b1
rVey:a] 70 b
~t+'ae? 67 p
!t'yae 85 b 133 a1
%a; 100 i, uses of 153
bz"b.a; 85 b, 133 a1
la;a' 68 b
-lb'a] 22 o
lB'au (ptcp.) 52 s
hl'b.a' 91 e
^l.b,a] for ^L.b;a] 27 q, 68 f, 75 bb
^l.b'a] 61 d
~bl.b'a] 61 d
!bea' 100 i
(for

hL,ae) lae 34 b

-la; with jussive 109 c, 152 f, forming a negative compound 152 g, not standing
immediately before a verb 152 h

ylea/ 103 o, 119 g
vybiG"l.a, 35 m
H;l{a/ 9 q, 87 t
hL,ae 20 k
~yhil{a/ pluralis majestatis 124 g and note2, without article 125 f, with article 126 e1
with the singular 145 h; with a plural 132 h2, 145 i

tAla' (inf. abs. ) 75 n
~b,ylea] 22 o
lylia/ 84a o
Amyleae 103 p2
~yGImul.a; 35 m
rr'Aml.a; 35 m
~Wql.a;? 35 m
hm'Q'l.a] 64 i
tx;T;-la/ 119 e1
ytil'a†' 95 n
~ai (aol-~ai) in wishes 151 e, in conditional sentences 159 l–v, dd, in double
questions 150 c–i in oaths 149, concessive 160 a

~ae mhtqobpolij 122 h5
hm'a' 96
hM'au 1 h

!Wmae 63 p
~l†;ymia] 60 d
!Anymia] 86 g1
!meao for tn<m,ao 122 f1
rm;a, 68 b
rm;ao 23 f, 68 c
Tir>m;a' 44 f
^v.m†ua] 67 r, dd
!a for !yIa] or !yae 7 f
aN"òa†' ÃhN"òa†' 16 f1, 105 a, and Additions
hnØa'ñ 80 i
Wna' (Jer 42:6) 32 d
%mex]n†;a] (Is 51:19) 47 b1
ynIa] ÃybinOa' use of, in different books p. 105 note
ynIa'ñ 32 c
bna (Moab.) 7 d1
vna 96
~peysia]» 72 aa, 113 w3
rySia; 84b f
xwlsa 65 b
@sea'» 72 aa, 113 w3

hPs.a, 69 h1
hp's.n< 48 i
Wps.ai 48 i
ñè242p.s†ia? 68 h
qS;a, 19 f, 66 e
h'r,s'a/ 91 k
~reS\a, 71
hn<[]a†; 63 f
hn<['a†e 63 h1
wn[a (Moab.) 75 b1
hf,[.a, 63 m
@a; 104 c, intensive 153, (@a;Á@a;) 154 a1 (c)
~h,yaep.a; 58 a1, 75 mm
hp'a' 68 b 76 d
~h,pea† 91 c1, 93 ss
Wpae 63 i, 76 d
aApae 23 i
yB-@a; 154 a1 (c)
wyn"p.a' 93 r
sp,a, 152 s, yBi sp,a, 163 c
dqop.a, 47 b1

~yIr;ñp.a, 88 c
h['f\p.a, 65 b
hN"t,ñycia]» 71
qCoa, 71
lmoq.a, 47 b
ar'q;a.†, 10 g3
yLi-hr'a†a' 9 v, 67 o
~x,r;a] 52 n
wyt'xor>a† 93 r
yrIa] 93 x
%wy"ò 72 gg, 75 dd
hP,r>a, 75 pp
#rua' 67 p
hc'r>a;ñ 90 f
vyE=vai 47 b, 114 l6
hV'ai 96 d
~yBev.a; 53 k
~b,v.a, 93 bb
h['v.a, 75 l
hQ'v'a†, 20 m
hm'qñè213 10 h, 48 c

rv,a] as relative pron. 36, its syntax 138, in relative clauses 155, introducing obj.clause 157 c, after ![yÃ l[, &c. 158 a, hypothetical (rare) 159 cc, introd. temporal
clauses 164 d, final 165 b, consecutive 166 b, with prepositions forming conjunctions
104 b;

l. rv,a] for the genitive 129 h

Arvua] 84b g
^yr,ñv.a; 93 l
-ta,Ãae 103 b, syntax of 117 a–m; before an undetermined noun 117 d; not denoting
accus. 117 i–m

T'a; 20 l, 32 h; as masc. 32 g
T'a; =hT'a; 32 g
at'a' 75 rr
ht'a' 76 d
~h,t.a, 103 b
!h,t.a, 103 b
rB;x;t.a, 54 a2
yTia; ÃyT.a; 32 h
Wyt'ñae 29 t, cf. 75 u
qyxir;m†e ytea' 20 f
!Tea; 32 i
wnt'ña' 75 rr
B. preposition 102; punctuation of 102 d, k, m, with suffixes 03 g; senses of 119 h–q; B.
essentiae 119 i; B. partitive 119 m; B. it pretii, 119 p; it instrumenti with the object. 119
q

WaBoñ? 72 o, 76 g, 152 x
~yliaeB†' 20 g
ynOa\B†' 9 v
ADg"biB. 61 b
ydIg"Bi 93 k
hT'd>g:ò 44 g
~ad'Bo 74 i
lydIB. 84a o
ALhiB. 67 p
!h,Bo 22 h
tAnhoB. 93 r
greh'B†e 51 l
hM'v;h.B' 67 y
yty"w†'x]T†;v.hB.? 75 kk
aAB 76 g
~ad'Ab 23 c
hm,A, B 75 qq
~ysiAB 72 p
~b,s.v;AB†? 61 e
zB; 72 dd
ñè242l. hz"ñB' 72 l

[;Arz>B†i 20 g
yQeWxB. 27 n
!x;Bo 64 d
AxuB. 67 r
@a†-yrIx\B\' 9 v
~ynOm.B' 93 r
~r,m,B. 107 c
yBi for y[iB.? 19 k2, as interjection 105 b
hA'hyB†; 102 m
!yBi 73 a
!yBe 103 o
wnteñAnyB†e 103 p1
wyn"yBe? 103 o
^ynØòyBe? 103 o
!ybiT' !yBi 73 d
ytinOyòBi 73 a
tyIB;ñ 96
hb'B. 103 g
Hr'WBBi 91 e
~yvin"a] 127 c2
Alv.B†'Bi 51 l

@teb'B.? 93 hh
lB; 152 t
hl'B'? 19 k2
yaeAlB. 93 x
yEAlB. 8 k
yliB. 152 t
l[;Y:òliB. 81 d
yde[]l.Bi 99 e
yTl.Bi with infin. constr. 114 s, with an adjective 152 t; yTil.biBi that . . . not, with infin.
114 s, with impf. 152 x; (~ai) yTil.Bi except, 163 c
~B' 23 k
AmB. 103 k
~b,a]c);moB. 61 d, 74 h, 93 q
ytem\B†' 87 s, 95 o
!Be 96
WnB'ñ 72 o, 76 g
AnB. 90 o
~h,ynIB. 23 k
~h,ynEB. 60 h
tnb (Moab.) for ytinIB' 7 d1
Tin]B; 73 a
ynIde[]B†; 103 d

@me['B†e 51 l
Wy['ñB. 29 t, 75 u
ry[iB' (y Ps 73:20) 53 q
!h,yle[.B; 93 m
~yli[;B. 145 h
hr;[eñBo 80 k
rfe[.B; 53 k
qv,[B; 35 g
%beliAm† t[eB.? 116 g1
~yCiB; 93 y
~[;c'òB. 61 g
-r'q]B†i 10 g3
~yrIq'B. 123 a1
ar'B' (hr'B') 75 rr
lz<r>B; 85 s
~h,yber>Bi 93 n
tB;r>Bi 95 g
tq;ñr>B†; 80 f
vB 72 c2, n, 78 b
~G"v;B. 67 p
ynIbeñWvB. 91 e

tB; 96; to personify a people 122 i tBe for tyBe 7 f
laeWtB. 90 k
~b,b]At†B. 10 g, 91 d
~yTiB†' 6 u; p. 285 s.v. tyIB;ñ
^ym,ñm]Aq©t.B†i 72 cc
ha,GE 84b c
ah'b.G†' 44 f
~yhiboG] 124 h
yb;GO 86 i, 87 g
l[ob.GI 85 s
~yyIdG] 93 x
•yIt;ñrod†eG] 95 o
hw:GE 23 f
lz"AG 84a r
yAG 8 k
yEAG 8 k
lAG 67 n
[w:GE 65 a
ay]G: 93 g, v
ynIl{ 85 v
tl,GOl.GU 95 r

HL'GU Ì 91 e
ty:l.G" 80 f, g
ht'l.G) 44 f
~G: intensive, 153, 154 a1 (c); ~g: (w]).. ~G: ibid.; (yBi) ~G: concessive 160 b
bN"N: 84b b
^t,ñroG]rG: 91 n
hn:r>GO 90 i
-vG< 66 c
yvGò 66 c
yvGò 66 c
Wmv.G: 90 k
!Aba'D 85 u
gaD;» 9 b
hq'beñd' 44 c
rB,DI 52 o
~yaid'WD† 93 x
~AD 67 n
~m;WD 100 g2
~al 84a r
yviAD~al 72 q
WxDo 64 d

qyxiD> 20 c
&'YD; 91 d
!Y"D; 84b b
lD; 93 x, 95 f
Wyl.D; 67 dd, 75 u, bb
wy"l.Dä' 93 z
wyt'AliD†' 84a g
Wll]D†' 67 cc
tAtl;D> 95 f
~yIt;ñl'D> 93 n
~D; 93 mm
~ymiD' 124 n
yNIn:òD' 58 i, 59 f
[;De 69 m
h['De 69 c, m2
h[,D> 48 l
qD+ 67 bb
!AbrD†' 68
~yIb;r'D> 93 n
^b,ñr'D>Ì 91 k
av'D' 80 e

av,D,ñ 22 e
h with MappiÖq 14, as a weak consonant 23 k, l, in verbs h¾¾l 75. as mere vowel-letter
6 d, 7 b, c, 24 g

h locale, origin 90 b, use 90 c–t, with constr. st. before a genitive 90 c, sometimes
otiose 90 e, mere poetic ornament 90 f, g, in placenames 90 g1, added in segholate
nouns to the developed form 90 i, 93 i
Article in Index I
…h} 150 h

h; (Article) punctuation 35, syntax 126: see

h] interoog. 100, origin and pointing 100 i–n, uses of 150; µai(wÒ)

h¤' (with the tone), ending of fem. nouns 80 c
h¤' (toneless), ending of the Cohortative and Imperative 48 c, d, i; an old case-ending
90 a–i

ho¤ 3rd masc. sing. pronomial suffix 91 e
h¤' (MappiÖq) anomalous 3rd fem. sing. pronom. suff. 91 e
ahe 105 b
hK,z>a,h; (Mi 6:11) 47 b1
W%ynIòa,h†, 53 g
~yQizIah†' 35 d
%a'h, 105 a
vyaih' one, 144 d1
lae-tyKe laeh' 127 f1
%+n:a'h†e 65 e
!Ara'h†' 35 o
tab'hu 74 g

ht'an"ñhu 74 d
t'abeñhe 72 w
hb'h'ñ 105 b
aybih' 72 y, 74 l
ht'Avñybih/ 78 b
vy:biho 72 x 78 b
taz tmbh (Moab.) 80 f1
WrB'hi 67 t
hK'r'b]h†; 10 g (end)
hk'r'b.h;† 16 g
hg"G"òh; QereÖ for gG"h; 118 e2
hg"ho 69 w
Agho 75 n, aa
tAnr'GÕh†; 93 r
vWDhi 72 v
!At.%,%r,D,h; 127 f1
hn"v.D;ñhu 54 h
rymiyheh†;Ì 72 e
ytklhh» 90 n
hl'L'ñhuh†; 52 s
aWh Ã ayhi 32 k; awh with QereÖayhi 17 c, awh as fem., not an archaism 32 l

aWh (ayhi Ã hM'he) = ipse or idem 135 a1, demonstrative 136, for the copula 141 h,
resuming the subject 145 u3, in questions 136 e (end), 150 l

awEh/ 75 hh
vybiAh 72 x
[d;Ah 69 w
yAh 105 a
%k;Ah 65 f
td,L,Wh 71
tAlleAh† 86 l
~[;M;ñ ~l,Ahñ 29 f
%N:Wh Ì 72 ee1
[;ymiAh Ì 69 v
ayciAh 74 l
WnTeñd>r;Ah 59 h
[;veAh 65 f
hr,ñWZh; Ì 80 i
h'WlñyZIhi 67 y, 72 ee
WKZ:hi 54 d
~k,r>K;z>h; 53 l
ht'a;ñB.%.h, 75 oo
hbe%'h†e 75 pp
yTil.d;%\x†, 63 k

y%;h' Ã %+'h, 35 f, 27 q
l%ehe 67 t
yli%/h†, 74 k, 75 ii
~ynIM'%;h†' 35 f
~ymiyrI%]h†' 35 f
h~'r>%;ñh; 90 f
t'Toñ%ih†; 67 w
Wrh'ñM,hi 27 q
ayhi 32 k
hy"h' 16 f, 63 q, 75 s with participle 116 r, with l. before infin. 114 h–k, as copula 141
g–i. Cf. hy%'
hyEh/ 75 n
~AYh; = one day 126 s
hv'lv. ~AYh; 134 o1
bmeyhe 113 k
lk'yhe 9 i, 85 c
ykiyliñyhe Ì 69 x, 78 b
hM'Y"ñh; Ì 90 f
acey>h; 69 v
#qiyhe 70 e
rv;y>h; 24 f2, 70 b

tyh 75 m1
tAKh; (inf.abs.) 75 ff
ykih] 150 d, e
!ykih' 72 z
ynIyKeñh; 75 mm
Wnm.l;ñk.h, 53 p
WNk;ñhe 72 w
aolh] expressing assurance 150 e
td,L,ñhu 69 w, 71
!L'h; 34 f
WzLeñh; 34 f
%l;h' inflexion of 69 x, use of, to express continuance 113 u
%l{h] 69 m2
aWkl.h†' Ì 23 i
yTk.l+'h' 44 h
Wll;.h†; 10 g
~l,ho 50 e
~%eT;l.hi (Moab) 54 l ~he Ã hM'heñ 32 m, for the feminine, 32 n
tAya'M.h; 97 g
hM'heñ its Dagesë 20 k
hnOAmh] 91 e

bv;WMh; in close conxieon 72 bb, 93 pp, cf. 65 d
ynIveñmih] 67 v
WkM.hu 67 y
ym+il.M†'hi 29 o2
hV,n:m.h†; 125 d1
~Mehi 67 t
!y~im.hi 75 ii
tl~mh (Moab.) 80 f1
`d[†;m.h; 64 h
my[im.hi 133 c3
~y[ir'com]h†; 10 g
tArM.h; 75 ff
ty%iV.M;h; 126 m1
hT'm;ñhe 72 w
~T,mih] 72 w
!he with suffixes 100 o, 147 b, origin 105 b, = if 159 w
dnEhe 76 a
hNEhi with suffixes 100 o, 147 b, origin 105 b, with ptcp. of present time 116 n; more
often of future time 116 p

hN"heñ 20 k
hq'z"n>h; 85 c (A dit.)
%N:h; 72 ee

t%;n>h; 64 h
%;yNIhi Ã %;ynIhe 72 ee
W%ynIòhe 72 ee
Wnn>hi 10 g
WNN<hi 58 k
ynIn>hi 10 g
T'p.n:òhe 72 k
WqT.n>h' 66 f
sh; 105 a
gS;hu 72 ee
~yrIWsh†' 35 d
gySihi 72 ee
tySihi 72 ee
hT's;ñhe 72 w
T'r>b;[]h†e 63 p
~ yrIw>[ih.; 35 g
~ybiz>[o†h; 35 g
tb,z<[oh; 35 g
hz"[eñhe 67 dd
hl'[]h†e 63 p
hl'[]ho† 63 p

bre[]hüÎÎÎ•; 113 k
~ykir>[o†h; 35 g
Avo[h†' 116 g1
~ywX[h 75 v
ryTi[.h; 63 o
rypihe 67 v
yBip.h' 61 a
al'p.hi 75 oo
rc+;p.hi 29 q, 53 l
rp;he 29 q, 67 v
gCeh; Ì 113 d2
rYEj;c.hi 72 m
ynIt;L{qih/ 67 w
l[' ~Q;hüÎÎÎ•u Ì 29 g
Wtmoq†eh] 72 w
hb'yviñq]h†; 10 g
~t,yaiR>h; 22 s
hBer>h; 113 k
hB,r>h; 75 ff
hB'r>h 75 ff
tyBir>h; Ì 75 ff

WhpuydIR>hi 20 h1, 22 s
hr'h,ñ 27 q, 93 aa
.rho 75 n, aa
q%†er>h; 29 q 64 h
q%er>h; 64 h
!yt'.YrIh†' 84 g
~yrh 72 ee
WMrohe 67 t, 72 dd
~yMir;h†' 35 d
!ynIr>h; 67 cc
W[reñhe 67 v
Hm'[iR>h; 22 s
yrIr]hñ†;» 90 n
yrIr'h] 93 aa
yrer]h†; 93 aa
h'yr,r'h] 93 aa
Wmyfih' Ì 73 a
WqyFihi 66 e
Wryfihe 67 v
hr'[]F†;ñh; 90 i
WhyTil.aiv.hi 64 f

bv;h' 29 q, 72 y
[b;V'hi 65 e
WnT'ñ[.B;V.hi (fem.) 59 h
~Kev.h; 113 k
hM'V;h' 67 y
~mev.h; 67 cc
[v;h' 75 gg
ynI[;vih 7 f
tApv.h†' 35 d
hw"%]T†;v.hi 75 kk
`zt†;he 29 q, 67 v, 72 dd
tWrB.%;t.hi 54 k
Wyt'ñhe 68 i
~f'%.y:t.hi Ì 64 i
T'l.t;ñhe 67 dd
Whm.h.m;t.hi Ì 55 g
^m.t†ih] 67 v
tABn:t.hi 75 qq
t'yBin:t.hi 75 qq
Wdq.P†'t.hi 54 l
Wdq.P†'t.h' 54 l

~ynIp' ha'r't.hi 156 c1
yTic.%;ñr't.hi 64 d
w as a vowelletter 5 b1, 7 b–g, 8 h–m, 9 n–s, its changes 24, initial 26 a; a firm
consonant in verbs w¾¾[ 72 gg, in verbs orig. w¾¾l 75 a, b, kk cf. in nouns 93 x
w> pointing of 104 d–g, connecting sentences 154 = and that, or and especially 114 p,
154 a1 (b), introducing predicate 143 d; · w: introducing predicate 111 h, or
apodosis(rare) 111 q, 159 o (e), s (f). 143 d; w> with perf. introducing predicate or
apodosis 112 ff–oo, 143 d, 159 o, s. See also WaÓw in Index I.

^d>B,a;w)' 23 d, 68 k
`~k,r]k† 'a]w); 60 d
vreg"a]w);» 49 c
yn"doawüÎÎÎ• 23 d, 26 g, 102 m, 104 d
·hr'c.Aa†w" 53 n, g, 68 i
z%eñaow)' 68 e
^l.L,%;a]w)' 64 h, 68 e
htov' yre%]a†;w>» 113 e3
hb'V.%;a]w);Ì 49 e
hl'%]y);a]w); Ì 49 e
lkeaow)' 68 e
hl'k.aåow" 49 e
%Sek;a]w); 49 c
-la;w> = rather than 133 b2

%lÃ;aew)' 69 p
~yhil{aw)e 102 d, 104 d
hube%'s.a,w)' (Moab.) 7 c
hd'y[ia'w> Ì 49 e
~Wqa'w)' 49 e, 72 t
ha,r'q.a,w>' Ì 48 d
braw 75 gg
#r,aå'w" 29 i1
!j,b,w" 104 g
~WgydIw> 73 b
W%ynIz>a,h†,w>» 53 g
ytiñaybeh†ew> 76 h
hl'g>hiw> 75 ee
~yti.Bv..%†w> Ì 72 x
yTiñT;%.h;w> 67 dd
yTil.j;h†ew> 72 k, w
hy"h'w> in prophetic style 112 y, z
hyEh.w), 28 b
Wyh.w)i 28 b
ytiboj.iyhew> 70 e
~t,yyIh.w)i 63 q, 104 f

yTiñr>j;m.hiw> (Am 4:7) 112 h3
yTiñm;h†;w> 72 w
h'yTimih]w>; 72 w
!T,mih]w>; 72 w
h%'yNIhuw> Ì 72 ee
T'p.n:h†ew> 72 w
h'WtyCh;w> 71
ytiroñceh]w>; 67 ee
Ataqeh]w>; 76 h
Wnv.D+;q.hiw> 29 l
Wnmoñqeh]w>; 72 i
ytiñyaer>h;w> 53 p, 75 ee
~t,boyv†eh]w); 72 i2
hn"j.j;Avt.hiw> 54 b
bh;z]W>) 16 e, 104 e
@yzIw" 104 g
taj'%'w> (Ex 5:16) 74 g
y%ew> Ì 76 i
y%;w" 76 i
~T,b.Y:%iw> 72 m
hy"%'w" 67 k

hyE%.†w< with eç for iç 28 b, 63 q, 104 f, in pause sometimes hy<%.†w< 75 n
ytiNO%;w> 67 ee
la,YO)w: 76 d
`rm;aoY)w: (in Jb) 68 e
@s,aoYw:» 68 h
rsoa.Y<w: 23 b
lc,aY"w: 23 d, 68 e
taY:w: 23 d
aybiY"w: 74 l
&b.YEw: 75 q
%r,b'y>y>w: 64 g
WhveñB.Y:w: 69 u, 70 e
hG<Y:w: 69 u
lg<Y"w: 67 p
huveñr>g)'y>w: 7 c
WqB.d>Y:w: 53 n
WDY:w: 69 u
Wkr>d>Y:w: 53 n
hA'hyw); 102 m
yhiywI 104 f
yhy>w: 16 g; as a narrative formula 111 f–h

~v' Wyh.yåiw: 29 g
lTeh;y>w: 67 y
r%,AYw: Ì 68 i
#[;ñW"YIw: 64 b
ayciAYw: 74 l
zYIw: 75 r
zyEw> Ì 75 r, 76 b
%;Bez:y>w: 65 e
WB qz<%]Yå;w: 29 g
aji%]Y>;w: 74 l
y%iy>w>w: 16 g
al,%/Y>,w: 75 rr
WL%eY"w: (Ho 8:10)ì 111 w1
WL%eñywI 24 e
hupel.%.Y:w: (Moab.) 7 c
~qel.%†'YEw: Ì 63 n
Wm%/Y),w: 69 f
hn"m.%;ñYEw: 69 f
!%;YIòw: 75 r
r%;YIòw: 75 r
jYEw: 75 r

Wnmij.Y:w: 47 i
l%,Y"òYIw: 69 t
@yYIw: 76 f
rc,yYIw: 71
~f,yYIw: 53 u, 73 f
ABY:w:» 60 d
~v'-~B,Y:w: 58 g
WNn<òkuy>w: 72 cc
WtB.Y:w: 67 g, y
T.d>l;yOw> Ì 80 d, 94 f
tl;l]yw)i 24 e
!l,Y")w: 72 ee
~Wal.m;y>w: 60 h
%N:òY:w: 72 ee
bSeY:w: 67 y
WBSe†Y:w: 67 g
%s,Y"w: 67 p, 73 f
ynIreS.yIw> 59 h
j[;Y:òw: 72 ff
wn[yw (Moab.) 75 b2
@[;Y"òw: 72 t

ynIbeq.[.Y:w: 63 m
ynIveq.[.Y:w: Ì 53 n
Wr['†ywI 75 cc
rp,Y"w: 67 x
T.p.YIw: 75 q
%l+;c.Y:w: 65 f
qc,YEòw: 71
qcoYIw: 71
dQoYIw: 67 g
WdQ.YIw: 67 g
#Q;YIw: Ì 71
ar>Y:w: 75 q
~yarwmh waryw 75 rr
br,Y"òw: 68 i
D>r>YEw: 75 q
!WbyrIy>w: 49 d1
~ruY"w: 27 o, 67 o;
with accus. 121 d2

Wpr'Y)ew: 75 qq
WPr;y>w: 23 f, 75 qq
^Wvñreyw)i 69 s
h'Wvñreyw)i 69 s

HT'v.rIyw)i 44 d
~T,v.rIyw)i 44 d
B.v.YIw: 26 p2 75 q
~T,b.v;yw)i 69 k
ANv;y>w: 60 d, 75 bb, 131 m3
~k,[.v†;yw> Ì 65 f
~reV.Yw: 69 u
hn"r>V;ñyIw: 71
T.v.YEw: 75 q
W%T;ñv.YIw: 75 kk
ateYEòw: 68 h
wt'y>w:» 75 bb
Hm†'h.m;t.YIw: 55 g
WmT.YIw: 67 g
AB v%,kiñw> 29 g
aolw" 104 g
hn<l'w>ò 73 d
WNl;òw> 73 d
!W— in perfect (rare) 44 l; in imperfect 47 m, n; less frequent with waÓ consec. 49 d1. Cf.
!y¤i.
raXanw» 64 i

~r'yNIw: Ì 69 r, 76 f
l[†'n"w> 112 tt1
dymi[]N);w: 49 e2
hfe[]N);òw: 75 hh
bWvN"w: 49 e2
~yViN:w: 67 y
t%;K;ñv.nIw> 44 f
hqvnw Ì 19 k2
h['T'ñv.nIw> 75 l
rco[.w: 28 b, 104 d
rt,[†ew" 104 g
~T,v.piW 44 d
tmic'w> 75 qq
hm'd>q†ew" 104 g
yEAqw> 8 k
ht'ñcoqew> 67 ee
hn"yaeñr]N) 75 n
ytiacir'w> 75 rr
tb;v'w> 44 f, 72 o
yTib.vew> (y Ps 23:6)? 69 m1
tW— nouns ending in 86 k, 95 t, plur. of 95 u

hn"r>aoT'w: 72 k
taobT'w: » 76 h
ytabtw 48 d
hn"yh,ñB.g>Tiw: 47 l
~hoTew: 72 h
lk†'WTw: 69 r
~v'-ynIz>Tiw: 75 ii
ynIreñz>T;w: for ¾¾Wa;T.w: 23 f, 68 k
aBi%.T;w: 74 l
z%,Tow: 23 f
~qel.%.T;w: 63 m
v%;T;ñw: 72 ff
ypiyTiñw: 76 f
vwltw Ì 72 t
WngEòWmT.w: 72 cc
WhqeñynIT.w: 70 e
bG:[.T;w: 63 m
j[;T;ñw: 72 ff
rc;['T†ew: 65 e
AnP.c.Tiw:» 60 d
Wbr>q.Tiw: Ì 60 a1

areñtew> 75 p
#rIT'w: 27 o, 67 p
!WmyvoiT.w: Ì 58 g
bC;t;iT†ew: » 71
! (Moab.) for hz< 7 d1
taoz 34, use of 136
hz< 34, use of 136; enclitic 136 c, d; = here or now 136 d; as a relative 138 g
bh'z" 82
hzO Ã Az 34 b
Wz demonst.pron. 34 d; relat.pron. 138 g
tl;Wz 90 l, 101 a
hr,Wz 73 d
tAqyzI 20 n
WKñz: 67 ee
yTim.m;z" 67 aa
hr'M.z: 52 p
tr'm.zI Ì 80 g
tAbn>z: 93 ee
ry[ez> 86 g1
hm'[]z> 63 p, 64 c
t[†zE 95 e

WrzOñ 67 m
Wmr>zO† 55 b
% with dagesë f. implicitum 22 c
ybi%] 75 qq
Whleb.%; 63 l
^åt.%i 59 g1
Atr'b†u%] 84b g
aG"%' 95 d
ywEg>%; 93 x
yGIñA224'%' 67 ff
(

d%'a,) d%; 96

WLde%' 20 i
~y%iw"%]» 93 w
aj,A% 75 oo
ly%t lw% Ì 73 d
~yIt;ñmoA% 95 o
yQeW% 27 n
yr;A% 86 i, 87 g
~t'A% 84a r
laez"%] 23 k1
hz<%o (2S 24:11)? 93 rr

ryzI%] 84a o
ryzI%e 84a o
hq'z>%, 45 d
yqez%i 93 ee
~yaji%o 23 c, 74 i, 75 oo
Aj%] 75 qq
ñè242v.p.n: y%e ÌhA'hy> y%; 93 aa1, 149 a1, c
ynIa;ñ y%; 32 c
hy"%' what forms take Metheg 16 f, pointing of 63 q, shortened forms of in imperfect 75
s, perfect forms as if from yy>%' 76 i
!Acy%i 27 w
tY:%; Ì 80 f
Atyñè210%; 90 o
yKe%; 23 l, 75 aa, hh
tAmk.%' 86 l
ble%] 93 dd
yn"AL%;» 87 g
ayhi ytiALå%; 67 r
hl'yli%' 105 b
ll;%' 67 cc
~yakl% Ì 93 x
~%' 96

hm'%e 23 f
lj;Wm%] 90 k
y%†iAM%; 67 ee
hl'm.% Ã%l'm.%u 45 b
yVimi%] 98 a
tv,me%] 94 f
rf'[' tv,meñ%] 97 e
wyt'vimi%]» 91 l
tAN%; 67 r
%n"%o 91 e
~N"%i 118 q
ynIN:%; 67 a
ynInEòn>%†; 20 b, 63 l, 67 cc
ydes.%; 93 m
hd'ysi%] 82
wC'%i 91 k
dc;Ac%] 55 e
hr'c.Ac)%] 55 e, 84b n
^yc,c'%] 93 bb
òQ.%u 93 bb
yqeq.%i 10 g, 93 bb

WBr>%' 46 d
ybir+'%'. 63 l
tD;r>%, 95 g
Wr†%' 67 ee
vr'%' 84b b
yp;Wf%] Ì 87 g
yPiv.%, 46 d, 63 l
~yvi%u » 72 p
lm;v.%; 85 s
ajeaje 55 f
%;boj. 65 b
%B'j; 84b b
bAj 72 c, n, 78 b
tApj'Aj† 19 o, 84b o
an<j, 22 e
~r,j, with impf., of past time 107 c, of present time 152 r
y as a vowelletter 5 b1, 7 b–g, 8 h–m, 9 g–m, its changes 24, as initial vowel 47 b1;
orig. y reappearing in poet. forms of verbs h¾¾l 75 u, v, dd, gg
rb,a]y); 53 n
rAayE 72 h
z%eaoy 68 b
z%oa/y), 68 b

%Wz%/aoy) 64 a
~jea.y: 63 m
!Wlkeaoy) 68 c
rm;ñaoy 68 c
@say 68 b, h
rsoa.y< 26 i, 63 e
raoy> 1 i
vaey: 64 e
Wmv.a.y< 67 p2
WtaoñyE 72 h
aAby" 72 h
vAbyE 72 h
-r[,b.y: 53 n
tv,bñy> 69 n, 70 a N
dyGEy: 53 n
aM,g:y> 75 oo
!gEy" 67 p
rgOy" impf. of 78 b
rG+'yI 67 g (Addit.)
dy" 93 mm
dD;yI 76 a

dD;yU 76 a
hd'y" 76 f
WDy: 69 u
dADyI 67 cc, 76 a
!Ady" 72 r
yd;y" Ì 87 f
~k,dey> 91 k
lD;yI 67 g (Addit.)
WMD+'yI 67 g
WmD>yI 67 g
!W[d>y)' 44 l
!GEn:m. [;deyO » 120 b1
Ti[.d;y" 44 i
hn<V.d;y> Ì 48 d
bh;y" 69 o
hG<h.y< 63 m
@Doh.y< 63 e
aWhyE 27 w
aWhy> 23 i, 75 s
hd,Ahy> 53 q
hA'hy> 17 e, its pronunciation with prefixes 102 m; tAab'c. ä 125 h

lk;Why> 53 q
[;yviAhy> 53 q
yhiy> 75 s
yhi†y< 9 f, 75 s
lhey" 67 p
lhey: Ì 68 k
hc'h.y:ò 90 f
ra'Wy 53 u
yTi[.d;ñAy Ì 55 b
vd;Wy 53 u
l%;Wy 53 u
%k†'Ay 65 f
lk;Wy 53 u, 69 r
dL'Wy (ptcp.) 52 s
~Ay 96
~m'Ay 100 g1
tAqn>Ay) 95 q
!siAy Ì 50 e
tceAy 74 i
~yviq'Wy) (ptcp.) 52 s
ar,Ay 69 w

hr,Ay 69 r
ytbXwy 90 n
dV+'Wy 53 u
rv;Wy 53 u, 73 a
tv;Wy 53 u, 73 a
%;Bez:y> 65 e
Wmz>y†' 67 dd
WlB.%.y: 63 g
^r>b.%'y> 60 b, 63 m
vB'%.y< 63 d
vb%]y); 63 d
D>%;yIò 28 e2, 75 r
wD'%.y: 91 k 135 r
!Wy+z"%/y< 47 m
laqez>%,y> 27 q
Wqz>%.y< 63 g
y%iy> 75 s
y%i†y< 75 s
!t+;y%iy> Ì 20 n, 60 d, 67 v
WL%eyI 20 i
~%;yI 67 g

ynIt.m;ñ%/y), 64 h
!%;yU 53 u
^ñn>%.y" 60 b, 67 n
!n:%/y), 67 cc
s%oy" 72 r
#P'%.y< 29 u
!Wb†c.%†'yE 51 m
Wq%'yU 51 u, 67 y
t%;yE 66 f
hT,%.y: 63 m
WT%;yE 20 i
aM'J;y: 19 d
[d'yEy> 69 b1, p
byjiyEy> 70 d
byjeyyE 70 e
lyliyEy> 70 d
%s'yyI Ì 73 f
rq;yyE 69 b1
Wrviñy>y: 70 b
hl,k.yI 75 qq
wyTil.k'y> 44 e

AmySek;y> 75 mm
WmyUòs.k;y> 75 dd
tK;yU 53 u, 67 g, y
bbeL'yI 67 cc
^yTid>liy> 27 s, 44 d
dALyI 27 w, 84b e
WnALñyI 72 ee
WzyLiñy: 72 ee
!yliy" 72 ee
!yLiy: 72 ee
WnyLiñy: 72 ee
%l†;yE 69 p
Anduk.l.yI Ì 60 e
!Wjqol.yI 27 l
~yO Ì (Siloam inscr.) 7 f
hmy (Moab.) 7 c
%M;yI 75 y
~yMiy: 132 h2
%M;yI 67 g
lM;yI 67 g
hLem;y> 23 e, 75 pp

hceM'yI 75 hh
rmey" 72 dd
^Wrñm.yO) 68 h
!y¤i in 2nd sing. fem. imperf. 47 o; Aram. plur. for ~y¤i 87 e
#anEy" 73 g
lhen:y> 64 d
rmon>yI 66 e
ynIy" 74 k, 76 h
%;yNIy: 72 ee
Wrcoñn>yI 66 f
hQen:y> 75 hh
aWfN"yI Ì 23 i, 47 n, 75 oo
bSoyI (Addit.) 67 g
gS;yI 72 dd
gySiy: 72 ee
tySiy: 72 ee
WhKuñsuy> 67 o
@s;y" 69 h1, 78 c
@seyO 68 b
hr'S.y: 52 p
&'r+,S.y: 61 d

yNIr;S.yI 59 f
Wrb.[;y:) 53 n
WNr,ñW[y> 72 cc
W[l.[;y>» 55 f
rv,a] ![;y: Ì![;y: 107 q1
![;y:b.W ![;y: 158 b
Wr['ñ[oy> Ì 72 cc
bqo[.y: (verb) 63 c
~rI[.y: 63 m
hve[]y†; 75 hh
^v]g"p.y)i 10 g, 60 b
hp'y" forms of 76 f
hY"pihpey> 23 k1, 84b n
%;pey" 72 dd
t'ypiñy"p.y"» 55 e
%;rIp.y: 65 e
ayrIp.y: 75 rr
ac'y" 76 e
ac'yO 75 qq
aceñyEü-la;• 9 l, 69 p
bc;y" 71

q%;c]y)i 64 h
rCoyI 71
ytic'ñy" 23 f
^b,ñq.yI 93 k
~['d>q.y" 21 e1
jAqy" 72 r
~Aqy" 72 t
~AQyI 72 h
%Q;yU 53 u
W%q.yI 20 m
hn"l.joq.yI 47 k
!yIq'ñ-~Q;y)u 29 g
~quñy" (juss.) 72 t
~Q;yU 53 u
#q;y>y" forms of 78 b
rq;y>» 93 ww
rq'y> 84a n
ar'q.yI 75 rr
Whauñr'q.yI 60 c
Aar>q.yI 60 c, 74 e
hr'q.yI 75 rr

!Wvqy> 72 r
laet.q.y" 21 e1
arey" 76 e
arey> 75 hh
ar,yEò 75 p, q
Wary> 75 oo
yaer>yI 93 ii
~t,ar'y>» 74 g
dr;y> 69 g, 75 bb
@Dor;†yI Ì 63 n
ApD>r>yI 60 d
^p,D'.r>yI 10 h
hr'y" forms of 76 f
WMArñyE 72 dd
!Wry" 67 p
[;AryE 67 t
#Wry" 67 p
~yIl;ñv'Wr†y> 88 c
@%,r;y> 52 n
yteK.r>y: 95 i
hy"m.r>yI 23 k

[r;yE 67 n
[;roy" 67 n
W[r>y)e 67 dd
an<f.yI 75 rr
j.f.yE 75 q
qyFiy: 66 e
~Wffuy> Ì 47 n
rk'XF'yI 47 b1
vyE meaning 152 i; with suffixes 100 o, p; in hypothetical sentences 116 q (with ptcp.),
vyw hypoth. 159 dd; in questions 141 k, (with ptcp.)
aViy: 74 l
tb,V,B; bvey» 47 b1
~ded>v'y> 20 b 67 cc
dWvy" 67 p
ywIv.yI 47 b1
[;WvyE 27 w
~yViy: 67 y
%V;yI 67 g
~l+iv.y: 53 n
~VoyI 67 g (Addit.)
la[em'v.yI 23 c
an<v.yI 75 rr

aN<vuy> 75 rr
Anv.y< its suffix 67 o1; a doubtful form 100 o2
~h†e WjWPv.yI 47 g
!Wrvuy> 86 g
%n<t+r>v~'y> 60 e
ty¤i nouns ending in 86 l, 94 f, 95 t
wa't.yI 75 bb
Whrea't~'y> 64 i
~Tey: 67 g
~ToyI 67 g
WMT;ñyI 67 g
!T;yU 53 u 66 k
~x+'n<t.yI 27 q 29 v
dqeP't.yI 54 l
#T'yU 53 u
tr't.yI 80 g
k for yKi (moab.) 7 d1
K. its meaning 102 c; with suff. 103 h; construction of 118 s-x, prepositions often
omitted after 118 s–x; exceptionally with prep. 118 s2; k veritatis 118 x; omitted in
comparisons 141 d; not =rv,a]K; 155 g
raoK'» 19 k2

rv,a]K†; 161 b, c
yci%]b†;K. 118 s2
sBeKi 52 l
hn"voaräib'H. 118 s2
hL'%iT.b;k. 118 s2
dsod>k†; 21 d
~AYh;K. 35 n
@DIn>hiK. Ì 51 k 66 f
bkAK 190, 84b o
yKi for ywIK. 24 b
cf. 93 y

yKi omited in obj.-clause 157 a, introducing obj.-clause 157 b, introducing direct
narration 157 b in conditional clauses 159 aa, bb, asseverative 159 ee, adversative
and exceptive 163, temporal 164 d, consecutive 107 u, 166 b

~ai yKi 163 a-d
yl;yKi 86 i
!ke-l[;-yKi 158 b1
~yn[ey>K; 35 b
!Art.yK†i 24 e
hk'K' 100 i
~yIr;K.Ki 88 b, 131 d2
lK' (verb y¾¾[ 73 b

lKi used absolutely 117 c with a following genitive 117 c, 127 b, c; construction of its
predicate, 146 c; with a participle absol. 116 w; with a negative 152 b

ytialiñK' 75 oo
hL{Ku 91 e
ynIw>l†;l.q;m. hl{Ku» 61 h
WlK' (= Wal.K†') 75 qq
yliK. 96
lKel.Ki 72 m
WnL'ñKu 91 f
AmKi 103 k
ynIAmñK' 103 h5, k
ynEP.miK. 118 s2
~yrIyrIm.Ki Ì 84b m
!Ke 100 i
ayhi-!K, 20 g
tAlN>K; 20 h, 53 q
~N"Ki 85 t 87 h
tApn>K; 93 ee
lysiK. 84a o
db,[,ñK; 35 g
tr,pA.K†; 35 g
l.;K. 118 s2

rp'['K†e» 35 n
AmyPeK; 103 f3
hk'P†,K; 91 e
~yIl;p.Ki 134 r2
lm,K;rI 85 s
tR;K; 22 s, 64 e
ht'r†Ko 64 e
yTirñK' 44 o
t'yfiñK' 20 g
lv;K' forms of 78 c
bt'K. 25 c2 qiëtÌaÖl form 84a n the aÖ unchangeable 93 ww
~n"Wbt.Ki 9 1 e
tD'h;-bt†'K. 9 u
tn<TiñKu 95 r
rT;K; 65 e
l. preposition 45 f, g pointed l' 102 f–i, 103 e, f; uses of 119 r-u; reflexive use 119 s;
introducing the object. 117 n; denoting the genitive 129; with a passive and with
passive ideas 121 f;
f–s,

l inscriptionis 119 u; distritributive 123 d; with the infinitive 114

¾¾lw with Infin. 114 p; = in respect to 143 e; perhaps =Arab. laë surely 143 e.

aol origin 100 a; in prohibitions 107 o; with the Jussive 109 d; as negative answer 150
n, uses of 152 a–d, u; negativing a single idea 152 a1 exceptional positions of for
emphasis 152 e

aolw> = in order that ¨ not forming hypothetical sentence 159 dd

aol written for Al 103 g

bydIa]l†; 53 q
rAale 51 l, 72 l
jal' 72 p
rmoale 23 d
rsoa.l, 28 b
db;l. 119 c
zAbl' 67 n
rWbl' 67 r
aybil' 53 q, 72 z
aY"bil. Ì 80 h
yTil.bil. with infin. 114 s; with impf. 152 x
-!b,l. 93 dd
!yIq' r[†ebå'l. 29 j
~r'b'l. 67 p
hd'le 69 c
vAyr>d;l.» 45 g
hƒl' 23 k 103 g
ybiyviAh†l.» 90 n
tAyh.li 28 b
lykih'l. 68 i
hp'n"h]l†; 72 z

%yTin>h;l. 66 f
rypeh'l. 67 w
~k,r>p.h;l. 67 dd
tAar'h]l. 75 c
tAvhl 75 qq
tW[m'v.h;l. 53 l
Al written for aol 103 g
Wl in wishes, its construction 151 e in conditional clauses 159 l, m, x–z
aWl 23 i
jA 72 p
WnYEwIl. 91 k
!t'y" w>li 86 f
aleWl ÃyleWl formation 27 w, in conditional clauses 159 l, m, x–z
h%ole 91 e
ayji%]l†; 53 q
~yIy:ò%'l. 88 b
qli%]l†; 53 q
~%,l, 22 h
~m'%.l; 28 b, 67 cc
Hn"n>%,l. 67 cc
tArPe rPo%.l; Ì 84b n

t[;j;ñl' 66 b
hA'hyl†' 102 m
hl'y>l'ñ 90 f
dSoyli 69 n 71
aAryli 75 rr
Wnver>†y"l. 69 m
^l. imperative, for hk'l. 48 i; as an interjection 105 b
hk'l. pronoun, for ^l. 103 g
Wkl. 105 b
tAal'lu 93 x
!Bel.lu 53 q
hll (Moab.) for hl'y>l; 7 f
tl;l' 19 d 69 m
hm'l' Ãhm'l'ñ ÃhM'l'ñ Ãhm,l'ñ its punctuation 49 f, g, 102 l; in requests or warnings, often
nearly= lest 150 e

Aml' 103 f3
Aml. 103 k
tA%m.l; 53 q
~h,nEymil. 91 k
!mil. 119 c2
![;m;l. 119 c
tArm.l; 53 q

tAaf.m;l. 45 e
[;AGn>li 66 b
hn<l'ñ 80 i
~t'ÎA%n>l; 53 q
lPin>l;» 53 q, 66 f
vp,n<l' 102 i
rTis.l; 53 q
rybi[]l; 53 q
zA[l' 72 q
†yIn:y[el†; 35 g
tM;[ul. 100 b, 101 a
tAn['l†e 51 l
rfe[.l; Ì 53 k
ynEp.li 119 c 130 a
aobc.li 45 g
tABc.l; 53 g
WnB'ñ q%,c;òl. 29 g
~ycic]l†o 55 f
%q;l' 66 g
%Q'l. 66 g
%Q'lu 52 s (ptcp.)

h%'q\l†u 10 h, 52 d
y%iq.li 66 g
T.%.q;ñl'» 65 g
tar;q.li 19 k 74 h
arole Ì 69 n
tAar'l†e 51 l
~k,%.a†or>le 53 q
Anj.fil. 61 b
lAav]l†i 10 g3
tyBv.l; 53 q
%;Lev;l. 65 e
~ymiy" tv,lñv.li 134 o1
dmiv.l; 53 q
[;miv.l; 53 q
~v; tr,v'ñl. 64 g
tl; Ì 69 m
br,%,ñ-tt,l†' 102 f
!Tetil. Ì 66 i
m as preformative of participles 52 c, sometimes dropped 52 s; of infin. (rare) 45 e; of
nouns 85 e-m

·m; Ã·hm; for hm' 20 d, 37
hm'Wam. 90 f

!aem' (ptcp.) 52 s
~k,s.a'm†' 61 d
wyp's.a†'m.» 52 p
rm,v,ñ ta,meñ 29 f
%m'b.mi 92 g
ybime with final a dropped 72 z, 74 k, 76 h
h'a,ñybim. 91 k
l. tyBemi 130 a3
yliB.mi 119 c2
yde[]l.V;mi 119 c2
^T,ñ[ib;m. 80 d
rycib.mi for ¾¾B.mi 20 m
~t'r'Wbè137' G>mi 20 m
!ADgIm. 85 v
htldgm (Moab.) 91 k2
yNIgIm†' 85 f
vr;g>mi infin. 45 e
h'v,ñr'g>mi Ì 91 k
rBeD;mi 19 d 54 c
hr'B;ñd>mi 26 h 67 o
HD'mi Ì 91 e

ADmi 27 s
[;WDm; 99 e
hm' Ã·-hm; Ã·m; 20 d, 37; its uses 137; in exclamations 148
tWyh.m†i 102 b
~ykil.h.m; Ì 53 o
hk'Peh.m; followed by tae 115 d, cf. 45 e
tW[c'q.hum. 53 q
rhem; (ptcp.) 52 s
Am— verbal suffix 58 g; noun suff. 91 f, l, 103 f2
jAm 72 q
lWm 72 p
dS'Wm 71
tArseAm see Additions
td,[+'WmP 52 s
aceAmñ 53 o
a,Am 75 oo
ha'c'Am† 95 p
taec.Am† 74 i 94 f
~yGIrIAm 93 pp
ht'w>m,ñ 90 f
!yzIme 68 i

%p;h'w> h%'m'» 113 h2
!W%mi 119 c
~ymil.%.m;» 53 o
hn<%]m~; fem. 122 l1
^yn<%]m†; 93 ss
ySi%.m; 13 b
~yrIc.%.m;» 53 o
tAvre%]m†; 95 q
tr'%\m†' 80 g
ywE%]j†;m. 75 kk
ymi 37; its uses 137
!TeyI ymi in wishes 151 a, d
hA'hy>m†e 102 m
~yIm; 88 d, 96
~ynIymiy>m; 24 f2 70 b
l. !ymiymi 130 a3
!miymi Ì (Siloam inscr.) 7 f
ydIr>y"mi 69 m
tl,Koñm; 23 f
~r,s.mi 48 i 61 b
h't,ñKom; 91 k

^t.K†om; 91 n
aL'mi 75 oo
Aal'm. 74 g
twaolm. 74 h
hk'al'm. 23 c, 85 g
hkek†ea'l.m;» 91 e, l
taolm. 75 qq
db;L.mi 119 c2
Wlm' 75 qq
hk'Alñm. 46 e
ynIv.Alm. 55 b, 90 m
!yLim; 72 ee
ykil.m' 46 d
hl'[.m;ñl.mi 99 e, 119 c2
@Lem; 68 k
ynEp.Limi 119 c
ynIv.l'm. 64 i
ytileñm' 23 f
lWMmi 119 c2
~yI%'mum. 75 dd, 93 ss
WNM,ñmi 103 m, 135 o3

l[;M;ñmi 119 c2
rm,,ñ 85 g
~yQit;ƒm.m~; 85 g1
!mi preposition 101 a; its punctuation 102 b; with suffixes 103 i, m; its meanings 119
v–z; partitive 119 w2; negative force of 119 w–y; with the comparative 113 a, b; = too
much or too little for 133 c; pregnant use in comparisons 119 ff 133 e

aWr-!mi 103 m
!M' 37 b
#a'NOmi Ì 55 b
dg<N<òmi 119 c2
WhNEòmi 103 m
yNImi plur. apoc ? 87 f; poet. for !mi 90 m 102 b, for yNM,ñmi 103 i (in pause yNIm,ñ)
yNEmi twice poet. for !mi 102 b
bseme 85 h, k
hr'Asm' 3 b
%ysime Ì 67 v
~yaiL'sum. 75 rr
[S;m; (infin.) 45 e
tr,som; 23 f
zA[m' 85 k
h'yn<z>[um†' Ì 20 o
~yrIz>[.m;» 53 o

Wny>[.m; 90 o
l.-l[;me 119 c2
hl'[]m†; (infin.) 45 d
wyl'[]m~; 93 ss
t[eme 133 e4
ynEP.mi 119 c
!'aceñm. 74 h
bC'm; 92 g
^t+,Ac.mi 91 n
lc;me 67 v
l. !ApC.mi 130 a3
~yIr;ñc.mi 88 c
ytic'm' 23 f
~h,yved>q;m. 93 oo1
~yliheq.m; 93 qq
~Aqm' 85 g
%Q.mi (infin.) 45 e
hn<q.m; 75 qq
^yn<q.mi 93 ss
ytnnqm 90 n
ar'q.mi (infin.) 45 e

ha'r>m†o 75 rr
~h,yaer>m; 93 ss
wya'r>m; 93 ss
%yIa;ñr>m; 93 ss
[B;rum. 65 d
^z<g>r'm†i 22 s
hd'r>m†e 69 m
@doR>mi 22 s
@dor>m†i» 102 b
q%'r>m, 85 h
%r,mi 85 k
hb'K'rm, 85 h
aPer;mi 75 rr
tR;m' 22 s
tAaf.m; ÃaF'm; (infin.) 45 e 75 h
!AaV'm; 85 u
t%;v.m; Ì 80 b2
Wbv.m†i 46 d
%;Alv.mi (inf. ) 45 e
~V'mi 119 c2
~ymiv.m; 67 cc

qV;m; 85 h
lq'v.mi 92 g
tr;v'm. 80 d, 94 f
ytiao yter>v'm. 116 g1
~t,ywI%]T†;v.mi» 75 kk
~yTev.m†i ÃyteV.mi 97 b1
~h,yTv.mi 93 ss
tme 72 c, n
laev'Wt†m. 90 k
%l;v,ñWtm. 90 k
t%;T;ñmi 119 c2
~yfi%.y:t.mi Ì 64 i
~tom. 85 k
!T'm;hr'[e' 92 g
n as preformative of nouns 85 n an: 105 b, emphasizing a cohortative 108 b, c, a
Jussive 109 b, c; with an imperative 110 d

rD'a.n< 23 b
yrID'a.nØÌ 90 l
hw"a]n)'ÿ 75 x
Wwan" 73 g, 75 x
tAanE 72 h
Wzx]aon) 68 i

~aun> 50 a1
@aenI 64 e
#aenI 52 o, 64 e
^yt,Aca†'n" 84b e
raenI 64 e
~yrIa'n)e 67 u
hT'r>a;ñnE 64 e
~yaiB.nI 93 oo
hz"boñn" 67 dd
t'yBeñnI 75 qq
hl'b.n†' 67 dd
Wla]g*n> 51 h
hB'g>n< 93 i
tAhgOnn> 93 r
yt;Anyg)in> 86 i
tn:ygIn>Ì 80 f
tAlg>nI 75 x
APg>n" 61 a
vgn forms of 78 c
dnEÌ 72 n
hdd'.n)' 67 cc

AxDnI 92 b1
yxed>nI 20 m
^x]D†;nI 92 b1
gh;nI 66 c
hhen> 66 c
T'l.h;ñn> 64 d
~yIr;ñh]n); 88 c, 93 ee
ygEWn 69 t
~h,wEn> 93 ss
x;An (inf. Constr.) 72 q
~h,ymeAn* 93 ss
WdL.Wn 69 t
[;An (inf. constr.) 72 q
hz"n" forms of 76 c
Wlz>n)' 67 dd
~yaiB.%.n< 93 oo
t'aBeñ%.n: 63 c
hB'%.n<ÿ 75 pp
h%'n" forms of 78 c
h%en> 66 c
h%onU 91 e

l%;nI 67 u
hl'%.n: (from hl'%') 63 c
hl'%.n:ò 90 f
tl'%]n); Ì 80 g
~%;nI 66 f
~ymi%'n)e 67 u, dd
Wn%.n:ò 32 d
T.n>%;ñnEÿ 23 f1
r%;nI 67 u
Wr%]n*i 75 x
t%;n:ò 95 k
t%;nI 67 u
~AT%.n: 63 c
hj'n" forms of 76 c
hjen> 66 c
twwjn 75 v
WyJ'ênI 75 x
~yaim.j.nI 93 oo
[j;nO 65 d
~n"ynI 76 f
tAdB'k.nI 121 d1

hk'n" forms of 76 c
A%k.nI 27 w
-rk;nEò 93 gg
[;Av rK;nI 29 g
Wwl.nI (imper.) 51 o
hz"b.min>ÿ 75 y
gAmn" 72 v
lAMnI 72 ee
~T,lim;n> 67 dd
~yaic.m.nI 93 oo
rm'n" 72 dd
hb'ñs.n)' 67 dd
hs'n> 76 b
gAsn" 72 r, v
rA%a' gAsn" 29 e
~h,Kes.nI 91 k
~deb.['n)' 60 b
rA[nE 72 ee, v
rAT[.n: 63 c
TArT'[.n: 63 c
tal'p.nI 74 g

h t'a;ñl.p.nI 75 oo
Alp.nI 61 b
ll;p.nIÿ 55 d
#p;n" 67 dd, 78 b
hc'p.n)' 67 dd
~yIn"v. vp,n< 132 g, 134 e
bc;n" forms of 78 b
HC'nI 91 e
~ynIC'nI 85 u1
hr'C.nI 48 i
WcB.q.nI (imper.) 51 o
~Aqn" 72 h
hj'q.n)' 72 dd
WJqoñn" 72 dd
ayqin" 23 i
t'yQiñnI 75 x
aorq.nI 75 rr
ar,nEñ¬ (Is 41:23 Keth.) 48 g1
D>r>nE 26 r
WaPr>nI 75 oo
ht'P'ñr>nI 75 qq

af'n> 66 c, 76 b
nf'n" forms of 76 b
tafenI 76 b
taef.on) 74 i, 94 f
aWfn" 23 t, 75 oo
a 75 qq
hq'F.nI 66 e
av,n 75 oo
raev.n: 48 g1
WnDuñv;n> 67 u
ynIV;n: 52 m
hw"T†'v.Ì 75 x
h['T'ñv.nI 75 l
$tn forms of 78 c
! 66 h, i; with accus. and infin. = allow to 157 b2
! 66 i, 69 m2
!T;nI 66 h
WNt;ñn" 44 o
T't;ñn" 19 c, 20 l
hT't;ñn" 44 g, 66 h
ha'S.a.s; 55 f

t'ABs; 67 d1
bybis' 103 o
bybeso 50 e
AlB\su 10 h, 93 q
gWs 72 p
ht'p'ñWs 90 f
hr'Ws 72 p
htWs 91 e
yn:ysi 24 g1
hBosu 91 e
rb;s' 6 k
~L'su 85 t, 87 h
Wps. 69 h1
tAps. (from @) ? 69 h1
~yrIp's. a letter 124 b1
syrIs' 84b f
rr;s' 67 cc
~WmT.si 60 h
[ pronunciation 6 e; with dagesç f. implicitum 22 a–c
yrIb.[i 2 b, 9 b
bg"[u 84a t

lAg[' 93 kk
~he-d[; 32 n
d[;, poetic yde[], 103 o; with imperf of past time 107 e
ytiAd>[†Ì 91 n
~yyId'[] 29 e1
~b,yde[†' 103 o
dWE[i 72 m
hW"Wñ¬[ 67 ff
!yEA[ 55 o
lw<[, 93 u
&'+n<A[ 61 h, 91 d
WnnEòA[] 91 k
yrIñW[ 72 s
lzEaz"[] 30 n
%yIn:òbZ>[i 93 uu
hr'z>[, 80 g
hy"m.[†o 75 v
y[i 24 b, 93 y
!yI[; 82
tAny[i 93 v
ry[i 96

hroy[i 91 e
Ary[i 93 v
~roy[e 27 w
l[o 2 f1
l[; its origin 101 a; poetic yleo[] 103 o; uses of 119 aa–dd; causal, with perfect 158 b,
with infin. 158 c; concessive 160 c

!Ayl.[; 133 g1
hz"yLi[; Is 23:7 without article 126 z1
Amyle['ñ 103 f2
~[i its origin 101 a; pointing, with suff. 103 c
^d>m'[] 61 d
hq'Wm[]Ì 93 kk
yMi[; plur. apoc. ? 87 f
ñè181ymim'[] 93 aa
ybeN>[i 20 h
Wn[] 63 l
Wn[/ 63 l
tAN[u 75 aa
~yIap'[] 93 z
#[e 9 l, 26 o1
!AbC.[i 93 uu
yBic.[' 61 a

bqi[] 93 hh
br'q.[; 19 m
~yaiyBir>[; 93 x
~yIB;ñr[; 88 c
Wr['ñ 75 cc
~Ar[' 118 n, 146 r1
~yMWr[] 93 pp
tAr[' (Hb 3:13) 75 n
hb'r>[, 48 i
WbrI[i 48 i
hl,r>[, 95 d
~m'r>[' 91 e
tAbF.[i 20 h, 93 o
hf[] 69 m2
laehv'[] 23 k1
Whf[] 75 n
Wf[' ptcp. passive 24 b, 75 v
twwf[ 75 v
href][; 80 l
~ypil'a] hr'f'[] 97 g
~yrIf.[, 93 l, 97 f

!v,[, 93 dd
hv'v][†' 67 cc
Wfv†e[' 67 cc
yTev.[; 97 e1
al 95 q1
hT'ñ[; 90 h
qyTi[; 84 b f
tr,B,v.nI t[eÌ 116 g1
hr'aPu 23 c
rWchd'P. 23 k1
~Ayd>Pi 85 t
hP, 96
tg:WP 80 f
~%'P, (Ne 5:14)? 91 e
tAYPi 96
AmyPiñ 91 f
al,Peñ 93 k
al,P,ñ 22 e
Gl;p; 52 n
!p, with imperf, (twice perf.) 107 q and note3, 152 w (end), after ideas of fearing 152 w
HN"Pi 91 e

laeWNP. 90 k
~ynIP' 145 h
AmynEP' 103 f3
l[;P' 39 e, 41 d
Al[]P†i 93 q
tAYpiP†i 96
%;Aq%.q;P. 84b n
ar,P, 22 e
twairPiÿ 75 rr
~Der>P; 1 i
yrIP. 93 x
yrIP†, 9 f
#yrIP. 84b f
vr'P' 84b b
zver>P; 56
~tvir'P† 93 dd
TR'po 80 g
~yIat'P. 93 x
#ac with 3rd fem.pl. 132 g 145 c
WnynEaocÌ 123 a1
tace 69 m

ta;ce 95 e
tAab'c. 125 h
~yIab'c. 93 x
h'yb,ñco 75 qq
!mi qd;c' 133 b2
%Teq.D,c; 52 p
~yIr'ñh'.c)' 88 c
rAc (verb) 67 n
yrIñAC 72 s
~ynIroA.c; 86 g
h%,ci 84b c
~yciüÎÎÎ• 93 y
All;c)' 67 cc
ylel.ci 10 g
tw<m'ñl.c; 30 r, 81 d2
[l;ce. 93 gg
[l;c,. 93 gg
ynIWttuM.ciÎÎÎ 55 d
yqi['ñc'. 46 d
Wpc' passive ptcp. 75 v
[;Der>p;c. 81 d2, 85 w

!Wqc'Ì? 44 l 72 o
~aq' for ~q' 9 b, 23 g, analogous cases 72 p
ta'q' 80 g
yL-hb'q†' 9 v, 67 o
Anb.q' the n not compensatory 20 ofor WNB,ñqu 67 o, doubtful from 100 o2
hc'B'ñqi 52 l
tyNIr;doq. 85 u
~yvid'q†' 9 v, 93 r
~yvodq. 124 h
tl,h,qo 145 h
lAq hark! 146 b
yliAqÎÎÎ constr. sy. 90 n
hm'ñWq 72 s
WaC. WmWq 20 g
~ymiAq 72 p
@Aq 1 i
Ahtoñ-wQ; 21 c
hq'Ì for tq;l' 19 i, 66 g
~%'q'ÎÎÎÌ for ~%'q'l. 19 i, 66 g
an"-~%,q†' 58 g, 61 g, 66 g
t%;q. 66 g, 93 h

^b.j'q†' 93 q
yNIl;ñj'q. 26 g
WTl;ñj'q. 19 f
ynIj'.q;.Ì 93 g
rJeqi 52 o
ayqi 76 h
Wyq. 76 h
rWjyqi 84a u
~Y:qi 72 m
Wnj'ñyqiÎÎÎ 91 f
WLñq; 67 ee
~q' 72 g
~ynIfM.qi 85 u1
Tim.q; 44 h1
^n<òq; 20 g
!AmN>qi 93 uu
ymi~'.q† 46 d
dAPqi 27 w
#q' (Is 18:6) 73 b
hCoqi 91 e
ywEc.q; 93 x

~k,r>c.qu 61 d
~yarIqo 75 oo
!-,R>Qi 46 f
!,areñq. 74 h
tar'q' 74 g
br;q' 52 n, 64 h
br'q. 84 n
hb'r>q' 48 i
a%'r>q'üÎÎÎ• 80 h
!r,q, 82
~yIn:.q. 88 b, 93 n
j.v.q 26 r, 93 p
r 6 g, o
R 22 q, s
haer> 105 b
Wairu (a with map-piq) 14 d, 64 e
hw"a]r†; 75 n
tAYaur> 75 v
hm'a]r†r' 72 p
ynIa'ro 61 h, 75 v
var' 23 g, 72 p

vaor 96
!AvarI 27 w
hB'r; adverbial? 132 h2
hB,r; 48 l, 75 cc
WBñr; 67 ee
WBroñ 67 m
aABrI 23 i
~y[iBerI 93 qq
Tb.r;ñ 73 a
~[' ytiB'ñr; 90 l
[g:ro 65 d
y[eg>rI 93 ii
dr; 19 i, 69 g
hd'r> 69 m2
ypid>r' 61 c
~Ar 72 q
~%,r, 22 h
hm,%'ñr' 80 k
~ymi%]r†r; 93 l, 145 h
yrI 24 b, cf. 93 y
t'AbñyrI 73 a

byrIy" byrI 73 d
~yre 23 e
WKñr; 67 ee
ysek.ru 93 r
WMroñ 67 m
WMr'ñ 20 i
ynIMorI Î 87 f
yNI.r' 67 ff
!Ab['r> 85 u
h['re 64 d
h[,re 84a i, 93 ll
h['roñ 67 o, s
Wh[eñre 91 k
~k,te[†or' 91 k
ha'p'ñr> 74 h
ytiaPiñrI 75 oo
hp'r> 75 pp
aAcr'ÿ 113 s2
qr; 153
hXr (Moab.) 7 c
f Pronunciation 6 i, k

taef. 76 b, 93 t
hd,f' yd;f' 84a f, 93 ll
^yd,f' 93 ss
hf, 96
!Arh]f†; 86 g
hm'Wf 73 f
W%f'ñ 24 d, 93 x
!j'f' Without atticle 125 f, 126 e1
tWlk.fi 6 k
qlf 66 e
laomf. 23 c
ry[if' 82
r[;f;ñ 93 gg
hr'[if. 82
yr;f' (n.pr.) 80 l; in Ju 5:15, 87 g
v as Preformative of noun 85 o
·v,Ã ·v;Ã -v'Ã -v. (relative) 36; uses of p. 485 note
~yjiav' 72 p
^j.av†' 23 c
laevi 64 e
hl'a'ñv. (Is 7:11) 29 u

ynIWlaev. 64 f
^l.a†ev. 64 f
WhyTñl.aiv. 64 f
wyTil.aiv. 44 d
~T,l.a,v. 44 d, 64 f
%yIs;a]vo† 67 s
~ysibiv. 86 g1
%yIt;ñybiv. Î 91 e
hn"['ñbevi Î 97 c
yrIb.vi 61 b
tb,v, 69 c
Wdd>v' 20 b, 67 cc
aw"v. form of the name 10 b1
bAv infin.abs., error for bAvy" 19 i, 69 g;infin. constr. (once) of bWv 72 q ybiWv (imper.)
72 s

ybeWvÎÎÎ 72 b
ytifeñAv 75 z
Wd%]v†i 22 p, 64 a
W%ñv; 67 ee
W%%]v†' 67 cc
hj'%]v†;Ì 64 a
t%;v;ñ 95 k

ynIl{yv†i 85 v
Atyvi 93 v
bk;v. 45 c
Tb'k.vi 61 c, 93 s
T.%;k;ñv' 65 g
!kev' 44 c
ytnkv 90 n
tb,h,ñl.v; 55 i, 85 o
Tb;ƒ !älev' 21 c
%Wlv' with accus. 121 d1
~A lv' subst. and adj. 141 c2
%l;v. 65 a
A %l.vi 52 o
^%]l†evo 61 h, 65 d
T%;l;ñv' 21 f, 28 e2
yLiv, 129 h1
wylev' 84a g
~Levi 52 o
~yviLevi 93 qq
hjol{v.Liv, 129 h1
%tel,v†e 23 f

~ve 26 o1, 96
laeWmv. 90 k
tAMv; (inf.) 67 r
~yIm;ñv' 88 d, 96
tAÎÎÎ Ã~ymimevo see Additions
rf'[' tn:miv. 97 e
^[;m;ñv. 46 f
t['m.vi 80 g
hr'm.v†' 48 i2, 61 f1
^Wrm.vo† 88 c
ynIlem.v†' 48 i2, 61 f1
an"ve 23 i
aN"vi 75 rr
nbnX (Phoen.) 7 d1
tAnv' 95 c1
~ynEv. 97 d
tn"v. 80 g
[s;vo 65 d
r[evoÌ 135 p1
-ta,jäp'v' 29 i1
^Apypiv. 86 g

tAmp]v†i 10 g
t[;ñp.vi 80 f
wrwrpX 84b m
~ymiq.vi 93 o
tAqq]v†i 95 f
yviaoRv, 22 s
tyrIve 23 f
%Rev' 22 s
~yvir'v†' 9 v, 93 r
avevi 55 f
yli-tv†' 9 u, 26 o1
ht'v' (only Qal) 78 b
hT'ñv; 73 d
WTñv; 67 ee
tAtv' (inf.abs.) 75 n
yTiñv; 73 d
~yIT;ñv. 97 b1
~yTev. 97 d
t as performative of nouns 85 p–r
t¤; Ãt¤'orIgInal jeminInE endIng 80 f, g, 89 e
Wbh]a†eT. 63 m, 93 t1

r%;a;T. 65 e
lk;ñaoT 68 c
Whleñk.a'T.Ì 68 f
hn"m†;a'T†e 51 m
!WpsiaoT†ÎÎÎ 68 h
Wra]T†o 93 q
ht,aTe 68 f
akeTo-la; 75 hh
hn"aboñT' 72 k
ht'aAbñT'ÎÎÎ 48 d
^t.n†'AT.Ì 48 d
r%;b]T†i 10 g3
W%m'ñb.Ti as 3rd pl. fem. 47 k
lb,T,ñ 85 p
hnEB'Ti 75 hh
dyGET; 53 n
hLeg:T. 75 hh
!yqiBi'd>Ti 27 l
!WräB.d;T. 52 n
ynIN:ñWaKd;T. 75 oo
yMiDoñTi 67 t

!WyM.d;T. 75 dd
aved>T†; 53 n
~AhT. 85 r
hyEh.Ti-la; 75 hh
hnmyht 72 k
WrK.h.T; 53 n
%l;h]t†i 69 x
tL'tiT.Ì 80 g
WLteñh'T. 53 q
!Wyg>AT† 75 gg
[l'AT 84a r
%ymiATÌ 50 e
~ymiAT 23 f
@s.AT 26 r, 69 v
rk'W"TiÌ 51 g
AN[,r'z>Ti 47 k
sA%T' 72 r
ytiAn%]T†; 91 n
t%;T;ñ 103 o
t%;Teñ 66 f
hN"T,ñ%.T; 103 d

ynITeñ%.T; 103 d
y[ij.Ti (Is 17:10)? 20 m3
ybij.yT†e 70 e
!AkyTi 27 w
hf,['yT†e ö 63 h
War>yT†i (Jb 6:21ö) 75 t
hn"m.v+' yTi (Ez 6:6) ? 67 p2, dd
^d>K,k;T. ö 60 f
!nEAKTi 19 d
~yYIKiTu 1 i
hl'k.Ti 77 rr
-lT†e 20 g
~Wal'T. 75 rr
~yailuT. 75 rr
!'v.B;ñl.Ti 47 l
WnALñTi 72 ee
!l;T' 29 q, 73 e
n[;l.T†i 10 g3
hn"t,ñWmT. 72 k
y%im.T+,-la; ? 75 ii
#%;m]T†i 10 g3

Wnm.T;ñ 67 e, dd
Wnm.t†' (Lam 3:22) ? 20 o
sm,T, 85 p
hn"q.M;ñTi 67 dd
rMeT;-la; ö 67 y
ñè185Don>Ti ? 66 f
aFeN:Ti 19 d
-ta,!teN"Ti ö 121 b1
hn"yB,ñsuT. 67 d1
~deb.['T†' 60 b
yrIWb[]T†; 47 g
hn"gEñ['T†e 51 m
hn"g<ñ[uT. 58 k
Wl[]T†e 75 y
hN"n+,[]T†; (Ju 5:29) 75 w
hp'[uñT' 48 d
hfe[]T†;-la; 75 hh
hN"r,ñv.[.T; 60 g
~k,ytiAc)ApT. 91 l
hn"yL,ciT. 67 p
hn"l.C;òTi 67 g

yrIc.T†e 67 dd
WNb,ñQ'.Ti 67 g
^ym,ñm]Aq†T.» 72 cc
ljoq.Ti 47 k
hn"m.yqiñT' ? 72 k
hn"ar,ñq.Ti 47 k, 75 rr
areñTe 75 p
haer>Ti 75 hh
hN"ya,ñr>Ti 75 w
dr;Te 69 p
hm'Der>T; 85 q
~meArIT. (Jb 17:4) 72 cc
hN"roñt' 47 k
hN"NEñr;T. 44 o
~ypir'T. 124 h, 132 h2
hn"yP,ñr>Ti 75 qq
W%C.r'T. ? 52 q
hn"ya,ñF.Ti (Ez 23:49) ? 76 b
hn"F,ñTi (Ru 1:14) 74 k, 76 b
!'b.voñT' 72 k
hn"b.veñT' 72 k

yviT+, ? 75 s
hn"%.l;ñv.Ti (anomalously) 47 k
~reWmv.Ti 47 g
[T'v.Ti 75 bb
wa't.Ti 75 bb
Wat'T. ? 75 bb1
rb'T'Ti 67 l
rG"t.Ti 75 bb
hT'T;ñ 19 i, 66 k
~TeT; 67 y
~TuTi 67 p
Wct.Ti 20 m
vT;Tu 53 u

III
INDEX OF PASSAGES

Besides f and ff for the immediately following verse or verses, the sign → is used to
mark a sequence of instances of a grammatical point in the succeeding passage. A +
sign shows that a point is mentioned in the note indicated by the superscript figure as
well as in the relevant paragraph. The sign = means two mentions (≡, three) in the
same paragraph.
Genesis
1
15n
21 b
103 b
117 a
125 f
142 g
145 h
2 15 f1 (p.60)
104 g
125 g
141 c2, i
142 c
3 109 b
f 126 d
145 h
4 53 n
117 h
5 29 e
98 a
111 c
6 102 h

109 b
116 r
7 15 f
16 b
21 b
138 b
140 b
8 126 w
9 75 t
107 n
109 a2, b
11 16 h
20 f
29 f
53 n
109 b
117 r
12 20 f
91 d
14 112 q
145 o, s
16 133 f
20 15 m
f 117 z
21 87 a
Genesis
1
91 c, k

117 c
126 x
22 64 g
24f 90 o
26 75 l
f 119 h
122 s
= 124 g2
27 117 kk
122 g
28 15 f
110 c
126 x
29 16 a
106 m
141 n
31 126 w+2
131 q
2
1 111 k
2 106 f
138 a, b
3 114 o
126 w
45n
20 f
114 q
117 a

5 106 f
107 c
142 a
152 k, r
6 107 b, d
112 e
142 b
7 70 a
117 hh
125 f
9 115 d
127 b
10 107 d, f
112 e
141 a
11 98 a
116 q
Genesis
2
126 k
134 k
141 n
12 10 g
104 e
141 b
13 26 o1
14 118 g
15 122 l

16f 26 o1
107 s
f 113 p
17 61 d
113 n, v
114 b
135 c1
143 c
18 75 l
114 a
19 70 a
107 k
131 n1
145 m
20 111 c
21 103 d
23 10 h
20 c
52 d
102 g
125 i
126 b
141 a
24 107 g
112 m
117 a
25 90
72 m

85 t
93 pp
107 b
111 d
134 d
3
1 111 a
119 w
141 i
Genesis
3
114 c
152 l
2 107 s
127 a
3f 72 u
4 113 v
5 61 d
112 oo
116 n
6 35 g
116 e
131 t
7 85 t
93 pp
8 118 p
146 f
10 142 f

11 106 b
114 s
150 e
12 44 g
68 e
135 c
13f 106 b
136 c
142 a
148 b
14 116 r1
118 k
119 w
158 b
15 117 ll
16 113 o
154 a1
17 10 g
106 b
19 29 e
95 e
141 l
20 135 a
21 15 f
60 g
128 o
22 76 i
96

p. 283
106 b
107 q
Genesis
3
112 p
114 o
124 g2
130 a, g
f 152 w
167 a
23 138 e
24 128 h
4
1 111 a
117 a
2 131 h
142 d
3 111 f
91 c, k
106 d, e
154 a1
6 20 f
114 b
7 1322
141 l2
145 u
159 t

8 111 f
9 106 g
141 b, l
150 d
10 146 b
148 b
12 109 d
114 m
164 d
76 b
133 c
141 m
14 112 p, y
116 g
15 97 h
114 s
115 k
116 w
117 e
134 r
16 118 g
119 c
17 29 e
Genesis
4
18 121 b
20 117 bb
22 127 b

23 44 o
46 f
24 29 g
134 r
159 bb, dd
25 9 u
16 f
26 o1
157 b
26 107 c
135 h
144 k
5
1 115 i
119 h
125 f
ff 119 h
3 134 d
4 115 d, h
5 146 c
6 134 h
20 134 h
23 145 q
146 c
24 152 m
29 125 i
32 154 a1
6

1 164 d
2 117 h
119 w2
128 v
3 67 p
72 r
4 107 e
112 e
128 t
5 153
157 b
8 142 b
9 16 b
111 a
10 117 a
11 117 z
13 117 z
14 112 r
117 ii
126 n
128 o
16 117 ii
142 f
17 112 t
116 p
Genesis
6
131 k2

158 n
18 49 l
72 w
19 35 f
21 107 g
22 117 b
7
1 117 e, h, ii
2 119 w2
138 b
4 112 t
116 p
118 k
141 a, f
5 117 b
6 131 k2
164 a
7 146 f
9 106 f
134 q
11f 16 bb
106 e
126 y
129 f
134 o
13 97 c
104 g
139 g

15 127 c
134 q
19 106 d, e
133 k
142 a
20 118 h
21 119 i
22 119 w2
23 51 n
75 o
153
24 118 k
8
3 63 f
113 u
4 124 o
5 113 u
129 f
134 p
6 111 f
7 45 e
70 a2
113 s
f 126 rit
8 150 i
9 135 i
Genesis
8

10 → 114 m
12 69 t
13 15 l
72 t, aa
111 f
14 129 f
15 114 o1
17 69 v
70 b
112 r
119 i
142 f
18 15 g
146 f
21 72 aa
117 c
22 104 g
146 d
9
2 135 m
3 117 c
138 b
4 119 n
131 k
5 139 c
+1
6 116 w
121 f

143 b
7 135 a
9 143 a
10 116 h
119 i
126 x
143 e
11 121 f
152 b
13 142 f
14 52 d
112 y
117 r
16 131 t
159 g
19 67 dd
134 k
20 120 b
21 75 bb
91 e
22 117 f
23 117 f
141 e
146 f
24 70 a
133 g
25 133 i
26 116 r

f 103 f3
27 75 gg
Genesis
10
1 154 a1
5 139 b
6f 1 a2
9 107 g
f 111 a
11 118 f
12 126 u
141 b
15 → 111 a
17 35 g
19 91 d
144 h
21f 1 a
+2
2b
135 h
25f 2 b
26 35 m
30 144 h
11
1 141 b
2 111 f
3 69 o
108 b

117 r
4 107 q
141 f
152 w
5 114 g
165 c
6 67 w, dd
133 d
147 b
7 67 dd
107 q
165 b
8 63 f
9 144 d
10 118 i
12ff 111 a
14 2 b
26 154 a1
27f 111 a
28 125 h
29 146 f
30 24 a1
152 o
31 20 f
12
1 110 a
119 s
121 c

2 63 q
110 i
141 d
Genesis
12
3 10 g
116 g
4 134 h
7 116 o
8 91 e
156 e
9 113 u
11 111 g
114 m
12 112 c, y, hh
164 d
13 110 d
112 p
141 l
157 a
165 b
14 111 g
117 h
118 u
15 118 u
16 145 o
154 a1
17 117 q

18 136 c
19 111 m
117 f
147 b
13
2 126 n
154 a1
3 91 e
138 c
154 a1
5 145 o
7 126 m
8 131 b
9 51 n
56
118 f
159 r, dd
10 115 i
117 h
144 h
11 139 e
12 142 c
13 140 a
14 104 g
15 142 g
143 c
16 139 d
166 b

17 120 g
14
1 154 a1
1f 111 f
4 118 i, k
Genesis
14
134 o
5 111 a
134 o
6 93 aa
131 f
9 134 k
10 27 q
90 c, i
93 aa
123 e
130 e
13 2 b
126 r
128 u
17 115 a
18 129 c
19 121 f
128 a
22 106 i
23 102 b
109 g

135 a
149 c
154 a1
15
1 111 a
126 r
131 q
2 116 n
118 n
128 v
135 q
141 e
3 116 p
142 g
4 135 c
5 150 i
6 112 ss
122 q
135 p
7 29 f
66 i
138 d
10 139 b, c
11 126 r
12 111 f
114 i
13 113 o
14 29 w

116 p
119 n
15 135 a
16 118 q
17 111 g
Genesis
15
18 106 m
136 b
19 126 m
→ 154 a1
16
1 111 a
142 b
156 b
2 51 g, p
119 x
3 102 f
115 f
129 f
142 g
4 67 p
55n
130 o
135 a
135 m
7 60 d
127 e

8 10 k
76 g
107 h
116 n
10 166 a
11 74 g
80 d
94 f
116 n
12 127 c
128 l
156 b
13 116 o
14 144 d
16 115 f
17
1 110 f
3 114 o1
4 96
p. 282
143 a
5 117 ii
121 b
163 a
8 128 p
94 f
142 f2
10 113 gg

11 67 dd
112 aa
121 d
144 b
12 138 b
13 113 w
14 29 q
67 v
Genesis
17
112 mm
121 d
158 a
167 b1
15 143 b
17 96
p. 285
100 l
107 t
134 d
150 g
18 151 e
19 49 l
116 p
20 106 m
112 s
21 154 a
24 121 d

25 156 d4
26 72 ee
18
1 116 o
118 g
141 e
3f
105 b1
p. 308
135 q
159 n
5 158 b1
6 90 b3, c, i
93 q
131 d
7 117 f
126 r
8 116 o
141 e
5n
147 b
10 113 n
118 g, u
11 116 d
146 d
12 106 n
139 f
141 e

150 a
13 106 g
136 c
14 107 t
133 c
139 d
141 m
15 106 b
163 a
16 116 o
141 e
17 100 l
142 b
Genesis
18
18 75 n
113 n
142 d
19 114 o
165 c
20 128 h
148 d
159 ee
21 10 g
48 c
100 l
108 b
135 m

138 k
22 116 o
141 e
24ff 117 g
122 l
25 112 v
115 b
161 c
26 112 ff
27= 141 e
28 47 m
117 aa
119 p
134 l
159 n1, r
29 134 k
30f 108 d
19
1 116 o
141 e, j
156 b, c
2 17 e
20 d, g
100 o
135 q
142 g
150 n
152 c

4 15 l
107 c
152 r
154 a1
164 c
5 29 f
108 d
6 93 i
7f 105 b1
p.308
8 34 b
103 b
139 d
158 b1
9 66 c, e
113 r
Genesis
19
11 126 n
154 a1
14 20 g
116 d
120 g
15 107 g
120 g
152 w
164 d, g
16 15 f

45 d
55 g
115 f
17 107 p
111 g
126 e
18 152 g
19 60 d
72 n
105 b1
p. 308
107 f
112 p
152 w
154 a
20 109 f
21 61 a
22 114 d
120 g
23 164 b
27 106 f
28 126 o
29 111 g
115 a, e1
124 o
30 126 r
31 133 r
152 o

32 69 x
117 oo
33 5 n
47 l
61 c
93 s
126 y
34 111 g
126 b
133 f
20
1 90 c
2 141 l
3 116 p
141 e
4 142 b
5 32 l
6 66 b
75 qq
Genesis
20
114 m
157 b2
7 63 q
104 f
110 i
159 v
8 147 b3

9 107 g, w
148 b
10 107 v
166 b
11 112 x
153
12 152 d
13 111 g
119 u
124 h1
127 e
141 f
145 i
16 116 s
134 n
17 145 u
18 106 f
113 n
21
Ge 21:1"1 ff 111 a
3 138 k
5 121 b
128 v
6 10 g
64 h
114 c
7 106 p
124 o

142 f
151 a
8 51 m
121 b
9 52 n
11 67 p
13 143 c
f 95 l
14 128 q
156 d4
16 75 kk
108 b
113 h
119 k, s
17 138 e
19 117 cc
20 131 b
22 111 g
23 20 f
44 g
48 i
Genesis
21
51 o
149 c
24 51 p
135 a
25 112 rr

26 162 b
28 91 c
127 e
29 91 f
126 x
134 l
30 107 q
117 d
157 b
32 146 f, h
34 118 k
22
1 111 f, g
2 131 h
119 s
3 135 i
4 111 b
5 119 s
7 100 o
147 b
12 116 g
158 a
14 = 107 g
130 d2
166 b
15 134 r
16 149 a
157 b

17 75 ff
113 n
18 158 b
24 156 b
23
1 134 d, h
3 122 f
4 52 f
128 m
108 d
5 110 e
6 75 qq
119 x
128 r
139 d
142 f2
152 b
8 61 g
159 v
9 119 p
10 116 h
141 p
143 e
Genesis
23
11ff 106 m
152 c
13f 110 e

151 e
167 b
20 111 k
24
1 111 a
142 b
2 110 d
3 128 a
165 b
4 112 q
131 h
5 100 n
113 q
6 51 n
152 w
7 135 c
138 a, b
8 75 x
109 d
112 ff
126 y
153
9 16 h
10 127 b
13 116 p
14 112 p, bb
135 p
167 c

15 106 f
107 c
111 g
152 r
164 c
18 120 d
19 106 o
164 b
20 75 bb
21 130 a
150 i
22 134 n
156 b
23 37 a
73 b
118 g
137 b
150 d
25 154 a1
164 c
26 67 g
27 75 ll
118 f
135 e
143 b
29 156 b
Genesis
24

30 114 e
115 e1
116 s
31 107 f, h
116 l
33 69 q
73 f
35 154 a1
37 149 c
41 95 n
107 c3
112 ff
117 f
159 s, bb
164 d
42 141 k
159 v
167 c
43 112 t
44 154 a1
162 b
45 = 107 c
135 a
152 r
48 75 t
49 141 k
159 v
50 107 f

114 m
146 f
51 109 f
117 f
55 139 h
146 f
56 108 d
142 d
58 150 n
60 63 q
97 q
134 g
61 69 x
146 g, h
63 114 f1
122 d
65 34 f
141 b, l
67 93 q
127 f
25
1 120 d, h
5 16 a
7 134 h
16 136 d
17 134 h
21 51 n
121 f

22 136 c
Genesis
25
159 v
23 119 ff
24 23 f
26 93 hh
115 a, c, e1
116 o
141 e
28 121 b
31 35 n
48 i
34 75 o
154 a1
26
3f 34 b
142 g
5 158 b
7 144 p1
147 a1
8 111 g
9 148 b
152 w
157 b
10 49 l
106 p
12 134 g

13 113 u
164 f
14 52 d
15 60 h
135 o
143 b
16 133 c
18 60 h
111 q
120 d
135 o
144 f
20 141 m
22 112 x
23 118 f
25 76 c
26 80 f
27 142 d
28 75 n
103 p1
108 d
113 n
29 65 h
75 hh
149 c
32 136 b
33 136 b
27

1 111 g, q
114 d
119 y
Genesis
27
2 29 l
3 118 f
122 t
4 20 b
106 g
107 q
108 d
165 b
7 58 g
9 117 ii
10 49 k
165 b
12 49 l
112 p
13 10 g
135 m
141 f
14 109 f
15 133 f
19 60 d
107 q
20 114 n2
136 c

148 b
157 b
21 67 r
136 d
→ 150 a1
24 150 a, n
25 29 e
108 d
165 b
26 10 g
28 20 m
29 116 g
145 l
30 106 f
111 f, g
113 n
164 b1
31 60 d
72 t
33 107 c
116 d, x
117 q
150 l
153
34 111 b, h2
113 m
117 q
118 u

135 e
153
36 63 m
136 d
150 e
37 103 g
117 ff, ii
Genesis
27
142 g
150 l
38 10 g
16 g
100 l
141 h
39 20 m
119 c
41 63 f
42 61 a
116 n
121 a
43 112 r, v
119 s
120 g
44 139 h
45 114 d, r
117 aa
118 i

150 e
154 a1
46 159 v
28
2 16 h
90 i
3 75 ll
112 q
4 95 g
114 g
→ 115 d
165 c
6 111 q
112 pp
ff 167 c
8 111 d
164 b
9 119 aa2
11 126 r
13 143 b
15 106 o
147 b
164 f
16 106 g
17 148 b
18 71
20f 159 r
21 141 l

22 113 n, w
145 u
29
2 107 e
112 e
144 f
5 100 l
f 150 n
Genesis
29
7 114 b
126 i
152 d
8 107 l
9 116 u
129 h
10 67 p
75 gg
106 f
14 131 d
141 l
15 112 cc
150 e
16 133 f
141 m
17 142 d
145 n
18 118 k

119 p
133 f
19f 115 d
133 n
20 139 h
21 69 o
108 d
165 a
25 142 g
26 107 g
133 f
27 121 b
30 133 b
31 164 b
32 60 d
157 b
30
1 141 l
152 k
159 v
3 51 g
109 f
6 26 g
58 i
59 f
8 85 n
117 q
154 a1

9 164 b
13 106 n
15 100 l
114 a
115 d
16 119 p
126 y
142 g
18 17 c
135 m
158 b
Genesis
30
19 96
p. 285
20 117 bb, ff
152 t
23 135 m
25 108 d
27 111 h2
120 f
159 dd
29 157 c
31 120 g, h
159 t
32 112 mm
113 h
34 109 b

151 e
36 103 o
37 117 r
123 b
38 10 g
47 k
69 f
76 g
95 f
107 e
138 c
145 c
39 69 f
145 p, s
154 a1
40 119 aa2
142 f
41 91 f
42 107 e
f 112 ee
43 132 g
145 o
31
4 118 f
6 32 i
135 a
7 67 w
112 h

134 r
157 b2
8 112 gg
145 u
159 r, s
9 135 o
13 127 f
14 134 r
146 g, h
15 113 r
16 141 m
19 67 cc
106 f
20 158 b
21 118 f
Genesis
31
22 37 d
23 118 h
24 152 w
26 148 b
27 63 c
65 h
111 m
114 n2
28 75 n
114 c
29 152 i

165 c
30 51 i
113 p
31 152 w
32 37 d
59 g
138 f
34 106 f
111 q
124 h1
132 h2
35 106 l
107 f
36 37 d
37 109 f
38 136 d
39 23 f
74 k
75 oo, qq
90 l
107 e
40 67 cc
76 a
104 g
143 a2
167 b1
41 136 d
42 100 p

159 x, ee
43 141 m
44 69 x
45 117 ii
47 1 c
49 158 b
50 119 aa2
159 s
52 149 c
167 b
53 145 i
32
1 103 b
122 g
3 136 b
5 64 h
68 f
142 g
Genesis
32
6 49 e
104 g
123 b
145 o
7 116 s
8 67 p
144 b
9 112 p, ff

145 u
10 116 o
11 106 g
119 n
133 c
12 112 p
116 n
119 aa2
141 l
152 w
156 c
13 107 w
142 a1
15 134 c
16 28 b
122 d
132 e
135 o
17 113 o
123 d
18 9 v
10 g
60 b
64 f
137 b
159 bb
19 124 i
20 52 n

61 d
74 h
93 q
154 a1
21 108 b
153
23 126 y
25 51 n
26 164 b
27 60 f
65 h
163 c
30 20 f
107 h
31f 90 k
111 e
156 c
157 b
33 107 g
33
2 146 e1
Genesis
33
3 66 b
142 a1
45n
5 37 a
67 a

117 ff
137 a
7 146 f, g, h
8 37 a
137 a
147 a1
10 112 gg
152 g
158 b1
11 67 a
74 g
148 d
13 60 h
104 g
112 kk
122 d
126 i
135 o
17 135 i
18 118 i
19 119 p
127 e
134 g
34
5 112 ss
7 45 c, g
107 g
114 o

8 140 d
143 b
9 117 w
13 158 b
15 72 h
114 o
115 g
119 p
153
16 44 o
49 k
19 64 d, h
20 146 f
22 72 ee
23 143 a
24 116 h
145 d
25 118 q
131 q
27 107 q1
144 g
158 b
30 128 n
141 d
Genesis
34
31 100 l
107 t

118 v
35
1 65 a
116 o
3 116 d, o, x
5 144 f
7 124 h1
145 i
8 126 d
144 f
11 145 f
12 143 c
13 130 c
142 g
14 71
138 c
19 121 a
21 91 e
22 15 p
45 g
26 121 b
36
2ff 111 a
6 135 m
7 133 c
12 129 c
14 111 d
32 111 d

35 116 o
37
2 111 a
116 r
126 z
3 112 h
133 b
4 114 m
115 c
142 f
5 114 m
7 47 l
107 b
116 o, q
117 r
147 b
8 113 q
150 h
10 113 q
12 5 n
15 107 f
116 s
16 142 f1
p. 457
17= 88 c
Genesis
37
117 f

18 107 c
117 w
19 34 f
128 u
21 111 d
117 ll
22 165 c
23 117 cc
26 75 z
112 p
28 119 p
29 152 l
30 119 p
143 a
32 100 l
150 i, n
33 60 d
113 w
35 118 n
157 b
38
5 112 uu
115 d
120 d
9 13 c
66 i
112 ee, gg
159 o

164 d
11 118 g
152 w
164 d
13 67 cc
17 159 dd
18 107 u
135 m
21 88 c
126 y
24 20 m
97 c
109 f
116 s
119 y3
25 32 l
74 i
116 v
142 e
164 b
26 133 b1
158 b1
28 144 d
29 148 b
164 g
39
1 142 b
Genesis

39
2 111 l
4 130 d
155 d, n
5 111 g
145 q
164 d
6 128 x
8 137 c
9 107 t
112 p
148 b
10 114 r
123 c
11 35 n
126 s
139 d2
13 111 g
14 2 b
29 g
64 g
16 72 ee
17 2 b
29 g
64 g
18 114 r
115 h
20 130 c

21 135 m
22 116 r, s
23 116 o
117 c
152 l
40
1 111 f
3 130 c
4 139 h
5 129 h
7 84 bf
87 t
8 152 o
9 143 d
10 91 e
164 g
13 72 w
112 p
14 105 b1
p.308
106 n2
151 e
163 d
15 2 b
52 r
113 w
125 e
16 135 f

18 126 i
20 69 w
Genesis
40
71
121 b
22 144 n
41
1 111 f
116 s
119 cc
2 128 x
4 128 x
6 116 l
8 64 b
122 i
11 49 e
12 2 b
129 c
139 c
13 144 n
14 144 f, n
15 152 o
157 a
17 116 o
21 91 f
93 ss
23 135 o

25 116 d, p
26 126 i, x
141 h
28 53 p
125 k
29 156 c
30 112 x
33 75 p, hh
34 75 t
107 n
39 115 a
40 118 h
42 117 cc
126 n
43 85 h
113 z
129 h
49 75 ff
131 q
50 107 c
51 52 m
f 157 b
56 122 i
57 145 e
42
1 54 f
2 109 g
4 75 rr

152 w
6 126 k
7 107 h
122 q
9 114 g
Genesis
42
10 152 c
163 a
11 32 d
91 f
141 f
13 133 g
141 b
152 m
16 110 c
18 110 f
19 126 z
134 d
23 126 r
25 93 m
120 f
124 l
139 c
28 119 gg
147 b
29 116 f
30 122 q

124 i
126 p
33 134 d
34 108 d
35 93 m
111 g
116 u
139 c
36 91 f
135 p
37 107 s
159 r
38 112 kk
43
3 113 n, o
163 c
4 131 k
5 116 q
159 v
6 150 i3
7 107 k, t
113 o, p
150 d
9 159 o
10 106 p
159 x, ee
12 72 bb
93 pp

131 e
14 29 u
106 o
126 z
15 20 c
131 q
16 65 b
72 y
Genesis
43
17 90 c
20 113 o
21 49 e
22 137 c
24 90 c
25 107 k
26 14 d
27 141 c3
28 67 g
29 67 n
32 2 b
107 g
33 119 gg
34 134 r
144 n
44
1 47 m
138 e

2 133 g
135 n2
3 142 e
144 c
164 b
4 112 kk
138 e
142 e
156 f
164 b
5 119 m1
7 107 h
139 b1
8 148 b
9 112 i
138 f
10 153
12 156 d
16 20 d
58 k
18 161 c
22 112 kk
159 g
28 113 n, w
29 112 kk
159 g
31 112 oo
33 69 p

109 b
34 107 t
152 w
45
4 138 c
6 138 c
7 117 n
8 119 h
12 112 a
Genesis
45
116 q
126 k
14 93 pp
18 110 i
23 102 g
46
2 124 e
126 r
3 69 m
4 113 r, w
22 121 b
26 116 h
27 121 b
132 g
134 e1
138 k
29 144 n

30 108 b
33 112 y, bb
34 127 e
47
4 109 b
114 g
129 h
6 128 t
12 117 cc
13 152 o
16 159 o
17 93 ss
24 112 bb
134 r3
25 159 c
26 135 p
29 131 h
30 112 kk
135 a
31 51 o
48
1 144 d+2
2 144 d2
6 145 e
9 58 g
60 d
66 g
10 44 m

107 b
11 75 n
115 b
14 141 e
156 d
16 116 o
21 116 p
147 b
22 96
p. 282
106 m
Genesis
48
130 g
49
1 75 rr
138 e
3 29 u
4 53 n
107 c
124 b
144 p
147 c
8 135 e
10 20 h
119 d
164 f
11 7 c

52 l
90 l, m
91 e
93 v
96
p. 285
106 k
116 x
118 p
12 93 dd
13 95 i
15 117 b1, h
17 20 h
109 k
18 106 g
21 126 b
22 44 m
80 g
96
p. 285
1322
145 k
23 67 m
112 rr
128 u
25 63 m
117 ff
119 c

27 29 l, u
107 g
155 f
29 164 b
30 138 b1
31 144 f
50
2 120 f
4 135 m
159 o
5 116 p
13 138 b1
Genesis
50
15 159 m, y, dd
ff 117 ff
17 105 a, b1
18 58 k
20 75 n
120 g
23 158 v
24 116 v
26 69 q
73 f
126 r
Exodus
1
1 49 b1

7 117 z
121 d
133 k
10 47 k
75 rr
112 y
12 107 b, e
14 119 o
16 67 k
72 w
76 i
18f 47 l
19 112 o
20 145 g
21 135 o
22 127 b1
2
1 117 d
2 117 h
3 20 h
58 g
114 m
126 n
4 69 m
71
107 k
6f 2 b
131 m

7 107 q
112 p
9 69 x
70 e
135 m
10 111 d
11f 2 b
14 115 a
15 126 r
16 75 w
17 60 d, h
=135 o
Exodus
2
18 114 m
20 46 f
154 b
3
1 116 r
2 52 s
119 i
126 r
3 108 b
126 v
8 128 x
9 117 r
10 110 i
11 107 u

13 112 t
116 p
147 b
15 133 l
18 2 b
49 l
87 a
19 69 x
157 b2
20 63 m
21 135 m
164 d
22 95 k
139 b
4
1 107 i
2 37 c
4 29 g
63 i
64 c
5 165 b
9 118 f
10 61 e
128 t
152 d
11 73 b
12 75 ee
13 130 d

155 n
14 159 g
20 90 c
126 r
21 112 mm
143 d
5
2 107 u
5 112 cc
7 68 h
8 154 a1
10 152 m
11 138 e
Exodus
5
15 107 h
16 74 g
116 t
152 o
18 163 a
19 571
135 k
21 66 i
102 f
23 113 v
6
1 107 i
3 119 i

144 l3
6→ 112 c, x
10 20 c2
14 124 r
28 52 o
130 d
7
3 112 p
9 109 h
159 d
11 131 l
20 119 q
27 52 s
28 117 z
29 103 g
8
1 20 m
66 c
75 gg
4f 63 o
109 f
10 123 e
11 113 z
17 117 z
152 m
159 v
20 107 b
22 150 a

159 w
24 135 a
25 63 o
116 p
9
1 165 a
2 52 s
3 116 p
4 130 d
155 n
5 107 i
9 117 z
13 64 d
109 f
Exodus
9
14 107 q
165 b
15 106 p
16 115 e1
17 116 n
18 91 e
19 112 mm
21 111 h
23 63 n
69 x
27 126 k
141 b

28 133 c
29 118 u
30 107 c
152 r
31 141 d
10
1 126 y
3 51 l
106 h
4 65 e
5 166 a
6 161 b
7 107 c
122 i
152 r
8 121 b
137 a
9 91 k
127 e
10 154 a1
11 64 g
122 q
135 p
14 106 c
15 152 b
17 109 f
22 133 i
24 145 f

28 69 v
11
5 116 d
6 135 o
89v
12
2 141 f
4 =133 c
139 c
5 128 v
6 88 c
8 154 a1
12 124 g
Exodus
12
13 159 g
14 67 n
15 20 g
112 mm
116 w
126 w
16 146 c
152 b
18 134 o
21 46 d
23= 126 m1
27 61 a
29 111 f

30 152 o
31 20 g
33 122 i
34 107 c
39 117 ii
41 111 f
43 119 m
152 b
44 112 mm
143 d
48 107 c3
113 gg
49 145 u
13
2 52 n
3 113 bb
7 118 k
121 b
8 138 h
16 91 d
17 111 f
152 w
18 67 y
72 p
21 53 q
115 e1
22 107 b
14

2 93 q
109 f
3 72 v
5 136 c
10 145 f
11 61 c
152 y
12 133 a
13 138 e
161 b
18 61 e
20 139 e3
27 114 f1
Exodus
15
91 l
1→ 2 r
20 e
107 c
146 f
2 58 k
80 g
→117 b
4 128 r
5→ 58 g
75 dd
91 l
6 90 l

→ 107 b
7 116 i
8 15 c
9 117 z
120 g4
154 a1
10 35 g
58 g
11 20 e, g
12f 107 b, d
13 20 e
64 d
138 g
14 47 m
15 107 b, c
16 20 e
67 g
90 g
132 c
138 g
164 f
17 20 h
155 h
20 47 l
146 c
21 20 e
23 144 d
24 20 c2

26 113 o
16
2 72 ee
3 151 b
4 150 i
5 134 r
6f 112 oo
164 b
7 32 d
72 ee
107 u
141 l3
8 72 ee
12 88 ee
14 55 k
15 37 b
Exodus
16
16 118 h
20 27 o
67 n
121 d2
139 h1
21 123 c
159 g
22 111 f
126 n
134 e

23 63 i
76 d
28 106 h
29 9 l
29 e
69 p
139 d
32 117 cc
33 125 b
36 126 n
17
1 115 f
2 47 m
3 72 ee
117 e
4 112 x, oo
6 49 k
7 152 k
10 118 f
11 112 ee
12 141 d
145 n
13 47 i
14 126 s
16 133 l
18
4 119 i
157 b

5 118 g
9 21 f
75 r
13 47 i
14 102 b
16 112 hh
159 bb
18 75 n
133 c
19 135 a
20 103 b
155 d
21 97 h
22 110 i
127 b
23 44 e
49 i
Exodus
18
114 m
142 f
25 97 h
26 47 g
112 g
27 119 s
19
1 102 f
115 f

3 53 n
5 112 p
113 o
119 w
8 135 r
11 134 o
12 66 b
13 69 t
113 w
15f 134 o1
18 93 dd
19 107 e
113 u
23 72 i, w, x
20
2 15 p
138 d
3→ 107 o
132 h
5 60 b
63 p
129 e
8 113 f, bb
9 118 k
10 126 w
152 b
11 91 i1
15 107 o

18 116 o
19 135 a
20 107 q
135 m
152 x
=165 b
24 127 e
25 72 k
117 kk
159 r
21
22b
→ 159 bb
4 72 t
145 h
146 e
5 113 o
8 61 b
Exodus
21
75 ee
103 g
12 104 g
112 n
116 w
159 i
13 112 ii
138 c

16 112 n
162 b
18 47 m
19 52 o
20 104 g
113 w
126 r
22 124 o
28f 117 d
121 b
29 124 i
145 h
31 29 i1
35 135 m
36 159 cc
162 a
37 47 f
122 d
123 a
22
1 124 n
2 152 o
3 51 k
113 o, w
4 53 n
5 117 q
8 138 e
11 113 o

17 94 d
21 152 b
22 113 m
163 c1
25 135 o
26 91 e
112 y
29 60 d
30 131 k
23
1 73 e
2 114 o
4 61 h
8 107 g
9 158 a
14 134 r
15 118 k
16 61 a
20 155 n
21 51 n
Exodus
23
67 y
22 113 o
24= 60 b
26 94 d
27 117 ii1
28 126 t

30 113 f
123 e
133 k
31 58 g
24
3 118 q
4 134 f
5 131 b
10 139 g
12 154 a1
25
3 104 g
5 52 q
11 49 k
28 117 hh
29 20 f
117 hh
31 63 h
33 123 d
35 123 d
40 121 c
26
1 117 hh
117 ii
2 134 n
3 123 d
139 e
4→ 49 k

12 124 b
146 a
14f 117 hh
18 90 d
19 123 d
25 112 ss
131 d
29 117 ee, hh
30 72 i
121 c
33 53 r
130 a3
133 i
27
1 117 hh
Exodus
27
3 143 e
7 121 b
11 134 n
13 130 a
14 154 a1
15 134 n
19 143 e
28
3 117 c
7 145 u
9 117 d

10 134 c4
11 116 l
17 80 f
131 d
20 117 y
21 139 c
23 145 a1
32 165 a
34 123 d
35 109 g
39 95 r
43 109 g
152 z
165 a
29
1 66 g
2 117 h
126 n
9 117 ee
12 119 w2
13 118 g
24 72 w
27 122 n
29 45 d
128 p
30 60 d
31 128 p
35 103 b

30
4 103 g
12 109 g
14 96
p. 283
=p. 285
18 45 d
20 109 g
117 y1
165 a
23 131 d
25 117 ii
27 143 b
32 69 q
73 f
36 113 h
Exodous
31
4 63 i
126 m
5 45 e
74 h
13 60 f
14 145 l
15 133 i
17 29 q
51 m
118 k

18 124 q
32
1 126 aa
136 d2
137 c
143 b
3 54 f
117 w
4 117 ii
141 a
→ 145 i
6 52 n
113 e
12 150 e
20 67 bb
22 117 h
25 5 n
58 g
116 i
26 137 c
29 114 p
30 108 h
31 105 a
117 q
32 152 k
159 v, dd
167 a
33 137 c

34 66 c
112 oo
33
3 27 q
75 bb
5 159 c
6 54 f
117 w
7 107 e
112 e, ee
113 h
10 112 kk
11 156 c
12 75 gg
13 69 b1
91 k
14 150 a
Exodus
33
16 150 l
17 69 b1
18 117 cc
19 67 ee
20 60 d
159 gg
22 67 ee
23 124 b
34

1 124 q
3 109 c
6 128 x
10 116 p
122 q
147 b
13 47 m
18 161 b
19 51 g
24 51 l
28 156 f
32 117 gg
34f 112 e
159 k
35
26 103 b
32 126 n
33 45 e
34 135 h
36
1 103 g
2 45 d
4 123 c
5 114 n2
6 120 f
7 113 z
8 117 hh
29 112 ss

f 112 tt
38 112 rr
37
8 95 n
38
3 117 hh
5 95 n
27 69 f
115 a
134 g
28 112 rr
39
3 112 f, rr
4 95 n
10 131 d
Exodus
39
17 127 h
131 d
18 60 h
20 60 h
23 165 a
27 127 f1
40
4 49 k
21 67 p
24 93 i
36f 107 e

37 159 r
Leviticus
1
1 49 b1
2 139 d
12 154 a1
14 102 b
17 156 f
2
1 139 d
145 t
6 112 u
113 bb
8 144 b1
121 b
12 154 a
4
2 =119 w2
139 d
3 159 cc
22 159 cc
23 79 w
159 cc
24 130 c
27f 159 cc
28 69 w
33 130 c
5

1 139 d
145 t
159 cc
2 139 d
3 162 b
4 114 o
8 119 d
9 = 75 hh
11 131 d
13 119 w2
139 d
15 128 d
64 c
Leviticus
5
22 29 g
114 o
26 45 d
114 o
6
2 91 e
3 128 d
131 d
7 113 cc, gg
8 118 q
135 o3
9 118 q
13 121 b

131 c
7
7 161 c
8 117 d
16 112 o
18 51 k
135 o3
23 104 g
152 b
30 72 i, k
35 53 l
155 l
38 93 pp
8
11 76 c
15 114 o
16 91 c
25 91 c
30 76 c
33 74 h
9
6 107 q
120 c
7 48 i
10
6 109 g
8 107 n
9 109 g

10 114 p
18 107 n
121 b
19 75 rr
100 k
159 g
11
7 65 d
67 g
10ff 152 o
18 80 k
Leviticus
11
20 29 l
23 88 f
34 145 u2
35 53 u
42 5 n
43 74 h
109 g
44 27 s
54 h
47 116 e
12
4f 45 d
f 91 e
ff 74 h
13

4 91 d, e
9 146 a
19 131 i
42 84bn
121 c
55 54 h
94 g
f 121 b
57 131 m
14
9 112 y
21 53 o
30 102 b
34 127 e
35 118 x
36 101 a
165 a
43 53 l
164 d
46 53 l
130 d
15
16 129 e
18 118 q
23 66 b
29 53 r
32 45 d
16

2 109 g
4 119 q
131 c
8 30 n
17 152 b
27 121 b
Leviticus
17
14 145 l
146 c
18
7f 75 hh
12→ 75 hh
20 129 e
21 95 q1
23 65 a
25 76 h
27 34 b4
28 116 s
19
2f 107 n
8 145 l
9 61 d
142 f2
12 152 z
14 49 k
16 118 q
18 117 n

19 95 h
20 113 w
121 b
28 102 i
32 49 k
34 117 n
36 128 p
20
6 145 t
7 54 k
10 117 d
14 117 d
16 45 d
18 112 m
19 75 hh
20 118 n
21
1→ 74 b
3 107 s
4 67 t
74 b
9 67 t
164 d
21 142 f2
22 107 s
22
6 163 c
9 152 z

13 118 u
15f 152 z
28 117 e
Leviticus
23
17 14 d
22 61 d
32 134 p
39 61 a
42 126 r
24
5 49 l
117 ii
8 123 c, d
10 126 r
11 67 g
22 134 d
161 c
25
5 20 h
10 134 k, o2
14 113 z
20 159 w
21 49 l
75 m
30 74 h
33 145 u3
34 10 g

35f 76 i
48 130 d
164 d
49 159 cc
26
5 117 c
6 152 l
13 69 x
86 k
119 y
15 67 dd
18 52 o
21 134 r
23 121 f
24 134 r
25 49 l
66 h
33 52 n
145 p
34 67 y
91 e
75 m
37 118 s2
152 k
42 90 n
128 d
131 r
43 67 y

158 b
44 154 a1
27
2 → 127 i
Leviticus
27
3 96
p. 285
128 d
5f 128 d
9 135 o3
23 127 i
135 r
Numbers
1
1 49 b1
2 124 r
4ff 124 r
47 54 l
2
33 54 l
3
1 52 o
130 d
6 63 o
9 123 e
25f 117 m
27 141 h

32 133 i
39 97 f
46 117 m
134 k
49 85 t
4
2 113 bb
20 65 e
22 135 h
23 45 g
127 b
24 45 e
127 b
24 45 e
27 128 v
47 127 b
5
2 102 i
3 119 e
10 117 m
139 c
13f 32 l
15 53 o
17 128 o, p
19 110 i
20 167 a
22 53 q
66 f

23 126 s
142 f
27 64 c
112 y, gg
Numbers
6
2 66 b
5 113 h, cc
7 74 b
96
p. 283
9 133 k1
144 e
23 113 h
25f 109 b
7
25n
116 q
10 121 b
11 123 d
17 134 c
87f 134 f
8
7 27 q
29 v
64 d
13 63 o
16 123 e

19 49 e
24 45 g
9
6 145 s
10 5 n
102 i
14 145 u
162 b
15 115 a
→ = 107 b
18 130 c
19ff 112 e
20f 107 b, e
131 e
10
2 45 e
115 d
3 145 c
4 134 r1
11 111 f
17 112 e, kk
25 117 n
29 138 b
31 141 d
158 b1
35 5 n
36 91 e
118 f

11
1 118 x
Numbers
11
4 35 d
151 a3
5 106 g
107 e
7 93 h
8 112 h
9 107 e
10 117 h
11 23 f
74 k
12 44 d
69 s
107 u
122 f1
126 o
14 133 c
15 32 g
113 r
16 48 i
63 l
17 119 m
20 80 h
111 q
f 131 d

25 23 d
68 f, i
72 q
120 d2
126 x
27 126 r
29 151 b
32 113 r
12
1 146 g
2 133 k1
153
4 97 i
6 128 d
147 e
12 143 d
13 105 b1
p. 308
14 154 b
159 h
13
2 123 d
134 q
18 150 i
19 100 l
20 152 k
21 102 f
27 20 d

118 f
138 c
32 72 l
Numbers
13
124 q
14
2 106 p
151 e
3 28 a
6 45 e
7 133 k
9 153
16 69 n
111 h
114 s
175 n
21 121 e
→ 167 b
23 64 e
24 112 nn
119 gg
158 b
27 72 ee
31 76 h
32 135 f
33 91 l
141 i

34 123 d
35 67 g
36 114 o
f 111 h, q
37 126 z
40 58 k
138 b
41 135 p
42 152 l
43 158 b1
45 67 y
15
8 111 g
13 127 b
15 161 c
16 134 d
18 111 g
24 119 w
28 → 91 e
29 143 c
145 u
31 51 k
91 e
35 113 h, gg
40 112 p
16
3 135 p
10 112 cc

11 166 b
13 54 e
113 f
115 c
Numbers
16
14 152 x
15 96
p. 283
117 d
22 100 m
129 c
150 m
26 110 d
27 118 p
29 47 m
121 b
152 z
159 cq
32 117 e
35 134 k
17
5 107 q
6 72 w
10 67 l
72 dd
11 126 r
13 65 e

17 139 c
18 134 q
20 72 ee
21 123 d
23 29 f
25 128 v
27 106 n
28 67 e, dd
106 n
150 g1
18
3 109 g
5 109 g
8 143 e
26 72 i
19
12f 74 b
20 74 b
20
3 65 a
f 115 f
151 e
154 b
5 59 a
114 l
128 a
152 a1k
8 49 k

10 110 d
12 158 b
13 138 c
17 107 l
Numbers
20
108 c
18 152 w
20 122 i
21 66 i
114 c
157 b2
21
1 51 n
75 q
2 113 o
445 g
67 cc
5 59 a
6 126 r
8 127 b
9 159 o
164 d
112 ee, gg
117 d
126 r
14 127 f
15 112 pp

17 63 l
107 c
20 112 ss
23 157 b
27 54 c
75 hh
30 5 n
67 y
69 r
76 f
35 164 d
22
1 125 h
6 20 c
53 u
67 o
120 c
138 e
9 137 a
11 67 o
111 u
12 103 c
13 69 x
115 c
17 67 o
19 109 d, i
20 114 g
25 115 c

28 134 r
29 151 e1
159 ee
30 138 d
32 134 r
137 b
Numbers
22
33 60 d
103 b
106 p
117 e
34 106 g
38 114 m
23
2 75 gg
3 130 d
37 c
143 d
79v
64 c
67 o
93 aa
107 b
8 58 g
10 106 n
151 a
11 113 r

13 20 o
48 i
58 i
67 o
+1
69 x
100 o2
152 b
14 118 f
15 51 p
18 10 g
90 o
96
p. 285
19 27 q
29 v
64 d
109 i
135 p
152 d, z
166 a
20 159 g
21 144 d
24 124 n
25 10 h
67 g, o
113 x
24

1 123 c
3 90 o
96
p. 285
4 116 k
5 106 g
148 b
6 75 x
7 54 c
Numbers
24
93 z
9 145 l
10 113 r
15 90 o
96
p. 285
17 55 f
21 73 f
22 29 f
23 115 k
24 2 b
93 y
25
2 47 l
3 51 n
6 126
11 117 r

12 5 n
128 d
131 r+
17 113 bb
18 117 n
26
3 125 h
10 63 i
14 97 f
53ff 121 b
54 139 c
59 144 d
60 121 b
62 54 l
63 125 h
27
4 65 e
7 135 o
16 129 c
19 63 o
28
4 126 z
134 l
6 128 p
11 132 g1
19 134 c
29
15 5 n

33 91 k
39 93 m
30
3 65 e
113 z
4 93 k
5 91 k
Numbers
30
8 91 k
10 93 k
12 112 kk
15 112 ff
31
4 123 d
23 74 b
28 72 w
134 d
49 127 a
54 128 a
32
5 121 b
6 150 m
14 69 h1
118 q
15 117 n
17 72 p
106 o

20 159 c2
→ 167 b
23 47 m
110 i
159 q
30 68 i
32 32 d
33 131 n
42 91 e
103 g
33
22f 90 g1
33f 90 g1
38 115 f
134 o
34
2 131 f
5 90 i
7f 75 bb1
14 23 c
18 134 q
35
6 115 g
117 m
18 9 l
19 65 a
114 d
20 60 a

23 114 s
159 c2
28 107 n
30 116 w
Numbers
36
2 121 f
3 65 e
4 164 d
6 135 o
Deuteronomy
1
1 101 a
125 i
2 118 g
134 f
3 97 e1
111 f
134 o
5 120 g, h
7 119 s
8 69 f
105 b1
p. 307
11 134 r
13 119 s
16 75 t
112 u

113 bb
17 47 m
53 r
133 c
141 h
161 c
18 117 gg
19 118 g, h
126 v
21 69 f
23 134 f
27 115 c, d, f, h
28 121 b
124 q
32 152 m
33 53 q
34 65 e
f 149 b, c
39 145 f
40 119 s
41 135 n
44 67 g, y
107 g
46 138 c
2
9 67 x
75 bb
118 q

10 106 f
13 119 s
14 134 h
21 104 g
23 126 w
Deuteronomy
2
24 20 g
69 f
75 cc
110 h
120 g, h
25 112 p
114 m
26 131 k
27 108 c
123 e
133 k
156 d
28 49 m
31 67 w
69 f
114 m
33 76 c
35 67 aa
3
2 116 o
3 53 l

164 d
5 128 c
7 67 aa
11 100 i
13 125 d1
21 116 q
126 k
24 67 k
126 u
26 69 v
4
1 44 d
69 s
3 116 q
8 128 p
10 115 d
165 b
11 49 d1
118 q
15 52 o
53 l
130 d
20 74 l
21 54 k
22 116 d
24 141 h
25 44 o
26 51 k

27 118 q
28 68 c
36 61 d
37 111 q
158 b
39 72 i, w
41 90 c, i
Deuteronomy
4
107 c
42 34 b
5
3 135 g
6 15 p
138 d
9 60 b
12 113 f, bb
19 117 t
120 d2
20 49 d1
22 159 v
23 132 h
24 32 h
26 115 d
151 c
27 119 s
6
3 118 g

165 b
7 119 l
11 49 m
96
p. 285
17 58 g
113 bb
7
5 52 n
9 134 g
12 158 b, d
15 60 d
16 72 r
109 d
18 113 bb
20 63 i
23 61 e
24 53 l
25 127 e
8
1 69 s
3 44 l
72 o
5 61 h
9 93 aa
152 b, e
12ff 150 m2
13 75 u

14ff 116 f
15 127 i
16 44 l
72 o
18 126 k
19 72 x
106 i
Deuteronomy
8
20 158 b, d
9
7 138 c
8 54 k
14 75 gg
18 54 k
21 67 g, bb
113 k
24 116 r
25 118 k
28 145 e
10
5 29 g
7 90 g1
8 125 d1
11 45 e
12=115 d
15 115 d
17 102 m

126 v
133 i
19 112 aa
22 119 i
11
2 117 l
6 117 e
7 126 k, u
15 49 m
22 45 d
27f 159 cc
30 150 e
12
3 52 n
14 61 h
23 63 i
28 61 h
13
1 109 d
3 60 b
6 116 f
127 i
9 72 r
109 d
11 116 f
14 130 e
15 113 k
14

1 41 b
2 133 b
17 80 k
22 123 c
26 117 gg
Deuteronomy
15
2 113 gg
7 119 w2
139 d
9 134 o, p
14 53 k
93 k
117 ff
16 59 i
117 e
17 153
18 118 n
128 c
20 123 c
16
6 =119 g
13 93 k
20 133 k
17
2 167 b
5 124 o
6 144 e

8 102 h
133 c
12 64 g
14 44 d
49 m
69 s
17 109 g
18
1 68 c
131 h
16 109 d
19
144 d
69 s
3 115 g
5 126 v
6 67 p
13 72 r
21 72 r
20
1 93 rr
116 f
2 61 d
5 137 c
8 121 b
13 49 k
14 128 h
15 138 b

19 100 m
21
3 121 a, f
Deuteronomy
21
145 q
7 44 m
145 k
8 55 k
10 135 p
145 m
11 49 m
96
p. 285
130 e
13 101 a
131 d
16 115 a
22
1 96
p. 286
159 gg
2 72 w
6 119 aa2
7 65 e
8 144 e
19 17 c
127 e

23 131 b
145 q
26 117 h
23
5 61 d
119 n
130 c1
11 20 h
12 114 f1
14 49 m
15 93 ss
128 p
25 96
p. 286
24
1 167 b
4 54 h
7 162 b
8 51 n
10 23 d
13 10 g
58 i
19 49 m
25
2 96
p. 285
128 v
3 150 m2

7 115 c
10 116 k
12 67 aa, ee
Deuteronomy
25
72 r
13 123 f
115 g
26
1 69 s
5 119 i
128 n
12 53 k, q
27
2 72 w
6 =117 hh
8 113 k
9 16 b
28
8 109 k
20 → 61 e
21 → 109 k
32 146 d
35 166 b
36 131 d
43 133 k
45 58 g
48 53 l

145 m
49 155 d
52 67 v
55 158 b
56 113 df
142 f2
157 b2
57 74 i
59 75 oo
91 n
62 119 i
63 75 ff
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30 75 ll
31 128 w
36 80 i
90 i
37 112 w
159 g
38 106 c
40 90 i
42 72 aa
112 v
43 128 h
1 Kings
3
4 107 b
134 g
7 114 c
8 166 b
11 112 tt
12 → 166 b
14 112 ff
15 71

16 107 c
131 b
18 135 r
19 158 b
22 150 n
24 126 d
26 46 e
113 n
4
5 93 ll
7 112 l
12 90 i
13 128 c
14 90 d
5
1 144 i
3 131 c
6 134 g
7 112 dd
9 131 e
12 134 g
17 117 h
20 68 c
165 a
25 23 f
107 e
29 131 b
6

134 n
1 115 f
134 h, o
5 103 o
6 63 i
7 131 c
8 126 r
16 117 d
19 66 i
165 c2
7
134 n
6 92 g
7 118 p
8 107 b
118 g
→ 126 w
1 Kings
7
14 131 b
15 117 hh
20 134 g
27 117 hh
134 l
28 20 m
37 91 f
8
1 107 c

109 k
5 119 z
145 c
8 111 d
9 152 o
13 118 k
27 133 i
28 128 a
29 91 k
138 b
30 119 g
159 g
31 145 o
32 118 g
33 158 b, d
34 72 i
38 47 m1
p. 129
42 47 m1
44 75 w
46 49 m
48 44 i
55 117 t
64 133 c
9
3 75 w
6 47 m
8 67 g

11 75 oo
17 126 y
20f 111 h
138 b
23 116 f
24 164 b1
25 112 dd
113 z
26 122 t
10
5 107 e
8 126 y
9 114 o
115 d
11f 35 m
12 117 ii
16 134 n
17 134 g
1 Kings
10
19 93 kk
21 152 y1
22 74 i
23 119 u
24 145 e
27 126 p
29 75 t
11

1 10 h
3 145 o, p
5 122 f
8 131 h1
9 54 k
138 k
12 135 p
15 52 f
16 53 l
21 165 a
22 65 e
25 117 m3
30 117 ii
31 134 l
32 87 e
33 158 b, d
111 q
34 117 ii
39 23 d
41 150 e
42 138 c
12
2 131 g
138 c
6 64 b
117 gg
8 116 q
9 117 n

10 93 q
12 74 k
15 115 a
16 = 147 c
17 111 h
24 47 m1
p. 129
28 133 c
31 117 d
32 21 d
35 g
65 e
112 pp
13
2 116 e
3 112 tt
4 115 i
7 10 h
46 d
11 125 b
1 Kings
13
12 155 d
14 126 r
17 114 n2
18 156 d
20 107 e
119 g

21 112 oo
115 h
29 147 d
33 107 e
109 f
14
2 32 h
109 g
3 65 g
5 94 d
112 z
6 118 p
121 d1
8 114 o
10 64 d
12 72 r1
13 129 g
14 136 d2
15 91 n
126 o
16 23 c
17 116 u
90 c
19 129 d
150 e
21 10 g
24 127 g
27 112 g

28 107 e
12 e, g
15
4 115 a
13 111 h
119 x
23 118 q
128 x
129 d
15
4 115 a
13 111 h
119 x
23 118 q
128 x
129 d
25 134 p
16
2 74 l
10 134 o
24 29 f
88 b
131 d
25 67 x
31 150 d
34 127 d
17
1 93 pp

1 Kings
17
3 119 s
9 90 i
11 66 g
13 75 m
14 66 i
75 rr
15 32 l
16 146 a
24 136 d
18
4 112 g
134 g
5 119 w2
9 116 d
10 107 e
112 kk
138 e
13 110 a
111 q
18 114 r
21 141 f
27 53 q
67 y
32 117 ii, kk
34 69 f
43 152 p

44 58 g
109 g
134 r
19
2 145 i
4 125 b
157 b2
5 136 c
9 126 r
10 52 o
11 132 d
15 26 h
90 c, i
19 134 o
20 20 m
21 131 m
20
10 145 i
13 125 b
14 137 b
20 145 c
21 112 tt
22 54 k
25 103 b
27 54 l
28 112 nn
33 53 n
1 Kings

20
35 75 mm
115 c
128 v
36 112 t
126 r
39 51 k
40 75 v
116 g1
21
2 34 c
125 i
6 107 b
7 135 a
8 124 b1
10 104 g
109 f
130 e
150 n
11 116 q
12 112 qq
13 119 c
15 69 f
19 130 c
135 f
21 74 k
22 74 l
25 72 w

29 74 k
22
3 150 e
4 161 c
7 103 b
108 d
150 d
9 125 b
10 121 d
12 110 f
13 112 q
118 q
15 110 a
150 e
16 102 k
134 r
165 b
20 109 f
23 126 y
25 75 pp
27 131 c+2
136 b
28 135 r
144 p
159 q
30 104 g
113 dd4
34 29 u

35 71
1 Kings
22
36 145 o
147 c
38 142 d
49 44 m
2 Kings
1
1 49 b1
2 126 y
150 i
3 152 y
6 152 y
7 37 f
8 128 u
9 → 97 i
10 154 b
11 120 d
13 120 d
16 152 y
2
1 10 h
114 q
9 107 c
10 52 s
114 n2
152 k

159 v
11 111 g
113 u
116 g
16 93 v
107 q3
117 r
162 a
21 75 oo
22 75 qq
23 116 u
24 122 e
3
3 135 p
42d
112 h
131 k
134 g
8 155 d
14 159 z
15 112 uu
16 113 bb
123 e
23 113 w
24 75 ff
113 x
25 112 e
26 245 o

27 107 k
2 Kings
4
1 125 b
2 91 e
103 g
3 91 l
133 c3
5 116 u
7 91 l
8 107 e
126 s
11 126 s
13 114 k
117 r
14 154 b
16 32 h
116 p
18 126 s
23 32 h
90 n
24 66 c
25 34 f
27 63 e
31 29 k
41 69 f
42 90 g1
43 113 ee

5
2 118 q
3 151 e
7 150 d
9 129 d
10 110 i
113 bb
159 d
11 112 p
113 r
12 107 t
13 110 f
142 f
159 cc
104 g
17 131 d
147 c
159 dd
18 75 kk
20 112 gg
151 e
163 d
22 110 a
136 d
23 72 t
88 b
131 d
26 150 a1

6
5 111 g
117 m3
2 Kings
6
8 91 n
9 51 n
10 112 f
134 r
11 36
117 m3
13 88 c
19 34 b3
52 n
22 142 f1
p. 457
26 111 g
27 109 h
150 g
152 f
29 74 l
32 22 s
100 l
7
1 131 d
2 116 p
154 b
159 i

3 72 c1
4 72 c1
106 p
112 ff, gg
159 o, r
8 10 g
47 i
9 116 n
152 a1
10 135 p1
12 35 n
13 127 f
154 b
16 131 d
18 10 h
131 d
19 154 b
159 i
8
1 32 h
6 53 m
72 y
91 e
125 b
8f 126 y
13 37 d
107 u
17 134 e

21 50 e
111 f
28 35 d
29 107 e
131 g
2 Kings
9
2 72 w
72 h
3 44 g
4 127 g
5 126 e
7 44 g
15 159 v
17 10 g
80 f
18 32 n
103 o
119 b
19 150 a1
27 147 c
31 144 p
32 134 s
33 76 c
35 119 m
37 75 m
116 b
10

1 124 b
127 f
5 150 n
6 118 p
130 e
131 h1
15 159 dd
21 102 h
22 138 e
23 = 152 w
26 135 p
29 93 o
143 b
30 78 b
11
1 112 pp
2 116 e
4 75 q, gg
97 g
5 47 m1
p. 129
116 h
7 134 r3
9f 97 g
12 74 l
13 87 e
14 29 k
15 97 g

113 cc
119 e
19 118 f
12
9 66 g
72 h
2 Kings
12
93 h
10 35 o
112 g
125 b
11 112 f
12f 112 f, pp3
15 → 112 e
13
2 135 p
6 74 k
135 p
9 152 a1
10 134 o
11 135 p
14 107 k
117 r
17 49 k
69 r
75 aa
76 f

19 114 k
159 dd
20 107 e
21 111 g
116 u
14
7 21 e1
112 tt
8 156 c1
10 112 p
11 156 c1
14 93 oo
112 pp, tt
124 q
15
11 150 e
13 131 d
16 76 c
127 i
29 80 k
16
4 65 e
7 72 p
14 111 h
127 h
17 127 h
18 80 k
17

3 130 e
4 118 u
5 72 t
6 134 p
11 53 p
2 Kings
17
13 72 aa
15 103 l
28 116 r
29 124 r
18
1 134 p
4 112 tt
11 75 gg
13 → 3 g
16 52 l
17 128 w1
20 44 i
23 127 f
26 2 a
28 2 a
29 74 l
30 121 b1
31 127 f
32 114 r
35 37 a
36 112 tt

19
3g
2 118 p
131 h1
3 69 m
152 k
4 132 h
14 124 b1
16 132 h
21 72 l
23 91 e
25 23 f
76 h
75 qq
29 66 c
113 ee
34 67 ee
37 111 g
116 u
20
3g
1 49 a
3 105 a
5 116 f
10 67 t
13 126 x
19 141 n
21

6 114 n2
8 115 b
11 74 l
12 67 g
13 29 u
113 h2
2 Kings
21
26 144 d2
22
1 134 p
8 142 f
13 138 b
18 135 c1
20 61 h
124 c
29 93 qq
23
3 127 c
4 75 v
112 pp+3
5 → 112 pp3
8 90 d
112 pp+3
10 112 p
114 s
12 112 rr
13 130 a3

14 112 pp+3
15 67 v
17 34 f
127 f, g
19 124 r
142 f
20 117 d
35 139 c
36 102 b
24
7 144 b
14 75 ee
97 g
112 tt
18 → 3 g
25
3g
1 134 p
5 145 c
8 134 p
9 117 c, d
14 107 e
15 123 e
16 126 z
134 l
17 134 e
18 131 b
19 127 f

22 111 h
23 124 q
27 134 o
28 122 q
29 75 rr
Isaiah
1
2 126 e
3 124 i
4 128 l, x
147 d
5 37 e
127 c
137 b
156 d
6 67 m
126 m, n
144 b
152 o
7 116 l, n
118 x
143 a
9 106 p
118 x
159 x
11 106 g
107 f
117 z

12 51 l
106 g
164 d
13 107 f
14 66 b
76 b
102 h
114 c
119 aa
15 54 f
60 f
61 e
117 z
124 n
145 n
159 bb
160 a
19 120 e
20 52 e
121 c
21 90 l
95 h
107 b
148 b
22 77 f
126 n
23 107 g
124 f

24 51 p
25 118 w
Isaiah
1
124 l
26 118 s2
135 m
27 116 i
28 147 c
29 144 p
30 91 d
116 i
118 g
152 o
31 93 q
2
1 154 a1
→3g
2 112 y
116 r
4 91 n
6 44 g
7 117 z
8 145 m
9 67 g
109 e
117 g
11 111 w

112 s
146 a
13ff 162 b
17 111 w
145 o
18 15 f
20 63 i
84b n
135 n
145 m
22 102 k
116 e
119 s
3
1 116 b
122 v
3 116 k
6 103 g
118 g
7 117 g, ii
156 b
89i
53 q
122 i
9 85 c
135 i
156 g
12 124 k

145 l
13 115 b
14 128 h
154 b
Isaiah
3
15 37 c
16 52 n
75 v
111 r
112 nn
113 u
135 o
158 b
17 91 c, f
142 f
18 86 g
22 35 f
24 24 b
112 y
131 b
4
3 112 y
4 106 o
107 l
f 112 gg
113 e
159 n1

164 d
5
1 108 b
128 v
2 114 m
117 ee
3 110 a
4 75 z
114 k
150 m
59o
112 u
113 d, f
116 d, p
6 108 b
117 z, ii
119 y
8 112 w
116 x
144 p
147 d
9 149 e
152 y
10 93 m
11 112 m
120 c
130 a
147 d

156 d
12 93 ss
106 l
141 d
13 106 n
128 t
Isaiah
5
14 20 f
112 s
15f 111 w
17 118 t
142 f
18 147 d
19 48 d
108 d
20 147 d
22 147 d
23 116 x
145 m
24 114 r
115 k
111 w
25 111 w
136 b
26 133 k1
145 m
28 20 h

29 152 l
30 136 b
6
1 111 b
2 88 f
112 k
119 c
134 q
3 112 k
133 k
139 e3
=141 l
4 107 b, d
117 z
5 106 n
128 y
147 d
6 72 t
94 b
155 h
156 b
7 112 x
8 61 g
117 c
124 g2
137 b
9 75 n
113 r

10 67 v
75 gg
112 p
136 b
144 d
11 106 o
107 l
121 d
152 y
Isaiah
6
12 67 k
13 112 mm
114 k2
120 d
7
2 72 q
122 i
3 95 s
4 67 p
113 bb
6 29 q
122 i
7 122 q
144 b
8 67 t
119 b
9 148 d

159 ee
11 29 u
113 h
13 114 a
113 c
14 74 g
94 f
112 t
116 p
126 r
135 a1, r
15 113 d, f
17f 49 a
138 e
18 112 y
124 e
20 90 i3
126 x
21f 112 y
23 134 n
25 118 l
144 h
8
1 29 l
52 s
119 u
2 49 e
96

p. 285
3 52 s
4 144 d
6 2 d1
130 a
7f 112 c, t
154 b
8 145 b
145 o
9f 110 a, f
10 110 g
Isaiah
8
11 45 d
49 h
12 47 m
117 r
13 135 c1
15 29 w
16 67 n
17 75 z
19 164 d
20 145 m
21 54 k
118 n
23 67 v
90 f
128 h

9
1 106 n
130 a
132 g
143 b
2 103 g
130 a
3 10 h
20 h
67 w
93 q
118 u
135 n
4 112 mm
124 n
143 d
146 e
5 93 k
111 w
144 d
65n
64 a
152 u
8 127 c
145 c
11 116 q
127 c
12 116 f

127 i
16 116 q
18 145 o
10
1 10 g
93 bb
2 114 r
4 163 c
9 21 d
10 133 e
11 23 d
12 47 b
127 a
Isaiah
10
128 a
13 23 d
55 b
75 z
107 b2
14 118 w
126 o, p
132 e
15 115 i
124 k
150 h
152 a1
16 69 f, p

17 93 v
18 67 cc
22 117 z
159 r
160 a
24 58 i
119 o
156 d
25 112 x, oo
27 10 h
28 106 n
30 132 b
144 m
33 23 c
34 119 o
11
2 128 a1
7 122 e
8 142 f
9 106 n
114 c
115 d
116 f2
117 n
126 z
10 119 gg
143 b
12 20 m

14 93 hh
12
1 109 k
150 m2
2 = 80 g
5 69 w
116 w
6 122 s
13
3 135 n
4 146 b
147 c
6 118 x
8 47 m
119 gg
Isaiah
13
128 g
9 114 r
15 111 w
17f 111 w
18 52 n
72 r
142 f
19 45 e
115 d
20 68 k
145 o

14
2 54 f
572
117 w
3 22 s
102 b
f 112 y
115 g
121 b, f
4 49 k, m
148 b
6 117 q
130 a
152 t
156 g
9 145 t
11 93 ss
145 o
12 148 b
14 87 s
17 116 x
117 o
19 29 f
53 s
126 p
130 a
20 44 o
21 152 t

23 55 f
113 e
24 144 b
149 b
25 10 h
114 r
27 116 q
126 k
30 72 w
133 h
31 72 v
113 bb
15
2 70 d
5 72 cc
88 c
Isaiah
15
7 80 g
155 h
8 119 hh
16
2 118 g
126 p
3 90 f
4 145 d
6 122 v
7 70 d

8 75 m
145 u
9 72 gg
75 dd
10 72 bb
121 a, b
144 e
17
1 116 p
119 x
121 b
4 67 g
128 r
5 122 n
6 118 u
131 n1
1322
≡134 s
8 35 f
154 a1
10 20 m3
47 k
f 107 b
11 55 f
72 n
12 47 m
75 u
18

1 124 e
2 52 s
67 l
103 m
3 66 b
107 n
4 10 h
5 29 q
67 v
72 dd
112 oo
142 f
145 q
6 73 b
7 67 l
Isaiah
19
1 72 l
3 67 dd
4 124 i
132 h
6 53 g, p
124 e
7 106 n
8 130 a
9 86 i
10 128 y
11 107 t

133 h
12 109 f
150 l
13 142 f
14 67 l
17 80 h
95 d
143 b
18 2 a
22 113 s
20
1 115 k
2 113 i
118 n
4 87 g
118 o
20
1 115 k
2 113 i
118 n
4 87 g
118 o
21
1 114 o
2 44 o
72 s
91 e
121 b

122 i
5 113 ff
7 93 dd
117 q
8 118 r
9 136 d
11 90 f
93 w
116 t
12 29 t
75 u, rr
76 d
110 b
14 68 i
76 d
17 127 a
128 a
146 a
22
1 91 e
107 v
150 l
Isaiah
22
2 75 v
117 z
126 e
128 x

152 d
3 119 w
5 55 f
85 l
128 a
133 l
7 73 d
111 w
128 r
10 20 m
11 95 o
124 k
13 75 n
113 d, f, dd
14 107 c
112 ss
149 b, e
16 90 m
144 b, e
17 113 r
18 118 r
19 144 p
24 128 w
133 h
23
1 110 k
119 y
4 152 z

5 118 u
128 h
7 126 z1
8 93 pp
11 20 o
53 q
12 35 b
46 e
118 f
130 e
132 b
13 126 e, aa
= 136 d2
15 44 f
116 p
118 t
17 72 l
91 e
24
2 35 g
116 s
127 i
161 c
3 67 t
Isaiah
24
5 67 v
6 67 ee

9 67 p
10 119 x
12 67 y
121 d
13 164 d
16 117 q
17 103 g
19f 67 l, o
80 k
113 w
20 126 o
22 117 q
118 r
25
1 60 f
6 75 dd
93 ss
7 72 p
10 72 v
26
3 50 f
116 s
4 =119 i3
9 144 m
10 122 q
159 c
11 47 m
75 u

14 152 t
16 44 l
72 o
18 124 e
19 95 h
122 s
145 c
20 75 qq
27
3 60 a
4 10 h
48 c
65 b
71
108 f
117 x
151 b
5 162 a
8 55 f
9 156 f
10 126 o
11 47 k
70 a
72 n
124 e
Isaiah
27
145 c

12 96 a
130 g
28
1 124 e
128 c, w
2 125 c
3 47 k
4 91 e
128 p, w
135 n
144 e
6 90 i
119 hh
7 72 l
8 127 c
9 130 a
10 86 g1
102 h
147 c
11 116 b
12 23 i
44 l
114 m
13 112 p
16 71
119 i
130 f4
155 f

17 29 u
142 f
18 145 o
20 133 c
21 118 t
132 b
24 144 e
26 112 rr
27 152 z
28 112 m
113 w3
150 a
29
1 19 c
66 f
69 h1
130 d
4 120 g
5 126 p
133 k1
6 84a s
144 l
7 75 qq
116 i
118 t
8 112 y
116 s
Isaiah

29
126 o
9 55 g
72 l
13 115 d
127 a
142 d
14 50 e
113 w
155 f
15 53 q
112 n
116 f
144 p
16 107 u
147 c
150 f
17 112 x, oo
19 128 l
132 c
133 h
23 131 o
30
1 69 h1
2 63 i
72 q
5 70 c
78 b

103 f3
8 61 f
9 135 p
114 m
11 102 b
12 61 d
111 v
114 d, r
13 116 d
133 k1
14 63 i
113 i
156 g
158 c
16 1322
18 67 cc
130 a
19 45 d
58 g
67 n
75 ll
20 131 c
145 n
21 56
22 135 n
145 m
23 93 ss
117 ee

24 52 s
116 t
Isaiah
30
25 74 i
26 97 h
114 r
134 m, r
28 72 z
85 c
115 d
31 156 d
33 32 l
31
2 141 f
3 75 u
5 67 p
112 u
113 h2, t
6 138 f2
144 p
7 135 n
8 108 b
125 c
152 a1
32
1 143 e
6 107 g

7 115 i
154 a1
9 44 o
11 46 f
48 i
67 o (110 k)
12 116 s
144 i
13 128 c
15 112 p
16 44 c
17 113 c
18 124 e
33
1 20 h
53 q, u
67 v
120 b
156 f
3 67 dd
4 85 h
116 t
5 116 s
6 130 b
7 75 u
9 29 q
44 c
145 t

10 54 c
Isaiah
33 133 l
12 20 i
14 84a s
107 t
117 bb
15 117 r4
119 z
124 e
16 124 b
20 152 t
22 140 a
24 116 k
34
4 67 t
126 o
5→ 52 k
6 54 h
7 52 k
9 84a s
10 102 i
133 i
11 21 c
80 g
13 117 z
145 k
17 59 g

35
1 47 n
2 117 q
130 b
3 132 f
4 65 f
69 v
7 135 p
9 84b f
132 c
36
3g
2 128 w1
5 44 i
8 127 f
134 g
9 119 s, u
126 u
11 2 a
14 74 l
16 110 f
127 f
17 114 r
37
3g
3 69 m
114 l5
Isaiah

37
152 k
4 132 k
11 150 a
14 124 b1
16 141 h
17 10 g
132 h
19 113 f, z
22 130 e, f
23 44 g
117 c
24 91 e
128 r
25 124 e
26 23 f
75 qq
112 oo
114 k
117 ii
28 114 c
29 112 nn
30 66 c
91 c
110 c
113 z, ee
126 b
38 111 g

116 u
38
3g
3 16 f1
157 c
5 50 e
113 bb
155 f
9 114 r
10 108 g
121 d
14 48 i2
61 f1
15 30 m
55 g
16 75 mm
103 g
135 p
144 f
17 119 ff
18 116 h
152 z
20 86 i
114 i
39
3g
1 111 q
124 b1

2 15 f1
Isaiah
39
126 x
6 112 t, x
40
1 107 f
3 146 b
4 93 v
6 112 qq
127 c
9 119 s
10 119 i
11 93 x
12 73 b
14 124 e
18 15 c
75 dd
19 119 hh
20 52 n
121 d
155 f
156 g
22 126 b
24 29 w
25 75 dd
108 d
150 m

26 124 e
29 152 v
30 69 q
113 w
31 8 k
41
1 119 gg
135 r
2 35 n
75 gg
155 n
3 118 q
4 135 a1
5 47 m
75 u
7 29 f
117 c
8 138 d
10 75 bb
11 128 t
135 n
12 135 n
15 96
p. 286
17 20 i
152 k
23 48 g1
75 l, v

109 d
24 155 n
25 23 d
Isaiah
41
72 x
76 d
26 48 c
108 d
28 109 h
(152 d)
42
1 155 i
4 67 q
5 65 d
93 ss
124 k
6 107 b2
7 84b n
11 122 i
13 126 p
17 117 q
18 35 g
126 e
19 126 f
20 75 n
144 p
21 120 c

22 29 q
63 d
72 y
119 hh
124 q
24 113 d
114 m
138 g
142 f2
25 110 b2
131 k
43
1 61 h
74 e
91 d
2 159 dd, ff
6 122 v
7 116 x
8 53 m
69 v
74 l
9 51 o
106 n3
136 b
10 70 a
135 a1
13 135 a1
14 93 qq

21 138 g
22 117 e
23 76 h
25 136 d
Isaiah
43
141 h
28 107 b2
44
3 71
95n
12 71
13 64 i
15 66 e
103 f3
p. 302
117 ii
16 67 ee
18 145 o
19 150 a
152 d
21 20 f
572
117 x
23 67 ff
24 65 d
27 46 d
63 l

126 b
28 53 n
114 p
45
1 67 p
114 r
2 70 b
4 111 b2
131 g
6 90 e
91 e
152 s
7 29 e1
9 152 u
10 47 o
11 110 b
12 135 f
13 72 x
14 10 g
17 117 qr
20 135 r
21 152 k
22 110 c, f
46
2 139 f5
4 106 c
135 a1
5 75 dd

6 116 x
126 b
9 152 s
11 106 c
Isaiah
47
1 120 c
122 i
152 u
2 46 d
63 l
3 109 a2
5 100 g2
120 c
118 o
7 94 g
135 o
8 90 l
144 p
152 s
10 59 g
61 h
75 v
90 l
91 f
116 f
152 s
11 145 o

12 110 a, d
138 f
13 91 l
14 28 b
59 g
67 cc
152 z
15 138 f
48
1 144 p
3 107 b2
4 111 g
8 52 k
157 a
9 119 hh
11 67 t
12 135 a1
14 119 hh
17 61 h
93 qq
155 h
18 111 x
151 e
49
5 114 r
6 67 t
115 a
142 f2

7 111 q
8 71
9 110 c
11 145 u
13 67 ff
15 119 y
Isaiah
49
160 b
18 32 c
19 67 dd
133 c
21 52 l
72 p
22f 122 v
23 122 f
138 d
156 c+2
26 135 l
50
1 122 i
2 109 k
117 ii
133 c
150 m
152 y
4 117 c
8 15 c

20 f
9 136 c
10 137 c
11 20 n
93 bb
51
1 155 k
2 59 g1
60 f
107 b+2
3 146 e
9 72 s
118 u
124 q
10 93 PP
117 ii
138 k
12 61 h
96 i
111 m, v
141 h
155 f
13 52 k
15 65 d
16 66 b
69 n
17 128 q
19 47 b1

75 rr
122 q
21 50 f
130 b
52
1 120 c, h
5 53 q
Isaiah
52
55 b
70 d
7 75 x
106 g
8 117 a2
146 b
11 67 t
12 60 f
61 h
14 93 q
144 p
f 161 b
53
1 151 a
2 166 a
3 50 f
96
128 t
4 116 l

117 ii
5 121 a
128 q
6 126 o
7 =155 g
8 103 f3
p. 301
9 160 c
10 74 k
75 ii
11 117 n
120 h
132 b
54
1 67 ff
ff 122 i
144 p
155 f
4 91 l
5 124 k+4
6 58 g
9 119 y
10 103 b
11 144 p
152 a1
12 21 d
14 54 c
110 c

15 137 c
159 w
55
2 54 k
110 g
152 a1
3 93 m
7 114 a2
Isaiah
55
9 106 g
161 b
10 163 c
56
1 110 a
2 155 f
3 138 k
4 138 f
5 112 mm
6 115 d
f 143 d
7 135 m, n
8 20 m
9 29 t
76 d
90 o
10 130 a
12 29 t

76 d
57
2 118 q
4 93 m
5 67 u
6 20 h
8 47 k
75 m
145 t
11 117 e
15 117 k
17 107 b2
113 h
19 118 p
20 113 d
58
3 19 c
20 h
66 f
150 m
5 113 b
6f 113 f
7 112 hh
9 65 a
115 b
13 91 k
119 hh
14 54 k

59
3 51 b
4 53 k
113 ff
5 27 u
73 d
80 i
9 93 r
Isaiah
59
10 152 r
12 67 k
145 k
13 52 e
72 v
75 n
113 d
14 72 ee
16 59 g
17 29 u
18 118 s2
20 116 h
21 143 a
60
4 51 m
122 u
7 60 e
8 37 a

9 58 g
11 52 k
14 64 e
118 q
125 h
61
1 84b n
117 n
7 119 hh
144 p
10f 155 g
11 155 g
62
1 155 g
2 16 f
60 a
152 g
5 117 r
9 20 m
52 p
12 152 a1
63
1 136 c
2 141 d4
3 76 c
107 b2
7 118 s2
11 116 f

128 c
13 116 g
125 g
16 60 d
19 67 t
151 e
155 m
Isaiah
64
1 67 t
2 155 h
3 75 hh
130 a
5f 91 k
6 72 cc
10 146 c
11 54 k
65
1 51 c
155 n
2 126 z
152 a1
5 117 x
6 163 c
11 35 g
12 150 m2
14 70 d
17 29 i1

51 m
18 110 a, c
20 75 oo
118 q
139 h
23 69 q
24 107 c
66
3 29 f
126 i
6 146 b
8 73 a
106 b
9 116 q
13 115 d
15 119 i
18 167 b
21 131 h
Jeremiah
passim
91 n
1
5 71
107 c
10 45 g
66 b
12 114 n2
13 90 e

15 130 a
2
2 49 k
113 bb
118 p
152 a1
Jeremiah
2
6 = 155 i
8 155 n
10 118 f
11 72 e
155 n
12 46 d
63 l
15 44 m
145 k
152 y
16 117 u
17 114 a
116 g1
19 60 a
110 c
20 44 h1
21 126 x
23 75 m
24 60 e
122 d

26 154 a1
27 44 d
59 h
69 s
28 141 d
30 126 p
31 85 h
33 44 h
35 114 d
36 68 h
3
1 112 p
113 q, ee
159 w
3 29 i1
4f 44 h
5 47 k
66 f
69 r
117 g
145 t
6 75 ii
132 b
7 844 k
8 84a s
91 l
158 b
9 112 ss

10 84a k
12 49 k
72 s
14 134 s
15 53 k
113 h
18 75 n
19 133 i
20 161 b
Jeremiah
3
22 75 pp, rr
25 108 g
4
1 143 d
2 10 g
5 120 h
7 20 h
93 t
154 a1
11 67 v
13 67 ee
14 145 k
16 111 w
17 117 e
18 75 h
19 44 h
108 g

133 l2
22 117 e
152 d
28 67 aa
29 127 b
30 32 h
145 t
31 65 e
5
1 150 i
2 68 c
5 135 a
6 20 b
67 cc, ee
7 65 b
152 a1
13 52 o
138 i
22 58 i, k
60 e
26 67 p
28 117 z
29 150 h
6
4 10 g
6 91 e
8 51 c
152 a1

10 108 g
13 133 g
14 122 q
133 l
15 114 c
116 g1
130 d
16 110 f
17 112 dd
19 111 h
143 d
Jeremiah
6
20 = 126 x
28 133 i
29 67 u
113 r
7
4 133 l2
9 51 k2
112 o
113 ee
13 114 r
18 113 e
19 574
135 k
142 f1
p.457

21 69 h1
110 a
23 117 gg
26 156 d
27 49 l
29 67 ff
31 144 b
8
1 128 a
4 150 m
5 128 c
7 91 f
9 137 b
11 23 f
75 qq
133 l
13 72 aa
113 w2
14 67 dd
15 113 ff
16 130 a
1322
19 100 m
102 m
21 59 g
23 151 b
9
1 108 f

151 b
2 53 n
119 u
3 29 o2
63 c
4 53 q
67 y
113 d
5 117 g
7 135 m
11 109 i
12 49 k
Jeremiah
9
114 r
14 131 m
134 s
17 74 k
= 117 z
23 113 d, g
144 e
10
2 103 m
3 145 u3
4 109 g
5 23 i
47 n
75 oo

113 b, w
7 122 q
144 b
10 132 h
141 c
11 1 c
13 111 v
17 46 d
90 n
18 67 ee
19 63 c
126 y
22 146 b
23 72 z
24 152 h
11
7 113 k
15 53 n
90 g
91 e
16 84a g
19 45 g
21 109 g
12
3 112 m
4 145 k
5 55 h
8 119 q

9 68 i
15 139 b
13
4 127 e
7 107 b
152 b
10 52 s
116 x
12 113 q, v
16 112 p
122 o
144 c
Jeremiah
13
145 p
17 69 p
117 z
18 120 g
145 p
19 75 m
118 q
20 145 m
21 64 a
69 m
25 65 f, g
14
1 138 e2
5 113 y

6 145 n
7 91 k
15 142 d
16 103 g
17 117 q
131 e
18 155 h
159 p
19 113 ff
22 141 h
15
1 117 m1
6f 111 w1
10 44 d
59 h
61 h
91 c1
14 63 o
15 139 b
152 h
18 50 f
102 l
16
6 65 e
7 145 m4
16 73 b
132 b
17

2 28 a
45 g
126 x
3 93 aa
7 93 oo
8 84a t
11 29 i1
161 a
16 75 z
119 x
17 75 hh
Jeremiah
17
18 53 m
72 y
74 l
108 c
131 q
18
2 65 h
90 d
7 45 g
16 119 q
17 117 ii1
18 108 b
21 75 w
75 ii
19

3 67 g
5 144 b
8 91 k
11 75 pp, qq
13 113 z
15 74 k
20
1 131 b
6 118 f
7 91 e
116 b
9 21 d
112 kk
132 d
159 g
10 108 f
15 59 f
156 d
17 91 e
111 l, x
122 n2
21
1 115 i
7 72 r
9 112 t
13 66 f
22
3 76 f

5 106 i
6 44 m
149 b, c
10 113 r
12 130 c
13 144 p
152 a1
14 29 q
Jeremiah
22
87 g
88 c
15 10 g
55 h
100 n
142 g
16 115 d
117 r
17 128 w
18 144 p
147 d
19 113 h
117 q
20 10 h
46 d
23 23 f
+1
80 d

90 n
148 b
24 58 i, k
26 72 k
126 z
28 10 g
29 29 k
133 l2
30 120 b
23
48l
6 20 d
60 c, d
74 e
8 90 d
9 126 p
155 h
14 112 i
113 d, h2
152 x
17 64 e
113 r
20 115 g
23 130 a
29 29 f
155 g
32 52 s
53 k

33 117 m3
36 132 h
37 58 g
75 ll
144 h
38 68 c
39 23 l
24
2 134 l
128 m
7 115 a, c
Jeremiah
25
3 53 k
113 k
4 112 dd
5 110 f
6 109 g
12 74 h
13 76 h
117 w
14 135 g
15 131 k
16 55 b
26 127 g
27 76 h
29 16 b
29 150 a

34 91 l
36 24 e
26
5 113 k
68k
34 b
9 75 qq
27
3 126 w
4 49 k
7 135 f
8 152 x
16 90 e
18 72 o
76 g
20 53 q
28
1 134 p
3 131 d
4 132 g
6 75 t
8 111 h
9 127 a
157 c
10 93 pp
11 131 d
16 61 h
126 b

29
1 53 p
5 66 c
91 c
8 53 o
10 74 h
14 49 k
15 90 d
17 132 e
19 113 k
44 p
Jeremiah
29
23 64 e
25 16 b
91 d
124 b1
28 66 c
91 c
30
6 156 b, d
10 116 p
11 113 n, v
13 152 o
14 117 q
16 67 s
21 136 c
31

1 75 hh
2 113 dd
131 m
3 117 x
7 67 ff
118 q
8 118 q
15 145 m
18 51 c
21 44 h
126 y
22 47 o
28 45 g
32 63 o
138 b1
33 10 h
60 a
34 9 o
133 g
35 65 d
38 17 b
40 127 g
32
1 134 p
4 51 k
5 118 f
9 10 g
10 126 s

12 127 h
14 124 b1
126 x
17 152 b
19 128 x
138 d
21 85 b
27 152 b
33 113 k, ff
35 74 k
43 138 b
44 113 y
Jeremiah
33
5 116 t
6 49 k
18 131 h
20 128 d
131 r
22 116 g
130 a
24 111 h
143 d
34
9 132 dd
35
15 110 i
17 150 m

36
2 130 d
155 l
18 107 b
22 117 l
23 97 c
107 e
113 z
134 s
135 p
25 160 b
32 103 l
37
3 53 q
7 61 a
9 139 f
11 112 uu
12 53 q
15 112 f, tt
16 87 i
17 133 c
150 n
20 109 g
21 113 z
38
1 53 q
4 75 rr
6 127 i

9 111 l
11 8 k
f 93 x
14 126 w
15 48 g
16 17 b
23 116 t
144 i
24 f
109 g
26 115 a
Jeremiah
38
28 112 qq
39
7 53 q
72 z
12 17 b
22 s
14 115 c
40
1 35 d
2 117 n
3 112 qq
126 x
4 35 d
106 m
5 72 s

14 115 c
15 10 g
108 c
16= 75 hh
41
5 116 k
6 113 u
115 e
7 119 gg
8 48 g
10 75 q
12 119 g
16 124 q
127 e
164 q
42
2 75 ff
6 17 a
32 d
10 19 i
69 g
15 73 d
16 112 y
17 112 y
19 72 x
43
10 = 84b m
44

7 114 o
88k
9 91 k
17= 113 e
18 67 e, dd
102 b
19 → 53 k
58 g
91 e
Jeremiah
44
144 g
145 u
21 52 o
23 74 g
25 72 k
111 h
146 g
28 137 b
29 72 r
45
1 61 a
5 150 a
46
1 138 e2
2 134 p
5 117 q
8 68 i

9 130 e
16 126 w
20 23 k1
84b n
47
1 138 e2
4 45 g
67 cc
48
2 67 t
119 y
5 43 a1
6 75 w
11 72 dd
15 145 u
20 10 g
22 88 c
26 112 r
31 70 d
32 127 f
36 80 g
130 d
155 h
41 44 m
145 k
42 119 y
44 131 n
45 55 f

119 w
49
3 54 b, k
4 144 p
7 10 h
8 46 a2
63 o
130 d
10 75 pp
Jeremiah
49
11 47 k
48 i
60 a1
12 141 h
150 a
16 = 90 l
144 p
147 c
17 91 k
122 i
19 108 h
20 67 y
132 c
23 75 pp
113 d
24 59 g
145 k

25 80 g
28 20 b
67 cc
30 20 g
63 o
34 138 e2
36 20 m
37 67 w, aa
50
5 51 o
6 44 m
9 141 d4
10 122 i
11 80 h
20 74 k
121 b
24 75 z
26 67 n
31 130 d
34 53 l
73 d
113 x
44 108 h
45 67 y
46 145 u
51
3 17 b
152 h1

9 75 oo, qq
13 80 d
90 n
14 163 d
29 111 w1
145 k
33 53 l
34 75 oo
35 135 m
39 117 r4
46 145 o
48 145 o
Jeremiah
51
49 114 i
50 69 x
56 20 h
44 m
52 k
131 n
58 20 i
59 134 p
52
1 90 k
4 134 p
10 90 e
12 155 d
13 128 w

20 128 d
25 127 g
Ezekiel
1
1 49 b1
134 p
4 90 f
6 87 t
88 f
11 91 l
14 113 s2
27 130 a3
2
3 126 x
10 19 h
3
3 49 e
6 149 b
15 67 cc
154 a1
20 47 l
21 131 m
26 49 m
4
9 87 e
12 58 k
95 e
14 152 ac1

5
2 74 h
6 75 gg
11 72 r
109 d
12 52 n
75 hh
91 e
13 29 v
54 c
Ezekiel
5
16 109 d
6
3 93 v
135 e
6 67 p2dd
8 91 l
9 72 dd
10 119 ii
11 128 c
14 133 l
7
2 97 c
7 127 g
14 72 z
113 z2
17 88 f

24 132 c
90 oo
27 54 k
28 49 e
44 72 r
8
2 90 f
3 75 gg
6 37 c
45 d
8 125 b
12 116 s
14 90 e
16 75 kk
18 72 r
25 49 e
9
1f
135 n
2 116 k
121 d
126 w
156 c
3 49 e
116 k
121 d1
7 112 tt
8 64 i

10 72 r
11 116 k
10
3 130 a3
131 n
+2
9 84a r
126 z
134 l
12 91 c
15 72 dd
17 67 t
Ezekiel
10
72 q, dd
22 117 m3
11
3 150 a1
13 117 b
150 a1
17 72 v
24 90 c
12
12 107 q
+2
14 52 n
19 67 p
128 h

25 144 b
13
2 93 oo
130 a
3 152 b, x
155 n
7 116 t
144 i
10 ff
117 ee
158 b
11 32 i
35 m
65 e
17 91 c
18 87 f
88 c
103 f2
19 72 k
93 r
20 32 i
91 l
93 l
117 c
14
1 145 s
3 51 c, k, p
113 w

13 49 m
112 c, hh
14 112 ll, tt
15 59 g
22 117 l
126 w
15 Nil
16
4 22 s
52 q
53 s
63 d, q
Ezekiel
16
64 e
71
113 w
f 121 b
5 45 d
71
6 123 d2
7 133 i
10 49 c
13 76 f
15 75 ii
91 f
18 44 h
20 91 l

23 122 l5
27 128 d
131 r
31 91 l
32 117 d
64 c
34 121 a
44 91 e
47 103 m
152 z
48 75 m
50 47 l
51 96
52 52 p
91 n
95 p
96
p. 284
53 91 c, e, f
54 103 b
53 47 l
56 96
57 72 k, p
59 44 i
60 8 l
61 96
17
5 19 i

66 g
6 75 rr
7 52 d
9 45 e
93 m
115 d
150 a1
15 29 i1
93 m
19 67 v
21 117 m
22 49 m
23 44 o
60 a
Ezekiel
18
2 117 r
6 131 c
7 131 r
10 96 c
119 w2
139 d
14 103 l
20 119 m
25 145 u
26 135 p
28 75 t
29 145 u

32 139 d
144 e
154 b
19
1 124 e
2 80 h
7 67 p
12 53 u
20
114 m1
9 67 t
14 67 t
16 117 m
22 67 t
112 t
25 152 a1
26 157 c
29 116 q
30 f
93 oo
31 150 a, h
34 72 v
36 51 p
37 23 f
63 o
38 145 u
39 110 a
41 72 v

119 i
43 72 v
21
11 65 e
12 67 t
88 f
15 75 n
16 45 d
17 130 a
18 64 d
19 126 z
20 43 c
75 ff
102 f
21 73 a
25 102 f
Ezekiel
21
29 53 l
61 e
31 80 k
113 bb3dd
32 133 l
33 45 c
68 i
35 72 y
130 c
22

3 102 f
116 x
4 47 k
145 t
5 35 b
7 35 g
16 67 u
18 131 d
20 66 f
24 93 q
152 a1
25 29 f
26 67 t
29 152 a1
23
5 63 c, m
7 91 l
15 122 h5
16 48 d
20 48 d
28 91 e
138 e
30 113 f, dd, ff
32 47 k
143 t
42 21 c
44 96
p. 285+1

45 103 b
ff
135 o
46 f
112 u
113 cc, dd
47 103 b
48 33 k
f 91 f
49 74 k
76 b
144 a
24
2 139 g
3 69 f
6 91 e
123 d
11 67 q, bb
12 75 m
13 115 a
Ezekiel
24
131 r
26 53 l
54 k
86 k
126 r
25

3 67 u
4 91 e
6 23 c
61 c
74 e
7 155 f
8 63 i
13 90 i
15 72 p
117 q
26
2 44 m
51 p
67 t
3 117 n
7 133 i
10 130 b
14 47 k
51 l
15 117 q
17 52 s
138 k
18 87 e
21 10 g
27
3 90 m, n
12 ff
93 uu

19 20 i
26 58 g
31 80 h
32 23 k
34 116 g
35 117 q
28
3 133 a
145 d
7 133 h
9 113 q
13 74 e
14 32 g
15 90 g
16 23 d
68 k
75 qq
111 w1
17 75 n
18 93 u
23 55 d
24 72 p
Ezekiel
28
26 72 p
29
3 117 x
124 e

7 127 c
30
2 105 a
9 93 y
118 q
12 124 e
16 73 d
18 61 b
31
3 67 v
5 44 f
75 rr
→ 85 w
7 76 f
8 75 rr
11 75 n
16 128 a
18 91 e
32
1 97 d
7 49 k
11 118 f
15 133 l
16 44 o
18 66 c
19 46 a2
53 s
20 46 d

25 144 g
30 20 m
72 n
32 53 s
33
2 143 b
4 111 w
112 ll
5 52 l
12 51 n
74 h
17 135 f
143 a3
18 135 p
19 135 p
21 126 r
26 44 k
27 35 k
28 f
133 l
30 96 c
Ezekiel
34
2 574
135 k
4 72 i, w
117 n
8 114 r

135 k
10 135 k
149 c
167 b
11 135 e
12 126 z
14 93 ss
15 135 a
17 32 i
20 135 e
21 103 b
31 32 i
35
3 133 l
6 10 h
60 a
149 b
7 133 l
9 69 b1
72 k
10 117 m
11 91 l
12 84b e
36
3 67 r
75 y
113 e, g
5 91 e

9 117 m3
11 70 c
12 69 s
13 32 b
116 t
29 49 l
31 72 v
32 152 d
35 34 f
35 k
118 p
36 122 q
38 35 k
37
2 112 pp
7 60 a1
112 pp
89u
29 i
10 112 pp
11 116 t
119 s
Ezekiel
37
15 135 m
16 66 g
119 u
17 52 n

64 h
19 117 m3
38
5 141 c
11 118 f
130 a
21 49 l
22 35 m
23 27 s
54 k
39
2 55 f
4 119 hh
7 67 y
9 66 e
23 f
53 n
26 75 qq
27 112 v
126 z
28 112 kk
40
1 164 d
3 74 l
4 74 d
5 134 r
16 91 l
17 94 a

121 d
19 80 k
27 134 g
28 126 w
31 93 ss
35 35 n
43 20 m
88 f
45 136 d
48 92 g
41
6 134 r
7 67 dd
15 91 l
18 121 d
20 5 n
22 141 b
25 131 m1
42
5 68 h
131 n
14 103 g
Ezekiel
42
131 n
15 133 k
17 134 g
43

6 102 b
7 117 m
10 117 c
17 91 l
103 o
117 k
27 75 u
44
3 117 m
6 133 c
8 49 d1
58 g
9 93 hh
143 e
12 112 e1
30 115 b
45
2 52 s
65 d
11 126 n
12 97 e
16 127 g
46
6 132 g1
9 93 q
17 72 o
19 127 f
22 5 n

53 q, s
23 121 d
24 124 r
47
3 128 n
134 n
4 131 e
5 93 x
7 91 e
8 75 oo
9 104 g
10 91 e
12 67 g
15 127 f
+1
17ff= 117 m
19= 90 i
22 35 n
48
1 127 f1
14 72 dd
Ezekiel
48
109 d
18 91 e
28 9 a
Hosea
1

2 52 o
93 m
130 d
4 112 x
6 120 c, h
=152 a1
7 119 o
2
1 130 c
3 96
p. 284
5 72 w
118 u
6 52 n
11 120 e
14 59 g
17 118 u
21 133 l
25 152 a1
3
1 115 d, f
125 c
2 20 h
5 2 v1
4
2 113 ff
3 112 m
119 i

4 118 x
8 145 m
9 161 c
12 29 w
14 155 f
16 150 a
18 55 e
113 w
5
2 64 a
3 135 a
8 147 c
10 118 x
11 120 g
14 135 a
15 60 e
6
1 108 d
Hosea
6
109 k
2 96
p. 2861
119 y3
134 s
3 155 g
4 120 g
6 119 w

133 b
9 23 i
75 aa
93 s
7
1 114 q
2 152 t
157 a
4 45 d
= 80 k
5 130 a
6 91 c
+1
93 ss
7 112 m
8 152 t
11 152 u
12 24 f2
70 b
14 70 d
16 34 b3
8
2 65 h
3 60 d
4 67 v
117 ii
7 29 w
53 g1

90 f
9 119 s
10 20 g
111 w1
12 159 c
13 111 t
14 112 x
9
2 29 g
9 130 a
118 u
120 g, h
11 69 m
143 b
159 m
12 159 m
13 114 k
14 145 n
15 109 d
Hosea
10
4 75 n
113 ff
6 121 b
10 60 a
71
11= 90 l
135 a

12 110 a
13 90 g
14 9 b
23 g
53 u
72 p
156 c
15 133 i
11
1 68 f
111 b
3 19 i
55 h
66 g
4 68 i
7 75 rr
145 c
9 114 n2
12
1 124 h
5 58 k
118 g
9 144 f
10 118 u
11 112 dd
135 a
142 f
12 159 v

14 119 o
15 118 q
13
2 91 e
128 l
3 55 b
120 g
8 122 e
10 150 l
13 152 a1
14 93 q
126 e
15 75 rr
14
1 84a g
145 u
3 128 e
4 121 f
158 b
Hosea
14
5 68 f
118 g
7 145 p
10 69 b1
109 i
141 a
166 a

+3
Joel
1
2 100 n
126 e
150 g
5 126 e
6 152 v
7 113 n
8 63 l
116 k
12 102 b
15 147 d
17 20 h
18 148 a
20 145 k
+2
2
2 106 c
109 d
4 72 u
126 p
6 23 d
6f
7 126 p
13 152 g
17 150 e
19 117 z

20 145 k2
21 46 e
22 144 a
23 111 w
24 93 r
26 113 s
114 o
3 Nil
4
1 125 k
3 69 u
4 133 k1
11 510 l
64 h
14 123 e
147 c
18 117 z
21 49 k
75 z
Amos
1
3 134 s
→ 158 c
4 49 m
5 145 c
6 158 c
8 145 e
9 114 r

11 58 g
91 e
112 i
114 r
13 158 c
2
1→ 158 c
6 61 b
158 c
7 126 b
9 53 n
10 69 x
12 51 n
16 118 n
128 y
3
2 153
4 163 c
5 113 q
7 107 g
163 c
8 159 h
9 124 e
11 67 t
154 a
12 126 r
88 f
13 125 h

4
1f 135 o
144 a
2 75 oo
112 x
3 44 k
4 110 a
113 z
114 n2
7 112 h3s
144 c
8 134 s
9 126 n
10 154 a1
11 115 d, f
12 158 b
13 29 e1
116 g1
Amos
5
2 128 k
3 117 z
129 g
4 110 f
5 122 h
113 n
6 110 f
112 p

f 144 p
7 126 b
8 111 u
117 ii
11 61 e
13 67 g
14 152 g
109 k
15 63 l
67 cc
16 105 a
18 152 d
19 112 c, m
126 r
21 20 h
106 g
154 a1
26 112 x, rr
6
1 112 n
2 125 h
126 y
133 a
3 49 d1
6 119 m1
63 e
93 k
10 114 l

145 m
147 d1
152 s
12 123 a
144 d
13 152 s
14 112 t
125 c
7
1 86 i
147 b
2 112 uu
5 112 tt
6 156 b
14 128 v
15 119 b
17 113 n
8
4 53 q
Amos
8
5 108 d
8 = 19 k2
112 p
125 e
9 49 l
112 y
10 128 h

135 p
11 112 x
13 54 k
146 g
14 93 aa1
9
1 61 g
144 e
2ff 159 r
3 112 p
4 61 g
5 = 19 k2
7 150 e
8 53 k
113 n, v
11 116 d
118 u
13 54 k
112 x
14 91 c
Obadiah
3 = 90 l
93 x
4 73 f
10 128 h
11 9 v
61 d, f1
69 u

118 x
12 53 n
13 47 k
15 161 b
20 29 q
Jonah
1
3 116 d
122 t
135 p
5 51 m
6 120 b
7 36
f 150 k
92b
10 117 q
11 113 u
165 a
14 16 f
Jonah
1
105 a
108 c
15 61 c
2
1 122 s
2 122 s
10 90 g

11 122 s
3
5 133 g
4
1 117 q
2 16 f
114 n2
5 107 k
6 117 q
9 113 k
10 96
p. 285
128 v
11 20 m
97 b
150 a
Micah
1
2 109 k
135 r
144 p
5 23 c
37 a
137 a
7 52 l
67 y
117 ii
8 69 b1

118 n
10 113 v
11 122 s
131 c
145 m
13 110 k
15 74 k
2
2 118 q
4 144 d
67 u
117 r
6 72 dd
145 o
7 100 n
118 n
8 72 p
116 h
Micah
2
159 x
12 72 i, k
127 i
13 111 w
3
1 114 l
150 e
4 107 c3

109 k
6 119 w
144 c
12 44 k
87 e
121 d
4
3 91 n
145 c
6 68 h
p>84a s
f 122 s
8 68 f
9 117 q
10 10 k
73 b
76 g
11 145 n
119 dd
12 90 i
13 44 h
+1
72 g
14 3 g
119 o
5
1 90 g1
135 g

142 g
2 106 o
155 l
4 72 i
128 l
= 134 s
6
1 138 e
3 53 p
= 75 ee
163 b
5 117 gg
7 134 g
8 163 d
9 146 b
10 47 b1
118 g
11 47 b
13 67 ee
115 c
Micah
7
1 93 p
117 ff
119 i
152 k
3 135 f
4 133 eg

8 72 b1
→ 122 s
10 75 p, w, hh
145 u
122 s
11 126 x
12 126 aa
14 90 m
17 116 h
18 148 c
19 120 g
Nahum
1
2→5h
128 u
3 55 b
75 hh
84a k3
128 x
143 a, c
4 69 u
70 e
111 u
5 126 k
7 130 a
8 118 f
12 67 t
13 91 d

2
1 67 ff
91 e
2 133 l
4 52 q
91 l
5 55 g
93 ss
8 63 p
91 c, k
9 130 d
11 67 t
133 l
14 91 e, l
3
4 128 u
5 53 p
75 ee
7 52 q
Nahum
3
67 cc
76 b
146 c
8 70 e
94 d
133 b
156 c

9 91 e
10 69 u
11 145 p
12 112 ff
15 110 a, k
126 o
145 t
17 20 h
86 i
18 72 l
19 135 m
Habakkuk
1
2 106 h
5 116 s
6 13 c
155 e
8 67 ee
9f 111 t
11 102 d
138 h
13 65 e
14 152 u
15 63 p
16 65 e
103 g
17 114 h
114 p2

156 g
2
1 37 b
3 65 f
72 dd
113 n
6 13 c
147 c
10 116 s
118 p
12 112 n
14 116 f2
155 g
15 113 z
116 g
17 20 n
60 d
67 v
18 37 d
19 100 g2
Habakkuk
2
152 o, p
20 147 d
3
2 75 mm
6 67 k, ee
8 131 r

9 65 e
117 q
10 91 l
11 90 d
13 22 s
75 n, aa
113 h
15 144 m
17 95 f
145 u
19 86 i
Zephaniah
1
2f 72 aa
113 w3
7 147 d
14 52 s
15 133 l
18 162 b
2
1 152 a1
2 152 y
7 135 p
98k
13 109 k
14 90 o
15 90 l
152 s

3
1 75 rr
3 87 m
5 152 a1
7 120 g
9 107 k3
118 q
11 135 n
14 67 ff
16 145 p
18 69 t
19 84as
20 91 l
Haggai
1
1 129 f
2 152 d
Haggai
1
4 126 z
118 p
131 h1
135 g
6 45 d
113 z
9 37 f
14 131 g
2

5 44 o
91 d
117 l
6 116 p
7 145 e
12 152 c
159 w
16 63 i
17 117 m3
152 n
Zechariah
1
2 117 g
8 132 d
12 136 d
13 131 c
14 117 q
15 117 q
158 b
2
8 34 f
118 r
10 154 b
11 29 o
13 116 p
14 67 ff
17 72 v, ee
147 d

3
1 61 b
115 c
125 f
3 116 r
4 113 z
7 53 o
117 r
8 116 p
126 e
9 88 f
97 c
122 n
4
2 91 e
Zechariah
4
97 c
126 x
10 72 dd
106 n
127 h
12 10 g
14 119 cc
5
2 134 n
4 73 d
75 mm

80 i
7 74 i
136 d2
9 74 k
10 32 n
11 23 k
72 ee
103 g
6
7 54 k
10 49 l
12 155 e
7
1 134 p
3 113 h
136 d
5 59 a
113 q, z
117 x
6 116 q
126 k
7 117 l
10 139 c
+1
14 52 n
8
2 =117 q
5 132 d

6 150 a
10 146 a
14f 67 aa
15 120 g
17 117 l
139 c1
19 63 l
23 157 a
9
5 75 p, hh
107 n
109 k
9 72 s
124 o
154 a1
Zechariah
9
11 135 f
152 u
153
12 116 s
10
2 124 h
5 72 p
6 72 x
11
2 126 w
5 19 k

60 h
7 96
130 g
132 c
133 h
9 68 c
116 d
10 67 w
17 90 l
113 n
12
1 116 d
10 113 z
138 e1
11 85 v
12 123 d
13
4 74 h
6 121 b
7 72 s
110 k
144 a
14
4 93 v
121 d
128 w1
5 156 c
10 72 p

126 w
12 67 dd
113 b
145 m
Malachi
1
2 68 f
6 32 c
107 g
8 61 g
150 g
10 151 a, d
Malachi
1
153
13 37 c
100 m
147 c
14 80 b2
2
5 67 u
14 44 g
95 k
158 b
15 144 p
16 116 s
155 n
3

1 150 g
2 126 k
9 67 u
144 p
14 100 g
20 44 d
Psalms
passim
15 d
1
2 163 a
3 16 g
107 g
119 cc
6 68 c
2
1 106 l
2 107 f
119 dd
126 h
3 48 c
91 l
108 b
4 126 h
5 58 g
103 p2
6 135 a, n
154 b

7 44 d
69 s
8 108 d
9 128 o
10 126 h
154 b
12 118 g1
130 a
3
1 129 c
2 67 ee
Psalms
3
3 90 g
152 n1
5 144 m
6 49 e
8 72 s
117 ll
4
1 124 f
3 37 e
47 m
156 d
4 154 b
7 76 b
8 133 e4
155 l

5
2 73 a
4 118 i
5 107 s, w
116 f
117 bb
7 128 a, t
8 107 s
9 24 f2
70 b
10 122 q
124 e
145 m
152 o
11 29 e
58 g
12 103 p2
116 g
156
13 117 ee
6
1 124 f
2 152 h
4 32 g
147 c
6 152 o
7 106 g
8 67 bb

9 93 x
10 142 f
7
3 118 p
152 l
4 159 m
5 49 e
6 63 n
7 72 s
119 gg
156 d
Psalms
7
8 72 s
10 124 g
132 h
158 a
12 127 b
13 111 w
120 g
16 155 h
17 10 h
8
2 66 h
148 b
3 128 a
4 159 dd
164 d

5 107 v
111 m
150 h
6 =117 cc
9
2 13 c
7 126 m
135 f
145 d
11 106 k
13 5 h
14 20 b
63 l
67 cc
15 5 h
91 l
108 d
16 138 g
17 5 h
18 90 e
116 b
19 68 c
152 x
21 157 a
10
1→ 5 h
2 138 g
35h

106 k
55h
141 c
9 91 e
10 93 x
154 a1
11 106 g
12 66 c
76 b
13 37 f
157 a
15 104 g
Psalms
11
1 118 r
129 c
148 b
247 m
4 143 b
145 u
155 e
5 142 f
6 109 k
7 91 l
103 f3
12
2 123 b
3 117 t

123 f
4 53 n
122 q
7 10 g
+3
97 h
134 r
8 126 y
9 54 k
13
4 117 r
5 44 e
59 i
152 z
14
3g
1 129 c
154 a1
3 152 o
5 117 p
7 151 b
15
2 117 r4
118 n
4 72 dd
16
19v
48 i

61 f1
2 44 i
152 t
3 130 d
143 e
4 93 m
145 p
155 f
5 50 e
6 80 g
122 q
8 116 s
Psalms
16
9 111 r
10 114 m
11 122 q
124 e
17
3 59 h
67 ee
4 143 e
5 113 gg
9 138 g
10 91 f, l
96 q
124 s
144 m

12 126 p
13f 144 m
18
3g
12r
53 l
130 d
154 a1
2 135 m3
3 93 pp
155 i
4 116 e
132 b
7 10 g3
107 b
10 69 p
12 109 k
14 107 b
17ff 107 b
117 g
18 126 z
22 119 ff
26 93 h, s
27 67 l
28 132 f
145 n
30 67 q
119 o

31 126 c
140 d
143 a
33 116 f, x
117 cc
126 b1
131 r
35 44 m
145 k
37→ 103 d
38ff 107 b
+2
108 e
40 23 f
68 k
Psalms
18
103 d
116 i
41 116 w
117 ii1
44 87 f
46 91 n
48 103 d
49 102 b
116 g, i
50 107 n
19

3 20 f
4 152 t
5 135 p
6 122 o
8ff 5 h
f 116 g
10 126 b
141 c
11 116 e
14 49 k
67 p
20
3 135 m
4 27 n
= 48 d
21
2 109 k
126 h
148 b
4 117 ff
7 117 ii
124 e
10 58 g
11 91 l
13 58 g
117 ii1
156 d
22

2 59 h
3 152 d
4 117 bb
5 58 g
6 112 h
7 116 l
152 d
8 119 q
9 144 p
14 118 r
15 67 t
16 121 c
122 n
18 107 s
22 23 f
Psalms
22
119 ff
29 116 s
32 116 e
23
2 124 e
128 p
3 21 d
4 107 x
159 bb
5 126 n
141 c, d

6 69 m1
24
1 129 c
130 a
2 107 b
124 e
3 63 n
107 t
4 128 y
8 136 c
10 136 c
25
5h
2 105 c
10 141 c
11 112 nn
12 136 c
155 h
14 114 i
26
1 156 g
2 48 i
61 g
3 112 rr
4 128 t
7 53 q
10 20 f
12 93 qq

27
2 135 m3
5 91 e
7 144 m
9 109 c
13 5 n
159 dd
167 a
28
1 29 f
119 ff
161 a1
2 66 b
Psalms
28
3 141 e
7 53 q
9 10 g
29
1 124 q
128 v
4 141 c2
10 111 r
30
2 60 f
4 69 m
8 90 n
93 aa

31
2 106 g
108 c
3 128 p
5 29 f
138 g
7 106 g
8 108 b
11 67 bb
21 93 r
22 119 i
32
1 75 qq
116 k
2 152 o
155 i
4f 107 b
6 143 e
153
8 107 q
138 g
155 h
156 c
9 114 a, k, s
33
3 114 n
5 116 s
7 118 w

126 o
8 145 e
10 67 v
12 155 h
15 126 b
34
5h
2 21 d
6 109 e
Psalms
34
8 111 u
9 155 f
10 75 oo
12 60 f
126 e
22 142 ff
35
1 73 d
117 w
2 119 i
6 141 c2
8 60 d
156 g
10 9 u
12 117 ff
14 93 hh
15 113 h

16 91 l
113 h
119 q
130 e
133 h
19 131 q3
152 z
20 93 ii
23 135 q
36
6 35 n
8 75 u
9 75 u
13 64 d
37
15h
35 b
75 bb
4 54 k
5 67 n
6 116 i
7 29 f
9 20 f
10 159 g
14 45 g
15 20 h
16 129 b
20 29 o

75 m
119 i
22 116 l
23 121 f
24 159 bb
27 110 f
31 145 k+1, 2
33 61 e
34 60 f
Psalms
38
2 152 h, z
5 133 c
11 55 e
135 f
145 n
13 124 e
17 72 q
152 w
21 61 c
39
7 75 u
119 i
9 117 ii
11 135 a
10 10 h
14 75 gg
108 d

40
2 52 o
75 aa
5 93 oo
6 108 f
114 f
133 c
159 e
9 106 g
13 106 l
122 t
14f 3 g
15 29 o2
18 29 q
65 e
41
3 109 e
5 30 m
74 h
6 112 p
8 54 f
10 135 n
13 111 r
42
2 122 f
155 g
4 115 e1
5 30 m

107 e
117 x
6 111 t
10 68 g
102 l
107 n
12 111 t
Psalms
43
1 72 s
152 a1
2 102 l
107 n
3 124 b
5 111 t
44
3 107 e
144 m
5 136 d
141 h
6 119 o
10 154 a1
13 152 a1
18 65 h
156 f
19 152 z
20 119 q
21 159 n

23 128 q
26 67 k
27 72 s
90 g
45<
1 124 e
3 55 e
5 131 c
154 a1
6 15 o
29 o2
7 128 d
8 117 ee
9 87 f
141 d
154 a1
10 20 h2
12 75 bb
109 h
124 i
13 133 h
16 76 g
17 58 g
18 53 q
123 c
46
3 72 q
115 g

4 132 h2
5 124 b
132 c
143 b
7 119 q
144 d
Psalms
47
4 109 k
5 16 b
107 b
48
6 164 b1
7 59 g
11 93 gx
14 91 e
15 126 aa
49
6 102 l
7 126 b
8 113 v
9 69 f
12 91 l
13 152 t
155 g
14 155 e
15 10 g3
67 ee

111 t
114 k2
126 o
18 152 e
21 155 g
50
3 109 e
144 c
4 115 b
10 90 o
12 159 m, r
15 61 g
17 142 d
21 112 c
113 x
157 a
22 116 b
23 58 i
51
4 75 gg
120 g
5 142 f
6 107 q
165 b
7 64 h
9 165 a
10 155 h
14 117 ff

18 108 f
19 128 h
21 107 c3
Psalms
52
5 22 s
119 w
53
3g
6 91 e
116 i
7 151 b
54
2 150 e
6 119 i
55
2 54 k
3 108 g
7 108 f =151 b
10 52 n
13 107 x
108 f
16 74 k
103 p2
18 108 g
111 t
19 119 gg, l3
20 116 s

22 10 g
23 117 x
56
1 115 k
2 118 p
3 118 q
4 115 l
9 44 g
10 130 d
155 l
57
2 75 u
145 o
5 108 g
117 bb
144 m
8ff 3 g
58
2 52 n
118 q
5 63 n
130 a
155 g
7 91 f =91 l
96 q
8 91 k
Psalms
58

9 69 x
96
118 r
59
5 54 c
6 125 h
128 x
131 s
7 120 g
8 151 a
10 48 c
12 58 g
13 96 q =91 l
14 91 l
165 a
16 111 t
159 s
17f 107 n
130 d
60
2 16 t
3 59 h
4 44 g
75 pp
5 130 c2
131 c
7ff 3 g
144 m

13 80 g
158 a
61
1 80 f
3 51 l
133 c
7 107 n
8 66 f
75 cc
62
4 52 q
126 x
5 145 m
156 d
8 13 c
12 134 s
138 g
63
2 132 d
3 114 o
4 60 e
145 u
6 117 t, f 159 n1
63
7 124 b
8 90 g
11 144 g
64

5 69 r
7 67 e
8ff 111 w
117 ff
9 103 p2
130 a
65
4 113 c
143 b
5 10 g3
130 d
155 n
6 92 g
9 111 l
10 53 n
60 g
80 f
14 117 y
66
1 145 e
6 108 g
13 119 n
17 114 m
67 Nil
68
3 19 c
51 k
66 f

67 t
5 119 i3
6 84b b
7 10 h
117 bb
124 e
8 126 aa
9 =136 d2
10→ 107 b
11 145 c
13 67 cc
14 44 m
15 109 k
17 131 c
18 21 c
97 h
19 60 f
114 k
117 bb
22 128 c
Psalms
68
24 10 g3
103 m
26 84a s
28 116 f
29 67 ff
138 h

31 155 f
32 75 u
34 119 q
130 f
69
4 67 u
118 p
5 122 t
131 q
6 117 n
10 59 g
95 b
11 144 l3
15 108 c
18 109 c
19 48 i
24 64 h
36 69 s
70
3g
71
1 108 c
7 131 r
18 115 f
20 120 g
24 44 o
72
2 107 n

12 152 u, v
13 72 r
14 69 b1, f
15 58 i
16f 109 k
17 10 g
19 121 d
20 52 q
73
2 44 m
75 u
106 p
145 k
5 91 l
6 58 g
7 91 l
145 o
9 63 n
Psalms
73
67 ee
69 x
10 103 f3
121 f
128 w
11 106 p
14 123 c
15 159 n, y

16 32 l
49 e
17 108 e
107 c
108 h
18 117 n
19 148 b
20 53 q
119 y3
27 119 ff
28 73 d
74
2 138 g
5 10 g
93 t
7 119 gg
8 60 d
76 f
9 137 b
147 c
10 64 e
15 128 w
17 143 b
19 80 f
22 72 s
75
3 = 118 q
4 116 w

146 g
6 152 z
8 34 c
76
4 93 m
6 54 a2
72 l
154 a1
7 = 104 g
162 b
8 116 e
10 115 g
11 124 e
77
2 63 o
4 75 l, u
7 108 g
10 67 r
Psalms
77
11 67 r
16 20 g
125 c
18 55 b
93 bb
20 20 h
78
6 107 k, q

155 f
9 130 e
15 107 e
132 h2
16 74 l
17 53 q
18 114 o
21 66 e
38 114 n2
40 107 e
44 75 u
124 e
49 128 w
54 138 g
79
2 90 o
10 150 e
12 97 h
134 r
80
3 90 g
5 106 h
131 s
6 131 c2
8 131 s
11 52 q
121 d
13 112 h

14 5 n
56
15 125 h
131 s
19 72 t
20 131 s
81
6 53 q
130 d
155 n
9 109 b
151 e
11 116 f
14 159 z
82
6 135 a
Psalms
83
131 s
2 152 g
3 75 u
4 63 n
5 119 y
12 58 g
91 l
131 o
15 155 f
19 144 l2

84
2 124 b
7 130 a
9 125 h
131 s
85 Nil
86
29v
48 i2
61 f1
4 65 e
9 117 n
17 165 a
87
3 121 d1
145 u
5 104 g
123 c
88
5 152 u
161 a1
6 116 h
11 120 c
16 108 g
17 55 d
19 141 c
89
2 144 m4

7 124 q
128 v
8 63 c
116 e
10 76 b
11 75 oo
18 91 l
19 143 e
20 107 c
34 67 v
40 64 e
119 gg
44 72 w
48 135 f
Psalms
89
51 132 b
52 20 h
90
2 = 107 c
152 r
3 109 k
111 t
4 118 r
134 g
5 155 g
6 112 m
8 73 d

10 49 e
13 147 c
15 87 n
96 m
130 d
91
4 67 p
84a s
109 k
6 67 q
118 i
9 117 ii
11 20 c
12 60 e
92
8 111 v
11 67 ee
12 132 b
14 65 e
118 p
16 90 g
93
1 156 g
94
1 53 m
69 v
9 65 d
93 qq

12 13 c
20 g
17 90 g
106 p
18 164 d
20 60 b
63 m
22 111 w
95
3 133 i
7 151 e
9 160 b
Psalms
95
10 72 r
11 149 b, c
96
1 145 e
7 104 g
9 145 e
97 Nil
98
7 130 a
99
3 126 h
6 74 i
75 oo
119 i

100
3 29 l = 103 g
141 b
101
3 75 n
5 115 b
55 b, c
64 i
90 m
8 114 o
102
3 130 d
4 67 u
119 i
5 63 l
90
9 116 i
14 67 a, cc
19 116 e
28 67 g
135 a1
103
1 10 g
3 91 e, l
4 35 b
58 g
5 145 k+2
156 d

7 107 e
9 117 g
10 152 e
14 50 f
20 114 o
Psalms
104
1 106 g
2 117 y
3 20 m2
35 b
126 b
6ff 107 b
7 72 u
102 b
8 138 g
11 90 o
12 93 z
14 29 e
114 o
17 143 a
18 20 m
126 x
19 122 o
20 109 h
159 d
21 114 p
24 67 ee

25 136 d2
152 u
26 138 g
28 47 m
159 c
29 68 h
159 d
31 109 k
105
12 118 x
24 75 gg
28 53 n
43 74 l
106
9 125 g
13 120 g
19 107 b
107
5 118 n
18 107 b
23 5 n
17 e
29 107 b
109 k
40 5 n
43 93 m
108
3g

2 144 m
7 144 m
13 80 g
Psalms
109
2 117 t
3 572
4 141 d
7 109 a2
10 64 e
112 q
12 116 r
13f 75 y
114 k
29 117 y
30 144 m4
110
1 164 f
2 110 c
3 141 c
4 90 l
111
15h
6 114 o
112
15h
3 141 b
7 50 f

8 164 f
113
5ff 90 m
8 90 n
9 90 l, m
114
1 128 a1
5 107 v
8 90 m, o
115
2 150 e
5 140 a
7 143 d
147 e
15 116 l
121 f
116
1 90 n
4 16 f1
105 a
6 53 q
67 ee
7 72 s
91 l
12 91 l
13 128 q
14f 90 f
93 i

116
15 90 f
16 117 n
18 90 f
93 i
19 91 e
117 Nil
118
5 20 g
59 f
119 gg
7 119 i
10ff 60 d
11 67 cc
13 45 g
113 p
14 80 g
16 84a s
18 20 g
113 p
52 o
59 f
23 74 g
122 q
25 20 f
52 m
26 59 e
119

15h
128 x
5 151 e
14 95 u
118 s2
18 75 cc
21 126 w
22 67 p
75 cc
25 32 c
28 72 m
30 60 a
37 91 k
40 106 k
41 91 k
55 49 e
61 72 m
72 134 n
87 106 p
91 143 e
98 91 k, n
101 75 oo
106 72 m
117 75 l
128 130 f4
136 117 z
155 n
Psalms

119
158 b
137 145 r
145 145 r
163 108 g
167 61 f1
120
127 e
1 90 g
5 105 a
117 bb
6 80 f
119 s
7 141 c3
121
127 e
1 127 e
3 107 p
109 e
5 124 k
122
127 e
6 75 u
123
127 e
1 90 m
4 80 f
119 s

127 g
124
4 90 f
5 145 o
125
127 e
1 155 g
2 143 a
3 90 g
126
127 e
6 113 p, u
127
127 e
2 23 l
80 h
114 n
118 i
4 161 c
128
127 e
Psalms
128
3 75 v
96
p. 285
5 110 i
129

127 e
1f 80 f
3 117 n
4 52 l
6 164 d
130
127 e
4 76 e
5 106 g
131
127 e
1 72 l
132
127 e
1 52 r
75 aa
3 128 m
4 80 g
5 107 l =124 b
6 65 h
12 34 b+3
91 n
138 g
133
127 e
1 115 f
2 126 x
134

127 e
2 91 k
118 f
135
7 53 o
9 91 e
10f 117 n
14 29 v
136
12r
141 b
2f 113 i
3 102 m
113 i
6 65 d
8f 130 a
10f 116 x
Psalms
136
13f 116 x
19f 117 n
137
1 124 e
3 64 f
117 gg
4 107 t
148 b
5 159 m, r

6 58 g
159 n1
7 75 cc
116 d
138
2 16 f
3 130 d
6 69 b, p
139
1 59 h
2 73 a
+1
135 a
5 91 e
6 133 c
8 66 e
100 o
f 108 e
111 x
159 m, t
11 103 d
111 x
159 f
12 133 b2
13 107 b
14 75 qq
118 p
15 75 z

18 159 c
+2
39 e
151 e
20 23 i
68 h
75 oo
21 72 cc
22 117 q
128 r
140
2 66 f
4 = 91 l
5 66 f
10 58 g
66 f
75 mm
12 128 t
13 44 i
Psalms
141
3 20 h
48 i
4 76 c
96
p. 285
5 74 k
8 75 bb

103 g
9 119 hh
10 145 m
142
2 144 m
4 138 g
5 53 m
113 bb
143
3 75 oo
6 106 g
7 161 a1
8 138 g
10 126 z
144
2 87 f
3 111 m, v
5 109 f
6 117 q
8 124 s
12 118 r
14 122 e
145
15h
60 f
6 68 c
7 132 b
11 68 c

13 123 c
14 117 n
18 60 c
43 74 l
146
8 117 n
147
1 52 p
2 20 m
7 63 l
148 Nil
149
2 122 h5
124 k
6 96
p. 286
Psalms
150
1 135 n
4 84a t
6 145 c
Proverbs
passim 15 d
1
3 113 e
5 69 v
9 91 n
10 68 h

75 hh
16 145 u
17 128 u
19 29 f
20 47 k
86 l
124 e
21 68 c
75 v
145 u
22 63 m
93 t
106 h, l
23 159 c, d
27 114 r
135 m
28 60 e
29 158 b
32 145 u
2
2 114 o
7 116 h
8 114 i1, r
10 145 u
11 58 i
66 f
13 35 g
14 116 x

128 w
17 35 g
116 x
19 116 i
22 144 g
3
2 145 u
3f 110 f
7 109 c
8 22 s
10 117 z
12 16 b
154 a1
17 141 c, d
18 145 l
25 109 e
26 119 i
Proverbs
30 73 e
35 145 l
4
2 106 n
4 75 n
110 f
8 60 f
67 l
11 75 ee
13 20 h

18 113 u
21 72 ee
24 64 h
25 70 b
5
2 114 r
145 u
4 96
p. 286
6 72 l
156 g
13 75 ee
14 106 p
16 150 a
17 152 o
19 128 p
22 60 e
131 m3
6
12 131 c
13 119 q
16 134 s
17 132 f
21 135 o
24 114 i1
128 w
27 63 m
7

2 29 q
75 n
110 f
5 114 i1
7 108 g, h
8 91 e
116 x
10 118 q
11 94 d
13 67 dd
68 d
20 128 q
26 116 l
27 128 h
8
3 47 k
Proverbs
8
118 g
4 96
p. 285
9 116 d
10 152 g
12 117 bb
13 74 h
122 v
17 60 e
68 f

21 114 r
22 59 f
75 u
25 107 c
152 r
26 124 l
164 d
27 67 r
28 67 cc
93 v
29 67 r
30 122 f
141 c2
32 130 d
155 n
9
1 86 l
4 137 c
5 119 m
9 109 h
10 124 h
11 114 g
12 159 n, ff
13 137 c
152 u1
14 118 g
16 137 c
18 116 l

10
4 23 g
72 p
117 t
10 119 q
25 164 g
26 35 g
124 k
30 152 t
31 117 z
34 118 f
11
2 111 s
159 h
3 67 n, cc
14 123 b
15 67 t
Proverbs
11
11
21 22 s
25 69 w
26 29 f
145 c
12
1 16 f
7 113 ff
10 145 h

11 117 z
122 q
17 159 c
18 75 qq
19 108 h
21 152 b
25 145 u
28 91 e
152 g
13
4 131 n
152 k
6 142 f
10 153
16 142 f
20 67 t
110 f
21 117 c, ff
23 23 g
72 p
24 117 ff
14
1 86 l
142 k3
2 116 i, k
128 y
3 = 47 g
5 128 p

7 152 u1
10 22 s
11 65 e
13 131 n1
14 72 p
20 121 f
30 124 d
34 72 bb
35 114 i1
15
1 20 c
22 s
5 63 n
12 113 d, f
18 128 t
20 107 f
128 l
22 113 ff
Proverbs
15
145 k
25 109 k
27 117 p
16
2 146 c
4 127 i
10 107 o
11 128 a1

13 124 e
16 75 n
115 b
30 114 i1
33 121 b
17
3 161 a
4 68 i
8 128 p
10 66 f
11 153
12 113 cc, gg
133 b2
152 g
14 116 w
15 154 a1
21 114 i1
26 114 a
153
18
5 152 d
6 145 u
9 128 u
16 92 g
21 145 l
22 159 h
24 47 b
114 i

117 a4
19
1 128 y
2 114 s
6 128 t
79u
8 114 i
139 f
10 139 f
14 53 o
23 121 d
25 63 n
144 h
26 116 x
20
2 128 h
Proverbs
20
3 119 w
9 107 t
10 123 f
11 153
12 75 v
13 110 l
14 118 p
16 63 l
66 g
18 145 k

22 22 s
109 f
25 114 i
26 111 u
28 66 f
21
6 128 c
8 24 a1
9 114 a
12 125 c
15 115 b
16 113 e
20 128 l
22 91 e
26 117 q
29 134 s
22
11 155 e
17 107 n
19 135 e
20 106 n
21 10 k
93 p
124 k
131 c
23 117 ff
24 75 bb
128 u

27 119 c2
23
1 73 a, d
107 n
113 x
2 128 u
3 75 bb
6 75 bb
7 152 t
15 106 o
135 f
20 103 f3
22 138 g
24 73 b
116 w
159 i
Proverbs
23
25 109 k
27 93 kk
29 131 q
35 120 c
24
15h
75 bb
35h
4 29 o
51 n

55h
128 t
8 128 u
9 130 a
10 75 z
91 e
11 151 e
14 27 u
48 l
69 o
159 p
16 134 r
17 51 l
18 152 w
22 135 m
151 a
27 112 oo
28 128 w
31 117 z
33 152 t
25
1 127 e
2 53 k
3 29 i1
161 a
4 113 ff
5 126 n
7 63 i

114 a
8 115 k
9 75 bb
11 93 r
12 161 a1
13 124 k
14 152 k
16 76 h
91 d
17 69 v
19 52 s
67 s
92 g
23 72 bb
24 114 a
25 161 a1
26 53 s
27 113 bf
Proverbs
26
2 114 o
128 w
3 161 a
7 75 u
8 67 cc
9 161 a
14 161 a
17 155 e

18 126 w
21 128 t
161 a1
23 145 u
26 54 c
28 122 n
27
6 63 c
7 143 a
8 126 p
9 146 e
14 113 k
15 55 k
75 x
128 t
16 145 l
20 85 v
21 161 a+1
24 150 g1
25 20 h
28
1 145 l
6 88 e1
14 52 k
16 145 l
18 88 e1
19 122 q
22 10 h

118 f
29
1 128 t
6 67 q
9 116 w
162 b
12 127 a
18 91 h
24 139 f
25 145 u
30
1 96
p. 285
3 124 h
166 a
6 10 k
69 v
9 29 l
13 72 l
14 114 i1
Proverbs
30
17 10 g3
20 h2
155 f
18 133 c
134 s
24 133 g

25ff 111 e
152 a1
28 144 h
30 152 b
31 35 m
32 67 aa
31
1 128 h
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34 107 c
36 100 h

138 i
2 Chronicles
30
9 114 p
147 a
17 152 a1
155 d
18 64 d
130 d2
19 155 n
31
1 75 aa
7 69 n
71
142 f2
10 53 q
72 z
113 ee
121 d1
12 10 h
17 117 m
19 155 d
32
1 119 gg
4 150 m
9 101 a
13 8 k
15 74 l

152 b
19 118 s2
30 69 u
32 150 e
33
9 75 gg
20=118 g
34
10 45 g
11 16 f
12 10 n
35
4 93 ww
17 93 oo1
p. 273
21 109 g
119 s
135 g
147 a
23 69 r
36
15 113 k
19 114 k
142 f2
21 67 y
23 137 c

